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Loughery, Richard M., administrator, Washington Hospital Center, on

behalf of the American Hospital Association; accompanied by:

Kenneth Williamson, deputy director, AHA, and director, Washing-

ton Service Bureau 2274

Louisiana Hospital Association, Warren W. Simonds, president; accom-

panied by: Charles R. Gage, executive director, LHA 2516

Louisiana State Medical Society, Edward M. Harrell; accompanied by:

Paul Perret, associate secretary-treasurer, LSMS . 2663

McDaniel, Durward K., national respresentative, the American Council

of the BHnd, Washington, D.C 780

McLean, Mrs. Elaine, vice president, Washington State Welfare Rights

Organization - -. 2239

Maisonpierre, Andre, vice president, American Mutual Insurance Alliance. 2548

Management Systems Consultant, E. T. Dibble, Atlanta, Ga 2370

Meskill, Hon. Thomas J., Governor of the State of Connecticut 2007

Michigan University, School of Education, Hon. Wilbur J. Cohen, dean_- 2121

Minarchenko, Paul J., director of legislation, American Federation of

State, County, and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO 1767

Mitchell, Clarence, director of the Washington Bureau of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People 2220

Modlin, E. C, president. North Carolina Social Services Association;

accompanied by: ^ ,.

Beverly Heitman, chairman, H.R. 1 Task Force of North Carolina.. 1700

Montoya, Hon. Joseph M., a U.S. Senator from the State of New Mexico. 1205

Moore, Florence, executive director. National Council for Homemaker-
Home Health Aide Services, Inc.; accompanied by:

Patricia Gilroy, executive director, Homemaker Service of the Na-

tional Capital Area, Washington, D.C 2491

Morrison-Knudsen Co. of Boise, Idaho, Lee E. Knack, director of labor

T^plof 1 Qr\g _ _
l^rt 1

Murphy, Richard E., assistant to the general president. Service Employees

International Union, AFL-CIO; accompanied by:

Paul Quirk, president, local 509, Boston, Mass 1^59

Myers, Robert J., former chief actuary, Social Security Administration. 861

Nagle, John F., chief, Washington office, National Federation of the Bhnd 77o

National Association of Blue Shield Plans, James D. Knebel; accompanied

by:
Lawrence C. Morris, vice president, planning and programing,

NABSP -r-'-^iS.-
^"^"

National Association for Mental Health, Hilda Robbins, member, I'ublic

Affairs Committee; president, Pennsylvania Mental Health, Inc., Fort

Washington, Pa \;--\--p^^
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Clarence

Mitchell, director, Washington Bureau 2220

National Association of Counties, Doris Dealaman, Freeholder, Somerset

County, N.J., chairman. Welfare Committee; accompanied by:

Ellis P. Murphy, director, social services, Los Angeles County, Calif.,

president. National Association of County Welfare Directors;

David Daniel, director, public aid. Cook County, 111.
;
and

Ralph Tabor, director, Federal affairs. National Association of Coun-

ties
^^^^
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National Association of Life Underwriters Committee on Federal Law and
Legislation, Burton C. Holmes, CLU, vice chairman; accompanied by: P»Ke

Michale Kerley, staff counsel, NALU 906
National Association of Social Workers, Inc., Rev. Bernard J. Coughlin,

chairman, Division Cabinet of Social Policy and Action; accompanied

by:
Glen Allison, director, Washington Office, NASW 1690

National Association of State Mental Health Program Directors, Jonathan

Leopold, M.D., commissioner. Department of Mental Health, State of

Vermont; Kenneth Gaver, M.D., commissioner. Department of Mental

Hygiene and Corrections, State of Ohio; accompanied by:

Harry C. Schnibbe, executive director 924

National Conference of Catholic Charities, Rev. Msgr. Lawrence J.

Corcoran, secretary 1727

National Coordinating Committee for Trade Union Action and Democracy,

Fred Gaboury, cochairman 1775

National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc.,

Florence Moore; accompanied by:
Patricia Gilroy, executive director, Homemaker Service of the Na-

tional Capital Area, Washington, D.C 2491

National Council of Jewish Women, Mrs. Donald Brown, national board

member; accompanied by:
Mrs. Bernard Koteen, chairman. Day Care Committee no6

National Federation of Independent Business, James A. Gavin, legislative

director; accompanied by:
Thomas Rae, Washington, D.C, staff 914

National Federation of the Blind, John F. Nagle, chief, Washmgton office.. 775

National Federation of Social Service Employees and Affiliated Organi-

zations, Ozzie Edwards -.- 2507

National Federation of Student Social Workers, Thomas J. Banaszynski;

accompanied by:
Hector Sanchez, coordinator of education, NFSSW ... 1»d7

National health and environmental law program, Margaret Ewing,

University of California, Los Angeles; accompanied by:

Harvey Makadon, health law project. University of Pennsylvania

Law School 2702

National League of Senior Citizens, Mike Burk, legislative advcoate,

Los Angeles, Calif ^^^
National Legislative Conference, Charles F. Kurfess, speaker, Ohio

House of Representatives; accompanied by:
Allen Dines, State senator, Colorado; and
Richard S. Hodes, State representative, Florida - - 2252

National Medical Association, Emerson Walden, M.D.; accompanied by:

Drs. John Chissell, Erman Edgecomb, John A. Kenney, Jr.
;
and

Loy Kirkpatrick, counsel 2b6o

National Retired Teachers Association, Peter Hughes, legislative represent-

ative; accompanied by:
Robert Svkes, legislative representative ooi n

National Urban League, Vernon E. Jordan, Jr., executive director 2210

National Welfare Rights Organization, George A. Wiley, executive director;

accompanied by:
oncLQ

Beulah Sanders, national chairman, NWRO >^ "ttt'
" V

New York State Civil Service Employees Association, Theodore C. Wenzl,

president :f'^^^

New York State Legislature, Hon. Henry A. Wise, former member Ib/b

Nixon, Allen, president-elect. Southern States Industrial Council; accom-

panied by: „

Anthony Harrigan, executive vice president ao^^"

Noland, Royce P., executive director, American Physical Therapy Associa-

tion, Washington, D.C --"V
North Carolina Social Services Association. E. C. Modlm, president;

accompanied by: i-rnn
Beverly Heitman, chairman, H.R. 1 Task Force of North Carolina. .. 17UU

Northwestern National Life Insurance Co., John S. PUlsbury, Jr., chairman

and chief executive officer ''*
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Obey, Hon. David R., a Representative in Congress from the State of Pa»?e

Wisconsin 1212

Oglivie, Hon. Richard B., Governor, State of Illinois; accompanied by:

Edward T. Weaver, director, Illinois Department of Public Aid 1043

Oiler, Jose Garcia, M.D., president, American Council of Medical Staffs;

accompanied by: „^oo
Edward S. Hyman, M.D., secretary, ACMS 2683

Pechman, Joseph A.; accompanied by:
Alice M. Rivlin, Brookings Institution 801

Pepper, F. J., M.D., vice chairman, American Veterans Committee 2288

Percy, Hon. Charles H., a U.S. Senator from Illinois 1377

Pillsbury, John S., Jr., chairman and chief executive officer. Northwestern

National Life Insurance Co., on behalf of American Life Convention,

Life Insurance Association of America, and Life Insurers Conference,

accompanied by: ^An
Richard Minck, actuarv. Life Insurance Association of America 740

Public Services Committee, P. Richard Stoesser, chairman. Board of

Commissioners, Midland County, Mich; accompanied by:

R. Jerry Bennett, chairman, Board of Commissioners; and

H. M. Meredith, county social services director 1303

Reagan, Hon. Ronald, Governor of the State of California; accompanied

by:
Robert Carieson, director of social welfare 1873

Reid, Joseph H., executive director, Child Welfare League of America;

accompanied by: onna
Jean Rubin, staff ^^;f^

Richardson, Warren S., general counsel. Liberty Lobby, Washington, D.C. 77U

Robbins, Hilda, member, PubUc Aflfairs Committee, National Association

for Mental Health; president, Pennsylvania Mental Health, Inc., Fort

Washington, Pa .---^7-,
Rockefeller, Hon. Nelson A., Governor of the State of New York; accom-

panied by: T^ A. 4. t
Barry Van Lare, executive deputy commissioner. Department ot

Social Services, New York State 2144

Ross, Hon. James E., chairman, Beaver County Commissioners, Beaver,

Pa.; accompanied by: tt -4. 1

Cosmo Morabito, assistant administrator, Beaver County Hospital,

Pa. 2581

2358

Salt Lake area community action program, William F. Biggs, Salt Lake

City, Utah; accompanied by:
Bonnie Hartley, vice president, Utah Welfare Rights; and

Andrew Gallegos, Coalition of Spanish Speaking Organizations of

Utah -'"""j'r
Sargent, Hon. Francis, Governor of Massachusetts; accompanied by:

Leonard Hausman; and
Edward Moscovitch, economists l"i,V'A

Schloss, Irvin P., legislative analyst, American Foundation for the Blind,

Washington, D.C V "t.'
" V,"

"
" L"

"

Service Employees International Union, AFL-CIO, Richard E. Murphy,

assistant to the general president; accompanied by:

Paul Quirk, president, local 509, Boston, Mass l^g^

Shaker, WiUiam H., Delta Associates International - - - - - - ^j'^^
Sheppard and Enoch Pratt Hospital, Robert W. Gibson, Towson, Md.. 24U»

Shore, Chester, chairman, Committee on Federal Legislation, Health and

Welfare Council of the National Capital area ^^^^

Simonds, Warren W., president, Louisiana Hospital Association; accom-

panied by: 9 KIR
Charles R. Gage, executive director, LHA ^^'•O

Smith, Hon. Preston, Governor, State of Texas; accompanied by:

Raymond Vowell, commissioner of pubUc welfare, and
Ed Powers

-

1088

Smith, Richard ' S","welfare supervisor, Prince Georges County, Md.,

Department of Social Sciences °°'
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Social Security Administration, Robert J. Myers, former chief actuary 861

Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, 111., Thomas M. Brooks, dean,

School of Home Economics, member, American Home Economics
Association; accompanied by:

Doris Hansen, executive director, American Home Economics As-

sociation 1637

Southern States Industrial Council, Allen Nixon, president-elect; accom-
panied by:
Anthony Harrigan, executive vice president 1620

Stoesser, P. Richard, chairman, Public Services Committee, Board of

Commissioners, Midland County, Mich.; accompanied by:

R. Jerry Bennett, chairman. Board of Commissioners; and
H. M. Meredith, County Social Services Director 1303

Stone, Virginia, chairman. Executive Committee, Division of Geriatric

Nursing Practice, American Nurses' Association; accompanied by:

Constance HoUeran, director, Governmental Relations Department,
ANA-. 2421

Thompson, William, stated clerk, United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.;

accompanied by:
Dorothy Height, vice president. National Council of Churches of

Christ in the U.S.A.; and
Hobart Burch, general secretary for health and welfare, United Church

of Christ Board for Homeland Ministries 1472

Tresnowski, Bernard R., senior vice president for Federal programs. Blue

Cross Association , 2744
Trister, Michael B., Washington Research Project Action Council; ac-

companied by

:

Nancy Duff Levy 2352
UUmann, Hon. AI, a Representative in Congress from the State of Oregon. 1292

United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., William Thompson, stated clerk;

accompanied by:
Dorothy Height, vice president. National Council of Churches of

Christ in the U.S.A.; and
Hobart Burch, general secretary for health and welfare, United Church

of Christ Board for Homeland Ministries 1472

U.S. Catholic Conference, John E. Cosgrove, director, social development. 1714

Walden, Emerson, M.D., president. National Medical Association; ac-

companied by:
Drs. John Chissell, Erman Edgecomb, John A. Kenney, Jr.; and Loy

Kirkpatrick, coun.sel 2636
Washington Hospital Center, Richard M. Loughery, administrator, on

behalf of the American Hospital Association; accompanied by:
Kenneth WiUiamson, deputy director, AHA, and director, Wash-

ington Service Bureau 2274
Washington Research Project Action Council, Michael B. Trister; accom-

panied by:
Nancy Duff Levy 2352

Washington State Welfare Rights Organization, Mrs. Elaine McLean,
vice president 2239

Webber, Clyde M., executive vice president, American Federation of

Government Employees; accompanied by:
Stephen A. Koczak, director of research 1751

Weems, Samuel A., prosecuting attorney, 17th Judicial District, State of

Arkansas, legislative chairman of the Arkansas Prosecuting Attorneys
Association 835

Welch, George A., Area Resources Improvement Council, Benton Harbor,

Mich.; accompanied by:
J. Howard Edwards, executive director, ARIC;
Roger Curry, executive vice president, Twin Cities Area Chamber of

Commerce; and
Andy Takacs, director, government and urban affairs. Whirlpool Corp. 1320

Wenzl, Theodore C, president, New York State Civil Service Employees
Association 2234
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Wiggins, Jack G., psychologist, Cleveland, Ohio, member. Board of

Governors, Council for the Advancement of Psychological Professions

and Sciences (CAPPS), and executive committee; accompanied by:
A. Eugene Shapiro, diplomate, clinical psychology, consultant in PaB«

psychology, St. Michael's Hospital, Newark, N.J 2434
Wiley, George A., executive director, National Welfare Rights Organiza-

tion; accompanied by:
Beulah Sanders, national chairman, NWRO 2059

Wilt, Lynda, president. Aid to Dependent Children Association of Lane
County, Oreg. ; accompanied by:

Patricia Ban;
Robin Derringer; and
Loretta Daniel 2336

Wise, Hon. Henry A., former member of the New York State Legislature.. 1626
Wolfbein, Seymour L., Chamber of Commerce of the United States of

America; accompanied by:
Karl T. Schlotterbeck, consultant on economic security 1389

Working Mothers United for Fair Taxation, Mrs. Gladys Kessler ... 1746
Wyman, George K., president, American Public Welfare Association;

accompanied by:
Wilbur J. Schmidt, chairman, National Council of State Public Welfare

Administrators; and
Lloyd E. Rader, director. State Department of Institutions, Social and

RehabiUtative Services, Oklahoma 1643

Communications

Abzug, Hon. Bella S., U..S Representative from New York 2778
AcuflF, Charles E., president, National Association of Coordinators of State

Programs for the Mentally Retarded, Inc 3318
AFL-CIO, Andrew J. Biemiller, director, Department of Legislation 1825
Agnes, Sister Mary, O.P., administrator, Holy Family Hospital 2983
Air Line Pilots Association, International, Capt. Paul Metcalf, chairman,

Committee on Discrimination in Pilot Employment 3360
Alabama State Agency for Social Security, Edna M. Reeves, director 3323
Allied Pilots Association, Martin C. Seham, general counsel . 3445
American Association of Bioanalysts, Bernard Diamond, chairman,

Government and Professional Relations Council 3406
American Association of Blood Banks 3297
American Association of Dental Schools, John J. SoUey, D.D.S., president. 2993
American Association of University Women, Mrs. Sherman Ross, chairman,

legislative program committee -- 3447
American Bar Association, Milton M. Carrow, chairman, section of admin-

istrative law 2857
American Chiropractic Association and International Chiropractors Asso-

ciation, Dr. John L. Simons, president, American Chiropractic Associa-

tion; and Dr. William S. Day, president. International Chiropractors

Association 2857
American Clinical Laboratory Association, James L. Johnson, president— 3426
American Life Convention, Life Insurance Association of America, William

B. Harman, Jr., general counsel, ALC, and Kenneth L. Kimble, vice

president and general counsel, LIAA — 749
American College of Nursing Home Administrators, Donovan J. Perkins,

D.P. A., president . 2860
American Insurance Association, T. Lawrence Jones, president 2558
American Medical Association 3242
American Nurses Association, Inc.:

Constance HoUeran, director Government relations 2434
Eileen M. Jacobi, R.N., Ed. D., executive director -.-- 3240

American Nursing Home Association of the Medicare and Medicaid
Programs, John K. Pickens 2528

American Optometric A.ssociation 2994
American Parents Committee, Inc., George J. Hecht, chairman 2861

American Pharmaceutical Association 3292
American Podiatry Association, Ernest M. Weiner, D.P.M., president 3305
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American Public Health Association 3364

American Society of Medical Technologists 3259

American Speech and Hearing Association, Kenneth O. Johnson, Ph. D.,

executive secretary 2862

Andersen, Arthur & Co., Allan J. Winick, partner 2863

Annunzio, Hon. Frank, U.S. Representative from Hlinois 2781

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, David A. Brody, director,

Washington office 3094

Armstrong, A. W., business office manager, Overlake Memorial Hospital.. 2976

Arthur Young & Co., Washington, D.C 2374

Associated General Contractors of America, WilUam E. Dunn, executive

director 323o

Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, Walter R. Buerger,

M.D., secretary-treasurer 3390

Association of Children and Youth Project Directors, Fred SeUgman, M.D.,

M.P.H ., chairman 3288

Baker, Gerald W., administrator, Willapa Harbor Hospital 2979

Ballard, John H., executive director. Welfare Council of Metropolitan

Chicago 3253

Baroness Erlanger Hospital, E. B. Craig, controller, T. C. Thompson
Children's Hospital 2864

Beilenson, Hon. Anthony C, U.S. State senator from California 2810

Bennett, R. Jerry, chairman. Board of Commissioners 1319

Benson, Lucy Wilson, president. League of Women Voters of the United

States. 1268

Bentley, C^ D^, administrator, the Valley Memorial Hospital 2980

Bernadette, Sister Mary, administrator, Saint Margaret's Hospital 3098

Bernardin, Most Rev. Joseph L., general secretary, U.S. Catholic Con-

ference. 1726,3447

Biaggi, Hon. Mario, U.S. Representative from New York 2782

Biemiller, Andrew J., director. Department of Legislation, AFL-CIO.... 1825

Bigelow, John, executive vice president, Washington State Hospital

Association 00^4
Bird, Robert J., Bird & Tansill 3274

Blackburn, Clark W., general director, Family Service Association of

America o^et
Blair, F. E., executive director, Ohio Valley General Hospital Association. 2967

Bli.ss, Paul S., administrator, Seattle General Hospital 2979

Blomquist, Paul, administrator. Grays Harbor Community Hospital 2978

Boucher, Anne Carey, chairman, Maryland Commission on the Status of

Women, Department of Employment and Social Services 2940

Boyer, John C, business manager. Mount Carmel Hospital 2976

Boynton, Alice, consultant. United Low Income, Inc 3258

Brighton-Allston Community Health Corp., Robert A. England, president. 3098

Bristor, Delos J., hospital administrator, Coulee General Hospital 298o

Brodv, David A., director, Washington Office, Anti-Defamation League

of B'nai B'rith - 3094

Bromberg, Michael D., director, Washington Bureau, Federation of

American Hospitals o^cf
Brown, Hon. Garry, U.S. Representative from Michigan . 2785

Buck, Arthur L., state representative. National Legislative Conference

Task Force on Human Resources 2855

Buck, Hon. Arthur L., U.S. State Representative from Wyoming .... 2991

Buerger, Walter R., M.D., secretary-treasurer. Association of American
Physicians and Surgeons

a a
Bumpers, Hon. Dale, Governor of Arkansas 844a

Buonopane, Pat, East Boston Neighborhood Health Committee, Boston,

Mass .-: 3097

Burk, Mike, legislative advocate. National League of Senior Citizens 905

Burns, Hon. John A., Governor of Hawaii ^^qq
Cahill, Hon. William T., Governor of New Jersey 2799

Carkulis, Theodore, State of Montana, Department of Public Welfare 3441

Carlton, Robert A., chairman, Monroe County Coalition for Welfare

Justice 3410

Carney, Hon. Charles J., U.S. Representative from Ohio ^'oo

Carrow, Milton M., chairman. Section of Administrative Law, American

Bar Association 2857
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Carter, Hon. Jimmv, Governor of the State of Georgia 1999

Cascade Valley Hospital, Allen K. Remington, administrator 2979

Central Memorial Hospital, Clarence M. Pritchard, administrator 2982

Chamber of Commerce of the United States, William P., McHenry, Jr.,

economic security manager 1428, 2864

Child Care and Preschool Programs Commission, Office of Education,

Santa Cruz County, Calif., Richard R. Fickel, superintendent 2878

Chisholm, Hon. Shirley, U.S. Representative from New York 2787

Church, Hon. Frank, U.S. Senator from Idaho -- 2761

Cimino, Bonnie, welfare chairman, League of Women Voters of Columbia,

S.C.: - 1276

Coalition of Independent Health Professions on Peer Review Systems 3363

College of American Pathologists, Dr. C. A. McWhorter 2880

Colwell, David, president, Council of Planning Affiliates 2920

Committee on Income Maintenance, Joan Foley 2888

Community Service Society, Bernard C. Fisher 2889

Community Service Society, representing the Committee on Aging, Com-
mittee on Family and Child Welfare, Committee on Health in the

Department of Public Affairs 2997

Cook Countv Department of Public Aid 1234, 2918

Cornelius, Dorothy, A., R.N., executive director, Ohio Nurses Association.. 2965

Coon, Dr. Robert W., National Committee for Careers in Medical Tech-

nology 3032

Coulee General Hospital, Delos J. Bristor, hospital administrator 2985

Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds, Inc., Max M. Fisher.. 2920

Council of Planning Affiliates, David Colwell, president 2920

Council of State Governments, William L. Frederick, director, eastern

office 3156

Craig, E. B., controller, T. C. Thompson Children's Hospital, Baroness

Erlanger Hospital 2864

Cruikshank, Nelson H., president, National Council of Senior Citizens 2964

Dailey, J. A., administrator, Walla Walla General Hospital 2982

Daniel, David L., director. Cook County Department of Public Aid 1234

Davey, Mrs. Elizabeth, member, board of directors. League of Women
Voters of Michigan 1278

Davis, James A., president, board of trustees. Ferry County Memorial
Hospital 2974

Davis, Leon J., president. National Union of Hospital and Nursing Home
Employees, RWDSU, AFL-CIO 2987

Day, Dr. William S., president. International Chiropractors Association.. 2857

Dayton General Hospital, Fred Schreck, chairman of board, and Cecil

Mackliet, secretary onfa
Deaconess Hospital, Harry C. Wheeler, administrator 2976

Dechant, Tony T., president. National Farmers Union 2964

Department of Church in Society of the Christian Church (Disciples of

Christ), Indianapolis, Ind 1^"'

Department of Employment and Social Services, Anne Carey Boucher,

chairman, Maryland Commission on the Status of Women 2940

Department of Health and Hospitals, Dr. Rowland L. Mindlin, director,

maternal and child health 2992

Department of Health, Section of Hospitals and Medical Facilities, Verne

A. Pangborn, director 3130

Department of Justice, State of California, Evelle J. Younger, attorney

general .

—

3159

Diamond, Bernard, chairman. Government and Professional Relations

Council, American Association of Bioanalysts 3406

Dimmick, William A., president. Health and Welfare Planning Council of

Memphis-Shelby County, Tenn 3217

Doctors Hospital, Seattle, Wash., Dr. S. A. Tucker, director ..-- 297o

Dolan, Merrilee, chairone. Task Force on Women in Poverty, National

Organization for Women oooo
Doss, Lawrence P., president. New Detroit, Inc 3262
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Drinan, Hon. Robert F., U.S. Representative from Massachusetts 2788

Dunn, William E., executive director, the Associated General Contractors

of America 3235

East Boston Health Center, Dr. James O. Taylor, medical director, staff- 3098

East Boston Neighborhood Health Committee, Boston, Mass., Pat
Buonopane- ^ 3097

Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N.J., National Committee for

Careers in the Medical Laboratory 3023

Eid, Elmer O., administrator, Memorial Hospital, Inc 2987

Egan, Hon. William A., Governor of Alaska 2002

Eilberg, Hon. Joshua, U.S. Representative from Pennsylvania 2789

ElUott, John Doyle, secretary, Townsend Foundation 3384

England, Robert A., president, Brighton-Allston Community Health
Corp 3098

Episcopal Community Services, diocese of Pennsylvania, Charles L.

Ritchie, Jr., president, board of council 3321

Erickson, Robert J., counsel. Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc 3448

Evergreen General Hospital, F. A. Gray, administrator 2984

Everson, Miss Mary Lou, Department of Social and Health Services,

Economics Services Division I960

Eye and Ear Clinic Inc., P.S., Wenatchee, Wash 2975

Family Service Association of America, Clark W. Blackburn, general

director 3294

Federal Register, vol. 36, No. 40—February 27, 1971, Safeguarding Infor-

mation 489

Federation of American Hospitals, Michael D. Bromberg, diiector, Wash-
ington Bureau 2928

Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies, Inc., John J. Keppler, execu-

tive vice president 1745

Ferry County Memorial Hospital, James A. Davis, president, board of

trustees 2974

Fickel, Richard R., superintendent, Child Care and Preschool Programs
Commission, Office of Education, Santa Cruz County, Calif 2878

Fineman, Hon. IJerbert, U.S. State Representative from Pennsylvania. . - 2848

First Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston, Mass., H. Dickinson Rathbun,
manager 3446

Fisher, Bernard C, Community Service Society 2889

Fisher, Max M., Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds, Inc 2920

Foley, Joan, representing the Committee on Income Maintenance 2888

Fox, Thomas P., chief clerk of the assembly, Wisconsin Legislature 2854

Fraser, Hon. Donald M., U.S. Representative from Minnesota 2790

Frederick, William L., director, eastern office, the Council of State Govern-
ments 3156

Gamble, Howard M., administrator, Okanogan-Douglas County Hospital.. 2985

Garrett, Roberta M., R.N., administrator, Metahne Falls, Wash 2974

Garrett, Roberta M., R.N., administrator, Public Hospital District No. 2,

Pend Oreille County, Wash 2974

General Hospital of Everett, Stephen C. Saunders, president, board of

trustees 2981

Giaimo, Hon. Robert N., U.S. Representative from Connecticut 2790

Good Samaritan Hospital and Rehabilitation Center, David K. Hamry,
administrator ^^^n

Gottlieb, Donna, Brighton, Mass 3100

Gould, Dr. John H., coordinator, M.I.C.-C. & Y. programs, St. Ehzabeths
Hospital 3102

Grasso, Hon. Ella T., U.S. Representative from Connecticut 2793

Gray, F. A., administrator, Evergreen General Hospital 2984

Gray, Mrs. Robert, Jr., president. League of Women Voters, Ripon, Wis.. 1288

Grays Harbor Community Hospital, Paul Blomquist, administrator 2978

Gronvold, Martin N., executive director, North Dakota Old Age and
Survivor Insurance System, and the social security contribution fund.. 3327

Gross, H. William, D.D.S., president, Lehigh Valley Committee Against

Health Fraud, Inc 3105

Hall, Hon. David, Governor of Oklahoma 1652

Hamilton, Hon. Lee H., U.S. Representative from Indiana 2792
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Hamry, David H., administrator, Good Samaritan Hospital and Rehabili- ?«««

tation Center 2984
Handbook of Public Assistance Administration, Eligibility 2987
Hanson, Robert A., administrator, the Riverton Hospital 2987
Harman, William B., Jr., general counsel, American Life Convention, and
Kenneth L. Kimble, vice president and general counsel, Life Insurance

Association of America 749
Hawkins, Paul M., Washington counsel. Health Insurance Association of

America 2725
Health and Welfare Planning Council of Memphis-Shelby County, Tenn.,

William A. Dimmick, president 3217

Health Insurance Association of America, Paul M. Hawkins, Washington
counsel 2725

Heap, Irene C 2930
Hecht, George J., chairman, the American Parents Committee, Inc 2861

Helsel, Elsie D., Ph.D., Washington representative, United Cerebral Palsy

Association, Inc 3329
Heitman, Sister M. Clara, O.S.F., administrator, St. Mary's Hospital,

Nebraska Citv, Nebr 3137
HEW, John G. Veneman, Under Secretary 972, 1309

Holleran, Constance, director, Government relations, American Nurses'

Association, Inc 2434
Holman, Steve 2990, 3094

Holy Family Hospital, Sister Mary Agnes, O.P., administrator, and James
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Testimony by Hon. Frank Chtjrch, a U.S. Senator From the State of Idaho

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify here this morning on

H.R. 1, a bill which may be the most important domestic legislation that the

Senate will consider during this session.

As Chairman of the Senate Committee on Aging, I shall direct my remarks to

the sections in the bill which are of vital concern to the Nation's elderly.

Several provisions in this measure, I am pleased to say, are either identical or

similar to proposals I have advanced, such as :

Major increases in minimum monthly henefits for persons with long periods

of covered employment

;

Cost-of-living adjustments to protect the elderly from inflation
;

Full benefits for widows, instead of only 82l^ percent as under present

law;
Liberalization of the retirement test

;

An age-62 computation point for men

;

Protection against retroactive denial of payments under Medicare

;

Coverage of the disabled under Medicare ; and
Replacement of old age assistance with a new income supplement program

to be administered by the Social Security Administration.

These welcome changes provide a solid foundation for making many crucial,

reforms for strengthening and improving our Social Security, Medicare and in-

come supplement programs for the elderly. However, more comprehensive and far-

reaching action is needed now—not two or three years from now—if the aged are

to escape from the economic treadmill which keeps them running but going

nowhere.
Make no mistake about it, the elderly are slipping further behind on a number

of key fronts in terms of achieving economic security.

Today more than 4.7 million persons 65 and older fall below the poverty line,

nearly 100,000 more than in 1968. Older Americans are now more than twice as

likely to be poor as younger Americans. One out of every four persons 65 and

older—in contrast to one in nine for younger individuals—lives in poverty.

If the marginally poor are also included, their impoverished nimibers swell

to more than 6.5 million. The net Impact of these figures is that one out of every

three aged i>ersons is poor or near poor.

And by povertv, I mean a "rock bottom" standard. According to Census defini-

tions, it' is $1,852 for a single person and $2,328 for an elderly couple. The near

poor threshold is 125 percent of these figures : $2,315 for individuals and $2,910

for couples.
Inadequate retirement income also takes its toll in many other forms

:
sub-

standard housing, isolation, loneliness, malnutrition, and poorer health.

For these reasons, it is absolutely essential that the Senate make important

finishing touches to perfect the House-passed Social Security-Welfare Reform

proposal.
LARGER AND El/^UER BENEIFIT INCREASES

Heading the list in my judgment is the need for a larger benefit increase for

Social Security recipients. The House-passed bill proposes a 5 percent across^

the-board raise to take effect this June.

This proposal is certainly welcome, but it simply does not go far enough to

deal effectively with the retirement income crisis which now affects millions

of older Americans and threatens to engulf many more. To put it bluntly adding

a few dollars every one or two years is not going to solve this mounting prob-

lem.
Moreover, the rise in the cost-of-living since the last Social Security increase—

which was effective in January 1971—is almost certain to outstrip the proposed

5 percent raise in H.R. 1.

With poverty on the rise for the elderly, a more substantial benefit increase

is urgently needed, and not in June but to take effect January 1.

(2761)
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For these reasons, I am proposing—as I have in my omnibus Social Security-

Welfare Reform proposal. S. 1645—that there should be an across-the-board

increase which would average about 12 percent for all Social Security recipients.

However, this rise would be weighted to provide for larger percentage increases

for persons who need them the most, individuals with inadequate benefits because

of low lifetime earnings.
For example, persons with average monthly lifetime earnings between $150

and $200 would be entitled to benefit increases averaging about 21 percent.

And individuals with creditable earnings ranging from $200 to $300 would
receive approximately an 18 percent raise.

A principal advantage of this approach is that it could lift large numbers
of older Americans out of poverty without the necessity of resorting to welfare.

Additionally, it recognizes this very basic fact : persons who now receive low
Social Security benefits are less likely to have other resources than higher

income beneficiaries.

And in terms of dollars and cents, this proposal would provide nearly $130

more per year than allowed under the 5 percent benefit increase in H.R. 1.

ELIMINATION OF POVERTY FOB ELDERLY

One of the major innovations in H.R. 1 is the replacement of the adult cate-

gorical assistance programs—aid to the aged, blind and disabled—with a new
Federal program to be administered by the Social Security Administration.

This is certainly a step in the right direction. But the fundamental weakness
is that the income standard would be too low for the elderly. The proposed

$1,560 income level for fiscal 1973 for a single person is still about $300 below
the 1971 poverty threshold. By the time 1973 rolls aroimd, it is likely to be

several hundred dollars below the poverty index.

For these reasons, I urge that the income standards be raised to a level to

wipe out poverty once and for all for older Americans—to $160 a month for a
single aged person and $200 for a couple. Moreover, I propose that these stand-

ards be adjusted annually with rises in the cost-of-living to make them inflation-

ary proof for these low-income persons.
Certainly the wealthiest Nation in the world can make that commitment to

a generation who worked so hard for the high standard of living we now enjoy.

MEDICARE BBF0RM.6

Important as a soundly conceived income strategy is, we must not overlook

the need for major Improvements in Medicare. Today the rising costs of medical
care and proposed cutbacks in coverage pose a very serious drain upon the

limited incomes of the elderly. Medicare now covers only about 43 percent of

their expenditures because gaps in coverage still exist.

One of the major gaps is coverage of out-of-hospital prescription drugs. This
constitutes the largest health care cost which they must meet almost entirely

from their own resources.
Today prescription expenditures for persons 65 and older average about $84

per year, nearly three times as high as for younger individuals. For aged per-

.sons with severe chronic conditions—about 15 percent of all older Americansi

—

drug costs are six times as high as for younger persons.

Several renowned authorities—including the 1971 Social Security Advisory
Council, the HEW Task Force on Prescription Drugs, and the White House Con-
ference on Aging—have all gone on record in supi)ort of this badly needed cover-

age. And now, the Congress shonld go on record unequivocally to extend this

long overdue protection for the aged.
Another major expenditure for the elderly is the $5.60 monthly premium charge

for Part B of Medicare. In July, this will rise to $5.80. On an annual basis, this

will mean that an elderly couple will pay nearly $140 for doctor^s insurance.
For persons living cm fixed incomes, this can represent a very substantial
expenditure.

Again, I recommend that this charge be eliminated for the aged. Instead, the
Part B and Part A Ho.spital In.surance programs would be combined and financed
by one-third contributions from employees, one-third from employers, and one-
third from general revenues.

This proposal is patterned after the recommendation in the 1971 Social Se-

curiay Advisory Coimcil rejwrt. And for the typical retired worker, this change
alone would be almost the equivalent of a 5 percent increase in benefits.
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MEDICARE CUTBACKS

My earlier remarks have focused basically on positive action that the Senate

can take to improve H.R. 1. Now I would like to turn to some undesirable pro-

visions in H.R. 1 which, I believe, can limit the quality and scope of care for

the aged.
Since other Members of the Committee on Aging will talk at greater length on

many of tlie.se measures, I shall only concentrate on two of these proposals.

i^irst, H.R. 1 establishes a new $7.50 copayment charge for each day in the

hospital from the 31st to the 60th day. ITiis, of course, would be in addition to the

$GS deductible which the elderly would be required to pay out of their own pocket
for ho.spitalization.

For an individual requiring 60 days in the hospital, this charge alone could

add $225 to his bill. The irony of it all is that this provision is likely to hurt
the very person that Medicare is supposed to help the most—the individual with
a large health care bill because of a prolonged period in the hospital.

And remember this: About 9 out of every 10 persons who reacli age 65 will

require at least 1 stay in the hospital during their remaining years. About two
out of every three will require at least two hospital stays.

Additionally, H.R. 1 would raise the deductible for Part B from $50 to $60,

once again driving up the health care costs for the elderly.

These measures, I believe, should be deleted or substantially altered by the

Senate.
WHITE HOUSE COXFERENCE ON AGING

At the recent White House Conference on Aging, 3,400 delegates from every

State in the Union made a ringing call for action on several fronts.

Soon the Senate will consider H.R. 1, a measure that can be landmark legisla-

tion in providing genuine economic security for the aged.

Again, I reaflSrm my strong support for early and favorable action on this

bill, along the lines that I have outlined in my statement.

We owe this pledge to moi-e than 20 million Americans who are now Go and
older. And we owe this pledge to the millions more nearing this age.

Statement of Hon. Jacob K. Javits, a U.S. Senator from the
State of New York

I urge committee acceptance of Amendment No. 945 to HR 1. This amendment
is identical to S-961, a bill I had introduced on Feburary 25, 1971, to amend the
Social Security Act with respect to exclusion of certain income received by artists

and composers from the sale after age 65 of works created prior to their reaching

age 65.

The Social Security Act now provides that individuals 65 years and over who
are receiving royalty income attributable to copyrights or patents obtained be-

fore age 65 may exclude such income from their gross income in determining their

.social security entitlement.

Amendment No. 945 extends the provision to artists and composers who sell

uncopyrighted works, thereby placing them on an equal basis with artists and
composers receiving royalty income from copyrights or patented works. The
burden of proof remains upon the individual artist or composer to establish to

the satisfaction of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare when the

art work or composition was created and when sold.

Although no precise estimates are available as to the number of individuals

who would become eligible under this amendment, it should be noted that in or-

der to be eligible, an individual author or artist must have created the work
prior to age 65, and that his outside income does not exceed $1,680, the figure at

which social security benefits are reduced. Estimates of the numbers of artists

taking advantage of the present royalty income exclusion range in the low hun-

dreds.
Thus, we are talking about a relatively few individuals out of almost 26.2 million

social security recipients.

This propcsal should be relatively easy to administer. By placing the burden of

proof upon the individual we have followed the pattern of the 1965 amendments
to the Social Security Act. The individual is thus required to prove his claimed

-pt. 6-
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exclusion to the Secretary's satisfaction consistent with existing law. Finally, the
Secretary already has general rulemaking power under the law with which to

establish an orderly procedure for individuals claiming the right to exclude in-

come under this amendment.
I iirge that the Committee on Finance in its consideration of HR 1 favorably

consider this proposal to correct an inequity in the law which penalizes older

artists and composers at a time when they are living upon modest fixed incomes
and dependent upon social security benefits.

U.S. Senate,
Washington, B.C., February 2, 1972.

Hon. Russell Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : Last year I introduced S. 918, which was designed to

provide a minimum income with a floor no lower than that set for the poverty
program for those on Social Security.

My schedule will preclude my appearing personally before the Committee dur-

ing your hearings but I would appreciate having the attached statement appear
as part of the hearings.
With best wishes.

Sincerely,
Thomas J. McIntyre,

U.S. Senator.

Enclosure.

Mr. McIntyre. Mr. Chairman : Last year I introduced a bill to amend title II

of the Social Security Act to provide supplementary payments to certain low-
income recipients of monthly insurance benefits covered under the Act.

I urge the Committee's consideration of this proposal as it deals closely with
questions of welfare and social security.

In view of the sharp rising costs of the past few years and the still anticipated

increased consumer costs, our senior citizens must live in constant terror of

poverty. Even today 25 per cent of Americans 65 or over live on a bare poverty
level income or below.

Unfortunately, there are too many who are naive enough to believe that social

security benefits and private pension plans adequately cover our senior citizens.

This is just not so. Ironically, retired people are forced to exist on less than 20%
of their preretirement income at a time when their needs are, in some cases,

greater than before their retirement. Special care, housing, diets, inaccessible

transportation, and other problems peculiar to the elderly are not cheap.

I would like to cite the following statistics received for the Department of

Health. Education, and Welfare, based on the 1970 census, to stress the mounting
degree of this problem.

First, every tenth American is 65 years of age or older. The older iwpulation

(aged 65 and over) grew faster than the remaining population since the 1960
cen.sus count (21.1% vs. 12.5%).

Second, about 4.7 million older persons or almost a quarter lived in households
where the total income fell below the poverty threshold.

My purpose in introducing this legislation is simple and clear : it is to assure

that no one on social .security will be forced to live on an income which is less

than what is considered to be the minimum above poverty : namely $1,800 a year
for an individual, $2,400 a year for two persons and $3,000 a year for three or

more persons.
My bill has the additional feature of providing an automatic adjustment in this

minimum benefit to reflect rises in the cost of living as determined by the De-
partment of Labor ; the official cost-of-living figures for the Federal Government.

I believe that the best approach—at least for the present—to guaranteeing
our senior citizens a minimum income is through social security. Social security

benefits remain the major source of income for most retirees. The social .security

system has proven to be a fast and effective way to deliver income assistance at

retirement. In supiwrt of the social security approach to income maintenance,
Nelson Cruiskshank. president of the National Council on Senior Citizens, Inc.,

in testimony before Senator Williams' subcommittee said :
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"Of all persons C5 or older, nine in ten now receive, or are eligible to receive,

Social Security benefits. This fact, in combination with the urgent need for action

documented by the findings above, clearly indicates that the fastest and most

direct way of improving the income situation of the total aged population is

through ail increase in the benefits of the Social Security system."

My choice of the social security system as tlie means for providing immediate

help for senior citizens is not meant to preclude careful consideration of alterna-

tive measures for income guarantee for our aged ; for example, proposals for a

negative income tax or a guaranteed annual income. But I feel strongly that the

severity of the situation facing our elderly today demands immediate action. We
cannot afford to wait until alternate approaches have been tested.

I do not see how in good conscience we can ignore this group of aged poor any

longer. To me, it is unthinkable that some of our aged citizens must get along on

the current social security minimum of $64 a month when the poverty line for a

single person is over $150 a month.
This is why I feel so strongly about the importance of my proposal to provide a

minimum income through social security of at least $150 for a single person and

$225 for a couple. Nearly every responsible expert agrees that this income is on

the brink of poverty in the United States. I do not see how we call in all honesty

say that $1,800 is the basic minimum for the general population and then deny

this amount to our senior citizens who have contributed so much to the wealth of

our country.
.

I realize that it will be said that many senior citizens have outside sources of

retirement income which would preclude the necessity of a $1,800 or $2,700 a year

minimum. My bill would take this condition into account. Without causing any-

one to suffer a reduction in payments, my bill would provide that the minimum
payments be payable only in the absence of outside income or as a supplement to

this income wherever it is less than the income considered at the poverty thresh-

old. In this way, we will be able to reach the thousands of senior citizens who,

because they have worked in low-paid or seasonal jobs, are forced to live on in-

comes below $150 a month. I think all would agree that this is woefully inade-

quate. The only way of providing them relief through social security is by assur-

ing them a minimum benefit level.

I would like to emphasize that my proposal for increasing the minimum income

of those receiving social security benefits has considerable acceptance among
senior citizen groups and various task forces which have studied the problem.

The President's Task Force on the Aging reported as its first recommendation

raising the incomes of all older Americans above the poverty line. William C.

Fitch, the Executive Director of the National Council on Aging, in his testimony

before Senator William's subcommittee, stated that raising the minimum stand-

ard of benefits for the elderly under social security should be the first step taken

toward meeting the economic needs of the elderly. His recommendation was en-

dorsed by 400 repre-sentatives of public and voluntary agencies who were called

together by NCOA for the purpose of establishing priorities for the 1970's.

I know that this proposal will be costly to finance, and I realize that we have a

responsibility for insuring the cost of these additional benefits be bonie in the

most equitable and fair way. Recently, there has been a great deal of discussion

about the possibility of financing any increases in minimum payments through

the general revenues. Most notably, the President's Task Force on Aging, in its

report "Toward a Brighter Future for the Elderly," suggested that the Federal

Government bear 100 percent of the cost of bringing the incomes of the elderly up
to the poverty line and that these benefits be distributed through social security.

I think there are a number of apparent advantages to this method of financing.

First of all, it would eliminate the necessity of asking those who have invested a

great deal in social security to finance the payments of those who have contributed

very little. Second, by restricting use of general revenues to only the financing of

the minimum payments differential, we would know the limits of our costs and we
would not run the risk of completely open-ended appropriations for social security.

But I know that many of my colleagues would suggest alternate methods of

financing, and I do not want to foreclose discussion of these alternatives. For
instance, I believe it is possible to finance additional payments in an equitable

fashion by increasing the wage base. The Senate Finance Committee recom-

mended to us a raise in the w-age base from $7,800 to $0,000. I believe the base

could be further extended to absorb the cost of providing a minimum income
level of $1,800 to all those on social security.
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I must admit, very frankly, that I have considered other approaches to reach-
ing these people but have found them to be inadequate. One alternative I con-
sidered was a proposal for removing the income limitation which would have
the effect of allowing senior citizens to earn outside income without suffering
any loss in their social security benefits. But, this would have the effect of
granting benefits only to the working elderly, leaving less funds for the non-
working elderly, whose incomes are lower.

Let us not forget that old age is not a far-out issue. It is a here-and-now issue
and the solution of the problems of the elderly rests heavily upon our shoulders.
Old age is as sure as tomorrow's sunrise and the only way to escape old age
and its perplexities is to die young—and who of us would choose this escape?

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the committee's consideration of my views. I sin-
cerely hope that in the deliberations on HR 1 and related propo.sals that the Com-
mittee give consideration to my bill, S. 918, and the principle it sets forth of
providing a minimum income for our Senior Citizens with a floor at the poverty
level.

Testimony Submitted by Hox. Walter F. Mondale, a U.S. Senator From
THE State of Minnesota

elimination of the supplementary medical insurance (part b) premium

Mr. Chairman, I would like you and each of the members of this distinguished
committee to know how much I appreciate this opportunity to testify on the sub-
ject of the Medicare Part B pi-emium. The whole subject of Medicare and Social
Security is enormously important, and it is a privilege to participate in the work
which the Senate Finance Committee is doing in this area.

Mr. Chairman, last week on February 4, I introduced for myself and ten other
Senators (several more co-sponsors have joined us since the bill was introduced)
a bill to eliminate the Medicare Part B premium. This premium is now paid by
more than 19 million of our elderly citizens. Ninety-six percent of all those who
are eligible for Medicare hospitalization also pay the premium for Supplementary
Medical Insurance.

In my home state of Minnesota. 405,000 elderly citizens were enrolled in this

I)rogram in 1970. They pay about $27.2 million per year in premiums. The
premium charges, therefore, were more than 4.6% of total security benefits paid
in ^Minnesota during 1970.
Eliminating the Part B premium will be the equivalent of almost a o% raise

in the average social security benefit. This will be true in Minnesota, and it will

be true in the rest of the country. And the premium payments which the elderly
snve will be immediately available to them for their use in meeting other urgent
needs.

Mr. Chairman, the rapid increase in the cost of the Part B premium is a gi'aphic

example of the effects of inflation on the elderly. Since 1967, the premium has
gone from .$.3.00 per individual per month to $5.60 per month per individual. In
.Tuly of 1972 it is scheduled to move up to $5.80. And if nothing is done about it,

the i)remium will continue to rise.

It is true that H.R. 1 would limit the rise to one proportional with benefit in-

creases. But if the premium is not eliminated altogether, month by month our
elderly will be forced to pick up a heavy share of rapidly rising medical costs.

$5.60 a month may not seem like much to most Americans. But to many of the
elderly it is a high and cruel monthly charge. For many of them, it means the

difference between being able to buy a new pair of shoes or going another year
or tv\ o with the old ones.

One of my constituents has recently written to me that she has not had a new
pair of shoes in ten years or a new dress in four. It is a national disgrace that

we ask old people who are barely able to clothe and feed themselves adequately
to pay almost .$6 a month from their meager incomes for this Supplementary
Medical Insurance.
The key point is that the elimination of the Part B premium is the equivalent

of almost a 5% increa.se in social .security benefits. I am in favor of raising social

security benefits, not only by eliminating this premium, but by voting a larger

benefit increase than is proposed in H.R. 1. But the elimination of the premium
will be an important step in the right direction.
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The elimination of the premium is only a step in easing the medical burdens

of the aging. We should not think that its elimination would lift the entire bur-

den of medical expenses from their shoulders. Supplementary Medical Insurance

still will include a heavy deductible charge.

Medical expenses which are not covered by SMI because of its deductibles, cost

the elderly more than $1 billion per year. And these charges will continue to

fall on the elderly even when the premium is eliminated. In fact, H.R. 1 calls for

an increase in the deductible, which is now $50, to $60, and it still includes a pro-

vision for a 20% co-insurance feature. Until 1976, the increase in the deductible

proposed in H.R. 1 actually will out weigh the advantage to the elderly of the

limitation on the increase in the premium also proposed in H.R. 1.

I recognize that the committee is very concerned—as we all are—with the

rapid increase in medicare costs. Some people may argue that removing the

premiums will lead to a wasteful increase in the use of physician services by the

elderly. I think removing the premium might in fact ease any tendency which

exists to "over use" Part B services. Now the fact that the elderly have already

in a sense paid for services through the premium may encourage some of them to

use services they do not need. Of course, the deductible and co-insurance fea-

tures discourage this, but nevertheless the fact that the premium is paid may
push people to unnecessarily try to get something for their payments.

This is not to say that I support the deductibles. I think deductibles should be

eliminated also, but at the very least we must eliminate the premium.
Mr. Chairman, I believe that my proposal for eliminating the Part B premium

is important because it will be the equivalent of about a 5% benefit increase for

most social security recipients. But it is also vitally important because it main-

tains a provision for general revenue financing.

Many people have asked me how I intend to finance the elimination of the

premium. At present, as you know, the elderly pay 50% of the costs of supple-

mentary medical insurance through the premium. The other 50% is paid from
general revenues. My bill shifts the entire costs of the supplementary medical

insurance program to general revenues. This is a very important point and I want
to discuss it at length.
The elderly beneficiaries of supplementary medical insurance benefits have

by-and-large not paid in contributions adequate to cover this insurance. This is

an insurance provision which was added after most of them had completed their

payroll tax payments. We want them to have adequate medical insurance but
it is unfair to ask salaried workers alone to finance these benefits which are
also the responsibility of the rest of us. Congress recognized this in 1965 when
it provided for a general revenue contribution to finance one-half of the cost

of SMI. My bill would continue this policy.

Moreover, if the full cost of SMI is shifted to general revenues, this will

bring the financing of the program into roughly the relationship which was
recommended by the 1971 Advisory Council on Social Security.

Hospital insurance plus SMI cost approximately $7.47 billion in 1970-71. If

the $2.03 billion cost of SMI had been borne entirely by general revenue, financing
would be on the one-third general revenues, one-third employer, one-third em-
ployee basis recommended by the Advisory Council.

I was pleased by the President's announcement in his State of the Union
Message that he would support the elimination of the Part B premium. However,
I was disappointed to see on page 147 of his 1973 Budget that he still intends
to shift the cost of eliminating the premium to the payroll tax. The President
had proposed this regressive step last year, but I had hoped he would change
his mind. Instead, I gather that his aim is not only to shift the cost of the
premiums to the payroll tax, but to eliminate the present general revenue
contribution as well. This would mean an additional charge of more than .$2.5

billion on the payroll tax this year. It flies in the face of past decisions of this

Committee and the recommendations of the Advisory Council.
Mr. Chairman, in my opinion, it would be grossly unfair to shift the cost

of eliminating the Part B premium to the payroll tax. Our elderly citizens do
not want to burden their working children unfairly by shifting the premium
burden in this way.
The National Council of Senior Citizens has said that paying for the elimina-

tion of the Part B premium "through additional taxes borne by younger memliers
of . . . families who are still working" ... is "completely unacceptable to the
members of the National Council of Senior Citizens."
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Mr. Chairman, shifting the burden of the Part B premium to the payroll

tax is a bacliward step anyway it is done. If the cost of eliminating the premium
were shifted to the payroll tax by increasing the tax rate, it would require

a very steep rise in that rate. Estimates are that financing elimination of the

Part B premium in this way would add .25 to .3% to both the employees and
the employers tax. The 1972 tax would jump from an already high 5.2% to

about 5.5%. In 1973, the rates would be 5.95% for both employees and employers.

It seems, however, that President Nixon now is planning to increase the payroll

tax earnings base as a means of financing the elimination of the premiums. This

is fairer than increasing the tax rate but it still jueans that salaried workers
rather than those with other forms of income—and these are our wealthy

citizens—would be carrying the load.

Everyone knows that the payroll tax, unlike the income tax and the corporation

tax, is regressive, falling particularly heavily on salary working people.

Capital gains, interest payments and other income sources which salaried

working people rarely enjoy, are not touched by the payroll tax. We need to

eliminate the Part B premium. We need to improve the situation of our elderly

in many other ways also. Prescription drugs should be covered by medicare as the

1971 Advisory Council on Social Security recommended. Medicare deductibles

should be reduced and eliminated. But we should not try to finance all or even

most of these improvements by taxing only the American working man or woman
through the payroll tax. This could generate a dangerous backlash.

So fax*. Mr. Chairman, we always have had tlie support of working men when
we wished to increase social security benefits. But increases in the payroll tax

have brought increasing protests from salaried workers who are being squeezed

by the rapid rise of these taxes. The danger is that we will begin to have the

same sort of reactions to social security benefit increases that we have had
recently in the area of education. The payroll tax has many of the regressive

features of the property tax and we should remember this.

The Wall Street Journal has joined many others recently in recognizing the
alarming trend in our tax policy. Progressive taxes are being reduced while

payroll taxes are increasing.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to insert in the Record a January 31 article from
the Wall Street Journal on this point. I would also like to insert an editorial

from the Washington Post dated January 29. These articles underscore the

urgency of reexamining the role of the payroll tax.

Last October, I introduced with Senator Muskie a bill aimed at giving the

payroll tax a degree of progressivity similar to the income tax. This proposal

to cover the elimination of the Part B premium from general revenues is related

to that bill. We must ask ourselves whether it is fair or even possible to keep
shifting our tax burden onto regressive taxes which are not shared equitably by
all Americans.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I want to indicate that the elimination of the Part
B premium is not the only change which I recommend in the social security

legislation now being considered by this committee. I think several other changes
should also be made.

I mentioned two of them during the course of my remarks.
I think that the 5% across-the-board benefits increase proposed in H.R. 1 is

too small. It will hardly allow beneficiaries to keep up with inflation. It will do
little to bring benefits up to a decent level.

In the medicare area I continue to support Senator Montoya who has long
taken the lead in arguing that prescription drugs should be included in the

medicare program.
I note also that H.R. 1 provides only that 6 years instead of the present 5

years may he dropped out of the calcxilation which is used to arrive at the com-
putation base for social security benefits.

I introduced a bill last March to use the 10 highest years in the computation
of benefits. It is clearly necessary to move in this direction. As the system works
now. the period used for computation gets longer unless Congress takes specific

action. This means that too many lower wage years are used in calculating
benefits.

Workers who retire early under other pension plans, or who are forced out of

the work force by unemployment are unfairly discriminated against.
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If the ten highest years formula is not adopted, a similar formula which will

prevent the computation base from lengthening should certainly be incorporated
into the bill.

Last year, I also introduced a bill to increase the earnings limitation from the
present $1,680 to S2.400. H.R. 1 moves a part of the way in this direction, to

$2,000. I think we should move the rest of the way.
Mr. Chairman, I hope that the committee will adopt the suggestion that I have

offered to eliminate the Part B premium and to finance this change from general

revenues. I hope also that the other proposals which I have mentioned can be

adopted.
I thank you very much for allowing me to testify.

[From the Wall Street Journal, Jan. 31, 1972]

The Outlook—Appraisal of Current Trends in Business and Finance

(By Richard F. Janssen)

On the Washington economic policy front, the waning days of January are
almost as hot as was the weekend of last Aug. 15—only after seasonal adjustment,
to be sure. Unlike the tense time la.st summer when suddenly the unthinkables of

controls and dollar devaluation became reality, the period in which the budget and
economic reports are bunched (along with rampant rumors, last-minute revisions,

inces.sant press briefings and instant hearings on Capitol Hill ) constitutes a quite
predictable crisis.

Predictably, too, the attention centers on the government's siJending plans and
economic forecasts. Especially this time, with no new revenue-raising requests
to make news, there's been little said about the tax half of fiscal policy.

Still, a close look at the new budget does offer insights into taxes, not the least
of which is the betw^een-the-lines implication that the subject won't stay out of
the limelight long.

It is "remarkable as it is unremarked," Director George P. Shultz of the Office

of Management and Budget says, the way the income tax load has been lightened
lately. In the fiscal year starting next July 1. Mr. Shultz notes, "the American
people will pay $22 billion less in individual income taxes than they would have
been required to pay under the tax rates, bases, and structure prevailing at the
time the President took office."

However cold the comfort may seem when we start matching our W-2 Form
and our Form 1040 sometime between now and mid-April, this table abbreviated
from the budget does show a striking lightening of the load during the last

decade for typical married couples with two children :

Annual wage income Tax 1962 Tax 1969 Tax 1971 Tax 1972

$5,000
$10,000

$15,000
$25,000

These cuts, Mr. Shultz says, amount to "a way of returning power to the
people in the most fundamental sense." He calls them "revenue sharing with
the basic unit of government, the individual and the family." Thanks also to

the unexpectedly sluggish economy in the last couple of years, the Treasury
expects to collect only $86.5 billion in personal income tax in the current 1972
liscal year ending next June 30, or $270 million less than the year before and
about $4 billion less than the record $90.4 billion of fiscal 1970.

Xor does the government have hope that the yield will swell enough in coming
years to cover even a conservative estimate of future outlays. By fiscal 1976,

Mr. Shultz glimpses only a $5 billion budget surplus, so thin a crack of light as
these things go that it could disappear overnight. By fiscal 1977, he can see

alnisot .$25 billion of prospective daylight, but this is due "almost entirely" to

a scheduled—and postponable—1976 increases in Social Security tax rates.

This points up a significant trend : The individual income tax isn't nearly the

budgetai'y mainstay it once was. Instead, less-noted increases in Social Security

$420
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and other employment-type taxes have been made these taxes increasingly im-

portant. The table below, based on original budget documents, shows how many
cents of each fiscal year's budget dollar were expected from the main revenue

sources

:

Source 1964 1970 1971 1972 1973

Personal Income tax

Corporation income tax.

Employment tax

Excise taxes

Borrowing
Other ,

38
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Nixon cuts income taxes, and takes credit for it. Congress increases the payroll

taxes to broaden Social Security benefits, and takes credit for it. The effect is to

ease the load off a graduated tax system, adjusted to take account of each family's

special circumstances, and to push it onto a tax that is a flat percentage of the

first $7,800 that a wage earner gets each year. That flat percentage takes no

account of the wage earner's other income, the size of his family, his medical bills

or anything else.

The trend is clear. In 1963, payroll taxes raised only 42 per cent as much money

as the personal income tax. By 1968, when Mr. Nixon was elected, the ratio had

risen to 50 per cent. Bv last year it was 56 per cent and by next year, according

to the budget estimates, it will be 68 per cent. To put it another way, in 1963 the

payroll taxes accounted for only 19 per cent of federal budget receipts from all

sources. By 1968, they accounted for 23 per cent. By 1971 it was 26 per cent and

bv 1973 it will be 29 per cent.
" Under Mr. Nixon, there have been two rounds of heavy cuts in income taxes,

one in 1969 and the other last month. "In 1973." Mr. Nixon said in his message,

"individuals will pay $22 billion le.ss in federal income taxes than they would

if the tax rates and structures were the same as those in existence when I took

office." If the economy picks up as Mr. Nixon predicts, personal income taxes

next year will return $94 billion dollars, which is $25 billion more than in 1968.

In contrast, over the same five years, payroll taxes will have increased $29 bil-

lion. The payroll taxes are not only rising at a faster rate. They are rising faster

in absolute magnitudes.
It is a curious characteristic of American politics that the largest changes m

public policy go all but unremarked, while minor matters are endlessly debated.

In the case of federal taxation, this effect no doubt arises because the subject is

forbiddingly technical. Perhaps it arises also because many Americans do not

think of their payroll taxes as taxes. A certain public confusion has surrounded

the nature of Social Security financing ever since the system was founded a gen-

eration ago with a heavy emphasis on its similarities to an insurance program.

But it has never been insurance, and payroll taxes are not insurance premiums.

They are general taxes to meet necessary and expanding public responsibilities.

They are measured by the same standards of fairness and efficiency as any other

tax. The steady movement from income to payroll taxation is. obviously, a retreat

from the top bracket to the bottom one. Mr. Nixon says that he is returning

power to people. Which people? The answer can be read in the tax tables.

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C., February 11, 1972.

Senator Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Chairman Long: I would very much appreciate the opportunity of hav-

ing the enclosed statement included in the Finance Committee testimony on

HR 1.

I would also ask sympathetic consideration of my proposed amendment which

would increase the Social Security "outside earnings" exemption to $210 per

month. Upon consideration of recent Department of Labor statistics, this figure

would seem the most appropriate if we are to allow our senior citizens the

opportunity to earn a moderate standard of living.

Best regards.
Sincerely,

Frank E. Moss, U.S. Senator.

Statement of Hon. Frank E. Moss, a U.S. Senator From the State of Utah

For this reason, I urge the Senate Finance Committee to raise the "earnings

test" to $2,520 per year. I believe that this amount is a just and reasonable level.

It recognizes both the economic situation and also the desires of our senior

citizens for personal independence. I believe that the "outside earnings" level

proposed in HR 1 continues to ignore these realities. It denies to our elderly

citizens their full opportunity to maintain their hard-earned standards of living.

Section III of the bill woud permit Social Security recipients to earn only

$2,000 a vear without suffering the penalty of lost benefits. To the average couple
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receiving Social Security, this is hardly snfBcient for the maintenance of their

standai-ds of liA-ing. Today the average monthly Social Security check received

by a couple comes to about $219. Adding this basic annual income of $2,628 to

the $2,000 out.side income permitted under HR 1. the average couple would still

not have reached an amount consistent with a moderate standard of living.

Accoi'ding to the recent consumer price information and Bureau of Labor
Statistics reports on the cost-of-living, an elderly couple living in an urban area

requires approximately $4,800 to maintain an "inteiTnediate" living standard.

Even with the full $2,000, the average elderly couple cannot make ends meet.

Subject: An amendment to HR 1, liberalizing the social security "outside earn-

ings" test

Mr. Chairman, I have long been a consistent advocate of liberalizing the "earn-

ings test" which limits the amount of income which Social Security recipients are

allowed to earn free of penalty. Two years ago, the Senate moved in this direction

by raising the "retirement test" to $2,400. Unfortunately, the Social Security

Amendments Act of 1970 never reached conference and recipients continue to

suffer under what I consider to be an out-dated and unreasonable "out.side

earnings" limitation.

Today, more than ever before, I am convinced that further liberalization of

the "earnings test" is the right course. As a member of the Senate Special

Committee on Aging, I have had ample opportunities to sense the great desire

of our senior citizens to "earn their own way" ... to gain the maximum level of

economic self-reliance which their circumstances permit. There is also a continual

need on the part of Congress to allow elderly Americans to maintain their

standards of living in the face of a persistent inflation.

Senior citizens should be given the opportunity to earn at least enough to

guarantee themselves a moderate standard of living. I, therefore, urge that the

Finance Committee reconsider their decision to limit the "earnings test" to

$2,000 a year . . . what amounts to a step backward from earlier Senate decisions.

We must recognize the growing need for more liberal retirement standards.

With so many Americans now beginning second careers at mid-age, it would be

counter-productive to penalize couples who want to go on working after the

traditional retirement ages. Congress should recognize their citizens' willingness

and ability to be of productive service to our society.

Congress should also appreciate the specter of poverty that haunts even the

moderately well-to-do elderly citizen. With taxes and consumer prices rising

persistently, older Americans are determined not to be caught on fixed incomes

which appear to offer an ever-declining purchasing power.

In 1962. for example, the average income of a family headed by a senior citizen

could count on 50% of the average income of a family with a head of household

less tban 65. Today, the family with a senior citizen as the head of household can

expect about 43% of the average income of his younger counterpart.

All the Social Security benefit increases passed by the Congress have been only

stop-gap measures designed to keep the elderly "even" with the rest of the

population. I urge that the committee grant those senior citizens an opportunity

to earn the stronger measure of economic security which these times require.

Statement of Hon. Ted Stevens, a U.S. Senator From the State of Alaska

THE welfare reform FAMILY ASSISTANCE PROVISIONS OF H.K. 1 AND THEIR EFFECT

ON ALASKA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee : I am in support of your efforts

to reform our current welfare "system," a system which now is 50 diverse, often

inequitable and highly variable approaches to the need to provide a livelihood

for our Nation's poor and unemployed or unemployable citizens. Tlie complex

problem and challenge of both helping to ensure that the millions of children

who are born to our poorer families will have a decent chance at the opportunity

for the fuller life so many of us take for granted and also that their parent or

parents will be employed whenever possible is a most urgent undertaking. The

curi-ent system's tendency to break up families and too often make it more
profitable not to work must be changed.

Thus, H.R. I's proposed inclusion of the working poor and unemployed fathers
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as well as its strong emphasis on registering to work and providing job training,

day care facilities, and public service employment is to the good. Similarly, I

believe the establishment of a single national program with uniform standards
and policies will help eliminate acknowledged inequities in the current "system."

By providing for federal administration of the basic program, states can be

saved funds currently expended for administration costs, especially if they elect

to have the federal government also service their state supplement programs.

By and large, I believe most people are not on welfare by their own choosing.

And, while I fully support mandatory employment for those on welfare who can
and should work when a job is available, I am not at all convinced this should

include the mothers who have children under age 6 at home who need their care.

I would strongly recommend the age 3 limit in the House-passed bill be changed
by your committee to age 6. In fact, in thinking of our welfare system, a very

real tragedy to me is the children who must grow up within it. They represent

over half of our Nation's 14 million welfare recipients.

In working for an improvement to our current system, I hope we may always
keep them in mind. They are born to a circumstance totally beyond their control,

and, I believe it is our responsibility not to make their lives become hindered with

a sense of inferiority so often associated with a recipient of welfare. These chil-

dren deserve decent clothes, food, shelter, and a good education as much as ours

do. Hopefully, if they then grow up with a sense of confidence and integrity in

their own ability, they will not spend a lifetime on welfare. They can and will

move into a full life with the opportunity for jobs, travel, art, friendsliips, and
challenges that we take as commonplace.

I am fully aware of the unique and high cost problems we are facing in Alaska
by the bill's inclusion of the working poor and employable fathers provision.

Accordingly, I am a co-sponsor of Senator Metcalf's amendment which will pro-

vide for full federal funding of a state's supplementary costs under H.R. 1 to

American Indians. Eskimos, and Aleuts. The federal government has long had
the prime responsibility for our country's Indian population. In Alaska, our wel-

fare roles are about 80% Native. Under H.R. 1, unless the state chooses the

totallv inequitable approach of a dual level system whereby current recipients

are paid at the full state standard of $2,700 to $4,500 for a family of four, and
new working poor and unemployed father families are paid at the totally inade-

quate federal level of $2,400, the state stands to literally triple its welfare costs.

It would jump from current state costs of $0 million to state supplement costs of

$30 million in order to have all eligible families receive the same payment levels.

Because the preponderance of these newly eligible families are among our

Native people for whom the federal government has consistently assumed pro-

gram responsibility, I believe it is totally unfair to Alaska's state government
to expect them to now triple their welfare costs in order to have this welfare

"reform" function equitably in our state.

The working poor and unemployed father families need to be included in your
bill. It is one of the most fundamental and important changes for the good which
this landmark legislation provides. But. in accomplishing this. I strongly urge and
request the federal government to continue its responsibility for our Indian
population, or Alaska wi'l be faced with the terrible alternative of either current

costs or having a built-in and unfair tripling inequity in their welfare system
family allocations. I iirge you to include the ?tletcaif amendment in the bill which
you report to the floor to avoid this unacceptable situation for my state.

May I also request that, as in numerous other federal programs. Alaska's enor-

mousiy high cost of living be taken into account and our federal base payment be
raised from .$2,400 to at least a 2.5% increase up to .$3,000. It is an acknowledged
fact in federal programs ranging from housing to food stamps to providing fed-

eral employees a 25% increase in their salaries when they go to Alaska to work
that our state is a much more costly place to live than the "Lower 48."

Our i)oor need this adjustment as much, if not more, than other Alaskan citi-

zens. I believe that the state of Hawaii has similar difficulties. I hope you will

take this to heart and provide for such a co.st of living increase, as has been done
time and time again, in other federal programs. Otherwise, Alaska's poor will,

in effect, be given only a $1,800 federal payment instead of the $2,400 to which
they are entitled.

One last point—in Alaska, many of our recipients of welfare live in remote
villages which are difficult and costly to fly to. I understand that quarterly eligi-

bility reviews are required of families covered by H.R. I's welfare provisions. It
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is essential that the law have enough flexibility to allow this to be done by mail
and perhaps less frequently. The costs of personal visits by state or federal

employees each quarter would be astronomical. We have over 200 Native villages

scattered across our land, and it would take an army of bureaucrats with prac-

tically unlimited funding resources to reach each of these villages four times a

year.

Thank you.

Statement of Hon. Harrison A. Williams, Jr., a U.S. Senator From the
State of New Jersey

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to present my views on Social

Security reform to the Senate Finance Committee. Although I intend to direct

most of my remarks to Social Security and Medicare problems, I do want to

express my approval of the new approaches being taken on the issue of welfare
reforms. My views on this subject have been stated many times before, but I

believe that we are finally agreeing that we must develop a new system which
provides an adequate welfare payment, creates effective incentives for recipients

to obtain employment, establishe.s workable administrative machinery, and pro-

vides a significant measure of fiscal relief to the states. I realize this is an enor-
mous task. Perhaps it is more than can be accomplished immediately with the one
bill before the Committee now. Nevertheless, a substantial beginning should be
made as soon as possible. But if we must further evaluate welfare reform, we
should not delay the pressing need for Social Security reforms at the same time.

OUR obligation to older AMERICANS

In speaking of improving the lot of our senior citizens, I must admit the sense
of frustration which I feel because attempts to provide meaningful reforms have
never been as successful as many of us keep hoping they will be. However, I

am continuing my efforts for greater reforms becau.se I am convinced that as
legislators, as American citizens and as human beings we owe the greatest debts
to our elderly. They are our living heritage, and we are often too concerned
with other problems to remember that fact. Most of those citizens retiring today
have shared the destiny of the United States for nearly one third of its entire
history. They have lived through fantastic events as they nurtured this country
to a prosperous maturity. They have witnessed two world wars, a severe depres-
sion, the advent of the automobile and airplane, nuclear power, wonder drugs,
landing on the moon, and the increasing destruction of our environment. And.
they were not only witnesses to great events and rapid changes. They were
also the participants, the contributors and the builders as those events occurred.
Moreover, they retain the faith that what they have accomplished will give
their successors the ability to meet new challenges and to live better lives.

Yet. their society which our older citizens served so well is ignoring their

basic needs at the time when they are most vulnerable to physical and financial

reverses. Although they are our link to this nation's past and the builders of

what we have in the present, the older citizens are often neglected or left very
low in our priorities.

Indeed, it would seem to be to everyone's interest to improve the lot of the
elderly. Probably, more than any other factor, aging is the common denomina-
tor of mankind. Whatever our .social or economic standing, ethnic background,
sex, aptitudes or beliefs, we share the fact that we all grow older. What we do
to aid today's older citizens, we potentially do for everyone no matter how re-

mote retirement may seem.
Today. 4.7 million persons 65 and older fall below the poverty line, nearly

100,000 more than in 1968. For elderly per.sons living alone or with nonrela-
tives, 60 percent would be considered poor or near poor. And for elderly Negro
women living alone, more than 88 percent—or nearly nine out of every 10

—

live in poverty or are marginally poor.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, an intermediate budget for an

aged couple would be around 4,500 per year. Yet, approximately 41 percent of

all aged couples have total incomes below $4,000. Having these dismal statis-

tics available, we should now act to correct this tragic situation immediately.
The net impact of these statistics is that our Nation, as wealthy and powerful

as it is, still permits one out of every four older Americans to live in abject
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and comprehensive reforms in our social security programs.
Many of the Social Security reforms H.R. 1 is trying to meet have been

delayed for too long. But H.R. 1 does provide an excellent basis for improv-
ing the Social Security system. I am pleased that several of the measures in

the House-passed bill are identical or similar to the recommendations I pro-

posed in my omnibus Social Security legislation, S. 923. Both measures provide
for:

An across-the-board increase in benefits

;

Cost-of-living adjustments to protect the aged from inflation ;

Substantial raises in minimum monthly benefits for person with long
periods of covered employment

;

One hundred percent benefits for widows, instead of only 82^^ percent
as under ijresent law ;

Liberalization of the retirement test

;

More equitable treatment for couples with working wives

;

An age-62 computation point for men, the same as now exists for wom-
en ; and
Updating the retirement income credit for former policemen, firemen,

teachers, and other government annuitants.
While I applaud these improvements. I believe some other changes must be

made by the Senate to meet the needs of our Social Security beneficiaries.

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT INCREASE

For some 27 million Social Security beneficiaries the most important feature
of the bill is the provision for a 5 percent benefit increase that would become
effective next July. This quite clearly is not an adequate increase and it does
not come soon enough. As your committee print of July 14, 1971 points out, a 5
percent increase would mean an $8 increase in the average retirement benefit pay-
able next June to retired individuals and a $12 increase in the average benefit
paid to older couples. As a result, the average retirement benefit would be $141
a month and the average couple would receive $234. When we consider that Social
Security has developed into the country's major retirement income program,
it is obvious that these amounts are too low. Because the majority of the elderly
have little or no other income to supplement their Social Security benefits, we
should take steps to provide substantial increases in these benefits.

In fact, the 5 percent increase that the House has sent to us is nothing more
than a cost-of-living increase based on the Committee on Ways and Means
estimate of last spring as to economic changes in the period from January 1971
through June, 1972. The benefit increase that is needed should do more than
keep up with the rise in the cost of living. It should provide a meaningful
increase in the real income of Social Security beneficiaries. For my part, I

would think that an immediate 15 percent rise in benefits effective January 1

of this year would be more in keeping with our commitment and responsiveness
to the needs of older people. For a retired worker, this would provide an
additional $160 above the annual benefit raise under H.R. 1. For an elderly
couple, this approach would mean $265 more per year than under H.R. 1.

And in my own State of New Jersey, a 15 percent increase in Social Security
benefits would provide an additional $160 million in annual income to nearly
875,000 recipients.

For elderly persons struggling to make ends meet, these are compelling
reasons to raise Social Security benefits to a more realistic level.

Those of us who have studied the problems of the elderly, you on this com-
mittee, and those of us on the Special Committee on Aging and the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare, have learned many times over that adequate
income is the major need of the aged. It did not require the White House
Conference on Aging to verify this fact. But now that the recent White House
Conference is over, and the people who came to this conference have made their
views known, this has become clear to the entire Nation. And the people of
America are waiting to see what our response will be. I believe there is general
agreement that one of our first priorities should be an adequate income for all

Social Security beneficiaries.
I am happy to see that H.R. 1 would increase the benefits paid to aged

widows. I have been very puzzled by that fact that when a man dies his
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widow gets only S2.5 percent of his basic benefit. I Ijnow tliat women have
been discriniinated against in many ways in our history, but it has always
seemed to be contrary to experience to contend that a woman can get along on
a smaller income than a man.

While on the subject of discrimination, the Social Security Act also has
discriminated against men. Perhaps this is designed to equalize the provision

which discriminates against women. The way men's benefits are computed takes
into account years up to age 65 while for a woman only years up to age 62
are used Inasmuch as this discrimination relates to determining a divisor for

the purpose of arriving at an average wage, the shorter period used for women
can result in a higher benefit for a woman than for a man, even though they

had equal earnings. H.R. 1 contains a provision to correct this situation. How-
ever, I think that we can improve on the provisions in H.R. 1. Under the

House-passed provision, as well as under the 1970 Senate-passed provision, the

new computation would apply only to people who become entitled to benefits

in the future and there would be a three-year transition period in which the

new rules would be applied gradually. I hope that the Committee will recon-

sider this matter and make the provision effective not only for future benefits

but also apply it immediately to all present beneficiaries.

If my understanding is correct, the 1970 decision to apply this provision pro-

spectively was based in large measure on cost factors ; the first year cost of the

bill was reduced by about $900 million. Conditions have changed since then,

though. The economy is lagging; unemployment is iip
;
people are being forced to

retire earlier than they had planned. This additional money along with the in-

crease that would re.sult from raising the basic benefits by 15 percent could be

of significant assistance in providing the stimulus needed for our lagging econ-

omy. Moreover, it is needed by those who would receive it, and this would be

in keeping with our traditional policy of applying benefit increases to present

beneficiaries.

I would like to turn now to a discussion of the retirement income test. As you
are aware this is probably the most disliked provision in the Social Security law.

I recognize the arguments for keeping the test in the law. On the other hand,

the present provision is dated and needs to be liberalized to take into account

the economic and social changes which have occurred since 1967. Twice the

Senate has acted to increase the exempt amount to $2,400 a year, $400 more
than in H.R. 1. I firmly believe that we must include some substantial liberaliza-

tions in the bill passed by the Senate this year.

MEDICARE REFORMS

I am in strong agreement with the provisions in H.R. 1 to improve our Medicare
system. But, again, I feel this bill is too limited and many important changes
should be made to protect the health care of our elderly. I believe effective re-

form requires

:

Including the cost of out-of-hospital drugs under Medicare

;

Elimination of the monthly premium charge for supplementary medical

insurance

;

Rescinding of the raise in the deductible for Part B of Medicare from $50

to $60

;

Disallowing the increase in the hospital deductible from $60 to $68

;

Elimination of the proposed $7.50 copayment charge for hospitalization

from the 31st to the 60th day of confinement : and
Repeal of the requirement for 3 days of hospitalization prior to eligibility

for home health care ; and
Liberalization of the 2 year waiting period for disability coverage under

Medicare.
Today persons 65 and older comprise about 10 percent of our total population.

Yet, they account for nearly 27 percent of all health care expenditures in the

United States.

Unfortunately, gaps in Medicare coverage make it necessary for the average
elderly person to pay $226 per year for medical expenses, 125 percent more than
younger persons with larger incomes. A classic examples is out-of-hospital

prescription drugs, which constitute an enormous expenditure for many elderly

individuals. Drug expenditures for older Americans now average three times as

high as for younger Americans. And for aged persons with severe chronic con-
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clitions—about 15 percent of all individvTals 65 and older—prescription ex-

penditure are six times as great as for young people.

Prescription expense now account for about 20 percent of all out-of-pocket
health expenditures for the aged. In fact, drugs constitute their largest personal
health care cost.

For these reasons. I urge that the Senate broaden Medicare coverage to include
out-of-hospital prescription drugs. Several renowned authorities, including the
1971 Social Security Advisory Comicil, have already recommended that this

measure be enacted into law.
Another significant health expenditure for the elderly is the $5.60 monthly

premium charge for supplementary Medicare insurance—Part B of Medicare.
On an annual basis, this amounts to about $130 for a couple. And for the great
majority of older Americans, this cliarge constitutes a rather heavy financial

burden.
Again. I recommend—as I did in my omnil)us Social Security bill, S. 923—that

this premium cost be eliminated for the elderly. This change alone would amount
to about a 5-percent increase for the typical retired worker. This proposal is

also strongly endorsed by the Social Security Advisory Coiuicil. The premium
older people must pay for supplementary medical insurance, Part B of Medicare,
is steadily rising and is more than most older people can afford. On the other
hand, they cannot afford to be without this insurance protection so many are
forced to go without other necessities in order to pay this premium. Therefore, I

am pleased to note that the Administration has adopted the position that this cost

should be eliminated. Although it has not yet submitted legislation to accom-
plish this. I recommend such a provision be included in H.R. 1 as it was in

S. 923. I would further recommend a provision to eliminate the recent increases
in the deductible amount from $60 to $68. This increase occurred under the
guidelines of the present law, and the present law should be amended to correct
this fault. i\Iy suggestion would be to make any such increase possible only after

a determination by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare that the
increase would not impose a financial hardship on patients.

In additoin, H.R. 1 would make the elderly subject to a $7..50 daily copay-
ment charge for each day in the hospital from the 31st to the 60th day. This
would be in addition to the first $60 which the elderly would be required to meet
out of their own pockets. For an elderly person in the hospital for 60 days,
this could mean an additional charge of $225. Moreover, this measure would prob-
ably fall most heavily on the patient Medicare is supposed to help the most

—

the person who may be exposed to catastrophic health care expenditures be-

cause of a prolonged period in the hospital. Again, I believe this burden should
not be forced on our hospitalized Medicare patients.

Currently, under Title 18 of the Social Security Act, essential home health
care is covered only after a 3-day hospitalization. This includes visits by phy-
sicans, nurses, physical therapists, occupational thex'apists, speech therapists,
and home health aides. I favor the extension of home health care to those covered
by Medicare when prescribed by a physician. The present system not only acts
as an obstacle to efiieient health care for our elderly, but it also increases the
expenses of Medicare hospital fees needlessly by encouraging doctors to hos-
pitalize patients three days in order to qualify for home health care.

H.R. 1 fills a major gap in Social Security protection by providing Medicare
benefits for disabled Social Security beneficiaries. The House-passed version,
however, does not provide this protection at the time when the need is greatest.
I would urge that this Committee modify the provision so that disabled bene-
ficiaries would be entitled to Medicare benefits from the first month of entitle-
ment to disability benefits rather than having to wait until 2 years after en-
titlement.

This provision brings out what is, in my view, a major weakness in H.R.
1. The primary problem with this provision is that it seems to be promising
benefits and at the same time limiting eligibility to the extent that many needy
beneficiaries will not receive them. As a result, we have a provision that is

basically sound, but that will fail to achieve its full promise because the pro-
vision is too restrictive.

One of the provisions relating to medicaid, the one-third reduction in match-
ing funds for long-term patients, seems particularly ill-advised to me. It will,
I fear, reduce the availability of quality care to needy people and at the same
time result in increased out-of-pocket expenditures by people who now have
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far less than is needed to meet the costs of everyday living. This provision is

ostensibly intended to encourage more outpatient care under medicaid, but

the proposed reduction in matching funds to meet the costs of hospitalization

after the 60th day in a general or TB hospital and after 90 days in a mental hos-

pital seems unnecessary. It will only cut back on the funds available to treat

the worst cases and encourage the premature discharge of people. Further,

this will increase the costs to the States which are already in serious financial

difficulty. Thus, the liklihood is that the provision will actually be more ex-

pensive in the long run.
GENERAL REVENUE FINANCING

As I have indicated, much more than stopgaps are needed as we consider re-

form of this system. For example, we have to provide for automatic cost-of-living

increases and' I am happy to see the provision in H.R. 1 which would provide

annual cost-of-living increases whenever there is a 3 percent rise in the Con-

sumer Price Index. However, I think it has become clear that using only Social

Security tax to pay for increased benefits is becoming an ever-increasing burden

on the "average worker who must pay the cost of these improved benefits. Even

now Social Security taxes are more than income taxes for many workers. There-

fore, the time has come for a major revision in the method of financing Social

Security. I suggest that we take immediate steps to provide a significant portion

of the cost of the Social Security program from general revenues.

The idea of using general revenues to pay a part of the cost of the Social Secu-

rity program is not new. From the very start in the 1930's. the designers of the

program envisaged a time when the income from Social Security taxes would have

to be supplemented from general revenues. During World War II, scheduled in-

creases in Social Security taxes were postponed and appropriations from general

revenues were authorized on an "as-needed" basis. This authority was never used

and after a time it was repealed. Then, in the 1950's the long escalation of both

tax rates and the tax base began.

When this escalation will end is unclear. Your committee print of July 14, 19 1 1

projects a tax base of $26,100 for 1994 with a combined employer-employee tax

payment of as much as $3,862.80. Clearly, it is time to call in a third partner and

permit general revenues to pay, say, one-third of the cost of the program, with

the remaining two-thirds being divided between employees and their employers.

I do not believe Congress can enact this proposal now in its entirety, under pres-

ent economic conditions and budgetary conditions. The President's large deficit

would be unacceptably increased by immediate adoption of general revenue financ-

ing. However, we could write this principle into the law and include a schedule

for the gradual assumption by the Federal government of one-third of the cost

of the program.
. ^ ,

Again, I wish to express my approval of H.R. 1 as the basis for meaningful re-

forms in our Social Security system. However, much more is needed if our Nation

is to come to grips with the economic crisis which now affects millions of older

Americans and threatens to engulf many more approaching retirement age.

I believe the recommendations I have made are essential to meet the needs

I have outlined.

Statement of Hon. Bella S. Abzug. a U.S. Representative From the State of

New York

Chairman Long, Members of the Committee, I am pleased to have the oppor-

tunity to present my views on H.R. 1. To many, this bill brings important benefits.

It grants a substantial increase in social security benefit payments. It liberalizes

a number of benefit eligibility requirements. It provides for future adjustments

in benefit levels to reflect increases in the cost of living. Unfortunately, it does

far too little for one of our more maligned groups, women, and actually worsens

the lot of another, the poor.

AMENDMiENTS TO OLD AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM

The amendments to Title II of the Social Security Act which are proposed in

this bill gives women far less than they need and far less than they deserve.

There is no provision for benefits to homebound women independent of their

spouses' earnings. There has been no change in the benefit structure for divorced
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women except for a minor alteration removing dependency requirements. There
has been no effort to give the working woman her due—benefits which are based
entirely upon her own accumulated earnings and not computed together with
those of her spouse. Under this computation system, called the family maximum,
she receives in benefits only that percentage of her earnings and wife's benefit

which is statutorily allowable depending upon what her spouse's earnings have
been.
The benefit structure must be fully reformed and equalized, and I recommend

to you the following steps as possible avenues for accomplishing this:

First, it is imperative that women's benefits be separated from those of their

husbands, in order to erase the stigma of dependency which women have had
to bear since the inception of the "wives' benefit" of the Social Security program.
In its place, there should be established an independent "Woman's Basic Benefit"
that would be paid in varying amounts to different classes of women : full time
housewives, full time housewives with household help, working women with
household help, and working women without household help. Second, women who
worked would receive the full benefit depending on the amount of their earnings,
regardless of the amount of their "Woman's Basic Benefit." There would be no
•family maximum." Each member of a family would receive as much as he or she
is legally entitled to, depending on his or her individual salary.

It is also important that women have the opportunity to get out of the house
in order to earn the salaries on which their Social Security benefits are based.
To that end, I recommend that a tax credit be allowed all working women to

cover the cost of day care for every child in the family. Or, where this is not
appropriate, direct Federal payments would be made to cover the full cost.

Another important structural change which affects both men and women is

the methodology of actuarial computation, which results in women receiving
different aggregate benefits because they live longer and have worked in lower
paying jobs than men. The tables should reflect an average between the two
sexes, and benefits should be computed in that light rather than in the present
manner. Also, both men and women should receive benefits at the same time
rather than women receiving benefits at age 62, and men at age 65, as is now the
case.

TITLE IV

I strongly oppose Title IV of the bill, which would enact two new family
programs—Opportunities For Families (OFF) and the Family Assistance Plan
(FAP)—in place of the current Aid to Families with Dependent Children
( AFDC ) program. This portion of the bill represents a giant step backward.

It compels mothers to work without providing for adequate care for their
children. It provides for a basic level of benefits which is barely one-third of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics' "Lower Living Standard." It encourages the States
to reduce benefit levels and discourages them from raising benefit levels, even if

there are major increases in the cost of living. It contains distinctions between
the family programs and the other federally assisted categories which can only
have as their basis a desire to discriminate on the basis of sex and race. Under
the guise of being a reform measure, it wull leave many recipients of public
assistance—perhaps 90 percent—worse off then under the present system.
Women are the primary victims. Under H.R. 1, they would be forced to undergo

training for menial, low-paying jobs. They will be made to accept those jobs no
matter how demeaning. And, most important of all, they may well be compelled
to leave their children at home or on the streets, without adequate child care, in
order to go to work or to attend training.
Only 16 percent of women presently receiving public assistance have completed

high school, but job "training" under this bill will not even include basic adult
education.
The money which H.R. 1 authorizes for child care—$700 million—would not

even begin to meet the needs for children currently on welfare. When this meas-
ure was debated on the House floor. Chairman Mills assured me that no
mother would be compelled to work if child care were not available, and that
the amount authorized under the bill would be sufficient to meet the require-
ments for child care (Congressional Record, June 21. 1971, page H 5545). It
is my understanding that there are presently 1,262,400 children under the age
of five on welfare. The conservative. Administration estimate of the cost of
child care is $1,600 per annum per child. By my calculations, the cost of child

72-573—72—pt. 6 4
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care for the children of mothers compelled to work under this bill will exceed
$2 billion. This is a far cry from the $700 million Mr. Mills says will meet
the need as he has estimated it.

What this tells me is that the proponents of this bill either believe that the

money will materialize, unauthorized, out of thin air, or that they are not

disturbed by the fact that thousands of welfare mothers will be compelled
. to leave their children without adequate care while they are at work or training.

This tragedy is compounded by the fact that President Nixon vetoed S. 2007,

the only piece of legislation in the last session of Congress that addressed

itself to the needs of poor as well as lower middle class working mothers. If

it had been signed, that bill would have initially l)enefitted families with

incomes below the poverty level, $4320, by providing them with free child

care services. From that income level to a level of $0000. there would have
been a nominal fee.

This woiild have a wholly voluntary program ; no parent would have been
forced to put his or her children into day care. In fact, the only place in which
we find coercion is H.R. 1, which requires mothers with children three years
old or older to place these children in day care centers and got to work. The
President's veto, taken together with the day care requirements of H.R. 1.

leads to the inescapable conclusion that forced custodial day care for the i)oor

i.s acceptable. I)ut voluntary day care is not. The Child Development Act. con-

tained in S. 2007. included provisions for substantial pai'ent involvement and
could not possibly have been as weakening to the family as is H.R. 1 in its

present form.
BENEFIT LEVELS IN TITLE IV PROGRAMS

The bill ju-ovides for a basic income level of .$2400 per year for a family
of four, with no requirement that the States supplement this at all. In January
1970. the Bureau of Labor Statistics" "Lower Living Standard" was set at

$6960 for a family of this size, and the 6.0 percent increase in the cost of living

since then would bring this figure up to $7380 today. States which keep pay-
ments at the present level will be protected by the "hold harmless" clause of

the bill if their total payments exceed current levels due to caseload increase,

but a State which increases its level of lienefits for individuals will receive

no such protection. This means that for cities such as New York, where the

cost of living is rising faster than in the nation as a whole, there will be an
almost insurmountable disincentive to the granting of even cost-of-living in-

creases. This leaves Congress in the rather hypocritical position of passing a
bill which grants cost-of-living increases to those who receive their federal
benefits under the Social Security .system while effectively prohibiting the
granting of such increases to those who receive their federal benefits under
the two new family programs. Furthermore, it will help people in only the
five or six States whose payment level is now less than $2400. It will not help
the industrial States and it will not help the cities.

In addition, the bill provides for significant differences between payment levels

imder the family programs and those under the existing categorical programs

—

aid to the aged, blind and disabled. By 1974. for example, an aged, blind, or dis-

abled couple will be receiving the same amount—$2400—as a family of four
receiving assistance under one of the family programs. Even allowing for the
fact that very young children might require less food than adults, it is incon-
ceivable that a family of four under program requires no more money to live than
a family of two which happens to be receiving its benefits under a different
program.
The reason for this gross distinction is this : most of the families which

presently receive benefits under the AFDC program, and which will be receiving
l>enefits under the family programs proposed in this bill, are families which are
headed by women ; in addition, far more of these families are black, Puerto Rican
and Mexican-American than are tho.se in the aged, blind and disabled programs.
This bill not only continues this country's pattern of discrimination against
women and other oppressed groups, but actually makes it even more pronounced.

Title IV of H.R. 1 strikes out against poor people, women and children. It helps
few people and harms many. It is presented as a reform bill, but its thrust is a
backward one. I respectfully urge upon this committee the elimination of Title IV
from the bill.

Thank you.
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Statement of Hon. Frank Anxcnzio, a U.S. Representative From the State
OF Illinois

the need for prescription drugs under medicare

Mister Chairnuin, Members of the Committee—over 20 million older Americans
are looking to this Committee and this Congress for relief from the hnancial

hardships associated with high-cost prescription drugs. Ever since 1967, we have
been telling our aged population that Congress is deeply concerned with the plight

of those older Americans wh(j must bear alone the full weight of expensive out-

patient prescription medicines. Five years ago we directed the Department of

HEW to appoint a special Task Force to study the necessity and feasibility for

an outpatient prescription drug benefit under Medicare. The results of this ex-

haustive study conclusively showed that such a program was both desirable and
economically and medically feasible.

In the time that has passed since that study and the reviews that followed, we
have continued to talk about the desirability of such a program. But as we have
talked, both in the halls of Congress and before this Committee, millions of older

Americans have suffered severe financial and even medical harm from our need-

less delays. Our elderly must now spend 20 cents of their health care dollar on
prescription medications. This amounts to about $1 billion a year, or about 25
percent at the Nation's total outlay for prescription drugs.

When we consider that many of these older people are living on minimal fixed

incomes, that fully 25 percent of them are living at or below the poverty level,

then we cannot help but realize the terrible strain which high-cost drugs must
place on their limited financial resources. Furthermore, drugs for the elderly

cannot be considered luxury items easily eliminated from the family budget in

times of financial stress. Effective drug therapy is frequently essential to the
well-being of millions of older Americans. About 80 percent of the elderly—as
opposed to only about 40 percent of those under 65—suffer from one or more
chronic diseases or other conditions. Arthritis and rheumatism afflict 33 percent

;

heart disease, 17 percent ; high blood pressure, 16 percent ; for those suffering
from these ailments, prescription drugs are essential.

Year after year we have seen legislation introduced to eliminate or reduce this

problem for our elderly. Once again we have been presented with a positive solu-

tion to the problem, a bill (H.R. 2355) which would amend the part A program
under medicare to cover the cost of outpatient prescription drugs. As one of the
more than one hundred house sponsors of this bill. I want to say that enactment
of this legislation is clearly and urgently needed. The untiring efforts of the dis-

tinguished Senator from New Mexico, the Honorable Joseph Montoya, and my
able colleague from Wisconsin, the Honorable David Obey, on behalf of this vital
piece of legislation are to be especially commended.
H.R. 2355 is designed to correct one of the more sei'ious shortcomings and

defects in the existing medicare program by providing insurance protection
against the costs of outpatient prescription drugs. It has been suggested by some
that private health insurance, complementary to medicare, is available to the
elderly and that drug insurance protection should be sought from this source.
However, the facts indicate that the private sector fails to pi-ovide adequate
protection at a cost that the aged can afford. Recent data shows that approxi-
mately 914 to 10 million persons 65 or older have private protection supplemen-
tary to medicare for the cost of hospital and physician services. As for drug cov-
erage, however, the statistics are even more alarming. Only about 3 million older
people—or about 15 percent—have any protection against drug costs. Nearly 17
million have no private protection whatsoever in this area. As a result, drug
outlays continue to represent the largest single out-of-pocket health expenditure
among older Americans.

It is. in my judgment, absurd to underwrite—as medicare does—the costs of
ho.spitalization and other institutional care, and not underwrite the cost of the
very items which might prevent institutionalization altogether. It is also incon-
sistent to pay for drug costs in a hospital or extended care facility—as medicare
does—but not pay for the same drugs outside the high-co.st institution. Because
of this gap in coverage, it is highly possible that many elderly persons are hos-
pitalized simply because that is the only way they can get the medications they
need. Thus, the extra cost of needless overatilization of hospital facilities is loaded
onto the taxpayers who support this program.
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There can be no question about the need for this program. The subject has been

studied, restudied. and overstudied—always witli the same conclusion : do it

now. I urge this Committee to act promptly and favorably on H.R. 2355 and thus

provide our $20 million older Americans with a well-designed, uncomplicated but

effective drug insurance program. Thank you.

Statement of Hon. Mario Biaggi a U.S. Representative in Congress from
THE State of New York

outpatient prescription drug coverage under medicare

Mr. Chairman, thank you for giving me this opportunity to express my views

on providing outpatient prescription drug coverage under Medicare for our

senior citizens.

Today, over 25 percent of the more than 20 million Americans over the age

of 65 live below the poverty level. Moreover, more than 300 thousand citizens

earn less than five thousand dollars per annum.
In light of the financial plight of our senior citizens, I have introduced a

package of bills designed to relieve this burden. My proposals would provide

these citizens with the opportunity to enjoy the fruits of their labors instead of

merely being provided with an income which is barely adequate enough to live

on. In addition, these individuals are on a fixed income and any increase in the

cost of living simply magnifies the problem. One of the bills in my package of

social security reforms, H.R. 9672, would include prescription drugs under
Medicare.

Health care is a primary factor in the older Americans' battle with inflation.

Nearly seven out of every eight Americans over the age of 65 have a heath

problem vphich requires some type of constant care, either with medicine and
doctor's visits or hospital and nursing home care. For many, however, the

greatest expenditure is for the purchase of prescription drugs which can run as
high as hundreds or thousands of dollars yearly for these citizens, none of

which is covered by Medicare.
Is this the way we reward those citizens who have worked so long and so

hard to build this country? These are the people that have transformed the

United States into the technological giant that it is today. These people have
contributed into the social security system for many years only to discover thai

the payments which they receive after they have retired are grossly inadequate.

My bill, H.R. 9672, and others like it would help solve this problem by extend-
ing medicare benefits to cover the cost of prescription drugs to medicare recipi-

ents. Also, a minimum payment of one dollar per prescription is required by the
beneficiary, so that low cost items are excluded.

Mr. Chairman, at this point I would like to include for the record, a Library
of Congress, Congressional Research Service report which analyzes the views of
the American College of Apothecaries on my bill, H.R. 9672. The report follows

:

The Librart of Congress,
Congressional Research Service,

Washington, D.C., January 20, 1972.

To : Honorable Mario Biaggi.
From : Education and Public Welfare Division.

Subject : Views of the American College of Apothecaries on drug insurance under
medicare.

This is in response to a request made some time ago by Mr. Peter K. Uchuk of
your staff for a review of a number of legislative recommendations suggested by
officials of the American College of Apothecaries regarding certain features of
H.R. 9672. This bill was introduced by you in July of last year. It would amend
the present program of health insurance for the aged, or medicare program, by
providing protection against the costs of certain prescribed and other drug prod-
ucts purchased on an outpatient basis by older people. Such a benefit is not now
a part of the medicare program.

In his communication, Mr. Ilchuk indicated that there was no need for an im-
mediate reply to his inquiry. We have delayed a response this long, because of a
possibility that drug insurance proposals for the medicare program might have
received attention in social security hearings before the Senate Committee on
Finance before the end of the 1st Session of the 92nd Congress. As you know, no
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hearings were held, but are now scheduled to begin later this month. This report,

therefore, may be of timely interest to Mr. Ilchuk.

In a letter from the American College of Apothecaries, four specific changes
to your bill were proposed. Each of these changes is discussed below. In the

event that Mr. Ilchuk has any questions regarding this report, please have him
give us a call.

Recommendation No. 1—Discounting of the copayment.—As it is presently

drafted, H.R. 9672 would amend the hospital insurance portion of the medicare
program to provide benefits toward the costs of certain prescribed and other drug
products purchased by insured persons on an outpatient basis from participating

vendors of pharmaceutical services (e.g., participating retail community phar-

macies). Such participating pharmacies would provide the aged with drug serv-

ices and, in turn, bill the Federal Government for reimbursement for the costs of

such services. Under the bill, reimbursement would be based upon the lesser of (1)

an amount established for each prescription drug in accordance with provisions

in the legislation or (2) the actual, usual or customary charges at which the

{)harmacy usually sells or offers the drug to the public.

The actual amount of reimbursement to which a vendor would be entitled would
be reduced by a fixed monetary amount per each prescription filled. This amount
is known as a copayment and would be set at $1.00 per prescription at the be-

ginning of the program. The copayment amount could be increased in future
years to reflect any increases in the costs of drug benefits under the program.
Sponsors of similar or identical drug insurance proposals have always assumed
that vendors would collect the copayment amount from each beneficiary at the

time of each prescription purchase. The bill would amend an existing provision

in the medicare program permitting vendors to make such collections before dis-

pensing prescriptions to the aged insured under the program.
The American College of Apothecaries has expressed concern, however, that

some vendors might discount a portion or all of the copayment amount required

by the legislation. The Apothecaries suggest that discounting could seriously

compromise any utilization control value that a copayment system might bring

to a drug benefit program and that such discounting would also interfere with the

"delivery of complete professional pharmaceutical service." The College proposes
amendments to make it clear that patients would be responsible for meeting the

ropayment requirement and that any discounting on the part of vendors would
result in banishment from participation in the medicare program.
Although College officials are not explicit on this point, it seems clear that

they are concerned about the possibility that some vendors would use discount-

ing as a loss-leading device to attract elderly beneficiaries to their particular

retail establishments. In other words, discounting could result in "unfair" com-
petition. Most small independent pharmacies do depend upon their prescription

business for a substantial portion of their sales volume and "unfair" competi-

tion from discounters could seriously affect their capacity to survive. The pre-

scription business of discounters, on the other hand, may only account for a
small portion of their total sales volume, so that discounting of the copayment
could be an attractive policy to pursue. Precisely how widespread such discount-
ing might become, however, is difficult to estimate.
The bill was not designed to resolve small business problems in the retail

drug industry nnd, therefore, does not deal with the discounting issue insofar
as the copayment features of the legislation are concerned (there are provisions
in the hill which take into account the sometimes wide disparities in the prices

charged by drug suppliers to different classes of retail pharmaceutical outlets).

If. however, you believe that the bill should be amended to deal with a potential
copayment discounting problem, there are several alternatives you might wish to

examine. One approach, of course, is to incorporate the amendatory language
proposed by the College of Apothecaries. A second way would involve an amend-
ment to section 3(e) of the bill which presently authorizes a pharmacy vendor
to collect the copayment. This provision could be changed to require collection
of the copayment and to require, as a condition of participation, that the vendor
certify that such collections have been made with respect to all bills submitted
for reimbursement to the Government. Still another approach would involve
an amendment to the new section lS19(a) proposed in the bill dealing with maxi-
mum allowable cost. Section 1819(a)(1)(B) could be changed to read "the
actual, usual, or customary charge at which the dispenser in fact sells or offers
the drug to each beneficiary." Under such a provision, discounters of the copay-
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ment could lose as much as $2.00 per prescription submitted for reimbursement,
a significant economic disincentive against discounting :

Example

Ingredient costs of a cover drug .$."i

Reasonable fee recognized 2

Total charges 7
Reimbursement to non-discounter

:

Patient pays $1 copayment
Government reimbui-ses on basis of actual charges minus the .$1 co-

payment.
Payment to vendor equals $6.

Reimbursement to discounter

:

Copayment discounted entirely 1

Actual charges 6
(Government reimburses on the basis of actual charges minus the
copayment of $1.)

Payment to vendor equals 5

There are a number of ways of dealing with the copayment discounting
issue, if Mr. Ilchuk desires to explore this matter greater detail.
Recommendation No. 2—Drugs excluded from the formulary.-—The bill adds a

new section 1818 to the Social Security which would establish within the De-
partment of Health, Eduction and Welfare a committee known as a Formulary
Committee. This Committee would be assigned a number of responsibilities in
connection with the drug insurance program proposed in the legislation. Among
other things, this Committee would be responsible for establishing a Formulary
of drugs for which reimbursements would be made under the program.

Section 1818(d) (5) of the bill authorizes the Formulary Committee to exclude
from the Formulary those drugs which the Committee, in its professional judg-
ment, does not find necessary for proper patient care. Such decisions to exclude
any drugs would have to take into account the availability of alternative sub-
stances listed in the Formulary. The College of Apothecaries has propo.sed to
amend this section of the bill to require that any decisions of the Committee to
exclude drugs be supported by "the National Academy of Pharmaceutical
Sciences."
The bill, as it is now drafted, contains a number of provisions that are intended

to assure that full and complete drug information is available to the Formulary
Committee when it considers whether to include or exclude a drug from the
Formulary used for medicare reimbursement purposes. The composition of the
Committee itself is also intended to assure that a variety of expert judgment is
at hand during Committee deliberations. It is not clear, therefore, why the Com-
mittee's decisions to exclude certain drugs from the Formulary mu.st coincide with
the views or findings of a specific expert panel out-side of' the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. It could be argued that there are any number of
such organizations whose views on certain drugs are important enough to limit
the Committee's ability to act in this area. Should each of these groups be
named in the legislation? How would the Secretary resolve differences of opin-
ion among these different groups, or would the existence of such differences pre-
vent tlie Committee from taking any action at all? It could also be argued that,
if the Committee's decision to exclude a drug had to coincide with the findings
of some independent panel, then why use a Committee at all to make these de-
cisions? The recommendation of the College of Apothecaries might be evaluated
in light of some of these questions.
Recommendation No. 3—Hearinrjs pursuant to delisting of a drtirj.—As now

drafted, the bill establishes a hearings procedure for manufacturers whose drnsrs
might be removed from the Formulary by the Committee. The College of Apothe-
caries proposes that such an opportunity for a hearing be granted to all medical
practitioners as well. Since the Committee would be in a position to evaluate a
brond range of information about specific drugs, before proposing delistinir. it is

not clear what purposes would be served by permitting each and every prnctitioner
an oiii)ortunity for a formal hearing on the Committee's proposed action. The
College's proposal could, in fact, prevent the Committee from ever delisting any
drug whatsoever from the Formularv.
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It might also be argued that individual practitioners do not have .sufficient in-

terests regarding delisting actions to warrant granting them an opportunity for
a hearing or judicial review of a Committee determination in this area. Nothing
in the legislation prevents any practitioner from prescribing any drug he chooses
to order for his patients.

The Formulary features of the bill are only intended to help decide whether
the patient or medicare would pay for such prescription. Furthermore, unlike
manufacturers, practitioners have no economic interests at stake in Committee
decisions to delist specific drugs, since they are not involved in paying for the
drugs they order. Before considering the College's recommendation, therefore,
perhaps a rationale should be supplied for including practitioners in the hear-
ings process.
Recommendation No. 4—Inclusion of drugs in the formulary.—The College's

fourth recommendation is a variant of No. 3 above. Under the bill, a manufacturer
is entitled to petition the Committee for the inclusion of a drug in the Formulary.
If such a petition is denied, a hearing may be sought and judicial review if neces-
sary. The College proposes that individual practitioners be granted the same op-
portunities for petition, hearing and judicial review. As before, it is suggested
that a rationale be obtained, in order to evaluate the desirability of including
such a change in your bill.

We hope this brief review is of some assistance to Mr. Ilchuk, and if we can be
of further help in this matter, please let us know.

Glenn Markus.

Statement of Hon. Garry Brown, a U.S. Representative in Congress
From the State of Michigan

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Committee, I very much
appreciate this opportunity to present brieliy what I consider to be a few of the
pertinent facts and reasons compelling amendment of tli,e social security legisla-

tion currently being considered by this Committee to provide outpatient prescrip-

tion drug coverage under Medicare.
As you know, the largest health-care cost of the elderly not presently covered

by Medicare is out-of-hospital prescription drugs. While the elderly constitute
approximately 10 percent of the American people, they account for well over 20
percent of all outpatient prescriptions and for 25 percent of all outpatient drug
expenditures.
The nation's elderly assume these continually increasing medical-care costs, even

though those over 65 years of age, on the average, live on less than half of the
income of those under 65 years. The sad fact is that older persons in America are
twice as likely as younger persons to be poor.
Under the resulting, often intolerable financial circumstances, older people

currently live without any substantial private insurance protection. Only about
three million older people—about 15 percent—have any private insurance pi'otec-

tion covering drug costs. Nearly 17 million senior citizens have no private pro-
tection whatsoever.

Present law only covers the cost of drugs furnished to patients in hospitals and
extended care facilities and drugs administered in a physician's office which
cannot be self-administered.
Given these and other similar, supporting facts, I have sponsored in the House

of Representatives legislation which would provide outpatient prescription drug
coverage to senior citizens under Medicare. This Committee, of course, is pres-
ently considering Senate companion legislation offered to amend the Medicai'e
portions of the Social Security Act. I urge the Committee's adoption of S. 936.

Simply put, it is unfair to force the elderly to bear the constantly increasing
cost of their own medical treatment at a time in their lives when they are least
prepared to afford it, living as most do on small, fixed incomes.
Aside from the inequity worked by present law, the law makes for I)ad public

policy. Presently, the Federal Government is in the position of underwriting the
costs of hospitalization, including drugs, while failing to provide an ounce of pre-
vention by underwriting the cost of outpatient prescription drugs, an expenditure
which in tending to make needed drugs more accessible to the elderly might also
be expected to reduce the numbers needing institutionalization. It is a case of
being penny wise and pound foolish.

There is, of course, an inconsistency in a policy which would have the Federal
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Government pay for drugs taken in a hospital but not pay for the equally neces-
sary expense of having to take many of the same drugs out of a hospital.
Of course. Mr. Chairman, I realize that equity and the demands for a coherent,

reasonable public policy are not in and of themselves suflScient cause for change
unless these two goals can be realized in a change capable of practical, economical
and effective implementation. I am convinced that in this instance they can be,
and I think facts and reason bear me out.

To emphasize the practical, economical nature of the proposed change, I briefly
summarize it now, noting the rationale of some of its main provisions.
Under the proposed plan, the beneficiary would simply go to the pharmacy of

his choice. If the needed drug were on a list of medically necessary drugs covered
by the program, he pays the pharmacist $1 to fill the prescription. The list of
"medically necessary drugs" would be annually drawn up by a committee of
physicians. If the drug is not covered, he pays for it the same way he does now un-
der Medicare—out of his own pocket.

Virtually everyone over 65 would be eligible, and thus, the administrative costs
of ascertaining eligibility would be eliminated.
The need for a prescription and the listing of drugs covered by the program

would provide safeguards against abuse.
The proposed amendment would have the pharmacist reimbur.sed by the pro-

gram, providing protection to the elderly under part A of the hospital insurance
portion of Medicare. By providing the benefits under part A, the program is

financed through regular payroll deductions; the individual thus paying for his
drug insurance during his working years when he is financially most able.

Amending part A also relieves citizens of the burden of recordkeeping and the
need to file large numbers of small claims, and saves the considerable administra-
tive expenditure that would be required to handle and process such claims. Fiir-

ther. it permits maximum u.se of automatic data processing in handling claims.
Mr. Chairman, the amendment being considered here in the Senate, and its

companion legislation in the House, are the result of considerable study.
The proposed inclusion of outpatient prescription drug coverage under Medi-

care has been endorsed by numerous conferences—including the White House
Conference on Aging, government agencies—including the Social Security Ad-
ministration, and various groups in the private sector—including the American
Pharmaceutical Association, to say nothing of the many other expert witnesses
who have testified before this Committee.
The time has come to act. Equity, the need to establish a sound, coherent policy,

and the practical efficacy of the proposed amendment along with its overwhelmine
support among those most aware of the problems of the aging, compel adoption of
this plan to include outpatient prescription drug coverage under Medicare.
Thank yon.

Statement of Hon. Ctt.^rtes .T. Carney, a U.S. "Represextative in Congress
From the State of Ohio

Mr. Chairman, I share eompletelv the views of many of our colleagues that
there is an urgent need for immediate amendment of the medicare program to
provide insurance protection nsrninst thp costs of outpatient prescription drugs.
For over five years the question of drug coverage under Medicare has been

under contimiing studv by various task forces and commissions. This data has
now been compiled and analyzed : the recommendations proposed and evaluated.
The results of these protracted investigations are not surprising for they con-
firm that the aged are burdened by drug costs. But the results are disturbing
because they demonstrate the weight of that burden and the absence of possible
relief from other sources.
As a group, the elderly comprise approximately 10 percent of the population.

And yet they account for well over 20 percent of all outpatient prescriptions and
for 25 percent of all outpatient drug expenditures. For some of the aged out of

pocket expenditures for drugs reach hundreds of dollars annually. Medicare at
present provides no relief from these enormous costs.

It is true, of course, that many older T>eople have purchased additional health
insurance protection on their own to romplement the protection afforded by
Medicare. However, this additional protection does not usually include the
coverage of outpatient pre.scription drugs. The Social Security Administration
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recently reported that only about 3 million older people, about 15% of the

elderly, have managed to obtain out of hospital drug insurance.

About the time that one of the first studies on jnedicare coverage of outpatient

prescription drugs began in 1967 the average annual expenditure by the aged for

outpatient prescription drugs was $54.15. During fiscal year 1969 the private

expenditures for prescription drugs and drug sundries purchased by the aged
was $70.25.

In the face of the increasing burden that the costs of drugs places on the aged,

it would be a grave oversight on the part of the Congress to ignore the gaping
hold in Medicare coverage which now exists because of the omission of a drug
insurance benefit. Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I strongly recommend that the Sen-

ate Finance Committee adopt Amendment No. 464 to the Bill, H.R. 1.

Statement of Hon. Shirley Chisholm. a U.S. Representative in Congress
From the State of New York

outpatient prescription drug coverage

Mr. Chairman, members of the Finance Committee, I am thankful for this

opportunitv to testify on the outpatient prescription drug coverage amendment
to H.R. 1.

*

As pointed out by the recent White House Conference on Aging, our senior

citizens have too long been a forgotten segment of our society. The old adage
"out of sight, out of mind" seems to have been applied to them. But for those
who must live out their lives in a nursing home or in a lonely apartment with
only an occasional visitor, life has become a burden, often complicated by the
crippling effects of those ailments that appear with advanced age.

Old age is trying enough for anyone; for the elderly who are in ill health,

the burdens are multiplied. The ailing senior citizen has a diflSciUt time just
getting to a doctor's clinic. Until the introduction of medicare, he had a hard,
sometimes, imjwssible struggle to meet the costs of medical care while subsisting
on a meager pension or on social security payments. Now, at least, that cost has
been partially met through the advent of medicare payments to the aged who
need certain types of medical care.
But in the years since the passage of medicare, the elderly have become pain-

fully aware that there are gaps in medicare coverage. One of these—outpatient
prescription drug coverage—has a large negative effect on the jwcketbooks of the
elderly. Some, for example, must pay more for drugs than for food. Others, who
cannot afford the drugs their doctor tells them they need, must limp along with-
out the necessary prescriptions. This, of course, renders their medical care
useless.

Gentlemen, the time has come for us to include outpatient prescription drug
coverage under medicare. Inclusion of drug costs in the medicare benefits of
those confined to hospitals has given us a sound rationale for extending such
benefits to outpatients : it shows that we have recognized that many senior citi-

zens cannot afford to pay their drug prescription costs.
One major objection to the inclusion of outpatient drug coverage under medi-

care will be its co.st. I say to you that a nation that could afford to pay its elderly
social security benefits 35 years ago is strong enough to sustain the cost of
aiding them today. A nation that in the last decade initiated medicare supiwrt
on the grounds that the elderly desperately need health care support cannot
turn its back today on a vital ingredient in health care—prescription drugs.
We must remember that this proposal is structured so as to get the maximum

amount of prescription drug aid for each dollar. First, in determining the maxi-
mum allowance for drugs which may be available from a number of comi>etiug
companies, the formulary committee, which sets such allowances, will capitalize
on drug industry competition by weighting its allowances in the direction of the
lowest-priced, best-quality versions of a drug. Second, we will be capitalizing on
the les.sons we learned from administering the pioneering medicare programs
in the 60s. Third, with their one dollar per prescription contribution, the elderly
will have a stake in keeping program costs down.
Gentlemen, we have a moral obligation to serve those who have served us so

long and well. The health and welfare of the impoverished elderly depend on
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what action you take to ping up this loophole which is so costly to the elderly
.so that they can live out their remaining years with a modest standard of living.
I hope that when you make your decision, you make it with the interests of our
senior citizens in mind.

Statement of Hon. Robert F. Drinan, a U.S. Representative in Congress From
THE Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Committee :

I am grateful for the opportunity to testify in support of Senator Montova's
proposal—originally introduced as S. 936 and now pending before your Committee
as an amendment to H.R. 1—to include outpatient prescription medication cover-
age in a drug insurance program under Medicare.
Before I begin. I wish to commend Senator :Montoya for his five years of dedi-

cated effort in his area, and Representative David Obey, whose companion legis-
lation in the House of Representatives (H.R. 235.5) now has 113 cosponsors as
a result of more than a year of diligent work. I also wish to thank the Chairman
of this distinguished Committee, who since 1967 has lent his considerable prestige
and support to the passage of this legislation.
Although the elderly comprise only 10 percent of our national population,

they account for approximately 25 percent of all expenditures made for pre-
scription drugs purchased outside of hospitals or other institutional facilities.
This is understandable, since SO percent of the elderly suffer from chronic

disease or other ailments, as opposed to about 40 percent of those under 65 years
old who suffer from such ailments. Yet the elderly also happen to be one of the
nation's poorest minorities, with per-capita earnings substantially below the
national average. America's senior citizens, with limited income and limited sav-
ings, must face the heavy burden of drug costs precisely at the moment when
financial resources are dwindling and the need for prescription drugs is increasing.
The resulting financial squeeze can put terrible, terrible strains on the nation's
elderly.

In Leomin.ster, Massachusetts, for example, a retired man living on Social
Security payments of $307 a month suffered a debilitating stroke which cost
him his ability to move and his ability to speak. His wife, who suffered from
diabetes and a severe kidney ailment, could manage to save enough for her hus-
band's medication only by skimping on her own. She suffered greatly—and need-
lessly, I might add. had Senator Montoya's l)ill been passed years ago.
The elderly spend an estimated 20 percent of their private medical expendi-

tures on prescription medication, their largest single-out-of-pocket outlay. Yet
Medicare, which has been reasonably successful in reducing the cost of hospitaliza-
tion and in-patient medical care, affords no relief for the long recuperative periods
when prescription drugs are the major expense. Perhaps it is this fact that
prompted the Department of Health, Education and Welfare's Task Force on
Prescription Drugs to include in its report the following recommendation

:

We therefore find that, in order to improve the access of the elderly to high
quality health care, and to protect them where possible against high drug
exi>enses which they may be unable to meet, there is a need for an out-of-
hospital drug insurance program under medicare.

These words were written three years ago. It is my belief that we should
enact such a program immediately, without further delay. The legislation we
are considering today is the product of almost five years of refinement and re-
search. It has been endorse by thr AFL-OIO Executive Council, the National
Council of Senior Citizens, the American Pharmaceutical Association, and many
other orffanizations.

It is the most comprehensive, most workable bill Congress has ever produced on
this subject.

I would like to comment on some of the specific provisions and features of this
legislation.

First, the legislation is financed under the Part A "Hospital Insurance Pro-
gram" portion of Medicare, which in my opinion is one of its most commend-
able features. Individuals will pay for the drug insurance program during their
working years, rather than later when retirement reduce.? income .sharply. It is
this provision which makes possible the one-dollar copayment feature, the key-
stone of the entire program.

Second, the legislation retains the "formulary" provisions included in previous
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bills but refiued in the bill we consider today. A "Formulary Committee" of dis-

tinguished doctors and druggists would select the drugs to be covered, place
them on a master list, and distribute the list to participating pharmacies. In pre-

paring the list, the drugs would be listed by generic name rather than brand
name, and would be Included under a "maximum allowable cost" provision which
Avould lower the overall cost of drugs on the list.

And third, the legislation has as its most important feature a one-dollar co-

payment provision. Medicare beneficiaries would go to a participating pharmacy
and purchase any drug listed in the formularly for $1. If the prescribed drug is

not on the list they would pay for it out of their own pockets, as they do now.
The pharmacist would then be reimbursed by Medicare on the basis of maximum
allowable cost plus a small professional fee. Thus the program would be easy to

administer and would permit Medicare beneficiaries to purchase prescription

drugs at a reasonable price without any bothersome paperwork at all.

I would like to say one additional word about cost Several people have
criticized this legislation on the grounds that it is prohibitively expensive. I an-

swer : nonsense. Of course the program is expensive—most important programs
are, especially those which Congress delays action on for five years. But even the
most inflated cost estimate I have seen amounts to a fractional increase in total

Medicare expenditures—an increase, I might add, which does not even keep pace
with the increase in prescription drug costs since this legislation was first pro-

posed.^ Furthermore, to quote from Senator Montoya's testimony before this

Committee

:

As the Committee knows, I have had very troublesome experiences with
HEW on cost estimates in the past. I should like to submit that, based on
those experiences, any estimate will be inflated. At no time have they taken
into consideration the experiences of such programs after the initiation of a
formulary. We therefore must assume that the costs will be less than we
will be asked to assume.

With the increased wage base under H.R. 1 and the moderating influence

of wage and price guidelines to keep Medicare costs within bounds, there is no
reason in the world for claiming that the drug insurance program is prohibitively
•expensive.

"For many elderly people." concluded the Task Force on Prescription Drugs,
"illness serves as a major cause of their poverty by reducing their incomes, while
poverty serves as a major contributory cause of illness by making it difficult for
them to obtain adequate health care." Could it be that by attacking the prescrip-

tion drug problem we are attacking the poverty problem as well?
I think so. We have a bill which is easy to administer, reasonably priced, and

visionary in scope. But most important of all, we have a bill which in some small,

tentative way begins to repay our enormous debt to America's elderly citizens.

With this one bill, we can make progress on two important fronts—improving
medical care for the aged, while simultaneously taking a genuine step to solve
the poverty problem. This legislation will go far to justify the faith that the
elderly have in their government, a faith which has lasted until now but which
cannot help but diminish if Congress does not justify it soon.
We have ignored the special needs of the elderly. Now, perhaps, we have an

opportunity to justify their patience. Let us hope it is not our last chance.

Statement of Hon. Joshua Eilberg, a U.S. Representative in Congress From
THE State of Pennsylvania

co^t:rage op outpatient prescription drugs under medicare

Mr. Chairman, five years ago the Congress directed the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare to study the possible coverage of outpatient prescription
drugs under Medicare and to report back to us on the need for and the design

1 The National .Tournal estimates the cost of the druff prescription program at $1.7
billion—22.7% of Medicare's .$7. .5 billion budget for Fiscal Year 1971.
From 1967 (when Senator ^lontoya introduced his first legislation on this subject)

until 1970 (the last year for which figures are availalile), the per-capita expenditure for
prescription drugs for those over 65 years old increased from $40.6.5 to $50.94—an
increase of 25.3%. (Figures from the Social Security Administration's Prescription Drug
Data Summary, table 1.4).
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of a workable program. The results of that study were forwarded to the Cougress
on February 7, 1969, over two years ago. Those results provide irrefutable

evidence that the need for such a program does exist. As a group, the elderly

comprise about 10 percent of the population, but they account for well over 20
percent of all outpatient prescriptions, and for 25 percent of all outpatient drug
expenditures. Private insurance protection for the cost of prescription drugs is

not a realistic alternative for the bulk of the elderly. The Social Security Admin-
istration recently reported that only about 3 million older people, or about 15
percent of the elderly have managed to obtain out-of-hospital drug insurance
from private sources.

During the time that the question of Medicare coverage of prescription drugs
has been studied and considered, the burden of drug costs on the elderly has
grown progressively greater. In 1967, about the time that the HEW study of
the problem began, the average expenditure by the aged for outpatient prescrip-
tion drugs was $54.15 ; during fiscal year 1969, the private expenditures for
prescription drugs purchased by the elderly was $70.25. Clearly, the cost of
Congressional inaction has fallen on those of our citizens least able to bear it.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I am proud to join your colleague, the Honorable
Joseph Montoya of New Mexico in the general effort to provide coverage of
prescription drugs under Medicare and many of my colleagues in the House of
Representatives in cosponsoring H.R. 2235. This bill, which embodies many
of the administrative features recommended by the government study groups,
would establish outpatient drug benefits as part of the Medicare hospital insur-
ance program. Under the proposal, community pharmacies and other qualified
pharmacies would enter into agreements with intermediaries or other agencies
to provide a wide range of pharmaceuatical services for medicare beneficiaries.
Through this "vendor" approach, the patient would be relieved of claims record-
ing and filing responsibilities and the need for numerous exchanges of small
benefit amounts would be eliminated in favor of consolidated transactions
between the vendors and the intermediaries.

In addition, beneficiaries would incur a one dollar copayment for all prescrip-
tions filled under the program so that both patient and provider would know
the extent of the patient's liability at the time the services are provided. The
bill also contains a provision for adjusting the amount of the copayment to
reflect changes in the general level of prescription prices.

Mr. Chairman, I commend this important piece of legislation to the members
of this committee for their careful consideration and for inclusion among the
provisions of the Social Security Amendments-Welfare Reform Act of 1971 (H.R.
1 ) when reported to the full Senate.
Thank you.

Congress of the United States,
House of Representatives.

Washington, D.C., August 12, 1971.
Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
yew Senate Office Building.

Dear Mr. Chairman : ^Mien H.R. 1 was before the House in June, I voted to
strike Title IV because I felt that this legislation represented an inade(iuate
response to the need for meaningful welfare reform.

If true welfare reform is to be enacted in this session of Congress, it is

incumbent upon the Senate, and particularly the members of the Senate Finance
Committee, to draft legislation which improves on the House passed bill in a
number of areas.

I would like to urge adoption of the following provisions

:

1. States must maintain their present level of benefits. No welfare recipients
should be worse off financially under the new program than they are under the
present AFDC system. President Nixon made this comment to the nation when
he announced his welfare reform program in August. 1969.

In the vast majority of states, recipients are currently receiving higher bene-
fits than the $2400 floor established in H.R. 1. The federal government must
pledge to undertake a significant percentage of the cost if the states are realis-

tically to be expected to supplement the new federal payment levels. The hold
harmless provision does not provide sufficient assurance that states will main-
tain their current level of benefits.
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2. The $2400 benefit level for FAP-OFF recipients is inadequate and inequi-
table. Administration spokesmen have admitted that such is true. We cannot
establish a payment level that Is woefully below the poverty level as determined
by the Department of Labor. Neither can we adopt a payment standard which
would result in an aged couple receiving the same stipend from the government
that a poor family of four does.

S. Payments to FAP-OFF families must be adjusted automntically to the rise

in the cost-of-living. This principle has been adopted for Social Security bene-
ficiaries under Title I of H.R. 1. If it is not extended to FAP-OFF recipients,

their status as second-class citizens will again be worsened.
Ji. Mothers of children under six must not be required to seek job training.

Under current law, the mother may remain in the home until her child reaches
the age of six. The Administration supports keeping the age level at this poAnt.

The change in the law under H.R. 1 is certainly not in accord with effortsf to
strengthen the family unit of the welfare recipients.

5. Adequate funding must he provided for child care centers and for the job
training-employment aspects of the bill. We cannot force mothers to register for
job training if the child care available for their off-spring is not in the best inter-

ests of the well being of those children. That will assuredly not be the case if we
fail to increase the present allocation of $2 billion for the child care of l\i million
children.

It is the Administration's estimate that 2.6 million families contain people who
will register for employment services. Yet H.R. 1 provides for only 412,000 train-
ing and job placement slots and 200.000 public service jobs. The sum allotted for
job training is only $540 million. We cannot hold out child care centers and job
training as panaceas to the endless cycle of welfare dependency if we fail to fund
these programs at a realistic level.

6. Restrictions on college-level training programs for recipients must be elimi-
nated. H.R. 1 currently prohibits assistance payments to a family whose head of
household is a full time college student. This provision, if allowed to stand, could
seriously cripple useful new programs such as the one at the University of
Minnesota where 400 AFDC recipients are enrolled on a full time basis.

7. Proper working conditions must be insured for tvelfare recipients. People
should not be forced to accept work at $1.20 an hour, three-fourths of the federal
minimum wage. The only provision in the bill limiting the types of jobs to which
recipients can be assigned is a prohibition against their being used to break
strikes. Further protections must be added to the bill to guarantee that employed
welfare recipients will not be forced to work under substandard conditions.

8. The rights guaranteed to welfare recipients under current law must not be
tampered with. The provisions of H.R. 1 permitting the states to reimpose resi-

dency requirements and weakening the procedural rights of welfare recipients are
most glaringly in disaccord with this principle. If we expect welfare recipients to
become full citizens of our society, they must be treated as such.

9. Eligibility for assistance must be based on the current need of the applicant.
H.R. 1 would disqualify any person who had earned an amount of income over the
previous nine months that, if earned regularly, would make him ineligible for
assistance. This provision is highly discriminatory towards seasonal workers, such
as migrant laborers. This marks a change from the present practice of eligibility
being based on current need.

10. Assistance must be provided for indigent couples without children as icell as
single individuals. At present some states have undertaken such assistance pro-
grams without any federal financial assistance. Coverage should be extended to
such individuals under the Family Assistance Plan.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

DOXALD M. Fkaser.

Statement of Hon. Robert N. Giaimo a U.S. Representative in Congkess Feom
THE State of Connecticut

Mr. Chairman : May I thank you and the members of your committee for
allowing me this opportunity to present a statement in favor of outpatient pre-
scription drug coverage under Medicare.

If I had to select the most pressing social needs that should be dealt with
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realistically during the current session of Congress, the need for outpatient pre-

scription drug coverage, especially for the elderly poor, would be high on the list.

There are presently 113 cosponsors of legislation to amend H.R. 1, and 11.R.

6234, of which I am a cosponsor, would satisfy this pressing need. It is striking

that these supporters represent a broad cross section of the nation as well as the
concerned chairmanships and sul)Coumiittees of the House of Representatives.
The legislative need is obvious, most notably in the economic sphere relative

to our elderly poor. At present, there are over 20 million Americans covered l)y

Medicare. Of these, four and a half million are older Americans beneath the
poverty threshold. Since the median annual earnings of the elderly poor is around
$1,888, it is difficult to believe that any of this deserving group could atford out-

patient prescription drugs that are required for long-term use in easing or elimi-

nating medical problems usually confronting the elderly, specifically heart
disease, high blood pressure, arthritis or kidney disorders.

As the Senate Special Committee on Aging reported, poverty for persons 60-64
years old has increased from 1968 to 1970 by almost 100,000. While these aged
citizens comprise only ten percent of the population, around one-fourth of the
1.7 billion annual prescriptions for drugs are for the elderly. With the cost of

drugs being what they are, it is inconceivable to exi)ect that the aged poor could
continue to pay for outpatient health-sustaining drugs without incurring severe
economic losses.

I could not support a measure to provide outpatient prescription drug coverage
under Medicare unless I believed it was economically, medically and administra-
tively feasible. In 1967, when the Administration first studied the matter, it was
concluded that a drug coverage program would have to be designed meticulously
to avoid (1) a giveaway syndrome, (2) bureaucratic entanglements, and (3)
arbitrary selection of the drugs to be provided. During the Nixon Administra-
tion, there have been two studies on the subject and each has empha.sized the
need for drug-selection management and financial control. I believe that H.R.
6243 includes decisive provisions to satisfy these requirements.
Drug selection, insuring that safe, effective and only necessary drugs are cov-

ered by the outpatient prescription program, would, as authorized by the bill, be
accomplished by a Formulary Committee, a body consisting of meml)ers in the
fields of medicine, pharmacology, and pharmacy. This committee would prepare
an indexed listing of the favored drugs which would be delivered to all regis-
tered pharmacists. In order for a Medicare patient to take advantage of cover-
age, the drug he desires to purchase at a participating pharmacy of his choice
must be on the list prepared by tlie Formulary Committee.

Financial advantages exist in the copayment system provided by the bill. The
beneficiary, to receive the prescription on the formulary list, must pay $1.00 out
of his own pocket. The $1.00 copayment, regardless of the type of drug prescribed,
is a fixed fee. This copayment provision, by alerting the user that he is sharing in
the cost of his required prescriptions, should promote cost effectiveness.
When we speak of the elderly jwor, we sometimes fail to remind ourselves that

it is often their illnesses and the sort of outpatient drugs that have caused their
poverty. By amending H.R. 1 and delivering to the poor under Medicare an out-
patient prescription drug coverage program, many unnecessary poverty condi-
tions can be eliminated and many lives extended.
At this point, I would like to add that H.R. 6243 and identical bills have the

support of the American Pharmaceutical Association, the AFL^CIO Executive
Council, the Senate Special Committee on Aging, twelve members of the House of
Representatives Appropriations Committee, to inclv;de two subcommittee chair-
men six members of the House Ways and Means Committee, the distinguished
chairman. Honorable Harley Staggers, and nine members of his House Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee.
Considering the broad support and the pressing needs of our elderly, which

were confirmed again during the recent White Hou.se Conference on Aging, it
appears that the time has arrived for outpatient prescription drug coverage
under Medicare. I desire continued and new support for such legislation which
is contained in H.R. 6243 of which I am a cosponsor. I strongly urge that it be
dignified by this committee as soon as possible reported and transformed into
law. The Septembers of our aged citizens need not be cruel.
Thank you verv much.
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Statement of Hon. Ella T. Grasso, a Representative in Congress from the
State of Connecticut

amendment 464 to h.r. 1

Mr. Chairman, prescription drugs must be made available to older Americans
under the Medicare program.
There is no reason for the elderly to continue to bear the burden of the high

cost of out-of-hospital prescription drugs. It is inexcusable that many of them are
forced to resolve a dilemma between tv^'o grim alternatives—either enduring pain
or incurring additional expenses which overtax their incomes.
Today, one out of every ten Americans has passed his 65th birthday, and some

70 percent of this group have joined since 1961. Nearly 46,000 elderly persons
live in Connecticut's Sixth District alone.
Throughout the country, millions of the elderly exist with an income below the

poverty level ; their median income is below $2,000. These people are cruelly
punished by increases in the cost of living.

It is a cruel and unfortunate fact of life that as we grow older, we acquire more
ills and longer illnesses ; with these come greatly increased medical expenses. It
has been estimated that the elderly incur health care expenses 275 percent higher
than the costs borne by any other segment of society. Older Americans comprise
only 10 percent of the population ; however, their prescriptions account for 23.5
percent of all those filled in 1971. Furthermore, the average price per prescription
paid by people sixty-five years old and older is 10 percent higher than the prices
paid by individuals of all ages.
With food and essential services comprising such a large percentage of the

elderly's income, many older people cannot bear the expenses of essential medi-
cines. To ask that people who have contributed so much to this country be forced
to choose between spending their resources on either food or medicines is a dis-
grace. They must have the means to buy both.
To include prescription drugs under Medicare would alleviate some of the finan-

cial burden the elderly must endure today. In 1969, the Task Force on Prescrip-
tion Drugs reported that a drug insurance program under Medicare is needed by
the elderly, and that such a program would be both economically and medically
feasible. The recent White House Conference on Aging also recommended that
the cost of prescription drugs be included under Medicare. Legislation introduced
in both Houses of the Congress has proven the desirability of such a program.
This subcommittee is presently considering Amendment number 464 which

would help implement these recommendations.
As a cosponsor of this measure in the House. I wholeheartedly endorse the

coverage of prescription drugs under Medicare. Because of the importance and
necessity of out-of-hospital prescription drugs for the well-being of our elderly,
and because financial burdens have made many of these drugs luxury items-^
though in reality they are neces.sities of life—I believe that Amendment 464
should receive the strong support of this subcommittee.
No other age group in our society has been so hard pressed by the spiralling

trend in our economy. Our elderly had to bear the burden of these costs far
too long. It is the responsibility of all of us to provide better programs for older
Americans—and surely we must provide these programs now.

Testimony of Hon. Lee H. Hamilton, a U.S. Representati\-e
From the State of Indiana

Mr. Chairman : I appreciate the opportunity to add my expression of support
for the proposed amendment to H.R. 1 which would provide outpatient prescrip-
tion drug coverage under Medicare.
One of the most frequent complaints which I receive from elderly constituents

who are trying to make ends meet on a limited income is the increasing cost of
health care, and particularly, prescription medicines.
The proposal by Senator Montoya, amendment No. 464. and the companion

legislation which I co-sponsored in the House of Representatives (H.R. 2.355),.
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goes to the heart of this complaint. The amendment establishes a comprehen-
sive drug insurance program aimed at alleviating the crushing financial burden
of our older, infirmed citizens whose only source of income often is a social
security pension.

It i.< not uncommon for me to receive a letter, or to have one of my older
constituents tell me, that half of a monthly benefit check was needed for doctor
and medicine bills.

The elderly have inordinately high health costs. The Task Force on Prescrip-
tion Drugs reported recently that for many of the elderly, the cost of recovery
from an illness amounts to financial disaster. Ill health pushes many into
poverty.
The central aims of the amendment are to

:

1. Provide coverage, under Medicare, of prescription drugs and some non-
prescription drugs of life-stistaining value.

2. Eliminate the Part B Premium of Medicare, along with the required
record keeping and claim requirements, and finance the prescription drug
program under Part A of Medicare.

3. Establish an appropriate committee of authorities in the health field

to determine the drugs to be covered.
4. Require a $1 co-payment from the purchaser for each prescription of

medication deemed to be of life-sustaining value.
This approach offers the promise, not only of easing the financial burden of

our older residents, but also of providing additional health care.
It has widespread support in the Congress, as evidenced by the number of

co-sponsors in the Hou.se and Senate versions of the bill.

I respectfully urge that you give favorable consideration to the legislation
as an amendment to H.R. 1.

Statement of Hon. William E. Minshall, a U.S. Repeesentative
From the State of Ohio

Mr. Chairman, distinguished Members of this Committee, I am grateful to

you for this opportunity to testify in behalf of including prescription drugs
under Medicare coverage. As a co-sponsor of H.R. 11249, I feel this amendment
to present law is long overdue and is absolutely essential to ease the financial
burden of our elderly citizens.

Out-patient prescription drug costs impose a significant economic drain on
the often very limited incomes of the 20 million Americans under Medicare. Such
drugs now represent the greatest single personal health expense these citizens
must meet from their personal incomes. It has been pointed out before, but
bears repeating, that annual per capita expenditures for prescription drugs for
the aged is three times those for persons under 65, and annual per capita expen-
diture for drugs on the part of the severely disabled is six times that of the
population as a whole.

I know the committee is aware that the President's Task Force on the Aging
has filed a report, "Toward a Brighter Future for the Elderly", in which it rec-

ommends : "Coverage of out-of-hospital drugs at the earliest date administra-
tively feasible".

I feel that H.R. 11249 sets forth a sound and practical program for achieving
this objective, and I urge the committee to incorporate its provisions in H.R. 1.

Statement by Hon. James G. O'Haka. a U.S. Representative from the State of
Michigan

prescription drug coverage under medicare

I appreciate this opportunity to present testimony to the Senate Committee on
Finance in support of legislation which would provide for prescription drug cover-
age under Medicare.

A.S a sponsor of similar legislation in the House of Representatives, I am de-
lighted that Senator Montoya and so many of his colleagues have introduced S.

936 to achieve this purpose, and I hope that the Committee will adopt this legisla-
tion as an amendment to H.R. 1.
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I am convinced of the urgent need for this legislation. The prescription drugs
which America's elderly require are too expensive for many of them—yet the
medication is vital to sustain life.

As things stand now, many elderly people are trapped between medical need
on the one hand and economic insufficiency on the other.

The concept of financing the cost of outpatient prescription drugs is consistent
with the basic premise which led the Congress to enact Medicare into law to begin
with. We knew that, as a person grows older, his need for medical care of all

kinds increases sharply. Tliis need reaches its maximum intensity at precisely

the point in time when the individual is least able to pay for them—at the time
when his income is sharply reduced due to retirement.

Medicare has made it possible—through the instrumentality of the Social Se-

curity System—for the individual to pay for his medical insurance during his

working years, and to receive the benefits of that insurance during his retirement
years.
From the point of view of the nation's elderly, Medicare has worked reasonably

well during the first few years of its existence. It is not a perfect program—but,

then, nobody expected it to be perfect. What we intended it to be was a hopeful
beginning—a start along the road toward providing quality medical care for
tiie elderly without bankrupting either the retiree or his family in the process.

We have learned some valuable lessons during these first few years of Medicare.
One of the lessons we have learned is that there is a compelling need for broad-
ening the law's provisions to include the cost of outpatient drugs and certain
non-prescription drugs which are considered to have life-sustaining value.

This legislation differs from past Medicare drug coverage bills in that it would
be financed under the payroll tax portion of Medicare, rather than through higher
monthly premiums paid by beneficiaries. As a matter of fact, the experience that
we have developed since the passage of Medicare suggest strongly that we should
take another look at the question of whether or not there should be any monthly
premiums charged to retirees. These premium charges may seem modest to any-
one with a regular income. But they loom large, indeed, when they are laid aside
the completely inadequate retirement benefits that most of our elderly citizens

receive.

As in the legislation which I sponsored in the House. S. 936 would provide for

a $1 payment for prescription drugs by the beneficiary, himself. This should pro-

vide a measure of assurance that there would not be any serious abuse of the
program by Medicare recipients.

The balance of the cost for prescription drugs would Ite paid by the Federal
Oovernment. which would reimburse pharmacists directly, on the basis of a
"maximum allowable cost" plus a professional fee for the service rendered. This
procedure should provide reassurance against any abuse of the program—either

by druggists or the pharmaceutical industry.

The direct payment to the pharmacist will have another benefit : It will mean
that people over 05 will not be burdened with the task of keeping records of their

drug purchases, or with the problem of filing claims and waiting for

reimbursement.
The legislation now before the Committee calls for the establishment of a

nine-member Formulary Committee—composed of two officials of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare and .seven individuals from outside the

Federal Goveriuuent. the majority of whom must be physicians. Under the legis-

lation, these are to be people of recognized professional standing and distinction

in the fields of medicine, pharmacology and pharmacy.
The tr.sk of this P'ormubiry Committee would be to .«elect the drugs that are

to be covered under this provision of the Medicare program. This wou'd include,

as I indicated earlier, both prescription drugs and certain non-prescrintion drugs
that have special life-su-stfiining value. It is envisioned that all commonly used
drugs would be covered, with the Formulary Committee screening out worthless
or dangerous drugs.

In summary, this legislation provides the mechanism for assuring retii'ed

Americans that they will be able to obt;iin the medication which they require
to maintain their heaHh. and to make it possible for them to do so without
courting economic hard.sliip.

As a Member of Congress who has sponsored identical legislation in the IIon.se

72-573—72—pt. 6-
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of Representatives, and as a sponsor of other legislation which seeks to provide
broad-range national health insurance for all Americans, I thank the Committee
for this opportunity to present my views in support of S. 936 introduced by
Senator Montoya. I hope that the Committee will give careful consideration and,
ultimately, its full support of this legislation so that our elderly can take another
step forward in their search for the dignity that accompanies physical good
health and economic good health—worthy goals which they are entitled to attain
after their working years are over.

Statement of Hon. Claude Pepper, a U.S. Representatpve
From the State of Florida

Mr. Chairman, along with more than 100 of my colleagues in the House, I am
a co-sponsor of H.R. 2355, and its companion bills, which are the counterparts of
S. 936, which is under consideration today and which is designed to correct one of
the most serious shortcomings in the present program of health insurance for the
aged, the absence of any outpatient prescription drug benefit. Five years ago. Con-
gress directed the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to study the
extent to which drug costs constitute a major financial burden on older person.s
and to report to us regarding the feasibility and design for a workable program
covering the costs of prescription drugs under medicare. The Final Report of this
special Task Force made it abundantly clear that older Americans .sorely need
assistance with their prescription drug expenditures.

Although the elderly represent somewhat less than 10 percent of the Nation's
population, they account for more than 20 percent of outpatient prescriptions writ-
ten in the United States and about 5 percent of total expenditures for prescribed
drugs purchased on an outpatient basis. This, of course, is understandable, since
about 80 percent of the eldei'ly—as opposed to only about 40 percent of those
under 65—suffer from one or more chronic diseases or other conditions for which
pharmaceutical therapeutics is often used.

In recent years, prices for goods and services throughout the economy have
shown the effects of marked inflation. Prices for prescription medications have
been no exception. The most recent available figiires for the Consumer Price Index
show that the index for drugs and prescriptions moved more than t^ice as fast in

1970 as in 1969—2.5 percent, as compared with 1.1 percent. It has been established
that by 19S0. per capita annual expenditures for drugs and drug sundries will
amount to as much as $56, or almost twice the per capita expenditure for 1968.
This increased financial burden will fall heaviest upon the elderly, for whom the
number of drug acquisitions is more than double that for the total population and
nearly three times that for the under 65 age group.
The measure you are considering today, represents an effective and workable

solution to the problem of covering drug costs under the Medicare program.
Beneficiaries would incur initially a $1 copayment per prescription for all pre-
scriptions filled under the program. An advantage of this .system is the fact that
everyone would know in advance the patient's liability at the time the services
are provided. A mechanism in the bill provides for an adjustment in the amount
of copay borne by the beneficiary as the general level of prescription prices rises

in future years.

On behalf of myself and the other House sponsors of H.R. 2355. I commend to
you the features of this proposal and convey my strong belief that positive action
should be taken on this measure at the earliest possible moment. Thank you.

Statement of Hon. Tom Railsback, a U.S. Representative From the State
OF Illinois

Mr. Chairman, Approximately 80 percent of the aged population suffers from
one or more chronic conditions for which drugs are required. Those persons 65
or older use twice as many drugs as do the rest of the population. Their expenses
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can run into hundreds of dollars annually—expenses hardly budgetable for those
living on fixed and limited cash incomes.

In Illinois, over 10% of the population is composed of persons 65 or older,
and it is estimated they pay at least 25% of all outpatient drug costs.

In 1967, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare was ordered by
Congress to study the need of older Americans for prescription drugs and a
design of a workable program for their distribution. Their result;? made it clear
that older Americans sorely need assistance to meet the expense of prescription
drugs, but no action was taken as a result of the study.

Unfortunately, H.R. 1, which was designed to make improvements in national
health programs, passed the House of Representatives without a prescription
drug program. To rectify this situation, legislation has been introduced on both
the House and Senate sides to provide for prescription drug coverage under
Medicare. I was pleased to join on the House effort.

Under such legislation, a Formulary Committee, composed primarily of phy-
sicians, will select drugs to be covered by the program. An elderly person may
go to the particii>ating pharmacy of his choice. He will incur initially a one dollar
charge for each prescription filled under the program, and the pharmacy will be
reimbursed for the remaining amount by the program. If, however, the prescrip-
tion drug is not listed by the Formulary Committee, the beneficiary will do as
he always has—pay out of his own pocket.
Mr. Chairman, I hope this proposal will be given an evaluation at the earliest

possible time. HoiJefully, you and the other Members will determine it is neces-
sary to amend H.R. 1 to provide outpatient prescription drug coverage under
Medicare. I know I am convinced we must establish a comprehensive program
for the twenty million Americans covered by Medicare whose prescription drug
problems have been ignored too long.

I thank you for providing me with this opportunity to present my position.

I

Testimony of Hon. Benjamin S. Rosienthal, a U.S. Representatrts in
Congress From the State of New York

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this oportunity to testify in behalf of H.R. 2355,
a bill designed to provide prescription drugs to Medicare patients outside the
hospital.

Health care costs have continued to skyrocket in this country while the
quality of health care has not. This is particularly so for the elderly and others
on fixed incomes. Unfortunately, adequate health care in this country is too often
viewed as a privilege rather than as the right it should be.

A large portion of health care costs stem from the purchase of drugs. This is

especially true of our elderly who must spend 20 cents of their health care dollar
on medicine. While the elderly represent only 10% of our population, they
accoimt for 25% of the nation's prescription drug expenditures, or about $1
billion a year. It is essential that we make the purchase of these drugs less of a
hardship.
Our elderly are faced with rising needs and costs for medicines when they

can least afford it. Many are living on minimal, fixed incomes, and expenditures
for drugs can have substantial impact on their often too small financial resources.

Furthermore, chronic illnesses requiring continuous drug use are prevalent

among the elderly and pose a tremendous burden for this age group, fully 25%
of whom are living at or below the poverty level as measured by Social Security

Administration indices.

Aside from financial difficulties, the elderly face additional obstacles. They
frequently have transportation problems and find it difficult to shop around for

the lower prices they might be better able to afford. Oftentimes, their very
illnesses present impediments to their exercising full consumer power.

This measure, I believe, will have a significant side benefit. Many times, the
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elderly must be admitted to hospitals in order to qualify for Medicare coverage
of drug purchases that could otherwise be prescribed on an outpatient basis.
The present bill will not only eliminate this unfortunate use of much needed
hospital space, but will avoid the potentially tragic psychological impact that a
hospital stay can have on older people. This is a price that the elderly should no
longer be expected to pay.
This program would also help avoid much worry and bother for Medicare

patients. They would simply pay the pharmacist .$1 for each prescription and
not have to worry about keeping any records, paying monthly premiums, filing

claims or getting tangled up in any red tape. A person would pay for this cover-
age during his working years, rather than after he retires and his income is

sharply reduced.
Any program has potential administrative problems, and this bill is no

different. Yet, the $1 co-payment, the reimbursement directly to pharmacies,
and the formulary committee proposal strike me as offering a balance between
safeguards against waste, on the one hand, and protection and convenience
for pharmacists, the government .and, of course, the elderly, on the other.
And most programs. Mr. Chairman, are expensive. Again, this one is no

different. Yet, the human costs of not enacting this bill, and thus i>eri)etuating
this hardship for our elderly, are far greater than the financial costs involved.
In an age when we talk of spending over $10 billion on space shuttles and one
tenth that amount on elaborate univei'sity campuses and government ofiice

complexes, surely we must find the necessary funds to provide drugs for our
elderly citizens.

There is no reason why the wealthiest, most technically and scientifically
advanced nation on earth cannot .also be the healthiest. We can no longer permit
the dire shortage of medical personnel, the lack of adequate facilities, the
unequal geographical distribution of those facilities, and the soaring costs of
the available services .and facilities to prevent every American citizen from
receiving complete and preventative health care. An integral part of this effort
is making the necessary drugs available to all who need it. regardless of their
ability to pay.

Statement of Hon. Louis Stokes, a U.S. Representative From the State
OF Ohio

Mr. Chairman : I appreciate this opportunity to testify in support of Senator
Montoya's proposal to provide Medicare coverage for outpatient prescription
drugs. I am one of the 113 co-sponsors of Congressman Obey's companion bill,

II.R. 2355.

Since Senator Montoya first introduced his proposal in 1967, the subject has
been studied and reviewed and reported on several times. Meanwhile, our senior
citizens have had to bear their heaviest health burden, ijrescription drugs, with
no help from the federal government. Many of them have undoul)tedly been
hospitalized in order to have drug costs paid by insurance or Medicare. Even
more serious, many prescriptions are not refilled or never filled at all because
of the high cost.

The Health Education and Welfare Department's Task Force on Prescription
drugs has shown the need and the feasiblility of this program. The President's
Task Force on the Aging has also recommended such a program. Despite these
recommendations, the first of which was nearly two and one half years ago,

the Administration has not introduced a proposal to meet this critical need.

The studies indicate that the problem of costs is manageable. The formulary-

system and the requirement of a co-payment provided in the proposal are
promising means of holding down costs. The human costs of our delay in enacting
such a program are immeasurable. We must institute the program and use all

of the data provided by the studies which have been to hold down the costs.

About 17 million people or 85% of those over the age of 65 have no private
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insurance protection covering out-patient prescription drugs. In the Greater
Cleveland area alone, the number of ijersons in this category is about 170,000.
In my central city district, where the aged poor are concentrated, very few
senior citizens are able to afford prescription drugs. For these individuals the
cost of prescriptions is the largest single health item. Our senior citizens have
been promised assistance with this burden for too long. It is time to deliver on
the promise.

I commend Senator Montoya for offering his proposal as an amendment to
H.R. 1 and urge the committee to approve the amendment.

Statement of Hon. John A. Burns, Governor, State of Hawaii

As the Governor of the State of Hawaii, I am privileged to be afforded the
opportunity to present to the Senate Finance Committee my testimonv relating
to H.R. 1.

It is most encouraging that the Finance Committee considers welfare legisla-
tion to be a piece of top priority domestic legislation and is accordingly com-
mitted to a viable program of welfare reform.
With regard to the Family Programs of H.R. 1, I urge the Committee's full

and favorable consideration and support of the amendments proposed by your
colleague. Senator Ribi-coff. The amendments represent significant improvements
over the measures passed by the House and brings true welfare reform closer to
reality.

The shortcomings of the current welfare program and the mounting fiscal crisis
confronting states, I am sure you will concur are undisputable.
Whereas the President of the United States has recommended a deferment of

the effective date for new welfare programs for a period of 18 months after en-
actment, I believe it is paramount that measures for immediate fiscal relief to
states be enacted now and be incorporated in welfare legislation, to preclude the
necessity for reduction in the current level of assistance payments. Mounting fiscal
pressures have already resulted in approximately 20 states reducing its level of
payment with the probability that more states would follow.
The future of 25 million Americans is in your hands ; welfare reform must be

now.
I submit my testimony in hopes of favorable action of my recommendations by

you and your Committee.

Testimony of Hon. William T. Cahill. Governor. State of New .Jersey

I would like to preface my remarks by stating that I wholeheartedly endorse
the basic principles of welfare reform embodied in H.R. 1.

Since January of 1969, New Jersey has supported a State-wide program of As-
sistance to Families of the AVorking Poor, which has included needy families
with children, identified as "underemployed" and "never employed" as well as
tho.'^e federally classified as "unemployed." This is in addition to New Jersey's
very progressive program of Assistance to Dependent Children. Our program
of A.ssistance to Families of the Working Poor was recently modified and is now
wholly funded by the State and its counties. Today New Jersey's welfare pro-
grams are probably closer than those of any other State in the union to the
types and organization of programs recommended in H.R. 1.

Just as other states in the union have felt the severe increases in welfare costs,
so has New Jersey. However we have had no choice hut to accept these costs
in order to provide for the needy in the state. Consequently. I strongly support
the increased federal financial role that is implicit in H.R. 1 and .se'veral of
the proposed amendments.
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I believe that the time for experimentation has passed and now is the time
for decisive federal action in this area. Nonetheless, if the Congress concludes
that the new federal program of a national minimum income standard for all

families should be conducted first on a trial basis, I urge that New Jersey

—

because of the existence of a substantially similar program—be used as a pilot

state. This would not only accelerate the test period, but New Jersey's history
with programs of Assistance to the Families of Working Poor will provide a
valuable, historical data bank to assist in the evaluation of such a program.
Statistics on the New Jersey program have been and will continue to be gathered
by its Research and Evaluation Committee, established last year to analyze
welfare problems and programs in our state.

There are several provisions of H.R. 1 on which I would like to comment spe-
cifically. I do not want these comments, which are intended to be in the nature of
constructive criticism, to be interpreted as diminishing my enthusiasm for and
support of H.R. 1.

H.R. 1 will significantly increase the number of eligible welfare recipients in

New Jersey. The provisions to "hold harmless" the state for increased cash as-
sistance payments to the 1971 level are not only very wise but imperative. How-
ever, there is no practical protection against the related increase in the cost of
Medicaid. True, the state will not be mandated by statute to make Medicaid cov-
erage available to the new welfare recipients who will be eligible under H.R. 1

but strong pressure will be exerted to make these people eligible for Medicaid

;

consequently, I urge the introduction of a medicaid "hold harmless" provision.
Your Committee has had extensive discussion concerning the level of the mini-

mum income standard. In my opinion, this level should be kept reasonably low,

$2,400 for a family of four would seem to be a standard acceptable to most states.

I make this statement, however, with a strong qualification that the states be
encouraged to supplement that minimum standard. Under H.R. 1 there is, unfor-
tunately no provision for federal cost sharing in the state supplement. I believe

that the state supplement gives the program the type of flexibility which it needs
to meet the varying requirements of states as different as New Jersey. New York,
Mississippi and Alabama. With no federal matching of the state supplement, the
higher Income states will be and have been forced to press for increases in the
national minimum income standard in spite of the fact that such increases might
have adverse economic effects on the lower income states. Consequently, I be-

lieve that the federal government should match the state supplement. At the same
time, I recognize that the federal government should be in a position to limit

supplement matching to a level which it deems appropriate.
In accord with the above, I support that portion of the Ribicoff proposal which

would lead to eventual full federal funding of all public assistance costs in every
state. I also believe that full federal funding need not and should not result in

the identical dollar standard for every state. The possibility of identifying and
administering varying regional standards, related to regional "poverty levels,"

should be explored.
Under existing regulations the earned income disregards, except for expenses

of employment, are not taken into account in determining initial eligibility for
welfare. Under H.R. 1 a modified income disregard is taken into account in

detemiining eligibility. This will result in making a large number of people who
are earning incomes in excess of the poverty level eligible for income supple-
ments through welfare. I cannot support that concept. I believe that H.R. 1

must he modified so that the income disregards, other than the $60.00 per month
provision for expenses of employment, will not be applied in determining eligi-

bility. I recognize that this will continue the present inequitable situation which
makes some families ineligible for assistance though their earned income is less

than the combined earned income plus benefits of other families receiving welfare
assistance. The existing inequity is. however, less destructive than the proposed
application of the income disregards to eligibility because the application of the
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diregards will introduce many thousands of persons presently earning an income
in excess of the poverty level to welfare. To introduce these people to vpelfare

cannot possibly provide them with work incentive ; in fact it would seem to

provide them with exactly the opposite.
Under H.R. 1 computable earned income is credited 100% to the Federal con-

tribution. Just as I believe that there should be federal matching for the state's

supplement, I also strongly urge you to consider amending the bill so that com-
putable earned income can be applied pro rata to the state share as well as the
federal share of the assistance grant.

In New Jersey, as in many other states, assistance to the single adult and to

the childless couple is financed largely at the municipal level. Municipalities
have felt the pinch of increased welfare costs to the same extent as have state

governments. Without proposing a specific amendment to the bill, I ask that you
give consideration to including assistance to single adults and to childless couples
in H.R. 1, if only on a modified basis. While the original concept of the federal
welfare program was focused on the aged, blind, disabled and certain families
with children, it is clear that today our concept is one of aid to the poor. Equity
requires that this progi'am be extended to single adults and to childless couples.
The favorable financial impact this will have on our already financially dis-

traught cities needs no further comment here.

As I said in the beginning of my remarks, welfare is a national as well as a
local problem. H.R. 1 economically mandates a complete federal takeover of ad-
ministration of the income-maintenance aspects of welfare programs. I believe
that so long as there is any state or local money Involved in the payment of
welfare assistance the states must be given the option without financial penalty
to administer the program themselves. Consideration should also be given to the
possibility of local administration through private agencies on a contract basis.

I support the provisions of H.R. 1 that strengthen the validation procedures
in determining and reviewing eligibility. There is strong evidence that the "sim-
plified method" heretofore prescribed is not now working. I support the implicit
provision in H.R. 1 that welfare grants to individual families vary only by family
size and income ; in July of 1971, in keeping with this theory, New Jersey modi-
fied its grant procedures to establish a program of so-called "flat grants" that are
at the core of the simplified and efficiently manageable system of income main-
tenance for individuals and families which true welfare reform requires. I also
support the provisions in the bill that strengthen the effort to make the deserting
father financially responsible.

The bill calls for wide-ranging changes in the administration and scope of
Day Care Services and Worker Training Programs. In theory, I support these
provisions, but I strongly urge your Committee to give careful consideration to
legislated provisions in order to insure adequate standards of accoimtability and
performance measurement as well as standards of quality and quantity. For
example, I do not believe that it is socially or economically desirable to provide
Day Care at a cost of $2,000 to $5,000 i>er year per child for a family of four or
five children for the purpose of enabling a mother to get a job paying $5,000 or
$6,000 a year. Similarly, I cannot support expensive Worker Training Programs
which train people for menial jobs which have neither financial nor psycholog-
ical benefit to the woi-ker. I am pleased to see that the already enacted Talmadge
Amendment provides a clear beginning emphasis on monitoring and evaluation
which is result oriented.

I support the provisions for making available expanded public service jobs
to welfare recipents. However, I think that federal support for those jobs would
be more effective if it were decreased to half the rate now contemplated in the
program but over a longer period of time.

I appreciate this opportunity to testify before your Committee and I am hope-
ful that you will be able to give full consideration to my recommendation.
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Statement of Hon. David Hall, Governoe of the State of Oklahoma

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for giving me the opportunity of presenting my
views on legislation pending before the Senate Committee on Finance, on H.R. 1.

First, let me say, that I wish to go on record as favoring the principles of wel-

fare reform, as adopted by the Governors' Conference in Puerto Rico, which I

understand have been filed with the Committee. In general, I support the prin-

ciples which appear in H.R. 1, and which principles I think should be enacted

into law.
While our current system of providing for the welfare of the people was ade-

quate in its day and served well, as did the Model-T Ford, changes in our society,

both economically and socially, have necessitated an up-dating of our system of

caring for people in need.

The very immensity of our federal government and its spending or lack of

spending in different areas has such an economic impact on a community and in-

dustry that a given state cannot adequately meet the economic and employment
needs of its citizens during such periods, even with federal matching under cur-

rent programs.
It is with this in mind that I believe the time has come to finance the care of

the needy from federal funds entirely, or with a very limited state supplementa-

tion, witii some percentage of federal matching of the supplement. Much discus-

sion has been given to the method of administration of H.R. 1 when enacted.

The concensus of those in discussions I have heard favor state administration,

with federal financing, similar to the relationship between the Department of

Labor and the unemployment compensation programs. I am advised that the

Chairman has stated his own inclination relative to this type of administration,

using federal guidelines and supervision to assure compliance, with virtually

all federal financing, and the basic administration being done at state and local

levels. I heartily endorse what I understand to be the Chairman's views.

In the event that there are some states which, for reasons peculiar to that

specific state, feel they cannot adequately administer the provisions of H.R. 1,

the legislation should contain other provisions for making the administration op-

tional with the state.

Time will not permit me to deal with the specifics of H.R. 1. as passed by the

House, and now pending before this Committee. However, we in Oklahoma are

much concerned relative to the administration of a welfare reform law, when
enacted by Congress. Permit me to quote from the resolutions of the Governors'
Conference on this subject

:

c-2

—

welfare reform

F. Allow for state administration without financial penalties if the state

chooses to administer the program. (Policy Positions of National Governors'
Conference 1971)

While I endorse the principle of the option, and consider it to be a "must" that
the states be given the sole responsibility of the decision to opt or not to opt for

state administration, I would like to state our thinlcing on the question of ad-
ministration. As far as the State of Oklahoma is concerned, we feel very strongly
that it is far better for the State to administer the program, than for the federal
government to attempt to set iip a new system. This is also the opinion of the
nine-member Constitutional Board, the Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission,
and its Director, L. E. Rader, who is authorized by me, as Chief Executive, and
by his Commission, in nddition to my statement, to advise the Committee of his

and our great concern relative to this question of administration. I would lilv«

to point out what I consider to be some of the rationale of this position :

If states administer the program, through their welfare boards or commissions
and the state administration, they will be better able to recognize the needs of
their particular state. The state will have more input into the program, which
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should provide a stabilizing effect and a more objective evaluation of the pro-

gram, on a day to day basis.

States currently have trained staffs which can put a new program into effect

immediately.
States currently have offices leased or owned by the state which could continue

to be used under the new program. This would prevent a tremendous problem
in setting up a new program and would be much less costly administratively to

the nation's taxpayers.
States currently have office equipment, desks, typewritei's, and electronic data

processing equipment which could continue to be used. With a change to federal

administration, millions of additional tax dollars would have to be expended just

to purchase equipment to begin the program. The logistics of this alone would
bottle-neck the program, no doubt, for years following passage of the bill.

Mr. Rader advises me that it is his understanding that the Chairman has re-

quested the Committee staff to prepare an amendment for a take-over of the bulk
of state and local share of the medical care program for indigents, again using
the states to handle eligibility and certification with the Social Secui-ity Adminis-
tration making payments direct to liospitals and other providers and practition-

ers. This approach has my endorsement in principle.

I appreciate having the opportunity to share my views with the Committee
and applaud your leadership in attempting to solve this very complex problem.

I

Testimony op Hon. Patrick J. Lucey, Governor, State of Wisconsin

I wish to thank the members of the Senate Finance Committee for the oppor-

tunity to present written testimony on H.R. 1 as passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives. I regret that I was unable to appear before the Committee during
the .January hearings as I had originally hoped. The critical importance of the
subject matter of this legislation has so considerable an impact on state gov-

ernment that I am pleased to have this opportunity to present my evaluation of

H.R. 1 for the Committee's consideration.
At the outset, I think it is important to identify the specific objectives that a

welfare reform bill must include :

a. Immediate substantial fiscal relief to the states, with a commitment
towards eventual complete federal assumption of the costs

;

b. Increased financial assistance to our poor, particularly those now receiv-

ing the least financial assistance
;

c. Equal financial assistance standards for all families of a similar size

in a geographic area regardless of the existence of a male head or the em-
ployment status of each head

;

d. An administrative structure that is simple, efficient and that respects

the dignity of recipients
;

e. Adequate employment opportunities and related supportive services

;

f. Meaningful incentives for employment.
The income maintenance system contained in H.R. 1 fails to meet these ob-

jectives. It would appear, however, that H.R. 1 does not contain any substan-
tial fiscal relief for the State of Wisconsin except at the expense of the recipient.

Advocates of H.R. 1 estimated that the bill would mean savings of $33 million
for Wisconsin. The analysis in the attached tables, however, suggests that Wis-
consin will have to spend from $10.7 million to $18.3 more than is budgeted for

1972-73 to insure that all recipients receive the level of assistance presently
provided.
The major reason for this discrepancy is that H.R. 1 requires that the "hold

hanuless provisions" be applied to state programs as they applied in January,
1971. Under the provisions of H.R. 1. the state would presumably save the dif-

ferences between the proposed benefit levels. Wisconsin, however, has raised
1972-73 assistance standards by more than $12 million and re-established AFDC-
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U. In order for Wisconsin to realize substantial fiscal relief, recipients would
lose between $25.9 million and $33.8 million in benefits.

Furthermore, the state could lose anywhere from $10 to $30 million annually

in funds for social and rehabilitative services, depending on how the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare interprets the provisions governing social

services.

Just as H.R. 1 does not provide fiscal relief for the states, it does not provide

equal financial assistance for families. A family of four, headed by an under-
employed father, will receive substantially less than an equivalent size family
headed by a working mother. For instance, a family of four with $1,500 income
is eligible for $1,854 under the proposed national standard ; however, if that
family is headed by a female, the family would receive approximately $3,370, in-

cluding state supplements at the existing levels and food stamps. The result is

that two families of the same size and with the same earned income, would
receive a difference of $1,500 in the amount of income support.

H.R. 1 actually places the states in the role of perpetuating the growing in-

equities in the welfare system. If the states do not give equal supplements, the
objective of keeping families together will be defeated. Only at a cost of $15
million annually could Wisconsin provide benefits for the working poor equal
to those received by unemployed families supplemented by the state.

The administrative structure proposed in this bill creates problems rather than
solves them. Although basic grants will be simplified, federal agencies will have
to keep two separate records—one for determining federal benefits and another
for those cases eligible for state supplements. However, this extensive bureauc-
racy does not relieve the state of the need for record keeping. States will want
to review these records thoroughly to insure that they are not billed for cases
that would be federally funded or for state supplements in excess of established
benefits.

Since administrative costs are relatively small in comparison to total assistance
payments, most states will want to keep administrative control over their sup-
plemental program to insure that the savings are realized. However, the bill

is structured in such a way that states are in effect precluded from retaining
administrative control of the supplements even though the state supplements
may still approximate 50 percent of the total cost of benefits.

The size and complexity of the administrative structure created by the bill

is not a model of government efficiency. But we must look beyond the question
of efficiency to the actual impact this administrative structure will have on
state and local governments and recipients. The method of eligibility determina-
tion and the amount of benefits paid will actually shift costs back to local
general relief programs. The time needed to obtain data on an applicant's earn-
ings for the past three quarters, verification of birth-dates and number of de-
pendents claimed will delay substantially the granting of benefits.
For example, the Social Securtiy Administration, which must obtain com-

parable information, often requires three months to determine eligibility for
OASDHI benefits. While some procedure may be desirable to prevent gross
abuses, it is clear that families applying for relief will need immediate income

—

more than the $100 proposed in H.R. 1—and state and local governments will
have to pay the cost.

It is also important to point out that counting income earned in the past three
quarters to arrive at the amount granted means that in most cases recipients will
receive less than they receive under the present system which is based on current
need. In many cases, the difference between the federal benefit—including the
state supplement—and the actual income needs of the family will be great. State
and local agencies will have to make up the difference. This aspect of the benefit
determination will be extremely severe on rural families who face seasonal un-
deremployment, and who are often not covered by unemployment compensation.
They ordinarily earn lower wages than male-headed families.
Another defect of the bill is that the administrative structure provided does

not guarantee recipients adequate legal protection. Under the present system.
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welfare recipients can obtain hearings and make use of federal district courts.

Under H.R. 1 the Secretary's decision would be final. In addition, the Secretary
can ban certain people from entering Family Assistance offices. This could mean
the exclusion of people who help recipients obtain their legal rights.

H.R. 1 does not accomplish welfare reform. It does not provide fiscal relief

for Wisconsin ; it does not simplify administration of the program ; and overall,

it does not provide added assistance for most recipients. In fact, the basic philoso-

phy of the bill implies that individuals who are poor, seek to avoid employment
It also suggests that income support should be fixed below the poverty level

because it is hypothesized that initiative is destroyed if the income support level

is raised. Such concepts are seemingly based on the assumption that economic
motives are the principal influence of human initiative. H.R. 1 gives new life to
the outworn myths of the past and perpetuates them through this proposed law.
The mandatory work provisions of this bill will not remove many people from

the welfare rolls. Similar provisions have been incorporated by Congressional
amendment with other federal public assistance programs and there is no evi-

dence to suggest that these provisions have significantly reduced caseloads. While
registration for employment services or information about the latest training and
employment opportunities may be helpful, all too often such requirements result

in the harassment of the recipient.

Unfortunately, the mandatory work requirement in H.R. 1 places employment
counselors in the untenable position of determining whether or not a recipient
is entitled to public assistance. Such action will foster an aura of suspicion and
replace confidence with distrust.

These provisions included in H.R. 1 create second-class citizenship. They also

point to a contradiction in administration policy. President Nixon vetoed the
Economic Opportunity Act which contained a new comprehensive child develop-
ment program. This program would have provided substantial sums to create
community child care and develop centers, but contained no requirement for a

parent to place a child in such a center. In his veto message, the President ex-
pressed concern that this program might supplant the essential responsibility of

parents in raising their children. Yet H.R. 1 proposes to remove from mothers
who have not outside means of financial support the responsibility and the right
to choose how to raise their children. Mothers who receive social security or
workmens compensation are not required to participate in employment programs;
neither should mothers who are public assistance recipients.
H.R. 1 can be amended to make it more acceptable to state and local gov-

ernments. However, I think the time has come to design a public assistance
program which contains a timetable for complete federal financing of an income
maintenance program, establishes a schedule of federal standards for financial
assistance and income exclusions, provides sufficient income to families to raise
them above poverty and assures equal coverage to all families and individuals.
Such a program is largely a proposal contained in the amount to H.R. 1 authored
by Senator RibicofC of Connecticut. I wholeheartedly support this amendment
as a point of departure for welfare reform.
The three key provisions of this amendment which are likely to generate the

greatest concern are 1) the federalization of the costs of the program. 2) the
move towards uniform standards for benefits by 1976 and 3) the eligibility of
all individuals for benefits.

These reforms are absolutely essential because, under the present system, the
federal government can shift the consequences of economic policies that en-

courage unemployment to the state and local governments. The impact of un-
employment on federal governmental operations is limited. Revenues may de-
cline slightly, but deficits need not be made up through increased taxes.

The increased cost to the federal government of public assistance is as low as
one-tenth of one percent of the federal government's final outlays. However, at
the state and local level, every dollar of a deficit must be made up immediately

;

and a substantial share of a state or local government's deficit during a reces-

sion is larger welfare expenditures. So while the federal government is passing
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tax cuts to stimulate the economy, state and local governments are completely
offsetting the federal tax cuts with tax increases to make up the deficits created

by national economic policies.

Furthermore, under the present welfare system, the burden of "deflationary"

economic policies falls heaviest on the poor, unemployed and underemployed.
The Ribicoff amendment will guarantee that these families no longer bear the

cost of such policies. The increased income provided to families who have press-

ing consumer needs would probably do more to stimulate the economy than
corporate tax cuts.

The Ribicoff amendment also provides Congress with the opportunity to pass
on to the states substantial fiscal relief and will remove them from a program
over which they have no control. Also of importance is the fact that the amend-
ment provides for an equitable distribution of relief because it is based on
present burdens for state and local governments. ^

I also hope that the Committee will incorporate additional reforms to the
Ribicoff amendment. I believe the issue of medical assistance must be dealt with
at the same time that income maintenance aspects of the program are reformed.
The added financial incentives to states for establishing programs with health
maintenance organizations will probably accomplish little without establishment
of a program to provide all medical services to all individuals in a community.
Moreover, the single largest cost component of the medical assistance program
is nursing care. Prepaid health insurance would have no impact on such care.

I am convinced that H.R. 1, as it now stands, will not be of substantial benefit
to Wisconsin. Furthermore, I believe the bill is essentially the expression of a
regressive philosophy which does not deal adequately with the problems of the
current pul)lic assistance system. I strongly urge this Committee to act favorably
on the Ribicoff amendment to remedy the present defects in H.R. 1. In this man-
ner you can make a significant advance toward meaningful welfare reform.

Respectfully submitted,
Patrick J. Lucey,
Oovemor of Wisconsin.

TABLE.—FISCAL IMPACT OF H.R. 1 ON WISCONSIN UNDER DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS

Total Federal State

A. Estimated cost of financial grants I'nder present program for adult and

family categories In fiscal 1972-73 $161,497,000 $100,420,000 $61,077,000
B. Costs under H.R. 1 affected by hold harmless provision (1971 State

costs $45,585,000):

1. State supplement up to 1971 State standards and Federal

benefits 102,293,000 73,030,000 24,263,000

2. Foodstamps 21,092,000 21,092,00

3. Adjustment to 1971 standards to set them at maximum 8,148,000 8,148,000
Subtotal. _- 131,533,000 78,030,000 53,5003,003

0. Adjustment to State share if B. 3 adjustment is accepted as part of hold

harmless provision: Subtract $45,585,000 from State share... +7,918,000 -7,918,000
Subtotal 131,533,000 85,948,000 45,585,000

D. Costs not affected by hold harmless:

1. Transfer of money payments for intermediate care facility

patients to medical assistance 16,489,000 9,316,000 7,173,000

2. Cost of increased state standards above 1971 levels 12,468,000 12,468,000

3. Cost of aid to unmarried pregnant women 853,000 853,000

4. Cost of aid to step children and children living witti nonlegal

relatives .. 4,546,000 4,546,000

5. Costofprovid'ingaidunderA'FDC-U(notin January 1971 plan). 3,255,000 2,866.000 890,000

Subtotal 38,112,000 12,182,000 25,930,000

E. Financial grants costs of H.R. 1:

1. Based on adjustment made in item C 169,645,000 98,130,000 71,515,000

2. Based on adjustment made in item B.3. but not subject to hold

harmless provisions (B. &D.) 169,645,000 90,212,000 79,433,000

F. Net change to present financial grants program:
1 E 1-A -h8, 148, 000 -2,290,000 +10,438,000
2. L2-fi^^W\\[[\\[[[[[[^[\\[^l^ll.. +8,148,000 -10,208,000 +18,356,000

G. Other H.R. 1 cost implications:

1. Changes to the medical assistance program. +3,098,000
2. Income maintenance administration (county and State) —4,605,000
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TABLE-CONSTRUCTION OF WISCONSIN 1972-73 FINANCIAL GRANTS TO INDIVIDUALS UNDER PRESENT PROGRAM

S'.ate and
Tota I Federal county

1. Cost of financial grants at 1971 level of benefits $124,181,000 $70,162,000 $54,019,000
2. Costof increased standards 12,468,000 7,044,000 5,424,000
3. Cost of AFDC-U 3,756,000 2,122,000 1,634,000

Subtotal. 140,405,000 79,328,000 61,077.000
Value of food stamps 21,092,000 21,092,000

Total _ 161,497,000 100,420,000 61,077,000

Commonwealth of Pennsylv.\nia,
Office of the Governor,

Harriishurg, Pa., January 20, 1972.

Hou. Russell B. Long,
U.S. Senute, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator: I am writing to express my views on H.R. 1 which is before
your committee.

I continue to support the basic principles in H.R. 1 of a federal floor under
income as I did when the bill was in the House Ways and Mean.s Committee.
However, the bill in its present form is faulty in a number of respects.

As you know, I have joined with more than 20 governors to suppoi't Senator
Ribicoff's proposed Amendments to H.R. 1 in which he is joined by a number of
Senators.
These amendments go part of the way to meet the objectives I have in mind.

I consider that the Ribicoff package is an irreducible minimum. I hoi>e they will

be improved in your Committee.
More sppcitically I urge that your Committee amend H.R. 1 so that it conforms

fully with the fallowing principles

:

(1 ) A comiirehensive Federal income maintenance program with adequate
national minimum standards.

(2) Assistance given on the basis of need to all individuals and families, in-

cluding the working poor. There should be a Federally established, regionally
adjusted, poverty level. Work by the able bodied should be encouraged by a work
incentive. An adequately financed public employment program for those unable
to secure a job in the private sector is vital to this objective.

Those able to work should work. Training for work is needed by ninny and
should be provided. Women with school age children should be allowed to volun-
teer for work. Many AFDC recipients are working, many more go in and out of

the job nmrket constantly. The American work force contains a substantial iier-

centage of all women of childbearing age. Adequate day care should be afforded
to all women who work.

State supplements to a Federal base should require that states maintain benefit

levels.

(3) State financial particii>ation should be phased out gradually. The Federal
tax system is capable of dealing somidly and equitably with the problem of

poverty : State tax systems are not. Income maintenance is a national, not a local

pi'oblem.

(4) H.R. 1 shoiUd include immediate fiscal relief for St<ates. Pressures are dif-

ficu't now and states should not have to wait until fiscal 1973 for relief.

(5) .\s State governments are phased out of income maintenance programs,
their role in social services should be strengthened. Each state should be required
to have a comprehensive social seiwices program dedicated to promoting oppor-

tunities for self-supix>rt. to improve individual functioning, facilitate independent
living, and strengthen family lives. Making family planning information and
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service available to all women should be a major part of this program as shotdd
protection of children and adults who need protection. The State should have a
major role in day care planning and fimding.

Public Law 92-223 (H.R. 106(M) establishes a more clear social service role
for states than does H.R. 1. Its provisions, plus others which my staff will sub-
mit to your staff, can serve to establish a sound service program.

All social services, including day care and child development services, should
be available to all citizens. The non-poor should be able to purchase these serv-
ices with participation in costs through use of a fee schedule. The law should
provide a limitation on the amount of Federal funding available for those above
the poverty line, as well as priorities for use of services funds.

In addition, H.R. 1 proiwses a method of eligibility accounting which will deny
benefits to many now eligible, including migrant and seasonal workers. This
should be amended so that eligibility is based on need.

H.R. 1 calls for Federal administration but does not make provision for en-
suring the rights of State employees who may be Federalized. Such provisions
are essentiaL

H.R. 1 contains a number of Medicaid (Title XIX) provisions which disad-
vantage some states financially. I recognize that the entire range of medical asi-

sistance, health in.surance, and health care programs are under review; also
that the health delivery system is, at best, a collection of uncoordinated, efforts.
Nevertheless, I urge that in the course of .seeking solutions your Committee take
cognizance of the fiscal plight of the .states. One approach, until sounder solu-
tions are forth coming, is for the Federal government to assist the states by
freezing their expenditures at 1971 levels.

I hope that these suggestions may be useful to you and to your Committee.
Please call on me or on members of my staff if we can be of further service in

your most important efforts.

Sincerely,
Milton J. Shapp, Governor.

Statement of the National League of Cities and the United States
Conference of Mayors

(Submitted by Patrick Healy, Executive Vice President, National League of
Cities and John Gunther. Executive Director, U.S. Conference of Mayors)

Both the National League of Cities and the United States Conference of Mayors
support welfare reform.
As the Kerner Commission pointed out almost four years ago, "The failures of

the (welfare) system alienate the taxpayers who support it, the social workers
who administer it, and the poor who depend on it." To this list of the dis-

enchanted, our organizations would add the cities that have to pick up the pieces
dropped by other levels of government that have failed to deal adequately with
the problems of dependency.

So much has been written and said about the need for welfare reform and the
possible solutions that we do not need here to repeat information that we are
sure is thoroughly familiar to the members of the Senate Finance Committee.
We are, however, appending for the record the positions the National League of
Cities and the United States Conference of Mayors on welfare reform adopted
by delegates representing 15,000 local governments at their last annual national
meetings.
To get to the heart of the matters under current active consideration, both

organizations support:
Federal take-over of the welfare system, with due regard for the status of

employees of local governments, who should be absorbed by the federal system
if they wish.
Mandated state supplements.
Eventual assumption of all welfare costs by the federal government.
Meanwhile, federal matching funds above the $1.G00 floor in the first year.
An initial minimum payment level of $3,000 to a family of four.

Coverage of the working poor, single individuals, and childless couples.
A sufficient number of public service jobs to cover those willing and able to

work but unable to find employment in the private sector.

Expansion of child care facilities to provide for the needs of mothers covered
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by the program who are working or would be able to work if such facilities were
provided.
The National League of Cities and United States Conference of Mayors wishes

to thank the Senate Finance Committee for this opportunity to express their
views.

February IS, 1972.

National Municipal Policy Adopted December 1, 1971, by National League
OP Cities 48th Annual Congress op Cities

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

2400 Public Asistance and Welfare Goals

Welfare in the United States has become a national problem requiring solutions.
Our present system of public assistance has been found to contribute materially
to the tensions and social disorganization which jsermeate many areas of our
cities. As one critic has stated, '"The welfare system is designed to save money
instead of people and tragically ends up doing neither."
The welfare program should be altered, expanded and coordinated tcith the

medicare and social security programs to encompass all of those in genuine need,
to remove from the tcalfare rolls all of those able to work by providing adeQuate
employment opportunities and day care facilities, to provide a national minimum
standard of assistance and eliminate demeaning restrictions, and thus help re-

capture the rich human resources presently wasted by a system that creates and
perpetuates dependency.

2401 Funding
A. Require assumption by the federal government of full responsibility for

the administration and financing of the income maintenance program ; the social
service asi^ects should be federally-mandated and federally-finanGed with open-
eyided appropriations, but administered locally with cities having the option of
prime sponsorship of such programs.

B. Establish open-ended appropriations for the day care of children, including
capital funds for the construction and/or renovation of facilities.

C. Provide for federal matching of supplementary state benefits to assist states
currently maintaining higher levels, and prevent states from curtailing such
supplementary benefits.

2402 Coverage

A Transfer all aged, blind and disabled persons—the latter two categories at
any age—to the Social Security System to be financed by general appropriations
at benefit levels sufficient to maintain a minimally decent standard of living.

B. Eliminate the categorical assistance system by including individuals, couples
and families whose resources fall below the established benefit levels.

C. Inchide individuals, couples and families who are employed but whose in-

comes fall below established benefit levels.

D. Provide for retention of a significant share of earnings.

3403 Operation

A. Require the use of a declaration form of application for assistance by all

types of cases, including families and the working poor.
B. Expand opportunities for job training and day care to enable women in

female-headed families to work if they wish to, being careful to avoid any ele-

ments of coercion.
Resolution adopted June 16, 1971 at annual meeting of the United States Con-

ference of Mayors

:

46. Welfare Reform

Whereas, public assistance rolls have increased dramatically over the last
decade ; and
Whereas, the poverty population for the first time in ten years increased in

1970 by 1.2 million American people over 1969; and
Whereas, the present tax burden for financing welfare is now inequitably dis-

tributed throughout the nation and is in part financed by regressive taxes, such
as sales and real property, which unfairly burden low and middle income fami-
lies : and
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Whereas, the U.S. Conference of Mayors has repeatedly called for a total re-

form of the welfare system and the establishment of basic income supplement
payments for all people unable to work and whose income falls below the officially

recogTiized level of poverty ; and
Whereas, the House Ways and Means Committee has reported out a welfare

reform bill with an income maintenance payment of $2400 a year for a family
of four ; and

Whereas, the underlying principle of eligibility for public assistance .should be

the need of the recipient rather than his category of disability, employment
status, age. sex, or place of residence ; and
Whereas, mayors and local governments have demonstrated a commitment to

assume greater leadership and responsibmility for manpower and social services

at the local level but cannot raise the funds needed to meet long-delayed health,

welfare, education and social services and to train and employ participants in

the Opportunities for Families Program ; and
Whereas, Title XX of last year's welfare reform proposal provided the large

cities the opportunity to be the prime sponsor of the delivery of social services

;

and
AMiei-eas, the city itself is in the best position to determine the needs of its

citizens, evaluate its economic and social resources, organize and operate man-
power programs, and deliver social services effectively : and
Whereas, state and local governments need immediate relief from spiraling

welfare costs this year: and
Whereas, the proposed funding fonnula would provide inadequate, uneven, and

disproportionate relief for state and local governments that provide welfare costs

this year : Now, therefore, be it

Resolved. That the United States Conference of Mayors again affirm its sup-

port for welfare reform with these features, among others :

1. An adequate basic supplement for the working poor and payments to other

American citizens who are unable to work and whose income falls below the

officially recognized poverty level

;

2. Eligibility based on need, rather than category

;

3. A federally funded, comprehensive social services delivery system that

governments of lacalities^—regardless of their population—may have an oppor-

tunity to coordinate and administer, if they choose to do so ;

4. Immediate federalization of the funding of public assistance programs this

year:
.5. Federal matching of supplementary state benefits to assist jurisdictions that

provide benefits at a higher level than will be supported by full federal funding

;

6. One hundred percent funding of the public service jobs to be created under

the Opportunities for Families Program and provision for integrating activities

into planning, coordinating, and operating of ongoing manpower programs at the

city level.

7. Provision of vendor payments on recurring items, as well as nonrecurring

items, at the option of the recipient, and exploration of this concept through

demonstration projects and studies.

AjfTHONY C. BeILENSON,
California State Senate,

Fe'bruanj n,1912.
Hon. Russell B. Long.
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : As Chairman of the California Senate Health and Wel-
fare Committee, and as author of our state's Welfare Reform Act of 1971, I have
closely followed news accounts of your Committee's recent hearings on federal

welfare reform legislation, H.R. 1.

I am prompted to write you and your fellow Committee members at this time

because of my concern that misleading testimony given on February 1 by Gov-

ernor Reagan not go unchallenged. At the time, the Governor recommended nu-

merous amendments to H.R. 1 based on what he termed "the product of our

experience with an actual reform program that is succeeding in California."

Unfortunately, the Governor's de.scrii)tion of our experience with reform bears

little resemblance to what has actually transpired. Accordingly, I find it neces-

sary to set the record straight.
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As you will recall, the Governor presented 25 specific reforms for the considera-
tion of your Committee contending that the California reform experience con-
stituted proof of the efficacy of his proposals.
Upon close examination, however, only 10 of the 25 recommendations resemble

measures adopted by the California Legislature in 1971. Further, of these 10
items only three had been implemented by December 31.^ 1971 and two of the
three had been stayed by the courts.^

In other words, only one of the Governor's total 25 projwsals can accurately be
.said to have been an unimpeded part of applied reform in our state.

The single operative item is a fiscal incentive to county government to work
harder at securing support contributions from absent fathers of AFDC children.
However, county welfare officials inform me that support contributions are pres-
ently being collected from fewer absent fathers than before the Welfare Reform
Act of 1971 became operative on October 1, 1971.

These same county sources advise me that the California State Department
of Social Welfare has completed a survey of welfare reform implementation
which bears out this statement.
Governor Reagan emphasized befoi'e this Committee that California welfare

rolls dropiJed significantly during 1971. Yet the Governor did not tell this Com-
mittee that he has requested a welfare budget increase of $118 million for the
fi.scal year commencing July 1, 1972. Moreover, this $118 million increa.se was
made assuming 100 percent implementation of our 1971 reforms, and it fails to
take into account a major court decision that will mean an estimated added cost
of $70 million for AFDC grants.

In short, welfare costs in California are rising at a yearly rate of appi-oxi-

mately $190 million.

That fact alone makes it clear that caseload reduction figures merit close
analysis.
Of the 176,000 net reduction cited by the Governor, 108.000 were in the

AFDC-U (Aid to Families with Dependent Children—Unemployed Parent)
category. This reduction occurred over a period of a time during which the
unemployment rate dropped in California from a ijeak of 8.1 percent to slightly
over 6 percent.
The fact that nearly two percent of California's labor force left the ranks of

the unemployed obviously had a great impact on a welfare program for which
eligibility is based on unemployment as AFDC-U is.

Thus, the improved job situation would seem a much more likely explanation
for the reduction in numbers of persons receiving AFDC-U benefits than any
welfare reform efforts.

Second, of the remaining 68.000 decrease, 47,548 were recipients of County
General Relief—a program totally unaffected by our Reform Act. Hence, 8S<7<

of the 176,000 decline was direc-tly attributable to improved employment condi-
tions and a decrease in County Relief cases, neither of which can be properly
ascribed to the reforms.

Third, the Governor did not tell this Committee that more than 20,000 of the
caseload drop was accomplished by a change in accounting procedures by Los
Angeles County. Previously, many persons on County General Relief were
counted twice because they also received AFDC benefits during the same month.

Fourth, a significant portion of the overall caseload decrease stems fnmi a

major decrease in average size of welfare families. In the AFDC-FG (Family
Group) program, for example, cases increased by more than 3.000 during the
March-December 1971 period cited by the Governor although the total number of
persons on the program declined by more than 12,000.

^ Welfare reforms relatinp to the list presented to the Committee which were actually
Implemented In 1971 in California were

:

5. Work-relnterl expenses.
10. Irirreaseil federal reimbursement for child support activities.
22. Marital and community property resources.

2 Reforms which were implemented and then stayed by court order before the end of
1971 were :

.">. Work-related expenses.
22. Marital and community property resources.—A Superior Court rulinjr ordered

the State Department of Social Welfare to cease and desist from presuming the
availability of Income from a stepfather, basing the decision on 4.") CFR 2.S3.90,
and HEW regulation specifically prohibiting such a presumption where there Is no
legal support liability under a law of general applicability. (Stepfathers are not
generally liable for the support of non-adoptive stepchildren under California law.)

72-574—72—pt. 6 6
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Finally, it should be noted that the California welfare system is presently
under court order to reinstate 7,000 families whose aid was terminated last June
under regulations subsequently found invalid by the State Supreme Court.

So while there was a decline in tlie total number of Californians receiving wel-
fare, the causal effect of welfare reform in that decline seems minimal. In the
least, it certainly is not the kind of hard evidence on which to base long-term
legislation.

Nonetheless, any decrease in welfare caseloads is a good sign. My relief at the
downturn is considerable. Were I self-seeking, I should be capitalizing on such
good news, since the Welfare Reform Act of 1971 bears my name as lead author.
My concern here, however, is not with credit but with credibility. I share your

devotion to making public policy strictly on the basis of the facts. The Congress
is now in its third year of debate on welfare reform. That is evidence that Con-
gress has a deep concern for the possible effects of proposed welfare reforms on
the poor people who are so vulnerable to public policy decisions in these matters.
For that reason, I see it as my duty to warn you against drawing prematurely
any general conclusions on the relationship between California "welfare reform"
and California caseload declines.

In this connection, the State Department of Social Welfare late last year sent
auditors into every California county to examine case records in an effort to
determine how welfare reform is working.

This information has not been provided to the Legislature nor to the public.
However, in view of the Governor's claims before your Committee, this factual
report would seem most appropriate for your consideration. If the facts bear out
the Govenor's claim, there should be no hesitancy in making this rex)ort available
to you.
Permit me at this point to offer a few comments on H.R. 1 from my viewT)Oint

as a state legislator who has been actively involved in the complexities and intri-

cacies of welfare reform.
The overriding objective in welfare reform, in my view, should be to reduce

poverty. Welfare costs have risen dramatically over the past decade largely be-
cause we have failed to defeat poverty by reforming some of our more basic social
institutions.

Ironically, there are fewer poor people in the United States than ever before,
just as there are more poor Americans on welfare than at any time since the
Great Depression. The explanation for this is simple. As affluent America redis-
covered poverty, poor Americans rediscovered welfare.

In 1960, no more than one in seven or eiglit poor people received welfare bene-
fits. The vast majority of the poor simply suffered on tragically substandard in-

comes. Today, about half the poor people in America receive welfare benefits.

Although those who subsist on welfare still do so for the most part at sub-
standard income levels, they are relatively less destitute tlian they were a decade
ago.

I .submit that in a limited sense we should take pride in our ability to assist the
less fortunate to the degree we do. If we have something to worry about, it is

that the size of our welfare population represents our failure to provide better
alternatives to the disadvantaged.
The adoption of a program of assistance to working poor families, regardless

of the sex of the head of household or the parental deprivation status of the
children will l)e a major step forward toward equitable treatment of the poor.
It will only haunt us if we do not follow up with what is true welfare reform

—

namely the elimination of economic dependency for employable people by pur-
suing every means at our command to insure a decent job at a living wage to
every American who can work. It was done during World War II—it can be done
without war.

Likewise the adoption of a federal floor on income Is commendable. Unfor-
tunately, the level of the income floor being considered is totally inadequate to
meet the minimum needs of families without other resources. I will not belabor
this point in view of the massive testimony you have already received on it. I do,

however, urge that in the event Congress chooses to establish a floor without
regard to adequacy, it does so in conjunction with absolute guarantees that exist-

insr benefit levels in states with higher minimums be maintained.
Finally on the matter of substantive programs, I urge the Committee to elimi-

nate the forced labor provisions of HR 1. especially those which require ac-

ceptance of a job paying substandard wages. There is absolutely no justification
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for such a corruption of our work ethic. The vast majority of welfare recipients
who can be defined as "employable" have not been able to support themselves
in the labor market for reasons other than those implied by the forced labor rule.

Many are victims of systematic exclusion from opiX)rtunities to be self-support-

ing as members of racial minorities, but even more to the point vis-a-vis welfare,
because they are women.
Even with the inclusion of the working poor, the large majority of heads of

poor families will continue to be women. They are victims of restricted educa-
tional opportunities and generally can find employment, when it is available, only
in a very narrow range of jobs. Despite the increasing participation of women in

the labor force, the average woman earns only slightly more than half what men
earn. In addition. AFDC mothers generally have young children who need care,

and until the expansion of child care programs proposed by HR 1 becomes a real-

ity and those programs have been able to demonstrate their quality and effective-

ness, it will be improper to force such services on a woman simply to push her
into a dubious work situation.

Associated with this problem is HR I's prohibition on aid to families headed
by a full-time student. If we are truly concerned with promoting economic in-

dependence of families who now need public help, it seems to me that we would
encourage in every way possible an expansion of educational opportunities.

Generally I support the approach of HR 1 to aid programs for the aged, blind
and disabled. A uniform federal floor on such aid would be a giant step toward
eventual integration of welfare with Social Security. The establishment of a
livable minimum income for all persons covered is long overdue.
Although the minimum standards for aid to adults is a great improvement over

what is being proposed for families with children, the federal minimum is still

below existing benefit levels in many states, including my own. I therefore urge
Congress to require the states to guarantee maintenance of current benefit levels

to the aged, blind and disabled where they are above the proposed federal floor.

Further, as to aid to the aged, I strongly recommend that the Congress allow
the states to give our senior citizens rebates on their property taxes without hav-
ing such rebates considered as income for welfare purposes.

In California, we have a Senior Citizens Property Tax Assistance law that
provides for refunds to aged homeowners based on their income and the assessed
valuation of their home. Yet aged welfare recipients are not eligible because such
refunds would, under federal law, be considered as "income" and hence deducted
from their subsequent Old Age Security grants.
As a result of this present federal requirement, the elderly homeowners who

most need this help are ineligible for it. I urge that this inequity be corrected.
Any comprehensive discussion of welfare reform must deal with suggestions

as to the federal administration of welfare programs.
Experience has shown that poverty is a national problem that has not proved

amenable to elimination or substantial reduction by state and local efforts.

Further, the degree of federal participation has continually increased over the
years due to the growing inability of state and local governments to raise the
necessary revenues. The problem largely relates to the ability to finance such
programs on a deficit basis.

Welfare dollar needs are most pressing when there is an economic slump. This
is the time when state and local governments suffer from reduced general reve-
nues, which they cannot deal with through accumulation of debt to be reduced
when the economy improves. The federal government, on the other hand, is able
to adjust its finances on a countercyclical basis. For this reason, it makes sense
for the federal government to assume the major share of expense, and, as HR 1

proposes, to hold the states harmless against unanticipated cost increases.
I firmly believe that the federal government is entirely capable of operating a

national welfare system efficiently and humanely, if the genuine commitment to

do so is made by the Executive branch and if Congress maintains a careful watch
over implementation.
The experience of the last several years in California has clearly shown that

a State Government which .sets out to defy the Federal Government on a pro-
gram for which it accepts Federal funds can do a great amount of mischief
before Washington clamps down. The politics of such a situation is understand-
able, but no less deplorable for its understandability. The courts have had to

bear a great burden in forcing States like California to obey Federal law. I

believe it is time that Congress relieve that burden on the courts, and to a
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great extent relieve the same kind of pressure that surely must be felt here by
assuming the responsibility for welfare under a program of fair, uniform, and
lawful Federal administration.
From my own involvement in welfare legislation, I have come to the conclu-

sion that the most useful efforts to improve the overall welfare situation are
focused in three areas—job training and career development, easily available

voluntary family planning services, and widespread and effective child care
facilities. These three factors, I submit, offer the best hope for enabling people
to become self sufhcient and to end their welfare dependency.
A number of attachments are included for the purpose of providing the factual

basis for the statements I have made in the foregoing.

Your inclusion of this statement in your Committee's hearing record vdth
respect to HR 1 would be genuinely appreciated.

Sincerely,
Anthony C. Beilenson.

Attachments.

Summary of SB 796 (Beilenson)
The Welfare Reform Act of 1971

I. grant payments and treatment of income

a. Section 11.5.—Amount of aid

Existing law directs those administering aid to secure the "maximum amount
of aid" for the recipient. This amendment deletes "maximum" so that the di-

rection would be to secure the amount of aid to which the recipient is entitled.

6. Section 20.5.—Earned income exemptions

M(Hlifies the requirement that a recipient's earned income shall be disregarded
to the maximum extent permitted by Federal law, and instead provides that
earned income shall be disregarded to the extent required by Federal law

;

provided that any exemption permitted by Federal law on August 1, 1971 and
applied in California shall continue until Federal law is changed ("grand-
father"' clau.se for existing exemptions)

.

c. Section 21.—Scholarship exemption

Provides that certain loans or grants to undergraduates from the State Scholar-
ship and Loan Commission or accredited colleges shall no longer be con.sidered
in determining eligibility or the amount of the grant.

d. Section 21.5.—Interest on savings accounts

Repeals the provision excluding interest on savings accounts from income in
determining eligibility.

e. Section 22.—Treatment of casual income
Provides that casual income to the extent of .$60 per quarter .shall be excluded

in determining aid.

/. Sections 213, 2/,.,',, 2//.///. 32.9, 312.—Treatment of lump sum income
Provides that all non-recurring lump sum income received by applicants and

recipients shall be regarded as income in the month received except for certain
social insurance such as social security income and workmen's compensation
benefits.

{/. Section 25.1.—Immediate need
Re(iiures the counties to i)ay an ai)plicant up to .$100 for immediate as.sistance.

and re(iuires tliat verification of the applicant's eligibility within five days must
be made, or the county bears the cost of such payment.

h. Sections 28, 28.5, 29, 29.1.—Revised AFDO grant system—flat grants, cost-of-
living adjustment, increased aid to truly needy

A standard AFDC payment level is provided which will allow maximum admin-
istrative efficiency. All recipients with no other income (.W% of cases) will
receive incrciises ranging from 8% to 20%. About 1 out of .5 cases, tlio.se with
highest outside income and highest aggregate needs, will receive great decreases.
AP'DC recipients will receive an automatic annual cost-of-living increase in

grants, based on federal indices, beginning in .July 1973.
In addition to the basic grant, all recipients will be entitled to a .special needs

allowance when genuine need exists.
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/. Section 28.1.—Work-related expenses

Restricts work-related expenses to $50 per month, plus reasonable and neces-

sary costs of child care. Currently state law places no dollar limitation on work-

related expenses.

j. Section 28, 29.2.—Food stamp cash-out

Anticipates federal welfare reform proposals by converting food stamp bonuses

to cash benefits for AFDC recipients. This will protect recipient food purchasing

power at no additional cost to state.

k. Section 29.5.—AFDC grant mismanagement

Requires, rather than permits, counties to pay aid in the form of goods or

services (in kind) to recipients where there is mismanagement of aid payments

by recipients themselves.

II. ELIGIBILITY CONTROL

</. Sections 115, 12, 13, IJf and 19.—Confidentiality

Permits inspection of state income tax records, unemployment insurance rec-

ords, and county records by the SDSW for purposes directly related to the ad-

ministration of welfare.

I). Section 23.2.—Verification of eligihility

Provides that eligibility must be verified by the County Welfare Department

before an applicant receives assistance. Currently, aid is granted on the basis of

an applicant's simple declaration or affirmation of need. (See section 23.1, Imme-

diate Need, for exception)

c. Sections 2^.1, 2^2, 2^.12, 2^.13.—E.mmpt personal property

Permits an applicant or recipient to retain items of nonliquid personal property

up to a market value of $1,000 plus the entire value of wedding and engagement

rings, heirlooms, and clothing, the reasonable value of household furnishings,

other household equipment up to a market value of $300 for each item, reasonable

value of equipment and material needed for employment, and certain other

property rights. Liquid asset exemptions remain.

<7. Section 24-5.—Annual income averaging

Provides that the income of any person who has a contract of employment on

an annual basis, but who works and receives income in fewer than 12 but more

than 8 months shall be averaged over a 12-month basis for the purpose of deter-

mining eligibility.

c. Section 24.7.—EligiMlity of college students

Limits AFDC eligibility of college students up to age 21 to those achieving

passing grades.

/. Section 25.—Redetermination of eligibility to he under penalty of perjury

Requires that the certificate of eligibility in connection with an annual rede-

termination of eligibility shall contain a written declaration by the recipient that

it is executed under penalty of perjury.

g. Section 25.2—156% of need limit

To extent permitted by federal law, limits AFDC eligibility to families with

gross incomes of or less than 150% of the applicable standard of need.

HI. EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

a. Section 15.—Job development program

Provides that the State Personnel Board shall develop jobs leading to perma-

nent employment for welfare recipients, to be contracted for by the State Depart-

ment of Human Resources Development under WIN (Work Incentive Program).

All jobs developed shall pay the prevailing wage.

b. Section 15.1.—Career oppcrrtunities development program

Provides that State Personnel Board shall carry a career opportunities develop-

ment program in state employment and provide technical assistance and direct
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grants to cities and counties and other untis of state and local government.
Appropriation: $5 million

c. Section 25.S.—PuUic assistance work force

Establishes demonstration program, when federal law permits, to develop and
implement a plan for community work experience programs so that welfare

applicants and recipients may receive work experience that will assist them to-

move into regular employment. If the adult recipient refuses to accept work,
training or participate in a public assistance work force, his portion of the
family's welfare grant will be terminated. Administered by HRD.

IV. ABSENT FATHEES

a. Section 3.3.—Award of attorney fees to county

Provides that attorney fees may be awarded by the court to a county in actions

to enforce a support obligation.

b. Sections 8.S and 31.5.—Attachment of earnings

Provides for the enforcement of the support obligation of the absent parent of
an AFDC child by attachment of earnings after judgment.

Allows attachment of absent parent earnings in court actions to enforce
support obligations to children receiving welfare aid.

c. Sections 10, 25, and 27.—Social security numbers

Requires the social security numbers of the parents on birth certificates, on
the redetermination of eligibility and absent parent statements, as well as
certain other information—all designed to assist in locating absent parents.

d. Section 18.—Grand jury review of support activities

Revises the provision requiring review of county child support activities and
would require annual review by an auditor appointed by the county grand jury.

A report would be made to the County Board of Supervisors and to the State
Department of Social Welfare annually.

€. Sections 25.4 ond 25.5.—Absent parent obligation

A parent whose absence from the family results in the family's eligibility for
aid shall be obligated to repay the amount of aid so paid. The District Attorney
of the county adminisitering such aid is required to enforce this obligation.

/. Section 30.—Enforcement of support

Shortens the time for referral to the District Attorney of absent parent cases

;

provides for use of liens where appropriate, and would give the District Attorney
the authority to request immediate referral to his oflSce of any absent parent case
for prosecution.

g. Section 31.—Support recoveries

Provides counties with a greater share of repaid or recovered monies as an
inducement for county recovery efforts in the area of parental support liability.

h. Section 3302.—Support enforcement incentive fund
Appropriates state funds to the counties to offset county welfare costs to the

extent of 75 percent of the amounts received or collected from absent parents.
This is an incentive to the counties to retrieve absent parent payments. (The
75 percent applies to non-federal share).

i. Sections 8.6 and 26.1.—Support by remarried motliers

Provides that the wife's interest in the community property, including earnings
of her husband, is liable for support of her children with certain deductions.
This would allow a remarried woman to use her community property interest in
her husl)and's earnings, as well as her own. to support her children to the extent
the natural father was not meeting his support obligation. However, all direct
obligations of stepfathers are eliminated.

v. oAs relative's responsibility

a. Serfinn 3.—Duty to support aged parents

Requires the children of a person receiving aid to the aged (OAS) to support
such person to the extent of their ability.
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6. Section 33.—0A8 relatives' responsiUUty

Permits SDSW Director to increase the amount of support an adult child

must contribute toward the support of a parent receiving OAS, depending on

the adult child's ability to pay.

c. Section S-J-

—

Contrihuti07is paid to count]/

Requires adult children's contribution toward the support of parents receiving

OAS to be paid directly to the county.

d. Section SJi.l.—Discretion of SDSW director

States that OAS Relatives' Responsibility Program is operative at discretion

of Director of State Department of Social Welfare.

VI. RESIDENCE

c. Section 23.5.—Out-of-state recipients

Provides that the continued absence from the state of a recipient of public

assistance will constitute prima facie evidence of his intent to establish residence

elsewhere after a period of 60 days as opposed to the present period of one year.

Requires the counties to make the necessary inquiries of such recipients.

i. Section 2-'i.65.
—Emergency residence requirement

Establishes a one-year residence requirement for needy relatives under the

AFDC program when the unemployment rate in the county of residence exceeds

6 percent.

c. Sections 23.6, 24.01, 24.6, 32.5, 38 and 39.5.—Durational residence requirements

Eliminates all existing (durational) residence requirements, but makes clear

that aid may be granted only to state residents.

d. Section 24.—Illegal aliens

Permits an alien to receive welfare if he certifies under penalty of perjury

that he is in the country legally and entitled to remain indefinitely, or that he

is not under order for deportation, or that his spouse is not under order for

deportation. Upon such certification aid shall be paid pending verification by

the U.S. Immigration Service.

If alien can prove he has been in U.S. continuously for past 5 years, further

verification of legal residence is not mandatory on county.

VII. OVEEPAYMENTS

a. Section 9.5.—Duplicate warrant

Provides that where a welfare check is lost or destroyed, and only a portion

of the original amount is still due, the county auditor shall, upon the filing of an

affidavit, issue and deliver to the legal owner or custodian a duplicate welfare

check for the amount still due.

6. Section 20.3.—Restitution for underpayments, overpayments, fraud

This amendment would reduce the period for a recipient to claim underpay-

ment from 4 years to one year; would extend from two to six months the period

of time a county has to seek an adjustment for an overpayment: and_ would

allow a county one year following discovery of fraud to adjust grants, instead

of the present two months.

c. Section 22.5.—Repayment of aid hy ineligible recipient

Requires the repayment of aid received by a recipient in good faith but when
he was in fact ineligible because he owned excess property.

Vni. SOCIAL SERVICES

a. Sections 61 and 17.—Family planning

Requires counties to contract with the State Department of Public Health

to provide family planning services for recipients of childbearing age desiring

such services.

Appropriation : $1 million
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6. Sections 1S.3 a7id 18.4-—Child care

Requires counties to provide child care services for former, current, and

potential recipients of public assistants wlio certify that they would otherwise

be unable to accept or maintain employment or training and that they would,

therefore, remain eligible for aid. The counties would be authorized to charge

a fee for these .services based on the ability of a person to pay.

A child care training program would be initiated giving priority to the train-

ing and employment of public assistance recipients.

Appropriation : .?2 million.

c. Section 1S.5.—Social services

Enables counties, if they wish, to provide any public social services permitted

l>y federal law and for which federal participation is available.

d. Section 39.01.—Health care for minors

Parents of emancipated minors cannot be held financially responsible for health

care services.
IX. state/county eespoxsibilities

a. Sections IS.l, 18.2 and 23.—Simplified administration

Provides for contracts between the State Department of Social Welfare and

the counties to enable the Department to simplify and tighten eligibility and
grant determinations.

Also authorizes SDSW to enter into agreements with the federal government
for puri50ses of meeting possible requirements of federal welfare reform, with

view to saving state and county funds.

*. Sections 42.5 and 43.—State share in administrative costs

The state will assume 50 percent of the non-federal share of county adminis-

trative costs, beginning in 1972, in eligibity and grant determination, unless

federal government assumes administrative costs (see c. below).

c. Sections 39.1, 39.2, 39.3, 39.4 (^'^d 4^.—State funding of the aged, Mind and
disabled programs

Provides for the stae to pay 100 percent of non-federal grant payments in the

aged and blind programs and 50 percent in the disabled program, beginning in

1972, unless the fedei'al government assumes administrative costs (see b. above).

X. APPROPRIATIONS—SECTION 39.7

a. Family planning (see social services) $1,000,000
b. Child care (see social services) 2,000,000
c. Job development (see employment and training) 5,000,000
d. Career opportunities development (see employment and

training) 5,000, 000
e. Hearing officers—OflBce of Administrative Procedure (to cancel

welfare fair hearing backlog) 600, 000

Total 13, 000, 000

f. Open-end apropriation—Restores county property taxpayer pro-
tection language vetoed out of budget.

XI. EFFECTIVE DATE.—URGENCY

October 1, 1971 or sooner at discretion of SDSW, except state/county sharing
shifts begin June 1. 1972.

Copy of the Report of the Legislative Analyst, the California Legislature's
Non-Partisan Economic and Fiscal Expert, Whose Office Studied Welfare
Reform Implementation in November, 1971

major legislation

Major legislation affecting the administration of welfare in California was
enacted during the 1971-72 fiscal year. Chapter ."78, Statutes of 1971 (Senate
Bill 790). requires the implementation of very significant program modifications
relating to ('ligil)ility and grant determinations, the administrative and funding
relationship between the counties and the state, OAS responsible relative liability,
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confidentiality, family planning services, day care services, and employability
programs. Among the more significant changes required to be effected by the stat-

ute are the following

:

(1) 150 percent of gross income limitation—Section 25.2 of the chaptered bill

renders ineligible for aid, to the extent permitted by federal law, and AFDC
recipient whose total gross income, exclusive of grant payment and prior to

any detluctions. exceeds 150 percent of the need standards for such recipient.

( Section 11267 of the Welfare and Institutions [W. and I.] Code.

)

(2) Work Related Expenses—Section 28.1 provides that exemptions related
to expenses incurred by employed AFDC recipients shall be limited to $.50 plus
rea.sonable and necessary costs associated with child care. ( Section 11451.0 of the
W. and I. Code.)

(3) AFDC Flat Grant Schedule—Sections 28, 28.5. and 29.1 (a) eliminate the
maximum participating base (MPB) and (b) provide for the establishment of
a flat grant schedule adjusted to reflect only the differing dollar requirements re-

lated to various family sizes. Grants paid to AFDC recipients are required to

equal the amount specified by the schedule when added to all other income avail-

able to the family after deduction from the gross income of the family of the ex-

emptions required by federal and state law. The schedule is required to be
adjusted annually, commencing during the 1973-74 fiscal year, to reflect changes
ill the cost of living. (Sections 11450, 114.52, and 11453 of the W. and I. Code.)

(4) Si:>ecial Needs—Section 28 eliminates state participation in the funding of
allowances in the AFDC program for siiecial needs which are not common to the
majority of needy i)ersons. Recurring special needs not common to the majority
of needy persons and nonrecurring special needs caused by sudden and unusual
circumstancee beyond the control of the needy family are to be funded by the
counties. The strife continues to participate in the funding of recurring special

needs which are common to the majority of recipients. (Section 11450 of the
W. and I. Code.)

(5) Verification of Eligibility—Sections 23.2 and 25.1 provide that verification

of applications of recipients requiring immediate assistance must occur within
five working days. If eligibility is not verified within five working days, the
countv must bear the entire cost of the cash payment made to the applicant.

( Sec-fions 11056 and 11266 of the W. and I. Code.

)

(6) Exempt Property—Sections 24.1, 24.2, 24.12 and 24.13 repeal those sections
of the Welfare and Institutions Code which provide for the exemption of certain

personal property in determining eligibility for assistance under the provisions of

the various aid programs. These sections establish maximum value limits relating

to such personal property. (Sections 11155, 1125S, and 11261 of the W. and I.

Code.)
(7) Changed Sharing Ratios: Administrative Costs—Section 23 requires that

the State Department of Social Welfare, rather than the counties, assume all

responsibility relating to the control of the eligibility and grant level determina-
tions which underlie the various aid programs. It further requires that the state

fund 50 percent of the administrative costs related thereto. The State Depart-
ment of Social Welfare is permitted, however, to contract with the counties for

the discharge of its responsibilities relating to the determination of eligibility

and grant amounts. This section of the chaptered l)ill is not to be implemented
until July 1, 1972. (Section 11050 of the W. and I. Code.)

(8) Changed Sharing Ratios: Grant Costs—Sections 39.1 through 39.4 provide
(a) that the state and the counties shall share equally the nonfederal costs for
support of ATD cash grant payments and(b) that the .state shall assume the full

funding of the nonfederal costs for support of cash grant payments made to
recipients of the three other adult aid programs, AB, APSB and GAS. This sec-

tion of the chaptered bill is not to be implemented until July 1, 1972. (Sections
15201, 15202, 15203, and 15204 of the W. and I. Code.)

(9) Lump Sum Income and Casual and Inconsequential Income—Sections 22,

24.3, 24.4, 24.14 and 32.9 of the bill very significantly reduce the exemptions which
can be claimed on the basis of the lump-sum income and casual and inconsequen-
tial income provisions of the Welfare and Institutions Code. (Sections 11018,

11157, 11262, and 12052 of the W. and I. Code.

)

(10) Absent Parents and Stepfather Restrictions—Various sections provide for
the implementation of administrative machinery needed to facilitate the collection

of ab.sent parent payments. In addition, Section 8.6 requires that a wife's com-
munity property interest in a stepfather's income be used for support of her chil-
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dren by a previous marriage. 'Tlie section further provides, however, that in

determining tlie wife's interest in her husband's community property, all prior

support liability of her husband as well as $300 of his gross monthly income shall

first be excluded. (Section 512.75 of the Civil Code.)

(11) OAS Responsible Relative Liability—Section 33 authorizes a very sig-

niticant increase in the relatives' contribution scale. In addition, the bill requires

that relatives' contributions be paid directly to county welfare departments
rather than tlie recipient. (Section 12101 of the W. and I. Code.)

(12) Confidentiality—Sections 11.5, 12, 13 and 14 permit the release of in-

formation by the State Franchise Tax Board and the Department of Human Re-
sources Development to the Director of the State Department of Social Welfare for

the purpose of determining entitlement to public social services. In addition. Sec-

tion 19 permits county welfare departments to release lists of applicants for, or
recipients of, public social services to any other county welfare department, the
State Department of Social Welfare, or any other public agency to the extent
required to verify eligibility. (Section 19286.5 of the Revenue and Taxation Code,
and Sections 1094, 1095 and 2714 of the Unemployment Insurance Code.)

(13) Work Programs—The statute appropriated $7 million to the State Per-
sonnel Board for support of special work projects and career opportunities de-

velopment programs and $2 million to HRD and SDSW for the work incentive
program (Sections 11300-11308 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, Sections
5000-5403 and 12000 of the Unemployment Insurance Code.

)

(14) Day Care Services—The statute appropriated $3 million for support of

an expansion of day care services throughout the state. Specifically, it requires
each county to establish a day care program in cooperation with .the Depart-
ments of Human Resources Development and Education. (Sections 10811 and
10811-5 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.

)

(15) Family Planning Services—Sections 16 and 17 provide that family plan-
ning services shall be offered to all former, current, or potential recipients of
child-bearing age. These services are to be provided on the basis of contracts
between county welfare departments and the State Department of Public Health,
subject to the approval of the State Department of Social Welfare. Section 39.7
(a) appropriated $1 million to the Department of Public Health, to be used in
conjunction with $3 million in federal matching funds, for provision of the fam-
ily planning services. ( Sections 10053.2 and 10053.3 of the W. and I. Code.

)

CHAPTER 578 : FULL-TEAK SA\T:NGS ESTIMATE

The Department of Social Welfare estimated that passage of the act would
generate, on a full fiscal year basis, a General Fund savings of approximately
^59.5 million during 1971-72. Table 2 depicts the estimated full-year savings
associated with the various provisions incorporated into Chapter 578.

Table 2.

—

SDSW estimated savings associated uoith implementation of
chapter 518

Savings
Provision

:

{millions)

1. 150 percent of gross income limitation $4. 6
2. Work-related expense exemption limitation 12.
3. AFDC flat grant schedule .0
4. Stricter eligiltility standards including reform of (a) special

needs, (b) verification of eligibility, (c) exempt personal prop-
erty 15.

5. Standardized eligibility operations including (a) changed shar-
ing ratios relating to grant and administrative costs and (b)
contracting with counties to achieve enhanced administrative
efficiency (not to be fully implemented until July 1, 1972) 5.

6. Lump sum income and casual and inconsequential income re-
strictions 5

7. Absent parents and stepfather restrictionS-_"_Z__ZI_II_ri
"

6. 8
8. OAS responsible relative liability scale 17. 6
9. Confidentiality H. 3

in. Work programs including day care services (cost) 12^0
11. Family planning (cost) 10
12. Others (cost) I ~__ '3

Total savings 59 5
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DELAYED IMPLEMENTATION OF CHAPTER 57 8

With the exception of the provisions relating to (1) state assumption of
llie responsibilities underlying eligibility and grant determinations and (2)
changed administrative and grant cost sharing ratios, which are to become effec-

tive July 1, 1972, implementation of Chapter 578 was scheduled for October 1,

1971. Since the implementation date was three months subsequent to the
start of the fiscal year, the savings estimates associated with passage of the
<act had to be adjusted to reflect a maximum potential savings accrual period
of only three-quarters of 1971-72 fiscal year. The adjustment reduced the maxi-
mum savings estimate for 1971-72 from $59.5 million to $44.6 million.

StJBVEY OF IMPLEMENTATION OF CHAPTER 57 8

In early November, one month after the chaptered bill was scheduled to

be implemented, we undertook a county survey in order to determine the extent
to which the bill had been implemented and, in addition, the effectiveness of
the administrative procedures developed by the department to effectuate the
implementation. The survey was signed to serve as a monitoring device which
could be used to determine the impact of the act throughout the course of the
entire fiscal year. The survey will be updated in February and May of 1972.

Sixteen counties, representing approximately 85 percent of the AFDC case-

load and approximately 80 percent of the adult caseload, have been selected

to participate in the survey.

SURVEY FINDINGS FOR OCTOBER 1971

The November survey indicated that the October implementation of Chapter
578 was undertaken amidst considerable administrative confusion. Of the 13
major provisions of Chapter 578 which we reviewed in our survey, only three

—

the work-related expense limitation, the casual and inconsequential income
restriction, and the stepfather restriction—were fully implemented in all 16
of the survey counties. However, of these three provisions, only two were
securing savings of any significance, the work-related expense limitation and
the stepfather restriction.

Five of the provisions, the 150 percent of gross income limitation, the AFDC
flat grant schedule, the family planning provision, the confidentiality provision,
and the employability program including day care services, had not been
implemented in any of the 16 survey counties.
The remaining four provisions, the five-day verification of eligibility restric-

tion, the special needs restriction, the lump-sum income restriction, and the
OAS responsible relatives' liability scale, had been partially implemented in

several but not all of the survey counties. However, the counties which reported
having implemented these four provisions indicated that significant savings
related thereto had not yet materialized.
Table 3 summarizes the extent of implementation achieved during October.

TABLE 3.—IMPLEMENTATION OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 578, NOVEMBER 1971

Fully Implemented Not implemented Partially implemented

$50 work-related expense limitation... 150-percent gross income limitation i.. 5-day verification of eligibility (no

saving accruing).

Casual and inconsequential income AFDC flat grant schedule 2 Special needs restrictions (no

restriction (but no savings savings accruing),

accruing).

Stepfather restriction Family planning s Lump sum income restrictions (no

savings accruing).

Confidentiality' _ OAS responsible relatives liability

Employability programs including scale (no savings have materialized),

day care services 3.

1 Counties instructed not to implement by the Department of Social Welfare.
' Invalidated by the California Supreme Court.
' Counties had received no implementing regulations from the State Department of Social Welfare.
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SURVEY FINDINGS FOR OCTOBER 1971 : SAVINGS REESTIMATE

The extent of implementation revealed by our November survey caused us to

further recalculate our estimate of savings associated with passage of the act.

The reestimate was not intended to reflect the maximum potential savings

which we expected to accrue as a result of passage of the act. Rather, it was
intended only to indicate the amount of savings which would accrue unless the

act were more effectively and extensively implemented during the ensuing months.
Table 4 summarizes the calculations underlying oixr November reestimate.

TABLE 4.—CHAPTER 578 SAVINGS ESTIMATES ADJUSTED TO REFLECT NOVEMBER SURVEY FINDINGS OF

OCTOBER IMPLEMENTATION

|ln millions)

Further adjusted
to reflect

Estimated full Adjusted to actual October
year 1971-72 reflect delayed implementation

saving; depicted implementation per county

Provision in table on Oct. 1,1971 survey

1. 150 percent of gross income limitation.. _ $4.6 $3.4 .-

2. Work-related expense limitation _ 12.0 9.0 $9.0
3. AFDC flat grant schedule

4. Stricter eligibility standards including reform of (a) special

needs, (b) verification of eligibility, and (c) exempt personal

property 15.0 11.1 --

5. Standardized eligibility operations including (a) changed
sharing ratios relating to grant and administrative costs,

and (b) contracting wth counties to achieve enhanced
administrative efficiency 5.0 3.7

6. Lump sum mcome and casual and inconsequential income
restrictions .5 .4 .4

7. Absent parent and stepfather restrictions 6.8 5.1 .8
8. OAS responsible relative scale 17.6 13.2 (')

9. Confidentiaiity 11.3 8.6 _..

10. Work programs including day care services 212.O 29.0
11. Family planning services _. 21.0 2.8 _ _

12. Others _ _ 23 2.I '.1

Total savings _._ 59.5 44.6 10.1

' Survey indicated that counties, because of court challenge, are placing contributions collected from relatives in trust

rather than using them as abatements to offset grant costs. Therefore no savings have yet materialized.
2 Cost.

COUNTY-STATE PROBLEMS CONTRIBUTING TO CONFUSION UNDERLYING IMPLEMENTATION
OF CHAPTER 578

In addition to revealing the confusion which characterized implementation of

Chapter 578 during October, the November survey also highlighted many of the
specific factors which gave rise to the confusion.

(A) Department Reorganization—Throughout the course of the current fiscal

year, the Department of Social Welfare has been undergoing a major reorganiza-
tion. The reorganization reflects a reordering of priorities on the part of depart-
mental management. Specifically, the fiscal responsibilities of the department are
being empliasized much more than in the pa.st, and, correspondingly, the service
responsibilities of the department are being less emphasized. We do not find fault
with some shift of emphasis based upon a moi-e realistic assessment on the part
of departmental management of the relative importance of its service and fiscal
functions. Nevertheless, we do question the wisdom of attempting to undertake
a major departmental reorganization while at the same time attempting to imple-
ment the most complex, massive, and significant welfare act in the state's history.
The effective implementation of any major program change requires an admin-

istrative apparatus which is stable. I'innly established relationships between
organizational units and management personnel within a department and be-
tween the department and other governmental agencies are indispensable pre-
conditions for undertaking an efficient program implementation effort. Conse-
quently, it would appear that a departmental reorganization, which disturbs such
relationships, should not have been attempted while the department was engaged
in an effort to implement major program modifications. The Department of Social
Welfare, we believe, by attempting to undertake reorganization while at the
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same time implementing Chapter 578, made administrative confusion almost in-

evitable.
(B) Elimination of the Field Representatives and the Erosion of tlie State-

County Relationship—A serious administrative failing arising from the depart-

ment's reorganization efforts was, we believe, the elimination of the department's

Held representatives and the resultant weakening of the state-county relation-

ship. The SDSW tield representatives have in the past helped to coordinate and
supervise on a day-to-day basis the activities of the 58 county welfare depart-

uieuts—the specific governmental units charged with the responsibility of directly

administering the state's welfare programs.
SDSW departmental management was not unaware of the communication and

sni>ervisorial difficulties which were generated because of the elimination of the

tield representatives. It did attempt to establish new points of liaison with the

counties. Nevertheless, almost without exception, the various counties included in

our November survey indicated that the termination of the field representative

function resulted in a critical communications and supervisorial breakdown be-

tween the counties and SDSW at a time when such a breakdown could have been

least afforded.

In short, rather than exerting every effort to reinforce the relationship between

the state and the counties in order to expedite implementation of Chapter 578,

the SDSW management chose to delete from the department's organizational

structure a key administrative link mth the counties—a link which county wel-

fare officials have relied upon heavily in the past. The ad hoc, interim points of

contact which the state department estahlished as substitutes for the field repre-

sentative positions proved to be incapable of providing the level of communica-
tions and supervisorial efficiency necessary to assure a smooth implementation

of Chapter 578.

(C) Circumvention of County "Welfare Directors' Association (CWDA) by

SDSW—The elimination of the field representative function is, while important

in itself, also symptomatic, we believe, of a deeper, more general deterioration

of the relationship between the State Department of Social Welfare and the

various county welfare departments throughout the state. Testifying to this

deeper, more general deterioration is the manner in which state welfare officials

largely circumvented the County Welfare Directors' Association (CAVDA), the

primary organizational entity representing and reflecting the interests and
concerns of county welfare officials, during the initial drafting stages of the

implementing welfare reform regulations. Recourse to CWDA by the State

Department of Social Welfare is not required by statute. However, in the past

CWDA has provided important input to the department relating to (a) how
properly to draft regulations, (b) the clarity and completeness of proposed regu-

lations, (e) the administrative workability of proposed regulations, (d) potential

legal problems associated with proposed regulations, (e) the consistency of

proposed regulations with those already implemented and (f) the need for new
regulations. CWDA has, in addition, played an important role in identifying

problem areas associated with the state's welfare programs and has suggested
workable solutions. Its publication of Time for Chavge constituted the basis

for many of the reform provisions incorporated into Ciiapter 578. Finally, the

organizational structure of CWDA provides for a quick assignment of important
program and fiscal matters to appropriate informed personnel, permitting it

thereby to function as a ready information resource. Valuable information re-

lating to the program and fiscal impact of the department's proposed regulations

implementing Chapter 578 could have been provided to SDSW by CWDA had
the relationship between the two oi-ganizational entities been more firmly estab-

lished and more rigorously exploited. Instead, an inadequate level of county
input characterized implementation of Chapter 578 resulting, we believe, in a
considerable loss of administrative efficiency as well as additional costs to the

taxpayer. Further discussion of the frayed relationship between state and county
^^•elfare officials is discussed in Item 2.55 of the Analysis.

The following recommendations have lieen made in order to (a) reinforce

the state-county relationship by grounding it in formalized, institutional pro-

cedures; (b) provide for a routine county check of the clarity, completeness,
workability and consistency of proposed departmental regulations; and (c)

afford counties adequate lead time to i)repare for implementation.
(1) We recommend that the Legislature require the State Department of

Social Welfare to submit all new proposed regidatiotis to the executive committee
of the County Welfare Directors Association for its advice.
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(2) "We recommend that the Legislature require the State Department of
Social Welfare to submit the proposed regulations to the executive committee
no later than 30 days prior to the date of filing with the Secretary of State

unless a regulation is to be adopted on an emergency basis in which case it shall

be submitted to the executive committee no later than 15 days prior to the date
of filing.

(3) We recommend that the County Welfare Directors Association and the
Director of the State Department of Social Welfare be required to jointly develop
specific criteria establishing the basis for the issuance of emergency regulations.

The association and the director should be further required to submit no later
than the 30th day of the 1973 legislative session a listing of such criteria to

the Legislature.

(4) We recommend that in all eases in which the Director does not abide
by the advice of the association, he be required to submit to it within 15 days
a report specifying in detail the reasons for his refusal.

(D) Internal Departmental Weakness—In addition to eliminating critical

points of contact with the counties and, in general, damaging the relationship
between state and county welfare officials, the department's reorganization
efforts tended, we believe, to seriously weaken the relationship between the
services and program staff of the department on the one hand and the fiscal,

regulations, and executive staff of the department on the other. The counties
which we surveyed indicated that many of the difBculties associated with the
regulations developed and promulgated by the department to implement Chap-
ter 578 could have avoided or at least alleviated if departmental management
had vigorously required an adequate level of input on the part of its own program
and services experts.

(E) Inadequate Lead Time—without exception, the counties included in our
November survey reported that the administrative difficulties associated with
the lack of adequate lead time were, in many cases, insurmountable. Senate Bill

796, Chapter 578, was signed by the Governor on August 13, 1971. The bill was
scheduled to become effective on October 1, 1971. The amount of lead time, there-
fore, afforded to the State Department of Social Welfare and the 58 county
welfare departments throughout the state amounted to only 33 working days.
In comparison to the amount of lead time provided by other major reform bills

enacted by the California Legislature during recent years, a lead time of only 33
working days is indeed very short. The Lanterman-Petris-Short Act, which re-

vamped the provision of mental health services, was passed by the Legislature
during 1967 with an effective date of July 1, 1969. a lead time of approximately
two years. The Lanterman Mental Retardation Services Act, which established
wholly new procedures for the care and treatment of mentally retarded persons,
was enacted during the 1969 Legislative Session with an effective date of July 1.

1971, a lead time of again approximately two years. The State Aid for Probation
Services .\ct, which reorganized the probation system in California, was passed
during 1965 with an operative date of July 1, 1966, a lead time of approximately
one year.

Furthermore, although Chapter 578 was signed by the Governor on August 13,

1071. the initial guidelines for implementation were not provided to the counties
until September 2. 1971. The guidelines, however, were not regulatory in effect,

nor could it have been reasonably expected that the guidelines would be effectively
u.sed by the counties as a basis for planning implementation. At the most, the
guidelines issued on September 2 amounted to little more than a summary descrip-
tion of the act itself. On September 14. supplementary guidelines were issued to
the counties via telegram. These guidelines, like those issued on September 2,

amounted to little more than a summary description of Chapter 578 and did not,
therefore, furnish an adequate planning basis for implementation of the act.
Further guidelines, similar to those issued on September 2 and 14, were provided
to the counties on September 16 and 20. Finally, on September 23 through 29,
advance and filed copies of the regulations began to arrive at county welfare
departments. The actual amount of lead time, therefore, provided to county wel-
fare departments to gear-up for implementation of Chapter 578 totaled little more
thnii six working days.
The lack of adequate lead time cannot be attributed to the State Department

of Social Welfare nor to the 58 county welfare departments throughout the state.
It was inherent in the act itself. However, county welfare officials have indicated
that the absence of lead time has been an endemic problem during recent years.
There can be no doubt that unless it is satisfactorily remedied an eflScient imple-
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mentation of departmental regulations will not be possible. We believe that the

adoption of recommendations No. 2 and No. 3 (page 719 of the analysis) should

help not only to reinforce the relationship between state and county welfare

officials but, in addition, produce the lead time required by the counties.

(F) Inadequate Training—Many of the difficulties associated with the*

department's implementation of Chapter 578 during October 1971 can be at-

tributed to an inadequate training effort on the part of the department. One of

the most effective means of assuring an efficient implementation of any major

program change is to furnish adequate training to the administration personnel

responsible for effecting the change. Regardless of the amount of lead time

provided and the adequacy of the implementing regulations, it is not reasonable

to expect an effective implementation of a major program change in the absence

of an intelligently devised and efficiently executed training effort. The orga-

nizational structure of the Department of Social Welfare appears to reflect an

understanding of this administrative principle. Specifically, a county training

bureau is included in the administrative branch of the department. Ostensibly, it

is charged with the responsibility of developing and implementing for county

use training programs related to eligibility and grant determinations as well as

the provision of social services.

However, notwithstanding the department's establishment of a county training

bureau, county welfare officials indicated during our November survey that de-

partmental training related to the implementation of Chapter 578 was totally in-

adequate. The department did provide for one statewide training conference to

which key county personnel were invited. However, the county welfare officials

interviewed indicated that the training provided at the conference was not very

useful. They further noted that because the conference was not held until Septem-

ber 29. 1971. only two days prior to the scheduled implementation of the act. the

training, even if it had been adequate, could not have been brought back to the

counties and put into effect in time to have lessened the administrative difficulties

which developed during the first two weeks of October 1971.

Again, the absence of adequate training cannot be fully attributed to the State

Department of Social Welfare. The dei)artment was not provided sufficient lead

time to permit the development of an effective training program. Nevertheless, the

counties which we surveyed reported that the county training bureau of the

State Department of Social Welfare has not furnished adequate training services

to county welfare personnel even when sufficient lead time was available. County

welfare officials further complained that in the past the bureau (a) did not suffi-

ciently stress training for eligibility workers and (b) employed classroom instruc-

tion techniques rather than on-the-job training.

The department's failure to provide effective training to county welfare depart-

ments reflects, we believe, an inadequate estimation of the crucial administrative

role of the training function. Effective training of county personnel by a central-

ized state training agency could, more than any other single undertaking, help to

accomplish a uniform, efficient implementation of welfare regulations. Further-

more, the department's past stress upon the training of social workers rather than

eligibility technicians is difficult to understand. The eligibility and grant adminis-

tration of county welfare departments is far larger, more costly, more complex,

and much more vulnerable to administrative weaknesses than the administration

of the social service function. The vast organizational network of county welfare

departments relates almost entirely to the determination of eligibility and the

payment of grants. In comparison, the social services program is merely an ad-

junctive function. The adoption of the following recommendations will, we be-

lieve, help to establish an appropriate role for the department's bureau of county

training.

(1) We recommend that the Department of Social Welfare be required to

develop si)ecific. measurable goals as well as potential outputs for its bureau of

county training and that these goals and outputs be included in the department's

l>rogram liudget statement tor fiscal year 1973^74. The goals developed by tlie

department should (a) assure a uniform application of welfare regulations

tliroughout the state, (b) reflect a much heavier emphasis upon the training

eligibility technicians than social workers, and (c) stress the use of on-the-job

training in preference to classroom instruction. A listing of the goals developed by

the department should be provided to the Joint Legislative Budget Committee no

later than June 30, 1972.

(2) We recommend that because of the altered training needs of county wel-

fare departments, tlie Chief of the Bureau of County Training. State Department
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oi Social "Welfare, not be required to possess a master's degree in social work,

which is the case under current departmental reflations.

COUBT challenges: chapter 578

Compounding the administrative diflaculties generated by departmental reor-

aanization, inadequate lead time and poor training was a series of court chal-

lenges directed at various provisiims of Chapter .ITs during the last three months
oi' 1971. Specifically, suits were initiated against (a) the $50 work-related expense

limitation, (b) the AFDC flat grant schedule, (c) the stepfather restrictions, (d)

the OAS liability scale, and (e) the alleged inadequacy of notices of terminations

and grant reductions sent by county welfare departments to affected recipients.

(1) The $50 Work-Related Expense Limitation—On September 22, before the

counties had received even the tirst i)acket of implementing regulations, the

Sacramento Superior Court issued a temporary restraining order enjoining im-

plementation of the $50 work-related expense limitation. On September 28. how-
ever, the Court of Appeals, Third Appellate District, stayed execution of the

restraining order.

Ten days later, on October 8, the Sacramento Superior Court issued a pre-

liminary injunction enjoining any further implementation of the provision. The
State Department of Social Welfare appealed the injunction to the Court of Ap-
peal, Third Appellate District. Five days later, the State Attorney General
advi.sed the department that its appeal of the preliminary injunction had re-

sulted in a stay of its execution. Consequently, the department directed the

counties, pursuant to the advice of the Attorney General, to continue to implement
the provision. However, on October 27, the Sacramento Superior Court issued
another order stating that its October 8 preliminary injunction had not been
stayed by the appeal and that full compliance should be immediately effected.

On Xovember 1, the department filed an appeal from the October 27 sujierior

court order. On the same day, the Attorney General advised the department that

(1) the Sacramento Superior Court had no jiiri.sdiction to issue its October 27
order and (2) the order was, in any case, stayed by the November 1 appeal. How-
ever, on November 4, the Court of Appeals. Third Appellate District, declined to

stay execution of the October 27 Sacramento Superior Court order.

Apiiroximately one month later, on December 8, the California Supreme Court
refused to transfer the case from the Third Appellate District and declined to

halt further proceedings in the superior court. The following day, the depart-
ment notified the counties to cease implementing the provision.

Administrative costs: The counties included in our November survey reported
that a significant portion of the excessive administrative costs incurred during
October was attributable to the confusion generated by this cotirt challenge.

They expressed the further concern—a concern which proved later to be well-

founded—that eventually the court challenge would result in a stay of imple-
mentation which would entail additional administrative costs to the cotinties by
requiring exiiensive retroactive grant adjustments.

(2) The AFDC Flat Grant Schedule—On September 29, the California Supreme
Court issued an order staying operation of Section 28, the section of the act

relating to the AFDC flat grant scliedule, pending a final determination of the
proceedings. Enforcement of the entire section was stayed.
The State Department of Social Welfare, claiming that the Seiitember 20 order

precluded issuance of the October 1 AFDC grant payments, sought a clarification

frimi the court on September 30. As a result, the California Supreme Court mo-
difif^d i's September 29 order staying operation of Section 28 only as it affected
.^ub.section A of Section 11450 of tlie Welfare and Instituticms Code. Procedurally,
this required d) reversion to the old MPB, including the 21.4 percent increase
required by departmental regulations issued in April, and (2) the use of the
new minimum standard of adequate care. Section 114.52, instead of the old coded
cost s -hedules. Xonexempt income was to be deducted from the minimtim stand-
ard of adequate care rather than the fiat grant schedule as required by the in-

va'idated jiortion of Section 28.

This procedural change required county welfare departments to recompute all

of the October 1 AP'DC grant payments. Such a recomi)utation was, of course, ad-
ministratively impossible given a lead time of only one day. Consequently, the
State D<'i)artment of Social Welfare filed an emergency regulation with the
Secretary of State to itermit AFDC monthly grants to be paid in two unequal
in'tnllments. This revision allowed counties to release the miscalculated October 1

AFDC checks, which had been computed on the basis of subsection A. and correct
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for overpayments or underpayments in the balance of the monthly grants in-
cluded in the midmonth October 15 payments. Nevertheless, several counties, not-
withstanding the emergency regulations issued by the department, failed to mail
the October 1 AFDC checks. Apparently, the confusion generated by a failure
to anticipate the September 29 and 30 California Supreme Court orders in con-
junction with the breakdo\vn of the communication and supervisorial relation-
ship between state and county welfare officials proved simply too ovenvhelming
to permit an orderly release of the first October grant payments as scheduled.
On December 6, the California Supreme Court invalidated subsection A of

Section 11450 of the Welfare and Institutions Code. The court ruled that non-
exempt income must be deducted from the minimum standard of adequate care
( Section 11452) not from the grant schedule. In addition, the court decision im-
plied a return to the computation of AFDC payments on the basis of the flat grant
schedule. (The September 30 California Supreme Court order had required that
the computation of AFDC grant payments be made on the basis of the old MPB
plus the 21.4 percent increase required by departmental regulations issued in

April.

)

The effect of the December 8 California Supreme Court order was to generate
incTeased costs to the state. Ag originally designed. Section 28 would have entailed
no additional costs. Specifically, the savings resulting from grant decreases to
families with nonexempt outside income would have approximately balanced out
the costs resulting from grant increases to families with no nonexempt outside
income. However, as a result of having invalidated the deduction of nonexempt
income from the AFDC flat grant schedule and requiring instead that the deduc-
tion be made from the need standard, the court decision has, in effect, eliminated
the savings aspect of the provision while at the same time approving the cost
aspect We estimate that additional state funds of approximately $12 million
will be required as a result
Administrative Costs : Between October 1 and October 15, the date the second

IJiayment of the October grant was scheduled to be mailed to recipients, all of
the eoimties included in our November survey were able tO' secure sufficient

clarification from the State Department of Social Welfare to i>ermit a recalcula-
tion of the October grant and to adjust the October 15 payment accordingly.
Thus, by the end of October, county welfare officials had largely overcome tlie

initial confusion resulting from not planning for the two California Supreme
Court orders. However, the administrative costs generated by that confusion were
excessive. Many county welfare departments, especially those which have 7iot

developed automated procedures for determining grant amounts, were compelled
to spend large amounts of county funds for support of overtime i>ayments to staff-

(3) The Stepfather Restrictions—On October 6, the Sacramento Superior
Court issued a temporary restraining order enjoining implementation of the step-

father restrictions. The case was, however, limited to three named recipiente.

On October 19, the court broadened the case to a class action and issued a pre-

liminary injunction. The dei>artment immediately appealed the injunction to the
Appellate Court, Third Appellate District, and eight days later, pursuant to ad-
vice provided by the Attorney General, notified the counties that its appeal of

the October 19 injunction had resulted in a stay of its execution. Accordingly,
the department directed the counties to continue to implement the provision.

On November 19, the Court of Appeal, Third Appellate District, declined to

halt further proceedings in the Sacramento Superior Court Accordingly, three

days later the State Dei>artment of Social Welfare directed the counties to cease
implementing the provision. On December 2. the department issued new regula-

tions which required evidence that a stepfather's income is actually available,

rather than merely assumed to be available, to the wife for support of her chil-

dren by a previous marriage.
Administrative Costs : The November survey did indicate that Implementation

of the stepfather restrictions had been inefficient and excessively costly. However,
the survey produced evidence revealing that the confusion which resulted was
more attributable to inadequately developed regulations than to the October 6

court challenge.

(4) The OAS Liability Scale—On October 20, the Sacramento Superior Court
issued a temporary restraining order enjoining enforcement of the OAS liability

scale. However, nine days later the Court of Appeal, third Appellate District, va-

cated the temporary restraining order and halted all further action of the Sacra-

mento Superior Court, pending final determination of the proceedings scheduled

for January 19, 1972.

Many of the counties, because of the uncertainty generated by the court chal-

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 -- 7
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lenge, are placing the contributions secured from relatives into trust funds rather
than using the contributions as abatements to offset the cost of the OAS program.

(5) The Inadequacy of the 15-Day Notices of Termination and Grant Reduc-
tion—On September 28, the United States District Court for the Northern Dis-
trict of California issued a temporary restraining order enjoining implementa-
tion of the scheduled October 1 AFDC grant terminations, suspensions and
reductions. The issuance of the temporary restraining order was based upon the
alleged inadequacy of the SDSW designed 15-day notice of grant changes sent
by county welfare departments to affected recipients. The court order further
required that prior to October 8 supplemental payments be sent to recipients
whose October 1 checks could not be corrected due to insufficient lead time.

Administrative Costs—Because the court order required supplemental checks
to be issued prior to October 8, county welfare departments were precluded from
correcting for October 1 payment errors through a simple adjustment of the mid-
month check. The counties reported that this resulted in very significant increased
administrative costs in addition to further delaying implementation of Chapter
578.

COURT CHALLENGES : SAVINGS REESTIMATE

The court action which occurred during October, November and December re-
quired us to again recalciUate our estimate of savings associated with implemen-
tation of Chapter 578. Table 5 depicts the amount of savings (cost) which can

TABLE 5.-CHAPTER 578 COST-SAVINGS ESTIMATES ADJUSTED TO REFLECT DELAYED IMPLEMENTATION AND
COURT ACTIONS

[In millions]

Provision

Further adjusted

to reflect both the
results of the

Estimated full Adjusted to county survey for

year 1971-72 reflect delayed October and the
savings depicted implementation November and

in table on Oct. 1, 1971 December court

action

1. 150 percent of gross income limitation $4.6 $3.4
2. Work-related expenses limitation 12 90
3. AFDC flat grant schedule
4. Stricter eligibility standards including reform of (a) special

needs, (b) verification of eligibility, and (c) exempt personal
property 15.0 11.1

5. Standardized eligibility operations including (a) changed shar-
ing ratios relating to grant and administrative costs, and (b)
contracting with counties to achieve enhanced administra-
tive efficiency _ _ 5.0 3.7

6. Lump sum income and casual and inconsequential income
restrictions .5 .4

7. Absent parent and stepfather restrictions '" 6.8 5!l
8. OAS responsible relative scale 17.6 13.2
9. Confidentiality. 11.3 8.6

10. Worl< programs including day care services 312.0 ^g.'o
11. Family planning services.. 21 s'g
12. Others -...'.'.".".''"'.'.'.".".'.'.'.'.'."'

.3 '.1

Total savings 59.5 44.6

(')

2 -12.0

(?)

(*)

+.4

(•)

(«)

.1

2 11.6

' Not implemented by order of State Department of Social Welfare.
2 Cost.

3 County survey conducted during November indicates no savings are accruing. Currently, staff of our office is planning to
undertake an additional survey during February. That survey should provide further information as to savings potential
of this provision.

* Unknovi^n.

5 County survey conducted during November indicated that counties, because of the court challenge, are placing contri-
butions collected from relatives in trust funds rather than using them as abatements to offset cost of OAS program. Effect
of this provision must remain unknown pending final determination of court proceedings.
•County survey conducted during November indicated than no implementing regulations had been issued. Currently

staff of our office is planning to undertake an additional survey during February.
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be anticipated if the current (December 1971) state of implementation is not
improved during ensuing months. It is to be noted that should the current state
of implementation continue to prevail during the remainder of 1971-72, a cost to
the state of approximately $11.6 million may result-

In short, rather than more extensively implementing the provisions of Chapter
578 during the two months following October, state and county welfare officials
have actually lost considerable ground because of successful court challenges.

COUKT CHALLENGES : ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS

Implementation of Chapter 578 did not constitute the sole basis underlying
the department's attempt to reform California's welfare system. The department
proposed additionally to achieve reform and savings by recourse to unilateral ad-
ministrative action. Specifically, the department developed and promulgated the
following four major regulations for which no change in state or federal statute
was thought to be necessary : (a) the elimination of AFDC-U families receiving
Unemployment Insurance Benefits (UIB) ; (b) the redefinition of unemploy-
ment to require that eligibility for payments under the provisions of the AFDC-U
program not become effective until after 30 days of unemployment have ex-
pired

; (c) the redefinition of unemployment to require the elimination of AFDC-U
families with heads of households employed for more than 25 hours per week
(100 hours per month) ; and (d) the redetermination of eligibility every four
months.

(1) Unemployment Insurance Benefits—The regulation requiring the elimi-
nation of AFDC-U families receiving unemployment insurance benefits was to
become effective January 1, 1972. The regulation had been filed with the Secre-
tary of State and issued to the various county welfare departments. However,
the Department of Social Welfare notified the counties by telegram on Decem-
ber 27 and 28 and by letter on December 29 not to implement the regulation.

Fiscal Effect : The department estimates that approximately 15 percent of
AFDC-U families are securing unemployment insurance benefits and, in addi-
tion, are entitled to an average grant of approximately $154 per month. Therefore,
based upon the department's own caseload estimates, the failure to implement
the UIB regulation will result in a loss of savings to the state of approximately
$4.9 million during the current fiscal year.

(2) 30-Day Waiting Period—The regulation rendering ineligible families with
heads of households unemployed for less than 30 days became effective July 1,

1971. However, in December, the Sacramento Superior Court invalidated the
regulation.

Fiscal Effects : It is estimated by the department that approximately three
percent of the AFDC-U cases were affected by implementation of this regulation.
The average grant is estimated to be approximately $200 per month. Therefore,
based upon the department's own caseload estimates, the invalidation of the
regulation will result in a. loss of savings to the state of approximately $2.6
million during the current fiscal year.

(3) 25-Hour Per Week Redefinition of Unemployment—On March 17, 1971. the
department adopted regulations which required the termination of AFDC-U
families with heads of households employed in excess of 25 hours per week (100
hours per month). The regulation became effective July 1, 1971. Currently, the
regulation remains in effect.

Fiscal Effect : The department estimates that approximately seven i)ercent of
the AFDC-U eases were affected by implementation of this regulation. The aver-
age grant of the families affected is estimated to be $180 per month. Consequently,
based upon the department's estimated caseload, savings to the state of approxi-
mately $2.0 million should result during the current fiscal year.

(4) The Four-Month Rule—In April 1971, the department adopted regula-
tions requiring a redetermination of eligibility every four months. The regula-
tion became effective on June 1. 1971. It was designed to eliminate AFDC fam-
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ilies with outside earned income which cannot be exempted on any basis other
than the work-related expense exclusions.
On May 25, the Sacramento Superior Court issued a temporary restraining

order enjoining implementation of the regulation. However, the Department of
Social Welfare, claiming that it was bound by an earlier Alameda Superior Court
decision, continued to implement the regulation. Finally, on September 22, the
California Supreme Court invalidated the regulation and, in addition, ordered
retroactive grants to be paid to all of the families eliminated as a result of its

implementation. The court further directed all county welfare departments to

submit to the Director of the Department of Social Welfare a report identifying
the administrative procedures and actions adopted to assure compliance with
the order.

Fiscal Effect : We estimate that the loss of state savings associated with the
invalidation of the regulation totals approximately $9.0 million for the current
fiscal year.
Table 6 indicates the amoimt of savings which can be anticipated as a result

of unilateral departmental action if the current (December 1971) state of im-
plementation is not improved during the ensuing months.

TABLE 6.-ESTIMATED SAVINGS FROM UNILATERAL DEPARTMENTAL REFORMS ADJUSTED TO REFLECT COURT
ACTIONS

Estimated full Adjusted to

year savings, reflect effect of

1971-72 court action,
Regulation (millions) 1971-72

1. UIB regulation __

2. 30-day regulation _

3. 25-hour/week regulation _

4. 4-month rule __ _._ _._ _..

Total _ _._ 18.5 2.0

SUMMARY OF OURRENT STATE OF IMPLEMENTATION OF WELFARE REFORM ME1A8URES

Taible 7 depicts the current state of implementation of each of the major wel-
fare reform measures undertaken by the State Department of Social Welfare
during the current fiscal year. In addition, the table compares the estimated
full-year savings related to each of the measures with the adjusted savings esti-
mates which are based upon (1) our county survey for October and (2) court ac-
tions which occurred during October, November and December. It should be noted
that if the current state of implementation prevails throughout the remainder
of the 1971-72 fiscal year, the department's reform efforts, both Chapter 578 and
its unilateral administrative changes, may cost the state approximately $9.6
million.

$4.9
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TABLE 7.-STATUS OF WELFARE REFORM MEASURES, JANUARY 1972

[Dollars in millions]

Reform measure

Estimated
full-year

savings State of implementation

Adjusted
savings

estimate

Difference

between esti-

mated full-year

savings and
adjusted
savings

estimate

Chapter 578:

1. 150 percent of gross in-

come limitation.

2. Work-related expense ex-

emption limitation.

3. AFDC flat grant schedule.

4. Stricter eligibility stand-

ards including reform of

(a) special needs, (b)

verification of eligibility,

(c) exempt personal

property.

5. Standardized eligibility

operations including (a)

changed sharing ratios

relative to grant admin-

istrative costs, and (b)

contracting with counties

to achieve enhanced ad-

ministrative efficiency.

6. Lump sum income and

causal and inconse-

quential income restric-

tions.

7. Absent parent and step-

father restrictions.

8. OAS responsible relative

scale.

9. Confidentiality.

Total for unilateral admin-
istrative reform.

Grand total.

« Cost.
> Negligible (October).
3 Unknown (October).

* Unknown.
> October.

$4.6 Not implemented by order of the depart-

ment prior to October 1, 1971.

12.0 Implementation enjoined by preliminary in-

junction. Retroactive grant adjustments

required. (Superior court.)

Implementation of subsection A, requiring

deduction of nonexempt income from flat

grant schedule enjoined (California Su-

preme Court.)

Review of counties indicated a partial im-

plementation but little savings accrual.

i$12.0

15.0

10. Work programs including day

care services.

11. Family planning services

12. Others

Total for chapter 578

Unilateral administrative reform:

13. UIB regulation

14. 30-day regulation

15. 25-week regulation —
16. 4-month rule

4.9
2.6

2.0
9.0

Implementation enjoined - - •

Implementation enjoined. Retroactive

grant adjustments required.

Currently in effect

Invalidated by California Supreme Court.

Retroactive grant adjustments re-

quired.

18.5

78.0

(2)

(')5.0 Not to be fully implemented until July 1,

1972. Review of counties indicates negli-

gible savings.

.5 Review of counties indicated a partial im- 5.5

plementation but negligible savings ac-

crual.

6.8 Stepfather restrictions enjoined from being .--

implemented by preliminary injunction.

Retroactive grant adjustments. (Superior

court.) Absent parent provisions not im-

plemented due to administrative difficul-

ties. ,,.

17. 6 Not fully implemented. Savings accrual po- (^)

tential unknown. Currently, counties not

using collected contributions as abate-

ments against the cost of the program.

11.3 Review of counties indicated no imple-

mentation. No regulations adopted by

SDSW.
1 12.0 Survey for October indicated no imple-

mentation. No regulations adopted by

SDSW.
1 1.0 do

.3 - -

~59T '
* 11-6

-$4.6

-12.0

-12.0

-15.0

(0

-6.8

0)

(»)

(')

(')

1.1
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The attached tables are taken from the monthly reports of

the California State Department of Social Welfare, Public Welfare

in California . The Los Angeles County reports on General Home

Relief caseloads are appropriately marked.

The virtual elimination of the GR family caseload in Los

Angeles has been explained by county welfare officials as the

result of an accounting procedure which eliminated duplicate

counting of cases that received both GR and AFDC payments in the

same month. The change was made possible by legislation which

enabled Los Angeles County to meet emergent needs of AFDC applicants

by checks issued from district welfare offices. Prior to beginning

implementation of the legislation in March 1971, Los Angeles granted

emergency GR to AFDC applicants in immediate need and prepared

an AFDC warrant at a central location, a process which took

several days. As a result, such cases were counted twice in

the month of intake - once as GR, once as AFDC.
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December 1970

All • nunllet

AI«rT>ca
Alkiinc
AinjdOf
Biille

C<l>wrji . . . .

Coluu
Conlij Cosia . .

nci N< Mc . , . .

El On' ado . . . .

Glenn ......

Impel 4>

Kinai

Lake

Loi AM-jeles . . .

Mjf.n
Maf)pj.« . . . .

Mend-iino . . .

Mod..:

Monlfrey . . . .

Naoi

Ncxoa
Oranc.e
Pijtc.
Plu.i.is-

Sj i.'nienio . . .

Sa.. licnilo . . .

San liona'dlno .

Son Oieqo . . . .

S.>n Iranclsco'. .

San Luis OOispo

5 an Mateo . . .

!.anla Barbara . .

^nla Clara . . .

Sanla Cru7 . . .

Shatia
SicriJ
SilKIVOu

Sonoma

Si. Iter

TrInlly
lulare
Tuolumne . . . .

Veniiira

Volo

SI.027,464

232.966

81
2.621

5.004
8.001

12.295

2.943
1.307

2.532
556

1.603

96 7

4.025

7.929
764

17.889
490

1.04S

353

575

2,234
1.049
7,301
1,126

2,385.023

125.806
649.741

2.860
8.807

75.088
11.526

215.115

2.834
1.307
335

2.038.627
20
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January 1971

All counties

Al«m«da . . . .

Alpine
Amador
Bulle

Calaveras . . . .

Colusa
Contra Costa . .

Del Norte . . . .

El Dorado . . . .

Fresno
Clenn
HumboltJt . . . .

Inyo
Kern
Kings

Lake

Maoera

Mariposa . . . .

Merced

Modoc

Monterey . . . .

Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas

Riverside . . . .

San Bernardino .

San Diego . . . .

San Francisco . .

San Joaquin . . .

San Luis Obispo*

San Mateo . . .

Santa Bartjara . .

Santa Clara . . .

Santa Crui . . .

Shasta
Sierra
SISKIyou

Sonoma
Stanislaus . . . .

Sutter
Tenama

Trinity
Tulare

Ventura

Volo
Vuoa

a/ Excludes mis.

Note: Because o
Data estlmalo

234.261

166
2.776

382
8S

106.169
111

1.740
8.147
1.122

1.3 12
94

1.092

1.373
>.716
i.403

!.748

2.695
556

2.579

14.495

lie
350

259
35

19,924
111

925.266
94

312

18.071
51.241

764
4.025

8.523
910

15.628

394

661

7.018

8.520

199

2.577.964

127.250
680.770

2.824
8.80 7

72.753
13.463

196.088
5.953

2,551
552

2.185

71.70

24.00

24.60
10.00
61.17

7.883

182

138.420

4.816

135.051
438.127

10.905

81.108
5.849

170.71 1

2.218

10.2701

293.881
3.588
1.9271

8.524
42.005
6.403

2.26«

1.B6S
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All I nlia

AUmed« ....
Alpln.

CiUvsrjs ....
Colusj

0«l Notio . . . .

El Oaiiao ....
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt ....

inyo
Kcin
Kings

Uke

Los Angeles . . .

Madera

Mlrln
Mariposa ....
Mendocino . . .

Merced

Monterey ....

Orange
Placer
Plumas

Riverside ....
Sacramento . . .

San Benito . . .

Sao Bernardino .

San Diego ....
San Francisco" . .

San Joaouln . . .

San Luis Obispo

San Ualeo . . .

Santa Barbara . .

Santa Clara . . .

Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano

Stanislaus ....
Sutler
lebaiiM

^ufa ....

!/ l»ciu.t.s inucli

* Data estimated.

612
219

2.070

»5,655,155

26
3.069

209
33

06.985

tl.l39,7S4

14,748

387

74
22

20.020

1,330
1,640

5,127

416
415

134,449
744.227

3.491

80,580
14.601

238.494
7,984

!,297

1.739

74.00
22.00
79.13

29.64
86.80
83.00

69.0 1

158.89
131.44
162.44
67.75

23.35

30.06
48.15
27.00

95 00
95 00
10.00

216.913
I'0

20
2.682

318

2,656,843

83.42
I
S 3.74 1.662

216.682

2,449

27.00
11.00
63.73

83.24
62.no
43.22

94.03
92.99
J2.23

71.841 I

13.416 1

221,113

30.570
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All counllei

Aljmcda . . .

Alpine
Amjdor . . . .

Butte

Coluu
Contra Cottii

Del Norte . . .

El Dorado . . .

Fresno . . . .

Glenn
Humboldt . . .

Inyo
Kern
KIrtgs

LJke

Lot Angeles . .

Madera . . . .

Marin
Mariposa . . .

Mendocino . ,

Merced . . . .

Modoc ....

Napa

Nevada ....

Placer
Piumai . . . .

Riverside . . .

San eenllo .

San OIC90 . . .

San Francisco .

San Joaquin . .

San Luis Obispo

San Mateo . . .

Santa Barbara .

Santa Clara . .

Santa Cru/ . .

Shasta

Siskiyou . ! ! !

Sonoma ....
Stanislaus . . .

Sutter
Tenama ....

Trinity
Tularo

Volo

i/EKCludcs misceli

Note: Because of •

* Data estimated.

e23
208

1,772

2,3A6
740

9.524
789

3.096
627

5.704

508
287

1.080

296

347
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TABLE 110. GENCRAL HOME RELICF*/
RCCIPrENTS AND E KPeNOITUREG BV TVPE OF CASE

Alameda . . .

Alpine

Bulle .!!!.'

Calaveras . . .

Coluu
Conlia Cotta
Del None . . .

El Dorado . . .

Glenn .

'

. ! !

Htimboldl . . .

Imperial ....

Kings

Lake

fcLo! Angeles . .

Madera ....

Marin

Mcrted

Monlorey . . . ,

Napa

Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas-

Riverside . . . .

Sacramento . . .

San Ounlto . . .

San Bernardino

San Tranclsco '.

.

Son Joaauin . . .

San Luis Obispo

San Matoo . . .

Sania BarDara . .

Santa Clara . . .

Santa Crul . . .

Shasta
Sierra
bisklyou

550
22

159

959
215

1.976

S4.3S0.8ia

253.763

195
2,304

3.265
1,680
8,843
84 3

2,536
543

6,696

2,962

941
701
631
173

6,297
504
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I VPt 0^ CASt

All counties

AlAincdfl , .

Amador
. . .

'.

.

Biillc

CaLtwio . .

Coluu
Conlia Cola
Ocl Noflf ....

tl Ooiado* . . .

Olonn .;.!!!
Humboldt ....

K«<n
KIrm

l-ake
Lj»en

I Lot Angclei . .

Madera

Marin
UarlpoM ....
Mendocino . . .

Mercod

Modoc
Mono
Monterey ....
Napa

Nevada

Plumaj* '.'.'.['.

Sacramento .

San Bonllo
San Bi>rnaidlno

San OI090 . , .

San Lult Oblipo

San Mateo . . .

Santa Barbara
Sanu Clara . . .

Santa Crul . . .

Stiaita
Sierra
SISHIyou
Solano

Stanlila.it'
'.'.'.'.

Sutter

Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne ....

a/ excludes miscellaneous 9Cn

b/ Data cstlm.>tcd by San Frar

Note: Oecausc of differences Ji

* Data estimated, repnrt(s) niv

1.021
246

2,261

10.937

3.193
601

10.425
1.129

30S

12.3S3

179.264

8.700

S.66I
15.222

supplemental aid lo categorical I

In general relief program and PC

12.911
i.ieo

24.333

83.94

48 00

60.00

99.9a

52 73
20 98

61 98

109.71

32.86

2.295
504

8.72 7

049

15.819
245.221

6.422

30

O
2,451
458

11.264

3.941
476

62.02

27.00

213.931
O
O

2.517

3.019

3,103

23,596
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AuQuit 1971
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Soplombor 1971

Alameda ....
A{plno

Bulle

Calaveras . . . .

Coluja
Contra Coila . .

Del Norte ....

El Dorado . . . .

Fresrio

Glenn
Humboldt . . . .

Inyo
KOfr»
Kings

Lake
Lassen

Madera

Marin
Ma-lpoia . . . .

Mendocino . . .

Merced

Modoc ....
Mono'

Napa

Nevada

Placer .!!!!'.
Plumas

Riverside . . . .

Sacramento . . .

San Benito . . .

San Bernardino .

San Diego . . . .

San Francisco . .

San Joaquin . . .

San Luis Or>l5PO

San Mateo . . .

Santa Barbara . .

Santa Clara . . .

Santa Cruz . . .

Shasta *

Sierra
SIlKlyou

Sonoma
Stanislaus ...
Suiter
Tetiama ....

Trinity ....

Tuolumna . . .

Ventura ....

Volo
Yuba

a/ Excludes i

B/ Data ostir

NOIC: BCC.IU

44,075.024

211.246

117
5.614

225
15

110.163

3.035
605

10.291

18.729
284.919

334
13.145

560.140
3.633
7,917

146.390
20,843

329.269
5,300

833
104
565

3.315
617

11.344

upplcmcntal aid to cate90rlc.1l aid recipients.

In general relief program and policy, data In

$3,880,276

203,919

28
5.182

225

92,275

3,265
6,081

O
5,624

2,202

2,000,576
21

7,318
110

1,401
3,124

265

5,819
166

177,616
532,323

2,656
4,990

2,946
592

10,129

61.38
118 40
06.57

193,727

60
3,151

1,211
592

4,149

9,910
37
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Alameda
Alpltie . . .

Aniadof . .

Butte . . .

Calavuras
Coluu . . .

Contra Cosia
Del None .

ei Dorado .

Glciiii . . .

Humboldt .

Imperial . .

Inyo ....
Kern . . ,

Kings . . .

l_Jkc . . .

^Lns Anqelei
'Madera . .

ManooM

Merced . .

Monterey
Napa . . .

Orange . .

Placer . . ,

Plumas '
. .

Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Ucrnardl

San Diego .

San Joaguin
San Luis Obi

San Maleo
Santa Barbar.
S.^nla Clara
Santa Cru2

Snasta . . .

Sierra . . .

Siskiyou . .

Solano . .

Stanislaus .

Sutler . . .

Teliama . .

Trinity . .

Tulare . . .

Iiinlumne .

Volo . . .

VuDa . . .

180.675
463.276

4.556
5.823

3.403

6J4

203

3,949

14.524
29.548
1.333
2,786

508

1.843

7.320

2.174

26.087
796
651

166.151
453.730

3.223
3,037

133.981
18.280

302,189
4,876

7,641

7.084
11.065

3.00
86.6 7

79.60
54.25

69.61
81.17
87.00
101.69

83.24
76.26
33 23
50.62

91.96
56.78
111.55
54.79

55.60

37.33

199.8rj

f>5

2,930

1,570.097

6.213

146.408
10.C6C

299.043

(.lit

J.Oil
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AM COun((«i

AlAmod* . . . .

Atplne
Am«dor
Bull*

CjlAV*t«t* . . .

Cotut*
ConttJ Cotl* . .

Ool Nnilu . .

El Oorado . . . .

Olo.i.i .'.','.'.'.

M<lm^nldl . . . .

Imperial
Irtyo

Ktnfli

L4k«
\-aiU>n
Coi Ang«ict . .

Modar«

Mifin
Mariposa . . . .

Mendocino . . .

Mercod

Modoc

Moiiioray . . . .

Napa

Nevada
Oi.ifi9e
Pt.lCfT

nivi'ftido . . . .

Sacramento . . .

S«M Uenlio . . .

i.in IWrnardino .

'j.in Ole^u . . . .

S.iit r'rancitco . .

Sxn Lul» Oblino

Sill Maloo . . .

SanU BJrbarj . .

Sjnia Clara . . .

S^nia Cruj . . .

Shatta
Sie«ia
SUIflynu
SoKnu

Sonoma
Stanitiaut . . . .

SutlGl
Tph»ma

Trinity
Tulare ,

Tuolumne . . . .

Ventura

voio

113
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assure you that the idea of reducing i)ayments to public welfare recipients would
be most repugnant to them. Despite this, however, I would have to state that

legislative leaders and the Governor of the Commonwealth, during periods

of extreme financial duress, could be forced into a position of seriously contem-

plating welfare reductions. I would much prefer that the Federal law not make
such a potential consequence possible.

I assure you this is not an idle or unfounded apprehension. This can become a

reality and in fact came close to being a reality in the State of Pennsylvania.

A little over a year ago a former Governor of the (Commonwealth, in an effort to

balance the State's budget without a tax increase, recommended to the General

Assembly that the general assistance payments in the State be reduced by 75%.
Along this line, recently the State of New York announced a 10% across-the-

board reduction in welfare payments. Again, this was brought on by severe

financial problems in the State of New York. I do not believe that the law
should be so constructed, either state or Federal, that the poor people of our

society can become the pawns in political hassles during a severe financial crisis.

HRr-1, also calls for a Federal base payment for a family of four of $2,400 a

year. It is our recommendation that this sum be increased, at the very least, to

$3,000 a year. The establishment of such a low floor on the Federal payment
would be a conscious penalty to those states, like Pennsylvania, who have made
an effort in the past to have a reasonably decent public welfare program. With a

Federal base of $2,400, the benefits to the State of Pennsylvania would be sig-

nificantly and practically non-existent. There is just no motivation for Penn-
sylvania to support such a rate.

If one of the purposes of this Bill is to give financial relief to the states, it

fails dismally in this goal in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Figuring the

benefits at the very possible maximum and giving the proposal the benefit of the

doubt, the most Pennsylvania could hope to realize would be a $30 million dollar

saving. This is compared against approximately $1,000,000 that the State expects

to spend this year on public welfare. This simply cannot be viewed as significant

or meaningful fiscal relief.

I would like to endorse at this time, as a basic goal of this Bill, the phased,

full Federal take-over of welfare costs for all categories. I am sure there are

different processes by which this could happen, and I express no strong views as

to the mechanics to be employed in implementing this takeover. However, I do
find Senator Ribicoff's proposal on this matter to be highly acceptable. You are

aware, I am sure, that the Senator recommended an increasing percentage of

Federal assumption of welfare costs over a four or five year period until which
time the Federal Government had assumed 100% of the financial responsibility.

I further endorse the Senator's recommendation that this Federal assumption be

based on the federally established poverty level.

The restrictions in HR-1, on the Medical Assistance Program, are completely
unacceptable to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Whereas, the purpose of

HR-1 is to give financial relief to the states, the title on medical assistance would
cost the State of Pennsylvania approximately 12,000,000 additional dollars the

first year and approximately 20,000,000 dollars the second year of the program.
These limitations on skilled nursing care, mental hospital care and intermediate
care would have an injurious effect not only on the State but on the citizens who
would be put under a time limitation as to how many days they were permitted
to be ill.

HR-1, as it passed the House, has a rather unusual administrative mechanism
for carrying out the purposes of welfare reform. The Departments of Labor and
HEW are assigned similar responsibilities and would be required to perform the

same services for welfare recipients depending on whether a family has an em-
ployable person. In other words, a family without an employable person would
receive their social welfare assistance and services from the Department of HEW
or its state counterpart. If a family has an employable person, that family would
receive its public welfare assistance and services from the Department of Labor
or its state counterpart. This would result in having two parallel governmental
agencies performing the same function. It just simply cannot be justified for our
Pennsylvania Department of Labor & Industry to set up the same bureaucratic
mechanism and hire a staff of social workers to perform the same functions
which Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare is already properly equipped
to handle.

I see nothing wrong -with the Bill requiring that employable persons be referred
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to the Department of Labor & Industry for training and employment, but I can
see no advantage whatsoever for that Department to provide for welfare assist-

ance and sers'ices. Even if the Labor Department would sign an agreement for the
Welfare Department to perform this function, no advantages accrue in placing
the legal responsibility on the Labor Department.
One of the very big deficiencies in the present Bill is its silence on childless

couples and single persons. They are excluded from any coverage in HR-1. It

would be my recommendation that this oversight be corrected and a category,
which is known as General Assistance in our State, be made part of the Federal
Welfare Program. In addition to the above suggestions, I would like to list some
other proposals that the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is most desirous of
having incoriJorated in the legislation in question.
The poverty level, which would be used to determine assistance level, should

be redetermined annually to reflect changes in the cost of living. The provety level

should not be frozen at an amount that is specified by law. Updating should
require amendment of the law.

Reality would require that if we are going to have national standards on public
welfare, we must also recognize that the cost of living varies between different
regions in the nation and that there should be adjustments in payments between
those regions.

H.R.-1 presently provides that recipients could be required to accept employ-
ment, at a pay level which is no more than three-quarters of the Federal minimum
wage. This is completely unacceptable and is inconsistent with other Federal
laws. The Bill should not require employment below the minimum wage.
The provisions in this Bill to establish 200,000 public service jobs is in-

significant, and this provision should be expanded considerably, to a more realistic

level.

The day care provisions are also extremely unrealistic and the provisions in

the Bill for 875,000 day care slots should be increased by at least three fold.

There is no provision in the Bill to protect a potential recipient in the event
that there are no day care facilities, training or employment opportunities avail-

able. No one should be denied benefits because of the lack of such facilities for
which the recipient cannot be faulted.

Federal courts have already stated that residency requirements for welfare
recipients are unconstitutional and such requirements in HR-1 should be
eliminated.
Regarding the goal for full Federal assumption of public welfare, we would

like to see the Bill provide protection for the rights of all employees who are
presently employed in state and local welfare programs.

I cannot stress strongly enough the importance of welfare reform to the states

of this nation. I would like to urge with all vigor that it is a critical need for the
states to have help in public welfare just as quickly as possible. We, in state
government, have been under the gun to take a more responsible position in
solving our dome.stic problems such as education, housing, transportation, pollu-

tion, etc. I want to assure this Gommittee that the legislative leaders of the State
of Pennsylvania accept that responsibility, but we must have your help to fulfill

it. If the U.S. Government will move toward a complete welfare reform which
will include full Federal assumption of the welfare program, the states will be
able to do much more toward the above-mentioned problem areas and to provide
heavier financial assistance to their cities and municipalities, Which, in like

turn, Should relieve considerably the pressures upon the Congress from the

cities for urban aid. If you will help us help ourselves, you hopefully will be
relieving yourselves of con.siderable jrressures for Federal assistance in the future.

Thank you. I appreciate this opportunity to have submitted this statement.

Statement of Hon. K. Leboy Irvis, Majority Leader, Pennsylvania House
OF Representatives

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, I am both
pleased and honored to be able to present to you the following statement.

I know this committee of senators has heard all types and kinds of testimony
concerning the effect of HR-1 upon the various states. To a good bit of this testi-

mony I will subscribe and a large part of it I can endorse ; and I will speak
about some of it later. However, my immediate concern is not the government of

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania but rather its citizens.
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I would also like to preface my comments in an effort to put my statement into
context. We have made an effort in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to ana-
lize HR-1 in terms of the effect the bill would have on tlie Commonwealth and
its citizens. A committee of people representing the Pennsylvania House and
Senate, the Governor and two executive departments, Welfare and Labor and
Industry analyzed HR-1 witli the purpose in mind that concrete and specific

suggestions would be made for amending the bill in the United States Senate.
The comments I will make will be consistent with this concensus position, which
has been agreed to by the top elected and appointed officials in the State of
Pennsylvania.
HR-1 presently freezes welfare benefits for the next five years. This is terribly

inconsistent with reality. It completely eliminates consideration of the condition
of life some of our more unfortunate citizens must live. Even if the President's
anti-inflation program should be successful, there is bound to be an inflationary
process taking place, at the rate of at least 2 to 3 percent a year. I believe the
President has indicated that he will consider his program successful if he can
hold the inflationary spiral to 3 percent a year. Therefore, in actuality HR-1
would call for at least a 3 percent annual decrease in benefits to welfare
recipients. Of course, at this point those who are critically suspicious of the
whole public welfare program could charge that there are too many ineligible

l>eople on the welfare rolls. Even if this were true, which I seriously dispute, I

ask you, do you want to i>enalize those unfortunate citizens who are legitimately
on the welfare rolls by reducing their benefits because of a statutory freeze.

It is my recommendation, therefore, that all such assistance benefits should be
subject to cost-of-living increases to be implemented at least on an annual basis.

One of the concepts that we in Pennsylvania have endorsed wholeheartedly
both in the President's proposal and in the language of HR-1, are national stand-
ards for both eligibility and benefits. Although we do endorse national standards,
I think this can only be effective if we recognize the fact that there are different
cost-of-living levels in different regions within the United States. I think it is

rather obvious to most of us that a family is probably a little less economically
deprived on $2,400 or $3,000 a year in a rural parish in Louisiana if compared
to a $2,400 or $3,000 income in the cities of either Pittsburgh or Philadelphia.
Having regional differences of benefits will not be an insurmountable administra-
tive problem. I think the United States Government has more than ample data
available to it to support such differences.

I am sure that most of you are very much aware that HR-1 presently allows
employment at three-fourths the federal minimum wage. In fact, it not only
allows for sub-minimum pay but would require a welfare recipient to be willing
to accept sub-minimum pay with threat of losing benefits if refused. It is incon-
ceivable to me that the United States Government could on the one hand estab-

lish an absolute minimum value for human labor and on the other hand ignore it.

I can tell you precisely the psychological effect that such an inconsistency will

have upon a wefare recipient. A large number of welfare recipients have prob-
lems concerning their own self-esteem and self-value, and with a policy such as
this, this will only emphasize their feeUng of being some kind of inferior human
being. I believe it is the consensus of opinion of almost everyone that the present
welfare system has been self-defeating. This has come about because the system
has forced recipients to consider themselves inferior and therefore destroyed
their ability to become self-sufficient citizens. The provision in HR-1 requiring
recipients to work for sub-minimal pay will cause the new welfare program to

be self-defeating in the same manner as the present program. I can only state

with all the vigor at my command that this is the worst possible method to
reduce the welfare rolls. Our job is to give these i)eople some self-esteem and
feeling of self-value—not take it away—so that they will believe that it is within
their power to elevate themselves. If there is any one thing in HR-1, as it is

presently written, that I have to say is totally and completely repugnant to any
sense of decency or propriety, it is this requirement that welfare recipients would
have to be willing to work at a sub-minimum level of compensation.

I, therefore, recommend as firmly as I can, that HR-1 be amended to state that
no one would be required to accept woTk below the federal minimum wage as a
condition for receiving benefits.

HR-l's provision to provide approximately two-hundred-thousand public serv-

ice employment jobs is begging the issue at best. I am in no way implying that I

oppose public employment as a step in the process of making everyone self-sup-
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porting, but tw^o-hundred thousand, is meaningless. If this is not increased at
least to approximately one-half million jobs, it will not be of any particular sig-

niticance. On public service employment, there is an aspect of this that worries me
considerably and has worried me since the passage of the Emergency Employment
Act of 1971. How much the public employment provision in HR-1 worries me
depends on how similar it is to the Emergency Employment Act provision. Under
the Emergency Employment Act a state or a locality will receive federal funds
to hire and train unemployed people. Under the Emergency Employment Act,
after a certain period of lower unemployment the federal funds for the program
can be withdrawn from the state or locality, which means that those people who
iiave been holding jobs underwritten by the federal funds will again possibly find
themselves unemployed. This process that we have been following in the last
years of starting to help poor or under-privileged people and then suddenly
dropping them has led to a horrible cynicism on the part of the under privileged.
This cynicism makes it extremely difficult to motivate and lead these people to
more positive attitudes toward life. I would ask you to review the provisions of
HR-1 on public employment botii from the standpoint of expanding its provisions
and to assure that it is intended to help and not damage.
As we are all well aware, the very core of any welfare reform program should

tenter around the children who are caught in the welfare trap. The self defeat-
ing aspects of the present welfare program are no more evident than they are
with the children of mothers who find it necessary to receive welfare. It is not
difficu'*^ at all to obtain supporters for a day care program, which would permit
mothers who are receiving welfare to obtain employment and leave the welfare
rolls. However, what is much more important than just providing custodial care
for children so the mothers can work, is the providing of developmental programs
for the children. A comprehensive child welfare program, providing education,
health and medical care, nutrition and positive social outlets in order that the
children will have a fighting chance to develop into self confident and productive
human beings is an absolute necessity. In lieu of the provisions of HR-1, I would
recommend the program that was included in the OEO extension bill which the
President vetoed. At the very least, I would recommend that Senator Ribicoff's
proposal be accepted whereby the money provision of HR-1 for child care be in-
creased from $700 million to $1.5 billion.

The big issue that has provided the motivation for welfare reform has been a
mythological issue whereby the average taxpayer feels that the average welfare
recipient is a lazy bum, and will remain a lazy bum and on welfare unless he is
provided with some pretty hard-nosed incentive, to get off his duff and get working.
For those who believe this myth as being gospel and accept it as an absolute truth
in our society, I will make no attempt to convince otherwise. I am sure they have
lieard every argument which I am capable of mustering. They have heard all
of the data ; they have been told all of the realities ; and they choose to believe that
the average welfare recipient is still what they thought in the first place—

a

lazy bum. Accepting the fact that a large number of our population and also a
large number of our elected public officials accept this myth, I am prepared to
agree, especially in light of the recent passage of the Talmadge amendments to
the Social Security Act, that HR-1 will have to include some provi.sion requiring
a welfare recipient to register for work and/or training. I find this requirement
repugnant among other reasons because it was built upon a myth that fact can-
not seem to destroy. As I am prepared to endorse the consequence of this myth,
I would like to ask you to consider the administrative reality of what this require-
ment calls for. This means that there will have to be many, many more social
workers, job counselors, education counselors and day care attendants. This is
fine. I don't disagree with the concept that the public .should provide technicians
to as.sist low income people, but what I am saying is that I doubt very much that
either the Congre.ss of the United States or the legislatures of the va'rious states
are going to be willing to appropriate any where near the necessary funds to
provide all of these necessary employees. Considering that this is jirobably a
better than even possibility that all of the necessary functions will not be financed,
we will have to admit that a lot of welfare recipients will not be placed in train-
ing and will not be placed in jobs. It is my recommendation that these people be
protectetl in the bill from a loss of beenfits because of the absence of training or
employment in their local area. I am requesting that language be written into the
bill that would prohibit any state or locality from denying benefits to any indi-
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vidual who is unable to participate in either training or employment through no
fault of his own. No fault would be interpreted as the lack of suitable and avail-

able training or employment within a reasonable distance from his home. Avail-
ability of transportation .should be a consideration in making this judgment. The
lack of day care facilities should not be used to deny a recipient benefits.

I would like to follow through on the requirement in HR-1 that would eventu-
ally require the mothers of pre-school age children to register for work or train-

ing. As a human being, I find this repugnant beyond belief that we can be so
unrealistic as to separate a mother and a baby during one of the most critical

periods of time in a child's growth. The Talmadge amendments to the Social
Security Act recognizes this and does not place mothers of children under six in

a forced work situation. Psychiatrists are now telling us that the emotional
patterns of later life are fairly well e.stablished in the first few years of one's

existence. They further tell us that these emotional patterns to a large degree
depend on how much physical coddling and physical attention based on love the
child received in its first few years of life. My friends of this committee, it is not
my intention to wave a flag of motherhood before you, but I am citing to you what
to my understanding is scientific fact. I would like to see the bill amended so as
not to require any mother with pre-school age children to register for work or
training.

I would like to take this opportunity to endorse a couple of recommendations
that were recently made by Governor Sargent of Massachusetts, Governor Shapp
of Pennsylvania and a number of other Governors. I wholeheartedly endorse
their suggestion that HR-1 have a basic floor of $3,000 a year for a family of

four. I also endorse their recommendation that no recipient should receive less

than he would have received under a combined program of food stamps and wel-
fare payments under the existing programs.
Following, I would like to leave with this committee a very brief outline of

suggestions for amendment to the bill that would improve its administration from
the viewpoint of the State.

HR 1 should be amended to make State supplementation of welfare payments
mandatory at least up to the level of their present benefits. To permit a state to

lower its benefit level would both be disastrous for the welfare recipient and to

the political process in the states.

I wholeheartedly endorse the concept of full federal assumption of all welfare
categories including state general assistance programs. I can endorse the proposal
made by Senator Ribicoff to have a phased federal takeover in a 4 to 5 year
period. This federal assumption of federal welfare benefits should be based upon
the federal government's poverty level criteria.

I am very much opposed to the restrictions in HR-1 on the medical assistance
program. The limitations this bill would place on skilled nursing care, mental
hospital care and intermediate care would be fiscally injurious to the State and
inconsistent with one of the purposes of this bill to give the State fiscal relief.

Under HR-1, as it is presently written, welfare services and assistance will be
provided both by the departments of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare
and their state counterparts. I think this would be very bad law and I think the
responsibility for public welfare should be lodged with a single government
department.

I have submitted this statement with the expressed purpose of addressing my-
self to the human aspects of HR-1. I am not unaware that when one addresses
himself to the human aspects he runs the risk of the charge of "do-gooder" or a
"bleeding heart". This risk I have taken wilfully and knowingly. I have taken
this risk and I am willing to be called a "do-gooder" or a "bleeding heart", but
what is more important is to get these people off the welfare rolls if it is possible.
To this goal I will stand shoulder to shoulder with the most conservative person
in the United States whose ambition it is to remove all people from the welfare
rolls. I can think of nothing I would sooner do. I can think of nothing I would
rather see happen. That is why I have spoken on this matter. I .see some aspects
of HR-1 that would be self-defeating and I with everyone else would like to see
welfare reform be successful. I would like to see all of our citizens self-supporting
and off the welfare rolls ; and I can sincerely say that everything I have com-
mented on has that goal in mind.
Are there any among us who are not concerned about the poor? Of course not.

Is there anyone who doesn't care? I doubt it very much. My only desire is to
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challenge all of us to direct that concern and care into a welfare reform program
that will not be self-defeating. Let lis help people get off welfare—not trap them
into an eternal hell of welfare.

Wisconsin Legislature,
Senate Chamber,

January 31, 1972.
Hon. IlussBXL B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Congress,
Senate Office Building,

D&.\R Senator Long : Upon direction of the Wisconsin Legislature we are trans-
mitting a copy of Senate Joint Resolution 19, memorializing Congress to enact
federal legislation authorizing state public assistance programs to use vendor
and voucher payments in certain circumstances.

This Joint Resolution was adopted by both Houses of the Wisconsin Legisla-
ture and expresses its feelings.

Sincerely yours,

William P. Nugent,
Senate Chief Clerk.

Enclosure.

The State of Wisconsin—1971 Senate Joint Resolution

enrolled joint resolution

Memorializing congress to enact federal legislation authorizing
state public assistance programs to use vendor and voucher pay-
ments in certain circumstances.

Whereas, state administration of a public assistance program should recog-
nize two basic objectives, first, the desirability of delegating some measure of
moderate control to the local governments dispensing such assistance, and
second, the necessity of taking into account the real difficulties encountered
in administering assistance cases where there is a demonstrated mismanagement
or misuse of funds ; and
Whereas, in an attempt to meet the latter objective congress has heretofore

enacted sections 603 (a) (5) and GOG (b) (2) of the federal social security act,
which provide in part that aid to families with dependent children may include
payments in behalf of any such children made either to another individual con-
cerned with the welfare of those children or to a person furnishing food,
shelter, or other goods, services or items to or for them, provided that the
number of said individuals or persons (who are commonly referred to as
"protective payees") do not exceed 10 per centum of the number of other recipi-
ents of aid to families with dependent children in the state for anv particular
month ; and
Whereas, other sections of the social security act relating to the adminis-

tration of public assistance require an unrestricted money payment unless
the assistance agency has first provided the opportunity for a hearing to deter-
mine that the public assistance recipient is incapable of handling his funds,
and only then may the agency appoint a protective payee ; and
Whereas, the protective payee system has proven completely unworkable be-

cause local welfare directors find it difficult if not impossible to find persons
willing to serve as protective payees ; and
Whereas, as of January 1, 1971, Milwaukee county alone had 1,259 active

cases in which there had been a demonstrated mismanagement of funds pri-
marily because of failure to pay rent or utilities ; and
Whereas, in certain cases under the federally subsidized program of aid to

families with dependent children (AFDC) where there has been demonstrated
mismanagement of funds, the local welfare department often finds it necessary
to authorize a double payment for rent and utilities after the first payment made
from AFDC funds has been misspent, with the second payment coming from
strictly county funds

; and
Whereas, failure to authorize federal funds for vendor and voucher payments

made to AFDC recipients forces the state to assume an unfair burden in financ-
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ing public assistance cases where mismanagement of funds has been demon-
strated ; and
Whereas, the unrestricted money payment requirement causes problems for

both the public and private assistance agencies because some AFDC recipients
presently misuse the public funds given them for special needs, such as furniture
and then proceed to obtain these special needs items from private agencies ; and
Whereas, this situation results in a waste of public funds and depletion of

the resources of private agencies ; and
Whereas, the practice of prohibiting voucher and vendor payments to AFDC

recipients is neither economical nor equitable for state and local agencies
administering federal assistance programs ; and
Whereas, as stated in the second paragraph hereof, the congress of the United

States has already established the legislative precedent for a 10 per centum
formula of restricted payments in AFDC cases : now, therefore, be it

Resolved, By the senate, the assembly concurring. That the legislature of the
state of Wisconsin urges federal legislation to permit a county government
or its welfare agency administering federal assistance programs to authorize
the following two-fold limited voucher and vendor plan in granting aid to fami-
lies with dependent children, without the loss of reimbursement of the federal
share of such aid : 1st, to dispense grants of aid to all new AFDC recipients
in the form of vendor payments and vouchers for commodities for an initial

period of up to 120 days wherever it is feasible to do so, provided that the num-
ber of new recipients getting restricted payments do not exceed 10 per centum
of the niunber of other AFDC recipients getting assistance from the same county
government or agency for any particular month ; and 2nd, to give aid to families
with dependent children, as provided in section 49.19(5) of the Wisconsin
statutes, in the form of supplies or commodities or vouchers for the same, in

lieu of money, as a type of remedial care whenever the giving of aid in such form is

deemed advisable by the county welfare director dispensing such aid as a means
either of attempting to rehabilitate a particular i)erson having the care and
custody of any such children or of preventing the misuse or mismanagement
by such person of aid in the form of money payments, provided that the number of

such persons getting restricted payments do not exceed 10 per centum of the

number of other AFDC recipients getting assistance from the same county
government or agency for any particular month ; and, be it further

Resolved, That duly attested copies of this adopted resolution be immediate-
ly transmitted to the secretary of the federal department of health, education

and welfare, the chairman of the finance committee and the secretary of the

senate of the United States, the chairman of the ways and means committee and
the clerk of the house of representatives of the United States, and to each

of the 12 members of congress ftom this state.

William P. Nugent,
Chief Clerk of the Senate.

Thomas P. Fox.

Chief Clerk of the Assembly.

Statement Prepared by State Representative Arthur L. Buck, Wyoming,
National Legislative Conference Task Force on Human Resources

enactment of h.r. 1

It is the consensus that it might be better to defer enactment until pilot pro-

grams in a few states, both sparsely and heavily populated, to determine merits

of the program before adoption nationally.

There was general concurrence with the statement of objectives for true welfare

reform outlined by Chairman Russell Long

:

1. It must discourage family breakup and foster family unity ;

2. It must prevent cheating and dishonesty and when this fails, detect it

and deal firmly with it

;

3. It must reward efforts at self-help rather than rewarding idleness among
the employable ; and

4. It must provide adequate child care services for children of low-income

working mothers and mothers on welfare.

Since tliere is considerable variation among the states in welfare volume and

extent of services, some latitude should be left to the several states in adminis-
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tration of the program. (Only 3% of Wyoming's population, approximately 8,000

persons, are on welfare.

)

National minimum income standards

In view of inflationary developments, there is an obvious need for upward
adjustment, at least to the level of that proposed in H.R. 1. (Wyoming presently

allows $104 monthly for individuals and $178 for couples.)

Fiscal relief Or fiscal pi'otection for States

States should have federal relief in the proposed program of national coverage
in deference to the new residence requirement as determined by the courts. At
least the states should have no additional liability.

Financial incentives to work, or income disregards

Incentives should be retained. (The first $30 and one-third of additional income
are permitted in Wyoming.

)

Work requirements and suitability of work
Should be determined by the individual state, depending on nature of relief

rolls and availability of opportunity. (In Wyoming, opportunity is limited, both
in the private and public sector. Retraining, also expensive, is essential in many
cases.)

Federal-State administrative responsibilities and options

Federal Regulations as a rule are not flexible enough to meet requirements of
individual states. (Wyoming has no large urban areas which may be eligible for
impact programs.)

Day care and child development services

Is needed at low income level when pay of parent does not compensate for cost
of child's day care which in many cases is inadequate and not socially to best
interest of the child. (Child care centers in Wyoming at present are inadequately
regulated.)

Welfare administrative procedures

Procedures should be implemented by, in addition to interview, validation of
statements involving checking with various federal social security and tax
information sources.

In addition, a deserting parent would be obligated to the United States for the
amount of any federal payment made to his family less any amount that he
actually contributes by court order or otherwise to his family.

State role in administering manpower, child care and supportive services in the
opportunities for families program for employable recipients

Administration should be left to the states without the involvement of the Labor
Department Local agencies are more familiar with recipient needs in relation to
actual working conditions and pay scales. (Employment is frequently limited to a
short work week so that the employee does not qualify under existing statutes.)

State administered social services

The concept of an "open-ended" appropriation should be restored, eliminating
the ceilings as provided in H.R. 1.

South Jeesey Chamber of Commerce,
Pennsauken, N.J., December 1, 1971.

Re Social Security Tax—Provision of H.R. 1.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long: On August 5, 1970 the South Jersey Chamber of Com-
merce wrote you to express its views on H.R. 17050, a Social Security bill then
under con.sideration by the Senate Finance Committee. We favored Social Secur-
ity benefit increases but opposed automatic benefit increases and the method of
financing the automatic increases.

Fortunately H.R. 17550 was laid to rest and indeed we are grateful for the
sound judgment that prevailed in the 91st Congress which prevented its passage.
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Congress did, however, increase Social Security Benefits and in fact over the

past two years benefits liave increased some 25%.
We are back again. Senator, to solicit your supix)rt for the defeat of the Social

Security Provision of H.R. 1 which passed the House of Representatives June 22,

1971.

Our organization opposes the Social Security Provision of H.R. 1 which pro-

vides for automatic benefit increases because of the alarming additional taxes to

individuals and their employers.
President Nixon's Tax Reform Program proposes an increase in the individual

income tax exemptions for 1972 and the enactment of the reference tax would
off-set net tax relief for the middle class citizen.

It would burden American Business with additional costs making it diflScult

to compete with foreign competition.
If the measure is enacted it would establish a dangerous precedent and those

on welfare, unemployment compensation and State and local pensions would also

demand automatic benefit increases. Again this would require substantial amounts
of taxpayers funds whether from the State or local source.

The South Jersey Chamber of Commerce represents over 600 businesses who
employ in excess of 100,000 and we urge you to work for the defeat of the Social

Security Provision of H.R. 1.

Thank you for the opportunity of expressing our views to you on this vitally

important matter.
Sincerely yours,

S. Nathan Lev, President.

American Bab Association,
Section of Administrative Law,

Chicago, III., January 17, 1912.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : The Committee on Hearing Examiners of our Section has
brought to my attention Section 2031(d) (2) and 2171(d) (2) of H.R. 1, presently

I>ending before the Senate, proposing amendments to the Social Security Act.

These are not consonant with the intent and policy of a resolution adopted by the

Council of the Section of Administrative Law.
The particular aspects of the bill which concern us are those that provide that

the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare would be au-

thorized in his sole discretion to appoint persons to act as Hearing Examiners
in Family Assistance Hearings and others, without requiring such persons to

qualify as Hearing Examiners under the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C.

551 et seq.

In view of our Council position, it is the policy of the Section of Administra-

tive Law of the American Bar Association that the appointment of such Hearing
OflScers by the Secretary would not promote the purpose of the Administrative

Procedure Act, and consequently. Congress should grant such authority to make
appointments of qualified per.sons only on condition that the Civil Service Com-
mission is unable to provide the Social Security Administration with a large

enough number of persons qualfied for, and willing to accept, appointments by the

Social Security Administration as Hearing Examiners under 5 U.S.C. Sec. 3105.

Very truly yours,
Milton M. Carrow,

Chairman, Section of Administrative Ldw.

Joint Statement of American Chiropractic Association and International
Chiropractors Association

(Jointly submitted by: Dr. John L. Simons. President, American Chiropractic

Association; and Dr. William S. Day, President, International Chiropractors

Association)
SUMMARY OF CHIROPRACTIC POSITION

1. H.R. 1 should be amended to include chiropractic benefits for Medicare bene-

ficiaries. This can be accomplished by deleting Section 273 of H.R. 1 and sub-
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stituting Section 205 of H.R. 17550 (91st Cong., 2d Session) as passed by the

Senate in 1970.

2. No further study of chiropractic (as proposed by the House bill) is necessary,

since the existing data among the States medicaid programs fully justifies chiro-

practic inclusion in Medicare.
3. The States are requiring the inclusion of chiropractic services in commercial

health and accident insurance policies.

4. Industry is providing chiropractic benefits in health programs for its em-

ployees and retirees.

INCLUSION OF CHIBOPBACTIC BENEFITS IN MEDICARE

Chiropractic urges this Committee to delete § 273 of H.R. 1 (pp. 280-1) which
provides only for another study, and substitute in its place the language which
this Committee previously adopted in 1970, under identical circumstances. Spe-

cifically, we urge you to adopt the language of Section 205 of H.R. 17550, 91st

Congress, 2nd Session, which would directly include chiropractic services, as

follows

:

"(a) Section 1861(r) 'or (4)' of the Social Security Act ... is further amended
by—

"(1) striking out 'or (4)' and inserting in lieu thereof '(4)', and
"(2) inserting before the period at the end thereof the following 'or (5) a

chiropractor who is licensed as such by the State (or in a State which does

not license chiropractors as such, is legally authorized to perform the serv-

ices of a chiropractor in the jurisdiction in which he performs such services)

and who meets uniform minimum standards promulgated by the Secretary,

but only for the purpose of sections 1861 (s)(l) and 1861 (s) (2) (A) and
only with respect to treatment by means of manual manipulation of the spine

which he is legally authorized to perform by the State or jurisdiction in

which such treatment is provided."

(b) The amendments made by this section shall be effective with respect to

services furnished after June 30, 1972."

(N.B.—We have changed this date from the 1971 which appeared previously.)

NEW INFORMATION

In the interest of saving the Committee's time, we shall not repeat the argu-

ments presented to you when chiropractic testified on September 17, 1970, and
request that you consider those earlier statements as part of this present one.

Instead, we should like to call your attention to certain important developments
that have taken place since we testified almost one and one-half years ago.

1. A further study is unnecessary

There is no need for any study of chiropractic in medicaid, as would be
required by the House bill. The pertinent data is already available and it proves
the wi.sdom of the Senate's previous action in including chiropractic.

At present, some 18 States authorize chiropractic services in their medicaid
programs. They are : California, Connecticut, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New York,
North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Texas, and Washington
State.

Take California, for example. The oflBcial data from the California State De-
partment of Health Care Services shows that in 1970 there were 469,915 visits

to doctors of chiropractic and a total payment of $2,340,416 for these visits at
an average cost of $4.94 per visit. (In addition, some $384,286 was paid for other
services). The official data gives the "average monthly payment per eligible" to

all providers of health care in 1969 and shows that the average monthly pay-
ment to chiropractic doctors was the lowest, by far, of any of the providers : 80
for chiropractic doctors, $7.70 for other doctors, $3.24 for pharmacists, $2.03
for dentists, 440 for optometrists, 13^ for podiatrists, somewhere between $6.62
and $7.85 for hospitals, and $9.47 for nursing homes. The total "average monthly
payment per eligible" in 1969 was $39.56, of which the 80 paid to doctors of
chiropractic represents only 0.002% of the total, or the infinitesimal amount
of 2/lOOOths of the average monthly payment for California's medicaid
beneficiary.

The extremely small financial impact of chiropractic on the total cost of State
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medicaid programs througliout the country is illustrated also by the North

Carolina program. In 1970, there were 21.*95 cases, and doctors of chiropractic

were paid $114,361.06 out of the State's total expenditure of some $69 and one-

quarter million, or Va of 1% of the 1970 total. A similar pattern appeared in

Nebraska where the cost of the chiropractic program represented only 0.029%

of the total medical assistance program for 1970.

Let us turn to New York City's medicaid program. A survey made by the

City Health Department for 1970 showed 27,737 cases under chiropractic care

primarily for the treatment of neuromuscular skeletal disorders and that more

than 509o of the cases treated retiuired fewer than 9 visits for completion of

care.

The data is already available without further study, and it is even more true

now than it was in 1970 when the Committee's report stated

:

"The Committee on Finance believes, however, that further study of chiro-

practic services under other plans is not required to support coverage of the

services of chiropractors under the supplementary medical insurance program."

—

(Sen. Report 91-1431, pp. 142-3).

a. States Insist Upon Chiropractic Benefits in Insurance Policies

During the 1971 State legislative sessions, seven States adopted wliat have

been called "insurance equality" laws. These st<atutes require that all insurance

contracts written or renewed in the state thereafter which include physicians'

services must also mandatorily include chiropractic services under the policy.

These seven states are : Arkansas, Nevada, New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,

Washington, Wyoming.
With these seven States, there are now 26 States that have enacted such 'in-

surance equalitv" laws. And there is reason to believe that this number will be

increased. These 26 States include 6',% of the entire American population. Thus,

some 64% of all of our population must be offered the opportunity, in their free

choice, to select chiropractic services under their commercial insurance policies.

In addition, I should point out that there are other States which have the

same kind of mandatory provisions about the inclusion of chiropractic services

under Blue Cross-Blue Shield plans. For example, since the first day of 1971,

Michigan's six million Blue Cross-Blue Shield beneficiaries have the statutory

freedom of choice to select chiropractic care is they want it.

The "insurance equality" laws represent a relatively new development. Of

the 26 States that have enacted such statutes, 16 passed or amended their laws

only since 1969. This is obviously the wave of the future. Mr. Chairman, and it

completely justifies the action previously taken by this Committee in proposing

immediate inclusion of chiropractic services in Medicare. There is nothing so

strong as an idea whose time has come. These legislative developments alone

illustrate clearly that the time has come for chiropractic inclusion in Medicare.

Would it not' be odd if every insurance company in the States had to provide

their beneficiaries with the option to choose chiropractic services—every one,

that is. except that sponsored by the Federal Government? We do not believe

that the Congress wants the Federal health care program to be out of step with

the clearly expressed desires of the American people for chiropractic benefits in

all of their health care programs. We respectfully submit that there is no valid

reas"n for Medicare to deny to the American people the same right they have to

obtain chiropractic services in commercial insurance.

3. Industry provides chiropractic coverage

Another significant development that took place last year is that large industry

has derided to include chiropractic services in its own employee health plan. For
example. General Motors changed its employee health benefit plan specifically

in order to include chiropractic for all of its employees in the United States fl«<Z

for its retirees. Another example : Monsanto Company, a leading American
chemical producer, defines the term "physician" so as to cover the services of a

chiropractic doctor which he is legally qualified and licensed to perform at the

time and place where such health service is rendered. And similar actions are

taking place in ever-increasing numl)ers.

CONCLUSION

In terms of major current developments among the States and in industry, it is

wholly anomalous for Medicare to exclude chiropractic services. It is contrary

72-573—72—pt. 6 9
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to the best interests, as well as the clearly expressed desires, of the American

people in their health care services.

Therefore, we urgently suggest that once again this Committee take the leader-

ship which you have already exhibited and that you amend H.R. 1 to include

chiropractic health care services in Medicare. Specifically, we urge that you

delete Section 273 of H.R. 1 and substitute in its place the provisions of Section

20.J of H.R. 17550 reported by this Committee in 1970. Only in this way would

Medicare beneficiaries have Freedom of Choice of their health care providers.

Statement of the American College of Nursing Home Administrators,.

Submitted by Donovan J. Perkins, D.P.A., President

The American College of Xursing Home Administrators, the profe.ssionat

society of individual administrators with a proved record of accomplishments;

and dedication to high standards of professional administration, is deeply con-

cerned over proposed sections 269 and 270 of H.R. 1, the Social Security Amend-
ments 1971. which would permit states to grant permanent waiver licenses to-

administrators who had been working as nursing home administrators for more
than three years before the basic provision became effective in July. 1970, and
which would terminate the National Advisory Council on Nursing Home Ad-
ministration prematurely.
The provision permitting the granting of permanent waiver licenses would

almost certainly throw into total chaos the carefully con.structed and implemented
licensing programs of the states participating in the Title XIX (Medicaid)

program. The approach designed by the 1967 amendments establishing the initial

requirements for licensure of nur.sing home administrators did not provide

for such "grandfathering." The states, in order to comply with the original

and subsequent requirements, have made great efforts to establish licensure-

programs based largely on the extremely valuable guidance of the National
Advisory Council.
At this time the states already have licensed thousands of administrators,.

many of these provisionally. Section 1908 of PL 90-248 permits states to grant
provisional licenses to administrators who have .served as nur.sing home ad-

ministrators during all of the calendar year immediately preceding the calendar-

year in which state licen.sure legislation is enacted. This "provisional" license

must expire no later than two years after issuance or on June 30, 1972, which-
ever is earlier. The salient stipulation of this waiver provision is the attendant
educational requirement which provisional licensees seeking a permanent license

must satisfy prior to acceptance to the licensure examination. The obvious purpose
of this educational requirement is to upgrade the professional competence of
"waivered"' administrators to satisfy the federally established minimum
standards.
As a direct effect of the provisional waiver, numerous preparatory training

programs have been designed across the nation. Most of these programs are
based in higher education institutions. The development of the.se preparatory
programs along with state levied requirements for future education levels-

necessary for entry into the profession and an increasing awareness among the
nation's educators of the need for formal academic degree programs have stimu-
lated the growth and proliferation of adult continuing education progranrs and
associate, baccalaureate and masters degree programs. The continuing education
requirement for license reregistration alone is responsible for the development of
hundreds of workshops, institutes and seminars sponsored by higher education
institution.s, professional .societies, trade associations and private organizations.
The continuing education requirement as a condition of licensure rei'egistration

adopted by most states is a unique development in established patterns of oc-

cupational licensing. All of the.se programs have been designed to upgrade the
administrator's understanding and abilities as well as to advance his professional
competence to levels hitherto unknown. The ultimate impact of these programs
is the improvement of the patient care services provided to the nation's chroni-
cally ill and aged infirm.
The American College of Nursing Home Administrators strongly .shares the-

concern of other leaders and organizations in the long-term health care field

that to deliver such a debilitating blow, as is constituted by the "waiver pro--
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vision," to a nascent licensing system that has transformed a difficult and

disorganized situation into a relatively orderly process under severe time

pressures, would not be in the interest of either the public or the profession.

Passage of this provision would seriously reverse or undermine the strong

movements in most states to develop essential education programs which until

now have been virtually nonexistent. It must be emphasized that an iudividuars

exposure to an administrative position alone is an insufficient measure of his

ability to provide proper patient care. Education and demonstrated ability in

addition to the successful passing of a specifically designed examination process

also must be required.

The College also must express its disappointment over the proposed termina-

tion of the National Advisory Council. As it now stands the National Advisory

Council is inactive and by law is due to terminate on December 31, 1971. To

eliminate such an outstanding advisory body only a few months or weeks prior

to its legallv established termination date would appear to be without real mean-

ing and would only serve to cast doubt on the Council's past efforts and achieve-

ments in laying the proper model groundwork upon which the states could con-

struct their' licensure programs. In fact, the relative ease with which the states

have implemented their licensure programs is due in large part to the intense

and successful efforts of the Council.

In light of the increased public security and the President's recent announce-

ment of more stringent regulation of the nation's nursing homes with the attend-

ant requirement for greater numbers of nursing home inspectors it would seem

singularly appropriate to give serious consideration to commending, recogniz-

ing and continuing the National Advisory Council. The Council by making avail-

able the expert opinions of recognized national authorities could provide greatly

needed assistance by formulating guidelines for the development and implemen-

tation of a variety" of appropriate programs and by monitoring existing pro-

grams to insure that these were being properly administered. It may be recalled

that the Council provided excellent guidance from its beginning despite the total

lack of experience or precedent upon which to base its efforts, and now that

estaVilished expertise can once again be put to proper use.

The American Parents Committee, Inc.,

Xew York\ N.Y., Februunj 1, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long.
Ch'timnnn. Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Bmlding,
Washington, D.C.

position statement on h.r. 1

De.\r Senator Long : Please include the following statement in the record of

the hearing on H.R. 1.

The American Parents Committee. Inc. is concerned about inadequate income

and services to meet the needs of poor children and their families. We would

support a sound federal floor for income to poor families.

The so-called welfare "reform" bill. H.R. 1, however, seems to us to be inade-

quate, inequitable and even more retrogressive than the present law as far as

families and children are concerned. We, therefore, oppose Title IV of that bill,

now before the Senate, even though it includes help for the "working poor," and
provides more federal welfare funds to the states. Major problems in Title IV
are:

1. The inadequacy of federal payment levels, with no required state supple-

ment and the likelihood that 90 percent of the grants of present recipients will

be lower than they now are. Eligibility is not based on current need.

2. The mandatoi-y work requirements for mothers of children over three.

3. The provisions for inadequate and damaging child care with no guarantee

of child care before a mother is required to work.
4. The discriminatory provisions limiting the rights of needy children and

families as compared to other families. Examples include what we believe to

he unconstitutioiinl residency requirements, excessive penalties for failure to

register or acrept work, inadequate work protection, third party payments,

complex reporting procedures with excessive penalties for failure to file on

time, renewal of applications "'de novo" every 24 months, required support by
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step-parents (not legal in 49 states), double standard for child support—federal

liens and federal criminal sanctions against deserting fathers, etc.

5 The complex dual administration of programs for families by the Depart-

ments of Labor and HEW with eligibility determined by the employability status

of family members. The creation of more clostly administration and more "red

tape" for families.
^v. ,-...- i».

We are aware of good proposals to improve H.R. 1, such as the RibicofiE

Amendment, now before the Senate. Since we do not believe it possible for

such improvements to survive the legislative process, we recommend that Title IV

should be eliminated from the Senate bill.

As an alternative, however, we believe that states should be required to

maintain welfare payments at least at the 1971 levels and given federal fiscal

relief for rising welfare costs. Such proposals are also now before the Senate.

These measures are necessary until such time as a more equitable welfare re-

form bill can be achieved.

Title V Part of B of H.R. 1 establishes "New Social Services Provisions.

We recommend that financing for all social services required for assistance re-

lated individuals remain ou an open ended basis. We oppose the '•closed end"

provision in Title V for all but family planning and child care services.

We also urge maintenance of state fiscal effort for these programs so that

federal funds will not merely sul)stitute for present state funds.

We believe that the "statewideness" requirement for services should be main-

tained rather than eliminated if people are to be equitably served.

W^e endorse Senator Griffin's Amendment No. 411 which would provide for

a National Adoption Information Exchange System. W^e also support the addi-

tional federal funding for foster care and adoption services proposed under the

Child Welfare Services section of Title IV of the Social Security Act.

Respectfully yours,
George J. Hecht, Chairman.

American Speech and Hearing Association,
Waahlngton, D.C., August 6, 1971.

Senator Russell Long,
Chairnidn, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : The purpose of this letter is to express the viewpoints of

the American Speech and Hearing A.ssociation to the Committee relative to H.R. 1

Social Securitv Amendments of 1971. In particular, we wish to address our

comments to Title II, Part C, Section 2.51 of the bill entitled "Physical Therapy
Services and Other Therapy Services Under Medicare", as relevant to the serv-

ices provided by speech pathologists and audiologists.

As the Committee is fully aware, deliberations on the House version of

H.R. 17550 in 1970 resulted in the Senate Finance Committee modifying the lim-

itation on reimbursement for institutional health related services by changing

the limitation from a "salary equivalent" to a "salary related" basis for physi-

cal therapy services, and also extending the limitations to apply to other health

related services provided in an institutional setting. We recognize that this lim-

itation was deemed necessary by the Committee to control program expendi-

tures for therapy services and services of other health related personnel. We
commend the Committee on its recognition that health related services ren-

dered on a "salary related" basis will provide the needed services to patients in

the most efiicient and economical way.
The House version of H.R. 1 would provide Medicare reimbursement to the

provider of physical therapy and other health related services on a "reasonable

salary payment basis" for the services. In es.sence, payment for the reasonable

cost of speech pathology and audiology services may not exceed an amount equal

to the .salary which would have been payable if the services had been performed

in an employment relationship, plus the cost of such other expenses an individual

not working as an employee might have, such as maintaining an office, travel

time and expense, and similar costs.

In the interest of providing services to the speech and hearing impaired citizens

of our country, the American Speech and Hearing Association strongly urges

Che Committee to maintain the provision that health related services be reim-

bursed on a reasonable cost basis as specified in the House version.
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We believe that reimbursement for services must be sufficient to cover costs

in order to achieve effective delivery of speech and hearing services. There are

many patients in extended care facilities and home health care programs who

have hearing or speech problems (such as loss of speech after a stroke). How-

ever, a particular extended care facility or home health care program may be

too .'^mall to justify the employment of a full-time speech pathologist or full-time

audiologist to deliver services to a relatively small percentage of patients. It is,

therefore, necessary for these smaller institutions to contract for the services

of a speech pathologist and/or audiologist on a part-time basis. Reimbursement

to the provider must be at a level sufficient to meet the costs in providing the

service. Under contractural arrangements, overhead costs (e.g.. travel-time ex-

penses, office maintenance, etc.) must be taken into account when determining

costs of services.
, , , , ^ ^ , ,

,

The American Speech and Hearing Association would be glad to present these

views to the Finance Committee when hearings are held on H.R. 1, and we re-

quest that in addition to any such testimony, this letter be inserted as part of

the report on the hearings. We know that you will give careful consideration to

our concerns relative to Title II, Part C, Section 251 of the Social Security

Amendments of 1971. We commend you on your diligent efforts to improve health

care in our country.
Sincerely, ^

Kenneth O. Johnson, Ph. D.
Executive Secretary.

Statement by Allan J. Winick, Partner, Arthur Andersen & Co.

In general, I believe the Medicare Program has functioned very effectively

since its inception in 1966. However, there are five problems in the administration

of the Program that, hopefully, will be cured by Congress through H.R. 1.

The first problem relates to the failure of the past legislation to provide for

judicial review of Intermediary determinations of reimbursable cost. Although

H.R. 1 has given further rights of appeal to providers of service in this area,

it still does not allow full review by the courts. I believe H.R. 1 should be amended

to provide that reimbursable cost determinations involving controversies in tne

amount of $10,000 or more be appealable through the judicial process, in the

same manner that Federal income tax controversies are handled.

The second problem relates to unwarranted financial risks which providers

of services must bear. Under present administrative procedures, a provider of

service must receive a "report of eligibility" from the Social Security Adminis-

tration through its Intermediary before it can bill the Intremediary for .services

performed for a Medicare patient. In a great many cases, these reports are not

received until after the patient has been discharged, and it is not luiusual for

a provider to receive the reports several months, or several years, after the pa-

tient has been discharged.
From what I understand of the problem, there is very little more that either the

Social Security Administration or the Intermediaries can do toward speeding

up the issuance of the eligibility reports because of the technical processing

problems involved. However, I do not believe that the provider of services should

bear the financial risk of this delay and hope that a provision will be included in

H.R. 1 to the effect that, if an Intermediary does not confirm eligibility of benefits

to the provider Avithin ten days after a request has been furnished for such

information from the Intermediary, then the provider, where it acted in good

faith, should be allowed to bill and receive payment from the Program for the

services rendered immediately. Further, where the Intermediary later informs

the provider that benefits were not available, the provider should be required

to refund the payments only in situations where the provider is able to collect

for such services from the patient or other third party.

Although there has been a simplification in this regard since the inception

of tlie Medicare Program, providers of services are still required to hill certain

services where a physinan is involved partly under Part A of the Program and
partly under Part B. This expensive administrative procedure should be removed
and all provider services should be allowed to be billed under Part A.

Another problem relates to the complexity of the required cost reports under

the Program. As the Program has progressed, the cost report requirements have

become more and more complex, to a point that even the most sophisticated
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accountant has difficulty in preparing them. It might be helpful to the Com-
mittee if they were furnished samples of the required reports to give them a

first-hand impression of their complexity. Although the objective of this report-

ing is to insure that the Medicare Program only pays for the costs attributable

to Program beneficiaries, I think this end can be accomplished with a simplified

reimbursement formula and reporting format which would reduce not only the

cost of administering the Program to the provider, but also to the Intermediary

and Federal government. As a step in solving this problem, I suggest that the

Social Security Administration be instructed to develop a reimbursement formula

which would he based on a per diem cost discounted to recognize the lower

utilization of ancillary services by beneficiaries of the Program. Although there

would be considerable debate as to how large the discount should be, I believe

a realistic rate could be set based on an analysis of the thousands of Medicare
reports filed during the initial years of the Program.
The last problem I wish to comment about relates to the inadequate reimburse-

ment to providers for capital facilities. As you know, the present law and regu-

lations limit reimbursement to historical cost depreciation and even the option

to claim accelerated depreciation, which was allowed in the original regulations,

has been eliminated. Because of the significant effects of inflation, reimburse-

ment for depreciation computed on an historical cost basis does not provide

sufficient funds to replace the health care institutions' facilities and, just as
importantly, results in a confiscation of the provider's capital since the Program
is not paying for the fair value of the assets consumed in rendering service to

Medicare patients. To assure the financial viability of our health care institu-

tions. H.R. 1 should include a provision to require that providers be reimbursed
for depreciation adjusted to recognize the increase in price levels since the
related assets were acquired.

Baroness Erlanger Hospital,
T. C. Thompson Childbens Hospital,

Chattanooga, Tenn., August 19, 1971.

Re H.R. 1, The Social Security Amendments of 1971.

Mr. Tom Vale,
Chief Counsel for the Committee on Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Deab Mr. Vail : We note in Commerce Clearing House Medic-are/Medicaid
Guide of August 13 that the Senate Finance Committee plans to resume hearings
on H.R. 1 beginning Tuesday, September 21. We believe it is essential the appeals
mechanism permits providers of health care, hospital, et al, to have access to

the judicial system and we wish to make this a matter of record.
Sincerely,

E. B. Craig. Controller.

Statement of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Submitted
BY William P. McHenry, Jr., Economic Security Manager

The National Chamber appreciates this opportunity to express its views on
the Social Security and Medicare provisions of H.R. 1. We intend to testify

separately on the welfare provisions contained in the House-approved bill.

Our overall appraisal of the House bill is that it is an extraordinarily ex-
pensive "package." As Table I shows, long-ranse average annual costs would
be increased by $13.4 billion. The cumulative tax increase, over the next six
years, amounts to $57 billion. Workers and employers would have to bear an op-
pressive tax burden.

After carefully studying the many provisions of this bill, we urge the Com-
mittee to

:

(1) Reject the 5 percent benefit increase. The benefit level currently is well
ahead of the rise in living costs.

<2) Reject those provisions in the bill calling for nutomatic increases in bene-
fits, automatic increases in the taxable wage base, and automatic increases in the
amount of "exempt" earnings under the retirement test.

(3) Reject the special minimum benefit based on presumed "years of coverage."
(4) Reject the annual increment for delayed retirement.
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(5) Increase the amount of "exempt" earnings under the retirement test

from $1,680 to $2,000 a year as a means of encouraging part-time employment

bv elderly persons.

(6) Reject the provision calling for additional "drop-out' years in the com-

putation of benefits.

(7) Retain the present 6 month "waiting period" for disability benefits.

(8) Defer any extension of Medicare to the long-term disabled until the costs

of the present program are under control.

(9) Maintain the taxable wage base at $9,000 in 1972.

If these modifications are made, benefit costs can be pared by a long-range

average of $8.5 billion a year, with consequent reductions in tax rates on workers

and employers in all future years. Furthermore, we believe it would be highly

desirable to schedule future tax rate increases over the next 16 years—rather

than 6 years—to avoid an unnecessary build-up in trust fund balances.

The underlying reasons for the Chamber's recommendations are analyzed in

subsequent sections.

Talle I.—Lovg-range average annual costs for social security and medicare
provisions in H.R. 1

^

[In billions]
Average an-

Provision *»"«^ coaf

'

5 percent benefit increase 33. 4

Additional drop-out years (prospective) 1-^

Age 62 point for men (prospective) 0. 5

Earnings test changes 1-
^

Widows benefits—100 percent of PIA at 65 1- 3

Special minimum benefit 0-
°

Election of actuarial reduction changes 0. S

Combined earnings (prospective) !• 1

Delayed retirement increment (prospective) 0.5

5-month disability waiting period 0. 1

Miscellaneous changes ^-
z

Medicare (HI) benefits for disabled 2.5

Total 13. 4

1 These estimates were developed bv Robert J. Myers. Professor of Actuarial Science.

Temple University, and a member of tlie National Chamber's Social Security Committe«.

From 1947 to 1970, Mr. Myers was the Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, L.S.

Department of H.E.W.
, ^. ^ , ,<,-« u-m^

2 The "level-equivalent" annual costs are based on an estimated average 5650 billion

taxable payroll for Social Security (OASDI) and $540 billion for Medicare (HI). With a

$10,200 tax base, taxable payroll is estimated to be about $490 billion currently.

ACROSS-THE-BOARD BENEFIT INCREASE

For many years, the National Chamber has supported the concept of periodic

Congressional examination of all aspects of Social Security, including benefit

levels, to determine whether adjustments in the program are needed.

It is apparent that, from time to time, changes in benefit amounts are required

to assure that the great majority of elderly beneficiaries are not compelled to

seek Old-Age Assistance for their ordinary expenses of living, and are not hurt

by the effects of price inflation.

Section 101 of H.R. 1 provides for a 5 percent across-the-board increase in

benefits, effective in June 1972. Under the bill, about 27 million people would

get higher benefits, and approximately $2.1 billion in additional payments would

be made during fiscal year 1973.

On a long-range basis, the average annual cost of this change is estimated to

be ,?3.4 billion.

In the past 21 months. Congress has increased benefits twice—by over 25 per-

cent in the aggregate. The 1969 Amendments, effective in January 1970, raised

benefits by 15 percent. This year's Amendments increased benefits by 10 percent,

effective January 1&71.

These two increases, plus five earlier ones, have more than off.set the effects

of price inflation in the past 20 years. As Table II shows, cumulative benefit

increases enacted by Congress have exceeded 100 percent. During this period

of time, the cumulative increase in prices amounted to 59 percent.
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value of the many other changes made in the Social Security program by Congress
during that 20-year interval. One of the most important changes, when measured
by the dollar value to the elderly, was the enactment of Medicare. The Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare has estimated that the value of the
non-cash benefits available under the Medicare program is about $36 a month
to each beneficiary. When this benefit value is added to the cash benefit amounts,
as it certainly should be, it is evident that Congress has done much more than
merely prevent aged beneficiaries from incurring any real loss in their aggregate
benefit entitlement.
Perhaps even more significant than the action of Congress over the last 20

years is its performance since 1964. In the last 6 years. Congress has raised
benefits on four occasions—in 1965, 1968, 1970 and 1971. These increases exceeded
45 percent.
Whatever may have been the case in the comparatively distant past, recent

Congresses have been prompt to act to assure that benefits were not watered down
as a consequence of the inflation to which the entire nation has been subjected.

There is no valid basis for concluding that future Congresses will be less respon-

sive to upward movement in the cost of living.

Removing Social Security From Politics

It has been asserted that substituting mechanical devices (i.e. benefit and
wage base escalators) for the considered judgment of Congress would remove
the issue of benefit increases designed to offset the effects of inflation from
politics. This assertion gives rise to two questions :

(1) Would such "depoliticization" actually occur?
(2) Would "depoliticization" be desirable?
The House and Senate debates on the Social Security Amendments of 1970

(H.R. 17750) clearly indicate that the broad issue of benefit adequacy would
not be "depoliticized." Those who supported the benefit escalator stated un-
equivocally that the benefit escalator would not, and should not, preclude the
need for further Congressional review of benefit levels. At most, the '•depoliticiza-

tion"' would be of a limited nature.
The desirability of even limited "depoliticization" is open to serious question.

Would it be in the best interests of Social Security beneficiaries and the taxpay-
ers who support the program? In a program as significant as Social Security, it

is essential that the judgment of Congress be brought into play whenever changes
are contemplated. In the final analysis, neither Social Security nor any other
major governmental program which affects virtually the entire population, can
be, or should be. removed from "politics," since to do so would remove it from
any influence or control by the electorate.

Inflationary Potential

An automatic benefit escalator could, and almost certainly would, have wide
ramifications. If this principle is established in Social Security, it inevitably
will spread to many other public programs such as public assistance, unemploy-
ment compensation, workmen's compen.sation, state and local retirement systems ;

to private pension plans ; to negotiated wage settlements ; and, conceivably, to the
entire wage structure.
The potential adverse consequences of a cost-of-living benefit escalator were

recognized by several members of the 1971 Advisory Council on Social Security.
Mr. Gabriel Hauge, Chairman of the Board, Manufacturers Hanover Trust Com-
pany, stated

:

"The Council's recommendation that Social Security cash benefit levels be
automatically adjusted upward to keep pace with the cost of living, leaves me
with deep concern, because such automatic adjustment would make the control
of price inflation even more difficult than it already is.

"One-eighth of the total population of the Nation, and fully 21 percent of the
voting age population, receive retirement, survivors, or disability insurance
benefits. To insulate so large a group from the cost of inflation with respect to
their Social Security beneflts would .surely undermine the public's willingness to
support the self-restraint and sometimes painful policies that are necessary to
curb inflation. Of even more importance is the virtual certainty that the adoption
of an 'escalator clause' for Social Security beneflt payments would give addi-
tional support to the already insistent demands for inflation protection through
escalation in a whole range of other private contracts. I do not see how we, as a
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Nation, can wage a successful battle against inflation by automatically adjusting^

to it.""

In passing, it is interesting to note that the labor members of the Advisory

Council did not place a high priority on an automatic benefit escalator. In fact,

they conditioned their support for this provision on even further "substantial"

benefit increases."

We urge this Committee to reject an automatic benefit escalator for Social

Security because it is unnecessary and unsound, and because it would have
wide.spread adverse effects on other governmental and private programs.
A cost of living escalator seems especially inappropriate at a time when the

federal government is engaged in an unprecetlented peace-time program to halt

inflation through wage and price controls.

AUTOMATIC WAGE BASE ESCALATOR

The automatic benefit escalator would be financed by automatic increases in

the taxable wage base. Unlike last year's bill (H.R. 17550), an automatic in-

crease in the tax base would take place only if there had been an automatic in-

crease in benefits.

In the future, the taxable wage base would be raised in proportion to the in-

crease in the level of average wages of workers covered by Social Security.

Under the automatic adjustment procedure, the Social Security Administration
e.stimates that the taxable wage base would be SIO.SOO in 1974, $11,700 in 1976,

$12,900 in 1978, $14,100 in 19S0. and ultimately rise to $26,100 in the early 1990's.

We are opposed to an automatic wage base escalator for several reasons. First,

the proposed financing is uncertain and inequitable. Second, Congressional tax-

ing authority would be weakened. Finally, it would have an adverse effect on
private pension plans integrated with Social Security.

Uncertain Financing

The wage base escalator is intended to fully finance any benefit costs that re-

sult from future increases of the cost-of-living benefit provision. However, in

order to be self-financing, it is necessary for the rate of increase in the earnings
level to be about twice the rise in the price level—in other words, if prices rise

3 percent a year, earnings will increase 6 percent a year.
An examination of recent trends in earnings and prices leads us to the con-

clusion that the automatic provision may be underfinanced. As Table III shows,
between 1966 and 1970, the average increase in covered wages has been about
6 percent a year. During the same period of time, the cost of living has ri.sen

an average of 4.2 percent a year. Obviously, the earnings level has not risen twice
as fast as prices.

1 Mr. Range's statement was concurred in by three other Council members : Charles A.
Siegfried. Vice Chairman of the Board and Chairman of the Executive Committee. Metro-
politan Life Insurance Company : Robert C. Tvson, Director, former Chairman of the
Finance Committee. United States Steel Corporation ; and Dwight L. VTilbur, M.D.. Past
President. American Medical Association. See, Reports of the 1911 Advisory Council on
Sofinl Securitii, 1971. p. l.'^.j.

2 See. statement of Walter J. Burke, Secretarv-Treasurer. United Steelworkers of
America : Burt Seidman. Director. Department of Social-Securitv. AFIj-CIO : and Joseph
P. Tonelli. President-Secretary, International Brotherhood of Pulp. Sulphite and Paper
Mill Workers of the United States and Canada. Reports of the 1971 Advisory Council on
Social Security, 1971, pp. 128-29.

TABLE III.—COMPARISON OF INCREASES IN AVERAGE WAGES AND COST OF LIVING

II n percent)
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Continuation of present trends in wages and prices indicates that Congress

almost certainly would have to step in and raise taxes further because the wage
base escalator would not produce the required revenue over the long run.

Weakens C(yngressional Taxing Authority

Under the bill, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare would be

authorized to increase the taxable wage base—and hence the amount of taxes

payable—to finance the automatic benefit escalator. These automatic increases

would be based on the Secretary's determination of the extent to which average

taxable wages of workers covered by Social Security have risen since 1972. The
\Vhile these reporting procedures are intended to preserve some Congressional

Secretary would be required to report (not later than August 15) each year to

the House Ways and Means and Senate Finance Committees on the likelihood

of "imminent action" under the automatic escalator provisions,

responsibility and control over taxes, the Chamber is still opposed to such a

provision. IVIuch of the public support for the Social Security program is based

on the knowledge that the Congress carefully considers in public hearings and ex-

ecutive sessions any proposals to revise or increase taxes on workers and em-

ployers. If future tax increases are effected without this kind of responsible

review, the confidence of both workers and employers in the program may be

adversely affected. Whether taxpayers agree in every instance with the decisions

of Congress is less significant than the fact that they have much more confidence

in the judgment of responsible men than in decisions based on mechanical con-

trivances.

Inequitable Financing

If the wage base escalator were to be adopted, it would mean that the added
cost resulting from automatic increases in the amount of earnings taxed would
not be shared by all workers and their employers. Rather, it would be financed

by loading the added tax burden mainly on those workers who earn more than

$10,200 a year—and their employers.
This would be the first time in the history of Social Security that Congress

financed a benefit change entirely through a wage base increase. On previous

occasions, when Congress has raised benefits or made other program changes,

the added costs were financed either by an increase in tax rates on all workers
and their employers or by a combination of tax rate and wage base increases.

We believe it is inequitable to finance such benefit increases solely through

increases in the taxable wage base.

Impact on Private Pensions

Congress has not considered the potential impact of the automatic benefit and
wage base escalator provisions on private pension plans which mesh their bene-

fits with Social Security payments.
Pension experts believe that the automatic provisions will create very serious

problems for employers who integrate their pension plan benefits with the Social

Security program. According to Edwin F. Boynton. Actuary, The Wyatt Com-
pany, a nationally-known employee benefits consulting firm :

".
. . the automatic wage base adjustment and cost-of-living increases will

create completely chaotic conditions when it comes to designing integrated

pen.sion plans. If one stays with the present plan design, there will be a great

deal of duplication of benefits on wage base earnings, which would result in

higher and higher pension costs for the duplicate coverage." '

We recommend that this provision be deleted from the bill. However, if Con-

gress decides to include an automatic benefit escalator in H.R. 1, then it should

be financed by

:

(1) Using the '•actuarial surplus" generated by future increases in the level

of taxable earnings, and
(2) Obtaining any remaining funds, on a 50/.50 basis, from increases in tax

rates and the taxable wage base.

SPECIAL MINIMUM BENEFIT PAT^fENT

Section 103 of the bill provides for a special minimum payment for individ-

uals who have ostensibly worked in covered employment at least 15 year.s. The

» Social Security vs. Private Pensions, an address presented to the 24th Annual Confer-
ence of the Council on Employee Benefits. New York Hilton Hotel, October S, 1970, p. 15.
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benefit would be equal to $5 multiplied by the number of "years of coverage,"

not in excess of 30 years. Thus, a person with 20 "years of coverage" would be

eligible for $100 a month, while a person with 30 or more "years of coverage"

would receive $150. ^ , .

Approximately $30 million in additional benefits would be paid out during

fiscal year 1973. However, the long-range average annual cost of this provision

is sub.stantial—an estimated $800 million.

This proposal is in direct conflict with one of the basic principles insisted

upon bv past Congresses, approved by the National Chamber, endorsed by the

AFL-Cio, and previously supported by the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare—that is, benefits should be wage-related. The principle of wage-

relationship of benefits means that workers who earn more—and hence ex-

perience greater job income loss—stand to get a larger benefit.

The National Chamber opposes the special minimum benefit because it would

seriously weaken this fundamental principle.

As this Committee knows, from 1939 to 1950, there was a provision in the

Social Security Act under which each worker's primary insurance amount was

increased by 1 percent for each year of covered employment credited the worker.

The purpose was to raise the level of benefits for long-term workers. Congress

decided that this was not an appropriate method of providing retired workers

with higher benefits. Accordingly, the provision was removed from the law in

1950, and a new formula for computing benefits was adopted.

The special minimum payment would not benefit all workers. Instead, it

would apply initially to only a select group of individuals—some 300,000

workers.
The Chamber's opposition to this proposal can best be summarized by refer-

ence to the 1939 Report of this Committee on pending Social Security Amend-
ments (H.R. 6635). In that Report, the Committee pointed out:

"Since the objective of social insurance is to compensate for wage loss, it is

imperative that benefits be reasonably related to the wages of the individual.

This insures that the cost of the benefits will stay within reasonable limits and

that the system will be flexible enough to meet the wide variations in earnings

which exist."
*

We believe the following examples illustrate that Section 103 of H.R. 1

would, if enacted, seriously weaken the principle of wage-related benefits.

Exemple 1 shows that it is not necessary for a worker to actually have

extremely long service under Social Security to qualify for a high benefit

payment. Example 2 shows that Section 103 would discard the principle of

payment of larger benefits to those workers who experience a greater job-

income loss.

Example 1: Worker A—21 years of employment: average monthly earnings

of $108. Retired at end 1966, at age 65, on a benefit of $68.50 a month.
Section 103 provides that to obtain 14 "years of coverage" during 1937 to

1950. a worker only needs total wage credits of $12,600. Thus, worker A with

annual earnings of $2,600 in any five years between 1937 through 1950 would
be credited with 14 years of coverage. Worker A goes to work for the Federal
government in 1951, but works part-time in covered employment at $1,300 a

year until the end of 1966 when he retires. Today, as a result of benefit increases

enacted by Congres, this worker is getting $98.20 a month—91 percent of his

pre-retirement earnings. Under Section 103. his benefit would be raised to

$150 a month—39 percent more than he made on the job—despite the fact that

he only had 21 years of regular employment.
Eratnple 2: Worker A—30 years of employment; average monthly earnings of

$100. Worker B—17 years of employment; average monthly earnings of $200.

Both workers retired at the end of 1966. at age 65. Worker A's benefit was
$63.20 a month ; Worker B's benefit was $89.90 per month because his average
monthly earnings were 100 percent higher than Worker A's.

T'nder present law. as a result of benefit increases enacted by Congress,
Worker A is receiving $90.60 a month. Worker A had total wage credits of
$16,600 during the 14-year period from 1937 through 1950. and his earnings
were not less than 25 percent of the wage base in each year from 1951 through

* Social Security Act Amendments of I9S9, Senate Report No. 734, 76th Congress, 1st
Sess.. p. 10.
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1966.' Under Section 103, Worker A's benefit would be raised 65 percent to

$150 a month since he had 30 "years of coverage."

Under present law, Worker B receives $128.60 a month. Under H.R. 1, his

benefit would be raised 5.1 percent, to $135.10 a month. Thus, despite the fact

that Worker B's earnings loss was twice as great as AVorker A's, he would

receive a much smaller benefit. This example shows how this proposal would

undermine Social Security as a job-income loss program based on wage-related

benefits.

We recommend that Section 103 be deleted from this bill.

ANNUAL INCREASE FOR DELAYED RETIREMENT

Section 106 provides for an annual increase in benefits for those aged who
continue working. The primai-y benefit would be increased one percent for each

year of employment after age 65 and up to age 72. This provision would be effec-

tive in 1972. on a prospective basis.

An estimated $11 million in benefits would be paid out during the first year.

On a long-range basis, the average annual cost of this provision is much higher

—

about $500 million.

This proposal raises several issues for consideration :

(1) Would an annual increment be a useful device in slowing down early

retirement ?

(2) Would it serv-e as an incentive to attract elderly persons back into the

employment market?
(3 ) Is a delayed retirement increment needed

?

Early Retirement Trends

Under existing law. a worker can retire at age 65 on a full benefit, or as early

as age 62, on a permanently reduced benefit. At age 62. the actuarial reduction

is 20 percent. The early retii-ement provisions were enacted in 1956 for women,
and in 1901 for men.

Presently, a very substantial number of retired-worker beneficiaries are re-

ceiving reduced benefits. In March 1971. for example, about 46 percent of the

13.5 million retired-worker beneficiaries had their benefits reduced because they

chose to retire early. This compares with 2.2 percent and 16.3 percent of the

beneficiaries who were receiving reduced benefits in December 1956 and December
1961.*

A study of new benefit awards for July-December 1968 indicates that these

are a variety of reasons why male beneficiaries retire before age 65.'^ As Table

IV shows. 54 percent of the men retired because of health—either a specific

illness or disability, an accident or injury, or poor health in general. This is

closelv followed by job-related reasons—that is, such things as job discontinua-

tion or layoffs : 20 percent of the beneficiaries fell into this category. Finally,

17 percent of the men wanted to retire before age 65.

TdhJe IT.—Reasons cited hy male hencficiaries, aged 62-6ff,

ed-iAuining early retirement

Reason: ^-'^^^

Total ^""
Health
Job-Related

54
20

Wanted to Retire ^Z
General Retirement Age

^
Miscellaneous

Statistics on new retirement benefit awards indicate that a majority of work-

ers retire before ase 65. For example, the proportion of reduced benefits awarded

(as a percentage of all awards moving to payment status) has been about 60-62

percent in recent years.*

6 The maximum taxable base from 1951-66 was: $3,600, 1951-54; $4,200. 1955-58

;

$4 800. 1950-05 ; 1966. $6,600. The worker would receive credit for a year of coverage

ba'sed on the followinc anniial earnintrs during this 16 year period : $900, 19ol-54 ; .51,0.50,

195.5-58 ; $1 200. 1959-6.") : and $1.0.50. 1966. ^ rr, ^, ^ ,- ro
<^V S Df'vnrtment of H.E.W.. Social Security Bulletin. September 1971. Table Q-5, p. 5S.

7 Sfo' Virginia Reno. "Whv Men Stop Working at or Before Age 65 : Findings from the

Survey of New Benefir-iaries." Social Security Bulletin. .Tune 1971. Table A. p. 5.

« U S Departnjent of H.E.W., The Same, Septemebr 1971, Table Q-6, p. 59.
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These facts indicate that an annual increment for delayed retirement will

probably Lave little, if any, appreciable effect on slowing down the large number

of beneliciaries who retire at age 65 or earlier.

Employment Incentive

Most elderly persons are not working. In May 1970. the U.S. Department of

Labor reported that about 16.1 million men and women. 65 years of age and

over, were not in the labor force. Of the estimated 3.2 million elderly who were

in the labor force, about 3.1 million were employed and U7,000 unemployed. Most

of the employed group (86 percent) had jobs in non-agricultural industries.'

Would an increased benefit serve as an incentive to encourage more persons

65 and over to postpone retirement and continue working?
There is no information in the House Ways and Means Committee report to

indicate whether the 400,000 persons who are expected to qualify for higher

benefits under this provision in the first year of operation are not now in the

labor force. However, we doubt that a benefit increase of 1 percent per year

is a strong enough inducement to persuade persons 65 and over to return to the

labor force or to continue working.
Data on the number of persons expected to qualify for benefits under the

retirement test strongly suggests that most, if not all, of the 400,000 are already

employed. The delayed retirement increment will not be an employment incentive,

but just a device to raise benefits for people who are already working. Obviously,

when these persons do retire, they will have no social need for larger benefits

because they worked longer.

Is It Needed?
Existing law already contains two provisions which serve to encourage em-

ployment among the elderly.

The first is an automatic recomputation of benefits for those persons who con-

tinue to work after age 65. If the person's earnings then exceed his previous pay,
then the retirement benefit will be increased. Naturally, a recomputation never
decreases the retirement benefit.

The annual amount of "exempt" earnings under the retirement test also serves

as a device to encourage employment by elderly persons. A 1963 study of the
Social Security Administration indicates that quite often the key factor in

determining how much work a "retired" beneficiary undertakes is the annual
amount of "exempt" earnings—whether it is $1,200 as in 1963, or §1,680 as at
present, or $2,000 as proposed in H.R. 1.'"

More recent information from the 1968 Survey of Xew Beneficiaries confirms
the earlier finding.s. According to the Social Security Administration

:

"The high concentration for all beneficiaries with payable awards (reduced
and full) at earnings of $1,680 or less is further evidence that some recent
awardees make a conscious effort to control the amount of their earnings to
continue to receive all or part of their social security benefits . . . those who
are self-employed can more easily control the amount of their woi-k. Many
who work in highly seasonal occupations or industries may have actually earned
as much as they could.

"To the extent that earnings are controllable, workers could be expected to
respond to an increa.se in the maximum amount of earnings allowed under the
retirement test by earnings higher amounts with which to supplement their
social .security benefits."

"

We recommend that the delayed retirement increment be deleted from the
bill. The increase in the amount of "exempt" earnings to $2,000 a year and the
elimination of the doUar-for-doUar benefit withholding provisions are far more
likpjy to encourage beneficiaries to do additional work or take a job at higher
pay.

" U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Earnings, June 1971, Table A-3 A-17 and
A-2.5. pp. 21-22. ?,1. 37-38.

10 See Kennoth G. Sander, "The Retirement Test : Its Effect on Older Workers' Earnings,"
Sorinl Spciiritji Bullrtin. .Tune 196S.

I See Patience Lauriat and William Rabin, "Men Who Claim Benefits Before Age 65:
fi2?'°S'i I"""™ the Survey of New Beneficiaries, 1968," Social Security Bulletin, November
1970, p. 16.
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MODIFICATIONS IN THE RETIREMENT TEST

Social Security benefits are intended to provide regular casla payments to a

worker when he has withdrawn from the labor force because of age or total

and permanent disability.

The so-called retirement test is the basis for determining whether a beneficiary

has substantially retired from the labor force or is continuing to support himself

bv working.
Under present law. a beneficiary can earn $1.6S0 a year and still receive all

his benefits; these are called "exempt earnings." For earnings between $1,680

and .$2,880, one dollar in benefits is withheld for every two dollars of earnings.

If a worker makes more than $2,880. one dollar in benefits is withheld for every

dollar of earnings.

H.R. 1 would make three changes in present law :

(1) The annual amount of ''exempt" earnings would be increa.sed from .SI.680

to $2,000 in 1972 :

(2) For earnings in excess of .$2,000 a year, one dollar of benefits would be

withheld for every two dollars of job earnings :

(3) The annual amount of "exempt" earnings would be auiomaticalln raised

in the future as average taxable wages rise.

We endorse the increase in the annual amount of "exempt" earnings from

$1,680 to .$2,000. and the elimination of the dolIar-for-d..llar withholding pro-

vision. These changes should help encourage part-time work among the relatively

few elderlv persons who are able to do so.

On tlie other hand, we are opposed to the automatic upward adjustment of the

"exempt" earnings amount under the escalator provisions set forth in Section

102. Revision of any element of the Social Security program should be made only

after Congress has' evaluated the advisability of such a change, at the time the

change is l.eing con.siderpd, and in the light of then existing conditions.

ADDITIONAL DROP-OUT YEARS

Under present law. benefits payable to a worker, his dependents or survivT)rs.

are based on his average monthly earnings record in covered employment. Tlie

time span used in determining average monthly earnings is from 1051 up to the

year in which tlie worker reaches age 65 (age 62 for women), becomes disabled, or

dies. Five years of low or no earnings are eliminated in determining the worker's

earnings record. This -'drop-out" raises the average and produces a higher

benefit.

Section 108 of H.R. 1 would provide an additional "drop-out" year for each

15 "years of coverage", starting in 1972. A "year of coverage" would be defined

as it would be under the so-called special minimum benefit—namely, on a

premmptive. basis for the 14 year period from 19?.'7 to 19.50 and on a year-by-year

basis from 1951 on.

The Social Securitv Administration estimates that approximately $1* million

in benefits would be paid out in the first year. On a long-range l)asis, however,

the average annual cost would be substantial—about $1.2 billion.

We are opposed to this provision because it represents a "back-door" approach

to Increasing benefits. Furthermore, there is no need for another increase, back-

door f>r otherwise, because benefits are substantially ahead of the rise in the co.st

of living. We recommend that Section 108 be deleted from the bill.

DISABILITY WAITING PERIOD

Under present law. monthly benefits are payable to disabled workers under

age 65 with long-term total disabilities. There is a six-month "waiting period" for

benefits.

Section 122 would reduce the "waiting period" from 6 months to 5 months, effec-

tive .January 1. 1972. There would be no change in the definition of disability.

An estimated $105 million in benefits would l»e paid out in the first year. On a

long-range basis, the average annual cost would be approximately $100 million.

We recommend that the present 6 month 'waiting period" be retained. The

facts show that the Social Security Administration needs a substantial amount

of time to process claims and to make a medical determination of disability. For

March 1971, the median processing time for disability insurance awards was 98
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days. Since June 30, 19C8, median processing time, in calendar days, has risen

26 percent.^
Furthermore, reduction in the "waiting period" tends to move the Social Secu-

rity program in the direction of covering short-term disability—an area now

served by private enterprise. In 1969, about 63 percent of all workers in private

industry 'were protected against short-term disability under either voluntary or

compulsory income maintenance programs. Anotlier 10 million employees in fed-

eral state' and local government had protection against this risk through formal

sick leave arrangements. Overall, about 66 percent of all wage and salary workers

had coveage against short-term disability in 1969.^^

MEDICARE AMENDMENTS

H.R. 1 proposes .shan^ increases in Medicare (Hospital Insurance) payroll

taxes to correct the deficit in the present program, and to finance an expansion

to cover the long-term disabled under age 6.5. Combined employer-employee pay-

roll taxes would be increased from 1.2 percent in 1971 to 2.4 percent in 1972, and

to 2.6 percent in 1977. Taxable wage base would be increased from $9,000 to

$10,200 in 1972. In the future, additional tax money would probably be channeled

into the program on a continuing basis via automatic increases in the taxable

wage base beginning in 1974.

Bising Costs of Medicare

The latest cost estimates for Medicare (Ho.spital Insurance) show that the

lirogram is still in serious financial diflaculty. Information submitted to the Fi-

nance Committee by the Social Security Administration actuaries shows that the

Hospital Insurance' Trust Fund will be exhausted in 1973. On a long-range basis

(over the next 25 years), the "level-cosf of benefit-s, on a $9,000 wage base, is

estimated to be 2.89 percent of taxable payroll. The "level-equivalenf of taxes

works out to 1.54 percent—leaving a deficit of 1.35 percent. Thus, '"tax take"

will need to be increased by SS percent to put the program on a self-sustaining

basis over the next 25 years."

Extension to the Disabled

Section 201 would extend Medicare protection (Hospital Insurance and Sup-

plementary Medical Insurance) to 1.5 million disabled Social Security and Rail-

road Retirement beneficiaries. The covered group would include disabled workers
under age 65, disabled widows and widowers between the ages of 50 and 65, and
people IS and over who became disabled before age 22.

Under tlie House bill, only the long-term disabled would be eligible for benefits ;

in order to qualify, a person would have to be on the disability rolls for 25 con-

secutive months.
About $1.S billion in benefits would be paid during the first full year of opera-

tion. On a "long-range"' ba.sis, the average annual cost of this expansion is esti-

mated to be $2.5 billion.

Recommendations
The first five years' experience with Medicare confirms our earlier conviction

that it is virtually impossible to develop reliable long-range cost estimates for a
program that pays for services. However, tlie facts show that the Medicare
^Ho.spital Insurance) program must have more tax revenues immediately if it is

going to meet its commitments. We are opposed to an increase in the taxable
wage base, automatic or otherwise, to accomplish this objective. Instead, we
recommend that Congress raise Ho.spital Insurance tax rates to provide an imme-
diate solution to the revenue problem. A proposed schedule of tax rates for l)oth

The Hospital Insurance program and Social Security cash benefits program is

discussed in the section on Financing.

'^ Hearings. Departments o/ Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare Appropriation ft

for I'.nz, House Subcommittee on Appropriations. Part IV. 92nd Cong.. 1st Sess.. p. 852.
" Sco Daniel N. Pricp. "Ca.sh Benefits for Short-term Sickness, 1948-69," Social Securitij

Bulletin. .January 1071. p. 22.
'* The Social Security Administration submitted two cost estimates to the Finance Com-

mittee. Under the first, which assumes a .$0,000 taxable wage base, the deficit is l.S^ per-
cent of t.Txahle payroll. The second estimate, which assumes that the tax base will be
automaticnlly increased to keep up to the general earnings level, shows a deficit ol' 0.62
percent of taxable payroll.
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On the other hand, the continuing difficulties \\-ith the present program argue-

against any proposed expansion at this time. No one knows whether the current

actuarial cost estimates are any more reliable than earlier projections. For this-

reason, we recommend that Congress defer any expansion until taxpayers can

be assured that the costs of the present program are under control.

FINANCING SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE

H R. 1 would be financed bv increasing both the taxable wage base and tax

rates. The tax base would be increased from ^9.000 to $10,200 in 1972. Combined

tax rates on employers and employees would rise from 10.4 percent this year to

10.8 percent in 1972, with steep increases over the next several years to a com-

bined rate of 14.8 percent in 1977. Under present law. the combined employer-em-

plovee rate is scheduled to 12.1 percent in 1987 and after.

Table V compares Social Security and Medicare taxes, for both employees and

employers, under present law with those proposed in H.R. 1. Maximum combined

taxes are scheduled to rise, under present law. from $811 in 1971 to $936 in 1972,

and eventually to $1,089. Under H.R. 1, on the other hand, the maximum com-

bined tax will rise to $1,102 in 1972 and to significantly higher amounts later on

as a result of the automatic wage ba.'se e.scalator. It is estimated that the maxi-

mum combined tax will be $1,339 in 1975, S2.087 in 1980, $2,486 in 1985, and will

eventually rise to $3,863.

Taxatle Wage Base
The Social Securitv Amendments enacted last March provided for an increase

in the taxable wage base from $7,800 in 1971 to .$9,000. effective in 1972. When
Congress raised the taxable wage base to $7,800 in 1968, it was about $1,000 above

the median earnings of regularly employed male workers. Today, it is estimated

that the $7,800 wage base is about $250 below median earnings of regularly em-

ployed male workers.
Median earnings of regularly employed male workers is a reasonable yardstick

to use in considering whether or not a wage base change is nece.ssary. This guide-

line will ensure that half of all regularly employed male workers have their

total earnings protected under the pi-ogram. At the same time, it will allow the

other half of the workers, who have some earnings not taxed, to use a greater

proportion of their pay to save or spend, as they choose.

As Table VI shows, the .$9,000 wage base under present law appears adequate

for the next several years. Congress should not consider any cbange in the wage
base for tax or benefit purposes until 1974. We recommend that the taxable wage-

base be maintained at $9,000.

TABLE V.-SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE TAXES-PRESENT LAW COMPARED WITH HOUSE-PASSED SOCIAL

SECURITY BILL (H.R. 1)

Employee-employer tax rate

'

(percent) Taxable wage base Maximum combined taxes -

Year ' Present law H.R. 1 Present law H.R. 1 3 Present law H.R. 1 a

1971 10 4 10.4 $7,800 $7,800 $811.20 $811.20

1972 10 4 10 4 9 000 10,200 936.00 1,101.60
1973"""

"

ll's 10.4 9 000 10,200 1.017.00 1,101.60

1974

"

H'S 10 4 9,000 10,800 1,017,00 1,166.40

1975
""

ll'3 12.4 9,000 10,800 1,017.00 1,339.20

1976 11 4 12.J 9 000 11.700 1.053.00 1,450.80-

1977 114 14 8 9 000 11,700 1,053,00 1,731.60

I978I79" 114 14.8 9,000 12,900 1,053.00 1,909.20

1980
"'

119 14.8 9,000 14,100 1,071,00 2,086.80
1985"""

11 9 14,8 9,000 16, SCO 1,071.00 2,486.40
1990"" 12 1 14 8 9,000 21,900 1,089,00 3,241.20

1995 121 14 8 9.000 26.100 1,089.00 3,682,80

1 Combined employer-emoloyee tax rates for so;ial security and medicare (hospital insurance).

• Maximum conbined taxes for both enployer and enployee.
3 H.R. 1 calls for initial increase in the taxable wa?e base fron $9,000 to $10,200 in 1972. All su

beginning with 1974, will be made in accordance with a fomula based on estimated increases in ave

The Secretary of HEW, not the Congress, will deteniine how much to raise the taxable wage base. E

taxable wage base from 1974 on obtained from Office of the Actuary, Social Security Administration.

r2-573—72—pt.
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TABLE VI.-COMPARISON OF SOCIAL SECURITY TAXABLE WAGE BASE WITH MEDIAN ANNUAL EARNINGS OF

"REGULARLY EMPLOYED WORKERS," 1960-75 1

Year
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TABLE VIII.—SCHEDULE OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE (HI) TAX RATES FOR H.R. 1 AND MODIFICATIONS

THEREOF! (COMBINED EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RATES)

[In percenti

H.R. 1 benefits and modifications of H.R. 1

Modification

of H.R. 1—
H.R. 1 fax base tax base of

Year of $10,200 $9,0002 Difference

1971 10.4 10.4
1972-74 10.8 10.4 +0.4
1975-76 --- - 12.4 11.0 +1.4
1977 14.8 11.0 +3.8
1978-80 --- - -- 14.8 11.8 +3.0
1981-83.... -- 14.8 12.6 +2.2
1984-86 - - -- - 14.8 13.4 +1.4
1987andafter 14.8 14.2 +.6

• These tax schedules were developed by Robert J. Myers, professor of actuarial science. Temple University, and a

member of the national chamber's social security co.mmittee. From 1947 to 1970, Mr. Myers was the chief actuary, Social

Security Administration, U.S. Department of HEW.
2 Modification of H.R. 1 eliminates $10,200 tax base, 5-percent benefit increase, 5 month "waiting period" for disability

benehts, special minimum benefit based on "years of coverage," additional dropout years, delayed retirement increment

and extension of hospital insurance benefits to disabled persons under age 65. '

Table IX compares the combined employer-employee Social Security and
Medicare (HI) tax rates in H.R. 1 with an equivalent alternative schedule
designed to finance the provisions of H.R. 1 as passed by the House.

TABLE IX.—SCHEDULE OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE (HI) TAX RATES FOR H.R. 1 AND EQUIVALENT

ALTERNATIVE'

[Combined employer-employee ratesj

H.R. 1 benefits—Tax base of $10,200

Period

1971

1972 to 1974...

1975 to 1976...

1S77

1978 to 1980...

1981 to 1983...

1984 to 1986...

1987 and after.

H.R. 1

(percent)
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Child Cake and Preschool Programs Commission, Office of Education, Santa
Cruz County, Richard R. Fickel, Superintendent

H.R. 1 comments on ITS CHILD CARE PROVISIONS

CONTENTS

I. Summary of Principal Points.

II. Introduction.
III. Statement of Position.

A. Purpose of H.R. 1.

B. Standards for Day Care.

C. The Ribicoff Amendment.
D. Need for Community and Parental Involvement.
E. Need for Comprehensive Services to Children.

I. Summary of principal points

A. H.R. 1 is oriented almost entirely to requiring AFDC recipients to regi-ster

for work or training.

B. Its provisions for child care are ill-defined and provide no guarantee of

quality.

C. The Ribicoff Amendment would considerably ameliorate the harsh effects

of H.R. I's work requirement on family life.

D. It is critically important that child care programs .«hould spring from the

community, with full family and community participation, and we urge that
there be legislation to enable and assure this.

E. "Without full child development services, we will pay dearly in children
grown into unproductive adults, broken homes, and the huge future cost of

delinquency, drug dependence, and mental illness.

II. Introduction

In September 1970, the Board of Supervisors of Santa Cruz County established
an advisory Child Care and Pre.'-chool Programs Commi.<sion. The Commission
works with the County Office of Education and has representation from 18
agencies, teachers and parent groups. It grew out of the concentrated efforts of
many people in the community, both lay and profes.sional, for the overall wel-
fare of young children. Its original concerns were to coordinate the scattered
programs for young children, to avoid waste and duplication, to provide common
resources, and in general, to make the wisest use of public funds.
As the Commission accumulated information on existing programs and on

the unmet needs, it became clear that duplication was not the problem. The un-
met need in our small county alone may be inferred from the fact that not more
than iKK) places are available in the entire county in licensed day care, while
the number of children of working mothers is estimated from census figures to

be not less than 8.000. and perhaps a great deal higher.
The Commission is deluged with requests for assistance in finding such care.

We receive daily inquiries from groups and individuals anxious to start day
care centers, from teachers willing and anxious to do the job. from students eager
to begin a career with children.
We have been increa.singly frustrated because the funds to put these elements-

together have not been available. Many local centers exist only by the devoted
work of underpaid teachers and volunteers. Several valuable programs have
gone under in spite of loc-al concern and support.

Santa Cruz County has made valiant efforts to .serve the child care needs of its

working families. Local matching funds have been stretched to the utmost. All
available State funds for children's centers, and also for compensatory pre-
schools, and parent education are utilized by its school districts. Virtually the
only open-ended funds for children that our Commission has found available are-
Title IV-A Social Security funds, already being utilized by the County Depart-
ment of Social Welfare. The u.se of these funds is of cour.se limited by the eUgi-
bility requirements, so that in practice, they serve mainly single-parent AFDC
families in very low paying work or in training programs in limited fields. The
great majority of working parents, including many intact families struggling to-
maintain a decent standard of living, are not served at all. Even those able to
I-ay the high cost of good child care cannot find acceptable .substitutes for a
mother's care.
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///. statement of Position

A. Purpose of H.R. 1.—Mr. Nixon states that ". . . day care centers to provide

for the children of the poor so that their parents can leave the welfare rolls to

go on the payrolls of the Nation, are already provided in H.R. 1." He goes on to

say that ". . . child development centers are a duplication of these efforts."

'

Clearly, the mothers now in need of day care services are not the same group as

the welfare recipients, not now working, which the bill proposes to serve. By its

own statement of purpose (Title XXI) H.R. 1 is to provide

:

". . . for members of needy families with children the manpower services,

training, employment, child care, family planning, and related services which

are necessary to train them, prepare them for employment, and otherwise

assist them in securing and retaining regular employment and having the

opportunity for advancement in employment, to the end that such families

will be restored to self-supiwrting, independent, and useful roles in their

communities ..." ( Sec. 2101, page 326)

It goes on to require that

:

'•(a) Every individual who is determined by the Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare to be a member of an eligible family and to be
available for employment shall register with the Secretary of Labor for

manpower services, training, and employment." (Sec. 2111, page 328)

Exemptions are provided only for illness, incapacity, age, for children under
16, and for mothers of children under three (or until 1974, under six).

The stipulations for wages and working conditions (Sec. 2111) offer little

protection and no guarantee that the job will suit the individual. Wages as low

as three-quarters of the minimum wage would be permitted.

Under this act, mothers who prefer to stay home and care for their young
children will be required in many cases to leave them for unfulflUing, low-paid

work. In what way would this strengthen family life and break the cycle of

neglect and poverty?
We take the stand that

:

H.R. 1 is oriented almost entirely to requiring AFDC recipients to

register for work or training.

B. Standards For Day Care.—H.R. 1 spells out few requirements as to the

quality of the day care to be provided. (Pages 347-9) It states (Sec. 2133a) that

the Secretary ". . . shall arrange for and purchase, from tvhatever sources may
be araUable, all such necessary child care services . .

." (our emphasis) Fa-
cilities developed through the act are given preference for funding, and for school-

age children local educational agencies are given preference. In sec. 2134(a) it

states that the Secretary shall establish ". . . standards assuring the quality

of child care provided . . .", but these standards are nmchere spelled out. Nor
are there provisions for local control, parent representation, or health and social

services to children and families.

We take the stand that

:

Its provisions for child care are ill-defined and provide no guarantee of

o'inlitv.

C. The Rihicoff Amendment.—An amendment has been proposed which would
improve H.R. 1 in several vital respects :

1. Raising the family allowances (Sec. 2151, page 35).

2. Eliminating the work requirement for mothers of children under 6 (Sec.

2111. page 4).

3. Establishing more reasonable and suitable working conditions and
wages (Sec. 2111. pages 5-7).

•1. Protecting the standards of the child care to be provided (Sec. 2134.

pages 30-31).
We take the stand that

:

The Rihicoff Amendment would considerably ameliorate the harsh effects

of H.R. I's work requirement on family life.

D. Xeed, for Community and Parental Involvement.—In its day-to-day work in

the community, the Child Care and Pre.school Programs Commission functions

very much as a local Child Development Council, as envi.sioned in the national

4C Program (Community Coordinated Child Care). It fosters active parental

involvement in the planning of all programs for children.

> Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1971—Veto Message (H. Doc. No. 92-48),
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We take the stand that

:

It is critically important that child care programs should spring from
the comminiity, with full family and community participation, and we
urge that there be legislation to enable and assure this.

E. yeed for L'otnprehensive Services to Children.—From the experience in

surveying local needs, it is our conviction that no one type of program can best

serve all children. Families need a choice of programs from which to pick

those which are most congenial and helpful.

Day care homes can provide a home-like environment for some children, par-

ticularly for the very young.
Children's centers can provide convenience and continuity for many children

of school age.
For some families, corporate day care at the work site can help to keep a

mother close to her child.

For others, a private nursery proves most congenial.

Compensatory preschool programs help children, regardless of the work
status of their families, by providing experiences often lacking in an environ-

ment of poverty.
Cooperative nursery schools offer a valuable educational supplement to a

home of any income level, and assist all parents to gain in skills they need to

help children grow into happy, productive adults.

All settings can provide an integrated, humane, stimulating atmosphere, help-

ing each child to grow into his own best self.

Our own State Superintendent of Schools, Wilson Riles, has declared that
a year of preschool education would be beneficial to all children and is an
important goal for school districts to work toward.^

Comprehensive legislation on child development is needed to implement this

Administration's "national commitment to providing all American children an
opportunity for a healthful and stimulating development during the first five

years of life".'

We take the stand that

:

Without full child development services, we will pay dearly in children
grown into unproductive adults, broken homes, and the huge future cost
of delinquency, drug dependence, and mental illness.

Statement of College of American Pathologists, Submitted by

C. A. McWhorter, M.D.

Ml*. Chairman and Members of the Committee :

The College of American Pathologists appreciates this opportunity to submit
a statement to the Senate Finance Committee on H.R. 1, the Social Security
Amendments of 1971.
The College of American Pathologists is a national society with a membership

of more than .5.500 physicians certified by the American Board of Pathology.
The membership of the College is composed entirely of physicians.

This statement will generally concern itself with those sections of the legisla-

tion which would affect the manner and method in which pathology is practiced,
regardless of the setting, i.e.. hospital laboratory, independent laboratory, teach-
ing institution, or the private practice of pathology by an individual pathologist.
This approach is being taken because CAP membership is representative of all

these areas.

SECTION 207—ESTABLISHMENT OF INCENTIVES FOR STATES TO EMPHASIZE COMPRE-
HENSIVE HEALTH CARE UNDER MEDICAID

The College of American Pathologists can see the need for new approaches
by the states to reduce the continuing increase in the cost of the Title XIX pro-
gram. We agree generally with the portions of this section aimed at improving
utilization of services r,nd reducing the length of stay in inpatient facilities.

Many Health Mantenance Organizations (HMOs) are currently being funded
on an experimental basis liy the IMedical Service Administration of the Depart-

' T.Tsk Force Report on Early Child Education. Wilson Riles. November 1971.
•Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1971—Veto Message (H. Doc. No. 92-48).
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ment of HEW. HSMITA is also fundin.!; on an experimental basis many HMO
and community-oriented group practice programs.
The portion of the section which concerns us is the significant incentive of

increased federal matching funds by 25%. up to a maximum of 95%. for states

which contract with HMOs or similar organizations to provide services.

The HMO concept, though not new in the country, is new in its wide avail-

ability to the general public. The majority of these programs has been designed

to meet the needs of a specific group of people, usually with similar employment
or other common bond. To make available this benefit on a mixed population

basis could, in our opinion, cause more harm than benefit. The reasons for our
concern in this are :

1. The ability of HMOs to produce the desired quality and quantity of

medical care when applied to a heterogeneous group on a widespread basis

has not yet been demonstrated.
2. An immediate effort by state agencies either to organize, or cause to be

organized. HMOs or similar organizations without the proper administra-

tive detail being developed for delivery.

3. A rush by groups to organize such services without the depth and the

expertise of people knowledgeable in the administration of such programs.
4. The possibility of the total health field not being able to produce the

personnel, equipment, and expertise to meet the demand.
5. The possibility of creating for Title XIX recipients another promise that

cannot be delivered by state agencies.

"We hope that Congress would delay action on this iwrtion of Section 207 until

such time as measurable results have been carefully reviewed by both Congress
and the Department of HEW to ascertain the benefits derived from, and prob-

lems created by, the experiments currently being conducted.

SECTION 222—REPORT OX PLAN FOR PROSPECTIVE REIMBURSEMENT; EXPERI-

MENTS AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS TO DEVELOP INCENTIVES FOB ECONOMY
IN THE PROVISION OF HEALTH SERVICES

The recognition by Congress that the existing cost reimbursement mechanism
has created some serious financing problems is to be applauded. For this forward
look we agree with the intent of this section.

We believe that the experimental approach to finding a more equitable and
reasonable method of financing institutional care under Titles V, XVIII. and
XIX is appropriate and logical.

The experiments dealing with prospective reimbursement must be well-

controlled and monitored to be of value. The Department of HEW .should be
required to place these experimental programs within institutions that are
involved in delivering inpatient services. In the past, the Department too often

has assigned "experimental programs'' to large universities and re.search-ori-

ented firms. The results obtained have had little practical application. The con-

cept of prospective reimbursement and other forms of payment must be well-

tested before they are put into effect.

The pathologist in the hospital setting is primarily providing services ordered
for patients by the admitting physician and /or consultants on these patients.

In such a role, the pathologists in effect has little immediate control over the

quantity of laboratory tests ordered for the patient. In a payment system in

which all laboratory services provided to the patient would be included in the

per diem or all-inclusive rate, inequities would be created for the laboratory

department. These inequities could arise, for example, if a patient were required

to have certain tests performed on a daily basis over an extended period of

time. (Electrolyte studies or blood gas tests on critically ill patients, which
must be performed on at least a daily basis, wotild be an examine of such

tests.) The hospital administration and /or the pathologist could not limit the

performance of these tests, which are ordered by the attending physician and are

medically necessary. The.se tests might well use up a substantial portion of

the institution's per diem rate. One result would be deficit payment to the

institution for this type patient. Another result might be the concern expressed

in the House Ways and Means Report, that institutions might reduce the qiuility,

scope, and depth of certain necessary patient services to stay within a set per

diem payment.
The College of American Pathologists would like to re-emphasize that these
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experiments (1) must be well-controlled and monitored; (2) must be placed

in institutions representative of present providers; and (3) must be of sufficient

duration to be valid in their findings.

SECTION 224—LIMITS ON PREVAILING CHARGE LEVELS

The College of American Pathologists strongly objects to this further reduc-

tion in the percentile figure for determination of the reasonable charge for

physician services. .....
The proposed intent of P.L. 89-97 was to assist the elderly patient in the

payment of his health care expenses. The original percentile figure used was 90

;

this was reduced by the 1967 Amendments to the 83rd percentile. This further

reduction to the 75th percentile in federal liability increases again the payment

that must be made from the limited means of the beneficiary.

The College also questions the use of data compiled from IRS sources as a

common denominator for determining allowable aggregate increases.

The 40-60 ratio used in the example in the Ways and Means Report is not

realistic when applied to a medical specialty medical field such as pathology.

The expenses involved for a pathologist in the operation of his practice are

considerably higher than for most other physicians. The diflEerential in operating

expenses is caused by many factors, some of which are:

1. Higher costs of necessary complex and sophisticated laboratory equip-

ment.
2. Higher percentage of labor costs by virtue of a large number of pro-

fessional personnel in good income brackets.

3. Pathologist!?, regardless of their laboratory setting, must have, either

physically on duty or available on a 24-hour basis, necessary trained per-

sonnel for the conduct of emergency procedures.

4. Federal and state requirements for licensed and/or professional

personnel.
5. Federal and state requirements for quality testing of tests performed

under the direction and supervision of the pathologist. (Clinical Laboratory

Improvement Act and Title XVIII).
For these reasons, the College believes that if some formula were to be used

in determining aggregate allowable increases, all factors (such as those men-
tioned above) must be considered when dealing with allowable increases in

pathologists' charges.
The College of American Pathologists also must question the portion of this

section dealing with reasonable charge levels for medical supplies, equipment,

and services. If this section is intended to include services of laboratories, then

we must object to including such medical services in this grouping.

To assume that the quality of laboratory services cannot vary is erroneous.

In the area of laboratory services, variation in cost is brought about by several

factors, many of which are not immediately evident to the nonprofessional.

These are

:

1. Volune of work done by a particular laboratory in a testing area.

2. Sophistication and variation of equipment to do the testing.

3. Level and number of professional personnel employed in the laboratory.

4. Quality control methods used by the laboratory and frequency of

checking on employee performance.
There are laboratories today that are doing a high volume of work in

specialty areas of testing. This type of laboratory rarely does emergency testing,

and its workload is scheduled by the receipt of specimens forwarded to it by
mail and/or messenger. These laboratories usually can offer a lower fee for
their services. However, they do not provide the wide scope of tests and services
which are necessary for proper diagnosis and treatment of the total patient.

The ho.siutal laboratory or the general service independent laboratory must be
staffed and operated to provide immediate ser^'ices in emergency cases. This
emergency service causes delays in the performance of routine tests and requires
a higher personnel load, which relates to an increase in the cost of providing
services to the patient.
Some of the high-volume laboratories may not exercise the quality control

system, nor do they employ the necessary qualified personnel beyond minimums
needed to meet standards.

As an example of this. HEW has recently taken steps to withdraw, under the
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act, federal licensure of one portion of one
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such high-volume specialty laboratory. Medicare certification in this area is

also being removed.
The concern for cost reduction in the Medicare and Medicaid programs should

not be the factor used to possibly create a lower level of quality.

SECTION 226—PAYMENTS TO HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS

As mentioned earlier, the College is interested in the effect of HMOs on the

health care delivery system.
However. HMOs .serving various mixes of people have not been in existence

long enousii to meet the test of adequacy. We support the proposal that experi-

mentation in this area should be undertaken to determine the proper role and

function of this vehicle in the system.

h:MOs cannot be looked upon as the panacea for all the health delivery prob-

lems of the nation. Rather, they should be looked upon as a part of a multi-

faceted system which allows freedom of choice for both the government and the

public.

SECTION 227—PAYMENT UNDER MEDICARE FOR SERVICES OF PHYSICIANS RENDERED

AT A TEACHING HOSPITAL

The College recognizes the problems that exist in administering the section

of the present Title XVIII with regard to payment for teaching physicians.

We also recognize the wide variation that exists in teaching arrangements in

this country.
The College must register opposition to the language of HR 1 which would

place the reimbursement of teaching physicians under Part A hospital reim-

bursement, if the patient is a non-private Medicare patient and the hospital

does not meet the requirements outlined in the section.

The education of the future physicians of this nation for the care of the

patient under both Titles XTIII and XIX is essential for the continuation of

these programs. The concept of a "salary equivalency" for supervisory physi-

cians would make for an inequitable doulile standard for reimbursement of

phy.sicians for patient services in teaching institutions.

ina.smuch as the attending physician, including the pathologist, is equally re-

sponsible for patient care in this setting, as in all other medical institutions,

there should be no artificial differential for this group. The end result of care

provided to the patient is the same, in that the patient has received the benefit

of equal professional activities.

Under the present proposal, hospital teaching staffs would be required to sub-

sidize patient care under Titles XVIIT and XIX by this difference in reimburse-

ment. In addition, in the opinion of CAP. the administrative problems involved

in determining the "salary equivalency" and the distillation of this into an

hourly rate would create a sea of chaos that would leave this area of reimburse-

mont in a morass of papero'ork from which it could never recover.

The proposed distinction between a non-private ^ledicare patient and a private

Medicare patient also must be questioned. Are we reverting to the very situation

which proponents of Medicare claimed existed prior to the passage of P.L. 89-97

—

namely, two levels of service : one for paying patients and one for non-paying

patients? The Ways and Means Committee in its report is aware of this problem

(p. 96. *'2) when "it states that appropriate safeguards should be established to

preclude fee-for-service payment on the basis of performance or token compliance
with these private patient criteria.

Are these administrative safeguards to be in the law? Are they to be in the

form of Rules and Regulations promulgated by the Social Security Administra-

tion? If we can assume that SSA will prepare the.se procedures, the administra-

tive nightmare that will follow will be beyond comprehension. The separation

of patients into fee-for-service or cost-reimbur.sement classes is compounded fur-

ther by the part of this section dealing with continuation of fee-for-service only

for those institutions which, prior to 1966. liilled all patients and collected from
a majority of them for professional services.

Wliere does this leave the lai-ge teaching, charity, and municipal hospitals,

which had legal barriers preventing such lullings? Many of the<e teaching hos-

pitals have been able to improve the quality of their teaching staff with the advent
of Medicare. The fee-for-service concept for the Medicare patient generated addi-
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tional income for these institutions. Tliis income was utilized to expand tiie budget

portion for teaching salaries. By this means, the institution could attract highly

qualified physicians to its staff. This practice in reality has benefited the patient

to a great extent.

Are they now to revert to their fiscal binds that existed prior to 1966?

In conclusion, we must object to what we consider a backward step for health

services.

SECTION 229—AUTHORITY OF SECRETARY TO TERMINATE PAYMENTS TO SUPPLIERS OF
SERVICES

The College is in agreement with the intent of this section. The problem of

dealing with the provider who flagrantly violates the law must be met. These
Violators mu^t be found and punished so that the public will not suffer from
their acts.

However, the College does have some concern over certain portions of the

section.

1. Furnish excessive services to patients—The role of the pathologist is

one of providing service to a patient who has been admitted by another physi-

cian. The admitting physician alone, or in consultation with other physicians,

determines the course of action to be followed in treating the patient. The
pathologist cannot reasonably refuse to provide services ordered unless he can
show that the service ordered would be medically harmful to the patient. If the

program review team determines that there is excessive utilization of laboratory
services in a particular ca.se, would the liability be placed on the physician order-

ing ser\'ices, or on the pathologist providing the services? In light of the heavy
incidence of malpractice suits today, many physicians are reluctant not to order
certain services.

We agree with the concept that physicians only should review the work of

physicians embodied in the program review approach.
2. Public disclosure of violators—We do not object to the disclosure aspect;

however, we do have reservations regarding the timing of the disclosure. The
language contained in HR 1. in our opinion, is not clear as to whether this public
•disclosure would take place before or after a hearing by SSA, following action or
recommendation by the appropriate program review team. Our opinion is that
such public disclosure should take place only after all administrative and review
proceedings have been exhausted. To accuse a provider publicly, prior to proper
hearings, could do irreparable harm to the individual or institution involved.

SECTION 2.'5 2—ELIMINATION OF REASONABLE COSTS OF INPATIENT HOSPITAL SEUSVICES
UNDER MEDICAID AND MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM

This section again brings to public attention the problem of state agencies in
the payment of Title XIX benefits.
The College cannot agree with the language of HR 1 in i)ermitting states to

develop a reimbursement formula for inpatient care which differs from the Medi-
care reimbursement formula. We believe that such an option will lead states into
an area of program cost reduction that will create a two-level health system
within an institution. It is reasonable to assume that the state will develop
formulas which reduce its obligation to meet the costs of care rendered to Title
XIX recipients. Who then will pick up the deficit? Certainly not Title XVIII,
which can only pay for those costs which it deems reasonable for meeting the needs
of their beneficiaries. The only group left then is the non-government-supported
segment of the public. Through their third-party programs of their own funds,
they will have to pick up the deficit.

Where the states have been able to exercise options under Title XIX in the
area of payment for services, they usually have cut payment to the point so
that costs could not be met by the provider. We believe that the states again would
reac'f to the next option by reducing payment to a point well below the reason-
able and allowable level of Title XVIII.

SECTION 2C'.6—PROHIBITION AGAINST REASSIGNMENT OF CLAIMS TO BENEFITS

The College of American Pathologists is generally in agreement with the
intent of this section. However, our concern is with the effect that implementation
of this section might have on professional corporations, partnerships, and as-
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eociations, especially as it applies to independent laboratories. Implementation

of this section should not interfere with existing legal and medically ethical

mechanisms of payment.

SECTION 241 PKOGBAM FOR DETERMINING QUALIFICATIONS FOB CERTAIN HEALTH
CARE PERSONNEL

The College is in agreement with this forward step in bringing into the health

system those persons who now are unable to lend their effort to meeting the health

manpower shortage. We believe that the development of proficiency testing and
equivalency factors will create career and job opportunities for persons whose
only fault has been not having the necessary formal training and education to meet
licensure requirements.
The College again wishes to thank the Committee for the opportunity to sub-

mit this written statement. We would request that this statement be made a part

of the record of the Senate Finance Committee in its consideration of HR 1.

If the Committee, or the staff of the Committee have questions concerning the

statement, the College will make every effort to provide answers.

College of American Pathologists,
Washington, B.C., November 10, 1971.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long: Enclosed is a statement of the College of American
Pathologists indicating the attitude of the College toward peer review.

The statement is not meant to support any one piece of legislation, but rather it

points out the areas of concern to the College that we feel must be considered in

any peer review legislation to be enacted by the Congress.

The College requests that this statement be made a part of any hearings or

record developed by your Committee in the consideration of HR 1, the Social

^Security Amendments of 1971.

For your information, I am enclosing brochures explaining the programs men-

tioned in the statement. It is not intended that these be included in the record

of any hearing.
A copy of the statement and the brochures are being forwarded to each member

of the Finance Committee. In addition, we are providing to the staff of the Com-
mittee a supply of the statement and brochures.

Sincerely.
William J. Reals, M.D.,

President.

Statement of College of American Pathologists

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee :

The College of American Pathologists appreciates this opportunity to submit a

statement to the Senate Finance Committee on the subject of Peer Review-

Programs.
The College of American Pathologists is a national society with a membership of

more than 5,500 physicians certified by the American Board of Pathology. The
membership of the College is composed entirely of physicians.

The College has a history for pioneering peer review programs in the field of

laboratory medicine dating back to 1949. From the beginning, the aim of the Col-

lege has been to establish, through these programs, peer review as an ongoing

evaluation process. From those pioneer efforts, there has evolved a multiplicity

of peer evaluation programs that has established CAP as a dominant national

and worldwide force in quality evaluation in the field of laboratory medicine.

Today there is a variety of quality programs offered through the College.

1. Quality Evaluation Programs (QEP)—CAP Quality Evaluation Programs
are proficiency testing systems designed to monitor a participant's laboratory

results Ity comparing his results to the national mean, reference laboratories,

and/or selected referee laboratories. The programs are designed to define the

"state of the art" in laboratory medicine and to correct problems within the labo-

ratory through generally accepted evaluation criteria.

Today there are approximately 7.100 hospital and independent laboratories
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participating in the CAP Quality Evaluation Programs. The program has also
been accepted in many foreign countries, including Japan, Australia, New Zea-
land, and a majority of the nations in Western Europe.

In addition to those areas mentioned above, the College's QEP is used by the
Veterans' Administration in all of its hospitals. The College is also providing
this service to Air Force hospitals. State health departments have contracted
with the College for the provision of materials to be used in their testing pro-
grams. The Center for Disease Control, the Federal Governmental agency which
has the respon.sibility for regulating laboratories in interstate commerce under
the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1967. has also approved tlae QEP
in lieu of a laboratory's participating in their programs. Finally, the program
has been approved by state agencies in forty-two states for proficiency testing
under Medicare regulations and for some state licensure programs.

2. Quality Assurance Service (QAS)—QAS has been designed specifically
to assist laboratory personnel in solving the many problems arising from the
challenge of total quality control. QAS not only uses a convenient and sophisti-
cated computer program, but also provides a flexible personalized system for the
medical laboratory and its director. The laboratory's director generates the input
data on the basis of the specific constituent being analyzed, the method used for
the assay, and the particular lot of quality control material utilized. This quality
control input data is mailed on a weekly basis to the College's national computer
center. Centralized data processing then applies standardized and specialized
statistical procedures to all QAS participants for more meaningful comparisons
of controlled data. Thus, the laboratory is provided vital information to make
significant comparisons within the laboratory on a month-to-month basis. The
laboratory also is provided .statistical information to compare its performance
with other QAS subscribers on a state, regional, or a national basis.

This program was initiated early in 1971 and already has more than 250 lab-
oratories participating.

3. Physicians Evaluation Program (PEP)—This program was created ap-
proximately two years ago by the College. The program already has more than
400 physician office laboratories participating. For some time the College has
been working with other medical groups in an effort to gain widespread accept-
ance of the PEP concept. These efforts recently resulted in the formation of a
joint venture into this field by the CAP and the American Society of Internal
Medicine (ASIM). The College believes that this approach will bring recogni-
tion and acceptance by physicians who are concerned with offering quality office

laboratory services.
This program is similar in concept to the Quality Evaluation Program con-

ducted for clinical and hospital laboratories, but is designed specifically to meet
the needs of physician office laboratories. It offers to the physician with an office

laboratory an inexpensive system for monitoring the capabilities of his office
laboratory. It allows the physician to evaluate specific tests, reagents, and in-
struments for accuracy and precision. The program also provides confidential
data which compares the performance of the physician office laboratory to a
peer group of participating physician office laboratories. The program provides
facts which can assist the physician in the management of laboratory tech-
nicians and per-sonnel in his office laboratory and will help him to attain and
maintain high standards of patient care.

4. Inspection and Accreditation Program (I & A)—This program reviews
the total performance and function of both hospital and independent labora-
tories throughout the country. Almost 1.000 laboratories have been accredited and
200 are in the process of accreditation through this program. In this number,
are approximately ISO laboratories involved in interstate commerce. In these
la)>oratories. accreditation serves in lieu of federal licensure under the Clinical
Laboratory Improvement Act. The Veteran-s' Administration also uses our I & A
program in all of its hospitals.
The two essential factors in all of these programs are voluntary participa-

tion, and pathologists reviewing the professional competence of pathologists
and other professionals in the f^eld of laboratory medicine.

This background is jirovided to help establish for the Committee the concern
of the College for quality performance, not only in the hospital-based and in-
dependent laboratories, but also in the physician "office laboratories."
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1. SCOPE OF PEER REVIEW

The thrust of peer review must not be limited to inpatient hospital services
received by recipients. Medical services know no boundary and the delivery
and evaluation of the quality and necessity of these services should not be
limited to any one setting. A major portion of the medical services provided to
patients is offered in settings, other than hospitals, on an outpatient basi.s.

which at times have little to offer in the way of quality assurance.

2. NATIONAL ADVISORY BODIES

The creation of a national advisory council to the Secretary in this area is

essential to the success of the program. Proposed legislation calls for the estab-
lishment of such a council to be composed entirely of physicians. The College is in

agreement with this intent. However, we must strongly urge that these physi-
cians must be physicians in active practice. In addition, we also strongly
recommend that there must be adequate representation of the medical specialty

di.sciplines, i.e., radiologists, pathologists, etc. on this council.

3. NATIONAL ADVISORY PANELS

Many times the efforts of national advisory bodies are in vain because of the

lack of consultation from specialties within the fields that the council is at-

tempting to serve. For this reason, the College strongly urges that national

advisory panels representative of national medical specialty societies be estab-

lished to advise and assi.st the national advisory council. The purpose of these

panels would be to aid the council in the preparation of criteria of care and treat-

ment as may be within their area of expertise.

4. STATE AND LOCAL PARTICIPATION

Any program that is national in scope must have the benefit of lines of

communication to the local level. The College therefore agrees with propose

legislation that there must be state and local advisory groups to assist in tht>

carrying out of the intent of peer review programming. The concept of specialty

advisory panels should also be carried out at the state and local level to assist

these local groups in their deliberations.

5. PHYSICIAN OFFICE LABORATORY SERVICES

Special attention in any peer review program must be given to the provision

Of laboratory services in the physician's office. The "office laboratory's" per-

formance, equipment, proficiency testing, and quality control procedures must

be monitored and evaluated. The '"office laboratory" should meet standards of

performance of quality control established for hospitals and/or independent

laboratories, on a voluntary l)asis, such as the PEP program of CAP/ASIM
(see P. 3, or its equivalent)

.

C. THE ROLE OF PEER REVIEW

Peer rerview must be allowed to be more than a review of the past medical

services provided and the payments made for the.^e services. If peer review is

onlv a forum for the airing of grievances and complaints against physician fev^s

and the relevance of these fees to the services performed, then peer review should

remain as a concept and not be enacted into legislation by the Congress.

Peer review, as was mentioned earlier in this statement, must be an ongoing

evaluation process. There must be professional incentive for the practitioner to

participate in such programs. The main thrust of a successful peer review pro-

gram must be one of educational and forward-looking programming. The history

of peer review programs of the College bears this out. As more pathologists-

participate in these voluntary programs, the results indicate a higher degree of

professional achievement, better quality of the work performed, and a narrower

allowable margin of error.

The College believes that the reason for this is the professional pnde ot the

participant. The participant pathologist knows that his work is being reviewed

by ]>athologists and is being compared to the work of other pathologists. Quality

assurance, quality iierformance, and quality achievement become his profes-

sional goal.
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Testimony of Joax Foley, Representing the Committee on Income
Maintenance

I am Joan Foley. I speak here today for the Committee on Income Maintenance;

We are a Committee of American citizens from all walks of life who are inter-

ested in the welfare of the American people as a whole and especially in the

present system of welfare which was created over 30 years ago as a temporary

measure and has not proven successful.

Our Committee has been functioning for the last four years, has held three

conferences, and has been instrumental in having numerous bills introduced in

the House by Congressman William Fitts Ryan and Congressman Leonard Farb-

stein. to wit : HR 13625. HR rm. HR 1634, HR 14773, and HR 4801.

Tlie provisions which we feel must be included in a meaningful income main-

tenance l)iU have been sent to all members of the House, the Senate, and to the

Governors of every state and have received very favorable reactions from all.

Based on the favorable support we have receivetl. not only from our legislators

but also from the public as a whole, our Committee has adopted the following

resolution

:

RESOLUTION

We believe that the time has come for this nation to end poverty, and realizing

that present, inhumane welfare system has been a tragic failure for millions

of families, our Committee has resolved

;

1. Congress should enact during the present term a meaningful income main-

tenance law.
2. Such a law should include the following provisions :

(a) Maintenance payments of at least $4,000 a year for a family of four,

and payment of $2,500 for single persons as well as families, including senior

citizens.

(?/) Members of a family of an individual should be able to earn up to

$8,000 a year on a i-liding scale and not forfeit maintenance payments.
(c) Job requirement provisions should not be used to interfere with the

bargaining efforts of a labor organization nor should they undercut the

prevailing wage structure in a particular type of employment, nor should
they undercut minimum wage standards.

(d) Under no circumstances should a mother be required to be separated
from her young children or face the prospect of losing maintenance pay-
ments.

( e) Income maintenance legislation should be linked to a good job-training
program and to a mnssive program to provide day care centers.

(/) In the event that a i>erson cannot secure employment in the private
sector of the economy, the federal government should be the "employer
of last resort".

No more imjiortant problem confronts Congress this year than the reform of
the destructive welfare system. The Committee on Income Maintenance urges
that income legislation be the first order of business before the current Congress.

Very truly yours,
Mrs. Bella Altshuler, Chairman.
Mr. Frederick Norton, Vice-Chairman.

[Compliments of Councilman Theodore S. Weiss]

The Council
November 16, 1071.

Res. No. 644

Resolution calling upon the Congress to enact a meaningful income maintenance
program during the current term

By Mr. Weiss, Mrs. Greitzer and Messrs. Silverman, Thompson. Friedland,
Katzniiin, DiBlasi, Clingan, Sadowsky, Haber, Postel, Burden, Sharison and
Mrs. Ryan

—

Whereas. 'J"he present welfare system has failed in its original purpose of
attempting to maintain an adequate standard of living for the unemployed and
their families, and is utterly unable to provide a decent standard of living for-
the poor and the chronically unemployed ; and
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Whereas, It is inhumane, frequently forcing the separation of families and
subjecting recipients to invasions of privacy and numerous other indignities;

and
Whereas, It does not address the problems of the underemployed, the working

poor and the near poor and fails to confront the overriding question of poverty

itself: and
Whereas, The continued existence of poverty in the United States is morally

repugnant, incompatible with democratic ideals and unnecessary given America's
great wealth and resources : now. therefore, be it

Eesoived, That the Council of The City of New York calls upon the Congress
of the United States to commit itself positively to ending poverty in the United
States by enacting a meaningful income maintenance program during the cur-

rent term ; and be it further
Besolved, That such a program shall include the following provisions

:

1. An income floor of at least §4.000 per year for each family of four;

2. Payment for single persons as well as families :

3. Incentive pay on a sliding scale pex'mitting a family of four to work
without losing benefits under this program, until the total family income
reaches $8,000 per year

:

4. Classification of all benefits under this program and the conformance,
with due process, of all administrative procedtires relating to benefits:

5. Xo job requirements should ( a ) interfere with the rights or bargaining
position of any labor organization or (b) undercut any prevailing wage rate

in the particular industry or occupation :

6. Any job requirement should guarantee each beneficiary any rights

granted to or held by any other worker in the particular industry or oc-

cupation, including, but not limited to, social security, unemployment com-
pensation, union representation and collective bargaining, severance pay and
seniority

:

7. Xo job requirement should force the separation of a mother from her

young children by threatening her with the loss of maintenance payments

;

and be it further
Resolved, That any income maintenance legislation be linked to

:

1. Adoption as public policy the theory of the Federal government as the

•'employer of last resort."' guaranteeing the right to a meaningful and pro-

ductive job to any individual willing and able to work who cannot secure

such employment in the private sector

:

2. The provision of a massive and free program of vocational training

and day care centers for all those desiring these services; and be it further

Eemlvcd. That copies of this resolution be transmitted immediately to the

President of the United States and the oflicers, floor leaders, appropriate com-
mittee chairmen and Xew York City members of each house of the Congress.

Referred to the Committee on Finance.

Community Service Society,
New York, N.Y., February 3, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long.
Chairman. Senate Finance Comniiftee.

Old Senate Office Building, Washington. D.C.

Dear Senator Long: In the absence of an opportunity to apjiear before the-

Senate Finance Committee, we are filing for the Finance Committee's considera-

tion and inclusion in its record the Statement on H.R. 1 prepared by our citizen

committees and professional staff expert in the subject matter of the bill. A
copy was sent to you Xovember 3. 1071 by Elihu Schott. Mrs. David B. Magee.
and" David W. Smith representing respectively our Committees on Aging, Family
and Child Welfare, and Health.
The first section is a discussion on how H.R. 1 approaches the three major ob-

jectives of the bill: improvement of the nation's income security programs:
reduction of the numbers dependent on public as.sistance: improvement in the

administration of Medicare and Medicaid. It also includes comments on some
of the bill's social services provisions and on public accountability. The second'

part of the statement is an analysis of .selected provisions of the Inll. by title-

and section.
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A summary highlighting the major points is attached, however, we com-

mend the full'statement to you for study.

Sincerely, „ ^ ^Bernard C. Fisher.

Highlights of Statement ox H.R. 1

SOCIAL security PROVISIONS

Endorse

:

—5% increase in benefit levels for OASDI beneficiaries.

provision for automatic increases with increases in the cost of living.

tying the level of increases in taxable earnings to the general level of covered

earnings.
—liberalization of the retirement test.

Recommended

:

increase in the minimum benefits to $100 for an individual, .$150 for a couple.

—exploration of the possibility of a variable retirement test formula permitting

retention of a larger dollar earnings by those at the lower benefit levels.

addition of two representatives of the public to the Trustees of the Trust

Funds to assure that investment policies would not so strongly reflect the

fiscal interests of the federal government.

MEDICARE PROVISIONS

Endor-sed

:

—extension of Medicare to disabled social security beneficiaries.

—modest addition of reimbursable medical expenditures.

—removal of current barriers to use of health maintenance organizations by

Medicare beneficiaries.

Recommended

:

—extension of Medicare to early retirees.

—inclusion of out-of-hospital prescription drugs as a reimbursable benefit.

—retention of the current requirement for provision of social services in

Extended Care Facilities.

MEDICAID PROVISIONS

Opposed

:

—restrictions on eligibility

by requiring assistance recipients with incomes in excess of the state's

naedically indigent eligibility standard to "draw down" the excess to pay
medical bills before they can become eligible.

by not requiring the .states to make Medicaid available to the newly eligible

under the income maintenance provisions of H.R. 1.

—imposition of charges on Medicaid recipients

by permitting states to levy nominal charges on non-mandatory services

which it is noted include such expensive items as prescription drugs and
dental care.

by permitting states to impose deductible and co-payments on the medically
needy.
by requiring states to impose a graduated premium fee on the medically
needy.

—limitations on the scope of benefits
by allowing the states to reduce the range of non-mandated services with-

out being subject to the maintenance of financial effort now in force.

by reduction in federal aid for certain types of institutional care after

service is received for specified periods.
—elimination of the equipment that all states have in effect a comprehensive

Medicaid program by 1977.

On the plus side :

—optional provision of services in Intermediate Care Facilities.

—inclusion of some provisions aimed at improving the quality of medical care
for Medicaid recipients.

—encouragements for the delivery of care through health maintenance
organizations.
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ASSISTANCE TO NEEDY AGED, PERMANENTLY DISABLED AND BLIND (DAB)

Endorsed

:

creation of a federally financed and administered cash assistance program

with a federally determined floor of assistance and nationally uniform eligi-

bility conditions.

—proposals that the program be administered by the Social Security Admin-

istration.

Severely criticized

:

too low level of the proposed federal minimum which is below the poverty

level and lower than the assistance level in many states.

—I)erpetuatioii of the differential treatment of the aged compared to the dis-

abled and blind who are permitted higher income disregards.

Recommended as an offset to the low level of the federal minimum

:

—requiring the states to supplement at least up to their previous payments

(including the cash value of the food stamp bonus) with federal participa-

tion in the cost of such supplementation.

FAMILY ASSISTANCE PROVISIONS (FAP)

Opposed

:

the grossly inadeiiuate federal minimum (below both the federal poverty

level and the current assistance amounts in about half the states) and the

failure to correct this by providing for a staged increase towards a more
satisfactory living standard.

—failure to require states to supplement the FAP payment at least up to

their current payment levels.

—exclusion of families headed by a full-time college or tmiversity student.

—counting income received in the preceding nine months as a resource even

though at the time of application a family had no income or inadequate

income.
including as a resource the income of a step-parent whether or not he has

legal responsibility for the support of his wife's children.

exclusion of FAP recipients from the food stamp program which, while an

inferior substitute for an adequate cash payment, is needed as long as assist-

ance grants are woefully inadequate.

—perpetuation of the shocking discrimination against families with children

with respect to level of the federal assistance payment (the minimum for a

family of four is no more than the minimum for DAB couples and the dis-

crepancv is even greater for large families)

.

—the stringent administration of eligibility conditions with such great em-

phasis placed in the bill and by the House Ways and Means Committee on

strict administration that it could well lead to harassment of applicants and

recipients.

On the plus side

:

—the provision of federally financed and administered cash assistance pro-

gram with nationally uniform eligibility requirements for families with de-

I)endent children.

—inclusion of the "working poor" in the program.

Recommended

:

—provision of a minimum guarantee for adequate cash assistance for needy

persons.
DAB AND FAP PROVISIONS

Objectionable provisions applying to both the Assistance to the Needy Aged,

Permanentlv Disabled and Blind (DAB) and to the Family Assistance Plan

(FAP)

:

—failure to include single persons or childless couples under age 65 who are

not disabled.

—inclusion of a duration of residence requirement as a condition of eligibility

for state supplementation.
—failure to give the states the fiscal relief they need. (The "hold harmless"

provisions and access to federal assumption of the costs of adminLstering

state supplementation programs offer only partial fiscal relief.

)

72-57'3—72—ut. 6 11
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THE WORK PROGRAM PROVISIONS (OFF)

Opposed

:

tiie too low level of both the income disregard and the ceiling on deductible

expenses in determining eligibility for FAP payments,

—the imposition of a coercive requirement on mothers of young children

without regard for a mother's right to decide whether her working is in

the best interest of her children or whether suitable day care facilities are

available.

failure to create a permanent program of public jobs to provide employment

when private employment is not available.

setting the minimum wage level for a job a person may be required to take

in private employment not covered by minimum wage laws at only 7.j% of

the already low federal minimum wage level.

Endorsed

:

—the objective of encouraging and facilitating self-support.

the centralization of responsibility for administration and financing of the

work program in the federal Department of Labor.

Recommended

:

provision of an effective earnings incentive by increasing the amount of the

income disregard and the ceiling on deductible expenses in determining

eligibility for FAP payments.
—making any requirement that mothers of young children accept work or

training co'nditional on whether her working is in the best interests of

her children and on availability of suitable child care arrangements.

—specification of principles to assure quality of child care services under

standards developed by HEW and covering services purchased or con-

tracted for, including private profit-making enterprises.

—inclusion of the definition of suitability of jobs or training a person is re-

quired to accept.

SOCIAL SERVICE PROVISIONS

Endorsed

:

—the new provision for an increased appropriation for foster care and
adoption with an absence in foster care of any limitation to cases in which a

judicial determination has been made.
—the provision for payments to allow for the additional costs resulting from

the adoption of physically and mentally handicapped children.

—the provisions which extend availability of family planning to the poor and
near-poor.

Opposed

:

—the imposition of ceilings on appropriations for social services.

Recommended

:

—open-ended financing of social services.

—maintenance of state-wideness requirements.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

Recommendations to strengthen public accountability :—a requirement that rules and regulations which are not purely ministerial

and which substantially affect the right of recipients to benefits and services

be adopted only after publication and adequate public notice and opportunity
for public hearing.
—provision for a participatory role for recipients in responding to policies and

regulations affecting their lives.

—provision for local advisory committees in each state to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of programs and services under each Title, membership to include
representatives of those intended to benefit from the provisions of each Title.

Statement on H.R. 1—1971 Social Security Amendments Submitted to the
Senate Finance Committee by the Special Committee on H.R. 1, Com-
munity Service Society of New York, N.Y.

The 1971 amendments to the Sscial Security Act passed by the House of Rep-
resentatives contain the most far-reaching changes in the nation's income mainte-
nance system to be considered by the Congress at any one time since 1935
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when the Act was enacted. The Congress is to be congratulated on undertaking

so major a legislative overhaul as that embodied in H.R. 1. This is a massive

piece of legislation making significant changes in a wide range of social policies.

We consider some desirable, some undesirable. Therefore, we do not find it

useful at this stage to adopt a position for or against the Bill as a whole. Instead,

we are commenting on the Bill by reference to its main objectives.

Our concern is for the consequences of the proposed changes on the social and
physical well-being of the citizens in our own community and throughout the

nation. As a voluntary, nonsectarian social welfare agency, the Community
Service Society since its founding in 1848 has been dedicated to strengthening

family life and to the betterment of community life. Its Department of Public

Affairs, through its citizen committees and staff, is that arm of the Society which
engages in social and legislative action aimed at the improvement of community
conditions, services and facilities.

Our analysis and coniments on the Bill are the product of joint study by
representatives of our Committees on Aging, Family and Child Welfare, and
Health. These committees are concerned with the implementation of the Social

Security Act and the related federal, state and Icjcal measures authorizing

publicly funded and administered income support, health and social service

programs. They have developed expertness in their respective fields. They have
spoken over the years, both in support and in criticism of legislation and
administrative actions affecting these programs.
Our statement is presented in two parts. Part I discusses the main objectives

of the Bill and how the major provisions would, in fact, implement these ob-

jectives. In Part II we present a more detailed analysis, by titles and sections

of the provisions discussed broadly in the first part of the statement and a
few provisions of a more technical nature which are omitted from comment
in Part I.

Pakt I

—

Analysis of H.R. 1 Objectives and Implementing Provisions

H.R. 1 appears to be directed to three main objectives. These are (1) improve-
ment of tlie nation's income security programs, (2) reduction of the nmnbers
dependent on public asssirance, and (3) improvement in the administration of

those health programs with which the federal government is financially in-

volved, namely, Medicare and Medicaid, and to a lesser extent. Maternal and
Child Health Service. We also offer comments on the provi.sions of the Bill that

affect the social services and public accountability.

A. improvement of the income security programs

The nation currently applies two different principles in its income security

policies : provision of social insurance benefits as a right to insured persons in

the event of inability to earn because of old age. retirement, permanent dis-

ability, death of a breadwinner and unemployment, and a system of assistance

payments on the basis of demonstrated need in the individual case to those not

covered by .social insurance or w^hose insurance payments are inadequate for

their needs. The assistance system in turn is in two parts: a group of federally

aided programs for needy aged, blind and disabled and for families with de-

pendent children and a wholly state or state/local program for all other needy
people. H.R. 1 deals with both insurance and assistance.

L Amendments to the federal old-age, sxirv-ivors and disability insurance program

This is probably the most satisfactory part of the Bill. We welcome those

amendments in Title I of H.R. 1 which increase the role of social insurance in

providing income .security by improving the level of benefits and liberalizing

eligibility. In particular, we strongly support the 5% increase in benefit levels

across the board. We are especially pleased that the Bill jirovides for auto-

matic increases in the benefit levels with increases in the cost of living, as this

will protect beneficiaries from erosion of the purchasing power of benefits as
prices rise. The proposed increase in widows' and widowers' benefits from 821/^%
to 100% of the deceased spouse's benefit is also a move in the right dire<'tion. We
believe, however, that the proposed increases in the minimum benefits are too

meager and that an increase to $100 an individual and $150 a couple would be
desirable. As our detailed comments in Part II indicate, we are in general in

favor of other amendments such as those that would imi)rove the benefit levels

of persons long covered by the program or postitoning retirement beyond age 65.
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We vare glad to see some liberalization of the retirement test though we sug-

gest exploration of the possibility of a variable formula permitting retention

of larger dollar earnings by beneficiaries at the lower level benefit levels.

We recognize that the liberalizations of the program will increase its costs

and we are concerned about the increasingly heavy burden of the regressive

wage and payroll taxes, especially on low income receivers. While we note with

satisfaction the increase in the level of taxable earnings (both immediately and

in the future by tying the level to increases in the general level of covered

earnings), because this will involve tapping ever higher incomes and thus some-

what reducing regressivity, we would hope that the Congress would explore other

sources of funds. In that connection our own studies indicate that the invest-

ment policies of the Fund Trustees have resulted in interest yields considerably

less than could have been legally obtained and we suggest adding to the Trustees

two representatives of the public to assure that investment policies would not

so strongly reflect the fiscal interests of the federal government.

2. Assistance for the needy aged, permanently disabled and Mind

The changes which Title III would bring about represent a major step forward.

We strongly favor the creation of a federally financed and administered pro-

gram which would introduce a long-needed federally determined floor of assist-

ance and uniform eligibility conditions for the nation as a whole. This is indeed

a major advance. We also support the use of the Social Security Administration

as the agency to administer the program, as proposed by the Ways and Means
Committee. This agency has an outstanding reputation for administering social

security in a manner which emphasizes the rights of beneficiaries, respects their

dignity and at the same time protects the interests of the insurance funds. In

the hands of i^uch an Administration there is good reason to exi>ect the kind of

non-discretionary and objective determination of both eligibility and payments
amounts to which the long-period dependency of the aged, the blind and the

permanently disabled so obviously lends itself.

We note, however, that the proposed level of the federal minimum is con-

siderably below even the poverty level for aged individuals and slightly below
this for aged couples. Although the Bill provides for a staged increase by 1975,

it is to be expected that prices also will rise during this interval but the Bill does

not require that the dollar minimum shall be automatically adjusted to increases

in the cost of living.

Given tlie relatively low level of the federal minimum and the fact that it is

lower than many states are now paying, it is regrettable that the Bill does not

require the states to supplement the federal payments up to at least their current
level. While Section 509 puts considerable pressure on the states (on pain of

losing federal reiml)ursement under Titles IV, V, XVI and XIX of the Social

Security Act) to supplement up to the amounts recipients would have received

in June 1971 together vpith the bonus value of food stamps which were provided
or available, a state could avoid this pressure by passage of state legislation

specifically prohibiting it from supplementing the fedei'al minimum. Given the
present tendency of the states to lower their standards and cut welfare expendi-
tures it seems likely that many will take advantage of this leeway. AVe urge
amendment to require the states to supplement at least up to their pi*evious pay-
ment levels (including the ca.sh value of the food stamps bonus) and federal par-
ticii>ation in the costs of such supplementation.

Furthermore, although as we stated above, eligibility conditions are uniform
geographically, it is unfortunate that the Bill would pei'petuate the differential

treatment of the aged as compared with the blind and disabled who would be
permitted more liberal disregards of earnings. We see no justification for this
discrimination against the aged.

3. The Family Assistance rian (FAR)
Title TV of the Bill replaces the existing Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-

dren (AFDC) program with a new assistance program for families with children,
the main feature of which is provision of a federally financed and administered
assistance payment with nationally uniform eligibility requirements. Adoption
of this principle is a major step forward and one we have long urged. Our satis-
faction is, however, greatly diminished by the way the Bill implements this policy.

First, the federal minimum is far too low. and fails to reflect geographical
differences in costs of living. The sum of $2400 for a family of four is well below
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even the meagre 1970 poverty line ($3968), and for larger families the payment
is even more inadequate due to the setting of a maximum of $3600 to total pay-
ments however large the family. The standard is even below the current assist-

ance standards of about half the states and makes no provision for automatic
adjustments in the dollar amount of the minimum with increases in the cost of
living. We believe that the minimum guarantee should be substantially in-

creased and that if, for financial reasons, it is initially set below the poverty
level the Bill should provide for a staged increase toward a more satisfactory

living standard as national income rises.

Second, given the low level of the federal minimiim and its shortfall a.s of)m-

pared with what many of the states are even now paying, it is unfortunate that

the Bill does not mandate state supplementation up to at least current payment
levels. For reasons we have already given, we do not believe that Sei^tion 509 is

an adequate substitute for such a requirement.
Third, while we regard food stamps as an inferior .substitute for an adequate

cash payment and thus welcome the incorporation of the bonus value of food
stamps in the basic federal cash payment, we believe it unfortunate, so long a>'

the federal minimum falls so far short of even the current poverty standard and
so long as state supplementation is so problematic, that recipients of FAP would
not be permitted to buy or use food sitamps.

Another new feature of FAP is the coverage of the working poor. The check
to initiative and the inequity of denying assistance to those whose efforts at self-

support yield them an income below assistance standards has long been appar-

ent. While we welcome rectification of this injustice we also recognize that sup-

plementation of earnings raises some difficult economic issues and in any case

will greatly increase the numbers of P^'AP recipients. We would hope that, for the

longer run, the Congress will continue to explore other ways of dealing with the

problem of full-time earnings that are insufficient for family needs.

In any case, families other than those with working mothers are assured sup-

plementation only up to the level of the federal guarantee, for the supplemen-
tary programs of the .states are permitted to exclude families with both parents

present and not incapacitated, regardless of whether the male parent is em-
ployed or unemployed.
The two assistance programs introduced by H.R. 1 do indeed mark a major

step forward by introducing the important principle of a federal minimum stand-

ard, federally administered. But taken together and considered in the light of

current needs in our public assistance programs and policie.s-, they have serious

shortcomings over and above those to which we have drawTi attention when
considering them individually.

First, neither one provides assistance for single or childless adults under age

65 who are not disabled. In addition, families headed by a full-time or univer-

sity situdent are excluded. Quite apart from hardship to the families involved

this last provision seems clearly inconsistent with the emi>hasis placed in Title IV
on training as an aid to employability.

Second, the combined programs perpetuate the shocking discrimination in

our assistance jwlicies against families with children. As the Bill now stands,

the federal minimum for a family of four is no more than the minimum for

couples who are aged, blind or totally disabled, while for larger families the dis-

crepancy is even more pronounced. And while we recognize that in the past,

improvement in social 'pro\-i.sion for the needy has taken the form of gradual re-

moval of one category after another from the total group in order to grant them
more liberal treatment, we are concerned that the application of the policy in

practice has tended to isolate what may be called a "discarded population" whose
characteristics do not invoke popular sympathy, and on wh(mi public resentment
about the rising costs of public assistance can be concentrated. Thus the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means makes it clear that the Secretary of Health. Educa-
tion and Welfare (HEW) is expected to provide a much more stringent ad-

ministration of eligibility conditions for the FAP families than for the H.R. 1

Title III adult categories: for the latter a declaration system for applications

would not lie ruled out as it would be for the FAP population, nor would the veri-

fication and other procedures be so rigorous.

Third, both Titles would permit the states to establish duration of residence

requirements as a condition of eligibility for state supplementary payments. Such

a provision is not only socially undesirable but is also unconstitutional and we
urge its removal.
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Fourth, the hnrden of assistance costs ou the states and localities is heavy and
growing and is one of the reasons why reform is needed. The proposed "hold hami-
less" provisions (wliereby the states are guaranteed that their expenditures on
cash assistance payments will not exceed their total outlays for categorical cash

assistance in calendar 1071) together with federal assumption of costs of ad-

ministration of state supplementation (where a state agrees to federal adminis-

tration) fall far short of giving the states the fiscal relief they need. Furthermore,

the financial provisions of the Bill give least relative aid to those states which have
heen most adequately meeting need in the past or have been caring for relatively

hirse numbers of assistance recipients. We believe that nothing short of federal

assumption of the costs of a.ssistance (including needed supplementation above
the low federal minilmum) will meet the problem.

B. REDUCTIOX OF THE NUMBERS DEPENDENT ON ASSISTANCE

It is obvious from many of the provisions of H.R. 1 and from the Reimrt of the

Committee on Ways and Means that a major objective of the drafters of the Bill

has been a reduction in the numbers of assistance recipients. The Bill proposes

to achieve this residt in two ways: (1) by moving as many of the recipients as

po.ssib!e into self-support and (2) by tightening eligibility requirements and their

administration.

1. The Work Proffram
Substitution of "Workfare" for "Welfare" is held by the Administration to be

the heart of "welfare reform." We support the objective of the Opportunities for

Families program (OFF), namely, encouraging and facilitating self-suppt)rt.

Nor do we (piestion the propriety of requiring those who are clearly capable of

self-support to accept appropriate training or suitable available work. But we
have serious questions about the way these policies are applied in H.R. 1.

We wish to make it clear that there are some features of OFF with which we
are in agreement. The proposal to disregard some fraction of earnings in deter-

mining W'hether a family is entitled to FAP payments will correct the present
deterrent to earning whereby in most states earnings serve only to reduce the

a.-isi.s-tance payment. But we suggest that a disregard higher than the proposed
$720 per year plus one-third of additional earnings would provide a more effec-

tive incentive to earn. Similarly, while we are glad to see that working mothers
may deduct from their countable income for FAP purposes any charges they pay
for child care services, we believe that the $2000 limit on this deduction (which
covers also any iri'egular and student earnings) is too low in \'iew of current
co.sts per child of day care and similar child care services.

We are pleased too that the Bill recognizes one major weakness of current
training programs, namely, the lack of available jobs for those whose training
is completed, by providing for the creation of temporary public service jobs.

However, the number of positions possible under the appropriation envisaged is

insignificant in relation to the current number of unemployed job st'ekers whose
numbers will be swelled by the newly trained OFF employables. A vastly greater
work creation program will be necessary if the employment objectives of H.R. 1

are to be attained.
We also welcome the centralizing of responsibility for operation, administra-

tion and financing of v\ork and training programs in the federal Dt'partment of

Labor. In the past, diffused or .shared responsibility for administration and the
refiuirement of state financial contributions have severely limited the effective-

ness of work and training programs.
Our objections to the OFF proposals relate mainly to two quesitions : (a) to

whom should the pressure to accept work or training be applied and under what
safeguards and (b) what kinds of jobs are people required to accept?

n. To ii'hom should prrxxure to accept irork or training he applied and
nnder what safeguards?

The Bill .specifies that ;ill persons age 16 or over except those incai)acitated or
of advanced age. or caring for a sick household member or for a child under three,

or regularly attending school if under age 22 shall be required to register for.

and accept if offered, work or training. We strongly question the social desira-
bility of imiiosing this requirement on mothers of young children who, we believe,
should have the right to decide whether it is in the best interests of their children
that they should work. It is a further weakness of the proposal that no account
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is taken of the numbers of children in a family. We also find it particularly

ironical that a woman with a husband in the home who is registered is not

required herself to register, whereas the mother with no man to help share the

burden of housekeeping and child care is required to do so.

The Report of the Ways and Means Committee implies that a mother will be

required to accept work or training only if suitable alternative child care

arrangements are available to her. But no such explicit safeguard is written

into the Bill and this should be rectified. At present day care and other organized

arrangements for substitute care of children of working mothers are shockingly

inadequate even for mothers who are currently working, let alone for the

increased numbers of women workers that are expected to result from the OFF
program. The Bill does provide HEW with funds for an expansion of day care

services and additional resources would be available if other child care proposals

currently before the Congress should be enacted. But it is questionable how far

even these funds will go in filling the gap.

It is presumably in recognition of this shortage that the Secretary of Labor

who is given the "responsibility of purchasing such care for OFF families, is

authorized to the extent he cannot utilize the facilities developed by HEW, to

purchase or contract for child care services "from whatever sources may be

avaihible" including public or private agencies "or other persons." The Report of

the House Ways and Means Committee makes it clear that this includes private

profit-making enterprises. We fear that this open-ended authority may lend itself

ti) serious abuse. For although the Secretary of HEW is required to promulgate

-standards assuring the quality of child care services (with the concurrence of the

Secretary of Labor), no guiding principles are laid down in the Bill. We believe

that if society assumes the responsibility of pressuring mothers to work it must

also accept the re.sponsibility of defining standards of substitute child care.

b. What kinds of jobs are people to be required to accept?

It is of the utmost importance that the OFF program not be used as a weapon to

force people to accept substandard jobs, or those that are in conflict with current

national policies. We note that the Bill defines as unacceptable positions vacant

a.s a result of a strike, lockout or other labor dispute and those where, as a con-

dition of being employed, workers must join a company union or join or refrain

from joining any bona fide labor organization. But. while the Bill specities that

wages, hours and working conditions of acceptable jobs must not be contrary to

or less than those prescribed by applicable federal, state or local law, we regret

that for the jobs available in private employment that are not covered by mini-

mum wage laws, the wage level is permitted to be only 15% of the already low

federal minimum. Furthermore, although individuals may refu.se to participate

in work or training programs "where good cause exists for failure to par

ticipate."' "good cause" is not defined.

There should be reference to the suitability of the job or training for the par-

ticular registrant and reasonable standards defining suitability such as are pre-

scribed for public service employment.

,?. Tightening eligibility requirements and their administration

The second prong of the effort to reduce the numbers on assistance involves

a tightening of eligibility and administration. Reference has already been made
to the exclusion from eligibility of families headed by a ful-time college or uni-

versity student. The numbers of eligible persons will also be reduced by the re-

quirement that drug abusers and alcoholics must be undergoing treatment at an

approved institution: by the counting as a resource, income received in the pre-

ceding nine months even though in the current (piarter a family has no or in-

ade«inate income : and by including in resources, the income of a step-parent

even though he has no legal liability for the support of his wife's children. We find

the.«!e last two provisions especially objectionable.

Even more important in keeping down the numbers of recipients are the di-

rectives given in the Bill and elaborated in the Report of the House Ways and
Means Committee for stringent administration. There is to be no declaration

system for applications ; statements by applicants are to be rigorously checked

:

recipients must immediately report changes in circumstances and make quarterly

reports on income, in both ca.ses under pain of severe penalties and at the end of

two years must reapply for benefits. We are "strict constructionists" in the sense

that we do not believe in lax administration or the admission to benefits of tho.se

not legally eligible. But we fear that the great emphasis placed in the Bill and
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by the House Committee on stringent administration will lead to harassment

of applicants and recipients and may even discourage some needy persons from

applying.

C. IMPROVEMENTS IN ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH PROGRAMS

The main thrust of the health amendments In Title II is clearly to improve

the operating effectiveness of Medicare, Medicaid and the Maternal and Child

Health Services. With most of the specific proposals for containing the costs of

health programs by limiting the charges of providers, introducing incentives for

economical operation, improving administration by encouragement of the use

of mechanized equipment, improving the delivery system and the like we have

no quarrel, although we recognize that time alone will tell whether the specific

changes will achieve their intended result. We suspect that for many years to

come the Congress will be grappling with the problem of assuring an efficient

and economical operation of our health services while at the same time protecting

quality.

But Title II also contains some substantive changes m the programs and some

of the cost-oriented amendments are likely to have adverse repercussions on the

nature of the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

1. Medicare

We strongly support the extension of Medicare to disabled social security bene-

ficiaries although we would hope that it would prove possible to reduce the two-

year waiting period. We also urge inclusion of the early retirees, a group whose

age and income levels make medical expenditures especially heavy and onerous.

We are pleased that some modest additional reimbursable medical expendi-

tures have been added but greatly regret the non-inclusion of the much more im-

portant out-of-hospital prescription drugs among the reimbur.sable benefits and

strongly urge their inclusion. As our more detailed comments in the following

section make clear, we also welcome a number of other amendments which make
it easier for certain categories of people to .secure supplementary medical insur-

ance or entry to hospital. We believe that removal of current barriers to the

use of Health Maintenance Organizations by Medicare beneficiaries is a step in

the right direction. We hope, however, that the amendment removing the re-

quirement for provision of social services in Extended Care Facilities will be

eliminated. The patients in such institutions are likely to be persons for whom
social ser\aces are of special significance.

2. Medicaid

The substantive changes proposed for IMedicaid are numerous and serious.

While there are a few desirable liberalizations such as the optional provision

of .service in an Intermediate Care Facility and. on a qualified basis, of care in

institutions for the mentally retarded, inclusion of some provisions aiming at

improvement of the quality of medcal care for ^Medicaid recipients and enr^our-

ngements for the delivery of care through Health Maintenance Organizations

(all of which nre discussed later in more detail), most of the changes are of

a restrictive character.
We are strongly opposed to the changes which would (a) restrict eligibility,

(b) impose charges on recipients and (c) narrow the scope of covered .services.

(a) Assistance recipients with total incomes in excess of the state's medically

indigent eligibility standard (usually 133.3% of the current payment to AFDC
families) will be required to draw down the excess to pay medical bills before

they become eligible for ^Medicaid. Quite apart from the hardship involved, this

provision undermines efforts in other parts of the Bill to encourage earning by
permitting rfv-ip'ents to retain some fraction of their enrnings. We also urge
eliminntion of the provision whereby .states are not required to make Medicaid
available to persons or fnmilies ne^'ly eligible for assistance under the income
maintenance sections of II.R. 1. By definition these are low income people whose
a.'^sistance payments will be too low to leave any leeway for meeting the costs

of nif'dical care.

ih) We strongly oppose the imposition of charges on iledicaid recipients. Even
the "nominal" charges for non-mandatory services which the Bill would permit
states to levy on cash assistnnce recipients are objectionable, for the payments
they re<'eive, even with state supplementation, will be barely, or not all. ade-

quate for meeting recurrent basic needs and will leave no leeway for medical

bills. It must not be forgotten that the non-mandatory benefits include such costly
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items as drugs, dental care and the like. For similar reasons we oppose both
tlie proposal to require the states to impose on the medically needy a premium
fee graduated by income and the permission granted them to impose deductible
and co-payment requirements.

Given the low income eligibility level for Medicaid in most of the states,

eligible medically needy families will have no resources to cover the premium,
while the co-payment and deductibles will deter many who should seek medical
care from doing so. We are not impressed by the argument that such charges
are necessary as a protection against overuse of health services. All evidence
suggests that not overuse l)Ut undenise of health services is chai'acteristic of
the poor and in any case the main determination of the volume of service to

be received by a patient lies in the hands of the physician, not the ixitient.

(c) The scope of medical benefits available under Medicaid is unfortunately
narrowed by H.R. 1. The sitates would ho iiermitted to reduce the range of
non-mandated services without being subject to the maintenance of financial

effort requirements currently in force. Given the financial pressures luider which
many states now operate, the consequence is likely to be a reduction of the
benefits now available to the levels of those mandated. The scope of medical
benefits is also likely to be restricted by the proposed reductions in federal aid
for certain types of institutional care after service has been received for si)ecified

periods. We recognize that the intent of these amendments is to discourage
unnecessary hospital or institutional occupancy and to encourage movement of
patients to less expensive forms of care when medically indicated. But given
the acute shortage of nursing homes and other alternative facilities for care
we fear that the main result of these proposals will be to deny needed institu-

tional care to many poor people, or if states are unwilling to do this, to add to

the financial burdens of already hard-pressed states which will have to provide
this care without federal aid.

We take particular exception to the proposed elimination of the requirement
that states have in effect a comprehensive Medicaid program by 1977. The fate
of tlie Medicaid program since 1965 has been a succession of reductions in
benefits and coverage instead of the progressive expansion envisaged in the
original legislation. This amendment is the final blow to the promise of an
adequate program of health care for the poor and medically indigent.

D. AMENDMENTS TO THE SOCIAL SERVICES

Several sections of H.R. 1 directly affect the social services and their financing
and administration. We welcome the new si>ecific provision for appropriations
for foster care and adoption. We are gratified that this additional federal aid
for foster care will not he limited, as are the cash benefits under the family
programs, to cases in which a judicial determination has been made, but will be
available in respect of any child "for whom a public agency has responsibility."
We are especially pleased that the adoption provisions include payments to

allow for the additional costs resulting from adoption of physically or mentally
handicapped children who are hard to place.
We welcome, too, the provisions which aim to extend the availability of

family planning services to the poor and the near-poor. Society has no right to

criticize the extent of out-of-wedlock births and the large families of tho.se

receiving public support, so long as it withholds from them the knowledge and
the means of more responsible family planning.
But we deplore the imi)osition of ceilings on aippropriations for all except the

child care and family planning servines. Hitherto social services rendered to the
federally-aided assistance categories have been subsumed xinder the Titles
dealing with these groups and as such have l>een financed on an open-ended basis.

We urge a return to the principle of open-ended financing and would additionally
like to see removal of the closed-end grants now applicable to the Child Welfare
Ser\ices under Title IV B of the Social Security Act. All these social services are
almost everywhere inadequate in relation to the need for them and the imposi-
tion of ceilings will only further check their expansion. It is true that, com-
mendably. the Bill provides that part of the appropriation for services to assist-

ance recipients is to be set aside for states who.se development of social services

falls below the national average per recipient but the sum envisaged is small
(.?."0 million) and the real problem is that the national average is itself too low.

It is evident, too, from the Report of the Ways and Means Committee, that the
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detailed spelling out of services for assistance recipients is intended as a restric-

tive device and we would prefer a more general definition snch as is used in

Title IV B or in the original Titles IV A and XVI of the Social Security Act.

We are troubled too by the provision that would permit the Secretary of HEW
to remove the statewidcnes requirement. I'nless the conditions of such abroga-

tion are narrowly defined (e.g.. for the purpose of experiment or demonstration)

anil time-limited, elimination of the statewideness requirement can lead to dis-

criminatory treatment of populations in certain areas.

•\Ve welcome the proposed separation of the administration of cash payments
and of services. But we fear that the differing financial arrangements applying

to the S(x>ial services (according to whether they are rendered under one Title o

Section or another) will foster a fragmentation of what should properly be a

unified .'^ervice system and will greatly add to the administrative burdens of the

states.

Becau.se we have always stressed the importance of simplified administration

we look with apprehension to the vast responsibilities given to the Secretary of

Labor in connection with the provision of a Avide range of social services for the

OFF families. The interposition of a second federal agency administering social

services will greatly complicate and confuse administration at the local level and
foster divided responsibility. In addition, the freedom given t/> the Secretary of

Labor who has hitherto had no involvement in the administration, operation or

supervi-slon of social services to select his local administrative agencies, in-

cluding profit-making agencies, we believe, is fraught with danger and may
threaten established policies.

E. PUBLIC ACCOUNTARILITY

The Bill provides in numerous sections for the Secretary of Labor or HEW
alone or in conjunction to adopt regulations that will establish standards, as

for child care, or prescribe requirements, as for filing applications, or in.stitute

criteria, as for determining a disabeld person's ability to engage in activity.

It is clear that the rules and regulations to lie adopted to implement the vari-

ous Titles will be of critical importance, frequently of greater significance in their

impact on the recipient than the language of the sections being implemented.
Nevertheless, there is no provision for public hearings prior to their adoption.

We submit that the opportunity for an exchange of views and through public

analy.sis of issues which is exercised in committee hearings and floor debate
prior to Congressional action on proposed legislation is equally es.sential in the

administrative system. The Bill should include a requirement that rules and
regulations which are not purely ministerial and which substantially affect the

right of recipients to benefits and services be adopted only after publication of

the proposed rules and regulations and adequate public notes and opportunity
for public hearing.

Another instance of failure to provide for public accountability is the absence
of a participatory role for recipients in responding to the policies and regulations
of the programs which directly affect their lives in such vital matters as their

subsistence level, training, employment, child care and medical or other services.

Even the provision establishing local committees to evaluate the effectiveness of

manpower and training programs specifies as members representatives of labor,

business, the general public and units of local government, thereby representing
everyone except the persons most affected, the families registered for the OFF
program. We recommend that the Bill provide for the appointment of local ad-
visorj' committees in each state to evaluate the effectiveness of the programs and
services offered under each Title and that the committees include in their member-
ship representatives of those intended to benefit from the provisions of each Title.

Part IT

—

Analysis of Selected Provisions by Title and Section

TITLE I : PROVISIONS RELATING TO OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE
(amending title n of the social security act)

S!rr. 101 . Inrreaxc in rnxh hcncfdn of 5 percent

Provides an across-the-board increa.se of 59^ in social security cash
benefits effective June 1972.

We support the projiosed 5% increase in cash benefits effective at the earliest

possible date. .January 1072 if this be feasible. Additionally we recommend a .$100
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monthly minimum for an individual and $150 for a couple, thus raising henefits

for the' low level regular and the special age-72 beneficiary. We recommend that

general revenues be applied to pay the additional cost of this proposed minimum.

There are good reasons to increase the minimum.
The proposed minimum monthly benefits are $74 for the retired individual and

mi for a couple, or, put in annual terms. §888 and .«1332 respectively. For the

special age-72 beneficiary the monthly payment would be $50.80 for a single per-

srtn and $76.20 for a coui)le or $009.60 and $914.40 per year, respectively.

How well these payments cover minimum living needs may be judged by com-

parison with two standards: ' (a) the lower budget level in the Spring of 1970

for persons and couples 65 and over for urban United States and (b) the 1970

poverty level for nonfarm persons and couples 65 and over—both adjusted upward

l)v a 5% annual inflation factor, compounded through 1972.
" The cash benefits for the retired worker at the minimum level would be close

to $1200 less than the estimated 1972 nonfarm poverty level of $2052 and over

fiSQO heloiv the lowest budget of $1714 for an aged individual liviug in an urban

area of the U.S. at the same time. Special benefits to age-72 individuals would

be even further below the poverty and budget levels.

A couple aged 65 and over with the minimum social security cash benefit would

be more than $1200 loiver than the 1972 poverty level of $2589 for a retired

r-ouple and nearly $1800 less than the lowest budget of $3122 for an urban 65-and-

over two-member family. Couples receiving special age-72 benefits fall even

further below the standards.
Tlie i)roposal to raise minimum monthly cash benefits to $100 for an individual

and $150 for a couple will narrow but not close the gap between benefits and low

budget or poverty levels.

The recommendation that general revenues be tapped for this increase is

financially justifiable because, in lieu of a higher cash benefit minimum, old age

.assistance which is financed out of general revenue would likely be used as a

supplement. Administrative costs would be cut down, too. with beneficiaries

receiving checks under one, rather than two programs, each with its own criteria

for eligibility.

Sec. 102. Automatic increase in henefits, contribution, and benefit base, and

earnings test

Provides an automatic, once-a-year increase in cash benefits, provided

that the Consumer Price Index has increased by at least 3% and that

legislation increasing benefits had neither been enacted nor become effec-

tive in the preceding year.

Provides a parallel automatic increase in the contribution and benefit

base, according to the rise in average covered wages, if wage levels had

gone up sufliciently.

Also provides a comparable automatic increase in the exempt amount

under the retirement test.

We support automatic cost of living adjustments to cash benefits, recognizing

tliat this does not improve the economic status of older persons but merely serves

to avoid further deterioration. We believe that such an adjustment sb.ould he

linked to an inerease in minimum benefits, as before discussed. We note with

approval that the Congress may take interim action l)efore the .Tanuary 1974

effective date of this provision as well as sul)sequent action to increase general

benefits.

Tnereasing the wage base subject to FICA tax bv the same ).ercentage that

lienefits are raised will assist in the program's financing. Furthermore, automati-

callv raising the retirement test with the rise in averaging taxable wages at the

same time the CPI adjustment takes place is an advantage in the proposed

legislation.

' Thp two stanflnrrls fliffpr siffniflcfintlv. Thf Rprinj: 1070 lowpr hiulirpt IpvpI is .Sir...:) for

«infflo persons- %2^?.2 for r-oiiplps f rpsppotivplv $1714 and .S3122 for 1972 iisinir ^'^r .as the

inflation factor compoiinrtpd thronch 1972.) Thp 1970 povprty levpl is .^ISCl for single

pprsons and .'S2?.4S for ooiiplps ( rpsppotivPlv S20.">2 and .?2r)S9 as updated.)
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Sec. JOS. Special minimtnn cash benefit for persons tvith a substantial employ-

ment record

Provides a special minimum for persons who worked 15 years or more

under social security, sucli minimum to be computed at $5 times the

number of years of covered employment up to a top limit of 30 years or

$150.

We approve this provision. However, we question the non-application of a

price rise adjustment to this benetit.

Sec. lOJf and Sec. 113. Survivors' benefits

Provides in Sec. 104 an increase in cash benefits to ^\-ido\\-Si and

widowers from the current 82.5% of the deceased spouse's benefit to

100% of the amount the deceased spouse would receive if living. Survi-

vors' benefits applied for before age 65 would be actuarially reduced.

Provides in Sec. 113 payment of reduced benefits to widowers at

age GO as is now done for widows at age 60.

We support the increase in cash l)enefits to dependent widows and widowers.

We, however, favor a no-penalty provision for the widow or widower of an

early retiree, and recommend that the widow or widower receive 100 percent

of the benefit the retired worker would have received at age 65.

We "favor the option given to 60 year old widowers to receive decreased sur-

vivor benefits, an option already given to widows.

Sec. 105 and Sec. H2. Financing

Provides in Sec. 105 an increase in the annual taxable earnings base

from .$7800 to $10,200 effective January 1972.

Provides in Sec. 142 new schedules of tax rates for OASDI and
Medicare for the self-employed and for employees and employers. For
the latter, the combined rate would increase from the current 10.4%
to 10.8% in 1972, to 12.4% in 1975 and to 14.8% in 1977.

We approve the rise in the taxable earnings base to $10,200 effective in January
1972. This tends to decrease the regressivity of the tax.

We withhold approval of the proposed changes in the tax rates. We believe

that tax rates should be reexamined subsequent to a change in the investment
policy of the Trust Funds.
We strongly recommend that the interest rate pattern of the Trust Funds

be altered with the objective of raising the interest income. The need for liquid-

ity and safety of Fund monies is acknowiedged, but the income of the Funds
(notably the Old-Age and Survivors Trust Fund and the Disability Insurance
Trust Fund which together totaled .$40.3 billion as of April 1971) could be
substantially raised within legal investment limits.

Setting the investment policy of the Fuuds, within the framework legislated

by the Congress, Is a three-man Board of Trustees. Managing Trustee is the

Secretary of the Treausry ; others are the Secretaries of Labor and of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Official records^ indicate that investment practice has
favored the government to a significant degree through what is tantamount
to loans at low interest rates.
For fiscal 1971, the overall Interest rate was less than 4.8% for the Trust

Fund.s.
As of April 30, 1971 It is significant that 42.9% or $17.3 billion of the OASDI

Trust Funds was invested at 4.75% or lower interest rates; 26.4% at 3.875% or
less; 13.4% at 2.75% or less. These investments were accumulated over a i>eriod

of time. However, the 1970 rate on 3-5 year U.S. Government securities was 7.3% ;

in 1969 it was 6.85%. In fact, in every year beginning with 1966 the 3-5 year rate
was over 5%. Long-term U.S. Government bonds moved steadily upward and
beginning with 1966 never fell below 4.66%, reaching a high of 6.99% in June
1970.

Most of the OASDI Trust Funds are invested in special issues—$27 billion

- IVirtlolio of OASDI Trust Funds, Com/rexRlniinl Record. .Time 2.";. 1071, p. H.5S1".
Interost ratps on govcrnrnpnt securltios 1065-1971, Federal Reserve Bulletin. June 1971,
pp. A3;i, A34.
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out of $40 3 billion or G7%. Reinvestment would have no immediate or direct

impact on the market. They could be redeemed at par with accrued interest and

could be refunded immediately into higher yielding issues.

This recommendation in respect to investment policy is generally m accord

with the recommendations of the 1971 Advisory Council on Social Security. We
concur too, in the Council's recommendation that the present three-man Board

of Trustees be increased to five and include two nongovernment members rei)re-

sentinc the public interest.

Sec. 106. Increased benefits for persons reiiring after aye 65

Provides granting to the late retiree an increase of 1% in annual bene-

fits, prorated at 1/12 of one percent monthly, for each year (or month)

after age 65 in which benefits are unclaimed because of continued employ-

ment. Does not provide increased benefits to dependents and survivors.

We view this to be a positive first step to provide increased benefits for con-

tinued participation in the labor force. However, the annual increase of only

1% seems overly modest. For example, a person retiring at age 67.5 years would

receive monthlv cash benefits 2.5% higher than he would have received at 65.

Moreover, during the post-65 period the worker would not have received bene-

fits and he and his employer would each have contributed the FIOA tax.

Sec. 107, Sec. 108 and Sec. 110. Benefit computatiotial methods

Provides in Sec. 107 an age-62 computation point for men (rather than

age 65) as is now the case for women.
Provides in Sec. lOS additional drop-out year.s—one additional year of

low earnings, in addition to the five years provided under current law, for

each 15 years of covered work.
Provides in Sec. 110 the computation of benefits based on the combined

earnings of a working couple, each of whom had at least 20 years of

covered earnings after marriage. Applicable only if higher benefits would

result.

We support the proposed liberalizing changes in methods of benefit computa-

tion. But we offer recommendations for further improvement.

We suggest that the elimination of the differential between men and women in

computing average wage be made applicable to current as well as future bene-

ficiaries. The Bill applies the new provision to men first eligible to entitlement

in January 1972. (Sec. 107)
Permitting an additional year of earnings dropout for each 15 years of covered

employment is supported because it leads to a higher average wage ba.se and

therefore greater benefits. However, we urge consideration and study of the

disregard of income earned many years ago in average wage calculation in order

to raise the average wage used for benefit computation figures. Average taxable

wages per worker, for example, in 1956 were only 58% as great as those in 1969.

(Sec. 108)

Sec. 111. Retirement test

Provides a liberalization of the retirement test for persons between

ages 65 and 72. Allowable earnings limit increased from $1680 annually

to $2000 with a 50% offset against benefits for earnings in excess of

$2000. In respect to the latter, current law provides that $1 shall be

deducted from benefits for each $2 earned between $1680 and $2880

and that for each $1 of earnings above $2880 there is a loss of $1 in

benefits. On a monthly basis, provides no loss in benefits for earnings

below $166.67 as contrasted with $140 as of now.

We strongly favor liberalizing the retirement test.

We support raising the allowable annual earnings limit to $2000 or $2200,

but we do not believe that this kind of adjustment truly joins the issue.

What we seriously question is the equity of a uniform retirement test and
of a monthly exemption. We propose that a workable alternative and a variable

formula be developed to avoid the unfortunate effects of a uniform retirement

test on total income of beneficiaries at different benefit levels. Further, we recom-

mend the replacement of the monthly retirement test with a quarterly retirement

test.
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First, as to the uniform test

:

^. . ^.v, u « •

The effect of a uniform test is the forfeiture of cash benefits by the beneficiary

of smaller monthly benefits at a significantly lower level of total income than

the beneficiary of benefits in the middle and upper beneh^t range.

For example under the current retirement test, a $100 a month (.$1200 a

ve-ir) beneficiary forfeits all cash benefits when his total earnings are $3500.

The beneficiary of $200 a month ($2400 a year) does not lose all cash benefits

until an earnings level approaching $5000 is reached and a $300 a month ($3600

a year) beneficiary would lose his entire social security payments only when

he has earned close to $6000.
. , . , ^.

The figures can also be viewed in percentage terms. Under current legislation

a $100 a month beneficiary with annual earnings of .$3000 forfeits 00% of his

benefits • a $200 a month beneficiary with the same earnings loses 30% of his bene-

fits and a $300 a month beneficiary also earning .$3000 has an offset of only 20%
a-^ainst his benefits. At an earnings level of $3500 the $100 a month beneficiary

has lost 100% of cash benefits, the $200 a month beneficiary only 50.8% and the

$300 a month recipient only 33.8%,.

H.R. 1 liberalizes the retirement test, but retains the differential percentage

loss. Under H.R. 1 a $100 a month beneficiary loses 41.6%, of benefits with earn-

ings of $3000; a $200 a month recipient with the same earnings loses 20.8%,

and a $300 a month recipient loses 13.8%, of benefits.

The income tax does not remove the inequity brought about by the uniform

lest. Since social security cash benefits are not taxed, each beneficiary with, for

example $3,000 of earned income and using the tax tables, will have the same

tax liability. The social .security beneficiary at the upper level of cash benefits

will not pay any more in tax dollars than the social security beneficiary at the

lowest end.
Since the beneficiary of lower monthly social security cash payments was, for

the most part, the lower income level earner his poor economic status is perpetu-

ated in his older age years.

We propose that a flexible retirement test, related to the amount of social se-

curity benefits, replace the uniform test in a way which will not r)enalize the

beneficiary of higher benefits. However, it should permit the beneficiary at the

lower end of the scale to retain a larger proportion of his benefits than he can

currently.
Second, as to the monthly computation :

The retirement test, both today and in the proposed legislation, is applied on

a monthly basis. Regardless of the amount of annual earned income no beneficiary

lo.ses a social security payment for any month in which his income falls below

$140 (current legislation) or $167 (H.R.I).
The monthly test creates two problems: one of equity and the other of ad-

ministration. A quarterly test will minimize situations such as the following : a

retired school teacher serving as a substitute forfeits all benefits for the month
in which she has earned over $167 ; however, in the next month or two she may
earn nothing or less than $167. On a quarterly basis .she would not be penalized,

for each quarter would allow earnings of $500 before benefits would be wath-

held. Another illu.stration is the case of a consultant working for one month
and earning a fee of $10,000. He may still collect all benefits for 11 months, with

no forfeiture except for the one month during which his earnings were $10,000.

Administratively the quarterly method is feasible and has an advantage over

the current monthly reporting schedule. The Social Security Administration could

readily pick up quarterly earnings figures from the quarterly reports on FIAC
taxes submitted by the employer and showing both his share and the employee's

share. :Monthly earnings data rely on the reports of the social security benefici-

ary. It would likely be more accurate and certainly more prompt and simpler if

PICA records were substituted for beneficiaries' reports data.

Bee. 122. Eligibility

Reduces the waiting period for benefits for disabled workers, disabled

widows and disabled dependent widowers from six to five months.

We support this provision which is reported to affect nearly one million

persons.
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TITLE U: PROVISIONS RELATING TO MEDICARE, MEDICAID, AND MATERNAL AND
CHILD HEALTH

A. Provisions relating to Medicare (amending title XVIII of the Social
Security Act)

Sec. 201. Eligibility for coverage extended to dii^abiUty beneficiaries

Extends eligibility for hospital insurance and supplementary medical
insurance to a social security disability beneficiary two years after
entitlement to disability benefits. Coverage extended to disabled work-
ers entitled to social security or railroad retirement benefits, disabled
widows and disabled dependent widowers between ages 50-05, and i)er-

sons aged 18 and older receiving benefits because of disablement prii^r

to age 22. Effective July 1, 1972.

We favor this proposed liberalization of eligibility.

Sec. 202. Extension of hospital insurance benefits to uninsured individuals

Extends eligibility for enrollment for hospital insurance on a monthly
premium basis to a person who has attained age (lo, is either a resident
citizen or a lawfully admitted resident alien, and is not otherwise quali-
fied for coverage. Initial monthly premium of .$31 to rise as hospital costs
rise.

We support the principle of enrollment on a monthly premium basis of {lersons
otherwise ineligible for hospital insurance coverage. However, we question the
utility of this proposal because of the size of the premium covering the full cost
of protection.

xVdditionally, we urge that Medicare coverage be phased in for the early retiree,

that is, the beneficiary between the ages of 62 and (35. A person taking early
retirement—for whatever reason—not only receives actuarially reduced social
security cash benefits but may very well have no health insurance protection.
At least three reasons account for the lack of health insurance coverage for the
early retiree.

Many i>ersons claiming benefits at age 62 have been out of work for
several months and, therefore, have no employer-financed coverage. Inten-
sifying the unemployment problems is the major reason for the unem-
ployment : illness. In its Survey of Ne7v Beneficiaries, published in 1971, the
Social Security Administration found that "Health is the most important
reason described by over h.alf the group, whether they stopped working at
age 62 or more than three years earlier." So, large numbers of those taking
early retirement are unemployed and in poor health and have been both
unemployed and in poor health for some time.
Even those employed just prior to early retirement are unlikely to be

covered by the extension of their health insurance into retirement.
Finally, many early retirees, with their small cash benefits, are unable to

pay for private health insurance coverage.
We recognize the benefits of health care coverage for early retirees. We

recognize, too, that costs are a factor. Therefore, we suggest phased-in coverage.

Sec. 203. Setting supplementary medical insurance premium

Directs the Secretary of HEW * to determine a premium as of Decem-
l>er of each year estimated to be necessary so that the aggregate pre-
miums for the 12-month period beginning July 1 in the succeeding
year will equal one-half of the total benefits and administrative costs
of the supplementary medical insurance program. However, the premium
generally would increase only if monthly social security cash benefits
had increased since the last increase in the premium and would rise
b.v no more than the percent increase in such benefits across the board.

We support the reasonableness of the proposed basis for increasing the supple-
mentary medical insurance premium charges. We particularly favor the provision
that, beginning with fiscal 1973, no increased premium may be charged unless
there has been an increase in social security cash benefits, either as the result of
the enactment of legislation raising the benefit level or as a result of the auto-
matic cost of living benefit rise.

^ In subsequent sections, HEW Is substituted for Secretary of HEW.
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Sec. 204. Deductible

Increases the annual deductible for supplementary medical insurance

(Part B) from $50 to $60.

We regret the apparent need to increase the deductible for Part B of Title

XVIII, but we do not oppose this change. However, we believe this should be

accompanied by a change in present law with respect to the deductible for hos-

pital insurance (Part A of Title XVIII). This now is $60 for each benefit period

and is scheduled to go to $68 January 1, 1972 reflecting the increase in hospital

costs. Since a patient may be admitted to and discharged from a hospital several

times a year, he could be required to pay the deductible five times, totaling $300

a year as of now and $340 as of January 1,. 1972. The payment of even two or

three deductibles a vear causes financial hardship to many. We, therefore, recom-

mend the benefit period in respect to the deductible for Part A be defined as one

year, which is the period used for computation of the deductible under Part B.

Sec. 20.5. Benefits and coinsurance

Increases from 60 to 120 days the lifetime reserve under which the

beneficiary pays one-half of the deductible for hospital inpatient care.

Shortens from' 60 to 30 days the period in a .spell of illness when coinsur-

ance is not imposed for hospital inpatient care.

Benefits, that is to say the coverage of specified services for a specified dura-

tion or a specified volume under Parts A and B, are largely unchanged * in H.R. 1

except as they are affected by changes in provisions in respect to coinsurance or

deductibles. We view the increase in the lifetime reserve for hospital inpatient

care as a highly desirable liberalizing feature of the Bill. This may well be a

trade off. compensating in part for the shortening from 60 to 30 days the period

in a spell of illness when coinsurance is not imposed for hospital inpatient care.

We rather regret this tightening measure, but we recognize that vast numbers will

still be covered since the average hospital stay of Medicare patients is only 12.8

days and 91% of the discharges from hospitals—other than psychiatric or tuber-

culosis—represent stays of fewer than 30 days.

There is, however, a serious omission from the benefits. The cost of out-of-hos-

pital prescription drugs is a serious financial burden to the elderly and the fed-

eral social insurance program provides a feasible and efficient mechanism to

alleviate the problem. We urge the inclusion of such a program under Part A of

Medicare.^ We recommend a $1 co-payment per prescription or refill by the bene-

ficiary, with payment of the balance to be made by the Social Security Adminis-

tration to the vendor. At the same time we suggest that HEW undertake further

study of a just and effective method of utilization conrol.

Sec. 206. Automatic enrollment in supplementary medical insurance

Provides automatic enrollment under Part B for individuals entitled

to hospital insurance benefits.

We favor this proposal but sugge.st that the new social security beneficiary be

informed of the reason for a deduction from his monthly cash benefit check.

An insertion, for several months running, in the envelope with his check would
appear a satisfactory way of informing the retired worker of the fact and cost of

his coverage, and of his option to withdraw from part B coverage.

Discussed below are certain .specifics directed to Medicare cost controls that

affect large numbers of persons or embody broad principles—Sections 221-A, 226,

228, 234 and 236.

Sec. 221. Limitation on federal participation for capital ewpendittires

Authorizes withholding or reducing reimbursement amounts to pro-
viders of service under Medicare (Title XVIII and also Titles V and
XIX) for defined costs related to certain capital expenditures that are
inconsistent with state or local health facility planning. For this purpose,
capital expenditures are defined as expenditures for plant and equip-

* There are modest chanpes \n respect to physical and other therapy services (Sec. 251),
coverage of supplies related to colostomies (Sec. 2.'»2), coverage of ptosis bars (Sec. 25.S),
hospitalization for a noncovered dental procedure (Sec. 256), prosthetic lenses furnished by
optometrist (Sec. 264).

'' Available on request is a detailed fact sheet and outline of a proposed program.
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ment in excess of ?100,000 ; which change bed capacity ; or substantially
change services.

We strongly endorse the provision that capital expenditures as here defined
would be reimbursed only when such outlays are consistent with state or local
plans. Mushroom expansion without regard to overall needs is wasteful.

Sec. 222. Plan for prospective reinihurscment ; experiments and demonstration
projects to develop incentives for econo)ny

Authorizes HEW to develop and engage in experiments and demon-
stration projects designed to determine the advantages and flisad-

vantages of various alternative methods of prospective reimbursement
to hospitals, extended care facilities and other providers of services
under Title XVIII (applicable also to Title V and XIX).

Clearly, the present system of provider reimbursement on the basis of "reason-
sonable costs" carries little incentive for efficiency. We support the authorization
for HEW to develop ways of testing the efficacy of the alternative whereby rates
are set in advance of the period to which they are applicable. We inject a word
of caution of about the possibility of lowering the quality of care and .some es-
calation in costs. Advance rate setting may result in losses to providers when
costs rise above those anticipated : the temptation to cut corners and reduce
service is a real threat. Contrariwise, prospective rates can be e.scalated to avoid
an unfavorable spread between the actual and estimated costs.

In respect to experiments with various reimbursement methods designed to
increase efficiency and economy : We support this provision and particularly wel-
come its linkage to community wide peer, medical and utilization review mech-
anisms designed to assure that health services meet professional standards and
that medically necessary services are given in the most appropriate and eco-
nomical setting.

There is no provision for adoption into practice of effective experiments—an
oversight that should be corrected.

Sec. 223. Limitations on coverage of costs

Provides authority to set cost limits for certain classes of providers in
various service areas on a prospective rather than a retrospective basis.
Requires public notice to beneficiaries of changes beyond reimbursable
limits.

We support the requirement that providers be informed in advance of the
approved reimbursable limits and that beneficiaries be advised of the nature and
amount of extra charges. We would add to this a I'equirement for disclosure by
the financial intermediary to both public bodies and the consumer of reimbursable
costs in the locality for standardized services and procedures. In our view, this
additional measure of public accountability is important.

8ec. 224. Limits on prevailing charge levels

Limits increases in physicians' charges through June 1972 for fee
scales up to the 75th percentile of prevailing charges ; after fiscal 1973
provides that physicians' fees may be increased only to the extent justi-
fied by economic changes ; provides that charges deemed reasonable
for medical supplies, equipment and services may not exceed the lowest
level at which such items, comparable in quality, are widely available in
a given community.

We recognize the need for setting limits on prevailing charge levels and concur
as to the need for continuing study and attention to this thorny question. We
note that the Bill authorizes HEW to develop "appropriate economic index
data" as a basis for adjusting fees, but that the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee is fairly specific in its report on the items to be considered for such an
index computation. We urge that such study be both sophisticated and objective
as a means of providing a fee structure that is fair, defensible and supportable.

Sec. 226. Payments to health maintenance organizations

Adds a new section to Title XVIII providing for payments to health
maintenance organizations.

W^e support the encouragement given to the development of health maintenance
organizations as one acceptable, alternative mechanism through which patients

72-573^72— pt. 6 12
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eligible for Medicare could elect to have all covered care, except emergency

service, provided.

Sec. 228. Advance approval of extended care and home health services

Provides authorization to establish periods of time for which a patient

is presumed eligible for extended care and home health services on certi-

fication by the patient's physician.

We are in agreement with this provision. The establishment of specific post-

hospital time periods during which there is presumptive need for such services

should encourage transfer to less costly types of care and should decrease the

number of cases in which benefits are retroactively denied.

Sec. 23.'/. Institutional planning

Requires that participating health facilities have a written plan re-

flecting an operating and capital expenditures budget.

We welcome the inclusion of this requirement which is clearly tied to other

Sections, e.g., Sec. 221 and Sec. 222.

Sec. 236. Prohibition against reassignment of claims

Prohibits Part B Medicare payments being made to anyone other than

a patient, his physician or other person providing the service (with lim-

ited exceptions).

We support this provision which seeks to close a loophole in the existing law

and control undesirable collection practices that have resulted in inflated claims

and escalated costs and beclouded the determination of reasonable limits.

Sec. 265. Deletes requirement for social service in extended care facilities

Prohibits HEW from requiring an extended care facility to furnish

medical social services.

• We are not persuaded by the arguments put forward in the report of the House
Ways and Means Committee to support this Section which would nullify the

HEW regulation requiring the furnishing of medical social services as a condi-

tion of participation for extended care facilities under Medicare. We urge the

removal of this Section from the Bill and review of the regulations by HEW to

determine their fairness in the light of experience to date.

Sec. 269. Requirements for nursing home administrators

Permits states to provide a permanent waiver from any licensure

requirements for persons who served as nursing home administrators
for the three-year period preceding the year the .state established a

licensure program.

We urge the deletion of this Section which would appear to permit admin-
istrators who could not meet licensure requirements to return to or remain in

practice. We believe that the device of licensure upgrades service by upgrading
administration. The public interest should be protected rather than private,

vested interests which would seem to profit by this proposed permanent waiver.

B. Provisions relating to medicaid {amending title XIX of the Social

Security Act)

Sec. 207(a) (v). Incentives for states to emphasise comprehensive health care

1. Increase in federal reimbursement

:

Provides that States in contract with Health Maintenance Organiza-
ions (HMOs)" or other comprehensive health care facilities would
receive 2% increase (up to 95%) in federal reimbursement percentage
under the Medicaid program.

We strongly favor prepayment over the fee-for-service method of financing

health care. We support the intent of encouraging new patterns for the delivery

of health care and believe that the quality of health service can be significantly

" All IIMO is an orRanization that offers to an enrolled population, a comprehensive
system of health service, including preventive, ambulatory, hospital and related care on a
capitation reimbursement basis.
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improved under a program providing comprehensive coverage. We do not l>elieve

that there are sufficient safeguards in H.R. 1 to assure that improved patient
care will necessarily result. We think that the Bill should stipulate that HMOs,
or other comprehensive health organizations, that are formed in keeping with
the Bill's provisions, must be under public or private non-i)rotit auspices.

2. Decrease in federal reimbursement

:

Provides that the federal medical assistance percentage would be
decreased by one-third after the tirst 60 days of care, in any fiscal year,
in a general or tuberculosis hospital or a skilled nursing home, imless
the state establishes that it has an effective iitilization review program.
For inpatient care in a mental hospital, federal reimbursement would

be decreased by one-third after 90 days except that it may be extended
for 30 days if the state can show that the patient will benefit therapeuti-
cally from such care. No federal reimbursement would be provided after
365 days care in a mental hospital.

We believe every effort should be made to use less costly facilities than
hospitals when such care is appropriate and adequate to an individual patient's
needs. We think, however, that some of the assumptions about need for hospital-
ization and length of stay on which the reductions are based do not give full

weight to the fact that Medicaid covers persons under 65 as well as over 65
and that not all patients irrespective of age and condition require treatment of

only short duration in '"acute" hospitals. Moreover, the lack of facilities to

provide different levels of care poses a major problem, especially for those who
may need something less than full hospital care but who do need institutional

care until well enough to be cared for at home. We are concerned that as n

result of these amendments, appropriate and adequate health ser\-ices may be
denied those persons who are most vulnerable.

3. Computing reasonable reimbursement between skilled nunsing homes
and intermediate care facilities ( ICFs).

Authorizes HEW to compute a resonable co-st differential reimburse-
ment between skilled nursing homes and ICFs.

The apparent purpose of this amendment is to assure that care in an ICF re-

sults in decreased costs to the Medicaid program. We support the measure as
being administratively sound.

Sec. 20S{a). Cost-sharing

Permits states to imjwse a nominal cost-sharing charge on cash
assistance recipients for non-mandatory services under the Medicaid
program. Requires states to impose on those not receiving cash assistance
an enrollment fee premium or similar charge related to income, and per-
mits co-payment provisions not related to income.

In addition to our basic objections to the imposition of charges on Medicaid
recipients as stated in Part I, we believe the costs of administering these pro-
posals would be prohibitive and that patient .services would be unnecessarily
delayed in the course of establishing eligibility for care.

Sec. 209{c) and (d). Determination of jiay^nents

Sec. 209{(:) denies Medicaid coverage to those in receipt of cash assist-

ance whose incomes are in excess of the medical assistance level estab-
lished by the state. Sec. 209(d) permits states to deny Medicaid coverage
to those per.sons who would be newly eligible for cash assistance under
the income maintenance sections of H.R. 1. If a state choo.ses to provide
Medicaid it would be required that recipients' incomes not be in excess
of the state's medical assistance level.

We strongly object to both these proposals. Currently, states that have a Medi-
caid program are required to provide care under Medicaid for all recipients of
ca.sh assistance. We believe these amendments strike at the basic purpose for
which the Medicaid program was fir.st enacted, that is. to assure a program of
health care for persons in financial need. Sec. 209 {d) is ominous since it gives
tacit approval to states to deny health care to needy families and at the same
time releases the federal government from any responsibility for reimbursement
to the states which so act, for health care payments for their needy families.
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Sec. 221 (a). Limitation on federal participation for capital expenditures

Prohibits use of fuuds appropriated undei- the Social Security Act to

support unnecessary capital expenditures ;
provides that reimbursement

under such titles would support state health planning activities.

We are in full support of this provision. It takes into account that state and

local health planning agancies have primary responsibility for determining the

need for health facilities for given geographic areas and provides that capital

expenditures under Title XIX of the Social Security Act would be related to the

priorities established by the health planning agencies.

Sec. 222 (a) (1). Plan for prospective reimb ursemcnt

Authorities HEW to develop and engage in experiments and demon-

stration projects designed to determine the advantages and disadvan-

tages of various alternative methods of prospective reimbursement to

hospitals, extended care facilities, and other providers of service under

Title XIX in order to stimulate more efficient health care and thereby

reduce costs, without adversely affecting the quality of services.

We favor this proposal in the belief that more effective patient care, more

efficient use of health personnel and a decrease in medical costs could result

from this kind of experimentation. There is no provision, however, that those ex-

periments found effective might l)e authorized to be continued ; we believe this

oversight in H.R. 1 should be corrected.

Sec. 231. Deductions in care and services

Permits states to reduce the scope and extent of health services

which are optional under Medicaid.

Currently, states may not reduce the level of their expenditures for their

Medicaid program in successive years. We ohject to this amendment because

it would permit the states that choose to do so, to deny or diminish the availabil-

ity of vital health services which are defined, under the Medicaid statute, as op-

tional. We believe the optional services are necessary components of adequate
health care and should not be withdrawn.

Sec. 23.5 (a). Payments to states for claims processing and information retrieval

systems

Makes federal matching under this provision available to states for

developing and in.stituting mechanized claims systems at 90% and 75%
for operation of such systems.

We support this proposal because it should encourage rapid development of

mechanized collection and retrieval systems to the end that the Medicaid reim-
bursement and related operations would be more efficiently administered.

Sec. 236 (b). Prohibition against reassignment of claims

Prohibits Medicaid payments to anyone other than the patient, his

physician or other service provider unless the provider is required as a
condition of employment to turn over his fees to his employers.

"We fully support this provision which would outlaw the use of fee collection

agents by providers of services under Medicaid.

Sec. 239 (a) and (b). Use of state health agency

Sec. 239(a) requires states to provide that the state health agency,
or other appropriate state medical agency, have responsibility for es-
tablishing and maintaining health standards for institutions In which
Medicaid recipients may receive care or services. Section 239 (b) re-
(piires that the state health agency or other appropriate state medical
agency, be given responsibility for establishing a plan for the review by
professional health personnel of the quality and appropriateness of care
and services furnished to Medicaid recipients.

We fully support both of these amendments. The first should assure at least
basic standards for the quality of care provided to Medicaid recipients. The
second provision sen.sibly makes use of an existing mechanism to provide a serv-
ice for the Medicaid program ; the quality of care under Medicaid should be im-
proved by this provision.
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Sec. 240. Relationship hetwcen medicaid and compreJiensive health care programs

Provides that states may enter into contracts with organizations that

agree to provide care and services in excess of those offered under the

state plan at no increase in costs.

We question tliis proposal in the absence of an acceptable minimum standard

throughout a state. However, we see as desirable, experimentation that likely

would enlphai^ize preventive care and early treatment in order to contain costs,

and on this basis support the proposal.

Sec. 254 (a) (1) and (a) (2). Inclusion of care in intermediate care facility

Sec. 25/f{a) (i) provides, as an optional service, care in an Interme-

diate Care Facility (ICF) as an additional benefit under Medicaid.

Sec. 2J4(fl) (i) provides that services in a public institution for men-

tally retarded persons would qualify for Medicaid coverage, if the

primary purpose is to provide health or rehabilitation services, and
if the patient is receiving active care.

Currently federal reimbursement for care in an ICF is not available under

the Medicakl program. Each of these provisions, in our view, would be desirable

additional elective benefits for Medicaid recipients.

Sec. 255 (a). Coverage prior to application

Requires states to provide coverage for care and services furnished

in or after the third month prior to application for Medicaid.

Under present law, a state may at its own option, cover the cost of health

care provided to an otherwise qualified recipient for the thx-ee months prior to his

application for Medicaid. We favor this amendment as being both sound and
desirable.

Title III—Assistance for the Aged, Blind and Disabled

(Xew Title XX of the Social Security Act)

Sec. 2002 and Sec. 2803. Administration

Sec. 2002 provides that eligible aged, blind and disabled individuals

shall be paid benefits by HEW. -Sec. 2003 provides that HEW make ar-

rangements to carry out the assigned functions, including arrange-

ments for determination of blindness and disability similar to those

in effect in determining eligibility for social security disability benefits.

Although the Bill does not so specify the report of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee recommends that responsibility for administering the program of cash
benefits to the needy aged, blind and disabled shall be assigned to the Social

Security Administration (SSA). We welcome this recommendation. Persons re-

ceiving benefits under this program for the most part comprise a relatively

stable group, similar to the OASDI beneficiaries. We believe that the SSA's
long experience in administration of payment programs would enable it to ad-

minister this new program efficiently and humanely.
Services to the needy aged, blind and disabled would continue to be provided

through federal-state financing and be administered by the states. Those in

need of services would have contact with the local social services unit of the

state administration. In our view, the administration both of the cash payments
and services for this group of persons should be simplified and flexible because
they are limited in ability to respond to complicated procedures by the very
nature of their eligibility.

Sec. 2011 (b). Cash assistance; amount of benefits

Prescribes the amounts payable in 1973. 1974 and 1975 to individuals,

with or without an eligible spouse, who.se non-excluded resources are
not more than $1500. The Bill does not require that the couple be living

together.

The Bill provides cash assistance in the amount of .*?l."r)0 for a single person
and $2,349 for a couple. These amounts are increased to $1800 and $2400 resi>ec-

tively by 1975 and are to remain at that level thereafter. The level of assistance

pi'ojected in the Bill is inadequate as evidenced by the fact that the poverty level

as determined by the 1970 Census is $1861 for an aged individual and $2,348 for
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an aged couple; due to the inflationary foctor this level had Increased approx-

imately ')% by 1971 and unquestionably will be even higher by 1975. The Bill

should be amended to provide a level of assistance adequate to meet basic need.

Sec 2072(1)) (3), Sec. 2016 and Title V, Sec. 509. Exclusions from income;

optional ^tatc 'supplementation; state supplementary payments during transi-

tional period

See. 2012(h) [3) provides for exclusions from income: $Sr> of earn-

ings plus one-half of the balance for the blind and disabled and $60 of

earnings plus one-third of the balance for the aged. .Sec. 2016 permits

.states to supplement the federal payment. Sec. 509 of Title V requires

the states to make supplementary payments to maintain their payment

level of June 1971 plus the bonus value of food stamps unless they

modify that level by affirmative legislative action to the contrary prior

to July 1972.

Eligibility conditions for assistance would be uniform nationally. However,

blind and disabled persons would receive more liberal income deductions than

the aged and therefore the amount of assistance granted the different groups

would not be uniform. The difference in disregards among the three categories

should be corrected. Further inequities would result from the optional provision

for state supplementation. We believe that neetly persons should receive an ade-

quate level of assistance to meet need. Therefore, the states should be required

to supplement the federal payment at least to the current payment levels.

Sec. 2031(a) (2) .—Protective payments

Authorizes payments of the benefit to a i>erson other than the individ-

ual or his spouse (including an appropriate public or private agency)

if HEW deems it appropriate.

Assistance payments may be made to a third party (including an appropriate

public or private agency) who is interested in or concerned with the w^elfare of

the receipent. if HEW deems this to be appropriate. While it is believed that this

leeway may be in the best interest of an aged, blind or disabled recipient, the

regulations and procedures governing determination of appropriateness should

safeguard against excessive use of this provision. The conditions under which

these i>ayments would be ordered should be included in the Bill.

Sec. 2011(c) and Sec. 2031(e). Application process—period for determination of

henefits ; application, and fui-nishing of information

Sec. 2011(c) i)rovides that eligibility for and the amoimt of benefits

shall be determined for each quarter of a calendar year and shall be

redetermined at such time or times as may be provided by HEW.
Sec. 2031(e) directs HEW to prescribe requirements for filing applica-

tions, suspending or terminating assistance, furnishing data and report-

ing changes in circumstances and specifics the penalties for non-com-

pliance by the applicant or recipient.

In our .iudgment the current annual redetermination is preferable to a quarterly

review of eligibility and should be retained, especially in view of the relatively

.'••table circumstances of this group of recipients. We favor the simple declarative

<""rm for determining eligibility over extensive investigations and recommend that

the Bin jirovide for its u-e.

We further recommend that the Bill allow for flexible application of the

requirements for reiiorting changes in circumstances with diie consideration for

the hardshiu which rigid application of penalties would impose on the very old

and seriously disalHed.

TITLE IV—THE FAMILY PROGRAMS

(New Title XX of the Social Security Act)

Sec. 2111. 2112. 211-'/. Operation of manpoirer programs; employable mothers;
child rare and other supportive services

1. Operation of manpower programs
Sec. 211.'i requires the Secretary of Labor to develop an employability

T''an describing the manpower services, training and employment needed
t"" enab'p each individual to become self-sui>porting and secure and re-

ta'n employment and opportunities for advancement.
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Several of the employment iirovisions must be rhansed to make them truly

efrective in helping persons achieve self-support. There must be a suffioient num-

ber of jobs, paying adequate wages and meeting acceptable working conditions.

It is not realistic to mandate employment but fail to provide satisfactory training

programs and sufficient work opportunities.

The I?ill creates pulilic service jobs paying at least the federal minimum wage.

to supplement other employment opportunities but these are few in number and

tempornry. Federal reimbursement will not extend for more than three years of

an individual's employment in a puldic service employment program. After that

jieriod a person must either be hired by the agency or terminated. Permanent
jiublic .service jobs should be created to the extent needed to meet mandated em-

ployment requirements.
The Bill requires that wages for the public service jobs shall be at least

at the federal minimum but permits wages in private employment, which a

needy per.son could be required to take, at 7.5% of the federal minimum. The
Bill "should require that all mandated employment shall be at least at the

federal minimum wage level ; that conditions of work shall be of accpptal)le

standard ; and that the job a person is required to take shall be suitable to the

person, with suitability defined with re.spect to such matters as a person's

prior training and experience and the distance of work from his home.

2. Employable mothers: child care and other supportive services

Sec. 2/J7 includes as an individual who shall be considered available

for employment, a mother of a child three years old or, until Julv 1.

1074. six years okl.

Sec- 2112 provides that the Secretary of Labor shall m^ikf' pro-

vision for the furnishing of child care services, in such cases and for so

long as he deems appropriate for the individuals registered for em-

ployment or training who need such services to participate in the pro-

gram through such public or private facilities as may be available or

appropriate.

After 1974. mothers of children over three years would be required to

accept employment or training (unle.ss there is a husband in the home who
is registered) whether or not suitable child care services are available. Con-

siderable hardship to children could be caused if despite the authorization

to the Secretary of Labor to make provision for such .services suitable child

care is not available. Furthermore, the requirement that a mother of young
vhildren shall be considered available for employment removes from her

the right to determine if it is in the best interest of her child for her to

work or remain at home ; that decision should he based on the needs of a par-

ticular family, including the availability of suitable care for the children.

Sec. 213
'i.
Child care standards : development of facilities

Directs the Secretary of HEW to establish standards a.ssuring quality

of child care services with the concurrence of the Secretary of Labor:

to i>rescribe .schedules to determine thf extent to which families must pay

the costs : and to coordinate child ^are services under Title XXI of

the Social Security Act with other child care and social .service

programs.

Authorization of funds for child care .services is provided but^ in an insuffi-

cient amount to meet the need and should be increased. HEW would be re-

quired to set standards of care. Setting and overseeing standards of care is

particularly important since the Bill permits contracts for day care with

Iirofit-making as well as with public and nonprofit agencies. Adequate day

care, not now defined, should be defined in the Bill and the standards set

should be in line with these definitions. This is essentia! if mothers of young

children are to be compelled to accept work or training.

See. 2152 (a) and (h) and Sec. 2152(d). Ca.fJi axsi.'itayiec: elipihilitu for and

amount of henefifM ; period for determination of henefif.'^

1. Eligibility for and amount of benefits

Sec. 2152 (a) and (6) prescribe benefits for eligible families at the

rate of .$S00 per year for each of the first two members, plus .>';400

for eaeh of the next three, plus .$.S00 for each of the next two members,

plus $200 for the next member, to a maximum of $?,(]0G. reduci-d by
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non-excludable income; no benefit is payable of under $10 per month.

Resources may not exceed $1500.

The nationwide minimum standard of payment for needy families with children

would not be adequate. The payment levels—for example, $2400 annually for

a family of four per.sons—is less than even the poverty level of $3968 for a

fauiilv of four determined by the 1970 Census. And since no family could receive

more than $3600 regardless of the number of family members, large families would

be even further below this poverty line. Therefore, substantial increases in pay-

ment levels must be made if persons are to have an adequate level of existence

—

particularly since this Bill would freeze the federal payment at this level for the

live years' duration of the Bill.

2. Period for determination of benefits

Sec. 2152 (d) provides that payment of benefits shall be made on the

basis of HEW's estimate of the family's income for the current quarter

after taking into account income from the three preceding quarters

and modifications for changes of circumstances.

The federal payment should be computed according to a family's current need.

II.R. 1. however, provides that the portion of a family's income during the niiie

months preceding application for the FAP payment in excess of the payment level

(including excludable income) would be deducted from benefits otherwise due at

the time of application. In the case of .such excess income, a family would not

receive even the inadequate federal payment. This provision should be changed.

Only need at the time of application should determine eligibility and amount of

payment ; it should not be assumed that persons have saved money from a prior

period.

Sec. 2153(1)). Work incentives ; income disregard

Enumerates the items to be excluded in determining the income of a
family such as a student's earnings ; irregular income limited to $30 a
quarter if earned or $60 a quarter if unearned : earned income used to

pay the cost of child care as prescribed by HEW ; $720 plus one-third of

the remainder of earned income. The total exclusions of the first three

cannot exceed $2000 for a family of four, up to maximum of $3000.

To encourage persons to work, the Bill provides that some income from earnings
be retained and disregarded in computing eligibility for benefits. Out of earned
income. $720 per year plus one-third of the excess earned would be excluded. Thus,
payment to four-person families in which there is a working member would be
made only if the allowable income is $4140 or less. Although child care costs are
deductible, the total of these costs, irregular earnings and student earnings could
not exceed $2000.
Work expenses such as transportation and taxes are not excluded in deter-

mining a family's income. Therefore, if these costs are higher than the retained
income, a working family could find itself with less money at its disposal than if

no member were employed. To provide a true work incentive, the Bill must i)ermit
retention of a larger share of earnings. Furthermore, the ceiling on income ex-
clusions i^hould be removed, particularly since these include the cost of child care
services. If, for example, the cost of day care absorbed the total allowance for
excluded income, a school child working irregularly would not be i>ermitted to
retain any of his earnings.

Sec. 2155 and Sec. 2156(b) (2). Exclusions from corcrayc; mccninrf of family
and child ,• exclusions from .ntate supplemenlation

1. Meaning of family and child.
Sec. 2155 defines those who qualify as family members and, therefore,

are eligible for benefits under the family programs, as two or more
related persons living together in the United States, at least one of
whom is a citizen or alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence,
and with at least one child dependent on one of the others. It expressly
excludes families headed by full-time college students.

By definition, federal payments would not be made to needy single adults or
childless couples who are not aged, blind or disabled nor to needy families
headed by a full-time college student. Persons in these groups would be with-
out access to public assistance except in those states which made provision for
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their aid without benefit of federal reimbursement. A basic level of financial

assistance should be made for all needy persons and the Bill amended to include

these excluded groups in the federal system of income maintenance.

2. Exclusions from .state .supplementation.

Sec. 2156(h) (2) permits states to deny benefits to families with both

parents pre.sent and neither parent incapacitated, regardless of whether
the father is employed or unemployed.

There are exclusions within the groups eligible to receive FAP or OFF pay-

ments which we believe should be removed. States are permitted to exclude from
supplementation of FAP or OFF payments, families in which both parents are

present and neither is incapacitated regardless of whether the male parent

is employed or unemployed. It should be required that the states include all

needy families in their supplementary programs.

Sec. 21')5((l). Forced responsibility of step-parent; income arid resources of

n on-con tribti t ing ind ividual

Excludes income and resources not available to other family members
if it is derived from a family member other than a parent or a spouse
of a parent.

The income and resources of a parent's spouse living with the family v/ould be

included in determining the family's eligibility for benefits even though the

spouse does not have legal responsibility for the children and may have his

own children elsewhere to support. This can result in needy children being

denied assistance and thus penalized because of a parent's marriage. This pro-

vision should be changed so that the spouse's resources would not be included

on behalf of those persons in the family for whom he does not have legal re-

.sponsibility.

Sec. 2156 and Title V. Sec. 509. Uniformity in amounts of assi-^tance ; optional

state supplementation; state supplementary payments during transitional

period.

Sec. 2156 permits the states to make cash payments to supplement the

federal payments and requires that the supplementary program respect

the federal earnings disregard provisions. The states are not required to

include families with a male parent present in their supplementary pro-

gram. Sec. 509 requires the states to make supplementary payments to

maintain their payment level of June 1971 plus the bonus value of

food stamps unless they modify that level by affirmative legislative ac-

tion to the contrary prior to July 1972.

We are in full support of the provision for uniformity in the amount of federal

payments based on uniform f'onditions for determining eligibility. The level of
payments, however, is inadequate. Moreover, .since supplementation is optional
with the states and they are permitted to exclude certain groups from their

supplementation program, if any, there would be inequalities in the amount of

assistance among needy families with children in the various states. All persons
should have a rig'lit to an adequate level of assistance which .should not leave
them in poverty. "We believe the states should be required to supplement the in-

adequate federal payment at least to their current payment levels.

Sec. 2111{a) (2) (A) and Title V. Sec. 529. Indirect payments; vendor payments

1. Indirect payment of benefits
Sec. 2171 (a) (2) (A) permits payment to any person other than a

family member (including an appropriate public or private agency) if

IIEAV finds that the family member to whom benefits are payable has
such inability to manage funds that making payment to him will be
contrary to the welfare of the children in the family.

Payments may be made to non-family members if it is found that the payments
are not being used in the best interests of the family. The Bill should state the
criteria for finding the family incapable of managing its own affairs and the con-
ditions under w-hich such third party payments may be ordered.

2. Vendor payments under the AFDC program
Sec. 529 of Title V effective immediately upon enactment authorizes

the states to provide for non-recurring special needs which cost J?50 or
more by payment directly to the person furnishing the item.
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This provision immediately applicable to the current AFDC program, permits
states to pay the provider directly for goods or services costing $50 or more. This
method of payment is contrary to the premise that needy families have a right to

manage their own affairs, including making purchases and handling money, in the

absence of proof that they are unable to do so.

Sec. 2171(0). Hearings and review

Requires notice and opportunity for hearings for anyone who dis-

agrees with a determination with respect to eligibility for or amount
of payments, if requested within thirty days. Final determination by
HEW after a hearing would be subject to judiical review, except that
HEWs findings as to faces shall be conclusive.

The Bill fails to specify certain fundamental standards for the conduct of hear-
ings when a recipient challenges administrative decisions, such as adequate notice
of the reasons for the initial determination. In providing that findings of fact are
not subject to judicial review, the Bill does not add the necessary protection
against arbitrary findings—that they must be supported by a clear preponderance
of the evidence. Furthermore, the Bill should x-equire that a recipient -shall re-

ceive benefits pending the final decision.

Sec. 2152 {e) and Sec. 2171 (e). Application and biennial reapplication process

See. 2152(e) prohibits benefits being paid a family for more than
twenty four consecutive months except on the basis of a new application
filed and processed as though it were the family's initial application for
benefits.

Sec. 2171(e) directs HEW to establish requirements for filing appli-
cations, su.spension or termination of benefits, furnishing data and re-
porting changes in circumstances necessary to determine eiigibility.

Each family .shall be required to submit a report within thirty days after
the end of the quarter to determine eligibility for benefits payable for
that quarter or be subject to penalty.

The Bill .should prescribe a simplified method for determining eligibility for
benefits both in the initial application and the biennial reapplication process.
Tlic Rill requires families to make quarterly reports of income and exjTenses
within thirty days, under autimiatic penalty. It requires a family to file the
ui'W application to be treated as if it were an initial application despite the
accumulated data of twenty-four consecutive months. We believe that the em-
jthasis in the Bill on investigation, furnishing evidentiary materials and fre-
qiient routine reporting to substantiate eligibility for benefits, is costly and
unnecessary in most cases and would impose needless hardships on families.
Flexibility in the application and reapplication process should be permitted
while at the same time assuring that benefits are paid only to eligible persons.
We recommend provision be made for the use of the simple declarative statement
where appropriate, a method now in u.se in many states.

Sec. 2102. 21')1. 2156. etc. Adminiftfratinn ; mnltipie section.^

This Bill would necessitate a complicated administration requiring continuing
contact among several federal, state and local agencies. Locally, there would
need to be a tremendous increase in the state and local oflaces for providing cash
assistance, services and employment.
The FAP program and the payments to OFF recipients would be administered

l>y IIEV/. Other agencies would be involved to provide information to e.stablish
eiigibility. If n^quested, HEW would administer a state's supplementary pro-
gram and Mt^dicaid eligibility. As an inducement, the state would pay HEW
tlu> amount of the supplemental payments and be relieved of responsibility for
the administrative costs.
The OFF program of training, work and employment would be administered

Ity tilt' Department of Laltor including such supportive services as day care.
This can be done by direct federal administration or through contacts with state
and local agencies.

Xearly all recipients would be required to have contact with many agencies.
-Vmong the local oflices with which a head of a needy family may have to deal
could be that of HEW administering payments and of the Department of Labor,
and jiossibly with a day care center or some other <>ffice rendering a service
Wiacy the states would continue to administer the social service programs under
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the present federal-state matching arrangements the recipient requiring service
u'oulcl need to have contact also with local service units of state administration.
It is to be hoped that procedures will be devised to minimize and coordinate the
multiplicity of agency contracts necessitated by this Bill.

TITLE V—MISCELLAXEOUS'^ NEW SOCIAL SERVICES PROVISIONS

( A>nendinff Titles IV and XI of the Social Security Act)

Sec. 511. Definition of services

Sec. .511(a) lists twelve services for individuals in a family receiving
assistance to needy families with children, which the state plan may
include in its service program. These are : family planning including
medical services, child care, services to unmarried girls who are preg-
nant or have children, protective services, homemaker services, nutri-

tion services, educational services, emergency services in coimection
with a crisis or urgent need, services to assist in training or employment,
assistance in locating housing, services to abusers of drugs or alcohol,

information and referral services.

Sec. 511(b) lists eight services for aged, blind or disabled persons re-

ceiving a.ssistance under Title XX or other needy aged, blind or disabled
persons which state plan may include in its service program. These are

:

protective services, homemaker services, nutrition services, assistance in

locating housing, emergency services in connection with a crisis or urgent
need, services to assist individuals to engage in training or employment,
services to abusers of drugs or alcohol, infonuaticm and referral services.

States shoiild be encouraged to develop those service programs which would
I'-est meet their local needs. Specifying in the Bill the services to be offered limits

the variety and scope of the states' programs. We prefer the broad statement
of the purjio.ses for which .services are to be provided now in the law to an
enumeration of specific services. However, if the states are to be limited to the
services enumerated in the Bill, that list should be enlarged to include all the
services that may be required to achieve the puri>oses of the Act.

Sec. 512. Authorization and allotment of appropriations for services

Authorizes an ai)propriation of a maximum of .$800 million for pay-
ment to states for training of personnel, for .services to the aged, blind
and disabled and for services for any individual receiving assistance
to needy families with children.

Although the program of matching grants to states for services to needy fam-
ilies and needy aged, blind and disabled persons would be continued, the Bill

makes an important and, we believe, undesirable change. For the first time, a
limit would be placed on the amount of money to be appropriatefl for services
(except family planning and child care services which would be funded differ-

ently) to these groups of eligible persons. Under current law, there is a ceiling
on appropriations for child welfare services to non-recipients of cash assistance
but appropriations for services otherwise are open-ended. The federal govern-
ment matclies what the states spend.
We urge that the Bill be amended to restore open-ended appropriations, thereb.v

encouraging, not discouraging, the states to develop the preventive, supportive
and rehabilitative .services which are needed. Furthermore, the financial plight
of .so many states and the lack of sufficient services is reason for giving con-
sideration to the possibility of federal assumption of the co.st of services.

Sec. 513. Adoption and foster care ."ervices under child welfare services prorjram

Authorizes $1.50 million for the year ending June 1972 rising to .$200

million for the year ending .Tune 30, 1076 for payments for foster care
(including medical care not available under any other state plan) for
a child for whom a public agency has responsibility and for payments
to a per.son adopting a handicapped child. Payments ma.v be made to

any agency, institution or peri^on if the care meets standards prescribed
by HEW.

' For flisci)«;<lon of Spc. 50f>—Stnto supplementarv pavinents durincr tr.insition poriod.
sep pp. 47 and 54.
For discnsslon of Sec. .520—P.iympnt nndtT AFDC prosram for nonrpctirrhiff sppolal

needs, see page 55.
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The large numbers of children who are in need of foster care make it partic-

ularly necessary for their protection that the Bill define the standards of care
required with respect to quality of care, health and safety. Because of the dif-

ficulty in finding good foster care for children, we commend the inclusion of

funds for the cost of locating such resources.

Payments to a person adopting a physically or mentally handicapped child

(based on financial ability to meet the medical and other remedial needs of the
child) should expedite placement of hard-to-place children, especially those re-

quiring costly medical care.

With resi)ect to both the foster care and adoption programs, we believe the Bill

should provide an open-ended not a close-ended appropriation.

Sec. 522. Stateicidcness not reqxilred for services

Permits HEW to make exceptions to the requirement that the plan for
social services should be in effect in all political jurisdictions of the state.

(Amends Title I, IV, X, XIV. XVI)
Although grants to states would continue to be based on an accepted state plan,

the plan no longer would have to be enforced throughout the state. We consider
this an unfortunate change in the law. It could result in imeveness within a state
depending on the locality of the regular, continuing services offered and uneven-
ness in their delivery.

Cook County Department of Public Aid,
Chicago, III., February 1, 1912.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : Please find enclosed the statement I would like to present
to you and your committee in your consideration of H.R. 1. Thank you for this
opportunity to express my views. I know they may be somewhat narrow in
scope as my view of the welfare problem is from my position in a local couiity
department of public aid and the problems I see may not be as widespread as I

think. However, my conversation with employees in welfare departments in other
counties and states has convinced me that the problems about which I speak are
serious enough to merit the attention of your committee. After all is said and
done, the success or failure of any legislation your Committee and the Congress
as a whole may pass will depend on how succes.sfully the local county depart-
ments of public aid can implement such legislation.

Very truly yours,

Wilbur A. Wedeb, MASW,
Research Analyst IT.

It is my belief that during all the discussion that has centered around wel-
fare reform during these past several years one vitally important part of the
welfare problem has been almost totally ignored. That is the administration
organization that will implement any welfare reform legislation which may be
passed. We must ask ourselves whether or not we have an administrative
organization that can implement welfare reform. At present, I firmly believe
that we do not. I do not know the problems that might be inherent in the ad-
ministrative organization at the National or State level so my comments will
be limited to the lo<'al (county) level of welfare administration. First, I would
like to enmnerate some of the problems and then state what I think are possible
solutions.

One of the greatest problems is the perceived lack of direction from State
and HEW officials. Xew i)olicieK are not presented to the caseworker in a manner
which will help the caseworker understand the new policies. County officials
are reluctant to set policy guidelines that may later be changed or completely
revoked by the State. Consequently, many issues go unresolved with the case-
worker not knowing what he should do in a particular situation. This leads to
a state of confusion on the part of employees and to "buclqiassing" by officials
at both the State and County level. There is a general feeling that no one in a
position of authority is willing to accept the responsibility for making a decision
or once he does, he does not want to b^ held accountable for it. Consequentlv.
many programs have failed due to the fact that no one was willing to decide
what to do at crucial points in its implementation.
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A second problem is the development and training of staff. A bachelor's

degree alone is not sufficient to make a person a caseworker. Yet, little training

is given to the new worker and even less is given to those who are promoted
through the system to the position of supervisors and higher. The result is

that we have people in supervisory and administx-ative positions who were
excellent caseworkers but know nothing about supervising other workers or how
to handle the administrative part of their job. Contributing to the sui)ervisors'

problems is the lack of employee performance standards. There are no standards
set by which a supervisor can evaluate employees performance. This leads to

numerous problems between administrative and supervisory staff and casework
staff. Also adding to the problems is the high turnover rate. (See Table). Al-

though the turnover rate has been reduced considerably in the last two years,

an annual turnover rate of 45.3% is extremely large. It creates a lack of con-

tinuity in the work as a new worker is always ha^^ing to be trained. Also, the

turnover rate can be expected to rise again once the economy improves and
other jobs are available.

TURNOVER RATES' FOR PUBLIC AID EMPLOYEES 1963-712
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Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds, Inc.,

Netv York, N.Y., January 21, 1972.

Senator Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Finance Committee, U.S. Seriate, Senate Office Building, Washington,

B.C.

Dear Senator Long: In lieu of requesting the opportunity to present oral

testimony at the hearing of the Finance Committee, I am submitting herewith

the recommendations on Welfare Reform and Social Security adopted at our

General Assembly. I trust that you will bring this to the attention of the mem-
bers of the Committee for their consideration in drafting your Committee's re-

port to the Senate, and that it will be entered into the record of the hearing.

Verv truly yours,
Mas M. Fisher.

II. Welfare Reform and Social Security

The welfare system of America is grossly inadequate. The welfare reform

measure passed by the House of Representatives would make a basic desired

change in providing a federally financed national floor, but the legislation falls

.seriously .short of a number of minimum requirements. The corrections should

be made by the Senate, and then retained in the final action by the entire

Congress.
The most important changes required to enable persons with the potentials

for independence to become self-supporting, and to enable others—aged, sick,

handicapped—to live in decency and dignity, include :

1. The Federal requirement that no state will lower its standard of assistance,

with the provision of Federal funds to share in supplemental state payments
above the Federal floor, in order to assure maintenance of standards.

2. Work training and placement provisions that will include

:

(a) The right of mothers of school-age children to have the option of out-

side employment or to remain in their homes to care for their children, so

that the best interests of the children may be served.

(b) Federal income standards in work programs, consistent with stand-

ards for others in the population, that will avoid exploitation of the poor.

(c) Assurance of post-training employment, including employment in pub-

lic service.

(d) Allowance of greater earnings with less reduction of benefits for per-

sons on public assistance to provide greater work incentives.

3. Protection of the legal rights of recipients of assistance.

4. A higher Federal floor for assistance, with Federal payments to be stepped

up to the "poverty level" within a few years, to match the realities of living

costs.

5. Broader coverage of persons in need, to include childless couples and single

persons.
6. Provisions to keep families intact, to replace provisions that encourage

desertion.

7. Increases in Social Security payments to bring them to the minimum of the

"poverty level" for recipients.

8. Maintenance and expansion of the Food Stamp Program until assistance

standards reach an adequate level.

9. Provision for research and development, to help assure accurate assessment

of the pi-ograms and their results, so that further planning, revisions, and financ-

ing can be based upon the required facts.

Until such time as these necessary federal programs are enacted and imple-

mented, the states must take actions to improve their welfare programs, many of

which now exist at deplorably low levels.

We urgently call upon the Congress, with the strongest leadership of the

President, to enact speedily the essential legislation.

Council of Planning Affiliates.

Seattle, Wash., Decembers, 1971.

Hon. Russell Long.
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : The Social Security Amendments of 1971, HR-1, should

receive the benefit of full and public hearings so that a wide spectrum of re-
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cipients and consumers, interested groups, and national organizations can be

beard. We ask your as.sistance in seeking sufficient opportunity for such hearings.

After carefui study of the issues in this legislation, the Board has taken note

of the favorable features and principles in HR-1. and sugge.sts guidelines for

welfare reform we consider to be of highest priority. We urge your support of

our position which you will find enclosed.

The Council of Planning Affiliates is an organization whose membership is

made up of ISO jtublic and private agencies and groups in the King County area

concerned with health and welfare and recreation.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely.
David Colwell. President.

Council of Planning Affiliates,
Seattle, Wash.

To : COPA agencies and other intere.sted organizations.

From : David Colwell, President.

Subject: Favorable Features of HR-1 and some Guidelines on Welfare

Reform (1).
introduction

We believe that many of the provisions of HR-1 which relate to ^ledicaid, the

Family Assistance Plan and social services will have a negative impact on the

people they are designed to help, are administratively iiifeasible, and reflect

unsound social policy. These criticisms have been clearly and extensively voiced

by the National Association of Social Workers, the Urban League, the Center

on Social Welfare Policy and Law of Columbia University, the National Welfare

Rights Organization, the Community Service Society of New York, and numerous
other organization and individuals. In general, we must agree with the.se criti-

cisms and believe that it is probably best that those features of the bill, subject

to such criticism, be deleted entirely, rather than pass in their present form.

Nevertheless, HR-1 has a number of sound provisions, especially tho.se which

relate to Social Security, and we believe it would be unwLse to lose sight of these

po.sitive features of the legislation. The current draft of HR-1 has been so widely

criticized that the positive features of this omnibus bill tend to be overlooked.

Thus, to oppose the etitire bill places one in the position of opposing provisions

long believed to be desirable by the social welfare community.

So as not to lose sight of some of these desirable provisions in HR-1, we cite

them below and offer our support.

(1) Approved by the COPA Board November 23. 1971.

favorable fe:atures of the social security (oasdhi) provisions in HR-1

1. The bill provides for an automatic increase in future Social Security bene-

fits in anv year in which the Consumer Price Index rises 3% or more.

2. Authorizes a 5% increase in Social Security (OASDI) benefits effective

.June 1972. This increa.se would go to about 27.4 million people and cost $2.1 bil-

lion for the first year.

3. Increases widows benefits to 100% of the amount their deceased husbands

would have received had they lived. This provides 3.4 million people with .$764

million more in benefits the first year.

4. Establishes a special minimum benefit for people who have worked 15 or

more years under Social Security. This would result in increased benefits costing

$39 million for about 300,000 beneficiaries the first year.

5. Increases the amount of money a retired person may earn without losing

benefits from $1680 to $2000 a year and permits a beneficiary to retain half of

all earnings above $2000 beginning in the 1972 tax year. This change would cost

$484 million for the first year, increase benefits for 700,000 people, and provide

benefits for 390,000 more who were not eligible.

6. Reduces the waiting period for disability coverage from six to five months

affecting 950,000 people at an annual cost of $105 million.

*7. Increases the wage base against which payroll taxes are levied from $7800

to $10,200 beginning January 1, 1972. (We question the wisdom of increasing the

•The starred Items indicate our disagreement with the method of Implementation as

spelled out In the bill.
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tax rate, payable by both employer and employees, to 5.4% in 1972-73, 6.2%

in 197i5-7G and 7.4% from 1977 on.)

8. Extends the Medicare program to about 1.5 million disabled people after

they have been entitled to disability Ijenefits for two years.

FAVORABLE PRINCIPLES INCORPORATED IN PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROVISIONS OF H.R. 1

1. Repeals the pre.sent program of aid to the aged (OAA), the blind (AB),

and disabled (APTD) and .substitutes a new completely federalizetl plan admin-

istered by tlie Social Security Administi-ation.

*2. Establishes a federally guaranteed national minimum level of benefits

below wliich families w'ith children cannot fall.

*3. Provides wage supplementation for low income families with dependent

children.
*4. Increases federal responsibility for low income families with dependent

children.
*5. Establishes a public service employment program.
*6. Expands provision for day care.

7. Expands provisions for family planning services.

*8. Expands provisions for vocational training and rehabilitation.

9. Provides for the disregard of specified earnings and for work incentives.

GUIDELINES FOR WELFARE REFORM

We believe the following principles are of the highest priority in amending
HR-1 and/or in developing other welfare reform legislation.

1. Complete federalization of public assistance \\-ith a poverty level guarantee
for each i^erson receiving assistance (now .$3940 for a family of four).

2. Pending federalization of public assistance, the assurance that no client will

receive less in mouy gi-ants and services than he is now receiving.

3. Pending federalization, the requirement that states which now pay more
than the federal guarantee, supplement the federal payment up to the current

assistance standards.
4. Pending federalization, the provision of federal incentives to states to

supplement payments to reach or exceed the prevailing poverty level.

5. A return to the principles incorporated in the 19t>.'!) Social Security Amend-
ments which provides the possibility of a comprehensive medical care program
for low income families under Medicaid.

«. Yearly adjustments in assistance payments to reflect changes in the Con-
sumer Price Index.

7. Establishment of need as the sole criterion eligibility for public assistance.

8. Implementation of an affidavit system for determining need.

9. Establishment of the principle of voluntary choice of manpower training for

public assistance recipients.

10. Use of the federal minimum wage as a criterion of acceptable employment.
11. An open-ended federal apijropriation for social service.

12. Expansion of funds for program development, research and evaluation.
13. Expansion of maniK>wer, day care and public service employment programs

beyond leveU- that are proposed in HR-1.
14. Improved accountability through unified administrative responsibility in

one federal agency.
15. Establishment of case finding as a legal responsibility of public assistance.

16. Investigation of alternate means of meeting the income deficit of the
poverty population, including, for example, family allowances, demogrants for
the agetl, use of income disregards, and various forms of the negative income tax,

ongoing large scale public works programs with the government being the
employer of first resort.

17. Withholding non-welfare funds for those States who fail to meet specified
assistance standards.
The COPA Board wishes to express its gratitude for the assistance to staff

of Professors Rino Patti and Ron Dear of the Legislative Committee.

•The starred items Indicate our disagreement with the method of implementation as
spelled out In the bill.
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Proposed Policy Statement Prepared for Board of Directors, Denver Chamber
OF Commerce, by Task Force on Social Security, National Affairs Commit-
tee, Metro Public Affairs Department

TASK force on SOCIAL SECURITY
Chairma)!

Glenn M. Walker, Managing Partner, Harris, Kerr, Forster & Company, Den-
ver.

Staff

R. Bruce Shelton, Manager, Metro Public Affairs Department, Denver Chamber
of Commerce.

Retirement and 8urvivors Benefits

Lee C. Ashley, Senior Vice President, First National Bank of Denver.
Roy Erickson, President, Erickson Memorial Company, Denver.

Disability Benefits

K. S. Mitchell, Management Control OflBcer, Denver Board of Water Commis-
sioners.

Maintenance of Health, and Medical Care

James O. Shetterly, Vice President, Capitol Life Insurance Co., Denver.
John DeHaan, Assistant Director, Bethesda Mental Health Center, Denver.

Technical Assistance

John Henderson, Deputy Regional Commissioner.
Richard E. Mueser, Program Evaluation Officer, U.S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, Denver.
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General
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Private retirement and disability benefit plans should be encouraged to pro-

vide benetits additional to tliose provided under social security.

POLICY DECLARATION II

Coverage
Compulsory coverage of all residents of the United States is recommended.

POLICY DECLARATION III

Retirement Benefits

Benefits should be paid as a ma tter-of-right without the eligible individual

having to provide indigence.

Benefits should continue to be paid in cash.

For purposes of computing the "primary insurance amount" (amount of bene-

fit), the average monthly wage should be based on fifteen years for both men
and women to age 65, with actuarially reduced benefits available at age 60.

Measures to encourage voluntary continuation of income production beyond

retirement age are desirable.

Benefits should increase/decrease with changes in the national consumer price

index, adjusted annually.
The lump-sum death benefit should be increased to a new fixed amount equal

to that required for a modest funeral and thereafter adjusted annually accord-

ing to the increase/decrease of the consumer price index.

The amount of benefits should l)e gradually moved toward an actuarially

computed amount based upon contributions by the individual. Minimum pay-

ments should be continued for those with inadequate coverage.

POLICY DECLARATION IV

DisahiUty benefits

Disability benefits should be available at any age.

Benefits should increase/decrease with changes in the national consumer price

index, adjusted annually, and should be based on the individual's current con-

tribution level.

A graduated scale of income recovery, adjusted to a reasonable level for size

of family, should be allowed before complete loss of benefits occurs.

POLICY DECLARATION V
Financing

The primary source of funds should continue to be the individual and his

employer.
Contributions for employees should continue on a 50-50 employer/employee

basis.

Self employed and all other residents should contribute on an individual basis

at a reduced rate.

The taxable income base should be established at a $10,000 maximum effective

January 1, 1972 with increases/decreases annually based on the consumer price

index.
The tax rate should be adjusted not more frequently than biannually.

Federal and/or State welfare funds should be used to pay that portion of

qualified benefits above the actuarial computation of benefits based on the in-

dividual's contributions to the fund.
Income tax treatment of Social Security taxes and benefits should continue

on the present basis.

Financing .should be on a current cost basis with trust funds maintained at a
minimum of one year's expenditures.

POLICY DECLARATION VI

Administration

Provision should be made for independent audit, efficiency of administration
and the continued use of a public advisory council.
Investment of trust funds should be made at reasonable rates of return with

maturity dates consistent with the needs of the fund.
Advisory and Management Boards and Councils should include presidentially

appointed members outside of government, subject to confirmation by the Senate.
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Proposed Policy Dect^arations on Maintenance of Health and Medical
Care

policy declaration i

General

The Nation's goal for health care should he to assure access to adequate care
for every American regardless of income.

POLICY DECLARATION II

Health care system

The Nation's health care system needs to be overhauled. Stronger elements
of our present system (whetlier profit-making, private non-profit or jiulilic)

should be retained and improved, and combined with additional elements to

make a comprehensive new system which would include, in addition to improved
treatment facilities, a strong educational program for maintenance of health
and prevention of disease.

Such a new system should make maximum use of the private sector and
judicious use of government funds.
To assure availability throughout the Nation of manpower adequate for

delivery of health care, the government should continue and improve programs
of loans and other financial incentive for training and use of professional person-

nel, and at the same time create new programs to train and place in service

such nonprofessional personnel as are capable of providing the supportive serv-

ices needed in modern health care, and whose services would permit a more
efiicient employment of professional skills.

POLICY DECLARATION in
Health insurance

The Nation should make comprehensive health insurance coverage (including
catastrophe coverage) available to all Americans at tlie earliest date consistent

with the availability of an adequate health care system. Action to improve the
organization and delivery of health care should be taken concurrently with action
to improve health care benefits.

Comprehensive private health insurance plans, qualified under national stand-

ards of benefits, should be encouraged through tax deduction incentive applicable
to individual as well as to group plans.

POLICY DECLARATION IV

Cost control

Control of cost in the health care system should be based as much as possible

on self-regulating economic factors, with health care facilities and insurance
plans so designed as to encourage health care in the least expensive manner
and with insurance plans requiring co-payments where feasible. In addition,

periodic professional review of hospital utilization and physicians' services

should be available, and community planning should be used to discourage costly

duplication of facilities.

POLICY DECLARATION V

Financing

Payment of premiums for health insurance coverage should be the responsi-

bility of the individual citizen. Employer participation should be permitted and
encouraged.
The cost of coverage for those unable to pay should be met by contributions

from welfare funds, graded by income and family size, to pay that portion the

individual could not meet, witii financially able persons required to pay the full

premium.

Supplemental Recommendations on Retirement, Sitevivobs and
Disability Benefits

1. Private retirement plans should be encouraged to supplement retirement
benefits of social security. To encourage such plans.

a. Tax treatment should not discriminate between employer plans and
individual plans. A reasonable tax deduction for 10 percent of gross earnings
should be allowed for investment in qualified plans.
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I). Qualified plans should be those in which the individual obtains a non-

forfeitable vested interest payable only at retirement age or upon disability

and should be legally protected from creditors.

c. Tax deductions should not be allowed for that portion of any plan not

meeting the definition in sub-paragraph b.

1. It is recommended that all U.S. residents be compulsorily covered by the

Social Security Act. Such extension would add substantial protection for those

who move from one segment of business activity, e.g., employee or self-employed

to another segment, e.g.. investing. It is likely that many of these persons will

qualify for some benefits but may not have paid a fair share into the fund unless

covered fully for their activities in all segments of business activity.

RETIREMENT BENEFITS

1. Encouragement of the production of income beyond normal retirement age is

considered essential for the following reasons :

a. Since retirement benefits are intended as a floor-of-protection additional

sources of income are required to maintain a reasonable standard of living

and to reduce the risk of such persons being added to public welfare rolls.

b. The unfairness of the present system of penalizing a worker beyond
retirement age but not an investor.

c. Continuation of activity can result in benefit to the individual's physical

and financial welfare, thus benefiting the individual, his or her family and
reducing the cost of welfare and health care.

d. The costs of social security vary greatly depending upon the relative size

of the retired population. INIeasures to reverse the trend toward early

retirement at age 60 could significantly reduce the cost of the program.
It is therefore recommended that a $3,000 annual income limitation (now

imposed only on wage earners and self-employed) be maintained for early

retirees but removed completely at age 65. The limitation should be adjusted
annually by the consumer price index.

It is further recommended that social security taxes be applied to all income
under the $10,000 maximum to age 65 ; thereafter, no social security taxes should
be payable.

FINANCING

1. Self-employed and other individuals covered by social security should con-
tinue to enjoy payment of the tax at a reduced rate because their payments are
made with after-tax dollars whereas 50 percent of employees' contributions are
tax deductible by their employers.
Minority viewpoint.—Considerable emphasis was placed upon allowing an

income tax deduction for all contributions, without discrimination, accompanied
by an equal contribution rate by all persons. Such a plan could be an acceptable
alternate.

2. Individuals newly covered under the proposals should not be entitled to

full coverage or minimum coverage provisions of existing law, but would be
entitled to an actuarial percentage thereof depending upon their contributions
to the plan prior to retirement. To do otherwise would continue to dilute the
equity of those who have paid into the plan for many years.

3. The value of compensation other than cash should be taxable as a part of
the $10,000 taxable base. Reference is made to housing, meals or any other
non-cash compensation received. Industries where this type of compensation is

common are farms, ranches, and hotels as well as household employment.

Supplemental Recommendations on Maintenance of Health, and
Medical Cake

1. Access to adequate care should be provided in a manner that maximizes the
advantage of individual freedom of choice and of flexibility to adjust to changing
needs.

2. There should be a national program educating all Americas on ways to main-
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tain good health, including prevention of disease, the content of proper nutri-
tion and the role of mental responsibility for illness.

3. In assuring access to health services for all Americans, the federal gov-
ernment should not provide such care directly, purchase health insurance pro-
tection for everyone, nor initiate a federalized national health insurance system.

HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

1. The health care system should deliver comprehensive care, including health
maintenance, primary, specialty, restorative and health-related services in ex-

tended care facilities.

2. To develop more and better health manpower, the following activities are
encouraged

:

(c) Para-medical personnel such as physicians' assistants or other non-
professionals should be utilized to the fullest extent possible.

(ft) University, community and junior college, and technical school edu-
cational programs should be developed, improved and expanded to provide
more and better medical personnel.

(c) To provide services in areas of manpower or service shortage, the
federal government should provide loans to students for costs of education
in the health field, with the provision that such loans would be forgiven if

such persons provide services in some area of shortage.
(d) Effort should be made to increase training in all aspects of the health

care industry of such persons as minority groups, women, the financially
disadvantaged, etc.

(e) Eliminate those portions of state licensing of many levels and types of
medical personnel which are severely restrictive or unnecessary. Licensing
for basic certification should be retained where necessary.

3. Guidance and assistance should be sought from the business community and
university health education centers in developing better systems for delivery
of health care.

4. Area-wide health care planning councils should be established and ade-
quately staffed with competent personnel. The business community should sup-
port and participate in the w^ork of such councils.

5. Care must be used to avoid the inflation and disappointment that may be
caused by promising sservice that the system is not prepared to deliver (this
result was seen with Medicare).

HEALTH INSURANCE

1. National standards of benefits should be established to provide adequate
insurance to all individuals and groups, including catastrophe insurance.

2. Employees should maintain their right to bargain with their employer for
coverages in excess of the minimum reequirements.

3. Any employer-employee group plan should be required to meet the national
standards as a test for deductibility of the cost thereof for income tax purposes.

4. Persons not covered by employer-employee groups could purchase insurance
through provider organizations such as Blue Cross, Blue Shield, Kaiser, group
practice plans, etc.

~K Medicare and Medicaid should be phased out : the federal government should
not provide insurance.

COST CONTROL

1. Area-wide health care cost control councils should be established and ade-
quately staffed with competent personnel. The business community should sup-
port and participate in the work of such councils with primary motivation and
responsibility provided by the medical profession.

2. These area-wide councils should establish acceptable charge rates for hos-
r>itals, doctors and other medical service groups on a prospective rather than
on a retroactive cost-plus basis.

3. Hospitals, doctors and other medical service groups should accept estab-
lished prospective rates as payment in full for individuals covered by an approved
insurance plan.

4. Patients shorild be able to contract for medical services from hospitals,
doctors and others not participating in the plan; however, the patient would be
resp<m:?ible for payment extra fees, if any.
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5. Hospitals, doctors and other providers, as a condition for participation in

the plan, should be restricted to fee and service schedule maximums as deter-

mineed by the area-wide coimcil.

6. Doctors and others engaged in providing medical services of any kind should

be required to subscribe to a conflict of interest code prohibiting investment in

any hospital or related facility, drug supplier or other provider of services or

supplies with whom he did business. ( See similar Code of Ethics provision of the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants)

.

7. All hospitals, extended care and nursing home facilities should be required

to adopt uniform accounting practices, financial reporting and cost finding sys-

tems. Data related to the appropriateness of such items as hospital ^dmissions,

duration of stay and treatment provided should be made available to the area-

wide council.
FINANCING

1. All employers, public and private, should be required to provide all their

employees a health plan meeting national minimum standards. Payment of the

premiums for such insurance would be determined by employer/employee

negotiation.

2. Welfare plans of the federal government should include provisions for

payment of the health insurance premium for persons unable to pay. Primary

responsibility for payment should remain with the individual, however, with

premium contributions by the government graded by income and family size.

Financially able persons would be required to pay the full premium.

3. Insurance carriers should be allowed to charge increased premiums for dis-

abled, elderly or others to whom health in.surance is not now available ; how^ever,

such surcharge must be reasonable.

4. All pei-sons should be allowed an income tax deduction for reasonable

health insurance premiums actually paid, without discrimination among em-

ployees, self-employed or others.

Statement by Michael D. Buombero, Director, Washington Bureau,
Federation of American Hospitals

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee, my name is Michael D.

Bromberg, Director of the Washington Bureau of the Federation of American
Hospitals. I would like to take this opportunity to present the views of our

organization on H.R. 1.

The Federation of American Hospitals is a national non-profit association

representing more than 550 investor-owned (proprietary) hospitals through

its members and affiliated state organizations. Our member hospitals range

from small rural facilities to large urban and suburban investor-owned com-

prehensive medical care institutions. There are presently more than 1,000 acute

care short term investor-owned hospitals in the United States representing

approximately 20% of the non-government hospitals. Our facilities comprise

more than 67,000 beds located in 41 states and the territory of Puerto Rico.

Member facilities include facilities owned by practitioners; groups of busi-

nessmen and community leaders and multiple hospital corporations.

Th(» Federation was privileged to appear before this Committee on two
previous occasions to discuss proposed amendments to the Medicare and Medi-

caid programs. During those previous appearances we submitted testimony to-

gether with a number of recommendations for amendments to the Title XVIII
and XIX programs as well as to previous versions of H.R. 1. Our positions on

H.R. 1 have been made known to the Committee before. We would like to take

this opportunity to concentrate on two of the sections of H.R. 1 which we
believe to be most important and to present our views on catastrophic health

insurance and in particular the proposal sponsored by the distinguished Chair-

man of this Committee.

determination of medicaid reasonable costs (SEC. 232)

Section 232 of H.R. 1 authorizes the states to develop their own standards

and guidelines for determining the reasonable cost of in patient hospital services

under Medicaid and maternal and child health programs. This provision would
change the position of Administration legal counsel and the courts that the
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reasonable cost provisions of the Title XVIII and XIX programs shonld be

tletennined in the same manner.
While Section 232 restates the Congressional intent of preventing hospitals

or their private patients from subsidizing in-patient costs of Medicaid patients

and vice versa, the delegation of the authority to interpret costs to the states

can only bring about confusion and a lack of revenue predictability which in

turn is likely to produce higher charges for noncovered patients.

In addition to these pressures on facilities there will be budgeting pressures

on the states which will tempt the states, as they have been tempted before, to

adopt arbitrary and unreasonable cost control regulations in order to reduce

their own heavy fiscal burden under the Title XIX program. These pressures

have already induced several states to attempt to impose some type of freeze

on Medicaid charges which court decisions have held to be in viohition of federal

law.
We urge the Committee to delete Section 232 and prevent a return to the sit-

uation which existed prior to the adoption of existing regulations where
reasonable costs were interpreted in some cases to be lower than actual costs.

Adoption of Section 232 would be inconsistent with what appears to be

increasing support for substituting a federal program for the present Title XIX
program. We support the suggestion recently made by the Chariman of this

Committee for federal funding of the basic health benefits for the poor under
Medicaid. The Federation favors elimination of Medicaid and adoption of a

federal health insurance system for the poor financed out of .general revenues.

Passage of Section 232 would in our opinion delay that kind of system by
granting reimbursement powers to the states.

PROVIDER REIMBURSEMENT REVIEW BOARB (SEC. 243)

:\Ir. Chairman, no issue has caused more frustration to the providers of health

care under the Title XVIII program than the absence of adequate administra-
tive or .iudicial review procedures. We have urged this Committee before to cor-

rect this situation and we now emphasize our belief that something must be

done to bring the basic elements of due proce.'^s to bear on the administration

of the Medicare program. The Title XVIII program remains a unique exception

to the basic principle that a party with a grievance .shall have recourse to some
impartial source.

Section 243 of H. R. 1 establishes a provider reimbursement review board with
authority to hear controversies in excess of $10,000. While the Federation is

certainly not satisfied with the scope or extent of this provision, we do believe

that the concept of an administrative appeal board is a step in the right direction.

We urge the Committee to strengthen the language of Section 243 by substituting

for that provision one based upon the Senate version of H. R. 17550 reported

by this Committee in December of 1970. Section 243 of H. R. 1 is deficient in

several respects. Among the more important deficiencies are the absence of a

provision allowing class actions and a limitation on the scope of the board's

jurisdiction to "items and services" which could be construed to omit such im-

portant areas as depreciation and interest.

In addition to these changes we urge the Committee to add to the provider

reimbursement review board section authorization for judicial review. The
confiicting interpretations of the Title XVIII program by intermediaries has

created an atmosphere of uncertainty—an atmosphere which is certainly not

conducive to eflBcient management or fiscal predictability. The ever present dan-

ger of a new interpretation of a regulation set forth in an intermediary letter

that would be applied retroactively can wipe out all efforts to achieve efficient

and effective management forecasts of operations. We strongly recommend the

estalilishment of procedures under which providers may .^eek administrative relief

as well as the right to judicial review under the Title XVIII program.

CATASTROPHIC INSURANCE

The Federation is pleased to comment on S. 1376 introduced by Chairman Long.

We support the concept of catastrophic health insurance for all Americans as a

part of a broader national health insurance system which we hope the Congre.ss

will approve as soon as possible. In the meantime we applaud the efforts of the

Chairman of the Committee and others in the Senate to obtain approval for a

catastrophic health insurance system as part of a stop gap mea.sure prior to the
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enactment of national health insurance. We do, however, wish to emphasize

that a catastrophic insurance program should not be considered as a substitute

for a complete national health insurance program and we hope to have the op-

portunity to present our views on that subject to this Committee in the near

future.

The Federation supports the concept of catastrophic health insurance for all

Americans as a federally-financed part of any national health insurance system.

Such a program could be administered and financed through payroll taxes similar

to the Title XVIII program.
We differ with the Administration's proposal to include catastrophic coverage

as part of the required employer health insurance coverage for two reasons. First,

this would increase the cost of the employee's insurance premium, placing too

great a burden on employers. Second, the area of catastrophic or extraordinary

illness insurance is properly one for the federal government to undertake as a

basic priority for the protection of all Americans.
A catastrophic insurance program should, in our opinion, go far beyond the

benefits now provided by the Title XVIII program. Once the deductible under this

major medical type of coverage is met, we believe that all illness-related expenses

should be covered. This would include cost of prescription drugs, in-patient and
out-patient psychiatric care, dental care, long term chronic illness care in nursing

homes and all other illness-related care. None of the bills presently before this

Committee would provide complete catastrophic protection and this, we believe,

should be a high priority goal of the federally financed part of any national

health system.
With respect to the various proposals for deductibles, the Federation favors a

deductible based on 60 days in a hospital or medical bills or out-of-pocket in-

stitutional bills totaling $2,000 during a calendar year. Once those levels are

reached, the federal government through the catastrophic protection program,
would pay for 80% of all illness-related expenses incurred during the calendar
year. We believe that deductible features mentioned above should apply on a
family basis without regard to the number of persons in the family and without
regard to the family's income. While there are strong arguments in favor of tying

the deductible under a catastrophic program to the amount of income earned by a
family, such a formula might well increase administrative costs.

In this case, we believe that any family, regardless of its income, which must
meet the cost of 60 days in a medical care institution or medical bills totaling

$2,000, has reached a point under which it should be protected from other
financially burdensome health costs as a matter of right. Therefore, we support a

Medicare-type approach to the catastrophic program under which every American
M'ill be entitled to protection from extraordinary health care costs as a matter of
right and without being subjected to a means test.

We thank you for this opportunity to present our supplemental views on H.R. 1.

Silver Spring, Md., January 27, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
'New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Dear U.S. Senators : Your S.S Laws 223 (d) 1 and 3 deny that my fifteen (15)
year brain tumor existed prior to brain surgery : therefore, I was supposed to
have worked while growing it. I resent being discriminated against and murdered
by these laws which is confirmed by Appeals Council Director of Social Security
Administration as a result of my letter to Hon. .John D. Brlichman, (see photo-
copies of each letter attached)

.

Also note the Appeals Council Director states : "there would appear to be no
basis on which the claim could be pursued under existing law". Obviously, this
is also taxation without representation.

Only Sadists w^ould require a person to work while growing a brain tumor

;

and Murderers would deny Disability Benefits to those who survive brain
surjrery once and may undergo it again. Read attached Medical Reports, proof.

T have a Constitutional Right that Justice be done, and I request the same.
Respectfully yours,

Mrs. Irene C. Heap.
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Silver Spring, Md., July l-'t, 1971.

Hon. John D. Erlichman,
Director Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs,

The White House, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Erlichman: The attached Laws 223 (d) 1 & 3 deny the existence

of all these disabling diseases that can be proven by major surgery or autopsies

only.

I send you Medical proof of same.
I'm eligible for Old Age Benefits of Social Security if I live, but am denied

Disability as per Law 223(d) 3 that denied my 15 yr. Brain Tumor ever existed

prior to brain surgery—so I'm being murdered by this asinine law.

Please, Sir, repeal the Laws 223 (d) 1 & 3 and help all us disabled.

Thank you.

Respectfully yours,
Mrs. Irene C. Heap.

P.S. Lack of respect for laws and also poverty could be overcome by this

quick solution.
[From the Washington Post, p. 23, Apr. 26. 1971]

Failure To Help Disabled

Social Security disability laws have always violated the Constitution because

they discriminate against disabled people. Ignorance of the medical profession

doesn't give Congress the right—despite the recommendations of the Depart-

ment of HEW—to enact laws that exclude some diseases and impairments from

disability benefits. Rhetoric doesn't pay bills: now is the time for complete

revision 'of the so-called "disability laws" to make them equitable for all citizens.

Because the brain, lungs and nerves do not grow outside the body, the present

disability laws exclude many people with black lung, brown lung, multiple

sclerosis' epilepsy, cancer, and brain tumor found by emergency surgery which

machines couldn't detect. Because these diseases or impairments are not

medically determinable in one year's time but result in disablement and death,

and because some disabled can't prove their disablement for prior years due

to statute of limitations under Section 6501 of the Internal Revenue Code, Con-

gress discriminates against the disabled in more ways than one.

Obviously, if there are no earnings credited for 10 years or more for the above

excluded disabled people, they are indeed disabled, and should receive disability

benefits immediatley. Congress should be pressured into prompt reform of these

inequitable laws.
Irene C. Heap, Silver Spring.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Social Security Administration,
Washington, D.C, September 2. 1971.

Mrs. Irene C. Heap,
Silver Spring, Md.

Dear Mrs. Heap : Mr. Ball has asked us to write you regarding your letter to

Mr. Ehrlichman, since the Appeals Council issued the last decision on your

disability insurance claim.

Your correspondence indicates that you do not understand why your claim did

not succeed under the prevailing law. The record shows that your applications

were properly considered and that your rights were .iuslly determined in

the Appeals Council's decision of July 3. 196S. Although the claim was studied

nt all administrative levels of adjudication, no medical evidence was found to

show that you met the disability requirement when you were insured for dis-

ability purposes.
Tlie file in your case has been closed for about 3 years, and the reasons for

denial have been explained in official determinations and in replies to many
letters from you and from others who inquired in your behalf. The file reflects

th.it you last met the earnings requirement for a disability insured status in

September 19.5.S—almost 18 years ago—and there would appear to be no basis

on which the claim could be pursued under existing law.

Sincerely yours,
H. Dale Cook, Dirrrtor.
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Silver Spring, Md., Matj 7, 1968.

Re Irene C. Heap.

Mr. J. Ambrose Kiley,
Attorney, 8700 Georgia Ave.,

Silver Spring, Md.

Dear Mr. Kiust: Concerning the date of origin of Mrs. Heap's meningioma,

it may be said that the sphenoid ridge meningioma which I removed in April,

190.") had been present for many years before the first convulsive seizure. It is

possible, as I have stated in previous correspondence to Mrs. Heap, herself, that

the fainting episodes which began in 1953 were a symptom of the meningioma.

The same might be said for the convulsive attack which occurred in 1956. The

date of origin of this tumor can never be stated with certainty. I should feel it

possible that the tumor might have been present for as long as 15 years before

it was finally removed.
Very truly yours,'

John T. Lord, M.D.

Silver Spring, Md., August 1, 1969.

To Whom It May Concern

:

This is to confirm that Mrs. Irene Heap has had brain surgery for a Meningi-

oma. This kind of growth tends to be recurrent. Periodic re-evaluation by vari-

ous diagnostic modes—skull x-ray, brain scan. etc. is medically indicated.

Morris Perry, M.D.

Washington. D.C, October 6, 1961.

This is to certify that Mrs. Irene C. Heap was first seen for neurological con-

sultation on June 17, 1964 while a patient at Holy Cross Hospital. She had

complaints and symptoms and examination findings consistent with central

nervous system disease of undetermined etiology. The possibility of a brain

tumor as opposed to a degenerative disease was considered. Six^eial tests were

obtained, but failed to reveal the presence of a tumor. Her clinical picture looked

more like a degenerative process and treatment was administered along these

lines. The patient was examined again in early March of 1965. at w^hich time it

was noted that she was having increasing difficulty in ambulation. In early April

of 1965 the patient was admitted to Holy Cross Hospital where she was ad-

mitted in a comatose state. The patient had extensive neurologic testing done
during this hospitalization and a brain tumor, a meningioma, was removed.

Sincerely,
Marvin C. Korengold, M.D.

Silver Spring, Md., Novetnber 27, 1967.

To Whom It May Concern:

Supplementing September 1965 report in regard to Mrs. Irene C. Heap.
Please be advised that in 1964 while she was a patient in Holy Cross Hospital

undergoing tests in search of a brain tumor, she had one of her dizzy spells while
enroute from the bed to the bathroom which was located in her bedroom and
she fell to the floor. As a result of this fall, I ordered a wheel chair placed by her
bed and forbid her to walk.
On April 5, 1965, at her home, she had a dizzy spell in her bathroom and fell

backwards into the bathtub, hitting the back of her head, a terrific blow. She
called my office, and one of my nurses, Mm. Royer answered the phone and told

me, Mrs. Heap had fallen and hit the back of her head and wanted me to come
to her home. I went to Mrs. Heap's home and then made arrangement at Holy
Cross Hospital for admission that same day. She had the brain tumor surgery
by Dr. John Lord the following day.

Very truly yours,
Morris Perry, M.D.

Testimony by the Lutheran Council in the U.S.A., Prepared by the Division

of Welfare Services

opening statement

This statement is submitted by the Lutheran Council in the U.S.A. before

the United States Senate Committee on Finance as it gives consideration to the

matter of legislation dealing with welfare reform. The testimony is based on posi-
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tion statements adopted by the Lutheran Council and dealing with "The Role
of Government in Social Welfare" and the "Elimination of Poverty."
The Lutheran Council in the U.S.A., organized in 1966, is a council of three

participating Lutheran church bodies, namely, The American Lutheran Church,
Lutheran Church in America, and The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod. Among
its functions as stated in the Constitution is the following

;

"To represent the interests of the Council before . .

.

2. The national government . .

."

INTRODUCTORY

There is critical and urgent need for early legislative action to bring about
genuine reform of the public welfare system in this country. Congress has been
involved in debate of issues in welfare reform for over two years. In the mean-
time, millions of our fellow Americans daily experience the grinding pain of

poverty and remain deprived of that which in justice is due them. Moreover, the
rising costs of the present system are producing fiscal crises in states and local

governments which are confronted with the costs of welfare and other essential

community services.

The attacks on the present welfare system are increasing in number and in-

tensity. Many groups in our society, each prompted by its own unique motives,

are demanding legislative action. Recipients of welfare benefits are calling for

higher benefits and changes in administrative procedures : social welfare person-

nel are hoping to achieve a system which is truly helpful to people ; public officials

view with concern the mounting costs ; and citizens view with dismay the rise

in taxes.
It is important to bear in mind as we strive to achieve change that the social

welfare system is not to be blamed for producing poverty any more than the

health services delivery system is to be blamed for producing illness and disease.

The public welfare system may not be as effective as we would like in alleviating

poverty or helping the poor able to do so to get off the welfare rolls but the causes

of poverty are not to be found in the public welfare program. Nor. are the causes

of poverty to be found solely in the individual who is poor. Without neglecting

the factors contributing to poverty which do lie within the individual's capacity

to control, it is becoming increasingly accepted that there are factors in the

social system which create poverty.

We wish to underscore this point because as we debate this issue of what is

appropriate legislation in welfare reform, we should keep the focus on just that

—

reform of the welfare program. It must be the basic purpose of the welfare pro-

gram to alleviate the needs of the impoverished in our society.

There are many casual factors producing poverty, all of which must be at-

tacked—inflation, unemployment, illness, inadequate education, racial discrimi-

nation. It is a multi-faceted and complex problem, not responsive to simplistic

explanations or superficial measures.
In summary, we urge the Congress as it debates the various proposals dealing

with welfare reform, to focus on the objective of achieving the allleviation of

the grinding pain of poverty in a way that is genuinely helpful to the poor. Cer-

tainly Congress will be dealing with critical causes related to poverty in other

legislation, such as health services, education, housing, employment. Here we are

dealing with the issue of how best to reform the welfare program and achieve a

just and workable income distribution program.
Lutheran churches are presently maintaining many social service programs

across the country, including services to children and families, the aging, the

sick, and others. These agencies report to us their judgment that poverty so very

often results from inadequate education, illness, racial discrimination, and

unemployment which arise and persist in society.

SOME RECOMMENDED PRINCIPLES

As a contribution to this legislative process, we submit the following comments

and observations in testimony on possible legislation which may be developed

by Congress in this critically important area. We suggest the inclusion of the

following principles in any legislation dealing with welfare reform.

/. Elimination of the categories in the present social assistance program ana

establishment of the single criterion of need

Out of all the nation's poor, the federal government has .selected for assistance

only those who meet certain defined eligibility requirements in specifically named
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categories—the aged over 65 (Old Age Assistance), the blind (Aid to the Blind),

the disabled (Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled), and children (Aid
to Families with Dependent Children). Some states and local governmental units

have developed programs of general assistance but this meets only a fraction of

the needs of the nation's poor.

^Yhat is the morality of the standard by which our government selects cer-

tain groups as being more worthy than others of public support? What possible

justification can there be for determining that a poor person 65 years of age or

older is to be helped rather than the one who is 62, or 60? Blindness is a tragic

handicap. But on what basis is it determined that a blind person is to be helped
rather than one who is handicapped in some other manner?

In the legislation now before Congress, the persons in the so-called adult cate-

gories—aged over 65, blind or disabled, are to be covered by a single program.
This is a step toward the goal we propose, namely, the elimination of categories.

But it is removed from the so-called family programs which in turn are to be

divided, one to be administered by the Department of Labor and the other by
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Such fragmenting of in-

come maintenance programs poses serious administrative and program problems.

Especially to be regretted is the continued favored treatment with respect to

financial benefits for the adult person as over against children. The benefits for

adults should not be reduced. Rather the benefits for children should be sub-

stantially increased.
A recent study by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

reports that there are over 4 million persons under 65 living in poverty but not

eligible for benefits under present programs of public assistance. Among these are
2 million persons in families without children and 2.3 million .single persons.

These people are fellow citizens in our American community. We urge that

they be given the same recognition and support presently given to other special

groups.
We also note that in the proposed legLslation, in the .section dealing with state

supplementation, the federal government would be bound to recognize a residency

requirement if a state imposes such a restriction. There are many reasons for

eliminating such residency requirements. The major proportion of funds is com-
ing from federal sources and all signs point to an increase of such federal par-

ticipation. Moreover, the United States Supreme Court has found such residency

requirements unconstitutional restrictions on the right to travel and in violation

of the equal protection clause.

2. Provision for incentives in moving off public assistance for those for whom
this is possible

Every study which is made of the poor who receive public assistance reports

their readiness, even eagerness, to participate in plans for adequate self-mainte-

nance and their desire to be self-directing and independent.
It must not be overlooked, however, that virtually the entire total ca.se load

of persons in the federally assisted programs are children (55.5%). mothers
(18.6%). blind and disabled (9.4%), aged (15.6%,). This entire group makes up
99.1% of the total as of April 1971 with the remainder, 0.9%, being able bodied
fjithers. When we speak of moving people off of public assistance, we must keep
in mind that these are the people on the rolls—children, mothers, aged, blind and
disabled.
The largest group of adults of working age are the 2.5 million mothers who are

lieads of families, most of them with no able-bodied male at home. According to

a study recently released by the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare, 14% of these mothers are presently at work, and another 7% are in work
training programs. Another 35% would be potential employees if job training,

job.s. and day care facilities for children were available. Some 4% to 5% of

mothers have some employment potential but require social rehabilitation serv-

ices. The remaining welfare mothers may not be considered as employable be-

cause they have small children at home, have major physical or mental in-

capacities or other barriers to work.
Tlie same study reports that the average welfare family has been on the rolls

for only 23 months. At any given time, about two-thirds of all welfare families
(AFDC) will have been receiving assistance for less than three years. Only 7.3%
have been on welfare for 10 years or more.

Although every provision should be made to assure persons moving off welfare
rolls, it must be honestly faced that there will remain manv for whom this is
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not possible. These will be the aged, the disabled and handicapped, and mothers
with sole responsibility for small children.

If working poor are included, and as we stipulate later in this testimony, we
urge that this be done, a new set of circumstances arises presenting quite different

.social statistics.

3. Inclusion of the working poor with exemption of graduated levels of earned
income and careful attention given to protection against inadequate wages

A major breakthrough in the public assistance program is a possibility in the
welfare legislation now before Congress. For the first time, we may now develop
legislation which would include provision for including the working poor. When
this was first propo.sed. many found it quite unacceptable ; but when they studied
the matter and came to see its benefits to individuals and families, it was found
a growing number of people have given it their support.
The proposal is based on the recognition that there are many in American so-

ciety who, though employed, have incomes insufficient to maintain levels of health
and decency. Moreover, it also recognizes that persons now on welfare could be
encouraged and assisted in getting off public assistance if they were allowed to

take employment and keep portions of earned income. A double social benefit is

thus achieved by including provision for working poor in the public assistance
program.

If those presently employed, though with inadequate incomes, were included,

the family could be encouraged and assisted to remain together. Quite the op-

posite is true in the present program with its incentive to the father to quit his

work and desert his family. The family would be assisted in securing essential

needs—food, housing, clothing and other requisites. This would he a real contribu-

tion toward breaking the cycle of poverty since studies report that the greatest

single cause of poverty is poverty. With the opportunity to secure tliese essential

needs, the likelihood of children breaking out of the cycle of poverty is greatly

increased. It hardly seems necessary to underscore that the family headed by a
father working full time at low income may be just as needy as one headed by a
mother.
Another social value of including the working poor is the benefit derived for

those presently on welfare. With this provision, those now on the rolls would be

encouraged to seek employment and increase earnings which they could retain.

With such encouragement, the individual and society would both benefit. For
as persons are able to work their way off welfare rolls, the financial and social

costs to the community are materially reduced.

-J. Provision of a iasic floor of financial benefit hy the federal government at

an adequate level for health and decency

We approve the provision in proposed legislation which for the first time in

the nation's history establishes the principle of a basic floor of income main-

tenance assumed by the federal government. The mobility of our people and the

varied economic resources among the regions of the nation place upon the

federal government an inescapable responsibility for leadership here, to provide

the necessary resources. We believe the federal government should use its broad

taxing power to bring about a greater degree of equity among the states in

providing income maintenance and social welfare services.

All Americans are citizens of this nation and none should be denied or limited

in their struggle to realize their full potential because of the circumstances of

birth or residence in a particular geographical area.

Though we have taken no specific position with respect to the amount of grant

to persons on public assistance, there are some observatioons we would like to

make related to the issue.

(a) It would seem that this nation should establish a grant amount not below

the figure which the government has already established as a poverty level,

adjusted periodically to the cost of living. The proposed legislation establishes

the practice of tying social security benefits to cost of living but welfare pay-

ments are frozen for five years.

(&) We urge Congress to correct the discrepancy in grant amounts in the

so-called adult category and that which is proposed for the family programs.

(c) We urge Congress to eliminate the ceiling on grants to families. lender

the proposed legislation, the maximum amount any family could receive would

be $3600, regardless of size. There is no reason why a public assistance program
should impose an arbitrary cut off on the number of people to receive benefits in
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a family. Every child in the family has needs, whether he is first in the family
or the sixth or ninth. To include all members of a family would be both equitable

and inexpensive since only 4% of all AFDC families have more than eight

members.
(d) Existent benefit levels should not be reduced by new legislation. While it

is true that the benefit level in a number of states is presently below that set

forth in the proposed legislation and the recipients in those states would secure

an increase, it is also true that benefits in many states are already above levels

set forth in some proposed legislation. However, the legislation leaves it optional

with the states whether they decide to grant this differential or not. It is not
likely that many states would elect to provide this supplement voluntarily. It

would seem the only just solution would be to require states to grant this sup-

plement of federal payments if their present benefits have achieved this level,

but with federal participation in such supplementation.

5. Development of effective job training programs and related services, such as

day care centers, homemaker services, family planning, health maintenance,
and vocational counselling

It is in the best interests of the recipient as well as society that those persons
on welfare for whom it is possible should be assisted in leaving the rolls.

We note with approval that the proposed legislation does provide for certain

child care and related supportive services, manpower services, job training

and employment programs. The development of effective programs in those areas
would materially assist many persons to find employment.
We wish to make some comments on certain key matters.

(a) The proposed legislation provides that an individual would not be required

to accept employment if wages and other employment conditions are contrary
to those prescribed by applicable federal, state or local law or less favorable than
those prevailing for similar work in the locality, or the wages are Ipss than
an hourly rate of three-fourths of the federal minimum wage under present law.

There is no equity in requiring a person simply because he is a public assistance
beneficiary to accept employment at a lower figure than others in the community
or less than the Federal minimum wage. This provision should be stricken.

(&) Provision should be made to require that job traning and employment serv-

ices be related to the true job situation. Persons should be trained and referred

to jobs which offer opportunity for service, growth, development and related to

the skills and qualifications of the recipient.

(c) The day care programs which are projected in the proposed legislation

should be available in adequate number and of such quality as to be truly growth
programs for children and not merely custodial facilities.

Children should not be delivered to inadequate day care programs to meet a re-

quirement that mothers train for or accept employment to which they may be
referred. This would be not only prejudicial to the best interests of children but
poor social policy ; for we would not be adequately preparing children for whole-
some, resiK)nsible adulthood.

id) It may well be that the social and financial costs of the mother w-orking
and placing children in day care would outweigh those of a mother remaining at

home to care for children. The work and training programs for mothers with
small children should be developed on a voluntary basis.

6". Assurance that a mother with sole responsihility for her children will not he

required to accept employment against her own best judgment as to thai

which is hcst for the tvelfare of the children

The proposed legislation provides that an individual is considered to be avail-

able for work unless such a person, among other conditions, is the mother or
other relative caring for a child under age 6 and this age drops to 3 beginning
July 1974.

Mothers have no more critical and urgent responsibility than to do all that
is within their power to assure the development and growth of their children.

Our society has long recognized the fundamental rights of mothers to make their

own decisions as to how this responsibility can be best fulfilled. Provision has
been made by society to deal with those special situations where mothers neglect,

or do not adequately provide for, the proper care of their children.
Recognizing the validity of these appropriate safeguards, we believe that a

mother should be permitted free choice in the decision as to what is in the best

interests of her pre-school children ; that is, whether she should take employment
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or remain at home. We are aware of the argument that many mothers are al-

ready employed and that mothers receiving public assistance should not be given
si)e(ial privilege. But these mothers are employed by their own choice and our
position is that mothers on public assistance should be given this same oppor-
tunity for free choice.

7. Protection against po-fsible abuse of mandating employment hy forcing ac-

ceptance of jobs which offer no constructive opportunity for development or

which are not consistent with the worker's abilities

We believe firmly that a person should work to support himself and his family,

should he have the capability of doing so. This principle of responsibility of one's

own support is appropriately firmly imbedded in the social system of our country.

This is substantiated by every study dealing with this area of concern which re-

port that persons do want to be self maintaining and self-directing and resist

accepting things done for them unless the situation is so compelling that they
must accept assistance from others.

The fact tliat a person is unemployed and receiving social welfare benefits does

not provide justification for mandating employment which offers no constructive

opportunity for development.

A CONCLUDING STATEMENT

In conclusion, we affirm the need of this nation to rise to new heights of moral
commitment to the well being of all its citizens. People are the nation's most
precious resource and their welfare must be our first priority. All Americans
wherever they live in this land, whatever their circumstances of birth, their so-

cial situation—children, the poor, the handicapped, the deprived, the aged—all

should be enabled to walk in dignity, peace, and hope as responsible participat-

ing members of our national community.
Our society faces a stern challenge in this struggle of the poor to achieve re-

lease and freedom from their pain. Will it be possible for a free, pluralistic soci-

ety operating within the framework of democratic institutions to mobilize the

necessary resources and implement a total national effort in the elimination of

poverty?
(The above testimony was prepared by the Division of Welfare Services, Lu-

theran Council in the U.S.A., 315 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10010.

For further information, write Dr. Henry J. Whiting, Secretary for Social Re-
search and Planning, at the above address.)

PocATELLO, Idaho,
August 23, 1971.

Hon. Len B. Jordan,
Senator, U.S. Senate,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Senator Jordan : You will recall our long-standing correspondence relat-

ing to many aspects of the human services, particularly program, manpower, and
training aspects. Frankly, the privilege of communicating with you has been one
of the most rewarding aspects of my professional experiences in Idaho. And so, an
opportunity has again developed to bring to yovir attention an area of concern
relating to the delivery of health services that you may want to explore.

The National Association of Social Workers has recently emphasized with its

membership our collective concern over recent action of the House of Repre-
sentatives (HR 1) relating to a reduction of service standards in Medicare reg-

ulations through not requiring medical social work services in extended care
facilities. The proposed deletion of these services suggests a lack of understand-
ing of the broad goals of social services in a medical facility. Adoption of this

reduction in standards would have the most serious long-range consequences for

our senior citizens, particularly as the country may well be on the threshold of

providing a more comprehensive system of health care to its citizens and par-

ticularly the elderly.

^ly concern in this regard is generated not only from my broad professional

orientation but, more specifically, relates to part-time medical social work con-

sultation I have provided up until about a year ago to one of our local convales-

cent homes. Our agreement was that I would spend up to one hour a week
providing social work services to the convalescent home as required by Medicare
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regulations. These services were provided over a period of about two years. When
the Comprehensive Mental Health Program in this area became operational, I

urged the director of the convalescent home to consider a contractual arrange-
ment with that public service as provided for in their program. Subsequently the
arrangement was included. The opportunity provided me sufficient experience to

begin to appreciate the very real need for social work services as provided for

by Medicare regulations. I came to recognize not only the need and opportunity
for these services, but also the promise as well as the problems in implementing
a part-time service of this nature.

More si>ecifically, I submit the following comments, observations, and sug-

gestions for your consideration :

1. Social work practice concerns itself with the social well-being of the client

or patient in his real life situation. Economic, family, community, vocational, and
psychological factors all enter the situation. The needs of the elderly in our
changing society are as pressing as the young or middle aged.

2. Health, illness, and the aging process encompass—not only medical but
social and economic components. Illness and old age effect people in different

ways and are of particular consequence to the person, the family, and the com-
munity. Accordingly, any system for the delivery of medical services should not
divide up the person or patient ; the well-being of the whole person needs con-
sideration for whatever treatment or rehabilitation are necessary. These health
facts were recognized many years ago when medical social work services were
first initiated in the Massachusett's General Hospital around the turn of the
century by Dr. Richard Cabot. Since then the demand for social work services in

medical facilities, public or private, has grown steadily.

3. The care attempted in an extended facility is comprehensive including recre-
ation, physical therapy, and a variety of medical services to meet the needs of the
individual, and the requirement for the provision of social work services as
part of this total treatment picture becomes apparent if the service is indeed
considered to be comprehensive, i.e., maximum fulfillment ar functioning of the
individual patient while in the facility.

4. Regarding my own exi)eriences and the job to be done, the director and I

decided that social work helps might typically include :

(a) An interview with the significant family members of the patient
shortly following admission so that there could be an understanding of the
background of the life experiences of the patient, the attitudes of the rela-
tives toward the patient and his illness, and an active enlistment of the
family to cooperate with the convalescent home staff for the maximum well-
being of the patient.

(ft) Bringing community agencies into the picture as necessary as for
example, financial assistance and vocational rehabilitation for the patient
and/or his family.

(c) Casework services with the patient to provide him an opportunity to
talk about his feelings regarding his illness, stay at the convalescent home,
and to enlist his cooperation with the staff for his benefit. This frequently
meant, of course, dealing with negative feelings about another patient, a
family member or a staff member.

(d) Case conferences or consultations with the nurses and aides directed
toward a specific understanding of the particular patient and a more gen-
eralized review of the relationship between social and environmental factors
and the patient's well-being.

(e) Coordination of the psycho-social aspects with the physician of the
patient.

5. With the general and specific observations above in mind, it was increasingly
obvious to me that the primary limitation related mainly to the severe limitation
in time provided for these services. The director desired that I si>end more than
one hour per week. However, such services are expensive, so my time was neces-
sarily limited for a financial reason. Perhaps our dilemma in this regard suggests
one of the reasons for the proposal to delete social work services from Medicare
standards. This is to say that there has never really been sufficient allocation of
funds to implement the Medicare regulations. All of the medical social work con-
sultations that I know of in Idaho and the Intermountain area have been on a
very part-time ba.sis, as in my ease. Perhaps in some of the very largest facilities
in large urban areas, social workers have functioned on a full-time basis. In
short, the sound philo.sophy and program required by Medicare regulations may
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have really never had a chance to be implemented because of the funding limita-

tion and, Very likely, the shortage of available, qualified personnel in the area

of the extended care facility.
, . , ,

The above are some of the factors that I respectfully submit which have con-

vinced me that there is a pressing need in extended care facilities for qualified

medical social work services. There is no rationale to exempt these services in a

modern extended care facility any more than there is from other medical facilities

as has increasingly been recognized since the day of Dr. Cabot. On the basis of my
own experience, I am certain that the requirement is fully justified and frankly,

is a "must" if the elderly (and often not so elderly) patients in our extended care

facilities are to receive the high level of health care we in America strive for. It

seems to me that the problem, rather, is in program implementation. With plan-

nini,', financial, and manpower resources, this aspect can be resolved. I would

welcome an opportunity to further correspond with you as for example, citing

specific case situations typifying convalescent care medical social services or any

way you suggest.
Respectfully,

T. Russell Mager, ACSW.

PocATELLO, Idaho,
Septemher 2Jt, J 971.

Hon. Len B. Jordan.
Senator, U.S. Senate,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Senator Jordan : Your concerns and activities in the broad area of human
services was again reflected in your letter of September 2, 1971 with respect to

the matter of furnishing of social work services in extended care facilities as I

reviewed in my letter of August 23, 1971. In particular, I appreciated your

thoughtfulness "in sending me a copy of the excerpt from the House Ways and
Means Committee report on H.R. 1. This was my first opportunity to be appraised

of the reasons of the Committee in recommending deletion of these services

now required under Medicare. With these specifics, I respectfully submit the

following by way of additional comments for your consideration and the

Senate Finance Committee.
The Committee seems to make two points in justifying their recommendation

to delete the requirement for social work services. In the first place, they say

that these services "represent a substantial cost to the extended care facility

which cannot be justified by the value derived by its total patient population."

Rather than repeating myself, I refer you and the Senate Finance Committee to

my letter of August 23, 1971 in which my comments are primarily addressed to

this objection of the Committee. In this letter I attempted to trace the history,

philosophy, and operation of social services in medical facilities within the broad
framework of concept of treating "the total person."

It is the second point of the Committee mentioned above that I would like to

address myself to in this letter. The Committee does not understand the rationale

for requiring social work services in an extended care facility when the same
services are not required in the higher level of hospital care. Although this ra-

tionale seems plausible enough, I suggest that a closer scrutiny would reveal that

social work services are much more urgently needed in an extended care fa-

cility than in a hospital. This in no way diminishes the need in a ho.spital as the

historj- and our experience clearly indicates, and as I pointed out in my earlier

letter. However, if one reflects on the social and psychological needs of an in-

dividual with a chronic and/or progressively worsening condition as are typically

found in extended care facilities, I think it becomes evident that the services of

a trained social worker are as pressing in this phase of our medical delivery

system as actual medical and nursing services. The feelings of the extended care

facility patient about his illness, the attitudes of his family, his financial situa-

tion, and the attitudes of the staff toward the patient are all areas of critical

importance which the medical/social worker has a particular knowledge of and
ability to deal in a professionally expert way with. This is a different situation

than the psycho-social needs of a patient in a general medical ho.spital who typi-

cally will only be in the hospital a very brief period of time. Again, I don't

diminish the needs of services in the hospital because as far as I'm concerned,

these services should be required in hospitals as well. However, I only question
the rationale of the Committee in drawing the conclusion that social work serv-

72-573—72—pt. 6 14
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ices need not be required in the extended care facility because this has been a

••l)rogressively lower level of care."

It is hoped that the above will provide some much-needed clarifying informa-

tion on the report of the House Ways and Means Committee report for the fur-

ther information of yourself and the Senate Finance Committee.

Respectfully,
T. Russell Mager. ACSW.

Department of Employment and Social Services,

Maryland Commission on the Status of Women,
Baltimore, Md., February 1, 1912.

The Hon. Russell B. Long, Chairman,
Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : At its January meeting the Maryland Commission on the

Status of Women adopted the enclosed resolution on the welfare provisions of

H.R. 1.

We urge you to work for legislation which incorporates our suggested proposals.

Respectfully yours,
Anne Carey Boucher, Chairman.

Enclosure as stated.

REvSOlution on The Welfare Provisions of HR 1

Among Maryland's 224,000 current public assistance recipients there are:

40,000 aged, blind and disabled

1,600 employable males
140,000 children
43,000 mothers

Thus, women and children constitute more than 80 percent of the State's desti-

tute who are supported by public funds.

The condition of these women and children is a matter of great concern to

the Maryland Commission on the Status of Women—a concern which prompted
the Commission to study current proposals pending before the Congress on this

subject and to arrive at the following conclusions

:

1. Assisted families should be maintained at a level no lower than the federally

defined poverty level. This nation's children have a right to adequate levels of

nutrition, clothing and shelter to enable them to achieve normal growth and
development.

2. Mothers who are needed in the home should not be required to work.
3. Those who are required to work should have the safeguard at licensed child

care arrangements. They should not be required to accept employment for less

than the federally established minimum wage or without the same fringe benefits

as other employees in the same employment. They should not be required to

accept any employment which threatens their health and safety.

4. Those working, whose income is less than the federally defined poverty level,

should receive assistance so they are not penalized for working l)y having less

income than those who qualify for public assistance because they cannot work.
~>. Benefits now provided in each State should become the floor below which

the new levels cannot go. States should be required to supplement the Federal
payment up to present levels with the aid of Federal matching funds equal to
one-third of such State costs.

HR 1

The Maryland Commission on the Status of Women believes that HR 1, the
measure which has been passed I)y the U.S. House of Representatives and is
now pending before the Senate, fails to meet these objectives. It would provide
a family of four only .$2,400 on which to live for a full year—without the food
stami)s which they now receive.

It would require mothers of children as young as three years old to go to work.
It would permit mothers to be forced into menial jobs paying as little as $1.20

an hour on pain of losing pul)lic assistance.
It provides no protection against the forced placement of preschool children

in unsati.sfactory and/or unsafe care arrangements.
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It would result in benefit reductions for millions of recipients throughout the
nation.

THE RIBICOFF PROPOSAL

The proposal which appears to come closest to the Commission's objectives is

that sponsored by Senator Abraham Kibicoff, Amendment No. 559 to HR 1. This
measure was introduced with tJie support of 14 governors, including Maryland's
Governor Marvin Mandel.

It would move over a four-year period toward complete Federal financing of
all assistance programs, including the program for single persons and childless
couples, which is now funded entirely by the States and localities.

Most importantly, payments during that period would begin at $3,000 for a
family of four and would progress until, in the fifth year, they reach the poverty
level.

In the interim, however, recipients would be protected against any reduction
in present benefits.

Mothers with pre-school children would not be required to work, and those who
are required to do so would not be compelled to accept employment paying less

than the Federal Minimum Wage or jeopardizing their health or safety ; now
therefore be it

Resolved, That the Commission on the Status of Women supports, through
all means available to it. Federal legislation which will enable families on public
assistance as well as those working families whose earnings are less than the
federally defined working level, to maintain a living standard no lower than the
federally defined poverty level ; will exempt mothers with responsibility for pre-
school children from a requirement to work outside their homes ; will assure that
those who are required to work will receive at least the federal minimum wage for
employment which does not jeopardize their health and safety ; will assure sat-
isfactory child care arrangements.
Adopted : January 19, 1972.

Statement of the National Assembly fob Social Policy and Development,
Inc.—Forum on Social Issues and Policies^

joint statement on welfare proposals in the 92D congress

This joint statement on the principles which we believe should govern any
action for public welfare "reform" represents the view of those who have signed
it in behalf of their organizations or as individuals engaged in the social wel-
fare field. It has been deveoped and circulated for signature through the Forum
on Social Issues and Policies of The National Assembly for Social Policy and De-
velopment. The Forum is an instrument for such voluntary pooling of viewpoint
and permits those of like mind to speak with one voice to Congres on their com-
mon concerns.
These recommendations are based on a Statement on Goals of Public Welfare

Reform adopted by Forum members in June, 1969 setting forth seven principles
against which subsequent proposals for welfare reform might be evaluated and
on the statement submitted to the 91st Congress with respect to then pending leg-
islation incorporationg the proposed Family Assistance Plan.
The proposals now before the Congress are complex and incorporate drastic

changes in the present public welfare system of the country. We wish to affirm
our beliefs in adequate, humanistic and comprehensive protections against the
hazards of poverty and insecurity created by modern society. In any changes of
policy the needs, interests and dignity of all those receiving benefits and services

1 The Forum on Social Issues and Policies functions as an independent group of social
welfare organizations and individuals concerned with social policv, under the auspices of
The National Assembly for Social Policy and Development, for the purposes of: d)
exchanging views on pending social welfare policy issues, (2) identifying areas of common
viewpoint on such issues and (?,) cooperating on joint statements on specific issues at the
option of each signatory organization and individual. This statement on pending pro-
posals of welfare reform is the result of such process and reflects the judgments of those
organizations and individuals listed as its sponsors.

This statement will be submitted to the Senate Finance Committee in connection with
Its hearings on HR 1 beginning on .January 20. 1972 in lieu of oral testimonv by Mr. Philip
Bernstein, Chairman of the Forum on Social Issues and Policies of The National Assembly.
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should be the paramount consideration and should not be sacrificed to current

pressures of expediency.
We deplore any effort to make the present victims of societal maladaptation

the scapegoats for the very failures that victimize them. We wish to re-affirm our
special concern for the well-being of children on whose healthy development,

nurture, and inclusion in the mainstream of a potentially bountiful society the

future of our country depends. All measures for family income assurance and
related social services (including child vrelfare and child care) must keep this

concern for their welfare as their central point of focus.

In light of these goals it is recommended that pending proposals be eval-

uated in terms of the following principles to which the undersigned subscribe

:

1. Structural reform i^ no substitute for adequacy of financing sufficient to im-
prove the situation of all those who depend upon it.

Comment.—Pending proposals add substantially to the Federal financial

investment in aid to low income people, especially in terms of broadened coverage
and fiscal relief to the states. On the other hand they do nothing to improve the
financial situation of 90% of present AFDC recipients living in the forty-five

states now paying benefits above the proposed Federal floor. (HR 1 proposes
a Federal payment of $2400 for a family of four with no food stamps and no
mandated supplementation.) Unless the Federal role and financing is strength-
ened, there is serious danger that the situation of many will be seriously worsened
by the division of the program into two separate components, with no Federal
participation above the floor.

2. The level of minimum income assurances should be adequate in relationship
to cost of living estimates

Comment.—The basic floor proposed by HR 1 falls far short even of the official

poverty standard (let alone the lowest standard of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.) The Federal floor should be raised immediately to the official poverty
level and means provided to advance toward a more realistic standard as
defined by the Department of Labor's lower living standard.

3. Any transitional stages must be such as to (a) strengthen Federal standards^
(b) protect the higher level of payment while raising the lower, and (c>
maintain the level of state expenditure necessary to achieve these ends

Comment.—HR 1 contains no provisions projecting a plan for future upward
adjustment protection of present standards, or an increasing assumption of
Federal responsibility toward a level of adequacy. We recommend the addition
of such provisions.

If. Benefits in kind and services extended to those aided by the plan should not
be used to reduce assistance levels

Comment.—HR 1 assumes a major reduction in public assistance by work,
training and rehabilitation requirements supported by provision of day care
and other supportive services. We strongly support the extension of these serv-
ices on a voluntary basis but believe that mothers should be permitted to exercise
their own judgment as to whether their children's best interest requires their
presence in the home. Rehabilitative and other services cannot fulfill their proper
function if they are imposed under threat of reduction or discontinuance of
essential aid. Similarly child welfare services, including those related to parental
support, should be administered in the best interest of the child under existing
provisions of state law.

5. Welfare reform should be such as to move toicard greater inclusiveness and
aicay from categorical distinctions

Comment.—UR 1 improves the present .situation for needy families bv including
tho.se with both parents in the home insofar as the basic Federal benefit is con-
cerned. However, failure to make provisions for maintaining the present level
of benefits and the virtual separation of voluntary state supplementation fiom
the Federal program makes continued differential treatment inevitable.

It also makes no provision for childless couples and single individuals. This
should be added.

Moreover, it perpetuates (and intensifies) present disparities of aid as between
the adult categories and children. We do not find the adult standard too high
but the children's standard too low.
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The fragmented administration provided by these proposals is a major danger
to responsible .administration and a probable source of hardship and confusion

to the potential or actual beneficiary.

6. Lal>or standards should he protected

Comment.—Entitlement to welfare payments should not be used to deprive

children of needed adult care and supervision nor should they be used to depress

wage and other labor standards. Therefore, no mother or other adult with pri-

mary responsibility for the care of ,a child or children should be required to take

a job against her own best judgment of her children's need and no job should

be regarded as mandatory which involves unsuitable conditions, a labor dispute,

or pays less than the Federal minimum wage or the prevailing wage, if higher.

7. The legal and constitutional rights of recipients should be fully protected

Comment.—We see great dangers for the coercive and discriminatory appli-

cation of the requirements of this bill which condition Federal aid on mandatory
work requirements for mothers, mandatory work registration and assignment
for those already working full time, mandatory vocational rehabilitation, a Fed-
eral liability on deserting fathers beyond the application of state laws and the

placing of a lien on all future Federal payments to such fathers, an unlimited
authority for third party payments. ,and a mandatory obligation to repay interim

benefits received pending the outcome of a fair hearing which is adverse to

the person appealing. We recommend the deletion or modification of all tho.se

provisions.

S. No improvements in the public v:elfare system should be such as to reduce
the effectiveness of measures to prevent need or obscure the urgency of steps

for their improvement
Comment.—It would be a tragedy if this or any other welfare measure served

to dull the sense of urgency that should lead to strengthening and extending
those basic measures of economic and social reform that prevent poverty before

it occurs. Supplementation of full-time wages points up the need for a higher
minimum wage; new provisions for training and child care, the need for expan-
sion of the job market ; higher old age assistance ; the need for more adequate
social security benefits ; rising medicaid rolls, the need for universally available

and rationally organized health services. These and other basic social reforms
are the way to reduce the ultimate cost of welfare and are, therefore, relevant

to this bill.

SIGNATORIES OF THE FORUM ON SOCIAL ISSUES AND POLICIES OF THE NATIONAL
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Statement of the National Association of Manufacturers on Title IV of
H.R. 1

The National Association of Manufacturers appreciates this opportunity to ex-
l)ress its views on the important matter of welfare reform, as embodied in Title
IV of H.R. 1. NAM is a voluntary association of business concerns of all sizes,

located in every state, and operating in all areas of industrial activity.
This statement is centered on Title IV because the so-called welfare crisis in-

volves primarily the Aid to Families of Dependent Children program. The As-
sociation will also comment on Social Security and medicare.
We have specific comments on such details of Title IV as eligibility, work re-

fiuirements. work incentives and administrative safeguards. However, we first

want to put welfare reform into a broader context.
We are not starting from scratch to design a welfare program for needy fam-

ilies. The nation is faced with the consequences of permitting the AFDC program
to continue for almost forthy years without fundamental re-evaluation of its
applical)ility to contemporary problems. This mistake has been tragic in human
terms and has severely strained fiscal resources. Therefore, we approach the Title
IV i»roposal from two points of view : (1) that of intergovernmental relations and
respon.sibilities within I he federal system; and (2) that of welfare reform re-
quirements.
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TITLE IV AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM

Our preference is for private sector solutions to social problems where pos-

sible, and for state-local solutions where government must be involved. But the

size of the public assistance caseload and forty years of dependence on the pub-

lic sector for its operation appear to rule out the possibility of a return to vol-

untary, private-sector financing.

If public assistance has become ingrained as a government function, where in

our federal system does responsibility for it fall? There are actually three major

aspects to welfare and public assistance programs—income maintenance, admin-

istration, and the provision of social .services. The differences among them tend

to be obscured by the discussion of costs and the question of who should finance

the program.
It is a basic concept of public finance that the level of government providing

the funds should have control over, and responsibility for, the way they are spent.

The present AFDC program is a flagrant violation of this principle. The states

determine the level of benefits and the federal government is required to provide

financing on a matching basis. The federal share of public assistance payments

for the current fiscal year was estimated in the 1972 Budget at 57 percent of

total program costs. Specifically with respect to AFDC, the federal share is

more than SO percent of the payments to families in some states, with the median

at 59 percent. In addition, the federal government pays 75 percent of the cost of

soical services—also on an open-ended basis—and about half of the administrative

costs. The extent of the federal government's heavy financial commitment to these

programs is not widely recognized. At the same time, the Congress has no oppor-

tunity to review benefit levels or even to evaluate the effectiveness of the program.

A recent survey by HEW's Social and Rehabilitation Services showed errors

—

approximating"$56o million a year—mostly identified as the consequence of an

inadequate quality control system and the absence of effective federal sanctions.

In addition to the lack of any real control over the accelerating costs of AFDC.
under the present system widely differing benefit levels contribute to distortions

in the labor markets, to serious rural and urban area dislocations, and social un-

rest. Along with many opponents of Title IV. we are concerned about the extension

of government aid to the so-called working poor. However, to reduce the wide

disparities in benefit levels between the states and. at the same time, deny aid

to the working poor could lead to a complete disintegration of labor markets in

certain states. The objective, of course, is to bring these people, many of whom
accept welfare as a way of life, into the labor force and the productive economy—
not to make support programs competitive with work. We are not certain what

the precise effect of H.R. 1 would be on the labor markets and worker motiva-

tion—although the evidence in hand is not unfavorable and certainly does not

tend to confirm the dire predictions of the most zealous opponents of Title IV.

We particularly approve the attempt in this legislation to bring social .service

costs, as well as income maintenance costs, under some sort of control. We believe

that the actual administration of social services should be in the hands of .state-

local agencies.

THE CRITERIA FOR WELFARE REFORM

We support the basic work-oriented approach of Title IV, although we are

well aware that it is not a cure-all. Both its more ardent proponents and its more

zealous detractors appear to us to be expecting—or fearing—much more from

this legislation than is realistic whether from the point of view of the beneficiary

or the taxpayer. For example, although we have a great distaste for the concept

of a flat-benefit guaranteed income, we feel there has been too much attention

to semantics in this case. Right now. in fact, we have 54 "guaranteed income"

plans and virtually everyone agrees that they do not work. Title IV requires

welfare recipients to accept certain re.sponsibilities to society at large—including

the critical work requirement and retraining provisions—and in this .sense it is

not, in our opinion, a guaranteed income plan. In our view Title IV is neither

an over-all solution to the problems of poverty nor a great give-away. It is an

attempt to get some feasible national standards for assistance, to establish incen-

tives for self-improvement, and to institute some more effective control over the

financing and administration of these programs.
Members of this Committee have expressed considerable concern about the

possibilitv that the work incentive might prove ineffective, or even a disincentive,
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under certain circumstances and in certain localities if existing statutes relating

to public housing, medicaid and other welfare-type programs were unchanged.
However, it is well to remember that such results would obtain not from the

structure of Title IV itself, but from the operation of exLsting categorical aid

programs. It may well be impractical to restructure all these programs at once

but it would not be impossible to do so to bring them in line with the basic goal

of work-oriented welfare reform.
Because the goal is to bring a portion of the population into full participation

in the economy, the basic economic facts cannot be ignored. We have the following

recommendations to make with respect to four aspects of the bill with important
economic implications—the work incentive, the wages to be accepted by bene-

ficiaries, the* eligibility of strikers for benefits and the importance of private

sector employment.
ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

1. The ^Vork Incentive.—A great deal of the discussion of this bill is confused
by comparison with the present situation under a number of federal-state pro-

grams. This is particularly true of the work incentive, which is a crucial aspect
of the reform. Although the AFDC program was originally designed to provide
temporary assistance to families, it has long since become a support program.
That is the source of much of our dis.satisfaction with it and much of our concern
with the "'welfare subculture" which has developed in its wake. Congress tried

to remedy this, particularly by the establishment of the Work Incentive Train-
ing program. However, in many states the combination of limited work incentive

and lax administration made this ineffective. The recent establishment of a
federal work requirement in H.R. 10604 was a step to correct this situation.

However, the WIN experience up to now does not give us a satisfactory basis

for evaluating the work incentive in H.R. 1.

Obviously we cannot undo the AFDC experience, which will affect the motiva-
tion to work of those who have been brought up under it. Although Title IV
gives us a place to start to redirect our efforts, it does not guarantee that the
work incentive will be effective for all those able to work now receiving AFDC
payments.
We feel that there has been an unfortunate over-use of the concept of "tax

rate" in reference to the reduction of benefits as earnings increase. After all,

the purpose of Title IV is not to provide continuing support for families but to

give them an incentive to become self-supporting. We believe that the impor-
tant aspect of the incentive is that a family should always have more income as
its own efforts increase. The basic formula for providing benefits under Title IV
appears to meet this requirement in principle, although some exceptions will

undoubtedly arise. Under the circumstances—and particularly in light of the
nagging matter of cost constraint—we feel that the formula presently incor-
porated in the legislation should be tried for an adequate period before any
attempt is made to modify the incentive.

2. Eliffihility Requirements mid the Problem of Strikes.—As the legisla-
tion now stands, participants in long strikes could become eligible for benefits.
The extent to which strikers have been availing themselves of public assistance
has been brought to the public's awareness by the General Electric strike of
1969-70 and the 1970 General Motors strike, as well as by the International Tele-
phone and Telegraph Corporation's court challenge of welfare payments to
strikers in Massachusetts. The cost to the states is reflected in the fact that
more then ten states are joining the International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation in asking the Supreme Court to re-hear that case.
However, much more is at stake than money. Public subsidy of strikers di-

rectly diminishes the deterrent to strike, thus increasing the number of strikes
and their duration. Requiring taxpayers, including industry, to finance strikes

—

although indirectly—means that they are made to subsidize an economic weapon
that is u.sed against them. Public welfare funds should be used for the funda-
mental purix)se for which they are appropriated and not to subsidize one side
in an economic dispute.
The use of public funds to support strikers involves the government directly

in labor disputes, contrary to our labor laws and their intent. Therefore, we
urge amendment of the definition of eligibility so that strikers and their families
will be barred from receiving benefits under this program.

3. Wage Scales in Private Sector Jobs.—In its present form, H.R. 1 would
permit an individual to reject employment if the wage offered is below that locally
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prevailing for similar work or less than 75 percent of the federal minimum
wage for private employment and the full federal minimum for public service.

Many jobs—an estimated 5.5 million—are not presently covered by federal mini-

mum wage legislation. This provision, if unchanged, would extend the federal

minimuni wage legislation as a standard for wage payments without debate as

to its effect on the economy or job opportunities for low-skilled people.

We support using the standard of "prevailing local rates for similar work,"

but are equally strongly opposed to use of the federal minimum as a standard

for payment unless the job involved is already covered by federal wage-and-

hour legislation. Our opposition is twofold. First, we believe that the minimum
wage legislation and its possible extension should be debated in its own right

and not "blanketed-in" in the name of welfare reform. Our second objection is

the practical one that this level of payment will be self-defeating in that it will

reduce the number of job opportunities available to the beneficiary population.

There is general agreement that the present AFDC crisis reflects the break-

up of families whether by separation, desertion, divorce or illegitimacy. This

social crisis has not occurred in isolation. It represents, in particular, a rejection

of low-level jobs even by those who cannot do more productive work. This atti-

tude has been supported in many areas by high benefits that compete with wages
for those lower skilled jobs. The payment standard in this bill attempts to remedy

this by arbitrary wage rates. This does not, however, solve the problem. Indeed,

it may aggravate it.

What is needed is skill improvement: in many cases the very experience of

holding a job is itself the best way to achieve that. Setting an artificial cost

barrier will prevent many of these people from getting that first crucial job. The
important thing is to replace welfare with work opportunity but there is no

economic justification for an additional subsidy of paying a welfare recipient

more than the economic value of his work.
4. Transitional Function of Public Service Employment.—^The legislation an-

ticipates 200.000 public service jobs in the first year, with incentives to the em-

ploying state and local governments to make this employment transitional. This

incentive takes the form of a reduced federal contribution to the co.st of such

employment for each year the beneficiary holds one of these jobs. In order to

strengthen this incentive, we recommend that the federal share be reduced more

rapidly than is now contemplated and that it finally disappear entirely instead

of continuing at a 25 percent rate after the fourth year.

One of the safeguards written into the bill, with respect to keeping this .shel-

tered employment temporary, is the requirement that the employee's record be

reviewed every six months to see whether he can go on to other work. It seems

to us, that, with the many administrative problems relating to the implementa-

tion of the entire reform program, it would jusit not be feasible to have an effec-

tive review for a caseload of this size on a six-month basis at the beginning of

the program. We suggest, therefore, that the first review be made after 12

months and be thorough and on the basis of objectives guidelines. From the

beginning of the second year of operation, presumably July 1, 1974, the semi-

annual review should become effective.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

Appropriate administration is crucial to the success of this welfare reform pro-

gram. The range of decisions formerly left to caseworkers—many of whom are

not professionals—and the consequent overly permissive interpretation of rules

has contributed to the explosion of the AFDC caseloads and specifically to the

problems of WIN. We are, therefore, very pleased that the administrative pro-

visions of H.R. 1 give promise of more uniform and stricter enforcement. The

requirements for proving eligibility, the stronger penalty for parents who desert

their families, and the requirement for reapplication after being on the rolls for

two years, are examples of steps in the right direction. So is the wording of the

provision that permits an individual to reject employment or training only if

other opportunities are available to him, as well as within his demonstrated

capacity. ^ . ,

Although H.R. 1 provides for checking on eligibility and for use of social se-

curity numbers to monitor family incomes, it is apparent that there is a general

concern about fraud because, in the present program, there is considerable op-

portunity for fraud, and there have been numerous documented instances to vali-
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date that concern. It is important to the acceptance and subsequent success of

this program that the public be reassured on this matter. We are, therefore,

suggesting that the experience of New York State with an Inspector-General be
monitored with a view to adapting this type of independent office to the family
programs.
The separation of the caseload so that employables are handled in a work-

oriented atmosphere, for which the Department of Labor is responsible, is also a
desirable innovation. We recognize that the mere separation of the caseload
will not of itself obviate the need to emphasize constantly that the goal is employ-
ment and training for employment and not merely support. Setting up this

program will take some time. Because of the possibility that executive reorga-
nization would place both the Opportunities for Families Program and
the Family Assistance Program in the same Department of Human Affairs, we
believe that the legislation should be written to assure the continued separation
of the caseloads under that circumstance.

SUMMARY

The size and rapid growth of the AFDC caseload make welfare reform a na-
tional priority. Major problems of the present program stem from the wide
variation in benefits among states and the fact that the financing formula
is a flagrant violation of the principle that the level of government primarily
respon.sible for funding a program should have control over, and responsibility
for, the way the funds are spent.
The specific work incentive and work requirement principles in Title IV of

H.R. 1 merit serious attention of Congress with a view to early enactment. We
particularly approve the attempt to bring social service costs under control
but believe that the actual administration of necessary services should be in
the hands of state-local agencies.
We believe this legislation would be strengthened by the following changes :

1. Denial of benefits to strikers and their families.
2. Use of local prevailing wages, rather than the federal minimum, or per-

centage of it. as the standard for acceptable pay rates for Opportunities for
Families beneficiaries.

3. Recognition of the transitional function of public service jobs by a faster
reduction and eventual pha.sing out of the federal contribution to state-local
governments.

4. Consideration of adoption of the "Inspector-General" approach to checking
on the administration of eligibility requirements and such related issues as
search for deserting parents.

5. Assurance that the Opportunities for Families Program and Family Assist-
ance Program caseloads will be administered separately even if the Depart-
ment of Labor and HEW are eventually merged into a Department of Human
Affairs as the result of executive reorganization.
Welfare reform is not without risks. However, the risks of not changing course

are certainly greater. If we are fully aware that a new approach will need
modification based on experience, we should avoid raising unrealistic expecta-
tions and be able to assuage unrealistic fears.

Statement of Carl C. McCraven, National Executive Board Member, National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), and Chair-
man, Health Committee, Southern California NAACP
I appreciate the opportunity afforded me by the Senate Finance Committee,

its Chairman, Senator Long, and the staff to express my views on the amend-
ments to the Medicare and Medicaid programs contained in H.R. 1, Social Securitv
Amendments Bill of 1971.
My brief remarks are based upon the following assumptions :

1. All American citizens have a right to equal access to health care services
without regards to race, religion, economic status or locality.

2. Adequate health care is es.sential to young Americans in order for them
to develop into self-sufficient citizens. This is particularly true for the poor
who must look forward to earning at an early age if they are to escape the
conditions of poverty in which thev were born.
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3. Good health care at an early age diminishes the likelihood of chronic
health problems in middle age.

4. A condition of good health for American citizens is a national goal and
the use of federal resources to bring it about a national policy.

The Medicaid history of the past year in California has raised serious ques-
tions as to whether these goals are, in fact, still national policy.

Preventive, comprehensive care, the basis upon which good health is achieved,
was the original purpose of Title XIX of the Social Security Act. Instead of

working toward that goal, California and, it appears, certain portions of this bill

are devoted to returning us to sick care rather than health care. Sick care always
has been expensive but for the poor it is tragic as well as expensive. The poor
are sicker than the non-poor. They will I'emaiu sicker—and poor—until early

preventive and educational health supervision breaks the cycle. The Califoi-nia

cutbacks have removed all semblances of comprehensive care, ham-stringing the

ghetto physicians and discouraging the poor from even attempting to enter the
health system. In our concern we have become intimately acquainted with the

effects on every level of the program reductions. Tliis experience has caused us
to have some very explicit concerns about certain portions of H.R. 1. I will dis-

cuss those portions, not intending that my lack of discussion of other provisions
of the bill should indicate agreement or disagreement with them.

Section 230 of the bill would repeal that portion of the Medicaid law which
recpiires that the states make efforts to provide comprehensive medical services to

all the needy by July 1, 1977. That section, 1903(e), expresses the basis of the

intent of Congress when the law was made. Its repeal would give federal sanctions
to states wishing to be relieved of the responsibility of working toward that goal.

Sfction 208. dealing with cost sharing under Medicaid, extends cost sharing
lirovisions while, in fact, we ought to be reducing or eliminating such provisions.

Over the past year there have been constant attempts by state and federal gov-
ernment to solve the problem of porvider misuse and other basic problems within
our health care system by abridging the lights of the poor to health care. This is

both unfair and shortsighted. The old saying, "throwing the baby out with the

bath water." seems to best describe our state and federal policies on our health
care problems. The mother of small children ought not be put in the position of

deciding between physician visits and other fundamental necessities. Or indeed,
between which of her children needs most to see a physician. Either supporters
of this provision have never been poor or they have short memories. Let me re-

mind you, a dollar a few days after payday is a lot of money when you are poor.

Furthermore, there is much evidence to refute the allegations that over-

utilization, which cost sharing is supposed to curtail, even exists. Except for the
initial visit, the physician makes the decisions for subsequent visits and choice
of treatment.

I am informed that utilization experiences of O.E.O. health programs have
been documented in studies that show neighborhood health center enroUees aver-
age 4 to 5 visits to a physician each year, which is about the same as the national
average. Further, although the national physician visit rate is 4.2 visits per year,
the current Medicaid rate in California, without financial participation from
the recipient, is 2.0 per beneficiary. The XAACP units for which I speak urge
that Section 208 be amended to eliminate all cost sharing provisions under
Medicaid.

Section 209, restricting eligibility and imposing a spend down requirement on
families, involves complex differences in eligibility levels between states and
the various programs for financial aid. Without discussing these technicalities
I will simply state that Section 209 establishes a federally enforced Medicaid
cutback and perpetuates bui'eaucratic hai-assment of the medically needy and
needs to be re-drafted to insure that all medically needy receive Medicaid and
that "medically needy only" categories not be reduced.

Section 205. cost sharing for Medicare recipients, is unfair to our senior citi-

zens, especially those who are poor. Wouldn't it be much better to institute in-

vestigations of misuse and, in the process, weed out unscrupulous providers,
thereby aiding the elderly as well as reducing possible misuse of federal funds?

Section 231 allows the states to reduce or terminate services or programs not
required as part of the basic five services of Medicaid without approval or review
by HEW. One non-required benefit is drugs. Our experience in California with
cutbacks in the allowable drug formulary has shown the folly of such thinking.
A special investigating committee of California As.semblymen headed by Assem-
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blyman Goi-don Duffy investigated the effects of tlie cutbacks early in 1071.

Tbey received a mountain of documentation of problems caused by forcing physi-

cians to try to provide medical care ^^•ithout drugs. We feel that Section 231
should be repealed. Making the recipient pay the price for states' mismanage-
ment of health care delivery further erodes the goal of comprehensive care.

The use of the HMO concept lias, in general, indicated that it is a progressive

step in the direction of reorganization of the delivery system, a necessity if we
are to improve our level of health care. I have one major point to make about
HMO's as they relate to Medicaid and Medicare. The poor people v^ho utilize

the services of HMO's will be highly dependent on their .services for all of their

medical needs. Since economy of operation is one of tlie purposes for founding
HMO's, there exists a potential for underprovision of services. A built-in prob-
lem not unlike our present problem becomes apparent ; the poor could be made
to pay the price by again being denied neces.sary or high-level care. Consumer
safeguards must be included to insure that the people who depend on services
will be served comprehensively. There should be more explicit provisions in

H.R. 1 for the complete range of high quality services. Among tliem should lie

:

(a) Full time staffs for the basic specialties with minimum physician/enroUee
ratios.

(&) Only Board certified or eligible surgeons should perfoi-m surgery.
(c) HMO's should be required to refer patients to outside specialists when

appropriate.
(d) Consumers and individuals representing c-onsumer groups must be pro-

vided an opportunity to participate in decision-making in their health care pro-
grams through representation on governing boards and by the establishment
of grievance hearings.
Thank you, Gentlemen.

Statement by National Council of Senior Citizens. Submitted by
Nelson H. Cruikshank, President
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Cash benefits

Supports Recemmendations of 1971 White House Conference on Aging for an
immediate 25% increase in Social Security.
Recommends introduction of general revenue financing reaching, eventually,

one-third of the cost of the program.
Supports automatic cost of living adjustments, when Congress fails to act;

higher minimum for workers with long coverage ; increased benefits for workers
able to postpone retirement ; 100% widow or widowers' benefit ; improved early
retirement benefits ; additional drop out years for benefit calculation ; liberaliza-
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tion of the retirement test from $1,680 to $2,000; improvement in method of
computing benefits when workmen's compensation payments are involved.

Recommends changing from 20 years to 10 the period which a divorced wife
must have been married to her former husband to be eligible for a wife's benefit.

Health care

Supports recounnendations of 1971 White House Conference on Aging in sup-
port of the principles of the Kennedy-Harris National Health Security bill.

Recommends reformed Medicare-Medicaid system in a federally administered
program covering all residents aged 65 or over without coinsurance or deductibles
or premiums. Physicians and providers fees would be predetermined and all

would need to agree to accept the program payment as full payment for a given
covered service. Incentives would be included to choose comprehensive prepaid
group practice with the program providing for consumer representation and
public accountability at all levels.

Reaffirms support for proposal to merge Part B of Medicare with the Govern-
ment-financed Part A (Hospital Insurance) thus freeing the elderly of the burden
of spiralling premiums for doctor bill insurance.
Proposes immediate HEW development of a program of coordinated, continu-

ous, comprehensive medical and social services for the aged for transmission to

Congress to enactment within two years.
Supports provision in H.R. 1 to require the Secretary of HEW to conduct a

study on the desirability of covering chiropractic services under Medicare. Em-
phasizes this should be done by a competent, recognized, scientific group wholly
independent of the medical profession as such.

Supports the need for extending Medicare coverage to di.sabled Social Security
beneficiaries under age 65.

Rejects proposals for so-called catastrophic health in.surance.

Welfare

Supports Ribicoff amendment to H.R. 1.

Urges that States—with the aid of Federal matching grants—make supple-
mental payments to bring all welfare payments up to current levels.

Urges no mother with small children be required to work unless child care
centers are easily accessible.
Asks protection for State and Local Government employees who currently

administer welfare programs.
Supports provisions of H.R. 1 applying to adult categories with eligibility sys-

tem which respects the dignity of the individual.
Supports authorization of $1.2 billion for 300.000 public service jobs as against

$300 million proposed under H.R. 1 and urges these jobs pay no less than the
federal minimum wage.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Finance Committee

:

As President of the National Council of Senior Citizens, largest group of
organized older peoples clubs in America. I welcome this opportunity to present
our views on H.R. 1.

Some distinguished Committee Members may remember me from the days when
I appeared before the Senate Finance Committee as Director of the AFL-CIO
Social Security Department. You may recall that I served on Statutory Ad-
visory Councils on Social Security in the 1948-49 period, the 1958-59 period and
in 1964.

Perhaps, I should also add that I have served on the Health Insurance Bene-
fits Advisory Council (HIBAC) since it was set up under the Social Security
Amendments of 1965 to advise the Secretary of HEW with respect to the Medi-
care program.
My statement is directed to all aspects of H.R. 1, including Social Security

cash benefits, health care and the welfare provisions of this legislation.
In saying this. I should point out that the National Council of Senior Citizens

soeks a better life for all Americans—the young and middle-aged as well as the
elderly. Our organization is not just a special interest group for the retirement
generation.

I will begin with Social Security cash benefits.

CASH BENEFITS
26% increase needed
The National Council of Senior Citizens strongly supports the recommenda-

tion of delegates to the 1971 White House Conference on Aging for an immediate
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25% Social Security increase as a first step toward achieving the Bureau of

Labor Statistics' intermediate budget for a retired couple amounting to $4,500 a
year as of Spring, 1970 (also recommended by delegates to the White House Con-
ference on Aging)

.

I need not remind the Committee that nearly 5,000,000 men and women aged
G5 or over are impoverished and millions more—2,000,000 more at the very least

—

are very, very, close to the poverty line. We all know some elderly men and
women who are perhaps financially well off but rarely do we see the hardship
and suffering of the millions of the elderly who are the poorest of the U.S. poor.
The elderly do not parade their poverty. As a matter of pride, they do their best
to hide it.

Xor need I remind the Committee that men and women age 65 or over repre-
sent more than 10 per cent of the population.
We all feel the impact of the steady rise in consumer prices—and there is

little indication this rise will be slowed substantially with the present inadequate
control machinery—but the elderly, living on fixed incomes, are hit harder than
any other group by the continuous shrinkage of their purchasing power that has
gone on month after month, year after year without letup.

The stark fact is that more and more low income elderly are being overwhelmed
by the ever rising tide of inflation. During the 1960's and on into the 1970's,

the aged poor increased while all other categories of the poor declined.
As the Senate Special Committee on Aging has often pointed out, there is a

widening gap between what the elderly receive in retirement and what they were
able to earn on the job. The average Social Security benefit of a couple retiring
in 1950 met half the Bureau of Labor Statistics budget cost then, but subse-
quently dropped to a third of that cost, according to findings made by a task force
of experts for the Senate Special Committee on Aging.

Mr. Chairman and Members of this Committee, we all know this is a matter
of national priorities. I respectfully submit that a nation that can budget the
astronomici.1 total of $78 billion for arms and defense—as President Nixon re-

quested foi fiscal '7.3—can afford to provide a minimum level of comfort and secu-
rity for the millions of elderly Americans in need of help.

A ''floor of protection"

We hear a good bit of talk these days about the original intention of the
Social Security program having been to provide a "basic floor of protection" for
workers when they reach their retirement years. According to this theory bene-
fits are to be held to a low figure and are to be supplemented by such things as
savings, life insurance, home ownership, private pensions, etc.

Whatever the original theory may or may not have been this notion has now
been proven to be illusory. The study of private pensions conducted by the Senate
Special Committee on Aging sho\^s that only a minority of workers, and these
among the most favored in other respects, are in fact recipients of pensions in
retirement.

Pension programs are too often characterized by high eligibility requirements,
are payable only to those with extremely long terms of service in one industry or
for one employer and in most cases make no provision for survivors.
The burdens of family finance during workers" earning years are so heavy that

the possibility of having substantial savings is remote. Perhaps home ownership
has proven, more than any other factor, a bitter disappointment in planning for
economic security. The homes that were suitable for raising their families are
totally unsuited for retirement. Many of them are in the decaying urban centers
where property values are rapidly declining. Worst of all, property taxes have
risen so rapidly in recent years that the home which was designed as a haven
of security in old age has become an economic liability.

Regardless of any theories to the contrary about floors of protection, the stark
fact is that today most people depend upon Social Security—and Social Security
alone—for protection in their retirement years. We cannot escape the fact that if

we are to do anything meaningful about poverty among older people in America
we must make massive improvements in the cash benefit provisions of the Social
Security system.

General revenue financing

Nor was it the intention of the framers of the Social Security Act that it

always rely exclusively on the regressive payroll tax for financing. Early in
the history of the Social Security Act, Social Security experts foresaw the
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need for augmenting the Social Security tax with a substantial amount of

Federal general revenue.
As a matter of fact, even v\-ithout the use of greater Federal general funds,

it is possible for Congress to raise the level of Social Security 20 i>er cent now
if it accepts the rising earnings actuarial assumptions relating to the Social

Security trust fund recommended by the prestigious 1971 Advisory Council on

Social Security which published its report last April.

Dr. Arthur "s. Flemming, newly named Consultant to the President on prob-

lems of aging and Chairman of the 1971 White House Conference on Aging,

headed this Advisory Council on Social Security.

It is interesting to note that the 1971 Advisory Council chose to recommend
a substantial contribution from Federal general revenues to meet much of the

cost of the Medicare program. However, only a minority of its members recom-

mended allocation of Federal general revenue to help finance the Social Security

cash benefits program.
Mr. Chairman and Committee members, whether or not Congress agrees with

the rising earnings actuarial assumptions relating to the Social Security trust

fund recommended by the Advisory Council, there are compelling reasons for

a large allocation of Federal general revenues for the Social Security cash

benefits program. As you are aware, full-rate benefits were paid all covered

workers in the early days of the Social Security program as if they had contrib-

uted to it all their working years. Today's workers are still paying this cost

which amounts to an estimated one-third of the cost of the Social Security

program.
The National Council of Senior Citizens urges that, as a matter of equity,

general revenues be used to lift this burden from the backs of today's workers.

One-third of the cost of Social Security program should, in fairness, come
ultimately from Federal general revenues.

Social Security is a great national resource, benefiting the nation as a whole
as well as individual Social Security recipients. It is proper and reasonable that

the nation as a whole share in the cost of the program through allocation of

substantial Federal general revenue to support it.

Social Security, as you are aware, is the main support of older people—the

chief bulwark against poverty in later years—but it offers very inadequate pro-

tection for millions of beneficiaries.

Short of hold reform

H.R. 1 would improve the Social Security program but, unfortunately, this

proposal falls far short of the bold reform that would make Social Security a

truly viable method of assuring present and future retirees an adequate share

of the economic abundance they helped create for the majority of our people.

Specifically. H.R. 1 would provide a higher minimum income for workers with
long coverage under the Social Security system, increased benefits for workers
able to postpone retirement, a long needed raise in the widow's Social Security

benefit to make it equal to the primary benefit, improved early retirement benefits

for workers retiring in the future, additional dropout years for the purpose of

improving benefits for all workers and it would raise, from $1,680 to $2,000 a

year, the amount of Social Security recipient may earn without reduction of

benefits.

The National Council of Senior Citizens supports these provisions of H.R. 1

with the reservation, however, that the age-62 computation of Social Security

benefits for men also apply to hundreds of thousands who have been eased out

of the labor force prematurely during the current business depression.

H.R. 1 also includes desirable innovative features such as automatic adjust-

ment of benefits in line with increases in the cost of living and automatic
adjustment of wage base taxes credited for Social Security benefits.

The National Council considers the provision for an automatic cost-of-living

adjustment a great improvement over earlier proposals in that it takes effect

only in case the Congress fails to enact needed increases. There is thus hope
that future increases will not be limited to mere increases in the cost of living

but will take account of rising standards of living. The National Council, while

wholeheartedly endorsing the principle of automatic adjustment, urges that

such adjustment be pegged to a higher benefit level and to a higher wage ba.se.

This is where H.R. 1 falls short of what is needed to make Social Security

fulfill its goal, namely, replacement of income lost due to retirement, disability

or death.

72-573—72—pt. 6 15
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I consider H.R. 1 essentially a 'patcbwork' program that does not come to

grips with the main issue—an adequate income when working years are over.

The 5 percent Social Security increase proposed under H.R. 1 is another in-

stance of 'patchwork' with the patch not covering the gap it should cover. H.R.

1 fails to provide for an increase in benefit levels preceding automatic adjustment

of future benefits to price increases.

Under H.R. 1 as passed by the House, just as many beneficiaries will remain

just as poor as they now are. They are trapped by a guarantee of poverty. Their

financial condition may get worse—indeed, it is likely to as advanced age and

deteriorating health deplete whatever resources they may have in addition to

their benefits. They are literally frozen into poverty.

Furthermore, by not raising the wage base significantly, H.R. 1 fails to

assure future retirees benefits reasonably related to their previous earnings

—

failing, at the same time, to provide more income for the system or to reduce

the regressivity of the tax.

Major improvements needed

The National Council of Senior Citizens urges that the Senate, building upon

the many desirable features of H.R. 1, take this opportunity to make major
improvements that are long overdue.

Without a substantial Social Security increase, the elderly will be made to

bear an unreasonable and unfair share of the cost of economic crisis.

Already, the elderly have waited more than six months for action on Social

Security legislation—H.R. 1 was approved by the House of Representatives last

July—while Congress was voting a whopping $8 billion in tax cuts for business

and corporations.
Must the aged always be forgotten whenever there is an economic crisis?

Because they do not riot or threaten violence, will they continue to be forgotten

and abandoned?
Speaking for the 3,000,000 members of the National Council of Senior Citizens,

I respectfully call upon the Administration and Congress to face up to the misery

and suffering of millions of older Americans and do something about it.

This will require a reordering of national priorities. It is a development that

is long overdue.
In the summary at the beginning of this statement I have listed those elements

of H.R. 1 which the National Council of Senior Citizens supports together with

our additional recommendations.
There is an additional change in the cash benefit program of Social Secui'ity

which is not included in H.R. 1 but which, in our view, is required and desirable

as a matter of simple equity, namely changing from 20 years to 10 the period

which a divorced wife must have been married to her former husband to be

eligible for a wife's benefit.

HEALTH CARE

Recommendations of the White House Conference on Aging

One doesn't need to be a health specialist to be able to detail the evidence of

the chaotic state of present health care marked by both fragmentation and
wasteful duplication of services, with overemphasis on costly hospitalization

and incentives for unnecessary services.

It is easy, therefore, to understand why the delegates to the recent White
House Conference on Aging urged priority consideration for the establishment

of a comprehensive national health security program, financed through social

security and general revenues, which would include the aged as well as the rest of

the population.
The delegates to the White House Conference were prohibited by conference

rules from identifying their support of specific legislative proposals by using the

names of authors of bills or the bill numbers. Nevertheless, they came out strongly

in support of the principles of the Kennedy-Harris National Health Security

bill (S-3) when describing the kind of program they consider necessary to meet
the health needs of all Americans.

It is significant that these delegates, the majority appointed by their Governor
and cleared by the White House, representing all states and from all walks of

life, indicated no support whatsoever for the Administration's health proposal

which accepts the inevitability of the present "non-system" and merely pumps
in more dollars without disturbing the status quo.
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The White House Conference delegates urged that National Health Security
be financed through wage and payroll taxes and contributions from Federal
general revenues, ensuring that health care expenses would be a shared respon-
sibility of the government, employers, and individuals. They insisted there should
be no deductibles, copayments or coinsurance.
The delegates felt that the Government should assume responsibility for as-

suring an adequate supply of health manpower and essential facilities and for
improving the organization and delivery of services.

In contrast, the Administration would set up two types of health insurance,
providing a bonanza for the insurance industry which—as our experience with
Medicare shows—has performed poorly while profiting richly. The Admini-
stration's health proposal perpetuates invidious distinctions in health care
based on income and falls far short of universal coverage. The Administration's
proposal relies heavily on deductibles and coinsurance—made no more palata-
ble in actual practice by the euphemism of "cost sharing." This would in-

evitably cause the patient to postpone needed care.

The delegates to the White House Conference on Aging realized there might
be some delay in Congress enacting National Health Security. However, they
also recognized the desperate health needs of older Americans and so they
called for an expansion of Medicare and Medicaid benefits until such time as
a National Health Security program is enacted.
The White House Conference Report recommended new benefits including, at

a minimum. Medicare coverage of out-of-hospital drugs. Medicare coverage
of care for the eyes, ears, teeth and feet (including eyeglasses, hearing aids,

dentures, etc.) ; and improved services for long term care and expanded and
broadened services in the home and for other alternatives to institutional

care.

Such expansion of Medicare, the White House Conference Report said, should
include elemination of deductibles, coinsurance and copayments, and all pro-
visions discriminatory to the mentally ill. It recommended the same age for
eligibility for Medicare as for Social Security cash benefits. To achieve this

expansion, the report called for greatly expanded use of general revenue
financing for the Medicare program.

Reform of medicare and medicaid

Reform of the health care system for the Medicaid segment of the popula-
tion most in need of medical care—cannot wait until the system is restructured
for the total population. Recommended changes in Medicare-Medicaid could
help pave the way for a reformed health care system for the total population.
H.R. 1 recognizes this concept including the provision to extend Medicare

to i>ersons entitled to disability monthly cash benefits under Social Security
and Railroad Retirement programs after they have been entitled to disability
benefits for two years.
The National Council of Senior Citizens calls on the Senate Finance Com-

mittee to support the recommendations of the White House Conference on
Aging by adopting certain principles for the reform of Medicare-Medicaid
which are compatible with National Health Security. We suggest these prin-
ciples from our members' day to day experience with Medicare-Medicaid. They
know what a blessing the Medicare program has been ; they also know its

deficiencis.

What has Medicare accomplished and where has it fallen short?
It has succeeded brilliantly in these major areas :

Most of America's 20 million older persons have been relieved of a major
part of the crushing cost of medical care and the dread fear of financial

catastrophe resulting from an acute illness.

Complexities that could have thwarted the Medicare program have been
overcome. However, it must be noted that Medicare procedures still seem un-
necessarily complex to the ordinary beneficiary.

Medicare has not lived up to expectations in these respects :

Preventing a dangerously rapid increase in the cost of medical services.

Hastening changes in the health delivery system that are necessary to
improve the quality of care.

Meeting the needs for long-term care on the part of the very old and the
chronically ill.

The reasons for these shortcomings are many and complex.
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"Reasonable cost" atid "reasonable change"

First, \\i.th respect to the rising costs, much has been said about the failure

of early Medicare planners to anticipate these increases. I submit that the mis-

takes that were made were not so much in the areas of utilization and estimates

of need but in the basic concept incorporated in the Medicare law, namely, that

the limit of liability under an insurance scheme could rest on the notion of

"reasonable cost" and "reasonable charge."

Five years experience has shown that many of the so-called "reasonable costs"

under Medicare Part A (hospital insurance) are simply cost-plus operations of

an uncontrolled and unplanned hospital industry. The "reasonable charge"
approach under Medicare Part B (doctor insurance) opened the way for charges
often having little relationship to past practices as no one really knew what
customary charges were.
The result was in all too many instances "reasonable charge" in practice be-

came all the charge the traffic icould bear.

Many providers followed the long established practice of considering the fact

of a patient's being insured a factor in his ability to pay, and proceeded to add
charges above the allowable amounts. After two years experience, the Social

Security Agency finally got around to limiting the allowable amounts payable
under Medicare but the net result in all too many cases was a decrease in the

proportion of the total cost of medical care covered by the program. As if this

weren't bad enough, the decrease in the coverage was accompanied by steadily

rising premiums.
In 1965 the public and the Congress relied mainly on two factors to limit the

liability assimied by the Medicare program.
Self restraint on the part of the medical professions, and
Controls exercised by Medicare insurance carriers and intermediaries.

Both proved woefully inadequate.
I am citing these well-known facts not in criticism of the program itself or

even of the providers many of whom have done a conscientious job of carrying out
the basic purposes of the program.
What seems to me most important is the lesson to be drawn, namely, that it

is not possible simply to provide a method of payment that will greatly increase
the effective demand for a limited supply of health services without also pro-

viding some control over the economic processes and without taking major steps

to increase the supply.

Cost Control

H.R. 1 as passed by the House approaches this very vital matter of cost con-
trol, but falls far short of meeting the need in this area.

The limits established by the bill on provider costs I'ecognized as reasonable and
the limits on prevailing charge levels, and the provision for termination of pay-
ments to suppliers of services who abuse the Medicare or Medicaid programs are
desirable steps in the direction of needed control. However, no real relief from
escalating physician fees under Medicare Part B will be provided beneficiaries

. so long as physicians are permitted to charge patients through the direct billing

method amounts above those established under the law as reasonable.
The National Council of Senior Citizens supports the encouragement to the

development of Health Maintenance Organization contemplated in H.R. 1. It is

hoped that when the measure becomes operative there would be some agreement
as to what an "HMO" is.

The National Council of Senior Citizens also strongly supports the proposal in
House-passed H.R. 1 that would authorize the Secretary to establish periods
for which a patient would be presumed to be eligible for benefits in an extended
care facility or for home health sei^vices. We hope this would eliminate the
retroactive denial of benefits that have proven such a tremendous burden on
elderly people and which have given rise to more complaints about the Medicare
program than any other feature.

The Delivery System
Let me turn now to the second major short-fall of the Medicare program—its

failure to make basic changes in the health care delivery system. It is hardly fair
to refer to this as a "failure" because the program never attempted to alter the
system and it didn't try simply because the law specifically forbade it to do so.

Back in the days when Medicare was being formulated, all of us—the pro-
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ponents of the plan and our representatives in Congress—were constantly

assuring the medical profession, the hospitals and indeed the public that we were
not altering the system in any way at all. We were simply providing a method of

payment for health services within the existing system. I'm convinced the public

as well as health care providers wanted, even demanded such assurances in 1965.

But times have changed. Public opinion has changed. In the light of our present

experience, not only with Medicare, but with Medicaid, and with a multitude of

private health insurance schemes, the public is now convinced that there must be
some major alterations in our health care system. The demands of the public in

the 1970s in this respect are just the reverse of what they were in the early

1960's.

The consciously accepted limitations of the program also apply to the third

major area of the public's dissatisfaction with Medicare, namely, the lack of

provision for long-term care of the very old and chronically ill. Back in 19fi.j we
were attempting no more than to provide for the elderly the protection available

to the great majority of people still in their working years. Medicare was modelled

on Blue Cross and Blue Shield, and these plans were deficient in the area of

long-term care. Here, too, public attitudes have changed.
Mr. Chairman, my remarks thus far have made clear, I trust, that the Na-

tional Council of Senior Citizens has strnog reasons for believing that National

Health Security is the only answer to the health crisis with which we are

faced. Bui the National Council is also realistic enough to recognize that Congress

may have to take some time to develop such a comprehensive health care program
for the total population.

Essentials of Reform
We therefore offer for your consideration the essentials of of a reformed

Medicare-Medieaid system which—if not actually paving the way for National

Health Security—would at least assure that health care suppliere do not con-

tinue on divergent paths. We are cautious about any claims of "paving the way"
or "providing valuable experience" because we understand that a health program

limited to onlv part of the population—and indeed the most vulnerable part

—

cannot possibly have the financial leverage for reform and restructuring which

is basic to National Health Security.

In essence, our plan would merge Medicare-Medieaid in a Federally admin-

istered program covering all residents age 65 or older, all other Social Security

beneficiaries, and the adult categories, the aged, blind and disabled receive cash
o C'Ci af'o nop

Benefits now provided under Medicare would be expanded and payable with-

out coinsurance or deductibles. In-patient hospital services—regardless of prior

hospitalization—would be coveerd for up to 120 days without limit if furnished

in a nursing home owned by or affiliated with a hospital or comprehensive health

service organization. Outpatient prescribed drugs would be covered on a com-

preliensive basis if furnished through a health service orgainzation. Otherwise,

coverage would be limited to drugs needed for maintenance therapy or especially

costly drug therapy.
, , .^ ^ ^ u

Under the proposed program, services would be covered only if performed by a

qualified "participating" provider who would have to agree to accept the program

pavment as full payment for a given covered service.
_ .

Particiatiug phvsicians who chose to be remunerated on a fee-for-service basis

would have their fees predetermined by the agency. Institutional providers would

be paid on a prospectively aproved budget basis. Thus, the beneficiaries would

be assured that they will not be billed for any covered services. At the same

time, cost controls are built into the system.
_

Incentives would be included for both providers and beneficiaries to choose

comprehensive prepaid group practice with its emphasis on preventive care

and reduction of institutional care.
v, ^.i.

The new program, whether administered through new channels or by the

Social Security Administration, would provide for consumer representation and

public accountability at all levels.

Such a program, we know, will be an expensive one, concentrating as it does

on the high risk groups. Without knowing the exact size of the price tag, certain

financing principles can be agreed on at the start.

Federal general revenues should finance 100 per cent of the costs for bene-

ficiaries other than those eligible for social security benefits. Social Security
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beneficiaries sliould not liave to pay any premiums. Some portion of the cost of

their coverage should be borne out of Federal general revenues with the re-

mainder financed by a payroll tax. The payroll tax should be the .same for em-
ployers and employees.

These, in brief, are the principle.s for reforming Medicare-Medicaid that the
National Council of Senior Citizens advocates.

The National Council, from its day-to-day knowledge of the problems that older
people encounter with these programs as well as its experience in trying to fill

gaps in protection, is well qualified to speak to the problem and to the principles
for solution. Nothing short of National Health Security for the total population
can have the financial leverage needed to restructure the Nation's health care
system.
We believe, however, our proposal deserves consideration as a first step in

reform.

Transferr'nig part B io part A of medicare

The National Council of Senior Citizens has long been a supporter of the
proposal to merge Part B of Medicare with Part A (which is solely government
financed) to free the elderly of spiralling premium costs.

There appears to be a strange mixture of rhetoric and fiscal legerdermain in
the Administration proposals in this area.
You will recall that a year ago at this time the Pre.sident's health message to

Congress suggested a severe cut in Medicare hospital benefits—down to the first

12 or 13 days of hospitalization instead of the present 60 days.
This cutback was coupled with an Administration proposal to eliminate the

premium charge for optional Medicare (Part B) doctor insurance now amounting
to $5.60 monthly and due to rise to $5.80 next July.

Fortunately, the House saw this as trading a horse for a rabbit.
In none of the President's subsequent public appearances did he make any

further reference to eliminating the Part B premium until his address at the
close of the White House Conference. No Administration bill was introduced last
year to effect this change.
The President again raised the subject in his State of the Union message—but

again he failed to say how he planned to eliminate the Part B premiiun pay-
ments, and no such Administration bill has yet been introduced in 1972.

Moreover, there is no provision in the health section of the budget message to
finance this much-needed change.

Novi' the Administration is again proposing that the old folks' premium pay-
ments to the Part B program will be eliminated. This is all to the good, but the
proposal includes the provision that the contribution from general revenues which
now matches the premium payment would also be eliminated.

Benefits payments and administrative costs for fiscal '72 are running at an
annual rate of $2.5 billion. Premiums and government contributions total about
$2.6 billion leaving a very slight surplus to add to the already skimpy reserves.
The obvious conclusion is that if matching funds from general revenues are to

be abandoned the loss must be made up either by raiding one or more of the
other trust funds, or by increasing the payroll tax.

It is not possible to transfer monies from any of the other three trust funds
without jeopardizing the solvency of the programs or foregoing much needed
increases in benefits.

This is why we refer to the proposal as fiscal legerdermain. Combining Medi-
care Parts A and B and eliminating the direct premium payments in this way
would be of no real benefit to the elderly. They would still be paying the cost

—

either through loss of important cash benefits, reduction of hospital benefits or
tlirough additional taxes born by younger members of their family who are still
workimr. All of these alternatives are completely unacceptable to the members
of the National Council of Senior Citizens.

Exclusion of chiropractic

While on the suliject of proposed Medicare changes, I would like to refer again
to the position of the National Council of Senior Citizens against including Chiro-
practic as a reimbursable service under the program. We note with some dismay
the spate of bills that have been introduced in support of this proposal, and
we are aware of the very vigorous efforts of this group to ol)tain this change in
the Medicare law. The Chiropractors have even mounted considerable lobbying
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<'fforts at the annual conventions of the National Council of Senior Citizens. But
they did not succeed in persuading our delegates that Chiropractic would be of

advantage if added as a Medicare service. In fact, they are convinced it would
represent another serious health hazard. I, and one of the Vice Presidents of the

National Council, served on the ad hoc committee on private practitioners set un

hv HEW in response to a Congressional mandate in 19G9 to study this and other

proposals. We went into this matter thoroughly and objectively. We made the

findings of this group available to our delegates and found them wholly in

support. Since that time I've been accused of being "brainwashed" by the AMA.
I leave it to the members of this Committee who have known me for many years

to judge the plausibility of such a charge !

While our position on tliis issue is well known and a matter of record we sup-

port the provision in H.R. 1 which would require the Secretary of HEW to con-

duct a study of the desirability of covering chiropractors' services under Medi-

care and t() report to the Congress within 2 years. We believe this provision

would be strengthened by adding the requirement that the study be made by

some independent scientific group with recognized competence in the field of

science, wholly independent of the medical profession as such.

Coverage for the disabled

As to the need for extending Medicare coverage to disabled Social Security

beneficiaries under age 65, we submit that a disabled person, like a retired per-

son, incurs high health costs at the same time individual income drops.

In fact, hospital and medical costs per person for the disabled are two to three

times higher even than for the aged. Moreover, the proportion of severely dis-

abled persons with any form of health insurance is lower than the proportion of

the aged who had health insurance protection l)efore the enactment of Medicare.

Members of the National Council of Senior Citizens consider the proposal to

extend Medicare coverage to the disabled under age 65 fair, reasonable and fully

justified by their needs.

Long-term care

One of the most serious health problems facing today's elderly is the problem

of long-tenn care.

The absence of a program of coordinated, continuous and comprehensive medi-

cal and social services—for the aged and those persons suffering from long-term

chronic illness—is a grave national problem for which a solution must be found.

The lack of such a program has produced fragmented and uneven care and
services, hardships and deprivation, inefficiencies and spiralling costs and a

sliortage of proper facilities capable of providing the differing levels and kinds

of care and services required by this growing segment of the population.

Pi-esent public programs for long-term health care are divided among medical

facilities, construction programs, housing programs, public assistance programs
and programs specifically for the aged. Each, however, is addressed to only a

facet of the problem. There is no coordination with respect to various kinds and
levels of care required by different persons or the relative need for facilities of

several types.

Existing medical care and related institutional programs are not in themselves

efficient mechanisms for dealing with all long-term care problems. This fact

—

coupled with the shortage of appropriate facilities—has resulted in much im-

proper and wasteful use of acute care facilities.

The Congress should call on the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to develop a program of coordinated, continuous, comprehensive medical and so-

cial services for the aged and those persons suffering from chronic illness which

will include a uniform benefit package guaranteeing the full range of services

needed for both ambulatory and institutional care. Attachment A lists these

services.

High priority should be given to the development and financing of non-medical

services to make it possible for the chronically ill to live independently, thus

saving vast amounts now spent on institutional care.

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare together with the Secretary

of Housing and Urban Development should be directed l)y Congress to conduct

a joint study of the need for appropriate facilities of various kinds required

l.y such a program and of equitable means of meeting both the capital and operat-

ing costs.
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We believe it should be possible for the Secretaries of both agencies to develop

and transmit to Congress not later than two years after passage of the Act a

consistent and coordinated program to meet the long-term care needs of older

Americans.
Mr. Chairman, we believe that legislative proposals to get this program under

way should be enacted as quickly as possible. Some work in this area has al-

ready been undertaken and further studies can be initiated immediately—with-

out waiting for final enactment of National Health Security. Our hope is that

the resulting long-term care program can be meshed quickly and easily into the

National Health Security program.
Our current long-term care system is in such a mess that it can be described

as a national scandal. We urge the Congress to move quickly to correct long-term

case abuses, stop the commercial exploitation of the elderly sick and to begin to

provide some peace of mind for all those who dread the approach of the days

when they may need long term care.

Catastrophic health insurance

The bill introduced by Senator Russell Long, (D., La.) Chairman of the Sen-

ate Finance Committee, proposing catastrophic healtli insurance, would exclude

the aged entirely, leaving them to Medicare.
However, other bills before Congress include the aged and we are so fearful

of the consequences of the efforts to enact catastrophic coverage as a means of

heading off comprehensive National Health Security, we wish to express our

views on this matter.
One of the catastrophic coverage bills would eliminate Medicare and Medicaid

for the aged.
We urge this Committee to recognize that catastrophic coverage is no sub-

stitute for comprehensive health coverage—though the inclusion of a realistic

proposal against catastrophic health costs deserves serious consideration as

part of a national health security program.
Any undue emphasis on catastrophic coverage right now would almost cer-

tainly undermine efforts now underway to give new emphasis to primary care and
ambulatory services. The overwhelming emphasis on major illness would most
certainly distort the allocation of national health care resources—turning them
increasingly toward hospitalization and other institutional treatment and away
from prevention, home care, and other neglected aspects of health care.

Experts in health care economics who do not come from the vested interests

in the field tell us that national insurance limited to catastrophic coverage
would accelerate the current inflation of health care costs.

We have had suflScient experience in the years of Medicare to realize that
unscrupulous providers will raise their prices on the excuse that the family
or individual will become eligible for catastrophic benefits. The net result

would probably be a further boost in charges for all aspects of health care.

All the catastrophic coverage plans being produced share the fundamental
idea that insurance should take over only after a family has shelled out hun-
dreds or even thousands of dollars for medical expenses. Most people would be
terribly disillusioned with the coverage—and the problems of providing a realistic

national Health Security Program will have been made immensely more difficult.

Mr. Chairman and other distinguished Committee members, the next portion
of my statement deals with welfare.
The welfare program has grown like Topsy ever since the Great Depression of

the 1930's when President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Congress put it into
operation to meet the frightening poverty of that day. A major overhauling of
the welfare system is long overdue.

H.R. 1 proposes replacing uneven and too often completely inadequate Federal-
State aid to families having dependent children with a Federally financed basic
family benefit amounting to $2,400 for a family of four. For the first time, the
Federal government would underwrite the needs of the working poor.
The basic amount of $2,400 for a family of four proposed under H.R. 1 is

unrealistic. It is far too low to support a decent level of living in most com-
munities of the nation.
The National Council of Senior Citizens sees an urgent need for an im-

mediate guarantee of at least $3,000 a year for a family of four, as sought in
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the Ribicoff amendment to H.R. 1, and we insist this basic income be raised

substantially as quickly as our economic situation will permit.

The National Council of Senior Citizens welcomes the statement by Senator

Abraham Ribicoff (D., Conn.), author of the Ribicoff amendment, at the open-

ing of the Senate Finance Committee hearing on H.R. 1.

The Senator stated the RibicofE amendment would set an initial payment level

of $3,000 a year for a family of four with payment levels increasing each year

so that, bv i976, no welfare recipient—whether a family with children, a single

person or childless couple—would receive less than the poverty level adjusted an-

nually for raises in living costs.

Under this amendment. States and local governments would pay a decreasing

percentage of their calendar 1971 costs each year until 1976 when the welfare

program would be financed entirely with Federal funds.

Even a basic benefit of $3,000 would be less than the amount now paid by some

States. ....
We insist that no assistance recipient receive less after welfare reform than

he now receives. Therefore, we urge that H.R. 1 be amended to require that

States, with the aid of Federal matching grants make supplemental payments

to bring welfare payments up to at least the level of current payments including

food stamps.
The National Council of Senior Citizens also insists that H.R. 1 be improved

with respect to work requirements.

No welfare recipient should be required to take a job paying less than the

Federal minimum wage.
Further, the National Council insists no mother with small children be re-

quired to work, unless there are easily accessible child care centers for her

children while she is on the job.

H.R. 1 recognizes the need for additional child care programs in order to create

new opportunities for those who want to work but the Ribicoff amendment is

more realistic in terms of existing need.

The Amendment would increase the authorization for child care programs to

$1.5 billion, plus $100 million for construction and $25 million for training

personnel. It would write into law Federal minimum standards for child care

programs and protect mothers with children under three years from a require-

ment to work. ^ , , , .

Also, the National Council of Senior Citizens asks that H.R. 1 be amended to

provide protection for State and local employees who currently administer

welfare programs and who—in the absence of specific provision to the con-

trary—could lose all job rights when the Federal government takes over full

administration responsibility for public welfare.

The "adult categories"

Of special importance to our membership is the provision of H.R. 1 for a 100

per cent Federal takeover of public assistance for the blind, disabled and those

age 65 or over. -^^^ ^, j.

The National Council of Senior Citizens strongly supports H.R. 1 s guarantee

that older people and other handicapped adults—regardless of where they live-

will be assured a basic income. The record is all too clear, however, that, when

the level of income support is left to the States, many needy individuals fare

badly. .

We support the provisions of H.R. 1 that would, over a two-year period, pro-

vide an annual income floor of $1,800 for an individual and $2,400 for a couple.

Here. too. H.R. 1 should be amended to require that States now paying larger

amounts continue to supplement the basic Federal guarantee.

Furthermore, we hope that improvements in Social Security benefits would

greatly reduce the number whose incomes are so low they qualify under the

means test of the new welfare program.
The National Council believes that the aged, blind and disabled should be

entitled to a reasonable minimum of comfort and security as a matter of right

—

not as beggars pleading for a handout.
Our older citizens have contributed from their earnings toward a retirement

pension in the form of Social Security benefits. They should not in their later

rears be forced to pass a means test and live as wards of the State.

Yet. this is what may happen if H.R. 1 is enacted as now written.

With Federal assumption of the administration and financing of welfare for

the blind, disabled and aged there .should be set up a system for determining

eligibility and calculating the level of assistance in a manner that respects the

dignity of the individual.
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The goal of H.R. 1 is to provide incentives for welfare recipients to find jobs.

If there is to be any real progress toward this goal, there must be job opportu-

nities. The National Council strongly supports a provision of the RibicofE amend-
ment to authorize $1.2 billion for 300,000 public service jobs as against the $300
million proposed under H.R. 1.

These jobs should pay no less than the Federal minimum wage.

This is a reasonable approach to the job problem of those welfare recipients

who are employable.
While most welfare recipients are unable to work, there are undoubtedly many

able-bodied recipients ready and willing to work if they can find jobs. However,
to expect them to locate jobs, in the private sector in the midst of an economic
depression, is unrealistic.

Getting able-bodied welfare recipients into jobs and off the welfare rolls re-

quires intelligent planning and concern for welfare job seekers. It cannot be done
with mirrors.

Attachment A

MEDICAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES NEEDED BY THE AGED AND OTHER CHRONICALLY ILL
PERSONS

1. Service Categories to 6e included:

Health Maintenance.
Diagnostic.
Therapeutic.
Restorative.
Long Term,

2. Setting for Services:

a. Ambulatory services: Physicians' ^ and dentists' oflSces ; Ambulatory care
centers (including community mental health centers) ; Organized outpatient
and emergency departments of health care institutions

b. Institutional services: Hospital facilities (including use of community
"day" hospitals) ; Extended care facilities; Nursing Home facilities.

c. nealth services in the home.

3. Scope of Services:

The following services should be provided when medically indicated and
properly ordered as appropriate to diagnosis, level of cai-e, and setting.

Physicians' services, Dentists' services. Podiatrists' services. Optometrists'
services and glasses. Nursing service. X-ray, laboratory and other diagnostic
procedures, Physical occupational, and speech therapy. Mental health serv-
ices, Drugs and drug supplies. Appliances and medical equipment, Medical
social service, Home health aides, home maintenance services, Medically re-

lated homemaker services. Dietary and food supplements.

SupplejrENT to Statement by Nelson H. Cruiksiiank, President, National
Council of Senior Citizens

The National Council of Senior Citizens sees grave danger in a provision of
H.R. 1—under the measure's Section 267—that nursing homes in rural areas be
exempted from the Medicare requirement that such establishments have at least
one full time registered nurse on the staff.

Needless to say, without a registered nurse, a nursing home cannot provide
.skilled nursing care and, if this provision should be enacted, Federal funds
would be used to finance sub-standard care in rural nursing homes.

This the National Council of Senior Citizens strongly opposes.

National Farmers Union
Washington, D.C., August 3, 1971.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Waxhington, B.C.

Dear Mr. CiiAiRitAN : I am writing to express the views of National Farmers
Union on certain asi)ects of H.R. 1, particularly on the social security provisions

1 Including M.D.'s and Doctors of Osteopathy.
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of the bill. I request that this letter be made a part of the published record of

hearings currently underway on H.R. 1.

At Farmers Union's February 24-27, 1971, National Convention, our delegates

adopted the following policy statement on social security

:

"We urge early enactment by the 92nd Congress of social security amendments
to be retroactive to Jan. 1, 1971. The social security amendments should include

provision for: (1) increase of the minimum monthly paymentsto individuals to

$100
; (2) automatic increases in benefits thereafter tied to cost-of-living increases

of one percent or more; (3) increased earnings of up to $3,000 without loss of

social security benefits; (4) increased widow's benefit's to 100 percent of the

amonut to which the husband has been entitled."

We are pleased that Congress enacted legislation earlier this year providing

improvements in social security along the lines called for in this policy state-

ment. However, the increases in benefit levels did not go far enough—particu-

larly in light of continuing inflation that erodes the already-inadequate benefits.

H.R. 1 would increase the minimum monthly payment for individuals from
$70.40 to $74.00.

I strongly urge that your committee increase the minimum monthly payment
to individuals at least to $100 per month. The $3.60 per month increase in the

House-passed bill is woefully inadequate. Today about 40 percent of all the Ameri-

can people over 6-5 live in rural areas, and our older rural people are often poor.

Many older persons have been forced out of farming due to low farm prices and
ever-escalating costs of production. These older persons who are forced off the

farm would benefit greatly from a higher floor under Social Security payments.

For farmers, a substantial increase in minimum benefits is especially crucial

in light of a provision written into H.R. 1 by the House Ways and Means
Committee. The bill provides, for people who have worked for 15 or more years

under social security, that benefits would be equal to $5 multiplied by the number
of years coverage under the social security program, up to a maximum of 30

years. Thus, the highest minimum benefit under this provision would be $150

for a person who had 30 or more years of coverage.

This provision would move social security benefits upward for many people,

and Farmers Union is very reluctant to question any measure that would increase

benefits. At the same time, we are concerned about the effect of this approach on

benefits to farmers. Farmers became eligible for social security coverage for the

first time in 1955, and therefore no farmer could have more than 17 years of

coverage as of January 1972 when the bill is designed to become effective. The
highest minimum benefit for which any farmer could qualify in 1972 under such

a provision is therefore $85 per month.
Unlike this provision for increases based upon years of coverage, a $100 floor

under benefits of all social security recipients will not discriminate against

farmers and others who came into the social security system in more recent

years. I therefore urge your Committee to adopt a payment floor of at least $100

for all recipients as an alternative or addition to such a years-of-eoverage

provision. Or, I urge your Committee to restructure the years-of-coverage provi-

sion to allow special minimum benefits to those who came under social security

later, so as not to discriminate against farmers and others that are caught

through no fault of their own in such a situation.

Sincerely,
Tony T. Dechant, President.

Ohio Xurses Association.
Columhus, Ohio, March 8, 1911.

Hon. William B. Saxbe,
V.8. Senate,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Senator Saxbe: The Ohio Nurses Association is an organization of reg-

istered professional nurses and serves as the offifia] voice for the nursing profes-

sion in Ohio. Its purpo.ses nre to foster high standards of nursing practice, to

promote the professional and educational growth of nurses, and to promote the

welfare of nurses to the end that all people may have better nursing en re.

OXA has received a copy of S. 892 from your Columbus office and we have

discussed the bill with Mrs. Carolyn Peterson at your Washington office. In our
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telephone conversation with Mrs. Peterson we indicated that ONA would com-
uninicate our concerns to you.

Some of our reasons for opposing your biU are

:

1. OXA believes that the nur.sing care provided to eligible persons under Medi-

care and Medicaid programs should be of high quality. It is unfair to waivered
licensed practical nurses and to their patients to exi>ect them to assume the com-

plex functions of a charge nurse. The Ohio Nursing and Rest Home Law and
Kegulations illustrate the complex nature of the nursing care provided in a

nursing home giving skilled nursing care. The regulations state, "Skilled nursing

care means those procedures commonly employed in providing for the physical,

emotional and rehabilitation needs of the ill or otherwise incapacitated which re-

quire technical skills and knowledge beyond that which the untrained person

posseses, including ivithout limitation (emphasis added) procedures such as

irrigations, catheterizations, application of dressings, and supervision of special

diets ; objective observation of changes in patient condition as a means of ana-

lyzing and detennining nursing care required and the need for further medical

diagnosis and treatment; special procedures contributing to rehabilitation; ad-

ministration of medication by any method ordered by a physician such as hypo-
dermically, rectally, or orally; and carrying out other treatments prescribed by
the physician which involve a like level of complexity in skill in administration."

If passed. S. 892 would permit waivered licens^ed practical nurses to be in charge
of "skilled nursing care", as defined above, in Ohio nursing homes.

2. OXA seriously doubts that there are not enough qualified nurses to serve

on all shifts in nursing homes in Ohio. In 1970 the Ohio State Board of Nursing
renewed 5S,3S5 licenses for profes.sional nurses and 24,841 practical nurses (in-

cluding those waivered) renewed their licenses as of January 1, 1971. There are
959 nursing homes in Ohio ; ONA would be interested in knowing the names and
locations of the "at least 200 nursing homes" that are unable to employ qualified

nurses. We would appreciate the opportunity to learn the reasons why these

nursing homes are having staffing problems and assist them with solutions. Our
organization does not believe lowering nursing care standards is the answer.

3. In your introductory remarks you said, "The proposal I am offering would
provide a testing mechanism within HEW to determine which of these 'waivered'
nurses are competent to serve as charge nurses. In my State of Ohio alone, there

are 10,000 waivered practical nurses ; half of whom have even passed the State

Board." Your statement is incorrect. The State of Ohio has waivered 15,246

LPN's. There have been two waiver periods in Ohio. During the 1956 waiver
period 11,242 pi'actical nurses received their license by waiver. Of these, only
1,920 passed the State Board examination. So far during the 1968-70 waiver
period 3,730 nongraduates of approved schools have received their licenses by
pasing the State Board examination.

4. The frustrations of poor working conditions aggravated by continuation of
low standards and lack of recognition for sound academic preparation will only
drive away qualified persons now .serving in nursing homes. Sufficient qualified

candidates will never be attracted to careers in nursing homes if opportunities
for truly satisfying and rewarding experiences cannot be found.
ONA believes that under proper direction and supervision, waivered licensed

practical nurses can devote their full time to the direct nursing needs of patients
and will not be frustrated by responsibilities beyond their preparation and
patients in Title XVIII and Title XIX nursing homes will receive competent
nursing care.

The Ohio Nurses Association would appreciate the opportunity to meet with
you at your Columbus office as soon as possible.

Sincerely,
Dorothy A. Cornelius. R.N.,

Executive Director.

Ohio Valley General Hospital Association.
Wheeling, W. Va., August 2, 1911.

Hf)n. Robert H. Mollohan,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Mollohan : The original INIedicare-Medicaid legislation provided
for hospitals to be reimbursed their "reasonable cost" for care rendered under
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the programs. "Reasonable cost" was determined by regulation at the Federal

level.

Currently pending House Ways and Means Committee H.R. 1 specifies that a

State shall now define "reasonable cost" under Medicaid, so long as reimburse-

ment does not exceed "reasonable cost" as defined by Social Security Administra-

tion for purposes of Title XVIII (Medicare).

It appears this is specifically designed to allow a State to reduce an already

inadequate reimbursement for Medicaid. Hospitals in West Virginia are dissatis-

fied wtih the current Medicaid reimbursement. Many feel they are placing their

hospitals' total assets in jeopardy by participating in the program.

Inasmuch as provider participation under Medicaid is tied, by law, to partici-

pation under Medicare both programs would be placed in jeopardy should hos-

pitals not accept a State's decision to reduce Medicaid reimbursement. Such a

decision would have serious repercussions on the health and welfare of the aged

and indigent of West Virginia, however, it would preserve the system for those

with the ability to pay.
We urge your support in correcting this amendment. H.R. 1 should be amended

to enable improvement in reimbursement rather than a potential reduction in

reimbursement or placing ceilings on reimbursement.
Very truly yours,

F. E. Blair,
Executive Director.

Oregon Physicians' Service,

Portland, 0?-eg., August 9, 1911.

Re Professional Service Review Organizations.

Hon. Robert W. Packwood,
U.S. Senate,
Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Packwood: We are deeply interested in the concept of "Peer

Review," the idea of having practicing physicians manage the medical review of

a health care payment system. This has been an integi-al part of the OPS-Blue
Shield for many years. In fact, the Blue Shield Plans in the Pacific Northwest

are probably the nation's oldest examples of the process.

In this connection, we have compared Senator Bennett's proposal for "Profes-

sional Service Review Organizations" with Section 222 of the House-passed

version of H.R. 1 and we believe Section 222 has a distinctly better approach.

While Senator Bennett is certainly on the right track, it seems to us that the

PSRO structure may be too rigid to fit local conditions across the country. Also,

it will need a huge administrative framework to cope with the volume of paper

work, largely duplicating the administrative programs already established by

carriers and' government agencies for medical claims review and payment. Sec-

tion 222, on the other hand, permits flexibility, experimentation and development

of local approaches. Here in Oregon, for example, PSRO would duplicate or

replace much of our existing medical review structure. Under Section 222,

however, our system might be expanded, developed further or tried in other

Stilt8S.

We would like to discuss this whole area of health care utilization and cost

control with you in greater detail. It is becoming a major legislative subject and

you will want to know the local situation.

We hope you can visit our office while you are in Oregon during the summer
recess to see what we are doing in the field and review our results. If this can

fit into your schedule, please let us know what time will be convenient.

If you should need background information on a national level, we would ap-

preciate your talking to Mr. Hugh E. DeFazio, Jr., of the W^ashington, D.C, Blue

Shield office.

Cordially yours,
S. Menashe.
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RUBBEK MANUFACTTJREES ASSOCIATION,
Office of the PbesideNx,

New York, N.Y., Seijtember 30, 1972.

Hon. Elliot S. Richardson,
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary : We very much appreciate the opportunity which we had
to review with you the objectives of the Administration's Welfare Reform Pro-

gram at the Juiie, 1971 meeting of the Board of Directors of our organization.

Since that time, we have had a further opportunity to review this matter, and
I wish to advise that the Rubber Industry is well aware of the flaws and in-

equities now existing in the current system. Consequently, the Rubber Industry

fully supports the Administration's goal in achieving welfare reform through

the enactment of H.R. 1.

We believe that it is vitally important to the welfare of our nation to achieve

a Welfare Reform Program by the enactment of H.R. 1 in the current session of

Congress.
Sincerely,

Ross R. Obmsby.

Rubber Manufacturers Association,
Office of the President,

Neiv York, N.Y., January 28, 1912.

Hon. Russell Long,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.G.

Dear Mr. Chairman : The Rubber Manufacturers Association and its member
companies are aware of the current hearings of your committee on H.R. 1.

Enclosed for the record of these hearings is a copy of a letter sent to HEW
Secretary Elliot Richardson expressing the support of the Board of Directors

of this association for the welfare reform provisions of H.R. 1.

Sincerely,
Ross R. Okmsbt.

Washington, D.C, January 17, 1971.

Re H.R. Bill. No. 1. To eliminate limitation from the Social Security law on
outside earnings.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Neic Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mb. Chaieman : This letter is written to you to urge you to consider

favorably the above Bill—A Senior Citizen sixty-five (65) or over, has a limited

time to live at best. When he has no outside income and is forced to go

to work, he is paying into the fund and pays his withholding taxes—so he is

contributing. More often than not, the only money he has coming into him or

her, is the small Social Security Benefit each month, and with the high prices

and continuing raising of rents, utilities, etc. not to include bus fare, and in

general, expenses to survive and be fit to work. $1680 or $2,000 a year is below

the poverty level ....
It seems only fair to let a person 65 or older, keep what he may be able to earn

without being penalized and, having his benefits taken away from him or her.

Why can't we encourage people to work, and not go on welfare?

So, please vote favorably for the above bill, in order that those Senior Citizens

who must work, and have no other outside income, can survive. Otherwise, we
may have mass suicides—and our welfare list will most certainly increase

Thank you for reading this letter, and vour consideration of this all-important

benefit to those who need it.

Sincerely,
Rosemary Thompson.

Enclosures.
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Bakersfield, Calif., August 2, 1971.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : On July 10, 1971 I received your reply to my letter

of June 24, 1971 which voiced my objection to the Family Assistance Plan
now before the Senate Finance Committee. In your letter you indicated you
would be glad to receive a written statement of my views for inclusion in

the printed volume of hearings on the entire measure I greatly appreciate

this opportunity and am forwarding the attached proposal for consideration.

Except for the enforcement of mandatory abortions I am quite confident

the proposal is logical and workable and would provide a last chance for

the Free Enterprise System to solve the problems of poverty and unemloy-
ment.

It may be well to point out I am writing as an individual and do not rep-

resent any group of people or political party. I am not seeking publicity, a
job, or any favor. This proposal is submitted without obligation and the ideas
proposed are yours to pursue or use at your own discretion.

Respectfully yours,
Jim Wallace.

A Workable Plan for the Elimination of Welfare in the United States

Based upon ttco prime -factors—
A. The majority of welfare recipients can work but will never be able

to compete in a free enterprise labor market.
B. The government cannot afford vast public works programs where the

entire expense is borne by the taxpayer.

Subject to five criteria for feasihility—
A. Adequate Wage
B. Taxpayer Savings
C. Public Acceptance
D. Preservation of the Free Enterprise System
E. Incentive System—for Employer, Enrollee and Taxpayer

Designed to—
A. Provide full employment without inflation

B. Lower Taxes
C. Lower the cost of goods and services

D. Abolish or consolidate the myriads of federally funded job training
programs

E. Provide a base income above the poverty level

F. Restore free enterprise

G. Eliminate the degradation of welfare

five basic provisions

/. Guaranteed employment

Either through subsidized jobs in private sector or Government work
project.

//. Guaranteed minimum base wage
Government work project—minimum guarantee—$3,324 per year.

Subsidized job in private enterprise—minimum guarantee—$4,032 per
year.

HI. Auxiliary aide

S^™,^*^*?"^^^ 1 Allowances or subsidies based
Health insurance

^i^.j.^. ^^ ^^^ available
Housing allowance

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^ ^^^ ^^^
cnua care connected with welfare.
Transportation J
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IV. Enrollee fringe 'benefits

Training credits based upon satisfactory work effort.

V. Sanctions

If the enrollee refused to participate without good cause, he/she would be
removed from employment and become ineligible for any assistance or aide
for one year anywhere in the United States. His/her family would be placed
in protective custody and vendor payments.

FLOW CHART

BASIC PLAN

/. Initial application for aide
A. Check for eligibility.

//. Referral to icork evaluation unit

A. Complete medical examination.
B. Work history evaluation.
C. Work sampling.
D. Testing.
E. Identification of all barriers to employment—mental, social, domestic,

etc.

///. Totally disabled

A. Place on social security.

IV. Sheltered workshop
A. For those unemployable but needing activity therapy.

V. Orientation

A. For those employable.
B. Would cover such things as—How to find a job; What employers

expect
;
Why work ; Community resources ; Interviewing techniques ; Money

management and family planning.
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VI. Government work projects

A. Mandatory 60-day trial run before assignment to subsidized job in

private sector.

B. Primary purpose would be to check for enrollee dependability and

capability in a work situation.

C. Also a temporary holding area for those in transition between sub-

sidized jobs in the private sector.

D. Pay—$1.65 per hour.

VII. Subsidized employment in the private sector

A. Maximum reimbursement—50 percent—exact amount to be determined

by the characteristics of enrollee and the vocational skills that could be

acquired.
B. Subsidation would be permanent in that employer could retain the

enrollee as long as he desired but the percent of Government reimbursement

would be reviewed once a year.

C. Minimum enrollee wage would be $2 per hour.

D. Participating employers would not be subject to "extra help" provi-

sions but the number of subsidized enrollees could not constitute more than

5 percent of the employer's work force.

E. If a regular employee quits or is laid off by the employer, he must be

replaced by another unsubsidized employee—or lay off the subsidized

enrollee.

WELFARE DEPENDENCY AND EECIPIENT CHARACTEEISTICS

Human nature is such that those unaccustomed to the work ethic will seldom

stay employed if it is possible to revert back to "free money". Very few jobs are

continually pleasant with no stress or strain. As long as welfare is available the

temptation to quit or deliberately mess up and get fired is too great. By eliminat-

ing welfare for the employable and substituting guaranteed work, the basic evil

of the system is removed. One of the fallacies of past and current programs for

the low income or disadvantaged is the assumption that all they need is a few

extra training dollars, counseling, a short vocational training course and

"Eureka"—a permanently rehabilitated person. The truth is that most will'

never be able to function adequately without help. Their whole life style and

orientation to living would have to be changed. This would take years and for

many will never occur.

Many have been recycled through numerous training programs and are satu-

rated with orientation and counseling. You don't train fish or seals by just

talk, you have to bribe them. With people it is the same principle; not talk,

counseling, or rhetoric; but jobs and money, which for them, only subsidized

employment would produce.

MEANINGFUX TRAINING

Past social legislation dealing with vocational training for welfare recipi-

ents has always stressed work experience in government agencies. This was par-

ticularly true of the Community Work and Training Program, Title V. and the cur-

rent Work Incentive Program (WIN). Basically this has been a good resource

and has provided tangible results. However, there are some basic dangers in rely-

ing too extensively on government agencies for vocational training. Only a se-

lected few are capable of providing meaningful training. Many first-line super-

visors are too lax since it is free help and costs them nothing. Busy work is often

substituted for training with absenteeism and enrollee morale a problem. In addi-

tion, many government agencies are inundated with free help from the multitude

of programs that now exist. These programs have saturated the agencies far

beyond their supervisory and training capacities. Government agencies offer only

a limited scope of training and since there is no pressure to produce, most en-

rollees gain the wrong idea of the world of work.
While it would be wrong to advocate the abandonment of Governmental agen-

cies for training, their use should be limited and consist mostly as a holding

agency until a job is secured in the private sector.

72-573—72—pt. 6 16
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FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

The total cost of public works programs vast enough to absorb all the unem-

ployed is prohibitive. While the cost of subsidized jobs for all would also be great,

the money would be received directly by the employers and lower the cost of

•^oods and services. Subsidized jobs would also have the effect of insuring a

minimum wage sufficient to feed ones family without forcing many small firms

into bankruptcy.
., , ^ ,. . ,. ,.j *

Guaranteed jobs would also make it possible to eliminate or consolidate

the myraid of Federally Funded Job Training Programs. While many of these

programs have had some success the average cost per success is around $10,000

per person. Guaranteed jobs would cost half that even if it meant a full 50 per

cent reimbursement rate for each one.

SUBSIDIZED EMPLOYMENT

There is a difference between subsidized employment in the private sector and

on-the-job training as it now exists. Subsidized employment does not bind the

employer to a permanent hire, is not subject to time limits and avoids the ex-

tensive paperwork now associated with formal on-the-job training contracts. On-

the-job training has various weaknesses. Only one out of ten employers are able

to provide adequate training. In essence the government is buying a job. Since

the employers and enrollee are aware of this situation, both easily become dis-

satisfied. The enrollee complains of a lack of training, meanial duties, employer

prejudice, etc. The employer becomes frightened at the prospect of having to

keep the enrollee after the contract ends and immediately begins to look for

an excuse to fire him. While some employers try to camoufiage the situation by

keeping the enrollee four or five months after the completion of the contract, the

vast majority quit or are discharged within six months. Subsidized employment

with no prerequisite of hire and time limit would greatly relieve the pressure

both to the employer and enrollee. It is only through this less threatening at-

mosphere that real progress can be made.
While subsidized employment may appear to be biased toward the employer,

certain safeguards could avoid abuse. Employers showing a large percentage of

enrollees entering unsubsidized employment would get preference of assignment.

Those showing no movement would be used only as a last resort. Through the

cooperation of the Chamber of Commerce, Labor Unions, Better Business Bu-

reau, and other civic and citizen groups, positive results could be obtained.

Enrollee job-hopping between subsidized employment could be substantially

reduced by adding "training credits." Enrollees completing 6 months of an as-

signment with a good performance rating would receive a percentage of their

earnings as a cash bonus for training. They could use these training credits only

for entry in a trade school, community college, night school, etc. If they leave

prior to completion of 6 months for any reason other than entry on a full-time

job, or a lack of work discharge by the employer, they would lose all credits.

Thus the enrollee would be able to "earn" job training rather than the "dole

system" used now.
Employer participation to subsidzed employment would be limited to those

jobs with a starting rate of $2.00 per hour, thus avoiding cheap help.

The principle of subsidized employment is much more equitable than on-the-job

training. The enrollee is not led to believe he is entering trade school type train-

ing of which the employer cannot produce. The employer is not harassed with

compliance to training curriculums and is free to provide the vocational orien-

tations he normally gives new hires and regular employees. Since the enrollee

is told he has a job and not a pure training assignment, there is a better relation-

ship with the employer and a greater willingness by the enrollee to become work
oriented.
Many employers with on-the-job training contracts have reported instances

where enrollees have refused to do work because they could not see the direct con-

nection between what they were told to do and training. This has soured many
employers on on-the-job training contracts and they refuse to sign another.
Under subsidized employment, the enrollee is not cemented to a job he may

dislike, and through the accumulation of "training credits" can make his own
vocational choice. He has the assurance he has "earned" it and is more careful

and thoughtful concerning his selection.
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Subsidized employment is far superior to wage supplementation as proposed

by the Family Assistance Plan. In general, wage supplementation is a bottom-

less pit and unfair. Women on welfare now have wage supplementation and even

though many have full-time jobs, are still on welfare. Often they are working

beside someone who has the same size family, receiving the same wage and they

are not receiving welfare. This creates bitter feelings and causes serious morale

problems. It perpetuates the narcotic effect of welfare orientation and depend-

ence. This has spawned generations of welfare recipients.

Subsidized employment would also provide the flexibility needed to conform

with human nature. Many low income or disadvantaged are not used to a steady

diet of work and must be gradually trained to accept this fate. Unemployment

Insurance Coverage would provide this flexibility. At the end of each year of

subsidized employment, the enrollee would be given the option of drawing his

Unemployment Insurance Benefits while attempting to find an unsubsidized job.

As he/she would be subject to the rules of the U.I. code, they could be disquali-

fied for an inadequate job search.

If the 5 percent participation limit placed on employers did not produce enough

jobs, then the percentage could be increased to the level necessary to provide full

employment.
U.S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

During the 35 year history of the U.S. Employment Service, a great deal of

debate has occurred concerning its effectiveness and purpose. While it must be

admitted that considerable good has been accomplished, it has nat fullfilled its

purpose. No matter how many times the name is changed (Department of Em-
ployment, Department of Human Resources Development, etc.) the public still

refers to it as "the Unemployment OflSce." So far it has lived up to that name. 90

per cent of the unemployed coming to the Employment Service Sections of the

U.S. Employment Service are looking for a job, not advice, counseling, testing,

conversation, or sympathy. For 35 years only 10 to 15 per cent have been able to

secure jobs and of these, many were low pay, temporary, or part-time jobs. It is a

wonder that the U.S. Employment Service still has any friends. The fact that

the U.S. Employment Service has been only partially effective is not the fault of

its employees since they could not manufacture jobs.

Guaranteed jobs would convert the U.S. Employment Service to a house of em-

ployment rather than a house of unemployment or sympathy.

POPULATION EXPLOSION

A great part of the current welfare problem lies in the fact that nearly all wel-

fare recipients have large families. Only a fraction of the problem can be blamed

on ignorance as most have had family planning information and access to pro-

fessional medical assistance through use of their medical cards. The basic prob-

lem is the current welfare system which encourages large families by raising the

grant each time a new child is born. By proper utilization of auxiliary aids in

the areas of Commodities, Health Insurance, Housing Allowance, Child Care and

Transportation, the need to pay cash grants based on the size of the family is

eliminated.
While on a subsidized job in the private sector or on a government work project,

all would be treated alike. The single man would get the same pay as the one with

ten children. While the one with ten children would get greater assistance through

commodities, health insurance, etc., he would get no extra money, thus eliminat-

ing one of the desires to have more children. To be really effective, however,

mandatory abortions should be required on any mother becoming pregnant with

her fourth child.
MASS PSYCHOLOGY

Two prime misconceptions play a commanding part in the feasibility of elimi-

nating poverty and unemployment. These are (1) "The United States is the

richest country in the World" and (2) "Why work unless you have a good job."

The facts are that the U.S. is hopelessly in debt and if the trend isn't reduced,

will soon be unable to pay even the interest on the national debt. This state-

ment, common among poverty pressure groups and politicians, gives the poor

the false conception that the U.S. Government could put everyone on a govern-

ment payroll at .$10,000 per year and not miss the money. The second miscon-

ception of "Whv Work unless you get a Good Job" is equally devastating.
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Admittedly, the top 20 per cent have jobs with high pay and excellent working
conditions but the majority still work extremely hard at low pay. Many a small
business man, service station attendant, salesperson, etc., still work 50 to 60
hours per week under gruelling pressure.

When many welfare recipients try a job, find any pressure, they Immediately
quit as they feel they are being taken advantage of. Television is also largely

responsible as they advertise affluence in a very subtle way. Most programs show
a $50,000 home, with the man a lawyer, doctor, business executive, two cars, one
a Cadillac, another a sports car, a maid, etc. This gives the poor a wrong impres-
sion of the avei'age man and helps develop a negative attitude of "Why work
unless I get what they get".

In order to effectively right the Avrong and tell it like it is, a mass educa-
tion program must be instituted to again applaud the dignity of work based
upon a just wage rather than riches.

Republic, Wash.
Senator Waeeen G. Magnuson,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, B.C.

Strongly urge you to oppose Section 232 of H.R. 1, Social Security Amendment
of 1971.

James A. Davis,
President, Board of Trustees, Ferry County Memorial Hospital.

Tacoma, Wash.
Senator AVakren G. Magnuson,
Washington, D.C.

Tacoma General Hospital opposed to Section 232 of H.R. 1, the Social Security
Amendments of 1971. Permission to State to define reasonable costs of hospitals
under maternal and child health programs a great disadvantage to hospitals
in Washington. Respectfully request careful consideration.

Tacoma Genekax, Hospital,
W. L. HUBER,

Executive Vice President.

Ephbata, Wash.
Senator Warren G. Magnuson
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

McKay Memorial Hospital is vigorously opposed to section 232 of H.R. 1, pro-
posed social security amendment permitting the State to define "reasonable
cost" for reimbursement under Medicare would cause severe financial hardships
to hospitals already under stress caused by the new restrictive rulings of F.D.P.A.
We urge you to assist this hospital and all hospitals in this State by working

for deletion of section 232.

Gertrude M. Philips,
Administrator, McKay Hospital, Soap Lake, Wash.

Metaline Falls, Wash., NovemJ)er S, 1911.
Hon. Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson: The Commissioners of Public Hospital District
No. 2 of Pend Oreille County and myself respectfully request that you oppose
section 232 of H.R. 1, the Social Security Amendments of 1971.
Thank you for your assistance now and in the past.

Sincerely yours,
(Mes.) Roberta M. Garrett, R.N.,

Administrator.
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Wenatchee, Wash.
Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Washington, B.C.

We would like to make known our opposition to section 232 of H.R. 1, the

Social Security Amendment of 1971. Past experience provides a basis for reluc-

tance to having such controls placed in the hands of the state authorities.

Eye and Ear Clinic Inc., P.S.

LoNGViEW, Wash.
Senator Warren G. IMagnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, B.C.

I am opposed to section 232 of H.R. 1. This is a disastrous step backwards
which will result in higher hospital costs.

Sister ISIary Keough,
Administrator, St. Johns Hospital.

Seattle, Wash.
Senator Warren Magnuson,
Washington, D.C.

We urge you to oppose section 232 of H.R. 1, the Social Security amendments
of 197L Permitting the States to define "reasonable costs"' for reimbursements
to hospital would be very costly to the hospitals. An example is what the State
of Washington is already doing with the past limit, deductibles and participa-

tion. The region 10 oflSce of HEW assisted in having an unilateral decision by
the State of Washington on May 1, 1971 reversed October 1, 1971 in regard
to the Medicaid patients participation percentage.
We ask you to oppose section 232 of H.R. 1, social security amendments of 1971.

The Doctors Hospital, Seattle,
S. A. Tucker, MD., Director.

Tacoma, Wash., November 24, 1971.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : I am writing you regarding H.R. 1 which is the

Social Security Amendments Bill of 1971 and which includes one important
change which is extremely distressing to all of the hospitals vmder the Ameri-
can Hospital Association, including Tacoma's leading hospital, Tacoma General
Hospital, with which I have been connected for many years.

I believe it would be a great mistake to alter the present situation which
assures hospitals that charges which are made for Medicaid will continue

to follow and remain equal with the Medicare formula as I understand they

do at the present time. The effect of Section 232 of H.R. 1 will be to eliminate

the present standard for payment and leave it to the determination of each
state as to what their interpretation of "reasonable costs" thereafter should be.

It is believed that such a change would undoubtedly mean that hospitals would
receive inadequate reimbursement to cover their actual costs and needs.

Yours truly,
Corydon Wagner.

Island Hospital,

Aanacortes, Wash., November 17, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

:\rY Dear Senator : I would like for you to know of our opposition to Section

232 of HR-1 of the Social Security Amendment of 1971.

To allow the states to define "reasonable costs" for reimbursement of hospitals

under Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health Programs could work a hardship
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on the hospitals of our nation. We do not make this statement lightly. The experi-

ence we have had in our own state leads us to this conclusion.

Sincerely,
Ray W. Niebman, Controller.

0\t:blake Memorial Hospital,
Bellevue, Wash., November 11, 1971.

Senator Wakren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Senator Magnuson : May I take this opportunity to express to you my opposi-

tion to Section 232 of HR 1, the Social Security Amendments of 1971. Section 232

would permit states to define "reasonable cost" for reimbursement of hospitals un-

der Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health Programs.

It is a sad observation that passage of this Section would undonbtably mean
reduced medical benefits to welfare patients. In view of the State of Washington's

efforts to reduce its role in the maintenance of a welfare program in the face

of increasingly difficult economic conditions and the fact that people whether em-

ployed or not require adequate health care, I urge you to oppose this measure.

Sincerely,
A. W. Armstrong, Business Office Manager.

Mount Carmel Hospital,
Colville, Wash., Noveinbcr 12, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : I strongly oppose Section 282 of H.R. 1. the Social

Security Amendments of 1971.

Only a hospital can determine "reasonable cost." To allow a state to permit

their own "reasonable cost" would be a disaster. A state would adjust its Public

Assistance Budget to the point of reducing "reasonable cost" and, in effect, that

would create higher cost to the hospital and to the taxpayer.

There are more than enough restrictions and regulations, not to mention all

the new ones that will be effective January 1 ,1972.

I repeat, I oppose Section 232 of HR 1.

Sincerely,
John C. Boyer, Business Manager.

Deaconess Hospital,
Spokane, Wash., November 15, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson: After reading the proposals contained in Section

2f?2 of H.R. 1, the Social Security Amendments Bill of 1971, as they pertain to

the determination of "reasonable cost", I would like to tell you what I think

about it.

In the event that this Amendment and Section were to pass, it would return the

determination for establishment of a reimbursable program to the individual

state welfare departments. The experience that we had here in the State of

Washington was that less than 50% of the cost of hospital care of indigent

persons was paid for under the program which existed prior to Medicaid. Under
the Medicaid program, we are receiving approximately 80% of our cost, which
while not entirely satisfactory, is certainly a great improvement over the old

system.
With the increasing percentage of income received by hospitals coming from

state and federal sources, it is evident that we cannot continue to operate on a

break-even basis if we are to regress in the manner indicated above.

Anything you could do to see that Section 232 of H.R. 1 does not pa.ss would be

appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

Harry C. Wheeler, Administrator.
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St. Lukes, General Hospital,
Bellingham, Wash., November 11, 1911.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
U.S. Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : You are probably aware of tbe alarm with whicb

the health care field views Section 232 of HR 1 which is now under consideration.

I share this view and so do the members of our Board of Trustees and Medical

The reason is very simple. The states In the past have shown little regard for

equity of payment to vendors of health services. This is not to say those opposing

Section 232 "feel they have a license to exploit the public, but there is no .iusti-

fication in not being paid recognized costs. The state of Washington has probably

been as good as most but the Department of Public Assistance has traditionally

totally disregarded vendor needs and seemingly have little sympathy for the fact

that any underpayments by them must be paid for by other sick people.

I am confident that you are aware of the situation. I sincerely hope that you

do not support giving the states a free hand in determining "reasonable costs"

in this matter. The state has clearly demonstrated in the past that it could

care less about the problems of the hospitals. When the rules were released from

Washington on payment for Title XIX recipients the Department of Social and

Health Services immediately took advantage of it in Olympia and this has been

the pattern through the years. We plead for your support against this aspect of

Section 232 in HR 1.

Sincerely yours,
John W. Kludt, Administrator.

St. Joseph's Hospital,
Bellingham, Wash., November 12, 1911.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson: This is to register a strong protest against Sec-

tion 232 of H.R. 1, the Social Security Amendments of 1971. For each state to

define "reasonable cost" for reimbursement of hospitals under Medicaid and

Maternal and Child Health Programs would be unrealistic and unfair.

We urge you to vote against Section 232 of H.R. I and to do everything in

your power to defeat it.

Sincerely yours,
Sister Catherine McInnes,

Administrator.

Tri-State Memorial Hospital, Inc.,

ClarJcston, Wash., November 4, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson: I am writing to urge your outspoken opposition

to Section 232 of H.R. 1. This Section appears to be a massive step backward

if its intent is to refer back to the various states the prerogative of defining

reasonable cost for reimbursement to hospitals caring for patients under the

Medicaid Program.
Surely you are aware of Washington's long history of inequities to hospi-

tals prior to the initiation of Titles XVIII and XIX when hospitals were at the

mercy of budgetary leavings of the State Department of Public Assistance.

Health care for the medically indigent has long been an unsuccessful dilemma

when left to the discretion of the Welfare Departments of the separate state.

Significant improvement in equality and standardization seemed apparent under

the original concept of Title XIX. To pass the responsibility back to the states

now is not the solution, it's the problem.

We respectfully and urgently urge you to strive for national uniformity in

seeking a .iust solution to the problem of providing health care to the nation's

economically disadvantaged.
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Tbank you for your consideration and efforts on this matter which is of

prime importance, particularly to rural community hospitals.

Sincerely yours, ^ j_ ^^^^^^
Administrator.

Grays Harbor Community Hospital,
Aberdeen, Wash., Novemler 2, 1971.

Hon. Warren Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,

Washington, B.C.

Dear Senator: Your support is earnestly requested in opposing Section 232

of HR 1, relative to reimbursement of hospitals, under the Medicaid and

Maternal and Child Health Programs.
Interpretation of certain provisions by local State authorities are becoming

unreasonable and can only lead to additional complications. The term "reason-

able co^it", as provided in the bill at the present time, will have no limits,

based on past experience.

Best regards,
Paul Blomquist, Administrator.

Mark E. Reed Memorial Hospital, Inc.,

McCleary, Wash., November 4, 1971.

Senator "Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : I am writing to you in opposition to Section 232

of HRl (Social Security Amendment of 1971). I am sure that you are aware

that this section would permit states to define reasonable costs in reimburse-

ment of hospitals under Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health Programs.

As president of the Southwest Washington Hospital Council, I speak for all

our member hospitals in stating that our long experience has taught us that

this section would be used to put hospitals in the position of subsidizing these

programs. Hospitals have been "under fire" from all sides because of increasing

costs, this type of legislation will make our position that much more difficult.

Hospitals have demonstrated their ability to provide the high quality care

expected by our patients. Government should demonstrate their ability to ade-

quately fund the programs they legislate.

I hope I can rely on your support in opposing Section 232 of HRl.
Sincerely,

Joe Hopkins, Administrator.

McKay Memorial Hospital,
Soap Lake, Wash., November 4, 1971.

Hon. Russell D. Long,
Senate Finance Committee,
Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : McKay Memorial Hospital strongly urges elimination of

Section 232 of HR-1.
As a small non-profit hospital, operating on a cost to charges basis, we would

be seriously hurt by the financial hardships that would result from giving

Washington State Department of Public Assistance the freedom to put our
services on a free schedule. What they choose to call "reasonable cost" would
deal a staggering blow to our charge structure. The resulting "charity cases"

would mean additional hospital costs charged to paying patients who are al-

ready burdened by high costs of hospitalization.
Hospitals cannot afford this restrictive legislation. Please come to our aid

by deleting Section No. 232 before this bill goes to the Senate.
Sincerely,

Gertrude M. Philps, Administrator.
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AViLLAPA Harbor Hospital,
Sotcth Bend, Wash., Novetnber 2, 1971.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
U.S. Senator, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : Section 232 of H.R. 1. the Social Security Amend-
ments bill of 1971 contains provisions harmful to hospitals. The section would
permit states to determine "reasonable cost" under Medicaid and the Maternal
and Child Health Programs.

All too often, "reasonable cost" to states means the amount of pa.vment the.v

choose to make rather than the real costs hospitals must incur in order to provide

needy patients with good care. At South Bend and Ilwaco, Washington we pro-

vide care first and seek payment second. This policy is necessary to be sure no one
comes to harm.

"Reasonable cost," defined at Olympia, begins with the theory that standards be
established covering length of stay by diagnosis, deductibles, and participation

payment by patients. These people would not be eligible for care if they had any-
thing to pay with and each diagnosis is peculiar to the person to whom it is at-

tached. Standards on length of stay ignore the individual in favor of the

"average."
To sum up, if payment is allowed to be defined by states, it will likely be less

than Medicare and private patients because states (State of Washington) have
never used the opportunity to do otherwise.

Our small community hospitals are financially anemic now, but required to give

complete service to all. Please consider this fact when you consider section 232
of H.R. 1, Social Security Amendments bill of 1971.

Yours truly,

Gerald W. Baker, Administrator.

Seattle General Hospital,
Seattle, Wash., November 3, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : The Senate Finance Committee is about to consider

HR-1, the Social Security Amendments Bill of 1971.

We wish to call your attention to Section 232 and ask that you seek its deletion

from the bill.

The impact of Section 232. if enacted into law, is to permit .state government to

define the "reasonable cost" for reimbursement of hospitals providing service to

Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health Programs. This release from the federal

Medicare criteria for reimbursement is very apt to create a diminished payment
practice to us for care of these patients. The problems of state finance are such
that regulatory bodies will undoubtedly opt for less money to health care pro-

viders including hospitals. We are currently coping with this tactic as it relates

to public assistance patients and a recent regulation establishing an arbitrary

maximum period of hospitalization.

We ask that you support the present policy of requiring that Medicaid and
Maternal Health and Infant care payment standards be equivalent to those ap-

plied under the Medicare reimbursement formula. Section 232 would eliminate

this requirement.
Very truly yours,

Paul S. Bliss, Administrator.

Cascade Valley Hospital.
Arlington, Wash., November 4, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson": This hospital would appreciate a negative vote on

Section 232 of HR 1, the Social Security Amendments of 1071. Experience indi-

cates that the State of Wa.shington will disadvantage district owned hospitals

through the Medicaid system. It is our belief that local taxpayers are paying
their fare share for health in the community and should not be burdened with

an unfair Social Security amendment.
Sincerely

Allen K. Remington, Administrator.
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Memorial Hospital,
Odessa, Wasli., Novemher 3, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : I am writing to express my strong objection to

Section 232 of H.R. 1, the Social Security Amendments of 1971. The commissioners
of this hospital district concur in this objection.

Hospitals in the State of Washington were forced to subsidize the State's pro-

gram of medical care for indigent persons for many years. It was only with the

advent of Federal intervention that we were finally to recover our actual cost

on these programs. If these Federal requirements are removed, and the State is

allowed to again determine "reasonable cost" it is certain that hospitals will

again be forced to provide care at rates which bear no relationship to our cost

of providing such care. The deficit between our cost and what we are paid by
the State will then have to be added to the bill of the private patient instead of

being equitably distributed among all tax payers in the State. The gross injustice

of this situation is readily apparent.
I respectfully request that you favorably consider our position in this matter.

Thank you.
Sincerely,

M. L. Traylor, Administrator.

Tri-County Hospital Association,
Deer Park, Wash., November 4, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magntjson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : It has come to my attention that H.R. 1 in Section
232 would permit states to define "reasonable cost" for reimbursement to hos-
pitals under Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health Programs.

I do not believe that individual states should have this authority and am
opposed to Section 2.32.

I do not believe this to be in the best interest of patient, those who pay for the
services or those rendering the services.

As long as the Federal Government is contributing to these programs they
should assure the providers that the same guide lines are being used in es-

tablishing payments to all the providers.
Failure to do this will bring forth a multitude of provider reimbursement

programs and I am sure in many cases will place an additional financial burden
•upon the privately paying patient.
We all know the providers have to have so much funds in order to stay in

operation and to provide health care. This must come from those who use the
providers facilities and if some do not carry their full share then others must
carry more than their full share. Unfortunately this usually always ends up
being the private pay patient.
Your efforts in providing fair and equable health care legislation is greatly

appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

Chables L. Lampson, Administrator.

The Valley Memorial Hospital,
Sunnyside, Wash., November Jf, 1971.

Re HR 1.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator : As a concerned Administrator of a hospital I am writing
to express my opposition to section 232 of HR 1 which will permit the State to
set "reasonable costs" for care of Medicaid patients.

It is no secret that our legislature considers the payment of care for Medi-
caid patients to have one of the lesser priorities when it comes to budgeting and
the result has always been insuflBcient funds to cover costs.
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Title 19 changed this, in that it made the states use the same criteria as Title

18 in arriving at costs.
.

To allow the states to set their own criteria would again make care of the

indigent a political football.
, , ^,

Don't take this step backward, don't let the purchaser of care also be the

judge as to what will be paid. Rather let the Federal government retain this

judgmental position. Vote to exclude this from HR 1 please.

Sincerely,
^ , . . ^ ^

C. D. Bentley, Administrator.

Yakima Valley Memorial Hospital,
Yakima, Wash., November 4, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : We are writing to register the stronger possible

opposition to Section 232 of HR 1. The Social Security Amendments of 1971. As

you know, it has only been since the advent of Medicare and Medicaid that

Washington hospitals" have received reasonable cost for the care of indigent

patients. We believe that the proposed amendment authorizing states to estab-

lish their own standards of payment for Medicaid patients' care would soon result

in financial disaster to our hospital.

We respectfully recommend that the provisions under section 232 be deleted

from the bill in question.
Thanking you for your consideration, I am

Sincerely yours, , , .

Max L. Hunt, Administrator.

Providence Hospital,
Everett, Wash., November 2, 1911.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
U.S. Senate Building,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : Providence Hospital, Everett, Washington, is op-

posed to Section 232 of HR-1. the Social Security amendment of 1971, which

permits the States to define "reasonable cost" for reimbursement under Medi-

caid. . . . ^ , J
Our past experience with the State Department of Public Assistance leads

us to believe that Section 232 would work to our disadvantage.

Sincerely,
Sister Louise Lebel, Administrator.

General Hospital of Everett,

Everett, Wash., November 3, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : Our hospital Board is most concerned with Section

232 of H.R. 1 in which it would permit each state to determine "reasonable cost"

for reimbursement of hospitals under Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health

Programs.
We have fared badly in dealing with the state in the past. Now they want to

pay hospitals less than they are required to pay them under the Medicare for-

mula.
Somewhere along the way a fair and equitable method of payment must be

found. Section 232 of H.R. 1 is not the answer.
. c, *

Your support is solicited and very much appreciated in the defeat of Section

232.
Sincerely, ^

Stephen C. Saunders, President, Board of Trustees.
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Dayton General Hospital,
Dayton, Wash., November 4^ Idtl.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Seuatc Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : May we express our opposition to Sect. 232 of

HR-1. the Social Security Amendments of 1971.

We understand Sect. 232 would allow the state to define "reasonable costs",

for re-imbursements to hospitals for care provided patients under Medicaid and
Maternal & Child Health Programs. Our experience up to 1967 and the passage
of Title XIX in our state, indicates that arbitrary definitions of cost of care by
our State Welfare Program was much below the cost of care. The hospital pro-
viding care of Welfare recipients did so in most cases, knowing that a financial
deficit would result. There was no alternative, other than by State Legislative
Action to re-coup these losses. With the advent of Medicaid, a more reasonable
re-imbursement program was established. With the passing of Sect. 232, the
Medicaid Program could revert to a re-imbursement program that would be
impossible for hospitals in this state to live with.
We urge your opposition to Sect. 232 of HB-1.

Respectfully,
Feed Scheeck, Chairman of Board.
Cecil Mackliet, Secretary.

Virginia Mason Hospital,
Seattle, Wash., November 8, 1911.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
TJ.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator : We are very concerned with Section 232 of HR 1 which would
provide the individual state with the authority to determine reasonable costs
for care provided patients under Medicaid. Historically we have seen repeated
instances where a state with financial problems will immediately trim expenses
and benefits of programs such as Medicaid if given the opportunity to do so.

This is inevitably accomplished at the expense of the providor of health care
as well as the beneficiary.

We believe that failure to delete this section (Section 232) \\all significantly
jeopardize hospital reimbursement programs. Further there is also a need to
standardize reimbursement programs between states and this section of course
moves in the opposite direction. For these reasons we would urge you to do every-
thing possible to delete Section 232 from HR 1.

Sincerely,

Austin Ross, Administrator.

Central Memorial Hospital,
Toppenish, Wash., November 4, 1911.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Sir : Please place Central Memorial Hospital and myself, as their admin-
istrator, on record as opposing Section 232 of HR 1, the Social Security Amend-
ments of 1971.

Very truly yours,
Clarence M. Pritchard, Administrator.

Walla Walla General Hospital,
Walla Walla, Wash., November 2, 1911.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : We wi.sh to advise that we are definitely opposed to

Section 232 of HR 1. regarding Social Security Amendments of 1971 and would
appreciate your doing all in your power to defeat it.
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From experience it appears that our good State of Washington will probably
take advantage of Section 232 to the disadvantage of hospitals.

Thank you.
Sincerely yours,

J. A. Dailet, Administrator.

Holy Family Hospital,
Spokane, Wash., November 5, 1911.

Hon. Wareen G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : We would like to go on record as opposing Section

232 of HR 1, the Social Security Amendments of 1971.

As you know, this section permits states to define reasonable cost for reimburse-

ment of hospitals under Medicaid and related programs.
We feel that in the State of Washington hospitals are already being subjected

to unreasonable deductions as determined by the Department of Welfare. At a

time when hospitals are being criticized for the high increase in costs, we feel

that this would only accelerate charges to the patients.

We kindly request that you do what you can to delete this portion of the bill

when it comes up for discussion and vote.

Sincerely yours,

Sister Mary Agnes, O.P., Administrator.
James J. Murray, Assistant Administrator/Fiscal Services.

Pttget Sound Hospital,
Tacoma, Wash., November S, 1971.

Re H.R. 1, Social Security Amendments of 1971.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : We would like to bring to your attention the serious

implications of Section 232 of HR 1, the Social Security Amendments of 1971 and
express how strongly we oppose this amendment.

Section 232 would permit states to determine "reasonable cost" under Medicaid
and the Maternal and Child Health programs. Under this Section, standards for

payment for these patients could be different from those for Medicare patients.

Payments could not exceed the amount which would be allowed under the

Medicare formula but could and probably would be less.

Prior to Medicaid, most states paid hospitals for care of the indigent on the

basis of what was left in their budgets after all other budget needs had been met,

and the amount rarely was sufficient to defray hospital costs. Only since the ad-

vent of Medicare and Medicaid have hospitals received iiayment for the reason-

able cost of these services. Now the governors of the states have asked Congress

to let them establish their own standards of payment for Medicaid patient care.

They want to pay the hospitals less than they are required to pay them under
the Medicare formula.
Some hospitals believe erroneously that they would fare as well with Medicaid

reimbursement levels in the hands of the states ; however, past programs prove

the contrary. Medicare and Medicaid patients represent a substantial part of a

hospital's patient load, and further restrictions on payments for the care of these

patients might well affect the survival of many institutions. We feel that the pro-

visions of Section 232 is a most serious challenge to the future of our hospital

system.
We request that you recognize the seriousness of this problem and the possible

effect of this amendment on our hospitals. We recommend that the provisions of

Section 232 be deleted from the bill.

Yours truly,
Robert E. Huesers, Administrator.
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E\'ERGKEEN GENERAL HOSPITAL,
Kirkland, Wash., November 4, 1971.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.G.

Dear Senator Magnuson : Again I am writing you of my concern about legis-

lation which would permit the states to define "reasonable cost" for hospital care

under Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health programs. I refer to the proposed
Section 232 of H.R. 1. I urge you to work for a change in this section to allow
H.E.W. to make the definition.

Hospitals in Washington state know from long hard experience that "cost"

to the Division of Public Assistance bears little relation to accepted accounting
principles. I am sure you require no explanation of this system of inadequate
appropriations and varying reimbursement formulae developed here in lieu of
cost finding.

I will appreciate your help in improving this Medicaid legislation.

Cordially yours,
F. A. Gray, Administrator.^

St. Joseph Hospital,
Tacoma, Wash., November 10, 1911..

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washingtoti, D.G.

My Dear Senator Magnuson : May I take this opportunity to express my cob^
cern over Section 232 of HR 1.

Experience tells me this is not the way to develop "reasonable costs" in this-

state. I solicit your vote in opposition to Section 232.
Please give it your serious consideration.

Very truly yours,

Sister Margaret Hudon, Administrator..

Good Samaritan Hospital and Rehabilitation Center,
Fuyallup, Wash., November 3, 1971^

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Seriate Office Building,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : Since I understand that the Congress may adjourn;
this session by Thanksgiving and before that time will likely vote on the Social
Security amendments of 1971 (H.R. 1), I would like to again mention the very
real concern that I and my Board members have regarding Section 232 of this bill.

Section 232, as you no doubt know, deals with the definition of "reasonable
cost" by the State for reimbursement purposes regarding Medicaid and Maternal
and Child Health Programs. At the present time, the States have had to adhere
to Medicare standards insofar as determination of reasonable costs go. In Wash-
ington, we are sure that passage of Section 232 would mean the State would
set a reasonable cost level well below that of Medicare particularly in view of the
State's financial problems. This would be an extremely deplorable situation
for our hospital financially. Medicare does not reimburse us in full—they dis-
count the bill by 10-20% and this means the private patients get stuck paying the
difference for both Medicare and Medicaid patients—if a hospital served no one
other than Medicare patients, they would be financially insolvent. If the State
was allowed, as it would be in Section 232. to set reasonable costs at amounts
still lower than Medicare, the hospitals would have no recourse but to continue
passing the cost of these exorbitant discounts on to their private patients,
and we feel the private patient is already picking up too large a burden. Another
unfortunate result, if the hospitals are forced to absorb further costs of care,
would he that two levels of standards of care might eventually exist, one for the
non-Medicaid patient and another for the Medicaid patient. This would not be ta
the liking of the patients, the Government, or the hospitals.

AVe urge you to do what you can to have Section 232 deleted from H.R. 1.

Sincerely,

David K. Hamry, Administrator.
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Okanogan-Douglas County Hospital,
Breivster, Wash., XuvenLher !). 1071.

Senator Wakren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.U.

Dear Senator Magnuson : I respectfully request your review of Section 232
of H.R. 1 of the Social Security Amendments of 1971.

This section appears to permit states to define "reasonable costs"' for reimburse-
ments to hospitals under Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health Programs.

This hospital, as well as others in our State, does not feel that the state has
been reasonable in the defining of care and/or handling of funds under i)resent

programs, without being given further jurisdiction, with appropriated funds.
Your opposition to Section 232 will be gratefully appreciated by this Hospital

District and its patrons.
Respectfully yours,

Howard M. Gamble, Administrator.

Coulee General Hospital,
Grand Coulee, Wash., November 1, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : The subject is Section 232 of H.R. 1, Social Se-
curity Amendments Bill of 1971.

Please do all possible to eliminate Section 2.32 and its intent. Allowing the
various states to determine "reasonable cost" would be disasterous to the finan-
cial condition of all hospitals.

Enactment of Section 232 would indeed harm the Coulee General Hospital.
We are now—and when I say we I mean the Coulee General Hospital and the

surrounding hospitals that I know of in eastern Washington—are seriously
harmed by the arbitrary and capricious manner in which the Division of Public
Assistance of the Department of Social and Health Sciences renders a final

decision as to what we will be paid for skilled nursing care patients under the
Welfare program. We at Coulee General Hospital, in fact, are losing $4.00 a day
on the care of each and every medically indigent case. This is a very good ex-
ample of what Section 232 would do to us in the acute care hospital phase of
patient care.

Sincerely,
Delos J. Bristor, Hospital Administrator.

Washington State Hospital Association,
Seattle, Wash., November 1, 1971.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, B.C.

Deiar Senator : I am writing concerning Section 232 of H.R. 1, Social Security
Amendments Bill of 1971, now before the Senate Finance Committee.
This section would permit states to determine "reasonable cost" under Medicaid

and the Maternal and Child Health Programs for reimbursement of hospitals.
Under this section, standards for payment for these patients could be different
from those for Medicare patients

; payment could not exceed the amount which
would be allowed under the Medicare formula, but could—and almost surely
would—be less.

Hospitals are seriously concerned about their future, if such a program is
authorized by the Congress.
As you know, before Medicaid, most states paid hospitals on the basis of what

was left in their budgets after all other needs had been met and the amount
was insufficient to defray hospital costs. Medicare and Medicaid brought the
payment of reasonable costs for the care patients being cared for under these
programs.
Now, with state government finances at a low ebb, governors are asking Con-

gress to permit them to establish their own standards of payment. It is clear
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that they want to pay less for Medicaid patients than they are required to pay

for patients under the Medicare program.
If Section 232 remains in the bill it will mark a long step backward.

Hospitals have a very real fear that, if payments are reduced, the survival

of voluntary hospitals may be at stake. Hospitals simply cannot carry the finan-

cial load for welfare health care programs.
The hospitals of the state will be most appreciative if you will do all within

your power to amend H.R. 1, as it is now written, to delete Section 232 and to

insure that hospitals continue to receive reasonable payment—as determined

at the national level and not at the state level.

Sincerely,
John Bigelow, Executive Vice President.

Stevens Memorial Hospital,
Edmonds, Wash., November 2, 1911.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
U.S. Senator,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : It has been brought to my attention that the states

are attempting to amend H.R. 1 of Social Security Amendment Bill of 1971.

Section 232, in such a way that it would i3ermit the states to determine what
is reasonable cost under Medicaid in the Maternal and Child Health Programs.
This Section's standards for payment for these patients could be different

from those for Medicare patients. Payments could not exceed the amount that

would be allowed for the Medicare formula and probably would be less.

Hospitals for many years have suffered from the arbitrary decisions made
by the individual states as to the reimbursement for the medical care those

patients who seek the state's aid in caring for their medical needs.

In this time of criticisms of hospitals and their charges, the revised reimburse-

ment under Section 232 of H.R. 1 would give the public an indication that perhaps
hospitals are really charging more than is absolutely necessary.

I, for one, representing a hospital district here in your legislative district

would say that throughout each and every year, the hospitals walk a very fine

line between breaking even and losing money. As you know, hospitals have no
other source to look to other than patient charges for funds to continue services

much needed by the many communities.
It would seem a bit regressive then, to allow states to cut the payment to the

hospitals and base theirs on a different formula than that of the present formula
required under the Medicare law of 196G.

I would appreciate it very much if you would lend your support to the hos-

pitals' argument that change under Section 232 of H.R. 1 not be allowed.

Thank you for your interest and consideration.
Sincerely,

Jon D. Smiley, Administrator.

St. Helen Hospital,
Chehalis, Wash., November 2, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnuson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Senator Magnuson : Section 232 of HR 1, now in the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, is very bad for Washington hospitals. Past experience has proven that
if the level of payment for the care of indigent patients is left to the determina-
tion of Washington State, hospitals will not be paid even their reasonable costs.

When the *;tate does not pay its fair share, as was consistently the case before
the pas>age of the Medicare Law, hospitals have no recourse except to pass on
this deficit to private patients.

If Section 232 passes, it will be a disastrous step backwards for our hospitals.

I earnestly urge you to use your influence to defeat Section 232 of HR 1.

Sincerely yours.

Sister Virginia Pearson, Administrator.
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Memouial Hospital, Inc.,

PuUiiian, Wash., November 2, 1911.

Senatcir Wakkkn G. Maomson.
Oiil Soititc Office liiiildiii!/.

Wttsliilir/tOll. D.C.

Dear Senator Magxuso.x : We ask that you take a position to oppose Section

2:V2 of HR 1. the Social Security Amendmeuts of 1971. Section 282 \you1c1 permit
states to define "reasonable cost" for reimbursement of hospitals under INIedicaid

and Maternal and Child Health Programs. The disadvantage to the individual
hospitals are many because of the iiiconsLstency of many of the states in their

definition to "'reasonable cost".

As you know, hospitals have been in a quandary as to the multitude of cost re-

imbursement programs e.stablished over the past several years. In my opinion,

this would be another step in complicating the forms of reimb'n'sement and
would without question allow the states an addtional arbitrary tool to u-e in

determining, not by law bi;t by self-determination, what is or is not a "rea.scn-

able cost".

Sincerely.

Elmer O. Eid. Administrator.

The Riverton Hospital,
Seattle, Was}t.,Noveml}er 2, 1971.

Senator Warren G. Magnusox.
01(1 S(nate Office Buihliiiff.

Wushinyton. B.C.

Dear Sexator Magxusox : I would like to go on record as being opposed to
Section 2o2 of HR 1, the Social Security Amendments of 1971.

Section 232 would permit states to define "reasonable cost" for reimburse-
ment to hospitals under Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health Programs.

This approach has proved very unsatisfactory in the past in the State of
Washington and we urge you to use every effort to see that Section 232 of HR 1
does not pass.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Haxsox. Administrator.

Stateiiext of Leox J. Davis. Presidext, Natioxal Uxiox of Hospital axd
XuRsixG Home Employees, RWDSU. AFL-CIO

February 10, 1972.
To : Hearings on Social Security Amendments—H.R. 1.

Committee ox Fixaxce,
U.S. Sexate.

1. ORGANIZATION AND MEMBERSHIP

I am Leon .1. Davis, President of the National Union of Hospital and Nursing
Home Employees. RWDSU. AFL-CIO, and President of the union's largest local.

Local 1199 in New York City. Our union represents over 70,000 hospital workers
in ten states. Tlie greatest concentrations of members are in New York City,
Connecticut. New .Jersey, Baltimore. Philadelphia and Charleston. South Caro-
lina. The union represents many different categories of hospital workers includ-
ing service and maintenance workers, clerical workers, technical workers, and
certain professionals such as psychologists, social workers, and licensed prac-
tical nurses. We also represent 6,000 pharmacists and drug store workers. We
do not represent physicians or administrative personnel.

Local 1199 in New York City is the oldest and largest local of the National
Union. It has collective bargaining agreements covering workers in more than
forty voluntary (private, nonprofit) hospitals in New York City. These hospitals
comprise about two-thirds of the city's voluntary hospital beds. They include a
wide variety of hospitals, including community liospitals in both middle-class
and ghetto neighljorhoods. teaching hospitals and medical school liospital centers.

r2-573—72—pt. 6-
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2. EVALUATION OF HEALTH RELATED PROVISIONS OF SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS

We oppose the way in which the social security amendments are being re-

viewed by Congress. Our opposition is based upon the patchquilt approach to

solving our nation's enormous and complex social problem. We feel that each
title of this kaleidoscope bill should be introduced as separate legislation. This
would enable public testimony and congressional review to scrutinize each bill

on its own mei-its. The importance of needed social welfare reform warrants
individual and close attention. The final product should not be compromised.
As a health union, we will limit our remarks to the strengths and weaknesses

of the medicare and medicaid provisions of title II.

{A) Medicare

1. Extetided EligiMUty.—Health Insurance under Title XVIII, would be ex-

tended to those receiving disability benefits for two years, and hospital insur-

ance would be offered to the uninsured for payment of full premium costs (ini-

tially estimated at $31 monthly). This measure would aid the 1.5 million long

term disabled, and allow the 350 thousand uninsured over 65 to voluntarily pur-

chase hospital insurance. The latter raises some skepticism since the premium
cost would be prohibitive to the majority of the uninsured.

Extending coverage to the disabled is certainly a step in the right direction.

However, we are opposed to the two-year waiting period before becoming eligible

for Medicare benefits.

Instead, we would favor a six-month waiting period, which would coincide

with the six-month waiting period for disability payments under Social Security.

Medicare was originally intended to serve the elderly who have chronic dis-

eases requiring long term care, as would be the case with the disabled, who
require long term rehabilitation services. Yet services under Medicare, as aptly

pointed out by Dr. Paul Spear of the Physicians Forum, would best fit the needs
of a healthy under 65 adult population, not those for whom the program was
intended. This deficiency is totally ignored by H.R. 1.

2. Part "5" (Medical) Premiums and EligiMUty.—Supplementary Medical
Insurance (SMI) premium increases would be tied in directly with increases

in Social Security. Considering that SMI premiums having increased 87% in

the past five years, totally disproportionate to the meager increases in Social

Security, this is a positive feature of H.R. 1.

Another positive feature is that H.R. 1 would automatically enroll bene-

ficiaries into SMI. Up to now, many of those eligible, w^ere not aware, or did not
see the importance of subscribing to SMI. This would also have the advantage
of eliminating the penalties imposed on those subscribers who do not enroll in

SMI during the specified time period.

3. Deductibles and Co-payments and Cut-offs.—H.R. 1 would increase SMI
deductibles from $50.00 to $60.00. But even more cruel to those on fixed incomes
would be the increased hospitalization co-payments.

Present law provides for full in-patient hospital coverage (minus an initial

$68.00 deductible) for 60 days. H.R. 1 reduces this to 30 days, after which the

patient would pay according to the following schedule.

31st thru 60th day $7. 50
61st thru 90th day 15.00
Additional "lifetime reserve" 120 days 30. 00

These additional economic barriers to medical care would be most burdensome
to the most poor among the disabled and the elderly. It is our view that all

deductibles and co-payments should be eliminated.
The only positive feature of this section is that the number of lifetime reserve

days would be increased from 60-120 days.

Ji. H.R. 1 Eliminates the Requirements that Extended Care Facilities Pro-
vide Social Services.—And that a skilled nursing home have at least one full

time registered nurse. These provisions serve to downgrade the quality of medi-
cal care and ignore the loneliness and despair of those confined to these
institutions.

(B) Medicaid

1. Reduction of Services and Scope of Medicaid (Title XIX).—Presently
medicaid has a "maintenance of effort" clause, which requires that a state

maintain its aggregate expenditures to its share of Medicaid costs. Under H.R. 1.
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this would apply only to the six mandatory health care services (in-patient

hospital services; out-patient hospital services; x-ray and lab; skilled nursing

homes ;
physicians' services ; and home health services).

States would now be permitted to reduce or eliminate "optional" services,

such as medication, dental care, eye glasses, etc.

Presently, under section 1908(E) of title 19, States are required to demonstrate

they are making efforts in the direction of liberalizing eligibility requirements,

and in broadening the scope of services in Medicaid. H.R. 1 repeals this require-

ment, thus legalizing the tragic cutbacks in services, and the narrowing of

eligibility that has already taken place in New York and other states.

in addition, H.R. 1 reimbursement revisions would reduce payments by one-

third to skilled nursing homes and General or TB hospitals after the first sixty

days, and mental hospitals after ninety days. We see no justification for this

provision.
. ^ „ ^

2. Deductibles and Co-payments.—H.R. 1 would require states to collect

premium payments graduated by income, from the medically indigent who are

not receiving public assistance. In addition, states are permitted to impose

deductibles and co-payments, not skewed to income.

For those receiving public assistance, states would be permitted to charge a

co-payment and/or deductible for optional services (drugs, hearing aids, etc.).

For basic coverage, public assistance families with earnings would be required

to pay a deductible based upon income.

Once again, we see the use of coinsurance and deductibles as a means of

restricting access to needed health care. Even as a devise to reduce program

costs, cost-sharing features have proven to be ineffective. This was recently

documented in hearings conducted by New York State Assemblyman Peter Berle.

These hearings, which were designed to measure the eflScacy of a recent New
York State law that imposed a 20% coinsurance on Medicaid recipients, revealed

that it was more costly to collect the 20%. Because collection was administratively

impractical, many doctors and hospitals waive the co-payment charge.

.3. Eligibility.—Present law requires a state to provide Medicaid to all public

assistance recipients. With the inclusion of the welfare reform measure (FAP)

in this bill, the state would be required to cover only those whose income falls

below state income limits. It is our belief that states should not determine levels of

eligibility. Some states, such as Alaska and Arizona, to this day, do not provide

a medical aid program for the poor. The disparity in Title XIX benefits from

state to state can be largely reduced if full financial responsibility was assumed

at the federal level, with the program administered on a regional basis.*******
Both Medicaid and Medicare in H.R. 1 include numerous provisions aimed at

controlling costs and experimentation with physician peer review. Of particular

note is the Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) option provided for

recipients of Medicaid and Medicare benefits. An HMO is generally conceived

as some form of comprehensive pre-paid group practice. However, the definition

of HMO is vague, as defined by HEW. It really does not have to be comprehensive,

nor doevs it have to be a group, nor does reimbursement have to be on a capitation

basis. Nonetheless, it has the potential of improving the delivery of health care,

and it does begin to explore reimbursement methods other than the costly

"reasonable" and "customary", fee-for-service system. Alternatives to the costly

"reasonable" and "customary" fee-for-service system must be found. In New
York we have observed the ease in which physicians increase their reimbursement

profiles by simply requesting an increase from Blue Shield. If capitation pay-

ments are not used, physicians should be reimbursed on an established schedule

basis. For example, relative value scales have been used with some success in

California and New York.
3. CONCLUSION

Improvements in the availability and access to health care to the elderly and

the poor are far and few between in H.R. 1. The Medicaid and Medicare section

is a step backward that would reduce health services and increase deductibles

and co-payments for those who can least afford it, and in Medicaid, eligibility

would be tightened.
H.R. 1 emphasizes prudent fiscal management, but demonstrates lack or

sensitivity to the health needs of the medically indigent. This measure will

prevent the poor and the elderly from receiving adequate medical care. Mso,

decreased federal participation will place a heavy burden on already strained
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budgets. If passed, H.R. 1 will only exacerbate our present health care crisis

by using the same categorical programs that would continue to fragment the

American i)eople into different health classes with different health benefits.

4. KECOMMEXUATIOX

In the IDGG Comprehensive Health Planning Act, Congress articulated the

principle "that fulhllment of our nation;il purpose depends on promoting and
assuring the highest level of health attainable for every person"' and the com-
mitment "to assure comprehensive health services of high quulity for every

person". Six years later, we still have not been able to fultill this promise.

For many years, the 1,500 members of the Retired Members Division of our
union has criticized the inadequacies of Medicare and Medicaid, and has called

for a universal and comprehensive health plan for all. And just last month, the

White House Conference on Aging called for "priority consideration" for Con-
gressional passage of a "comprehensive national health security program which
would include the aged as well as the rest of the population." The fact is, that

Medicare and Medicaid, with or without the amendments being considered by this

committee, falls woefully short of these goals.

The following is a "Statement of Principles on Health Care", which was sub-

mitted by the Local 1199 Executive Council, and the Local 1199 Health Care
Committee to 300 participants attending our Annual Health Care Conference last

June. The statement was unanimously adopted, and in closing, I would like to

submit it for your consideration.
"We need a national policy committed to the principal that every American

is entitled—as a matter of right—to the best health care that our nation's

skill and technology can command. We need a delivery s^ystem that assures
the availability of health services to all citizens.

Such a system must include :

A. Universal and Comprehensive Coverage.—Health care must be a matter
of right, not privilege. There must be one systenn for all. Everyone must be
entitled to care regardless of race, income, sex, age, religion, or any of the

barriers that now create inequalities. Comprehensive care siiould include doctors,

hospitals, medication, dental care, mental health care, nursing home and conva-
lescent care and home health services. These services and facilities should be
used to emphasize health maintenance, and prevent illness as well as to treat

sickness.
B. Equitable Financiny.—Health care should be removed from the profit-

making arena and financed by the federal government from general revenues.
C. Sound Organization.—To develop a national system for the delivery of

health care it is necessary to :

1. Create an organized service in which the providers of medical care work
together with government and the community for common objectives.

2. Establish neighltorhood medical facilities and community medical centers
easily accessible to the people they serve and controlled by duly elected com-
munity boards.

3. Encourage the develoi)ment of comprehensive group medical and dental
practice with effective consumer participation.

4. Finance a recruitment and training program to meet health manpower
needs and support medical and health research requirements.
We realize that the problem of the nation's health goes beyond what can be

done to improve the delivery of medical care. To assure good health also means
to provide decent food and housing, clean air and pure water.
We l)elieve that our nation has the material and human resources required to

fulfill these essential objectives. We believe that a national health budget must
be adopted that makes the delivery of health care a matter of top priority.

Vancouver, Wash., February 1, 1912.
Hon. WiLBER D. Mills,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Representative Mills : I would like to voice my support for your bill

HR 1 and especially for Senator Ribicoff's amendment pertaining to it which
extends benefits to single and childless people as well.
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In this flay and age it seems quite impractical to continue governmental sui>-

iiort through taxation subsidation of large families and tinaucial peniilty from

refraining from them. It would seem much more equitable to encourage smaller

families or at least to extend no advantage to families with larger families. It

seems, in fact, that a reward should be in order for having less children and

a progressive penalty be instituted for having more children.

We must move toward stabilization of our population in order to preserve

the remaining resources this country possesses. If we do not anticipate the

problems of providing for a geometrically accelerating population we may soon

have few resources with which to support them with. This would result in a

durastic decline in the quality of life we can provide each citizen.

I would appreciate inclusion of this letter in the record now under review

by the Senate Finance Committee.
Sincerely,

Steve Holman.

Statement Prepared by State Representative Arthur L. Buck, Wyoming,
National Legislative Conference Task Force on HujrAN Resoi^rces

enactment of h.r. 1

It is the consensus that it might be better to defer eTiactment until pilot pro-

grams in a few states, both sparsely and heavily populated, to determine merits

of the program before adoption nationally.

There was general concurrence with the statement of objectives for true welfare

reform outlined l)y Chairman Russell Long:
1. It must discourage family breakup and foster family unity

;

2. It must prevent cheating and dishonesty and when this fails, detect

it and deal firmly with it

;

3. It must reward efforts at self-help rather than rewarding idleness

among the employable; and
4. It must provide adequate child care services for children of low-income

working mothers and mothers on welfare.

Since there is considerable variation among the states in welfare volume and

extent of services, some latitude should be left to the several states in admin-

istration of the program. (Only 3% of Wyoming's population, approximately

8.0W persons, are on welfare.)

national minimum INCOJFE STANDARnS

In view of inflationary developments, there is an obvious need for u))ward

adjustment, at least to the level of that proposed in H.R. 1. (Wyoming presently

allows .$104 monthly for individuals and $178 for couples.)

FISCAL RELIEF OF FISCAL PROTECTION FOR STATES

States should have federal relief in the proposed program of national cover-

age in deference to the new residence requirement as determined by the courts.

At least the states should have no additional liability.

FINANCIAL INCENTIVES TO WORK. OR INCOME DISREGARDS

Incentives should be retained. (The first $30 and one-third of additional income

are permitted in Wyoming.)

WORK REQUTRE>rENTS AND SUITABILITY OF WORK

Should be determined by the individual state, dejiending on nature of relief

rolls and availability of opportunity. (In Wyoming, opportunity is limited, botli

in the private and public sector. Retraining, also expensive, is essential in many
cases.)

FEDERAL-STATE ADAriNTSTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES AND OPTIONS

Federal Resulations as a rule are not flexible enough to meet requirements

of individual states. (Wyoming has no large urban areas which may be eligiide

for impact programs.)
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DAY CARE AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Is needed at low income level when pay of parent does not compensate for

cost of child's day care which in many cases is inadequate and not socially to

best interest of the child. (Child care centers in Wyoming at present are inade-

quately regulated.)
WELFAEE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

Procedures should be implemented by, in addition to interview, validation of

statements involving checking with various federal social security and tax infor-

mation sources.

In addition, a deserting parent would be obligated to the United States for the

amount of any federal payment made to his family less any amount that he

actually contributes by court order or otherwise to his family.

STATE ROLE IN ADMINISTERING MANPOWER, CHILD CARE AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

IN THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR FAMILIES PROGRAM FOR EMPLOYABLE RECIPIENTS

Administration should be left to the states without the involvement of the

Labor Department. Local agencies are more familiar with recipient needs in

relation to actual working conditions and pay scales. (Employment is frequently

limited to a short work week so that the employee does not qualify under exist-

ing statutes.)
STATE ADMINISTERED SOCIAL SERVICES

The concept of an "open-ended" appropriation should be restored, eliminating

the ceilings as provided in H.R. 1.

Department of Health and Hospitals,
Boston, ilass., February 1, 1972.

Hon. Gayxord Nelson,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Nelson : I would like to go on record in support of S. 2135, a
bill to amend Title V of the Social Security Act concerning special project grants,
introduced June 23, 1971.
As Director of Maternal and Child Health in the City of Boston Department

of Health and Hospitals, I have Intimate knowledge of the importance of these
projects to the health of the poor children and mothers in Boston. The deleter-

ious effect on their medical care that they would suffer if the projects were to

be phased out or substantially reduced in scope before adequate replacement
mechanisms were actually functioning would be irrevocable.
There are five Maternity and Infant Care Projects in Boston. They are oper-

ated in conjunction with five hospitals which together account for about 90 per-
cent of the deliveries in this city. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971,
the projects provided more than 12,000 prenatal visits to 1,869 women living in

low income neighborhoods of the city. This is 17 percent of all of the women who
had babies during that year.
Boston City Hospital is the major health provider to the poor of this City.

The Department of Health and Hospitals is the grantee for funds which enable
it to operate Maternity and Infant Care satellite units in three locations, with
Boston City Hospital as their back-up. In 1971 (calendar year) there were
1,223 women who received their care in these three units ; they accounted for
slightly more than half of all deliveries at City Hospital. It is noteworthy that
the provisional figure for the infant mortality rate in Boston in 3970 is 21.7

deaths i)er 1,000 live births, a 14 percent drop from the rate for the three year
period, prior to the establishment of these projects. We expect the rate in 1971
will be even lower. Not only is prenatal care reaching a substantial number of
the i)oor women in Boston within the neighborhoods where they live, but also
the care they are receiving is having a salutary effect on the infant mortality
rate.

It is more difficult to find objectives, statistical evidence of the impact of the
Children and Youth Projects. We have not performed the analyses done else-

where which document deductions in hospitalization rates, increased immuniza-
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tion levels, and improvements in other parameters of child health. However,
there is no reason to think that our experience will be any different from those
that have been studied and reported. Children and Youth Projects in Boston
are operated by four grantees with funds that come through the State Depart-
ment of Public Health and a fifth with funds that come to the grantee (Massa-
chusetts General Hospital) directly from the Maternal and Child Health Service
in Washington. At the end of fiscal 1971, there were more than 22,000 children
registered in the Projects operated by the first four above. These are all in

facilities located in poverty areas of the City. We have evidence that more than
80 percent of the registrants in a center live within a mile of it. Children who
previously had only episodic care, for which they had to travel long distances
and wait in hospital clinics and emergency rooms, are now being reached with
comprehensive ambulatory medical care in their own neighborhoods.
The acceptance of these services by the populations to whom it is directed

may be typified by the experience of the Harvard Street Neighborhood Health
Center which is operated by the Department of Health and Hospitals with
Boston City Hospital as the back-up. This facility was seeing about 8S0 children

per month in the first part of 1970. By the end of 1971 it was seeing 1,100 children

per montli, an increase of 25 percent and one which was stretching the capacity
of the phy.sical plant.

Many of our Title V Project facilities in Boston are working with some of

the newer methods of delivering primary care in the neighborhoods. Nurse mid-
wives, nurse practitioners, para-professional outreach workers, screening tech-

nicians, team medicine, problem-oriented record, are in evidence at one or
another of the health centers funded under this legislation. Thus, while deliver-

ing good care to children who would not otherwise receive it, these projects
are testing ways to improve the product and make limited resources stretch

further without impairing quality.

Finally, I would like to emphasize the importance of a full five year extension
of the aiithorization for these projects. One of the prime reasons for their

success has been our ability to recruit interested, highly qualified personnel
to staff them. While there has been some turnover in the staff, it has been less

than in other progi-ams serving similar populations, and there was no difficulty

in finding replacements. The uncertainty surrounding the future of these proj-

ects, however, has impaired our recent recruitment efforts. To extend them for
one year or even two will not improve the situation. I do not expect the Matern-
ity and Infant Care or Children and Youth Projects to continue indefinitely.

However, I am firmly convinced that a five year extension of the authorization
will enable us to retain, or recruit anew, the qualified personnel that will be
necessary to operate these programs. This extension could also help us plan
for the successful integration of these programs into whatever total health
program emerges from the deliberations of the Congress and is implemented
nationally over the next few years.

Sincerely yours,
Rowland L. Mindlin, M.D.,

Director, Maternal and Child Health.

AAfERiCAN Association of Dental Schools Statement of Policy on National
Health Insurance Plans, Submitted by John J. Solley, D.D.S. President

The Excutive Committee of the Association, representing 90 institutional mem-
bers and more than 1500 individual members, strongly endorses the principle
that total health care, including dental care, should be made available to all

the citizens of the United States, without regard to economic status. The
Association is prepared to support any national health insurance plan which
may be developed, jirovided that it represents a serious and realistic attempt
to improve and expand the present systems of health car.e delivery among all

hea'th professions, including the dental profession.
The Association believes that an over-riding goal of any national health

insurance plan should be to provide a single standard, quality health care
service for all citizens and, to do so, any proposal should encompass the following
principles

:

1. Health care should be available to all, regardless of ability to pay.
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2. Dental care—particularly preveutive care—should be included as an integral

part of total health care.

3. Qualified health professionals and health professions' educators should

retain responsibility for program design and management and peer review

procedures should be used to ensure that high standards of quality care will

be enforced.
4. Consumer participation should be encouraged to develop and evaluate

approaches to improve health care services at the community level. Consumer

participation should also be encouraged in the decision-making for the design

and governance of the delivery system.
.".. Initial emphasis should be placed on providing total care for people who

cannot afford or who do not now have ready access to health care facilities

and services.

6. The existing system of health care delivery, whenever possible and appro-

priate, should be utilized ; however, and concurrently, funds should be identified

to develop new and improved deliveiT systems.

7. The health delivery systems should be structured to provide support to

maintain and expand the supply of health professions' and allied health profes-

sions" manpower.
8. Evaluation and review procedures should be clearly stated and described

to ensure maximum flexibility and effectiveness.

9. The intra- and extra-mural facilities of health professions' schools should

be accorded vendor status to provide care and services for specific sections of the

population.
10. Professionals and allied health professionals employed by schools of the

health professions should be utilized in the development of new health care

SVStGlllS,
' The Executive Committee has approved the foregoing principles which it

believes will meet with the approval of its members and recommends that they

constitute the basis for the Association to comment and react to any present

and future proposals.

Statement of the American Optometric Association

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: the American Optometric

Association appreciates this opportunity to present its views of health care

aspects of H.R. 1, the legislation before you to amend various Titles of the

Social Security Act and further improve services to beneficiaries.

The American Optometric Association is a federation of optometric associa-

tions and societies in the fifty States and the District of Columbia, whose com-

bined membership totals 17,221 individuals. There are 20,100 optometrists

licensed in the Nation today, located in more than 5,400 cities and towns of

all sizes.

Ready access to professional vision care from a practitioner selected by the

Medicare or Medicaid beneficiary is a matter of great concern to the American

Optometric Association. Those eligible to receive health care benefits under

Part B of the Medicare (Title XVIII) program are now, in effect, denied this

freedom of choice as well as comprehensive vision care services. In similar

fashion, those who are eligible to receive benefits under the present Medicaid

(Title XIX) program and others who might qualify for services upon enactment

of the proposed Title XX (Federal Aid to the Aged, Blind, and Disabled) should

also be assured of their right to select either a physician or an optometrist for

the visual care allowable under the Titles of the Act.

The American Optometric Association believes that H.R. 1 as passed b.v the

House of Representatives represents good legislation which will substantially

improve the availability, quality, and delivery of health care .services to bene-

ficiaries, especially under programs authorized by Titles XVIII and XIX, as

well as the new Title XX.

comprehensive vision services under medicare

Just as we have in each Congress since the present Medicare program was
first considered, this organization supports the concept of providing a complete

range of comprehensive visual care for Medicare beneficiaries, including eye

examinations at regular intervals and. when financing permits, the provision
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of corrective lenses or other services necessary to restore, preserve, or enhance

the functional vision of Medicare beneficiaries. We still support and recommend
adoption of a comprehensive vision care pi-ogram of this type: however, until

such time as the Congress finds such a plan economically feasible, we l)elieve

every possible means should be used to provide our elderly citizens with the

most convenient access to all licensed practitioners for allowable services under

the Title XVIII program.

SUPPORT FOB AMENDME^-T OB^ SECTION lS(il (R) , TITLE XVIII

While this statement is in support of the amendments contained in H.R. 1,

certain aspects of the legislation are of concern to our membership.

From the inception of the Medicare program in 1965, beneficiaries who re-

quired visual care have been denied convenient access to the services of optom-

etrists. It is our belief that exclusion of the services of optometrists was an

oversight in the original legislation, which has been further compounded by

administrative interpretation inconsistent with the intent of Congress.

When Medicare amendments were considered in 1967, and again in 1969, this

Committee recognized the need to eleminate the serious inequity fostered by

language of the law which required a beneficiary to seek the services of a physi-

cian rather than obtaining such services from an optometrist—even if the visual

needs of the beneficiary had been met by an optometrist for many years.

On both occasions, the Senate Finance Committee approved an amendment
to Section 1861 (r) to include an optometrist in the definition of "physician" for

l)urposes of Title XVIII. This amendment did not survive Conference. There-

fore, the problems of unnecessary expense, inconvenience, and inequity are still

Itresent under Title XVIII today, with respect to the availability of covered eye

care services for ;Medicare beneficiaries.

During the first session of the 92nd Congress, when the House Ways and

Means Committee reconsidered the propo.sed amendment to Section 1861 (r),

the Committee members recommended its adoption. The amendment was subse-

quently passed by the House in its final action on H.R. 1 which is before you

today.
We believe the Ways and :Means Committee is to be commended for its action,

which was fully in keeping with its previous posture stated in House Report

91-1096. which stated : ". . . the Medicare provisions as related to optometrists

may need revision in that some optometric services when provided by a physician

are'covered, but may not be covered when provided by an optometrist."

Lnnguage of the' House-passed bill, H.R. 1. is similar to language approved

by your Committee in the 90th Congress and identical to language approved by

this Committee and subsequently passed by the full Senate in the 91st Congress.

Its intent and potential effects are clear: that is. any Medicare beneficiary who
prefers to consult his or her own optometrist for purposes of obtaining covered

services may do so.

The American Optometric Association urges Committee approval of the lan-

guage passed by the House in the bill before you today.

TITLE XIX RECIPIENTS MAY BE DENIED OPTOMETRIC SERVICES

Under present language contained in Title XIX. it is not only possible, but

a provable fact that in States whose Medicaid programs specifically provide for

eye care, physicians can be and are being paid for the same services optometrists

are qualified and licensed in that State to perform.

This is patently unfair to the Medicaid beneficiaries whose visual needs may
be left unattended and from the viewpoint of Amei'ica's optometrists, the situa-

tion is equallv undesirable and inequitable.

In his comments on the floor in 1969 when the Senate considered and passed

the "Anderson Amendment." Chairman Long made it clear that the Finance

Committee's intent was to assure that if a State Medicaid program provided

for eye care that an optometrist is licensed to perform, the State Medicaid

program must also allow an optometrist to render and he paid for those same

services.

We beUeve the Committee approach to this particular situation, as delineated

l)v Senator Long, is entirely proper, justifialile. and equitable. However, past

exiierience hns shown that unless specific lnnguage is included in the approi)riate

Section or Sections of the Act. the good intent of Congress can all too easily
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be circumvented through misinterpretation of the Act by those who administer

the medicaid program in the States.
, o, .•

The American Optometric Association therefore urges that under Section

1905(a) of Title XIX, the present "number (15)" be renumbered as -(16)"

and that a new "number (15) " be inserted, to read as follows :

"(15) where a State plan approved under this title specifically includes

in physician services authorized under '(5)' of Section 1905(a) the provision

of services which an optometrist is also licensed by the State to provide,

then such services may be provided by a physician skilled in diseases of the

eye or an optometrist, whichever the individual shall choose."

SERVICES OF OPTOMETRISTS UNDER PROPOSED TITLE XX

H.R. 1, as passed by the House of Representatives, would repeal sections

dealing with Aid to the Blind now contained in Titles, I, X, and XIV of the

Social Security Act.

When the Ways and Means Committee and subsequently the full House of

Representatives repealed all the language in Title X and replaced it with a

new definition of blindness, the revised definition did not include the "Freedom

of Choice" provision which had been part of the language of Title X and Title

XIV.
AVe feel this was an oversight due to the fact that tlie Federal regulations

presently permit optometrists to determine blindness.

Since, however, Federal regulations can be changed, it is therefore our con-

tention that to assure beneficiaries under the new Title XX are not denied

the services of optometrists, such services must be specified in the language

of Title XX rather than relying upon administrative interpretation to assure

freedom of choice of practitioner.

In order to carry out the intent of Congress regarding the utilization of

optometric services under Assistance for the Aged, Blind, and Disabled we
recommend that H.R. 1 be amended as follows: Under Section 2014(2) of

H.R. 1, page 529, line 21 of the bill (dealing with the new Title XX of the

Social Security Act) that the period after ".
. . of 20/200 or less" be deleted

and that the following new language be added : "provided that, in determining

whether an individual is blind, there shall be an examination by a physician

skilled in diseases of the eye or by an optometrist, whichever the individual

shall select."

optometry's POSITION ON PEER REVIEW

The American Optometric Association is deeply concerned about the concept

of professional standards review under the various Titles of the Social Security

Act. As the investigations of this Committee showed in 1970. considerable sums
of Federal funds might have been saved and better health care might have

resulted had more effective methods of review been initiated at the outset in

both the :Medicare and Medicaid programs. We concur with those who believe

that revision of the review system is necessary and fully justified.

With information available from over half a decade of Medicare and Medi-

caid operation, it should now be possible to effect general improvements in the

professional standards review sections of Titles XVIII, XIX. and other portions

of the Act which rely upon peer review for maximum efficiency.

This association supports any system of professional standards review which
holds promise of being feasible, fair, and productive of the desired result. The
very i)hrase "peer review" dictates the manner in which such a system should

operate: services provided by any health care practitioner to beneficiaries of a

health program authorized by the Social Security Act should be reviewed by

other practitioners of the same health discipline with respect to professional

standards, ethics, performance and procedures.
Optometrists cannot and should not be permitted nor required to judge the

efficacy of treatment or j)atient management provided liy a physician or a

dentist. Conversely, a physician or dentist should not be permitted nor required

to pnss judgment on the efficacy of servir-es provided by an optometrist.

Well organized professional standards review mechanisms nre generally avail-

able in every Stnte for review of the performance of practitioners within each

of the health professions. In the case of optometry, the experience of this pro-

fession in professional standards review dates back to early 1960's when a
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peer review system became necessary under the newly-enacted Kerr-Mills legisla-

tion, forerunner of today's Title XIX program.

We would hope that any legislative proposal on peer review would include

provisions to assure true peer review for all health care providers.

USE OF HMO'S BY MEDICARE AND MEDICAID BENEFICIARIES

H.R. 1 allows beneficiaries of Medicare and Medicaid programs the choice

of health services from Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO's) where such

groups exist. We view this as a desirable feature as a matter of convenience

to beneficiaries and possible savings which might be effected by utilizatifm of

an HMO or similar comprehensive group practice.

The American Optometric Association is concerned, however, that beneficiaries

who select the Health Maintenance Organization as a source of services should

be assured that the full range of services allowable under Medicare or the

particular State's Medicaid plan will be equally available in the H:\I0. We
believe the Congress should direct the appropriate agencies administering these

programs that any Health Maintenance Organization providing services to bene-

ficiaries under the Act must make available all the basic health care services

specified in Title XVIII and Title XIX, and that optometrists and other primary

providers of health services should be spelled out by the Congress.

Onlv in this manner will unnecessary delays and confusion cau.*ed by admin-

istrative misinterpretation be avoided when the Medicare or ]Medicaid bene-

ficiary seeks services through an HMO.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The American Optometric Association recommends Committee approval of H.R.

1 with further amendments set forth in this statement, in the following subject

areas:
. ^ ^, , , ,

1. Title XVIII {Medicare).—We recommend adoption of the amendment to

Section 1861(r) as passed by the House of Representatives and approved on two

earlier occasions by the Senate Committee^ on Finance, which would define an

optometrist as a physician for purposes of this Title ;

2. TITLE XIX (MEDICAID)—We recommend Committee adoption of the

amendment to Section 1905(a) which would assure the availability of optometric

services to beneficiaries where those visual services are provided for under the

State Medicaid program ; „„„ „„
3. TITLES XVIII AND XIX (MEDICARE AND MEDICAID) ON PEER RE-

VIEW.—\Ye recommend that any legislative proposal dealing with peer review

mechanisms insure a system of true peer review by the same health discipline be-

ing reviewed with respect to professional standards, ethics, performance, and

procedures; _ ,,.^„.
4. TITLE XVIII, SECTION 18S6{a), HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZA-

TIONS.—We recommend that the Committee adopt language which will assure

a beneficiary who selects an HMO that the full range of services specified in

Title XVIII and those a State Medicaid plan provides under Title XIX be made
available in the Health Maintenance Organization setting ; nd

5. TITLE XX (ASSISTANCE FOR THE AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED).—
We recomemnd adoption of the amendment to Section 2014(2) which would
maintain the freedom of choice concept in determination of blindness for the

beneficiary.

Statement by the Special Committee on H.R. 1. Representing the Committee
ON Aging. Committee on Family and Child Welfare, Committee on Health,
IN the Department of Pubilc Affairs of the Community Service Society

The 1971 amendments to the Social Security Act passed by the House of

Representatives contain the most far-reaching changes in the nation's income
maintenance system to be considered by the Congress at any one time share

1935 when the" Act was enacted. The Congress is to be congratulated on under-

taking so major a legislative overhaul as that embodied in H.R. 1. This is^ a

massive piece of legisfation making significant changes in a wide range of social

policies. We consider some desirable, some undesirable. Therefore, we do not

find it useful at this stage to adopt a position for or against the Bill as a whole.

Instead, we are commenting on the Bill by reference to its main objectives.
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Our concern is for the consequences of the proposed changes on the social auu
physical well-being of the citizens in our own community and throughout the

nation. As a voluntary, nonsectarian social welfare agency, the Community
Service Society since its founding in 1848 has been dedicated to strengthening

family life and to the betterment of community life. Its Department of Public

Affairs, through its citizen committees and staff, is that arm of the Society which
engages in social and legislative action aimed at the improvement of community
conditions, services and facilities.

Our analysis and comments on the Bill are the product of joint study by
representatives of our Committees on Aging, Family and Child Welfare, and
Health. These committees are concerned with the implementation of the Social

Security Act and the related federal, state and local measures authorizing pub-

licly funded and administered income support, health and social service pro-

grams. They have developed expertness in their respective fields. They have
spoken over the years, both in support and in criticism of legislation and admin-
istrative actions affecting these programs.
Our statement is presented in two parts. Part I discusses the main objectives

of the Bill and how the major provisions would, in fact, implement these objec-

tives. In Part II we present a more detailed analysis, by titles and sections of

the provisions discussed broadly in the first part of the statement and a few
provisions of a more technical nature which are omitted from comment in Part I.

Part I

—

Analysis of H.R. 1 Objectives and Implementing Provisions

H.R. 1 appears to be directed to three main objectives. These are (1) improve-
ment of the nation's income security programs, (2) reduction of the numbers
dependent on public assistance, and (3) improvement in the administration of

those health programs with which the federal government is financially involved,

namely. Medicare and Medicaid, and to a lesser extent. Maternal and Child
Health Services. We also offer comments on the provisions of the Bill that affect

the social services and public accountability.

A. improvement of the income security programs

The nation currently applies two different principles in its income security

policies : provision of social insurance benefits as a right to insured persons in

the event of inability to earn because of old age, retirement, permanent dis-

ability, death of a breadwinner and unemployment, and a .system of assistance

payments on the ba.sis of demonstrated need in the individual case to those not
covei'ed by social insurance or who.se insurance payments are inadequate for

their needs. The assistance system in turn is in two parts : a group of federally

aided programs for needy aged, blind and disabled and for families with de-

pendent children and a wholly state or state/local program for all other needy
people. H.R. 1 deals with both insurance and assistance.

1. Amendments to the federal old-age, survivors and disability insurance program

This is probably the most satisfactory part of the Bill. We welcome those

amendments in Title I of H.R. 1 which increase the role of social insurance in

providing income security by improving the level of benefits and liberalizing

eligibility. In particular, we .strongly support the 5% increase in benefit levels

acro.ss the board. We are especially pleased that the Bill provides for automatic
increases in the benefit levels with increases in the cost of living, as this will

protect beneficiaries from erosion of the purcha.^jing power of benefits as prices

rise. The proposed increase in widows' and widowers' benefits from 82i/^% to

100% of the deceased spouse's benefit is also a move in the right direction. We
believe, however, that the proposed increases in the minimum benefits are too

meagre and that an increase to $100 an individual and $150 a couple would be
desirable. As our detailed comments in Part II indicates, we are in general in

favor of other amendments such as those that would improve the benefit levels

of persons long covered by the program or postponing retirement beyond age 65.

We are glad to see some liberalization of the retirement test though we sugge.st

exploration of tlie possibility of a variable formula permitting retention of

larger dollar earnings by beneficiaries at the lower level benefit levels.

We recognize that the liberalizations of the program will increase its costs and
we are concerned about the increasingly heavy burde nof the regressive wage and
payroll taxes, especiall.v on low income receivers. While we note with satisfac-
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tion the increase in the level of taxable earings (both immediately and in the
future by tying the level to increases in the general level of covered earnings),
because this viill involve tapping ever higher incomes and thus somewhat reduc-
ing regressivity, we would hope that the Congress would explore other sources
of funds. In that connection our own studies indicate that the investment policies
of the P^und Trustees have resulted in interest yields considerably less than
could have been legally obtained and we suggest adding to the Trustees two
representatives of the public to assure that investment policies would not so
strongly reflect the fiscal interests of the federal government.

2. Assistance for the needy aged, perma?iently disabled and blind

The changes which Title III would bring about represent a major step for-
ward. We strongly favor the creation of a federally linanced and administered
program v\hich would introduce a long-needed federally determined floor of
assistance and uniform eligibility conditions for the nation as a whole. This is

indeed a major advance. We also support the use of the Social Security Adminis-
tration as the agency to administer the program, as proposed by the Ways and
Means Committee. This agency has an outstanding reputation for administering
social security in a manner which emphasizes the rights of beneficiaries, respects
their dignity and at the same time protects the interests of the insurance funds.
In the hands of such an Administration there is good reason to expect the kind
of non-discretionary and objective determination of both eligibility and pay-
ments amounts to which the long-period dependency of the aged, the blind and
the permanently disabled so obviously lends itself.

We note, however, that the proposed level of the fedei*al minimum is consid-
erably below even the poverty level for aged individuals and .slightly below this
for aged couples. Although the Bill provides for a .staged increase by 1975, it is

to be expected that prices also will rise during this interval but the Bill does
not require that the dollar minimum shall be automatically adjusted to increases
in rhe cost of living.

Given the relatively low level of the federal minimum and the fact that it is

lower than many states are now paying, it is regretable that the Bill does not
require the states to supplement the federal payments up to at least their current
level. While Section 509 puts considerable pressure on the states (on pain
of losing federal reimbursement under Titles IV. V, XA^I, and XIX of the
Social Security Act) to .supplement up to the amoimts recipients would have
received in June 1971 together with the bonus value of food stamps whi«h
were provided or available, a state could avoid this pressure by passage of state
legislation specifically prohibiting it from supplementing the federal minimum.
Given the present tendency of the states to lower their standads and cut welfare
expenditures it seems likely that many will take advantage of this leeway. We
urge amendment to require the states to supplement at least up to their previous
payment levels (including the cash value of the food stamps bonus) and federal
participation in the costs of such supplementation.

Furthermore, although as we stated above, eligibility conditions are uniform
geographically, it is unfortunate that the Bill would perpetuate the differential

treatment of the aged as compared with the blind and disabled who would be
Ifermitted more liberal disregards of earnings. We see no justification for this

discrimination against the aged.

?,. The Family Assistance Plan (FAP)
Title IV of the Bill replaces the existing Aid to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC) program with a new assistance program for families with
children, the main feature of which is provision of a federally finnaced and
administered assistance payment with nationally uniform eligibility require-
ments. Adoption of this principle is a major step forward and one we have long
urged. Our satisfaction is, however, greatly diminished by the way the Bill

implements this policy.

First, the federal minimum is far too low, and fails to reflect geographical
differences in costs of living. The sum of $2400 for a family of four is well
lielow even the meager 1970 poverty line (.$3968). and for larger families the
payment is even more inadequate due to the setting of a maximum of $3600 to

total payments however large the family. The standard is even below the current
a.ssistance standards of about half the states and maks no provision for auto-

matic adjustments in the dollar amount of the minimum with increases in the

cost of living. We believe that the minimum guarantee should be substantially
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increased and that if, for financial reasons, it is initially set below the poverty-

level the Bill should provide for a staged increase toward a more satisfactory

living standard as national income rises.

Second, given the low level of the federal minimum and its shortfall as com-
pared with what many of the states are even now paying, it is unfortunate that

the Bill does not mandate state supplementation up to at least current payment
levels. For reasons we have already given, we do not believe that Section 509
is an adequate substitute for such a requirement.

Third, while we regard food stamps as an inferior substitute for an adequate
cash payment and thus welcome the incorporation of the bonus value of food
stamps in the basic federal cash payment, we believe it unfortunatae, so long as

the federal minimum falls so far short of even the current poverty standard and
so long as state supplementation is so problematic, that recipients of FAP would
not be permitted to buy or use food stamps.
Another new feature of FAP is the coverage of the working poor. The check

to initiative and the inequity of denying assistance to those whose efforts at
self-support yield them an income below assistance standards has long been ap-

parent. While we welcome rectification of this injustice we also recognize that
supplementation of earnings raises some difficult economic issues and in any
case will greatly increase the numbers of FAP recipients. We would hope that,

for the longer run, the Congress will continue to explore other ways of dealing
with the problem of full-time earnings that are insufficient for family needs.

In any case, families other than those with working mothers are assured sup-
plementation only up to the level of the federal guarantee, for the supplementary
programs of the states are permitted to exclude families with both parents pres-

ent and not incapacitated, regardless of whether the male parent is employed
or unemployed.
The two assistance programs introduced by H.R. 1 do indeed mark a major

step forward by introducing the important principle of a federal minimum
standard, federally administered. But taken together and considered in the light

of current needs in our public assistance programs and policies, they have serious
shortcomings over and above those to which we have drawn attention when
considering them individually.

First, neither one provides assistance for single or childless adults under age
65 who are not disabled. In addition, families headed by a full-time college or
university student are excluded. Quite apart from hardship to the families in-

volved this last provision seems clearly inconsistent with the emphasis placed
in Title IV on training as an aid to employability.

Second, the combined programs perpetuate the shocking discrimination in our
assistance policies against families with children. As the Bill now stands, the
federal minimum for a family of four is no more than the minimum for couples
who are aged, blind or totally disabled, while for larger families the discrepancy
is even more pronounced. And while we recognize that in the past, improvement
in social provision for the needy has taken the form of gradual removal of one
category after another from the total group in order to grant them more liberal
treatment, we are concerned that the application of the policy in practice has
tended to isolate what may be called a "discarded population" whose charac-
teristics do not invoke popular sympathy, and on whom public resentment about
the rising costs of public assistance can be concentrated. Thus the Committee
on Ways and Means makes it clear that the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) is expected to provide a much more stringent administration
of eligibility conditions for the FAP families than for the H.R. 1 Title III adult
categories : for the latter a declaration system for applications would not be
ruled out as it would be for the FAP population, nor would the verification and
other procedures be so rigorous.

Third, both Titles would permit the states to establish duration of residence
requirements as a condition of eligibility for state supplementary payments.
Such a provision is not only socially undesirable but is also unconstitutional and
we urge its removal.

Fourth, the burden of assistance costs on the states and localities is heavy
and growing and is one of the reasons why reform is needed. The proposed "hold
harmless" iirovision (whereby the states are guaranteed that their expenditures
on casli assistance payments will not exceed their total outlays for categorical
cash assistance in calendar 1971) together with federal assumption of costs
of administration of state supplementation (where a state agrees to federal
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administration) fall far short of giving the states the fiscal relief they need.

Furthermore, the financial provisions of the Bill give least relative aid to those

states which have been most adequately meeting need in the past or have been

caring for relatively large numbers of assistance recipients. We believe that

nothing short of federal assumption of the costs of assistance (including needed
supplementation above the low federal minimum) will meet the problem.

B. REDUCTION OF THE NUMBERS DEPENDENT ON ASSISTANCE

It is obvious from many of the provisions of H.R. 1 and from the Report of

the Committee on Ways and Means that a major ol>jective of the drafters of

the Bill has been a reduction in the numbers of assistance recipients. The Bill

proposes to achieve this result in two ways: (1) by moving as many of the

recipients as possible into self-support and (2) by tightening eligibility require-

ments and their administration.

1. The V/ork Program
Substitution of "Workfare" for "Welfare" is held by the Administration to be

the heart of "welfare reform." We support the objective of the Opportunities for

Families program (OFF), namely, encouraging and facilitating self-support.

Xor do we question the propriety of requiring those who are clearly capalile

of self-support to accept appropriate training or suitable available work. But
we have serious questions about the way these policies are applied in H.R. 1.

We wish to make it clear that there are some features of OFF \sn.t\\ which
we are in agreement. The proposal to disregard some fraction of earnings in

determining whether a family is entitled to FAP payments will correct the

present deterrent to earning whereby in most states earnings serve only to

reduce the assistance payment. But we suggest that a disregard higher than

the proposed $720 per year plus one-third of additional earnings w^ould provide

a more effective incentive to earn. Similarly, while we are glad to see that work-

ing mothers may deduct from their countable income for FAP purposes any
charges they pay for child care services, we believe that the $2000 limit on this

deduction (which covers also any iri-egular and student earnings) is too low

in view of current costs per child of day care and similar chlid care services.

We are pleased too that the Bill recognizes one major weakness of current

training programs, namely, the lack of available jobs for those whose training

is completed, by providing for the creation of temporary public service jobs.

However, the number of positions possible under the appropriation envisaged

is insignificant in relation to the current number of unemployed job seekers

whose numbers will be swelled by the newly trained OFF employables. A vastly

greater work creation program will be necessary if the employment objectives

of H.R. 1 are to be attained.

We also welcome the centralizing of responsibility for operation, administra-

tion and financing of work and training programs in the federal Department
of Labor. In the past, diffused or shared responsibility for administration and
the requirement of state financial contributions have severely limited the effec-

tiveness of work and training programs.
Our objections to the OFF proposals relate mainly to two questions: (a) to

whom should the pressure to accept work or training be applied and under what
safeguards and (b) what kinds of jobs are people required to accept?

a. To whom should pressure to accept ivork or training he applied and under

what safeguards?

The Bill specifies that all persons age 16 or over except tliose incapacitated

or of advanced age, or caring for a sick household member or for a child under

three, or regularly attending school if under age 22 shall be required to register

for, and accept if offered, work or training. We strongly question the social

desirability of imposing this requirement on mothers of young children who,

we believe, should have the right to decide whether it is in the best interests of

their children that they should work. It is a further weakness of the proposal

that no account is taken of the number of children in a family. We also find it

particularly ironical that a woman with a husband in the home who is registered

is not required herself to register, whereas the mother with no man to help

share the Imrden of housekeeping and child care is required to do so.

The Report of the Ways and INIeans Committee implies that a mother will

be required to accept work or training only if suitaljle alternative child care
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arrangements are available to lier. But no sucli explicit safeguard is written

into the Bill and this should be rectified. At present day care and other organized

arrangements for substitute care of children of working mothers are shockingly

inadequate even for mothers who ai-e currently working, let alone for the in-

creased numbers of women workers that are expected to result from the OFF
program. The Bill does pi'ovide HEW with funds for an expansion of day care

services and additional resources would be available if other child care proposals

currently before tlie Congress should be enacted. But it is questionable how far

even these funds will go in filling the gap. It is presumably in recognition of

this shortage that the Secretary of Labor who is given the responsibility of

purchasing such care for OFF families, is authorized to the extent he cannot

utilize the facilities developed by HEW, to purchase or contract for child care

services ••from whatever sources may be available" including public or private

agencies "or other persons." The Report of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee makes it clear that this includes private profit-making enterprises. We
fear that this open-ended authority may lend itself to serious abuse. For
although the Secretary of HEW is required to promulgate standards assuring

the quality of child care services (with the concurrence of the Secretary of

Labor), no guiding principles are laid down in the Bill. We believe that if

society assumes the responsibility of pressuring mothers to work it must also

accept the responsibility of defining standards of substitute child care.

b. What khids of jobs are people to be required to accept?

It is of the utmost importance that the OFF program not be used as a weapon
to force people to accept substandard jobs, or those that are in conflict with
current national policies. We note that the Bill defines as unacceptable po.sitions

vacant as a result of a strike, lockout or other labor disjiute and those where, as

a condition of being employed, workers must join a company union or join or

refrain from joining any bona fide labor organization. But, while the Bill specifies

that wages, hours and working conditions of acceptable jobs must not be con-

trary to or less than those prescribed by applicable federal, st-ate or local law.

we regret that for the jobs available in private employment that are not covered
by minimum wage laws, the wage level is permitted to be only 75% of the
already low federal minimum. Furthermore, although individuals may refuse
to participate in work or training programs "where good cause exists for failure

to participate," "good cause" is not defined. There should be reference to the
suitability of the job or training for the particular registrant and reasonable
standards defining suitability such as are prescribed for public .service

employment.

2. Tightening eligibility requirements and their administration

The second prong of the effort to reduce the numliers on assistance involves
a tightening of eligibility and administration. Reference has already been made
to the exclu.sion from eligibility of families headed by a full-time college or
university student. The numbers of eligible persons will also be reduced by the
re(iuirement that drug abu.sei-s and alcoholics must be undergoing ti-eatment at
an approved institution: by the counting as a resource, income received in the
preceding nine months even though in the current quarter a family has no or
inadequate income; and by including in resources, the income of a step-parent
even though he has no legal liability for the support of his wife's children. We
find these la.st two provisions especially objectionable.
Even more im])ortant in keeping down the numbers of recipients are the

directives given in the Bill and elaborated in the Report of the House Ways
and Means Committee for stringent administration. There is to be no declaration
.system for applications : statements by applicants are to be rigorously checked

:

recipients must immediately report changes in circumstances and make quarterly
reports on income, in both cases under pain of severe penalties and at the end
of two years must reapply for benefits. We are "strict constructionists" in the
sense that we do not believe in lax administration or the admission to benefits
of those not legally eligible. But we fear that the great emphasis placed in
the Bill and by the House Committee on stringent administration will lead to
harassment of applicants and recipients and may even discourage some needy
persons from applying.
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C. IMPROVEMENTS IX AUMINISTKATION OF HEALTH PROGRAMS

The main thrust of the health amendments in Title II is clearly to improve
the operating effectiveness of Medicare, Medicaid and the Maternal and Child
Health Services. With most of the specific proposals for containing the costs of

health programs by limiting the charges of providers, introducing incentives

for economical oi)eration, improving administration by encouragement of the

use of mechanized equipment, improving the delivery system and rhe like we
have no quarrel, although we recognize that time alone will tell whether the

specific changes will achieve their intended result. AVe suspect that for many
years to come the Congress will be grappling with the problem of assuring an
efficient and economical operation of our health services while at the same time
protecting quality.

But Title II also contains some substantive changes in the programs and some
of the cost-oi-iented amendments are likely to have adverse repercussions on
the nature of the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

/. Medicare

We strongly support the extension of Medicare to disabled social security

beneficiaries although we would hope that it would prove possible to reduce the

two-year waiting period. We also urge inclusion of the early retirees, a group
whose age and income levels make medical expenditures especially heavy and
onerous.
We are pleased that some modest additional reimbursable medical expendi-

tures have been added but greatly regret the non-inclusion of the much more
important out-of-hospital prescription drugs among the reimbursable benefits

and strongly urge their inclusion. As our more detailed comments in the following
section make clear, we also welcome a number of other amendments which
make it easier for certain categories of people to secure supplementary medical
insurance or entry to hospital. We believe that removal of current l)arriers to

the use of Health Maintenance Organizations by Medicare beneficiaries is a

step in the right direction. We hope, however, that the amendment removing
rhe requirement for provision of social services in Extended Care Facilities

will be eliminated. The patients in such institutions are likely to be persons for

whom social services are of special significance.

2. Medicaid

The substantive changes proposed for Medicaid are numerous and serious.

While there are a few desirable liberalizations such as the optional provision
of service in an Intermediate Care Facility and. on a qualified basis, of care
in institutions for the mentally retarded, inclusion of some provisions aiming
at impi'ovement of the quality of medical care for ^ledicaid recipients and en-

couragements for the delivery of care through Health ^Maintenance Organizations
(all of which are discussed later in more detail), most of the changes are of

a restrictive character.
We are strongly opposed to the changes which would (a) restrict eligibility,

(b) impose charges on recipients and (e) narrow the scope of covered services.

(«) Assistance recipients with total incomes in excess of the state's medically
indigent eligibility standard (usually l'SZ.W/( of the current payment to AFDC
families) will be required to draw down the excess to pay medical bills before
they become eligible for Medicaid. Quite apart from the hardship involved, this

provision undermines efforts in other parts of the Bill to encourage earning by
liermitting recipients to retain some fraction of their earnings. We also urge
elimination of the provision whereby states are not required to make iledicaid

available to persons or families newly eligible for assistance under the income
maintenance sections of H.R. 1. By definition these are low income people whose
assistance payments will be too low to leave any leeway for meeting the costs

of medical care.

ih) We strongly oppose the imposition of charges on Medicaid recipients.

Even the "nominal" charges for non-mandatory services which the Bill would
permit states to levy on cash assistance recipients are objectionable, for the

payments they receive, even with state supplementatidU. will be barely, or not

at all, adequate for meeting recurrent basic needs and will leave no leeway for

medical bills. It must not be forgotten that the non-mandatory benefits include

such costly items as drugs, dental care and the like. For similar reasons we
oppose both the proposal to require the states to impose on the medically needy

72-573—72—pt. C 18
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a premium fee graduated by income and the permission granted them to impose

deductible and co-payment requirements. Given the low income eligibility level

for Medicaid in most of the states, eligible medically needy families will have no

resources to cover the premium, while the co-payment and deductibles will

deter many who should seek medical care from doing so. We are not impressed

by the argument that such charges are necessary as a protection against overuse

of health services. All evidence suggests that not overuse but underuse of health

services is characteristic of the poor and in many cases the main determination of

the volume of service to be received by a patient lies in the hands of the physi-

cian, not the patient. ^ ^

(c) The scope of medical benefits available under Medicaid is unfortunately

narrowed by H.R. 1. The states would be permitted to reduce the range of non-

mandated services witliout being subject to the maintenance of financial effort

requirements currently in force. Given the financial pressures under which

manv states now operate, the consequence is lilcely to be a reduction of the

benefits now available to the level of those mandated. The scope of medical

benefits is also likely to be restricted by the proposed reductions in federal aid

for certain types of institutional care after serWce has been received for speci-

fied periods. "We recognize that the intent of these amendments is to discourage

unnecessary hospital or institutional occupancy and to encourage movement
of patients to less expensive foniis of care when medically indicated. But
given the acute shortage of nursing homes and other alternative facilities for

care we fear that the main result of these proposals will be to deny needed

institutional care to many poor people, or if states are unwilling to do this,

to add to the financial burdens of already hard-pressed states which will have

to provide this care without federal aid.

We take particular exception to the proposed elimination of the requirement

that st^ites have in effect a comprehensive Medicaid program by 1977. The
fate of the Medicaid program since 1965 has been a succession of reductions in

benefits and coverage instead of the progressive expansion envisaged in the

original legislation. This amendment is the final blow to the promise of an
adequate program of health care for the poor and medically indigent.

D. AMENDMENTS TO THE SOCIAL SEEVICES

Several sections of H.R. 1 directly affect the social services and their financ-

ing and administration. We welcome the new specific provision for appropria-

tions for foster care and adoption. We are gratified that this additional federal

aid for foster care will not be limited, as are the cash benefits under the family

programs, to cases in which a judicial determination has been made, but will

be available in respect of any child "for whom a public agency has responsi-

bility." We are especially pleased that the adoption provisions include pay-

ments to allow for the additional costs resulting from adoption of physically

or mentally handicapped children who are hard to place.

We welcome, too, the provisions which aim to extend the availability of

family planning services to the poor and the near-poor. Society has no right

to criticize the extent of out-of-wedlock births and the large families of those

receiving public support so long as it withholds from them the knowledge and
the means of more responsible family planning.
But we deplore the imposition of ceilings on appropriations for all except

the child care and family planning services. Hitherto social services rendered
to the federally-aided assistance categories have been subsumed under the

Titles dealing with these groups and as such have been financed on an open-

ended basis. We urge a return to the principle of open-ended financing and would
additionally like to see removal of the closed-end grants now applicable to the

Child Welfare Services under Title IV B of the Social Security Act. All these

social services are almost everywhere inadequate in relation to the need for them
and the imposition of ceilings will only further check their expansion. It is

true that, commendably, the Bill provides that part of the appropriation for

services to assistance recipients is to be set aside for states whose development
of social services falls below the national average per recipient but the sum
envisaged is small ($50 million) and the real problem is that the national average
is itself too low. It is evident, too, from the Report of the Ways and Means
Committee, that the detailed spelling out of services for assistance recipients

is intended as a restrictive device and we would prefer a more general definition
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such as is used in Title IV B or iu the original Titles IV A and XVI of the

Social Security Act.

We welcome the proposed separation of the administration of cash payments
to remove the statewideness requirement. Unless the conditions of such abroga-

tion are narrowly defined (e.g., for the purpose of experiment or demonstration)

and time-limited^ elimination of the statewideness requirement can lead to dis-

criminatory treatment of populations in certain areas.

We welcome the proposed separation of the administration of cash payments
and of services. But we fear that the differing financial arrangements applying

to the Social services (according to whether they are rendered under one

Title or Section or another) will foster a fragmentation of what should properly

be a unified service system and will greatly add to the administrative burdens

of the states.

Because we have always stressed the importance of simplified administration

we look with apprehension to the vast responsibilities given to the Secretary

of Labor in connection with the provision of a wide range of social services

for the OFF families. The interposition of a second federal agency administering

social services will greatly complicate and confuse administration at the local

level and foster divided responsibility. In addition, the freedom given to the

Secretary of Labor who has hitherto had no involvement in the administration,

operation or supervision of social services to select his local administrative

agencies, including profit-making agencies, we believe, is fraught with danger

and may threaten established policies.

E. PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

The Bill provides in numerous sections for the Secretary of Labor or HEW
alone or in conjunction to adopt regulations that will establish standards, as

for child care, or prescribe requirements, as for filing applications, or institute

criteria, as for determining a disabled person's ability to engage in activity

It is clear that the rules nnd regulations to be adopted to implement the

various Titles will be of critical importance, frequently of greater significance

in their impact on the recipient than the language of the sections being imple-

mented. Nevertheless, there is no provision for public hearings prior to their

adoption. We submit that the opportunity for an exchange of vievvS and thorough

public analysis of issues which is exercised in committee hearings and floor

debate prior to Congressional action on proposed legislation is equally essential

in the administrative system. The Bill should include a requirement that rules

and regulations which are not purely ministerial and which substantially affect

the right of recipients to benefits and services be adopted only after publication

of the proposed rules and regulations and adequate public notice opportunity

for public hearing.
Another instance of failure to provide for public accountability is the absence

of a participatory role for recipients in responding to the policies and regula-

tions of the programs which directly affect their lives in such vital matters as

their subsistence level, training, employment, child care and medical or other

services. Even the provision establishing local committees to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of manpower and training programs specifices as members representa-

tive of labor, business, the general public and units of local government, thereby

representing everyone except the persons most affected, the families registered

for the OFir program. We recommend that the Bill provide for the appointment

of local advisory committees in each state to evaluate the effectiveness of the

programs and services offered under each Title and that the committees include

in their membership representatives of those intended to benefit from the

provisions of each Title.

Title I

—

Provisions Relating to Old-Age, Survivors and Disability
Insurance

(amending title II of the social security act)

Sec. 101. Increase in cash benefits of 5%
Provides an across-the-board increase of 5% in social security cash

benefits effective June 1972.

We support the proposed 5% increase in cash benefits effective at the earliest

possible date, January 1972 if this be feasible. Additionally we recommend a
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$100 monthly uiinimum for au iudividual and .$ir)0 for a couple, thus raising

benefits for the low level regular and the special age-72 beneficiary. We recom-

mend that general revenues be applied to pay the additional cost of this proposed

minimum.
There are good reasons to increase the minimum.
The proposed minimum monthly benefits are $74 for the retired individual

and $111 for a couple, or, put in annual terms. $888 and $1332 respectively. For

the special age-72 beneficiary the monthly payment would be $50.80 for a single

person and $76.20 for a couple or $609.60 and $914.40 per year, respectively.

How well these payments cover minimum living needs may be judged by

comparison with two standards:' (a) the lower budget level in the Spring of

1970 for persons and couples 65 and over for urban United States and (b) the

1970 poverty level for nonfarm persons and couples 65 and over—both adjusted

upward by a 5% annual inflation factor, compounded through 1972.

The cash benefits for the retired worker at the minimum level would be close

to $1200 less than the estimated 1972 nonfarm poverty level of $2052 and over $800
below the lowest budget of $1714 for an aged individual living in an urban
area of the U.S. at the same time. Special benefits to age-72 individuals would
be even further below the poverty and budget levels.

A couple aged 65 and over with the minimum social security cash benefit would
be more than $1200 lower than the 1972 poverty level of $2589 for a retired

couple and nearly $1800 less than the lowest budget of $3122 for an urban 65-

and-over two-member family. Couples receiving special age-72 benefits fall even
further below the standards.
The proposal to raise minimum monthly cash benefits to $100 for an individual

and $150 for a couple will narrow but not close the gap between benefits and
low budget or poverty levels.

The recommendation that general revenues be tapped for this increase is

financially justifiable because, in lieu of a higher cash benefit minimum, old

age assistance which is financed out of general revenue would likely be used as
a supplement. Administrative costs would be cut down, too, with beneficiaries

receiving checks under one, rather than two programs, each with its own
criteria for eligibility.

Sec. 102. Automatic increase in benefits, contribution, and benefit base, and
earnings test

Provides an automatic, once-a-year increase in cash benefits, pro-
vided that the Consumer Price Index has increase by at least 3%
and that legislation increasing benefits had neither been enacted nor
become effective in the preceding year.

Provides a parallel automatic increase in the contribution and bene-
fit base, according to the rise in average covered wages, if wage levels
had gone up sufficiently.

Also provides a comparable automatic increase in the exempt amount
under the retirement test.

TVe support automatic cost of living adjustments to cash benefits, recognizing
that this does not improve the economic status of older persons but merely
serves to avoid further deterioration. We believe that such an adjustment should
be linked to an increase in minimum benefits, as before discussed. We note
with approval that the Congress may take interim action before the January
1974 effective date of this provision as well as subsequent action to increase
general benefits.

Increasing the wage base subject to FICA tax by the same percentage that
benefits are raised will assist in the program's financing. Furthermore, auto-
matically raising the retirement test with the rise in average taxable wages
at the same time the CPI adjustment takes place is an advantage in the
proposed legislation.

_
The two standards differ significantl.v. The Spring 1970 lower budget level is $1555

single persons
; .$2832 for couples (respectivel.v $1714 and S3122 for 1972 using 5% as the

inflation factor compounded through 1972.) The 1970 poverty level is $1861 for single
persons and $2,348 for couples (respectively $2052 and $2589 asupdated )
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Sec. lOS. Special minimnm cafih benefit for persons with a substantial employment
record

Provides a special minimum for persons wlio worked 15 years or more
under social security, such minimum to be computed at $5 times the

number of years of covered employment up to a top limit of 30 years

or $150.
We approve this provision. However, we question the non-application of a

price rise adjustment to this benefit.

Sec. lOJf and Sec. 113. Survivors' benefits

Provides in Sec. 104 an increase in cash benefits to widows and
widowers from the current S2.59c of the decreased spouse's benefit to

100% of the amount the deceased spouse would receive if living.

Survivors' benefits applied for before age 65 would be actuarially

reduced.
Provides in Sec. 113 payment of reduced benefits to widowers at age

60 as is now done for widows at age 60.

We support the increase in cash benefits to dependent widows and widowers.

We, however, favor a no-penalty provision for the widow or widower of an
early retiree, and recommend that the widow or widower receive 100 percent

of the benefit the retired worker would have received at age 65.

We favor the option given to 60 year old widowers to receive decreased sur-

vivor benefits, an option already given to widows.

Sec. 10.5 and Sec. 142. Financing

Provides in Sec. 105 an increase in the annual taxable earnings base
from i?7800 to $10,200 effective January 1972.

Provides in Sec. 142 new schedules of tax rates for OASDI and
Medicare for the self-employed and for employees and employers. For
the latter, the combined rate would increase from the current 10.4% to

10.8% in 1972, to 12.4% in 1975 and to 14.8% in 1977.

We approve the rise in the taxable earnings base to $10,200 effective in

.January 1972. This tends to decrease the regressivity of the tax.

We withhold approval of the proposed changes in the tax rates. We believe

that tax rates should be reexamined subsequent to a change in the investment
policy of the Trust Funds.
We strongly recommend that the interest rate pattern of the Trust Funds be

altered with the objective of raising the interest income. The need for liquidity

and safety of Fund monies is acknowledged, but the income of the Funds
(notably the Old-Age and Survivors Trust Fund and the Disability Insurance
Trust Fund which together totaled $40.3 billion as of April 1971) could be
sultstiintirtlly raised within legal investment limits.

Setting the investment policy of the Funds, within the framework legislated
by the Congress, is a three-man Board of Trustees. Managing Trustee is the
Secretary of the Treasury : others are the Secretaries of Labor and of Health,
Education, aud Welfare. Oflacial records " indicate that investment practice
has favored the government to a significant degree through what is tantamount
to loans at low interest rates.
For fiscal 1971. the overall interest rate was less than 4.8% for the Trust

Funds.
As of April 30. 1971 it is significant that 42.9% or $17.3 billion of the OASDI

Trust Funds was invested at 4.75% or lower interest rates : 26.4% at 3.875%
or less : 13.4% at 2.75% or less. These investments were accumulated over a
period of time. However, the 1970 rate on 3-5 year U.S. Government securities
was 7.37% ; in 1969 it was 6.85%. In fact, in every year beginning with 1966 the
3-5 year rate was over 5%. Long-term U.S. Government bonds moved steadily
upward and beginning with 1966 never fell below 4.66%, reaching a high of

6.99% in June 1970.
Most of the OASDI Trust Funds are invested in special issues—$27 billion

out of $40.3 billion or 67%. Reinvestment would have no immediate or direct
impact on the market. They could l)e redeemed at par with accrued intere.st and
could be refunded immediately into higher yielding issues.

This recommendation in respect to investment policy is generally in accord

2 Portfolio of OASDI Trust Funds, Congresxiottal Record. June 2.^. 1971, p. H5813. Inter-
est rates on government securities 1965-1971. Federal Reserve Bulletin, June 1971. pp.
A33, A34.
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with the recommendations of the 1971 Advisory Council on Social Security.

We concur, too, in the Council's recommendation that the present three-man

Board of Trustees be increased to five and include two nongovernment members
representing the public interest.

Sec. 106. Increased benefits fo7- persons rcnring after age 65

Provides granting to the late retiree an increase of 1% in annual

benefits, prorated at 1/12 of one ijercent monthly, for each year (or

month) after age 65 in which benefits are unclaimed because of con-

tinued employment. Does not provide increased benefits to dependents

and survivoi's.

We view this to be a positive first step to provide increased benefits for con-

tinued participation in the labor force. However, the annual increase of only

1% seems overly modest. For example, a person retiring at age 67..'3 years would
receive monthly cash benefits 2.5% higher than he would have received at age 65.

Moreover, during the post-65 period the worker would not have received benefits

and he and his employer Avould each have contributed the FICA tax.

Sec. 107, Sec. 108 and Sec. 110. Benefit computational methods

Provides in See. 107 an age-62 computation point for men (rather

than age 65) as is now the case for women.
Provides in Sec. 108 additional drop-out years—one additional year

of low earnings, in addition to the five years provided under current law,

for each 15 years of covered work.
Provides in Sec. 110 the computation of benefits based on the com-

bined earnings of a working couple, each of whom had at least 20 years

of covered earnings after marriage. Applicable only if higher benefits

would result.

We support the proposed liberalizing changes in methods of benefit computa-
tion. But we offer recommendations for further improvement.
We suggest that the elimination of the differential between men and women

in computing average wage be made applicable to current as well as future
beneficiaries. The Bill applies the new provision to men first eligible to entitle-

ment in January 1972. (Sec. 107)
Permitting an additional year of earnings dropout for each 15 years of covered

employment is supported because it leads to a higher average wage base and
therefore greater benefits. However, we urge consideration and study of the

disregard of income earned many years ago in average wage calculation in order
to raise the average wage used for benefit computation figures. Average taxable
wages per worker, for example, in 1956 were only 58% as great as those in

1969. (Sec. 108)

Sec. 111. Retirement test

Provides a liberalization of the retirement test for persons between
ages 65 and 72. Allowable earnings limit increased from $1680 annually
to $2000 with a 50% offset against benefits for earnings in excess of
$2000. In respect to the latter, current law provides that .$1 shall be
deducted from benefits for each $2 earned between .$1680 and .$2880

and that for each $1 of earnings above .$2880 there is a loss of -$1 in
benefits. On a monthly basis, provides no loss in benefits for earnings
below $166.67 as contrasted with $140 as of now.

We strongly favor liberalizing the retirement test.

We support raising the allowable annual earnings limit to $2000 or ,$2200.

but we do not believe that this kind of adjustment truly joins the issue.

What we seriously question is the equity of a uniform retirement test and
of a monthly exemption. We propose that a workable alternative and a variable
formula be developed to avoid the unfortunate effects of a uniform retirement
test on total income of beneficiaries at different benefit levels. Further, we rec-

omend the replacement of the monthly retirement test with a quarterly retire-

ment test.

First, as to the uniform test

:

The effect of a uniform test is the forfeiture of cash benefits by the beneficiary
of smaller monthly benefits at a significantly lower level of total income than
the beneficiary of benefits in the middle and upper benefit range.

For example, under the current retirement test, a $100 a month (.$1200 a
year) beneficiary forfeits all cash benefits when his total earnings are $3,500.

The beneficiary of $200 a month ($2400 a year) does not lose all cash benefits
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until an earnings level approaching $5000 is reached and a $300 a month ($3600

a year) beneficiary would lose his entire social security payments only when
he has earned close to $6000.

The figures can also be viewed in percentage terms. Under current legislation

a $100 a month beneficiary with annual earnings of $3000 forfeits 60% of

his benefits; a $200 a month beneficiary with the same earnings loses 30%
of his benefits and a $300 a month beneficiary also earning $3000 has an offset of

only 20% against his benefits. At an earnings level of $3500 the $100 a month

beneficiary has lost 100% of cash benefits, the $200 a monthly beneficiary

onlv 50.8% and the $300 a month recipient only 33.8%.

H.R. 1 liberalizes the retirement test, but retains the differential percentage

loss. Under H.R. 1 a $100 a month beneficiary loses 41.6% of benefits with earn-

ings of $3000; a $200 a mouth recipient with the same earnings loses 20.8% and

a $300 a month recipient loses 13.8% of benefits.

The income tax does not remove the inequity brought about by the uniform

test. Since social security cash benefits are not taxed, each l)eneficiary with, for

example $3000 of earued income and using the tax tables, will have the same tax

liability. The social security beneficiary at the upper level of cash benefits will

not pay any more in tax dollars than the social security beneficiary at the lowest

end.
Since the beneficiary of lower monthly social security cash payments was, for

the most part, the lower income level earner his poor economic status is per-

petuated in his older age years.

We propose that a flexible retirement test, related to the amount of social

security benefits, replace the uniform test in a way which will not penalize the

beneficiary of higher benefits. However, it should permit the beneficiary at the

lower end of the scale to retain a larger proportion of his benefits than he can

currently.
Second, as to the monthly computation :

The retirement test, both today and in the proposed legislation, is applied on

a monthly basis. Regardless of the amount of annual earned income no beneficiary

loses a social security payment for any month in which his income falls below

$140 (current legislation) "or $167 (H.R. 1).

The monthly test creates two problems: one of equity and the other of ad-

ministration. A quarterly test will minimize situations such as the following: a

retired school teacher serving as a substitute forfeits all benefits for the month
in which she has earned over $167 ; however, in the next month or two she may
earn nothing or less than $167. On a quarterly basis she would not be penalized,

for each quarter would allow earnings of $500 before benefits would be withheld.

Another illustration is the case of a consultant working for one month and earn-

ing a fee of $10,000. He may still collect all benefits for 11 months, with no
forfeiture except for the one month during which his earnings were $10,000.

Administratively the quarterly method is feasible and has an advantage over

the current monthly reporting schedule. The Social Security Administration

could readily pick up quarterly earnings figures from the quarterly reports on
FICA taxes submitted by the employer and showing both his share and the em-
ployee's share. Monthly earnings data rely on the reports of the social security

beneficiary. It would iikely be more accurate and certainly more prompt and
simpler if FICA records were substituted for beneficiaries' reports data.

Sec. 122. EUgihiUty

Reduces the waiting period for benefits for disabled worker.^ disabled widows
and di.sabled dependent widowers from six to five months.
We support this provision which is reported to affect nearly one million persons.

Title II

—

Pro\t:sions Relating to Medicare. Medicaid, axd Maternal and
Child Health

a. provisions relating to medicare

(Amending Title XVIII of the Social Security Act)

Sec. 201. EUgihiUty for coverage extey\ded to (Umhility beneficiaries

Extends eligibility for hospital insurance and spplementary medical
insurance to a social security disability beneficiary two years after en-

titlement to disability benefits. Coverage extended to disabled workers
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entitled to social security or railroad retirement benefits, disabled

widows and disabled dependent widowers between ages 50-65, and
persons aged IS and older receiving benefits because of disablement

prior to age 22. Elfective July 1, 1972.

We favor this proposed liberalization of eligibility.

^ec. 202. Exiension of hospital insurance benefits to uninsured individuals

Extends eligibility for enrollment for hospital insurance on a monthly premium
basis to a person who has attained age 65, is either a resident citizen or a law-

fully admitted resident alien, and is not otherwise qualified for coverage.

Initial monthly premium of $31 to rise as hosptal costs rise.

We support the principle of enrollment on a monthly premium basis of persons
otherwise ineligible for hospital insurance coverage. However, we question the

utility of this proposal because of the size of the premium covering the full cost

of protection.
Additionally, we urge that Medicare coverage be phased in for the early

retiree, that is, the beneficiary between the ages of 62 and 65. A person taking

early retirement—for whatever reason—not only receives actuarially reduced
social security cash benefits but may very well have no health insurance pro-

tection. At least three reasons account for the lack of health insurance coverage
for the early retiree.

. . . Many persons claiming benefits at age 62 have been out of work for

several months and, therefore, have no employer-financed coverage. Intensifying
the luiemployment problems is the major reason for the unemployment: illness.

In its Survey of New Beneficiaries, published in 1971, the Social Security Ad-
ministi'ation found that "Health is the most important reason described by over
half the group, whether they stopped working at age 62 or more than three years
earlier." So, large numbers of those taking early retirement are unemployed
and in poor health and have been both unemployed and in poor health for some
time.

. . . Even those employed just prior to early retirement are unlikely to be
covered by the extension of their health insurance into retirement.

. . . Finally, many early retirees, with their small cash benefits, are unable
to pay for private health insurance coverage.
We recognize the benefits of health care coverage for early retirees. We recog-

nize, too, that costs are a factor. Therefore, we suggest phased-in coverage.

Sec. 203. Scttinf/ supplementary medical insurance premium
Directs the Secretary of HEW^ to determine a premium as of Decem-

ber of each year estimated to be necessary so that the aggregate pre-
miimis for the 12-month period beginning July 1 in the succeeding year
will equal one-half of the total benefits and administrative costs of the
supplementary medical insurance program. However, the premium gen-
erally would increase only if monthly social cash benefits had increased
since the last increase in the premium and would rise by no more than
the percent increase in such benefits across the board.

We support the reasonableness of the proposed basis for increasing the sup-
plementai-y medical insurance premium charges. We particularly favor the
provision that, beginning with fiscal 1973, no increased premium ma.v be charged
unless tliore has been an Increase in social security cash benefits, either as the
result of the enactment of legislation raising the benefit level or as a resvilt of
the automatic cost of living benefit rise.

Sec. 20.'f. Deductible

Increases the annual deductible for supplementarv medical insurance
(Part B) from $50 to $60.

We regret the apparent need to increase the deductible for Part B of Title
XYIII. but we do not oppo.se this change. However, we believe this should be
accompanied by a change in pi-esent law with respect to the deductible for
hospital insurance (Part A of Title XVIII). This now is $60 for each benefit
period and is scheduled to go to .<;6S in January 1. 1972. reflecting the increase in
hospital costs. Since a patient may be admitted to and discharged from a hospital

3 In subsequent sections. HKW is substituted for Secretary of HEW.
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several times a year, lie could be required to pay the deduetihle five times, totaliirg-

S300 a yenr as of now and $340 as of January 1. 1{)72. The payment of even two

or three deductibles a year causes financial hardship to many. We. therefore,

recommend the benefit period in respect to the deductible for Part A be defined

as one year, which is the period used for computation of the deduct ilile under

Part B.'

Sec. 205. Benefits and coinsumnce

Increases from GO to 120 days the lifetime reserve under which the

beneficiary pays one-half of the deductible for hospital inpatient care.

Shortens from 60 to 30 days the period in a spell of illness when co-

insurance is not imposed for hospital inpatient care.

P.enefits. that is to say the coverage of specified services for a specified duration

or a specified volume under Parts A and B. are largely unchanged * in H.R. 1

euc"pt as they are affected by changes in provisions in respect to coinsurance or

deductibles. We view the increase in the lifetime reserve for hospital inpatient

care as a highly desirable liberalizing feature of the Bill. This may well be a

trade off. compensating in part for the shortening from t¥) to 30 days the period

in a spell of illness \\ lien coinsurance is not imposed for hospital inpatient care.

We rather regret this tightening measure, but we recognize that vast numbers-

will still be covered since the average hospital stay of Medi'-are patients is only

12.8 days and 91% of the discharges from hospitals—other than psychiatric or

tuberculosis—represent stays of fewer than 30 days.

There is, however, a serious omission from the benefits. The cost of out-of-

hospital prescription drugs is a serious financial luirden to the elderly and the

federal social insurance program pr((vides a feasible and efficient mechanism to

alleviate the problem. We urge the inclusion of such a program under Part A
of Medicare.' V\> recommend a $1 co-payment per prescription or refill by the

beneficiary, with payment of the balance to be made by the Social Security Ad-

ministration to the vendor. At the same time we suggest that HEW undertake

further study of a just and effective method of utilization conrol.

Sec. 206. Automatic enrollment in supplementary medical inst(rance

Provides automatic enrollment under Part B for individuals entitled to

hospital insurance benefits.

We favor this proposal but suggest that the new social security beneficiary be
informed of the reason for a deduction from his monthly cash benefit check. An
in.sertion, for several months running, in the envelope with his check ^^•ould appear
a satisfactory way of informing the retired worker of the fact and cost of hi*

coverage, and of his option to withdraw from part B coverage.
Discussed below are certain specifics directed to Medicare cost controls that

affect large numbers of persons or embody broad principles—Sections 2221-4

226, 228, 234 and 236. '

Sec. 221. Limitation on federal participation for capital expenditures

Authorizes withholding or reducing reimbursement amounts to pro-

viders of service under Medicare (Title XVIII and also Titles V and
XIX) for defined costs related to certain capital exi>enditures that are
Inconsistent with state or local health facility planning. For this pur-

pose, capital expenditures are defined as expenditures for plant and
equipment in excess of $100,000 ; w^hich change bed capacity ; or substan-

tially change services.

We strongly endorse the provision that capital expenditures as here defined

would be reimbursed only when such outlays are consistent with state or local

plans. Mushroom expansion without regard to overall needs is wasteful.

Sec. 222. Plan for prospective reimbursement ; experiments and demonstration
projects to develop incentives for economy

Authorizes HEW to develop and engage in experiments and demon-
stration projects designed to determine the advantages and disadvan-

* There are modest changes in respect to physical and other therapy services fSec. 251),
corerage of supplies related to colostomies (Sec. 2.')2), coveragre of ptosis bars (Sec. 2.53).

hospitalization for a noncovered dental procedure (Sec. 256), prosthetic lenses furnished by-

optometrist (See. 264).
^ Available on rerjuest is a detailed fact sheet and outline of a proposed program.
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tages of various alternative methods of prospective reimbursement to

liospitals. extended care faciilties and other providers of services under

Title XYIII (applicable also to Title V and XIX).

Clearly, the present system of provider reimbursement on the basis of "reason-

able costs" carries little incentive for efiiciency. We support the authorization

for HEW to develop ways of testing the efficacy of the alternative whereby rates

are set in advance of the period to which they are applicable. We inject a word
of caution about the possibility of lowering the quality of care and some escala-

tion in costs. Advance rate setting may result in losses to providers when costs

rise above those anticipated ; the temptation to cut corners and reduce service

is a real threat. Contrarywise, prospective rates can be escalated to avoid an

unfavorable spread between the actual and estimated costs.

In respect to experiments with various reimbursement methods designed to

increase efficiency and economy : We support this provision and particularly

welcome its linkage to community wide peer, medical and utilization review

mechanisms designed to assure that health services meet professional standards

and that medically necessary services are given in the most appropriate and

economical setting.

There is no provision for adoption into practice of effective experiments—an

oversight that should be corrected.

Sec. 223. Limitations on coverage of costs

Provides authority to set cost limits for certain classes of providers

in various service areas on a prospective rather than a retrospective

basis. Requires public notice to beneli claries of charges beyond reim-

bursable limits.

We support the requirement that providers be informed in advance of the

approved reimbursable limits and that beneficiaries be advised of the nature and
amount of extra charges. AVe would add to this a requirement for disclosure by

the financial intermediary to both public bodies and the consumer of reimburs-

able costs in the locality for standardized services and procedures. In our view,

this additional measure of public accountability is important.

Sec. 224. Limits on prevailing charge levels

Limits increases in physicians' charges through June 1972 for fee

scales up to the 75th percentile of prevailing charges ; after fiscal 1973

provides that physicians' fees may be increased only to the extent

justified by economic changes ; provides that charges deemed reasonable

for medical supplies, equipment and services may not exceed the lowest

level at which such items, comparable in quality, are widely available

in a given community.

We recognize the need for setting limits on prevailing charge levels and con-

cur as to the need for continuing study and attention to this thorny question.

We note that the Bill authorizes HEW to develop "appropriate economic index

data" as a basis for adjusting fees, but that the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee is fairly specific in its report on the items to be considered for such an

index computation. We urge that such study be both sophisticated and objec-

tive as a means of providing a fee structure that is fair, defensible and
supportable.

Sec. 22C>. Payments to health maintenance organizations

Adds a new section to Title XVIII providing for payments to health

maintenance organizations.

We support the encouragement given to the development of health mainte-

nance organizations as one acceptable, alternative mechanism through which

patients eligilile for Medicare could elect to have all covered care, except emer-

gency service, provided.

Sec. 228. .Advance approval of extended care and home health services

Provides authorization to establish periods of time for which a patient

is presumed eligible for extended care and home health services on cer-

tification by the patient's physician.

We are in agreement with this provision. The establishment of specific post-

hospital time periods during which there is presumptive need for such services

should encourage transfer to less costly types of care and should decrease the

number of cases in which benefits are retroactively denied.
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-Sec. 23^. Institutional planning

Requires that participating health facilities have a written plan re-

flecting an operating and capital expenditures budget.

We welcome the inclusion of this requirement which is clearly tied to other

Sections, e.g., Sec. 221 and Sec. 222.

Sec. 236. Prohihitioyi against reassignment of claims

Prohibits Part B Medicare payments being made to anyone other than

a patient, his physician or other person providing the service (with

limited exceptions).

We support this provision which seeks to close a loophole in the existing law

and control undesirable collection practices that have resulted in inflated claims

and escalated costs and beclouded the determination of reasonable limits.

Sec. 265. Deletes requirement for social service in extended care facilities

Prohibits HEW from requiring an extended care facility to furnish

medical social services.

We are not persuaded by the arguments put forward in the report of the House
Ways and ^Nleans Committee to support this Section which would nullify the

HEW regulation requiring the furnishing of medical social services as a condi-

tion of participation for extended care facilities under Medicare. We urge the

removal of this Section from the Bill and review of the regulations by HEW
to determine their fairness in the light of experience to date.

Sec. 269. Requirements for nursing home administrators

Permits states to provide a permanent waiver from any licensure re-

quirements for persons who served as nursing home administrators for

the three-year period preceding the year the state established a licensure

program.

We urge the deletion of this Section which would appear to permit adminis-

trators who could not meet licensure requirements to return to or remain in

practice. We believe that the device of licensure upgrades service by upgrading

administration. The public interest should be protected rather than private,

vested Interests which would seem to profit by this proposed permanent waiver.

B. PROVISIONS RELATING TO MEDICAID

(AMENDING TITLE XIX OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT)

Sec. 207 (a) (1). Incentives for states to emphasize comprehensive health care

1. Increase in federal reimbur.sement.
Provides that states in contract with Health Maintenance Organiza-

tions (HMOs)" or other comprehensive health care facilies would receive

2.5% increase (up to 95%) in federal reimbursement percentage under

the Medicaid program.

We strongly favor prepayment over the fee-for-service method of financing

health care. We supiwrt the intent of encouraging new patterns for the delivery

of health care and believe that the quality of health service can be significantly

improved under a program providing comprehensive coverage. We do not believe

that there are sufficient safeguards in H.R. 1 to assure that improved patient

care will necessarily result. We think that the Bill should stipulate that HMOs,
or other comprehensive health organizations, that are formed in keeping with

the Bill's provisions, must be under public or private non-profit auspices.

2. Decrease in federal reimbursement.
Provides that the federal meflical assistance percentage would be

decreased by one-third after the first 60 days of care, in any fi.scal year,

in a general or tuberculosis hospital or a .skilled imrsing home, unless

the state establishes that it has an effective utilization review program.

For inpatient care in a mental hospital, federal reimbursement would
be decreased by one-third after 00 days except that it may be extended
for 30 days if the state can .show that the patient will benefit thera-

peutically from such care. No federal reimbursement would be provided

after 30.5 days care in a mental hospital.

"An HMO is an orjianizatlon that offers to an enrolled population, a comprehensive sys-

tem of health service, Inclnding preventive, ambulatory, hospital and related care on a

capitation reimbursement basis.
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We believe every effort should be made to less costly facilities than hospitals

when such care is appropriate and adequate to an individual patient's needs.

We tliink. however, that some of the assumptions about need for hospitalization

and length of stay on which the reductions are based do not give full weight to

the fact that Medicaid covers persons under 65 as well as over 65 and that not

all patients irrespective of age and condition require treatment of only short

duration in "acute" hospitals. Moreover, the lack of facilities to provide different

levels of care ix)ses a major problem, especially for those who may need some-

thing less than full hospital care but who do need institutional care until well

enough to be cared for at home. We are concerned that as a result of the.se

amendments, appropriate and adequate health services may be denied those

persons who are most vulnerable.

3. Computing reasonable reimbursement between skilled nursing

homes and intermediate care facilities (ICFs).
Authorizes HEW to compute a reasonable cost differential reimburse-

ment between skilled nursing homes and ICFs.

The apparent purpose of this amendment is to assure that care in an ICF
results in decreased costs to the Medicaid program. We support the measure as

being administratively sound.

Sec. 208(a). Cost-sharing

Permits states to impose a nominal cost-sharing charge on cash

assistance recipients for non-mandatory services under the Medicaid
program. Requires states to impose on those not receiving cash assist-

ance an enrollment fee premium or similar charge related to income,

and pei-mits co-payment provisions not related to income.

In addition to our basic obections to the imposition of charges on Medicaid
recipients as stated in Part I, we believe the costs of administering these

proposals would be prohibitive and that patient services would be unneces-

sarily delayed in the cour.se of establishing eligibility for cai'e.

Sec. 209 (c) and (d). Betermination of payments

Sec. 209(c) denies Medicaid coverage to those in receipt of cash
assistance whose incomes are in excess of the medical assistance level

established by the state. Sec. 209(d) permits states to deny Medicaid
coverage to those persons who would he newly eligible for cash
assistance under the income maintenance sections of H.R. 1. If a state

chooses to provide Medicaid it would be required that recipients' in-

comes not be in excess of the state's medical assistance level.

We strongly object to both these proposals. Currently, states that have a
Medicaid program are required to provide care under Medicaid for all recip-

ients of cash assistance. We believe these amendments strike at the liasic pur-

pose for which the Medicaid program was first enacted, that is. to assure a

pi'ogram of health care for persons in financial need. Sec. 209(d) is ominous since

it gives tacit approval to states to deny health care to needy families and at

the same time releases the federal government from any responsibility for re-

imbursement to the states which so act, for health care payments for theii

needy families.

Sec. 221(a). Limitation on Federal participation for capital expenditures

Prohibits use of funds appropriated under the Social Security Act
to support unnecessary capital expenditures ; provides that reimburse-
ment under such titles would support state health planning activities.

We are in full support of this provision. It takes into account tliat state and
local health jdanning agencies have primary responsiliility for determining the

need for health facilities for given geographic areas and provides that capital

expenditures under Title XIX of the Social Security Act would l>e related to

the priorities established by the health planning agencies.

Sec. 222(a) (1). Plan for prospective reinibursement

Authorizes HEW to develop and engage in experiments and demon-
stration projects designed to determine the advantages and disadvan-
tages of various alternative methods of prospective reimbursement to
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hospitals, extended care facilities, and other providers of service un-

der Title XIX in order to stimulate more efficient health care and
thereby reduce costs, without adversely affecting the quality of services.

We favor this proposal in the belief that more effective patient care, more
efficient use of health personnel and a decrease in medical costs could result

from this kind of experimentation. There is no provision, however, that those

experiments found effective might be authorized to be continued; we believe

this oversight in H.R. 1 should be corrected.

Sec. 231. Deductions in care and services

Permits states to reduce the scope and extent of health services which

are optional under Medicaid.

Currently, states may not reduce the level of their expenditures for their

Medicaid program in successive years. We object to this amendment because

it would permit the states that choose to do so, to deny or diminish the avail-

al>ility of vital health services which are defined, under the Medicaid statute, as

optional. We believe the optional services are necessary components of ade-

quate health care and should not be withdrawn.

-See. 235 (a). Payments to states for claims processing and information retrieval

We fully support both of these amendments. The first should assure at least

basic standards for the quality of care provided to Medicaid recipients. The
second provision sensibly makes use of an existing mechanism to provide a serv-

ice for the Medicaid program; the quality of care under Medicaid should be

imy)roved by this provision.

Makes federal matching under this provision available to states for

developing and instituting mechanized claims systems at 90% and 75%
for operation of such systems.

We support this proposal because it should encourage rapid development of

mechanized collection and retrieval systems to the end that the Medicaid reim-

bursement and related operations w^ould be more efficiently administered.

Sec. 236(1)). Prohibition against reassignment of claims

Prohibits Medicaid payments to anyone other than the patient, his

physician or other service provider unless the provider is required as a

condition of employment to turn over his fees to his employers.

We fully support this provision which would outlaw the use of fee collection

agents by providers of services under Medicaid.

Sec. 239 (c) and (b). Use of state health agency

Sec. 239 (a) requires states to provide that the state health agency, or

other appropriate state medical agency, have responsibility for estab-

lishing and maintaining health standards for institxtions in ivhich Medi-

caid recipients may receive care or services. Section 239(b) reqxiires

that the state health agency or other appropriate state medical agency,

be given responsibility for establishing a plan for the review by pro-

fessional health personnel of the quality and appropriateness of care

and services furnished to Medicaid recipients.

See. 2-'tO. Relationship between medicaid and comprehensive health care programs

systems

Provides that states may enter into contracts with organizations that

agree to provide care and services in excess of tho.^^e offered under the

state plan at no increase in costs.

We question this proposal in the absence of an acceptable minimum standard

throughout a state. However, we see as desirable, exi>erimentation that likely

would emphasize preventive care and early treatment in order to contain costs,

and on this basis support the proposal.

Sec. 25-'t(a) (1) and (a) (2). Inclusion of care in intermediate care facility

Sec. 254(a)(1) provides, as an optional service, care in an Inter-

mediate Care Facility (ICF) as an additional benefit under Medicaid.

-S'cc. 25Jt(a)(2) provides that services in a public institution for men-
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tally retarded persons would qualify for Medicaid coverage, if the pri-

mary purpose is to provide health or rehabilitation services, and if the

patient is receiving active care.

Currently federal reimbursement for care in an ICF is not available under
the Medicaid program. Each of these provisions, in our view, would be desirable

additional elective benefits for Medicaid recipients.

Sec. 255(a). Coverage prior to application

Requires states to provide coverage for care and services furnished

in or after the third month prior to application for Medicaid.

Under present law, a state may at its own option, cover the cost of health

care provided to an otherwise qualified recipient for the three months prior to

his application for Medicaid. We favor this amendment as being both sound and
desirable.

Title III

—

Assistance fob the Aged, Blind and Disabled

(NEW title XX OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT)

Sec. 2002 and Sec. 2003. Administration

Sec. 2002 provides that eligible aged, blind and disabled individuals

shall be paid benefits by HEW. Sec. 2003 provides that HEW make ar-

rangements to carry out the assigned functions, including arrangements
for determination of blindness and disability similar to those in effect

in determining eligibility for social security disability benefits.

Although the Bill does not so specify the report of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee recommends that responsibility for administering the program of cash

benefits to the needy aged, blind and disabled shall be assigned to the Social

Security Administration (SSA). We welcome this recommendation. Persons
receiving benefits under this program for the most part comprise a relatively

stable group, similar to the OASDI beneficiaries. We believe that the SSA's long

experience in administration of payment programs would enable it to admin-
ister this new program efficiently and humanely.

Services to the needy aged, blind and disabled would continue to be provided

through federal-state financing and be administered by the states. Those in need
of services would have contact with the local social services unit of the state

administration. In our view, the administration both of the cash payments and
services for this group of persons should be simplified and flexible because they

are limited in ability to respond to complicated procedures by the very nature

of their eligibility.

Sec. 2011 {h). Cash assistance ; amount of benefits

Prescribes the amounts payable in 1973, 1974 and 197.5 to individuals,

with or without an eligible spouse, whose non-excluded resource.^ are

not more than $1500. The Bill does not require that the couple be living

together.

The Bill provides cash assistance in the amount of $1560 for a single person

and $2349 for a couple. These amounts are increased to $1800 and $2400 respec-

tively by 1975 and are to remain at that level thereafter. The level of assistance

projected in the Bill is inadequate as evidenced by the fact that the poverty

level as determined by the 1970 Census is $1861 for an aged individual and $2348
for an aged couple ; due to the inflationary factor this level had increased ap-

proximately 5% by 1971 and imquestionably will be even higher by 1975. The
Bill should be amended to provide a level of assistance adequate to meet basic

need.

Sec. 2012{h) (3), Sec. 2016 and Title V, Sec. 509—Exclusion from income; op-

tional state supplementation ; state supplementary payments during transi-

tional period

Sec. 2012(1)) (3) provides for exclusions from income: $85 of earnings
plus one-half of the balance for the blind and disabled and $60 of earn-

ings plus one-third of the balance for the aged. Sec. 2016 permits states

to supplement the federal payment. Sec. 509 of Title V requires the states

to make supplementary payments to maintain their payment level of
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June 1971 plus tlie bonus value of food stamps unless they modify that
level by afBrmative legislative action to the contrary prior to July 1972.

Eligibility conditions for assistance would be uniform nationally. However,
blind and disabled persons would receive more liberal income deduetion.s than
the aged and therefore the amount of assistance granted the different groups
would not be uniform. The difference in disregards among the three categories
should be corrected. Further inequities would result from the optional provision
for state supplementation. We believe that needy persons should receive an ade-

quate level of assistance to meet need. Therefore, the states should be required
to supplement the federal payment at least to the current payment levels.

Sec. 2031 (a) (2). Protective payments

Authorizes payments of the benefits to a person other than the
individual or his spouse (including an appropriate public or private
agency) if HEW deems it appropriate.

Assistance payments may be made to a third party (including an appropriate
public or private agency) who is interested in or concerned with the welfare
of the recipient, if HEW deems this to be appropriate. While it is believed that
this leeway may be in the best interest of an aged, blind or disabled recipient,

the regulations and procedures governing determination of appropriateness
should safeguard against excessive u.se of this provision. The conditions under
which these payments would be ordered should be included in the Bill.

Sec. 2011 (c) mid Sec. 2031{e). Application process—period for determination
of benefits; application and furnishing of information

Sec. 2011 (c) provides that eligibility for and the amount of benefits

shall be determined for each quarter of a calendar year and .shall be
redetermined at such time or times as may be provided by HEW.

Sec. 2031(e) directs HEW to pre.scribe requirements for filing applica-

tions, suspending or terminating assistance, furnishing data and re-

porting changes in circum-stances and specifies the penalties for non-
compliance by the applicant or recipient.

In our judgment the current annual redetermination is preferable to a quarterly
review of eligibility and should be retained, especialy in view of the relatively

stable circumstances of this group of recipients. We favor the simple declarative

form for determining eligibility over extensive investigations and recommend
that the Bill provide for its use.

We further recommend that the Bill allow for flexible application of the
requirements for reporting changes in circumstances with due consideration
for the hardship which rigid application of penalties would impose on the very
old and seriou.sly disabled.

Title IV

—

The Family Programs

(NEW TITLE XXI OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT)

Sec. 2111, 2112, 211 If. Operation of manpower programs; employable mothers;
child care and other supportive services

1. Operation of manpower programs
Sec. 211Jf requires the Secretary of Labor to develop an employ-

ability plan describing the manpower services, training and employment
needed to enable each individual to become self-supporting and secure

and retain employment and opportunities for advancement.

Several of the employment provisions must be changed to make them truly

effective in helping persons achieve self-support. There must be a suflScient num-
ber of jobs, paying adequate wages and meeting acceptable working conditions.

It is not realistic to mandate employment but fail to provide satisfactory train-

ing programs and sufficient work opportunities.

The Bill creates public service jobs paying at least the federal minimum
wage, to supplement other employment opportunities but these are few in number
and temporary. Federal reimbunsement will not extend for more than three years

of an individual's employment in a public service employment program. After

that period a person must either be hired by the agency or terminated. Per-

manent public service job.s should be created to the extent needed to meet
mandated employment I'equirements.
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The Bill requires that wages for the public service jobs shall be at least at

the federal minimum but permits wages in private employment, which a needy

person could be required to take, at 75% of the federal minimum. The Bill

should require that all mandated employment shall be at last at the federal

mininmm wage level: that conditions of work shall be of acceptable standard;

and that the job a person is retpiired to take shall be suitable to the person,

with suitability defined with respect to such matters as a person's prior training

and experience and the distance of work from his home.

2. Employable mothers ; child care and other supportive services

Sec. .3i ii' includes as an individual who shall be considered available

for employment, a mother of a child three years old or, until July 1,

1974. sis vears old.

Sec. 2112 provides that the Secretary of Labor shall make provision

for the furnishing of child care services, in such cases and for so long

as he deems appropriate for the individuals registered for employment

or training who need such services to participate in the program through

such public or private facilities as may be available or appropriate.

After 1974, mothers of children over three years would be required to accept

employment or training (unless there is a husband in the home who is reg-

istered) whether or not suitable child care services are available. Considerable

hardship to children could be caused if despite the authorization to the Secretary

of Labor to make provision for such services suitable child care is not available.

P^irthermore. the requirement that a mother of young children shall be con-

sidered available for employment removes from her the right to determine if it

is in the best interest of her child for her to work or remain at home; that

decision should be based on the needs of a particular family, including the avail-

ability of suitable care for the children.

Sec. 213-'i. Child care standards; development of fucilities

Directs the Secretary of HEW to establish standards assuring quality

of child care services with the concurrence of the Secretary of Labor;

to prescribe schedules to determine the extent to which families must
pay the costs ; and to coordinate child care services under Title XXI
of the Social Security Act with other child care and social service

programs.

Authorization of funds for child care services is provided but in an insuffi-

cient amount to meet the need and should be increased. HEW would be required

to set standards of care. Setting and overseeing standards of care is particularly

important since the Bill permits contracts for day care with profit-making as

well as with public and nonprofit agencies. Adequate day care, not now defined,

should be defined in the Bill and the standards set should be in line with

these definitions. This is essential if mothers of young children are to be

compelled to accept work or training.

Sec. 2152(0) and (b) and Sec. 2152{d). Cash assi.^tancc: eligihilitij for and
amount of benefits; periods for determination of benefits

1. Eligibility for and amount of benefits

Sec. 2152 (a) and (b) prescribe benefits for eligible families at the

rate of $800 per years for each of the first two members, plus $400
for each of the next three, plus $300 for each of the next two members,
plus $200 for the next member, to a maximum of $3600, reduced by non-
excludable income ; no benefit is payable of under $10 per month. Re-
sources may not exceed $1500.

The nationwide minimum standard of payment for needy families with
children would not be adequate. The payment levels—for example. $2400 annually
for a family of four persons—is less than even the poverty level of $3968 for

a family of four determined by the 1970 Census. And since no family could re-

ceive more than $3600 regardless of the number of family members, large

families would be even further below this poverty line. Therefore, substantial

increases in payment levels must be made if persons ai'e to have an adequate
level of existence—particularly since this Bill would freeze the federal payment
at this level for the five years' duration of the Bill.

2. Period for determination of benefits

Sec. 2152(d) provides that payment of benefits shall be made on the
basis of HEW's estimate of the family's income for the current quarter
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after taking into account income from the three preceding quarters

and modifications for changes of circumstances.

The federal payment should be computed according to a family's current

need. H.R. 1, however, provides that the portion of a family's income during the

nine months preceding application for the FAP payment in excess of the pay-

ment level (including excludable income) would be deducted from benefits other-

wise due at the time of application. In the case of such excess income, a family

woud not receive even the inadequate federal payment. This provision should be

changed. Only need at the time of application shoud determine eligibility and
amount of payment ; it should not be assumed that persons have saved money
from a prior period.

Sec. 215S (b). Work incentives : income disregard

Enumerates the items to be excluded in determining the income of a

family such as a student's earnings; irregular income limited to $30 a

quarter if earned or $60 a quarter if unearned ; earned income used to

pay the cost of child care as prescribed by HEW ; $720 plus one-third of

the remainder of earned income. The total exclusions of the first three

cannot exceed $2000 for a family of four, up to maximum of $3000.

To encourage persons to work, the Bill provides that some income from earn-

ings be retained and disregarded in computing eligibility for benefits. Out of

earned income. $720 per year plus one-third of the excess earned would be ex-

cluded. Thus, payment to four-person families in which there is a working mem-
ber would be made only if the allowable income is $4140 or less. Although child

care costs are deductible, the total of these costs, irregulai- earnings and student

earnings could not exceed $2000.
Work expenses such as transportation and taxes are not excluded in deter-

mining a family's income. Therefore, if these costs are higher than the retained

income, a working family could find itself with less money at its disposal than

if no member were employed. To provide a true work incentive, the Bill must
permit retention of a larger share of earnings. Furthermore, the ceiling on income

exclusions should be removed, particularly since these include the cost of child

care services. If, for example the cost of day care absorbed the total allowance

for excluded income a school child working irregularly would not be permitted

to retain any of his earnings.

Sec. 2155 and Sec. 2156(h) [2). Exclusions from coverage; meaning of family and

child; exclusions from, state supplementation

1. Meaning family and child.

Sec. 2155 defines those who qualify as family members and ,therefore.

are eligible for benefits under the family programs, as two or more
related persons living together in the United States, at least one of whom
is a citizen or alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence, and with

at least one child dependent on one of the others. It expressly excludes

families headed by full-time college students.

By definition, federal payments would not be made to needy single adults or

childless couples who are not aged, blind or disabled nor to needy families

headed by a full-time college student. Persons in these groups would be without

access to" public assistance except in those states which made provision for their

aid without benefit of federal reimbursement. A basic level of financial assistance

should be made for all needy persons and the Bill amended to include these ex-

cluded groups in the federal system of income maintenance.

2. Exclusions from state supplementation.
See. 2156 ih) (2) permits .states to deny benefits to families with both

parents present and neither parent incapacitated, regardless of whether
the father is employed or unemployed.

There are exclusions within the groups eligible to receive FAP or OFF pay-

ments which we believe should be removed. States are permitted to exclude from

supplementation of FAP or OFF payments, families in which both parents are

present and neither is incapacitated regardless of whether the male parent is

employed or unemployed. It should be required that the states include all needy

families in their supplementary programs.

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 — 19
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Sec. 2155 id). Forced responsibility of step-parents; income and resources of non-

contributing individual

Excludes income and resources not available to other family members

if it derived from a family member other than a parent or a spouse

of a parent.

The income and resources of a parent's spouse living with the family would

be included in determining the family's eligibility for benefits even though the

spouse does not have legal responsibility for the children and may have his own
children elsewhere to support. This can result in needy children being denied

assistance and thus penalized because of a parent's marriage. This provision

should be changed so that the spouse's resources would not be included on be-

half of those persons in the family for whom he does not have legal responsi-

bility.

Sec 2156 and Title V. Sec. 509. Uniformity in amounts of assistance; optional
'

state supplementation; state supplementary payments during transitional

period.

Sec. 2156 permits the states to make cash payments to supplement the

federal payments and requires that the supplementary program respect

the federal earnings disregard provisions. The states are not required to

include families with a male parent present in their supplementary pro-

gram. Sec. 509 requires the states to make supplementary payments to

maintain their payment level of June 1971 plus the bonus value of food

stamps unless they modify that level by affirmative legislative action to

the contrary prior to July 1972.

We are in full support of the provision for uniformity in the amount of federal

payments based on uniform conditions for determining eligibility. The level

of payments, however, is inadequate. Moreover, since supplementation is op-

tional' with the states and they are permitted to exclude certain groups from
their supplementation program, if any, there would be inequalities in the amount
of assistance among needy families with children in the various states. All per-

sons should have a right to an adequate level of assistance which should

not leave them in poverty. We believe the states should be required to supple-

ment the inadequate federal payment at least to their current payment levels.

Sec. 2171 (a) (2) (A) and Title V. Sec. 529. Indirect payments; vendor payments

1. Indirect payments of benefits.

Sec. 2171 (a) (2) (A) permits payment to any person other than a fam-

ily member (including an appropriate public or private agency) if HEW
finds that the family member to whom benefits are payable has such in-

ability to manage funds that making payment to him will be contrary

to the welfare of the children in the family.

Payments may be made to non-family members if it is found that the pay-

ments are not being used in the best interests of the family. The Bill should state

the criteria for finding the family incapable of managing its own affairs and
the conditions under which such third party payments may be ordered.

2. Vendor payments under the AFDC program
Sec 529 of Title V effective immediately upon enactment authorizes the

states to provide for non-recurring special needs which cost $50 or more
by payment directly to the per.son furnishing the item.

This provision immediately applicable to the current AFDC program, permits

states to pay the provider directly for goods or services costing .$50 or more. This
method of paymentis contrary to the premi.se that needy families have a right

to manage their own affairs, including making purchases and handling money,
in the absence of proof that they are unable to do so.

Sec. 2ni(c). Hearings and review

Requires notice and opportunity for hearings for anyone who disagrees

with a determination with respect to eligibility for or amount of pay-

ments, if requested within thirty days. Final determination by HEW
after a hearing would be subject to judicial review, except that HEW's
findings as to facts .shall be conclusive.

The Bill fails to specify certain fundamental standards for the conduct of

hearings when a recipient challenges administrative decisions, such as adequate
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notice of the reasons for the initial determination. In providing that findings of

fact are not subject to judicial review, the Bill does not add the necessary

protection against arbitrary findings—that they must be supported by a clear

preponderance of the evidence. Furthermore, the Bill should require that a re-

cipient shall receive benefits pending the final decision.

Sec. 2152{e) and Sec. 2171 (e). Application and biennial reapplication process

Sec. 2152 (e) prohibits benefits being paid a family for more than
twenty four consecutive months except on the basis of a new application

filed and processed as though it were the family's initial application

for benefits.

Sec. 2171(e) directs HEW to establish requirements for filing appli-

tions, suspension or termination of benefits, furnishing data and report-

ing changes in circumstances necessary to determine eligibility. Each
family shall be required to submit a report within thirty days after the

end of the quarter to determine eligibility for benefits payable for that

quarter or be subject to penalty.

The Bill should prescribe a simplified method for determining eligibility for

benefits both in the initial application and the biennial reapplication process.

The Bill requires families to make quarterly reports of income and expenses
within thirty days, under automatic penalty. It requires a family to file a new
application to be treated as if it were an initial application despite the accu-

mulated data of twenty-four consecutive months. We believe that the emphasis
in the Bill on investigation, furnishing evidentiary materials and frequent routine

reporting to substantiate eligibility for benefits, is costly and unnecessary in most
cases and would impose needless hardships on families. Flexibility in the appli-

cation and reapplication process should be permitted while at the same time as-

suring that benefits are paid only to eligible persons. We recommend provision

be made for the use of the simple declarative statement where appropriate, a

method now in use in many states.

Sec. 2102, 2151. 2156, etc. Administration; multiple sections

This Bill would necessitate a complicated administration requiring continuing

contact among several federal, state and local agencies. Locally, there would
need to be a tremendous increase in the state and local oflSces for providing cash
assistance, services and employment.
The FAP program and the payments to OFF recipients would be administered

by HEW. Other agencies would be involved to provide information to establish

eligibility. If requested, HEW would administer a state's supplementary program
and Medicaid eligibility. As an inducement, the state would pay HEW the

amount of the supplemental payments and be relieved of responsibility for the

administrative costs.

The OFF program of training, work and employment would be administered

by the Department of Labor including such supportive services as day care. This
can be done by direct federal administration or through contacts with state and
local agencies.

Nearly all recipients would be required to have contact with many agencies.

Among the local oflSces with which a head of a needy family may have to deal

could be that of HEW administering payments and of the Department of Labor,

and possibly with a day care center or some other office rendering a service. Since

the states would continue to administer the social service programs under the

present federal-state matching arrangements the recipient requiring service

would need to have contact also with local social service units of state adminis-

tration. It is to be hoped that procedures will be devised to minimize and coordi-

nate the multiplicity of agency contacts necessitated by this Bill.

Title V

—

Miscellaneous ^ New Social Services Provisions

(AMENDING TITLES IV AND XI OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT)

Sec. 511. Definition of services

Sec. 511 (a) lists twelve services for individuals in a family receiving

assistance to needy families with children, which the state plan may

•^ For discussion of Sec. 509—State supplementary payments during transition period,

seepp. 47 and .54.
^ , ,

For discussion of Sec. 529—Payment under AFDC program for nonrecurring special

needs, see page 55.
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include in its service program. These are: family planning including

medical services, child care, services to unmarried girls who are pregnant

or have children, protective services, homemaker services, nutrition

services, educational services, emergency services in connection with a

crisis or urgent need, services to assist in training or employment, assist-

ance in locating housing, services to abusers of drugs or alcohol, informa-

tion and referral services.

Sec. 511 (b) lists eight services for aged, blind or disabled persons re-

ceiving assistance under Title XXII or other needy aged, blind or disabled

persons which state plan may include in its service program. These are

:

protective services, homemaker services, nutrition services, assistance in

locating housing, emergency .services in connection with a crisis or

urgent need, services to assist individuals to engage in training or em-

ployment, services to abusers of drugs or alcohol, information and re-

ferral services.

States should be encouraged to develop those service programs which would

be:<t meet their local needs. Specifying in the Bill the services to be offered

limits the variety and scope of the states' programs. We prefer the broad state-

ment of the purposes for which services are to be provided now in the law

to an enumeration of specific services. However, if the states are to be limited

to the services enumerated in the Bill, that list should be enlarged to include

all the services that may be required to achieve the purposes of the Act

Sec. 512. Authorization and allotment of appropriations for services

Authorizes an appropriation of a maximum of $800 million for pay-

ment to states for training of personnel, for services to the aged, blind

and disabled and for services for any individual receiving assistance to

needy families with children.

Although the program of matching grants to states for services to needy

families and needy aged, blind and disabled persons would be continued, the

Bill makes an important and, we believe, undesirable change. For the first

time, a limit would be placed on the amount of money to be appropriated for

services (except family planning and child care services which would be funded

differently) to these groups of eligible i^ersons. Under current law, there is a

ceiling on appropriations for child welfare services to non-recipients of cash as-

sistance but appropriations for services otherwise are open-ended. The federal

government matches what the states spend.

We urge that the Bill be amended to restore open-ended appropriations,

thereby encouraging, not di.scouraging, the states to develop the preventive,

supportive and rehabilitative services which are needed. Furthermore, the fi-

nancial plight of so many states and the lack of suflicient services is reason for

giving consideration to the possibility of federal assumption of the cost of

services.

Sec. 513. Adoption and foster care services under child ivelfare services program

Authorizes $150 million for the year ending June 1972 rising to $200

million for the year ending June 30. 1976 for payments for foster care

(including medical care not available under any other state plan) for

a child for whom a public agency has resiwnsibility and for payment.^

to a person adopting a handicapped child. Payments may be made to

any agency, institution or person if the care meets standards prescribed

by HEW.
The large numbers of children who are in need of foster care make it particu-

larly necessary for their protection that the Bill define the standards of care re-

quired with respect to quality of care, health and safety. Because of the diffi-

culty in finding good foster care for children, we commend the inclusion of funds

for the cost of locating such resources.

Payments to a person adopting a physically or mentally handicapped child

(based on financial ability to meet the medical and other remedial needs of the

child) should expedite placement of hard-to-place children, especially those

requiring costly medical care.

With respect to both the foster care and adoption program, we believe the

Bill should provide an oi>en-ended not a close-ended appropriation.
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Sec. 522. Statewideness not required for services

Permits HEW to make exceptions to the requirement that the plan
for social services should be in effect in all ix)litical jurisdictions of the

state. (Amends Titles I, IV, X, XIV, XVI)

Although grants to states would continue to be based on an accepted state

plan, the plan no longer would have to be enforced throughout the state. We
consider this an unfortunate change in the law. It could result in uneveness
within a state depending on the locality of the regular, continuing services

offered and uneveness in their delivery.

Nationai, Committee for Cake^rs in the Medical Laboratory,

Bethesda, Md., February 4, 1972.

To The Senate Committee on Finance.
From Thomas M. Peery, M.D., Chairman, National Committee for Careers in

the Medical Laboratory.

For inclusion in the hearing record on H.R. 1, we wish to give you information

that should encourage the adoption of Section 241, requiring the development

and employment of proficiency examinations as an alternate way for health

care personnel to demonstrate competence under Medicare standards.

We believe you should know of our experience in developing such proficiency

examinations for clinical laboratory personnel, with the support of the Man-
power Administration of the Department of Labor and the expert assistance

of Educational Testing Service.

We found that experts in our field were enthusiastically ready to participate

in test development, that appropriate employer organizations were ready to

support the use of such examinations, and that candidates have been eager to

come forward in hope the examinations will benefit them in their laboratory

careers. The project got underway in July 1970; the first examinations were

given in November 1971.

Fifteen hundred laboratory workers—most of them with military laboratory

training and experience—took the examinations in November at 126 test centers,

including 30 military bases (19 of them overseas). Test scores have recently

been sent to the candidates. Those who did well can use their scores to gain

recognition from present or prospective employers. Military-trained candidates

in general did very well in comparison with those trained in civilian laboratory

programs.
Enclosed are the following documents:

1. "Equivalency and Proficiency Testing in the Medical Lalwratory Field,"

a summary of our study which led to the proficiency examinations project.

A companion project for development of equivalency examinations for

academic credit is also underway, funded by the NIH Division of Allied

Health Manpower.
2. Interim Report on the proficiency examinations project, April 1971,

describing the method by which the examinations were developed.

3. Press release and Bulletin of Information for candidates announcing the

next administration of the examinations in May 1972.

4. Content and Norming booklet with scores of representative groups of

laboratory technicians, against which to compare the scores of individual

workers.
We understand that Medicare ofl5cials plan to make use of our proficiency ex-

aminations to qualify laboratory i^ersonnel in much the same way they would

be required to do for other health occupations under Section 241 of H.R. 1.
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National Advisory Committee
for

Proficiency Examinations for

Clinical Laboratory Personnel

Co-chairmen

:

Maj . Gen. Joe M. Blumberg, M.D.,

(Ret.),
and

Mrs. Loula Woodcock, MT (ASCP)

Howard L. Bodily, Ph.D.

James L. Hansen, M.D., Col. MC, USA

Clarence R. Jones, MLT (ASCP)

Robert S. Melville, Ph.D.

A. Wendell Musser, M.D.

John Peterson
Mrs. Martha Phillips, M.S., MT (ASCP)

Harvey I. Scudder, Ph.D.

Mrs. Jean D. Linehan, Coordinator

With support from

American Academy of Microbiology
American Association of Blood

Banks
American Association of Clinical

Chemists
American Society of Clinical

Pathologists
College of American Pathologists

Developed and administered under con-

tract with THE MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION
of the UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

LABOR

I . INTRODUCTION

The Proficiency Examinations for
Clinical Laboratory Personnel are
primarily concerned with the
measurement of an individual's
work-related knowledge and skills
in the laboratpry rather than with
college curricular criteria re-
quirements. They are designed to
measure a person's competency to
perform. Specific emphasis is on
the Medical Laboratory Technician
level, but questions appropriate
for both higher and lower levels
are included.

II. OBJECTIVES

The primary aim of the Proficiency
Examinations is to help laboratory
employers to obtain an objective
evaluation of the knowledge and
skills of

* The military-trained medical
laboratory specialist , whose
training and experience are
comparable in some respects to
training and experience in the

civilian laboratory field, but
are not recognized when he
seeks civilian placement on
separation from the service,

and
* The civilian laboratory worker

who has had on-the-job training,
whose experience and aptitude
may qualify him to perform on a

higher level, but who is pre-
vented from advancement by for-
mal educational and training
requirements

.

The examinations provide an op-
portunity for upward mobility for
those who merit it.

There are no eligibility require-
ments. A candidate may take one
or more of the Proficiency Exam-
inations .
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMINATIONS

Consultants, committees, and test

specialists developed and prepared
these examinations.

*See p. 13 for Committee of
Examiners*

Each of the four Proficiency Exam-
inations for Clinical Laboratory
Personnel contains 75 questions
and each test takes about one hour
to complete.

Since the tests are designed to be
fair to people who have been
trained in different ways, it is

not expected that everyone will be
able to answer every question.

The following outline gives a

brief description of some of the
subject matter included within
each test.

1. CLINICAL CHEMISTRY

Equipment - centrif ugation, fil-
tration; pipettes, diluters, etc.

Instruments - principles, use and
understanding - spectrophotometry
and colorimetry; flame photometry
and atomic absorption; osmo-
meters, etc.

Chemical Principles and
Application - Calculation and
measurement; pH, solutions

,

buffers, etc.

Methodology - analysis related to

enzymes, lipids, electrolytes,
liver function, etc.

2. MICROBIOLOGY

Speciman and Culture Handling -

collection; storage; disposal,
etc.

Isolation and Identification -

bacteriology; mycology, etc.

Serology - tests for disease and
organism identification; preg-
nancy, etc.

Antibiotic Susceptibility by the
Standardized Disc Test (Kirby-
Bauer) - media, inoculation, etc.

Media types; preparation

Equipment - microscopes; centri-
fuges; rotators, etc.

Quality Control
reagents, etc.

3. HEMATOLOGY

staining

;

Subject - white count; red count;
hemoglobin; hematocrit; reticu-
locyte count; clot retraction;
osmotic fragility; normal dif-
ferential count, etc.

Method - manual; mechanized; qual-
ity; limits; departure from nor-
mal.

BLOOD BANKING

Compatibility - massive and/or
multiple transfusions; patient
identification; selection of
blood for compatibility, etc.

Special Techniques - antibody
detection, hemolytic disease
work-up, etc.

Standards^ General Procedures -

collection and identification of
donor blood; transfusion service
records, etc.

NOTE : A more complete description
of content material and sample
questions may be found in THE
BULLETIN OF INFORMATION (avail-
able from NCCML).
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IV. SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Following are a few examples of the

types of questions that may be

found on each of the four profi-

ciency examinations.

Examples

:

Directions : Each of the questions

or incomplete statements in the

test is followed by five suggested

answers or completions. Select the

one which is best in each case and

then blacken the corresponding

space on the answer sheet.

(Clinical Chemistry)

1. The color formation in a serum

bilirubin determination depends

on

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

2.

making the serum alkaline

adding sulfanilic acid

adding methyl alcohol
conjugating bilirubin with

glucuronic acid to form

bilirubin glucuronide
diazotization to form

azobilirubin

Diazotized sulfanilic acid is

used for the measurement of

(A) bile acids

(B) bile pigments

(C) acetylsalicylic acid

(D) sulfosalicylic acid

(E) coproporphyrin

(Microbiology )

Directions: The group of questions

below concerns a laboratory situa-

tion. First study the description

of the situation. Then choose one

best answer to each question fol-

lowing it and blacken the corre-

sponding space on the answer sheet.

A sample of spinal fluid cultured in

nutrient and thioglycollate broth gave

some indication of growth by turning

slightly cloudy in the broth after 12

hours of incubation at "iT'C, A gram

stain of this fluid showed a mixture

of small gram-negative rods and gram-

positive diplococci. However, on

further incubation, the turbidity did

not increase and transfer to nutrient

agar plates showed no growth after 24

hours

.

3. In order to grow and isolate the

small gram-negative rods, a trans-

fer should be made to

nutrient broth
nutrient agar
thioglycollate broth
chocolate agar
Streptosil broth

In the best interest of the patient

a report should be sent to the

attending physician stating which

of the following?

Culture contaminated, please

repeat
No growth after 36 hours

Small gram-negative bacillus

and gram-positive diploccus

seen in broth culture

No growth after 12 hours

Hemophilus influenzae and

Diplococcus pneumoniae have

been isolated

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(Hematology )

5. If on a particular sample the red

cell count is 3,500,000 per cubic

millimeter and if 1.5 per cent of

the red cells are reticulocytes,

the number of reticulocytes per

cubic millimeter is

(A) 15,000 (B) 35,000 (C) 52,500

(D) 72,000 (E) 350,000
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Wright's stain causes the cytoplasm

of lymphocytes to be colored

(A) purple
(D) pink

(B) gray
(E) blue

(C) yellow

(Blood Banking )

7. Enzyme-treated cells are unsatisfac-
tory for detecting antibodies of the

Duffy blood-type system because
enzymes

(A) destroy Duffy antibody molecules
(B) destroy Duffy antigen sites

(C) inactivate Duffy antibody
molecules

(D) mask other antibodies
(E) give false positive antiglobu-

lin (Coombs') tests

1. E

2. B

ANSWERS TO SAMPLE QUESTIONS

7. B3. C

4. D

5. C

6. E

V. INTERPRETING YOUR PECLP SCORES

The Proficiency Examinations for

Clinical Laboratory Personnel were
administered to two norming groups.

All candidates in both groups had
had at least one year, but no more
than two years, of formal labora-
tory training. Each candidate had
from one to five years of labora-
tory experience in a variety of

military, hospital and independent
laboratories throughout the United
States. All these candidates took
all four proficiency examinations.
Group I consisted of 233 workers
who received military laboratory
training. Group II consisted of

129 workers trained in civilian
hospital programs.

The possible range for each reported
test score of the Proficiency Exam-
inations for Clinical Laboratory
Personnel extends from a low of

to a high of 75. The scores are

the candidates' "raw scores." A
raw score is the number of correct
answers a candidate gave, minus one-
fourth of his wrong answers. The

PECLP test scores are meaningful
only when related to the performance
of the two norming groups described
above

.

The percentile rank is used to indi-

cate how a candidate's score com-

pares with the scores of the candi-

dates in the norming groups. The

relative standing of a PECLP score

with respect to each group is ex-
pressed in the following tables as

a percentile rank - the percent of

candidates in a group who scored
lower than that scaled score. For

example, in comparison with norms for

Group I, a candidate's score of 54

or 55 on the clinical chemistry
test places him at approximately
the 90th percentile; that is, about

90 percent of the candidates in

this group obtained scores lower
than his and, conversely, about 10

percent obtained higher scores. In

comparison with norms Group II, a

candidate's score of 54 or 55 on
the clinical chemistry test places
him at approximately at the 94th

percentile.
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Percentile Ranks for Group I:

Norming Administration November, 1971

233 Technicians Trained in Armed Forces

PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION

Percentile Ranks for Group II:

Norming Administration November, 1971

129 Technicians Trained in

Civilian Hospital Programs
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VI. USE OF TEST SCORES

Test scores are sent only to the

candidate or those he designates.

Examination results can be used by

employers to place and upgrade

laboratory workers. Medicare plans

to use the results as an alternate

way of qualifying workers for its

technician level. Federal, state

and local civil service commissions

are interested in similar use of

the examinations. The ASCP Board

of Registry of Medical Technolo-

gists is considering possible use

of the Proficiency Examinations to

qualify candidates for the Medical

Laboratory Technician certification

examination.

Transcripts of test scores will be

sent to persons designated by the

candidate for a fee of $2.00 per

set of scores.

VII. EQUIVALENCY EXAMINATIONS

A companion set of equivalency
examinations for academic credit

in the same four subjects is being

prepared for use in the fall of

1972. These examinations are

being designed by ETS for inclusion

in the College-Level Examination

Program of the College Entrance

Examination Board.

For additional information about the

Proficiency Examinations write to:

Program Director
Proficiency Examinations for

Clinical Laboratory Personnel
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

(609) 921-9000
or

National Committee for Careers
in the Medical Laboratory
9650 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

(301) 530-6055

12

Committee of Examiners

Blood Banking
\

Chairman

Lt. Col. Frank Camp, U.S. Army Medical

Research Laboratory ^

(Fort Knox, Kentucky)

Ralph Lingeman, M.D. , Veterans Adminis-

tration Hospital (Washington, D.C.) J

Mrs. Grace Neitzer, MT (ASCP), Michigan

Community Blood Center (Detroit,

Michigan)

Lt. Col. Harold Neuman, USAF Medical

Center, Andrews Air Force Base

(Washington, D.C.)

Clinical Chemistry

Chairman

Martin Rubin, Ph.D.

sity Hospital

Georgetown Univer-

M. Sgt. James R. Brown, Medical Field

Service School (Fort Sam Houston,

Texas)

Howard Rawnsley, M.D., Hospital of the

University of Pennsylvania Medical

School

Mrs. Loul a Woodcock, MT (ASCP), Scripps

Memorial Hospital (LaJolla,

California)

j

Hematology '

Chairman
Robert Langdell, M.D., University of

North Carolina Medical School

Major Joseph H. Keffer, M.D. , Anderson

Pathology Associates (Anderson,

South Carolina)

13
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Mrs, Doris Y. Mahon, Walter Reed Army

Medical Center (Washington, D.C.)

Mrs. Gwendolyn N. Taylor, KT (ASCP)

,

Medical University of South Carolina

Microbiology

Chaiiman

Gerald Needham, Ph.D., Mayo Foundation

(Rochester, Minnesota)

Lt. Walter Cox, M.S. (USNR) , National
Naval Medical Center (Bethesda,

Maryland)

Sgt. John James, USAF Medical Center
(Wright Patterson, Ohio)

Jesse Marymont, M.D., Wesley Medical
Center (Wichita, Kansas)

Miss Cornelia Van Benthem, M.A.,

MT (ASCP) , Hackensack Hospital
(Hackensack, New Jersey)

14
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National Committee for Careers in the Medical Laboratory,
Bcthesda, Md.

For immpdiate release

:

Proficiency Examinations, the new way by which medical laboratory workers

may measure their skills and knowledge, will be jnven for the second time on

May 6. 1072. at test centers throiiKhout the country.

The clinical laboratory's need for this new program is demonstrated by the

fact that nearly 2,000 laboratory workers sat for the first set of examinations

on November 20 at 12G test centers here and abroad, including 30 military bases

and three prisons.

Designed to evaluate the knowledge and skills of both the medical laboratory

specialist trained by the military and the civilian laboratory worker who lacks

professional certification, the new examinations are administere<l by the Educa-

tional Testing Ser\-ice for the National Committee for Careers in the Medical

Laboratory under a contract from the Manpower Division of the T^.S. Depart-

ment of Ijalxir.

Tills Proficiency Examination Program offers four examinations in the labora-

tory areas of Plwd Banking, (^linical Chemistry, Hematology, and Microbiology.

AH are one-hour paper and pencil tests, and a candidate may take one or more.

His scores are sent only to him or to those he designates. Norming scores (results

achieve*! by a representative group of laboratory workers) provide a scale against

which candidatt^' individual scores may be measured.
Examination scores can be used by employers to place and upgrade lalK>ratory

workers. Medicare, and Federal, state and local civil service commissions are

am<mg the agencies ])lanning to make use of the ex'aminaticms. The Board of

Registry of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists is considering use of

the examinations to (pialify candidates for the Medical Laboratory Technician

certification examination.
Major organizations of laboratory employers which have cooperated in test

development and are su])porting the use of Proficiency Examinations are:

American Smnety of Clinical Pathologists.

College of American Pathologists.

American Academy of Microbiology,

American Association of Clijiical (^hemists,

American Association of Blood Banks.
Deadline for applications is April S.

Application blanks and a bulletin of information describing the examinations,

giving test questions, and listing test centers are available from :

Proficiency Examinations Project
National Committee for Careei-s in the Medical Lalwratory
9050 R(x-kville Pike
Bethesda. Maryland 20014

or
Medical Technology Proficiency Examinations
Educatiimal Testing Seiwice
Princeton. New .Jersey 0S540

Only api)lications made on the official fonu will be accepted by ETS.
If a test center is not readily accessil)le. a candidate may re<pie.st a special

center. The Department of Defen.se has otTered its cooperation in administering

the examinations at bases not near the designated test centers. Deadline for re-

quests for special test centers is March 2o.
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A SUMMARY:

Equivalency
and

Proficiency
Testing

Related to the

Medical Laboratory Field

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CAREERS IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

Bethesda, Maryland

March 1970

Pursuant to Contract No. NIH 70-UOU7 (PH 108-69-'«9)

between the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

National Institutes of Health, Division of Allied Health Manpower

and the National Committee for Careers in Medical Technology

T 1970 National Committee for Careers in Medical Technology
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR

Careers in Medical Technology

9650 Rockville Pike, Betheada, Maryland 20014

executive lecretary DALLAS JOBKSON phone (301) 530-6055

jpWUOrX AHCmCAN SOCICT V or MBOICAL TCCHNOLOOISTS • THB AMKIIICAN SOCICTV OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGIBTS • CI

As the work of medical laboratories has expanded in scope and

complexity, manpower shortages have of course increased proportionately.

Recruitment of new laboratory personnel is one answer to the problem;

better utilization of present personnel is equally important.

Career mobility and equivalency were major subjects of discussion

at the Conference on Manpower for the Medical Laboratory, sponsored by

the National Committee for Careers in Medical Technology and the Cancer

Control Program of the U. S. Public Health Service in October 1968. At

that meeting, representatives of government and the professions con-

cluded: "representatives of medical laboratory disciplines should

initiate efforts with educational testing specialists to develop equiv-

alency tests to provide increased mobility between levels and categories

of laboratory careers."

As a first step in the effort to provide equivalency credit for

laboratory worl<ers, the National Committee contracted with the Allied

Health Manpower Division of the U. S. Public Health Service to study the

present role of equivalency and proficiency testing in the medical labora-

tory field, in related health fields, and in other fields where experi-

ences are applicable to the laboratory. This report is the result of

that study. The research was done by Mrs. Jean Linehan of the NCCMT

staff.

The study points up the need for equivalency examinations in the

field, and the present interest in and receptivity to the idea of

equivalency among the professions and the educators.

(^JJ'-dJ^t^

Robert W. Coon, M. D.
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EQUIVALENCY AND PROFICIENCY TESTING

RELATED TO THE MEDICAL UBORATORY FIELD

The need for an increasing supply of health manpower has been well

documented.' A number of factors have produced an expanded need for medical

laboratory personnel even greater than that for health workers in general:

Demands on the medical laboratory for services which aid

in the diagnosis and treatment of human ills are increasing

rapidly because of such factors as population growth, automation,

new technology, and expanded health programs providing better

medical care to all socioeconomic groups. An estimated 900 million

laboratory examinations were performed on specimens from the human

.^dy in 1963; the number has been estimated to have reached about

1.4 billion during 1968. The rate of increase is expected to be

even greater during the next several years.

In 1975, according to a Labor Department estimate, an increase of 60%

above the 100,000 medical laboratory personnel currently employed will be

required, just to keep up with present procedures.''

While recruitment of new personnel is important to fill these needs,

it is generally agreed that at least part of the solution to the increasing

manpower shortage in the medical laboratory field is better utilization of

those already employed. Ideally, the first step to improve utilization

should be a thoroughgoing alanysis of the tasks to be performed in the

laboratory. The task analysis would include assessment of the level of

skills and personnel necessary to perform the tasks. Then educational pro-

grams would be designed — and periodically redesigned — to match the

revised job descriptions.

Better utilization of health personnel would enhance career mobility

within the system. Career mobility refers to the upward and lateral movement

of personnel from one job to another as they gain knowledge and experience,

with no artificial barriers erected to prevent such movement on the part of

individuals who are qualified by virtue of knowledge and skills to perform

the required tasks. Upward mobility includes the idea of the "ladder,"

allowing for promotion on the basis of measured abilities from the level of

the aide, to that of the assistant, to that of the technician, to that of the

technologist, and beyond. Horizontal mobility between health professions is

based on the idea that a "core" of knowledge and skills is common to many

health occupations, and would allow an individual to move from one field to

another without duplicating the "core" training he had already completed.

A system which provided for vertical and horizontal mobility would eliminate

dead-end jobs and clarify the routes from one position to another. Those

workers with ability and motivation could continue to advance.

1. Among other places, in Education -for the Allied Health Professions and

Services , a report of the Allied Health Professions Education Subcommittee

of the National Advisory Health Council, U.S. Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, 1967.

2. Guide Class Specifications for State Public Health Laboratories. U.S. Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, October 1969-

3. Technology and Manpower in the Health Service Industry, 1965-1975, U.S.

Department of Labor, 1966.

72-573 O - 72 - pt.
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Career mobility in the medical laboratory would make the profession

more attractive, facilitate recruitment, retain present laboratory workers,

and encourage re-entry into the field by those who for a variety of reasons

have left it.

Basic to the concept of career mobility is the need to evaluate each

Individual's present abilities, regardless of the route he traveled to attain

them, in order to allow his placement on the most appropriate rung of the

career ladder. Proficiency and equivalency testing programs can serve as a

basis for this evaluation. Proficiency testing assesses an individual's

knowledge and skills related to performance at a specific task level. Equiva-

lency testing equates learning gained off campus with the requirements of on-

campus courses and formal training programs; it may lead to the actual grant-

ing of academic credit or may be used simply as a substitute for formal

academ i c requ i rements

.

Sone Quotations on Equivalency and Proficiency Testing

A number of influential voices have been heard in recent years advocat-

ing the granting of credit for learning in other than formal and traditional

programs. Many have advanced the need for equivalency testing — in general,

for the health professions, and specifically for the medical laboratory field.

Some of the most pertinent are presented here.

John W. Gardner, in Goals for Americans , said in I960:

Many people who study outside the formal system do so for

reasons having to do with their own fulfillment, and care little

for academic credit. Others are concerned only with the immediate

acquisition of skills, and credit is irrelevant here too. But many

others do wish to obtain academic credit. We shall serve these

people far more effectively when we have devised a flexible system

of credit by examination. Such a system would assess and certify

accomplishment on the basis of present performance. The route that

the individual has traveled to achieve cmmpetence would not come

into question. Such a system would permit many individuals to

participate in higher education who now — by the nature of their

jobs or other obligations — cannot do so.'

Concern was expressed' by the Senate Finance Committee In 1367

that:. ..The reliance placed on specific formal education, training,

or membership in private professional organizations might sometimes

serve to disqualify people whose work experience and training may

make them equally or better qualified than those who meet the existing

requirements. Failure to make possible the fullest use of properly

trained health personnel is of particular concern because of the

shortage of skilled health personnel in several fields.

1. Gardner, JohnW., "National Goals in Education." Goals for Americans: The

Report of the President's Commission on National Goals . Prentice-Hall, I960

2. Senate Finance Committee report on the Social Security Amendments of 1967.
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"Attention to equivalency of training is vital in both the professional

and technical curr iculums," according to the I967 report of the National Advi-

sory Health Council's Allied Health Professions Educational Subcommittee, which

went on to say:

Upward mobility should be encouraged but should be linked

realistically with the capabilities of the individual. While it is

desirable to have certain courses in a junior college accepted to

credit in a senior college, it is perhaps more important to adopt the

principle of credit for attainment in a field which could be tested

by examination. There should be less concern for formal course require-

ments, and more for grasp of knowledge and skill. Programs should be

designed to facilitate progress from the technical to the more advanced

levels of education and practice in the health occupations.'

According to a report prepared by the NIH Bureau of Health Professions

Education and Manpower Training, Division of Allied Health Manpower, and trans-

mitted to the President and the Congress by the Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare in April 1969:
Methods must be developed to determine whether knowledge and

skills acquired in other than formal academic settings are equivalen

to the measures of "satisfactory" performance established in recognized

educational institutions.

The need for equivalency examinations for the allied health

professions and occupations is based on the premises that: (1) students

should not be required to repeat work that they have mastered; (2) ob-

jectives of course work can be achieved in other than classroom situ-

ations; (3) acquisition of knowledge and skills can be measured by

examination and performance; and (4) educational institutions can use

the results of these examinations as a basis for advanced placement

or academic credit awards.

Equivalency examinations have far-reaching implications for

the health occupations. They could be used to accelerate the formal

academic programs of potential health workers. They could also serve

as bases for occupational mobility. The potential uses of equivalency

examinations have special significance for many allied health workers

who are locked in dead-end jobs, but who would be willing to undertake

advanced academic training if they were given recognition for princi-

ples and techniques that they have already mastered. An example is the

medical corpsman who is trained in the armed forces, but who cannot

accept similar employment in civilian life because his military

training and experience cannot be transferred readily to civilian „

employment requirements in many allied health occupational categories.

1. Education for the Allied Health Professions and Services . U.S. Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, 1967.

2. Report to the President and the Congress on the Allied Health Professions

Personnel Training Act of 1966. as Amended , U.S. Department of Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare, April 1969.
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Speaking as president of the Association of Schools of Allied Health

Professions, J. Warren Perry, Dean of the School of Health Related Profess. ons

of the Stat^ university of New York at Buffalo, said to the A.M.A. Congress on

Medical Education:

A logical extension of the credi t-by-exami nation concept

must be conceived, developed, and fostered for the allied health

professions. This is already being interpreted as one of the major

needs if the mobility concept is to be achieved. The relationship of

proficiency or equivalency testing procedure as might be applied to

the allied health professions is self-evident, though putting it into

practice will not be a simple task. If tests can be developed that

will establish the common core elements involved in various health

fields, measurement of the level of performance on a test might

substitute for the actual taking of some of the now required courses

in many fields. Based upon effective measurement devices of such

proficiency or equivalency levels, it would not be necessary for an

individual to begin at the very lowest level or rung of a ladder in

an allied health field, but rather one could be admitted into an

educational program or^level of clinical functioning based upon his

measured capabilities.

R.L. Matkin, Assistant Secretary of the Council on Dental Education

of the American Dental Association, has expressed his personal observations on

tlio <;.ibjccf of equivalency examinations for health professions:

The individual institutions conducting approved (accredited)

educational programs should, in my judgment, be the agencies that

determine equivalency. The equivalency could involve individual

courses or the total program. For example, it seems appropriate

that the responsible department or division of a school could

develop "challenge" examinations in each subject matter area of a

specific curriculum. The "challenge" examination should be as

difficult as the usual final examination of the course. If the

student is successful, he should be given credit for the subject

matter area and not be required to take the course. Conversely, if

the student is unsuccessful, he should be required to enroll in the

course, provided he has met other criteria such as the usual pre-

requisites, etc., expected of other students.

Carrying this process to the ultimate, it may be possible

that an individual would be able to successfully "challenge" all

courses in a specific curriculum. If this is the case, it would

seem reasonable that the institution would certify that the individual

has knowledge and skill equivalent to its usual graduates and the

individual should be considered eligible for certification or

licensure examination.

1. Perry, J. Warren, "Career Mobility in Allied Health Education." J.A.M.

A

..

Vol. 210, No. I, October 6, I969.

2. R.L. Matkin, in correspondence dated August 26, 1969.
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Ralph C. Kuhli, Director of the /Imerican Medical Association's Depart-

ment of Allied Medical Professions and Services, has expressed his personal

support for equivalency testing for f>eople with foreign education and experience,

for discharged military medics, and for individuals with long and distinguished

experience and training in a health occupation, as follows:

Any and all useful education and experience should be credited,

rachet-like. A person should always be able to go on if he can, if

he wants to, and if he can afford it. Professions which do not allow

credit for previous education and experience remind me of a limited

access highway: once you get on it, you have to drive for miles before

there's any chance to turn off or change direction."

A conference on Manpower for the Medical Laboratory, bringing together

persons from government and the professions, came out strongly in favor of

equivalency testing for medical laboratory personnel:

Recommendation 1^: Representatives of medical laboratory

disciplines should initiate efforts with educational testing

specialists to develop equivalency tests to provide increased

mobility between levels and categories of laboratory careers.

Equivalency tests would make it possible for individuals to

obtain science credits needed for advancement through recognition

of self-study, experience, maturity, and skills gained on the job.

Methods developed to equate experience with education and training

can be used to evaluate correspondence, television, and continuing

education courses as well as to enable graduates of armed forces

laboratory programs to enter college or medical technology training

without meeting traditional academic requirements.

Efforts should be made to ensure recognition of equivalency

tests by boards certifying and licensing laboratory personnel, and

for admission to and advanced standing in colleges and universities.

Development of equivalency tests would enhance the appeal of

laboratory careers. The recognition of knowledge gained outside

of formal education to fulfill academic and clinical requirements

would give persons with initiative and ability opportunities for

advancement .2

Speaking at the September 1969 meeting of the American Society of

Clinical Pathologists, C. R. Macpherson, Chairman of the Board of Schools of

Medical Technology, voiced both support for mobility and concern about the

ways to achieve it:

1. Ralph C. Kuhli, in correspondence dated July 25, 1969.

2. Manpower for the Medical Laboratory: The National Conference on Education

and Career Development of the National Committee for Careers In Medical

Technology . U. S. Public Health Service, 1968.
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upward mobility in the laboratory is a very important concept,

but its implementation presents problems. At present, to go from

the assistant level to that of medical technologist, the worker

has to go back to school and get a baccalaureate degree, which is

impractical -- or impossible -- for most.

We must study the possible mechanisms for upward movement,

remembering that whatever we select cannot violate sound academic

principles.'

Roma Brown, President of the American Society of Medical Technologists,

has expressed the hope that the career ladder in the medical laboratory will

"be viewed as a realistic continuum at every performance level," continuing:

Constricture or an imposed ceiling will create a suppression

on the rest of the system. Multiple mechanisms to achieve and

recognize increased comp^etency that are feasible for the individual

must be structured. This will require innovative approaches by the

educational system and cooperation by the service facility to en-

courage the individual to formally advance along the career line ....

This will require a combined effort of the profession and the

educational institutions to insure that educationally sound and pro-

fessionally valid criteria are established. Measurable behavioral

objectives need to be defined. Effective instruments for evaluating

equivalency gained in both the informational and skill competency

need to be developed. Management methods should be utilized that

result in motivation of the individual to achieve maximum utiliza-
tion of resources in the profession.

2

Why Equivalency Testing ?

The quotations presented above point to the need for equivalency and

proficiency testing in general, in the health occupations, and in the medical

laboratory field specifically. A summary of ideas for the medical laboratory

field included In these quotations follows:

* There are Increased demands on medical laboratories, and future
demands will be even greater.

* Present shortages of skilled personnel in the medical laboratory
field are expected to become a more serious problem in the future.

* Laboratories often are unable to utilize people to the full extent
of their capabilities.

* Laboratories cannot give people the status to match the work they

are often actually doing, and cannot move them up, because no

standard system exists for granting credit for skills and knowledge
gained outside formal educational programs.

1. Tape recording of the session on "New Directions in Medical Technology
Education and Evaluation," September 17, 1969.

2. From a paper entitled "Career Mobility: An Inquiry by a Health Profession
Organization," read at the Association of Schools of Allied Health
Professions meeting, November 1969.
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* There is no route from the technical to the professional level

In the laboratory except by returning to the beginning of the
professional educational program,

* Laboratory worl<ers who wish to upgrade themselves by returning
to school find it difficult if not impossible to get credit for

Icnowledge and skills they already possess, and thus must pursue
contents and skills which they have already mastered. Since the

return to school often requires sacrifices for the worker and his

or her fanily, this additional handicap makes the return even more
difficult and therefore less likely.

* Medical corpsmen who have obtained laboratory training and exper-
ience in the Armed Forces cannot move Into the civilian health
field at a level equal to their qualifications because they cannot
get appropriate credit for their skills and knowledge.

* Workers in a health occupation find it difficult, If not Impossible,

to move to another health field unless they enter training programs
again at the beginning.

* Elimination of dead-end jobs would make the medical laboratory
field more attractive for recruitment and retention and re-entry of

personnel.

Scope and Procedures of This Study

This study has been undertaken by the National Committee for Careers
in Medical Technology, under contract with the Bureau of Health Professions
Education and Manpower Training, Division of Allied Health Manpower, to collect
and summarize information about equivalency and proficiency testing practices
in the medical laboratory field, in other health fields, and in still other
fields where experiences are applicable to the laboratory.

Equivalency testing refers to examinations used to equate non-formal
learning with learning achieved in academic courses or training programs.
Such tests may be designed to enable colleges and universities to grant
academic credit for off-campus learning. They also may be used by employers
or certifying bodies to qualify individuals wliose non-formal study and on-the-
job learning is deemed equivalent to that expected from a formal program.

Proficiency testing refers to the measurement of an individual's
competency to perform at a certain job level — a competency made up of know-

ledge and skills, and related to the requirements of the specific job. Such

testing is therefore not only a measure of the knowledge gained through

didactic instruction but also an assessment of job capabilities.
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"Equivalency testing" and "proficiency testing" are thus not mutually

exclusive terms. "Equivalency testing" relates to why an examination is given,

and "proficiency testing" to what it attempts to measure. Equivalency tests

for liberal arts subjects are not proficiency tests, of course, but equivalency

tests in occupational fields usually are proficiency tests. Proficiency tests

can be used for purposes other than equivalency to formal educational programs.

The more closely an educational program Is designed to relate to a specific

job level, the more lilcely it Is that an equivalency test for that educational

program would also serve as a proficiency test to qualify Individuals for that
job.'

In undertal<ing this study, a review was made of available literature

In the general field of psychological testing, in educational testing including

testing for academic credit, and in testing in the health occupations. Books,

periodicals, speeches, and reports were consulted. An annotated bibliography

is included at the end of this report. ^ While the need for career mobility and

for equivalency testing — and the principles which support these concepts —
are well documented In the literature (see quotations on the preceding pages).
It was necessary to go beyond a bibliographic search to learn what individuals

and groups have done, are doing, and are planning to do in equivalency and
proficiency testing.

Contacts have been made by letter, telephone, and in personal Inter-
views with representatives of organizations in the health professions, with
staff members of testing agencies, with laboratory directors, with state
health department and licensing personnel, with Federal officials concerned
with health manpower needs, with faculty members of colleges and of allied
health schools, and with representatives of other organizations who had ideas
and experiences to share.

3

Testing programs described in this report are grouped In four sections:

1. Tests in the medical laboratory field,
2. Tests In other health fields,
3. Tests In non-health fields, and
4. Some non-test procedures for equivalency.

For each test covered In the report, we have included available informa-
tion on the purpose for and methods used in its development, its format, content,
and what It attempts to measure. We have also explored its uses, it candidates
and their objectives, their relative success, what they have done with the test
results, and retake procedures. Wo have examined a number of test Instruments;
many others were not available ror review, due to test security reasons.

1. In the test descriptions which form the bulk of this study, the term "pro-
ficiency testing" has for the most part been avoided, because it has a
specific meaning In the medical laboratory field -- referring to evaluation
of a laboratory's performance as a whole, not to that of an Individual.

2. See annotated bibliography beginning on page 87.
3. See list of organizations and persons who have contributed information and

Ideas to this study, beginning on page 1I8.
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A Practical Application Underway

During the progress of this study, the National Committee for Careers

?n Medical Technology has initiated the development of a battery of tests for

use in the medical laboratory field. An Initial purpose of the tests would

be to offer equivalency credit toward part or all of a junior college medical

laboratory technician program. Such tests could be taken by persons with

laboratory experience who wish to move upward, or by military laboratory

personnel who wish to obtain employment In the civilian health field. The

test battery would include academic and clinical content related to the

requirements of the majority of educational programs for medical laboratory

technicians. The tests would be job-oriented because the junior college

M.L.T. programs are themselves job-oriented. A performance evaluation wouW
probably be included, in addition to the written examinations.

The test battery would be developed by the College-Level Examination
Program of the College Entrance Examination Board, with the help of an ad hoc

steering coimiittee representing the American Society of Clinical Pathologists;

the American Society of Medical Technologists; the junior college programs,
through the American Association of Junior Colleges and the Council on

Associate Degree and Certificate Programs of the Association of Schools of

Allied Health Professions (A.S.A.H.P.) ; and the baccalaureate programs, through
the Council on Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs of the A.S.A.H.P. —
for the present coordinated with staff work by the National Committee for

Careers In Medical Technology.

The Tests

Few generalizations can be made about the varied assortment of tests
reported on here, since their purposes and construction are so varied. Yet

it Is possible to find some common characteristics among them.

Tests Designed for Academic Credit

The idea of giving college credit on the basis of examinations Is not
new. The University of Illinois began offering such examinations in l895t
and many other colleges and universities have had similar programs. The con-
cept has had greatest impetus, however, since the founding of the New York
State College Proficiency Examination Program (CPEP)^ in 1962, and the College-
Level Examination Program (CLEP)^ of the College Entrance Examination Board
in 1965. Both programs are designed to provide a way for mature Individuals
to demonstrate education achieved through means other than on-campus courses.
Both offer examinations in subjects equivalent to college courses. CLEP also
offers General Examinations which are designed to measure general educational
background of students who have the equivalent of a year or two of college.
Nearly 500 colleges nationwide have indicated they are willing to grant credit
for the CLEP examinations — and the number continues to grow. Likewise, the

majority of colleges and universities In the State now grant credit on the
basis of the New York CPEP tests.

1. See detailed description beginning on page 28.

2. See detailed description beginning on page 'S.
3. See detailed description beginning on page 49.
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The most liberal credit-by-exami nation program in the allied health

fields probably is the one offered by Division of Health Sciences at Northeastern

University, where a new equivalency examination in respiratory therapy has

recently been developed. The program offers up to one-third of the credits

needed for the associate degree. Anyone who passes it and can also pass CLEP

tests for the courses making up the remaining two-thirds of the program may earn

3fi associate degree from the University solely by examination.'

Miami-Dade Junior College in Florida is developing a credi t-by-examinat Ion

program which will allow for as much as hS credits in its 60-credit program.

Students In the Division of Allied Health Studies who are licensed or certified

in their particular field are given credit for all the technical courses,
piovidpd they take oi>e on-campus laboratory course in their field.

Examinations are being given at a number of institutions for licensed
practical nurses who wish some credit on entering training programs, registered
nursing, and/or for non-baccalaureate RN's who wish to return to school for

their degrees. The New Yorl< College Proficiency Examination Program has
developed a battery of tests in the nursing field which are accepted for

credit by more than half of the nursing programs in New Yorl< State. SUNY at

Buffalo grants up to 32 credits for the four nursing examinations offered in

1968 and 1969 by the New Yoric CPEP program. Nursing schools, such as those
at Indiana University, California State College at Los Angeles, Medical College
of Georgia, the University of Arizona, and others, have made up their own
tests to offer such credit, or use tests designed by the National League of
Nursing for other purposes, such as selection and guidance of applicants for
admission or comprehensive testing of achievement at the end of senior year .2

Syracuse University has a comprehensive credit-by-examination program,
which mal<es use of CLEP and CPEP tests, as well as tests developed by its own
faculty, to grant up to 30 semester hours of credit. Similar programs are under-
way at Boston University and Louisiana State University. There is no limit to

the number of credits attainable by local and standardized examinations at Beaver
College in Pennsylvania. Brooklyn College and the University of Oklahoma offer
some credit in their special baccalaureate degree programs for adults on the
basis of examinations.

The above are not a representative sampling of the use of credit-by-
examlnation programs but are merely examples of the kinds of programs currently
offered. In a limited survey by J.A. Hedrick^ ten years ago, 171 of 300 North
Central colleges and universities granted credit by examination. No recent
figures are available, but the trend seems to be toward greater use of such
programs as standardized tests have become available. Most allied health schools
are just beginning to consider the problems of equivalency testing. But it is a

subject of considerable concern to them today, as evidenced by the fact that
both the two-year and four-year Councils of the Association of Schools of Allied
Health Professions indicated at their organizational meetings in November I969
that equivalency and career mobility would be a major program emphasis in the
coming year.

1, For more Information about these and other credit-by examination programs, see
the section on Credi t-by-Examinat ion Programs of Colleges and Universities on
page 52 of this report, and the section on Practices of Allied Health Schools
in Granting Credit by Examination, on page 57.

2, For further information on examinations for nurses, see the section on Nursing
Examinations on page 37 of this report, as well as the bibliography.

3, See Bibliography, item number 61.
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Test EliqlbiHty and Prerequisites

There are no prerequisites for taking equivalency tests designed to

give academic credit — particularly those of CLEP and CPEP — unlike virtually

all licensing, certification and employment examinations. To fulfill the basic

concept behind equivalency, tests must measure current knowledge, no matter how

it has been gained.

Many of the tests covered In this report do not pretend to offer this

kind of equivalency, of course. Most are buttressed by eligibility requirements,

and thus by themselves do not attempt to do a complete job of measuring an

individual's knowledge and skills. For example, the Board of Registry of

Medical Technologists has very specific education and training requirements

for the medical technologists who wish to become eligible for Its Registry

Examination.' The National Board of Medical Examiners gives the first two

parts of its examination to students in medical school and Part 1 1 1 to those

just finishing a year of Internship- The American Board of Pathology requires

a full pathology residency, or eleven years of experience In pathology, follow-

ing graduation from medical school.-*

In virtually every case, the licensing, certification and employment tests

covered in this report are given only to persons who have completed a certain

course of study or to persons who have had a certain number of years of exper-

ience. The equating of experience with education on a formal basis — with so

many years of experience being equivalent to so many years or credits of educa-

tion, as is the case with the U.S. Civil Service and many other agencies -- Is

a pattern emphasizing "time served" just as much as is reliance purely on years

of formal education. Some experts believe it is possible and advisable to devise

tests so good that they would do the necessary screening job themselves.

Dr. George P. Vennart, Chairman of the Board of Registry of Medical Technologists,

has stated that the Board's registration examination will not be truly effective

until it is such a good measure of knowledge, techniques and attitudes that it

can be opened to everyone, irrespective of the route he traveled to gain the

requisite knowledge, techniques and attitudes, or of the time involved In doing

so.*^

Other Equivalency Tests

As noted above, several equivalency tests are designed to waive academic

credit, not to grant it, and thus to qualify an individual for promotion or

certification.

1. See detailed description beginning on page 1.

2. See detailed description beginning on page 31.

3. See detailed description beginning on page 6.

k. For Dr. Vennart 's statement, see page 3 of this report.
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The CLEP General Examinations are used in this way by a number of state

agencies. In one state, bar examiners require the examinations of all applicants

for the bar exam who do not have college degrees. The library certification

board in another state uses the examination to enable a candidate for certi-

fication to demonstrate loiowledge which Is equivalent to two years of college.

At least one major company has used the examinations similarly for promotion

purposes.

The U.S. Public Health Service has sponsored an examination for certain

directors of Independent laboratories, the successful completion of which would

qualify their laboratories to participate in the Medicare program, despite their

lacl< of the required education and experience qualifications. Laboratory

directors without a bachelor's degree in a laboratory science plus at least six

years of pertinent laboratory experience can demonstrate through this test that

they possess adequate knowledge and sl<Ills to perform the job. These directors

must pass the general portion of this multiple-choice examination, and those of

the five specialty portions for which they want their laboratories to qualify.

The proficiency examination was developed by the Professional Examination Service

of the American Public Health Association, and has been given since 1967 to kj^

non-degree directors, iSk of whom have passed and thereby qualified their labora-

tories to participate in the Medicare program.'

A proficiency test with a similar purpose Is now being developed for the

U.S. Public Health Service to evaluate the l^nowledge and sicills of state-licensed

physical therapists who do not have full professional training but who wish to

qualify for full participation In the Medicare program. The examination is being

constructed by Cybern Education Inc. for administration early in 1970.

Proficiency Testing

As noted above, proficiency testing attempts to measure the l<nowledge and

sitills necessary to perform a certain task. Virtually every testing method can

be and Is employed for proficiency testing In the health fields.

Multiple-choice written examinations are most often used to test know-

ledge, although there are or have been several essay or short-answer written

examinations.

Performance tests, which measure skills and the ability to apply know-

ledge to the job, have traditionally consisted of a "work sample" done under

the eye of a trained observer. Only a few of these are currently in use. But

new techniques are enabling testing agencies to simulate situations in which the

candidate can demonstrate his "performance" on paper wittiout actually doing the

job.

1. See detailed description on page 8.

2. See detailed description on page k\.
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Written Examinations

The large majority of examinations described in this report are written

examinations, with several hundred multiple-choice questions, measuring mostly

recall of information. The content may be theoretical, such as might be

included in an educational program, or it may be completely job-oriented without

regard to formal courses. The sponsoring organizations generally assert that a

major aim is to test thought processes beyond mere recall of isolated facts.

Probably fewer of these tests than their sponsors claim actually test these

thought processes.

In their 1968 study for the World Health Organization on the worldwide

use of examinations in medical education, Josef Charvat, Christine Maguire and

Victor Parsons identified the overemphasis on recall of isolated fragments of

information as a major fault of testing in the medical field. They noted that

efforts are underway to make examinations include more interpretive items.

In this regard, the plans of the Board of Registry of Medical Technolo-

gists for development of its future examinations for registered medical tech-

nologists are among the most forward- loolcing. The Board's goal is to produce an

examination in which 20% of the questions will test the recognition or recall of

isolated i nformat ion feTg. , "What is X?"), itg%will test the simple interpreta-

tion of limited data (e.g., "How do you interpret X? What does it imply? Know-

ing X to be true, what would you expect to be true about Y7") , and 40% will test

the evaluation and the application of knowledge to the solution of a specific

problem.

Performance Testing

While there is concern in many testing agencies about the need to

evaluate performance, there is no agreement on whether any of the ways of

performance testing are reliable or valid, whether they can be made sufficiently

objective, whether they actually test anything not included in paper-and-penci

1

examinations, and thus whether they are worth the cost they entail.

Some specialists in testing believe that those who know what to do, can

do it. They say performance tests correlate so well with written tests that

performanke testing adds nothing to evaluation of a candidate. Others believe

it is both possible and useful to devise tests which measure an individual's

ability to perform in an actual job situation. Examples of these contrasting

V i ews fo 1 1 ow

,

A traditional so-called "practical" performance test was originally part

of the Registry Examination of the Board of Registry of Medical Technologists,

but was dropped when analysis of the results showed the practical portion was

not screening out anyone who passed the written test.

I. See Bibliography, item number 2S.
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The only practical examinations including work samples in the medical

laboratory field today appear to be state civil service examinations in Illinois

and California and a series of licensure examinations in New York City.

In Illinois, candidates for Laboratory Technician ratings must demon-

strate their ability to perform specific laboratory tasks and their knowledge

of equipment and techniques in twenty minutes before an interviewing board.

The board asks questions about procedures and equipment, and requires perform-

ance of a simple procedure such as a blood count. It rates candidates on

personal qualities, job knowledge, practical application, and an over-al

1

assessment of ability. The State Department of Personnel developed the practi-

cal test to identify those who do not understand laboratory procedures even

though they may be able to answer written questions. Of those who pass the

written test, more than 15% fail the performance test.

The California State Personnel Board has designed a new performance test

in the laboratory field for a different purpose — to meet the needs of persons

who have trouble with the content of written tests for entry level positions.

The new test for Laboratory Assistant I, which takes the place of the written

examination, calls for the candidate to identify laboratory equipment, to read

charts regarding the decontamination of equipment, and to segregate laboratory

items so as to show which are usable and how they must be sterilized.

New York City's Bureau of Laboratories in the Department of Health gives

practical examinations supplementing its written tests for certification of

laboratory personnel -- from laboratory directors on down -- who do not have

the required education and experience. Laboratory directors are examined by

three competent specialists for one-half day, with no pre-determined pattern.
Examiners aim generally at answering the question: "Would you leave this

candidate in charge of your own laboratory?" Laboratory supervisors are tested
for two hours by two examiners; technologists and technicians are tested for one
hour by one examiner each. Each candidate on these lower levels is given one
structured problem to work out.^

Some of the problems besetting practical examinations in the laboratory
field were illustrated by the work sample intended to form part of a battery of
tests administered to medical technicians at Veterans Administration hospitals.
The Educational Testing Service administered these tests in connection with its

joint study with the Civil Service Commission of test and job performance of
Negroes and whites. The one-hour work sample suffered from space limitations
and from lack of appropriate and uniform equipment. Although this work sample
produced no usable results, experts at Educational Testing Service believe it

suggested another set of more productive (and more costly) procedures, including
the use of uniform, high quality equipment, and the presence of professional
medical laboratory observers.^

A 1959 study of various means of selecting dentists for Regular Corps
commissions in the U.S. Public Health Service reported high correlations
between practical and written examinations, and suggested therefore that other
methods may be fairly satisfactory substitutes in situations where practical
examinations are not feasible. ^

1. See detailed description beginning on page 15.
2. See detailed description beginning on page 16.

3. See detailed description beginning on page 13.
k. See detailed description beginning on page 18.

5. See detailed description on page 39.
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At that first meeting, the Committee agreed on the scope of the project and the

procedures for carrying it out. At its second meeting on April 29, I971i the

Committee reviewed the progress of the project and developed guidelines for admin-
istering and publicizing the examinations and promoting their use.

I I. TEST CONSTRUCTION

A. Educational Testing Service

A subcontract was arranged with Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey,
for the actual test development. ETS has a background in test construction that Is

well known and respected. Its tests are in use throughout the United States and
abroad.

Experience to date confirms the wisdom of this choice. An excellent working re-

lationship has been established with ETS and we are impressed with its test-making
procedures and Its readiness to make changes in those procedures to fit our require-
ments .

The subcontract went through a number of revisions to ensure complete agreement on
what was expected, and therefore was not actually signed until January 5, 197' • In

the interim, ETS expended considerable funds and effort on the project. Detailed
cost figures have revealed that the agreed-on fixed fee of $155,800 will not cover
all expected expenses; however, ETS Is willing to put venture capital into this

project, recognizing it as valuable experience In a new field of test-making.

B

.

Examining Committees

In accordance with suggestions made at the Advisory Committee meeting, NCCML selected
Examining Committees in clinical chemistry, microbiology, hematology, and blood
banking. In order to complete the project within the time limits imposed by the

contract, it was necessary to hold the first two-day work sessions of these com-

mittees In Princeton, New Jersey, during the last two weeks in August, and nearly
all the specialists selected for Examining Committees arranged or rearranged their
schedules to be on hand. We are fortunate to have the valuable contributions of

seventeen selected experts in the clinical laboratory field including pathologists,
Ph.D. scientists, medical technologists, and outstanding techni clan- level personnel
from both civilian and military laboratories.

Chairmen of the Examining Committees are: CI i nica I Chemi s try , Martin Rubin, Ph.D.,
of Georgetown University Hospital; Microbiology ,

Gerald Needham, Ph.D., of the
Mayo Foundation; Hematology , Robert Langdell, M.D., of the University of North
Carolina; and Blood Banking , Lt. Col. Frank R. Camp, MSC, of the U.S. Army Medical
Research Laboratory at Fort Knox.
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C. Timing

Careful review of the timetable indicated we would indeed have two final forms

of each of the four examinations by the scheduled contract completion date of

June 30, 1971. Since the norming information to accompany the examinations is

to be based on the norming examinations to be administered in July, the analyzed

data will not be available until some time in September. Consequently, we sought

and received an extension of the original contract period to September 30, 1971,

the completion date of the ETS subcontract.

D. Test Content

A major assumption was made that properly-constituted Examining Committees could

come together in Princeton for two days and agree on the knowledge and skills,

weighted for importance, to be expected of workers performing successfully in

each of the four areas of the clinical laboratory.

Both the National Advisory Committee and ETS have been pleased with the results.

The test specifications developed by the Examining Committees in August included

content outlines with indications of weights deemed appropriate for content areas

and for knowledge, comprehension, application, and other abilities. These speci-

fications were circulated to the Advisory Committee, and then much more widely in

a Progress Report to more than 200 persons interested in the project. Although
this type of approach had been disparaged as "armchair task analysis" by some who
advocate long-term observation, recording, and analysis of actual work processes

to obtain such information, all reactions to the test specifications were favor-

able including a commendation on progress from a particularly firm advocate of

on-the-job task analysis.

E. Type of Examination

The Advisory Committee endorsed the NCCML-ETS premise that the examinations could
be paper-and-penci 1 tests, simulating real conditions as much as possible. It

was felt that observation of actual performance in a laboratory would not only
increase the cost and problems of administering the examinations, but would reduce
the objectivity of the results. Those for whom the examinations are being designed,
it was pointed out, will have been working in laboratories and this fact alone
presumes some practical competence.

F. Job Level of Examinations

Each Examining Committee's specifications include a statement defining the pro-
ficiency level to be measured. For example, the statement in the blood banking
test specifications says: "The proficiency level to be measured by the examina-
tion should be that of a Medical Laboratory Technician (MLT) , who stands pro-
fessionally between the lowest level, that of a Certified Laboratory Assistant
(CLA) , and the degree position of Medical Technologist, MT(ASCP). The test
should have enough range to locate people considerably above the average MLT,"
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Since the aim is to identify a range of capabilities, we plan to administer the

examinations for norming purposes to working technicians and technologists and

publish two sets of normative data.

G. Tes t I terns

In addition to the seventeen Examining Committee members, other technical experts

were invited to write test questions. About 95% of those solicited did agree to

write items, and virtually all of them actually came through.

The four Examining Committees met again late in the fall for an intensive review

of the questions—more than 400 in each field, and nearer 900 from the enthusiastic

item writers in one area. Each committee revised and reworded and reworked them to

produce the 250 questions in each field to be used for pretesting.

One clinical chemist estimated she had spent the equivalent of five eight-hour

working days at home on her Examining Committee duties— not counting the time she

spent in Princeton—and said it had been a stimulating experience.

H. Guidelines for Pretesting and Norming

NCCML assembled a small subcommittee in November to consider the logistics of

obtaining appropriate populations for pretesting and norming. It decided on the

desired qualifications of those who would participate in the pretesting and norming

phases of test development, as follows:

-A-900 participants would be needed for pretesting and 1200 for norming.

^Participants should understand the project and its hoped-for impact on

laboratory careers and should be motivated to do a good job. There are

no funds to pay honoraria, or even to provide lunch.

^Participants should have been working successfully in a clinical laboratory

for at least a year. This was spelled out as a general requirement, and

we will rely on the judgment of the supervisor who volunteers the employee's

time, not on any documentation of the word "successfully."

*A random mix of specialists and general ists can be expected to yield hoped-

for pretesting and norming results. Thus all participating generalists and

specialists would be examined in all four subject matter areas.

^'Participants will be selected to reflect a geographical spread and various

types of facilities, e.g. (1) military hospital laboratories, (2) civilian

hospital laboratories, including VA hospitals, PHS hospitals, and private

hospitals, and (3) independent laboratories.

"'For norming purposes, new participants will be chosen from the same sources

in two groups of 6OO each with these additional specific requirements:

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 -- 21
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Group I: Baccalaureate Level — MT(ASCP) certified or with a baccalaureate

degree.

Group II: Technician/Assistant Level -- CLA(ASCP) certified; or MLT(ASCP)

certified; or workers meeting Medicare technician standards (this

last includes those who have been technician trainees in acceptable

laboratories for two years, or those who have completed the one-

year laboratory course in one of the Armed Services).

Separate normative information will be reported for the two groups, thus making

the examinations useful to candidates on different levels wishing to demonstrate

their capabilities. It has also been suggested that employers who supervise

large staffs may wish all employees to take the Proficiency Examinations later

on for the purpose of establishing local norms.

I . The Pretesting and Norming Process

The pretesting completed in March located ambiguities and tested the discriminating

abilities of each question. ETS test experts are delighted with the results, saying

this is the best pretest they have ever had in a biological science field. ETS will

use this analysis and the test specifications to choose questions for the two final

forms of each examination. The Examining Committees will review the examinations

before they are printed.

Military laboratory cooperation was easily obtained as a result of the approval and

assistance of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and the Army Surgeon General's

Office. The Veterans Administration headquarters pathology service secured the

cooperation of laboratories in six VA hospitals. And three Public Health Service

hospitals were involved.

Private hospital participation came from four state or metropolitan hospital

associations, through the American Hospital Association. Local pathology and

medical technology societies and hospital administrators helped to assemble workers
from small and large, urban and rural hospitals.

Fifty-five directors of independent laboratories volunteered to cooperate as a

result of an NCCML mailing sent to all laboratories approved under Medicare to

publicize the Proficiency Examinations project and to solicit participation of

ten or more workers for pretesting and norming. Many others with staffs too small

to participate in pretesting and norming indicated their interest in the project.

III. RELATION TO EiU I VALENCY EXAMINATIONS PROJECT

A . The Equivalency Examinations

From the beginning, the Proficiency Examinations project was planned to dovetail

with a related project--the development of Equivalency Examinations for academic
credit in the same four clinical laboratory fields.
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The Equivalency Examinations are also being prepared by Educational Testing Service,

under contract with the NIH Division of Allied Health Manpower. When completed in

September 1972, the four examinations will become part of the College-Level Examina-

tion Program (CLEP) of the College Entrance Examination Board. CLEP general

college examinations are now accepted for credit by more than 600 colleges and

universities. NCCML staff members were instrumental in initiating this contract

and continue to be involved in an unofficial supportive role. Our Manpower-

Administration contract includes an agreement to promote both sets of examinations.

B. Coordination

Two members of the Advisory Committee for the Proficiency Examinations project are

also on the Advisory Committee for the Equivalency Examinations project. (One of

them is chairman of the latter.) The NIH project officer and another member of

the Equivalency Advisory Committee are resource persons for the Proficiency project.

And the science staff members at ETS are actually developing both sets of examina-

tions. There is, however, no overlapping among the Examining Committees, by design.

The fact that ETS would do test construction for both projects is viewed as a^

valuable saving in time, money, and staff. Originally it was thought the savings

would occur as the Proficiency project learned from the Equivalency project. The

fact is that the Proficiency project got off to a much faster start and has broken

some of the trails for the Equivalency project.

C. Definition and Differences

There has been some confusion over the existence of both projects, largely because

the words "Equivalency" and "Proficiency" have been used interchangeably in the

past although they do not mean the same thing. NCCML has made an extensive effort

to publicize both the Equivalency and Proficiency Examinations projects, and to

clarify the differences between them, according to the following definitions approved

by both advisory committees:

Proficiency Examinations are designed for job placement and are used to

measure an individual's competencies to perform certain tasks at certain

levels. Such tests enable employers to place workers at appropriate job

levels on the basis of their knowledge and skills rather than their paper

credentials. (Proficiency examinations for personnel should not be confused

with the proficiency testing of laboratories ,
in which blind samples are

used to check the accuracy or proficiency of a laboratory as a whole.)

Equivalency Examinations are designed for academic credit and are used to

equate non-formal learning with learning achieved in academic courses or

structural classroom work. Such examinations enable colleges to grant

academic credit for off-campus learning.

As the only professional organization in the laboratory field specifically committed

to publicizing both projects and explaining their different functions, NCCML has

tried where possible to mention both projects at the same time. And the existence

of both projects has, on balance, made it easier to explain the very different

specific purposes of each one— both leading to the general mutual purpose of pro-

viding appropriate recognition and upward mobility for military laboratory special-

ists in particular, and laboratory workers in general.
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In addition to their specific differences in purpose, these two practical

differences between the projects are important:

*The Equivalency Examination specifications begin with a course outline;

Proficiency Examination specifications begin with a list of on-the-job

tasks. The examination questions are written accordingly.

*The Equivalency Examinations will be normed on students finishing the

appropriate college-affiliated courses; the Proficiency Examinations

will be normed on people who have been working in laboratories.

ETS test development experts report that the two examinations are actually turning

out to be as different as are their aims and procedures.

IV. ADMINISTRATION

A. General Background

In November, NCCML assembled a Subcommittee on Utilization of the Examinations
to give initial thought both to administration of the examinations and to the

various ways the examination results might be used to benefit laboratory workers
and the laboratory field.

The Subcommittee recommended that we try one or more nnethods of administering
the examinations, with the thought that experience will prove what modifications
should be made in the system. Some of the agencies suggested as possi'^le admin-

istrators of the examinations were: state health departments, state personnel
departments, certifying bodies, federal civil service, military testing officers,
and the Educational Testing Service. Test security considerations preclude the

administration of the tests by employers.

It seems desirable to offer the Proficiency Examinations as widely and as often
as practical, while maintaining necessary test security.

B. Administration Possibilities

ETS has submitted at our request a proposal for administering the examinations
twice a year at 50-100 locations. Under the proposed plan, ETS would provide the

following services:

1. Develop and print Bulletin of Information.

2. Set up centers, secure supervisors, and pay honoraria.

3. Print and mail test booklets and answer sheets.

k. Receive applications and produce and mail tickets of admission.
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5. Machine score answer sheets; produce and mail score reports.

6. Develop and print supervisors manuals.

7. Provide item and test analysis and form equating.

The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Education of the Department of Defense has

said the Department "would be pleased to cooperate with ETS in proctoring these

examinations at base education centers when test centers are not readily access-

ible to members of the Armed Forces."

The National Advisory Comiiittee at its April 29 meeting voted to designate the

Educational Testing Service as the initial administrative agency for the Pro-

ficiency Examinations, supplemented by the Department of Defense. Arrangements

would be subject to review by both ETS and the Advisory Committee. A small group

will be appointed to consider specific details, according to these guidelines:

1. No eligibility requirements will be established.

2. A candidate may take one or more of the four Proficiency Examinations.

3. The candidate should have the option of designating where his test scores

are to be sent (to himself, his employer, an agency, etc.)
.
Scores on

the four examinations should be reported separately, so that the examiner

can designate which score(s) are to be reported.

4. The candidate should pay to take the examinations. It may be that an

employer or agency would reimburse this expense to the individual, or

in the pilot phase, it may be possible to offer the examinations at no

charge.

5. Candidates should be allowed to retake any examination at least once,

using the other form, and possibly additional times at appropriate

intervals.

6. Subscores should be reported, if they can be based on sufficient numbers

of i tems .

-

7. Test security must be maintained.

PROMOTIONAL EFFORTS

A. Articles and Mailings

Our major publicity efforts to date have been in the form of articles in publica-

tions in the laboratory field and by direct mail to laboratory directors.
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Our own newsletter, GIST , carried a detailed story on the project to a mailing
list of 13,000. Articles have also appeared In Laboratory Medicine (circulation

55,000), an official publication of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists;
Lab World and Medical Laboratory Observer , both independent journals; ASM News

of the American Society for Microbiology; the Comprehensive Health Services Career
Development Technical Assistant Bulletin of the National Institute for New Careers;
and in the Initial newsletter of the MEDIHC program, a DOD-HEW-sponsored effort to

counsel medical corpsmen into civilian health careers. (See pageI2). An article
will appear soon In the journal of the American Association of Clinical Chemists.

Our bi-monthly Progress Reports on the Proficiency Examinations project go to a

mailing list of more than 200 interested persons.

Information on the project and a request for help in pretesting and norming were
sent to the directors of 2800 independent laboratories approved for Medicare. A
similar letter to laboratory directors of 5500 hospitals approved for Medicare has

recently been mailed, with a copy of the GIST issue featuring the Proficiency
Examinations story.

We are building a mailing list for a future publicity release, Including nearly
200 individuals who have requested the summary of our 1970 report on "Equivalency
and Proficiency Testing Related to the Medical Laboratory Field."

B. Professional Meetings

The Co-Chairman of our Advisory Committee discussed the project and distributed
copies of the appropriate GIST at the meeting of the Association of Schools of
Allied Health Professions in Chicago In November.

Our Executive Secretary brought word of the project to the March meeting of the
National Health Council, at which occupational barriers to effective use of health
manpower were discussed.

We are currently helping to shape a session on Proficiency and Equivalency Examina-
tions for the October 1971 annual meeting of the American Society of Clinical
Pathologists and the College of American Pathologists.

C. Official Endorsements

Official endorsements of the Proficiency Examinations have already come from three
professional societies representing the great majority of employers of laboratory
personnel

.

The Board of Directors of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists at its late
February meeting passed the following resolution:
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The Board of Directors of the American Society of Clinical

Pathologists endorses the development of proficiency examina-

tions for clinical laboratory personnel. Pathologists look

forward to the possibility of objective evaluation of the job

qualifications of military laboratory specialists and others

who lack degrees or certification, with a view to placing these

workers in laboratory jobs at appropriate levels.

In a similar move, the House of Delegates and Board of Governors of the College

of American Pathologists accepted the NCCML report on the project, adding:

We encourage the College to promote programs which provide con-

tinuing education, periodic evaluation, and mechanisms for

advancement of laboratory personnel.

Most recently, the Board of Governors of the American Academy of Microbiology

adopted the following resolution:

The Board of Governors of the American Academy of Microbiology

endorses the development of proficiency examinations for clini-

cal laboratory personnel. The concept of objective evaluation

of job qualifications and performance for individuals lacking

formal degrees or certification with the view of placement in

laboratory jobs, at appropriate levels, is encouraged and

supported.

Efforts are currently underway to have similar resolutions presented at meetings

of other laboratory employers. Such official endorsements should encourage both

employers and agencies to make use of the examination results.

D. Military/Civilian Careers Brochure

A brochure has been prepared outlining a broad spectrum of career opportunities

for laboratory workers both in and out of the Armed Forces. The brochure shows

parallel career Vadders in the military and in civilian clinical laboratories;

it also shows opportunities in the laboratory for those with one year of post-

high school training, two years of college, four years of college, and post-

baccalaureate education. It encourages upward movement on these ladders, all

the way to the top. The brochure was paid for by the Board of Registry of

Medical Technologists of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists, and was

prepared in cooperation with the American Association of Blood Banks, the National

Registry in Clinical Chemistry, and the National Registry of Microbiologists.

One section of the brochure describes the forthcoming Proficiency and Equivalency

Examinations and points out their usefulness to military laboratory specialists

wishing to transfer their training and experience to appropriate levels in civilian

laboratory jobs. It suggests that interested persons write to NCCML for more

information.
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This brochure will be distributed to those working in laboratories as well as to

those in laboratory training programs in all three services. Transition officers

will make it available to corpsmen nearing the end of their military service. It

will also go to veterans or soon-to-be veterans through the MEDIHC system (see

below)

.

E. Work with MEDIHC

NCCML has helped to set up a network of special resource people who can be helpful

in distributing information on the Proficiency and Equivalency Examinations in a

personal way to members of the military. This network consists of 50 pathologists

appointed by the American Society of Clinical Pathologists to help with Operation

MEDIHC.

The MEDIHC program (Military Experience Directed Into Health Careers) is a joint

effort of the Department of Defense and the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare to identify medical corpsmen before their separation from the services

and to counsel them into civilian health careers. NCCML has worked with the

national offices of MEDIHC since the project began late in 1969. In 1970, the

American Society of Clinical Pathologists designated NCCML to staff pathologists'

efforts to assist the MEDIHC program. ASCP has appointed a national coordinator,

John B. Fuller, M.D., and a pathologist in each of the states to assist the HEW-

designated state MEDIHC agency in counseling military laboratory specialists into

jobs and/or further training in the civilian laboratory field.

Periodic memoranda from the ASCP MEDIHC coordinator and the NCCML staff provide

these 50 pathologists with current information and an exchange of ideas on how

best to encourage veterans to continue their laboratory careers. Some of these

pathologists met for a session on MEDIHC at the Las Vegas ASCP-CAP meeting in

February. Another MEDIHC session is scheduled for the annual pathology meetings

in October.

VI. INITIAL UTILIZATION EFFORTS

The Proficiency Examinations project is producing a tool that can remove the

barriers to appropriate employment of laboratory workers, if it is used. NCCML

can and must publicize the existence and potential of that tool but it will be

up to employers and agencies to actually put the tool to work.

While neither NCCML nor the Department of Labor will be able to control the ways

in which the examination results are used, NCCML has a responsibility to identify

the needs, anticipate the possibilities, and conduct an education program to make

them known.

We have used the assistance of two groups in an effort to foresee possible uses

of the Proficiency Examinations.
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The first is the Subcommittee on Utilization of the Proficiency Examinations

mentioned earlier in this report.

The second is the Career Ladders Subcommittee of an interdisciplinary Task Force

for Manpower in the Medical Laboratory, formed in September of 1970 to re-examine

recormendations made at a I967 NCCMT-sponsored national conference on Manpower

for the Medical Laboratory, to further define objectives, establish priorities,

and develop action programs. The Career Ladders Subcommittee was charged with

identifying barriers to employment and upward mobility of laboratory workers, and

suggesting action to remove those barriers. Its report is due in May. Ideas

which have evolved from the discussions of both of these groups have been

incorporated in the recommendations which follow.

VII. DIRECTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Following construction of the Proficiency Examinations, the availability of this

new tool should be exploited in the best interests of laboratory workers and

employers. The next steps involve administering the examinations, promoting

their availability with potential candidates, and developing acceptance and use

of the results by employers and agencies. It would also be advisable to experi-

ment with use of the examinations before and after refresher training.

A further aim should be to provide information on this project to those concerned

with other health occupations. At the same time, a coordinated effort should be

made to promote use and acceptance of the Equivalency Examinations.

We therefore recommend the following directions for implementing the project:

A. Administration

Decisions of our National Advisory Committee on a plan for initial administration

of the Proficiency Examinations are detailed in section IV of this report. We

hope to be able to negotiate with Educational Testing Service to administer the

examinations for one year, with supplementary administration by the Department of

Defense. It is recognized by all concerned that the administrative setup should

be reviewed and changes made on the basis of experience with it. It may be

possible and advisable to add other administering agencies, for example.

The subcontract with ETS hinges on the funding of the administration process.

While ETS has been willing to invest some of their own capital in test development

for this project, they are unwilling to risk a loss on test administration. Thus

a means should be found to guarantee the cost of administering the examinations

in the first year.

With the understanding that candidates should pay to take the examinations,

experience with the first year's administration should be reviewed in the hope of

devising a viable self-supporting administration system for the future. If it is

not possible to support the administration of the examinations through fees, help

should be sought from agencies interested in the success of the program.
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B. Publicity to Potential Candidates

Military laboratory specialists are easier to reach with information about the

Proficiency Examinations than are civilian workers. The distribution of the

military/civilian careers brochure throughout the services is a first step. When

the examinations are ready for administration, specific information on where to

apply for and take the examinations should be similarly distributed. An updated

version of the brochure should be produced when both Equivalency and Proficiency

Examinations are being offered in the fall of 1972.

A briefing meeting on the availability and usefulness of the examinations should

be held for Army, Navy, and Air Force laboratory training personnel, as well as

those involved with Transition and MEDIHC.

The Subcommittee on Utilization strongly recommended providing career information

for military laboratory specialists long before the final months of their mili-

tary service, when they are bombarded with competing material. Besides, it is too

late to do much planning ahead, when they are concentrating on getting out. Thus

we are gratified that the Army and Air Force laboratory systems will distribute

the careers brochure to all their laboratories.

In addition, there is the possibility of including a session on laboratory careers

in each of the training courses in the three services, with emphasis on the career

ladder and the opportunity for upward as well as lateral mobility in both military

and civilian laboratories. Corpsmen should be encouraged to get the necessary

academic credit as well as the training involved. This will be easier to do with

the advent of the Equivalency Examinations.

Publicity through other media should be sought, as well, including articles in

the service publications, a video tape being developed by the MEDIHC program

for use in Army training courses, announcements for bulletin boards, and others.

Another NCCML effort, not directly related to the Proficiency Examinations project

but having a similar purpose, is to encourage the military to provide each medical

corpsman with a documented record of his training and experience. The Nathan

report has also identified this as a needed step for assisting military-to-civilian

transi t ion.

To reach civilian laboratory workers with the Proficiency Examinations message,

articles and announcements should be placed in hospital and laboratory publications.

Mailings to directors of independent and hospital laboratories should reach lower-

level personnel who could benefit from the examinations.

C

.

Promoting Acceptance by Employers and Agencies

1 . Employers

Endorsement by the professional societies is but a beginning for a program to

encourage laboratory directors to use Proficiency Examination results for the

appropriate placement of laboratory personnel. Further publicity on the

purposes of the examinations, and particularly on the meaning of the normative

data, will be helpful. Articles in publications and presentations at meetings

are the major ways of bringing the facts to this group, which includes hospital

administrators as well as pathologists, clinical chemists, and microbiologists.
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The Certifying Board of the American Dental Assistants Association

has recently dropped the observed work sample which formerly was a major part

of its examination. The major reason for the change was that virtually everyone

who passed the written examination also passed the performance examination. The

latter had required the services of some 1,200 examiners, and the Certifying

Board concluded the money and manpower expended were not worth the results. The

new written test incorporates most of the former practical problems through the

use of photographs and other means. Several practical problems are still

included in the test, but each of these has a product, such as developed and

mounted Xrays, which the candidate sends to the Board's headquarters for

evaluat ion.

Most of the agencies and organizations interviewed for this present

study "have no plans" for performance tests. One that does is the New York

College Proficiency Examination Program, which is developing guidelines for a

practical examination in medical surgical nursing to supplement its written

test. The perTurmance portion of the examination will be made available to

individual colleges of nursing to administer themselves.

New developments in testing indicate that it is possible to devise per-

formance tests which do not call for actually doing the job. One alternative

requires identification and comparison of pictured or oral phenomena, in which

answers fit into a multiple-choice format. The practical portions of the

American Board of Pathology examinations, for example, make use of slides,

photographs and fixed specimens in this way. The National Board of Medical

Examiners uses movies and photographs in its "Part III" evaluation of clinical

competence.^ The California licensing examination for laboratory directors

who are bioanalysts includes a three-hour practical examination consisting of

si ides to identify.^

Simulation of practical problems in a penci I -and-paper format is a

development in performance testing which is attracting increasing attention.

The Orthopaedic Training Study5 and the National Board of Medical Examiners

have developed "programmed testing" in which a candidate follows through on

paper with a clinical diagnosis and treatment situation in which the way he

answers each question determines the information he will have available to

answer the following questions. This type of testing is sometimes called a

"tab test" because the candidate pulls off a tab or erases a special coating

under which he finds the information he thinks necessary for the diagnosis.

Such programmed testing bears further study for its possible uses in the

medical laboratory field,'

1. See detailed description on page UO.

2. See detailed description beginning on page 6.

3. See detailed description beginning on page 31.

k. See detailed description on page 11.

5. See detailed description beginning on page 35.

6. See detailed description beginning on page 31. Note also that the Part III

examination of the National Board has correlated between 0.30 and 0.65 with

the other two parts, which are written, indicating Part III is indeed

measuring something the other parts do not.

7. For a sample of a suggested programmed test in the medical laboratory field,

see page 23 and Appendix 5 on page 78.
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Another procedure which may be adapted usefully for the testing of

individual performance is "proficiency testing" for quality control, designed

to test the performance of a specific laboratory as a whole. Such programs

have been available to laboratories for years, through the College of American

Pathologists and the American Association of Bioanalysts, and through individual

states. They have recently become mandatory for laboratories under Medicare

provisions and Federal interstate licensing regulations administered by the

National Communicable Disease Center.

"Proficiency testing" programs of this kind involve the mailing of

samples, which the laboratory is to process in its regular manner along with

the day's regular work. The laboratory's report of its findings is compared

with results obtained by several selected reference laboratories and with

results from other participating laboratories. Comprehensive reports are

provided for all participants. Errors In results can aid laboratory directors

in the correction of weaknesses in laboratory performance.

The Clinical Laboratories Improvement Act of 1967 requires laboratories

which engage in interstate commerce to undergo such "proficiency testing."

Such laboratories must be licensed through the National Communicable Disease

Center (CDC), unless they are accredited by the College of American Pathologists

and take part in the College's comprehensive "proficiency testing" program.

CDC licensing requires laboratories to participate in CDC's own "proficiency

testing" service.

The CDC program servt. js a standard against which the states can

measure their own "proficiency .-sting" programs. An incentive to improvement

of such state services is that they may be substituted for the CDC "proficiency

testing" program when CDC deems them to be sufficiently stringent. To date

only the programs of Wisconsin and New York (excluding New York City) have

been so judged.

Questioned for this study, the directors of the major "proficiency test-

ing" programs agreed that this sort of procedure could readily be used for

testing individuals, rather than entire laboratories. This is the stated aim

of the newly-established Educational Performance Proficiency Program sponsored

by the /Vnerican Medical Technologists,^

Problems of Transferring Laboratory Experience

A maze of different systems confronts the individual attempting to plan

a career in the health field, and specifically in the medical laboratory.
The only unhampered route to a career as a medical technologist begins with
college and leads through clinical training in an AMA-approved school of

medical technology to a baccalaureate degree. Any delay or deviation from
that route Is severely discouraged by the confusing array of systems.

1. See detailed description beginning on page 9.

2. See detailed description on page 22.
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There Fs very little relationship between the educational system and

the world of the working laboratory. It Is usually not possible for a labo-

ratory worker to gain academic credit for his experience, or for the learning

he may have obtained in ways other than through formal academic courses.

There is no accepted articulation between the newly-established associate

degree medical laboratory technician level of training and the baccalaureate

medical technologist course of study.

The military and civilian and governmental laboratory systems are so

constituted that it is difficult to transfer experience from one to the other.

Military-trained laboratory workers cannot get recognition in the civilian

laboratory field commensurate with their military training and responsibili-

ties. There is current interest in various manpower units of Federal agencies-'

regarding the employment of military-trained medical personnel in the civilian

health sector. However, military laboratory specialists cannot transfer even

into equivalent government positions because U.S. Civil Service regulations

require formal educational background.

No procedures exist in either Federal or state civil service systems

for laboratory workers to proceed from the technician level to the professional

technologist level without formal academic study. The Medicare program and

the Interstate laboratory licensing progran administered by the National

Communicable Disease Center both now require participating laboratories to

submit to tests of over-all laboratory proficiency for quality control pur-

poses; yet both programs have personnel qualification requirements as well.

And these requirements do not allow for learning outside formal academic

programs.

Professional certification through the Registry of Medical Technologists

provides some measure of uniformity in the field, as do model state licens-

ing systems. Yet both require only formal education and provide no real

alternatives to the "accepted" route for becoming a medical technologist.

The Need for Equivalency Examinations

A major impediment in transferring experience from working situations

to the educational system, or from military to civil service to private

laboratory systems, is that no means now exists to measure a laboratory work-

er's knowledge and skills as related to the job or as related to academic

requirements. Proficiency testing, on the one hand, and equivalency testing,

on the other, could help to provide the necessary bridges between these

systems.

The encouraging trend noted in speeches, articles, correspondence and

conversations is that many individuals and organizations representing the

health professions are concerned about evaluating the capabilities of people

working in the health fields, and particularly In laboratories, and are con-

sidering new ways of giving those workers recognition for what they have

learned. There Is a growing acceptance of knowledge gained outside the class-

room and of the possibility of measuring that knowledge.

Meanwhile, testing agencies and experts have developed more sophisticated

examination techniques for evaluating the whole spectrum of learning, includ-

ing not only recall of isolated facts but also the ability to use these facts

and to understand relationships. New simulation methods, including paper and
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pencil tests, have been devised for testing performance abilities. Methods of

job analysis are being employed -- particularly the critical incident technique --

to define the knowledge and sl<ills which are necessary for each job. With this

information, test preparation can be aimed sjjecif ical ly at the job under con-

sideration. Tests in the health fields, as in most fields, are subject to con-

tinuous re-examination to assure that they measure what they are intended to

measure.

The findings of this study point both to the need for equivalency

testing in the medical laboratory field and to possible ways of meeting that need,

A battery of examinations could and should be developed to evaluate the knowledge

and skills of laboratory workers.

Efforts to achieve career mobility in the medical laboratory field

should proceed concurrently in these three directions:

* Identification of skills and knowledge which are needed currently

as well as needs in the future to perform the various tasks in the

medical laboratory;

* Redefinition of educational programs to prepare workers specifically
to perform these tasks; and

* Development of tests which measure on-the-job proficiency and can
thus be used for equivalency purposes to grant academic credit,
and/or recognition of competence.

To delay the third for completion of the other two might be logical,
but would in fact be tantamount to doing nothing about equivalency, since both
task analysis and educational change are long-term undertakings. The need for
equivalency examinations is immediate.

The examinations thus should be constructed within a flexible frame-
work that would permit modifications as task analysis provides agreement on what
is required of medical laboratory personnel, and as educational programs continue
to change in order to t;.rain personnel for the tasks to be done.
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II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF EQUIVALENCY TESTING *

By Sarah Allene Wise, MT(ASCP)

Historically the development of equivalency examinations was a result of the

identification of two purposes for which they were given. These purposes, to

award academic credit and determine partial fulfillment of job requirements,

required the development of two corresponding types of tests. These purposes are

not mutually exclusive as could be assumed by such an arbitrary division; there is

a point at which job mobility may, and often does, depend on acquired academic

credit. Historically, these two types of tests have developed somewhat concurrent-

ly; but presently the trend is to provide a single instrument which can serve both

purposes.

History

Early in its development, equivalency testing focused on the superior high

school student who desired credit or advanced placement. The result of a number

of schools attempting to meet this need was the availability of a variety of such

examinations, many of which are currently used for this same purpose. These

examinations are known by various titles: the anticipatory-examination; the

exemption examination; proficiency examinations and advanced placem€nt examinations.

By the end of World War II, the literature indicates that many schools had

become interested in developing methods for evaluating various learning exper-

iences which had not been acquired in an academic classroom setting. In \SkS the

Commission on Accreditation of Service Experience was established by the American

Council on Education to review the educational programs of the Armed Services and

make recommendations for credit for such experiences. At about the same time, the

General Education Development Tests of the United States Air Forces Institute were

constructed to allow credit to servicemen for a variety of educational achieve-

ments obtained in the military service. By the successful completion of these

equivalency examinations, a serviceman (and later non-service persons) could earn

a high school equivalency certificate.

Paralleling the development of equivalency tests for academic credit was the

development of tests designed to ascertain a candidate's qualifications for meeting

the requirements for a job. The equivalency examination, as used in job mobility,

has been recognized for many years by industry, government agencies and organiza-

tions as a means of evaluating an employee's qualifications for moving to a better

paying job or a new position with new responsibilities. Originally this mobility

was dependent upon work experience alone, but with the increased availability of

facilities for higher education, the various levels of employment frequently

became geared to the acquisition of academic credit or its equivalent. Many

forces — educational, economic and individual -- acting at the same time brought

into focus the importance of the acquisition of academic credit or its equivalent

to meet this additional job requirement.

Several educational institutions have prepared tests whereby an individual's

experience can be evaluated and possibly equated to the first and second year of

college. In I960, the New York College Proficiency Examination Program was

developed which provided a measure of the learning equivalent to the first and

second year of college and, in addition, provided a measure to be used in the

Quoted by permission of the author from an unpublished master's thesis entitled

"A Method for the Preparation of a Challenge Examination in Medical Technology,'

University of Vermont, 1969.
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partial fulfillment of the requirements for teacher certification. Thus, one
instrument was developed which could be used for the dual purpose of evaluation
for credit and/or job requirement. This examination was for use in a limited
geographical area. On a national scale, the College Level Examination Program
was prepared by the College Entrance Examination Board. The program began in

1965 and was expanded later to provide an equivalency instrument which can serve
either of the purposes of equivalency. As indicated in its literature, the
College Entrance Examination Program provides test results which can be used by
universities or colleges to provide credit, or by some organizations, licensing
bodies "and agencies other than colleges and universities" as a fulfillment of
some requirements.

Within the past few years, various groups and organizations have been
interested in the development of methods for evaluating the learning acquired
from off-campus experiences. Much of this emphasis has been a result of pressure,
directly or indirectly, from the findings and observations of various programs
and studies by the United States Department of Health, Education, and V/elfare and
the Department of Labor. Many of the studies have been concerned with the
development of career ladders, new careers, subprofess iona I employees, and/or
suggestions for a more flexible means of job mobility. The ideas which were
reported in these studies have become closely associated with equivalency examina-
tions since, frequently, examinations provide the means of achieving mobility in
employment. These examinations, then, evaluate the acquisition of learning
associated not necessarily with specific academic experiences but with those of
possible equivalent value. Much of the current work in equivalency testing is
directed toward such evaluation.

Many current university and college catalogues indicate that equivalency
examinations are available to students who desire credit or advanced placement.
These are often prepared by the institution itself, however many use as equiva-
lency measures various tests from the College Level Examination Program.
Organizations and groups in a variety of occupational fields have employed the
College Level Examination Programs to determine partial fulfillment of their
qualification requirements. The need for equivalency examinations in the health
field has been stressed by many authors; but only recently has this become a
major concern for several organizations and professional representatives in the
health field.

Nursing educators have been investigating and studying this problem for
several years, in I967 a conference on manpower problems in the medical labora-
tory was held by representatives of various government agencies and of the
professions interested in the medical laboratory field. As a result of its
discussions, the conference made several recommendations, one of which was that
"efforts ... (should be made) ... to develop equivalency tests to provide
increased mobility" in the medical laboratory field.
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The National Committee for Careers in the Medical Laboratory, sponsored
by the American Society of Clinical Pathologists and the College of

American Pathologists, was founded in 1953 as an intersociety committee

to promote the recruitment of medical technologists. In this capacity,

the Committee is responsible for stimulating the recruitment of candi-
dates for employment in medical laboratories and facilitating their
training and retraining. The Committee has carried out an extensive
program of basic research studies, education surveys, films, recruit-
ment, and scholarship programs.

The Committee's work on career mobility in the laboratory field began
with a conference in October I967 on "Manpower for the Medical Laboratory,

bringing together persons from government and the professions to consider
problems of recruitment, education, and utilization of laboratory person-
nel. In March 1970, the Committee published "Equivalency and Proficiency
Testing Related to the Medical Laboratory Field."

This report was produced by the National Committee for Careers in the

Medical Laboratory under Contract #82-22-70-35 with the Manpower Admin-

istration, U.S. Department of Labor, under the authority of the Manpower

Development and Training Act. Organizations undertaking such projects

under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express their own judg-

ment freely. Therefore points of view or opinions stated in this document

do not necessarily represent the official position or policy of the Depart-

ment of Labor. Submitted to Seymour Brandwein, Associate Director, and

William Throckmorton, Project Officer, Office of Research and Development,
Manpower Administration.

© 197' National Committee for Careers in the Medical Laboratory.
Reproduction in whole or in part permitted for any purpose of the United
States Government.
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SUMMARY

The National ConmItte6 for Careers in the Medical Laboratory Is developing

a battery of Proficiency Examinations in clinical chemistry, microbiology,

hematology, and blood banking. The aims of the project are: (1) to over-

come undue barriers to employment and promotion, and (2) to provide labora-

tory employees an opportunity for upward mobility on the career ladder.

The examinations will enable employers to obtain an objective evaluation of

the capabilities of both military-trained and civilian laboratory workers.

The Proficiency Examinations project has met with Interest and enthusiasm

not only in the laboratory field but as a prototype for other allied health

professions. Individual cooperation from specialists essential to the

success of test development has been readily achieved.

Test development, subcontracted to the Educational Testing Service of Princeton,

New Jersey, is proceeding on schedule. The examinations will be completed and

val idated by Fall of 1971.

This Interim report of Proyress outlines the directions for next steps to

Implement the project and encourage utilization of the examinations:

1. Develop a procedure for administering the Proficiency

Examinations during the first year, and review It with

the aim of working out a self-supporting system for the

future.

2. Make the Proficiency Examinations known to potential

candidates, civilian and military, through a publicity

campaign involving brochures, articles, mailings, and

meet! ngs

.

3. Promote acceptance of the Proficiency Examinations by

laboratory directors and specialists, hospital adminis-

trators, etc., through mailings and articles, and by

speeches, symposia, and exhibits at their annual meet-

ings, encouraging them to use the examinations in

employing workers.

k. Investigate areas where artificial barriers to career

mobility exist, and seek ways to use the Proficiency
Examinations in removing those barriers. These areas

include licensure. Medicare regulations, state and

federal civil service requirements, and military person-

nel regulations.

5. Inform other health occupations associations and agencies

about the experiences of this project, to assist in the

development of proficiency examinations In other health

fields.
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PROFICIENCY EXAMINATIONS FOR CLINICAL LABORATORY PERSONNEL

Interim Report of Progress

June 30, 1970, to April 30, 1971

I. ORGANIZATION

A. The Project

The National Committee for Careers in the Medical Laboratory (formerly the

National Committee for Careers in Medical Technology) signed a year's contract

through the Office of Research and Development of the Manpower Administration,

U. S. Department of Labor, on June 30, 1970, to develop four Proficiency Examina-

tions in the fields of clinical chemistry, microbiology, hematology, and blood

banking.

B. Purposes

The Proficiency Examinations Project has two primary aims: (1) to overcome undue

barriers to employment and promotion, and (2) to provide laboratory employees an

opportunity for upward mobility on the career ladder. Proficiency Examinations

will enable employers to obtain an objective evaluation of the knowledge and

skills of:

The military-trained medical laboratory specialist ,
whose training is

comparable in some respects to training in the civilian laboratory field,

who has a year or more experience in laboratory work, but who on separation

is denied entry at any but the bottom level, which he cannot afford to take.

The civilian laboratory worker employed at a lower level, who has received

most of his training on the job, whose experience and aptitude may qualify^^

him to perform on a higher level, but who is prevented from "getting ahead"

by formal educational and training requirements.

The proposal for this project was developed in a favorable climate for support

and action. The need for retaining both military and lower-level civi 1 ian labora-

tory workers was well recognized and there was general agreement that Proficiency

Examinations (and Equivalency Examinations for academic credit -- see page 6 )

could serve as an important means to this end. The NCCML study on "Equivalency

and Proficiency Testing Related to the Medical Laboratory Field" increased interest

in such examinations as tools for appropriate placement of workers in a number of

health occupations. The House Ways and Means Committee called attention to that

study in its May 1970 report and pointed out that:

"...Both recruitment and utilization of laboratory personnel would be

greatly enhanced by the use of equivalency and proficiency examinations.

The use of such examinations would greatly increase career mobility in

the laboratory field, thereby making the profession more attractive

generally, facilitating the recruitment and retention of laboratory

workers, and encouraging re-entry into the field by those who have left it."
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As to the chances of encouraging military-trained laboratory specialists to enter

the civilian health field, our proposal cited the findings of Colonel James J.

Young in his Ph.D. thesis published by the University of Iowa that many corpsmen

wanted to make such a transfer but were discouraged by the lack of recognition of

their experience and skills. After we began the Proficiency Examinations project,

the report by Robert Nathan Associates on "Transferability of Military-Trained

Medical Personnel to the Civilian Sector" documented further the fact that such

corpsmen do represent a rich source of civilian health personnel, "if they can be

provided opportunities for training, employment, and advancement commensurate with

their education."

C. Advisory Committee

The Proficiency Examinations project was launched in July 1970. Despite the fact

that it was sunnmer, NCCML was able to assemble an outstanding interdisciplinary

National Advisory Committee of eleven persons and to bring them together for a

meeting on July 28 with resource people and test development experts. Each member

was chosen for what he or she could contribute to the Proficiency Examinations

program, not as a representative of any organization. The Committee members are:

Maj . Gen. Joe M. Blumberg, M.D., USA (Ret.), Co-Chai rman

(pathologist)

Mrs. Loula Woodcock, MT(ASCP), Co-Chairman
(supervising medical technologist)

Howard L. Bod i ly, Ph.D.
(microbiologi s t)

Col. James L. Hansen, M.D.

(pathologist)

Clarence R. Jones, MLT(ASCP)
(former Air Force laboratory specialist; administrative and technical

assistant to laboratory director)

Robert S. Melvi I le, Ph.D.

(cl inica 1 chemist)

A. Wendell Musser, M.D.

(pathologist; chairman. Advisory Committee for Equivalency Examinations

project)

John Peterson
(hospital administrator)

Mrs. Martha Phillips, MT(ASCP), MS

(medical technologist; chief of VA allied health training)

Harvey I. Scudder, Ph.D.
(allied health educator; member. Advisory Committee for Equivalency

Examinations project)

(Harold I. Lewack of the Department of Labor, now deceasred, was originally a

member of the Committee.)
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2. Medicare Regulations

The Community Health Service Division of Health Standards is preparing a
report for the House Ways and Means Committee on the progress it has made
since last May in consulting "with appropriate professional health organi-
zations and educational institutions to develop proficiency testing and
educational equivalency mechanisms for use in determining the qualifications
of laboratory personnel under the Medicare program."

The Committee asked for this report by July 1, 1971, in its Report on the
Social Security Amendments of 1970, quoted in section 1 of this paper. The
Committee indicated a particular interest in assuring eligibility under
Medicare for qualified former military laboratory specialists.

The Senate Committee on Finance included in its Social Security bill last
fall a requirement for the use of Equivalency and Proficiency Examinations
to qualify health care personnel who do not meet specific formal educational
certification, or training criteria. The bill died at the end of 1970, but
a similar amendment has been introduced in the current session by Senator
William B. Saxbe of Ohio. His bill, S.892, now in the hands of the Senate
Committee on Finance, provides:

"The Secretary, in carrying out his functions relating to
the qualifications for health care personnel .. .shal 1 develop
(in consultation with appropriate professional health organi-
zations and State health and licensure agencies) and conduct
(in conjunction with State health and licensure agencies)
until December 31, 1975, a program designed to determine the
proficiency of individuals (who do not otherwise meet the
formal educational, professional membership, or other specific
criteria established for determining the qualifications of
practical nurses, therapists, laboratory technicians. X-ray
technicians, psychiatric technicians, or other health care
technicians and technologists) to perform the duties and
functions of practical nurses, therapists, laboratory techni-
cians, X-ray technicians, psychiatric technicians, or other
health care technicians or technologists. Such program shall
include (but not be limited to) the employment of procedures
for the formal testing of the proficiency of individuals. In

the conduct of such program, no individual who otherwise meets
the proficiency requirements for any health care specialty
shall be denied a satisfactory proficiency rating solely
because of his failure to meet formal educational or professional
membership requirements."

The Division of Health Standards currently describes some 30-40 positions
under Medicare.
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It appears from developments in both House and Senate committees that

Equivalency and Proficiency Examinations may be written into law to offer

an alternative method for qualifying laboratory personnel --most likely on

the technician level—under Medicare. If the Proficiency Examinations

being developed by NCCML prove acceptable to those who set Medicare

personnel standards, they can be used for this purpose.

3. State Licensure

Ten states, Puerto Rico, and the City of New York now license laboratory

personnel other than the director. Licensure legislation affecting labora-

tory personnel standards is under consideration in another 25 states.

The American Hospital Association and the American Medical Association have

called for a moratorium on additional licensure and proposed a national

task force to recommend means of improving licensure practices.

The Department of HEW is now working on a study of major problems associated

with licensure (and with certification and other qualifications for employ-

ment of health personnel). The report, due on July 1, 1971, was mandated

by the 1970 Allied Health Bill. It is to include specific recommendations

for steps to solve the problems identified.

While NCCML does not have an official position on licensure, we would suggest

that if and when laboratory licensure legislation is written, it should

include possibilities for upward career movement by use of Equivalency and

Proficiency Examinations. Such provisions are clearly spelled out in the

laboratory licensure law now pending in the Texas legislature. The proposed

Texas law would allow use of this a 1 ternate method of qualifying for any

level of laboratory personnel from technician up to director.

It is legally possible for most if not all licensing boards in states with

present legislation to make use of the NCCML Proficiency Examinations instead

of writing their own.

k. State and Federal Civil Service Regulations

Federal Civil Service regulations offer higher level laboratory positions

only to those with formal education. A veteran who may have had a responsible

career laboratory position in the Medical Corps cannot get a similar job in

the U.S. Civil Service laboratory system. Similar problems exist with state

civil service regulations.

NCCML has suggested to the U.S. Civil Service Commission's Task Force on

Job Evaluation that an alternative method for qualifying laboratory personnel

for Civil Service ratings via Equivalency and Proficiency Examinations should

be set up. This initial suggestion should be pursued.
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State civil service model classification schedules have been drawn up by a

joint conmittee of the Association of State and Territorial Public Health

Laboratory Directors; the Office of State Merit Systems of the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare; and the Laboratory Division of the Center for

Disease Control. While they do not now contain any possibility for movement

from technician level to professional level without meeting formal educational

requirements, it may well be that the climate will be favorable for suggesting

upward movement within state civil service regulations via examinations, when

those model classification schedules are up for revision.

5. Military Entry Regulations

While the Proficiency Examinations project was designed partly to facilitate

the transfer of military laboratory personnel to civilian laboratories, it has

come to our attention that the examinations can prove useful to workers making

the reverse transfer.

Military level for those who already have laboratory training and/or experience

is based on the certification level attained in civilian laboratory work. For

instance, an ASCP-certi f ied Medical Laboratory Technician entering the Army

can obtain the 92B30 rating, equivalent to that achieved by going through the

year-long Army laboratory course. Other training or laboratory experience is

currently not recognized.

Officials in the Army Surgeon General's office have indicated they will welcome

the possibility of using Proficiency Examination results to measure capabilities

of those coming into the service with a background of laboratory experience.

6. International Reciprocity

Another group of laboratory workers who will be able to benefit from the

Proficiency Examinations are those who have received their training in other

countries and now wish employment in American clinical laboratories.

Laboratory training in other nations varies considerably in length and depth,

and therefore in comparability to American standards.

American employers interested in hiring foreign-trained laboratory workers

have had no objective way of evaluating their knowledge and capabilities.

The Proficiency Examinations can provide such an evaluation. The possibilities

for official reciprocity of various kinds should be explored.

7. Certification

Suggestions have been made that the Proficiency and Equivalency Examinations,

taken together perhaps, might offer a substitute for the eligibility require-

ments for the medical laboratory technician and even medical technologist

certification examinations offered by professional societies. Some associated

with the National Registry of Microbiologists have indicated an interest in

looking at registrants' performance on the Proficiency Examinations with the

possibility of incorporating these examinations in the certification process.
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D. An Experiment: Refresher Training Through Project T ransition

With the Proficiency Examinations available, it will be possible to identify for

an individual laboratory corpsman specific areas in which he needs more training

or experience, and to follow up this assessment with a refresher training course

in order to better prepare him for civilian laboratory employment.

se
NCCML has entered preliminary discussions with the Office of National Projects

of the Department of Labor Manpower Administration and with Department of Defen

Project Transition representatives about possible pilot projects in which:

1. Six months before their anticipated separation, laboratory specialists

would take one form of the Proficiency Examinations.

2. Through analysis of the examination results, each individual's specific

needs for refresher training would be identified.

3. Specific additional training would be offered each individual via several

different methods:

a. The training of perhaps 200-300 hours may be arranged for released

time during working hours, or after hours if released time is not possi-

ble. A third, less desirable, alternative would be immediately after

separation for those who cannot be released and who may be moonlighting

or for other reasons are not available during or after hours.

b. The training may be given in a military hospital, a VA hospital, or a

private hospital; it may be a cooperative effort with a college or uni-

versity and/or a school of medical technology.

c. Taped lectures for supervised individual learning will be available

this fall as a result of a NCCML project currently in progress. More

than sixty tapes, covering all the major laboratory areas, are being

prepared by recognized experts. And hopefully in another year there

will be sets of slides to go with the tapes.

4. At the end of the refresher training, the specialist would take the

other form of the Proficiency Examinations to assess his progress and hope-

fully to demonstrate he is ready for civilian employment at better than entry

level

.

E. Providing Information to Other Health Occupation Groups

Many other health occupations have similar manpower problems and interests to

those of the clinical laboratory field. Interest in the possible development of

Proficiency and Equivalency Examinations is evident in a number of these fields.

Those responsible may wish information about our experiences in order to profit

from them.
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Advisory Committee members should be called on to provide Information at meetings

and conferences of various health groups. The Coordinator of the Proficiency

Examinations Project serves as a member of the Committee for Equivalency and

Proficiency Examinations of the Association of Schools of the Allied Health Pro-

fessions, a group particularly interested in these developments.

A report should be publijiied and widely distributed when the pattern of adminis-

tration and potential use has become viable. Every effort should be made to

transfer the benefits of this Proficiency Examinations program to other health

occupations which can profit from them.

F. Promoting Use aovJ Acceptance of the Equivalency Examinations

While the Equivalencv E^ami -ia t i ons will ha> e a certain built-in acceptance as

part of the CLEP prog'"ar., much can be done t^"" oromote understanding and use of

them for the grantini of credit by educat r-.al institutions. The meeting on

Proficiency and Equivalency Examinations ir October in connection with the ASCP-

CAP annual meeting is designed specifically for laboratory school directors. The

American Society of Medical Technologists has scheduled a session on Equivalency

Examinations at their annual meeting in June. Both of these meetings should offer

the opportunity to gain a favoraole reaction to the examinations, and possibly

also to gain some help in the norming process.

Combined publicity for the Equivalency and Proficiency Examinations for those

who could benefit fro-i taking the^i will be in the best interests of both projects.

Clarification of their differert purposes -ii be achieved by treating them

together where possible.

VIII. FOR THE FUTURE

Two recommendations which deserve continued thought now and action In the more

distant future involve:

A. Evaluation of Case Histories

The true test of the Proficiency Examinations project will be whether the examina-

tions are Indeed taken by laboratory workers and the results used by employers to

place those workers appropriately. A follow-up study should be undertaken on the

examinees to see how they have profited from the results.

B. Revision and Updating of the Examinations

Changes in laboratory processes and ways of using personnel will surely make parts

of the examinations out-of-date In time. And test security considerations usually

impose a time limit on the usefulness of any examination. These facts should be

recognized and the need anticipated in advance for a program to review the

examinations and revise them as necessary.
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COMMITTEES OF EXAMINERS

Clinical Chemistry

Mst. Sgt. James R. Brown, Medical Field Service School (Fort Sam
Houston, Texas); Howard Rawnsley, m.d., Hospital of the University of

Pennsylvania Medical School; Martin Rubin, PH.D., Georgetown Uni-

versity Hospital, Chairman; Mrs. Loula Woodcock, mt (ascp), Scripps

Memorial Hospital (La JoUa, California).

Microbiology

Lt. Walter Cox, M.Sc. (usnr). National Naval Medical Center (Be-

thesda, Maryland); Sgt. John James, usaf Medical Center (Wright

Patterson, Ohio); Jesse Marymont, m.d., Wesley Medical Center

(Wichita, Kansas); Gerald Needharo, PH.D., Mayo Foundation (Roches-

ter, Minnesota), Chairman; Miss Cornelia Van Benthem, m.a., mt
(ascp), Hackensack Hospital (Hackensack, New Jersey).

Hematology

Major Joseph H. Keffer, m.d., Anderson Pathology Associates (Ander-

son, South Carolina); Robert Langdell, m.d.. University of North

Carolina Medical School, Chairman; Mrs. Doris Y. Mahon, Walter Reed
Army Medical Center (Washington, D.c); Mrs. Gwendolyn N. Taylor,

MT (ascp), Medical University of South Carolina.

Blood Banking

Lt. Col. Frank Camp, U. S. Army Medical Research Laboratory (Ft.

Knox, Kentucky), Chairman; Ralph Lingeman, M.D., Veterans Adminis-

tration Hospital (Washington, D.C); Mrs. Grace Neitzer, mt (ascp),

Michigan Community Blood Center (Detroit, Michigan); Lt. Col.

Harold Neuman, usaf Medical Center, Andrews Air Force Base (Wash-

ington, D.C).

Address registration forms and all correspondence regarding regis-

tration, test centers, admission tickets, and score reports to:

PROFICIENCY EXAMINATIONS FOR CLINICAL LABORATORY
PERSONNEL

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

COPYRIGHT (©1971 BY EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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INTRODUCTION

The Proficiency Examinations for Clinical Laboratory Personnel

are administered by Educational Testing Service (ets) of Prince-

ton, New Jersey. They are sponsored by the National Committee

for Careers in the Medical Laboratory (nccml), with backing and

support from the American Society of Clinical Pathologists, the

College of American Pathologists, the American Academy of

Microbiology, the American Association of Clinical Chemists, and

the American Association of Blood Banks.

The examinations were developed under contract with the Man-

power Administration of the United States Department of Labor.

Examinations are given in the fields of clinical chemistry, micro-

biology, hematology, and blood banking (immunohematology). A can-

didate may take one or more of the four examinations.

The Proficiency Examinations are designed to help employers

obtain an objective evaluation of the knowledge and skills of:

The military-trained medical laboratory specialist, whose training

is comparable in some respects to training in the civilian laboratory

field and who has a year or more of experience in laboratory work,

but on separation often leaves the field because his training and

experience are not recognized and he has to start at the bottom.

The civilian laboratory worker employed at a lower level, who has

received most of his training on the job, whose experience and

aptitude may qualify him to perform on a higher level, but who is

prevented from advancement by formal educational and training

requirements.

During the 1971-72 academic year, ets will administer the Pro-

ficiency Examinations for Clinical Laboratory Personnel on

Saturday, November 20, 1971, and on Saturday, May 6, 1972, at

testing centers throughout the continental United States. For

this pilot year's administration, costs are being covered by the

Manpower Administration and there is no fee for candidates.

Please read the following sections of this Bulletin carefully. They

contain detailed information important to know if you plan to

take these tests.
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HOW TO REGISTER

Fill out the registration form in this Bulletin and send it to Educa-

tional Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. It must be

received in Princeton no later than four weeks before the test date.

Allow five days for first class mail delivery. Registration forms, as

well as requests for test center changes, will not be processed if

received after a closing date. It is to your advantage to send in the

form as early as you can. Early registration allows time to clear

up any irregularities that might delay the issuing of your test

scores.

Administration date Registration closes

November 20, 1971 October 22, 1971

May 6, 1972 April 7, 1972

If possible, ETS will establish special centers for candidates who
must travel over 100 miles to a test center. In addition, the De-

partment of Defense has agreed to set up centers for members of

the Armed Forces when test centers are not readily accessible to

them. Requests for a special center, along with the completed regis-

tration form, must be received by ets six weeks before the test date.

If you request a special center, do not fill in item 7 on the registra-

tion form. Registration closing dates for special centers are:

Administration date Registration closes

November 20, 1971 October 8, 1971

May 6, 1972 March 24, 1972

If your religious convictions prevent you from taking tests on

Saturday, you can request that ets arrange for testing on the fol-

lowing Monday. Submit with your registration form a letter

signed by your minister or rabbi confirming your affiliation with

a recognized religious body that observes its Sabbath on Saturday.

In item 7 on your registration form, print the word MONDAY
before the city, state, and center number. The registration closing

date for Monday testing is the same as for special centers.

WHERE TO TAKE THE TESTS

The list of ets test center locations for administration of the

Proficiency Examinations for Clinical Laboratory Personnel is

given on page 7. No centers will be established outside the con-

tinental United States, except for members of the United States

Armed Forces.
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Study the center list and then select the city most convenient for

you on the date for which you are registering. You may ignore

state borders if there is a city in a neighboring state nearer than

any in your own state. Enter the center number in item 7 of your

registration form (unless you are applying for a special center).

Educational Testing Service makes every effort to assign you to

the center of your choice. However, there are times when more

candidates apply for one center than can be accommodated. When
this occurs, it is necessary to assign those candidates whose regis-

tration forms were received last to another center as near as

possible to the requested one.

Sometime during the month preceding the tests, ets will send

you an admission ticket bearing the date of the tests and the

address of the center to which you must report for assignment to a

testing room. You will not be admitted to the test center without

your admission ticket. If you lose your ticket, write to or wire the

ETS Princeton office immediately for special authorization to take

the test. Payment for an authorization wire is the responsibihty of

the candidate. Last-minute authorization cannot be guaranteed,

but ETS will make every effort to help you.

The mailing label you complete as part of your registration form

will be stapled to the admission ticket ETS sends you. This label

gives you information about when to report for the tests and

other important details. The registration number you will be re-

quired to grid on your answer sheet is also printed on the mailing

label, so be sure to take it as well as your admission ticket to the

test center.

CHANGE OF CENTER: If, in an emergency, you find it necessary to

take the tests at a center other than the one you originally speci-

fied, you should wire or write to the ets Princeton office requesting

such a change. Do not return your admission ticket and do not

submit a new registration form.

Whenever possible, ets will send you authorization, by letter

or collect telegram, to take the tests at the center you now request.

However, no center changes can be made unless your request

reaches the Princeton office four weeks or more before the test date.

Under normal circumstances, supervisors at one test center will

not admit a candidate who presents an admission ticket for another

center unless the candidate also presents a letter or telegram of

authorization from ets.

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6
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CENTER LIST

The Proficiency Examinations for Clinical Laboratory Personnel will be given

in the following cities on November 20, 1971 and May 6, 1972.

Alabama
302 Birmingham

Arizona
102 Phoenix

Arkansas
106 Little Rock

California
117 Los Angeles
125 San Francisco

Colorado
134 Denver

Connecticut
505 Hartford

District of Columbia
564 Washington

Florida
320 Miami
318 Jacksonville

Georgia
333 Atlanta

Idaho
139 Boise

Illinois
349 Chicago

Indiana
365 Indianapolis

low^a
146 Davenport
147 Des Moines

Kansas
157 Dodge City
161 Topeka

Kentucky
382 Louisville

Louisiana
164 Baton Rouge

Maine
588 Augusta

Maryland
611 Baltimore

Massachusetts
630 Boston

Michigan
394 East Lansing

Minnesota
175 Minneapolis

Mississippi
411 Jackson

Missouri
185 St. Louis

Montana
192 Helena

Nebraska
204 North Platte

Nevada
210 Las Vegas
211 Reno

New Jersey
695 New Brunswick

New Mexico
217 Albuquerque

New York
736 New York City
746 Syracuse

North Carolina
425 Greensboro

North Dakota
227 Bismarck

Ohio
436 Cleveland
438 Columbus

Oklahoma
240 Oklahoma City

Oregon
246 Eugene

Pennsylvania
772 Philadelphia
775 Pittsburgh

Rhode Island
809 Providence

South Carolina
453 Charleston

South Dakota
255 Rapid City

Tennessee
468 Knoxville
471 Nashville

Texas
264 Dallas
268 El Paso

Utah
252 Salt Lake City

Vermont
827 Montpelier

Virginia
851 Richmond

Washington
289 Seattle
291 Spokane

West Virginia
878 Charleston

Wisconsin
486 La Crosse

Wyoming
296 Casper
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ON THE DAY OF THE TESTS

This is the schedule for each testing date:

8:30 a.m. — Candidates report to center

12:45 p.m. (approximately) — Session closes

Each of the Proficiency Examinations (cKnical chemistry,

microbiology, hematology, blood banking) lasts approximately

one hour. Together the four examinations will take four hours, and

they will be given in a single morning session. You may take just

one, two, three, or all four. Candidates taking fewer than four

tests will be dismissed at the appropriate time.

No candidate will be admitted to an examination room after the

tests have begun.

In order that all candidates may be tested under equally favor-

able conditions, standard procedures and regulations are observed

at every test center:

• Supervisors have been asked to arrange for testing rooms free

from noise or disturbance. All visitors will be excluded.

. Each testing room should have a clock visible to all candidates.

Candidates should also bring watches.

. All centers will give tests according to the same schedule. No
candidate will be permitted to continue a test beyond the allotted

time.

• Candidates should bring three or four No. 2 pencils, or a mechan-

ical pencil with a soft lead, and an eraser. No pencils or erasers will

be furnished at the center.

. Candidates are not permitted to bring books or papers of any

kind (including scratch paper) into the examination room and

are strongly urged not to bring such materials with them at all.

Similarly, the use of dictionaries, books, slide rules, rulers, or

papers of any kind is not permitted. If a candidate is found to have

such material with him, he will not be allowed to continue the

tests. Scratch work may be done in the margins of the test books.

• Candidates who wish to leave the room during a rest period or

during the tests must have permission from the supervisor.

• If a candidate is discovered engaging in any kind of misconduct

— giving or receiving help, using notes, books, or papers of any

kind, removing test materials or notes from the testing room, or

taking part in an act of impersonation— his tests will not be scored.

. Educational Testing Service reserves the right to cancel any

test score if, in the opinion of ets, there is adequate reason to

question its validity. Before exercising this right, ETS will offer

the candidate a retest.

8
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TAKING THE TESTS

The Proficiency Examinations for Clinical Laboratory Personnel

were prepared by the examining committees of pathologists, clinical

chemists, microbiologists, and medical technologists listed on the

inside front cover of this Bulletin. The test questions are designed

to measure the proficiency of laboratory workers at the technician

level.

All four one-hour examinations consist of multiple-choice,

paper-and-pencil questions. Timing and instructions are printed

in the test book. Remember to read carefully the directions for

each section.

It is important to use your time as economically as possible.

Take the questions in order, but do not waste time on those which

contain extremely difficult or unfamiHar material. If you com-

plete a section of a test before time is called, go back and reconsider

those difficult questions.

The tests are designed so that the average person taking them

will answer correctly only a certain percentage of the questions.

No one is expected to get a perfect score, and there are no estab-

lished passing or failing scores.

Your answers will be recorded on a separate answer sheet. From

the five lettered answers for a question, you will choose the one you

think is best. The example illustrates how answers are to be

marked.

Chicago is a

(A) state Sample Answer Spaces

(B) city
,„, , A B C D E

(C) country Q | D D D
(D) town
(E) village

Blacken the space with the letter corresponding to the answer

you wish to give.

Before the tests begin, you will fill in certain sections on your

answer sheet including your name, sex, and birth date. An illus-

tration of the name section is shown on page 10. It has been filled

out by an imaginary student, Alexander G. Fielding. He first

printed the letters of his last name in the large boxes at the top. (If

his last name had contained more than 8 letters, he would have

filled in only the first 8 of them.) Then he printed his first and

middle initials. He then blackened the small lettered space in each

column corresponding to the letter in his name at the top of that

column.
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Sample of the answer sheet name section

lAST NAME, firil 8 Ullo

f\\ l^lLlOh |N|Q|Al(a

<^li£JiBiblibiliiJ,bJ|liii:m

!
j'!'! U 1-1 r: ! J I !'iM M i I I

aii-iiEDjEJleiEitbalEi

-I iVi iHJjHIHiEiL-j :-i L-j

[c]:mjQ'0|(-]!tl|tJ|[v)|BiEJ

I I

' •

j -I i
i ' i

I

a:a![5]j[3iratai[giBSiii!5

You will similarly print and grid your registration number,

as in the following example:
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WHO RECEIVES SCORE REPORTS

Educational Testing Service will report scores directly to the

candidate. Upon request, ets will also send copies of a candidate's

scores to prospective employers. The charge for this latter service

is $2.00.

For comparison, the candidate will also receive information on

test scores that were earned by a representative group of qualified

workers who are ab-eady satisfactorily holding down jobs in these

fields in clinical laboratories.

A candidate's request that his tests not be scored will be honored

provided the request is received by ets within a week after he has

taken the tests. Preferably the candidate should make this re-

quest by notifying the supervisor before leaving the testing room.

USE OF TEST SCORES

Examination results can be used by employers to place and up-

grade laboratory workers. Medicare plans to use the results as an

alternate way of qualifying workers for its technician level.

Federal, state, and local civil service commissions are interested

in similar use of the examinations. The ascp Board of Registry of

Medical Technologists is considering possible use of the examina-

tions to qualify candidates for the mlt certification examination.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH ETS

If for some reason you find it necessary to correspond with ets

after yovir registration form has been submitted, be siu-e to specify:

1. the name of the tests (Proficiency Examinations for Clinical

Laboratory Personnel), and

2. the date you either took the tests or plan to take them.

To avoid errors in reporting scores, always use the same form

of your name in signing all documents and in any correspondence

with ETS. Do not write "John J. Jones, Jr." one time and "J. Jones"

or "John Jones" another time. Such inconsistency makes identifica-

tion of papers difficult.

11
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TEST CONTENT

The subject matter covered by the four examinations is indicated

by the following outlines.

Clinical Chemistry

1. Equipment— centriiugation, filtration; pipettes, diluters; bal-

ances; glassware.

2. Instruments: Principles, Use, and Understanding— spectro-

photometry and colorimetry; flame photometry and atomic

absorption; automated equipment (auto-analyzers); fluorim-

etry; blood gases (ion -specific electrodes); electrophoresis;

calculating devices (slide rule, machine, computers); isotopic

instruments (well counters); osmometers; chromatography.

3. Chemical Principles and Applications— calculation and meas-

urements units; identity and sources of biological specimens,

specimen handUng, preservation, collection; pH, solutions,

buffers, water, normality, molarity, osmolarity; quality control.

4. Methodology— enzymology; proteins, including cerebrospinal

and other body fluids; other nitrogenous materials; lipids;

carbohydrates, including tolerance tests; electrolytes; endocrine

procedures; liver function; toxicology; urine chemistry; gastric

analysis; vitamins.

Microbiology

1. Specimen and Culture Handling— collection of specimens; trans-

portation (intra and extra); storage; disposal and disinfection.

2. Isolation and Identification — bacteriology; parasitology; mycol-

ogy; mycobacteriology.

3. Sero/o^>' — tests for disease identification; tests for organism

identification; pregnancy; miscellaneous.

4. Antibiotic Susceptibility by the Standardized Disc Test {Kirby-

Bauer) — media; inoculation; discs; interpretation.

5. Mec/ta — types; preparation.

6. Equipment— microscope (light, dark-field, fluorescent); cen-

trifuge; sterilizing equipment; anaerobic equipment; incubation

equipment; rotators.

7. Quality Control — staining; reagents; media.

Hematology

1. Sa6/ec^— white count; red count; hemoglobin; hematocrit;

normal differential count; reticulocyte count; sedimentation

rate; platelet count; prothrombin time; partial thromboplastin

12
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time; coagulation time; bleeding time; clot retraction; fibrinogen

and lysis; sickle preparation; electrophoresis (hemoglobin); LE
preparation; osmotic fragility; immunoglobulins; general tech-

niques; urine sediment examination; indices.

2. Method— manual; mechanized; quality; limits of the method;

departure from the normal.

Blood Banking {Immunohematology)

1. Immunology and Genetics — genetics; antigen-antibody reactions.

2. Blood Group Systems — A, B, O; Rh; other.

3. Compatibility— routine procedures; massive transfusions; mul-

tiple transfusions; exchange transfusions for hemolytic disease;

Rh immune globulin; transfusion of blood components; patient

identification; selection of blood for compatibility.

4. Special Techniques— antibody detection; antibody identifica-

tion; elution techniques; transfusion reaction work-up; hemo-

lytic disease work-up; auto-immune disease.

5. Standards, General Procedures — donor requirements; collection

of blood; identification of donor blood; care of donor; storage

and transportation; preparation of components; transfusion

service records; blood group reagents and equipment.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Each Proficiency Examination is designed to measure both what
you know of the subject matter commonly associated with the

area and how effectively you can use the scientific knowledge

you possess.

Questions measuring your knowledge of medical technology

emphasize the process of remembering facts that you have learned.

Questions testing the application of this knowledge require not

only that you know a law, principle, or concept, but also that you
recognize its application in a particular situation. Since the goal

of most medical technology education is to learn to apply material

from the discipline, appUcation questions are especially important.

To give you some idea of what the test questions are like, the

following samples are included here. These questions are similar

to the ones you will encounter on the tests. Each question is coded

to tell you which area it concerns. The codings are as follows:

CC (Clinical Chemistry), M (Microbiology), H (Hematology),

and BB (Blood Banking).

13
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Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is

followed by five suggested answers or completions. Select the one which

is best in each case and then blacken the corresponding space on the

answer sheet.

1. [H] Wright's stain causes the cytoplasm of lymphocytes to be colored

(A) purple (B) gray (C) yellow (D) pink (E) blue

2. [CC\ The color formation in a serum bilirubin determination depends on

(A) making the serum alkaline

(B) adding sulfanilic acid

(C) adding methyl alcohol

(D) conjugating bilirubin with glucuronic acid to form bilirubin glu-

curonide
(E) diazotization to form azobilirubin

3. [CC] Diazotized sulfanilic acid is used for the measurement of

(A) bile acids (B) bile pigments (C) acetylsalicylic acid (D) sulfo-

salicylic acid (E) coproporphyrin

4. [H] If on a particular sample the red cell count is 3,500,000 per cubic

millimeter and if 1.5 per cent of the red cells are reticulocytes, the

number of reticulocytes per cubic millimeter is (A) 15,000 (B) 35,000

(C) 52,500 (D) 72,000 (E) 350,000

5. [CC] The primary function of sodium fluoride preservative in specimens

for a glucose tolerance test is to

(A) inhibit glycolysis by blood cells

(B) prevent the growth of bacteria

(C) retard the nonenzymatic oxidation of glucose

(D) prevent hemolysis

(E) destroy other reducing substances

6. [CC] In the colorimetric determination of creatinine by the use of picric

acid (the Jaff'e reaction), the final reaction mixture must be

(A) buffered (B) acid (C) alkaline (D) neutral (E) cooled in ice

7. [H] All of the following are important in the determination of the erythro-

cyte-sedimentation rate EXCEPT
(A) the hematocrit
(B) the tube position

(C) the mean corpuscular hemoglobin value

(D) a 24-hr. delay between collection and determination

(E) changes in plasma composition

8. [BB] Enzyme-treated cells are unsatisfactory for detecting antibodies

of the Duffy blood-type system because enzymes

(A) destroy Duffy antibody molecules

(B) destroy Duffy antigen sites

(C) inactivate Duffy antibody molecules

(D) mask other antibodies

(E) give false positive antiglobulin (Coombs') tests

14
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9. [H] The prothrombin time is dependent on the plasma concentration of

all of the following EXCEPT factor

(A) II (B) V (C) VII (D) VIII (E) X

Directions: The group of questions below consists of five lettered

headings followed by a list of numbered phrases. For each numbered

phrase select the one heading which is most closely related to it and

blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet. One heading may
be used once, more than once, or not at all in each group.

Questions 10-12[M]

(A) Blood -tellurite agar plate

(B) Lowenstein-Jensen agar slant

(C) Thayer-Martin agar

(D) Litmus milk
(E) Mueller-Hinton agar

10. Used in identification of Clostridia

11. Used to isolate Mycobacteria

12. Used in the isolation of Neisseria gonorrhoeae

Directions: For each of the questions below, ONE or MORE of the

responses given are correct. Decide which of the responses is (are) correct

and on the answer sheet blacken space

A if i, 2, and 3 are correct;

B if only / antl 2 are correct;

C if only 2 and 3 are correct;

D if only 1 is correct;

E if only 3 is correct.

Directions Summarised

A
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Directions: The group of questions below concerns a laboratory situa-

tion. First study the description of the situation. Then choose one best

answer to each question following it and blacken the corresponding

space on the answer sheet.

Questions 15-16[M]

A sample of spinal fluid cultured in nutrient and thioglycollate broth
gave some indication of growth by turning slightly cloudy in the broth

after 12 hour? of incubation at 37°C. A gram stain of this fluid showed a

miALMfv- f small gram-negative rods and gram-positive diplococci.

Howe. ,r iiVi further incubation, the turbidity did not increase and
transfei In nolrient agar plates showed no growth after 24 hours.

15. In the L v interest of the patient, a report should be sent to the at-

tending physician stating which of the following?

(A) Culture contaminated, please repeat.

(B) No growth after 36 hr.

(C) Small gram-negative bacillus and gram-positive diploccus seen in

broth culture.

(D) No growth after 12 hr.

(E) Hemophilus influenzae and Diplococcus pneumoniae have been
isolated.

16. In order to grow and isolate the small gram-negative rods, a transfer
should be made to

(A) nutrient broth
(B) nutrient agar

(C) thioglycollate broth
(D) chocolate agar

(C) Streptosil broth

ANSWERS TO SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. E 6. C 11. B
2. E 7. C 12. C
3. B 8. B 13. A
4. C 9. D 14. A
5. A 10. D 15. C

16. D

24371 . T121P30
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Vancouvee, Wash., February 1, 1972.
Hon. Al Ullman,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Deab Repeesentative Ullman : I would like to voice my support for two bills

presently under consideration by the House Ways and Means Committee. These
include the RibicofE amendment to H.R. 1, which was recently passed by Congress
andH.R. 850, (S. 869).

Senator Ribicoff's amendment involves extension of benefits to single as well
as married people under H.R. I's family assistance plan.
H.R. 850 (S. 869), involves equalization of tax rates for single and married

people.
In this day and age of astronomically accelerating populations and diminish-

ing resources to support them, a policy supporting large families over people
who choose to remain single is not only prejudiced but antiquated. We cannot
hope to curb the rapidly increasing population and stabilize conditions if we con-
tinue to encourage large families and to penalize single people taxwise for re-

maining so.

I would appreciate it if you would submit a copy of this letter to be included
in the record in support of both bills. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Steven G. Holman.

Statement by David A. Beody, Dieectoe, Washington Office,
Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai B'Rith

The Anti-Defamation League welcomes this opportimity to submit its views
on H.R. 1, which incorporates the principles of the Administration's original

welfare reform proposal.
The Anti-Defamation League is the educational arm of B'nai B'rith, which

was formed in 1843 and is America's oldest and largest Jewish service organi-

zation. It seeks to improve relations among the diverse groups in our nation and
to translate into greater effectiveness the principles of freedom, equality and
democracy. It is dedicated to securing equal opporunity and justice for all

Americans regardless of race, religion, color or national origin.

For more than three decades we have watched a welfare system started as a
temporary relief measure to help the victims of the Great Depression of the

1930's grow into a crazy quilt, patchwork and often contradictory series of pro-

grams which have caused the break-up of families, fostered dependency rather
than independence and helped to destroy individual dignity and self-esteem. The
lack of any national program with minimum national standards has led to glar-

ing inequities in welfare benefits among the 54 separate welfare ssytems and has
been a factor in the vast migration from our rural areas to urban centers, in-

tensifying many of the ills which our major cities now face and which today
finds one and one quarter million people on the welfare rolls of New York City
alone—a number which exceeds the total population of the city of Houston, the
nation's sixth largest city.

Our present welfare system has become increasingly costly and financially

burdensome and rather than being a stabilizing social force, has created grow-
ing resentment and divisiveness among our people. Instead of furnishing in-

centives to employment and avenues to self-sufficiency, it has served to destroy
the individual's hope of independence and has discouraged people from getting

off the welfare rolls.

We must agree with President Nixon when in August 1969 he said : "Whether
measured by the anguish of the poor themselves, or by the drastically mounting
burden of the taxpayer, the present welfare system has to be judged a colossal

failure. ... it is failing to meet the elementary human, social and financial

needs of the poor." H.R. 1, which passed the House of Representatives on
June 22, 1971 by the substantial margin of 288-132, embodies the Administra-
tion's response to the urgent need for a complete overhaul of our welfare policy.

It represents a dramatic and constructive effort which for the first time seeks
to bring rationality to our welfare system. Rather than simply trying to patch
up further an unwieldly, ineffective and often self-defeating system, the Ad-
ministration has taken the initiative of offering a totally new program aimed
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not only at eliminating the inequities and human indifference which characterize

our present welrare ai)proach, but directed toward new objectives and social

goals. Whatever the shortcomings of H.K. 1, and we will speak of these later,

they cannot overshadow the major breakthrough in the held of welfare reform

which the principle of H.R. 1 represents.

H.R. 1 calls for an income floor of $2400 for a family of four. It also allows a

working poor family to retain the first $.20 of its earnings plus one third of the

remainder until earnings reach $4320 a year when federal benefits end. Under

this plan, the working poor would for the first time be qualified on a nationwide

basis for assistance. By allowing a family to retain a portion of its earnings,

the bill would provide an incentive for those welfare recipients able to do so

to go to work.
H.R. 1 represents a forward-looking program, but it is one which we believe

must be strengthened and improved in several respects. The $2400 federal pay-

ment is plainly not enough for a family of four. It constitutes less than two-

thirds of the current poverty level of $3944 for a family of four.

Although the bill would permit a family on welfare to keep a part of its

outside earnings, the fact is that the vast majority of those now on the welfare

rolls have no other income and are completely dependent on their welfare

payments for their existence. There is a popular misconception that those receiv-

ing welfare are lazy, shiftless people unwilling to work. The statistics, as HEW
has pointed out, suggest otherwise.

The fact is that most welfare recipients cannot be put to work. Contrary to

the popular myth only 126,000 of the more than 13 million Americans who con-

stituted the federally assisted welfare population as of April 1971—fewer than

1%—\vere employable males. Fifty-five percent or more than 7 million were

children. The others included the aged ,blind, disabled and 2.5 million welfare

mothers some of whom work and many others as a recent six state study shows

would also prefer work to welfare if adequate child care facilities were avail-

able. In light of these statistics, it is essential that the level of payments be

increased if those on welfare are to have more than a meager subsistence

income.
We are. of course, not unmindful of the increase in the cost of the program

if the basic benefit levels were to be raised. But, the need to do so is plain and

compelling. For that reason, we support the proposal—Amendment No. 559

—

co-sponsored by a bipartisan group of 22 Senators led by Senator Ribicoff. The

Ribicoff amendment would provide a more realistic payment o^ $3000 for a

family of four. In addition, unlike H.R. 1 which makes no provision for any in-

crease in the minimum payment, the Ribicoff amendment would raise the pay-

ment level each vear until the poverty level was reached in 1976. Annual

adjustments in the federal payment would also be made to reflect the rise in the

cost of living. Finally, a more liberal "earnings disregard" of 40% would enable

the working poor to receive benefits until earnings reached $5720 per year.

The number of people eligible to receive welfare payments under the Ribicoff

plan would of course be substantially more than under H.R. 1. But, this is a

price we must be prepared to pay if we truly believe that all Americans should

be able to enjoy a decent living with some degree of dignity and self-respect.

The Ribicoff package contains a number of other improvements over H.R. 1.

It provides stronger work incentives by increasing from the one-third in H.R. 1

to 40% the percentage of earned income that can be retained. The amendment

would also require that welfare recipients able to work be assigned to jobs

paving no less than the federal minimum wage. Under H.R. 1 referrals to jobs

can be at wages as low as % of the minimum wage thus establishing a category

of "welfare" jobs and doing little more than keeping an individual from becom-

ing another unemployment statistic.

While H.R. 1 would require mothers with children over the age of three to

register for work, the Ribicoff amendment would exempt mothers with children

under six In addition, mothers would also be exempt from the work requirement

in the absence of suitable child care services. The amount made available for

child care services under the Ribicoff proposal is more than double the amount

provided for in H.R. 1.

Sinele individuals and childless couples would also be eligible for weitare as-

sistance, whereas H.R. 1 has no coverage for these categories.
u «*

Finallv. unlike H.R. 1 which does not require states which pay higher benefits

under the current law to maintain those benefits, the Ribicoff amendment man-
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dates states to maintain current payments to protect individuals against loss of

benefits. The federal government which would pay 30% of these supplemental

payments would also gradually assume the entire cost of the welfare program
until by 1976 the system would be fully federalized.

In conclusion, we want to re-emphasize that notwithstanding the imperfections

in the proposed new family assistance plan, we applaud the Administration's

initiative in moving to scrap our long out-moded welfare structure. The time has

now come for this Committee to report a bill to the floor so that a meaningful

welfare reform program which will provide a decent level of life for the millions

of our nation's less fortunate who either cannot work or cannot earn enough to

support their families can be enacted into law. The Ribicoff amendments, we sub-

mit, embody such a program and we therefore urge the Committee to give its

support to those amendments and report them to the Senate for its approval.

Statement of the National Association for Practical Nurse Education and
Service, Inc., Submitted by Rose G. Martin, Executive Director

The National Association for Practical Nurse Education and Service

(NAPNES) is a nonprofit organization founded in 1941 for tjbe purpose of im-

proving and expanding the nursing services which licensed practical nurses ren-

der to the citizens of this country. NAPNES' membership of 37,000 includes

practical nursing educators and other professional nurses, physicians, hospital

and nursing home administrators, and lay persons, as well as licensed practical

nurses. All of these categories are represented on the NAPNES Board of

Directors.
8. position re h.r. 1

The National Association for Practical Nurse Education and Service would
like to make known its support of H.R. 1, Section 241, which directs the Secretary

of Health, Education, and Welfare to develop and employ proficiency examina-

tions to determine whether health care personnel, not otherwise meeting the

specific formal criteria now included in Medicare regulations, have sufficient

training, experience, and professional competence to be considered qualified per-

sonnel fi)r purposes of the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

A large and important group of personnel in this category consists of licensed

practical nurses for whom the usual formal education requirements for licensure

have been waived. Many of these nurses have had years of experience during

which they have been taught informally by the physicians and registered nurses

under whom they have worked, have availed themselves of opportunities for con-

tinuing education, and have engaged in self-study. Over the past three decades

NAPNES has assisted them in their efforts toward self-education by developing

and arranging for the conduct of courses which incoriwrate pretests and pro-

ficiency tests. We are therefore in a position to testify that many "waivered"

LPNs have competencies equivalent to those of LPNs who have completed the

prescribed program of study. They are an important resource for alleviating the

health manpower shortage which is depriving so many of our citizens of the care

which they need.

Yet many of these LPNs are not being utilized to the full extent of their poten-

tial because of a federal regulation requiring that charge nurses in long-term

care facilities accepting Medicare patients be graduates of state-approved schools

of practical nursing or have equivalent formal training. As a result of this regu-

lation thousands of LPNs who have had years of experience as charge nurses in

long-term care facilities are barred from serving in this capacity. The regulation

therefore not only constitutes a serious obstacle to the much-needed expansion of

the.se facilities ; it al.so threatens to close the doors of existing facilities. In con-

sequence, many elderly patients and those suffering from chronic disease are

being deprived of the care they need or are being forced to occupy space in the

more expensive acute-care facilities.

In its concern for these patients, NAPNES has on several occasions pointed to

the trend toward qualifving personnel on the basis of their abilities rather than

the settings in which they develoi)ed these abilities and has offered its services

in the development of an examination that could be used to evaluate the com-

petence of waivered LPNs. At its 30th annual convention in April, 1971, the
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NAPNES membership unanimously endorsed S. 892, which contains the same
provisions as those in Section 241 of H.R. 1, and offered assistance to the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare in the development of such an examina-
tion (see attached copy of resolution). In line with this action by the member-
ship, in August, 1971, the director of NAPNES' Department of Education par-
ticipated in a meeting, called by the Division of Medical Care Standards of the
Public Health Service, at which plans for developing such an examination were
discussed.
We should like to point to an additional use to which such an examination

might be put. State practical nursing licensing boards recognize formal education
that is secured in another state, a fact which enables many LPNs to become
licensed by endorsement when they move from one state to another. This mobility
is denied waivered LPNs, since state boards do not recognize the licenses these

nurses have received in other states. As a result, the public is deprived of the
services of many competent LPNs. The development of an examination of the

kind proposed in Section 241 might well be used for qualifying waivered nurses
for service in other states.

In summary, the National Association for Practical Nurse Education and
Service believes that the proposal contained in Section 241 of H.R. 1 would con-

tribute substantially to the improvement and expansion of the health sen-ices

available to the citizens of this country. It therefore urges that serious considera-

tion be given to the passage of legislation embodying this section.

National Association for Practical
Nurse Education and Service,

New York, N.Y.
Resolution

adopted by the national association for practical nurse education and
service at its 30TH ANNUAL CONVENTION, APRIL 29, 1971, IN CINCINNATI, OHIO

Whereas, William B. Saxbe, United States Senator from Ohio, in the interest

of alleviating the critical shortage of health care personnel has introduced legis-

lation that will direct the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to develop

and conduct a program designed to determine the proficiency of licensed practical

nurses* who do not otherwise meet the formal educational requirements for the

performance of the duties and functions of LPNs. and
Whereas, The National Association for Practical Nurse Education and Service

supports the philosophy of continuing education and the full utilization of all

levels of health care personnel and so stated in its position, approved by its

Board of Directors in January. 1969, and
Whereas. The National Association for Practical Nurse Education and Service

has channeled its efforts for more than three decades into the development of

continuing education courses for which pre-testing and proficiency testing have

been developed, for the upgrading of all LPNs ; now therefore be it

Resolved, That this Association commend Senator Saxbe for his expressed con-

cern for the health and welfare of the American people, and be it further

Resolved, That this organization extend its offer of assistance and the full

extent of its resources in aiding the Secretary of HEW in achieving his assigned

task.

Boston, Mass., February 3, 1972.

Senator Gaylord Nelson,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, B.C.:

The East Boston Neighborhood Health Committee wishes to strongly support

vour leg-'slation for a .5-year extension of the matern^il and inf-^nt care and

children and youth programs. These programs are essential in providing adequate

health care to mothers and children of the city of Boston as well as other cities

in the United States. The limited extension proposed by the Nixon administra-

tion would severely cripple these essential health programs.

Mrs. Pat Buonopane,
East Boston Neighborhood Health Committee.

*Thls term also applies to the licensed vocational nurses of California and Texas.
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Staff, East Boston Health Centeb,
Boston, Mass., February 3, 1972.

Senator Gaylord Nelson,
Senate Office Building,
Wa,shinffton, D.G.:

The staff of the East Boston Neighborhood Health Center are seriously con-

cerned by the administration's request for only a single year extension of the

present MIC and CNY programs. These programs are presently providing essential

services to mothers and children in Boston who would otherwise be without care.

We strongly support the legislation introduced by you for a 3-year extension of

these programs. Year-to-year authorizations of these programs have a crippling

effect on health care delivery.
James O. Taylor, M.D.,

Medical Director.

Laboube Center "Visiting Ntibse Service,
Sisters of Charity,

South Boston, Mass., February 1, 1972.
Senator Gaylord Nelson,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Nelson : Knowing the great importance of the continuance of
the satellite clinic at the Laboure Center by the St. Margaret's Maternity Hos-
pital, I ask you and count on you to fight for continued federal funding of
Maternal and Infant Care, especially in S. Boston where I care for patients as a
Public Health nurse and see the tremendous results of such programs.
And so I make a tremendously great plea that you will do all that you can to

promote and finance this worthwhile cause.
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

Sister Mary Caroline Hriczle\-,

Staff Nurse, Registered Nurse.

Saint Margaret's Hospital,
Boston, Mass., February 2, 1972.

Hon. Gaylord Nelson,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Nelson : We would like you to endorse the authorization of
a continuation of moneys for the Maternal & Infant program for the next five
years. This program enables many mothers to seek better prenatal care, thus
decreasing maternal morbidity and infant mortality. The patients from this
program are of the lower socio-economic group.
We look forward to a continuation of these funds.

Sincerely,

Sister Mary Bebnadette,
Administrator.

Brighton-Allston Community Health Corporation,
Brighton, Mass., February 1, 1972.

Senator Gaylord Nelson,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Nelson : We have been informed that you are conducting hear-
ings this week on the extension and refunding of the Children and Youth and
Maternal and Infant Care programs of HEW.
Our c-ommnnity of Allston-Brighton in Boston is served by both these programs.

Without them, many of our less advantaged families would not receive good
preventive care for their children. They would be forced, because of the high
cost of outpatient care, not usually covered by their insurance, to revert to
seeking care only in crises in the overcrowded emergency rooms and clinics of
our hospitals. Young mothers, in the hope of cutting down on the cost of maternity
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care, would return to the practice the MIC program as tried so hard to change

—

that of going for pre-natal care late in pregnancy instead of early.

We strongly support your efforts to see that these valuable programs are con-

tinued, and continued until such time as a more satisfactory national system

of helping i>eople pay for health care has been instituted.

We look forward with deep concern to the outcome of your hearings and to

the final action of Congress.
Sincerely yours,

Robert A. England, President.

Laboure Center,
Sisters of Charity,

South Boston, Mass., January 31, 1972.

Senator Gaylord Nelson,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Nelson : On behalf of the mothers and infants of South Boston,

I make an earnest plea that you do all in your power to promote the extension

of the Maternal and Infant Care and Children and Youth Programs.

South Boston is an O.E.O. poverty target area without hospital services or ade-

quate physician services. In order to overcome this gap in medical care, St.

Margaret's Maternity Hospital in nearby Dorchester has operated a satellite clinic

at the Laboure Center for over four years. This clinic has provided much needed

services to mothers and their infants with excellent back-up hospital services.

Unless the federally funded M.I.C. and C. and Y. Programs are extended, there

is little hope that these services can be continued. Numerically, this means that

over one third of South Boston's prenatal mothers and their infants will he with-

out adequate care.

Realizing the tremendous progress that has resulted from these two programs,

I know that I do not have to belabor the point with further rhetoric. I count on

your interest in the well-being of our mothers, infants and youth to fight for

continued federal funding of M.I.C. and C. and Y. Programs.
Sincerely,

Sister Eileen Kinnarney,
AdministratO'r.

Labot^re Center,
Sisters of Charity,

South Boston, Mass., February 1, 1972.

Senator Gaylord Nelson,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator : It is reassuring to know that you are taking the initiative in

the attempt to extend the Maternal and Infant Care and Children and Youth
Project for five years.
From my years of working here in South Boston, I realize the importance of

this program which provides prenatal maternal care and post natal care to

mothers and children. Since there is no local hospital in the area and only

limited physician care, it is fortunate that Saint Margaret's Hospital from nearby
Dorchester has establishetl a satellite clinic in our center to service the mothers
in thi^ vicinity. Over one-third of all the births in South Boston are conne<'ted

with this Project. Without this care, I know that many families would be unable

to have good care for the mothers and babies.

In our work with families, we have found that any help we can afford them
is greatly appreciated and used to the best of the abilities of each one.

Be assured of our support and prayers for you and your associates in this im-

portant work. If there is anything further we can do, please do not hesitate

to request it.

Sincerely,

Sister Sheila O'Friel,

Director, Home Management Department.

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 -- 24
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Brighton, Mass., Feiruary 1, 1972.

Senator Gayloed Nelson,
Senate Offlce Building,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Nelson : I want to add my voice to the many you have heard

from thus far in support of legislation extending the maternity and infant care

and children and youth programs for 5 years. If these programs are only ex-

tended for 1 year, this program can stand a good chance of being killed the next

year or the next. With short term funds, commitments can not be made to the

community.
As a nutritionist in one of these programs in Boston, I can see the great need

for the M&I, C&Y clinics. I work in Roxbury. Many of our patients would be

without health care or overwhelm the city hospital if our clinic did not exist.

Not only should funds bt extended for a long period of time but more health

centers should be open since there are areas of Boston, indeed most of Massa-

chusetts and all Indian reservations and Appalachia, without such facilities for

children and pregnant women.
Sincerely,

Mrs. Donna Gottlieb.

Michigan State Employees Association,
Lansing, Mich., February 15, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

(Attention of Mr. Tom Vail, Chief Counsel)

.

Dear Mr. Chairman : This statement is in response to a telegram of Febru-
ary 2, 1972, from Mr. Vail, Chief Counsel to the Senate Committee on Finance,
concerning our position on H.R. I which we vv-ish to be considered by your
distinguished committee.

statement

The Michigan State Employees Association, representing over 19,000 state

employees and in excess of 4,000 members who are employed by the Michigan
State Department of Social Services, recognizes the need for welfare reform,
but is very concerned that the legislation presently before you does not contain
provisions for the transfer of social service employees at the state level to the
Federal level who are responsible for eligibility and cash assistance payment
functions. H.R. 1, as reported by the House, makes no provision for these
thousands of employees in Michigan, and indeed, many thousands who would
be affected at the state and local level throughout the nation.

We, in Michigan, appreciate the Federal concern to assist the poor, disadvan-
taged people, and therefore, the concept of H.R. 1 is acceptable. However, our
Michigan experiences these past few years dictates that we express to you a
rather selfish concern for those employees who have been involved in the field

of social service or social welfare through most of their work experience. Our
concern is related to the inequities that come mostly through the implementa-
tion of ''wide sweeping changes" or merger of governmental activities from city

to county and county to state, and now, under H.R. 1, from state to Federal
control.

Whenever there is a merger or take-over from one governmental agency to

another it creates a genuine concern on the part of all the employees involved.

I am certain that you have heard previously many of these concerns are stimu-

lated because of lack of communication, definition and unanswered questions

that could have a profound effect on all employees from the lowest to the highest

level positions. Some of these questions are as follow

:

1. Would the intent and purpose of H.R. 1 to help the unemployed conceivably

have the reverse effect by removing employees from the payroll thereby having
them become recipients under the new program rather than employees with

great expertise who had administered as.sistance under existing programs?
2. What guarantee does one have for job security if and when the bill passes?
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3. What salary rate will be set for the various classes of Michigan state em-
ployees? If the Federal classification that is comparable to a specific state is

at a lower rate of pay would the state employee have to suffer a loss by being
placed at a lower rate?

4. What will happen to the fringe benefits, such as annual leave, sick leave
and retirement?

5. What happens to the employee with many years of seniority ?

6. What happens to the Michigan Civil Service employees who are presently
covered by social security?

7. Most importantly, will there be a provision for a merit promotion ladder,

if these employees are federalized?
We feel that these are genuine, justifiable concerns, since to repeat, H.R. 1

as reported from the House does not make any provision for transfer for the
affected employees at the state and local level.

We are very mindful of the fact that Congress has become aware of these
anxieties because of the amendment that has been offered by Senator Ribicoff

;

amendment No. 559 to H.R.. 1. With respect to this amendment we would like

to make certain observations :

Reference is made specifically to Section 2173 of that amendment and which
provides that ; "fair and equitable arrangements shall be made, as determined
by the Secretary of Labor, to protect the interests of all employees of any State

or political subdivision thereof who presently perform such functions. Such
arrangements shall include provisions, not inconsistent with law, necessary to

protect individual employees against a worsening of their positions with respect

to their employment and to assure compensation and benefits at levels not less

than those applicable to such employees immediately prior to the effective date

of this Act, or in the case of an agreement between the Secretary and any State,

immediately prior to the effective date of the agreement, including provisions

necessary to

—

"(A) Preserve rights, privileges, and benefits (including continuation of pen-

sion rights, credits, and benefits) under collective-bargaining agreements, or

otherwise, in effect on the effective date of this Act or such agreement

;

"(B) Continue collective-bargaining rights;

"(C) To aid terminated employees in obtaining employment by the Secretary

or the State or a political subdivision thereof of employees, including assurance

of priority periods of employment by the State or reemployment for employees

subsequently terminated or laid off and crediting periods of employment, and
"(D) Provide paid training or retraining programs to assist in carrying out

the purposes of this Act."

Some may feel that the above provisions adequately protects the interests of

State and local public employees who would be affected. We agree and support,

the areas of employee concern outlined in the amendment and believe that sim-

ilar provision should be incorporated in every program or plan where a transfer

of administration takes place. However, we believe the proposal has fault in

that it anticipates the termination of current state and local public employees,

and limits the Federal concern to aiding terminated employees in obtaining

employment thereafter. This, you will note is the substance of subparagraph (C)
listed above.
The Michigan State Employees Association therefore urges the Congress to

provide the pattern for proper employee protection by rewriting above subpara-
graph (C) to guarantee that no employee shall be terminated as the result of

transfer to Federal administration of the functions now being administered by
state and local jurisdictions and that any change in the work force shall be
accomplished by attrition, voluntary employee decisions or new work as.sign-

ments only after paid training or retraining programs have adequately fitted

the affected employee.
We are also aware that the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

working with the United States Civil Service Commission, has proposed amend-
ments to Section 507 of H.R. 1 in the Senate, which would provide for the orderly
transfer of many employees of state and local public a.ssistance programs. One
very serious question remains unanswered that relates to the fact the projwsed
amendment offered by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and
the United States Civil Service Commission, indicates that the Federal govern-
ment would expect to offer to MANY (emphasis supplied) employees of state

and local public assistance programs the appropriate jobs in the administration
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of Federal assistance programs which the pending bill would create. However,

this still leaves us with the frustration that all of the affected employees would
not be provided for.

Also, under the sick leave portion of the D.H.E.W. amendment a person going

from state to Federal service can carry sick leave over but cannot use the

carry-over until after Federal sick leave has been used. Prior state employ-

ees will not be allowed to pick up their accumulated state sick leave if they have
been on an authorized leave of absence. The existing Federal employees can,

after a leave of absence, pick up all of their sick leave. This, of course, creates

dual standards. It is our position that state employees who become Federal

employees should enjoy the same rights and privileges. Special consideration

should be given in all areas to state employees because this is an involuntary

transfer. After all, the state employees did not choose to become a Federal
employee.

Continuing under the D.H.E.W. and U.S.C.S.C. amendment concerning retire-

ment, the amendment provides for a $10.00 monthly increase in retirement. This
will, of cour.se, again, create dual standards. The retirement provision should
provide that employees receive full retirement benefits computed on the highest
annual compensation received during a period of 5 consecutive years. If this

is not done it would be possible for a person to lose 50% of the retirement
benefits he would have received if he had continued service with the state.

We, of course, again support the efforts of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare and the United States Civil Service Commission in attempting
to provide protection for many of the employees that would be affected.

We would respectfully recommend that the Committee seriously consider the
latest suggestion of Senator Ribicoff (as we understand it) that a vastly reduced
pilot program be initiated to see just how this type of legislation would work.
It is our feeling that through this approach, proper planning, staffing, cost and
other experiences could be accumulated and analyzed on a small scale so that
appropriate amendments might be made to correct any deficiencies before embark-
ing on a large nationwide program of federalization.

We appreciate the concern that Congress has expressed over the years in pro-

viding for job protection in the public and private sector and we are confident
that once the concerns of the state and local employees have been received by the
Congress that they will not take action without giving the affected employees
every consideration and protection that the Federal government should morally
provide.

In closing, the Michigan State Employees Association has a responsibility and
a well-deserved reputation for fighting for employee rights in a true merit system
and we pledge our support to this distinguished committee and to the Congress
in achieving equity for all affected employees and in particular for the four thou-
sand plus members of the Michigan State Employees Association.

We wish to thank the committee for the opportunity to present our views on this

most significant legislation.

Respectfully,
Lawrence A. Piche,

President, Michigan State Employees Association.

St. Elizabeth's Hospital,
Brighton, Mass., February 1, 1972.

Senator Gaylord Nelson,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Se.nator Nelson : I am writing in support of your efforts to extend
the authorization for the Maternal and Infant Care and the Children and Youth
Programs. I think it is essential that this authorization be extended for at
least five years. In our program we are providing care for mothers and children
for whom there are no other medical esources in the conmiunity. We emphasize
preventative care and feel we have resources particularly suitable for families
with multiple problems. It is unrealistic to think that even if a national health
plan were authorized within the next year that it could be quickly implemented
to the extent necessary to provide the kind of care now being offered by our,
and other, M.I.C. and C & Y Programs. Once again families in the communities
served by these programs would be without adequate care.
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Your efforts on behalf of these programs are appreciated both by our staffs

and the community.
Sincerely yours,

John H. Gould, M.D.,
Coordinator, M.I.C.—C. d Y. Programs.

Statement of the National Association of Indb:pendent Insureds, in Regard
TO its Position on National Health Care (Including S. 1376)

The National Association of Independent Insurers is a voluntary national trade

association of some 533 insurers * of all types, both stock and non-stock, whose
membership provides a representative cross-section of the casualty and fire in-

surance business in America. Our companies, which have long been recognized

as the most competitive and progressive segment of the fire-casualty insurance

business, have continued to expand the voluntary market availability of auto-

mobile insurance at a faster rate than the rate of increase in new vehicle regis-

tration, so that currently they are serving more than half the insured motorists

in the country.
Despite our overriding interest in the property and casualty insurance field,

we still view the matter of National Health legislation as crucial. There can

be no doubt that any programs which deal with the delivery of health care will

directly affect the manner in which automobile accident victims are compensated.

Thus, the interest of the NAII is a most direct and profound one.

To be most acceptable to public demands and responsive to public needs,

the NAII endorses a National Health program which :

Makes medical services available to all citizens regardless of financial

status

;

Controls the cost of medical care

;

Produces the highest degree of utilization of medical facilities

;

Retains the financing of health services to the maximum extent possible

through the existing private insurance industry mechanisms, under
regulation

;

Eliminates wasteful duplication, inefficiencies, and inequitables ;

Preserves automobile insurers as the primary carrier for the compensation
of automobile accident victims.

This statement will address itself principally to the latter three objectives.

retain financing of health services through btxisting private insurance
industry mechanisms under the state regulatory system

Consistent with our traditional position that the public is best served through
private industry operating in a highly competitive market, we express the con-

viction that the private insurance segment has proved itself worthy and quali-

fied to provide the basic financial protection required of those in need of medical
care. In the final analysis the highest experti.se, the available servicing and claims
handling facilities, and the machinery to provide effective coordination between
the provider of services and the consumer of these services reposes with the

health in.surance industry. Any National Health Insurance program should maxi-
mize its role and confine the role of government to responsibilities which the
private insurance industry cannot assume, such as providing social welfare
benefits for the medically indigent.

Also, consistent with our traditional position, we urge that responsibility for

regulation of the private health insurance business should remain with the state
insurance departments which possess both the staff resources and expertise to

perform this function without superimposing an unnecessary and unwarranted
level of federal control.

ELIMINATION OF WASTEFUL DUPLICATION, INEFFICIENCIES AND INEQUITIES

A Study of the testimony before various congressional, state, and industry com-
mitttes will disclose that no one seriously questions the desirability of avoiding

•354 members and 179 subscribers to our statistical services.
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duplication of medical benefits. Health insurers have sought to achieve this objec-

tive among themselves through the incorporation of policy language providing
for the "coordination of benefits". More importantly, in several jurisdictions in

which local laws would permit, many accident and health insurers have pro-

vided for and successfully pursued a right of subrogation in those instances in

which the injury for which benefits have been paid resulted from the negligent

conduct of a third party. To the extent that this is accomplished, the cost of the

loss has been properly shifted away from the innocent victim to the responsible
party, and equity has been achieved.
The desirability of achieving this equity has not eluded the U.S. Congress in its

past considerations of compensation programs. Various federally-legislated pro-

grams, including Title XIX of the Social Security Act (Medicaid) and the Fed-
eral Employees Liability Act, provide for recoupment from the negligent party
causing the injury for which benefits have been paid.

In connection with National Health programs and their relationship to pro-

grams providing compensation for accident victims, it has on occasion been sug-

gested that this loss shifting creates ineflSciencies within the system. Perhaps
this contention would be more persuasive if total compenation evolved from one
program alone. But such is not the case :

Many health insurance plans provide inside limits, specified deductibles

and/or co-insurance features, which ultimately will be lost to the accident

victim unless he pursues a claim against an automobile insurer

;

The disability features, i.e., wage loss (and in some programs intangible

first party recoveries beyond wage loss) will only be compensated from
another source or sources

;

Under the prevailing automobile accident reparations system and many
"no-fault" proposals, the recovery for pain and suffering is retained and must
be pursued under a separate system

;

Damage to property and to vehicles must also be pursued from a separate

source.

Thus, less confusion and greater efficiency and convenience will be actually

achieved by keeping the entire cost of compensating automobile accident victims

within one benefit system. A fair analysis of the characteristics of both health

and automobile insurance highly favors the auto system as the most viable and
effective method by which to accomplish these objectives.

Equally important, the eflBciencies and equities produced through non-duplica-

tion further highlight the desirability of preserving the automobile insurer as

the primary source of benefits for auto accident victims.

PRESERVATION OF AUTOMOBILE INSURERS AS THE PRIMARY CARRIER FOB
COMPENSATING ACCIDENT VICTIMS

The legislative experiences in Massachusetts, Delaware. Florida, and Illinois

attests to the fact that "no-fault" insurance laws, regardlfess of how struc-

tured are upon us. A recent study by the XAII staff, which di.sclosed that

no less than 29 state legislatures convening in 1972 will deliberate auto repara-

tions reforms, further attests to the fact that the laws heretofore enacted are

not the exceptions but the rule. Therefore, our continued concern for efficiency

and convenience is necessary. Partially for the reasons heretofore stated, re-

taining the automobile insurer as the primary source of these benefits is essen-

tial. But there are other reasons equally important

:

(1) The no-fault laws now enacted and virtually all proposals that are being

seriously considered provide for the conditions of entitlement and amount
of benefits that may be recovered beyond mere economic loss. These losses

involve pain and suffering and inconvenience and the amount allow^ed is in re-

lation to the medical expenses incurred. With this proprietary interest that the

automobile insurer has, insurers would continue to provide effective and eco-

nomical medical compensation.
(2) Motoring serves a utilitarian function or a pleasure-producing function,

or both, for those who engage in it. But it likewise saddles serious hazards
and burdens on our society in the form of deaths, injuries, noise, traffic con-

gestion, air pollution, and consumption of natural resources. Sound public policy

dictates that to the fullest extent possible those w^ho engage in an inherently

dangerous or socially burdensome pursuit should bear the full costs of that

pursuit—including the costs of all attendant safeguards and measures neces-
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sary to minimize or underwrite the damage it inflicts on others. It would
be unfair and unwise to shift the costs away from those who engage in this

pursuit and thereby subsidize it through either tax dollars or health insurance

premiums paid by the non-motoring citizen.

(3) Keeping the full costs of motoring squarely on the shoulders of those

participating in it also provides at least one form of disincentive against un-

reasonable over-use. Over-use of the automobile by some citizens already creates

serious problems in America—such as the worsening congestion of our inner

cities and arterial highways by the glut of commuter-driven cars, which could

and should be replaced by mass transportation. To shift a major portion of auto

accident losses from auto accident losses from auto insurance to national health

insurance is a step in the wrong direction. This would compound both the

traflBc congestion problem and the safety problem.

In summary, therefore, the NAII respectfully urges the Committee to view
with caution any suggestions that duplication can only be avoided through the

relegation of automobile insurance to an excess or a secondary position. Not
only is the avoidance of duplication possible, which retaining auto insurance as

the primary source of benefit recovery, but for the reasons herein stated it is

most desirable.
CONCLUSION

There are a few issues relating to social legislation exceeding the significance

which Congressional action in the health care field will have on our nation. The
fate of a pluralistic private financing system ; the preservation of state regula-

tion in some, if not all, insurance matters ; the role of automobile insurance

—

its preservation or potential demise : the economic impact on the taxpayers
and insurance buyers are all inexorably entwined with the final disposition

of this vital question.
In the area of reparations reform we have constantly urged cautious delibera-

tion and evaluation. With the same reasoning we urge this premise in the Com-
mittee's deliberations for a responsive and permanent health care program. With-

out exercising this caution, a rash decision might very well create a national

crisis which is irrevocable. To safeguard against this potential. NAII respectfully

urges a coordinated program preserving the private insurance industry which
would assure the highest efficiency through retention of the automobile insurers

in their traditional role as primary auto injury insurer.

Lehigh Valley Committee Against Health Fraud, Inc.,

Allentown, Pa., February 15, 1972.

Senate Finance Committee,
Neiv Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sirs : We are an independent, non-profit corporation with 35 lay and
professional members. We oppose chiropractic inclusion in Medicare for the

following reasons

:

1. Chiropractic theory is false. When used as a basis for practice, it presents

a public health hazard.
2. Chiropractic education is inadequate for the proper diagnosis of diseases.

3. Chiropractic full spinal x-rays ("spinographs") are used primarily for

"window dressing" and are a radiation hazard.
4. Federal insurance programs which tried chiropractic coverage experience

widespread claim abuse.
5. Prior chiropractic testimony to the Senate Finance Committee contained in-

accurate statements.
6. Deception is an integral rather than an incidental part of the chiropractic

system.
7. It is unfair to force taxpayers to subsidize this .system until its flagrant

deficiencies have been eliminated.
These are strong statements, but detailed evidence to support them is attached.

We appreciate your kind consideration of our material.

Sincerely,
H. William Gross, D.D.S.,

President.
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EXHIBIT A

The Scope of Chiropractic

Most chiropractors are themselves confused about the nature of disease,

healing, what they do and tvhy some of their patients feel better.

Some chiropractors confine themselves to musculoskeletal disorders which

can respond to massage and other techniques of physical therapy. Others treat

everything from colds to cancer. In 1968, a U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and

Welfare panel collected information from chiropractic schools and organizations.

H.E.W. concluded that the majority of chiropractors were treating a wide

variety of diseases, including ulcers, deficiency anemia, tonsillitis, impaired

hearing, chronic heart condition and gall-bladder disease. Although this data

came from oflBcial chiropractic sources, official chiropractic maintains that the

H.E.W. study is invalid because the panel was "biased".

The Parker Chiropractic Research Foundation has charted more than 40

categories of diseases which it claims chiropractors are treating ( Exhibit A-1 )

.

According to Parker (Exhibit A-2) these statistics are a "compilation" of data

from the national chiropractic organizations plus several thousand members
of the Parker foundation. This chart has been widely circulated by chiropractors.

Some use it on their office cards. Local and state chiropractic organizations use

it in newspaper advertisements.
Chiropractors and chiropractic organizations also advertise various forms

of spinal pictures, claiming that they can treat almost the full gamut of disease

(Exhibits A-3, D-1). Yet when questioned, many chiropractors claim that only
"other chiropractors" do this, that they confine themselves only to legitimate
chiropractic problems. Chiropractors also say that they "do not treat diseases,
only spinal misalignments which cause certain disease processes". The two
national chiropractic organizations also disagree as to the proper scojje of
chiropractic.

Out side investigators are thus confronted with a maze of contradiction and
doubletalk. We believe that most chiropractors are themselves confused about
the nature of disease and healing processes. Nor do they understand the rela-
tionship between what chiropractors do and why some of their patients feel

better.
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This chart is iiiduded only to illtistralf claims as to the scope of chiropractic. Chiropractic

"compilations" of this type are usually not reliable for statistical purposes.

CHIROPRf)CTIC RESEf^RCH CHART
A. 1

All statistics used in this chart are based upon studies reported by the Chiropractic Research
Foundation of the National Chiropractic Association, the Committee on Res-earch of the Inter-
national Chiropractors Association, and Parker Chiropractic Research Foundation.. These
.reports represent the results obtained under chiropractic care for a large variety of chronic
conditions. The vast majority of these cases had also been previously diagnosed and treated
by practitioners other than chiropractors.

CONDITIONS .
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Dear

The Parker Chiropractic Research Foundation, Inc.,

Fort Worth, Tex., August 6, 1971.

: First, I want to apologize for the long delay in answering
your letter, but just about the time that it arrived we were in stages of prepara-
tion for our Homecoming where we had nearly 1,700 people in attendance. I

hope that we are not too late to contribute at least information to your project.
Second. I want to congratulate you on considering chiropractic as a career.
In answer to your several questions, I am going to refer you to the American

Chiropractic Association, 2200 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50312 for in-

formation relative to the chiropractic research foundation of the national chiro-
practic association. The NCA is now known as the American Chiropractic Asso-
ciation. In answer to your second question relative to the ICA, I'll refer you to
them. Their address is 741 Brady Street, Davenport, Iowa 52803.
The Parker Chiropractic Research Foundation is an organization which en-

gages in re.search both on a technical and on a business basis and disseminates
this information through Seminars conducted six times each year in Dallas,
Texas.
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In answer to your next question, I will have to be a little general. Our research
has been going on for nearly twenty years and it is done throughout the United
States and Canada, and in several foreign countries, with the help and coopera-
tion of our members. I think this answers your fifth question as well.
As to the chart that you sent, the percentage figures on this chart are what you

might call a compilation of percentages [/leaned from sources such as eighteen
chiropractic clinics in the State of Texas that were originally operated by Dr.
rarker and added to by the findings of both of the national associations that you
mentioned earlier, and brought up to date from reports from our several thou-
sand members.

EXHIBIT B

Chiropractic Education

We agree tcith the 1968 H.E.W. report xvhich concluded that ''chiro-
practic education does not prepare its practitioners to make adequate
diagnoses or to provide appropriate treatment".

In 1960. the Stanford Research Institute published a study which included in-
spection of two chiropractic schools. They noted that although certain .scientific
subjects were part of the academic program, the school libraries and laboratories
did not appear to be in actual use.

In 196G. the A.M.A. Dept. of Investigation studies chiropractic school cata-
logues and found that less than half of their faculty members had recognized
college degrees. Thus, teachers of basic science subjects did not appear to have
proper expertise to teach these subjects. Our Committee's review of catalogues
in 1970 found the faculty composition es.sentially unchanged.

Recently, most chiropractic schools have affiliated with other colleges for basic
.science classes. This will not cause a dramatic increase in the quality of chiro-
practic training, however, basic science courses merely prepare one for the study
of disease. They do not prepare one to make diagnoses or pre.scribe treatment.
Moreover, no presently practicing chiropractor went through such a program.

AVe agree with the H.E.W. that chiropractic education does not prepare its
practitioners to make adequate diagnoses or provide appropriate treatment.
Chiropractors should not be licensed to make diagnoses or provide primary health
care. Rather, those who can adapt to scientific thinking should be retriiined as
physical therapists to work under the supervision of qualified physicians.

EXHIBIT C

Chiropractic Salesmanship

Chiropractic promotion includes dubious methods.

The Parker Chiropractic Research Foundation has developed a sales approach
for chiropractors. Its founder. Dr. James Parker, estimates that more than 10,000
chiropractors and their assistants have attended his practice-building .seminars.
Journalist Ralph Lee Smith, who attended the course a few years ago, docu-
mented its nature in the June 1968 issue of Todav's Health Miigazine (Exhibit
C-1).

Smith describes how the course is built around a 33o-page Textbook of Office
Procedure and Practice Building for the Chiropractic Profession. Parker's Sum-
mary of How to Conduct An Effective Consultation" on page 134 states :

. . . From the time the telephone rings until the time you start the examina-
tion, you are working toward one goal : "Mr. .Jones, there is most definitely some-
thing wrong ^vith your spine that could absolutely be causing almost all, if not
every bit of your trouble."

Parker's techniques include

:

1. Offer "free consultation" (pp. 61-(j3) but lead patient into "examination"
which costs him money (p. 75).

2. The "yet disease" ( Exhibit C-1, p. 3)

.

3. "Digging for chronicity" ( Exhibit C-1, p. 3)

.

4. "One adjustment for each year of age of the average chronic patient is a
rough thumbnail guide of what people will willingly accept and pay for."

(p. 148-149).
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5. "If in doubt about the payment or the return of the patient, talie only the

smaller X-rays on the first visit but ostensibly X-ray fully." (p. 127)

.

In spite of these dubious methods, Dr. Parker is a welcome lecturer at chiro-

practic schools. When one of us merely requested a catalogue from Texas Chiro-

practic College, the school gave his name to Dr. Parker. Parker's letter of en-

couragement mentions that chiropractors often reap incomes of "$50,000 to $75,-

000 and even $100,000 annually . .
." (Exhibit C-2).

Dr. Parker is thus not only sanctioned, but is highly respected by the chiro-

practic system.
[From Today's Health, June 1968]

A Golden Touch Fob Chiropractors

(By Ralph Lee Smith)

Our writer takes the world's leading "success course" for chiro-

practors. He learns to "open the trap door," initiate the "yet dis-

ease," and "dig for chronicity." Graduates may be proving the

methods in your community.

"Give your patients the impression that you're busy and prosperous. AVhen I

was in practice I would sometimes go into another room, dial my own number,
come back to my desk, answer the phone, and pretend to talk to another patient

while a real patient sat there. Sometimes I would have relatives come and sit in

my reception room—patients would think they were other patients. If a salesman
showed up I would keep him waiting in the reception room for a while—same
reason. Also, you can study a patient's records with a flashlight in an adjoining

broom closet, then walk in with them as if you were coming in from Room 86 of

your 'suite!'
"

The speaker was James W. Parker, one of the most successful chiropractors

in the United States—a shrewd, earthy man, a born story teller, and a person
of tireless energy. He has the revivalist preacher's gift for holding an audience
for hours, permitting his voice to gain in speed and rise in pitch and dramatic
intensity, then suddenly lowering it to make a point, start another subject, or

tell an unexpected deadpan joke. Also, like many a backwoods preacher of leg-

end, he is perfectly at ease urging his audience to love their fellow men while
slyly encouraging them to exploit these same fellow creatures from here to

breakfast.
Parker has the King Midas touch. The creator of a chain of 18 thriving chiro-

practic clinics in Texas, he has grossed millions of dollars while spending over
half a million on advertising and public relations. After making one fortune
from ill persons he is making another from his fellow chiropractors. His project
seems to be nothing less than turning the entire chiropractic profession into an
army of smooth-talking merchants. I have .seen James W. Parker in action

;

1 have seen how chiropractors have responded ; and I think he is likely to succeed.
Parker has set up a little enterprise called the Parker School of Professional

Succes.s. This, in turn, is a division of another Parker creation, the Parker
Chiropractic Research Foundation. The scientific-sounding name of this latter

organization looks good on diplomas, plaques, and the like.

Finally, there is a third organization. Share International, which uses the
ofl^ces and personnel of the other two. Share International is the sales arm of
the operation, providing chiropractors with materials for putting the Parker
system into operation in their own practice. It issues a mail-order catalog, and
also sets up shop and .sells its wares during the three-day seminars in "practice
building" that Parker holds six times a year, usually at the headquarters of the
three enterprises in the Hotel Texas in Fort Worth. Six thousand chiropractors
and their assistants have attended one or more of the seminars (the 1960 census
showed only 14,360 chiropractors in the entire country), and more flock to Fort
Worth as each new one is held.

The Parker seminars may represent a decision on the part of chiropractic to

turn to super-salesmanship for survival in a scientific age that has revealed its

theory about the cause and cure of disease to be a quaint medical fairy tale.

Chiropractic is the last unchanged, widely practiced survivor of numerous
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therapy cults such as naturopathy and magnetic healing that sprang up in the
19th century. It was invented by an uneducated and partialy illiterate grocer
of Davenport, Iowa, named Daniel David Palmer. Palmer seemed to think that
the great secret of the ages—the cause and cure of human disease—had been
vouchsafed to him and him alone.

Illness, he said, is caused by slight misalignments, called subluxations, in the
vertebrae of the spine. These subluxations supposedly pinch the nerves that
leave the spinal cord to various parts of the body, impairing the flow of "nerve
force" on which health depends. To cure disease, he claimed, one simply forced
the straying vertebrae back into place by a manual pressure oh the backbone
called a "chiropractic adjustment." After a series of such adjustments the malaise
would disappear.
Of course, science now knows that the causes of most diseases and the correct

methods for treating and curing them bear no resemblance to the Davenport
grocer's naive dream. Modern research has failed to find any evidence for the
kind of nerve impingements that chiropractors claim occur so frequently, and
has failed to show any relationship between such alleged impingements and the
cause or cure of most illness. (See "Chiropractic: Science or Swindle?" by Ralph
Lee Smith, Today's Health, May 1965.) The vast majority of health problems are
clearly unrelated to malfunction of the spinal nerves because they are so obvi-
ously caused by physical injuries like fractures, chemical injuries from poisons
and drugs, infections and infestations, dietary deprivation, crowding, poor hy-
giene, tumors, degenerative diseases, and reproductive malfunctioning.

I was therefore fascinated to know what was being said and done at the
Parker seminars, which have been widely advertised in chiropractic journals.
The fee for attending the three-day course is $250. I sent it in, calling myself "Dr.
Lee Smith, Chiropractor." There are directories of licensed chiropractors, and
I am not listed in them since I am not a chiropractor but a journalist. But my
registration was accepted without question.
When I checked in at the seminar registration desk in the Hotel Texas an

attractive girl smiled and handed me a handsome split-cowhide briefcase with
"Dr. Lee Smith" stamped on the side in gold. Inside was a sample packet of
materials available from Share International, and a 336-page multigraphed soft-

cover book called Textbook of Office Procedure and Practice Building for the
Chiropractio Profession. The seminar, I soon learned, is built around this re-

markable book.
More than 200 chiropractors and their assistants were in attendance when

Parker, a man of medium height \\'ith black hair, a burr haircut, black horn-
rimmed glasses, and a neat, small mustache, wearing a badge that said simply
"Dr. Jim," stepped to the rostrum to begin the first session at one p.m.
"At these sessions," he said, "I intend to teach you all the gimmicks, gadgets,

and gizmos that can be used to get new patients . . . Thinking, feeling, acting
determine the amount of money you will take to the bank . . . Remember, en-
thusiasm is the yeast that raises the dough."
The afternoon and evening sessions were devoted to "Success Philosophy."

It turned out that, when it comes to love, the hippies have nothing on Jim
Parker. To succeed, the Textbook says, the chiropractor must "LLL : Lather
Love Lavishly !

!" "When you meet a new patient," Parker explained, "you can
push a button. You can push the LLL button, the love button. It's like a light
bulb that you switch on. When you meet a new patient, LLL him in. When
you do this, you disarm a patient who has developed sales resistance."
However, like the hippies, Parker finds some i>eople more lovable than others.

An unlovable type from the chiropractor's point of view is a person with an
acute illness. The course, says the Textbook, "is designed to make you a 'D.C

—

'Doctor of Chronics' rather than a Doctor of Acutes." "You'll make a lot more
money," Parker explained.
But what if the patient comes in with acute, rather than chronic, symptoms?

The chiropractor's task, Parker said, is to try to discover that the symptoms
are "an acute flareup of a chronic condition," and to convince the patient that
this is so.

During this and succeeding .sessions many .subjects were covered, including

:

how to advertise for patients (chiropractors can buy mats from Share Inter-
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national for whole series of newspaper ads) ; how to get patients to refer other

patients; how to answer the questions of people who doubt the validity of

chiropractic treatment (a dual technique is used—frighten people away from

scientific medical treatment by alleging that its methods are "deadly," and

claim that such treatment, with all its dangers, deals only with -the symptoms"

of disease, while chiropractic attacks and eliminates the "true cause")
;
when

to give presents to patients and their children and what to give ;
how to maintain

a mailing list and what literature to send; how to arrange the office suite

("Place Bible in reception room") ; and how to "manage" patients who are

in treatment.
Perhaps the most important topic, however, was the basic procedure for

getting the patient into treatment. As the Textbook neatly summarized it: "From
the time the telephone rings until the time you start the examination, you are

working toward one goal : 'Mr. Jones, there is most definitely something wrong
with your spine that could absolutely be causing almost all, if not every bit,

of your trouble.'
"

The Textbook kicks off the subject with a detailed discussion of telephone

technique, including many sample conversations. "If possible," it says, "the

assistant should handle calls since she can refuse requests for prices and can

praise the doctor and chiropractic with an emphasis not possible for the doctor

himself."
When the chiropractor does get on the line, his job is to get the prospect in.

The bait on the hook is a "free consultation :"

"Q : 'How much do you charge?'

"A: 'There is no charge . . . (pause) . .
•. for the consultation of the first

visit. This is to determine the cause of your trouble and what should be done

about it.'
"

"Tact and diplomacy are necessary," the Textbook notes. "Such sentences as

the following OPEN THE TRAP DOOR

:

"... I certainly understand what you mean when joxi say you spent so

much money without getting results. We will try hard not to let that happen
when you come here.

". . . Your (nice/cultured) voice tells me you are an intelligent (woman/
man) and I am sure once you have made up your mind to try something you
will follow through."

Actually, the Textbook explains, the patient will not learn "the cause of your
trouble and what should be done about it" in the free consultation. Its purpose

is to get the caller into the doctor's office so he can make a complete selling

pitch in i>erson. "The consultation is without cost," says the book, "but the

examination will cost them money."
When the patient comes in, the chiropractor's assistant first secures basic

information including name and address. "Check the patient's address for

income status," the Textbook tells the chiropractor (later on the chiropractor

is also to "learn family occupation by developing interest in the family. This

should be done subtly."). The patient is then ushered into the august presence,

where the chiropractor deals with him in a 13-step procedure that leaves nothing

to chance.
As the unsuspecting patient enters, the chiropractor pushes the love button and

lathers him lavishly. While the lather flows the chiropractor seeks to "establish

common bond" through such links as "fraternal jewelry, children, similar reli-

gious affiliations."

"What would you like me to do for you?" he then asks. His moves now, ac-

cording to the Textbook, are :

"(1) Eye contact; (2) Lean forward; (3) Hands on desk, or one hand on

edge of desk and other at side; (4) When patient begins to answer, you can lean

back in chair and listen attentively with arms and legs uncrossed."

Now comes the nitty-gritty. First, the "Yet Disease." "If the patient has a

pain in his left shoulder," Doctor Parker said, "Ask, 'Has the pain started in your

right shoulder yet?' Use it when you must instill a sufficient amount of fear to

get the patient to take chiropractic."

The next step is to "dig for chronocity." The chiropractor puts an elaborate
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series of questions to the patient that suggest or imply that the condition is

chronic. "How long has it been since you really felt good?" the practitioner
murmurs gently. ("I make $10,000 a year on that one, easy," a chiropractor sit-

ting next to me whispered in my ear.

)

With the verbal digging completed and chronicity unearthed, the chiroprac-
tor moves on to "Connect up affected parts (pain) with the area of treatment
(spin)"—that is, to tell the patient that his condition stems from spinal sub-
luxations. Having done this, the chiropractor is then to "restate information (or
acquire additional information) which may prove useful later on to explain
limited results, or to excuse you from getting results expected." As a final step
he releases some more lather to "establish LLL principle in patient's mind." At
this point, .says the Textbook, "most patients are ready to proceed."
With the fish on the line, the chiropractor is told to "lean back," make "eye

contact," and reel him in with a speech that Parker calls "the assumptive close."

It goes like this :

" 'Mr. Jones, at this point we can be sure of one thing—if you are not a chiro-
practic case, chiropractic will never help you. If you are a chiropractic
case, nothing else ^\^ll ever help you, so our first job is to determine
whether or not you are a chiropractic case. We have had a number of similar
cases in the past, and have found that the first thing to do is conduct a thorough
(chiropractic) examination, including x-rays, laboratory tests, a physical exami-
nation, orthopedic and neurological tests, and whatever else might be indicated,
depending upon what we find. If you are ready, we can begin your examination
right now.' OR 'When would you like to start this examination?' OR 'Come with
me.'

"

If the fish wriggles, the chiropractor plays him carefully. The Textbook pro-
vides answers the chiropractor can give to every imaginable patient objection or
reservation.

If the patient is still balky, the chiropractor offers a "preliminary examina-
tion." Beginning where the patient feels pain, he touches the afflicted parts, then
.says something like, "There doesn't seem to be anything wrong with the arm
itself . . . let's trace the nerves back to the spine and check there." When this

has been done. Doctor Parker suggested that the chiropractor can say, "Oh, here
it is. Why didn't we look here first. I'm glad we found the trouble here, because
this is my specialty." During the process, said Doctor Parker, the chiropractor
can "ask leading questions" and "use little comments and innuendoes, such as
'Hmm. I don't like that.'

"

Now the chiropractor pulls out all the stops. "Build fear of more serious trou-
ble, if necessary," the book says. "Proceed to make a serious statement followed
by a hopeful statement, which would cover the full scale of patient feeling and
emotion, as follows : 'Mrs. Brown, it's possible this could be the beginning of
something serious. Let's see if chiropractic can help. It wouldn't make you mad
if we [stopped this pain/made a new back] for you, would it?'

"

If Mrs. Brown still doesn't see what is good for her, she gets both barrels
between the eyes. "Do you feel there could be a tumor or perhaps cancer causing
these nerves to act up?" the chiropractor asks. Having raised such specters, the
chiropractor sits back and lets Mrs. Brown's fears do the rest. "Put the problem of
making decisions on the patient's .shoulders," the book says.
No human extremity is out of bounds for the .sales pitch. "In terminal cases,"

the book states, "mention 'a miracle of nature has often occurred.'
"

While tightening the screws, the chiropractor simultaneously keeps a sharp
eye peeled for "the green light." Sooner or later, the books says, it comes.
The netted fish is then examined and x-rayed. "If in doubt about the payment

or the return of the patient," the Textbook suggests, "take only the smaller
x-rays on the first visit but ostensibly x-ray fully."

When the examination is completed the doctor is told to collect for it on the
.spot. "That will be $27.50 for today," he is told to say. "Will that be cash or

check?" "Begin writing receipt," the book continues. "Don't look up."
To take care of cases in which the chiropractor has unwisely extended credit,

he can purchase from Share International a handsome wall certificate stating
that he is a member of "State Credit Association," and a bookful of collection
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forms of graduated degrees of severity and threat, all bearing the heading "State
Credit Association." No address for this Association is given on either the wall
certificate or the forms, and the forms all say "MAKE YOUR PAYMENTS DI-
RECT TO THE CREDITOR." It is, of course, the chiropractor himself who mails
them out.

On the patient's next visit the chiropractor, who has relaxed and is back to
lathering, hands tlie patient a document entitled "Confidential Report of Chiro-
practic Examination and Recommendations," which consists of six sheets and a
blue cover. Chiropractors purchase them from Share International. "Our exami-
nation has now been completed," it says. "In your particular case, we have found
definite misalignments in your SPINE resulting in a disturbed nervous system.
Therefore, you are a case for chiropractic."
The "Report" explains the chiropractic theory of disease, and adds that "the

nervous system is the master system which controls all other systems of the
entire body, including the glandular, reproductive, digestive, eliminative, respira-

tory, and circulatory."

"They couldn't possible have a condition not covered here," Doctor Parker
observed.
The "Report" sets for the chiropractor's "analysis of the patients illness

("analysis" was a word frequently used in the seminar : the laws of some states

do not permit chiropractors to "diagnose" illness), together with a recommended
number of visits for adjustments, a price for the series, and an offer of a discount
if the patient pays the full sum in advance.
The Textbook adds some comments intended for the chiropractors eyes only.

However, the book observes, there is no reason for the chiropractor to be unduly
modest in his expectations : "Chiropractors should keep in mind that many truck
drivers, carpenters, electricians, conductors, steel workers, and radio repairmen
earn more than $12,000 annually."

After the final session, members of the seminar attended a farewell dinner.

There Doctor Parker gave each of us a handsome diploma from the Parker
Chiropractic Research Foundation, stating that we had "completed the prescribed
course of study at the Parker Chiropractic Research Seminar." (Actually, not
only did we do no research but no one was required to "complete" any course of

study, since no attendance was taken at any of the sessions. ) Those wishing to do
so could also join the Foundation for $10 a year and receive a second item—an
impressive black-and-silver membership plaque.

I talked to many chiropractors during the three days of lectures. Their re-

sponse to the seminar was overwhelmingly enthusiastic. Over half those in at-

tendance wore blue badges showing that they had attended previous seminars and
had come back for more. A chiropractor from Ohio told me that he had been at-

tending the seminars since 1959 : by applying Parker's methods he had built his

practice from $25,000 to $100,000 a year. Another said that this was his 18th
seminar. "After the first one my income went up from $2000 to $4000 a month,"
he said. He is also now near the $100,000 mark. A third didn't give figures but
summarized his situation with graphic simplicity. "We have gone," he said,

"from rags to riches."

The Pabker Chieopractic Research Foundation,
Fort Worth, Tex.

Dear "Future" Doctor of Chiropractic : You probably will be surprised to

receive a letter from this Chiropractic Foundation addressing you as a "future"

Doctor of Chiropractic. However, here is the way it happened and why it is

happening

:

Last May I delivered the graduation and banquet address at the Texas Chiro-

practic College, 5912 Spencer Highway, Pasadena, Texas. At that time I had
an opportunity to talk at length with the college president, Dr. W. D. Harper.
I explained to him that we in this Foundation, being in the midst of research

and helping the field practitioners, have observed that there is a great shortage
of chiropractors in the field. I a.sked Dr. Harper what we could do to help to

encourage interested, dedicated and qualified men and women study to become
Doctors of Chiropractic.
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He advised me that he had a list of several hundred who had either inquired
of the college about the possibilities of entering the Texas Chiropractic College,
or whose name had been sent in to the college by some doctor who felt that you
would make a fine professional man or woman. I asked for that list so that I

might write to you to encourage you to seriously consider taking such a step.

Chiropractic is growing by leaps and bounds. The wide range of ailments and
illnesses that are achieving results through chiropractic care is ever increasing.
Sick people just get well through chiropractic, and that is a fact ! As a result

of this situation, most Doctors of Chiropractic have more than they can do.

There is a great need for new doctors to enter this worthy profession.
Truly, there is no profession, no career, no vocation nor avocation that one

could enter in the 1970's that could be nearly as rewarding as to become a
Doctor of Chiropractic.
Because they get results, often times miraculous results, because they work

with the natural healing power of the body, chiropractors are beseiged with
patients from every walk of life seeking help. As a natural result. Doctors of

Chiropractic reap compensations in income that often reach into .$50,000 to

$75,000 and even $100,000 annually, without much diflSculty. We see this happen-
ing every day, with advanced and modern methods of achieving real and lasting

results.

I am wondering if you are still interested in taking up chiropractic as a career?

If you are, this Foundation would like to forward to you some additional mate-
rial and suggestions for your consideration. Sick people need more chiropractors

badly. If you are interested in becoming a Doctor of Chiropractic, I would be

pleaded to have you use the enclosed postage-paid envelope and write me your
present interests, your age, your educational background, and any questions

that you might have in this regard. As soon as I hear from you, I will send you
some material for your further consideration.

Thank you for your interest.

Sincerely,
James W. Parker, D.C, Ph. C.

EXHIBIT D

Chiropractors greately exaggerate what they can do.

ADVERTISING

More than 25% of chiropractors in our area advertise in violation of the rules

of the Pennsylvania Board of Chiropractic Examiners. Some mislead and greatly

exaggerate what chiropractors can do (Exhibit D-1). Non-advertising chiro-

practors also benefit from this publicity.

Advertising copy may be purchased from the Parker organization (Exhibit

D-2). In one type, the chiropractor simply inserts his name, thus appearing to

have treated a patient whose case history has been described in the ad.

Most health professionals feel it is unethical to advertise. Some non-advertising

chiropractors agree, but do not take simply steps which we believe would dis-

courage their colleagues' advertising. It is estimated that 10 to 20 percent of

U.S. chiropractors advertise.
We believe that advertising, where it is legal, is an integral part of chiropractic

practice. Unfortunately, many newspapers which accept these ads suppress news
which is unfavorable to chiropractic.

72-573 O- 72 -pt. 6 -25
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'what health problems

j
DO CHIROPRACTORS

! TREAT?
dijcuising fhetypei of heollh problems thot the Ch.roproct.c

proftsiion handles, we must tint slate that there are very tew

diwons, w they ore ur^defstood today, which ore not treatable py

ChiropSacmethgdia^'S ''o""' "'"" thot every cose o. >....>..<;«

will yicT? \o our method. II does mean ihol r.o matter what the

diMOse moy be, if .t results from displaced spinal vertebrae

interfering with normol nerve function, the only permanent reliet to

b* hoped for must come from Chiroproctic od|UStments.

D'l

When ge,s sick, ollhough it moy be me stomoch,
j

jail bladder, kidneys, heort, lungs or ony other i

port of the body, it is mosl likely thot the first cause is mechonicol i

displacements of segments of the spinal column. Goslrilis, consti-

pation, diabslsi."^ • °" '°'''"' °' '''"'"°" ""'' If" <:>"ef cause

lies in dijjj|ju(y^jgjnal_^er1ebrae interfering with normal nerv»

function

In our opinion, it is far

lere the
Chiropractors do not prescribe n

more importont to troce Ihe nerves effected, determine

interference lies in the spine and then to adjust the spine,

the couse of the problem. Adjustments correct obnorn

restore body tone ond posture and remove the coust

interference. When it is remembered thot your nerve

Nature's reiuvenoting power and heeling agent, it be

vious why Chiropractic gels such splendid results.

CHIROPRACTIC-A MODERN WAY TO HEALTH
Sponsored as a Public Scr

oftheScK t of Chiropradit

Better Understondmg

UHIGH VAllEY CHIROPRACTIC SOCIETY vifi)

"There are very few
diseases. . . .which are

not treatable by

chiropractic methods."

". . . .diabetes ....

the chief cause lies in

displaced spinal vertebrae.

DIABETES

Th« most connmon immediate

cauM of diobites mellitus,

(lh« nnoJt commoi. of about

40 formil. ii insulin deficien-

cy. Tfi« doctor must work to

reitor* normal metabolic ef-

fldtney, 1hu» ojsuring nor-

mal Iniulin tecrelion.
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core, becouse their work is based on the fact that all

port! of Ihe body require on uninlerrupled

nerve »upply—ond ony condition iho

nervoOs lyitem will affect the involved

produce dis'eose.

SpnnsnredRy...

LA BARRE
CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

711W.lrocdSt.,°BeKem' V^*'"^

Normal living requires
chiropractic care.

DONT ^E^H
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p • • f poilwr*,^^^^^^^^
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Spontortd By

on. mCHARO T. LoBAME

711 w. IrppJ Sr, •thUKpiR

HOueS >Y APPOINTMENT

PHONE 691-1727
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g) REDUCE SUSCEPTIBILITY . .

.

INCREASE YOUR

RESISTANCE TO FLU!
Some people are susceptible to illnes.s because their

resistance is low.

They should endeavor to raise their resistance and

thus lower their susceptibility to illness.

Life force must be shut off before the body is sus-

ceptible, and resistance is lowered in proportion to the

degree in \^'tiich life force is shut off.

Chiropractic Principle

Chiropractic teaches that sulnnormal resistance is

due to lack of functional impulses sent out over neives

because a vertebra is out of alignment and press. ng on

oerves.

These Impulses emanate from the brain, are trans-

mitted down the main cable, called the spinal cord, and

branch out to all part« of the body

When these vertebrae get out of alignnipni. they in-

terfere with nerves and impair function.

The severity of Illness depends upon tlic degree to

wbtcb the life force is shut off by a vertebra impairing

aervef.

How Chiropractic Helps

Chiropractors help the body to increase resistance

tad reduce susceptibility by adjusting the misaligned

vertebra, thereby releasing the imprisoned life impulse.

McKIM
CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

1967 W. Union Blvd.

Bethlehem • 865-2010

1 block east of A(morl, Doily 9 f

to 12 a.m. ond 4 to 8 p.m. Thurs.
'

Joy 9 10 12 o.m., Soturdoy 8 to

tl o.m. i

• SIrpptd Disc

DR. R. A.

KINSEY

r^ CHIROPRACTOR

2Sth & Birch Sts., Esiton

Diol 252-3449

• Hiedacht • Femalt Dls«rd«n

This Pennsylvania Chiropractor's
ad matches that offered for sale
(Exhibit D-2) by the Parker
organization.

D-l

YOU CAN'T WISH
YOURSELF WELL!

Ity Dr. H. F. McKim

Many people stay holf sick

and holf well nearly oil the time,

grunting along and wfshing for

Keatth

If wishes were horses,

beggars would ride." oi the old

saying goes, tf you ore tick you
have to have hope, faith and
ODOve all, o desire to gel well ""• " '" '"«^"n

, . , , ^ CHIROPRACTOR— a desire strong enough to

make you investigate EVfRY possibility.

Cn the other hand, many people stay sick be-

cQuw they ore confused, or become disgusted when
everything they try foils to help.

We find the averoge sufferer has been diagnosed,

treated or operoted, and steered from one specialist to

onnther, only to find thot os one ailment is potched

up, trouble starts somewhere else.

It is discouraging when you spend your time and
nr>oney in a sincere effort to get well and yet nothiog

seems to help. Things lose their importance and Bb
be:omes miserablel

It is difficult to be a good wife, mother, father,

husband, son, daughter or grandparent when sick

ond miserobU*

While such chronic coses are always a chollenge,

it is o much greater thrill and gives us more confi-

dence to wotch these unfortunates take a new lease

en life, once we untangle their scrambled nerve lines,

allowing Nature to restore norma! function and heal.

Thousands of successful cose histories are on file that

are proof positive evidence that sick people get well

under chiropractic care — many times ofter other

methods fail.

Each week we offer a message of hope to dis-

couraged sick folks by writing about how many regain

their health at the McKim Chiropractic Center. But

we can't help YOU unless you give us the opportunity.

Does it give you couroge to leorn thot a retired
r*ni^i>»rfid_Qime..QQ^ sixty , recovered from heoao^i?s,

)ation^ shoulder bursitis and troces

, been suffering for years. No.

164. Perhaps the dramatic and grateful recovery of

excruciating poin from a slipped disc ond sciatic leg

poins experienced by n father in h,^ lot* thirties,. Or,

perhaps the ropid recovery of^£^nfantJ:rought -to

us suffering pitifully from on ocute food rash prac-

tically oil over her tiny body, or maybe the__iittle_sij^

an^sever^^eorol^b^the^^n^j2^S'^°^^^°^*^^
oTmostove^TTqn^rofTrsever^QDSmS^nd high tern'^perature will excite you into action.

Chiropractic may be your answer, too. But you
can't just WISH for it — you must investigate! Do it

todoy. Further delay moy moke it worse. Besides,

what hove you got to lose except your ill health?

0n« of • MTin o( Artidn pubi^hed in Iht publk IntvrMf to tipUIo •«
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Advertising Aids D-2

You Can'l Wish Yourself Well! Your Health

lt«M 9n lift, one* *• untW'tl;
^„|, (,„( Mon^T

THESE PEOPLE

GOT WELL
Fr«qu0nt Coldi

' "veo yt»t old I'd *»•
t to Iht L» Mond Chi

Newspaper Ads

OmCT HOUM
lloL ft Thin.. S ••

Tun ft rrl. U* Una TWi* ImmiA-^ltr K il"*

Copies of health-
column type ads ,

actually used by
five different
doctors , to guide

you in preparing
and personalis-
ing your own
copy for news-
paper advertis-
ing. A total of

^^^j^; more
than a 2-year
supply; several
sizes and styles;

cover many dif-

f e rent condi-
tions. Complete
set, reduced,
while they last . .

Only tiq.qs.

JWHAT -WIK vol H IIM \« t>[

CNItOriftCTIC ClINICI

newspaper Mats ^

Excellent for running alte.-

nately with health column ads
shown above. The newspaper

inserts your own signature cut

affording you a big saving on

art work and engraving.

Nerve Chart $2.95
Research Chart 2.95

Both for *. 95

Sixe: 3-3/4" x 8-1/4"

^ ^^/^ —
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EXHIBIT E

"A nightmare of catastrophic proportions."

FEDERAL INSURANCE PLAN EXPERIENCES

Four federal employee groups included chiropractic coverage in their health
plans in 1960 but dropped it in 1966 because of claim abuses :

(1) National Association of Letter Carriers (Exhibits E-1, E-2, E-3, E-4).
( 2 ) Rural Carrier Benefit Plan ( Exhibit E-5 )

.

(3) Maintenance Employees Benefit Plan.

(4) Motor Vehicle Employees Plan.
Dr. Charles Homes, medical consultant to the Letter Carriers, described its

experience as a "nightmare of catastrophic proportions . . . while supposed to

limit ... to conditions of the spine, they were treating every disease known to

man (Exhibit E-2)." This included measles, mumps, ulcer, cancer, mental disease
and bedwetting. All were supposed to be caused by displaced ("Subluxated")
spinal bones. The radiologist who examined 300 sets of x-rays found most of them
to be of inferior quality and '"unfit for diagnostic purposes". He also raised the
question of radiation hazard. Even chiropractic officials who reviewed these
x-rays could not locate the subluxations reported by the chiropractors who had
submitted them (Exhibit E—4).

In our opinion, the Letter Carrier experience demonstrates that the chiro-
practic spinograph has little or no diagnostic value and presents a radiation
hazard.
John W. Emeigh, administrator of the other three plans, described their

chiropractic experience as "very adverse" (Exhibit E-5). Many treatments and
x-rays were judged to be unnecessary. In some cases, "treatments were provided
on the same day for as many as five members of a family".

National Association of Letter Carriers,
Washington, B.C., September 1, 1970.

Dr. Stephen Barrett,
Allentown, Pa.

Dear Doctor Barrett : I am sending copies of some of the outlandish bills
we have received from Chiropractors prior to our severing our coverage of them.
It was a tremendous relief to get rid of them because the Presidents of the two
chiropractor Associations were unable to keep their members in line even with
the most stringent orders and other means within their power.
Our investigation was limited to our Plan alone.
I sincerely hope you can succeed in preventing their gaining recognition. Dr.

Cole's report shows their inability to take diagnostic x-rays and to read them.
I hope the material I am sending will help.

Respectifully yours,

Charles K. Holmes, M.D.
Medical Consultant.

April 6, 1970.

The experience of The National Association of Letter Carriers while covering
the services of Chiropractors was a nightmare of catastrophic proportions. The
reasons were simple

:

1. While supposed to limit Chiropractic to conditions of the spine, namely
subluxations of the vertebrae with impingement of the nerves causing dis-
function and therefore disease, were treating every disease known to man.

2. Their diagnoses included Measles, Mumps, Cardiac disease, Duodenal Ulcer,
Tumors, Cancer of the Prostate. Mental Disease, Nocturnal Eneuresis, Gyneco-
logical conditions. Arthritis and a host of others, all supposed to result from
claimed subluxations of a vertebra.

3. The x-rays submitted were of such inferior quality that Doctor Wallace
Cole, a Roentgenolist from the Washington Clinic who reviewed our films found
over fifty percent totally unfit for any diagnostic purpose. He reviewed over
300 sets of films and found only one subluxation. I am enclosing a copy of his
report.
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I am also enclosing copies of some of the more extravagent claims. In June
1965 we dis-allowed claims amounting to $1,412.00 ; in July $2,359.00 and August
$2,619.00.

Doctor Louis O. Gearhart, D.C. was Director of Professional Affairs of the
American Chiropractic Association and I found him most co-operative and can
say the same for Doctor L. W. Rutherford, D.C. who was President of the Inter-
national Chiropractic Association.
As a result we held conferences with both the American and International

Associations and coverage of Chiropractors was cancelled.
Respectfully yours,

Chables K. Holmes, M.D.,
Medical Consultant.

Washington Clinic,
Washington, D.C, August 6, 1965.

Dr. Charles K. Holmes,
Medical Consultant, National Association of Letter Carriers,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Doctor Holmes : I have reviewed two-hundred sets of x-ray films since
August 27, 1964 and with two exceptions, the films were taken by chiropractors,
chiropractic clinics or x-ray laboratories. The x-ray laboratories sent films from
the New York City area.

A large majority of the submitted films were of poor quality and had limited
diagnostic value. Some of the films, however, wei'e of good technical quality. The
defects in the film quality can be summarized as follows

:

1. The positioning of the patient was not good, resulting in distortion. This
was most common in films of the base of the skull and cervical spine.

2. A large number of films were over-exposed, resulting in a dark or black film.

This type of error results in films of very limited diagnostic value.

3. The processing of the films has been poor, resulting in multiple artifacts.

4. A large number of films were not dated, lacked a number for identification

and had no marking as to left or right.

5. In a large number of cases, insufficient films were taken. The lateral projec-

tion of the spine is absolutely essential to correctly evaluate the presence of any
disease process. In the majority of cases such lateral films were not taken.

6. There were many full-length films of the spine taken on a long film in the

A.P. projection only. This produces an impressive looking film but in my opinion

has limited value.

7. The usual over-exposed film submitted raises the question of excessive radi-

ation to the patient ; this could be determined by a monitoring system.

In many cases I was completely unable to offer an opinion as to the presence

or absence of disease. It is absolutely essential to have good films correctly posi-

tioned and processed to determine an abnormality of the skeletal system.

There were two cases in which a barium enema was done. Both of these exami-

nations were unsatisfactory due to poor preparation of the patient for this diffi-

cult examination.
Sincerely yours,

William S. Cole, M.D.,

Radiologist, Washington Clinic,

D.A.B.B.

Report of Director, Health Insurance

(By James P. Deely)

To the Officers and Delegates of the Forty-Fifth National Convention held at

Detroit, Mich., August 14-20, 1966. G-reetings:

I take pride in submitting to you the financial reports of the N.A.L.C. Health

Benefits Plan for the years ended December 31, 1964 and December 31, 1965.

The reports show that the Plan is not making tremendous profits. They also

show that the Plan is riot accumulating extremely large reserves which would
tend to make a balance sheet look good. Above all, however, they do show that

the Plan is financially keeping its head above water.
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It has always been the intention of your Board of Officers to formulate
premium rates at amounts within the budget of a Letter Carrier which would
allow the payment of adequate comprehensive benefits and establish reserves.

I firmly believe that we have done just that.

(This is a report of the exijerieuce of the National Association of Letter
Carriers with chiropractic insurance coverage, explaining why it was discon-
tinued because of abuses by chiropractors.)

CHIKOPBACTORS

Our Actuaries opposed the inclusion of a "Chiropractor" in our definition of
a "doctor" when the Plan was established in 1960. In an effort to make available
as many practioners as possible, we persuaded our professional consultants to

accept our point of view. Chiropractic was recognized.
Almost from the inception of the program we encountered trouble with chiro-

practic claims. Expenses were submitted for X-rays that could not be inter-

preted, due to the poor technical quality of the films ; claims were made for
treatment of measles, mumps, heart trouble, mental retardation, female disorders
and sundry other ailments. None of these conditions has any medical relationship
to vertebral subluxations or spinal misalignments.
For the contract term beginning November 1, 1964, clarifying language relat-

ing to chiropractic was put in our brochure. The new language was not a change
in benefits ; it simply clarified the benefits allowable. Recognition of chiropractic

was never intended to cover any expenses beyond spinal adjustments by hands of

vertebral subluxations or misalignments. As is the case in all other types of

claims, the Plan reserved the right to require X-rays to demonstrate the pres-

ence of the diagnosis.

In the interim, the problem became worse instead of better.

Early in December of 1964, several other employee organizations suggested we
join them in a meeting with the national oflScers of the two major Chiropractic

groups. On December 8-9, 1964, we did participate in a conference with leaders

of The American Chiropractic Association and the International Chiropractors

Association.

This meeting developed the interesting and significant fact that our problems
with chiropractic were identical to those of the other participating plans.

After a frank and complete review of the situation, both associations issued

bulletins to their respective membership. It is doubtful if anyone of the employee
representatives could express the problem more clearly or succinctly than did

the tvvo Chiropractic associations.

The bulletin of the American Chiropractic Association stated

:

"We were invited to the meeting to impress upon us the urgency and the

need for adequate cost control to counteract the many claims abuses by members
of our profession. We are amazed at the number of fantastic claims and cases

which were shown to us to justify the urgency of the situation."

The International Chiropractors Association reported

:

"It is no secret that most insurance carrier complaints stem from three major
abuses: (1) Excessive charges; (2) Practices beyond analysis. X-ray and spinal

adjustment, and (3) Prolonged care and excessive office calls."

The leaders of both ACA and ICA made repeated efforts to impress upon their

membership the gravity of the situation, and the need to halt and prevent further

abuses of insurance benefits. For reasons I cannot explain, these efforts produced
no discernible improvement.
By mid-1965, we were convinced that it would be a greater disservice to our

member to continue recognition of chiropractors than to eliminate them from our

contract. If recognition continued, and the abuses also continued, the inevitable

result would be financial disaster for many of our members. That is to say, some
chiropractors would continue to furnish treatment for services not covered under
the contract which, in turn, would result in the member literally "holding the

bag" for incurred expenses that were not insurable, although the chiropractor

would have every right to expect payment from the patient.

In commenting on this subject, one fact should be emphasized. It is a matter of

record that we not only engaged the professional services of disinteresited medical

consultants to interpret X-rays in dispute, but we also made the same X-rays

( and related claim data ) available to representatives of both chiropractic groups.
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One incident will dramatize the problem confronting me as Director of our
Plan.
At our invitation, representatives of both ACA and ICA met in our office with

one of the most reputable radiologists in the area, whom we had engaged on a
temporary consultant basis.

Our doctor (medical) presented 20 sets of X-rays that had been submitted by
chiropractors. Each film was purported to show a subluxation ; in several in-

stances, four to six subluxations had been diagnosed in a single X-ray.
One after another, each film was placed in the view box. The chiropractic

representatives including a radiologist of their own selection, were invited to

point out the subluxations. Not a single one was identified. Nor did the chiro-

practic representatives offer a solitary comment.
Effective January 1, 1966, the brochure was amended to delete a "Chiropractor"

in the Plan's definition of a "doctor."

RuBAL Cabeieb Benefit Plan,
Washington, D.C., January 20, 1972.

Stephen Bakbett, M.D.,
Chairman, Board of Directors, Lehigh Valley Committee Against Health Fraud,

Inc., Allentown, Fa.
Deab Db. Baebett : This is to comment relative to the providing of chiropractic

coverage in the health plan sponsored by the National Rural Letter Carriers' Asso-
ciation. This plan—The Rural Carrier Benefit Plan—did provide chiropractic
coverage during the period July 1960 through December 1966. Chiropractic cover-
age was dropped as of January 1, 1967 and is now specifically listed as one of
the exclusions.
The following was the coverage provided for chiropractic services in the Plan

:

"This Plan will pay benefits for services of a chiropractor only for spinal adjust-
ments by hands and spinal x-rays to determine the presence or absence of verte-

bral subluxations or misalignments."
We had a very adverse experience in connection with the providing of chiro-

practic coverage in the Plan. The coverage was limited, as noted above, however
this limitation was frequently not understood by our insureds. This resulted in

numerous claims being submitted for treatment which did not fall within the
coverage provided by the Plan and there were many expenses which involved
treatment for medically diagnosed illnesses. There were many expenses for x-rays
which we had to question in order to establish that they were necessary services.

We alo experienced many cases of abuse where an individual received a treatment
every day or every other day for extended periods of time. There were a number
of cases where treatments were provided on the same day for as many as 5 mem-
bers of a family.
Our insureds did not understand the limited coverage ; and likewise, they did

not understand the necessity for invoking the test of "reasonable and necessary"
in determining benefits allowed for the coverage which was provided.

In discussing our administrative problems with other Federal health plans,

it was learned that we were all experiencing the same type of difficulty. We
attempted to utilize the services of the major chiropractic associations in an
effort to minimize the problem areas involved. W^e received fine cooperation
from the International Chiropractic Association ; but, there was little meaning-
ful assistance, in connection with our problem as we saw it, from the American
Chiropractic Association.
A series of meetings were held during the calendar year 1965 which involved

the participation of administrators from Federal Plans and officers and repre-
sentatives of the Chiropractic Associations. It became quite obvious that our
efforts were not going to result in a resolution of the problems we were exper-
iencing. The difficulty we were having with our insured members because they
thought they had coverage which the Plan could frequently not provide, coupled
with the overall administrative problems involved, caused us to propose the
deletion of chiropractic coverage in the Plan.

I trust this brief review of the problem will provide the information you are
seeking.

Sincerely yours,
John W. Emeigh, Director.
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EXHIBIT F

Ghiropractio offioials gave inaccurate testimony.

1970 SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARINGS

William S. Day, D.C., President of the International Chiropractors Associa-
tion and State Senator from the State of Washington, represented his organiza-
tion. Senate Finance Committee Chairman Russell B. Long questioned him
closely about the scope of chiropractic. Dr. Day stated clearly (Exhibit F-1)
that migraine headaches, ulcers, hepatitis, deficiency anemia and several other
diseases were outside the legitimate scope of chiropractic.
Using an I.C.A. Directory, we sent letters to 222 members of his organiza-

tion asking if they treated and would accept a new patient with migraine,
ulcers and/or hepatitis. Almost all of the 182 who replied said yes. Two replies
(Exhibits F-2 and F-3) provide an interesting contract. While one Kentucky
chiropractor was saying that "Chiropractic offers the safest and best health
care for hepatitis", another (one of the few who said "No.") indicated that
Kentucky communicable disease laws would prevent him from accepting a pure
hepatitis case.

Dr. Day was accompanied by John Q. Thaxton, D.C., a former President of
the International Chiropractors Association, who was greeted as a "staunch
friend" by Senator Clinton B. Anderson of New Mexico. Dr. Thaxton, who sat
by silently while Dr. Day said chiropractors do not treat migraine, has adver-
tised migraine treatment in a New Mexico newspaper (Exhibit F-4). Other
chiropractors have advertised that "chiropractic is almost a specific for
migraine ..."

Hearings Be:pore the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Ninety-first
Congress, Second Session on H.R. 17550

AN ACT to amend THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT, SEPTEMBER 14, 15, 16, 17, AND 21, 1970

Page 574:
Chairman Long. . . .

Now, the medical profession says that your profession claims that it can treat
all sorts of things for which it can do no good whatever, that the time that is
spent is wasted, and that in some cases there is a risk to the person's life.

Here is an HEW report on the things that they have severe doubts that a chiro-
practor can do much about, some of which I am sure you would contend he can do
something about. Here is the percentage of chiropractors that they say are re-
porting to be treating these conditions : headaches. I take it that you contend that
a chiropractor can help a headache.

Dr. Day. First, let me state categorically that the chiropractor does not claim
to be able to cure all conditions. Now as to certain types of headaches. In fact we
are very successful on many types of headaches.
The Chairman. How about migraine?
Dr. Day. Migraine?
The Chairman. Yes.
Dr. Day. No.
Page 575

:

The Chairman. You don't treat ulcers?
Dr. Day. No, sir.

The Chairman. Well, this report says 76 percent of chiropractors report they
are treating ulcers.
Now, this is Health, Education, and Welfare reporting to us. How about de-

ficient

Dr. Day. I don't know where they got those figures. Senator.
Page 576

:

The Chairman. What about hepatitis?
Dr. Day. Hepatitis is an infectious disease. We would refer this to a physician.
The Chairman. According to this report, 32 percent of chiropractors reported

treating hepatitis.
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Dr. Day. Senator, this particular report you referred to again had 22 or 23

people on the committee. Twenty-two of them were either medical doctors or

medically oriented. There was no chiropractor on the study committee. The spe-

cial technical committee was made up of eight people, five of whom were medical

doctors. So the report, I say, is an erroneous report.

EXHIBIT G

BowUng Green, Ky., July 7, 1971.

Dear Sib: Thank you for your letter dated July 3rd. Yes, I take care of

cases like yours, and Chiropractic offers the safest and best health care for

hepatitis, as well as many other conditions.

When you get to Bowling Green, please call me, and I will arrange an ap-

pointment for you.
Looking forward to having an opportunity to help you, I remain

Yours truly,
L. K. Causey, D.C, Ph. C.

Hudson Chiropractic Offices,
Madisonville, Ky., July 7, 1971.

Dear : Thank you for your letter of inquiry concerning the future care of

your condition.
The laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky as pertaining to Chiropractic

require that all infectious or communicable diseases be reported to the state or

local departments of health for treatment.
As your condition may fall in this classification under state law I would be

unable to accept your case solely on the basis of being able to treat hepatitis.

Sincerely,
Orhin E. Hudson, Jr., D.C.

WHICH IS RIGHT?

Dr. Day's Statement

Dr. Day. First, let me state categorically that the chiropractor does not claim

to be able to cure all conditions. Now as to certain types of headaches. In fact

we are very successful on many types of headaches.
The Chairman. How about migraine?
Dr. Day. Migraine?
The Chairman. Yes.
Dr. Day. No.

Or Dr. Thaxton's ad

Headache Has a Basic Cause

A headache is a nerve condition which usually results from pressure caused

by abnormalities or misalignment in the neck part of the spinal cord. Many of the

most severe headache conditions, including migraine, begin with a dull ache in

the back of the neck, which proves that the basic cause of the headache is a

nerve disturbance in this region.

In any headache condition, may we recommend that a careful examination be

made of the patient's spine and nervous system to determine the basic under-

lying cause of the trouble so that correction can be made as early as possible.

Dr. Thaxton' and Dr. Crume, Chiropractors. Complete Chiropractic X-Ray
Service, Raton Realty Bldg., Ph. 445^9262, Raton, N. Mex.

1 Dr. Thaxton Is past president of the International Chiropractors Association.
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Or Dr. McKim's ad

"Chiropracticis almost a specific for migrame . .
."

Is YoxjB Headache Migbaine?

DR. H. F. MCKIM

Is Migraine or "Sick Headache" upsetting you? Frequently, you feel wonder-
ful between those excruciating attacks. As time passes you may notice circulatory
or digestive disturbances or a dull headache or a stage of extreme well-being pre-
ceding these attacks. You notice a severe pain of a sharp shooting character
localizing mostly in either the frontal, temporal or occipital portion of one side
of the head. Further attacks seem to be getting more frequent and more severe.
You may notice intolerance to light and sound, incapability of mental exertion
and nausea.

Chiropractic is almost a specific for migraine in that it searches for and re-

moves the cause.
If your headache seems to be migraine consult your Chiropractor. Remove

the cause and end those torturing pains.

Chibopbactobs Demonstrate Why Chiropractic Coverage Can Be Extremely
Costly

"// you were to come into m,y office I wouldn't even uxint to know wlmt's wrong
with you".

Dr. Parker suggest that chiropractors recommend to patients only as many
adjustments as they can afford (Exhibit C-1). We shudder at the prospect of
his 10,000 disciples using the medicare allowance to determine the "necessary"
number of adjustments. We are also alarmed at the chart which Dr. Parker
claims is a summary of experience with more than 250,000 chiropractic patients
(Exhibit G-1). Treatment for the "100 most common ailments" averaged more
than 35 adjustments each !

It is not unusual for chiropractors to enter contracts whereby patients pay
large sums in advance for 50 or more adjustments. A New Jersey chiropractor
tried to use such a plan to finance the opening of his oflSce (Exhibit Gr-2) !

Nor is it unusual for a patient to be x-rayed frequently. A 3-page bill submitted
by a Nazareth, Pa. chiropractor to a local insurance company demonstrates seven
sets of x-rays of the same region during a one year period (Exhibit G-3). This
chiropractor was President of his local society in 1970.
On May 16, 1971, Chiropractor Reginald Gold gave a public talk (Exhibit G-4)

which we recorded. He was introduced as "one of the country's leading authori-
ties on chiropractic", as President of the Representative Assembly of the Inter-
national Chiropractors Association and as a lecturer on the faculty of three
chiropractice schools. Among his statements were the following:

"Chiropractors don't cure diseases. Now I'll tell you something else. They
don't even treat diseases. If you were to come into my oflBce, I wouldn't want to
know what's wrong with you. I wouldn't want to know what your symptoms are.
I would want to do one thing. I'd like to examine your spine—even if you feel
healthy, I want to find every place within your body where some nerve is pinched
off and correct that pinched off nerve . . .

".
. . I would like to examine your spine now and regularly from this point

on, fit or well, because there is no way you can tell when one of these bones is
misaligned. I'm a chiropractor and / can't tell when I have a subluxation ! So,
you know what I do? Three times every single week of my life I have another
chiropractor check m^ spine . . .

"Now I know it's not practical for you to see a chiropractor three times a week
for the rest of your life. . . .

".
. . Talk to your chiropractor about family maintenance care meaning you,

your spouse and all the kids, regularly, once a week for life."
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TEN IMPORTANT CALCULATIONS on approximately ONE FOURTH MILLION CASES
receiving over 10,000,000 CHIROPRACTIC ADJUSTMENTS for the most frequent ONE
HUNDRED CONDITIONS. Prepared by the Parker Chiropractic Research Foundation.
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Robert M. Krestan, D.C,
North Bergen, N.J., May 19, 1911.

I am pleased that you are interested in my offer and hope the following will

answer all of the questions you may have.

For the past two years, I have been working with chiropractors in New York

and New Jersey, on internship if you will, to sharpen my professional ability.

And now, for many reasons, not the least of which is the expense of a professional

education, after six years of study to become a chiropractor, I must turn to my
future patients for assistance.

I need monies to furnish and equip an office in the Allentown-Bethlehem area.

To acquire these funds, I am willing to exchange my services at a reduced fee

for a prepaid, lump sum. A small investment of $725.00 will bring you one full

year of professional, chiropractic treatments. An even smaller amount of $150.00

Will give you six months of competent chiropractic therapy. In other words, a

year is based on 100 office visits ($2.75 per), and six months 50 office visits

($3.00 per). There really is no time limit of a year or six months. Your treat-

ments will be counted as 50 or 100. If you are an invalid requiring strictly house

calls, the cost of your investment will have to be $600.00 for a year or 100 house

visits.

I am sure you already realize the value in health and dollar savings to you.

And I am as anxious to start your health program as you are. You may send

money if you wish but it is not necessary at present. However, I would like to

know if you are interested in my offer. After I have located an office, I will require

the fee, prepaid, in order to furnish and equip it.

Yours truly,

R, N. Kkestan, D.C.

LoQUASTO Clinic of Chiropractic,
November 23, 1971.

To Whom This May Concern :

History : Patient involved in a car accident on October 4, 1970.

Diagnosis : Intervertebral disc syndrome—severe with sciatic neuritis and
paresthesia affecting both lower extremities. With Cervical-brachial plexus
radiculitis and associated paresthesia affecting left arm to hand.
Treatment : Chiropractic spinal adjustments with physical therapy as indicated.
Prognosis : Patient has progressed from the point of walking with crutches

and a cervical collar to a back support and at the present time no support. She
still has limited range of motion and weakness in the lower back, also limited
range of motion in the shoulder and left arm. She is still presently totally dis-

abled and unable to do her usual duties.

Office visits: 131 at $9 L $1,179.00
Oct. 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 22, 26, 30, 1970.
Nov. 6, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 25, 27, 30, 1970.
Dec. 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16, 18, 21, 23, 28, 30, 31, 1970.
Jan. 2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 18, 19. 20, 22, 25, 26, 27, 29, 1971.
Feb. 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 25, 1971.
Mar. 1, 5, 8, 11, 16, 18, 22, 25, 29, 1971.
Apr. 5, 9, 13, 19, 21, 28, 1971.
May 4, 6, 7, 10, 12, 17. 18, 21, 24, 27, 31, 1971.
June 3, 8, 11, 16, 21, 22, 23, 25, 28, 30, 1971.
July 6, 8, 16, 20, 22, 26, 28, 1971.
Aug. 4, 6, 17, 19, 23, 25, 28, 30, 1971.
Sept. 3, 7, 10, 20. 22, 27, 29, 30, 1971.
Oct. 1, 4, 14, 20, 22, 27, 28, 1971.
Nov. 9, 17, 1971.

Weekend calls: 4 at $15 60.00
Oct. 10, 1970, Dec. 26, 1970.
Sept. 5, 1971, Oct. 24, 1971.

Consulation, first aid treatment and examination: 1 at $15, Oct. 5,

1970 15. 00
Neurological and orthopedic examination: 2 at $15, Jan. 25, 1971
and June 28, 1971 30.00

Ice therapy and tapeing : 3 at $3, Jan. 8, 1971, May 7, 1971 and
June 23, 1971 9.00
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x-rays: 4 at $10, Oct. 9, 1970 $40.00

1—A to P cervical dorsal 10.00
1—lateral cervical dorsal 10.00
1—A to P lumbosacral 10.00
1—lateral lumbosacral 10. 00

1—Lateral cervical dorsal: 1 at $7 7.00

X-rays: 4 at $10, Oct. 30, 1971 40.00

1—A to P cervical dorsal 10.00
1—lateral cervical dorsal 10.00
1—A to P lumbosacral 10. OO

1—lateral lumbosacral 10. 00

X-rays; 3 at $10, Dec. 3, 1970 30.00

1—A to P cervical dorsal 10.00
1—A to P lumbosacral 10.00
1—lateral lumbosacral 10. 00

X-rays; 4 at 10, Mar. 16, 1971 40.00

1—A to P cervical dorsal 10.00
1—lateral cervical dorsal 10. 00

1—A to P lumbosacral 10.00
1—lateral lumbosacral 10. 00

X-rays: 4 at $10, May 31, 1971 40.00

1—A to P cervical dorsal 10.00
1—lateral cervical dorsal 10.00

1—A to P lumbosacral 10.00
1—lateral lumbosacral 10. 00

X-rays: 4 at $10, July 22, 1971 40.00

1—A to P cervical dorsal 10.00
1—lateral cervical dorsal 10.00
1—A to P lumbosacral 10. 00
1—lateral lumbosacral 10. 00

X-rays : 2 at $10, Sept. 29, 1971 20. 00

1—A to P cervical dorsal 10.00
1—A to P lumbosacral 10. 00

Laboratory (Lehigh Valley Labs, in AUentown, Pa.) :

Urinalysis: 1 at $5 5.00
Blood test : 1 at $27.50 27. 50

Report of injuries 15.00

Total 1, 597. 50

Carbon County Chiropractic Association,
Palmerton, Pa.

Dear Patients and Friends : We are happy to announce the forthcoming Public
Forum on "Your Health and Chiropractic".
This Forum will be presented by Dr. Reginald Gold, one of the country's leading

authorities on Chiropractic. Dr. Gold is chairman of the Representative Assembly
of the International Chiropractic Association and is a lecturer on the faculty of

three Chiropractic colleges.

Dr. Gold is an outspoken critic of ''the indiscriminate use of prescription drugs"
claiming that much 6f the drug abuse on our college and high school campuses,
today, is a result of the ready acceptance by the American public of pain killers,
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tranquilizers, weiglit reducing pills and many other commonly used medications.

He says that as long as parents teach, by example, that drugs are a harmless and

acceptable solution to problems, they can hardly be surprised when their young-

sters accept drugs as an easy escape from unpleasant situations.

Such questions as

:

1. What is chiropractic?

2. How does the spine and nervous system affect my health?

3. Do all conditions respond to chiropractic?

4. Can children be treated by a chiropractor?

5. How does chiropractic feel about drugs?

will be answered in everyday terms that you can readily understand.

"Where—Palmerton Area High School Auditorium (Fireline Road) Palmerton,

Penna.
When—Sunday, May 16, 1971.

Time—3 :00-4 :00 p.m. (Question and answer period following).

Don't miss this tremendous program. Everyone invited—No admission.

EXHIBIT H

The Legislative Dilemma

Chiropractors are licensed to treat conditions beyond the scope of their

abilities.

On one band, legislators are confronted with overwhelming evidence that

chiropractic is without scientific validity. On the other hand, many are deluged

with letters from constituents who believe that chiropractors have helped them.

Because most people recover spontaneously, it may be difficult for patients to

judge whether recovery from symptoms was related to their treatment.

We believe that most chiropractors are sincere and personable individuals but

are confused about what they are doing. We recognize that they help some people

with a combination of physical therapy, friendly interest and suggestive reassur-

ance. Licensing laws, enacted to curtail abuses, are now used as a shield
:
"Since

we are duly licensed, we should be covered by Medicare and other insurance

plans." Present licensing laws do not insure quality health care. Until this is

corrected, it is unfair to make taxpayers subsidise the chiropractic system.

Some legislators have told us that they enjoy back massages from chiropractors

on a regular basis. Some are prone to minimize the significance of the data we
present, on the theory that such abuses are limited to a small minority of "other

chiropractors" which has its counterpart in other health professions.

This report is an attempt to demonstrate that there are very few "other chiro-

practors", and that chiropractic statements to the contrary are little more than

misleading propaganda. We hope that the United States Congress will not yield

to the political pressure of the well-financed chiropractic lobby.

Depabtment of Health,
Section of Hospitals & Medical Facilities, .

Lincoln, Nebr., February 9, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman of the Finance Committee, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, New

Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : It is my intent to suggest changes in the Social Security

Act which will make it possible for more small facilities in rural areas to par-

ticipate in programs established under Titles XVIII and XIX and provide some

control on charges for care by reducing the overhead costs of the facility. My
comments cover two points of law

:

1. A facility or "a distinct part" as defined in Section 1861 J.

2. The determination of reasonable cost as defined in Section 1861 (v) (1)

(A) and (B).
These requirements place compliance with the technical details of the pro-

gram, rather than the welfare of the patients, as the basis for establisliing and

maintaining staffing patterns for patient care. (See Attachment #1)
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Experience indicates that a long-term care unit, either skilled nursing care,

extended care facility, or intensive care facility, operates economically and at

a satisfactory professional level when the unit has sixty or more beds. The in-

formation received from many operators in this State is that the sixty-bed capac-

ity is the beginning point for a sound fiscal program for the institution.

It appears to me that H.R. 1 amendments to Section 229, beginning on page

99 of the House bill, emphasizes the "distinct part" requirement. I respectfully

suggest that this action would further militate against a reasonable program
of care in a rural state such as Nebraska. (See Maps Attachment #2)

I respectfully suggest that the requirements put the Government into the de-

tailed supervision of the administration of the.se various facilities rather than

.stipulating the levels of care that the patients are to be provided and methods of

paying for such care. Where many of our institutions in Nebraska have a total

capacity of less than 100 beds to serve the community in either acute care, long-

term care, or both, that the requirement for a "distinct part" is unrealistic,

uneconomical, and is the main reason why many of the smaller institutions

throughout the rural parts of our State have not been able to meet requirements

for participation.

In reference to the determination of reasonable cost as defined in Section 1861

(v.), I respectfully call to your attention that the law provides "such regulations

may provide for determination of the costs of services on a per diem, per unit,

per capita, or other basis, may provide for using different methods in different

circumstances, may provide for the use of estimates of costs of particular items

or services, and may provide for the use of charges or a percentage of charges

where this method reasonably reflects the costs". However, the requirements of

sentences (A) and (B) restrict the choice provided in the above quoted part by
stipulating the following: "Such regulations shall (A) take into account both

direct and indirect costs of providers of services in order that, under the methods
of determining costs, the costs with respect to individuals covered by the in-

surance programs established, by this title will not be borne by individuals not

so covered, and the costs with respect in individuals not so covered will not be

botrne by such insurance programs, and (B) provide for the making of suitable

retroactive corrective adjustments where, for a provider of services for any fiscal

period, the aggregate reimbursement introduced by the methods of determining

costs proves to be either inadequate or excessvie." The effect of this stipulation is

to establish a cost accounting for each "distinct part" and eliminates the iK>ssibil-

ity of a "i>er diem, i)er unit, per capita, or other basis ". This cost ac-

counting requirement for each "distinct part" places the facility in hazard to sub-

sequent audits which might question the distribution of costs for services ren-

dered to any, or all, of the "distinct parts". This has occasioned a considerable

financial burden on a facility providing such services when audits made sub-

sequently take exceptions to such distribution of costs and require repayment of

funds from the facility. For nonprofit institutions this poses an extreme hazard
to their economic stability. In such instances, there has been no question of

the facility providing the services for which it was paid, only the distribution

of costs between the "distinct parts". (See Attachment #3 relating to St. Mary's
Hispital in Nebra.ska City)
Added evidence of financial difficulty when cost accounting and charging for

care on a "distinct part" is given in the auditor's report on Jefferson County
Memorial Hospital, Fairbury, Nebraska. A news clipping indicates other com-
munities are in similar circumstances. (See Attachment #4)

It is respectfully suggested that the elimination of sentences (A) and (B) Sec-

tion 1861 (v) (1) would permit the establishment of costs for authorized services

on an audited flat rate cost unit basis. This would make audits meaningful as to

whether services were provided, as charged ; not the administrative division of

costs between "distinct parts."

Respectfully submitted.
Verne A. Pangboen., Director.

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 -- 26
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[Attachment 1]

Comments on H.R. 1 Fbom Verne A. Pangbobn

Friend, Warren Memorial Hospital

This hospital in a southeast Nebraska community of 1,069 is attempting to

supply medical services to the community. The hospital has 47 beds all on one
floor. Thirty-eight are in the new section and classified as acute. Nine beds
in the old section could be chronic or convalescent and classified as "skilled" un-
der Medicaid. All 47 beds are .served from the same nurses' station.

If only acute level care is provided in all 47 beds, one R.N. on each shift of
each twenty-four hour period will meet the regulation. However, when we classify

the nine beds in the old unit as a "distinct part", another professional person
(R.N. or L.P.N.) must be employed on each shift to meet the regulation.

The facility is now providing a lower level of care in nine of the 47 beds but
must double the R. N. or L. P. N. coverage to meet requirements of Medicaid and
which can only be reflected by Increased cost without measurable increase in

benefits to the patient.

There is another hospital in Saline County at Crete, about 18 miles distance,
which has 66 acute beds.

Oxford, Fritzer Memorial Hospital

This hospital is located in southeast Nebraska, Furnas County, in a community
of 1,090. The nearest hospital is about 20 miles distance at Alma. The Oxford
hosipital is licensed for 30 acute beds. The 66 bed nursing home in Oxford, which
is operated by the same corporation as the Oxford hospital, is providing care un-
der Medicaid.

If shared nursing were permitted, a skilled ICF level of care could be provided.
The competition for professional personnel in this community has caused the

hospital to be deficient in supplying adequate R. N. coverage for many months,
and they may be forced to drop the Medicare certification.

Oakland, Oakland Memorial Hospital

This hospital in northeast Nebraska, Burt County, is located in a community of
1,429. The closest hospital is 14 miles at West Point. This Oakland facility is

licensed for 20 acute and 20 chronic beds.

Under program regulations, separate professional staffing would be* required
to be in compliance in each section. (Unless both areas are running a high rate
of occupancy at the same time.) Some consideration should be made to permit
both 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. and 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shifts to be under the direction of an
R. N. or L. P. N. with sufficient aides to meet patient care needs in both sections.

This report is prepared "with a concern for the care of the patients in mind".
By Joe Hageman, Director, Division of Standards, Nebraska State Depart-

ment of Health ; and Verne A. Pangborn, Director, Section of Hospital and Me-
dical Facilities, Nebraska State Department of Health.

[Attachment 2]

Testimony by Vebne A. Pangbobn

Map A shows the number and location of beds certified for extended care
under Title XVIII,
Map B shows all licensed freestanding long-term care beds.

Map C shows long-term care beds as units of a community hospital, and
Map D shows acute care beds in general hospitals

All delineate resources available but not certified largely because of lack of
financial feasibility of meeting Federal requirements.
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[Attachment 3]

St. Mary's Hospital,
Nehraaka City, Neb?:, September 10, 1911.

Senator Carl T. Curtis,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Curtis : Greetings from Nebraska ! Things at St. Mary's Hos-
pital are not so rosy at present. We had our hospital accreditation survey
August 10. The standards for accreditation for the Gferiatrics department were
so high that we are unable to meet them. For instance, they say we must
have an R.N. or L.P.N, on duty 24 hours a day in that Department instead of the

56 hours a week required by the State.

This would make the costs so high that patients could not afford the cost.

In other words we must operate this area the same as all other areas of the

hospital. Therefore, the only thing we can do is follow the recommendations
of the Lay Advisory Board and close the unit.

This is, indeed, a sad event at St. Mary's as we feel we are doing a good
service to the people of Nebraska City in really helping to keep people from
having to be admitted to the acute area of the hospital.

I am enclosing the news release ttiat appeared in the local i>aper. I hope

things are going well for you in Washington.
Respectfully,

Sister M. Clara Heitman, O.S.F.,

Administrator.

( Enclosure.

)

St. Mary's hospital announced today that effective November 1 the geriatrics

department on Second floor will be closed. Patients and their families were

notified a few days ago of this reluctant step.

Sister Clara Heitman, the administrator of St. Mary's, said the hospital is

closing the department with the greatest of regret but that the move is neces^

sary because the hospital is no longer in a position to absorb the increased

expenses connected with such a division as we have done in the past.

The advice to close the Second floor to long-term nursing home-type patients

came after long consideration by the lay advisory board. After reviewing the

financial situation again the board unanimously adopted a resolution urging

that the geriatrics department be eliminated from the hospital.

Two reasons were given for the move :

1. The hospital is being severely penalized by medicare because of the

geriatrics department. Medicare reimburses the hospital for the bare cost of

caring for medicare patients. The Medicare regulations require that allocated

costs be applied on the same basis to our geriatric patients as to the patients

in the acute care section of the hospital. This is wrong because there is a

difference between these patients as they do not require the same care.

2. After a recent survey of St. Mary's hospital for accreditation purposes

the hospital was notified that in order to meet the standards of accreditation a

registered nurse or a licensed practical nurse must be on duty in the geriatrics

department 24 hours each day. Present charges for patient care in this depart-

ment would not cover this added, more expensive serv-ice. The hospital and

physicians feel it is vital that St. Mary's continue to be an accredited hospital.

By closing the geriatric department at St. Mary's Hospital an estimated

$30,000.00 net gain in revenue over expenses will be realized annually.
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Attachment #4

VanBosrirr- Fry- Trumble
AND ASSOCIATES

ESTABLISHED 1922

MEMIERS AMEBICAN INSTITUTE Of CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

LINCOLN. NEBRASKA tSSOS

January 7, 1972

JEFFERSON COUNT'-f memoRIA-L HOSPITAI,

FAIRBUBY, NEBRASKA

AB:ray

DEPARTMENTAL GAINS AND LOSSES
September 30, 1971
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JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENTAL GAINS AND LOSSES COMPUTED

ON THE BASIS 01 DEPARTMENTAL COST FINDING
For the Year Ended September 30, 1971
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JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS

For the Year Ended September 50, 1971

Hospital Operations ;

Gross income 7^6 211

Deduct:
Medicare adjustments 50 37°

County allowance 1 1o8

Other discounts 771 32 357

Net Operatine: Income 695 87^+

Expenses:
Direct costs 3^5 6l5

Overhead costs 295 ^5^ 659 0^9

Net Operating: Gain 3^ 825

Add interest income 3 0p2

Total Addition to Surplus Hospital Ot>eration 37 887

Extended Care Facility :

Gross income ^9 759

Deduct:
Medicare adjustment 32 275

Net Operating Income 17 ^66

Expenses:
Direct costs 2 15I

Overhead costs 12 79^^ 1^ 9^5

Net Operating Gain - Addition

to Surplus Extended Care Facility 2 521

Nursing Home :

Gross income 139 3^"

Deduct:
County allowances ^ 551

Net Operating Income 13'+ 797

Expenses

:

Nursing services
Depreciation
Administration
Employee health and welfare
Operation of plant
Laundry
Housekeeping
Dietary 58 568 206 073

Total Deduction from Surplus
Nursing Home Operation (71 276^

Total Reduction in Surplus ( 50 868 )

78 976
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JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL, INC.

FAIRBURY, NEBRASKA

Report for the Year Ended
September 30, 1971
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JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, INC.

_I N D E X

Cover Letter

Schedule 1 - Balance Sheet

Schedule 1A - Schedule of Changes in Retained Earnings

Schedule IB - Inventory Schedule

Schedule 2 - Summary Income Statement

Schedule 3 - Statement of Sources and Uses of Funds

Schedule k - Analysis of Revenue

Schedule 5 - Comparison of Revenue

Schedule 6 - Schedule of Salaries, Supplies and Other Expense

Schedule 7 - Other Income

Schedule 8 - Adjustments to Revenue

Schedule 9 - Schedule of Fixed Assets and Depreciation

Schedule 10 - Analysis of Intangibles
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VanBoskirr- Fry- Trumble
AND ASSOCIATES

ESTAIllSHiD !«>>

MEMIEtS AMtRICAN INSTJTUTt OF CERTIFIED PUILIC ACCOUNTANTS

LINCOLN. NEIRASKA tISOl

Board of Directors
Jefferson County Memorial Hospital, Inc.

Fairbury, Nebraska

Gentlemen:

We have made an examination of the records of your hospital for the

year ended September JO, 1971, and have prepared a btuiance sheet as
of that date and operating statements for the year ended September 30

i

1971, and other supporting schedules.

Without making a detailed examination of transactions, we have examined
or tested the accounting records to the extent considered necessary for
the purpose of the report.

Since the scope of our examination at this tine did not include all
of the auditing procedures necessary to render an opinion, we do not
express an opinion on the accompanying statements.

December l8, 1971

WFR:AB:my
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SCHEDULE 1

JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL,
BALANCE SHEET

September 30, 1971
(UNAUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS)

INC.

ASSETS
Current:

Petty cash
Net bank account balance - Operating Account
Net bank account balsmce - Capital Account
Short-term U.S. Government obligation (at cost)
Certificates of deposit
Savings Account
Accounts receivable - Patients
Due from Medicare - September JO, 19?0
Due from Medicare - September 30, 1971
Inventories
Prepaid expenses

Total Current Assets

Fixed (Schedule 9):
Intaingible

Land
Building
Fixed equipment
Other equipment

^^

Total

Accumulated depreciation

Net Book Value of Fixed Assets

Total Assets

September 30,

1971

200 00

15 7^6 83
2 791 13

35 000 00
i6 237 9^

152 122 86
il 892 CO
32 080 00
9* 322 56

10 933 29

329 326 61

52 162 01

13 9^2 78
651 84 1 37
399 873 85
272 552 61

1 390 372 62

366 022 33

824 350 29

1 133 676 90

September 30,
1970

200 00
32 560 10

2 306 69

50 000 00

129 316 96
4', 892 00

46 400 28

6 070 24

308 746 27

52 162 01

13 9^+2 78
651 84 1 37

399 873 85
266 700 88

1 384 520 89

484 226 43

900 294 46

1 209 040 73
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SCHEDULE 1

JEFFEBSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, INC.
BALANCE SHEET - Continued

September 30, 1971
(DNAODITED FINANCIAL STATOffiNTS)

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current:

Accounts payable - Trade
Accrued payroll taxes
Notes payable - Due within one year
Accrued interest
Accrued payroll
Due Medicare - September 30, 1967
Due Medicare - September 30, 1968
Due Medicare - September 30, 1969
Due Medicare E.C.F. - September 30,
Due Medicare E.C.F. - September 30,

Total Current Liabilities

Long-Term Debt;

Mortgage loan payable
Less amount due within one year

Total Long-Term Debt

Equity:
Pledges
Less unpaid pledges

Hill Burton contributions
Equity - Other
Retained earnings (deficit)

(Schedule 1A)

1970

1971

September 30

Total Equity

Total Liabilities and Equity

September 30,
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SCHEDULE 1A

JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, INC.

SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN CURRENT YEAR RETAINED EARNINGS

September 30, 1971

(UNAUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS)

1971 1970

Retained Earnings - October 1 (deficit)

Add Medicare Adjustments:

1967
1968

1969
Loss year ended September 30

Balance

Deduct adjustment for 1967 Medicare settlement

Retained Earnings - September 30

(303 Oil 91) (212 870 77)

(6 839 00)

(22 233 00)

(5 522 00)

(30 868 09 ) (33 ^^7 i'^ )

(533 880 00) (303 Oil 91)

339 00

( 333 321 00 ) (303 Oil 91)

SCHEDULE 1B

JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, INC.

IWENTORY SCHEDULE
September 30, 1971

(UNAUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS)

Supplies - Administrative

- Dietary

- Housekeeping

- Laundry and linen

- Plant

- Medical and drug - Nursery

- Pharmacy

- Radiology

- Lab

- Medical records

- Central supply

- Physical therapy

Total

85^ 99

It 704 65

880 77

3 421 33

4 245 05

49 50

20 939 83

1 110 87

4 224 96

1 534 33

11 911 73

446 33

34 322 36
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SCHEDULE 3

JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, INC.

STATEMENT OF SOURCES AND USES OF FU.-.T;b

For the Year Ended September 50, 1971

(UNAUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS)

Fund Sources:

From Operations:
re w, ^„t« ?1 ( 30 868 09)

Net loss for the year (Schedule 2) ^^

Add depreciation which reduced net income ^ ^^^ g^

but did not require a cash outlay Z—^ ^ ^^^ ^^
Disposal of investment securities

g 298 6?

Net increase in pledges to hospital

Total Sources of Funds

Fund Uses: ,. x i. f'^SQ OO";

Increase in surplus - Prior year adjustment ^^g9
UJ;

Acquisition of equipment .,
^^^ gg^ ^^

Increase in receivables
^ ^^p 28

Increase in inventories
^ g^^ ^^

Increase in prepaid expenses
^ ^^

Purchase of other investments
^^ ^^ ^^

Payment on mortgage loan payable
^^ g^^ g^

Decrease in current liabilities

Total Uses of Funds

nprrpase in Cash Funds

50 000 00

8 298 67

109 226 ^+8

127 53^ 31

(18 328 83)

Cash on Hand - October 1, 1970:

Operating Account "
2 306 69 3^ 866 79

Capital Account

Cash on Hand - September 30, 1971:

Operating Account '^ 791^ 16 337 96
Capital Account

32
2
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SCHEDULE 7

JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, INC.

OTHER INCOME

(UNAUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS)

Recovery of accounts charged off

General contributions
Meals sold
T.V. rental - Hospital

- Nursing Home

Telephone and telegraph

Medical records - Transcripts

Supplies sold

Drugs sold
Sales taxes collected en supplies sold

Finance charges
Laundry

Totals - Other Income

For the Y?
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SCHEDULE 9
JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

STATEMENT OF FIXED ASSETS AND DEPRECIATION
September 30, 1971

. (UNAUDITED FINANCIAL STATE>ffiNTS)

Hospital:
Intangible (Sch. 10)
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SCEIEDULE lO

JEFFERSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, INC.
INTANGIBLE PLANT

September JO, 1971
(UNAUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS)

Fund raising

Consultation and crg.anization

Bonds and insurarine

Office and miocellareous

Administrative salary prior to opening

Other salarje-i p; o: >,? openirjg

Appraisal of plant

Loan brokerage fee

To cai

•;<i 500 00

610 99

d 3'2 66

5 ^78 n

,o 833 00

! <2^7 25

600 00

18 000 00

52 -162 01
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J/liV J I 19?,

Thursday meeting-

J vJ »^ ^> ^'J Li J <, J J >^cJ
j

I 1 KfK ra

Cozad City Council c-intcd tomnu
raises (o all city enif'oyocs LaCt
Thursday nicht at a cnuncil council

mcclins dnniinotcd by prwcn- of scvc

talimis by Jack Barnclt of lt<.hcr t home
C. Raymond L Co. and WiMiiuii one r*;

LaCroix. adniints: rater of Cozad nurse

inily Ho.pital

»ix appi-ared before the
lo discuss \\\f>. local effect

ml cs'nblished nursin?
rcei.lalit-ns. particularly

qimiRK a professional
n duty for a mmimuiii of

56 hours a week.
Tbal regulation put into effect

at Cozad Community Hosoital

Nursing Home. LaCroix told the

council, would PtT.craie even
more exiKJnsc in an operation

that was over S30.000 in the red in

1971.

The admini-^Iralor asked the

eouncil to help he and his hospital

board make a decision regarding
the regulation.

Hcsaidhcfell there were three

options:

Adhere to the regulation and
lose more money in the
operation.

"Phase out the nursing home
and convert its facilities to

hospital use. including additional

offices, patient rooms and
Storape

-

"Increase the si7e of the

nursini: home tn make adiicrence

toHeaiih. Kdur;ttion and Welfare
(HK\V) regulations more
profitable.

No decision was made Thur-
sday, but the council is studying

Ihc qiic:»liun.

In an interview later with ihc

TKIC. I.aCroix said Ihc

professiuna) nurse recuiatioii 15

not nnw In'inK ohitrved. Jle said

the nursing home muld continue

lo operate witlumt imt-iing the

requirement fiilty. but il vnuld
be al a cost 0/ lowi-r v.eUare

remilnirsemciiis. lossnl ;>.ppriival

(or ciire nl ticdfast paticnis and
other iK'nalties.

Pulling professional niirsi^ on

duty for 5G hours weekly would
mean heavy additional expcnsi-s. /

••Last year." he said. Mhcl
hospital just about broke even. \

Hut the nursing homo '.\<\^ aboiif
|

$34,000 in the red. niianini; the \

hospital is carrying the lii>mc. I I

don't know how nuitli (ui'.ticr it I

can be carried by the hosyiiai.' |

-K we had 40 beds instill of :<» i

uld

prof'tobly." he added, "'t-ul thai ,

would mean a subslantial

;

building expense." I

LaCroix told the TRIU a

decision one way or another

would bf nccess:iry soon. He said

he liniK-d the coiincil and !:u:.pitai

boaro would ht'lti m llie d^cision-

makirg process ami ihai the

public would make itself h.ard in

the matter
Barnclt met with the council lo

discuss the city audit prepared by

Raymond Co. certifiL-d public

accountants.

Monthly raises of S25 were

granted to street, saniiatinn and

police department personnel and

the resident cncincer. Folic?

dispatchers were granted Sly

raises. Allarcrelroaclivclo Jan.
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The Council of State Governments,
Neiv York, N.Y., February 10, 1912.

Senator Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : We are writing to you on behalf of the National Confer-
ence on Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support to express the concern of
the Conference about various provisions of H.R. 1 novi^ under consideration by
your Committee. The Conference is composed of state and local oflScials respon-
sible for the enforcement of interstate family support. Each year millions of
dollars are collected for deserted wives and children under tl>'s program and
to a large extent these collections represent money which o^'.erwise would be
paid by the taxpayer as additional welfare costs. The Conference is vitally con-
cerned that H.R. 1 or other amendments to the Social Security Act not hamper
this successful program for obtaining support for dependents.

Enclosed is a memorandum and four resolutions expressing the views of the
Conference with respect to this legislation. We hope that they will receive con-
sideration in the preparation of the Committee's bill.

Sincerely,
WILLL4.M L. Frederick,

Director, Eastern Office.

( Enclosures.

)

Comments Concerning H.R. 1 and Related Amendments to the Social Secu-
rity Act by the National Conference on Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement
OF Support

The National Conference on Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support is

composed of judges, masters, referees, clerks, probation oflScers, prosecutors,
welfare administrators, caseworkers and other officials of state and local govern-
ment who are involved in enforcing the duty of support for dependents. In
particular, the Conference is concerned with interstate enforcement of family
support under the provisions of the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support
Act which has been adopted by all fifty states, the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico and three territories.

At its 1971 Annual Meeting the Conference adopted four resolutions relating

to H.R. 1 and other proposed amendments to the Social Security Act. Copies of

the resolutions are attached.
RESOLUTION I

The Conference is of the opinion that principal responsibility for support and
fraud prosecution should be left with the various states under existing laws and
collection procedures. Under present federal and state law, there is appropriate

sharing of the proceeds of on-going support money, reimbursement of assistance

granted, or money obtained by fraud prosecution.

However, more equitable and definite arrangements for sharing of the proceeds

of support and fraud action needs to be established under H.R. 1 and other Social

Security Act amendments. States supplementing the federal minimum income
allowance should share on a proportionate basis.

In the event S. 3019 is adopted by the Congress, Attorney General actions likely

will be relatively few in number since most absent parents reside in the state

where assistance is granted. Sharing of any recovery with the state, however,

should not be conditioned upon a prior state court order. Personal service for

ordering support normally is required and not possible when the whereabouts of

the absent parent is unknown.
RESOLUTION II

The Conference urges Congress to make funds more readily available for the

law enforcement process for obtaining support. Although funds are currently

available for welfare department support activity, salaries and fees for prosecut-

ing attorneys, courts, clerks, sheriffs, and the like, are furnished from state and

local funds, though the federal government shares in the proceeds of any recovery

of support.
Matching funds are available currently for selected demonstration projects

involving arrangements with local courts and law enforcement officials supply-
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ing other than usual service to the welfare agencies. Reported projects seem to
be limited to assumption of welfare agency responsibilities for which funds were
already available with little, if any, net increase in money to the states.

RESOLUTION III

Lastly, the Conference believes information should be available to state locator
services in welfare cases from all federal agencies, including the Veterans' Admin-
istration from which no information may be obtained at thi.s time. Address in-

formation from Internal Revenue Service should be available without the neces-
sity of a prior court order, as in the case of the Social Security Administration.
If we are serious about locating deserting parents so as to obtain support for
their dependents, particularly those on welfare, it should be possible to obtain
address information from the records of all public agencies.

KESOLUTION IV

Of utmost concern are the several federal district court decisions holding the
granting of AFDC benefits may not be conditioned upon the co-operation of the
mother, or other custodial relative, with welfare department or law enforcement
oflicials in obtaining support for the child (ren) from an absent parent. These
decisions have been affirmed by the United States Supreme Court in Juras v.

Meyers, No. 71-63 (Oregon) and Weaver v. Doe, No. 71—478 (Illinois) and apply
whether the child is born in or out-of-wedlock.

Congress has expressed its concern on several occasions that every effort be

made to obtain support from the parents of deserted children rather than merely
rely upon public assistance. Examples of this Congressional intent are the so-

called '"NOLEO" provisions of the early '50s requiring that prompt notice be
given local law enforcement officials of the furnishing of aid to a child who has
been deserted or abandoned by a parent ; the requirement in the early 60's that

each state establish a central unit for location purposes ; the 1967 Social Security

Amendments requiring a single unit for obtaining support from an absent parent,

including establishing paternity when necessary, and federal participation in the

special funding of these efforts. Congressional intent, seems clear but under the

recent court decisions the mother is excluded from this cooi>erative effort.

In order to implement the Congressional requirements effectively, many if not

most, states have required the cooperation of the mother, or other custodial

relative, as a condition of eligibility for the child (ren) for whom a duty of sup-

port is owed. For a child born out-of wedlock, the mother is the only person who
can name the father, sign the paternity complaint, and testify to material facts.

While some states have statutes enabling the welfare department to bring an
action in its own name to obtain support from the absent parent of a child born

in wedlock or whose paternity has been established, usually the only evidence

it can present from case files regarding desertion and non-support is self serving

and second hand. Law enforcement oflicials and courts customarily require

testimony of a witness having first-hand knowledge of the circumstances and the

action, being civil in nature, does not carry the usual sanctions of the non-

supix)rt misdemeanor. Moreover, we believe that the principal duty of support

rests with the ab.sent parent and not with the taxpayer. This requires coopera-

tion in obtaining the address of absent parents or leads upon which to base

location efforts.

Although the proposed disregard of a portion of the income from support pay-

ments in arriving at need will serve as an incentive in some cases, there seems to

be little justification for not taking appropriate support action in all cases where
possible.

The Conference urges strong federal sanctions be enacted as soon as

possible by amendment of the Social Security Act to require full recipient co-

operation in every material aspect of the support enforcement process ,as a

condition of initial or continuing eligibility for AFDC. Without such sanctions,

Conference members feel cooperation will be minimal, rising caseloads with

decreasing support contributions will result, and an effective test of whether
or not there is a bona fide desertion under current federal law will be lost.

Self-incrimination, right to privacy, equal protection .and the imposition of an
additional eligibility requirement by the states not required by the Social Security

Act have been the issues raised in the federal court cases. The courts have not

reached the constitutional objections in their decisions.
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Sanctions contained in the Social Security Act amendment could be waived

in the event criminal prosecution for .adultery or fornication were possible under

state or local law. Those few states having such laws could then grant immunity

from prosecution by legislative amendment where such information was obtained

for support purposes in welfare cases or abolish the criminal statutes alto-

gether in accordance with current trends. There seems to be some favorable

precedent with regard to the privacy issue, leaving only a possible attack on

grounds of equal protection.

Twentieth National Confekence on Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of

Support, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, October 10-14, 1971

resolution I

Whereas, delegates to the Twentieth National Uniform Reciprocal Enforce-

ment of Support Conference have studied and been advised of those provisions

of H.R. 1 concerning parental responsibility, establishment of paternity .and

the penalty for fraud ; and
Whereas, it appears that all child support collected is to be collected at the

exi)ense of the state ; and
Whereas, prosecution for fraud would seem to become the responsibility of

U.S. Attorneys despite the presently existing apparatus ,at state and county

levels ; and
Whereas, the above provisions would seem to impede the orderly collection

of child support and prosecution for fraud;

Be it resolved, that the Executive Committee draft a statement on behalf

of this Conference to present to appropriate members of the Senate Finance

Committee expressing opposition to the support and fraud provisions of H.R. 1.

RESOLUTION II

Whereas, the number of children requiring supiwrt from absent parents has

greatly increased ; and
Whereas, the chief benefit from the payment of child support accrues to the

federal government ; and
Whereas, the state agency charged with the administration of the AFDC

program is prohibited from engaging in law enforcement ; and
Whereas, the duty to enforce support from absent parents is placed upon

local law enforcement agencies mo.st of which are not funded for such activity

;

Be it resolved, that the Executive Committee of the National Conference

on Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support express to the Senate Finance

Committee the strong feeling of this Conference that federal funds be more
readily available to state and local law enforcement agencies and that the

maintenance of effort provision contained in current social and rehabilitative

services regulations be eliminated.

RESOLUTION III

Whereas, it is essential to effective enforcement to have all sources of informa-

tion available for locator services ; and
Whereas, information from various federal agencies, notably the Veterans

Administration, is not now generally available to state law enforcement or

locator services;
Be it resolved, that the Executive Committee of the National Conference on

Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support be instructed to actively seek enact-

ment of federal legislation to make available to state locator services, informa-

tion i)09sessed by federal agencies.

RESOLUTION TV

Whereas, the parents of minor children are primarily resix>nsible for their

support ; and
Whereas, the 50 states and the territories have provided legal procedures to

enforce support for minor children by financially able parents ;
and

Whereas, this principle and legal enforcement thereof is being attacked on the

technical ground that the Social Security Act does not require the mother of a
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dependent child to take action against tlie father to secure support as a condi-
tion of eligibility for public assistance ; and

Whereas, it is argued that the mother of an illegitimate child does not have
to name the father of the child as a condition of eligibility for public aid

;

Be it resolved, that this Twentieth National Conference on Uniform Reciprocal
Enforcement of Support request that the Social Security Act be amended to
enable states and territories to enforce support as in the past and that the Con-
ference's position on this issue be made a matter of record with the appropriate
House and Senate Committees.

State of Califobnia,
Department of Justice,

San Francisco, February 18, 1972.
Hon. RussBa^L B. Long,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : As I am sure you are aware the pro^^sions of H.R. 1 re-
lating to the enforcement of child support obligations and to the detection and
prosecution of fraud have been the subject of interest and discussion among law
enforcement and welfare otiicials with responsibilities in these areas. Both the
National and Western Regional Reciprocal Conferences have discussed and passed
resolutions on these subjects and they have been discussed at length in meetings
of the California Family Support Council, a group composed of District At-
torney's deputies and investigators, and welfare and probation department staff.

In response to a resolution of the Western Regional Conference on Uniform
Reciprocal Enforcement of Support, a committee from that conference, chaired
by the President of the California Family Support Council, has drafted a report
on H.R. 1 containing a number of recommendations. This resolution and report
have been forwarded to your committee. I have reviewed the report and am in
general agreement with it. I urge your serious consideration of it, and wish to
take this opportunity of adding a few comments of my own.
The provisions for the detection, prosecution and punishment of fraud con-

tained in sections 2031(e) (3) and 2171(b), (e) (3), are at best inadequate and
possibly unconstitutional in their uncertain and arbitrary application. Although
"fraud" is adequately defined in substance, sections 20.32 and 2172. it is inade-
quate in its failure to differentiate on the basis of the amount involved. Further,
inadequate provision for investigation, preemption of state fraud statutes, and.
apparently, placing the entire duty of prosecution on the I'nited States Attor-
ney's Offices, ill-equipped or staffed to deal with the problems, practically giiaran-
tees rampant fraud. In California, a very conservative estimate of 15 per cent
fraud was developed from a State Welfare Board survey in 1969. We have en-

closed a copy of the report for your information.
Although the act wisely retains the child support enforcement provisions of the

present Social Security Act, and even increa.ses the federal funding available to

the states, problems are apparent in the new provisions of H.R. 1 set forth in sec-

tions 2175 and 2176. Both sections are of questionable constitutionality.
Section 2175 provides that a parent who has "deserted or abandoned" his

spouse or children is obligated to the United States in defined amounts which
may be collected from amounts due from the United States. In view of the de-

cLsion in Sniadach v. Family Financial Corp., 305 U.S. 337 (1969), such prejudg-
ment garnishment is almost certainly unconstitutional. A better solution would be
the enactment of legislation permitting assignment and attachment of federal
wages and other obligations (such as income tax refunds) where a support order
or judgment exists. Such a provision should be applicable to nonwelfare cases as
well.

Section 2176 by creating a federal crime defined in part by "crossing state
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lines" and applicable only to welfare cases, has obvious constitutional problems.
Moreover, even if constitutional, the proof problems of intent are virtually in-

surmountable, and it seems very doubtful that the Offices of the U.S. Attorney
are going to use their resources attempting such prosecutions. Finally, there is

the possible problem that the prosecution preempts state statutes and thus prose-

cution by a State of men who have left the State would be impossible.

In the matter of funding state enforcement efforts, it is strongly recommended
that the percentage of cost formula for enforcement agencies should be changed

to a percentage of dollars collected formula. The latter formula would encour-

age efficiency and if the percentage return to the agency gave some return in

addition to actual cost, would encourage expanded effort. A figure of about 20

per cent is suggested. A percentage of cost formula could be retained as an

alternative for those auxiliary services, either local or state, such as locator

services, which do not actively participate in actual collection.

Finally, your attention is invited to recent decisions of the United States

Supreme Court affirming various three-judge federal court decisions, the effect

of which is to enormously weaken the ability of the states to follow the direc-

tion of Congress in the vigorous enforcement of child support obligations and the

determination of paternity. In order to carry out the mandate of Congress con-

tained in section 402(a) (17) of the present Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

§ 602(a) (17) ), most, if not all, of the states enacted provisions which condi-

tioned eligibility or continued receipt of aid on the caretaker parent's coopera-

tion with the district attorney. See, e.g., Calif. Welf. & Inst. Code § 11477. The

Court has ruled that such provisions are inconsistent with the Social Security

Act. Juras v. Gleyers, No. 71-63, 30 L.Ed.2d 39 (1971), re-hearing denied 30 L.Ed.

280 (1971) (signing a complaint and naming the putative father) ; Carleson v.

Tayler, No. 17-306, 30 L.Ed.2d '364 (1971), (signing a complaint) : Weaver v.

Doe, No. 7-478, 30 L.Ed.2d (1971), (naming the putative father). It is obvious

that effective enforcement is difficult if not impossible if there is no way to force

the mother to cooperate.^ It is urged that the Congress make it clear that such

conditions are permissible.
, .„ . -^

I do not take any position at all on the merits of this welfare reform bill in its

granting of aid aspects. I do wish to call your attention to weaknesses m the

enforcement aspects. As stated earlier, I am in agreement with the analysis

made by the Committee for the Western Regional Conference in general, and

have added my own comments for emphasis, and to add to those already made.

In regard to the suggestions on funding and on overcoming the effect of the

recent Supreme Court decisions, it is recommended that they be considered as

immediate amendments to the present Social Security Act, whether or not

H R 1 is ultimately adopted. It is particularly iinijortant to make it clear that

the states may condition receipt of aid on cooperation because without such an

amendment, enforcement efforts will be greatly reduced.

Finallv, if you would consider it helpful, members of my staff are available to

testify before your Committee, or provide you with any other information which

may be of assistance to you.

Very truly yours, _ ^ „
EvELLE J. Younger,

Attorney General.

By Charles A. Barrett,
Chief Deputy.

iWe include for your information a copy of the Petition for Rehearing filed in e/«r«s r.

Wer«/Sng forth in detail the problems and justifications for such a condition.
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January 7 , 1970

Mr. Robert Martin, Director
State Department of Social Welfare
744 P Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Mr. Martin:

Enclosed Is our report covering a special study made for the purpose

of identifying the extent recipient fraud is present In the Aid to Families With

Dependent Children (AFDC) welfare program and more specifically, the Family Group

and Unemployed Parent components of that program. This study was requested

following a preliminary survey, the results of which were published in a report

dated July, 1968.

The report Is presented In six sections:

1

.

Study Background

2. Selection of a Sample of AFDC Cases

3. Guidelines Established for the Investigation

4. Conduct of the Investigation

5. Review by the Regional Teams and Fraud Review Panel

6. Study Findings and Projections

In performing the study the Fraud Review Panel used the services of

District Attorneys and, in some counties, welfare departments to investigate in

excess of 1,200 AFDC cases selected at random from all such cases in the State.

In addition, contributing efforts were received from a number of other state and

federal departments and agencies. We wish to thank and express our gratitude to

the hundreds of people who gave so much effort to assure that this study was

effective in determining the extent of recipient fraud.

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 -- 28
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Mr. KoUiMt Martin -2- Inmwuv 7. 1>)70

Findings developed by the investigators were first screened for

completeness and accuracy by one of three Regional Review Teams established to

provide study coordination and supervision. Following that screening, cases were

reviewed in detail by a Fraud Review Panel composed of five attorneys familiar

with the AFDC welfare program. In its review of cases the Panel designated those

as containing fraud only if there was clear evidence that the case fell within

the definition of fraud set forth on page 7 of the accompanying report.

Study results reveal that 15.757. of the sample cases contained fraud.

(11 the dollar amount paid in June, 1969 to all sample cases, 10.007=, was determined

to have been received fraudulently by recipients.

The estimate of fraud developed by this study as applicable to June,

1969 can be used to project the amounts fraudulently obtained during the total

year 1969. The Research and Statistics Division, California Department of Social

Welfare, has indicated that welfare payments have continued to increase since

lune and that considering June as an average 1969 month would lead to a realistic,

but slightly conservative, estimate of the annual amounts. Multiplying the

estim.Tte of fraud dollars in June by twelve, we estimate that during 1969 payments

totaling $59,109,744 were received fraudulently by recipients included in these

components of the AFDC program.

It is the sincere hope of the Fraud Review Panel that the findings in

this report and the connnents and observations that have been made a part of the

study will be viewed in a positive context. It has been the Panel's goal not

only to establish the extent of AFDC recipient fraud, but also to indicate
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!r . Kobe It Mnrt in '.TniMiv 7, 1 1)7(1

areas in which this fraud is most preva 1 ent, al 1 to the end that tliose truly

in need may be most benefited.

Very truly yours,

FRAUD REVIEW PANEL MEMBERS

I.^U"l ^^////^l^-^.-^"-
Keith r. Sorerfson, District Attornev
San Mateo County

John M. Price, District Attorney
Sacramento Countv

Richard N. Parslow^ Ir . , Depiity\Dist ric t

Attorney, Orange County

Ray t/ Sull ivan, ^^~T

-'^»^^

Itv/nui
Riverside County

Ccunt\y .nuPSC I

Rudoli II. Micliaels, Chiof, ToctI Df.
State rVp;irt'rient o! Socia' kcI atr
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REPORT ON A STUDY OF WELFARE FRAUD IN THE

AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN WELFARE PROGRAM

STUDY BACKGROUND

In the spring of 1969, the State Department of Social Welfare was

directed to form a Fraud Review Panel to conduct a statewide study of the

incidence of recipient fraud in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)

program in California. This study was a follow on to an earlier survey of welfare

fraud which was reported in July, 1968. That study had failed to produce defini-

tive results relative to the extent of undetected recipient fraud in the AFDC

program. The requirement for such a review evolves from the continued controversy

over the extent of improper payments to recipients aided under this program, how

mjch is improperly paid, and in what manner such improper payments are obtained.

To determine the extent, if any, that improper payments had been made

to recipients, this study began with the selection of a sample from the State

AFDC caseload. It is Important to note that the sample was a statewide sample,

not a sample of particular counties. Every effort was made to complete the study

promptly to make it possible for useful and effective legislation to be enacted,

should any be appropriate from the findings and conclusions developed. Accordingly,

once the decision had been made to go ahead with the study, the work tasks were

expedited as much as possible. The investigation focussed on two AFDC cash grant

assistance programs: the Family Group and the Unemployed Parent. The Boarding

Home and Institutions component of the AFDC program was not covered by the study.

The legal and administrative framework within which the investigation

was conducted includes the provisions of the laws and regulations related to

welfare administration as contained in the federal Social Security Act, the State

Welfare and Institutions Code, and the Operations Manual o£ the State Department

of Social Welfare.

-1-
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In aditltion Co developing a plan for scientific sampling of the state-

wide AFDC caseload, a carefully structured investigative plan for the conduct of

tho investigation was also established. A description of the extent to which

security was nvaintained and the efforts which went into the selection of an

independent and statistically reliable sample follow.
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SELECTION OF A SAMPLE OF AFDC CASES

The Investigations made In this study relate to payments made to

recipients In the month of June, 1969. In that month, approximately 1,000,000

people, representing approximately 270,000 families, were participating as

recipients of the Family Group and Unemployed Parent components of the AFDC

program. Since the unit of measure was to be the family, it was from these two

sub-groups that the sample was selected.

The State of California engaged the International accounting and manage-

ment consulting firm of Ernst & Ernst to assist the Fraud Review Panel in obtain-

ing an appropriate, unbiased sample for investigation, as well as to assist in

coordinating the study. The firm provided an operations research and statistical

sampling specialist to work with representatives of the State Department of Social

Welfare's Research and Statistics Division to develop a proper method of selecting

the statewide sample to be used.

After study, a general plan was developed which conformed to the

essential criteria for unstratifled random sampling. This type of sampling was

chosen because the purpose of the study was to measure the level of undetected

fraud among family welfare recipients as a whole, rather than any segment of

these recipients (age, ethnic group) or any one county or other geographical area.

To meet the accuracy criteria established for the study, it was determined

that a sample of 1,219 cases should be examined. To make allowance for the fact

that cases would Inevitably be included in the final sample which could not be

investigated because they were closed at the time of the investigation, investi-

gators were provided with a larger number of cases than was actually required so

that sufficient cases might be investigated to provide the degree of confidence

and accuracy desired. Thus, an appropriate amount of over-sampling was built

into the random sample design.

-3-
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After determining the number of cases which would have to be investi-

gated in order that the desired level of reliability might be achieved, the

next question to be answered was: From what source might the cases be selected?

The State Department Social Welfare maintains a Master Persons File

which was established for purposes of medical claims clearance. This file

Includes the names of recipients in the Family Group and Unemployed Parent

components of the AFDC program, as supplied by the county welfare departments.

As a prelude to its use, appropriate tests were made of the file before any

investigations began to determine that it was reasonably reflective of payments

actually being made by the counties. Where it was found that this was not the

case, appropriate supplemental statistical sampling techniques were applied to

augment the sample so that it would be representative.

Ernst 6« Ernst provided independent guidance in the sample selection

process. That firm selected and maintained complete control over the random

number table used and directed the entire selection process as the random numbers

were applied against the Master Persons File. The random numbers used were

destroyed by Ernst & Ernst to prevent any possibility of disclosure of the sample

case numbers prior to the time they were given to the investigators.

To achieve study reliability and Insure an unbiased sample, the cases

selected were scrambled before the order of investigation was designated. Thus,

assurance was given that the order of listing in the Master Persons File would

not be determinative of the cases selected for investigation. The cases were

then listed and all copies of the listing retained by Ernst & Ernst until such

time as the investigative process began. No representatives of the State of

California, the Fraud Review Panel, or any other body other than the firm of

Ernst 6< Ernst had any access to the list of cases selected for Investigation until

the time that the investigation process began.

-4-
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All of the steps taken were fully In line with meeting the most

rigorous requirements of unrestricted random sampling. Cases were examined

sequentially until the desired number of Investigations was made. The field

investigation conformed well to the sampling plan. The actual number of cases

investigated was 1,213 compared with a planned investigation of 1,219 cases.

I

-5-
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GUIDELINES ESTABLISHED FOR THE INVESTIGATION

ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE INVESTIGATION

As previously noted, a Fraud Review Panel was formed to direct the

study. The functions of the Panel were:

1. To establish the guidelines for the conduct of the study, Including

agreements on the nature and extent of the investigation, and to

adopt an appropriate definition of recipient fraud.

2. To review In detail, each of the sample cases selected, for the purpose

of determining the existence of fraud based on a predetermined defini-

tion thereof.

To support the Fraud Review Panel in its efforts, a group of four

consultants was named. They Included experts In the welfare field representing

county and state agencies.

To further aid the Panel, and as noted previously, the services of an

outside management consulting organization were requested. Ernst & Ernst was

selected from a number of firms invited to submit qualifications to assist with

such a study. It was the function of this firm to:

1. Provide guidance to insure the objectivity of the study at all levels.

2. Provide guidance to insure adherence to the guidelines established by

the Fraud Review Panel.

3. Tabulate the results of the investigation.

4. Aid the Fraud Review Panel in the preparation of the final study report.

The actual investigation was performed by welfare and District Attorney

Investigators throughout the state. From the sample case names provided, these

representatives developed case findings and conclusions with sufficient documenta-

tion to enable the Fraud Review Panel to determine the existence of fraud.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE GUIDELINES

After preliminary planning, the Panel began meeting In May, 1969,

to formalate the basic structure for the conduct of the Investigation, as well

as the manner In which the study should be controlled until Its completI,on. It

became obvious early In this organizational phase that Investigation of over

1,200 welfare cases could not be properly supervised by a small group of people

coordinating the study from Sacramento. Accordingly, it was deemed advisable

that three area or Regional Review Teams be formed to assist the Panel in coordi-

nating and supervising the study. Each Team Included a representative from a

District Attorney's office, a representative from a county welfare department,

a representative from the State Department of Social Welfare, and a representative

from the firm of Ernst & Ernst who acted as regional team leader.

So that findings might be related to total State payments, the study

concerned Itself only with payments received by AFDC recipients in June, 1969,

and the case sample was drawn from the statewide AFDC caseload. Thus, the

incidence of fraud identified at the conclusion of the study was to be a statewide

figure which would in no way reflect the situation In a particular county.

A major factor in establishing the investigation guidelines was the

definition of fraud which was to be applied. The Panel was in agreement that

the definition of fraud contained in Section 20-003 of the State Department of

Social Welfare regulations represented a valid definition for the purpose of this

study. That definition reads:

Fraud by applicants for or recipients of public assistance exists
when the applicant or recipient has:

1, Knowingly and with intent to deceive or defraud made a false
statement or representation to obtain aid, obtain a continu-
ance or increase of aid, or avoid a reduction of aid.

2. Knowingly and with intent to defraud failed to disclose a

fact which. If disclosed, could have resulted in denial,
reduction or discontinuance of aid.

-7-
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3. Accepted aid knowing he Is not entitled thereto, or accepted
any amount of aid knowing It is greater than the amount to
which he is entitled.

4. For the purpose of obtaining, continuing, or avoiding a

reduction or denial of aid, made statements which he did
not know to be true with reckless disregard of the truth.

Other guidelines prescribed by the Fraud Review Panel included the

following:

1. That the study would begin as soon as a statistically reliable sample

was developed.

2. That the random sample drawn at the beginning of the study would be

sufficiently large to satisfy the requirements of the statewide sample

needed, allowing for cases that would have to be rejected because they

were inactive at the time the investigation began.

3. That requirements for minimum investigative efforts be established.

By establishing these requirements It was not the Intention of the Panel

to limit an investigator's effort but only to suggest the minimum efforts

for investigating each case. It was determined that each step in the

Investigative process would be completed in spite of the fact that

evidence of fraud might be obtained at some point early in the investigation.

4. That an orientation program be developed to insure that investigations

would be conducted uniformly throughout the State, and that the program

be presented by each of three regional teams to the investigators in

their area who would be involved in the study. As developed, the

program Included the following:

A. Necessary instruction which provided the Investigator with an

overview of the general approach and purpose of the study, as well

as the individual steps of the Investigative and review process with

which he would be involved.

-8-
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B. An explanation of the sampling process.

C. An explanation of the organizational structure of the study and the

specific responsibilities of each person involved in the study.

D. Instruction on the definition of fraud to be applied.

E. A review of the investigative guidelines prepared for use by the

Investigators.

5. That the Panel develop appropriate forms and procedures to assist each

investigator in his gathering of data, and developing conclusions on each

individual case. The checklists so developed, as well as appropriate

suranary and conclusion forms, were distributed to each county investiga-

tive unit for inclusion in each individual case file. The checklists

essentially covered the review steps suggested for a minimum investigation

effort as previously prescribed by the Panel.
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CONDUCT OF THE INVESTIGATION

ORIENTATION AND INITIATION OF THE INVESTIGATION

The orientation programs were conducted In each of the three regions

In mld-.Iuly, 1969. At these meetings the Investigation checklists as well as

the master list of cases selected for each region were distributed to representa-

tives of county investigative units. This was the first time the cases selected

for Investigation had become known to anyone other than the consultant firm of

Ernst & Ernst.

At each of these meetings, the Executive Secretary of the State Social

Welfare Board, the project coordinator from Ernst & Ernst, the Regional Review

Team leader and members, took part in describing the study and its approach.

Special attention was given to the role of the investigator and the requirements

he was to satisfy. A portion of the meeting was set aside for investigators to

ask questions relating to any facet of the study.

In the course of these meetings, certain qualifications were stressed.

For instance, the fraud to be investigated was explained to be solely that which

pertained to the welfare payments made in June, 1969. If, during the course of

the investigation, fraud was believed to have occurred, either before or after

the month of June, the investigator was asked to provide supplemental Information

in the file and mention this fact in his report. It was made clear that local

District Attorneys' prosecution of suspected fraud cases should not be deferred

until the study was completed. It was made clear that any amounts of fraud

discovered which related to payments made in months other than June were not going

to be included in the results of this study. As noted, the study related only to

payments made in June, 1969. Administrative errors which came to the attention of

the Investigator In the normal process of conducting his Investigation were also

-10-
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to be noted. The Investigators were invited to accumulate Information which could

be useful to the Fraud Review Panel in developing recommendations for improvement

of the AFDC program.

The procedures to be followed in processing the cases were explained.

Upon completing his investigation and preparing his report, each investigator was

to transmit the file of documents developed In the investigation to the regional

team for review. If the Regional Review Team found that all requirements were

satisfied In terms of the criteria and guidelines earlier established, it would

then transmit the case file to the Fraud Review Panel. If it was found the case

file did not Indicate the investigative requirements had been met, it was to be

returned to the investigator for further work and completion.

Owing to the variation In size of the participating counties, the

number of Investigators Involved and attending this meeting In each region varied

from one to approximately sixteen per county. The county representatives were

primarily District Attorneys' personnel. In most counties, the District Attorney's

investigative unit was responsible for performing the investigations. In several

of the larger counties, the District Attorney's office was assisted by the local

county welfare department in performing the investigations.

THE COMPILATION OF FINDINGS AND DEVELOPMENT OF CONCLUSIONS

Documentation and findings were compiled in accordance with a standard

checklist for the conduct of each investigation. Even though fraud or adminis-

trative error was found in a particular case prior to completing all of the

investigative tasks, the investigator completed the collection and analysis of

all items required In the checklist. Where documentation or information could

not be Included in the case file, the investigator was asked to provide justifi-

cation for its absence from the file.

-11-
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I'.ie primary responsibility for developing the case information

necessary to enable the Fraud Review Panel to reach a conclusion rested with

tho Investigator assigned the case. This placed a responsibility on each

investlgfltor to prepare a report on his Investigation which conveyed to the

Regional Review Team and the Fraud Review Panel as complete and accurate a

presentation of the case as possible. He was required to show that his

findings in each case flowed logically from the evidence he developed, as

shown by the documents Included In his case file.

-12-
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REVIEW BY THE REGIONAL TEAMS AND FRAUD REVIEW PANEL

The review of cases was divided Into two phases. The first phase was

a preliminary review performed by one of the three Regional Review Teams. The

second and final review was made and conclusions were reached by the Fraud Review

Panel In Sacramento.

THE REGIONAL REVIEW TEAM

The three Regional Review Teams were In existence for the duration of

the study. The scope of their involvement Included the following:

1. Development and presentation of the orientation for Investigators.

2. Providing assistance to the Investigators in initiating the investigations.

3. Conducting periodic reviews of the investigation progress and coordinating

as required.

U. Controlling cases and information about the study within their region.

5. Reviewing submitted cases.

6. Transmitting completed cases to the Fraud Review Panel, or returning

Incomplete cases to the investigative unit.

7. Providing general assistance to the Fraud Review Panel as required.

The first two tasks in this list have been discussed briefly in previous sections

of this report. Highlights of the other tasks are discussed below.

Periodic reviews of the investigation progress and investigative coordi-

nation were performed in each region. This was necessary to assure that the study

deadlines would be met and to alleviate problems, particularly with agencies not

directly Involved in the study, whose assistance had been requested. Individual

members of each regional team assumed special coordination assignments. In one

region, the county welfare department representative was instrumental in acquiring

many additional services from the welfare agencies In support of the study.
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For two of Che Regional Teama , this coordinating task was especially time

consuming owing to the extensive geographical area Included in their regions.

Based on the need for reliable study results, the scientific design

of the study, and the techniques applied In the selection of sample cases,

control of the cases In each region was imperative. Master lists of case names

and numbers were maintained by each Regional Review Team for control over the

systematic and sequential allocation and Investigation of cases. Each case

reviewed by the Teams was checked against the master list to Insure It was properly

Includable In the study. In addition to control for statistical purposes, each

Team was responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of each case and the

information evolving from the investigations.

The scope of review of individual cases also Included the measuring

of the quantity and quality of the investigative work as presented against the

guidelines set forth for the investigation; determination of the completeness of

the documentation and its orderly compilation; assurance that the findings and

reporting were accurately and completely presented; and the correcting of any

clerical errors.

The screening process at the Regional Review Team level called for

individual members of each Team to review individual cases. For particularly

complex cases or cases in which the investigator's reporting raised questions,

the entire Team participated in the review. Team members making the individual

case reviews used the expertise of other members of the Team for support in

assuring that a proper Investigation had been made and the findings were properly

presented

.

From this screening, cases were either forwarded to the Fraud Review

Panel with appropriate comments, or returned to the investigative unit for further

work. In a few instances cases were rejected from the study by the Regional Team

Inasmuch as the case was not active at the time the Investigation began.

-14-
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THE FRAUD REVIEW PANEL

The Fraud Review Panel held meetings in Sacramento as the mimher ot

cases received merited such meetings. An Ernst & Ernst representative, serving

as coordinator, attended each of these meetings as a non-voting participant and

as a Regional Review Team coordinator. Great care was taken by the Panel in

this review to ascertain that there was clear evidence of recipient fraud in

a case before it was so designated. Each case of recipient fraud, as determined

by review of the case, was discussed at length by the entire Panel. All of the

Panel members were attorneys familiar with the AFDC program. As such, they were

familiar with the Implications of the definition of recipient fraud. Further,

they were aware of the evidence needed to establish the existence of fraud.

In addition to compiling information on the extent of fraud in the

sample cases Investigated, the Panel also gathered information on administrative

errors that had come to the attention of the investigator at the time of his

review. The frequency and extent of the incidence of administrative errors are

included in the final section of this report. However, it should be emphasized

that the study was not aimed at determining the extent of administrative error.

This information, as a by-product of the study, is submitted in this report in

the expectation that it will be useful in reducing the extent of such errors in

the future.

•15-
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STUDY FINDINGS AND PROJECTIONS

Investigation of the AFDC cases selected for review from the statewide

Master Persons File Indicated a significant number contained recipient fraud. It

was also noted that a significant number contained administrative error which

resulted In an Incorrect payment to the recipient.

Cases investigated totaled 1,213. Of these, 191 or 15.75% were found

to contain recipient fraud. The most conmon type of Identified fraud was found

to be 'Unreported Income' which was present in 8.747. of the cases investigated.

The second most conmon was the presence of an 'Unreported Man Assuming the Role

of Spouse' which was found to be present In 4.217. of the cases investigated.

Recipient fraud of some other type was found to be present in 2.80% of the cases

investigated

.

Although the study's aim was to determine the amount of recipient fraud

present in the program, examples of administrative error also came to the atten-

tion of the investigators as they performed their review tasks. Administrative

errors were found to be present in 5.367„ of the cases Investigated. The study

was not aimed at determining the extent of administrative error. Accordingly,

the amount of such error quoted here, and in the accompanying tables, is not to

be considered as properly reflective of all such error In the sample or the

AFDC program.

A tabulation of the findings developed by the study Is outlined In

Table I accompanying this report.

The statistics outlined above deal with the frequency recipient fraud

and administrative errors were found to be present In the cases Investigated.

When the findings relating to the dollars fraudulently received by recipients

are examined, a better understanding of the effect of these fraudulent activities
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Is obtained because mere determination that fraud existed In a given case does

not necessarily mean that the entire grant was fraudulently obtained. In

Instances of outright Ineligibility, the entire amount paid would be due to

fraud but In other cases, such as those of unreported Income or the failure to

report the Ineligibility of one of several children, only a part of the grant

would be attributable to the fraud while the balance would be characterized as

"properly paid." Of the total amount paid to recipients covered by the cases

Included In the sample, 10.007= was found to have been received fraudulently.

Further, 1.767. was found to have been paid as a result of administrative error.

The total amount paid In June, 1969 to all recipients Included in the

Family Group and Unemployed Parent components of the AFDC program amounted to

$49,258,124 according to Welfare Department records. Relating the study findings

to these total payments, and considering the reliability which can be given to

the results developed from the sample used, there Is a 957= reliability that, plus

or minus 1.617,, $4,925,812 of the total amount paid In June, 1969 to the families

covered by these components were received fraudulently. Table II further outlines

these findings.

The estimate of the dollar amount of fraud In June, 1969, can be used

to project the fraudulent amounts for all of 1969. The Research and Statistics

Division, California Department of Social Welfare, has Indicated that welfare

payments have continued to Increase since June and that considering June as an

average 1969 month would lead to a realistic, but slightly conservative estimate

of the annual amounts.

By multiplying the June estimates by twelve, it is estimated that

payments totaling $59,109,744 were received fraudulently and payments of at

least $10,403,316 were received as a result of administrative error in 1969.

17-
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Payments received fraudulently are estimated to have been made as a result of

the following fraudulent acts in the amounts Indicated:

Estimated 1969
Amount

Type of fraud:

Unreported Income $27 958 908
Unreported Man Assuming

Role of Spouse 20,688,408
^^^^"^ 10,462,428

$59,109,744

18-
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RECIPIENT FRAUD INCIDENCE STUDY

June, 1969

KSTIMATED TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES AND AMOUNT OF PAYMENTS INVOLVING FRAUD

TYPE OF CASE

Type of Fraud:

Unreported Income
Unreported Man Assuming Role of Spouse

Other
Payments With Fraud
Balance of Payments

CASES
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lanuary 7, 1970

Mr. Robert Martin, Director
State Department of Social Welfare
744 P Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Mr. Martin:

The results of the study to determine the Incidence of undetected

recipient fraud in the Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC) caseload

have been reported to you under separate cover on this date.

In conducting this study new benchmarks have been established in coopera-

tive relations between county and state government. The major part of the study

work has been performed by District Attorneys and members of their staffs. In

spite of the extreme pressure of other responsibilities, these individuals and

agencies have given generously of their time, sometimes at personal sacrifice.

In addition, a number of county welfare departments have also contributed investi-

gative and other valuable staff services.

The taxpaying public which has the responsibility of caring for those

wlici are truly In need deserves to have confidence that the regulations governing

the welfare program are scrupulously adhered to. For the same reason, those who

are in any way Involved in the administration of the system have the absolute duty

to Insure that such is the case. Only in this way can the proper concept of

public support of welfare programs be realized.

In conducting this study the Fraud Review Panel was given a unique

opportunity to survey and critically examine many of the procedures and problems

related to the program.
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Ml. Robert Martin -2- .himtarv 7, L^TO

Our obsorvat i ons .iiui tlio stiuiy findings cloarlv inilif.ito .i siMious

pr<iblfm is present wbicli will require continuing attention. It appears most

.idvisable that a program be developed which will constantly assess the level of

administrator and recipient compliance with the law and regulatory requirements.

We recommend that a program be adopted which will provide for continuing review

and monitoring of that compliance.

Accompanying this letter are further recommendations developed during

the conduct of the study. Many are not new. Many have been discussed elsewhere.

The Panel believes, however, that the study findings add a new note of urgency,

and it is for this reason that they are restated here. The findings in the report,

the comments and observations above, and the accompanying recommendations should

be viewed in a positive context. It has been the Panel's goal to establish the

extent of fraud and to suggest ways in which waste can be curtailed to the end

tliat those truly in need may be most benefited.

Very truly yours,

FRAUD REVIEW PANEL MEMBERS

X^-/^^ ^,^/ku eric'-'^
Keith C. SorenscJn, District Attorney
San Mateo County ^

John M. Price, District Attorney
Sacramento Coyjity

'Xn -\e..\vv
^

Richard N. Parslow, Jr., Deputy mstrict Attorney
Oraj>g« County ,

Ray t'. Sullivan, Jr., Couni^y Counsel
Riverside County

Rudolf H. Michaels, Chief', Legal Office
State Department of Social Welfare
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RECOMMENDATIONS DEVELOPED FROM A

STUDY TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT OF RECIPIENT FRAUD IN THE

AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN WELFARE PROGRAM

January, 1970
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RECOMMENDATIONS

State and County Administration

A significant portion of welfare fraud losses result from the failure

to report changes In family composition and Income; either earned income, Income

in-kind, or income received from other sources. Related to this Is the need for

a clearer understanding on the part of the recipient of his responsibility to

report such circumstances, and Improvement in the system by which such reports

and status changes are received and processed by the counties.

It is clear there is room for improvement In all of these areas. The

recipient -oriented caseworker must realize the serious implications for the

recipient as a result of his (the caseworker's) failure to Insure the recipient's

understanding of these requirements. The consequence of such a failure can lead

to prosecution. While this fact should be impressed on the recipient, the case-

worker must also understand that failure to adequately cover this subject in his

discussions with the recipient may be exposing both to needless difficulty.

A significant portion of the fraudulent conduct and many of the errors

identified in this study commenced or were permitted to continue unabated because

some caseworkers were not sufficiently aware of the danger signals. The apparent

lack of training and/or interest on the part of some caseworkers may be viewed as

a significant factor associated with the incidence of fraud and error.

There Is a serious lack of uniformity between the counties as to

(1) when during the month such reports of changes in family composition and Income

are due, (2) the manner of processing the reports, and (3) the ease with which the

information contained in the reports can be applied to the grant. In connection

with these problems the Panel recoimends that:
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1. Regulations provide for a mandatory, timely, simplified and uniform

system for reporting income and changes in family composition by

recipients throughout the State.

2. Regulations and lorms on this and other subjects be written in a clear

and concise manner to the end that ambiguity is eliminated. For

example, the word "prompt" would be better understood if a specific

period of time were subs tituted ; the words "Income" and "Family

Composition" would be better understood if they were clearly defined

and their definitions impressed on recipients.

3. Monthly detailed status and income reports be required as a pre-requisite

of paying aid.

A. The recipient be instructed, before being asked to complete any document

relating to eligibility for aid, that any false statement will subject

him to criminal penalties.

5. Regulations regarding signatories on affirmations and reaffirmations

require that all adults in the home who affect the grant must sign

these documents, as well as any and all adults responsible for the

child.

6. Greater attention be given to those cases in which there is variable

income or income from self-employment, as well as during those periods

in which there are five weekly pay periods.

7. Consideration be given to pressing disciplinary and/or legal action

against caseworkers and others who deliberately or negligently overlook

Illegal situations or who aid and abet in the commission of welfare

fraud.

8. It be required that each applicant for aid receive a pictorial pamphlet

outlining his responsibilities; and this document be followed up with
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mailings at Intervals In the future. An example of such a brochure

accompanies this report as Appendix A.

9. Efforts to simplify AFDC program regulations be continued. The extensive

detail involved in policy, regulations and calculation of the need and

the grant, results in confusion and misunderstanding of the program

requirements

.

In the course of the study the Fraud Review Panel was exposed to some

of the administrative complexities of the internal system at both the state and

county level. The vastness and costs of these systems would seem to justify

close and continuing scrutiny to Insure that the internal mechanism functions as

efficiently and economically as possible. While payment documentation is a

necessity, attention should be given to simplifying the steps, eliminating

unnecessary steps and providing some tracking system in order to determine without

delay the number and amounts of grants received in a particular case in a given

period. Reports of all kinds should be carefully evaluated to Insure they are

still justified in terms of their usefulness and purpose and. If so, that they

are both accurate and timely. Although these comments are of a general nature,

I he Panel recommends that:

10. Continuing attention be given by the State Department of Social Welfare

to updating the Master Persons File and developing procedures which

will assure that it remains current. In this connection it is important

that the counties continually provide current information for Input

into the file.

11. Regulations concerning the final payment of aid in the month of discon-

tinuance be improved. At this point substantial overpayments can be

made which are difficult or impossible to recover due to the inability

of the system to respond promptly to change.

-3-
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12. Notices advising recipients of discontinuance contain In bold print

that there is no further entitlement; that any warrants received should

not be cashed but returned to the welfare department. Further, that

such notice recite the penalty for non-compliance with this requirement.

13. As an aid to maintaining better controls, support contributions received

\ by the piobai ior' or other departments of county government in all cases

be uniformly transmitted to the welfare department to offset the grant

I

instead of being paid directly to the recipient.

In their review of sample cases in this study, members of the Panel have

identified a number of problem areas associated with the payment of aid and the

policies and regulations related thereto. As a means of resolving these problems,

the Panel recommends that:

14. A system of closer followup be established to insure that extra sums

paid recipients to meet specific special needs are actually used for

the purpose intended.

15. A policy be adopted which will provide for the discontinuance of

aid when a recipient absents himself from the state for thirty days for

whatever reason.

16. Regulations require the listing of parent social security numbers as

well as other potential employable family members on the application

for aid, and a greater effort made to obtain these numbers on current

cases. Applicants for aid who do not have social security cards can be

assisted in completing the simple application at the time the applica-

tion for aid is taken.

17. In cases involving fraud, the guilty party not have the benefit of

deductions for work-related expenses and/or other exemptions in

computing the amount of the overpayment.

-4-
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18. Caseworkers alone not have the authority ci( declaring individuals

incapacitated. Supervisoi-y staff slumld participate in this decision

.liter appropriate evaluation and verification.

The Panel makes two observations with regard to existing statutes and

the need for legislative action. First, the wording in Section 10500, Welfare

and Institutions Code is such that it is being used for purposes contrary to its

intent. Secondly, Section 11482 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, as related

to Section 487.1 of the Penal Code causes a distinction to be made between welfare

recipients and non-welfare recipients.

The Panel recommends that legislation be introduced for the purpose

of amending:

19. Section 10500, Welfare and Institutions Code reads as follows:

"Every person administering aid under any public assistance
program shall conduct himself with courtesy, consideration, and

respect toward applicants for and recipients of aid under that

program, and shall endeavor at all times to perform his duties
in such manner as to secure for every person the maximum amount
of aid to which he is entitled, without attempting to elicit any

information not necessary to carry out the provisions of law

applicable to the program, and without comment or criticism of

any fact concerning applicants or recipients not directly related
to the administration of the program."

This section should contain language which speaks to the recipients'

responsibility and, further, sets forth the requirement that welfare

benefits are to apply as a supplement to all other benefits to which

the recipient may be entitled, and after property which exceeds the

limitations has been utilized.

20. Section 11482, Welfare and Institutions Code reads as follows:

"Any person other than a needy child, who willfully and knowingly,
with the Intent to deceive, makes a false statement or representation
or knowingly fails to disclose a material fact to obtain aid, or who,

knowing he is not entitled thereto, attempts to obtain aid or to

continue to receive aid to which he is not entitled, or a larger

anK)unt than that to which he Is legally entitled, is guilty of a

misdemeanor ."

-5-
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This section should be amended so it is consistent with Section 487.1 of

the Penal Code; that is welfare fraud resulting in an overpayment of

loss tlnn $200 should be considered a misdemeanor and in excess of $200

should be defined as a felony. Such a change would clarify the present

law.

Caseworker -Recipient Relationships

Kfforts of caseworkers, both eligibility and social workers, are directed

toward assisting the recipient in obtaining financial independence and self-

determination, as well as improving his self-image and his physical and emotional

fnvi ronment as well as that of his family. The tools used by the caseworker in

acnieving these objectives are the various financial aid and service programs

supported by the public or private organizations within certain limits and guide-

ILnes. The caseworkers' responsibility to render aid in a humane and understanding

1'i.inner is obvious. Their responsibility In administering public funds and the

P'lblic trust involved is just as obvious.

There appears to be however, a minority of caseworkers who overlook and

I'licourage acts by recipients which are contrary to the letter and intent of the

pr'-scribed limits and guidelines. Aside from fostering greater dependency in the

recipient, these few caseworkers should realize that welfare cheating is a morally

degrading act. Unlawful acts are just as degrading when committed by a welfare

recipient as when committed by an individual who is financially independent. For

those caseworkers to fail to shoulder their responsibility in this area - to

deliberately overlook or in other ways to encourage this behavior in recipients

is directly contrary to basic social work philosophy. An indication of this

adverse and negative attitude manifested itself recently when some caseworkers

advised their co-workers and recipients not to cooperate in this study, a study

-6-
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w1mi.Ii was instituted and ciindiicted within tlie (urisdiction of welfare administra-

ii.in. rulilii- i-mplovrt'S h.ive the same obligation to taxpayers, as emplovees of

piivati- iM-)5.in( 7.at ions have to their employers, and such activities should be dealt

with accordingly.

Welfare recipients specifically and the public in general have a right

to expect that caseworkers will be trained and knowledgeable in their areas of

responsibility. Although recognizing there is a great amount of detail involved

in this work, the Panel believes that a significant part of the administrative

error and fraud identified in its report could have been avoided with improved

caseworker training.

On the general subject of caseworker-recipient relationships, the Panel

recommends that:

21. Greater emphasis be placed on developing in caseworkers, a sophisticated

awareness of the possibility that they may be deceived. This subject is

discussed at greater length below.

22. Increased emphasis be placed on supervision and review of case record

material by caseworkers and supervisory staff. More than isolated

instances were noted where glaring errors and omissions requiring

follow-up did not receive necessary attention or were subject to

unnecessary delay.

Detection and Prevention of Fraud

In general terms, one of the most pressing needs in connection with

preventive programs is a systematic training program for caseworkers and eligibil-

ity workers. Such training should be Included in the initial caseworker orientation

and furthered by the use of in-service training programs. Involvement should be

mandatory. A suggested plan for developing such a comprehensive program is contained

in Appendix B.

In the area of detection and prevention, the Pan3l recommends that:
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23. In consideration of the extent of welfare fraud and administrative

error revealed by the fraud study, county governments carefully

review the present level of fraud investigation and staffing to

determine whether they are adequate to cope with the size of the

existent problem.

24. A method be developed for identifying, for closer follow-up, those cases

in which the recipient has previously been suspected of welfare fraud

or has, in fact, been convicted of welfare fraud.

2b. The State utilize information developed by state and federal agencies

as aids to administering the program. Systematic obtaining of informa-

tion on recipients earnings, benefits and property would be of signifi-

cant benefit in this regard.

26. Cases involving large monthly totals of aid payments and other income,

and cases involving unemployed or incapacitated parents, be scheduled

lor special and more frequent follow-up.

71. In instances where recipients are not furnished caseworker services,

provision be made for frequent review of eligibility.

28. County governments be encouraged to expand their investigative staffs

to meet the problems identified by the study. Smaller counties should

receive assistance in developing investigative staffs in the areas of

child support and welfare fraud, perhaps through a county pooling

arrangement

.

29. Where school attendance is a condition of receipt of welfare the

caseworker contact the school with sufficient frequency to insure that

eligibility continues to exist.

30. The policy of non-scheduled home visits by caseworkers during normal

business hours be adopted by all counties.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING A

FRAUD PREVENTION AND DETECTION TRAINING PROGRAM

1. The Director of the State Department of Social Welfare would have

responsibility for mandating this program in all counties.

2. The curriculum would be developed by a group consisting of representatives

of the County Welfare Directors' Association and the District Attorneys'

Association who have demonstrated an interest in this area. Included wDuld

be a Deputy District Attorney with experience in welfare fraud and child

support, an experienced casework and eligibility supervisor, a county

welfare investigator and district attorney investigator as well as selected

executive staff of the State Department of Social Welfare.

3. Each new caseworker and eligibility worker would receive fraud detection

and prevention training as a part of his orientation.

4. Within the first six months the new staff member would participate in a

full days fraud prevention and detection training activity.

5. Advanced courses would be provided for supervising staff at regular intervals

and participation would be mandatory. Subject matter would be varied.

6. Programs would include a heavy emphasis on prevention, as well as:

a. Identification of clues and leads

b. Actions to be taken

c. Referral procedures

d. Recipient responsibility

e. Staff member responsibility

f. Case examples to illustrate

APPENDIX B
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In the Supreme Court of the

United States

No. 71-63

Andrew Juras, individually and in

his capacity as Administrator of

the Oregon Public Welfare Division,

Appellant,

vs.

Sharon Lee Meyers, et al..

Appellees.

On Appeal from the United States District Court

for the District of Oregon

Petition for Rehearing

Appellant, Andrew Juras, Administrator of the Oregon
Public Welfare Division, respectfully petitions this Court

for a rehearing in the above-captioned case. The States of

Arizona, California, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kan-
sas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Mexico and Oklahoma, through their respective Attorneys

General, respectfully join in this petition. Without having

had the benefit of full briefing and oral argument, this

Court, on October 12, 1971, summarily affirmed the judg-

ment of the three-judge District Court below, invalidating

the provisions of Oregon law which predicate continued

receipt of benefits under the Aid to Families With Depend-

ent Children (AFDC) program upon cooperation by the
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custodial parent in identifying, locating, establishing pater-

nity (if necessary) and obtaining support from a "needy,

dependent" child's absent parent.

REASONS FOR GRANTING A REHEARING

This Court has decided a question of broad public im-

portance and has affirmed a judgment which has sweeping

nationwide impact, without having had the benefit of full

briefing and argument. The decision affects not only the

State of Oregon and the thirteen states which have joined

in this petition, but the remainder of the fifty states as well,

all of which, in the exercise of legislative judgment, have

implemented in a fashion similar to Oregon, the Congres-

sional directives of the "NOLEO" provisions of the Social

Security Act [42 U.S.C. §§ 602(a) (11), (17), (21), and

(22)] requiring notification of law enforcement officials and

subsequent action to establish paternity and secure support

from absent parents for the benefit of needy AFDC children.

The Oregon regulations at issue implement the federal

"NOLEO" provisions by providing for a denial or termina-

tion of assistance if the mother "refuses to cooperate" with

law enforcement officials in seeking child support. In the

instant case, appellee Meyers refused to sign a non-support

complaint against her husband, while appellee Young re-

fused to reveal the identify of the putative father of her

illegitimate child. However, "failure to cooperate" may also

include a refusal to be interviewed by law enforcement

officials or a concealment of the identity or whereabouts of

the father.^ All of these aspects of "cooperation" are encom-

1. E.g., California Welfare and Institutions Code section 11477
provides for disqualification from continued AFDC eligibility if

the custodial parent refuses to offer reasonable assistance to law
enforcement officers and defines specific acts which shall be deemed
to constitute such refusal as: (a) "A refusal to be interviewed by
the district attorney," (b) "A refusal to sign a complaint against
the absent parent," (c) "A request to dismiss the complaint," or
(d) "The concealment of the identity or whereabouts of the absent
parent."

2
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passed within the Oregon regulations, j'et have differing

impact and justification. Cases from other jurisdictions

raising these different aspects are currently pending before

this Court [Carleson v. Taylor, No. 71-306, Oct. Term 1971

(California—refusal to sign a complaint) ; Weaver v. Doe,

No. 71-478, Oct. Term 1971 ( IlUnois—refusal to name the

putative father of an illegitimate child)] and before three-

judge District Courts in at least two states [Chee v.

Graham, D. Ariz. No. CIV 70-532 PHX WEC (refusal to

identify putative father of illegitimate child and refusal to

sign complaint) ; Doe v. Carleson, N.D. Cal. No. C-71 864

RFP (refusal to be interviewed by district attorney)], and

before the Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit (No.

71-1180) in the appeal from Saiz v. Goodwin, 325 F.Supp. 23

(D. N. Mex. 1971) (refusal to identify putative father of

illegitimate child).

The NOLEO provisions of the Social Security Act, as

well as regulations of the United States Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, impose stringent require-

ments upon states to establish paternity and to secure

support from natural parents for needy, abandoned chil-

dren, in lieu of continued, self-perpetuating welfare sub-

sistence. In many instances, the cooperation of the mother

is absolutely essential to the successful collection of child

support. Providing the mother with the option, as does the

Oregon law in question, of cooperating in this regard or of

not continuing to receive welfare "is a reasonable adminis-

trative tool . . . [which] serves a valid and proper adminis-

trative purpose for the dispensation of the AFDC
program." Wyman v. James, 400 U.S. 309, 326 (1971). IVIore-

over, particularly in cases of illegitimate children, coopera-

tion by the mother at least in terms of identifying the father

may well be the only method by which the process of judicial

3
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establishment of paternity and the sought-after securing of

support, may even be commenced.

This Court's decision, touching on all of the various fac-

tors comprising parental "cooperation with law enforce-

ment officials", as it appears to do, will have a devastating

effect on the states' ability to give meaningful effectuation

to the NOLEO provisions of the Social Security Act. These

adverse results will occur most significantly in the area of

attempting to secure support for illegitimate children—the

very area in which, appellant believes, Congress was most

concerned in the enactment of the NOLEO provisions.

Appellant urges this Court to grant a rehearing in this

case to permit full briefing and argument, with the participa-

tion of other concerned states, before any final decision is

reached. Simultaneously, it is respectfully urged that prob-

able jurisdiction be noted in Carleson v. Taylor, ^o. 71-306,

and Weaver v. Doe, No. 71-478, to permit full exploration

and plenary consideration of the very important inter-

related issues raised here and there.

ARGUMENT

The Oregon Regulations in Issue Are a Reasonable Adminis-

trative Tool Which Serve o Valid and Necessary Purpose in

the Dispensation of Benefits Under the "Aid to Families with

Needy Children" Program.

Appellees have urged, and the District Court has held,

that the Oregon regulations, providing for a termination of

AFDC benefits upon a mother's refusal to "cooperate with

law enforcement officials" in seeking parental support from

absent fathers, are invalid because in conflict with the Social

Security Act. Appellant respectfully submits that a thorough

analysis of the Social Security Act, as construed by this

Court in King v. Smith, 392 U.S. 309 (1968), and Wyman v.

James, 400 U.S. 309 (1971), compels the conclusion that the

challenged provisions of Oregon law are valid.

4
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In King v. Smith, supra, this Court appropriately noted

that the "protection of . . . [dependent] children is the

paramount goal of AFDC," 392 U.S. at 325, and held that

the State of Alabama could not subvert that objective by

means of the "'transparent fiction that . . . [dependent chil-

dren] have a substitute father," id. at 334, simply because

their mother had had an occasional rendezvous with a

paramour.

In that case, however, this Court, in discussing the

"NOLEO" provisions which are at issue herein, noted that

the Congressional intent was clear that those "provisions

seek to secure parental support in lieu of AFDC support

for dependent children." Id. at 332 (Emphasis added). The

NOLEO provisions are directed at the participating states

—

requiring the state "welfare" and "law enforcement" officials

to establish procedures to determine paternity (if neces-

sary) and to secure support for abandoned children from

legally responsible parents. 42 U.S.C. § 602(a) (17). And,

as noted by the District Court below (see Jurisdictional

Statement at 8-9), the Social Security Amendments of 196&

(81 Stat. 878) gave to the states additional federal aid and

agency-assistance in pursuing this important goal. See 42

U.S.C. §§ 602(a) (21), (22).

Thus, all concerned must cooperate in striving toward

the goal of obtaining parental support in lieu of AFDC

—

all except the mother, at least so say appellees. The mother

is exempted from this cooperative scheme, in appellees'

view, because of her asserted overriding "right of privacy"

(her desire to avoid discussing any details of her sexual

activities which have resulted in the conception, and birth,

of the now "needy" child)—notwithstanding the Congres-

sionally-mandated goal of obtaining parental, rather than

public, support for the child. Appellant submits that this

5
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Court has already definitively rejected the same assertion

in a virtually identical context

:

"The focus is on the child and, further, it is on the

child who is dependent. There is no more worthy object

of the public's concern. The dependent child's needs

are paramount, and only with hesitancy would we rele-

gate those needs, in the scale of comparative values,

to a position secondary to what the mother claims as

her rights." Wyman v. James, supra, 400 U.S. at 318

(Last emphasis added).

Appellees correctly pointed out in their Motion to Dis-

miss or Affirm (at page 6 and footnote 2) that the Oregon

Public Welfare Division has been provided with "legal

tools to recover child support from absent fathers on its

own motion."^ However, appellees' argument presupposes

that the state officials know the identity and the where-

abouts of the absent father. Appellant submits that knowl-

edge in these regards can be obtained by state officials—at

least, and particularly, with regard to illegitimate children

—most easily, and often exclusively, from the mother. "[I]t

is obvious that any program to enforce a support obliga-

tion for an illegitimate child is useless if the mother refuses

to reveal the identity of the child's father. ..." Saiz v.

Goodwin, supra, 325 F.Supp. at 25.

Yet appellee Young herein, like appellee Doe in Weaver

V. Doe, No. 71-478, supra, and like appellant Saiz in the

appeal in Saiz v. Goodwin, supra, and like plaintiff Chee

in Chee v. Graham, supra, argues that she need not "co-

operate"—not even to provide the name of a man whom

2. Unquestionably Oregon, and other states [see, e.g., Cal. Welf.

& Inst. Code §§ 11350, 11353, 11476 as amended effective October

1, 1971, the text of which is set forth in Appendix B to the Motion
to Dismiss or Affirm in Carleson v. Taylor, No. 71-306] possess

"legal tools" to proceed "on their own," in certain instances, against

absent fathers to obtain child support.
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the state may contemplate suing for the benefit of her

illegitimate child—but that she and her child must none-

theless continue to receive AFDC benefits. Appellant sub-

mits that neither the Social Security Act nor the Constitu-

tion compels such a result—yet the decision of the District

Court which has been summarily affirmed herein leads inex-

orably to such a state of affairs.

In our view the issue in this case is substantially iden-

tical to that in Wyman v. James, and, insofar as differences

exist, the regulation here presents an even stronger case

for a determination that it is a "reasonable administrative

tool ; that it serves a valid and proper administrative pur-

pose for the dispensation of the AFDC program; [and]

that it is not an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy

" Wyman, swpra, 400 U.S. at 326.

In Wyman, this Court stated the issue before it to be

"whether a beneficiary of the program for Aid to Families

With Dependent Children (AFDC) may refuse a home visit

by the caseworker without risking the termination of bene-

fits." 400 U.S. at 310 (Footnote omitted). In the instant

case, the issue is whether a recipient may refuse to co-

operate with law enforcement officials by refusing to sign

a complaint, by refusing to be interviewed, or by concealing

the identity of the putative father of the child—again with-

out risking the termination of benefits.

In Wyman (400 U.S. at 315-16), this Court discussed

federal aspects of the AFDC program provided for in

Subchapter IV, Part A, of the Social Security Act of 1935,

49 Stat. 620, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §§ 601-610. The Court

noted that the purpose was to encourage the care of chil-

dren in their own homes by enabUng the states to furnish

financial assistance and other services to needy dependent

children to strengthen family life, and recited from the Act

7
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that a state must, in determining need, take into considera-

tion any other income or resources, must provide for bring-

ing the conditions to the attention of an approi3riate court or

law enforcement agency where the state agency had reason

to believe the child's home was unsuitable, and that where

there is reason to believe the aid is not being used in the

best interests of the children, the state agency may provide

counseling or guidance or advise the recipient that pro-

tective pa^Tnent or the appointment of a guardian or crim-

inal i)enalties might result. The Court noted that home

visits were not required by federal statute or regulation,

id. at 319, but that the home visit required by New York

served the appropriately important purpose of enabling the

state to determine whether there were changes affecting

the family's eligibility or the amount of assistance and

whether there were any social services needed. Id. at 314.

As relevant to the instant case, the Social Security Act

also requires that the state plan must provide for prompt

notice to law enforcement officials in respect of a child who

has been deserted or abandoned by a parent [42 U.S.C.

§ 602(a) (11)], and must provide for the development and

implementation of a program to establish the paternity of

a child born out of wedlock and to secure support from the

abandoning parent for any child receiving aid. 42 U.S.C.

§ 602(a) (17). Thus, the establishment of paternity and the

obtaining of support here, in contrast to the home visits

of WymaAi, are required by the Act. The Oregon regulation

at issue here implements, rather than conflicts with, this

requirement.

In Wyman, after noting the hesitancy with which the

Court would relegate the dependent child's paramount

needs to a status inferior to any claimed rights of the

mother (400 U.S. at 318) the Court approvingly acknowl-

8
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edged the state's interest in seeing that the primary objects

of its concern (needy children) in fact benefit from its

grants of aid. A sanction against the mother (of termina-

tion of assistance) was held to be an appropriate "gentle

means ... of achieving that assurance." 400 U.S. at 319.

Here, if maternal cooperation is refused, assistance simply

does not begin or is terminated.^

The application of these considerations to the instant

case are apparent. The obtaining of support from an absent

parent is perhaps the critical factor in allowing the recipi-

ent child to become freed of dependence on public assistance.

The potential benefit to the child, itself, is patently obvious.

Moreover, where the child is illegitimate, the determination

of paternity provides him with a "name" and a heritage. For

all children, the obtaining of support from the absent parent

provides a responsible parent, and encourages contact and

the strengthening of the family ties in furtherance of the

Congressional objective. See 42 U.S.C. § 601.

Within the context here of implementing the NOLEO
provisions, in instances where paternity of a needy child

is in question and where the mother "refuses to cooperate"

but where the identity of the putative father is known or sus-

pected, alternatives to aid termination are "not without

. . . seriously objectionable features," Wyman, supra, 400

U.S. at 323, just as were the sought-after search warrant

procedures in Wyman. See 400 U.S. at 323-4. Where the

identity of the putative father is known or suspected, the

state may appoint a guardian ad litem for the child and

file a civil suit in its name against the alleged father. The

mother is then a potential witness and subject to civil discov-

ery both by the state, representing the child, and by the

3. Compare Wymm, 400 U.S. at 317-18: "If consent to the

visitation is withheld, no ^^sitation takes place. The aid never be-

gins or merely ceases, as the case may be."

See also, HEW's regulation [45 C.F.R. §235.70 (c), 36 Fed.

Reg. 3869 (Feb. 27, 1971)] which reflects a similar option: the

mother may receive aid and therebj^ become subject to NOLEO
requirements, or she may withdraw her application for assistance.

9
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alleged father. Her answers are then a matter of public

record. Where the responsible state agency has been unable

to carry out an interview and preliminary investigation,

these answers may reveal that the named or suspected

father is not the likely father whether due to the mother's

lack of candor of ignorance of biological facts; and thus,

may unnecessarily reveal embarrassing personal facts.

There is also obvious and unnecessary loss of privacy and

embarrassment to the improperly named man. In any event,

such personal facts will be a matter of public record in all

cases, whereas a private and confidential interview with

enforcement officials might have determined that there was

no possibility of succeeding in an action. Clogging of the

judicial system with unnecessary and fruitless lawsuits

also would thereby be avoided. Minimum interference with

the "privacy" of all concerned

—

man, woman, and child—
would be insured.

We submit that the question at issue here is indistinguish-

able from that in Wyman, except that it presents a stronger

case in favor of validity. The Oregon regulation is "a reas-

onable administrative tool" that "serves a valid and proper

administrative purpose for the dispensation of the AFDC
program" and is clearly within the holding and rationale

of Wyman. As this Court aptly observed there:

"What Mrs. James appears to want from the agency

which provides her and her infant son with the neces-

sities of life is the right to receive these necessities

upon her own informational terms, to utilize the

Fourth Amendment as a wedge for imposing those

terms, and to avoid questions of any kind." 400 U.S.

at 321-22.

Here, each of the appellees attempted to insert a "Ninth

Amendment Wedge," when in fact all that is involved is a

10
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matter of simple choice—either to cooperate in securing

support for her child while receiving public assistance, or

not to cooperate and suffer the consequence of loss of aid.

"The clioice is entirely hers, and nothing of constitutional

magnitude is involved." Wyman v. James, supra, 400 U.S.

at 324.

CONCLUSION

For the above reasons, it is respectfully requested that

this Court grant a rehearing in this case and note probable

jurisdiction in Carleson v. Taylor, supra, and Weaver v.

Doe, supra, to permit full exploration and plenary consider-

ation of the very important interrelated issues raised.

Lee Johnson
Attorney General of Oregon

John W. Osburn
Solicitor General

Al J. Laue
Thomas H. Denney

Assistant Attorneys General
State OflSce Building
Salem, Oregon 97310
Telephone: (503) 378-4402

Counsel for Appellant

On the Petition for Eehearing
EvELLE J. Younger
Attorney General of California

^

Gloria F. DeHart
Jay S. Linderman
Deputy Attorneys General
(iOOO State Building
San Francisco, California 94102
Telephone: (415) 557-0420
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CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL

I, Jay S. Linderman, hereby certify that

:

I am a member of the Bar of the Supreme Court of the

United States.

I am a Deputy Attorney General of the State of California

and as such, I have been associated by/and with Lee John-

son, the Attorney General of the State of Oregon, as counsel

for appellant on the foregoing Petition for Rehearing.

The foregoing Petition for Rehearing is presented in good

faith and not for purposes of delay and I so certify on my
own behalf and on behalf of the Attorney General of the

State of Oregon.

Dated : November 3, 1971

Jay S. Linderman
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North Dakota Medical Association,
Bismark, N. Dak., February 3, 1972.

Hon. QUENTIN X. BUBDICK,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Bubdick : Current State Health Department Reflations require
that patients in nursing homes are seen by a physician once every thirty days.

Title XVIII, and by reference Title XIX, have similar regulations as a condi-
tion for participation.

The Council of the Xortii Dakota Medical Association reiteratetl a previous
position that patients should be seen when medically necessary, and not on a
time interval basis. The Council endorsed the enclosed resolution pas.sed by the
American Medical Association and directed that a copy be forwarded to you.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Vernon E. Wagner.
(Enclosure.)

Resolution 1

—

Physician Visits to Extended Care Facilities

Resolution 1 requested that the AMA urge the Social Security Administration
to amend its regulations so that a physician may exercise his medical judgment
and visit Medicare and Medicaid patients only as frequently as medically neces-
sitated, rather than at least once every thirty days.
The House considered the following Substitute Resolution

:

"Resolved, That the House of Delegates of the American Medical Association
affirm that, in the interest of the best patient care, the frequency with which
ipatients are seen is properly the decision and responsibility of the physician,
subject to proper and recognized review by hLs peers and be it further

"Resolved, That this policy be transmitted to all public and private third ixirty
payment agencies and to the Joint Commission and Accreditation of Hospitals."

Substitute Resolution 1 adopted.

New York, N.Y.
Tom Vail,
Chief Counsel, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, B.C.

The following statement is for insertion in formal hearing record on HRl.
We are opposed to H.R. 1 It is based on false premise that cause of poverty lies

within poor. It is punitive. Its passage, even with Ribicoff amendments does not
advance true welfare reform.
But the position of the poor retrogresses, state by state. We urge immediate

emergency relief to the states until Congress can develop a more adequate wel-
fare reform program. Using fiscal 1970 as the base year, assure each state of 100-
0/0 federal funding of all welfare costs over this base providing they do not
retreat from current standards.

Walter L. Smart,
Executive Birector,

National Federation of Settlements and Neighborhood Centers.

Statement of William A. Dimmick, President of the Health and Welfare
Planning Council of Memphis-Shelby County, Tenn. : Accompanied by Paul
Schwartz, Director, Division of Social Welfare, Memphis State Univer-
sity ; AND MosE Pleasure, Jr., Associate Executive Director of the Health
AND Welfare Planning Council, Before the Committee on Finance. Aug.
26, 1970, on H.R. 16311

Mr. Dimmick. Honorable members of the Senate Committee on Finance, I am
William A. Dimmick, president of the Health and Welfare Planning Council of
Memphis-Shelby County, Tenn. With me are I'aul Schwartz, director, Di^ision of
Social Welfare, Memphis State University and Mose Pleasure, Jr., associate
executive director of the health and welfare planning council. Mr. Schwartz is on
my left, Mr. Pleasure is on my right.
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A brief historical statement is in order to place this testimony in proper per-

spective. A welfare subcommittee of the planning councirs division of community
development began work on an alternative to the present welfare system in re-

sponse to President Nixon's announced intention to introduce welfare reform
legislation. Subsequent study and debate included all segments of the population

of Memphis adopted the results of this study and debate as the Council's official

and Shelby County. The planning council's board of directors adopted the results

of this study and debate as the council's official position on welfare reform. This

.official posicion is bound under the title '"Concepts for Dignity", copies of w'hich

we are pleased to leave for the further consideration of the committee. "Concepts

for Dignity" goes into great detail in pointing out 40 points which we consider

basic to welfare reform.
The Health and Welfare Planning Council was then encouraged by Shelby

United Neighbors, our local United Fund, to seek a statewide base for study and
debate. At the request of the United Funds and Community Councils of the four

major urban areas in Tennessee, Brigadier Luther A. Smith, president of the

Tennessee Conference on Social Welfare, commissioned Paul Schwartz of Mem-
phis State University to prepare a statement for study which was mailed to over

6,000 health and welfare professionals and volunteers. At its annual meeting in

Nashville the TOSW voted to appoint a representative to join The Health and
Welfare Planning Council of Memphis in testimony before this committee. Mr.

Schwartz is that appointee. I take pride in pointing out, therefore, that in addi-

tion to the kind invitation of the Senate Committee on Finance, our testimony

here today is the result of the hard work and warm support of a significant cross

section of the people of the State of Tennessee.
We take great pride in the fact that through the efforts of Mr. Cliff Tuck,

director of Coordination for Shelby Coimty, our welfare positions received warm
recognition and consideration by the National Association of Counties. A number
of position points in our presentation were incorporated in the NACO welfare

positions. In this way the efforts of Tennesseans have gone quite beyond our

borders.
We are present, also, because it is a privilege and a duty to lend assistance, as

small as it may be, to you who shoulder the ultimate responsibility for reforming
the presently inadequate system of public welfare. We share with you this moment
of tremendous opportunity and challenge in our Nation's history. We share with

you this moment during which our glorious national dream can begin to become
reality indeed for more of our people. We stand with you at the threshold of a

new American era—an era ushered in by the establishment of a minimum income
floor guaranteed as a right to tho.se for whom our opportunity structure does not
function properly.
This revolutionary new concept has the potential for becoming the basis of

genuine reform in public welfare. We salute our administrative and congressional
leaders, past and pre.sent. whose commitment to social justice and human welfare
has brought us to this day of great promise. Our presence here is based on the

real hope that the family assistance plan will produce the w^elfare reform which
we all seek. We applaud this body for leading the Nation to the realization

that public welfare is a national issue. As partners with our e.steemed adminis-
trative and congressional leaders we come to present recommendations which
we hope will assist in achieving our common goal. The basic premise upon which
our position is built is that welfare reform is needed to help people get off the

welfare merry-go-round. There is a brief paragraph not included in the text

before you which I would like to add to our text.

The paragraph is this.

The reason for welfare reform in the first place is that we must now make
it oi)erate to get people out of poverty rather than i>erpetuate the cycle of

I)overty. In order to achieve this reform, we must guarantee two basic things.

First, a ba.sie minimum income floor guaranteed as a right to those in need, and
second, a comprehensive array of social services to serve as bridges out of
poverty.
While the two basic guarantees are inseparable in our judgment, we tend to

stre.ss bridges out of poverty as a very essential element.
This is the end of the paragraph and I will be glad to provide the reporter

witli a copy of it.

I would like now to address ourselves, then, to the adequate income floor. By
adequate income floor we mean a level at or above some reasonably established
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mark of basic impoverishment. Our recommendations, which we view as basic to
the achievement of an adequate income floor, are

:

1. That the minimum income floor should be set at .$3,600 for a family of
four. This basic level can be flanked by two sub.sequent measures which tend to
progressively reduce the overall cost of financial assistance.

2. The national food stamp program should be eliminated and supporting ap-
propriations reallocated to provide for the high-income floor. Food stamps might
be used for individual emergency situations instead of an ongoing solution to
impoverishment.

3. Congress and State legislative bodies should raise the minimum wage to
$1.75 per hour in order to place approximately 10 million jobholders above the
threshold of impoverishment.

4. Both the basic income floor for welfare recipients and the minimum wage
rate should be adjusted annually based on any significant increase in the con-
sumer index.

5. The working poor without children should be covered (with the understand-
ing that jobs covered by the minimum wage law is the best solution to this
particular poverty problem). Single adults who work or are unemployed also
be included.

6. Old-age assistance, aid to the blind, and aid to the disabled legislation
should provide the same eligibility requirements as social security, with a mini-
mum floor of $200 per month for a single person (over 62 years of age; any age
person for blind or di.sabled). and $350 per month for a married couple.

7. Benefits for the aged, blind and disabletl should have an automatic cost-of-
living increase based on the consumer index as suggested for welfare recipients^
Now, to address ourselves to bridges out of poverty. The success or failure of

an adequate income floor, in achieving the goal of the elimination of poverty,
will depend on the strength and effectiveness of the bridges out of poverty built
into the welfare program. A comprehensive array of social services must be pro-
vided for all recipients who need them if this goal is to be accomplished. Only
adequate, effective and forthright services, of broad scope, can produce the
orderly translation of the status of poverty into the status of productivity. We
strongly urge the creation of these bridges out of poverty as an integral part of,

and not divorced from, the welfare package.
1. Of highest priority, in this regard, will be the availability of free day care

services for working mothers. Day care .should be expanded, provided on a 24-liour
basis, and enriched by the incorporation of Headstart concepts. Organized groups,
religious, and otherwise, could make giant steps toward providing these services
if the proper incentives were offered.

2. If mandatory job and training requirements are retained in the family assist-

ance plan the public sector, including private public contractors, should be made
"employers of last resort," with training and salary support financed from Fed-
eral funds.

3. To assist in controlling the population explosion, additional financial in-

centives .'should be provided for recipients who voluntarily decide not to have
more than one child per parent (perhaps $250 additional per year; a family of
four would receive the minimum floor of $3,600 plus $250, or $3,850 per year).
This provision should be included only if through income tax reform an equal tax
credit were made available in the same manner to nonrecipients.

4. Of crucial importance to building and maintaining bridges out of poverty is

the participation of local citizens, especially the recipients themselves, at all

levels of planning and administration of the welfare program. This item cannot
and must not be given short shrift.

5. The family assistance plan should have a .scheduled phasing out of State
funds until there is a complete Federal takeover of the cost of welfare in 10 years.

Such a plan will redeem the American dream for many who can have little or

no hope without it. Such a plan will give those of us who are more fortunate even
more reasons to be proud that we are Americans.
We have with purpose in regard for your time made a brief statement. We

thank you for your time with us, your efforts in behalf of all the people of our

land and the world, and we respectfully request your further consideration of

the "'concepts for dignity." We offer our.selves for any service to which you may
call us.

Thank you.
Senator Anderson. Any questions?
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Senator Jordan. No questions, thank you.

Senator Anderson. Senator Harris?
Senator Harris. Fatlier Dinimick and Mr. Scliwartz and Mr. Pleasure, I am

immensel.v impressed with your statement, but, more than that, with how it was
prepared. Is there anything like this going on anywhere else in the country, where
there has been some attempt to get the local people together to concentrate on

coming up with some ideas on welfare?
Mr. Pleasure. We do not know anything like it.

Senator Harris. It is the first I have heard of it.

Mr. Schwartz. I understand something like this took place in California but

whether that was only limited to Government functionaries or the broad citizen

phase I do not know.
Senator Harris. I wish that same sort of process could go on all over the

country. As you know, having just been in the process of developing these recom-

mendations—and it goes without saying that I think they are right on target;

I think what is said, Father Dimmick, about a minimum income floor guaranteed

as a right are very important words ; I think what you say about the level of

income and recommending, instead of food stamps, except in emergency situa-

tions, raising the level, is good ; Senator McGovern was here yesterday before

this committee and said he would be quite happy with that kind of suggestion.

I am very pleased with what you say with regard to participation of local

citizens in the program and with your recommendations about federalization

of the welfare system so that it will be taken over as a Federal program. I think
that must be done for a lot of reasons.

There are so many myths about welfare. You and I know we would not like

to, as they say, "be on relief." but. somehow people assume that poor i^eople do
or that they just do not have the ambition that the rest of us have.

How can we dispel a lot of these myths about welfare, do you think? Is there

a better way than what we have done?
Mr. Dimmick. Maybe my colleagues would like to

Senator Harris. Mr. Pleasure, do you have any ideas?
Mr. Pleasure. The process that we took this through over a full year and a

half—this was not done overnight—the process we took this through, we think,

is a valid process and when the well motivated volunteers that you can find in

any community are given an opportunity to take part in this, they may begin
by being turned over, but they are exposed to something that becomes an educa-
tional process for them. The community becomes educated. This kind of educa-
tion process
Mr. Schwartz. This includes welfare recipients.

Mr. Pleasure. The Memphis Welfare Rights Organization was right in the
middle of this. Sometimes it becomes abrasive but it was good experience for
everybody and out of it came what you heard. This is theirs. This is no profes-
sional job. This is the result of the process we took this thing through. It is a
beautiful thing. It is time consuming, it can be frustrating, but it is fundamental
to how a democracy works.

Senator Harris. From the standpoint of those who are not themselves recipients
of welfare assistance, did you find in this process some of them changed some
of their ideas about welfare?
Mr. Pleasure. Absolutely

; yes, sir.

Mr. Dimmick. We were utterly amazed, we should say. maybe utterly is too
strong a word to use, but when our "Concepts for dignity", when we were work-
ing this out and finally had the paper ready to present, there was no major
opposition to its adoption. There were some questions and I would say minor
modifications on part of the wording of it but because the people involved had
been through the process of thinking about these, I think, therefore, they were
ready—well, these were their ideas, shall we say—they were not ready to accept
somebody else's ideas but they had grown along with these.
Mr. Schwartz. May I say this es.sentially was how we attacked the stereotyije

of happy dependents on welfare, the person who would rather sit there than
get out.

I think there are two points I would like to add to what was said. One is I am
under the impression—I may not be accurate—that a .services package attached
to this bill involves development of service areas programs in various States in
order to create various .service packaging including adoptions and family coun-
seling, and so on. If the process whereby these service area programs were
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developed went through a similar kind of process, I think we conld literally

involve hundreds of thousands of citizens from various walks of life in the

process of getting acquainted and undergoing the various attitudes changes
referred to.

The second point, the effect of an adequate welfare program surrounded by
work opportunities and work incentives and surrounded by adequate services

would produce a situation in which thousands of people would be leaving wel-

fare for the productive area and that would be the best public r« lations for

all of us in the world and the best interpretation.

I think everyone is touched sitting here and hearing a Senator tell about
when he was on relief and touched by the fact that he is now a Senator. A
program of moving people out of welfare is the best thing we can ever achieve
and I think we join all America in this thing.

Senator Harris. I agree with that. The thing that struck me some years ago
in talking about welfare is that, though they do not realize it, people receiving

welfare assistance and those who are taxpayers are saying the same thing

about welfare. They do not hear each other say it, but they both say it is a
failure, that it traps people in poverty, that it perpetuates dependence. If we
could somehow listen to each other, we would find out we are on the same side.

More people now realize that welfare as it now exists is not working.
Mr. Schwartz. The opportunity for this process, however, exists in so many

segments of this bill. The creation of day care facilities on local level has to

be supported by boards and groups of citizens. And it is this kind of involve-

ment, I think, that would parallel this and really produce a changing view and
I would feel, we all would agree, having lived through this year and a half, that
involvement is the best way.

Senator Harris. I appreciate that very much, Mr. Schwartz and Father Dim-
mick and Mr. Pleasure. You have helped not only with your testimony but with
the idea of how it came up.

Senator Andersox. It has been a fine statement. Thank yoti very much.
Mr. Dim MICK. Thank you very much. We are indeed grateful to you.
(The document referred to previously "Concepts for Dignity," follows:)

Concepts fob Dignity

recommendations of the health and welfare planning council of memphis
and shelby county, tenn. for reforming the u.s. public assistance system

We, the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect
Union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the
common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings

of liberty to ourselves and to our posterity, do ordain and establish

this Constitution for the United States of America.

The Preamble to our Constitution is still the most cogent statement of goals
ever formulated for a nation. That we are in yet another cycle of ferment toward
achieving these goals is testimony to their continuing dynamism and relevance.
It is this dynamism and relevance which brings the United States to the very
point of making the "goals of America" relevant to all Americaiis.
To this end the Health and Welfare Planning Council of Memphis and Shelby

County, Tennessee has sought to be and to become one of the major places
where Mid-Southerners can voluntarily formulate plans for social policies and
programs. "Concepts For Dignity" is a result of that process. A Welfare Task
Force, appointed as an ad hoc sub-committee of the Community Development
Steering Committee, has been at work for more than six months on these propo-
sals. The Board of Directors of the Health and Welfare Planning Council adopted
the forty Welfare Reform Positions as Council policy for testimony before the

Senate Finance Committee and inclusion in the record of the committee hearings.

It is our belief that the involvement of people at the local level, people from
all strata and all segments of the population, in the process of identifying and
defining major social issues and problems and the development and initiation of

proposals and plans intended to contribute to their .solution is the only practical

means for making the "American Dream" a national reality—for making the

"goals of America" the goals of every American. The Welfare Task P'orce has

given documentation to the utility of this concept. For .s-purring our faith and
inspiring further exploration and innovation we give profound thanks to the
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dedicated volunteers—The AVelfare Task Force, The Community Development
Steering Committee, and the Board of Directors—who are the authors of "Con-
cepts for Dignity".

MosE Pleasure, Jr.,

Associate Executive Director.
Community Development Steering Committee:

Dr. Granville Davis, Chairman
John T. Fisher
Elias Goldsmith
Miss Elizabeth Jones
Reverend James M. Lawson
Leon Lynch
Dr. Joseph H. Riggs
Mrs. A. R. Scharfe, Jr.

Clifford L. Tuck
Welfare Task Force:

Clifford L. Tuck, Chairman
Mrs. Joseph H. Miller
Mrs. Patricia Vander Schaaf

Staff:
Mose Pleasure, Jr.

INTRODUCTION

Much of the current debate about "Welfare" is confusing. It is diflScult to
determine whose welfare is at stake or exactly who is "on" welfare at any given
time. Are the recipients of "Public Welfare" the true beneficiaries of the Amer-
ican general social welfare system? Or, do the majority of Americans enjoy a
propitious general social welfare system at the expense of a minority for whom
this system does not work? Up to now the answer to these questions have de-
pended on the prejudicies of the resiwndents. Now that such prejudices have be-

come unconscionably costly luxuries we should be able to "tell it like it is". Let
tlie following "item" serve as introductory to the story which must be told.

As a teenager, Roger Atkinson lived with his parents in a Public Housing
Development. Roger attended Public School and participated in the "reduced
price" lunch program. After graduation he entered the Army. Upon discharge
Roger retained his National Service Life Insurance. He enrolled in the State
University, working part-time to supplement his GI Bill Stipend. Roger married
a Public Health Nurse, bought a home with a GI Loan, and obtained an RFC
Loan to go into business.

When Roger, Jr. was born in City Hospital the Atkinsons purchased a small
ranch through the Veteran's Land Program. Payments on land placed in the
Soil Bank speeded up the payoff of the mortgage. Roger's father and Mother re-

tired to the ranch in real comfort on their Social Security Checks. REA lines

suitplied electricity for the ranch, the Federal Government gave assistance in

clearing the land and supplying emergency feed, the County Agent showed him
how to terrace the land, and the Federal Government built him a fish pond.

Roger, Jr. read books borrowed from the Public Library. The money saved
for Roger, Jr. by his parents and Grandparents was insured by a Federal Agency.
In Public School Roger, Jr. paid the less than cost price charged by the school
for the federally subsidized lunch program. Roger, Jr. rode the school bus, played
in municipal park, swam in the public pool, and became a member of Future
Farmers of America. Roger, Sr. owned an automobile, so he favored State and
Federal Highway Programs. He was one of the signers on a petition seeking Fed-
eral a.ssistance in developing an industrial project to "help the economy of his

area", wias a leader in a move to get a new Federal Building, and went to Wash-
ington with a group to ask the Federal Government to build a great dam costing
millions so that the area could get "cheap" electricity. He was also a leader in a
move to get his specific type of business special tax write-offs and exemptions.
Then one day, when he heard that it would require a larger share of taxes to

provide substitute, supportive and supplemental goods and services for persons
who live below the poverty index, Roger Atkin.son, Sr. wrote to his Congressman

:

"I protest these excessive governmental expenditures and the attendant high

taxe.s. I believe in rugged individualism ; I think that people should stand on
their own feet without expecting handout.s. I am opposed to all socialistic trends

and I demand a return to the principles of our Constitution and the restoration

of States' Rights."
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The picture is overdrawn and an extremely complex reality has been over-
simplified, but the point is valid: like Roger Atkinsion, Sr./the majority of
Amerieaxis both accept and actively promote Public Assistance Programs. Wel-
fare Controversy and opposition develop when "welfare" is narrowly construed
to mean the scant few Public Assistance Programs other than the Jvocal, State
and Federal subsidies which benefit the majority and which are known by more
acceptable names.
A recent poll indicates that the citizens of the United States are increasingly

concerned about the conditions of their fellow citizens

:

There is a marked increase in concern for the plight of America's disadvan-
taged over the past four years, according to a recently released Lou Harris Poll.
The Harris Organization, which jwlled a cross section of 1,542 Americans laist

May, found Americans "increasingly conscience-stricken over the plight to the
poor, the elderly and those subject to various forms of discrimination." A similar
survey was conducted in 1965. Results of the two .surveys were

:

CONCERN FOR DISADVANTAGED

[In percent]

1969 1965

Say they "often feel bad" over the way-
Some people in the United States still go hungry.
Older people have been neglected

American Indian has been treated

Some people in big cities still live in slums
Negroes have been treated

Some Jews have been treated

Some Catholics have been treated

63
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heads of poor families worked for at least part of the year and most of those
who did not work were ill, disabled, women with young children, or children."

In Memphis and Shelby County there were about 47,000 persons on some form
of Public Welfare (narrowly construed) at the end of 1969, or approximately
6% of the total County population. Memphis and Shelby County, on the other
hand, have 160.000 persons living on incomes below the poverty index line, or
approximately 25% of the total County population. Memphis and Shelby County
are second only to San Antonio, Texas as the worst metropolitan area In the
United States in poverty density.

Concepts fob Dignity—Health and Welfare Planning Council of Memphis
AND Shelby County, Tenn.

WELFARE reform POSITIONS

(Positions not necessarily listed in order of importance)

1. Name of legislation should he "Life Assistance Plan," rather than "Family
Assistance Plan".

2. Since 10,000,000 jobs in the United States are paying less than $1.60 per
hour (less than poverty level), State and national legislative bodies should
raise the minimum wage law to not less than $1.75 per hour and extend law's
coverage to all job classifications not presently covered.

3. Welfare should provide assistance of $3,600.00 to a family of four and con-
tinue support payments until the family has reached a total unsupported income
of $5,500.00 per year (decreasing Federal support fifty-cents for every dollar
earned to that point). Base allowance should be $1,300.00 per adult and $500.00
per child. Applicant income gained from irregular or infrequent sources should
be exempt as a criteria for eligibility.

4. Must have a yearly adjustment based on consumer index (cost of living)

increase. This increase should be figured from the previous year's 12-mo. average,
and a separate check is.sued for the total amount of annual increase on Decem-
ber 1st, with j)ercentage to be added to next year's monthly benefits.

5. Federal Government plan should require at least ninety-percent of State
expenditures for welfare to continue as supplement to Federal guarantee floor

during first two years, but pi-ovide for eventual funding totally by Federal Gov-
ernment. Example

:

Percent State

Percent State share to be
share to picked up
continue by Federal

Fiscal 1971-72 ..j.... :

Fiscal 1973 (July 1, 1972) ....._
Fiscal 1974 (July 1, 1973) -.,-. .--.

Fiscal 1975 (July 1, 1974) .._ -

Fiscal 1976 (July 1,1975).. _. __

Fiscal 1977 (July 1, 1976) ---

Fiscal 1978 (July 1, 1977)... - -.

Fiscal 1979 (July 1, 1978)... _ ..--

Fiscal 1980 (July 1, 1979)

6. The Federal Government will absorb State share costs as indicated in item
5 formula if the State agrees to reallocate "saved" appropriations to education
and manpower programs, especially for the poor (previous State increases in

education and manpower biidgets would be averaged for last three years to in-

sure welfare dollars are not being used to take place of normal increases).
7. Working poor without children must also receive benefits, including single

adults who are working or unemployed.
8. Mothers who are also heads of families should be aware of benefits, but not

be reipiired to work or register for training except at her own option, but
should be encouraged to attend family planning, home management, and where
needed, basic education courses established within this plan while children are
attending school.

90
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9. Persons required to register for jobs or job training should be placed in

positions whicli have opportunity for advancement and to which they are satis-

factorily motivated.
10. Minor members of families must be provided tutoring or other extra educa-

tional help where this need is identified.

11. Free day care provisions should be provided in the life assistance legisla-

tion and day care should be expanded to a 24-hour schedule and provide Head
Start educational concepts ; incentives should be provided to organized religion

for providing these services. Quality educational standards should regulate all

day care facilities.

12. Monitoring policy of life assistance legislation should provide incentive to

train assistance recipients as para-professional monitors to provide income checks
on an optional semi-annual and mandatory annual basis.

13. Supportive service within life assistance plan, such as employment and
training, must be periodically reviewed and monitored by local and State citizen

review committees consisting of substantial recipient participation and represen-

tation from other social-welfare and manpower organizations. Citizen review-

committees shall be responsible for determining suitable job criteria.

14. Some provision is needed to insure that students living away from family
will receive direct payment under assistance.

15. Assistance plan must not be restrictive in the definition of family and be
flexible, based on need.

16. Assistance plan should provide for orientation and continuing family plan-

ning education of local, State, and National welfare administrators, case work-
ers, and counselors within the program. Welfare recipients should assist in

conducting the orientation sessions.

17. Handicapped children should be eligible for additional benefits above
normal welfare provisions.

18. The Federal Government should pay full benefit with a Federal check and
the State should reimburse the Federal Government for its share of the benefit,

rather than pay benefits in two separate checks.
19. Welfare services administration should be a county government respon-

sibility with the local administrative costs being supported by Federal funds.
Citizen review boards should review and recommend all administration per-
sonnel applications.

20. If mandatory job and training requirements are retained in the '"family

assistance plan," then the public sector, including private public contractors,
will have to become "employers of last resort," with training and salary support
financed from Federal funds.

21. Each county must have a centralized general assistance ofBce, as a divi-

sion of its w'elfare service administration office, to provide "emergency assist-

ance" when applications are being processed for welfare benefits, or an applicant
is not eligible for benefits under welfare reform legislation.

22. Special emphasis will be placed on manpower programs for the rural
poor.

23. Welfare legislation must include provisions that provide for job develop-
ment and training planning programs that anticipate projected changes in the
job market.

24. Legislation must include provisions that will adequately staff, provide
regulatory and review authority to cooperative area manpower planning com-
mittees for the purpose of effecting maximum coordination between State
employment and security offices and local private and public academic, employ-
ment and training offices and institutions.

25. When a welfare recipient is eligible for benefits from more than one agency,
the agency providing the larger benefit will also provide the benefits due from
the other agency (s) in the same check, subsequently receiving reimbursement
from the other benefit agency ( s )

.

26. Welfare eligibility should be determined by: (a) Number of children
(proof of dependency), (b) sources and amount of regular income (see item 3—

•

sources and amount must be substantiated), (c) personal or real property
should not be a criteria for determining eligibility only if not considered a
"necessity of life."

27. Applicant eligibility can be verified by telephone (home visits should not
be necessary).

28. A person residing in a non-welfare residence should be eligible for benefits
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if the applicant is not a legal dependent of a member of the household (verifica-

tion through Internal Revenue Service).

'>9 Recipients of one form of welfare should be eligible to receive other forms

of "assistance equal to the amount of additional expenses encumbered by the

recipient in meeting their required needs about and beyond those that would

normally be provided by only one form of welfare (i.e.—handicapped, mentally

rGtn,rd.G(i« 6tc.).

30. Additional "seasonal" benefits should be provided to recipients if the

minimum level for a family of four is below $3,600.00 per year.

31 Welfare legislation should establish a "special reserve fund" at the local

level to meet immediate needs resulting from lost or stolen benefit checks

(reserve funds should be Federal cost).

32. A National Citizen Review Committee should be established and struc-

tured the same as local and State review committees. This committee should

establish what personal and real property should be classified as "necessities

of life" and therefore exempt from consideration as assets in determining appli-

cant eligibility for all welfare classifications. Legislation should require citizen

review of this criteria at least once every three years.

33. Elderly retired citizens drawing welfare benefits and who are over 62

years of age should be exempt from taxation.

34. Elderly citizens should plan and regulate senior citizen benefit programs

by serving as at least a majority of the membership of a citizen review com-

mittee whose decisions shall be considered mandatory upon unanimous vote,

and advisory upon majority vote.

35. Old age assistance, aid to the blind, and aid to the disabled legislation

should provide same eligibility requirements as social security with a minimum
floor of $200.00 per month for a single person (over 62 years of age for aged;

any age for blind or disabled), and $3.50.00 per month per married couple

(couples marrying after receiving benefits should retain original benefits). The

amount of assistance should be reduced in proportion to other income (i.e.—

social security benefits, other retirement income, income from bonds, stocks,

rental property, etc.). Seventy-five dollars per month per single person and

one hundred dollars per month per married couple should be exempted from

other income in this formula.
36. Aged, blind and disabled benefits should have a provision which provides

the same type of automatic cost of living increase as suggested in item 4 of the

welfare reform positions.

37. Real property value should be exempt unless property produces an income

for any welfare recipient regardless of classification.

38. To assist in controlling the population explosion, additional life assistance

"incentive" benefits should be made to recipients who voluntarily decide not to

have more than one child per parent (perhaps $250.00 additional per year incen-

tive: family of four would then receive basic floor of $3,600.00 plus $250.00

incentive for a total of $3,850.00 per year). This provision should be included

only if income tax reform provides an equal tax credit in the same manner to

persons who are not welfare recipients.

39. Welfare recipients of all classifications should be provided official identifica-

tion cards.

40. The national food stamp program should be eliminated for welfare recip-

ients and supporting appropriations reallocated to basic floors of new welfare

legislation, either to increase the minimum floors or to absorb a portion of the

increased welfare costs created by these higher floor positions. The food stamp
program should be retained to assist needy persons who have emergency needs

or are otherwise not eligible for welfare benefits.

Resolution of the Tennessee Conference on Social Welfare, April 24, 1970

Based on a careful examination of the Family Assistance Plan, the Tennessee

Conference on Social Welfare finds it unacceptable. We further believe that it is

irreparable by amendment. We therefore do not support it. We actively support

positive alternative legislation which endorses the following seven principles

:

1. Structural reform is no substitute for adequacy of financing suflacient to

improve the situation of all those who depend upon it.
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2. The level of minimum income assurance should be adequate in relationship
to cost of living estimates.

3. The federal floor should be raised to the level of ix)verty through a series
of transitional stages such as to (a) strengthen Federal standards, (b) protect
the higher level of payment while raising the lower, and (c) maintain the level
of state expenditures necessary to achieve these ends.

4. Benefits in kind and services extended to those aided by the plan should
not be used to reduce assistance levels.

5. Welfare reform should be such as to move toward greater inclusiveness and
away from categorical distinctions.

6. The legal and constitutional rights of recipients should be fully protected.
7. No improvements in the public welfare system should be such as to reduce

the effectiveness of measures to prevent need or obscure the urgency of steps
for improvement.

Statement of William E. Woods, Washington Representati\t: and Associate
General Counsel, the National Association of Retail Druggists

Mr. Chairman : This past decade can be characterized as a period of intensive
national attention to health, distribution of health resources, and accessibility

of health services. The enactment of Medicare and Medicaid in the mid-1960's
certainly sets the high water mark of health legislation in the United States.

Pharmacies and the pharmacists who practice in them are an integral part of

the total health network in this country. The National Association of Retail

Druggists represents the owners of approximately 38,000 independent pharmacies
in the United States in which some 75,000 pharmacists practice their profession.

These pharmacies dispense about 75 percent of the out-of-hospital prescription

drug requirements of the nation.

NARD, therefore, has substantial concern with the proposals pending before

the committee, particularly as these proposals affect the provisions of prescribed

drugs.
We believe that H.R. 1 takes the wrong approach when it permits State Medi-

caid plans to eliminate the scope and extent of optional health care services

insofar as this permits the curtailment or elimination of vitally needed pre-

scribed drugs. Our objective, over the years, has been to have comprehensive
prescribed drug coverage included as one of the mandatory health ser%aces re-

quired of State Medicaid plans. H.R. 1, as passed by the Hou.se of Representa-

tives, seeks to effect a false economy which we urge the Senate Finance Committee

to reject.

Congress cannot assume, as it has in the past, that elimination of drug cover-

age from Medicaid or the withholding of drug coverage from Medicare reduces

the overall costs of these programs. We fail to understand the logic of provid-

ing hospital, diagnostic, and physician services in either Medicaid or Medicare

but denying the patient coverage for the prescribed drugs indicated. The mis-

take the Congress made in failing to include prescribed drugs in Medicare is

now being proposed for Medicaid. With Medicaid, the potential loss of drug

coverage could be even more devastating because younger persons and children

are more often bothered with acute infectious diseases for which the only

therapy, particularly for children, is frequently drug therapy. Elimination of

the drug provisions of a Medicaid program could effectively turn the clock back

to the pre-wonder drug era when children died of relatively simple ailments

currently controlled only with antibiotics.

Experience reveals that one of the major shortcomings of Medicare, in our

view, is its continuing failure to make any provision for prescribed drugs for

beneficiaries who are not confined in an institution—hospital or extended care

facility. A Medicare patient can obtain a multitude of services—physician care,

hospitalization, diagnostic services—but Medicare drug coverage is limited to

drugs furnished during confinement in an institution.

Particularly with elderly patients, care at the earliest opportunity may avoid

more serious illnesses and complications and the need for ho.spitalization. While

a Medicare patient has coverage for physician office visits in most cases, there

is no coverage of any drug therapy that generally is the key to the patient's

recovery.
Since enactment of Medicare, both the Johnson and Nixon Administrations

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 -- 32
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have appointed special task forces to study the advisability of adding home
drugs to the Medicare program and both taslv forces have recommended includ-

ing such drug coverage. Further support for including drug coverage for the

Medicare home patient came in a report by the 1971 Advisory Council on Social

Security which stated "Medicare should be expanded to include coverage of

out-of-hospital drugs requiring a prescription."

Most frequently, illnesses require a physician visit and some form of drug
therapy. Because this is not the most expensive segment of care, our thinking

usually rapidly shifts to the higher costs of hospitalization or nursing home
care. There is no question that the substantial costs of extended institutional

stays concern every citizen. And coverage for these costs, either through public

programs or through health insurance, is necessary and reassuring. But the

focus here is on the health care items of greatest cost affecting the smallest

segment of the population.
Unquestionably, more people visit physicians, need laboratory services for diag-

nostic purposes, and have drugs prescribed for their illnesses than are hospital-

ized or need institutional care. The physician and pharmacist are actually the

first line of defense in our health care system. Unfortunately, both in government
programs and in private health insurance programs, coverage for prescribed drugs

is given too low a priority or excluded altogether.

In the consideration of the proposals before the committee, we ask that pre-

scribed drugs be considered as an integral part of a basic health care package
which would also include medical and diagnostic services. What good is there in

making the services of a physician available to diagnose an illness, and making
diagnostic laboratory services available to assist the physician, if after these

procedures and services are completed, the necessary drug therapy indicated to

properly treat the illness is not also available. It just doesn't make sense to

expend the time and resources on a diagno.sis for which therapy cannot be pro-

vided. And it does not make any more sense to institutionalize a patient to assure

that drug therapy indicated will be provided. However, this is the posture of the

current Medicare program, most private health insurance programs, and some
Medicaid programs.

If H.R. 1 causes prescribed drugs to be removed from the State Medicaid pro-

grams—and most state programs do include these drugs—then the lack of drugs

for Medicare home patients will be emphasized throughout the land and may
even become a national crisis. Many of the Medicare home patients in the needy

category are now receiving some drugs under State Medicaid drug programs.

To further augment our position supporting mandatory drug coverage, the fol-

lowing resolution was adopted October 14, 1971, at the NARD Annual Convention

in New Orleans, Louisiana :

"Whereas, there are currently pending in the Congress of the United States a

number of diverse proposals for improving the availability of health care services

to all citizens ; and
"Whereas, most i>ending proposals either exclude or make inadequate provi-

sions for home drug needs ; and
"Whereas, in both Medicare and Medicaid the Congress failed to recognize the

vital and essential role of pharmaceutical services in any health program that

attempts to provide even rudimentary medical care ; and
"Wliereas, it is self-defeating for any program to pay for diagnostic and physician

services without also assuring that indicated pharmaceutical services will be

adequately provided when and as needed
;

"Resolved: That the National Association of Retail Druggists, in Convention

assembled, urges the Congress to include pharmaceutical services as a priority

and mandatory benefit in any revisions of current plans for National Health In-

surance or any future federally-funded health care program ;
and

"Further Resolved, Tliat Congress should consider hospital, diagnostic, physician,

and pliarmaceutical services as comprising a single, coordinated, and interrelated

unit of health care ; and
"Further Resolved : That Congress be urged not to restrict drug coverage to those

drugs provided in or by hospitals or similar institutions or in any other manner
which discriminates against independent pharmacy participation.

Pending before the committee are S. 936 by Senator Montoya and S. 1847 by

Senator Humphrey to add a prescribed drug benefit to Medicare for patients not

confined to an institution. However, S. 1847 contains several provisions which

make it more appealing, in our view.
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Both bills require a co-payment amount. Experience in private programs sug-
gests that the co-payment feature, ostensibly incorporated as an economic control

on utilization, becomes nothing more than a competitive weapon. NARD urges
that neither co-payment nor co-insurance be incorporated in a Medicare drug
program design : iirst, because economic controLs are not the appropriate vehicle

for controlling utilization, and second, becau.se erecting economic barriers may
bar access to needed drug care.

Utilization controls and review are necessary to maintain the integrity of the

program but these controls should be related to medical necessity and take
the form of peer review and utilization review.

NARD prefers the reimbursement concept advanced by S. 1847 where the
participating pharmacies would receive reimbursement reasonably related to

their individual operational costs. We especially concur in the recommenda-
tion that cost data justification only be required for reimbursement amounts
which exceed the SOth or 90th percentile of all fees requested by all participating

pharmacies. We do not concur, however, with the application of the cost justifi-

cation provisions to pharmacies by volume where their charges fall within the
SOth percentile.

NARD members have been particularly vocal in their opposition to the re-

quirement embodied in S. 936 which would limit the pharmacy reimbursement
to the formula established in the bill or the "actual, usual, or customary charge"
to the public, whichever is the lesser. We believe that this provision embodies
an inherent unfairness.

If a flat sum representing total reimbursement (except for product costs)

is deemed necessary or desirable for administrative and other purposes, such a
"fixed fee" should be variable and individually determined for each pharmacy.
No two pharmacies have the same volume or product mix, labor costs, services
provided, and other similar factors. That sum ought to be an amount that is

fair and reasonable and should be applied without exception in calculating
reimbursement.
We would urge that government programs adopt any reasonable method

of determining charges employed by the individual pharmacy. However, where
some different method of reimbursement is mandated by the program, it should
be uniformly applied. In this connection we submit for the record as an appendix
to this submission a copy of a report NARD sponsored which is the most ex-
tensive analysis and study of variability in pharmacy charges for prescription
drugs conducted by the R.A. Gosselin Company.*
The purpose of the study was to collect and present objective and pertinent

statistical data which could be used by third party reimbursement adminis-
trators and planners and others to aid in the design of fair and equitable
reimbursement policies for all pharmacies commensurate with the public interest.
This study was undertaken to assist the Senate Finance Committee in con-

sidering drug coverage in any medical care program.
NARD strongly supports the provision of S. 1847 which requires the govern-

ment to pay six percent interest on all drug claims which remain unpaid for
more than 60 days after they have been filed. Experience with the state Medi-
caid programs has shown that capital can be quickly tied up in unpaid claims
and may require the pharmacy to seek huge loans to stay in business. The Con-
gress should consider shortening the 60 day period to 30 days, which is more
consistent with normal commercial practices. If the claim has been on file with
the government for longer than 30 days, the interest payments .should begin.
A comparable interest on unpaid claims provision should be considered for

for insertion in the Medicaid legislation. These state plans have been the biggest
and most frequent offenders of prompt payment deadlines. Providing for an
interest cost on unreasonably delayed payments would encourage modernization
of claims processing and payment procedures in the states to the eventual benefit
of all.

NARD believes that the "cost" basis employed in S. 936 is more workable
than the "actual acquisition cost" incorporated in S. 1847. Under S. 936, "cost"
would be an establi-shed figure which is determined to be the level at which
the drug is generally available to pharmacies. The approach has a desirable
certainty and ease of u.se. Determinations of "actual" acquisition cost, while
perhaps more theoretically sound and logical to employ, are costly to administer.

The report referred to was made a part of the official flies of the committee.
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We support the inclusion of essential non-prescription drugs in any drug
benefit for either Medicare or Medicaid. Many non-prescription drugs, such as
antacids, are material factors in the continued well-being of patients and should
be included. Exclusion of these simple and less expensive items can only have
an overall adverse effect on the entire drug program. Reimbursement plans
included in either S. 936 or S. 1847 are acceptable.
One of the chief complaints about third-party drug programs, sponsored by

either private groups or government, is that none of them permit or assure the
providers of services an adequate role or voice in the design, operation, and
administrative aspects of the program. At our instigation and request, a sub-
committee of the House Select Committee on Small Business held three days
of hearings during the summer of 1971 on the impact of third-party payment
programs and the record of those valuable hearings details the problems and
issues of greatest concern to independent pharmacists. Basically, however, the
problems and contentions arise because all parties interested in the drug pro-
gram, except the pharmacists who must economically and professionally operate
and survive under them, have a role and voice in the planning and implemen-
tation.

Therefore, we support the provision in S. 1847 which would establish an
Advisory Council on Drug Coverage to advise the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare on matters of general policy in the administration of the drug
program.
However, we would go further than the proposed Advisory Council on Drug

Coverage in S. 1847 and earnestly solicit consideration of a panel of providers

which would be charged with the primary task of implementation of the drug
benefit in Medicare. What we envision here is a panel of distinguished pharma-
cists (who would not be full time government employees) to act as a board
of directors responsible for pharmaceutical benefits.

The provider panel would be charged with the principal responsibility for

developing the design, operation and supervision of the administration of the

benefits furnished. We submit that this would vest operational and administra-

tive responsibility where it rightfully belongs and maximize the expertise and
resources of the profession of pharmacy in developing and operating a successful

drug benefit program.
Plans recommended by such a panel should be adopted and implemented unless

the advisory council or the responsible governmental agency can demonstrate

that the proposed plan is unreasonable or that the proposed plan is incompatible

with other phases of the benefit package or program goals. NARD recognizes

that the drug coverage program must be coordinated with other phases of the

Medicare coverage in that ultimate control and supervision must be vested in

the government. But such control and supervision by the government should be

exercised only if the profession itself either cannot or will not supervise its own
practitioners.

NARD believes that "provider panels" for each benefit area covered would
result in an improvement in the Medicare program and a greater sharing of

responsibility for the effects and results of the program by the providers. If the

program is abused, or fails to achieve the desired results, or experiences other

diflSculties, the providers would have to first look to themselves for the answers

rather than waiting for the government to act. In effect, the government and the

providers would be partners in the provision of the benefits and share equally

the credit and the blame for successes and failures.

Too often, social benefit programs apijear to be designed by a govern-

mental bureaucracy without regard to existing practices and procedures

in general use and without an appreciation or understanding for the details in-

volved in the actual administration and implementation of the plan. This tends

to create a near adversary relation.ship between the government, the providers,

and the beneficiaries which may interfere with the objectives of the program.

A current example of such a situation api>ears to exist in the State of Maryland
where press reports indicate that welfare recipients find a number of pharma-

cists unwilling to participate in the Medicaid program.
This is the type of result the "provider panel" concept we have proposed seeks

to avoid.
NARD believes that one of the major w^eaknesses and deficiencies in current

health care programs, both public and private, is the absence of, or inadequate

provisions for, pharmaceutical services. We believe that one of the major

strengths in the health care system is the thousands of independent community
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pharmacies readily accessible to virtually every segment of the population. Any
revisions in the Medicare and Medicaid health care programs should seek to
correct this deticiency and capitalize on the strengths of the existing retail dis-
trioutiun network for drugs.
The venuor program lor provding drugs has proved acceptable in Medicaid.

In fact, the change to the vendor program concept in health care was estab-
lished in the last dec-ade by the Kerr-Mills program. While NARD members have
had many complaints about the actual aumiuistratiou by individual states of
the vendor program under first the Kerr-Mills legislation and later under the
modifications made by Medicaid, the strength of tne vendor concept is as valid
today as it was in 1960.
Another important, indeed essential, concept that has stood the test of time

in Medicare and Medicaid is the "freedom of choice" guaranteed to patients to
select any qualified provider of services to furnish neeaed health care services.
We believe that freedom to choose the health care practitioner is a strength of
the current feueral programs and should be retained in any future program.
Combined, these two concepts—vendor program and freedom of choice—per-

mit and preserve an opportunity for the trauitional forces in our competitive
enterprise system to assure that the quality of care and services will not deterio-
rate merely because the government may be paying all or part of the costs.

It should not go unmentioned that the adaition of a drug benefit to Medicare
should, in part, relieve part of the strain on state Medicaid budgets. Under the
present health care plan for the aged Social Security recipients, hospitalization
benefits and extended care facility benefits are guaranteed. Payment of the Part
B Medicare premium assures coverage for physician services. However, those
who cannot afford prescribed drugs must resort to the Medicaid program in their
state of residence. Under the current provisions of H.R. 1, the continuance of
prescribed drug programs in the states is tenuous at best.

Realists will speak of costs, as they have in the past. And the costs of the pro-
gram must certainly be considered.

First, all of the leading proposals incorporate some limitation on eligible drugs
which may be paid for under the program. Where necessary to conserve funds or
to permit the establishment of the program, we would support some limitations
on the drugs which could be prescribed and dispensed where economically neces-
sary and professionally justified.

Second, suggested elimination of the Part B premium payments is estimated to

add approximately $1.5 billion to the Part A costs of Medicare—an amount that
some believe would finance a fairly comprehensive Medicare drug program. It

might well be that the Medicare beneficiaries would prefer to have drug coverage
added rather than the elimination of the Part B premium—some of which is paid
by state Medicaid programs. Perhaps a poll of the Social Security recipients would
be decisive.

Third, costs of the program might be curtailed by selective enrollment. Under
this alternative, coverage w-ould be initiated under Part B of Medicare and the

premium established at a level that would assure that only those with substantial

drug expenditures would find election of the coverage economically attractive.

Gradually, as funds and experience become available, the premium level could

be consistently lowered until virtually all Social Security beneficiaries were en-

rolled for drug coverage. When near universal coverage was achieved, the pre-

mium payment could be eliminated and the program incorporated into Part A
as has now^ been suggested for the Supplementary Medical Insurance program.

This gradual introduction of the benefit would assure that the aged would have
access to drug coverage (which is not now available to them, generally) and
could budget their drug expenditures with some precision. The actual cost to the

government treasury, under such circumstances ought to be contained to manage-
able proportions. For example, the Task Force on Prescription Drugs cites figures

which suggests that at a premium level of $100 annually, only 20 percent of the

aged population would be exi)ected to find enrollment eccnomically beneficial.

And lastly, not all of the costs of the addition of a drug benefit to Medicare

would" represent actual additional cash outlays. Some of the expenditure will be

recouped in reduced Medicaid expenditures and some saving.^ will undoubtedly be

realized from reduced utilization of other services covered under Medicare such

as ho.spitalization.

NARD believes that Congress has the means and ability to initiate a Medicare

Home Drug benefit, appropriately limited as to scope so as to contain costs at an
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acceptable and affordable level. We urge the Congress to do so. At the same time,
we ask Congress to incorporate prescribed drugs as a mandatory service in State
Medicaid programs. The officers and staff of the NARD are most anxious to

provide any information or assistance in achieving these goals.

Febkuaby 15, 1972.
Senator Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Finance Committee, U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building, Washington,

D.C.
Dear Senator Long : Enclosed is testimony which we would like to offer to

your committee regarding H.R. 1. We have been informed by Senator Griffin's

office that you are accepting written testimony until February 18 for inclusion
in the i-ecord. While we regret that it was not possible to appear personally before
your committee, we are pleased to have this opportunity to present our views.
We are aware that there is some consideration of implementing certain welfare

reform programs on a pilot basis. If tiiat should be the decision of the Congress
we would be very pleased if they were tried in Michigan since we are eager to

move toward a more adequate and effective system of income assistance to the
poor.

Sincerely,

Lynn A. Townsend,
Chairman.

Lawrence P. Doss,
President.

Testimony Submitted by New Detroit, Inc.

New Detroit, Inc., was born in August 1967, when then Governor Romney and
Mayor Cavanagh called upon leaders of the private sector and the community
to consider how they could contribute to solving the major urban problems. There
was a sincere response to this call from many walks of life. The Trustees of
New Detroit are a broad cross section of leadership in the Detroit area—from
business and indu.stry, labor, government, educational institutions and the
community at large.
While we have made significant progress in certain respects, New Detroit, Inc.

is still in existence because the conditions which gave rise to the 1967 conflagra-
tion are still very much evident. One of the most persistent problems certainly
is the existence of poverty on a large scale ; which in turn intensifies a host of
other problems. We soon learned that one of the principal means of responding
to poverty, the welfare system, was working poorly.
In October 1968, New Detroit therefore called upon Governor Milliken to

set up a Study Commission to develop alternative means of delivering public
assistance, because the existing system was not accomplishing its stated goals.
The Michigan Welfare Study Commission, which the Governor subsequently

established, completed its work a year ago and in May, 1971 we responded to its
report with a broad position statement on welfare issues. I might say that in
preparing our statement we received the reports of other welfare study commis-
sions as well, and were particularly interested in those such as The Committee
for Economic Development, the Arden House Conference on Public Welfare, and
the President's Commi-ssion on Income Maintenance, which had strong repre-
sentation from business and industry. We were struck by the similarity of con-
clusions reached in such studies, and ours are in a similar vein. When H.R. 1
was passed by the House of Representatives, our Board of Ti-ustees evaluated
Title IV of H.R. 1 in the light of New Detroit's own position. I am therefore
submitting this testimony as the cun-ent Chairman of New Detroit officially
reflecting its views on this subject.

I am aware that you are receiving a great deal of testimony and are well versed
on the issues before you. I will, therefore, convey our main comments briefly.
We support the general thriist of H.R. 1 in two basic re.spects. First, because

it establishes the principle of a national floor of income for Americans, including
the working poor as well as those who cannot work.

Second, it significantly increases the federal s-hare in benefit payments and the
federal role in welfare administration. These represent much-needed directions
for change, and our further comments are mainly directed toward strengthening
H.R. 1 so that it will more effectively move in these directions.
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If a floor of income is to be established, we believe it should be at least mini-

mally adequate and it should be fairly applied to all Americans who are in need.

The present level of family benefits ($2400 for a family of four) does not meet
the adequacy test, as evidenced by the fact that it is only at sixty percent of the

poverty level. While it is tnie tliat a family which has earned income can

combine wages and H.R. 1 benefits to attain income .slightly above the poverty

line, those families which cannot work or cannot find work will suffer severe

hardship.
While it may not be feasible to eliminate sub-poverty income levels at one

stroke, we would like to see a plan to move toward this very minimal level of

adequacy, with a higher benefit level than .$2400 at the start, and a phased
progression to at least the poverty line. We note that H.R. 1 freezes the $2400

benefit level for five years and does not even provide for changes in the cost of

living from one year to another.

We realize that the family benefit levels of H.R. 1 are lower than those being

paid to the great majority of present i-ecipients under the current state-federal

plan. Since it would be most unfortunate if welfare reform were to result in

reducing present benefits, we urge you to include in H.R. 1 a requirement for

mandatory supplementation by the states to maintain existing grant levels.

The concept of a floor of income for all Americans should also pass the fairness

test. In this sense, we believe H.R. 1 should be strengthened in three respects.

In the second year of H.R. I's implementation, an elderly couple would receive

$2400 a year, and so would a family of four. If our previous recommendation to

increase' family benefit levels were adopted, the unfairness which is evident in

the above comparison would be diminished. Second, we believe need should be

the criterion for eligibility, rather than family status. AVe would, therefore, hope

to see the automatic exclusion of childless couples and single persons eliminated

from H.R. 1. Third, fairness would be served if benefit levels were to take into

account regional differences in the cost of living. While we realize the adminis-

trative complexity of adjusting for this factor, we ask you to consider ways in

which tills could be accomplished.
As previously stated. Xew Detroit warmly supports H.R. I's movement toward

federalization of public assistance, but we would like to see it move more fully

in this direction. Otherwise, great variations will continue to exist in grant levels

from one .state to another, unjustly penalizing residents of certain states ; and
the crushing burden of welfare costs on state budgets will be only slightly dimin-

ished in those states which are currently paying benefits at relatively higher

levels. (For example, Michigan would only save an estimated $45 million under

H.R. 1, while the projected state Social Services budget for the next fiscal year

is close to $600 million.

)

To the extent the federal benefit floor is raised above $2400, there will obviously

be greater savings to the forty-five states now providing grants at higher levels.

We also recommend that there be federal matching for .state supplemental pay-

ments, perhaps up to a ceiling amount, which might be the poverty line.

There are two additional provisions in H.R. 1 upon which we would like to

comment very briefly. We are pleased that H.R. 1 authorizes the Secretary of

Labor to provide 200,000 public service jobs for recipients. This is a positive

recognition of the fact that there are not enough jobs available to fully meet

the needs of poor people totlay. While there are wage .safeguards built into the

public service employment provisions, they are very inadequate in respect to

private employment. It seems poor public policy to require recipients to accept

employment below the minimum wage, which H.R. 1 now does.

We are pleased to see provision for child day care to enable mothers to pursue

work or training. We hope sufficient funds w^ll be allocated for this purpose,

and that the care will not be simpy custodial but will provide educational,

nutritional, and medical benefits as well. If we hope to enable the new genera-

tion to escape cyclical i)0verty. good quality programs should be provided.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views to you. While ^^•e are not

advocating any particular set of amendments to H.R. 1, we note with interest

that Michigan Governor Milliken has endorsed the Ribicoff Amendents. which

seem to take into account many of the ways in which Xew Detroit too would

like to see H.R. 1 strengthened.
I believe you will be interested in knowing the l)road representation which

exists in New Detroit and I am, therefore, attaching a list of our Board of

Trustees with their princjjjal occupation.
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New Detroit, Inc.

BOABD OF TBUSTEES

Cliairman : Lynn A. Townsend, Chair-
man, Chrysler Corporation.

Vice Chairmen

:

Henry Ford II, Chairman, Ford
Motor Company.

Richard C. Gerstenberg, Chairman,
General Motors Corporation.

Kenneth J. Whalen, President, Mich-
igan Bell Telephone Company.

Leonard Woodcock. President,
United Auto Workers.

President : Lawrence P. Doss.
Mandel Bermaa, President, Dreyfus
Development Corporation.

Mrs. Lena Bivens, Brewster-Douglas
Community Center.

H. Glenn Bixby, Chairman, Ex-Cell-0
Corporation.

David Booker, Association of Black
Students.

Brock Brush, M.D., Henry Ford Hospi-
tal.

George E. Bushnell, Jr., Attorney.
Miller, Canfield, Paddock & Stone.

Lawrence Carino. Vice President and
General Manager WJBK.

Rev. Malcolm Carron, S. J., President,
University of Detroit.

Walker L. Cisler, Chairman, The De-
troit Edison Company.

Wendell Cox, D.D.S., Vice President
and General Manager, Bell Broad-
casting Company.

Warden Croft, President, Wright Mu-
tual Insurance Company.

Miss Genevieve Czamecki, Chairman,
Region Two School Board, Detroit
Public Schools.

Robert Dewar, President and Chief
Administrative Officer, S. S. Kresge
Co.

Frank Ditto, Director, East Side Voice
of Independent Detroit.

John A. Dodds, President, Reaume &
Dodds, Inc.

Nelson Jack Edwards, Vice President,
UAW.

George Gullen, Acting President,
Wayne State University.

Max M. Fisher.
Gustavo Gaynett. State Liaison Field

Representative, Community Rela-
tions Service, U.S. Department of
Justice.

William T. Gossett, Attorney, Dykema,
Gossett, Spencer, Goodnow & Trigg.

Robert F. Hastings, President, Smith,
Hinchman & Grylls Associates, Inc.

James Hathaway, President, Detroit
Board of Education.

Joseph L. Hudson, Jr., President, The
J. L. Hudson Company.

Richard F. Huegli, Executive Vice
President, United Community Serv-
ices.

Arthur L. Johnson, Deputy Superin-
tendent, Detroit Public Schools.

Mrs. Clara S. Jones, Director, Detroit
Public Library.

Mrs. Helen Kelly, Chairman, Con-
cerned Citizens Better Health Serv-
ice of Wayne County.

Raymond W. Krolikowski, Attorney.
Mark Littler, Arthur Andersen & Co.
R. W. MacDonald, President, Bur-

roughs Corporation.
W. D. MacDonnell, President, Kelsey-
Hayes.

Ralph T. McElvenny, President, Mich-
igan Consolidated Gas Company.

Mrs. Ruth Pearl, Homemaker.
V. Lonnie Peek, Jr., Director of Black
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Mrs. Jean Washington, Police-Com-
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Jack Wood, Secretary-Manager. De-
troit & Wayne County Building
Trades Coimcil.
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State Senate.
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The Associated General Contractors of America,
Washington, D.C., February 18, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : On behalf of the 9,000 construction firms throughout
the United States that comprise the membership of the Associated General
Contractors of America, we submit our views on H.R. 1 for the record.

The construction industry is the largest single industry in the country.

Therefore, the legislation now being considered by your Committee will have far

reaching impact to our membership.
The implications of the welfare program as proposed warrant careful scrutiny.

If we consider cost alone, the economy cannot afford such a burden. Conversely,

it could be of little benefit to society for taxpayers to subsidize a guaranteed
annual income at well above the poverty level, regardless of, and in many cases

in spite of, ability or disposition to work.
The concept of enacting a plan to go into effect in two years, with a "test"

period between now and then is no test at all. If enacted, the legislation would
have more difficulty being repealed than it had becoming law, regardless of the

results of the "test". If the years of 1972 and 1973 are to be a real test, why
provide for automatic permanization of 1974 V

There are several avenues we feel would do much to reduce the cost of a

realistic welfare program, as well as to distribute equitably the responsibility

therefor

:

A sound trial period could include several concurrent testing programs in

pilot form, with regular reix)rts from the Comptroller General as to practical

alternatives, and which should not be implemented automatically into a perma-
nent plan

;

Low-priority items which generate marginal benefits but which represent

substantial portions of the cosit could be initially eliminated from the plan, such

as additional "dropout years", delayed retirement increment, and special mini-

mum benefits

;

Provisions for computing retroactively taxable wage base from $9,000 to

$10,200 should be deleted ; most contracts in our industry are obtained by fixed-

price bids, and any such added expense not anticipated by an employer must be

borne by him without contract adjustment

;

Tax rate increases could be scheduled to maintain trust fund balances roughly

at one year's benefit payments ; and
Automatic benefit and wage base escalators could be eliminated to be deter-

mined by review at regular intervals.

The increasing numbers of people on welfare indicate an alarming acceptance

of dependency on the state for sustenance with no effort on the part of the

recipient in return. Xo incentive to produce is likely to he successful in the

long run without some sort of requirement for participation for those who can

work but choose not to.

It is conceivable that welfare rolls could be reduced through a combination
of training and public service programs, benefits which are monitored by the

donor, and more careful investigation of applicants.

It is to the benefit of every citizen that an etiuitable and effective program
be enacted. It is to the same degree detrimental to all if we fail to do so.

Sincerely,
WnxiAM E. Dunn,

Executive Director.

Statement by William G. Reitzer

What the Holy Scripture Teaches About Welfare

Because the Holy Scripture is what it is, it is sensible to consult its teachings

whenever legi.slation on a particular subject is under consideration. The Holy
Scripture, being the Word of God to God's creatures, not only holds out instruc-

tion but also implores compliance therewith.
Certain principles of Holy Scripture are germane to the Social Security and

Welfare Proiwsals under consideration by the 92nd Congress. I am moved to set

forth these principles, as a sen^ant of God, in the interest of glorifying God's
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gracious and good provisions for His creatures and at tlie same time seeking the

general welfare of my countrymen.
Althougli I have degrees in law and theology from nationally accredited educa-

tional institutions, I reply upon the blessed Holy Spirit not only to direct me
to make a truthful and helpful presentation, but also to apply the credibility

thereof to the hearts of all who may have been directed this way.
The first principles of importance concern the exalted nature and destiny of

man. The Bible states that God not only created man and woman, but He created

them in His image. In essence they are spirits who will live forever. God en-

dowed His creatures with a wonderfully complex brain, a spendid moral nature,

a free will, the power of reproduction, and a large realm of sovereignty (the

earth). They were given a sublime rule of life: to love God with all their hearts

and their neighbor as themselves.
This requirement to love one's neighbor is set forth by some as the rationale

behind social welfare legislation. It is asserted that the government has a duty
to help persons with certain needs which they have not been able to provide

for themselves, due, primarily, to low income.
The Bible does urge—and in the strongest terms—that the poor and needy

should be taken care of. But does the Bible lay this obligation on the shoulders

of the government and at the door of the public treasury ?

THE GOViaiNMENT IGKORES SPIRITUAL PRIORITIES

If the teachings of the Bible are taken as a whole, it becomes evident that

any govei-nment activity in the area of welfare, unless fully committed to Biblical

principles, will be working at cross-purposes with God and God's best intentions

for needy individuals. The reason is that God is primarily interested in His
creatures' spiritual welfare, and therefore, material considei-ations are of second-

ary importance.
The Bible teaches that every person that is born is in a state of alienation

to God (because of sin) until he has been "born again" by the Holy Spirit. By
this devine influence the human spirit is regenerated—somewhat like a dead
storage battery is charged by an external influence—so that it takes on a new
life whex-ewith it can have good fellowship with God. The condition for this new
birth are repentance of one's sins and acceptance by faith in the forgiveness

of one's sins because of the sufferings and death of Jesus Christ, the Son of

God, whose undeserved sufferings and death, by God's justice, constituted an
atonement for the sins of the world.
The entire import of the Bible is that a soul who has not been reconciled

to God through regeneration cannot except lasting peace of mind and prosper-

ity. As the Psalmist points out in Psalm 146, God helps those who trust in

Him, but those who disregard Him, He eventually brings to ruin.

This bringing to i-uin has a twofold purpose. On the one hand, God must
uphold justice. It would be unjust for God to let the ungodly prosper. On the

other hand, God also has reformation in view. As He said to a wicked people

on one occasion : "I will go and return to my place, till they acknowledge their

offeu.se, and seek my face: in their aflliction they will seek me early" (Hosea
5:15).

If therefore the government steps in and offers aid to those who are being
chastened by God, the government becomes guilty of intermeddling in God's

dealings with His creatures, usurping God's sovereignty, discounting God's

wisdom and justice, and detracting from people's spiritual welfare. In addition,

the government compounds the problem of undeserving individuals by bestowing
upon them benefits to which, by God's justice, they are not entitled. This puts
them under an obligation to be willing to make restitution before full recon-

ciliation with God can take place.

Some will assert that much poverty and need are not due to personal sin,

but to outside factors, such as economic exploitation or unforeseen circumstances
brought about by the industrial age. Such an assertion has a ring of plausibility,

but when examined more carefully, is found to lack substance in fact.

The whole tenor of the Bible is that a person who does what God commands
will be taken care of by Him. As the 23rd Psalm states : "The Lord is my
sheperd, I shall not want." The implication is that if we follow God's guidance,
we will not get into situations where we will be exploited or surprised by
unforeseen circumstances.
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Moreover, the Bible urges us to be so concerned about the things of God that

even the necessities of life concern us only on a day by day basis. For Jesus

said in the Sermon on the Mount: "Take no thouicht, saying, What shall we eatV

or, What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed? . . . for your

heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of all these things. But .seek ye

first the Kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and all these things shall be

added unto you. Take therefore no thought for the morrow : for the morrow shall

take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof"

(Matt. 6:31-34).

THE GOVERNMENT ILL-DEFINES MATERIAL WELL-BEING

Not only does the government overlook these spiritual priorities, but it also

works at cross puri)oses with God by holding forth and sustaining a different

concept of material well-being. God's standard of living does not permit anything

that is harmful to health, personal safety or morals, nor anything that is foolish

or trival. Consequently, He would not approve of welfare payments that would

be spent for cigarettes, unhealthy foods, excessive eating, indecent literature,

or many other things the government allows. The government allows them

because of weakness. The government is weak because it has only limited and

ill-deflned standards, only a limited interest in enforcing them, and is further

handicapped by pressure groups whose standards are even lower than its own.

THE GOVERNMENT LACKS THE FACTS TO ADMINISTER PROPERLY

Another reason the government is not qualified to engage in social welfare is

that it does not possess the facts to administer aid fairly. Each case of need

has its separate requirements. To be fair, each case should be thoroughly in-

vestigated. But it is handicapped by rules against invasion of certain private

rights. Even if these did not exist, it would still be very difficult for the govern-

ment to establish the actual need because there are ways of concealing assets,

of feigning inability, of faking accidents, of colluding with others, of magnifying

needs.
Because of a lack of facts, the government is forced (also by other presisures)

to assume the honesty of welfare applicants. As indicated earlier, the Bible

indicates that something is seriously wrong if a person becomes a welfare case,

for right living people do not get into the position of needing welfare, under any

circumstances, no matter how exploitive the society or community they live in.

As David said: "They that seek the Lord shall not want any good thing" (Psalm

34:10). And as Proverbs says: "He that giveth unto the poor shall not lack"

(28:27).
Beceause of expediency, government aid is addressed to large groups, such as

the aged, the blind, the disabled. Yet within such groups are widely varying

needs because of wide differences in personal wealth, enterprise, health, sur-

roundings, and the like. To offer all within a class certain aid creates a tempta-

tion for some to accept it although they do not particularly need it. Consequently,

government welfare in this fcjrm brings with it a certain amount of loss of ini-

tiative, dignity, honesty and self-reliance, whether con.sciously or subconsciously.

At the same time it makes private welfare less interested in offering assistance

to persons within these classes.

It also may be noted that there is something inherently unjust about establish-

ing national minimum income levels with little regard for the welfare of the

peoples outside of the United States. If every individual is entitled to a certain

standard of living by natural right, as it is asserted, why is that confined to

our national boundaries?

ONLY CHRISTIANS AND CHURCHES ARE AUTHORIZED

Because the government is not qualified to legislate welfare, the govennnent

has no authority in this area. All the Biblical injunctions to help the iwor and

needy are directed at individual Christians and the Christian church. Nowhere
does Jesus, nowhere do the Apostles appeal to a pagan government to help the

poor of the land. Nor do they tell the poor to look to the government.

God alone knows how best to deal with those in need. He has all the facts.

And He must direct welfare aid. This He does through His people.
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God's people are better qualified to do welfare work because they do it

voluntarily and out of love. They are also better qualified to receive, under-

stand, and carry out God's instructions.

God has certain rules of life which He has set forth as good. It is His
concern to impress His creatures with the goodness of these rules. They are

contained in the Ten Commandments, and expounded in the Sermon on the

Mount, the Book of Proverbs, the Psalms and throuhgout Holy Writ. They up-

hold, as we all know, such attitudes and conduct as reverence, piety, humility,

honesty, temperance, industry, justice, mercy, kindness, benevolence.

It must be acknowledged that not only unbelievers but also too many of

God's people fail fully to understand either the importance or the scope of these

good rules. Consequently there exist considerable ignorance and rationaliza-

tion about the causes and cure of social ills. Therefore it must be added that

Christians and churches engaging in social welfare need to be sure they are

receiving God's instructions correctly, or else they also will be interfering with

God's best intentions for needy individuals.

The Scripture passage "if any would not work, neither should he eat"

(2 Tes. 3:10) serves as a good illustration. In this connection one needs

to remember that the Bible presents man's obligation to work as hard, and
justifiably so (Gen. 3:17-19). Further, the more one lives an imgodly life,

the harder one's work is apt to become. Obviously, this creates a live tempta-

tion for a man to try to escape his hard lot by various devices, either con-

sciously or subconsciously, honestly or dishonestly, by some pretext or no pre-

text. But if a man does this, God will make him all the more miserable, for

God wants a man to work, albeit menial or rigorous, than not to work at all.

And this applies to the aged, the blind, and the handicapped, although, of course,

allowances would be made depending upon the circumstances of each case.

And, of course, work takes many different forms. For example, prayer can be

classified as work, when it concentrates on intercession for others.

As a result, God's intent for individuals not gainfully employed is to find

gainful employment as quickly as possible. And anything, no matter how well

intentioned it may be, that prevents this is detrimental to the best interests

of those individuals.

Further, employment must be good employment: it must provide a good

service or develop a good product, and it must allow for the Sabbath rest. For

the Bible teaches that the greatest happiness this life affords belongs to the

person who is gainfully occupied as divinely directed six days a week and who
keeps all of God's commandants seven days a week.

Consequently, help to. the needy must direct itself to the well-being of the

whole man. This brings into consideration all of his beliefs, thoughts, feelings,

and actions. Otherwise all that is accomplished is stop-gap aid and a false sense

of security that po.s»tpones, and compounds, the agony, and also tends to make
an effective remedy for the initial need more difficult.

GOD IS THE HOPE OF THE NEEDY

The question now arises: What if Christians and the Church do not ade-

quately supply the needs of the poor? It is unquestionably true that Christians

and the Church fail, have failed, and will fail. But God never fails. The Bible

presents God as the God of the needy, the oppressed, the helpless, the widows,

and the orphans. "When my father and my mother forsake me, then the Lord

will take me up," .says the Psalmist (Ps. 27 :10).

God has His ways of helping the needy. It is not through the government.

There is always someone God can find to fulfill a .specific need. As in the case of

the Good Samaritan, although the unfortunate robbery victim was ignored by

one religious man. and then by a priest, there came along then a good man of

God to help. And God, not the government, A\'ill get the credit.

The difficulty is that we are incline^l not to understand nor to appreciate how
God is dealing in a situation. Therefore it is incumbent upon us to entertain

more faith that the God of all the earth is doing right, and only offer aid when
we know for .sure that God wants us to.

If a government notwithstanding does act in the area of welfare, it should

not compound the error by taking money out of the general treasury. For strict

justice requires that money for welfare purposes be obtained only from those

who si^ecifically permit the government to engage in such activity. I honestly
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feel I should not be forced to contribute tax money in support of government

welfare programs, but to be left free to help the needy as God directs me.

That does not mean 1 object to paying taxes in supi)ort of the government,

because the governments of the world are divinely ordained. According to tlie

Bible, governments have a divinely-given sphere of oi>erations. This sphere is to

maintain i)eace and order by restraining evildoing (see Romans 13:1-7). This is

accomplished by passing appropriate laws, with appropriate penalties, and

strictly enforcing them.

WHAT THE GOVERNMEJS'T MAY DO

Under its rightful authority the government may do, and should do, what is

necessary to eliminate conditions that contribute to social welfare situations. In

some cases persons should be forced to be responsible even if they are not so

inclined.
. „

For example, the Bible states "If any provide not for his own, and specially

for those of his own house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel"

(1 Tim. 5 :S). The government may hold a man responsible for the support of his

wife, his children, or pregnant girl friend. And procedures, such as work-deten-

tion laws, should exist to make him fulfill this obligation. And if he manages to

escape justice, financial resi>onsibility should be shared by the parents of the

father and the parents of the mother.

Also, the government would be authorized to make necessary laws to prevent

exploitation of the worker and of the economy by industry and labor unions, or

any power block. The government would be authorized to prevent exorbitant prof-

its and salaries, manipulation of markets and prices, unfair competition, work-

ing employees at too fast a pace, and the like.

However, it is well to reemphasize that the promulgation of laws must proceed

from the Bible as a basis. If the government is to eliminate evil, it must do so

according to God's directives. The difficulty is that people do not want to impose

on themselves the strictness of Biblical laws and penalties. Consequently the

codes of laws that exist in the various states and in the nation at large fall

considerably short of Biblical standards.

WHAT THE GOVERNMENT DOES IT MUST DO WELL

How closely a jurisdiction approximates its laws to Biblical standards has a

great bearing on its well-being. For the Bible teaches that God blesses not only

individuals in proportion to their diligence in observing the divine laws, but

also each grouping of people in society, as the family, the neighborhood, the

communty, the city, the state, the region, and the nation as a whole. Therefore

it is incumbent upon each grouping of society to have the best possible laws and

the best possible conduct if it is to enjoy the greatest possible blessings of God.

Thus, if a legislative unit of society does not use its powers properly, either

by failing to fully restrain evil or by i>erix'trating injustice through its laws

(as by authorizing unjust welfare aid), all the people in that unit will suffer

in some way under divine retribution. This has definite implications when one is

confronted with the question whether the state or the federal government should

legislate in a certain area. As a general rule, the smaller unit of society is better

equipped to make good laws because it has a greater interest, a greater concern

presumablv. and better access to the facts. However, the opposite could be tnie.

The difficutly with national legislation is, nevertheless, that it tends to establish

a mean, and thereby adversely affect, even though it may be a minority, those

jurisdictions which have better legislation than the national mean.

Legislation that is not guided by the whole Word of God will only create con-

fusion, lawlessness, and ultimate discontent. This is evident in the history of

welfare legislation. The more legislation, the more the welfare needs. Further

proof appears from the Report of the House Committee on Ways and Means on

H.R. 1 dated :^Iay 26, 1971. It refers to the "exploding number of broken families

that welfare legislation has to some extent produced. The Report openly admits

that the "welfare system in the United States is moving toward a state of crisis

and chaos."
i

•
i

This makes it all the more important to bring the impending welfare legisla-

tion into harmony with Biblical principles. My hope is the honorable menibers of

the Senate may be dispo.sed to make the necessary amendment to H.R. 1 to

accomplish this.
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American Nurses' Association, Inc.,

New York, N.Y., February 18, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long
Chairma/n, iSenate Finance Committee, New Senate Office Building, Washington,

D.C.
De^u4 Senator Long : The Auierican Nurses' Association strongly urges that

the Senate Finance Committee not report lavorably on proposed Amendment No.

870 ( Social Security Amendments of 1971 ) to permit reimbursement for services

provided by assistance to physicians, introduced by Senator Gaylord Nelson.

The subject is one that has many implications both for the quality and the cost

of health care. We would ask, instead, that the committee hold open heai-iugs on
this topic and that thorough study be done. Action at this time seems premature
because of the great variety in types of programs, confusion as to who assistants

to physicians are, and as to the dependent and indeijendent roles of health pro^

fessionals, and concern about inequities in cai'e provided to those in rural areas,

the aged population and the indigent, ijarticidarly those in minority groups.

We would like to have the opportunity to thoroughly explore these questions

on the record, and we know^ that many other groups that provide health care

would also like to participate in such discussions. We agree that reimbursement
formulas need to be realistic, that costs of care musit be covered, as we pointed

out in our testimony of February 7 in which we also noted the difficulty experi-

enced by home health agencies in receiving reimbursement for the skiUed nurs-

ing care provided.
Attached for information of the committee are two documents : "The American

Nurses' Association View^s the Emerging Physician's Assistant," and the New
Yoi-k State Nurses Association's statement on Physician's Associate and Special-

ist's Assistant.

We ask that this letter and attachments be placed in the Record of the hear-

ings on H.R. 1.

We will send copies of this letter and attachments to all members of the Sen-

ate Finance Committee.
Sincerely yours,

Eileen M. Jacobi, R.N., Ed.D.,
Executive Director.

Attachments.

The American Nurses' Association Views—The Emerging
Physician's Assistant

Demands for health care services are rising sharply. At the same time, man-
power needs in industry and agriculture are decreasing, so that employment
must be found for more people in the service fields. The search for means to

meet the health care demands and the need for new, areas of employment
are creating pressures for new careers in the health field.

One of the most significant among the emerging occupations is the "physician's
assistant." A variety of training programs are being developed to prepare indi-

viduals to assist the physician. TJie term ''physician's assistant" should not be
applied to any of the nurse practitioners being prepared to function in an ex-

tension of the nursing role. However, the term appropriately can be applied in

the training and utilization of persons who under medical direction assist physi-
cians by performing specific delegated medical activities. Some of these indi-

viduals are now organizing and seeking recognition as a distant group of practi-
tioners in health care.

The American Nurses' Association views all nurse practitioners as members
of the nursing profession. ANA assumes responsibility for defiining the scope
of their practice, for determining standards and educational requirements, and
for interpreting their ethical and legal relationships, with physicians.
The practice of nursing is authorized by the nursing practice acts of the

states. A Joint Practice Commission composed of representatives of ANA and
the American INIedical Association has been established to consider the congruent
roles of nurses and physicians. This development holds promise for more effective
and efficient utilization of the two major health professions in future health
care services.

Several types of assistants are being prepared and utilized to function under
the medical direction to extend physician's services. None of these assistants
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are prepared to be substitutes for nurses, since nursing practice is more than

performance of delegated medical nursing activities. Neither are these assistants

acceptable substitutes for physicians. This development is of concern to the

nursing profession. Physician's assistants working in a setting where nursing

practice is an essential element of health care present problems that flow from the

legal and ethical relationships between physicians and nurses. Therefore, nurses

and physicians together must clarify the situation.

As yet there are no generally accepted guidelines for the preparation of all of

these assistants. Further, there are as yet no universally accepted guidelines for

the utilization of physician's assistants \^•ithin the delivery system. Because of

the vast differences in current programs, it is essential that efforts be made
to bring about some uniformity of educational requirements.

As other groups have done in the past, physician's assistants are becoming

organized in an effort to secure licensure, certification and other forms of

recognition as a distinct health occupation. Until the functions of the physician's

assistant are more clearly identified, and generally acceptable standards for

training and practice are evident, licensure for their practice by the states

should not be attempted.
The American Nurses' Association supports the call for a moratorium on the

licensure of new categories of health workers until studies have been conducted

to determine the need for licensure reform. Prior to such reform, it is impera-

tive that the medical profession retain responsibility for delegation of medical

acts to physician's assistants.

In licensing law, it first should be possible to define an independent area of

practice which must be regulated in the interest of public health and safety.

The definition of any health profession's practice should be stated in terms

that are broad enough to permit flexibility in the utilization of assisting personnel

within the bounds of safety for the client. The deflnition should also permit

changes in practice consistent with desirable trends in health care practices.

Because the economic status of each group involved in health care is part of

the economic environment of every other group, the American Nurses' Association

has a stake in the economic status of the emerging physician's assistant. The
ANA re-emphasizes that in establishing salary ssytems, recognition must be given

to the character of responsibilities carried, and to requirements for education,

experience and clinical expertise. In establishing the relationships between

salaries of nurses and those of physician's assistants the differences in their

responsibilities, preparation and experience should be taken into account.

The development of new health workers has provided impetus for long overdue

examination of the health care system including the responsibility of each health

worker for providing service to the patient. The focus must become people,

their health needs, and meeting these needs through high quality care and in

the most efficient and economic manner feasible.

American Nurses' Board of Directors.

December 17, 1971.
New York State Nurses Association,

Albany, N.Y.

The New York State Nurses Association's Statement on the
Physician's Associate and Specialist's Assistant

(Approved by the Board of Directors, January 31, 1972)

The emergence of two new categories of health workers in New York State,

the physician's associate and specialist's assistant, is unquestionably a tribute

to the medical profession's concern and vision regarding the increasing demand
for medical care services. This development documents clearly that profession's

recognition of the deleterious consequences of the unavailability of such sendees

to the people of this state. Further, it reflects the medical profession's commit-

ment and determination to improve the present unsatisfactory situation.

The New York State Nurses Association has long supportetl the concept of

a clearly identified assistant to the physician.' The Association wishes to reaffirm

that support and to welcome these new members of the health care team.

1 Hereafter in this statement the term "physician's assistant" shall refer to the physi-

cian's associate and specialist's assistant.
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Obviously, implementation of these roles will not only enhance medical prac-

tice, but more importantly will provide for more effective utilization of the

unique talents and services of nursing practitioners. Therefore, the Association

pledges every cooperation in the orderly and efficient integration of these workers

into the health care delivery system. In order to augment such integration the

Association wishes to clarify its position on this development as it relates to

the nursing profession.

The Association's position is as follows :

1. The role of the nursing practitioner is not synonymous with that of the

physician's associate or the specialist's assistant.

The Association is compelled to emphasize this distinction in light of the

persistent lack of understanding and recognition of the nature of nursing prac-

tice. Nursing practitioners, physicians and physician's associates—indeed, all

health care workers—must necessarily share common bodies of knowledge and
overlapping areas of functional expertise. However, to assume "interchange-

ability" of roles is to deny the uniqueness of each, thus diminishing the capability

for meeting society's complex health care needs.

2. The physician's associate or specialist's assistant is not a substitute for

the physician.
The Association recognizes the right of the medical profession to determine

those medical acts which may be safely delegated to physician's assistants.

Similarly, as an independent profession, nursing reserves the right to determine

from whom it shall accept "delegation". Hence, nursing practitioners shall con-

tinue to execute those medical regimens prescribed only by a licensed or otherwise

legally authorized physician or dentist.

In view of the original intent of the physician's assistant role, i.e., to increase

the availability of medical care services to the public, the Association questions

the rationale for consideration of assigning the assistant to write medical orders.

It would appear that such utilization unnecessarily limits the assistant's involve-

ment in direct services to patients. However, if the medical profession deems it

appropriate to assign to the physician's assistant the task of writing medical

orders, then the Association believes it appropriate for the physician's assistant

to also carry out those orders.

3. The salary schedules for physician's assistants should reflect not only

health care costs in general and the particular skills and competencies required

for these positions, but also equitable relationships with the salaries and fees

of other health workers.
In keeping with its long standing policy the Association will continue to insure

appropriate financial compensation for services rendered by nursing practi-

tioners and maintain an appropriate relationship between nurses' salary and
fees and those of other members of the health care team. The Association will

scrutinize very carefully the impact of salary schedules of the physician's

assistant on the recruitment and retention of other members of the health care

team.
The New York State Nurses Association endorses the view of the American

Nurses' Association relative to the physician's assistant." This Association also

supports the American Nurses' Association's attempt to maintain dialogue

on this matter with the American Medical Association and the American Hospital

Association. Consistent with this, the New York State Nurses Association shall

continue its effort toward comparable collaboration with the Medical Society

of the State of New York, and the Hospital Association of New York State and
those state governmental agencies charges with implementation of physician's

assistant legislation.

Statement of the American Medical Association

Mr. Chairman and meml>ers of the committee : This statement will present the
views of the American Medical Association on many of the provisions of H.R. 1,

amending the Medicare and Medicaid programs, including our suggestions for
modifications. In addition, comments are directed to an amendment before the
Committee to establish Professional Standards Review Organizations. We also
include our views on a program for catastrophic insurance coverage. While H.R.

2 American Nurses' Association, The American Nurses Association Vietcs the Emerging
Physician's Assistant. Tlie Association, New Yorlt, December 1971.
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1 does not now contain any provision to extend programs for maternal and child

care which will expire on June 30, 1972. we strongly urge that this Committee

take early action to do so, and recommend that H.R. 1 be so amended.

AMENDMENTS TO MEJDICARE AND MEDICAID AND MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH UNDER
H.R. 1

Many of the provisions of the bill relate merely to procedural or benefit

changes, while others have a potential far-reaching effect on the future of these

programs and upon the provision of health care for the recipients of care under

these programs.
AVe will limit our remarks to those sections which we deem to be most

significant.

Payments to Ecalth Maintenance Organizations {Sec. 226)

Under this section, authorization is provided for a single Medicare payment to

a "Health Maintenance Organization," under contract with the Secretary, to be

made on a prospective, per capita basis covering services provided under both

Parts A and B. Such organizations could provide comprehensive health services,

either directly or through arrangements with others, but would have to include all

of the Medicare benefits. Payment is not to exceed 95% of the amount which the

Secretary estimates would be payable for both Part A and B benefits normally

furnished. Beneficiaries would have the option of seeking to have Medicare bene-

fits furnished through .such an organization, or could continue to receive bene-

fits as at present. While payments for these services would come from both

Part A and Part B Trust Funds, it is to be noted that the Part B Fund would

pav its full premium share on behalf of the beneficiary, and any reduction in costs

arising from the 95% payment would accrue to the Part A Hospital Trust Fund.

We want to make clear at the outset that the American Medical Association

supports a pluralistic approach to the delivery of medical services, whether they

be furnished by gi'oup practice, or by individual practitioners or otherwise. The
furnishing of comprehensive health services through prepaid group practice has

existed for a number of years, but their development has been comparatively

limited and is more pronounced in limited geographical areas. On the other

hand, the '"health maintenance organization" referred to here, is a prepaid group

practice under contract with the government to provide certain required services.

While it is partly based on certain existing prototype prepaid group practices,

such existing groups are not "HMO's" in the sense discussed here under federal

contract. Thus, we are lacking experience with this type of contract medicine

(HMO's). We are concerned aLso that under additional legislation an effort is

underway to bring "HMO's" into existence without evidence of the economic

justification or their viability without continuing federal subsidy after being

established. On its face, negotiation for comprehensive services at a figure which

appear.s to show a savings to the program is patently salutary. However, before

any such program is initiated nationmde and held out as a realistic benefit avail-

able to beneficiaries under the Medicare program, it is our recommendation that

cost and utilization data should first be developed. Acceptable controlled dem-

onstrations should test the capability of snch a program to accomplish its pur-

pose and to be implemented nationwide. Such experimentation would also demon-

.strate the degree of acceptability by physicians and i>atients of this type of

health care delivery.

If such a determination is to be valid, it is necessary, of course, that the costs

of the A and B programs be compared with an HMO cost for across-the-board

Medicare beneficiaries in open enrollment, and not for a group which may be se-

lected for this purpose. Interestingly, there appears to be some question con-

cerning the cost benefits of HMO. While it appears that one of the main pur-

poses is to achieve a financial saving in the program, in the Report of the Com-

mittee on Ways and Means in the last Congress it is stated that under this new
approach there is expected to be a small increase in the first year or two in the

amount of payment by the program, but that if additional beneficiaries enroll in

either existing or newly established health maintenance organizations, there is

likelihood of cost savings to the group.

Besides the consideration of whether the HMO provision will in fact result

in cost savings to the program, there is the paramount consideration of the health

care which will be provided to the beneficiary. We are alone in the serious con-

cern about a program which provides incentives to providers for lower utiliza-

72-573—72—pt. 6 33
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tion of benefits, and this aspect of the program—under-utilization—must be
watched very closely so that the beneficiaries receive tlie best quality care. There
are many additional questions to be resolved concerning the efficacy of this form
of contract medicine. Moreover, it is important that the control and operation of

the HMO be under the direction and supervision of physicians so that high
quality cai-e is provided. Operation of the health maintenance organizations

under the direction of individuals or groups not competent in the health field

sliould not be sanctioned.
In addition, if this .'•ection is adopted, provision should be made so that the

public is properly informed concerning the degree of access to services. Such
organizations are limited in number; and this benefit, if adopted nationwide, will

not be available to most beneficiaries. Much disappointment has already ensued
where present benefits, sucli as liome health services, are not locally available

to beneficiaries of the program. There could be considerable dissatisfaction, to

say tlie least, where an optional program service might not be available. Result-

ing public pressure could encourage the development of hastily organized groups
capable of providing only substandard care.

Estciblishment of Incentives for States to Eniphasne Coinprclicnsive Health Care
under Medicaid (Sec. 207)

Under this section. Federal Medicaid matching for certain comprehen.sive
services would be increased and the federal matching with respect to long-term
institutional care would be decreased and certain other limitations would be im-

po.sed. Specifically: (a) the Federal matching percentage for services furnislied

under a contract with (1) a health maintenance organization or (2) a com-
munity health center or similar facility providing comprehensive health care

would be increased by 25% ; (b) the Federal percentage after the first 60 days
during a year for care in a general or TB hospital would be reduced by one-tliird ;

(c) the Federal percentage after the first (JO days of care in a skilled nur.sing

home would be reduced by one-third iinless certain conditions were met: (d)

the Federal matching for care in a mental hospital after 90 days of care would
be reduced by one-third and no Federal matching would be available after 3Qo
days of such care during an individual's lifetime: and (e) the Secretary would
be authorized to compute a reasonable cost differential for reimbursement pur-

poses between skilled nursing homes and intermediate care facilities.

AVe recognize that in a program with a limited amount of funding the gov-

ernment may vsisii to allocate the available monies among certain services. The
Association supports the use of least costly services, and accordingly, where
feasible, ambulatory services should be used instead of institutional care.

We believe, however, that the prevention of unnecessary use of institutional

care should be effected without the reduction of federal matching for continued
institutional care, which reduction may result in the unavailability of bene-

fits for needed institutional care. Utilization review requirements under Medi-
caid should eliminate unnecessary in.stitutionalization of patients.

Recognizing that the present design of the Medicaid program may be reviewed,

as indicated by increasing interest in a new approach in providing care for the

;Medicaid recipient, we believe it would be well not to reduce, for the present time,

the current levels of Federal support.

In any event, we strongly object to the provision which increases federal finan-

cial support only where services are provided in an HMO or comnuniity health

center. (It is interesting to note, here, that where the patient is institutionalized

through an HMO. there is no limit on such care, and there is no decreased
support for such long term care.) This unwarranted, lopsided support could
result in state programs requiring that medical care under its Medicaid lu-o-

gram be furnished only in the favored settings in order for the States to take
advantage of the additional Federal funding. This increased financial support
in favor of one method of health care delivery is clearly discriminatory. Fur-
thei-more. there is not satisfactorj' evidence, either as to costs or quality of care,

indicating a proper justification for this discrmination.
Any such "weighting" of payment to the states against services furnished out-

side the HMO or community health center tends to destroy the patient's choice
of sources of care and, as a result, to again force care for the poor into a separate
channel from that for other systems. Further, the present scarcity of such forms
of health care organizations means that pressure is put on the state to dis-

courage Medicaid patients from using more readily accessible forms in favor
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of one gtMierally much less available. State goveninients where such forms exist

could receive Federal matching, in comparison with other states, out of propor-

tion to the quantity and quality of care they render or their need for tinaTicial

aid.

We urge the deletion of that portion of Section 207 wliicli adds subsection

(g) to Section 1903(a) (1) of Title 11).

Limits on Prevailing Charge Levels (Sec. 22},)

With reference to payments made after December 31, 1!)T0. for physician's

services, this section provides that a "reasonable"' charge could not exceed the
higher of: (a) the prevailing charge level existing on December 31, 1970; or

(b) the prevailing charge level covering 75% of the custi»mary charges made
for similar services in the same locality during the calendar year elapsing prior

to the start of the fiscal year in which the retpiest for payment is made. For
ti.scal 1!>73 and later year.s. the prevailing charge levels could only be increased

"(in the aggregate)" above the fiscal 1972 levels to the extent that the Secre-

tary finds, "on the basis of appropriate econmoic index data." that such ad-

justments are justified by economic changes.
AVe are aware of the great concern of the Congress and the public concerning

rising health care costs. We as physicians share this concern. Nevertheless, we
oppose this .section, which establishes an arbitrary statutory limitation on phy.s-

icians' charges under Medicare. While the factors underlying increased costs

are complex, the propo.sed remedy is strikingly simple; merely pay a pei-centage

of the customary charges. Even in this highly inflationary period, we know of
no such direct stautory limitations on prices, wages or charges in other private

sectors of the economy. The proposed limitation may attain a measure of eost

control to the program : however, it should l)e kept in mind that a corresponding
effect of this provision woiild be to shift this part of the burden of the program
to the beneficiary.

Under this section, the Secretary is given additional new authority. For
medical services, supplies and equipment which in his judgment do not gen-
erally vary significantly in quality from one supplier to another, the charges
he determines to be reasonable for payment may exceed the lowest charge levels

at which such services, supplies and equipment are Vv-idely availaiile only to

the extent and under the circumstances specified by him. While this provision may
have application to supplies and equipment, we do not believe that medieal
services, which lack the uniformity of supi)lies and equipment, should be in-

cluded. We strongly recommend that medical services be deleted from this new
provision.

The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council is required to conduct a
study of methods of reimbursement for physician services under Medicare
and is to report the results of sixch study to the Congress together with a pres-
entation of alternatives to the present methods of reimbursement and the Coun-
cil's recommendations as to the preferred method. Because of the potential
significance of this study on the Medicare program, the HIBAC Report should
contain a presentation of factual bases for any recommendations and certainly
adequate opportunity should be accorded to interested persons for review of
the study before any implementation is undertaken.

Avthoritij of Secretary To Terminate Payments to Suppliers of Services {Sec.

229)

The Secretary would Ije authorized to terminate or sxispend payments for serv-
ices under Medicare (with resulting prohibition of payments under Titles 5
and 19) where a person: (a) lias made false representiitions; (b) has sub-

mitted bills in excess of the person's customary charge; or (c) has furnished
services determined to be substantially in excess of the needs of the patient or
to lie harmful to him or of a grossly inferior quality.
The Secretary, after consulting with appropriate State and local profe.ssional

societies, as well as with others, would ai)point i)rogram review teams comjiosed
of physicians, other professional personnel in the health care field, and eonsumer
representatives. The Secretary's determination as to (b) altove would require
the concurrence of the Program Review Team, and, as to (c) above, would
require the concurrence of the jirofessional members of the reviewing team.

Tlie Association has many times stated that abu.ses in the program should
be eliminated. The most effective way to review the services of physicians is
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through the medium of other physicians. Professional services, whether they

l>e legal, medical, or otherwise, should be evaluated by professional peers. Only

physicians should be called upon to review the services of other physicians. This

is the essence of peer review. And it should be kept in mind that this process,

wliile it has disciplinary aspects, is essentially an educational process which

forms a primary base for the continuing education of the practicing physician.

The bill does not provide for appropriate peer review. We urge you to reject

Section 229.
. . ^,

Section 222 provides for peer review experimentation m the various com-

munities and our support for this provision is set out below.

Report on Plan for Prospective Reinihursement ; Experiments and Demonstra-

tion Projects to Develop Incentives for Economy in the Provision of Health

Services {Sec. 222}

This section requires the Secretary to develop expirements and demonstra-

tion projects designed to test various methods of making payment to providers

of services on a prospective basis under Titles 18, 19, and 5, as contrasted with

the present system of retroactive reimbursement. He would report to the Con-

gress by July 1. 1973, the results of the experiment programs, and include recom-

mendations with respect to the specific methods which could be used in a full

implementation of a system of prospective payment. In addition to various

other exi^eriments, the Secretary is authorized to conduct experiments to de-

termine whether peer review, utilization review and medical review mechanisms

established on an areawide or community-wide basis would assure that services

conform to appropriate professional standards of health care and that payment

for these services would be made (1) only when, and to the extent, medically

necessarv. and (2) in the case of services provided by a hospital or other health

care facility on an inpatient basis, only for the period these services cannot

effectively be provided on an outpatient basis or more economically in an in-

patient health care facility of a different type, as detei-mined in the exercise

of reasonable limits of professional discretion.

We have supported provisions which are designed to test mechanisms, on an

experimental basis, and which are introduced to improve government supported

programs. While continuing in such support, we believe that these experiments

must be carefully evaluated before they become an integral part of any of the

programs—particularly those which have the potential for substantial change

in the character of the program. Most important, of course, is the consideration

that the quality of care should not be compromised for the sake of achieving

some economy.
We support in particular the pro\asion for experiments in various peer re-

view mechanisms, and we will discuss this more fully later in relation to the

amendment to create Professional Standards Review Organizations.

Limitations on Coverage of Costs under Medicare (Sec. 223)

Under this section the Secretary would be authorized to exclude as a reim-

bursable part of an institutional provider's "reasonable cost" any incurred cost

which he found to be unnecessary "in the efficient delivery of needed health

service.s." For those services deemed to be unnecessary, the provider could make
a direct charge to the beneficiary if (a) the Secretary has provided notice to the

public of such excess charges and (b) the provider identifies the charges to the
individual.
This section has a potential for substantial changes, not only in the Medicare

program, but also in the provision of health care to the public generally. While
the intent of this section may be to reduce costs and standardize services among
comparable providers, we view with concern the authority of the Secretary to

determine the costs necessary for efficient delivery of needed health services

under Title 18. Will this section, for instance, create different classes of ser^-lces

based upon the ability or desire of patients to pay for additional services?
One of the original goals of the Medicare program was to make accessible

to the over 65 persons the same level of health care available to other individuals.

We believe this section, with this unprecedented authority in the Secretary, would
tend to do otherwise. On the other hand, we understand the concern about rising
institutional costs in the Medicare program. Accordingly, we recommend tliat the
Congress and all health organizations maintain careful surveillance over im-
plementation of this section so that benefits to the patient are not arbitrarily
reduced, in relation to those furnished other patients.
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study of Chiropractic Coverage (Sec. 273)

Under this section, the Secretary would be authorized to conduct a study of

the coverage of services performed by chiropractors under Title 10. in order to

determine whether and to what extent these services should be covered under
Part B, Title 18. He would be requii-ed to report to Congress within two years his

findings and recommendations.
Three important and reliable government studies of chiropractic already

have been made and have all reached the same basic conclusion : Chiropractic

services are not quality medical care.

These studies are

:

(1) 1967 report by the National Advisory Commission on Health Man-
power

;

(2) Independent practitioners under Medicare—a 1968 report to Congress

by former Secretary Wilbur J. Cohen ; and
(3) The 1970 Report of the Task Force on Medicaid and Related Pro-

grams.
The first report found chiropractic to be a significant hazard to the public.

The second report, after a study ordered by Congress, recommended unequivocally

that chiropractic service should not be covered in the Medicare program. The
third report and one. incidentally, upon which it appears that many of the modi-

fications to the Medicare and Medicaid programs are predicated in H.R. 1,

does not contain any recommendation for the projxfsed study but, on the contrary,

states

:

"A legislative amendment should be enacted denying financial participation

in Medicaid payments to chiropi-actors and naturopaths."
The conclusions reached independently by these three studies have the full

support of the medical profession—of the scientific community as a whole. In ad-

dition, they are supported by many organizations outside medicine.

For example, numerous organizations interested in health care for the elderly

have strongly supported the findings on chiropractic of the HEW study. Included
are the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations
(AFL-CIO). the International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace and Agri-

cultural Implement Workers of America (UAW), the National Council of Senior
Citizens, the nation's largest organization of Medicare recipients, and the Con-
sumer Federation of America, representing 184 local, state, and national con-

sumer-oriented organizations with millions of members throughout the country.

Among the many other organizations which have supported these findings are
the American Hospital Association, the Association of American Medical Colleges

and the American Public Health Association, to single out just three. At the

APHA convention in Novemlier, 1969. its Governing Council formally adopted
a resolution calling upon Congress to continue to exclude chiropractic and naturo-
pathy from covered Medicare services and also recommended that Congress
amend Title 19 so federal funds would "not be iised to match State Medicaid ex-

penditures for chiropractic or naturopathic services."

In the light of all this, we believe that another study would be unjustifiably

repetitive, involving the already scarce time of professional people and unneces-
sary expenditure of funds. We believe the facts on chiropractic are all in, and a
proper conclusion reached. Section 273 should be deleted.

Advance Approval of Extended Care and Home Health Coverofje iinder Medicare
(Sec. 228)

In order to overcome the situation where patients, after being admitted under
an extended care or home health program, were later denied coverage, this sec-

tion provides for automatic coverage for certain ph.vsical conditions and for

limited periods as design?ited by the Secretary. We support this provision, which
alleviates any financial hardship which otherwise would fall upon the patient.

One part of this section should be modified, however. It would deny the benefit of
advance approval to an individual where the Secretary had detei-mined that the
physician has .submitted "with some frequency" erroneous certifications or in-

appropriate plans for services. This provision places an inappropriate burden
on the patient for allegations against the physician. The conduct of the physi-
cian should be referred for peer review action. An opportunity should be provided
to the physician for a hearing before the Secretary makes his determination.
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Termination of Payment for Unncccssarij Hospital Admissions {^cc. 237')

Under this section, if the utilization review committee of a hospital or ex-

tended care facility, in its review of admissions, finds a case where institutionali-

zation was unnecessary, the payment would be cut off after three additional days.

This provision is similar to the one in present law which terminates payment

after three days' notice where services are found to be no longer necessary. We
support this provision.

Limitation on Federal Payment for Capital Expenditures (Sec. 221)

This section provides that reimbursement amounts to providers of health

services under Medicaid, Medicare, and Maternal and Child Health Care for

capital co«ts. such as depreciation and interest, would not be made with respect

to capital expenditures (in excess of .$100,000) which are determined to be in-

consistent with State or local health facility plans.

The Association recognizes the need for effective planning of health care facili-

ties and the need to prevent unnecessary duplication of facilities. We believe,

however, that if this section is adopted, the exercise of the authority granted

should be carefully scrutinized so that the development of desirable facilities

is not impeded. Iii any event, facilities should have open to them the right of

judicial review of the Secretary's decision. The language prohibiting such

review should be eliminated and such right should be clearly expressed.

Payment tinder Medieare for Services of Physicians Rendered at a Teaching

Hospital (Sec. 227)

Section 227 changes the thrust of the Medicare law, which currently provides

that teaching physicians' services are phy.sicians' services reimbursable under

Part B (providing they meet the requirements set forth in regulations and Inter-

mediary Letters). Under the new section, the services of teaching physicians

are to "be included in the definition of "Inpatient Hospital Services," and thus

reimbursable from Part A, under reasonable cost formula. Only the services

qualifying under two exceptions would be reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis

under Part B.
The first exception would be for services provided by physicians to private pa-

tients (to be defined in regulations), and the second would be for those provided

to inpatients of ho.spitals where during the 2-year period ending December 31,

1967, and for each year thereafter, all inpatients were regularly billed for pro-

fessional services (and reasonable efforts were made to collect the billed charges

and a majority of all patients actually paid the charges in whole or in substantial

part).
With respect to non-priyate patients, reimbursement for services of teaching

physicians would be included under Part A, on an actual cost or "equiyalent cost"

basis.

One of the objectives of Medicare was to eliminate distinctions in patient care.

We believe that this change will create such distinctions. Moreover, we do not

see the justification in determining the method of payment for services rendered

in the teaching setting, in going back to 1965 and providing payment on fee-for-

seryice basis only where the hospital meets certain conditions for payment since

1965. If the conditions are themselves valid to establish fee-for-service payments,

then any hospital which is currently meeting such conditions ought to qualify

and the section should l)e so amended.
We believe that as basic proposition, all patient services performed by teaching

physicians should be compensated under Part B. While we recognize that diffi-

culties have existed in administering the existing provision, we do not believe

that the proposed approach will notably improve administration or that any such

imjirovement would l)e sufiiciently great to warrant possible diminution of high

(|ua1ity teaching programs and patient care programs in teaching hospitals. We
should not diminish, in any way, our support Of medical education programs.

Again, we strongly iirge that continuation of payment be made under Part B
for services of the teaching physicians.

Coverage for Disabilitt/ Beneficiaries under Medicare {Sec. 201)

This section expands the Medicare program to include tho.se individuals under

age 65 who have been entitled for at least 24 months to receive benefits under

the disability provisions of the Social Security Act and the Railroad Retirement
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Act. Certain spouses and dependents would also he elisil»le. A similar provision

was included and subsequently deleted, in the legislation which became P.L.

90-248, the Social Security Act Amendments of 1967.

At the time of the hearings before this Committee on the 1967 Amendments,
we then urged that the expansion of Medicare not be adopted. The provision

was deleted and in its place a provision was enacted calling for the appointment
by the Secretary of HEW of an Advisory Council to study the need for coverage
of the disabled under Medicare. This Council made its report to Secretary Cohen
on Deceml)er 31, 1968.

While the report recommended that the disabled be included it should be

noted that the minority Report made the following observation : "The Council

found no definitive data on the extent to which the medical needs of the disaiiled

were currently unmet . . . The Council found essentially no data on how the

disabled are currently financing the substantial medical care the data show they

do receive. It was noted, however, that private health insurance plays a signifi-

cant role in the early months of disability for most of the disabled, and, for some,

continues to play an important role even after disability has lasted several

years." The report also noted that extension of Medicare to the disabled would
result in a substantial duplication of existing private medical expense insurance.

We are well aware of the special problems of the disabled in the financing of

their medical care. We do not question the need of some of the currently disaiiled

persons for financial assistance to meet health care costs. However, Title IS

was enacted to provide assistance to one particular population segment, the over

65, in the financing of their health care. Other groups such as children, the

disabled, the blind, and persons under age 65 who otherwise qualified for assist-

ance, are included in Title 19.

We believe that Title 19 is the proper mechanism for assisting those groups
whose needs require special attention. We would urge that you continue to

preser^-e the integrity of the original intent and pun»ose of Title 18 by not

expanding it to include groups now accommodated by Title 19. Special needs of

tlie disabled in meeting the costs of medical care shoiild be provided under
Title 19.

Payment to States under Medicaid for Installation and Operation of Claitiu

Processing and Information Retrieval Systems (Sec. 23o)

This section provides that Federal matching at a 90% rate would be available

for the States to set up mechanized claims processing and information retrieval

systems. Continuing operation of such systems \\x)iild be supported at a 7591

level. We understand that some states at the present time rely on carriers for

this information. Under this section, a question is raised whether a state which
might contract with carriers or other private enterprise to provide this informa-
tion system would be eligible for increased federal support. We recommend this

section should be made clear to provide that States wishing to use private facili-

ties, such as insurance carriers, could do so.

Elimination of Requirement that States Move Toward Comprehensive Medicaid
Profframs {Sec. 230)

This section would remove the mandate, presently in Title 19, which requires

the States to broaden the services and liberalize eligibility with a view towards
furnishing by July 1. 1977. comprehensive care and services to all individuals

and persons who meet the eligibility standards. Our policy has continuously
supported a goal of making comprehensive health care available for all persons.

We are aware, however, of the financial problems of the State and Federal gov-

ernments with respect to current ^fedicaid programs, and accordingly it is recog-

nized that a desire on the part of Congress to eliminate the 1977 requirement is

now realistic.

Physical Therapy Sej-vices Under Medicare (Sec. 2')1)

T'nder Part B this amendment would provide coverage to beneficiaries for up
to .'^lOO per calendar year for physical therapy services furnished by a licensed

physical therapist in his office or the patient's home under a physician's prescrip-

tion. We also support this modification.
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Use of State Health Agency to Perfortn Certain Functions Under Medicaid and
Under Maternal ayid Child Health Programs {Sec. 239)

This section provides that in addition to the resiwnsibility for establishing

health standards for institutions in which recipients of medical assistance may
receive care or services, the State Health Agency or other state medical agency
shall be responsible for revievi^, by appropriate health personnel, of the appropri-

ateness and quality of care and services furnished. The section adds a new-

dimension to the role of a State Health Agency in reviewing services provided.

While we support the purposes sought to be achieved in this section, we submit
that review of physicians' services as to quality and appropriateness should be

accomplished through peer review, providing for the review of physicians' serv-

ices by other practicing physicians.

Utilization Review Requirements for Hospitals and Skilled Nursing Homes
Under Medicaid and Under Maternal and Child Health Programs (Sec. 237)

This section would require hospitals and skilled nursing homes under Titles 19

and 5 to have in effect a utilization review plan which meets the requirements
for such review under Medicare. We also support this section.

Cost Sharing Requirements under Medicaid {Sec. 20S)

The proposed section would now require the States participating in the

Medicaid program to impose on the medically indigent (those not eligible for
cash assistance) under the program a premium or enrollment fee graduated
by income in accordance with standards prescribed by the Secretary. In the
case of cash assistance recipients, nominal deductible and cost-sharing charges
(prohibited with respect to mandatory services required under the plan), would
be permitted with respect to optinal services. The Association supports the
concept of an individual contributing towards his medical obligations where
he is financially able to do so. Accordingly, we recommend that this section be
adopted, but that its implementation be watched closely so that any charges
will not operate to preclude necessary care.

We have a further suggestion to offer which we feel is aligned with this

section. In the Report of the House Ways and Means Committee, it is stated
that the "Committee has been concerned that costs of the Medicaid program
have been escalating much more rapidly than anticipated and believes that an
element of cost consciousness on the part of patients and their physicians should
be introduced into the program primarily as a cost control device." In its report
last year the Committee said : "Even a small charge gives the recipient (of serv-

ices) a sense of participation and can reduce tendency to excessive use of
services." We agree with these statements, and it was to further instill this

sense of responsibility and participation, and to place the recipients in the
mainstream of care, that we had requested the provision be made permitting
payment to recipients of services under Medicaid. While the Congress did provide
an option to the States for direct billing as to recipients who were not receiving
cash benefits, we believe that the provision should be extended to include all

Title 19 recipients, and we urge the Committee to provide for .such an amendment
to the program.

Hospital Insurance Benefits for Uninsured Individuals Xot Eligihlc Under
Transitional Provision (Sec. 202)

This section provides that persons not eligible for Part A benefits could
voluntarily enroll for such benefits upon paying a monthly premium of .'?31

(to be adjusted if costs increase). We do not have sufficient information as
to whether a monthly premium of $31 adequately covers the cost of the Part A
program, but. in considering that much of the insurance coverage which is

available to persons 65 and over is only supplemental to Medicare, we believe
that the extension of Part A benefits to ineligible individuals 65 years and over
is salutary.

Amount of Supplementary Medical Insurance Premium (Sec. 203)

This section would require the Secretary of HEW to establish anmially the
monthly actuarial rate and premium for enrollees under Part B of Medicare
while limiting Part B premium rate increases. The premium rate could rise
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only in direct relation to increases in social security cash benefits. Any gap

between Fart B income and expense would bave to be covered from general

revenues.
We view as salutary the purpose of this provision, to prevent increasing

premium costs from becoming an unreasonable burden on the elderly, and

accordingly, recommend support of this provision.

Program lor Determining Qualifications for Certain Health Care Personnel {Sec.

241

)

Under this provision the Secretary would develop a program designed to

determine the proficiency of individuals who do not otherwise meet the formal

education, professional membership, or other criteria established to determine

the qualifications of various allied health personnel. Payment for services

of individuals found to meet such proficiency standards could not be denied

under Medicare or Medicaid.
We express concern for the establishment of standards for qualifications

potentially at variance with current local requirements, and for the effect of

such a provision on quality and administration of care. Such services, for exam-

ple, might be furnished in an institution and be recognized for payment under a

government program, but the services for general patients might be at variance

with local health requirements. We believe that this proposed authority should

be studied along \\ith the general questions currently under review relating to

licensure, certification and registration.

Penalties for Fraudulent Acts and False Reporting under Medicare and Medic-

aid (Sec. 242)

This provision would authorize penalties for certain acts relating to reim-

bursement under Medicare or Medicaid. The penalties would be (1) $10,000

fine or one year in prison, or both, for anyone knowingly and willfully making
false statements relating to a right to benefits or payment under Medicare or

^Medicaid, or for any provider of services, supplier, or physician who solicits,

offers, or received a kickback, bribe, or rebate of payment under Medicare or

Medicaid, and (2) $2,000 fine or 6 months in prison, or both, for anyone who
knowingly and willfully makes any false statement relating to the conditions of

any health institution or facility to enable it to qualify for payments under

Medicare or Medicaid.
Certainly persons committing fraudulent acts should be subject to punitive

measures ; however, we feel that the penalties provided are unduly severe. The
penalties provided are not in relationship to the seriousness of the offense,

wherein, for example, false statements affecting eligibility of institutional pro-

viders for certification incur a substantially less penalty than a statement relat-

ing to a right of payment for an individual's benefit. We recommend that this

penalty provision not be adopted.

Amount of Payments Where Customary Charges for Services Furnished are Less

than Reasonable Cost {Sec. 22S)

Under this section, payments for services by institutional providers under

Titles 18, 19, and 5 could not be higher than the charge regularly made by them
for those services. We support this provision.

Institutional Planning under Medicare {Sec. 234)

This section would require providers of services under Medicare (hospitals,

extended care facilities and home health agencies) to have in effect a regular

plan including an operating budget and capital expenditures budget. While
beneficial aspects are apparent in such a requirement, we are concerned whether

all such providers will be able to meet these requirements, and whether as a

consequence some providers might lose their eligibility for continued participa-

tion in the program.

Prosthetic Lenses Furnished hy Optometrists under Supplementary Medical

Insurance Program (Sec. 264)

This provision would redefine "physician" so as to include optomofrisfs as

physicians for the special purpose of establishing need for prostheti'^ lenses.

The obiective of this provision should not be accomplished under the lan-

guage proposed. We object to the broadening of the terra "physician" to include

non-physicians.
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AMENDMENTS
National Drug Forviulary

At this point we ayouIcI like to reiterate our concern for any proposal to

restrict tlie availability of drugs under government supported health care

programs. This Committee has considered amendments to establish a National

Foi-mulary in the past and the Committee also has before it S. 936, which

l>rovides for such a formulary and for the provision of outpatient drugs under

Medicare under Part A. This Committee is aware of our position on this subject,

most recently referred to in our testimony on H.R. 17550 in the last Congress

and also detailed in our letter to the Chairman on August 14, 1970. We are

opposed to such proposals that would interfere with the professional judgment

and responsibility of physicians. The creation of a formulary committee, with

authority to exclude from the formulary (and therefore from payment) any

di-xig which the Formulary considers unnecessary is, in our opinion, an infringe-

ment upon the professional judgment of practicing physicians. The creation of

a Formulary with prescribing information about each drug listed is unnecessary.

Adecpiate prescribing information to assist physicians in selecting the most

appropriate course of therapy is available through a variety of acceptable

sources. This Association has recently made available to all practicing physicians

the AMA's Drug Evaluations. Additional provisions limiting the ability of the

physician to prescribe the drug of his choice, through limitation on reimburse-

ment or otherwise, are equally objectionable.

In summary, we will restate the essence of our position : In the best interests

of the patient's welfare, the physician, in prescribing for his patient, should

not be denied the availability of the full range of drugs, regardless of whether

the patient's care is supported by payments from fedei-al programs.

Amendment No. 823—Professional Standards Review Organization

This Committee has before it Amendment No. S23, entitled "Professional

Standards Review Organization" (PSRO). This Amendment would establish a

broad program for review of all health care services provided under Social

Securitv programs, including Titles 5, 18, and 19.

When we testified in 1970, we stated that there were many differing views

concerning various proposals for peer review and that accordingly it would

not be wise to cast peer review into one statutory program. We are convinced

that the caution expre.ssed was valid, and that it should be reiterated at this

time.
PSRO would affect not only Social Security programs, but once adopted,

t\'Ould affect all health care services in this country. It is generally recognized

that the PSRO program carries a potential for cast changes in the provision

of health care, and it is therefore important that we be sure that embarking

on this course is in the best interests of patient care. The mechanism of PSRO
has the capability—whether the reason l)e economic or otherwise—for molding

health care services and structuring health care treatment for the nation. We
need mention only the provision requiring the establishment of regional norms

of care prepared by a national council, and to be applied by local PSROs, to

illustrate this point.

It is also recognized that the creation and operation of PSRO's throughout

the country, with their development, maintenance and review of profiles and

records of" all program beneficiaries and i»roviders. will be a massive and

extremely costly undertaking, and will result in duplication of many existing

peer review resources.

Expansion of peer review activity has lieen taking place throughout the

country, independent of any special peer review legislation. :Many ongoing peer

review' and utilization review programs of medical societies, foundations, car-

riers, and health care institutions are now operating, and we can expect new
innovative programs to be established. Concurrently, HEW is experimenting

with additional programs for peer review (EI\ICRO)

.

If enacted, PSRO would lock peer review into one single, untested, nation-

wide program, with upredietable consequences. On the other hand, many valu-

able benefits can be gained through appropriate experimentation. H.R. 1. in

Section 222. provides authority to the Secretary of HEW to conduct such

experiments in community wide i>eer review programs, and we believe it would

be wise to implement this authority before any single overriding plan is adopted.
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We strniiffly rprnmmpnrl that tho PSRO Ameiulmcnt not 1»p adopted, and that
under Section 222 tlie Secretary conduct exiieriments with various forms of
peer review, including progrrams with PSRO features.

Catastrophic Coverage

In the last Congress, this Committee recommended a program for catastrophic
coverage for virtually all persons under tlie age of GH, including it as a jKirt

of 11.R. 17;jr>0 later passed hy the Senate. We recommend in its place the basic
and catastrophic coverage as included in our IVTedicredit program.
During your hearings on national health insurance held in March last year.

we presented our Medicredit program (S. 0R7. the Health Care Insurance Act
of 1071). which provides both comprehensive basic and catastrophic coverage for
the health needs of our people. Consequently, this Committee knows of the
desire of this Association to provide a broad range of benefits, through insurance
coverage, to protect all persons against the costs of illness, including the long
term catastroiihic cases. We urge that you not adopt a free standing program
such as S. 1870. We believe that this type of free standing catastrophic coverage
does not adequately recognize the extensive coverage which many individuals
l)re.sently have. Individuals will have no incentive to maintain in.surance pro-

grams presentl.v providing benefits greater than the deductible under the catas-

trophic program. Even more importantl.v. for others without basic coverage, the
"cata .strophe" would occur before the benefits would lie available. The program
makes no allowance for the differing needs of individuals.

We believe that c-atastrophic coverage, to achieve its purpose, must be tied

in with adequate basic coverage in order to afford the best range of protection.

Such a program, as contained in Medicredit. using the mechanism of private
insurance, wfiuld best meet the needs of our people.

^fATERXAL AND CHILD HEALTH CARE

The maternal and child health care programs under Title 5 of the Social

Security Act provide for certain formula and pro.iect grants. The formula grant
programs are the major .sources of care for mothers and children who do not
have access to private care for preventive services and treatment of sickness.

The maternal and infant care projects now in operation have .substantiall.v

reduced infant mortalitv rates in areas where they have trtiditionally been
highest by providing early and comnrehensive medical care to high risk women
and follow-up treatment for mothers and infants. More importantly, these proj-

ects, in reducing the number of neurologically damaged children, have improved
the quality of life for many. In addition, the children and youth programs have
provided preventive health services, diagnosis, treatment, and after-care, a.s

weU as early identification of defects which are correctable.

The legislative authoritv for carrying on the project grants is scheduled to

expire on .Tune 30. 1972. The program should be extended for another five years.

Xotwithstandins: th^ progress being made, the unmet health needs of infants,

children and youth require a continuation of existing programs. Failure to do
this would be a giant step backward. ^lany communities endeavoring to create
new maternal and child health programs or to expand present services are
unable to do so because sufficient funds are not available. The Title 5 legislation

provides the means for financial as.sistance. We believe it is imperative that the
present programs lie extended, and we urge your consideration of the most
expeditious means of accomplishing this.

STATE^VfEXT BY .TOHN H. BALLARD ON BeHALF OF THE WELFARE CorNCTT- OF
^Metropolitan Chicago

Mv name is .Tohn H. Ballard and I submit this statement on behalf of the
Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago of which I am Executive Director.

The Council, a voluntary association of 25.3 health and social agencies, conducts
planning, research and demonstration project activities in the health and welfare
field. Since 1014. the Welfare Council has been a focus for social welfare asencies

in their common concerns and has served as a center for communit.v planning and
action to strengthen health and social .services and advance human welfare.
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The Board of Directors of the Welfare Council has a long history of concern
for our welfare system. We have adopted policy statements on a significant num-
ber of issues pertaining to public assistance. Recently, we have examined the

present public aid system, found it obsolete, inefficient and inadequate and
adopted a statement of policy on necessary welfare reform. In that statement
which is attached, we propose seven principles as guidelines and criteria for a
new program. They are as follows

:

1. A guaranteed floor of income to poor families

2. The inclusion of the working i>oor

3. A requirement that recipients accept appropriate work or training when
they are capable of doing so.

4. The inclusion of work incentives

5. Uniform eligibility standards, uniform federal administration of the family
and adult programs, and elimination of the assistance categories

6. Expanded programs for work training and placement in private sector and
public service jobs

7. Expanded developmental day care programs for low income families

When Title IV of H.R. 1 is measured in the light of these principles, it does
represent a step forward in building a more adequate welfare system, however,
the AVelfare Council opposes Title IV in its present form and suggest major re-

visions or its exclusion from the bill until more adequate provisions can be
agreed upon. The Title is built on some relatively sound principles carried over
from the original administration proposal, but it includes far too many provisions

which would be a reversal towards a more repressive and inhumane system and
damaging both to our national fabric and more important, to those families and
children who would be its purported beneficiaries. It is for the reasons as outlined

below (and dealt with more at length in our position statement on Federal Wel-
fare Reform attached to this statement) that we find H.R. 1 unacceptable. The
Ribicoff amendments represent an effort to strengthen Title IV, however, we find

that they are not comprehensive enough to alleviate an acceptable number of

its inadequacies. Further, we do not agree with those who would propose that
the weaknesses in Title IV can be justified in the light of a beginning step

towards "reform".
1. The Resource Limitation should be raised to at least $2,000 and exempt an

auto and educational savings in certain cases in addition to those exemptions in

the bill.

2. Unlike the current practice, H.R. 1 proposes that budgets are not computed
according to current need. It is unrealistic to assume that past family income
has not been expended and that a family will save all income in excess of the

payment levels in anticipation of going on welfare. It would be an extreme hard-
ship to those who hold temporary jobs and piecemeal employment and to those
who are abruptly thrown out of the labor force due to economic fluctuations. It

would eliminate the migrant worker from assistance entirely.

3. H.R. 1 does not include family units of individuals and childless couples who
are not aged, blind or disabled. These individuals should be included thereby
eliminating the general assistance programs administered by the various states'

and localities. Generally speaking, the general assistance programs are much
more in need of improvement that the present federal programs. By extending
the federal public assistance pi'ogram to these individuals, it would include many
able-bodied employable adults who have exhausted unemployment benefits and
need every aid in returning to the work force.

4. Under H.R. 1, extensive investigations to determine eligibility are author-
ized. Such investigations are not only wasteful of administrative resources but
also demeaning. At the present time. 20 states are using a simplified declaration
method under directives from H.E.W. and experience to date indicates no in-

creases in fraud or inaccurate grant payments. It would be unfortunate to revert
to a .'lystom which has been improved upon.

5. The proposed benefit levels are inadequate. Most of the country's recipients

would suiier a reduction in benefits under H.R. 1. In Illinois, for example, the
combination of the grant and food stamps averages about $3,200 as opposed to

the proposed $2,400 for a family of four. In addition, families of eight or more
would be penalized due to a maximum $3,600 grant. In our position statement, we
suggest a benefit system which would begin with "poverty level" grant and move
towards a more responsible grant over a ten-year period.
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0. The proiX).sed penaltj- for failure to register for work and training is unduly
l)unitive and harmful because it deducts a disproportionate amount of tlie grant.

7. We are opposed to the provisions in H.Il. 1 which eliminate emergency as-
sistance available under the present program. Not only is $100 inadequate, but
such grants should not be recovered from the regular payments and should be
available at any time.

8. Under H.R. 1, all payments will cease after two years, despite continued
need, unless a family goes through the entire application process again. We op-
pose such a provision on the grounds that it will not only place undue hardship
upon the recipient and cause large numbers to lose their benefits but it will also

create a superfluous administrative burden and expense—especially in the light

of resource limitation provisions.

9. The work requirement in H.R. 1 is far too broad and should not be appli-

cable to mothers or other individuals caring for a child under 16 years of age
and an individual whose spouse has registered.

10. H.R. 1 lacks adequate protections pertaining to the work requirement in-

cluding adequate definitions of the suitability of work and rate of pay, assur-
ances of \vork opportunities, and public service jobs.

11. The mandatory registration for vocational drug and alcohol rehabilitation
shoidd be removed. It would be extremely difficult to force individuals to accept
treatment which is based upon a desire to change one's physical or behavioral
patterns. In addition, the services are not available and such provisions would
detract from adequately serving those who voluntarily seek such services.

12. Protections to the recipient are lacking in the dual administrative system of

H.E.W. and Department of Labor.
13. The bill also lacks adequate protections pertaining to fair hearings in-

cluding payment of recipients exx)ense and free choice of ivpresentation.

14. Allowing imposition of a residency requirement would be a step back-
wards and in conflict wdth the major justification for a national program.

15. The child care provisions are inadequate. They lack refernce to even exist-

ing federal standards and provide for a level of financial support which, in fact,

authorizes low quality custodial care with the primary goal to enable the mother
to enter the work force rather than meeting the needs of the children.

It is upon these concerns that we have based much of our opposition to Title

IV and refer you to a more detailed statement.
In summary, we support the needs for major structural welfare reform. Such

a conviction is based on years of concern about the impact of the public aid

system on the poor and a very careful study of bills before the Finance Com-
mittee. It is our conviction that neither H.R. 1 or various amendments which
have been proposed adequately deal with the problem and bring actual practice

closer to our intentions.

We recognize that it may be an extended period before the resolution of these

problems is completely in Congress. In the meantime, it is urged that Congress
and administration move to provide emergency aid to the states so that we
do not create additional human suffering and unduly aggravate the fiscal prob-

lems of the states.

Statement of the National Association fok Retarded Children

introduction

Severely mentally retarded persons constitute about two-thirds of all adults

severly disabled in childhood, and at least 15 per cent of adults who rtx^ive

public as'sistance because of disability. H.R. 1 contains a number of provisions

which will benefit these most handicapped people. NARC favors federalization

of the adult categories, with inclusion of disabled children, equalization of

entitlements as between the disabled and the blind, and inclusion of disabled

social security beneficiaries under medicare. We are grateful to the committee

for its recognition of rehabilitative intermediate care in the recently signed

amendments.
Nevertheless, as we watch the parade of prestigious witnesses before this

committee, the governors, and si>okesmen for powerful national organizations,

the National Association for Retarded Children, ccmcerned as it is with the well

being of all mentally retarde<l persons, both children or adults, must raise

serious que.stions as to whether the board provisions of the Act as proiwsed

will be fair in all respects to the mentally retarded.
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We have great confidence in members of the Senate Finance Committee. We
believe no member of tliis committee intends to discriminate against any
citizen of this country because of his mental retardation ; indeed we recognize
that tJie committee has, on several occasions in the recent past, addressed itself

specifically to problems created by the condition of mental retardation. If

discrimination occurs, we are sure it will be by inadvertence, and by failure
to recognize how some broad general provision can be adversely interpreted by
administrative agency.
For this reason, we seek to point out to the committee several significant

areas in which we believe such discrimination is likely to occur as a result of
enactment of proiX)sals presently before the committee. We hope the committee
itself will take steps to amend the language accordingly.

1. Referral of Disabled Children

Disabled children in low income families will become entitled to disability
assistance under the proposed new Title XX ; Sections 2015 and 2033 of the
House bill in effect require referral of all disabled applicants to the same state
agency for disability detemiination regardless of age. It is clearly intended that
the determination of disability among assistance applicants be handled by the
same state unit as now handles these determinations with respect to disabled
adults for SSA. In all but half a dozen states this is done within the State
Vocational Rehabilitation Agency. The major criterion in such determinations
heretofore has been ability to work. Such referral may be appropriate for per-

sons over 1.5, but not for infants and young children.

The problems of identification of child clients are quite different than those
of adults. We recommend that the Secretary be required to use the options
open to him under Section 221 of the Act to refer children under 15 to an appro-
priate agency in each State, to be designated because of its special competence
in evaluating and habilitating mentally and physically handicapped children,

and to contract with such agency to evaluate children referred, both as to

eligibility <with respect to disability) and as to need for habilitation.

Experience in the administration of the adult disabled child program under
OASDI indicates that the vast majority of children who will be found disabled
under the new legislation (H.R. 1) will be "developmentally disabled" within
the meaning of the Developmental Disabilities Services and Facilities Con-
struction Act (P.L. 91-517). All but one state have now designated a state

agency to administer service programs (including diagnosis and evaluation)
under this Act. Utilization of these .state agencies in implementing the disabled

child assistance program is strongly recommended. If, however, it is preferred
to consolidate disability detex'mination in State Rehabilitation Agencies, we
strongly urge that a new sub unit be created with new staff especially oriented

to the characteristics of disabled children.

2. Services for Disabled Children and Adults not Eligible for Vocational

Rehabilitation

We recognize that the thrust of Section 2015 is to build on the experience
in rehabilitating adult social security beneficiaries in order to get disabled

adults back into the work force. Nevertheless, we believe it is al.so in the public

interest to reduce personal, social and economic dependency among disabled

Ijeople, and especially children, even when they are not eligible for vocational

services. We therefore recommend that Section 2015 be amended as follows.

Amend (1) to read:

"(1) is over the age of 15 but has not attained the age of 65, and"

After Sec. 2015 (c), add:

"(d) For the puri>ose of assisting each blind or disabled individual to attain

and maintain his optimal level of personal and social independence and to pre-

vent exploitation or unnecessary institutionalization of such individual, the

SecTetary is authorized to pay any appropriate State agency the costs incurred
in the provision of .such .services as he may specify to any disabled recipient

who, because of age or severity of disability, is ineligible for vocational re-

habilitation services under .sub.section (a).

3. Information and Referral Services for Federal Beneficiaries

In order to make sure that persons receiving income maintenance are able

to obtain answers to their related questions while in contact with the social

security district ofiices, we recommend that these oflices be encouraged to
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srreng'tht'n their information and referral and follow-up as well as their protec-
ti\'e functions. (See Haber, Schuiulowitz and Cormier, Information and Referral
Services in SSA District Offices: A Pilot Study SSA Office of Research and
Statistics, 1971)
Jf. Medicare for the Disabled

We recommend that the proposed two-year waiting period be waived specifi-

cally for disabled social security beneficiaries who are entitled as adult disal)led
children. It is estimated that this might increase the overall costs at most by three
per cent. As we understand it, the rationale for the waiting period is twofold

:

(1 1 to avoid initially burdening the system with the early and relatively heavier
costs attributable to the illness or accident that created the disability, and (2) to
ensure that the beneficiary makes full use of the prior coverage to which he was
entitled as a member of the labor force. Neither of these arguments apply to
adults disabled in childhood, almost all of whom will have been disabled for
more than ten years at the time they become entitled to social security benefits.

Moreover, their private coverage (which will usually have been derived from their
coverage under a family plan) will cease in most cases with the death or retire-

ment of the parent on whom they have l)een dependent, i.e.. at the time of their
entitlement. Therefore a very awkward gap in their health coverage will be
ci-eated unless the two-year gap is closed.

We recommend that the proposed amendments to Section 1811 of the Act (Sec-
tion 201 of H.R. 1) be modified accordingly.

•5. Disqualification of othericise eligible individuals in public institutions from
eligibility for public assstance and medical assistance

The Committee made a very important contribution to the well being of the
mentally retarded through its amendments of last December affecting inter-
mediate care in general and in public institutions for the retarded in particular.
The phrase "public institution" tends to conjure up a picture of a large congre-
gate care facility, such as Willobrook, or Forest Haven, or Rosewood, or Penn-
hurst, to name a few which happen to be in the news. Most of the residents in
these facilities are multiply handicapped and certainly in need of care in a
"medical institution", for which federal cost sharing will be available under
Title XIX, subject to the standards wisely specified by the committee. The larger
institutions will surely move under the Committee's incentives to qualify them-
selves and their residents for federal aid.

In our opinion, the continued exclusion, from public assistance, of otherwise
eligible persons in "a public institution other than medical institutions" is not
only anachronistic, but can actually be detrimental. The proper development of
systems of well distributed community residence such as are needed to move the
more able residents out of the present larger institutions shcwild be encouraged.
These individuals frequently need a supervised living situation which does not
in itself provide "'active tx'eatment"' but is specialized in its functons.

If appropriate facilities of this type are to be developed, both public and private
resources should be applied. A person who is appropriately placed at a facility

which could be called a boarding home should not be disltarred from receiving
public assistance or from receiving reimbursement for the cost of his medical
care merely because the boarding home is publicly owned or operated. Pul)lic

and private facilities should meet the same standards, and when the same stand-
ards of operation and utilization are applied, such discrimination should be
eliminated. Specifically we recommend that proposed Section 2011 (e) (1) L\)
be amended so that the last line reads "such mopth as he is an inmate of a public
medical or penal institution."
At the same time the language of Section 1905 of the Act should be amended

by deleting entirely the phrase that excludes inmates of public institutions from
receiving covered medical services. Obviously care given in an institution which
is not itself a medical institution is not itself covered inpatient care; however, a
person who is appropriately placed in a publicly owned lioarding home, sheltered
home, personal care home, group home of half way house should have as much
coverage for his intercurrent illnesses as he would have if he were in a similar

facility under private sponsorship. To provide otherwise creates a disincentive to

jiublic agencies (state, municipal, county and other) to provide much needed
facilities, especially in those geographical areas with acute shortages.

G. Protection against catastrophic costs of illness or disability

We applaud the chairman for his championship of the principle of providing
catastrophic coverage as the most urgently needed asi>ect of national health insur-

ance. However, to be true to its name, catastrophic coverage must protect against
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all excessive costs related to illness or disability, not merely selected types of
expense. Language which covers only "illness" or "medical and surgical care"
may prove a cruel hoax, if families of mentally retarded or other chronically
disabled children are left to bear other necessary heavy costs which may be the
consequence of the mental or physical disorder. To protect the family against
catastrophic costs, "catastrophic" coverage must absorb the cost of any kind of
necessary remedial or otlier extraordinary care, occasioned by mental or physical
disability where the cost ivould otherivise becotne the personal liahUltij of the
individual or his family. It is better to increase the threshold or deductilile than
to tax the family for catastrophic coverage and then leave them with residual
catastrophic costs.

We recognize that impartial determination of what is "necessary" is crucial to

the success of tliis system.
We also believe that all groups in the population must be covered for cata-

strophic costs either by insurance or under medicaid, and that coverage only for

those in the labor force may discriminate against people who are intermittently

employed, or disabled witli modest unearned incomes.

7. Continued support of Maternity and Infant Care Projects

We foresee that these impoi'tant projects must become a part of the new sys-

tem of health care delivery and as such will eventually lose their present federal
project grant status. A sudden cessation of project supix>rt with the expiration
of this authority under Title V of the Act next June would be disastrous, however.
The provisions of S. 2434 would cover continued support through the states. We
urge tlie Committee to act immediately (i.e. in H.R. 1) to include either a three-

year extension of present authority or an ample funding provision using state

channels as proiX)sed by Senator Magnuson.

Statement of Alice Boynton, Former President, United Low Income, Inc.

My name is Alice Boyton. I am presently a consultant for United Low Income,
Inc.. Maine's statewide organization of iX)or i^ople, and an instructor at the
University of Maine, South Campus, under a special Title I HEA grant. I am a
welfare mother and fromer Pi-esident of ULI. I have just received a Ford Fellow-
ship Grant and along with my new status as a working mother will presently
be off the welfare program. Aid to Families with Dependent Children. I iiave

worked for GEO in their Community Action Program, I have finished a year of
service in VISTA, working with Legal Services. It has been my job to establish

good working relationships with oflicials in the Department of Health and AVel-

fare and to work with other State committee's and task forces for the purpose
of conmiimicating the needs of poor people to them and the limitations of their
resources to poor people. I have worked with local oflicials and community groups
to enhance the existing local welfare system. I have been involved in training
programs for the poor and programs for agencies- I spent two weeks last .summer
in Washington, D.C. learning about HR 1 and I have spent time in other states

with low-income organizations and other groups dedicated to making changes
that will better the lot of the poor.

I am familiar with the Commodity Food program and not just because I lived

on them for months. I am familiar with the Food Stamp program, we have a pilot

project. I a familiar with Head Start. One of my daughters attended while I was
busy organizing the parents. I am familiar with Family Planning, Day Care
facilities and lack of them. I am familiar with Housing problems and not just

because I was forced by nature of my welfare status into sub-standard housing
but also because of my participation in drafting and supporting legislation which
passed the last Maine legislative session with intent to improve landlord rela-

tionships. I am also aware of towns that have rejected "Dirty" Federal money
which could have been used to subsidize low-cost housing for the needy.
Throughout all the hours of work, suffering and sacrificing, the only thing

that has truly impressed me is the ignorance that I have encountered. IGNO-
RANCE ! I The lack of truth and the overwhelming power of bodies such as your
committee, the lack of understanding at every level within every agency is almost
impossible to comprehend.

I will not be six^cific about HR 1. The bill is despicable. It appears untouched
by human hands. I csin not conceive of a nation as potentially great as ours with
our tradition of protecting our honor stooping so low with their own people at
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their mercy. I have reviewerl Senator Muskie's leniarks on HR 1. I have reviewed
Governor Kenneth M. Curtis' remarks and no where do I read acceptance of IIR 1.

I read that something must be done but IIR 1 is not the way to do it. I (|uote

Mr. Paul A. LeVecque. Manager, Income Maintenance Unit. Deitartment of Health
and Welfare here in Maine: "The administration has claimed that this bill will

federalize, sitandardize and simplfy the variety of welfare programs in existence.

While some of the ob.iectives of the program such as providing a minimum floor

of income and more job opix)rtunities are admii-able, it seems to me that the
details of the bill only create another maze of frustration and I'ed tape plus an
addel level of structure to go through in an already complicated and frustrating
system that is supiwsed to help meet people's economic needs." If I personally
must support any iK>sition I wholeheartedly support the Black Caucus. By \irtue

of their race and their willingness to make change within the system they have
everything to gain and nothing to lose. Theirs is the most honorable and decent
pnvposal to change that I can accept.

My recommendation is to bum HR 1 and try to forget that it was almost too

late. Abstain from making undocumented charges about cheating, lazy, poor
people. Stop courting a national social disaster- What the taxpayers deserve is

the truth. What this country needs is a good dose of it. The truth that is. You
throw crumbs to the ix>or via OEO and other various and sundry organizations.

Because of it they are divided and eventually conquered. [Millions of dollars are

going to the moon and to Vietnam and I know . . . you've heard it all before.

Have you ever litsenwl? Listened to the anguished cries whether they be provoked
by bombs or by a system that destroys men just as effectively as racism has ac-

counted for millions of broken spirits.

I am in awe of men who assume God's power . . . but sadly. I am not impres.sed.

Statement of the AiiBaiicAN Society of Medical Technologists

The American Society of Medical Technologists is composed of approximately
21 thousand members engaged in the supervi.sion and the i)erformanee of clinical

laboratory tests. Included in the membership are supen'isors with graduate de-

grees, technologists with baccalaureate degrees, and technicians with education

ranging from two years of college to on-the-job training. Our organization believes

it has major responsibilities for increasing technical knowledge, providing means
for meml>ers to evaluate and improve their i)erformance, and education of stu-

dents entering the various levels of clinical laboratory practice. The ultimate

goal of our Society is the provision of the best possible care to the patient at

economically sound levels. I wish to thank you for allowing me to present our

views on pertinent issues involved in the concept of national laboratory standards

to improve clinical laboratory services. My comments are limited to the provisions

of HR 1 that would amend Medicare and Medicaid.
Dr. M. M. Brooke, of the Laboratory Division, National Center for Disease

Control, in a paper published in "Public Health Reports" (attached), states:

"With assurance of payment of laboratory bills through health programs, the

development of automated laboratory procedures, the establishment of mass
screening programs, and the growth of comprehensive health insurance plans,

the number of laboratory tests in this country may increase from an estimated

1,300 million now, to more than 3 billion by 1975." Obviously, payment for such

vast numbers of laboratory procedures will constitute a significant amount of

the cost of any health program.
Dr. Brooke, in the above cited report also states: (. . . tests from . . .) "All

types of medical laboratories—independent, hospital, and public health—are now
generally recognized as subject to error, and we can therefore proceed with

the task of improving laboratory services."

Already, the increased number of tests being performed under Medicare and

Medicaid has required the use of automated screening techniques. The results

of screening tests are examined; those producing abnormal results are then

repeated and further tests ordered to evaluate the patient's condition. In actu-

ality, when automated equipment is used, test values are spewed out very

rapidly, but proper supervision is essential to insure that these values are correct.

The instruments utilized should be constantly supervised by persons who have

the educational background to fully understand the theoretical concepts upon

which these instruments are based, their standardization or the limits of their

capabilities.

72-573—72—pt. 6- 34
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If these "machines" are operated by individuals who do not adequately under-

stand the operation, the test values may be erroneous and may be abnormal

—

meaning the patient will be studied further. Equally possible is for the results

to appear normal, wlien in fact, they should have been abnormal. In this case,

the patient is not followed up as soon as might have occurred with accurate test

values. He thus can suffer irreparable harm, and the unnecessary additional

costs of more lab tests, and extended hospital stay.

Programs in proficiency testing to improve the quality of laboratory tests

have been developed by the American Society of Clinical Pathologists, the

College of American Pathologists (CAP), the American Association of Bioana-

lysts. Proficiency Testing Service. Inc., and several commercial companies. In

addition, CAP has developed a program which includes not only proficiency

testing, but inspection of the laboratory equipment, staflSng. and performance.

While the quality of these programs is continually improving, participation is

voluntary, thus limiting the potential benefits to laboratories which recognize

the need' for evaluation and improvement. With voluntary participation, there

is no mandate for improvement if defects or performance is encountered. Even
more discouraging is the fact that those who do not voluntarily participate are

often those who need it most.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (.TCAH) conducts surveys

of hospital laboratories in conjunction with their general inspection and review
program. Usually the surveyor has limited knowledge in laboratory operation.

He collects data which includes the number and type of personnel, procedures
performed, methods of record keeping, and visible records of a quality control

program. The only specific requirement for laboratory personnel under JCAH
is that procedures be carried out by "competent" personnel with at least one
qualified medical technologist on duty or available at all times. Laboratories
receiving approval from the Joint Commission are automatically exempt from
the need to comply with standards established in the Medicare regulations.

A laboratory not located in an accredited hospital must meet federal standards
in order to receive payment for tests under Medicare. These standards are largely

concerned with qualifications for clinical laboratory personnel. Hospital labora-

toi'ies, therefore, may receive payment for Medicare covered procedures, while
complying with JCAH regulations, a different and far less stringent set of

standai'ds.

The Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1967 provides federal licensure

of clinical laboratories engaged in inter-state commerce. This act emphasizes
proficiency testing and internal quality control in an effort to insure the accuracy
of test results. Again, most hospital laboratories are not covered by these regula-

tions, since they do not engage in inter-state commerce.
More than half of the states in the country have some form of licensure regula-

tions affecting clinical laboratory personnel or procedures. There is no currently
accepted standard observed in state licensing regulations, and as a result, great
variation exists from state to state. Some regulate the training or evaluate the
performance of laboratory personnel ; others attempt to test and evaluate the
quality of work performed, while still others are largely ineffectual and merely
maintain the status qiio.

In some states, laboratories which qualify for JCAH, Medicare, and/or CLIA
are exempt from the state law—thus, only a small portion of laboratories are
covered by these laws.

In all states, laboratories operated by federal or local government are exempt
as are the laboratories maintained in a phy.sician's office for his own patients.

Federal regulations have sometimes tended to compound confusion by attempt-
ing to achieve similar goals by widely differing methods. For example : Medicare
regulations attempt to insure quality by evaluating personnel, while Clinical

Laboratory Improvement Act regulations control quality by evaluating the
product, and the technical performance. As pointed out in the Auerbach report,

there is an urgent need for the various government agencies to bring their
criteria into one set of standards.

"Proficiency testing", as required under Medicare and the Clinical Laboratory
Improvement Act, is either conducted under a state Health Department or, in
the latter, through the Center for Disease Control (CDC) of HEW. In this
context, proficiency testing is the evaluation of test accuracy by providing a
substance which the laboratory analyzes. Results are then measured against
the known value—a standard quality control process.
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III several bills before this Congress, demonstration of proficiency is cited as
a means of qualifying personnel—especiallj' those who have not met specific

educational and/or certification criteria. In some circles, tliis is meant to be a
paper and pencil examination. How successful such an examination will be,

remains to be seen. It should be noted that paper and pencil tests have definite
limitations in the ability to measure attitudes and psychouiotor skills, as well as
limitations in the ability to adjust to technological change. In .some states,

proficiency means a challenge exam a student takes to receive academic credit
for knowledge he has gained by other means. The American Society of ^ledical
Technologists urges that those persons considering laboratory standards of per-
formance and personnel be very careful to designate the exact meaning assigned
to the term "proficiency testing". Further, we believe that all appropriate pro-

fessional societies should be utilized to help develop and evaluate any profi-

ciency testing examination prior to its adoption.

The government, organized medicine and the public have created a sudden
surge of interest and action devoted to improvement of laboratory services.

Resulting is a complicated array of confusing and often conflicting standards,
rules, and regulations. The Second Annual Report of the Health Insurance Bene-
fits Advisoi-y Council of HEW states

—"'The Council is also concerned that the
emphasis on the development of mechanisms for cost control may deflect interest

and effort from an even more important goal—the need to relate the cost of a
giveii health service to the substance and quality of the service rendered. The
determination of the relationship of cost to quality requires the development
f>f more precise measurements of quality. The Council, therefore, urges that tlie

highest priority be given to the development of such measurements."
Many concerned allied health professions are seeking to protect the patient

througli better definition of performance standards for practitioners while also

evaluating ways to delegate tasks to les.ser trained individuals. This plan could
reduce health costs while maintaining quality care. Personnel standards are
liest enforced by effective licensure regulations. Licensure efforts have been
hampered this year by the national moratorium on licensure declared by the
American Medical Association and the American Hospital Association. It is

indicated that a comprehensive study of the problem will be made. A mechanism
for this study is under consideration, but we have not seen an acceptable means
for evaluating the results of the study, nor have we seen the development of

the plan for implementing recommendations. We believe the following state-

ments summarize the present situation :

1. There is a continuing need to assure the public the highest quality labora-
tory performance possible.

2. Due consideration must be given to cutting the costs of laboratory service
without sacrificing quality.

3. There are too many fragmented and conflicting regulations now in effect

to guarantee any level of consistent performance from one laboratory to another.
4. There is a need for national standards in order to insure consistent high

quality in laboratory performance.
."). National uniform standards woidd provide adeqate control if the following

factoi's were included

:

(a) minimum standards for education of personnel
(h) institution of valid quality control requirements
(c) standards for equipment and technical methodology
(fl) development of effective evaluation of laboratory performance

The provision of national personnel regulations could serve to set minimum
standards for education, and could serve to enforce performance .standards. As
pointed out in the recent HEW Conference on Personnel Licensure and Cer-
tification (May 12 & 13. 1971). the responsibility for developing these standards
should rest with the respective professional associations.

The public's interest lies solely in the receipt of accurate laboratory services.

To this end. we believe uniform standards controlling both personnel and pro-

cedures are urgently required. Such standards, based on a program of careful

study and evaluation, could ultimately guarantee the public reliable, low-cost
laboratory service.

Adde>"DUM

New Section 1123 (as added by Section 211A) under Section 241, title "XI
of HR-1", contains the mechanisms for use of proficiency and equivalency
examinations in qualifying personnel for many of the allied health profession.s.
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Attached to this testimony is a statement of position of the American Society

of Medical Technologists in regard to the use of equivalency and proficiency

examinations which are currently being developed to determine personnel quali-

cations in the clinical laboratory. We would like for this document to be entered
in the record as a part of our testimony.
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National Minimum Standards for Clinical Laboratories

Clinical laboratories provide essential service to the medical practitioner, and
through him, to the patient by furnishing vital information for the diagnosis,

prevention, or treatment of any disease, or the assessment of the health of man.
The Secretary shall require that all clinical laboratories be conducted, main-
tained, and operated without injury to the public health.

The establishment of minimum standards for clinical laboratories is vital in

the public interest in order to retluce the hazard of inadequate performance.
Adherence to minimum standards does not preclude the establishment of higher
standards in a laboratory or participation in any voluntary or governmental ac-

crediting program with standards equal to, or greater than, those herein
presented.

responsible agency

These standards shall be administered through the Center for Disease Con-
trol and under the direction of the Secretary of the Department of Health,
Ediication and Welfare. Annually, a Laboratory Standards Advi-sory Committee
(liereafter referred to as the LSAC) composed of appropriate representatives
of the Department shall meet with a designated representative from each of the
professional organizations involved in clinical laboratory service and I'epre-

sentntives of the public to review, advise, and make recommendations relative

to the administration and enforcement of these standards. A method of appeal
for laboratories receiving adverse decisions shall be developed and adminis-
tered by the committee.

applicability

These standards shall apply to all clinical laboratories except

:

(a) those operated by an individual licensed physician for laboratory
work performed on his own patients.

(b) a laboratory operated for teaching or research purposes only, pro-
vided that the results of any examination performed in such laboratories
are not used in the health maintenance, diagnosis, or treatment of disease.

definitions

Clinical laboratory as used in these standards means any place, establishment
or institution organized or operated for the practical application of one or more
of the fundamental sciences by the use of specialized apparatus, equipment and
methods for the purpose of obtaining information which may be used in the
diagnosis, prevention or treatment of any disease or impairment or assessment
of the health of man.

Specimen means any material derived from the human body for examination
or other procedure for the purpose of providing information for the diagnosis,
prevention, or treatment of any disease, impairment or assessment of the health
of man.

Structured training means a program planned to provide a predetermined
amount of experience and in-service education in all areas of the clinical labora-
tory.
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Acceptable laboratory means a laboratory that maintains standards equal to or

greater than those set forth in this document.

Direct supervision as used in these standards shall mean the supervisor is on

the premises and available immediately for consultation.

Adequacy sliall l)e determined by authorized inspectors through the review of

a quality control program, questionnaire, on-site inspection, including con.sulta-

tion with members of the lal)oratory staff.

INSPECTION

Laboratories shall have two years in which to apply for approval under these

standards. Within one year following application, an initial on-site inspection

shall be made by an authorized representative of the administering agency.

Thereafter, an inspection will be made at least bi-annually. with a comprehen-

sive questionnaire being answered and submitted to the administering agency

in the intervening years. If a laboratory is placed on probation or services are

suspended in one or more areas, a request for re-inspection must be made within

a six-month period to determine if deficiencies have been corrected.

COMPLIANCE

Failure to apply for approval or failure to comply with these standards shall

result in appropriate action to be taken by the Secretary.

EXAMINATION AND REPORTS

Standard: General

The laboratory examines specimens only at the request of a licensed physician,

dentist, or other person authorized by law to receive such results. The factors ex-

plaining the standard are as follows :

1. Orders or requisitions for service must clearly identify the patient, the doc-

tor, the tests requested, special handling required, e.g.. "emergency", the date

and where appropriate, should specify the time when the specimen was collected.

:Minimum patient identification data shall include at least the name of the pa-

tient, hospital number, room number or address, age, sex. and attending physician.

Requests for examination of surgical specimens should contain a concise state-

ment of the reason for the examination.
2. A clinical laboratory may accept requests for tests and make reports only

to persons autliorized by law or to their repre.sentatives.

3. If the laboratory receives reference specimens from another laboratory, it

reports back to the laboratory submitting the specimens. The referring labora-

tory must maintain a record of the name of the laboratory performing tlie test

and the laboratory performing the test must be identified on the patient's report

b.v name and address or b.v code nural»er.

4. Reports shall contain the identification of the person respomsible for per-

forming the procedure. Records of observation are made, concurrently v\ith the

performance, of each step in the examination of specimens. Records reflect the

actual results of all control procedures. A copy of each laboratory report shall

be retained for a period of at least six months.
5. Authenticated and dated laboratory reports are filed with the patient's

medical record.
G. Tissue pathology reports must utilize acceptable terminology of a recog-

nized .system of disea.se nomenclature, and shall be cro.ss indexed. u.sing a system

that is adequate for the hospital.

7. The pathologist shall prepare a descriptive diagnostic report of gross speci-

mens received, which shall be a part of the patient's medical record.

S. The method of reporting should enable the physician to interpret easily the

results of the test with reference to the i-ange of usual values in health utilized

by the laboratory, and with reference to the results of sequential and related

tests. Reports of quantitative analyses shall include the units of concentration

or activity.

a A list or mnnual of analytical methods employed by the laboratory and a

linsis for the listed "normal" range is maintained in the laboratory. The list shall

be available to the physicians.
10. If the laboratory refers specimens to another laboratory, the laboratory

receiving the .speciments must meet the applicable conditions under these stand-
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ards. When tests are performed in a reference laboratory, the name of the

laboratory submitting the test must be maintained as part of the record.

Standa7-d: Collection of specimens

No person other than a licensed physician or one otherwise authorized by law
may manipulate a patient for collection of specimens except that qualified

technical personnel of the laboratory may collect blood or remove stomach

contents and collect material for smears and culture under the direction or upon
the written or verbal request of a licensed physician, dentist or other person

authorized by law to use the findings of laboratory examinations.

Standard: Specimen records

The laboratory should maintain for at least one month a record of the daily

accession of specimens each of which is numbered or otherwise appropriately

identified. The factor explaining the standard is as follows :

Records must contain the following information :

1. The laboratoi'y number or other identification of the specimen.

2. The name or other identification of the person from whom the specimen was
taken.

3. Name of the physician or other person or laboratory that submitted the

specimen.
4. The date and time (if appropriate) the .specimen was collected.

5. The date and time (if appropriate) the specimen was received in the

laboratory.
t). The condition of any unsatisfactory .specimen.

7. The type of test performed.
8. The date test was performed.
9. The result of the laboratory test or cross-reference to results and the date

of reporting.
10. Cytology slides and Histology slides and blocks must be adequately identi-

fied, indexed, and stored.

LABORATORY SAFETY, PHYSICAL FACILITIES

Standard: Safety—general

Thei-e shall be adequate space, facilities, equipment and supplies within this

area to perform the senuces offered with optimal accuracy, precision, efficiency,

and safety. The factors explaining these standards are as follows :

1. There shall be a detailed laboratory safety i)rogi-am in operation w"hich

includes written and practical instniction for all employees in all basic areas
of safety. Technical personnel shall receive special instruction in the proper use
of safety equipment appropriate to their specific area of assignment.

2. Waste from all laboratory areas shall be disposed of v\-ith the closest ad-

herence to current pollution control policies.

3. In areas where radioactive materials are used, all federal and state regu-

lations concerning safety must be closely followed.
4. There shall be specially marked containers for disposal of broken glassware.
5. All drugs and narcotics shall be kept in locked cabinets.

6. Syringes, needles, lancets or other Idood letting devices capable of trans-

mitting infection from one person to another must not be re-used unless they
are sterilized prior to each use after first having been wrapped or covered in

a manner which will insure that they remain sterile until the next use.

7. All specimens suspected or known to be contaminatetl, icteric, or infectious

shall be clearly identified and handled with due caution.
S. All contaminated glassware shall be placed in an appropriate disinfectant

prior to washing.
0. Surgical and autopsy material shall be handled and disposed of so as to

pi'event infection.

Standard: Safety—fire

1. Emergency fire instnictions, which include the number of the fire depart-
ment, instructions for evacuation of patients and personnel, location of fire

fighting equipment, and the date of the last fire drill shall be prominently posted.

2. A current report of inspection by the Fire Marshall shall be on file.

Pt. Fire extinguishers of the proper type, showing a recent date of inspection,

fire blankets, and other necessary fire fighting equipment shall be readily avail-

able in all areas of the laboratory.
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4. Automatic sprinkler systems should be installed in all appropriate areas of

the laboratory.
5. Smoking shall be prohibited in any areas with flammable material and

prefex-ably confined to rest areas.

6. Flammable material shall be stored in unbreakable safety containers in

well ventilated storage areas equipped with explosion proof switehe.s and fixtures.

7. If refrigeration is required, inflammable material shall be stored only in

explosion proof refrigeratoi's.

Standard: Safety—chemical

1. All chemical containers must be clearly and permanently labeled.

2. Overhead showers, step-on eye washers, safety goggles and other necessary
equipment must be readily available.

3. ^lechanieal pipetting equipment shall be used for pipetting all dangerous
materials.

4. Containers of acid and other highly caustic materials shall be stored at

floor level as much as possible to minimize damage in the event of earthquake,
storm, or other catastrophic event.

5. There shall be an adequate air control system including the use of fume
hoods, ventilators, etc., to protect workers and work material from toxic and
noxious fumes.

Standard: Safety-Bacteriological

1. All culture materials shall be sterilized before washing or discarding.

Appropriate indicators shall be included in each batch of sterilized material.

2. All refuse, including specimens and other waste, shall be free from con-

tamination by pathogenic organisms.
3. Bacteriological safety hoods .shall be available which provide an adequate

flow of air and a filter system which will remove all bacteria from the exhaust
flow.

4. All laboratory areas affording any possibility of contamination shall be
washed daily with an appropriate disinfectant. Immediate attention .shall be
given to spillage of coutaminants.

5. Any employee with an infectious disease shall be excluded from patient

contact.

6. Disposable syringes, needles and lancets should lie used wherever possible

and after use be rendered useless and placed in a special, clearly identified

container before destroying.

Standard: Safety-Electrical

There must be a sufficient number of electrical outlets of proper voltage,

adequately .stabilized and all electrical equipment must be .safely grounded.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Standard: Blood bank

1. The hospital maintains, as a minimum, projier blood storage facilities under
adequate control and supeiTision of the qualified physician.

2. For emergency situations the hospital maintains at least a minimum blood

supply in the hospital at all times, can obtain blood quickly from community
blood banks or institutions, or has an up-to-date list of donors and equipment
necessary to bleed them.

Standa7-d: Clinical laboratory

1. Out-patient areas .shall be .so arranged as to j)rovide an adequate, clean

area with sufficient space to draw blood or collect other specimens. In addition,

there shall be an enclosed area with bed facilities for faint or ill outpatients

and for patients undergoing extensive diagnostic testing.

2. Adequate, well lighted, bench top sjiace shall be available in each work
area for the performance of tests and for location of instruments. Surface areas

shall be covered with material appropriate for the type of testing performed.

3. There shall be adequate space throughout the laboratory for the particular

volume and type of services offered. The overall design, arrangement of equip-

ment, and assignment of personnel shall be so carried out as to minimize

transportation and communication proI)lems.

4. There shall be adequate rest rooms and locker space for all i)er.sonnel.

~). There shall be adequate lil)rary and conference room facilities located in

or near the laboratory.
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6. Adequate storage space shall be provided for :

(a) reagents, glassware aud other supplies needed for regular opera-

tions in each area.

(&) easy retrieval of current and inactive records, microscope slides,

paraffin blocks and wet tissue specimens.

7. There shall be an adequate forced air ventilation system providing fresh

air and removing toxic fumes.
8. Adequate refrigeration space shall be provided for materials requiring

refrigeration.
DIRECTION AND PERSONNEL

Standard : Laborafonj director—Besponsibilitics

The laboratory has a qualified director who is responsible for the organiza-

tional and administrative operation of the laboratory.

1. The director serves the laboratory full-time, or on a part-time regular basis.

If he serves on a regular part-time basis, he does not serve more than three

laboratories or he may serve up to five laboratories providing he has a qualified

associate to sei-ve as an assistant director in not more tlian three of these

laboratories.

2. Commensurate with the lal)oratory workload, the director or assistant

dii"ector spends time in the clinical laboratory which is sufficient to fulfill his

duties as a director or assistant director and is readily available for consultation

at all other times.

3. The director is responsible for the employment of qualified laboratory

personnel and the provision for a program of in-sei"vice education.

4. Appropriate delegation of responsibilities of the director shall be made
in his absence.

Standard: Lahoratory director—Qualifications

The laboratory director must meet one of the following qualifications

:

1. He is a physician certified by the American Board of Pathology or American
Board of Osteopathic Pathology. This requirement is mandatory in the area
of anatomic pathology.

2. He is a physician certified by an acceptable specialty board and he must
have had at least tw^o years of experience in his area of specialty in a labora-

tory acceptable under these standards. He will only be considered qualified to

direct a laboratory performing those tests for which he is qualified by reason
of certification or exi)erience.

3. He is a i>erson holding an earned doctoral degree from an accredited
institution \\-ith a chemical, physical, or biological science or clinical pathology
as his major subject, and is certified by an acceptable si:)ecialty board and
he must have had at least two years of experience in his area of specialty

in a laboratory acceptable under these standards. He will only be considered
<pialified to direct a laboratory performing those tests for which he is qualified

by reason of certification or expei'ience.

4. He is a person holding a masters degree from an accredited institution

with a chemical, physical, or biological science or clinical pathology as his

major subject and is certified by an acceptable specialty board, and he must
have had at least four years of experience in his area of specialty in a laboratory
acceptable under these standards. He will only be considered qualified to direct

a laboratory performing those tests for which he is qualified by reason of certifi-

cation or experience.

Standard: Blood bank director—Qualifications

A blood transfusion service must be maintained and directed by a pathologist
or a physician qualified in immunohematology and blood banking.
He may also be the laboratory director providing he meets the stated

qualifications.

Standard: Supervision

The Clinical laboratory is supervised by qualified personnel.

Standard : Supervisor—Duties

1. The laboratory has one or more supervisors who, under the general direction
of the laboratory director, supervise technical personnel and reporting of find-

ings, perform tests requiring special scientific skills, and with the director is

jointly responsible for the proper performance of all procedures.
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2. There are two categories of supervisors. The general supervisor may have

responsibilities in both technical and administrative functions in all areas of

the laboratory, a general supervisor may also be a technical supervisor. A
technical sui^ervisor siiperVises the technical performance of the staff in his

specialty and is readily available for i>ersonal or telephone consultation.

Standard: General Supervisor—Qualifications

He holds at least a baccalaureate degi-ee in one of the chemical, physical, or

biological sciences or medical technology and has met minimum requirements for

certification in medical technology and has had two full years of experience

in a laboratory acceptable under these standards.

Standard: Technical Supervisor—Qualifications

He holds at least a baccalaureate degree in one of the chemical, physical, or

biological sciences or medical technology and has had a minmium of one year

of structured training and one year of experience in his area of specialty in a

laboratory acceptable under these standards.

Standard: Technical Personnel

The clinical laboratory has a sufficient number of properly qualified technical

personnel to accurately perform the tests required of the laboratory and to

participate in educational programs to establish or maintain competence of all

personnel.

Standard: Technologist—Duties

The laboratory employs a sufficient number of clinical laboratory technologist.?

to accurately perform under general supervision the clinical laboratory tests

which require the exercise of independent judgment.
1. The clinical laboratory technologists perform tests which require the exer-

cise of independent judgment and responsiliility, with minimal supervision by

the director or supervisors, in only those specialties or subspecialties in which
they are qualified by education, training, and experience.

2. Clinical laboratory technologists are in sufficient number to adequately

supervise the work of technicians, assistants and trainees.

Standard: Technologist—Qualifications

A clinical laboratory technolo.gist must meet one of the following requirements.

1. He holds a baccalaureate degree in medical technology from an accredited

college or university.

2. He holds a baccalaureate degree in the chemical, physical, or biological

sciences, and, in addition, at least one year of structured training in a laboratory

acceptable under these standards.
3. He holds an associate degree in a chemical or biological science or medical

laboratory technique plus two years experience, with not less than one year

of structured training, in a laboratory acceptable under these standards, and has

achieved a degree of knowledge and skill commensurate with the baccalaureate

degree level as demonstrated through the mechanism of educational equivalency

and work proficiency examinations.

Standard: Technician—Duties

Clinical laboratory technicians are employed in sufficient number to meet the

workload demands of the laboratory and they function only under direct super-

vision of a clinical laboratory technologist, supervisor or director.

1. Each clinical laboratory technician perforins aboratory procedures which
renuire technir-nl skill and a minimal exercise of indenendpiit .iudgmont.

2. No clinical laboratory technician reports test results in the absence of a

clinical laboratory technologist, supervisor or director. This requirement shall

not be applicable to the performance of procedures recpiired for emergency
purposes provided that the person performing the test is qualified to perform
such tests, and the results of his work are reviewed l>y tlie clinical laboratc-v

technologist, supervisor or director during his next duty period.

3. A student or trainee may perform tests only under the personal and di-

rect supervision of a technical supervisor or clinical laboratory technologist.

Stan dord : Technician—Qualifications

A clinical laboratory technician must meet one of the following requirements:
1. He holds an associate degree in medical laboratory technique from an ac-

credited institution and meets the minimal requirements for certification.
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2. He holds an associate degree in a chemical or biological science from an
accredited institution plus one year of structured training in a laboratory ac-

ceptable under these standards.
3. He has a high school diploma or the equivalent plus two years of experience,

with not less than one year of structured training, in a laboratory acceptable

under these standards and has achieved a degree of knowledge and skill com-
mensurate with the associate degree level as demonstrated through the mecha-

nism of educational equivalency and work proficiency examinations.

Stnudard: Lahoratori/ fl.s.s/.sfrf»/

—

Duties

Laboratory assistants may function only under direct supervision of a clinical

laboratory technologist, supervisor, or director.

1. Each laboratory assistant performs laboratory procedures which require

varying degrees of technical skill.
2* No laboratory assistant reports test results in the absence of a clinical

laboratory technologist. sui>ervisor, or director.

Statuhinl : Laboratory assistant—Qvalification

He has a high school diploma or the equivalent and training commensurate
with the duties assigned.

PEESOXXEL POLICIES

Sta)ida7-(l: General

A manual of personnel policies, job descriptions, and administrative procedures

must be maintained by the laboratory. The factors explaining this standard are

:

1. Current employee records are maintained that include a resume of each em-

ployees' education, experience, dates of employment, periodic review of perform-

ance and health records.

2. There is a documented program for employee orientation and in-service

education.
3. Records must be maintained showing employee attendance at workshops,

scientific meetings and refresher courses.

4. Current personnel policies shall be made available to all employees.

QUALITY COXTROL
Sta7i(lar(l: General

Provision must be made for a quality control program covering all types of

analyses i>erformed by the laboratory for verification and assessment of ac-

curacy, measurement of precision and detection of error.

Standard: Methods documentation

Blood Bank.—All personnel qualifications, methods and procedures for

hemotheraiiy conform to current "Standards for Blood Transfusion Service"

published by the American Association of Blood Banks.
Clinical Laboratory.—Each method must be clearly outlined including use of

standards, calibration procedures, pertinent references, dates of review, sources

of reagents and media. A separate record must be maintained which includes

:

(a) the principles involved in the analytical method.

ib) copies of appropriate reference manuals and other literature,

(e) calibration records.

(d) documentation of correction or improvement in methodology or

instrumentation.
(e) other pertinent information such as normals and sources of error.

Standard: Specimen collection docntnentation

Information must be available which includes

:

(a) procedure for ordering of tests.

(b) precautions for special procedures.
(c) procedures for the collection, identification, preservation, trnnsporta-

tion. and storage of specimens.

Standard: Instrrimentation

ia) The laboratory shall have a scheduled, clearly documented instru-

ment maintenance program which includes written records for each piece of

equipment indicating:
1. the date and type of .service performed, including notations on re-

pairs and recalibration.
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2. the date next service is clue.

3. records of daily calibrations and/or temperature cliecks wliere

appropriate.

(6) A copy of the manufacturer's maintenance manual must be readily

available. This manual should conform to the format approved by the Na-
tional Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards.

(c) All blCK)d bank refrigerators shall be monitored on a 24-hour basis

and have audible and visable alarm systems.

Standard: Statistics

Each method is checked v^'ith adequate controls on each day of use. At least

one standard or refernce sample is included with each set of unknown speci-

mens. Acceptable limits for standards and controls are established as well as

the course of action to be instituted when the analyses are outside satisfactory

control limits. Control limits on all tests must produce results commensurate

with meaningful use. If the result of the test on he reference sample is not within

acceptable limits, the entire batch of analyses is repeated and control verified

before reports are issued. The precision of each quantitative test shall be de-

termined by calculating the SD or CV of a number of determinations done under

prevailing "conditions of assay. Positive and negative controls, when available,

must be included at least once a day with the initial batch of unknowns for each

qualitative test performed.

Standard: CytoJogij

Cytologic smears shall be screened only by cytotechnologists with training and

experience adequate to qualify for certification in this specialized field. The
pathologist must review at least 10 percent of slides classified as normal smears

by cytology screeners. All smears from sources other than the female genital tract

should be reviewed by a pathologist. All abnormal or "suspicious" smears (class

2 and above) must be evaluated by a qualified pathologist.

Standard: Proficiency testina

As an adjunct to the quality control program, laboratories must demonstrate

satisfactory i>erformance in an acceptable comprehensive proficiency testing

program. Records of the proficiency program shall be submitted to the LSAC
bi-annually for review and appropriate action to be taken as deemed necessary.

Standard: Compliance loith quality control

1. The "inspection" agency shall utilize as inspectors individuals knowledge-

able in the mechanisms and evaluation of quality control.

2. The quality control program in each laboratory shall be carefully reviewed

at the time of inspection and from annual reports and, if found to be inadequate

or incorrectly utilized, approval of the lalioratory or approval for performance

of specific tests shall be suspended until corrective measures are undertaken and

approved.

Quality Clinical Laboratory Services for the American People

(By M. M. Brooke, Sc.D.)

Although those close to the clinical laboratory have long recognized that labo-

ratory errors can occur, the problem has not been openly discussed until recently.

Walter Cronkite in a Columbia Broadcasting System program in 1965 focused

attention on the poor performance of certain mail-order laboratories and stimu-

lated, in part, the introduction of bills in Congress to establish performance

standards for clinical laboratories engaged in interstate commerce.

In testifving before a Senate subcommittee. Dr. David .1. Spencer, Director.

National Communicable Disease Center (NCDC). cited proficiency testing

studies that demonstrated significant degrees of un.^^atisfactory performance in

various fields of clinical laboratorj- work (1). Although the results varied from

laboratorv to laboratory, he concluded that "this information indicates that

erroneou.s results are obtained in more than 2'> percent of all tests analyzed by

these studies." As might be expected, this statement caused great concern and,

at fir.st. certain groups challenged 25 jH^rcent as being too high a percentage or

maintained that it applied to laboratories other than their own. Others have

maintained that this percentage is too conservative.

Althouch scientists in clinical lal)oratories would like to be immune to error,

there is no rea.son to expect human beings and machines to obtain perfect results
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in a clinical laboratory when they do not elsewhere. Additional objective evidence

obtained since 1965 makes it unnecessary to belabor the point that medical labor-

atories can make errors or to debate the extent of the errors. All types of medical

laboratories—independent, hospital, and public health—are now generally recog-

nized to be subject to error, and we can therefore proceed witli the task of improv-

ing laboratory services.

A number of significant programs and cooperative efforts have been started

which should result in major improvements. Only a few can be considered in

this discussion, but they illustrate what must be done to provide quality labora-

tory sei-vices for the American people.

LEG,\L AND REGULATORY EFFORTS

Until recently, there has been little or no governmental control of clinical

laboratories. Beauty parlors, barber shops, and their oi>erators are licensed in

most States and cities, but the clinical laboratory and the personnel who examine

blood specimens and throat swabs from patients, have been allowed to operate

without control.

The first nationwide effort to establish controls for clinical laboratories came

through the program of Health Insurance for the Aged (Medicare). The Medi-

care regulations (2) developed by the Public Health Services' Division of Health

Standards established specific standards that State agencies follow in certifying

laboratories as qualified to receive payment for tests under Medicare. Signifi-

cantly, ho^x'^ver, the law prohibits the application of these standards to labora-

tories in hospitals—although probably more than half of the laboratory tests

(approximately 7(X) million) are performed in hospitals.

State control has evolved slowly, but it is now gathering momentum. When the

Medicare program began in 1966. only six States required some form of laboratory

licensure. Currently. 19 States. New York City, and Puerto Rico have laws or

policies requiring tJie licensure of clinical laboratories and laboratory personnel,

or both. Many other States have licensure legislation in various stages of con-

sideration. Some present laws, for example, those of New York State, New York

Citv, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Puerto Rico, provide for progressive regulations

which will lead to laboratory improvement ; others do little more than maintain

the status quo in accordance with the vested interests of the existing laboratories.

Guidance is available to those interested in the enactm_ent of good local laws

to improve the performance of laboratories. In 1906, NCDC prepared a com-

prehensive guide (3) for such suggested legislation, and in 1969, the Council of

State Governments published a model bill (4) to assist State legislatures in draft-

ing licensing laws for regulating the clinical laboratory.

The Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1967 (CLIA), P.L. 90-174, pro-

vided for Federal licensure of clinical laboratories (indeiiendently and by hos-

pitals) that are engaged in interstate commerce. This law is serving, even more

than Medicare, as an impetus to the development of local regulations. The act

exempts clinical laboratories in States that enact laws establishing standards

equal to. or more stringent than, those of the interstate regulations.

In addition, CLIA of 1967 is refining still further the Federal standards for

licensure of clinical laboratories. Working with several ad hoc committees whose

members are clinical chemists, microbiologists, pathologists, bioanalysts, and

technologists. NCDC has developed regulations (5) which are being used in the

interstate licensure program.
Although until now Medicare regulations have emphasized qualifications of

personnel, the CLIA regulations have emphasized the accurate performance of

the tests through proficiency testing programs and internal quality control. The
Division of Health Standards of the Service and NCDC are working together to

make Medicare and intor.state regulations as uniform as possible.

Hopefully, as new State laws are enacted, they will provide for laboratory

improvement programs which will meet the CLIA requirements and the existing

deficient laws will be revised to conform with Federal standards. In this way,

most clinical laboratories in this country eventually would operate under com-

paralily high standards of performance.

PRIVATE impro\t:mkxt efforts

Several private professional organizations have constructive programs for

regulating and improving clinical laboratories.

As stated earlier. Medicare standards for independent laboratories cannot

be applied to hospital laboratories. This exemption occurred because Medicare
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])royided that laboratories in hospitals acereditod by the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals were automatically eligible to participate in Medicare
and. in addition, that the laboratories in other hospitals cannot lie suliject to
Medicare reffulations that exceed the Joint Commission's standards. The labora-
tory requirements for the Commis.sion's approval have been far below those of
Medicare and. as a con.sequence, a double standard has resulted which has .seemed
unfair to the independent laboratories. The Commission is revising its standards,
and this revision is expected to bring the standards more in line mth those of
Medicare. HoiJefully, these improved standards will be implemented in the near
future.

The College of American Pathologists (CAP) has expanded its laboratory
improvement activities by initiating its "programs of excellence." These include
laboratory surveys (proficiency testing programs) that cover all areas of labo-
ratory work, laboratory inspection, and accreditation. Commendably, its pro-
ficiency testing programs are no longer limited to members of the college but are
available to any laboratory which wishes to subscribe.
The laboratory accreditation program of the College has been accepted as a

sub.stitute for Federal evaluation for interstate licensure under CLIA. To date, it

is the only private program to adjust its standards to comply with those estab-
lished for interstate licensure.

Although exact numbers are unavailable, it is estimated that more than 300
million tests are jierformed in the offices of physicians in private practice. Prac-
tically all existing laws, both Federal and local, exclude from regulation those
laboratories in the offices of one or two physicians who perform te.sts primarily
for their own patients. Laboratory services performed under these circumstances
are considered to be the practice of medicine.
Some of the laboratories that are presently subject to regulation are concerned

over this exclusion, particularly since they reason that a comparable percentage
of error may occur in these private oflSce laboratories. Although this situation
constitutes a deficiency, at this time efforts should be concentrated on making it

possible for all organized laboratories—indei>endent, hospital, and public health

—

to operate under comparal)le standards of quality.

The American Society of Internal Medicine is interested in seeing that quality
laboratory sen'ice is performed in the offices of physicians in private practice.

In cooperation with the Division of Health Standards of the Service, the Society
has canvassed its members about participation in a 1-year proficiency testing
program to determine the level of competency with tests for urea nitrogen,
hemoglobin, and glucose. Recently, the American Scx?iety of Internal ^Medicine
gave the Service a lis-t of 500 internists who are interested in participating.
The CAP has developed a special oflSce laboratory survey (proficiency testing)

so that physicians can monitor regularly the performance of their laboratories.
Becau.se of the increased complexity of laboratory work, the increased automa-
tion, and the need for .specialized laboratory competencies, the amount of labora-
tory work performed in office laboratories will probably decrease. Nevertheless,
these con-stmctive efforts of tlie intemi-^ts and pathologists are commendable and
important because laboratory work in physicians' offices will probably continue
to be excluded from regulatory legislation in the foreseeable future.

STANDARDIZIN^G REAGENTS AND MATB:RIAX8

One cau.se for variations in laboratory results is the variability of reagents
used in diagnostic tests. Considering the variety of antigens, control serums,
chemicals, stains, and mediums needed by the clinical laboratory and the num-
ber of companies that manufacture them, setting standards constitutes a major
difficulty in laboratory improvement.
The National Bureau of Standards shortly will have available 10 standard

reagent materials for clinical chemistry determintions. The Laboratory Division
of the National Communicable Disease Center has described specifications for

ai)proximately 900 microbiological reagents. Reference reagents meeting these
specifications have been prepared and are available to reagent manufacturers
and to national and international public health agencies. Although the Federal
standarization efforts of the National Bureau of Standards and the National
Communicable Disea.se Center have been undertaken with the cooperation of

manufacturers and in consultation with outside specialists, there has been a
need for even greater cooperative efforts.

Recently, a significant step was made in the direction of standardization.
Through the initiative of the standards committee of the College of American
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Pathologists, an independent National Committee on Clinical Laboratory Stand-
ards was organized in April, 1968. Membership is open to all industries, profes-

sional organizations, and government agencies that have an interest in the
clinical laboratory field. Currently the membership is 50-31 industrial repre-

sentatives, 16 professional representatives, and representatives from three Gov-
ernment organizations. Each member appoints a representative and an alternate

submits names of ijersons available for assignment to area committees or work-
ing groups as experts in their areas of interest.

The objectives of this committee are to promote the development of na-
tional and international standards, such as written specifications for reagents
and equipment, through a mechanism which insures that consensus has been
obtained by all interested groups. Task forces and woi-king committees have
been organized to develop and propose standards for the fields of clinical chem-
istiT, blood banking and immunohematology, microbiology, hematology, and
instrumentation

.

LABOKATORY MANPOWER

We do not know exactly how many people are engaged in clinical laboratory
work in this country, but some has estimated as many as 100,000 (6). In any
event, acute shortages of well-qualified persons exist, and we anticiapte greatly

increased demands for trained per.sionnel to meet expanding health needs, such
as Medicare, Medicaid, mass screening programs, and the new technology. In
the past there has been considerable support for research training but little

for the training of persons seeking careers in the diagnostic laboratory. Fortu-
nately, emhpasis is beginning to be placed on training for services.

Tlirough the Division of Allied Health Manpower and Regional Medical Pro-
grams, educational facilities are being established or expanded for training
clinical laboratory assistants and medical technologists and for specialization

to the master's degree level of medical technologists.

Training of other specialists, such as clinical chemists and microbiologists,

has been neglected : however, four national conferences on training held in 1967
(6-9) recognized that the present and future clinical laboratories mu.st be
staffed by sepcialists. For instance, the report (10) of the conference convened
by the National Institute of General Medical Sciences recommended financial

support of post-doctoral residency programs to prepare the required si)ecialists

for the diagnostic laboratories.

The most encouraging feature of these current trends and programs that
may bring about significant improvement in clinical laboratoi*y performance is

the extent to which the various interested groups are working cooperatively

toward a common goal.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE RESPONSIBILITIES

AVe in the Public Health Service are participating both directly and indirectly

in this national effort to improve clinical laboratories. In the Public Health
Service Hospitals, Indian Health Service Hospitals, outpatient clinics, and
Federal prisons, we have a direct responsibility to assure that competent labora-
tory service is provided for the patients under our care. In 1964, the chief,

Division of Hospitals, invited laboratories in Public Health Service installations

to participate in the Center's proficiency testing programs. By 1967, 75 of tie.se

these laboratories were participating in some phase of the program and as of

now, 118 are receiving regular shipments of test specimens in one or more
fields.

A number of the pathologists and technologists in the large Service instal-

lations have taken NCDC laboratory courses, but there is a definite need for
greater consultation and training, particularly for technicians working in the
smaller hospitals and clinics. Since Federal laboratories are exemiit from legal

regulation, we must make certain that Public Health Service laboratories meet
the standards required of others.

Indirectly, through programs associated with ^Medicare, Medicaid, interstate
lal)oratory licensure, and .services to States and municipalities, the Public
Health Service has the responsibility to assist in improving the performance of
laboratories at all levels throughout the country. The consultation and training
program of the laboratory division at NCDC is dedicated to assisting the State
public health laboratories to improve their diagnostic competencies and to
provide the States and others with guidance and help in the training of person-
nel in laboratories at local levels.
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Laboratory improvement. hoAvever, constitutes a treiiiendons undertaking re-

quiring the cooijerative efforts of Federal, State, and municipal health dei)art-
ments, academic institutions, professional organizations, and industry. Con-
certed, continuous programs are required to provide consultation, training,
and other assistance needed by the 12.000 to 14.000 clinical laboratories in
this country.
With assurance of payment of laboratory bills through health programs, the

development of automated laboratory procedures, the establishment of mass
screening programs, and the growth of comprehensive health insurance i)lans,

the number of laboratory tests in this country may increase from an estimated
1.300 millinn now to more than 3 billion liy 1075. Although our ultimate objec-
tive in laboratory improvement is to upgrade i)atient care and prevent needless
human suffering, a tremendous economic savings will result a.s laboratory
analyses become more and more accurate.

In summary, the clinical laboratories of this country have .significant diffi-

culties. Fortunately, Federal and State agencies, professional associations, iuid

academic institutions are accepting the challenge of laboratory improvement
and have made commendable strides toward desirable goals.

We in the Public Health Service must be deeply involved in this challenge.
First, we need to make certain that our patients receive the highest quality of

laboratory service. Second, we need to assist and support constructive programs
of others that are directed tow^ard bringing quality laboratory service to all

segments of the population.
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Present Position of the American Society of Medical Technologists
ON Equivalency and Proficiency Tests

Equivalency and proficiency examinations have been proposed to measure
comijetency of personnel in the medical laboratory. Both tests have received

increasing attention in the last few years. Lack of nationally accepted definitions

has created a tremendous amount of confusion. The purpose of this statement
is to present the definitions of equivalency and proficiency acceptable to the

American Society of Medical Technologists and to elaborate on the position of

this Society regarding the most effective use of these two measurement tools.

Competency to practice medical technology is currently based on passing a
certification examination following completion of a prescribed course of study.

Collaboration between the oductation system (academic credit) and the profe.s-
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sion (certification examination) is used to establish minimal personnel stand-

ards to ensure quality patient services. Academic Credit is conferred upon
evidence of adequate learning (cognitive, attitudinal and psychomotor skills).

Because of variation in standards in educational institutions, certitification of

the individual is used to validate academic credit. These two mechanisms, there-

fore, have developed as the current measurement of competency.
It is now recognized that learning occurs outside the academic environment.

The need to measure this learning has precipitated the development of equivalency
and proficiency testing.

Written equivalency examinations are being proposed for comparing learning

outside academia to learning within colleges and universities. Written proficiency

examinations are also being developed which are supposed to test job skill so

as to establish levels at which experienced, but not necessarily certified, prac-

titioners can be hired. This Society has participated in the development of these

equivalency examinaions. Support of the proficiency examinations has not been
given primarily for the reasons stated in the following paragraphs. Secondly,

we feel we must withhold support imtil the validity of the norming technique
has been determined. To clarify the current confusion, we will define equivalency
and proficiency and indicate what we believe to be the limitations of the written
examinations. We will also indicate how the tests can partially fulfill the end
for which they have been designed.

Equivalency testing refers to examinations used to equate non-formal learning
with learning achieved in academic courses. Proficiency testing refers to the

assessment of an individual's competency to perform at a certain job level,

(ie) the knowledge and skills required to produced results which meet predeter-

mined criteria for accuracy and precision.

For both academic credit and job performance, knowledge is one necessary
component and it is this component which can be measured with a written test.

"Equivalency" and "proficiency" tests developed to date are in the "paper and
pencil" format and therefore, should be useful in this regard.

In order to grant total equivalence for academic credit, however, attitudinal

and psychomotor skills must be measured. Job performance also requires adequate
psychomotor skill. Because of the nature of these components, the written exami-
nation in this instance is not an appropriate measuring instrument.
The American Society of Medical Technologists believes that written examina-

tions can and .should be used to measure knowledge however it may have been
acquired. We believe further, that tests in other formats should be developed
to measure those components (attitudinal and psychomotor skills) which ai'e

necessary to prove total equivalence in terms of both academic credit and job
performance.

Speaking for a broadly based membership representing all areas of practice

in medical technology, ASMT accepts its responsibility to work with other appro-
priate organizations and agencies to produce the type of tools which we believe

will most effectively measure the quality of laboratory personnel serving the
patient.

Re H.R. 1.

Law Offices, Bird and Tansill,
Washington, D.C., February 17, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : In your recent consideration of the captioned Bill. I

would appreciate it if you would con.sider amending Sections 3121 and 3306(b)
of the Internal Revenue Code to avoid the multiple taxes imposed by the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) and the Federal Unemployment Tax Act
(FUTA) with respect to members of an aflSliated group of con>orations.
The i)roblem of the duplication of taxes under these two Sections arises, for

example, when an employee of a holding company performs services for one
or more subsidiary corporations. The Internal Revenue Service has taken the
position that if that employee's salary or compensation is allocated to the various
subsidiary companies for which he renders services, each company is a separate
employer for FICA and FUTA purposes. If these subsidiary companies were
operated as divisions or departments of a single corporation, there would be no
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such duplication of tax. The employees, on the other hand, is not subjected to

duplicative taxation because he is allowed a credit for his excess contributions.

There is no such credit for the employer.
The Tax Section of the American Bar Association has recommended to the

American Bar Association that it urge the Congress to amend the law in this

respect. I am enclosing an excerpt from the Bulletin of the Tax Section published
in the summer, 1971. The explanation urging Congressional action is stated in

a far better way than I could do. However, if you would consider this statement
as a part of my statement for the purposes of any Committee action, I would
appreciate it.

It is my understanding that a somewhat similar proposal was adopted by
your Committee in connection with the Social Security Act Amendments of 1967,

but that it was deleted in conference.

I am sure the Committee is well aware of the increasing tendency on the part

of banks, insurance companies and similar institutions to create holding com-
panies in order that their operations may be diversified. In view of these develop-

ments, it seems only fair that the recommendation of the American Bar
Association be given serious consideration. The existing duplication of tax on
employers creates an economic disincentive militating against business organiza-

tion in the most efficient manner.
Respectfully submitted,

ROBEBT J. BiBD.

Committee on Excise and Employment Taxes

1. to amend the internal revenue code of 1954 to avoid duplication of tax
imposed by the federal insueance contributions act and the federal un-
employment tax act with respect to members of an affiliated group of

corporations

Resolved, That the American Bar Association recommends to the Congress
that the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 be amended to avoid duplication of tax

imposed by the Federal Insurance Contributions Act and the Federal Unemploy-
ment Tax Act with respect to members of an affiliated group of corporations ; and

Further Resolved, That the Association proposes that this result be effected

by amending sections 3121 and 3306
;

Further Resolved That the Section of Taxation is directed to urge the follow-

ing amendments, or their equivalent in purpose and effect, on the proper com-
mittees of the Congress

:

Sec. 1. Section 3121(a) (1) is amended to read as follows (eliminate matter

[in black bracketsl and insert new matter in italics) :

(1) that part of the remuneration which, after remuneration (other than

remuneration referred to in the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection)

equal to $7,800 vath respect to employment has been paid to an individual

by an employer during any calendar year, is paid to such individual by such

employer during such calendar year. For the purpose of determining whether
an employer has paid such remuneration equal to $7,800—

(A) if an employer (hereinafter referred to as successor employer)

during any calendar year acquires substantially all the property used in

a trade or business of another employer (hereinafter referred to as a

predecessor), or used in a separate unit of a trade or business of a

predecessor, and immediately after the acquisition employs in his trade

or business an individual who immediately prior to the acquisition was
employed in the trade or business of such predecessor, [then for the

purpose of determining whether the successor employer has paid re-

muneration (other than remuneration referre<l to in the succeeding

paragraphs of this subsection) with respect to employment equal to

$7,800 to such individual during such calendar year,] any remuneration

(other than remuneration referred to in the succeeding paragraphs of

this subsection) with respect to employment paid (or considered under

this paragraph as having been paid) to such individual by such prede-

cessor during such calendar year and prior to such acquisition shall be

considered as having been paid by sucli successor employer; and
(B) if an employer at the date of payment of the remuneration is a

member of an affiHatvd <jroup of corporations as defined in section loO//

(a) (without regard to section 150Jf{b)). such employer shall be con-

sidered as having paid any remuneration (other than remuneration

referred to in the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) with respect

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 -- 35
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to employment previously paid {or considered under this paragraph as

having heen paid) to such individual during the same calendar year iy
any other corporation which is also a member of such affiliated group on
such date;

Sec. 2. Section 3306(b) (1) is amended to read as follows (eliminate matter
[in black brackets] and insert new matter in italics) :

(1) that part of the remuneration which, after remuneration (other than
remuneration referred to in the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection)

equal to $4,200 with respect to employment has been paid to an individual by
an employer during any calendar year, is paid to such individual by such
employer during such calendar year. For the purpose of determining ivhether

an employer has paid such remuneration equal to $4,200—
( A ) [//] if an employer ( hereinafter referred to as successor employ-

er) during any calendar year acquires substantially all the property used
in a trade or business of another employer (hereinafter referred to as

a predecessor), or used in a separate unit of a trade or business of a
predecessor, and immediately after the acquisition employs in his trade
or business an individual who immediately prior to the acquisition was
employed in the trade or .business of such predecessor, then, [for the
purpose of determining whether the successor employer has paid re-

muneration (other than remuneration referred to in the succeeding
paragraphs of this subsection) with re-spect to employment equal to

$4,200 to such individual during such calendar year,] any remuneration
(other than remuneration referred to in the succeeding paragraphs of
this subsection) with respect to employment paid (or considered under
this paragraph as having been paid) to such individual by such prede-
cessor during such calendar year and prior to such acquisition shall be
considered as having been paid by such successor employer ; and

(B) if an employer at the date of payment of the remuneration is a
member of an affiliated group of corporations as defined in section

150Jf{a) (without regard to section 150J/{b)), such employer shall be
considered as having paid any remuneration {other than remuneration
referred- to in the succeeding paragraphs of this subsection) with respect
to employment previously paid {or considered under this paragraph as
having been paid) to such individual during the same calendar year by
any other corporation which is also a member of such affiliated group
on such date;

Sec. 3. The amendments made by sections 1 and 2 shall apply to calendar years
beginning after the date of enactment thereof.

Explanation

SUMMARY

The Federal Insurance Contributions Act and the Fetleral Unemployment Tax
Act impose a tax on employers based on wages paid to employees. The one is

limited to wages of $7,800 and the other to wages of $4,200. Because the tax is

based on wages paid by an employer to an employee, duplication of tax will

occur when an employee changes employment during a calendar year. The prof-
fered Legislative Recommendation Avill prevent duplication of tax when an
employee is transferred between members of an affiliated group of corporations
or performs services for more ttian one member of an affiliated group of corpora-
tions at the same time.

DISCUSSION

The Federal Insurance Contributions Act and the Federal Unemployment Tax
Act are structured in such a way that the tax is limited by the amount of w^iges
paid an employee with a limitation placed on the amount thereof. The theory
underlying this limitation is that benefits paid out of funds provided by the taxes
are based ui>on the amount of wages earned by an employee during his employ-
ment up to a set amount. If an employee remains employed by a single employer
during the entire calendar year, Iwth the employer and employee pay a tax under
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act which is limited to wages $7,800. On
the other hand, if an employee changes his employment during the calendar year,
both he and his second employer must commence paying tax as though he had not
been employed during tJie year. This is also true for employers under the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act with respect to wages of $4,200.
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In 1939, employees were relieved of this duplication of tax by the introduction

of a provision for special refunds of excess tax paid. In 1950, successor employers
were granted relief from this duplication of tax in cases where they acquired

substantially all the proijerty used in a trade or business of a predecessor and
immediately thereafter employed employees who immediately prior to the acqui-

sition were employed in the trade or business of the predecessor. This relieved

a partnership from having to pay tax on wages in excess of the stated limitation

when a member died and the partnership was thereby dissolved and a new one

established. It also relieved successor corporations when mergers or consolida-

tions were effected or when an individual incorporated his business and continued

to operate a similar enterprise through ownership of the stock of the corporation.

There is no more reason to grant relief in the case of successor employers than

in the case of affiliated cori>orations. Usually there are numerous transfers of

individuals among parent and subsidiary cori>orations. It places an unfair burden

on business enterprises which are multi-corporate to require them to pay these

taxes as though they were entirely unrelated. There is ample precedent for

treating affiliated cori>orations as a single unit for tax purposes and such treat-

ment is amply justified with respect to the taxes involved here.

It is not unusual for an individual to be an executive of a parent company
and perform services for several subsidiary companies. He may receive his

compensation from the parent company but in the allocation of administrative

expenses a proportionate part of his salary is charged to the several subsidiaries.

In this situation the Service had indicated that the wage limitation applies to

remuneration attributable to each company rather than to total remuneration

received by the executive. (Letter from D. S. Bliss, Dept. Comm'r., Nov. 25. 1936.)

In such a case, there is no reason for the duplication of tax that results from the

present wording of the law. The form in which a business enterprise chooses to

function for sound bu.siness reasons should not result in an undue tax burden.

The Section's Committee on Excise and Employment Taxes carefully con-

sidered extending the scoi>e of the proposal to include sister corporations which

are not affiliated corporations, by reference to section 1563 instead of 1504. The
committee decided not to do this because the tax problems relate principally to

memhers of affiliated groups and it was found that reference to section 1563

would creat undue complexity.
The subject matter of his Legislative Recommendation grew out of a meeting

of several members of the Committee on Excise and Employment Taxes who are

employees of cori^orations which are members of affiliated groups and who are

aware' of the technical inequity which the Recommendation intends to correct.

The Legislative Recommendation addresses itself to a problem of general concern

and has received the approval of 15 members of the committee (no member
voted against the Recommendation), some of whom are in private practice, em-

ployed by governmental agencies and employed by private corporations. For the

reasons stated, the Recommendation has been conceived in the public interest and
not for the benefit of any specific member of the committee or of any employer

or client of a member.

Falls Church, Va.,

February 15, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long.
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : The Report of the Advisory Council on Social Security

of 1971 on "Social Security Financing" starts thus : "Financing of the ca.sh bene-

fits and financing of the Medicare parts of the social security program are closely

interrelated and should be considered together. For this reason the Council's

findings and recommendations on financing are dealt with in this section rather

than in the separate reports on cash benefits and Medicare."
This assumes that the operation and financing of programs are not organically

related and may be considered apart from each other. But according to Dr. Ezra

Solomon, now a member of the President's Council of I]conomic Advisers, in

The Theory of Financial Management, 1963. Chapter 1. "The Scoi)e of the Finance

Function,"' pages 2 and 3. the correct "amjronch is that financial management is

properly viewed as an integral part of over-all management rather than as a

staff specialty concerned with fund-raising oi>erations. In this broader vie\v the

central issue of financial policy is the wise use of funds, and the central proce.ss

involved is a rational matching of advantages of potential uses against the cost
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of alternative potential sources so as to achieve the broad financial goals which
an enterprise sets for icself. The underlying tund-using proposals which originate
within tne operating departments of an enterprise ai'e still assumed as given.

So are present and prospective conditions in technology and in the markets for

goods, services and capital. Given these data, the tuuction of financial mauage-
menc is to review and control decisions to commit or recommit funds to new or
ongoing uses. Thus, in addition to raising funds, financial management is directly

concerned with production, marketing and other functions within an enterprise
whenever decisioiLs are made about the acquisition or destruction of assets." Dr.
Solomon quotes with approval from a 1925 American Management Association's
Financial Executives' Series : "The job of the financial executive demands that
he phase in his viewpoint with the operating executive in each division of his

organization, compelling him as well to view every problem presented, not only
from the standpoint of his ability to finance the project, but also from the per-

spective of the operator, who considers it primarily from the standpoint of

facilitating more efficient operations and production. . .
."

Dr- Solomon (in the second chapter on "The Objective of Financial Manage-
ment," pages 22-24), shows how this principle applies in considering "the owner
point of view," "Society's point of view," and iNianagement s point of view. He
says "profits" is an owner-oriented concept. But "profitability" is an operational
concept, concerned only with the production or creation of new wealth. "In this

more restricted sense the potential profitability of different courses of action

provides the criterion for economizing the use of social resources, and profit-

maximization is simply the quest for economic efficiency . .
." (page 17).

Substitute the word "welfare" for the word "wealth" in the above book and
it makes good sense. (However, this is the "welfare" we have in mind when we
talk about the "Economics of Welfare," i.e. well-being, and not merely the "wel-

fare" problems your committee has so painfully before it when dealing with pov-

erty problems.) Notice, also, the phrase, "profitability of different courses of ac-

tion," and its applicability to how to make decisions about the alternate uses of

Social Security Trust Funds, just as much as to other kinds of funds.

My letter to Senator Harry F. Byrd, Sr. then Chairman of your Committee
(Hearings on H.R (>675, "Social Security," 89th Congress, First Session, May,
1965, pages 1123-5) included criticism of the Reixjrt of the Advisory Council on
Social Security of 1965, because of its failure to recognize a new dimension in

Medicare. Until then the Social Security system was concerned only with transfer

iwyments to beneficiaries who themselves chose how to spend the money they

received. With Medicare, a new responsibility came to the Social Security Admin-
istration, namely, spending the beneficiary's money for him for medical and hos-

pital services. (This difference is still concealed in the way these government
expenditures are classified, erroneously, in the national income accounts). Opera-
tionally, the Medicare program differs entirely from the cash benefit program. You
wrote me that you were influenced by my arguments when you said, on the Senate
floor {Congressional Record, July 9, 19(>5, page 15582), speaking about Medicare,
that "it can better be judged by an economist than an actuary, better by a social

worker than an accountant, and even better by those of us here today who have
the opportunity to go among our folks back home and see the needs that are met,
the fears that are dissolved, the wants that are satisfied by what we have
wrought." This is cost-benefit analysis in a nutshell and states specifically that

we should be concerned not only with how much money is spent but also with
how well it is .spent- Are we getting our money's worth? Even better, are we get-

ting not merely our "money's" worth (each unit of money being worth less and
less,) but are we getting the maximum benefit from our labor, trouble and/or
pain (or, for the more affluent, inconvenience) '?

There is a slight improvement, on the subject of Medicare, in the 1971 report
of the Advisory Council on Social Security, over that of the 1965 report which
guided Congress when that program was originated. The latter report includes

a Report of the Panel of Actuaries and Economists to the Suhconimittee on Cost
Estimates and Financial Policy of the Advisory Council on Social Security,

December 31, 1970, with Wendell Milliman, a consulting actuary, as chairman.
While there are two actuaries and three economists who preiiared this report,

in my opinion, this report does not do justice to the economic dimension. It dis-

cusses "economic assumptions," assuming the main purpose "crystal-ball gazing."
It remains the kind of "actuarial" rei>ort, the limitations of which are spelled

out in the onlj' book generally available attempting to define "actuarial sound-
ness," Dorrance Bronson's Concepts of Actuarial Soundness in Pension Plans
(1957).
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Mr. Robert J. Myers, former Chief Actuary of the Social Security Administra-
tion, testifying before your comxuittee on January 21, criticized one of the findings

by saying that "it is not prudent now to count on profits arising from future

economic changes over a long future period, before such changes occur." That's
right. The reason is their great uncertainty, their unpredictability. But I would
add that Mr. Myers' argiunent applies just as much to counting on costs arising

from future changes over a long future i^eriod, before such changes occur. It is

Hubris (the Greeks had a word for it) or Chutzpa (and so did the Hebrews)
to attempt to operate programs on the basis of hypothetical assumptions
about what will happen 75 years from now, or even as soon as 25 years from now
(as in the Medicare projections). The validity of such forecasts requires airing

among the general body of economists.
According to Dorrance C. Bronson's Concepts of Actuarial Soundess in Pension

Plans, (1957) "actuarial soundness means different things to different people"

and it is an "amorphous concept." In essence, an actuarial statement about the

future is a probability statement based upon assumptions. It is a hypothetical

statement, not a flat prediction. For instance, an acuary says that if certain

assumptions turn out to be correct there will be a cerain cost or henefit in a pro-

gram. The assumptions always have to be changed so that really all bets are off.

The actuary is never proven to be wrong and never proved to be right, either.

Meanwhile, his projections, often misinterpreted as factual statements, may have
an irrevocable effect in preventing the "potntial profiteability of different courses

of action," to use Dr. Solomon's term, from being rationally considered.

I understand that you are putting into the official record of your Hearings
an article in the April 1970 Reader's Digest by Robert J. Myers, "Social Security

at the Crossroads." Mr. Myers was then still Chief Actuary of the Social Security

Administration. This article discusses a "conflict of philosophies" between what
he called a "moderate" (his own position) and an "expansionist" approach
(that of the Honorable "Wilbur J. Cohen, ex-Secretary of Health, Education &
Welfare, among others). He states here: "In the i)ast. Congress has held the

expansionists in check, and thus kept the system actuarially sound."

Mr. Myers may be right in contending that we should prevent excessive Gov-
ernment encroachment into the pension field which stifles desirable private enter-

prise here. But this is not a question of actuarial soundness, but of opposing
economic philosophy. Presumably, aetuarily sound programs can be devised for

programs of varying magnitudes, from niggardly to moderate to generous but

economically feasible to expansionist and so on.

Mr. Myers had a difference of opinion with some H.E.W- officials. He resigned,

not for actuarial reasons, but for policy reasons. According to him, while in

office, "principal respon.sibility for cost estimates for the Medicare program (ex-

cept for certain economic assumptions) has always been assigned to me." (Fi-

nance Committee Hearings on Medicare and Medicaid, July 1 & 2. 1969. page
445). But, in a letter addressed to me (Finance Committee Hearings on H.R.

12080, "Social Security Amendments of 1967," 90th Congress, First Session, Part 3.

page A208) Mr. Myers stated that is was not his responsibility to determine

"economic feasibility" of the program.
In your Committee's Hearing record on H.R. 17550, "Social Security Amend-

ments of 1970," 91st Congress, Second Session (i>ages 1336-9) may be found a

discussion by me of the question of the proper role of actuaries in the Medicare

program. This question is still imsettled. in fact, it is not even adequately dis-

cussed. Accordingly, I request that you include in the record of your present Hear-

ings, together with this letter, several other letters, four printed in new.spapers

and one to President John.son, in the interest of getting more attenion to this

crucial subject from actuaries, economists, public officials and others.

Yours sincerely,
Sidney KoREn^z.

[From the New York Times, Aug. 11, 1967]

Medicare Economics

(By Sidney Koretz)

Your Aug. 7 editorial "Slowdown on Social Security" might also have men-

tioned a flagrant omission by the House Ways and Means Committee. It was
pointed out in the recent report to the President on medical care prices from the

Gorham group in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare that the
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Social Security Administration lias been too slow in coming to grips with the

economic problems of Medicare.
This report deplores the absence of moves towai-d "cost-reducing methods

in the reimbursement guidelines : "The present Medicare reimbursement scheme,

v)ased on 'reasonable cost' does not provide hospitals and other health facilities

with adequate incentive to be efficient."

According to Robert J. Myers, Chief Actuary of the Social Security Adminis-

tration, the reduction of benefits is the only way to reduce co.sts. His main interesit

is in "actuarial soundness." No corresponding interest exists yet in the economic

problem of getting the most for Medicare money.
The Social Security Administration passively submits to unsound or not-ade-

quately studied reimbursement guidelines presented by the American Hospital

Association and Blue Cross. Reports by the American Medical Association and

the Public Health Ser^-ice are in direct conflict with the implied view that the

"reasonable-cost" concept foisted upon Congress is economically reasonable.

Arlington, Va., August 19, 1967.

President Lyndon B. Johnson,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President: I was in the Social Security Administration where I

prepared a report recommending a similar approach to that in the Gorham
Report on Medical Care Prices addressed to you.

In the bill—H.R. 12080—passed two days ago in the Hou.se of Representatives,

Title IV, Section 402 has the caption : "Incentive for lowering costs while main-

taining quality and increasing efficiency in the provision of health services." This

is a step in the right direction, but the Social Security Administration has not

been planning on it.

"Health Insurance for the Aged : The Statistical Program" by Howard West,

in the January Social Security Bulletin, gives no inkling of contemplated research

in the "program evaluation" or "cost reduction" direction, as envisaged in the

Gorham Report, to make possible the Programming-Planning-Budgeting System
(PPBS) which you have called for. The announced Social Security Administra-

tion research program mentions certain residual "analytical studies," including

"studies of utilization and costs of health .services," "studies of effectiveness of

administration," and "studies relating to specific provisions." Conceivably the

study called for under Title IV, Section 402 of H.R. 12080 could come under one

of these headings but it is still only a gleam in their eyes. We are told they

must await future findings of the "statistical system."

PPBS means basic thinking "before we start to bend metal." It does not mean
simply awaiting the results of "actuarial experience," more often than not an ex-

cuse for merely muddling through. Economy, in its true social sense, means not

merely foreseeing the future, as in a crystal ball or an actuarial report. It means
shaping ; the future to get the mo.st from limited resources. The "most" is not

measured just in dollars and cents or "economic" accumulation in a material

sense. It is measured by how it enriches human life.

Tours sincerely,
Sidney Koretz.

[From the Northern Virginia Sun, July 9, 1969]

Freudian Slip 'in Congress

(By Sidney Koretz)

Testifying before the Senate Finance Committee on July 2, in hearings on
alleged abu.ses in Medicare and Medicaid, Social Security Deputy Commissioner
Arthur E. Hess made a "Freudian slip" of the tongue when he quickly changed
the phrase "our drafting" to the "the drafting" of a certain section of the law.

It appears that merely from reading the law. Sen. Jack Miller failed to get full

implications of Section 1862 (a) (2) of Title 18 of the Social Security Law. Only
after an H.E.W. lawyer explained the "legi.slative history" behind the law, could
the senator understand why the government had to make certain payments even
when there w^as "no legal obligation to pay." The law, of course, was drafted by
the Social Security Administration, not by Congress, which merely went through
the motions of pas.sing it. Later members of Congress have to learn what it means,
i.e. hearings occur to determine what was the "Congressional intent" in pass-

ing it.
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In his speech of May 14, Sen. John J. Williams said that "the law requires

intermediaries and carriers to exercise effective controls on utilization of serv-

ices." (Congressional Record, page S5202). Inquiry of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee elicited the information that this requirement is found in Sections 1816 (b)

and 1861 (k) of Title 18 of the Social Security Law. Actually, these sections have

to do with requirements by the H.E.W. secretary not to enter agreements "not

consistent with the effective and efficient administration" of the program which

in fact has no guidelines of any kind to help bring about the exercise of effec-

tive controls on utilization of services, other than the existence of a "utilization

review plan."

I don't see that these provisions dealing with the functions of the secretary

necessarily impose upon intermediaries and carriers the requirement "to exer-

cise effective controls" to the point of sohnng the problems upixrmost in Sena-

tor Williams' mind during his speech, namely the "rising cost" of Medicare and

Medicaid. In my letter to Senator Abraham Ribicoff, who held hearings in 1968

on "Health Care in America," (Hearings, Subcommittee on Executive Re(jrgani-

zation of Senate Government Operations Committee, 90th Congress, Second Ses-

sion, pages 1010-13), I drew attention to testimony by the then H.E.W. Secretary

Wilbur J. Cohen that the present law only permits certain exc-eptional "exi>eri-

ments", under Title IV, Section 402, to produce the sort of "effective controls"

Senator Williams has in mind. Mr. Cohen said that after they come up with "a

good idea, a workable idea on incentive, efficiency and economy" they would ap-

proach Congress to give them '•some kind of authority" to make a beginning in

the direction Senator Williams desires. Under Secretary of H.E.W. John G. Vene-

man. on July 1, told the Finance Committee that the "program lends itself to

creating costs" not to reducing them.
Before Medicare was passed, I was given an assignment in the Social Security

Administration to relate a University of Michigan Study of Hospital Economics

to possible application to Medicare. The Division of Disability Operations of the

S.S.A. of which the present Deputy Commissioner Arthur E. Hess was then Di-

rector, had had no use for economists in its program. The Health Insurance

Task Force, set up in that division to plan for the implementation of the expected

Medicare law, had accountants, statisicians, sampling theorists and various types

of adminisi;rative specialists, but nobody who thought in terms of economics.

The economist's main concern is not with money but with what money buys

;

that is, he asks for the best health results at a given cost or the least cost for

given health results. He wants to know what is being paid for, why it costs

so much, and how to get it at less cost. The Medicare program is now in the

hands of actuaries, not economists. In actuarial parlance, every benefit to a

human being is a cost to a fund but in economic language every benefit has a

cost we want to minimize. The actuary says if less benefits are promised we
have "actuarial soundness" or "health" (a synonym for "soundness"). He hopes

for the worst in human health so that the fund may be healthy. The economist

dare not merely hope for the best but it commanded to show the best way to bring

about good results. Economy means not merely foreseeing the future, as in a

crystal ball or an actuarial report, but shaping the future to get the most from
limited resources.
My report showed that Blue Cross and the American Hospital Association,

both given the green light by the Report of the Advisory Council on Social

Security, 1965, which guided Congress in setting up Medicare, had not yet

mastered the economic principles for correct costing and pricing accepted by

business people generally.

It fell upon deaf ears within the Social Security Administration, but was
reflected in material in the record of the House Ways & Means Committee's

Hearings "Medical Care for the Aged," on H.R. 3920 in 1964, including a prophecy

that Medicare contracts would have to be "renegotiated" and an exchange of

Letters with Gov. George Roniney, who tried to defend the University of

Michigan Study against my criticism, which, however, he called "thoughtful."

I wrote a letter to the then Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,

Harrv F. Bvrd Sr., which he put into the record ( Hearings on H.R. 667.") "Social

Security," 89th Congress, First Session, May 1965, pages 1123-25, This impel'e<l

Senator Russell B. Long, now Chairman, to write me that my comments gave him
inspiration to say in the Senate, just before Medicare was passed, that it could

be "better judged by an economist than an actuary, better by a social worker

than an accountant . . . (Congressional Record, July 9, 1965 p. 15582 and
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letter to me from Sen. Long, dated July 16, 1965). I now call upon our Senator

Harry F. Byrd Jr., recently joining the Finance Committee, to remind the

Chairman that the judgment he called for at the inception of the Medicare

program is long overdue.

[From the Northern Virginia Sun, Nov. 17, 1971]

A New Dimension to Medicare

(By Sidney Koretz)

The Health, Education and Welfare Department announces another increase

in the Medicare hospital patient's bill. He will have to pay the first $68, instead

of $60 as hitherto.

Unlike cash Social Security payments to the beneficiary, most Medicare pay-

ments are to providers of hospital and medical services and not to the bene-

ficiary. In the case of non-profit hospitals (most of them), it is the ho.spital, and
not tiie patient, that is considered the final consumer, in the national income
accounts.
A new dimension was introduced to the Social Security system with Medicare.

The H.E.W. was concerned only mth transfer payments until it came along.

Now it was to have respon-sibility for spending the Ijeneficiary's money for

him, instead of letting him do it himself. Nevertheless, over my protests, embodied
in letters to the President, other Government officials and editors, (much of

this material printed with Congressional hearing records), an erroneous classifi-

cation was adopted by the Commerce Department and approved by the Budget
Bureau and the Social Security Administration.

Social Security Commissioner Robert M. Ball (before Group Health Institute,

Group Health Association, Washington, D.C. June 2, 1971) said that "when
Medicare was passed in August 1965 the general concern was that it not make
ba.sic changes in the health system.
"The basic concern in Congress and elsewhere was that this Government-

operated program not interfere with the way in which the going system of

medical care is organized and operated. The public emphasis was almost entirely

on keeping the economic burden of illness from overwhelming old people and
their sons and daughters. Its object was to prevent economic disaster and to do
so without interfering in any major way uith the traditional organization of

the medical care system."
My letter in the Washington Daily News of September 20. 1965, however,

criticized Mr. Ball because in an address before the American Hospital Associa-
tion "he gave no indication that there had been any planning about 'program
evaluation' and 'cost reduction.' "

I went on to say : "Congress failed to give adequate attention to the economic
analysis of the subject. There is nothing about 'program evaluation' or 'cost

reduction' in the Senate Finance Committee Report on the 1965 Social Security
Amendments. Only Senator Russell Long, just l)efore Senate action, raised the
question at all, when he said the program could be 'better judged by an econo-
mist than actuary.' "

Isn't it amazing that Mr. Ball should think that it is possible to make revo-
luntary changes without revoluntary effects? Dr. Charles L. Schultze, formerly
Bureau of Budget Director, .said on September 23, 1970 at a National Economists
Club luncheon, that it was generally thought "you ought to have your head
examined," if you suggested when Medicare & Medicaid were started that they
should be examined in terms of economic priorities.

This puts me in that category, but also Dr. Schultze himself who suggests it as
Budget Director and in Congres.sional testimony, though he ignored it later as
Chairman of the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Covmcil. The law set this up
to do something which so far has not been done, namely, put some economic sense
into the medicare program. Senator Russell Long, now Finance Committee Chair-
man, also suggested it at the time as I have indicated above.
The only suggestions for study in the Reports of the Ways & Means Committee

and the Finance Committee in 1965. had to do with survey sampling and "actu-
arial" reporting. They were dependent on the professional staff of the Social
Security Administration which was long on survey statisticians and actuaries
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but short on economists. This situation, api>arently. continues to this day. The
Analysis of Health Insurance Projwsals Introduced in the 02nd Cong^ress. by the
actuaries of the Social Security Administration, printed for the use of the House
"Ways and Means Committee, fails to provide the information needed to decide
among these proposals.

"Cost, price, and expenditure may be. but generally are not, equal," it was
noted in Volume I, of the American Medical As.sociation's Report of the Commis-
sion on the Cost of Medical Care. Too many fail to heed this warning with the
result that we don't always know the difference between "up" and "down" in
health economics.
The Social Security Administration actuaries fail to distinguish between

"costs" and "exx)enditures." (They received criticism from Senator Edward M.
Kennedy on this score.)

You would think that the rich generally have higher costs than the poor be-
cause they .Hi)end more. When a President boasted that the health expenditures
of the Government had more than doubled, was he boasting of higher costs? The
Social Security Administration regularly confuses a program of higher utiliza-

tion \\ath one of "higher costs." They also confuse problems of cost distribution
with those of cost increase (or reduction, which, however, now is considered
contrary to nature).
When .John Gardner was H.E.W. Secretary, he convened a National Conference

on Medical Co.sts which made a good beginning in public education in health eco-
nomics. The Social Security law was amended in 1967 in response to critici.sm of
the "reasonable cost" unreasonable economic concept fathered by the attitude
described by Mr. Ball of "not interfering in any ma.ior way with the traditional
organization of the medical care sy.stem." The H.E.W. Secretary was empowered
to engage in "economic experiments," but they are .still dragging their feet.

[From the Northern Virginia Sun, Feb. 12, 1972]

(By Sidney Koretz)

My letter in the Northern Virginia Sun of November 17, 1971, "A New Dimen-
sion to Medicare." included criticism of Congress for neglecting the economic
analy.sis of the Social Security health insurance program in favor of excessive
reliance on survey statisticians and actuaries. Senator Rus.sell B. Long, Finance
Committee Chairman, had agreed with me, when he said on the Senate floor, just
before Medicare was passed that it could be "better judged by an economist than
by actuary."

I sent a copy of this letter to Senator William B. Spong Jr., and he replied that
this "begs the question." He .sent me a copy of his speech in Richmond on Septem-
ber 7, 1971. Here he started by saying that a "health crisis in the nation" is a
"claim easy to document." Then, after citing increasing expenditures on health,

representing an increasing iwrtion of the Gro.«s National Product, he deplored
the "growing financial burden" this represents for all Americans.

I replied to him that the so-called "health crisis" is not easy to document. I

said he confused increa.sing exiienditures with increasing costs. True, we are
spending more on health, the question is are we getting our money's worth? This
is a debatable question without an "easy" answer.

In the New York Times National Economic Survey, in the first week of Jan-
uary, there was a statement by a doctor that Americans "pay what is believed to

be the highest ytev capita costs for medical care ... of any country without evi-

dence to show that the extra investment results in better health for the in-

dividual." But on the same page there was precisely such evidence. Lawrence K.
Altman. in "The High Cost of Medicine." after detailing 3.3 pages of a patient's

hospital bill, totaling .$1.'.000 for six-weeks treatment for a near-fatal attack of

anpendicitis continued : "Had Mrs. Brown had the same illness just 10 years ago.

there would have been no financial problems. Mrs. Brown would have died within
davs from the complications."
The dead do not praise God. according to a Biblical Psalm. Nor are they in poor

health. The main culprit causing "increasingly co.sts" for health care is guess
who? The medical doctor in collusion \^ith a hospital. They complicate things by
letting a greater i>ercentage of the sick survive than before.

The section on "Health and Medical Care." (pages 13.5-141) of the Annual Re-
port of the President's Council of Economic Advisers discu.sses the "paradoxes"
which add to the difficulty of diagnosis of the so-called "health cri.sis." (Since
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every area of modern life is now in "crisis", it would be unhealthy if health were
not in the swim of things, too.) The answer is not easy. ''To start to answer the

general question of how we can best 'produce' health, we must find a way of

measuring changes in the level of health. What much be measured is the actual

output—health—not simply such inputs as amounts of medicine consumed, days
spent in hospitals, or the hours in consultation with doctors ... It was once as-

sumed that rising incomes would lead to improved health, but this assumption is

now open to question."
The H.E.W. Social Security Administration still drags its feet when it comes to

recognizing what I called "a new dimension."

Testimony Submitted by the National Organization for Women (NOW), by
Merrilee Dolan, Chairone, Taskforce on Women in Poverty

They were married at the end of their freshman year in college. Jane dropped
out of college and took a job in a department store to support them while John
got his degree. Upon graduation, John got a good job and Jane became a full-

time housewife.
Their marriage started going noticeably sour about the time of her third

pregnancy. Over the next few years, their marital discord deepened, and in

1970 they were divorced.

Of course, Jane got the kids and the house (and the mortgage). At the be-

ginning, John was faithful in making the support payments ($400 a month was
a very good deal, Jane discovered, when she compared notes with other divorced

women ) , and she was managing to scrape by.

The recession wiped out the convenient part-time job she obtained after the

separation, .so she devoted her energies to getting her belated college degree.

A few months after the divorce, John was transferred to another state. Within
a year, he remarried, and then the trouble with the support payments began.

Jane's lawyer told her he was doing all he could, but that interstate support
problems were tricky ; and besides, the DA's and the courts were not partial to

harassing middle class men.
What was Jane to do now? Her income had suddenly dropped below the danger

point, and the prospects were ominous. Obviously, she had to look for a job.

But in a recession, who hires a 32-year-old woman with no skills, no work history

for more than 10 years, and with a pre-school child to eau.se child care problems?
A friend suggested she ask the welfare department if she could get some help.

The suggestion shocked Jane. She was white, middle class, educated, and proud.
Welfare? She'd starve first.

She could sell the house and live on the proceeds until she graduated and got

a job. But when she checked out rents for a suitable apartment, when the real

estate agent calculated how little equity there would be after sales costs and
moving, and most of all, when she saw the children react to the threat to what
remained of .security, she couldn't go through with it.

Yes. the welfare worker .said, she was eligible for Aid to Families with De-
pendent Children—a small grant as long as the support payments were low and
irregular, plus food stamps and medical care. And so Jane and her children
became a part of the alarming upward spiral of welfare dependency. They fell

into the clutches of the reputed monster that is supposed to break up families,

that allegedly rewards immorality and indolence, and is .said to be sapping the
moral fiber of a nation which became great through hard work and self-reliance.

Is it misleading to introduce a critique of welfare with an example of a white
middle-class woman and her children? We think not. The number of such women
on welfare is increasing.^ Hardline welfare reformers have lately been shifting
their attacks from total reliance on veiled racist innuendo to more and more
indignation over welfare recipients who live in "nice" neighborhoods, who own
"nice" things, who have the nerve to accept public funds and then not act
destitute.

Our point is not racial or racist. It is. on the contrary', an as.sertion that while
black women and brown women are more vulnerable to welfare dependency, it is

because the racial discrimination they suffer iff heaped on top of their funda-

^ In California thp percntne'p of AFDC mothors with somp rollpsp pducation incrpased
from 4.f>.% in .Tiinp. 1968 to fi.S'/r in Dpcpmbpr. lfl70. In unnublishpd mannsoript. "AFDC
Sociopconomic Characteristics of Families Receiving Aid", California Department of
Social Welfare.
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mental vulnerability, that of being a woman trying to support a family. The
fact is that in March 1970, 46% of the white children who live in families headed
by a woman lived on income below the poverty level."

Our point is that the AFDC program was founded on the premise that any
woman faced with trying to support children alone is going to have a difficult

time. This premise continues to be true. We believe that the hue and cry about the
"welfare problem" is either a deliberate effort to obscure this issue, or evidence
of an alarming inability of public policy-makers in this country to see the facts

as they are.

Our point is that every woman who works full time at rearing her children,

and who depends for the income to do that job on what her man provides, is a

potential welfare recipient. Virtually all AFDC mothers, before they became
economically dependent on the state, were economically dependent on a man.
The "welfare problem" cannot be understood apart from an understanding

of how difficult it is for a woman to be the sole or primary support of her minor
children. There are 8 million American children living in families headed by a

woman.^
At least 60% of these fatherless households are on welfare.* They are not

on welfare because they like it. They are on welfare because they do what they
can to provide for their children, and because the necessity of caring for their

children often interferes with their ability to work, or because even when they
work, the income they can produce in the labor maket does not replace a man's
earnings.
There are some obvious conditions of economic dependency which this society

has learned to tolerate, and even sanction. We clearly no longer expect young
children or the aged to support themselves in the labor market. We are becoming
more tolerant toward economic dependency caused by physical or mental disabili-

ties. We have even come to admit that not all unemployment of able-bodied men
is due to individual incompetence or malingering. For such groups we generally
provide publicly for economic dependency as a matter of right or compensation
(U.I.B. and D.I.B.), with a trend away from moral stigmatization of income
replacement.
Why then is welfare reform rhetoric so intolerant, so vitriolic when AFDC

is involved. What is it that makes the dependency of women and children dif-

ferent when it is caused by the absence of the man of the family rather than
based on his presence?

Regardless of the increasing participation of wives and mothers in the labor
force, it .surely cannot be said that the economic dependency of women is no
longer regarded as normal. To our knowledge, no one has proposed legislation

in Congress or in any state that would force married women with children
over 3 years of age into the labor market when their husbands are supporting
them. On the contrary, we still hear the argument that this country wouldn't
have such an unemployment problem if women would just stay home and mind
the kids, and let the men earn the money.
But for some reason, the economic dependency of former wives who continue

to raise their children without their husband's support is considered improper
and even immoral. What is it that makes cooking and cleaning the house and
washing clothes and getting the kids off to school and taking care of the baby
normal, in fact ideal, when the.se activities are supported by the income of a
husband/father, yet deviant when supported by public funds?
We regret that Congress has not seen fit to analyze the "welfare problem"

as in the early 1960's it analyzed the "poverty problem". Then it became clear
that while poverty was no respecter of race, black and brown "Americans were
poor in disproportionate numbers, largely because they were subject to discrimi-

nation which was systematically denying them access to the opportunity not
to be poor. Hence anti-poverty programs were focussed to a considerable degree
on improving access to equal employment and educational opportunities for the
poor.

With all the imperfections and incompleteness of the anti-poverty efforts of

the 60's, and despite the persistence of the poison of racism in our society, there

2 Elizabeth Waldmac and Kathryn Gover, "Children of Women In the Labor Force,"
Monthly Labor Review. .Tulv.lflTl. p. 24.

3 Robert L. Stoln, "The Rconomic Status of Ffinillles TTondod by Woinon", Monthly Labor
Review. December 1070, v 4.

« Ibid., p. .'!
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are fewer poor Americans today than there were ten years ago. Fewer poor

black and browTi Americans. And fewer poor white Americans, who benefitted

directly from programs designed to open economic opportunities to all, and in-

directly from the positive changes in attitudes toward the poor.

While the total number of families with incomes below the federal poverty

standard has declined significantly in the decade, at the same time, the profile

of poor families has shifted dramatically.

In 1959, 28 of every 100 families (with children) whose incomes fell below

the national poverty standard were single-parent families headed by the mother.

In 1969, 47 of every 100 poor families were headed by the mother.^ The job

and training opportunities generated by the war on poverty were directed toward
men. Hence the significant change in family profiles.

We truly do not understand why Congress will not face the poverty of women
who are on welfare the same way. Poverty is the issue, but it is the systematic

blocking of equal economic opportunities for women that keeps them poor.

Rather than attempting to devise a viable national policy for reducing the

poverty of these families, we continue to approach welfare reform from the

standpoint of reducing welfare rolls. Welfare costs are high; the appearance

of so many families on welfare in recent years is shocking and alarming. But
to continue to look for solutions through reforming the welfare system is keeping

us from approaching solutions.

The hard-line welfare reform approach, typified by the proposals of Governor

Reagan of California, is to dwell on the current dollar cost of welfare, and to

reduce that cost by imposing greater and greater restrictions on welfare eligibility

and welfare benefits. Such restrictions can reduce welfare rolls, but they cannot

reduce the poverty problems of welfare families. In the long run, this approach
means greater costs, not only in dollars, but in the degradation of the society

which perpetrates such callousness.

In too many respects, HR 1 reflects these same attitudes. We most strenuously

object to the forced labor provisions of HR 1. We see no way that such a regressive

and repressive policy can reduce the suffering of welfare recipients.

We do believe that every welfare mother who sees that it is in her interests

and in the best interests of her children to participate in the labor market should

be encouraged to do so and should be assisted to do so. The work incentive policies

adopted by Congress in 1967 have been useful in this direction—they should

not be undermined by the reduction of allowances for the extra cost of working,

and the incentives should not be turned into negative ones. The investment in

positive incentive policies has resulted in a reduction of poverty for many fami-

lies. They should be improved, not whittled down.
We strenously object to the encouragement of exploitation by employers in the

HR 1 provisions which forces a welfare mother deemed employable to accept

employment at 75% of the minimum wage. This unconscionable proposal is not

mitigated by the wage subsidy offered to its victims. One of the reasons that

many of these women are on welfare in the first place is that the wage structure

for women is so low. Any effort to further depress wages for women must be
met with the most vigorous opposition.

We object strenously to the proposed denial of aid to a family headed by a
mother who chooses to enhance her future earning and living potential by
undertaking full time studies. This provision is self-defeating, if economic inde-

pendence is a genuine objective of welfare reform. On the contrary, education
should be encouraged as the basis for future independence.
A society which has always taught its daughters to be dependent is not going

to reverse their dependency in one fell swoop. A society which tolerates a wage
structure which pays a woman who works full time 60% of what it pays men
who work full time,* is not going to reduce the poverty of poor women by forcing

them willy-nilly into such a labor market.
For these reasons we agree with the HR 1 provision to establish a minimum

floor on income for families which cannot meet their needs through employment.
We commend HR I's recognition that low-paying jobs are not exclusively con-

fined to women, and approve the "working poor" concept. However, we submit
that the proposed income floor is totally inadequate to meet the minimum needs
of a family with no outside income, and advocate a base which is decent and

5 Ibid., p. 5.
« Report of the Advisory Commission on the Status of Women, "California Women",

1971, p. 63. See attached table "Comparative Income of Women and Men, 1970".
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adequate. One of the serious problems the inadequacy of the base presents is
the proposal to adopt it without gruarantees that states which grant higher
benefits will continue to do so. Should Congress decide to adopt an inadequate
base simply to establish the principle, it must also require states with a higher
base to maintain benefit levels.

We agree with HR I's recognition of the urgent need for an enormous expansion
of child care programs and facilities. We believe, however, that such an expan-
sion should not be limited to programs aimed exclusively at getting welfare
mothers to work. Funds made available for working welfare mothers through
HR 1 should be integrated with a broad program of child care services for all
families, with definite standards spelled out in law. No one should be denied
child care services because of an inability to pay—likewise, where facilities
are limited, no one should be denied such services because of the ability to pay.

In summary, NOW believes that "welfare reform" is an inadequate solution
to the "welfare problem." Welfare is a pressing national problem because it

reflects the poverty of a majority of families with children whose sole or pri-
mary support is the mother. The poverty of these families is the result of the
transfer of dependency from a hu.sband/father to the state. The necessity for
the transferrence of this dependency is due to the generally inferior economic
status of women in America. All women who depend on a man for the support
of themselves and their children are potential welfare recipients. Should the
man vanish from the scene, chances are enormous that the woman will be unable
to replace his income adequately, if at all.

Much of welfare reform rhetoric promotes the myth that shoring up the nuclear
family will .solve all our problems. We do not agree. The solution to the problem
does not rest with finding another man. Rather, the solution lies in recreating
our social and economic institutions so that the independence of women (rather
than dependence) is the basis for their choice of life-style.

In addition to the inferior wage structure for women, and the restriction on
the kinds of jobs generally available to women, impediments to self-support
include obstacles to equal educational opportunity, especially at advanced levels,
and lack of adequate child care provisions. None of these barriers to economic
equality for women can be overcome by welfare reform. In fact, many of the
provisions of HR 1 would actually intensify the problems.
Congress should recognize welfare reform for what it is—an effort to save

money at the expense of the poor. The more po.sitive elements of HR 1. such as
a minimum floor on family income (amended to provide an adequate base),
assistance to the working poor, increased funding of child care services, should
be adopted. The punitive and regressive features, such as forced labor, subsidies
to employers who pay substandard wages, prohibition of full time studies, should
be stricken. But more important. Congress should rea dress itself to positive
programs that get at the causes of poverty, and should specifically focus on the
causes of the poverty among women.

COMPARATIVE INCOME OF WOMEN AND MEN. 1970 (MEDIAN INCOME)

Occupation

Professional, technical and kindred workers
Managers, officials and proprietors, ex-

cluding farm
Clerical and kindred workers,.
Sales workers
Craftsmen, foremen and kindred workers..
Operatives and kindred workers
Private household workers
Service workers, excluding private house-

hold

Laborers, excluding farm and mine...

Total all workers 5,483 9,225 59.4 3,844 8,036 47.8

Source: U.S. Department of Commprce Bureau of the Census Current population reports: Income in 1970 of Families
and Persons in the United States." p. 110.

Year-ro
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Testimony op Fked Seligman, M.D., M.P.H., on Behalf of the Association
OF Children and Youth Project Directors

introduction

I am Fred Seligman, M.D., Director, Division of Comprehensive Health Care,
and Associate Professor of Pediatrics, University of Miami School of Medicine,
Miami, Florida, and Chairman of the Association of Children and Youth Project
Directors.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee : I appreciate the opportunity

to present to you testimony concerning an extraordinarily successful program
which is scheduled to terminate on June 30, 1972, after five years of existence

—

the special project grants under Title V of the Social Security Act.
I represent the staffs of the 68 Children and Youth Programs throughout these

United States and the more than 500,000 children and youth who receive compre-
hensive health services through these Programs.

recommendation

I endorse most emphatically the continuation of these Programs under Title V
of the Social Security Act. Specifically, our Association supports without reser-
vation amending H.R. 1 to extend Title V of the existing act at a funding level
of $630,00,000 as described in S. 2135 which has been introduced to the Senate
by Senators Gaylord Nelson and Edward Kennedy, Abraham Ribicoff and 14
other sponsors. A companion bill, H.R. 8799 has been introduced to the House of
Representatives by Congressman Edward Koch and co-sponsored by 86 members
of the House.
The remarks in this testimony will be limited primarily to Children and Youth

Projects, although our Association favors continuation of all the programs as
described in S. 2135.

location of programs

These programs exist throughout this Nation : in the Virgin Islands, Puerto
Rico and Hawaii. There are Programs in all corners of the Mainland—Miami,
Concord, Los Angeles, and Seattle ; Central America—Chicago and Omaha ; Rural
America—Little Rock, Charlottesville and Helena.

trend of health cake

This Nation is moving in the direction of comprehensive health services to
defined segments of the population. Many proposals have been receiving serious
legislative concern by many members of the Congress. Mr. Chairman, neither
our Association, nor any member of your Committee has advocated that we
move recklessly in establishing a national health plan. This task requires con-
siderable thought. Even though our health delivery sy.stem is far from i>erfect,

we must resist the temptation to destroy what we already have, only to create
something new. We must instead build on those components of our system that
have proved their effectiveness and modify only those segments of the health
care system that require revision. We cannot afford the economic and human
cost of abandoning programs that have demonstrated tlieir efficacy. We cannot
afford to ignore the critical health problems that daily face this Nation's young.
While potentially holistic plans are under consideration, we must not act so

cautiously that progress is stifled. Because no perfect system has been developed,
Children and Youth Projects should continue to demonstrate and develop im-
proved health care delivery patterns to children. Ultimately, Children and Youth
Projects will phase into an overall national health plan, or, if in the judgment of
this Committee the counsel of our Association be considered wise and visionary,
a national health plan should ultimately be phased into and exi>anded upon a
merging of the basic triad of Title V of the current Social Security Act, namely
Children and Youth Projects, Maternity and Infant Care Projects and Crippled
Children's Projects.

the time to act is now

The exten.sion of these Projects is vital and essential to any cornerstone of
health care that will be created in this country. These are Programs that are
working. We must build upon them as we go into experimentation of all kinds.

For the record, I would like to identify that these Programs have a parental
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history that I consider very illustrative. These Programs were conceived by the
wise parental advocation and insight of both your Conuuittee and the House
Ways and Means Committee. Individuals such as Senator Hill and Congressman
Fogarty have left us a legacy that your Committee should be proud of, and to
which your Committee must devote its continued inspiration. I emphasize the
importance of maintaining the foresight that your Committee has shown in the
field of health services to children.

Initial opposition by the Administration in regard to extension of these Proj-
ects no longer exists. The Administration has gone on record as favoring exten-
sion. In spite, however, of the signing of P.L. 92-184 entitled "Supplemental
Appropirations Act" on December 15, 1971, fewer than 25% of the Projects will
be able to continue past June 30, 1972. If immediate extension is not adopted, a
decreasing amount of funds will go to states with urban populations. Both for
fiscal reasons and because of lack of state resources, many states will not be
able to continue these Programs.

NO ADEQUATE SUBSTITUTES

There are no adequate substitutes for these Programs should they be termi-
nated. In urban areas especially, Medicaid cannot substitute for Children and
Youth Programs. There are no physicians in most areas. The number of physi-
cians giving primary care to children is dropping rapidly : in many central cities,

the only quality health care resources for children are Children and Youth
Programs.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Children and Youth concept as a Program is National in scope but is

characterized by an American ideal of being tailor-made to fit the idiosyncrasies
of each local area, be it central city, rural, or a mixture of population densities.
The various Projects are as diverse in tailor-making health care delivery to their
local areas as their areas and this Nation are diverse. Organizational forms in-

clude a full spectrum from classical fee for service private practice physicians
to indigenous community workers coordinating home care delivery teams. In
many areas, they are the only meaningful health care resources to the target
population. For example, in our own ten square mile geographic area in central
city Miami, there is only one practicing i)ediatrician available to more than 21,000
children.

Essential factors of quality health care include comprehensiveness and con-

tinuity. Concentration on a defined geographical area provides for eflSeiency.

Neighborhood Health Center Programs are currently the only publicly supported
Programs other than Children and Youth Projects that are explicitly committed
to the delivery of comprehensive health services to a specific population group in

a well defined geographical area. There is a significant body of professional
literature documenting that the Children and Youth Projects provide this care
more effectively, at lower cost, and with higher quality.

Children and Youth Projects are both organizationally and philosophically

distinct from all previously conceived programs. Children and Youth Projects

focus medical, dental, and mental health care to all children in a family ; how-
ever, the provision of most ancillary services such as public health nursing,

.social services, nutrition, and health education are usually family based. Unless
there is a specialized focus and concern for children, children frequently do not
receive the priority they deserve in a family oriented medical .system. Children
and Youth Projects have developed a meaningful model of health care delivery

with built-in standards accepted by the appropriate professional bodies that are

applicable to children nationwide and upon which can be built family-centered
care to children and adults.

QUALITY CONTROL AND EVALUATION

Children and Y'outh Projects are the only publicly supported comprehensive
health care system that has developed meaningful quality control and
evaluative components.

Critical to the Children and Youth concept is a rarely occurring, if not unique,

organized flow of services with its data documentation .system. This data sy.stem

has been developed and operated by ^Minnesota Systems Rosea rch. Inc. and has

been created to produce ongoing evidence of the effectiveness of alternative
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modes of delivering health services. This data system was created to be the
decision making basis for allocating resources, documenting flow of children
receiving ser\'ices, documenting the kind of problems diagnosed and the fre-

quency and effectiveness of treatment, and requiring a written care plan tailor-

made for each child to assure that timely and effective preventive services were
indeed received by the child. As an example, each Children and Youth Project
receives each quarter a report on its absolute performance by an array of meas-
ures such as medical and dental backlog, well child rate, reassessment intervals,

etc. These measures tell the Pi-ojects how they are performing, how long it

Av-ill take to produce healthy children at their current productivity rate for

all registrants, and how they have allocated resources relative to the major
jobs to be done in their Project areas. In addition, each Project receives a
relative ranking to all other reporting Projects on each performance measure.
To our Association's knowledge, this is the only health program which is

national in organization, which has an ongoing performance measuring system
to reflect an accountability for health maintenance, with appropriate health care
which is adaptable to any locale in this diverse nation, and capable of adjusting
locally required inputs by a process of providing services which result in

accountable outcomes.
Our Association is aware of Congressional interest in continued evaluation

of these and other Programs. We are aware also of discussions which will

improve the evaluation of these Programs. We wish to go on record as support-

ing this intent and believe that it is \\ise to continue as well as to improve the

evaluative mechanism. We additionally support the concept of evaluating the

monitoring system itself and recommend that resources be made available to

accomplish this task. Additionally, our Association wishes to point out that

out of the Children and Youth concept has developed a Clinic Self-Evaluation

Procedure which has been cooperatively developed by the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity Children and Youth Project and Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

which is presently in its second year of field testing in Children and Youth
Projects.

COST BENEFITS

The dramatic performance in annualized cost reduction in the Children and
Youth Projects is simply summarized as follows : as of January 1, 1968, at the

beginning of such mandatory reporting, the annualized cost per child was $201

;

by December 31, 1969, it had fallen to $162 ; and by December 31, 1970, it had
fallen to $140. The preliminary e.stimate of costs per child as of June 30, 1971,

was $129 ; and the predicted cost for the annualized cost per child ending June 30,

1972, is slightly over $126 per child per year. As compared to the national

average annual health cost per man, woman, and child in this nation of more
than $350, these Projects are performing economically, particularly considering

that these children are drawn from the least healthy geographical areas.

Our Program at the University of Miami, like many throughout the country,

has demonstrated the efficacy of health care delivery that is based on a preven-

tive rather tiian an episodic approach. Since initiation, we have decreased our

overall cost per patient by more than 80% in spite of inflation. Nationwide,

the Projects have increased the frequency of "well children registrants" by

50%. There have been significant decreases in the number of diagnosed preventa-

able conditions, as well as diagnosed correctable defects. Such factors demon-
strate the impact of these Programs in preventive services, correction of defects,

and health promotion.
The value of a preventive approach is seen in respect to hospital admissions.

In fiscal year 1969, hospital admissions in Children and Youth Projects nation-

wide decrea.sed by 36%. The continued need for these Programs is demonstrated

by the fact that a relatively high i^ercentage of children, particularly in the

5-9 year age group have a lower immunization level in the geographical areas

served by these Programs. One out of ten registrants in these Programs fails

the vision and hearing screening tests. There have been many public studies

documenting these facts relative to Children and Youth Projects.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SPINOFFS

Children and Youth Projects are administered by teaching ho-spitals, official

health departments, and Pediatric Departments in medical .schools. A .signifi-

cant number of these Projects have meaningful community inputs and participa-

tion, and have also functioned as initiators to expanding other health and
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health-related services in their communities. The impact that these Programs
have had on both the agencies and communities has been profound, particularly
on the voluntary hospitals that have been involved, and esijecially on the medical
schools. Medical students at universities such as Johns Hopkins, Miami, etc.,

have the opportunity to see medical care in the community, to see effective

preventive therapy in action, to see an innovative interdisciplinary health
care delivery system—a system that is conc-erned with maximizing quality and
eflBciency.

New manpower models have been developed in these Programs. As a medical
educator, I can speak to the fact that medical students and other trainees in the

health sciences are learning how they can ultimately interface with tlie many
new ancillary health professionals in the field. An increasing number of these

trainees are now choosing careers in community medicine having had mean-
ingful exposure to these Projects.

FOUNDATION FOE OTHER PKOGKAMS

Many Programs in Child Development have and are making plans to use
Children and Youth Projects as major foundations.

Recently the Senate passed a bill to provide for the establishment of

projects for the dental health of children. This project will rely heavily on
interfacing \^ith Children and Youth Projects.

Parent and Child Centers that are having significant impact in changing the

patterns of development of poor infants, as well as their parents have fre-

quently grown out of Children and Youth Projects. Several of the new Advocacy
Centers in Parent and Child Centers will depend upon Children and Youth
Projects for total health care.

Many Head Start Programs rely solely on Children and Youth Programs for

the provision of health care for their children. For example, the sole resource
for providing health services to the Head Start children in the i.slands of St.

Thomas and St. Croix in the Virgins Islands is the Children and Youth Project.

Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has half of its proj-

ects through the Cooperative Research Act of the Office of Education, which
are intimately associated with Children and Youth Projects in Toi>eka, New
York City, Dayton, and Galveston.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

These Programs have attempted to solve the manpower crisis in health by
retraining talented individuals both professional and non-professional who have
been attracted to these programs. These individuals have been able to gain

meaningful experience and expertise in the delivery of comprehensive health

services, particularly to cliildren.

Termination of these projects will mean that these now talented and vibrant

individuals will return to the less meaningful professional and ancillary ventures

that they came from. Mr. Chairman, our Association invites your Committee
members to visit our Programs. There you \\'ill sense the enthusiasm of health

workers, you will perceive the vitality of concerned people, you will feel the

hope and well being of patients, you will sense an atmosphere of excitement and
creativity, and you will witness quality health care.

Gentlemen, what this Nation needs most is i>eople who care. We speak of a

health care crisis in America. Our emphasis has been on "health". Our cri.sis is

not so much in "health" as in terms of "caring", in terms of developing a cadre
of professionals who truly care for the people they serve.

Termination of the Projects will mean that both professionals and recipients

will feel penalized for caring. Already there have been professionals who have
left these projects feeling that those in positions of power and authority do

not care. The history of your Committee has shown that you do care, but the

staff and patients in these Programs are asking that you show your care im-

mediately by extending these Projects.

Termination of these Projects means that the children and youth in our

various communities decide again that they have no friends in the Estal>lisli-

ment and will return to anti-social behavior, juvenile delinquency, poor health

habits, sickness, and the cycle of poverty.
Without question, the need is critical, the evidence is in, the facts are avail-

able for the reading. In a sense, the question becomes—is this just another

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6
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great idea and a noble demonstration in the graveyard of the health field? Or,

is it one that has proven itself to become expanded and extended as a prototype

for millions more of our children.
SUMMABY

1. We endorse amending H.R. 1 to include S. 2135 and H.R. 8799 with full

funding. Continued federal funding for the special Projects has the endorsement

among others of the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the American Medical Association, and the

National Association for Retarded Children

;

2. We advocate not destroying a crucial element of our health system to

motliers, infants, children, and teenagers that works. Both Children and Youth

and Maternity and Infant Care Projects have been the most effective publicly

supported health care programs developed over the last 30 years ;

3. We feel that these Projects are the framework upon which to build a

national health plan and that mothers and children should be of the highest

priority in any such plan
;

4. We emphasize that Children and Youth and Maternity and Infant Care

Projects are economical, that they have demonstrated the efficacy of compre-

hensive services, that they have trained new personnel and thereby have had

a major impact on profess:ionals and. recipients, and that they have developed

a quality system of health care that is sensitive to the needs of people; and,

5. We feel that extension of these Projects until 1977 is critical. An extension

of these Projects for only an additional year would be demoralizing and would

be the first step to the ultimate death of these Programs.
I would like to express my appreciation to this Committee for the opportunity

to present this testimony. The leadership of this Committee has traditionally

provided wise direction and support for health and welfare programs for children

throughout this Nation. We are confident that his leadership will be maintained.

Statement of the American Pharmaceuticai, Association

The American Pharmaceutical Association, the national professional society of

pharmacists, representing 52,000 practicing pharmacists, pharmaceutical educa-

tors, scientists and pharmacy students, presents the following comments in sup-

port of Amendment 464 to H.R. 1.

The American Pharmaceutical Association has long supported efforts in Con-

gress to include in federally sponsored health programs pharmaceutical services

to non-hospitalized patients. We urge the Committee to adopt Amendment 464

to add such benefits to Medicare under Title XVIII of the Social Security Act.

This amendment would expand prescription drug benefits to include non-hos-

pitalized patients while providing a more rational basis for drug product selec-

tion by physicians and a more equitable basis for reimbursement for comprehen-

sive pharmaceutical service.

When Congress enacted the Medicare program in 1965, no one doubted the

necessity for including prescribed drug costs for hospitalized patients. It was
recognized as futile to put patients in hospitals without providing for their

full recovery through necessary treatment. Yet, some apparently believed, and
have continued to believe, that a distinction can be made in the case of the

non-hospitalized patient. The result under Medicare is that the program pays
for a non-hospitalized beneficiary's examination and diagnosis by a medical

practitioner, but if the indiWdual does not have the financial resources with

which to obtain required medication, he may be forced to go without it. The
result is that some elderly patients are unnecessarily hospitalized so that they

can receive the pharmaceutical service they require. More often, the health of

the elderly patient deteriorates, beacuse of the lack of pharmaceutical service,

to the point that prolonged hospitalization—the most expensive component of

health care—becomes necessary.
After six years of experience under Medicare, the time has come to correct

this obvious' mistake. APhA takes the position without reservation that the

providing of comprehensive pharmaceutical service to non-hospitalized Medi-

care patients is an absolute requirement if they are to receive comprehensive
health care. This isn't just our opinion.
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In May of 1967, at the direction of President Johnson, HEW Secretary Gardner
established the HEW Task Force on Prescription Drugs. This Task Force was
charged with the responsibility for studying the question of adding an out-of-
hospital prescription drug benefit to the Medicare program. Two years later,

on February 7, 1969, the final report of the Task Force was presented to then
Secretary' Finch. The essential conclusion of the Task Force flowing from its

exhaustive study was that an out-of-hospital prescription drug benefit could
and should be added to the Medicare program.

In March of 1969, Secretary Finch named a 17 member "blue ribbon com-
mittee," under the Chairmanship of Professor John P. Dunlop of Harvard Uni-
versity, to review the findings and recommendations of the HEW Task Force.
This Committee concurred in the basic findings and conclusions of the Ta.sk
Force.

Despite the in-depth studies of the Task Force and the careful review of the
Dunlop Committee, yet another committee to review the question was appointed
by the Secretary of HEW. This committee, under the Chairmanship of Mr.
Walter J. McNerney, President of the Blue Cross Association, added its support
to the work and conclusion of the Task Force. Finally, the report of the 1971
Advisory Council on Social Security (the Flemming report) also recommended
expansion of the Medicare program to include coverage of out-of-hospital pre-
scription drugs.
These recommendations have received substantial bi-partisan Congressional

support. Senator Montoya and Representative Obey both with numerous co-

sponsors have introduced bills (S. 936 and H.R. 2355) which have wide support.
We believe that Congressional concern regarding the cost of the program has
been the prime reason why Congress has not adopted these proposals to date.
We are convinced, however, that it is possible to provide the necessary pharma-
ceutical service benefits with reasonable and controlled costs.

According to a recent HEW report, in 1970. 17 cents of every dollar spent for
health care was for drugs and appliances. The total national bill for these items
in that year was $11 billion. The Raymond E. Gosselin Company, which spe-
cializes in statistical reporting on drug distribution, reports that only approxi-
mately eight cents out of every health dollar, for a total of approximately $5.1
billion, was spent in 1970 for prescription drugs by all non-hospitalized patients.
In 1967, according to the HEW Task Force, only slightly over $1 billion was
spent by the elderly for prescription drugs. Any increases in expenditures under
Medicare must be reduced by savings in hospital and other costs.

Much attention in health care circles is being devoted to the subject of
"rational prescribing," i.e., providing the right amount of the right drug for
the right patient at the right time. With proper drug utilization review programs
including pharmacy participation and expertise, we believe that substantial
improvement in prescribing practices and reduction in the cost of drugs pre-
scribed can be achieved. The objective would be to achieve the greater iXKSsible

value for each penny of the taxpayer's dollar devoted to drugs and pharma-
ceutical service.

The Lilly Digest reports that in 1970, the average prescription charge in the
United States was $4.06. Of this figure, more than 50 percent is attributable
to the acquisition cost of the drug product dispensed. We believe that drug product
costs are often artificially inflated due to a lack of meaningful price competition
among manufacturers of prescription drug products. This situation can be cor-
rected by adopting the formulary system proposed in Amendment 464.
The medical community has long recognized that the proper use of a formulary

system can result in rational prescribing on quality medical treatment within
necessary cost control .standards. Formulary use is not a unique concept in the
United States. Currently, there are at least thirteen states which utilize a cost
control formulary in their prescription drug programs. These state formularies
have been developed on the basis of recommendations by expert committees of
pharmacists, physicians and other health care professionals.
The federal government has also adopted and achieved significant success in

many of their programs utilizing the formulary concept. Formularies have been
approved and are used by all military services. Neighborhood Health Centers
operating under Oflice of Economic Opportunity grants and the Public Health
Service to name a few.
The formulary system has been readily adopted and accepted by most Ameri-

can hospitals, including those at major universities and medical center hospitals.
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The American Pharmaceutical Association has long supported the concept of

formulary utilization APhA has concurred in and supported the conclusion of

the Task Force on Prescription Drugs that formulary use is and has been asso-

ciated with the highest (luulity medical care. The final report further stated that

although the use of a formulary was not in and of itself a guarantee of high

quality medical care, rational prescribing, effective utilization review and cost

control would be difficult to achieve without one.

Amendment 464 would remove from the political arena the highly contro-

versial issues of quality versus cost and brand name versus generic name drug

products. By placing resolution of these issues in the hands of a highly qualified

Formulary Committee within the Department of Health, Education and AVel-

fare, it assures that the highest quality drug products will be provided at the

lowest possible cost consistent with high quality health care.

As proposed, the Formulary Committee will have direct control over the cost

of those prescription items which are dispensed to Medicare beneficiaries. If a

drug product or biological falls without the defined standard cost guidelines, the

claim will not be eligible for reimbursement. •
. , .

Manufacturers of pharmaceutical drug products, as a condition of inclusion

of their drug product within the formulary, may be required to provide complete

data regarding the performance of their drug products. Once the Formulary

Committee has the essential pharmacological and financial data, it will be able

to rationally select drugs to be used within the program at most reasonable

costs Thus, acceptable quality and reasonable cost would be the basic test for

admission of any drug product to the list of those eligible for federal financial

support. Once a drug product has attained Formulary status, it is still subject

to stringent controls.

A prescription drug or biological may only be dispensed pursuant to a phy-

sician's prescription order or certification that it is a lifesaving entity, to be

self-administered by the patient when not in a hospital or extended care facility.

Further, it must be disi^ensed by a pharmacist at predetermined cost. The patient

co-payment provision reduces still further the program's costs and should act

to control utilization.

This system of therapeutic and economic checks assure maximum patient

protection from drug overuse while protecting expenditures from uncontrolled

program costs.

The American Pharmaceutical Association supports the pharmacist reimburse-

ment system utlized in the determination of the maximum allowable cost for

a prescription drug. It is well designed to compensate the pharmacist for the pro-

fessional service provided to the patient and afford him an equitable return of

his educ-ational and capital investment. Under this approach, taxpayers are not

placed in the position of subsidizing uneconomical operations. Fees are deter-

mined solely on the basis of their relation to the provision of the pharmaceutical

service to the patient. We believe that this concept promotes efficient and eco-

nomical professional service while pro\-iding high quality patient care at low
government cost.

In summary, APhA supports Amendment 464 to provide the much needed ex-

pansion of prescription drug benefits which has long been neglected by the

Medicare program.
Amendment 464 provides a rational approach to informed drug product selec-

tion and utilization through the use of a formulary while assuring that high

quality medical care is provided at low cost to the government.
Amendment 464 additionally provides equitable reimbursement for pharmacists

for their professional services while guaranteeing that the patient receives the

mo.st comprehensive pharmaceutical service available.

Family Service Association of America,
:New York, N.Y.

Statement of Position on H.R. 1 to U.S. Senate Committee on Finance

I am Clark W. Blackburn, General Director of Family Service Association of

America. I am here today to represent the Executive Committee of the Board of

Directors and the i>rofessional staff of the Association on HR 1, the 1971 Social

Security Amendments. Family Service Association of America is a federation of
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more tlian 330 autonomous voluntary Family Service Agencies located through-
out the country.
The training, experience, and value system on which FSAA and our Member

Agencies base our purposes and programs have shown us that to help i^eople,

whether in meeting their concrete or their emotional needs, programs must en-
hance rather than undermine the individual's self-respect and self-confidence.
Our long experience in providing counseling and other family support senices
to troubled families from all walks of life qualifies us to speak on public policies
that affect the strength, structure, and quality of family life.

Public Welfare represents society's commitment to provide the basic necessities
for life, health, and decency to those among us who are unable to provide for
themselves. FSAA has consistently supported a strong public welfare system
based on the dignity and worth of every human being. We share with many
others a deep concern that the present welfare system is inadequate to solve
the problems of those individuals in need or to fulfill the responsibilities of a
wealthy nation for those citizens caught in the toils of a highly industrialized,
complex society.

Family Service Association of America strong'ly urges reform of the welfare
system to incorporate the principles of a Federal income floor below which no
family or individual would have to exist, incentives and opportunities for ade-
quate self-support, and equitable provision for anyone incapable of such self-

support.
The Administration is commended for bringing the need for welfare reform to

the public attention through the proposed Amendments to the Social Security
Act. The Senate Committee on Finance is commended for giving this measure the
thoughtful consideration it must have and for holding public hearings that give
opportunity for many different opinions to be expressed before taking final action.

The Executive Committee and the professional staff of FSAA have given very
careful study to the Bill and the conditions in our country today related to pub-
lic welfare programs and their beneficiaries, and have taken the position that
we must oppose HR 1 in its present form and as it may be altered by Amendment
#559 or any others presently proposed. We urge that this Committee also reject

HR 1 and instead take leadership in offering another approach to welfare reform
for the long run. FSAA will wholeheartedly support measures to provide immedi-
ate relief for the financial difficulties of the various states so that they will be
able to maintain their public welfare responsibilities despite increased costs.

The remarks that follow summarize our thinking about what is needed to re-

form the welfare system and our reasons for concluding that HR 1 will not
solve the problems.
Family Service Association of America strongly supports a welfare system that

incorporates the following provisions

:

FSAA supports full Federal financing and administration of public assistance.

FSAA supports public assistance granted on the basis of current need without
categorization that excludes some people—childless couples and single individuals
under 65 for example. Methods of determining eligibility should be simple, equi-

table, and protective of self-respect.

FSAA supports public assistance grants at levels that keep recipients above the
poverty line ($4000 for a family of 4 in 1971). Provision for emergencies, over-

whelming disaster, and special need should be available.

FSAA supports the provision of work incentives and the removal of barriers

to employment. FSAA believes such incentives include the following and .should

be incorporated in legislation for welfare reform and for related programs in the

public interest

:

When sufficient work is not available for all able-bodied adults who are willing,

competent, and seeking work, the Federal government should create enough pub-
lic service jobs to meet the need.
No one who works full time all year should earn less than $4000 a year. There

should be Federal responsibility for supplemental assistance to the working ixwr
to the level of BLS Low Living Standard. The system should include main-
tenance of income for seasonal workers when employment is not available.
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Education and training for developing marketable skills and for learning new
skills when old ones have become obsolete must be universally and realistically

available.
Discrimination on any basis in wage rates, job access, and educational op-

portunity must be fully eradicated.

Since good health is a basic requisite to maintain earning capacity, effective

provision of medical care, including rehabilitation serv-ices and prevention of ill-

ness and disability, and an effective national health insurance program are

essential.

High quality substitute care for children should be readily available to all

mothers who choose to work outside their homes. No mother should be required

to leave her home for work if she believes it is not in the best interests of her
children.

Accessibility to jobs, health, education, and social services through adequate
transportation at reasonable cost for all people should be provided.

A wide variety of social services intended to assist the individual and the

family in solving problems and improving functioning in all areas should be uni-

versally available. Services do not and should not substitute for adequate cash

income, but must be considered essential supportive mechanisms in any effective

welfare system. Utilization of social services should be voluntary and not re-

quired for receipt of cash benefits.

Rights of beneficiaries should be fully and explicitly protected. Qualifications

for eligibility to assistance and rights of recipients should be publicized in all

effective ways.

Position on title I.—Amendments to the Federal old age, survivors and disability

insurance program

FSAA strongly supports the amendments included in this section of HR 1

since they strengthen the role of social insurance in providing income security

by improving the level of benefits and liberalizing eligibility. Since we hope for

a reduction in the need for public welfare to provide income security, we look

forward to the extension of social insurance to cover presently uncovered risks,

to increase the number of persons covered by insurance programs, and to raise

the level of benefits, and we believe that Title I takes some important steps for-

ward in these directions. We urge the Congress to continue to explore ways of

strengthening this program in the future. Since we are opposing HR 1, we would
urge that this title be reintroduced independently and be passed promptly by
Congress.

Position on title II.—Improvements in administration of health programs

FSAA strongly supports the intent of this Title to improve the operating ef-

fectiveness of Medicare, Medicaid, and the Maternal and Child Health Services.

We recognize the diflSculty of assuring efficient and economical operation of

health services while simultaneously protecting quality of service.

Since we believe good health is a basic requisite to maintain earning capacity
and .since poor health is both a cause and a result of poverty, comprehensive
health services and good medical care are another effective means of reducing
the need for a vast public welfare system. We therefore cannot support changes in

the law that will 1) restrict eligibility too greatly, 2) impose charges on recipi-

ents ( who by definition have no leeway in their incomes to meet such charges
and so must either be deterred from seeking desirable medical care or suffer even
more deprivation in meager food, clothing, and housing budgets). 3) narrow the
scope of covered services. We specially regret elimination of the requirement that

all states have in effect by 1977 a comprehensive Medicaid program and, in

the provisions relating to Medicare, the elimination of a requirement for social

services in extended-care facilities. It is our observation that social services are
particularly u.seful to patients in such facilities.

FSAA suggests that the Congress consider a new approach to the matters
covered by Title II.
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Position on Title III.—^Assistance for the needy aged, blind and disabled

PSAA strongly supports a Federally financed and administered i)rogram for

the needy aged, blind and disabled with a Federally determined floor and uni-

form eligibility conditions. We also strongly support administration of such a
program by the Social Security Administration.
We urge that the level of the Federal minimum be brought up quickly at least

to the official poverty line and eventually to the Bureau of Labor Statistics Low
Living Standard. We also urge that pending achievement of a higher Federal
level of henefits, states be required to supplement at least to their June, 1971 level

of grants, including the cash value of the food stamps bonus. To insure that

states can meet this requirement there should be Federal participation in the

costs of such supplementation.
We do not see the necessity of substituting a quarterly review of eligibility

for the current annual review of this group of recipients whose need is by defini-

tion of a long-term nature and whose circumstances are not likely to improve.

Such frequent review is costly and time-consuming, and in our opinion constitutes

unnecessary harassment and demeanment of these most vulnerable citizens.

We recommend to the Committee that the positive features of this Title be

retained in a future plan for welfare reform.

Position on Title IV and Title V.—^Family Assistance Plan (FAP), Opi>ortunities

for Families (OFF)
While FSAA supports the principles of 1 ) Federally financed and administered

assistance payments with nationally uniform eligibility requirements, 2) the

supplementation of earnings of those whose efforts at self support yield too little

income, and 3) the objective of encouraging and facilitating self support when
possible, we do not find the actual provisions of these Titles achieving any of

these goals to any effective degree. We do find the proposed system more complex
than the existing system, with greatly increased administrative costs. The de-

tailed controls imposed on the lives of recipients reflect a general attitude of

mistrust and blame for their situation to be placed squarely on the people them-

•selves without any consideration of the realities of our society. Therefore, we
strongly urge that Titles IV and V be stricken in their entirety from HR 1. We
also strongly urge that the Congress and the Administration take a wholly new
look at the welfare system, depending much more widely on the opinions and
recommendations of organizations and individuals experienced in the delivery

and consumption of .services in the field of human services, voluntary as well as

governmental, in developing an equitable, humane plan that will serve our people

well and restore some measure of our faith and pride in this powerful and aflluent

nation.
The following Family Service Agencies have requested that the U.S. Senate

Finance Committee be advised that they also concur in the foregoing statement

:

Northern Virginia Family Service, Falls Church, Virginia.

Jewish Family Service, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Family Services, Inc., Winston-Salem, Xorth Carolina.

Family Service Bureau o<f Newark. New Jersey, Newark, New Jersey.

Family Service of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Jewish Family Service, New York, New York.
Family Service of Rochester, Inc., Rochester, New York.
The following individual wishes to associate himself with the foregoing

statement

:

J. B. Brannen, Executive Director Family Service of Amarillo, Texas, Amarillo,

Texas.

Summary of Statement of American Association of Blood Banks (AABB)

1. The motivation and recruitment of sufficient voluntary blood donors to keep

pace \\ith the increasing demand for blood is the main problem facing blood

banks today. In a nation of over 200 million people, with more than 100 million

individuals' qualified lo «ivo blood, only 39'^ of the eligible popuhitiou are blood

donors.
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2. Recent studies indicate that blood from commercial sources is 10 times more
likely to transmit hepatitis through blood transfusions than from blood obtained

from voluntary donors.
3. The Hepatitis Associated Antigen Test for the identification of blood that

may be a carrier of serum hepatitis is estimated to be only 20-30% effective.

4. The public expects blood to be available and safe when needed for trans-

fusion. To meet the increasing demand for quality blood, banks must get more
voluntary donors. Blood is only available because of another individual's will-

ingness to give.

5. Throughout the United States non-profit blood banks offer to individuals,

families and groui)«, blood assurance programs which will cover their blood

and blood component requirements for a period of a year or more through volun-

tary blood donations.
6. To nourish voluntary replacement of blood, most blood banks place a mone-

tary value on the blood itself—a blood replacement or blood deposit fee. This

fee is kept relatively high, not to provide greater income for blood banks, but

to provide a strong incentive to patients to seek blood donors. When blood re-

placements are made, or previously established credits are released in the pa-

tient's name, the fee is refunded or credited to the patient's account.

7. It is imperative that positive efforts be made to encourage voluntary blood

donations in advance of need (predeposit and blood assui-ance programs), and
to retain the moral and financial obligation for patients to replace blood they

receive with blood, not dollars.

8. Blood banks cannot transfuse dollars. Monetary payment of the blood re-

placement fee by private health insurance or the Government indirectly forces

blood banks to turn to the use of paid donors or commercial blood sources in

many communities.
9. Providing payment for blood and components under any proposed National

Health Insurance plan will result in the increased use of commercial blood and
the associated risk of increased hepatitis.

10. The AABB urges the Government's support in preserving the principle of

voluntary blood replacements, and strongly recommends that the payment for

blod itself (replacement fee) and for blood components not be included in any
National Insurance legislation.

11. The AABB urges the Senate Finance Committee to continue the blood

deductible provision of Medicare and to consider the extension of this deductible

provision to Medicaid.
Statement

introduction

The American Association of Blood Banks (AABB) is a non-profit medical
professional organization with a membership of over 5000 including hospital and
community blood banks and transfusion services throughout the United States,

as well as physicians and other individuals closely allied to the field. It is the

largest national organization devoted exclusively to blood banking.
Member institutions of the AABB collect more than half of the nation's total

blood needs, and these factilities report a combined annual blood usage of more
than 6 million units of blood and blood derivatives.

The AABB as well as the American Red Cross, the American Medical Associa-
tion, American Hospital Association, College of American Pathologists and others,

support the concept of voluntary blood donations from persons to replace blood
used by a relative r friend ; to establish protection against future blood needs
for themselves and their families, or to fulfill a community responsibility.

MEDICABE

The original Medicare Bill (Title 1, H.R. 1) was amended to provide for a
deductible in an amoimt equal to the cost of the first three pints of whole blood
furnished for an individual during a spell of illness. As stated in the Report of
the Ways and Means Committee (House Report No. 213, 89th Congress, First
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Session), this deductible provision was included "in the interest of the voluntary
blood replacement programs which encourage donations of blood by waiving
charges for blood which the patient arranges to replace."

The blood deductible pro\'ision of the Social Security Act was subsequently
amended by Public Law 90-248, 90th Congress, January 1968, to provide for a

deduction equal to the first three pints of whole blood or equivalent quantities of

packed red blood cells.

This recognized that important blood components are only derived from whole
blood. Most hospitals and community blood banks also place a monetary incen-

tive or replacement fee on blood components to encourage patients to .seek re-

placement donors since the fee is refunded or credited to the patient's account
upon receipt of the blood donation ( s )

.

BLOOD DONOR INCENTm:

The payment for whole blood or blood components removes the responsibility

from the patient to recruit replacement donors from among their family or

friends. Since you cannot transfuse dollars, payment makes blood banks more de-

pendent on paid donors or commercial s-ources of blood to supplement their re-

quirements. Such a trend does not assure a safe, adequate and economical blood

supply and is detrimental to the public interest.

The ser^^ces provided by blood banks are unique since people are the only
source of human blood and the blood banks must depend on the willingness of

individuals to give blood to meet the needs of patients requiring transfusions.

Although blood may be paid for, payment cannot aj-sure that blood will be avail-

able when required unless siiffieient incentive is provided for individuals to make
blood donations. It was for this puriJose that the AABB developed the enclo.sed

brochure "Supply. Demand and Human Life", which you will note is endorsed
by the Public Health Service, Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
The need for blood in the United States is increasing at the rate of 10-12

percent a year and there is a neetl for more voluntary blood donors. While
patients covered by the Social Security Act may themselves be ineligible to give

blood, it should be remembered that the majority have families or friends who
are eligible, or often belong to bu.siness. fraternal or social groups which main-
tain donor club accounts with various blood banks. Also, through the mechanism
of the AABB National Clearinghouse Program, replacements can be recruited

anywhere in the United States to transfer to the patient's account.

DONOR MOTIVATION AND RECRUITMENT

The motivation and recruitment of sufficient voluntary donors to keep pace
with the increa.sing demand for blood is the principal problem facing blood banks
today. More than 7 million units of blood are required annually to meet the na-

tion's blood requirements. Yet in a nation of over 200 million people with more
than 100 million indi\-iduals qualified to give blood, only 3% of the eligible

population are blood donors. It is obvious that not enough i>eople are motivated
to give blood.

USE OF COMMERCIAL BLOOD AND PAID DONORS

Within the last year, a great deal has been written about bad practices in

blood banking, particularly with respect to commercial blood banks and the
inherent ri.sks of using paid donors.
Recent studies have indicated that it is 10 times more likely to transmit

hepatitis through blood transfusions provided by blood from commercial sources
than from blood obtained from voluntary donors. Commercial blood programs
attract donors from a population comi>osed largely of i)eople living on marginal
incomes or less, and who generally live in crowded .slum areas where addiction to

alcohol and drugs are common environmental problems. Such individuals are
far more likely to become exitosed to hepatitis, and to lie altout their iiicdical con-
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dition to collect the payment of $5, $10 or more for their blood, than a voluntary

blood donor.
Although a test for hepatitis known as the Hepatitis Associated Antigen is

now being used routinely in all blood banks, the sensitivity of this test is esti-

mated to be only 20-30% effective. This test reduces the possibility of using in-

fected blood, but far from eliminates the problems associated with the use of

paid donors.
It is estimated that 15-20% of the blood used in the United States is obtained

from commercial sources ; in some parts of the country, the percentage is as high

as 50%. In Washington, D. C, there was a commercial blood bank which drew
blood from paid donors locally and shippetl it to Chicago for use. (The needs of

Washington hospitals are provided by the Washington Regional Red Cross Blood
Center, and by hospital blood banks which are affiliated with the non-profit

Metropolitan Washington Blood Banks program.

)

The Chicago Tribune recently ran a series of articles focussing on commer-
cialism and other bad blood banking practices. Because the news media is in-

creasingly bringing these problems to the attention of the public, several bills

have been introduced into tlie current Congress with the sincere aim of discour-

aging conunercialism in blood banking. The prohlcm, however, ivill not be solved

until sufficient Mood can he obtained from voluntary donors to meet the nation's

total blood needs.
VOLUNTABY DONOB CONCEPT

The two principal organizations in the United States which collect blood

from voluntary donors are the American Association of Blood Banks with its

more than 1500 hospital and community blood bank members, and the American
National Red Cross, which among its other activities, operates 59 regional blood

centers. The two organizations each collect about half of the blood used in the

United States.

The Government also has been a strong supporter of encouraging the voluntary
donation of blood. For the past two years the Congress has passed a joint resolu-

tion to have the President proclaim January as •'National Blood Donor Month."
"Giving Blood Saves Lives" was one of the last commemorative api>eals of the

U.S. Post Office Department. Over 135 million of these commemorative stamps
were sold. Its purpose was to encourage more generosity from the 100 million

potential donors of blood.

VOLUNTAEY BLOOD REPLACEMENTS

Blood is only available because of another individual's willingness to give. It

is imperative, therefore, that positive efforts be made to encourage voluntary
blood donations in advance of need, and to retain the moral and financial obliga-

tion for patients to replace blood they receive with blood, not dollars.

To nourish the voluntary replacement of blood provided for transfusion, most
blood banks place a monetary value on the blood itself—a blood replacement
or blood deposit fee. This fee is kept relatively high, not to provide greater income
to blood banks, but to provide a strong incentive to patients to .seek blood donors.
This fee is refunded or credited to the patient's account when blood replacements
have been made or previously established blood credits have been released in the
patient's name. A replacement fee is not charged within the ARC Blootl Program

;

however, many individuals give to their local Red Cross centers to replace blood
provided to friends and relatives because the transfusing hospital charges a
blood replacement fee.

PAYMENT FOB BLOOD ITSELF

There are an increasing number of companies that provide private health
insurance plans which include imyment for the blood itself (the replacement fee)
in addition to blood bank and hospital fees stemming from the cost of processing
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and transfusing blood. The latter are legitimate cost expenses which should be
provided for by health insurance. Payment of the blood replacement fee, however,
defeats the very puriJOse for which it was established. This means that instead
of voluntary blood replacements, blood banks receive monetary payment from
insurance comi>anies. Blood banks cannot transfuse dollars. Such insurance plans,

therefore, indirectly force blood banks to turn to the use of paid donors or com-
mercial sources in order to maintain adequate blood supplies to meet the need
of patients in many communities.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSUBANCE

A number of bills introduced on National Health Insurance provide for the

payment of all blood and blood components used. Other bills provide for a limited

deduction for whole blood and red blood cells.

As with private health plans that pay for the blood itself, such plans will

foster the "buying and selling" of blood and "dry up" the voluntary blood supply.

Providing for the payment of blood and blood components under National Health
Insurance can only result in the increased use of commercial blood and the asso-

ciated increased hepatitis risk by eliminating the patient's financial incentive to

solicit blood donation replacements from his friends and relatives.

The Association strongly recommends, therefore, that the payment for Hood
itself {replacement fee) or for Mood components not he included in any National
Health Insurance legislation, in order that patients receiving blood can ie held

responsible to obtain voluntary donors to replace the blood or components they

use.

A moral issue also is involved. Blood is living human tissue, and blood trans-

fusions constituted the first successful transplants. As such, blood should not be
bought and sold. With each advance in transplant surgery, it becomes more mean-
ingful and more necessary for all of us to defend this principal. If this is not
done, we may see price tags on hearts, kidneys, lungs, and other parts of the

human body.
To meet tlie increasing demand for quality blood, the voluntary donor concept

for blood must be preserved. To do this, we need a concerted nationwide effort

of individuals and organizations involved in blood banking, as well as the cooper-

ation of business, industry, labor unions, health professionals and the Govern-
ment. It is vdth this goal in mind that the AABB recently announced a massive
public education program to increase voluntary blood donations for the benefit

of blood banks throughout the nation.
We recognize the fact that it is not the role of the Congress to legislate moral-

ity. Conversely, the Government does not have the right to impose on its citizens

legislation that would erode the quality of medical care. The public expects

blood to be available and safe when needed for transfusions. Hepatitis is a
serious illness anytime a person contracts it. But if a patient gets hepatitis from
a trasfusion of bad blood, it can be fatal. If blood is to be safe, blood banks must
get more volunteer donors.

All of us should have a i>ersonal commitment to a strong voluntary blood pro-

gram, for from birth to death we never know when one of us may need a blood

transfusion, be it for one unit or 50 or more units. When we are in good health,

we should demonstrate our concern for others by giving blood ourselves and by
encouraging others to make voluntary blood donations.
The Senate Finance Committee is respectfully requested to support the con-

tinuation of the voluntary donor concept which is the backbone of blood bank-

ing as we know it today and the continuation under Medicare, and exten.sion of

the present legislation regarding blood deductibles to Medicaid. Such actions

will result in more blood as well as minimizing the risk of transfusion hepatitis

and in a financial savings to the Government.
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WILL BLOOD BE AVAILABLE
WHEN YOU NEED IT?

The next person to need blood could be you!

You may use 20 pints. You may use two. Re-

gardless, your need is just as great.

If you believe that your immediate need

for blood is remote, consider that each and

every day more than 13,000 units of blood

are transfused in the United States—nearly

6.000,000 units per year.

The demand for blood increases, yet it

is estimated that the annual blood require-

ments of the nation are provided by less

than 3% of the eligible donor population of

the United States-approximately 3,000,000

donors.

The nature of blood is such that it must

be transfused in its whole state within 21

days after being drawn, and the blood given

to a patient must be compatible with his

own blood group and type.

Unless more people become donors, the

supply will not keep pace with the growing

demand for blood. Someday your iife may
depend on its availability.

To assure that blood will be there when
you need it, give blood now and encourage

others to become voluntary blood donors.

Artist Charle

stretctied arm
need throughc
blood donors.

i Lewis uses the symbol of a patient's out-

eeking life-saving blood to depict the great

It the United States for more voluntary
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BLOOD BANKS
A blood bank is a medical facility which

draws, processes, stores and distributes hu-

man whole blood and its derivatives. Some
blood banks also perform other services and
administer blood transfusions.

Hospital blood banks are self-operated and
function primarily to meet the blood needs

of their own patients. Many hospital banks
depend on other facilities to supplement
their blood supplies.

Community blood banks are usually lo-

cally organized and operated to serve the

blood needs of a majority or all hospitals in

a community.
Most hospital and community banks are

members of the American Association of

Blood Banks. These banks supply about half

of the blood used each year in the United

States. The other half comes from regional

blood centers of the American National Red
Cross. A very small percentage of blood is

supplied by commercial banks which are

privately owned. With the exception of the

latter, most blood banks are nonprofit and
depend primarily on voluntary blood donors.

Through a National Clearinghouse Pro-

gram of the American Association of Blood

Banks and a reciprocal agreement between
the AABB and the American National Red
Cross, banks can exchange supplies from

one area to another to balance blood sur-

pluses or shortages. The clearinghouse pro-

gram also enables a blood donor to replace

blood for a patient receiving a transfusion

in most any area of the country. For example,

you can donate a unit of blood in Hawaii for

someone undergoing surgery in New York
and have the credit transferred through the

program to the patient's account.

These facilities operate to protect you
against the unexpected. Support your local

bank by giviAg blood.

THE VOLUNTARY DONOR
You cannot put a price tag on the life of

someone you love. Money, the best medical

skills and all the newest, most spectacular

drugs often are not enough to save a life

without the gift of blood which can only

come from another human being.

Most banks obtain blood from persons

who give voluntarily to replace blood used

by a relative or friend, to establish protec-

tion against future blood needs for them-

selves and their families, or to fulfill a

community responsibility. Some banks also

obtain blood from paid donors. A few
banks sponsor plans which provide future

blood protection for an annual blood dona-

tion or cash premium. Cash payments, how-
ever, cannot assure a safe, adequate and

economical supply. Therefore, the volun-

tary blood donor is still considered the

backbone of blood banking today.

The following organizations know the

importance of voluntary donations and

urge healthy pepple to be blood donors:

American Association of Blood Banks

American Hospital Association

American Medical Association

American National Red Cross

Blue Cross Association

Health Insurance Council

National Association of Blue Shield Plans

Public Health Service, U.S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare
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WHAT IS BLOOD AND
WHY IS IT SO IMPORTANT?
Blood can do wonderful things. It is com-
posed of trillions of tiny cells suspended
in a watery fluid called plasma. Red cells

carry oxygen from the lungs to all parts

of the body. White cells fight off disease

and infection. Platelets help blood to clot

when bleeding occurs. The plasma also

contains proteins, required to control

bleeding, and other essential materials.

To fully meet the needs of physicians

and surgeons, blood of every group and
type must be available at all times. Donors
often respond when there is a special

need or emergency. But blood banks de-

pend much more on donors who are will-

ing to give to meet day-by-day blood
needs. Banks throughout the country must
rely on a constant stream of donors to

keep a "river of blood" flowing each day.

No substitute for blood has ever been
developed. The only source is still the hu-

man body. As long as blood cannot be

manufactured, blood banks must depend
upon people like you to assure an ade-

quate blood supply.

GIVING IS SAFE AND SIMPLE
Nature makes it easy to give blood. An
average person has about 10 to 12 pints

in his body. A normal donation is about

one pint. Medical authorities say that do'-

nating a unit of blood quickly stimulates

a healthy person's bone marrow and his

blood count is as normal after the dona-

tion as before.

Under medical supervision, the collec-

tion of blood is made by a medical tech-

nologist or a nurse. The procedure is

simple and safe. The entire process takes

less than an hour.

After you have given blood, you receive

a card which lists your blood group and
Rh type. This is important as the blood

of every human being is almost as dis-

tinctive as his fingerprint.

The giving of blood can be a satisfying

and rewarding experience for you.

DON'T WAIT- DONATE!
Although most people have blood to share,

many are not blood donors because they

have not experienced the need for blood or

they are apprehensive about the needle.

However, millions of individuals are living

today because of donors who have overcome
their fears and realize the importance of giv-

ing blood. Blood donors are special people.

The need for blood increases daily. The
balance between supply, demand ond human
life depends on blood donors. Your physician,

hospital or local blood bank can give you

more information and answer any questions

about blood and blood donations.

Make a date with your local blood bank
now. Don't wait— donate!

This brochure Is made available

as a public service by the

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS
30 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60602
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Statement of the American Podiatry Association Presented by
Ernest M. Weiner, D.P.M., President

introduction

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am Dr. Ernest M. Weiner,
President of the American Podiatry Association and a practicing podiatrist in
New Yorlc City. The American Podiatry Association is a voluntary, non-profit
organization, established in 1912 and composed of fifty-three (53) component
societies—one in each state, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and a society
for podiatrists in Federal Service.
The Social Security Amendments of 1965 and 1967 represented a significant

beginning by the Federal government to improve for the nation's aged and
di.'^advantaged citizens the acce.ssibility of needed health sendees; and though
health services available and delivered to these individuals have increased during
the last four years, questions of program efficiency and quality remain as over-
riding national concem.s.
The American Podiatry Association supported, and continues to support, the

principles embodied in Medicare and Medicaid ; but the Association equally recog-
nizes and endorses the necessity for revisions in the law to hasten the attainment
of an essential national goal—comprehensive health services for all citizens
regardless of economic status. Certainly, the impetus H.R. 1 would give to pre-
paid group practice is among the more important of the bill's major features.

In recognition of this necessary and challenging assignment, the American
Podiatry Association commends the Committee for its 1970 report. Medicare and
Medicaid, problems, issues, and alternatives. With few exceptions, the report's
recommendations provide extensive and constructive guidance for remedying
many shortcomings of both Titles XVIII and XIX. And it is to the further credit
of the Committee that H.R. 1 embodies many of the same recommendations
included in the Committee's staff report.
The American Podiatry Association is cognizant of the many current program

weaknesses which H.R. 1 proposes to correct. But recognizing the Committee's
desire to conserve time and avoid repetitious testimony, I will restrict my state-
ment to those program areas which require remedial action if quality foot health
services are to continue to be eflBciently delivered to the beneficiaries of both
Medicare and Medicaid.

First, however, we would urge the Committee to consider and remedy one
major flaw in H.R. 1. a bill which we generally support as both responsible and
constructive. I specifically reference the bill's repeal of the Medicaid provision
requiring states to have comprehensive Medicaid programs by 1977. In our
opinion, this provision should be retained as a meaningful goal toward which
society should strive to achieve, whether the mechanism be Medicaid as we
currently understand it, or an improved substitute. The American Podiatry As-
sociation supports, as we know individual members of this committee support,
the desirability of this goal. That it may require periodic postponement is one
thing : to eliminate it entirely is at best regressive and repugnant to millions of
Americans who deserve and require its benefits. Not only do ire encourage the
retention of this essential aim, tee urge that every effort be extended to attain
it prior to the conclusion of this decade.

Administrative Policy Recommendations
On the specific subject of podiatrists' services, the American Podiatry Associa-

tion has devoted considerable time and effort to as.sure the meaningful par-
ticipation of podiatrists in Title XVIII and XIX. Countless meetings with our
membership, carriers, and appropriate federal officials have been held to inter-
pret and clarify regulations, to resove misunderstandings, and to seek counsel
on specific problem areas. These productive experiences convincingly under-
score the vital importance of c'ose cooperation among carriers, the Social
Security Administration, and podiatrists as we strive to accomplish mutual
objectives. And according to our podiatry carrier consultants, the.se relationships
could be made even more productive if the Social Security Administration would
employ on a regular ba.sis the services of consultant podiatrists: and both the
Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council and the Medical As.sistance Advisory
Council had podiatrist representatives.
We are p'eased that these recommendations have also attracted increased

interest at HEW, as evidenced by the Medical Services Administration's appoint-
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ment of a podiatrist-consultant to advise MSA on the planning for and delivery

of podiatric services under Medicaid. We are confident that such policy, if

implemented in other federal health programs where ix>diatrists' services are

an important part, could immeasurably strengthen both the quality and effi-

ciency of important health services under public supported health insurance and

assistance programs. We are therefore hopeful that our specific recommendations

earlier advanced can be swiftly accomplished to achieve this objective.

Peer Review
We heartily endorse the Committee's recommendation to make peer review a

more effective instrument for evaluating the quality and efficiency of health care.

Since 1960, the American Podiatry Association has formally engaged in peer

review activities in cooi^eration with carriers representing public and private

insurance programs. More recently, however, the Association has undenvritten

a national indemnity plan for the protection of its peer review bodies in the

performance of their arrangements. To our knowledge, we are the only pro-

fessional association with such an indemnity program. This is in keeping with

our long standing objective to assure the highest quality podiatric care at the

most reasonable cost for all citizens.

In pursuit of this objective, our experiences during the past 12 years have

clearly revealed that, where peer review committees and carriers work hand in

hand, quality and efficiency result, the interests of the public are fully protected,

problems are more readily detected, and remedial measures, when required, are

more effectively applied.

Conversely, however, where such a spirit of cooperation does not prevail, where

peer review is lacking or is viewed only as a "court of last resort" and not as

a bonafide preventive mechanism, the potential for abuse, indeed abuse itself,

shariily increases. Though quality care is the primary and moral responsibility

of the concerned health professions, coofjeration among all concerned parties

—

patients, carriers, and providers of health care—is the most essential requisite

for any successful peer review program. In this regard, the absence of any

federal guideline with respect to i>eer review activities under public supported

health programs has retarded the effectiveness of peer review. This problem

must be overcome. And we urge HEW—in cooperation with the concerned health

professions—to develop and implement 'meaningful guidelines to improve the

effectiveness of peer review.

We are aware that there have been abuses of both the Medicare and Medicaid

programs. And where the evidence has been justified, our component societies

have taken prompt and effective action in response to these circumstances. We
seek to cooperate at all times with all concerned parties to assure the delivery

of high quality and needed podiatric services. And we fully support, therefore,

H.R. I's recommendations to prevent and control program abuses.

I must reference once again, however, that where close working relationships

have existed between peer review committees and carriers, both public and
private, problems have been minimal and oftentimes non-existent. Thus whatever

can be meaningfully done to strengthen peer review by promoting closer co-

operation between the public and private sectors has our unequivocal support.

Professional Standard Review Organization (PSRO)

A partial solution to his problem was recently filed with the Committee in

the form of an amendment to H.R. 1. Authored by Senator Bennett, this amend-

ment would establish at the local level Professional Standard Review Organiza-

tions (PSRO) to improve the coordination and conduct of professional review

mechanism.s. And though the American Podiatry Association supports the concept

embodied in the amendment, we are nonetheless deeply concerned with specific

features of the amendment as presently drafted.

In its stated purpose, each local PSRO would have the responsibility for

reviewing all .services for which payments may be made under the Social

Security Act. In discharging this responsibility, the PSRO is called upon to

determine the medical necessity of the services involved and to judge their

conformity to "professionally recognized standards of health care."

The amendment further stipulates that, in making PSRO designations at the

local level, the Secretary of HEW must give first priority to local medical

societies or subsidiary organizations. Only when such groups are either unwilling

or unable to accept such PSRO responsibility would the Secretary make such
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agreements with other private nonprofit, or public agencies with similar pro-
fessional competence. Yet the role of other health care practitioners, including
podiatrists, in this review process has either been overlooked or totally obscured
in the amendment. And we strongly object to this aspect of the amendment.
The 1967 Medicare amendments to the Social Security Act expressly provided

for the inclusion of the podiatrist within the definition of the term "physician."
This legislative act gave recognition to the fact that the doctor of podiatry, as
well as doctors of medicine, osteopathy and dentistry, has the independent right
to diagnose and treat by medical, surgical and other means, subject, of course,
to the applicable state law. Accordingly, it follows that the medical necessity for
the services performed by these practitioners is primariy a matter of their own
professional judgment.
We fully support this concept as one significant way to assure the eflScient

and qualitative delivery of health services, regardless of the means of payment
for these same services. But such review procedures can and should be made by
the practitioner's own colleagues, employing the well-established methods of
peer review.

Section 11.52(b) of the proposed amendment refers to qualified professional
standards review organizations as being primarily composed "of physicians
engaged in the practices of medicine or surgery." Yet, the same section mandates
that the organization have "available professional competence to review health
care services of all types and kinds." It is apparent that to be effective and mean-
ingful in the case of podiatric services, this task must be performed by members
of that profession.

While the use of the term "physician" in the pi'oposed Section 11.52(b), when
read together with the summary, appears to exclude podiatrists, the word
"physician" occurs elsewhere in the amendment without additional explanation.
To further complicate the matter, a new term, "health care practitioner," is

introduced for which no definition at all is provided.
As we have earlier stated, the American Podiatry Association has long

been active in the peer review facets of health insurance programs. We believe
that our members' experience will make a significant contribution to the effec-

tive application of review standards to services authorized under the Social
Security Act. However, to most effectively discharge this responsibility, the
amendment as presently written must be strengthened to assure the involvement
and full participation of other health care practitioners, including podiatrists,
in PSRO activities. Such a change must include, though not necessarily be
limited to, a clear definition of "physician" in the amendment, employing for
this purpose the precedent established in Title XVIII of the Social Security
Act.

Legislative Recommendations—Medicare
In addition to the aforementioned recommendations, there are additional legis-

lative proposals which, if enacted, would decisively improve the delivery of foot
health service under Medicare and Medicaid.

Following the enactment of P.L. 90-248. which added podiatrists' services
to the physician benefits of Medicare (Title XVIII, Part B), the elderly were
afforded important program benefits. Experiences to date, however, have ex-
posed certain inadequacies with respect to the administration and provision of
foot health services under Medicare; and to continually assure quality foot
health services for the elderly, it is essential that these problem areas be remedied.

Section 1862 of the Social Security Act lists the services excluded from coverage
imder the Medicare Program. However, podiatrists' experiences have clearly
demonstrated that present exclusions neither control costs nor assure that only
necessary foot care is furnished. Instead of considering the treatment of the
foot on the same basis as other parts of the body, Section 1862 (paragraph 13)
employs language which even five years after enactment defies clear interpreta-
tion. As a result, the Social Security Administration is still seeking the correct
application of this paragraph to specific problem areas. It is our recnmmendniinn
that the Medicare Program, like other health insurance plans, provide for com-
plete, medical and surgical care of the food, as is the case for other parts of
the iodg.

Secondly, a conforming amendment to Title XVTTT. Section 1961(h)(4). is

required to bring podiatric inpatient hospital services in line with other physi-
cians' services. This section enables a hospital under Part A to he reimbursed for
the reasonable costs of the services of interns and residents in an approved

72-57.3—72—pt. 6 .".7
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teaching program. However, Section 1861, which identified the various accredit-

ing agencies that approve such programs, inadvertently omits tlie Council on
Podiatry Education of the American Podiatry Association. This oversiglit should
now be corrected. The Association's Council on Podiatry Education, recognized

by the U.S. Office of Education and the National Commission on Accrediting as

the national accrediting agency for podiatric education programs, should he

specifically included in Section lS61{t)){4) of the Act.

Legislative recommendation—Medicaid

Podiatrists now participate in thirty-nine of the fifty-two approved state

Title XIX programs. And our experiences have clearly demonstrated a lack

of consistency between the Medicare and Medicaid programs. I refer specifically

to the lack of uniformity in the Act's definition and intei-pretation of the term
"physician."

Section 1861 (r) of the Act includes the podiatrist under the term "physician"
for the purposes of Title XVIII. Title XIX, on the other hand, does not define

the term "physician." Instead the meaning of the term has been left to adminis-
trative interpretation. The result has been to exclude the services of podiatrists

from the meaning of "physician services" for purposes of Title XIX. This par-

ticular lack of consistency has produced serious consequences for carriers, ad-
ministrators, and—most importantly—the program's beneficiaries.

A specific example of this problem is the Medicare "buy-in" arrangement, in

which more than forty states participate. These states, by paying the Medicare
Part B charges, qualify the elderly poor for Medicare benefits, including podia-
trists' services which are defined as physicians' services under Title XVIII. Yet
in many of these same states, Medicaid beneficiaries imder 65 are denied a
podiatrist's services.

Wc recomynend that this inconsistent application of the law be remedied by
amending Title XIX for the purpose of defining the term "physician" to include
the podiatrist.

SUMMARY

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I fully appreciate the massive but essential ta.sk

with which your Committee is charged and as each of us realizes, the achieve-

ment of a national health policy, one which assures every American equal
access to quality health care, will not be easily or quickly accomplished. Yet it

is imperative that the nation responsibly build on an already impressive record
by immediately responding to Medicare and Medicaid's inadequacies, which—as
far as podiatrists are specifically concerned—must summarily include

:

Reinstating in H.R. 1 the requirement that states accomplish by 1977 com-
prehensive Medicaid programs.

Providing a podiatrist-consultant to he Social Security Administration and
assuring podiatrist representation on both Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council and the Medical Assistance Advisory Coiuicil.

Improving the effectiveness of the Professional Standards Review Organiza-
tion concept by assuring the involvement and full participation therein of the
various health care practitioners participating in federal health insurance and
assistance programs.
Amending Section 1862 of the Social Security Act to provide for complete

medical and surgical care of the foot, as is the case for other parts of the body.
Amending Section 1861(b) (4) of the Social Security Act to identify the

Association's Council on Podiatry Education as the national accrediting agency
for podiatric education programs.
Amending Title XIX of the Social Security Act for the purpose of providing

a definition of physician which would include the podiatrist.

The American Podiatry Association is grateful for the opportunity to present
its views on this vital subject and looks forward to cooperating with the Com-
mittee and the Congress in providing improved health care for all Americans.

Statement of the New York Women's Bar Association

Child care facilities

This organization is on record in favor of U.S. subsidized child care facilities

for everyone, both poor and middle class. We believe that those who can afford

to pay for such services should pay a reasonable fee for them.
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Household and dependent care expenses

This organization laeartily couimends the Senate Finance Committee for adding
to the Revenue Act of 1971 provisions that substantially liberalize the child and
dependent care expense deduction under section 214 of the internal revenue
code. However, the requirement of itemizing deductions makes this liberalized
deduction of relatively little use to the low-income wife and mother. And the
income limitation renders it of little use to middle-income wives and mothers.
We believe that child and dependent care expenses are truly business expenses

of a working woman. The Senate Finance Committee Report on the 71 Act said
that "these expenses . . . are to some extent like an employee's business ex-
penses." We submit that these expenses are as real business expenses of a work-
ing mother as the salary she pays her secretary.
We therefore recommend ihat the deduction for household service and depend-

ent care expenses be made a section 62 deduction, deductible in arriving at
adjusted gross income, and that the income limitation be raised to at least
$35,000 before the phaseout begins.

Social Security costs and benefits.

Under the present system, no one pays more for social security than a man
and woman who both work. At the 1972 wage base of $9,000, a man and wife
who each earn $10,000 a year will pay a combined social security tax of $930.
If the wage base goes up to $10,200, and the rate goes up to 5.4%, as provided
in H.R. 1, their total tax bill be $1,080.
On the other hand, if a husband made $20,000 a year, and his wife didn't

work, their 1972 tax bill under present law w'ould be only $468. At the propo.sed
higher base and rate, their bill would be only $.550.80.

The benefits the working couple get in return for their high taxes will be
greater than those received by the couple with the non-working wife, but not in
proportion to the high cost to them of the insurance. They will receive 200% of
the basic benefit, whereas the couple with the non-working wife will get 150%
of the basic benefit.

The inequity is quite great. W> recommend that, to end this inequity, the
working couple receive an annual credit against their income tax equal to 25%
of the total amount of social security taxes they pay. Such a credit would not
interfere with the collection of the tax, or lessen the amount the employer pays.
But it would make the amount of tax paid bear a much closer relation to the
benefits to be received.

Head of household

Despite the liberalization of head of household and uumarried individual
rates in 1969. the burden borne by single people is still too great. We recommend
that anyone who actually contributes more than half the support of a household
should have the benefit of the head of household rates.

Submitted by Florence B. Donohue, Chairman, Committee on Taxation and
the Working Woman. New York Women's Bar Association, February 14. 1972.

Statement of the National League for Nursing, Council of Home Health
Agencies and Community Health Services

The Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services of
the National League for Nursing is the national spokesman for approximately
1,400 home health agencies and community health agencies. These agencies pro-
vide health services to people out.side of hospitals ; in other w^ords, in patients'
homes, in schools, public health clinics, and other community settings.

Excessive Utilization

It is unfortunate that Medicare has perpetuated the problems created by
voluntary health insurance programs that traditionally have given the highest
priority to hospitalization as a covered service. This emphasis on hospitalization
has increased not only the utilization of hospitals but also their costs. Between
1940 and 1965 the number of general hospital admissions on a per capita basis
doubled. Over the past five years hospital co.sts have doubled. Under Medicare
the financial incentive is for hospitalization even though care in the home would
be more appropriate in the case of countless patients.
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There are many elderly individuals with varying degrees of chronic illness,

vpho could be maintained at home if reimbursement for broad home health serv-
ices were provided. The denial of reimbursement for intermittent skilled nursing
services and other therapeutic services to these individuals in their homes under
Medicare has, in many instances, forced them into a hospital or extended care
facility at a much higher cost to the taxpayer. In the long run, it costs more in
both human misery and hard cold cash to institutionalize our senior citizens than
to provide an adequate program of home health services.

Senator Bennett on January 25, 1972. reported that a survey in New Mexico
showed that 35 percent of the Medicaid population in nursing homes were not
in need of institutional care. We have reason to believe these figures apply equally
to Medicare patients.

Restrictive Regulations

Furthermore, the limited benefits for home health services under Medicare
have been curtailed sharply in the recent past through increasingly restrictive
regulations of the Social Security Administration. Payment for needed services in

the home is denied, frequently on a retroactive basis. Thus, the total reimburse-
ments for home health services under Medicare are estimated to decrease from
$79 million in 19G9 to $50 million in 1971 while hospitalization reimbursements
will increase from $4 billion to $4.5 billion in 1971. See below :

MEDICARE REIMBURSEMENTS FOR HOME HEALTH SERVICES AND INPATIENT HOSPITALIZATION, 1969-71
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Provide for the establishment of a home health advisory committee of

representatives of home health agencies to assist the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare in the administration and coordination of its home
health programs.

Quality of Care

To improve the quality of home health services, the National League for Nurs-
ing and the American Public Health Association sponsor a national program of

accreditation for community health services. The criteria are more comprehen-
sive than those required for certification in Sections 1861 (m) and (o) of P.L.

89-97.
Home health programs should be required to participate in utilization review

programs. Such participation is now required for hospitals and extended care

facilities. The utilization review process has a great potential for improving the

level of services and monitoring utilization.

An important aspect of any program with the objective of measuring the

quality of health services is the active participation of those mast experienced
and qualified in the provision of those health services. It is also important to

involve the public as consumers of health services in such programs.
Accordingly, the NLN Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health

Services recommends that H.R. 1 be amended to

:

Identify NLN-APHA as the national accreditation body for home health
services with an agency's accreditation accepted in lieu of certification

;

Extend the utilization review requirement to home health agencies par-

ticipating in medicare and medicaid ; and
Modify amendment No. 823 relating to professional standards review

organizations to require that review activities in the case of home health

services be the responsibility of a multi-disciplinary health team experi-

enced in the field of home health services with representation from the

general public.

In conclusion, the Council urges that the scope of Medicare be expanded from
the narrow concept of the treatment of acute illness, primarily inpatient, to

a program designed to promote and maintain health through the prevention of

illness and the amelioration of chronic conditions through a comprehensive
program of home health services. Such an expansion would provide better health

care for the elderly at a reduced cost.

Statement by Maetin D. Lowenthal, Director, Social Welfare Regional
Research Institute, Boston College

My name is Martin Lowenthal. I am Director of the Social Welfare Regional
Research Institute at Boston College. The Regional Research Institute was es-

tablished by a grant from the Social Rehabilitation Services Division of the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1970 to undertake research on the

subject of the employment and employment potential of welfare clients.

Since that time we have been involved in a number of studies, including a study
of what we already know on the subject of work and welfare, the evaluation of the

new work registration program in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a study
of the labor markets for women, particularly female recipients, a study
of AFDC mothers who work and the factors in their lives that impinge on de-

cisions about work and welfare, an investigation of the legal rights of women on
welfare as they seek employment, and various studies on day care.

This testimony is based primarily on the studies conducted by the SWRRI.
The major points of the testimony are the following

:

1. Work registration requirements which seek to limit the welfare roles do
not tcork. They unnecessarily harass clients, result in higher costs, are ineffective

in moving people to self-support, and hamper the provision of employment serv-

ices to those who want them and can best utilize them.
2. Generally accepted criteria for the determination of "non-employability,"

such as those contained in recent Amendment to the Social Security Act and in

new legislation in Massachusetts and New York tend to increase the adminis-
trative problems and consequently the costs.

3. The use of State Employment Ofliees does not tend to be an effective way
of getting people into jobs. Most people get jobs on their own efiforts.
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4. The ability of most AFDC family heads to meet the minimum income
needs of their families through employment is quite low. This is due largely to

the fact that the jobs available to them in the labor market tend to be low
wage, irregular, and part time or seasonal. Significant interventions in the
economy which would affect the unemployment rates and wages for nonwhite,
poor whites, and women are necessary in order to move large numbers of welfare
families to self-support through employment.

5. Persons who work their way off the assistance roles, but subsequently lose

their jobs should become automatically re-eligible for assistance, within certain
financial limitations.

6. A few state-wide pilot programs should be undertaken to work out the
problems previously mentioned. Massachusetts might appropriate for this pur-

pose because of its characteristics, its experience and its commitment to welfare
reform.

Evaluation of the General Assistance Work Registration and Check Pickup
Program in Massachusetts

This study was undertaken at the request of Commissioner Steven Minter
of the Department of Public Welfare. In his charge to the Regional Research
Institute, the Commissioner asked that an objective evaluation of the new
General Relief—Division of Employment Security Program to restore employ-
able General Relief clients to self-support, be undertaken at the outset of the

program in October 1971.
The Program was initiated by the Legislature of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts in the late summer of 1971 by the following provision in the
appropriations bill : "that after October first, nineteen hundred and seventy-

one every person eligible for an assistance check under chapter one hundred
and seventeen of the General Laws, determined by the department to be an
employable person, shall receive such check from the nearest oflice of the
division of employment security." Little, if any, formal study had preceded
this provision so that its effects, problems, and possible approaches toward
implementation were generally unknown.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

1. A great deal of human suffering and individual costs on the part of those
clients who were unable to obtain their checks and often went long periods with-
out sufficient funds to meet their minimal needs resulted from this program.
In October 1971, of those people who did not pick up checks, 38.7% were ill.

disabled, or hospitalized, according to two surveys on the first pay period of

the program. Another 22.67% reported that they did not know of the new
requirement and administrative errors by DES and DPW were involved in

15.5% of the cases. Approximately 17% were already working—those who were
already working full time were not supposed to report, and part-time workers
stated they were working at the time of the appointment with DES.

2. Even if the human costs are disregarded, the ndministrntive costs alone far
exceed the savings in this program. Administrative costs of the program in the

local offices of the DPW alone run over $70,000 a month, according to our survey
of the social workers in the Welfare Service Offices throughout the state. In
reviewing over 1700 cases, the additional cost incurred by the local offices of the
DPW as a result of the new GR-DES program is .$1.(59 per GR case iier payroll

period, or $3.38 per case per month. This comes to $7.96 per "unemployable" GR
client in the month of December.
When the costs of the central administration, overhead, and those of the

Division of Employment Security are added to this figure, it will probably come
to two or three times this amount.

Lilieral estimates of the possible savings through the program range from
approximately $51,000 to $71,000 a month from those who do not pick up their

check at the employment office without good cau.se and from those who find em-
ployment through this program. These figures tend to be somewhat inflated due
to the fact that they are not adjusted for normal turnover in the General Relief

program and assume that the average payments to these individuals are the
same as those for the program as a whole. In fact the payroll for General Relief,

not inchuling vendor payments, went down only $48,929 from September through
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December, which covers the first months of the program when the highest sav-
inss were expected.

3. Using generally accepted criteria for determination of "unemployability,"
the operational decision by the Department of Public Welfare to consider clients

"employable" unless they could be determined to be "unemployable" inflated
the number who had to report to DES, many of whom were subsequently deter-
mined to be unemployable. This involved additional costs to DPW, to DER. and to

those clients who were unable to report due to illness and other reasons. Further,
it placed the burden on the clients to prove to the Department that they were in

fact unemployable and had good cause for not reporting to DES. This resulted
in suffering for hundreds of clients and additional problems for the social work-
ers to remedy incorrect classifications and check cancellations. The Department
could have operated on the opposite assumption that clients were unemployable
unless determined to be employable. Those who were seeking employment and
were obviou.sly employable could have been classified initially and then on the
basis of a case-by-case intensive review, those who were found to be employable in

the remainder of the caseload could have been so classified. This would have
involved fewer errors which resulted in client hardships and marginally lower
costs in following up incorrect classifications. Further, it would have permitted a

phasing in of the program which would have allowed the Department time for
training and revision of procedures where problems arose.

4. Only 524 clients actually obtained jobs as of December 31, 1971 covering
ten weeks of the program. The average number of referrals from the Welfare
Department per pay period was 7450 with the DES considering an average of

4763 "employable" by their .standards. The average placement rate per pay period
of those referred was only 1.4% and of those considered employable by DES only

2.29f. In addition, only 5 of the 20 clients .surveyed, out of the 99 in Boston who
got jobs in the beginning of the program, obtained employment through the
services of DES. Fifteen reported that they had found jobs through their own
efforts. In other words, of the small sample only 25% obtained their jobs through
the new work registration program.

5. Our findings on the management problems in administering the new GR-DES
program concern the Department of Public Welfare which asked the Institute to

look at this subject. Six problem areas were Identified which represent deficiencies

in the administrative implementation of the program by DPW. These were the
following: (1) overloading of DPW staff in the Welfare Sevice OflSces (which
is obviou.sly due to the lack of additional funds for the administration of the
program), (2) incompatibility of DPW and DES operational definitions of non-
employability, (3) problems arising from changes in the General Relief payroll
procedures, particularly the transitional problems due to the shift from the
local Finance Units to a central computer system for the state, (4) inadequate
information and training in the new payroll procedures for the WSO payroll
clerks, (5) insufficient staffing, equipping, and procedures at the GR-DBS Project
Office, and (6) low staff morale resulting from the manner in which the changes
in the General Relief program were developed and implemented.
One of the most difficult and time consuming problems in the new procedure for

all parties—social workers, employment counselors, and client.s—is the basic
conflict between the operating procedures with regard to employability of the
two agencies participating in the program. DPW operated as if a GR recipient
is employable unless specifically exempted. The six categories of exemptions listed

in the State Letter provided the grounds for deeming a recipient non-employable.
In order to classify a client as non-employable the social worker had to fill out
Form GR-DES 1—stating the reasons for the exemptions and verifying it. A
worker is thus under severe pressure to place a recipient in the employable cate-
gory unless he can produce written verification to tiie contrary in the recipient'.**

file (i.e., in most cases, a doctor's letter). Then, and only then, is the recipient
placed in the non-employable category.
However. DES operated on the oppo.site set of assumptions. Despite written

instructions to the contrary, we found in practice that DES staff operate from
the premi.se that a client is considered emploj-able only if he is potentially em-
ployable, i.e., has work related characteristics—age, sex, previous work experience,
education—which make it likely for him to be placed in a job or in a training
program. Employment counselors at DES are under i)ressure to deem employ-
able only those GR recipients who are likely lo be placed and to deem non-
employable tho.se with little chance of placement. Tbis ai)proach .serves two pur-
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poses for DES staff. First it conserves staff time—the employment counselor
does not have to continually see clients who are not likely to get jobs. Secondly,
it produces good monthly reports—the rate of placements per number of active

cases is not depressed by a large pool of clients who are not likely to get jobs.

The result of these conflicting agency positions is that many GR recipients

find themselves constantly shuttled back and forth between the WSO and DES
office. The worker classifies the client as employable and sends him to DES. At
DES the employment counselor interviews the recipient, fiinds him or her not
likely to be employed and sends their form back checked "non-employable." The
worker must then follow up—find out why the recipient was marked non-em-
ployable and try to get verification in order to fit the recipient into one of the
exemptions for non-employability. The recipient often does not qualify for an
exemption and is sent back to DES where the process is repeated.
These findings for the state of Massachusetts are similar to those of a recent

study of the new welfare-work legislation in New Tork state done by the League
of "Women Voters of the Rochester Metropolitan Area and the Center for Com-
munity Issues Research. Their conclusions about the program as it operated in

Monroe County emphasized that the new regulations "have not resulted in

substantial nunabersi of welfare recipients becoming self-supporting" and that
the program "is costly to administer ... in October, the additional adminis-
trative expenses of $82,474 a month far outweighed the savings of $44,690 due
to case closings."

I.ABOR MARKET STUDIES

The labor market studies of SWRRI reveal important connections between
the welfare caseload and labor market conditions. Unemployment rates exert
pressures on welfare directly through AFDC-UP. through General Relief, and
through AFDC as mothers are laid off, and indirectly through the impact of

unemployment on family stability and organization. The structure of the labor
force which is reflected in one way through wage differentials also creates a
pressure to use welfare because of inadequate earnings of the millions of poor
people. It also places limitaitons on the extent to which employment can be
used as a way of reducing welfare costs and caseloads because of the restricted

fob opportunities and consequent low wages. The structure of labor markets
and their differential effects on earnings and unemployment are a crucial factor

In assessing both the employment potential of women on welfare and of the
policies required to create meaningful opportuniites for work.
The implications of unemployment levels reveals a clear interdependence be-

tween labor market phenomena and the welfare system. Rising unemployment
levels in a labor market result in increased demand for welfare. Individuals and
women with families who formerly were able to support themselves are no
longer able to find or to hold jobs.

A second area in which the unemployment rate affects the welfare system
is the difiiculty for welfare mothers to move out of the welfare system when
unemployment is high. If no jobs are available, then employment programs, no
matter how well designed, will face high costs and probable failure in efforts

to induce movement off welfare.
Our labor market studies, under the direction of Professor Barry Bluestone,

suggest that poverty is due in large part to the job opportunities available which
tend to be concentrated in those industries and occupations which pay low wages,
are often part-time, are irregular in their duration, and have poor working con-
diitons. These peripheral jobs are filled by workers who make up a kind of
peripheral labor force because only seasonal or part-time work is available to

them, or because only temporary jobs or no work is available.
The relevance of this discussion of labor market operations to women welfare

recipients is clear. Women are likely to be "peripheral workers," particularly
women with children who need to work part-time or intermittently. The con-
centration of welfare women in the peripheral economy, the only labor market
to which they have access because of needs, skills, location and experience,
means that the wage rates available to them are likely to be low and the work
conditions and promotion prospects poor.
The generally low occupational status of AFDC mothers is confirmed by all

studies. Of those reporting previous employment in 1967, 48 percent had been
service workers, almost 19 percent were unskilled laborers. The data on the
participation rates of AFDC women reflected the pattern of the general popula-
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tion with 19 percent of the nonwhite welfare women working and 12.5 percent
of the white women in the labor force. However, the white mothers who did
work, eamd more on the average than the black mothers who were employed.

TABLE l.-AFDC MOTHERS IN THE HOME BY USUAL OCCUPATION

Percentages

1967 1961

Total mothers in the home 100.0 100.0

Professional, semiprofessional, proprietors, managers, and officials.. I.O 0.6
Clerical, sales, and kindred workers 9.4 5.8
Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers .5 .5
Farmowners and managers _ _ .1 .2
Farm tenants, renters, sharecroppers, and farm laborers 4.0 4.

8

Operatives and kindred semiskilled and skilled workers 7. 2 6.4
Service workers, except private household 18. 7 16. 3
Private household service workers 13.

5

17.7
Unskilled laborers 12.6 10.5
Never held employment 24.9 31.2
Unknown 8.0 6.1

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare "Preliminary Report of Findings— 1969 AFDC Study,"
SRS, NCSS, March 1970; and U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, "Findings of the 1967 AFDC Study;
pt.l,"SRS,NCSS, July 1970.

The earnings of AFDC mothers in 1967, when they were employed, were much
lower than the median earnings of employed women in the general population.
About half of the AFDC mothers employed were working full time, but earnings
were not high enough to make the family ineligible for assistance. The average
monthly earnings of all AFDC employed mothers was $135.00. The average was
less than $100.00 in 12 states and more than $200.00 in only 4 states.

It is not possible to assess the family support potential of AFDC mothers with-
out considering the experience of women in general in the labor market. Drawing
data from U.S. Department of Labor reports, the following points emerge: (1)
the labor force participation of women is largely related to age, marital status,
presence and ages of children and education; (2) only 29% of mothers with
children under 6 were in the labor force and only 25% of those with children under
3; (3) labor force participation by women increased with their educational
levels

; (4) in 1967, women were generally concentrated in relatively low-paying
occupations

; (5) 82% of employed women were in occupations producing median
earnings for women of $3,700 per year or less : (6) the median wage for all women
workers in 1967 was $2,295 with 75% earning less than $4,000 and 31% earning
less than $1,000; (7) non-white women at all educational levels are more likely
to have been employed than white w^omen, but their median earnings were less
than white women at $1,635 in 1967.

If we assume that no major economic intervention will be forthcoming in the
near future to make jobs readily available and increase wages substantially in

low-wage sectors, the ability of most AFDC family heads to meet the minimum
income needs of their families by working is probably quite low. The anticipation
that many are or will be able to earn their way off assistance is probably un-
realistic. Only a minority of welfare recipients will be able to get off public
assistance through employment sooner than the normal attrition rates. For a
family of four headed by a women, she would need to earn $2.25 or more an hour
on a full-time basis to be removed from the welfare rolls in 30 states. In only
nine states could the family head earn less than $2.00 per hour and become com-
pletely self-sujiorting. In some states where the cost of living and the welfare
payments are higher, a mother would have to approach earnings of $3.00 per hour
or more.

TRAINING FOB WELFARE RECIPIENTS

We are only gradually beginning to realize that it is not enough to design
programs which attempt to alter the supply of labor by training, rehabilitation,

and education in order to assure higher levels of income and living. The structure
of the occupational system, the operation of labor markets, and the levels of

wages, which make up the demand side of labor market cnuations, required
appropriate and significant intervention.
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The evidence for evaluating the performance of efforts to train welfare re-

cipients, particularly vk-omen. is scarce. What is known about WIN is not en-

couraging to those who would expand such programs as a part of welfare revision.

A total of 167,000 had enrolled in WIN through April 30. 1970. More than a third

had dropped out, and of the 89.000 enrolled in the fall of 1970, nearly a third were
in the intake, assessment, orientation, or holding stages, which generally involved

waiting for placement.
Estimates are that 25.000 had moved on to work, with less than half of those

being able to move off of welfare—approximately 10,000 received pay adequate

to leave public assistance. Most of those who found jobs were among the early

participants in the program when, according to most observers, "creaming" was
prevalent. These early enrollees included a large percentage of employalile fathers

receiving AFDC-UP (as much as 40 percent) who could find work most easily

and probably would have found jobs in time without WIN. (AFDC-UP cases make
up only 5 percent of the AFDC population.) Further, it is doubtful that WIN has

had much effect on the pattern of use of welfare in view of the average stay on

welfare of two years.
Another consideration in the training approach toward substituting work for

relief is the costs—the costs of training, the costs of providing work incentives,

the costs of day care, and the costs of creating employment or subsidizing em-
ployment during those times and in those places where jobs are not available.

The likely costs of these efforts will substantially exceed any savings in welfare

payments.
This picture can be seen by taking estimates of costs under the WIN program

and matching them with the characteristics of the typical AFDC family. The
Department of Health, Education and Welfare conservatively estimates the

average cost of after-school and summer care for school-age children at $400 per

year, and for full-day pre-schoolers at $1,600. The average AFDC family has

"three children and if we assume the mother has one child under six and one in

school still requiring some attention, the annual cost of the child care arrange-

ments will be $2,000. Training under WIN averages around $2.2.")0 per slot and

the recipient is allowed to retain $30 and one third of earnings. If the fnmily

earned even $2,000. which studies suggest only a third of employable reciinents

could do, the welfare payments would be reduced by only $973. Thus, for $3,250

in day care and training cost (not including any subsidies for job creation,

services, or work related expenses such as transportation), the reduction in

welfare payments would amount to less than $1,000. Further, the low placement

rates under WIN would indicate that jobs are not available and that employers

are not seeking recipients as workers. This suggests that a large scale and

costly public employment or publicly supported private employment programs

would be required.

In an investigation of the WIN program in Boston. Sum and Piore (1969)

observed that of the 127 enrollees under study in October 1969. only a small

number were employed. Only 12 enrollees were working: forty-four were still

in training: fifty eight had been terminated: and 13 were in holding stntus

(approximately half of these were in the process of being terminated). They
found that fernales had a higher termination rate and a lower placement rate

than males.
Of the 12 who had obtained employment, seven were male heads of households

on AFDC-UP. Five of these had found employment on their own. Only one of

the five found a position which was training-related, and three returned to their

previous occupation, with one setting up a business. The remaining two enrollees

were placed by the WIN team in their previous occupations—one of them with

his previous employer. Two of the 12 employed were female heads of households

on AFDC. Neither had any children under six at the time. The other three

emploved enrollees were teenagers.
In the Auerbach evaluation (1970) of WIN, it was found the unified sup-

portive services promised in the program were largely unavailable. The training

programs were of doubtful relevance to the client population and little emphasis

was placed on on-the-job training. Many of the crucial features of the training

strate.gy were having .severe difficulties in practice.

In .surveys of the employment and actual earnings of WIN graduates in 1969,

labor market factors clearly emerged and it was found that two-fifths were
employed in low-paying occupations such as clerical, sales, and service jobs.

One survey showed that at the end of 1969, female WIN graduates earned
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substantially less than males and one-lialf of the females earned less than

$2.00 an hoiir. As the small number of APDC men complete "WIN and women
comprise a larjie proportion of the trainees, average earnings, which were put

at $2.HO an hour, can be expected to decline. These trends also a))v.ear to make
it unlikely that WIN can function as a major instrument for reducing the

caseload in AFDC.
In New York a similar criticism was made by the bipartisan Legislative

Commission on Expenditure Review, pointing out that most opi)ortunities offered

to minority persons had been limited to typist and attendant jobs. The Com-
mission also called attention to many other problems of the manpower programs
in New York. The Work Incentive Program. WIN. was particularly criticized

in the Commission report, which called the pi-ogram "almost totally inefftH-tive.''

Of the 17.814 enrollees in the first 21 months of the program through June 1070,

only 17 percent were placed in jobs, and only 4 percent remained employed

beyond six months.
One of the conclusions that emerges from a review of WIN and other man-

power programs is that in slack labor markets, there are increasing difficulties

and rising costs to placing recipients in jobs. The justification for this training

approach is difficult to make on the grounds of a productive investment which

will significantly reduce the costs of welfare. The argument that training is a

one-shot investment in the long-term work pattern to be established for mothers

when their children no longer need care must be weighed against (1) tbo uncer-

tainty of jobs in the labor markets that most recipients work in. (2) the fact,

as revealed in mo.st studies, that women work anyway when their children are

old enough. (3) the likelihood for many that future child-bearing will interrupt

work experience, and (4) the low earnings that most are likely to desire.

Concerning the placement process, the Wright Institute study of WIN. like

that of the SWRRI study in Massachusetts, found that, by far. the most im-

portant sources of job referrals for mothers was their friends and relatives.

Official government programs—WIN and the employment offices of the Human
Resources Department—were often used in job-seeking attempts but efforts

throush these channels were rarely successful. Based on this finding, it was
suggested that the government should consider supporting the more successful

referral system of friends through possibly a system of commission payments.

The relietoric of manpower and rehabilitation policies has exaggerated the

potential impact and the importance of manpower programs. To show that the

rhetoric of mass employment of the disadvantaged is a gross exaggeration is not

to imply that the methods are ineffective or irrational in all cases or that they

do not have value. In fact, it is only when assessed in terms of inflated claims

and expectations that such programs can be considered a failure. When seen in

terms of smaller numbers and specific client problems, such methods are useful

and necessary.

SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR H.R. 1 FROM OTHER SWRRI STUDIES

1. Our study of ADFC recipients who work suggest that among other factors

which might discourage them from moving completely off welfare, two should

be mentioned here. The first concerns the loss of other benefits such as medical

care, day care, housing supplements, and various food programs. The second

is the fear of losing their job and not being easily able to get back on welfare.

Since most of the jobs obtained by female recipients tend to be somewhat irregu-

lar, the security of a job is small. In this case, welfare payments are much more
reliable and stable and so some mothers avoid the risk of relying entirely on

their employment for their income.
This latter effect might be remedied in the bill by removing the requirement

that recipients remain in employment as a condition of support once they have

a job and by inserting language to the effect that a person who works their way
off the roles and loses their job becomes automatically re-eligible, within certain

financial limitations.

2. Our study of AFDC mothers also shows that they did not know how much
of their earnings they would be allowed to keep and how much would be de-

ducted from their public assistance grants. Our impression is that most mothers

do not know about the work incentive disregard aspects of the inn7 Amendments
and. when they do, the computations are often too complex. The Wright Institute

study of WIN revealed most welfare motliers base their calculations with resi)ect

to job opportunities more on group and community standards of expectation than
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on their individual situations. If this conclusion is correct, it would imply that

community-wide programs of information diffusion would be required in order

for the work incentives to affect the work efforts of many clients.

Furthermore, the problem of getting the correct information to the target

populations would have to be solved in order to have the working poor use the

new programs in HR 1. More study and experimentation is needed on this par-

ticular aspect of the Act.

3. Our work indicates that more experimentation and study are needed on
various parts of the welfare reform package. The following work needs to

be done

:

(a) One or more statewide pilots programs should be undertaken to trace

the effects of the various provisions of the Act and to work out the adminis-
trative problems. This should be done using a higher minimum than that
contained in the House version of the bill. Massachusetts should be con-

sidered if such a pilot is contemplated since it has both urban and rural
areas, is committed to welfare reform, is manageable from an experimental
and research point of view (as we have found), and has some experience
with aspects of the new programs, such as working arrangements between
the Welfare Department and the Employment Offices.

(&) While we would recommend that enforced work registration be
dropped as improper, costly, ineffective, and counterproductive, if such
mandatory referrals to employment offices are kept, more appropriate and
realistic criteria for the determination of employability must be developed
to minimize (1) the harmful effects on recipients, (2) the costs of the pro-
gram, (3) the administrative problems resulting from the continual regis-

tration and processing of people who are not employable, and (4) the barriers
within the program to those who can really use employment services. A
study should be undertaken to determine a workable and operational defi-

nition of "employability" for use in present programs and in those contained
in HR 1.

Statement of National Assoctation of Coordinators of State Programs fob
THE Mentally Retardbs), Inc., Submitted by Charles E. Acuff, President

As an Association whose members are responsible for planning, implementing
and coordinating state services for mentally retarded children and adults, we have
a vital interest in a number of programs authorized under the Social Security
Act including social security benefits to the disabled, public assistance, social

services, maternal and child health and crippled children's services, medicaid
and medicare.

According to the latest estimates available from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare

:

176.000 recipients of childhood disability benefits under social security
suffer from mental retardation.
Approximately 4.6 percent (or 331,000) of the children in AFDC families

are mentally retarded.
Roughly 155,000 recipients of APTD have mental retardation as their

primary disability.

Over 43.000 retarded children and their families are served annually in

community clinics supported by maternal and child health funds.
However, even these figures don't reveal all the ramifications for the retarded

in programs authorized under the Act. For example, a large but unspecified num-
ber of retarded children and adults are benefiting from social service programs
fnnrled under Titles IV, XIV and XVI. Other groups of retarded citizens are the

recipients of skilled nursing home services and intermediate care benefits.

Because of the wide diversity of programs which touch the lives of the men-
tally retarded, our Association has a strong interest in the legislation now before

the Committee. In this brief statement we would like to call the Committee's at-

tention to several aspects of the House-passed welfare reform-social security

bill (H.R. 1) which will have significant impact on services to the mentally re-

tarded.

1. Federalization of tlie Adult Welfare Categories

The House version of H.R. 1 calls for the replacement of existing state

operated programs under Title I (OAA). X (AB) and XIV (APTD) with a
single federally financed and administrated program of cash assistance to needy
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aged, blind and disabled citizens. Under this plan, uniform national eligibility-
standards and benefit payments would be established in a new Title XX.
NACSPMR strongly endorses the Hoiise's plan for "foderalizinir" tlio funding

and administration of the adult welfare categories. The adoption of uniform
eligibility standards and minimum benefit levels will help to eliminate numerous
inequities built into the present federally financed, state administered system.

In many states we feel sure that the availability of increased monthly assist-
ance payments to totally disabled children and adults will provide renewed
incentive for placing retarded persons in smaller, more home-like community
residences. As President Nixon pointed out in his November 16 statement on
mental retardation, up to one-third of the present residents in state institutions
for the retarded could be returned to the community if adequate residenlial al-
ternatives and supportive services were available. Federalization of the adult
welfare categories should help to reinforce this trend toward the development
of comunity residential alternatives—particularly in states which now offer
low monthly payments to APTD recipients.
We are especially pleased to note the provision in the House bill which would

extend eligibility for benefits to disabled children from needy families. Numerous
studies indicate that the incidence of mental retardation and related chronic
conditions such as cerebral palsy and epilepsy are much greater among the
poor in general and AFDC families in particular. For a variety of reasons,
handicapped children in such families often have little access to the remedial
and habilitative services they so desperately need. One major roadblock to serv-
ing these children is the family's lack of financial resources. Permitting such a
child to be classified as eligible for disability assistance is an important step
toward making services available at an early stage in the child's development
when the potential for remediation or amelioration of the condition is highest.

2. ProhiMtion Against Cash Assistance to Institutional Residents
The House passed version of H.R. 1 would continue the existing prohibition

against the payment of cash assistance under the adult welfare categories on
behalf of "inmates of a public institution" unless they are patients in a medical
facility. This exclusionary language tends to draw an invidious distinction
between the provision of care in public and private settings and works at cross
purposes with the goal of establishing the widest range of residential alterna-
tives for the mentally retarded.
We urge this Committee to modify the language of Section 2011(e) (1) (A) of

H.R. 1 to permit cash assistance to flow to residents in publicly operated facilities
for the mentally retarded. Such assistance would help to upgrade services in
existing institutions and, perhaps more importantly, would eliminate a major
impediment to developing group homes and other small, community based resi-
dential centers under public auspices. By limiting cash assistance to eligible
residents in nonpublic facilities, the present Act tends to discourage the estab-
lishment of publicly operated programs which, in some instances, will be the
best and most feasible alternative.
We also recommend that Section 1905 of the Act be amended to eliminate

language which excludes otherwise eligible residents in non-medical public
institutions from receipt of Medicaid benefits. Such individuals should have
the same right to coverage for acute medical and health problems as a similar
individual residing with his family, in a proprietary boarding home or other
non-public setting.

S. Extension of Medicare Benefits to Social Security DisaMUtij Beneficiaries
NACSPMR wholeheartedly endorses the provision in the House version of

H.R. 1 for extending Medicare benefits to all social security disabilitv recipients-
including some 260,000 childhood disability beneficiaries (65% of whom have
been diagnosed as mentally retarded). As the House Ways and Means Committee
pointed out in its report (H. Rept. 92-231) "a major unmet need for health
insurance protection exists among the disabled . . . Yet, the disabled have limited
incomes in comparison to those who are not disabled, and most disabled persons
are unable financially to purchase adequate private health insurance protection,
or to obtain such insurance at all." We can certainly attest to the veracity of
this statement—particularly as it applies to recipients who have been disabled
since birth or early childhood.
Wo would like to propose, however, one modification in the House provision

for n (wo ye«r waiting period before a disability recipient becomes eligible for
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Medicare benefits. We feel that the two year requirement should be waived
for adult beneficiaries disabled since childhood because the basic rationale for

the waiting period—i.e. to insure that disabled workers use all of their residual

health benefits available as a result of their work career—is totally inapplicable

to this group of persons who, in most instances, have had little or no work
experience. Since the so-called childhood disability recipients constitute only
fifteen percent of the total number eligible for assistance, it is our understanding
that the cost of extending an additional two years of coverage to this group
would be relatively modest.

^. Limitation on Social Services Funds

We urge this Committee to examine closely the provisions of the House bill

in regard to placing a ceiling on social services spending under Titles IV and
XVI of the Act. From our vantage point as state administrators of programs for

the mentally retarded, social services funds are being utilized most effectively in

a number of states to initiate and expand a variety of community services to

children and adults who are desperately in need of help. A few examples of

programs now being partially supported through social services funds may
help to illustrate this point

:

Social services funds under Title IV A have permitted Tennessee to open
thirteen day training centers. These programs range from developmental
classes for high-risk, pre-school children in inner city neighborhoods to day
care programs for moderately to severely retarded youngsters who are too

handicapped to participate in public school programs.
Through the use of Title XVI funds Nebraska has extended services to

215 moderately to severely retarded adults in a series of 14 developmental
centers across the State. The program, which is designed to assist persons
who are too seriously handicapped to function in a competitive work
situation, provides an intensive daily program of physical stimulation,

psychomotor coordination, visual-perceptual training, self concept aware-
ness, nutrition and health care. If these new services were not available

within the community, many of the program participants would have to be
placed in a state institution where they would receive less services at a
significantly increased cost.

As an essential back up to specific educational, training and developmental
programs for retarded children and adults, Nebraska has also launched a
series of eight family resource service centers through the use of Title IV A
and XVI funds. The purpose of these centers is to coordinate and orchestrate
the delivery of the broad range of generic and specialized services required
by the mentally retarded and furnish the supportive assistance necessary
to maintain clients in community based programs.
Washington State is funding 23 long term sheltered employment programs

for mentally retarded adults through Title XVI funds. As of September,
1971 the state was receiving reimbursement on behalf of 600 retarded
persons involved in this program.

Washington is also financing recreation, day care and activities programs
for retarded adults through social services funds authorized under Title
XIV. By utilizing 75 percent federal matching funds, the Washington Oflice
of Developmental Disabilities has been able to expand this program

—

previously funded entirely through state and local resources—much faster
than originally anticipated. As of September. 1971 thirty-five agencies were
receiving Title XIV aid on behalf of 700 retarded adults.

In all of the examples cited above, retarded and multi-handicapped children
and adults are receiving services which would not otherwise be available to them
if it were not for Title IV A, XIV and XVI funds. Unfortunately, only ten to
twelve states are presently using social services funds in any meannigful way
to expand and improve mental retardation services. If a ceiling were placed
on program funds as proposed by the House, those states which are not presently
taking full advantage of social services monies to assist the retarded would
find it difiicult to mount a program—especially for retarded adults.
As program managers we can sympathize with the Administration's concerns

about the rapidly escalating cost of this program and the accompanying lack
of clear cost data on the program's effectiveness. At the same time we are con-
vinced that this program is being u.sed very effectively in a number of states and"
offers great potential for improving and expanding community-based services to
the retarded as well as other handicapped and disadvantaged citizens.
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For this reason, we urge the Committee to permit continued open-ended
funding of programs under Titles IV and XVI of the Social Security Act. A.s a
more limited alternative the Committee might wish to define the term "child
care" (the funding for which is left open-ended in the House bill) to include
community based developmental and habilitative services to both seriously handi-
capped children and adults.

\S'e appreciate this opportunity to bring the views of our Association to the
attention of the Committee. You and your colleagues in the Senate face a mam-
moth task in attempting to amend and extend the many programs authorized
under the Social Security Act. We wish you well in this important undertaking
and hope that you find our testimony helpful.

Testimony of Charles L. Ritchie, Jr., President, Board of Council.
Episcopal Community Services, Diocese of Pennsylvania

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my namt' is Charles L. Ritchie,
Jr. I am the President of the Board of Council of the Episcopal Community
Services of the Diocese of Pennsylvania.
The Episcopal Community Services is a non-profit health and welfare agency

serving the people of the five-county area of southeastern Pennsylvania. Founded
in 1870 as the Philadelphia Protestant Episcopal City Mission, the agency is
involved in serving the community through its five divisions, the All Saints
Hospital, Children and Family Service, Church Work Among the Blind, Insti-
tutional Chaplaincy Service and Services to the Elderly. Last month, 1247 in-
dividuals and families were receiving services from these divisions. I am testi-
fying because of our commitment to these people.

Until the early 1930's, our agency devoted a major part of its resources to pro-
viding clothing, food and cash to people in need. The soup kitchen, the clothes
collection, the children shelter were the "beat" of the relief worker. With the
development of social security and a greatly expanded public welfare program,
uur involvement shifted to individual and family counseling with direct material
assistance reduced to responding to emergency situations. However, in our family
and children programs, our work with the aged, blind and prisoners, we are
in daily contact with many who receive some form of public assistance.
For these people, public assistance is a must, without it many would literally

face starvation. These persons consider it not a way of life, but a temporary
expedient to help them work out of an acute situation. In spite of being plagued
by a variety of problems including health breakdowns, marital discord, wretched
housing, our experience has indicated that the great majority make strenuous
efforts to secure employment, and when possible, training. One young mother has
.sufficiently overcome obstacles of poor health, estrangement from her family
and lack of vocational skills, to secure admission to the New Careers Prograiii
at a local university. She wants to contribute to society. Another woman, with
seven children, .separated from her emotionally disturbed husband, is battling
to overcome all obstacles and is seeking admittance also to a local university.
Currently, she is taking evening courses in typing at a nearby high school. She
has steadfastly encouraged her children to secure education and employment,
although they have been handicapped by medical problems including worms,
allergies and eye infections.
Our experience indicates that this desire for self-sufiiciency Is not exceptional

and the majority of recipients share in the broader society's feeling that work
is not only a means to earn a living, but is considered a source of personal
development, social status and meaningful activity. However, welfare recipients
face tremendous barriers in their struggle to obtain independence. Poor health,
lack of skills, inadequate education all contribute to make economic advance-
ment difficult. Despite the efforts of welfare rights groups, many recipients live
isolated, desperate lives. Mothers struggle to encourage their children to attend
school—children who face the daily tensions and temptations of the streets. The
welfare mother lives with the dilemma of feeling the need to increase the family's
economic independence, but at the same time not to desert her responsibilities
as a mother.
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It has been said "If there were a single solution to the welfare and poverty

problem we would have thought of it long ago". However, we have no choice

but to continue to seek for methods to improve our welfare system.

The following resolution, penned by our Board of Council, represents the stand

of our agency

:

"We believe that everyone should have a guaranteed adequate income. When
income is inadequate we believe that a declaration of need should be accepted

as proof of need.
"We believe that everyone who is able to be employed has a right to employ-

ment at an adequate wage. To insure this we recommend that the Federal Govern-

ment be the employer of last resort. We recognize that in many cases wage earning

is not possible or not advisable".

In light of the above, based on our experience, we advocate the following

points must be included in any new legislation :

Higher minimum level of henefits.—A family of four should receive not less

than $4000 (the U.S. Government-defined "poverty line"). This should provide

recipients some relief from the tensions of eking out a bare subsistence. Welfare

payments should eventually be tied to level of consumption component of Bureau
of Labor Statistics' lower standard budget.

Worh requirements should not be mandatory for mothers with children under

IS who still need care and supervision, and that recipients should not be required

to accept emplojmient paying less than the federal minimum wage.

Rights and oUigations should provide full due process, fair hearings on dis-

putes regarding payments, suitability of employment or training. No individual

should be referred to manpower services, training or employment unless they

are actually available.

We are aware that the extent of poverty in the United States has steadily

declined for several decades. This achievement should persuade us that we have

the capability of responding to the current situation even more effectively in

the 1970's.

However, past accomplishments should not deter us from overlooking the grind-

ing problems created by poverty that still affects too many Americans and the

urgent need to provide opportunities for the people to fuUy share in the life

of our country.
We are sure it will be of interest to the Senate Committee on Finance that the

Diocese of Pennsylvania shares our deep concern about Public Welfare and indi-

cated this in the resolution adopted by the Diocesan Convention in October, 1970 :

Resolved, That the Convention of the Diocese of Pennsylvania

:

(a) re-affirms its conviction that an adequate, humane and well-administered

system of Public Welfare is vitally important in the life of the nation, and is a

valid concern of the Church.

;

(&) finds the present welfare system inadequate and inhumane in providing

insufficient levels of benefits, and in affecting adversely the human dignity, spir-

itual integrity, family unity and individual initative and resourcefulness of re-

cipients.

(c) commends to the members of the Diocese for study and appropriate action

the opportunity which will be presented to the Congress by the Administration's

proposal of a new Public Welfare System :

id) in particular commends to the Rectors and Vicars of the various parishes

and missions of the Diocese that they encourage their lay people to write their

congressmen in regard to this new welfare system approving of its strengths

where it will indeed lessen the inhumane and spiritually degrading aspects of

welfare for the poor, and to disapprove of any system of work requii-ements

that would separate parents from their families or force work on any of the

95-98% of persons on welfare who are incapable of working ; and further urge

that the strongest federal regulations be placed on this new system to insure that

the money to be funded to local, state and city governments go to the persons

most needing it, regardless of their race or creed ; and

;

(e) authorizes and requests the Bishop by such means as he may determine,

to make available in the Diocese occasions for the presentation to and discus-

sion and study by members of the Diocese, of the subject of Public Welfare, to

the end that churchmen may be well informed and articulate in regard to the

Issues with which the Congress will be dealing in considering the Administration's

proposals or any amendments thereof of substitutions therefore.
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State of Ar.AR.vNrA.

State Agency for Social Security,
Montgomery, Ala., Fehruarij 15, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, U.S. Senate, Senate Finance Committee, New Senate Office Bnildinff,

Washington, B.C.
(Attention of Hon. Tom Vail, General Counsel).

Dear Senator Long: Further reference is made to my letter of July Ifi, inil
in which opposition was made to enactment of Section 181S. Section 202. Title

XVIII of the Social Security Act entitled "Hospital Insurance Benefits for T'n-

insured Individuals Not Otherwise Eligible", which appears on paee 144-147,
Senate 2nd Reading of H.R. 1 on June 28, 1971.

This type of legislation has been opposed by various states for several years.

It was not their objection to any group having medicare but the manner in which
the group who is sponsoring the amendment is attempting to get the protection.

Too. states should not be burdened with the cost of financing a program for in-

dividuals who have every opporunity to avail themselves of this protection. It

appears that many insurance actuaries are not failing to do their share to create
unrest among the younger employees. If this continues, it may come to the point
where states would be compelled to terminate their contracts. This would be a
sad national situation.

I have been requested by several States to request your Committee to give
serious consideration to our objection to this proposed amendment. I am includ-

ing their statements if you desire to make them a part of my presentation to your
Committee.

Again. I wish to thank you for your past assistance, not only just Alabama but
the other States as a whole.

Sincerely yours,
Edna M. Reeves, Director.

Summary of Statement of Edna M. Reeves. Director, State Agency for Social
Security, State of Alabama

First : On behalf of the State of Alabama, as well as the Alabam.a Educational
Association and several other States. I am requesting the deletion of amendment
to H.R. 1 making provision of medicare available to retired and active public
employees who have reached sixty-five (65) years of age.

Second : States have gone through the process of selling Social Security and
Medicare protection to employees. To enact the provision permitting medicare
after age sixty-five (65) without their contributing anything whatsoever to the
program completely defeats the action of State Administrators and will greatly
weaken the State's program.
Third : The States will be required to assume unknown liabilities. The pro-

posed legislation makes it optional with States : however, once the law is en-

acted another pressure campaign will begin to make it mandatory for the states
to pay the biggest portion of the premiums. This, of course, would be far more
expensive than the present employer portion of the contribution.

Another problem that is sure to arise, many states will be burdened with the in-

ability to enter the program due to the fact additional legislation will be re-

quired and legislative bodies of the various states meet at different times.
Fourth : The ever increasing dissatisfaction among younger employees will

increase to an alarming degree and in many states will completely wreck the
states' coverage agreements under the provisions of Section 218 of the Social

Security Act.

Fifth. The enactment of this propo.sed legislation will set a precedent. If special

legislation is enacted for one pres-sure group, then any other group should have the
same right to request other special legislation.

It is felt this proposal is unfair to the nine million public employees presently
paving their portion of contributions.

Sixth. The groups who are making an all-out effort for the proposed legislation

are from states with token Social Security coverage. Here again the employee
has had the major control on coverage. They have not wanted to have their sal-

aries taxed.

72-573—72—pt. 6 38
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Statement

When H.R. 1 was introduced in the House of Representatives it met the

wishes of all States. This section reads as follows :

"Sec. 202 .. .

''hospital insurance benefits for uninsured indiviuuals
not otherwise eligible

"Sec. 1818 . . .

"(e) Payment of the monthly premiums on behalf of any individual who meets
the conditions of subsection (a) may be made by any public or private agency
or organization under a contract or other arrangement entered into between it

and the Secretary if the Secretary determines that payment of such contract

or arrangement is administratively feasible."

The word "states" had been deleted. However, it is noted that the Ways and
Means Committee's press relea.^ reads :

"People reaching age 65 who are ineligible for hospital insurance benefits under
medicare would be able to enroll, on a voluntary basis, for hospital insurance

coverage under the same conditions under which people can enroll under the

supplementary medical insurance part of medicare. Those who enroll would pay
the full cost of the protection—$31 a month at the beginning of the program

—

rising as hospital costs rise. States and other organizations, through agreements
with the Secretary, would be permitted to purchase such protection on a group
basis for their retired (or active) employees age 6.5 or over.

"Effective date—January 1972."

The State of Alabama has an administrative responsibility under a master
Federal-State coverage agreement entered into pursuant to Section 218 of the

Social Security Act. Through this agreement. Social Security coverage is cur-

rently enjoyed by over two hundred thousand employees of State and local

governments.
The plain statement that coverage under Section 218 of the Social Security

Act has increased throughout these United States to the substantial amount
of over eight million State and local governmental employees does not do justice

to the full story of the administrative and, as many members of the Committee
know, legislative developments in the twenty-one years that Section 218 has

been in existence. In some states, the extension of Social Security coverage has
been extremely controversial, and continues to be controversial with respect to

many classes of employees. In fact, in several areas it has been necessary for

Congress to specify individually those states in which certain enabling coverage
provisions shall apply.

In addition to those situations where the States have come to Congress for

assistance in making coverage iwssible, it lias been necessary for .some State

Administrators to come to the Congress from time to time to seek assistance in

.solving problems caused by the complexity of Section 218 and the existence of

conditions that were not contemplated when basic legislation was enacted. It

was my privilege to request an option to provide retroactive coverage as a part

of a coverage group for former employees whose earnings were erroneously

reported to Internal Revenue Service, if no refund had been made, as well as

other measures applicable to individual states.

It is in the same spirit that I present to you today the problems that can

arise in the administration of Section 218 with the enactment of Section 202, Title

XVIII of the Social Security Act as amended by adding thereto Section 1818.

The Ways and Means Committee amendment provides that a State or any other

public agency may be permitted to pay monthly benefits for retired (or active)

age-65-and-over employees who are ineligible for hospital insurance protection

under medicare, but may enroll on a voluntary basis for hospital in.surance under
the same conditions under which people enrolled under the supplementary medi-

cal in.surance part of medicare.
Alabama entering the program in 1951, has consistently extended Social

Security to non-retirement personnel and all retirement personnel since the

1954 amendments.
First: To permit a group to come in only when it is in need of certain benefits

completely disrupts the normal processes of our Federal-State program. I

would, also, go as far as to say that if this piece of legislation is passed, it will
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place most, if not all, State Administrators in a most embarrassing position since

we have used as part of our promotional material the fact that the only way
medicare could be obtained was through Social Security coverage. I would say
that a great percentage of the coverage for teacher retirement i)ersonnel for

Social Security in Alabama was based solely on the fact that the older teacher

would have to have Social Security coverage in order to protect himself for

medicare. You can readily see that this legislation would completely place a

State Administrator in a position of misrepresenting facts.

Second: To extend coverage of this type to groups of retirees (or active) age
65 who have not seen fit to participate in the general Social Security program
when such coverage was made available to them completely defeats the action

of the State Administrator in attempting to make available to public employees
all the benefits of the Social Security Act, and would greatly weaken the State

program.
Third : This would require a State to assume unknown liabilities. We in Ala-

bama feel the State should not be burdened with such liability, since it is felt

that this plan would be materially more expensive than the program that each
State now has in effect.

Another problem of major concern would be placed on a State. As you know,
the General Assemblies and/or Legislatures of the various States meet at

different times some once every two years while others meet annually, and, of

course, before this amendment could be put into effect. State legislation would
have to be enacted in order for the State's Federal-State contracts with the

Department of Health, Eduaction and Welfare to be amended.
Fourth : We in Alabama are increasingly aware of the strong opposition from

younger people to the paying of Social Security contributions (taxes). Their
belief, of course, is that for the same amount of money, they may perhaps have
more to show for it in the way of private inevstments. The fact that they could
qualify for medicare without being a member of the Social Security system
would, of course, greatly strengthen their desire to get out from under coverage

—

a desire which may extend to many of the older people as well.

At this point, I would like to state that I have recently met with city governing
bodies, where the younger people are trying every angle to be deleted from the

program. I have tried to settle the unrest and dissatisfaction among the younger
employees, many of whom have raised the particular question why the engineering

personnel or policemen and firemen cannot be removed from the group's contract

—

this bearing out what I have just stated. The presently covered employees would,
in many cases, especially the young, begin proceedings to have their coverage
cancelled since the majority feel now that they are required to finance programs
for many employees who have made no contributions at all to the financing of

the program. Too, they contend many investment companies offer greater retire-

ment programs. They never give the disability or survivors benefits any considera-

tion. They. also, contend they can continue to work after 65 years of age without
wage limitation.

Fifth : To enact special legislation at this time for a special group sets a

precedent. I feel special legislation for a special group is just the beginning of

wrecking or destroying our present Social Security program, because other

pressure groups will arise and their wishes should be handled in the same light

as the pending problem. It is felt that in all fairness to public employees who
fought and tried for twenty-one years to gain this added protection, and many
have been contributing since January 1, 1951, this special legislation should not

be enacted.
Most retirement personnel who are members of public agencies have had the

same privilege of earning this medicare protection, together with Social Security

Insurance, since the amendment of 1954 and have rejected the coverage, but

now that they have retired, they can readily see their unwise decision, and feel

that they should be handled differently in other words, they wish the better

of two worlds without sharing their portion of the cost. Frankly. I feel that

this is one of the most unfair pieces of legislation that has been introduced in

the Congress.
I would like to make one further statement : I have made a survey and have

found that the groups pressuring for the passage are from states that have not

seen fit to extend this coverage to their employees. In other words, the employees
themselves have controlled the issue. In these states, only token coverage exists

—

this being controlled by the employees.
As I stated previously, what this proposed legislation boils down to is treating

these employees as a special privileged group. Why should special legislation be
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enacted to arrange for medicare for those selfish individuals who have refused

the coverage and have not made any contribution at all to the program—

a

program that others have been paying for over a period of many years and
whose contributions have been raised many times and will continue to be raised

many times prior to retirement? In other words, special legislation for a special

group to obtain medicare is most inequitable.

Why should we who are presently covered and wish to retain our protection

be penalized for a selfish group.

It is the first step toward complete wreckage of the entire program. If this

special type legislation is enacted, mind you, in no time at all some other dis-

gruntled group will be back demanding enactment of legislation to suit their

particular wish.
I should like to reiterate my thoughts of September 23, 1970 when I had the

privilejre of appearing before your Committee on identical proposed legislation

as Legislative Chairman for the National Conference of State Social Security
Administrators. I do not oppose social security and medicare for any individual.

My position was then, and still is, let all pay their share of the contributions

and share medicare on the basis of earned protection.

If H.R. 1 can be enacted as originally introduced and as read in the Senate
by relieving the states of any liability for entering into any agreement for pur-
chasing this protection, I will not be opposed to these individuals making ar-

rangements with some private agency or organization to handle their medicare
program.

I, as well as several other State Administrators, are definitely opposed to any
legislation which will materially cost the states more in contributions for any
special group not heretofore covered—both from the standpoint of the additional
cost to the state to say nothing of the unfair position for those employees who
have been covered and who have been paying their share of premiums all through
the years.

If they do not wish that approach, then it appears that under prior amend-
ments of Congress all individuals who are sixty-five (65) years of age and are
citizens of the United States (unless they are or have been listed on the small
list of subversives) can voluntarily be enrolled in Medical Insurance, commonly
known as "Part B".

Too, if medicaid requirements are met, and I believe most states have a
medicaid program, their state will purchase this "Part B" medicare for them.

It is entirely possible that the two above provisions are not known to the
retirees, as well as the sponsors of the proposed medical insurance provisions
now before the Congress.

In other words, completely relieve the state of any liability and permit the
retirees (or active) aged sixty-five (65) to contract with a private carrier for
their medicare coverage.

I am enclosing as a part of my objections, statements and/or objections of others
which clearly endorse my position.

I express my appreciation for this opportvmity to present our views on this
a most "controversial subject".

Alabama Education Association, Inc..

Alontgomery, Ala., February 15, 1972.
Miss Edna Reeves,
Director, State Agency for Social Security, Public Safety Building, Montgomery,

Ala.

Dear jMiss Reeves : After studying the material which you left for me con-
cerning HR 1, I, too, share your concern. The teachers of Alabama has benefited
immeasurably from having Social Security benefits coordinated with the Alabama
Teacher Retirement program. Any change in the present law which would en-
courage or tend to encourage teachers to forego this program at the expense of
losing present benefits causes our organization to become concerned.
We are almost constantly bombarded with disgruntled persons who have been

gullible to a something-for-nothing scheme. There are, no doubt, persons who for
personal financial reasons might like nothing better than to see teachers en mass
withdraw themselves from the Social Security program. In my judgment, any
change which might promote hucksterism on the part of persons who may attempt
to foist a financial savings plan which would supposedly give the teacher more
benefit than Social Security for less cost would be detrimental unless such pro-
gram were put to the test to prove its claims. In such cases where this has been
done, these generally fall short of the benefits available under Social Security.
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As I understanrl. some aspects of HR 1 mislit tend to encourage persons to
withdraw from Social Security with the expectation at a later time of life, pre-
sumably at age 65 or upon retirement, that they might re-establish benefits
through medicare. This, in my judgment, would tend to encourage persons who
presently are covered under Social Security to consider dropping this benefit
with the expectation of later being able to renew it. High pressure "salesmen"
might seize upon this opportiuiity to encourage teachers to drop out of the
present Social Security program. In my opinion, this possibility should receive
careful and studied consideration before being enacted.

Sincerely yours,
PAtTL R. HUBBERT,

Executive Secretary.

State of Wisconsin,
Department of Employee Trust Funds,

Madison, Wis., January 13, 1912.
Senator Gaylord Nelson,
Member, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, B.C.

Dear Senator Nelson : I wonder whether you are aware of the far-reaching
implications of the provision in Section 1818 (e) on page 381 of H.R. 1 (now
before your committee) which would authorize Medicare coverage for persons
not under Social Security otherwise.

Theoretically of course this would apply also to private employment, but due
to the fact of almost universal Social Security coverage in private employment
the real result woTild be to make this available primarily in public employment.

Initially this may sound ouite "innocent" and reasonable—as it probably did to
the Ways and Means Committee.
The danger in this is that it would almost certainly give great impetus to

the growing movement to remove public employes from Social Security coverage
where such coverage now exists.
For example, in the South Actuary William Groves of New Orleans who has

always opposed Social Security coverage for public employes—for obvious self-
ish reasons—is now drumming up considerable business for himself by per-
suading governmental units in many states in that area to act to be removed
from Social Security coverage.
This movement is not confined to the South.
In California many governmental units have so acted, and there is even a

possibility there that state employes may ultimately be removed.
Somewhat the same situation prevails in Alaska. Washington and Oregon.
Perhaps your committee may want to ask HEW to report on the extent of

this movement to remove public employes from coverage.
The obvious motive is that these public employes want "to have their cake

and eat it too". They recognize the value of Medicare coverage—which they
want—but they believe that they can obtain more liberal retirement benefits
from a state or local retirement system.
Of course I have always believed that public employes should have retire-

ment benefits equivalent to those prevailing in private employment.
However. I have never been able to understand how public emploves can

have any justification for seeking retirement benefits which are more liberal

—

and more expensive—than those enjoyed by the private citizens who are paying
taxes.

Sincerely.

Alta E. !\rooRE. Director.

North Dakota Old Age and Survivor Insurance Ststexi.
AND THE Social Security Contribution Fund.

Bismarck, N. Dak., February 2, 1972.
Hon. IMiLTON Young,
U.S. Senator, North Dakota. Senate Office Bxnldinrj, Washinrfton, D.C.

Dear Senator Young : One of the functions of my office is to administer the
provisions of Section 218 of the Social Security Act. This Section provides
federal Social Security coverage for state and local governmental employees on
an optional basis. Our state legislature authorized the participation in the pro-
gram as of January 1, 1955.
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The Senate Finance Committee's chief counsel, Tom Vail, has advised the
legislative chairman of the National Conference of State Social Security Admin-
istrators (of which North Dakota is a member) that hearings would start on
H.R. one on January 20, 1972 and that written statement for records of hearing
could be filed no later than February 18.

You may not be aware of the far reaching implications of the provisions in
Section 1818 (e) on page 381 of H.R. 1 now before Senator Long's committee.
This provision would authorize medicare coverage for persons not under Social
Security otherwise.
We are not opposed to permitting these persons to acquire medicare coverage

—

it is the method of financing that could become a problem. Secondly, this pro-
cedure could lead to a greater impetus to the growing movement to remove public
employees from Social Security coverage where siich coverage now exists.

In the south, an actuary by the name of "William Groves is reported to be
drumming up considerable business for himself by persuading governmental
units in many states in that area to act to be removed from Social Security
coverage. Apparently these states are being advised on the presumption that the
necessary financial assistance will be furnished when a person needs it so why pay
in now.
Many of the people who would benefit by the adoption of Section 1818 (e) on

page 381 of H.R. #1 had the opportunity to elect coverage for Social Security
(and Medicare) when they were actually employed but declined to do so. They
would now get the Medicare coverage at the state's expense.
The movement started in the South is not confined to that area. We are informed

that legislation has been introduced in Congress to relieve certain California
governmental units from coverage. There is also similar .situations developing in

Alaska, Washington, and Oregon.
Here in North Dakota we have been approached by the city of Bismarck, Solen

Public School District. Mott Public School District and several others to learn of
the procedure to withdraw from coverage. The primary reason we believe is to

get out of coverage (Social Security) for persons covered by other retirement
systems such as police, firemen and teachers. The drawback here is that by with-
drawing from Social Security they also withdraw from Medicare.
The provisions of the pending legislation would encourage more units to with-

draw .since they could than obtain Medicare coverage without the expense of
supporting the overall Social Security costs (retirement, disability and
Medicare).
We believe that the Social Security Administration of HEW could furnish your

oflSce with a report on the extent of the movement to remove public employees
from coverage.
As we stated we are not opposed to anyone acquiring Medicare coverage but it

appears that once the enabling legislation has been pas.sed pressure will be
brought on the state legislative a.s.semblies to "buy" into this coverage at a sub-
stantial premium rate per month with no cost to the enroUee.
The latest figure we heard is that the premium would be $32.00 per month per

enrollee.

Yours very truly,

Martin N. Gronvold,
Executive Director.

M.\DisoN, Jnnunry 28. 1!)72.

Senator Gaylord A. Nelson,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator : Since T was chairman of the committee of the American
Municipal Association (since renamed the National League of Cities) which
spearheaded the fight to make municipal employes eligible under Social Secu-
rity I am naturally disturbed by the current movement in many parts of the
nation which is inducing governments to withdraw social security coverage for

public employes.
Unfortimately this movement has as its V)asis a selfish motive—some whose

aim is to accelerate their professional l)usiness profit.s—some who hope to secure
greater benefits themselves.

It seems to me to be very liad to stimulate this by the provision contained
in HR #1 which is now pending before the Senate committee of which you are
a member. I refer to the language on page 381 which would make Medicare
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available to public employes without being under Sofinl Security. Since persons
in private employment are almost universally mandatorily covered under Social
Security it would have little effect in the private sector.

If this becomes law it will certainly stimulate the growing movement to
remove public employes from Social Security.

I was not aware when this was proposed in the House so I have not discu.ssed
this with Byrnes, but perhaps Ways and Means was not cognizant of what they
were doing.

Sincerely,

Frederick X. MacMii.i.in.

Statement ix Behalf of the United Cerebral Palsy Associations. Inc.,
Submitted by Elsie D. Helsel, Ph. D., Washington Representative

summary of recommended changes in h.r. 1 by united cerebral palsy
associations, inc.

Title XXI
1. Section 2178(b) Page 3S6

:

The local advisory committee should have added to it a person who knows
the needs of handicapped children and their families. After "the general public"
line 2. page 386. add ''the handicapped."

2. Section 2179 Page 387:
Since approximately 12% of the child population is handicapped, we recom-

mend that an earmark be made for day care for handicapped children.

Title II

1. Section 1831(2) (B) Page 137 After Line 15:
Add at the end of this Section a statement that : "Individuals who have been

covered by Medicare under Children's Disability Benefits and who are trans-
ferred to Disability Benefits on their own earnings need not wait an additional
24 months."

2. Section 239(a)(9)(B) Page 246:
Insert a requirement that institutions reimbursed by ^Medicaid funds must

meet Standards at least equivalent to those used by the Accreditation Council
for Facilities for the Mentally Retarded.

Title XX
1. Section 2001 Page 282:
Consideration should be given to a more adequate support base for severely

disabled APTD recipients who have no supplementary income resources.
2. Section 2012 Page 292-293:
Make Sections (A) and (B) completely equivalent by adding to (B)— (ii) "an

amount equal to any expenses reasonably attributable to the earning of any
income."
Change present (ii) to (iii).

3. Section 2015(a)(2) Line 8 Page 302:
Delete "and" apd change to read : "Or in the case of disabled children, to

such other approi)riate state agencies as the Secretary may direct, for service

and periodic review with the Secretary reimbursing the cost of such services
not specifically authorized for reimbursement by other state or federal legislation.

Statement

United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc., appreciate this opportunity to pre-

sent our views on behalf of our constituency—individuals disabled by cerebral
palsy, and their families. We would like to adress only those sections of H.R. 1

which have a unique relevance for help or hindrance with services for this

group. Because of the nature of cerebral palsy, we have been forced to address
all types and degrees of handicapping conditions—usually in combinations of
two or three disabilities in one individual. Damage to the brain, which causes
cerebral palsy, also causes many other problems.
About two-thirds of the cerebral palsied are also mentally retarded. Approxi-

mately one-half have speech and communication problems. Half are non-ambula-
tory. One-third have visual disorders ; one-fifth have defects in hearing. An un-

determined number have learning difficulties associated with perceptual and
conceptual problems.
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For 23 year.s we have been the primary advocate for this group. Our National
staff of over 100 and our 300 state and local affiliates in 42 states and the District

of Columbia have gained considerable expertise in ascertaining needs and de
veloping appropriate programs to meet these needs. We have enlisted the backup
support of 500,000 volunteers in our endeavors. We feel, therefore, that we have
been privileged to gain some unique insights into problems for this group ; some
expertise in meeting these problems ; and some knowledge concerning legislative

needs in order to assist this group in developing their full potential and con-

tributing, to the degree that they are able, to our society.

THE IMPORTANCE OF H.E. 1 TO THE CEREBRAL PALSIED

H.R. 1 is probably the most important single piece of substantive legislation

on the lives of the cerebral palsied. Its various titles authorize programs and
services that provide access to or delivery of: basic income support (Titles I and
XX) ; screening, diagnosis & treatment; health care; skilled nursing home
care and intermediate care facilities (Title II) ; developmental day care (Titles

IV and XXI) ; social services (Title IV, Title V and Title XVI) ; habilitation, re-

habilitation and training (Titles XX and XXI).
For many of our clients H.R. 1 provides the only life support system outside

of public institutions. It means the difference between being able to live in the

community and be a part of society or living out their lives often in a meaningless
existence in public institutions.

We commend the committee for its willingness to come to grips with some of the

most perplexing problems of our Nation, namely, how to assure that segment of

our population that, for one reason or another, is vulnerable, a decent standard

of living and an opportunity to maximize potential irregardless of how limited

this might be.

TITLE XXI

UCP will not comment at length on Title XXI concerned with the welfare

programs. Not that we do not have a concern and interest in this area, since

poverty spawns disability. However, we feel the Committee has access to ex-

pertise far greater than ours in trying to work out solutions to the complex
multi-faceted problems in this area.

We would point out however, three very important points that have import
for maximizing the residual abilities of cerebral palsied children and for re-

ducing the strain of the birth of a severely handicapped child on a family.

The new Medicaid Regulations published in the Federal Register of November
9, 1971 (Title 45—Public Welfare, Chapter II Social and Rehabilitation Service

As.sistance Programs, Part 249 Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and
Treatment of Individuals Under 21) requiring screening and treatment of vul-

nerable children in needy families will reduce the impact of cerebral palsy sig-

nificantly by maximizing residual abilities and by keeping secondary handicap-

ping conditions to a minimum. It seems inconceivable to us that four years could

elapse between the time this program was authorized under the 1967 Social

Security Amendments Title IV A and the issuance of Regulations to implement
the law. However, we are grateful that at long last Regulations have been issued

and we hope the Committee would monitor this situation to see that the states

comply.
Under Title XXI both the Opportunities for Families Programs and the Family

Assistance Plan have provisions for quality day care. Approximately 12% of these

children are going to be handicapped, some of them severely handicapped. UCP
is concerned that no recognition or provision for such children exists in the law.

It has been our experience where no such provision is made in the law that

these children and their families are denied services. We suggest that since

handicapped children make up such a significant proportion of the child popula-

tion that some earmark be made for day care for such children and that the

romraittee insist that those drafting Regulations for these programs include

someone knowledgeable concerning the needs of handicapped children. Present

Standards for day care for children do not give adequate recognition to the

inescapable fact tliat some of those children are going to be handicapped children.

Section 2178 of Title XXI requires that communities on the local level estab-

lish local advisory committees to evaluate the effectiveness of training, employ-
ment. cJiild care and related aspects of the program. We respectively request

that the law indicate that someone on these committees know the needs of fami-

lies with handicapped children.

n
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In our thinking, providing quality day care which can accommodate handi-

capped children is a much better solution than merely providing that a mother
with a handicapped child need not seek training for work because she must stay

home and care for her handicapped offspring.

TITLE I

The general benefit increase of 5% in Social Security Benefits is another small

step for mankind—especially those disabled individuals who are dependent on
benefits of retired or deceased parents for income maintenance. Until an equit-

able income support base is available to all disabled citizens we will be grateful

for any increases in any program that will help disabled individuals or their

families have some measure of control over their destinies by being able to pur-

chase with their own money some of the basic essentials for living—food, clothing

and shelter. The alternative for individuals disabled by cerebral palsy is public

institutional placement.
TITLE II

The extension under Title II of Medicare to the disabled represents of course

a tremendous breakthrough in providing more adequate medical and hospital

care for persons unable financially to purchase adequate private health insurance
protection or indeed to obtain such insurance at all. "We commend the Committee
for this extension.
Although we understand the reasons the Committee has placed a delay, before

benefits begin, of 24 months after the disabled beneficiary has been entitled to

Social Security benefits, we would like to point out that this works an undue
hardship on individuals who have been receiving Disabled in Childhood Benefits

and then have worked in a sheltered workshop long enough to qualify for dis-

ability coverage on their own earnings. Under the present provisions, such an
individual would be without protection for two years as they move from one
benefit program to the other.

Since the number of such individuals could be fairly accurately predicted and
would undoubtedly be small, it would seem that individuals who once had ful-

filled the two year waiting requirement should not have to wait the two years
a second time. We would, therefore, like to suggest that at the conclusion of

Section 1831 (B) a phrase be added stating that individuals who have been
covered by Medicare under a childhood disability benefit program are specifi-

cally exempt from a second two year waiting period when they transfer to

a disability program for which they qualify on the basis of their sheltered

workshop earnings.

DISINCENTrVES FOK CARE IN SKILLED NURSING HOMES

In Section 207. UCP is concerned that the disincentives to discourage pro-

longed stays in institutional settings may limit the use of skilled nursing homes
for long term care for some of our cerebral palsied clients for which such rare

is particularly appropriate. We realize the Committee has included a protective

clause "Unless . . . there is in operation in the state an effective program
of control over utilization of skilled nursing home services" and we further

realize that the Committee does not intend skilled nursing home placement as

a i)ermanent long term care service. However, until some other mechanisms for

paying for long term care are devised we feel skilled nursing home placement
should be an option for our clients. If there is a reduction of one-third of Federal

participation after 90 days, we feel this will eliminate the use of this alternative

leaving only the inappropriate public residential institution for the retarded for

long term care. Once again, the numbers involved are small and with this resource

available, our afliliates are able to provide the supportive day to day activities

in sheltered workshops or adult developmental centers so that severely disabled

individuals can live in the community and earn part of their own way.

INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES

For those individuals with cerebral palsy who do not require the care pro-

vided for skilled nursing homes yet do require a program of active treatment

to keep them functioning at their optimal level, the extension of Medicaid to

Intermediate Care Facilities is a godsend. We are very pleased with P.L. 92-223
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which incorporates the Committee's views. We should like to submit for the

record a definition of ''active treatment" :

"Daily participation, in accordance with an individual treatment plan, in

activities, experiences or therapies which are part of a professionally developed
and supervised program of health, social or rehabilitative services offered by
or procured by the institution for its residents.

An individual treatment plan means a written plan developed for the individual

by an appropriate interdisciplinary professional team setting forth a goal-

oriented combination or developmental sequence of activities, experiences or

therapies designed to assist the individual to attain or maintain the optimal

physical, intellectual, social or vocational functioning of which he is presently

or potentially caiKible."
STANDARDS

Section 239(B) of Title II provides for the establishing and maintaining of

standards other than those related to health for public or private institutions

receiving Medicaid funds. UCP urges the Committee to insist that Medicaid
funds purchase only quality care. With the inclusion of intermediate care in the

services that are reimbursable and the provisions that this care may be offered

in a portion of a public residential institution so long as active treatment is pro-

vided, we urge the Committee to insist that such institutions be required to meet
standards at least equivalent to those developed by the Accreditation Council for

Facilities for the Mentally Retarded. These Standards are equally applicable to

private residential facilities as well.

A copy of the Standards is attached for the Committee's information.^ These
Standards were developed over a period of five years by a consortium of national

agencies with a priority concern for improving care in institutions for the re-

tarded namely, American Association on Mental Deficiency, American Psychiatric

Association, Council for Exceptional Children, National Association for Retarded
Children, and United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc.

We are encouraged by Section 2011 which provides for a planned increase

in the income maintenance provisions for Aid for the Permanently and Totally

Disabled. However, we should like to call to the Committee's attention the

special, desperate plight of the severely disabled, specifically those individuals

severely disabled by cerebral palsy. For such individuals even the maximum
projected amount, $150 per month, can in no way cover the cost of living expenses

for such an individual either in his own home or in a residential setting in the

community. Indeed this amount would not even cover the cost of care in a public

institution. Although states can supplement this amount, it is our considered

opinion that very few will. This judgment is based on present low levels of

support in most states.

Contrary to the Committee's statement in its Report that "contributary social

insurance and other sources of income—private pensions, annuities and other

income from assets—are sufficient to keep the total income of the majority

of the aged, blind and disabled from falling below the poverty line," the severely

disabled individual has no such other resources—nor can he be expected to acquire

such resources. Often the APTD Benefit is his only income resource. At some
point and in some fashion some realism must be intergrated into costs of long

term care for severely disabled people and some way must be found to provide

an adequate base of support. These individuals and their families should have
some freedom of choice in choosing places to live. The public institution, with

its tax support base should not by default always be the only choice for long

term care. Other patterns of care can be less costly and more appropriate.

We urge the Committee to give special consideration to this severely disabled

group. As the Committee pointed out in its Report the programs for the aged,

blind and disabled in general are characterized "by smaller numbers of people,

smaller budgets and more nearly static beneficiary roles—and are more sus-

ceptible to rapid and eflicient reform than the family program." The severely

disabled represent a small component of even this group. With the new pro-

visions for identifying this group as children, firm data on numbers will be

available.

1 The material referred to was made a part of the ofBclal files of the committee.
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Aid for the Permanently and Totally Disabled with backup support for medical
and hospital care through Medicaid or Catastrophic Health Insurance would
seem a logical place for providing the basis of support for this group. We urge
the Committee to address this problem now and provide a more adequate level

of support.

EQUITY IN DISREGARD PR0\^SI0NS AMONG THE DISABLED

We are pleased to see in Section 2012 at long last almost equivalent treatment
for the disabled in the disallowances for earned income. We do not understand
however, why the blind in Section 2012 (b) (3) (A) (ii) should have a dis-

allowance for "amounts equal to any expenses reasonably attributable to the

earning of any income" whereas other disabled do not have these allowances.

We respectively suggest that the Committee make Section (A) and (B) com-
pletely equivalent by the addition of such a disallowance for the disabled.

REMOVAL OF PARENTAL LIABILITY AFTER AGE 21

We applaud in Section 2014 (f) (2) the recognition of the Committee of the

severe financial drain on a family that a severely handicapped individual poses.

The provision of limiting, for purposes of determining eligibility, consideration
of income and resources to eligible individuals over the age of 21 and their

spouses will be of considerable help to families of the severely handicapped.
Parents of severely handicapped children have long suffered under the double

burden of the psychological blow of learning to live with the knowledge that their

child will always be severely handicapped and the additional medical and care-

taking expenses such a child imposes. As parents tbemselevs approach retirement

years, it has been doubly unfair to saddle them with not only the worry of what
will happen to their severely handicapped son or daughter after they die but

also with the financial burden of an additional adult member long after the time

when a normal child would have been self-supporting.

The middle income family that pays its own bills and is eligible for almost
no tax supportive services because of means tests has been hardest hit by such

discriminatory legislation. We are delighted to see the recognition of this problem
by the Committee and the attempt at amelioration.

INAPPROPRIATE REFERRAL TO VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Section 215—since under Section 2014(a) (3) (A) disabled children are to be

eligible for benefits (and we want to go on record as heartily endorsing this

provision) we would like to point out a problem concerning Section 2015(a) (2)

concerning the referral of such children to the state agency administering the

state plan for vocational rehabilitation services, for a quarterly review of his

condition and continuing need for services. We would suggest that Section

2015(a)(2) be changed to indicate that disabled children be referred to such

other appropriate state agency as the Secretary may direct for services and
review, and that the cost of those services not specifically authorized for reim-

bursement by other state-federal legislation be reimbursed by the Secretray.

Further, since Regulations concerning the screening and treatment of very
young needy children have recently been issued (Title 45, Chapter 2, part 249)—
Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment of Individuals Under 21

published in the Federal Register of November 9, 1971) and since the old Title

V agency has been suggested as the screening agency for such children it might
be logical to use this agency for determination of eligibility of children for Aid
for the Permanently and Totally Disabled as well.

The Committee should realize there will be a further problem with APTD chil-

dren as Federal eligibility standards are drafted. The Committee's Report indi-

cates that the definition of eligibility to be used will be the same as that used
for old Title II Disability Benefits. Such definitions will now have to be applicable

to very young infants. For example a mongoloid infant can be identified as

severely disabled at birth.

FEDEaiALIZATIOX OF ADULT CATEGORICAL PROGRAMS

We enthusiastically endorse the federalization of the financial assistance pro-

grams to the needy, aged, blind and disabled with Federal standards, uniform
eligibility payments and uniform lienefit payments under Section 2001 and 2002.
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Assignment of administration of this program to tlae Social Security Administra-
tion througli its present administrative framework and facilities will transform
a program that has been stigmatizing and demeaning to its recipients into one
which reflects a humanitarian concern by government for its most vulnerable
citizens.

TITLE V

The separation in Section 526 of Social Services from the determination of
eligibility for cash assistance payments not only frees professional people for
tasks they were professionally trained to do but increases the opportunity for
some of the disabled to move from dependency to independence as their social
workers have time to see that the full rehabilitation resources of our states
are brought to bear on problems at the most effective time. By starting to work
with the disabled early, we are hopefully preventing many of the crises and
secondary handicapping conditions from occurring. In light of this new poten-
tial for prevention and maximization of residual abilities, it is a little difficult

to understand why the requirement for "state wideness" for social services has
been abandoned in Section 522. We would hope that states would not exercise
this option and would develop service delivery systems that could provide for
social service coverage for all political subdivisions in their states.

Our affliates report to us that states have been slow to pick up fully on their
options for federal-state programs in social services. Until these programs are
more generally available therefore, we oppose strongly the removal of open-
ended funding for social service programs.

United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc., thanks the Committee for this oppor-
tunity to express its views. "We would be very happy to supply any additional
information the Committee might wish to have.

Respectfully submitted.
Elsie D. Helsel, Ph. D.,

Washington Representative.

Note.—Sections are referenced into H.R. 1. In the Senate—June 28, 1971.

Statement of the National Association of Manxjfactubees
ON Titles I and II of H.R. 1

We welcome and appreciate the opportunity to present our views to this Com-
mittee on behalf of the National Association of Manufacturers. NAM member
companies—large, medium and small in size—account for a substantial portion of
the nation's production of manufactured goods, as well as for the employment
of millions of people in manufacturing industries.

social security—A payroll tax supported system

Before commenting on specific proposals, the National Asso<?iation of Manu-
facturers believes that it cannot be too strongly emphasized that the primary
purpose of the Social Security program should be to provide a basic floor of
protection against the covered risks. As in the choice of features for a private
retirement plan, there are also unlimited features which may seem to be de-
sirable and attractive for a public program such as Social Security. It is ex-
tremely difficult to choose among those features which benefit the greatest
number of covered workers and are economically justified. This has been the
dilemma not only for those who design a private retirement system, but also
for those who are charged with the responsibility for designing and legislating
the Social Security program.
NAM also believes that the Social Security system should continue to be

su.stained and supported by payroll taxes. It has been, and should remain, a
basic retirement program for people who have had an active attachment to the
work force. These people have contributed and their employers have contributed
toward their eventual retirement. The system's acceptability by the American
people is based on this premise and it should not be converted to a welfare system
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based on the concepts of "relief" or "need". NAM strongly opposes any attempt
to finance benefits through the rise of funds from general revenues. Such a
fundamental change in the financing of the program would destroy its identity
and its historic concept and would convert the program to a giant welfare scheme
bearing no relationship to "earned right."

We think it enlightening to note the tremendous growth in the Social Security
.system. In 19.^0. there were approximately 3I/2 million people receiving some
form of Social Security benefits. By the end of last year, one out of every eight
Americans—26 million people—were on the benefit rolls. Since 1950, Social Se-
curity beneficiaries have increased almost eight-fold and cash benefits payable
have increased by 32 times.

While there are many features contained in H.R. 1, we will limit our discussion
to the following areas which in our opinion are the most important.

1. Benefit Increases.—H.R. 1 provides for a five percent across-the-board in-

crease in Social Security benefits effective in June, 1972. Since 1969 we have
supported recommendations for across-the-board increases which were effective
in .January of 1970 and June of 1971.
While the National Association of Manufacturers believes that another increase

is justified in view of the current economic circumstances, we believe that the
15 percent increase made effective for January, 1970, together with the 10 percent
increase, effective in June of 1971, has been more than sufficient to account for
the drop in purchasing power from 1968 through January of 1973 ; and we there-
fore recommend that the effective date for any new increased benefit be no earlier
than January of 1973.

2. Retiretnent Test.—Present law provides that a beneficiary under age 72 may
earn as much as $1,680 per year and still be paid full Social Security benefits for
that year. Earnings in excess of $1,680, to a maximum of $2,880 per year reduce
the recipient's Social Security benefits by $1 for each $2 of earnings within that
bracket. Earnings in excess of $2,880 per year reduce the recipient's benefits by
$1 for each dollar of earnings.

H.R. 1 would increase the amount that a retiree under age 72 can earn without
any reduction in benefits from the present $1,680 per year to $2,000 per year. It
also provides for a basic change in procedure since there would be only a $1
reduction in benefits for each $2 of earnings in excess of $2,000. There would no
longer be any dollar-for-doUar reduction.
The Social Security program is intended to provide a worker with a partial

replacement of his job-related earnings when he stops working. Those persons
who would receive the additional benefits proposed are those who are obviously
able to work and who will continue to work. The Social Security Administratioia
indicates that 90 percent of such persons are not affected by the Retirement Test
because they are unable or unwilling to work or are age 72 or over. NAM believes
that Social Security benefits should continue to partially replace income lost
by reason of retirement.
NAM believes that there may be some justification for increasing the earnings

test to reflect increases in the average earnings level but certainly not to more
than $1,800 per year. We fail to see any justification for any change which would
modify the basic principle which has been in effect for a decade or more and
which would eliminate the dollar-for-dollar reduction in benefits for those earn-
ing in excess of a specific amount.
We urge this Committee to support the concept of the three-part Retirement

Test, with a possible ad hoc adjustment in the annual exempt amount, as we have
hereinafter recommended.

3. DisaMlity Benefits and Workmen's Compensation.—When Congress first
enacted disability benefits in the Social Security Act of 1956, it included a pro-
vision for deducting any benefits under a "workmen's compensation law". This
offsetting of workmen's compensation was designed to prevent any doubling-up
or duplication of both Social Security and state workmen's compensation benefits
for the same disability.

We are pleased that H.R. 1 reaffirms the opinion as expressed in your report
which states, ".

. . that it is desirable as a matter of sound principle to prevent
the payment of excessive combined benefits."

4. Financing Provisions—Taxable Earnings Base.—The current law provides
for an earnings base of $9,000 per year. H.R. 1 would raise this to $10,200 per
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year, and automatically increase this wage base after 1973 as average covered
wages rise.

The revenue necessary to sustain existing benefit levels and to provide new
and liberalized benefits is derived from a payroll tax. The amount of revenue
produced is a function of the taxable earnings base and the tax rate. Since 1951,

and subsequently in the 1954, 1958 and 1965 amendments, the level of wages sub-

ject to Social Security tax was held to a fairly constant relationship (approxi-

mately 80 percent) of taxable earnings to total annual earnings in covered work.
The amendments of 1907 resulted in an increase of the taxable earnings

base to $7,800 per year. NAM testified at that time that the $7,800 base was
unnecessarily high. Subsequently Congress increased the earnings base to

$9,000 per year effective on January 1, 1972. While we recognize that there is

some justification for periodically adjusting the taxable earnings base to main-
tain the ratio of taxable earnings to total earnings at approximately 80 per-

cent, we believe that the current $9,000 base should be maintained and that it

more than satisfies these criteria.

5. Automatic Adjustment of Taxable Earnings Base.—H.R. 1 provides for

automatic escalation of the taxable earnings base based on the general level of

average taxable earnings of all persons for whom taxable earnings were reported

to the Secretary for the first calendar quarter of the calendar year. The first

automatic adjustment would take effect in 1974, and thereafter it would be

made once every two years. No maximum limitation is set in the legislation

nor is there any provision for a comparable automatic decrease in the taxable

earnings base. It can be projected that if this Congress enacts this automatic
adjustment feature in 1972, it will amount to having voted to fix the amount
of earnings subject to tax in 1989 to as much as $22,000. This would result in

an inequitable situation in which the taxes to pay for the preponderance of

future benefit increases and other liberalizations would be paid for mostly by
people in the middle-income brackets—as well as by their employers.

6. Automatic Adjustment of Benefits.—H.R. 1 would tie Social Security bene-

fits directly to changes in the Department of Labor's Consumer Price Index
(CPI). In the event that the CPI rises three percent or more for the third

calendar quarter of a year as compared with the calendar quarter designated

as the base period, then Social Security benefits would be increased by a like

percentage amount. This recomputation of benefit would be repeated once a

year and adjustment made in the benefit levels payable for the following

January.
Such an arrangement appears to be a form of capitulation to the inflationary

forces at work throughout our economy. It seems to say that inflation is to be

an accepted economic way of life despite the efforts of Congress and the Admin-
istration to contain it. Such automatically escalating benefits would affect one

out of every eight persons in the United States in terms of greater benefits, but

would also affect millions of persons in the work force who have to pay for

these increased benefits. The impact of automatically increasing benefits would
continuou.sly stimulate the economy and tend to institutionalize inflation.

The National Association of Manufacturers is opposed to this provision and
strongly urge this Committee to reject the concept. Attempting to solve inflation

problems through the device of automatically escalating benefit levels for ap-

proximately 26 million people may seem to be an extremely attractive expedient,

but it would create tremendous pres.sure on government and business for all

kinds of similar automatic inflationary devices.

Another apparent attraction of the automatic adjustment concept is that

it would minimize political pressures for continued liberalization of the pro-

gram. NAM believes that this would not be the case, and it is distinctly possible

in our view that the opposite result would occur and that such political pres-

sures would only flnd relief in other areas of the program, and tend to provide

higher benefits on top of the automatic increases. One has only to look at th'^

many such proposals which are currently before the Congress.

A review of the record indicates that the Congress has, by ad hoc methods,

more than kept abreast of rises in the cost of living by increasing benefits. The
complaint that Congress has acted too slowly and that the aged have suffered

because of a lag in the adjustment of benefits may have had some merit in the
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distant past, but the record indicates that Congress now acts as rapidly as the
needs dictate.

NAM believes that a rigid formula would deny Congress the opportunity and
responsibility to determine the level of Social Security benefits while also keep-
ing in view the entire economy, including economic trends and pressures that
would assuredly escape the mechanical application of such an inflexible device.

AGE 62 COMPUTATION POINT FOK MEN

H.R. 1 provides for a three-year transition period designed to equalize the
benefit computations for men as compared with that of women. NAM commends
the approach proposed in H.R. 1 and supports the methodology employed.

REDUCTION IN WAITING FOR DISABILITY BENEFITS

H.R. 1 proposes to reduce the six-month period throughout which a person
must be disabled before he can be paid disability benefits, to five months. NAM
is opposed to such a reduction in the waiting period because it would create
confusion in the operation of most private short-term disability wage and salary
insurance plans. Such plans have traditionally been structured to pay benefits

during the six-month period not covered by Social Security Disability Benefits.
Thereafter they have, for the most part, been integrated with Social Security
Disability Benefits to provide a relatively stable level of combined benefits. In
addition, this liberalization can be viewed as another step toward Social Security
encroachment on the states' Workmen's Compensation Systems with respect to

occupational disabilities. We believe that this is an undesirable provision and we
urge the Committee to reject it.

BURDENSOME COSTS OF H.R. 1

With each succeeding liberalization of Social Security there is increasing con-
cern as to the overall cost impact. We believe that increasing Social Security
costs and even higher taxes are becoming most unreasonable. H.R. 1 would in-

crease the employer-employee tax rate from 10.4 percent to 14.8 percent within
approximately a five-year period. This rapidly increasing tax rate would apply
to a taxable wage base which is also increasing, beginning with a sizable jump im-
mediately from the current base of $9,000 to $10,200 per year. To illustrate this

expanding burden we attach to this statement a table showing the taxable wage
base, tax rate and maximum contributions of H.R. 1 as compared with the present
schedule. This is shown in Exhibit 1.

To more graphically illustrate the cost acceleration which would take place
should H.R. 1 be adopted in its present form, reference is made to two graphs
(Exhibits 2 and 3). Exhibit 2 depicts the increase in taxable wage base under
the automatic escalation feature which would tie that base to the average wages
in the United States. The automatic escalation is projected on the basis that
there could be a five percent annual increase in the average wage level in the
United States over the next decade. While we do not predict that this figure will

be realized, it is not out of line based on recent past experience and current
conditions. From this it can be seen that the taxable wage base can be as high
as .$22,000 as early as 1989.

Exhibit 3 depicts the Social Security contribution which will be paid by
each individual employee and by his employer (not combined). Tliis is based on
the projected taxable wage base shown in Exhibit 2. In addition. Exhibit 3 in-

dicates the percentage increase of contributions required by H.R. 1 as compared
with scheduled contributions of the current Social Security law.

In only five years (1977) the amount of Social Security contribution which
each employee and each company would be required to make would increase by
75 percent ($920.00) over the scheduled contribution required under current law
($526.50). By 1989 each company and each employee would make a maximum
contribution ($1,630.00) which would be 200 percent greater than the one re-

quired by today's Social Security schedule ($544.50).
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This bill goes a considerable distance toward moving the philosophy of the
Social Security program from a "floor of protection" concept to one which would
pose a serious threat to the continued expansion of the private pension plan
system. For many years a combined employee-employer tax rate in the neighbor-
hood of 10 percent was considered to be a ceiling for Social Security tax pur-
poses—it is now scheduled at 12.1 percent.

We realize that there is no magic in the 10 percent figure but this bill would
increase it by almost 50 percent (to 14.8 percent). We think it is time to put a
brake on ever-escalating Social Security taxes. We believe that Social Security
costs are getting out of hand. We urgently recommend that this Committee
modify H.R. 1 and many of its provisions, particularly those automatic escalation
features which would tend to skyrocket costs and lock in inflationary pressures.
We further believe that consideration should be given to reestablishing Social
Security financing on essentially a pay-as-you-go basis, thus permitting a rdeuc-
tion in scheduled maximum contribution amounts.

MEDICABE AND MEDICAID

NAM supports and commends the attempt made in this bill to streamline and
make more efficient both programs. Our views on Medicare and Medicaid are set

forth in greater detail in our position paper entitled "Financing Health Main-
tenance, Care and Delivery", a copy of which is attached to this statement and
we respectfully request that it be made a part hereof. In addition we do have
some specific comments as follows.

MEDICARE COVERAGE FOR DISABLED BENEFICIARIES

The bill would cover the disabled under Medicare after having received dis-

ability benefits for not less than 24 consecutive months. The cost of including such
persons is estimated at about $1.8 billion for the first full year and $2.5 billion

per year in the long run. Coverage of the disabled under Medicare was considered
during the hearings conducted on H.R. 17550 last year but wisely, we believe,

was not included in either the House or Senate versions. NAM believes there are
important reasons for regarding the disabled as different from the elderly since

dealing with the medical care costs of the disabled in many cases affects the in-

surance of other members of the disabled person's family. Since there are cur-

rently several other private and public proposals for health care for the disabled
person and his family, we believe that these approaches should be studied first.

Further, we should make sure that we have adequately financed the increasing
costs of Medicare for the 65-year-old and older group before making additional

commitments.
PART B—PREMIUM CHARGES

H.R. 1 proposes that the supplementary medical insurance premium paid by
the enrollee could be increased in the future only to the extent that benefit levels

are also increased. The bill further proposes that should costs of this program
exceed such additional revenue, then the balance would be financed out of general
revenue.

GENKBAL COMMENT

As we interpret it. there appears to be an increasing trend, as evidenced by this

bill, toward the use of and reliance on general revenues for financing liberaliza-

tions of the program. NAM believes that such a trend is contrary to the concept
and acceptability of the Social Security program to the American people. This
program was intended to provide work-related benefits, and efforts to make it

over into a welfare plan should be staunchly resisted. Continued acceptance of

the social insurance concept by the American people depends upon Congressional
restraint on including benefits not rleated to earnings or attachment to the labor
force or pure welfare benefits. Reliance on expanded general revenue financing

only serves to weaken further the social insurance concept and leans more heavily
towards the operation of the entire program as a national welfare program. We
believe that the Social Security program should continue to be financed on a
payroll tax basis.

1
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NAM Policy Statement

on

Financing

Health Maintenance,

Care and Delivery f

THE GOAL OF NATIONAL POLICY for health care and delivery
"f

should be a competitive industry capable of providing incentives ^:

for maintaining health, as well as necessary services for the sick. I

National policy should give maximum encouragement to the private t^

health and insurance industries to develop incentive-oriented meth- r

ods of health maintenance, care and delivery which are designed to /

provide better and more comprehensive health services and bring {-

costs under control without sacrificing quality.

The federal and state governments should: (1) encourage the re- ,

moval of legal and other barriers to the introduction of new or
^

improved health care and delivery systems; (2) avoid providing and

financing health services to the entire population; and (3) assure that ^

federal and state income assistance intended to enable the needy to
^

obtain adequate health care be used exclusively for that purpose. |

—Adopted December 2, 1970 f
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INTRODUCTION

In the past several years, the problems of providing adequate medical and

health services have been compounded by the enactment, and apparently

uncontrollable expansion, of medicare and medicaid. As a result, a period

of "retroactive planning" with respect to these programs began early

in 1970.

As this re-examination progressed, it has involved much broader issues

of financing health care delivery in the United States and public-private

roles therein. The public policy debate which is developing will center on

the choice between a compulsory national health insurance and a pluralis-

tic approach to the problems of providing more comprehensive health

services without sacrificing quality. The new NAM position is addressed

principally to this issue.

The Public and Private Costs of

Medicare and Medicaid

Congress enacted Titles XVIII (medicare) and XIX (medicaid) of the

Social Security Act in 1965. There seems little doubt that these major

federal programs have been important factors in accelerating the demand
for more and better health care services and in crystallizing the problems

of health care delivery throughout the nation.

While medicare and medicaid are different programs, they are related

and can be considered jointly at least as far as overall cost impact is con-

cerned. Both programs involve federal payments for health care services

to the poor and aged: medicare currently pays for health care services

for 20 million aged; medicaid coverage extends to more than 10 million

poor. This aid to the general population is in contrast to older health pro-

grams directed toward such specific categories of federal beneficiaries as

members of the armed forces, veterans, merchant seamen and American

Indians. From the point of view of financing, it was stated in a recent Con-

gressional debate that medicare and medicaid now pay 72 percent of the

health bills for the nation's aged—a dramatic change from only 4 years ago

when 70 percent of the health expenses of the aged were privately paid.

Table I summarizes the increase in federal health outlays in relation to

total federal outlays and to total expenditures for health. Between fiscal

years 1960 and 1965, federal outlays for health increased but remained a

relatively stable portion of total federal spending. Between fiscal 1965

and 1969, the amounts spent on health increased both absolutely and
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proportionately. The percentage of total federal spending allocated to

health is expected to level off in fiscal 1971, although actual spending is

estimated to increase by $1.8 billion again.

There can be little doubt that, as the Budget for fiscal 1 97 1 stated : "The

major factor in the yearly increase continues to be Medicare and Medi-

caid." Outlays for these two programs were estimated at $1 1.6 billion in

fiscal 1971—and are expected to account for 83 percent of the increase in

federal spending for health in that period.

The original cost assumptions for both programs fell far short of actual

experience.

• In 1965, it was estimated that medicare costs in calendar year 1970

would be $3.1 billion; the current estimate is $5.8 billion.

• In fiscal 1965, medicaid expenditures amounted to $1.3 billion, of

which the federal share was $555 million. For fiscal 1971, the esti-

mate for total medicaid outlays is about $6.2 billion, with the federal

share amounting to $3.1 billion. Recent estimates indicate that the

federal share for medicaid may be as high as $12 billion by 1975,

with the states contributing an equal amount.

The unexpected demand for more and better medical services and in-

creased utilization of health facilities resulting from the enactment of medi-

care and medicaid has affected the health costs of the entire population.

Some authorities blame the architects of these programs for ignoring the

fundamental laws of supply and demand. Vast new demands were created

for medical services without any real understanding of the impact on the

supply of health care services. This helped fuel an explosion in medical

care costs that is even more aggravated than the general inflation currently

plaguing the economy (see Table II)

.

In addition to their impact on spending and on the total economy, these

programs are also beset by administrative and management problems

resulting from legislation which was enacted in haste, without adequate

planning and analysis, and which imposed complex problems and systems

for reimbursement. Therefore, the first question has been how these exist-

ing programs could be made more effective and their costs brought under

control.

Medical Economics and Proposals

For Changing Medicare and Medicaid

There is a growing recognition that the facts of medical economics, hereto-

fore of relatively little general interest, provide essential clues to the ques-

tion of what went wrong with medicare and medicaid. For example, one of

the traditions of medical care is free service to the needy by both doctors
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TABLE II

Consumer Price Indexes for Food. Rent and

Medical Care, 1960-1969

Year Food Rent Medical Care

1960 101.4 103.1 108.1

1961 102.6 104.4 111.3

1962 103.6 105.7 114.2

1963 105.1 106.8 117.0

1964 106.4 107.8 119.4

1965 108.8 108.9 122.3

1966 114.2 110.4 127.7

1967 115.2 112.4 136.7

1968 119.3 115.1 145.0

1969 125.5 118.8 155.0

Source : Bureau of Labor Statistics

and nonprofit (voluntary) hospitals. When funds were made available

through these programs to pay for medical care to the aged and the poor,

could the practitioners and the institutions be expected to continue to pro-

vide services at no cost?

To cite another instance, between 1946 and 1970, the supply of hospital

beds was increased by the construction or modernization of 467,000 beds

at a cost of approximately $12 billion. The federal share was $3.7 billion,

or roughly 30 percent. However, the increase in hospital costs was even

steeper than that of medical care generally. A good deal of this results

from the increase in wage costs, particularly for non professional person-

nel, and the continuing low productivity of the industry as a whole.

Although these trends were already discernible in the mid-1960s, both

medicare and medicaid were so structured as to encourage hospitalization.

Further, the "reasonable cost" reimbursement formula provided no incen-

tive for increased economy or efficiency. In fact, insofar as it encouraged

the building of excess bed capacity and, in some places, the duplication of

expensive equipment, it tends to raise the cost of hospitalization.

Further, the increased demand for medical services, arising in great

part from third party payments (private insurance, medicare, medicaid)

raises questions about the adequacy of the supply of medical manpower.

On the general assumption that there is a shortage of physicians, registered

nurses and other professionals, there has been an effort to increase the
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supply and shorten the training cycle. The federal government is now the

dominant force in medical education insofar as it contributes so large a

portion of the funds that go to medical schools. In addition to the matter

of supply, however, there is the problem of relating manpower needs to

the structure of the health industry. Professor Eli Ginzberg, an economist

specializing in manpower problems, has raised interesting questions sum-

marized in the comment: 'There is no point to increasing the supply with-

out altering the pattern of utilization."

Similarly, Dr. Paul M. EUwood, Jr., consultant to the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, believes that merely increasing the supply

of physicians, without changing the structure and organization of the

health industry, would further increase demand and escalate costs:

"Further, it's doubtful that more physicians would solve the

problem of availability of medical care anyway, unless unac-

ceptable steps were taken to simultaneously regulate the special-

ties they choose and the locations where they establish practice.

For example, 53 counties in the United States have no available

physicians, while some urban areas have more doctors than can

be efficiently utilized. Present rigidities in licensing procedures,

constraints of malpractice, and other barriers to medical prac-

tice in the various states, also restrict optimal utilization of avail-

able health personnel. Maldistribution and suboptimal utilization

of health manpower are the result of conditions which cannot be

treated by simply increasing the supply, and in fact, may be

aggravated by this approach." (Unpublished paper, 1970)

The major proposals which have been made for improving medicare

and medicaid have recognized the implications of these aspects of medical

economics, some of which require long-term solutions, as well as the need

to make immediate improvements in the administration and management

of these programs. As the McNemey Task Force on Medicaid and Related

Programs stated in its Report of November 12, 1969:

"Recommendations at this time are focused largely on what can

be implemented essentially within the framework of the present

Medicaid system. Let it be clear, however, that the Task Force

sees many weaknesses in this framework. Fundamental changes

may well prove necessary in the long run. But when human

services are at stake, no purpose is served by continuing to Uve

with inefficiencies and inequities that can be remedied, particu-

larly when the short-run improvements can be designed to fit or,

at the least, not run counter to probable long-run courses."

The chief recommendations that have been made to date with respect

to medicare and medicaid are embodied in the Administration's budget
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proposals for fiscal year 1971, the Social Security Amendments of 1970

(H. R. 17550), and the President's Family Health Insurance Plan, which

will not be detailed in legislation until early 1971. These are summarized

below.

The Fiscal 1971 Budget Proposals

The President's Budget Message recommended revisions of medicaid

"to stimulate the use of proper, but less expensive, medical treatment

outside hospitals and long-term care institutions." In the budget document

proper, the Administration proposed legislation that would:

• Shift 0.6 percent of the Social Security combined payroll tax from

the retirement system to the hospital insurance part (Part A) of

medicare, effective January 1, 1971.

• Increase the monthly premiums for Supplementary Medical Insur-

ance (Part B of medicare) from $4 to $5.30 on July 1, 1970.

• Limit medicare and medicaid depreciation reimbursement to facilities

whose capital improvements have been approved by an appropriate

health planning agency.

• Exclude from the program those physicians, hospitals, and other

health services providers found guilty of flagrant abuses.

• Expand utilization review authority to include the initial need for

hospitalization.

• Require long-range construction planning by providers of services as

a condition of program participation.

• Expand the Department of Health, Education and Welfare's authority

to experiment with and install financial incentives to efficiency and

economy.

• Direct medicaid more toward preventive and acute medical treat-

ment programs and away from long-term residential care which has

represented almost one-third of all medicaid outlays.

There were also proposals to shift medical facilities construction funds

(largely Hill-Burton) away from direct grants and the "quantity of beds"

approach and toward more funding for ambulatory facilities, reliance upon

guaranteed loans with interest subsides for construction and moderniza-

tion of private non-profit hospitals and long-term care facilities, and direct

loans for public institutions. These requests were so transformed in the

Medical FaciHties Construction and Modernization Amendments of 1970

(H.R. 1 1 102) that the President vetoed the bill. The veto was overridden

by both Houses. However, the Bureau of the Budget's views on the rela-

tionship between the Hill-Burton approach and present health care needs

is of interest:

".
. . new conditions and changing needs make sole reliance on
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grant programs or emphasis on additional hospital beds inap-

propriate. With medical price increases and the inability of the

health system to deliver services effectively, there is growing

recognition of the need to develop ambulatory care facilities

(hospital outpatient departments, clinics, and community cen-

ters), particularly where they can serve as more efficient and

economical alternatives to hospital care. In addition, the growth

of third party payments (e.g., private insurance. Medicare, and

Medicaid) to cover the costs, including depreciation, of hospital

and skilled nursing home care, has improved the ability of these

institutions to finance needed capital improvements through

borrowing." (Special Analyses of the Budget, Fiscal 1971,

p. 153)

Social Security Amendments of 1970

The health care amendments comprise Part B of Title II of the House-

passed H.R. 1 7550. These are intended to improve the operating effective-

ness of medicaid, medicare and maternal and child health programs. At

the time of writing, this legislation had not been enacted.

There is potential for improved administration in recommendations

that, if enacted, would:

• Encourage experiments and demonstration projects to develop in-

centives for economy in the provision of health services.

• Extend utilization review requirement to hospitals and nursing homes

under medicaid.

• Require institutional planning in the form of overall plans and bud-

gets for hospitals under medicare.

• Expand utilization review to include the question of the initial need

for hospitalization.

• Establish incentives through variable federal matching rates for states

to emphasize outpatient care under medicaid programs.

• Provide incentives through federal grants to the states to install and

operate claims processing and information retrieval systems under

medicaid.

The bill also included provisions addressed to the problem of control-

ling the inflationary factors inherent in the present "reasonable cost" reim-

bursement practices. These appear to raise as serious problems as they

may solve. For example, it is generally recognized that disallowance of

costs after services have been provided by institutions creates uncertainty.

Therefore, the solution offered is to set limits on a prospective basis, eval-

uate necessary costs on a class—rather than a case—basis, and provide that
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extra or more expensive services be charged to the beneficiary if he is so

advised prior to admission. These steps seem to be logical guidelines for a

systematic approach to the definition of "reasonable cost."

Because there appears to be no adequate body of timely cost data for

making the necessary comparison of costs of health care institutions or

measuring the efficiency of health care delivery, the House Ways and

Means Committee suggested that the Secretary might be able to set

"reasonable limits" for a class of institutions so that only extraordinary

expenses would be subject to any limitations. This does not seem to be an

effective approach to control of inflationary tendencies nor does it provide

any real incentive for the institutions to control their costs or reduce the

length of hospitalization.

One of the findings highlighted in the Senate Finance Committee's staff

report on medicare and medicaid was that medicare payments are usually

significantly higher than those made by carriers under their own programs.

This suggests that another approach to the matter of "reasonable costs"

would be to require that these two sets of reimbursements be brought into

line—instead of considering "customary and prevailing charges," as in the

present statute. This would provide a direct guideline without introducing

a clumsy administrative apparatus or rigid controls.

The attempt to implement this approach to the "reasonable cost" issue

in H.R. 17550, as it applies to services under the supplementary medical

insurance program, is both less direct and more complex. The present

administrative policy of using the 83rd percentile of customary charges

as the limit of "reasonableness" would be modified by using the 75th per-

centile as the standard after June 30, 1971. Beyond that, beginning with

fiscal 1972, increases in fees would be recognized as reasonable in terms

of their relationship to two economic indexes: Consumer Price Index (ex-

clusive of medical care) and earnings in the area as reported to the social

security program. The compulsory regulation of fees does not seem to be

a substitute for incentives for more efficient delivery of health care services.

In fact, this approach might merely discourage practitioners from caring

for medicare patients..

One of this group of amendments goes beyond both the administrative

improvement and the direct cost control approaches. That provides for

payments to health maintenance organizations for persons eligible for

benefits under medicare. Such payments would be on a prospective per

capita basis. Premiums would be determined annually, taking into consid-

eration premiums on non-medicare enrollees, but would be no more than

95 percent of the estimated amount that would be payable if such covered

medicare services were furnished outside of the health maintenance organ-

ization framework. The Ways and Means Committee's Report noted that
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there is sufficient authority in the present medicaid program to permit

states to arrange for medicaid coverage through a health maintenance
organization if beneficiaries are guaranteed freedom of choice of health

providers.

Family Health Insurance Plan

In June, President Nixon proposed a Family Health Insurance Plan.

The details will be transmitted to the Congress early in 1971 . The proposal

came as part of the Administration's response to the Senate Finance Com-
mittee's request for amendments to the Family Assistance Act. Therefore,

it is directed at elimination of: (1) state by state variations in coverage,

benefits and eligibility; (2) categorical inequities arising from the exclu-

sion of male-headed ("working poor") families; and (3) the abrupt ter-

mination of benefits when income reaches the welfare or the "medically

indigent" cutoff points.

The program the Administration is developing is a form of graduated

contributory insurance with family contributions scaled by income. Cover-

age might be mandatory for families receiving benefits where their cash

benefits were equal to or in excess of the required premium.

According to Administration statements, benefits under this proposal

would be tailored to provide encouragement of: ( 1 ) the use of lower cost

outpatient services; (2) prevention and early care; and (3) reimburse-

ment policies designed to encourage efficiency, economy and utilization

control. It could, according to their estimates, be provided without signifi-

cant increases in federal outlays beyond medicaid expenditures projected

for fiscal year 1972.

The health maintenance organization proposal for medicare benefici-

aries in the pending Social Security Amendments and the Administration's

proposed Family Health Insurance Plan for some medicaid beneficiaries

indicate the probability of fundamental changes in both programs. Because

of the magnitude of these programs and their impact on health care gener-

ally, such changes would affect all health care services and costs.

To say that the federal programs are moving in the direction of "insur-

ance" is an oversimplification. On the one hand, Part B of medicare and

the cost sharing or deductible provisions of medicaid already have some

of the qualities of insurance, as does the financing of Part A (hospital

insurance) of medicare. On the other hand, the proposals for national

health insurance vary greatly, as do the types of private health insurance

now available. What is really being discussed is how to achieve better and

less costly health care delivery.
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The Federal Role

It has been suggested that the Administration must make a major decision

on its strategy for dealing with the "much proclaimed health crises" by

choosing between

:

• reliance on continued or increased federal intervention through regu-

lation, investment and planning, and

• promoting a health maintenance industry that is "largely self-regulat-

ing and makes its own investment decisions regarding resources such

as facilities and manpower." (Dr. Paul M. Ellwood, Jr.)

Obviously the Administration is moving in the direction of the second

alternative. In Secretary Richardson's words: "One of our goals is to open

the market place and provide opportunities for new delivery systems."

The nature of the health care industry, British experience with its na-

tionalized health services, and the basic attitude toward federal interven-

tion in the provision of basic services all appear to make that the more

attractive choice.

The Administration's preference for the second alternative also is re-

lated to the larger issue of substituting an "income strategy" for a whole

slew of service-type programs. The Family Assistance Plan, if operative,

would give the poor, including the working poor, a better basis for buying

medical services which are now provided to those "on welfare" through

medicaid. The Administration's proposal to transform medicaid into a

prepaid medical insurance coverage for the same population, with "pre-

miums" based on a shding income scale, appears to be a logical extension

of the "income strategy" approach.

Some observers look for significant overall cost saving in the "income

strategy" approach, assuming that much more selective use of medical

services would be made with more consumer discretion (and financial re-

sponsibility) for the extent of those services. Unnecessary and costly over-

taxing of hospital facilities, of course, has been one of the main criticisms

of the medicare-medicaid programs.

As the national debate on health care policy continues, however, the

alternatives of federal intervention or a self-regulating health industry are

likely to become less clear as a variety of subquestions are raised. For

example:

• There is great interest in prepayment as a method for improving the

quahty and controlling the cost of health care, but should prepay-

ment be on a capitation or a services-rendered basis?

• If prepayment is a synonym for insurance, does that mean a national

insurance program financed through taxes? a dual system? a private
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system with government subsidy to those unable to afford to pay
their own premiums? a system of tax credits?

• If prepayment is on a capitation basis, is it likely to require or favor

group rather than individual practice?

Such questions—to some extent even the basic choice as to the federal

role—in turn go back to the fundamental issue of what it is that we are

trying to accomplish. Clearly there are two major goals: (1) improving

the quality and accessibility of health care; and (2) controlling the cost.

Almost all people who are discussing the issue want to do both: to provide

quality care at reasonable cost.

"Quality" in health care is something which the majority of patients—

or consumers—are unable to evaluate. As is frequently pointed out, it is

usually health care practitioners, rather than those who pay the bills, who
are the consumers of health services in the sense that they select what is to

be done for the individual. It is probable that the individual patient, or his

family, respond to subjective criteria—a private room or a private nurse

are pleasanter than being in a ward or sharing the attention of floor nurses

with others; there are more amenities in a private hospital than in a city

hospital; the elderly patient in a nursing home enjoys the attention of

frequent visits from "his" physician, and so on. Therefore, the judgement

of "quality" from a technical point of view must depend on peer review

by professionally qualified people.

The financing of health care delivery and the approaches to cost con-

trol, beyond specific administrative reforms of medicare and medicaid,

are the areas in which debate over the federal role will be concentrated.

There are four major types of financing proposals before Congress and

the public:

1

.

national health insurance

2. catastrophic health insurance

3. tax credits for private health insurance

4. federal subsidies for purchase of heahh insurance by low-income

families

Implicit in the discussion of "income strategy" is the possibility of a fourth

approach which would work toward replacing medicaid and, eventually

medicare, by income additions to allow purchase of health care services

on the open market.

Health insurance is already a familiar factor in health care. What will

be debated is not its value but its financing.

• About 85 percent of the American population have some form of

private heahh insurance, which covers about one-third of-health care

expenditures.

• Coverage is most complete for hospitalization for all income groups,

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 — 40
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followed in a declining scale by inpatient and surgical services and

outpatient services.

• 56 percent of the population with incomes under $5,000 have some

coverage.

• Only 36 percent of those with incomes under $3,000 have some hos-

pital insurance coverage.

• Medicare provides hospital insurance under Part A for people over

65 and voluntary insurance for health services under the optional

Part B for aknost all of them.

National Health Insurance

The idea of converting the Social Security system to provide a national

health insurance is not new. This broader definition of "social insurance"

is prevalent in other countries and the idea has been discussed time and

again since the enactment of the Social Security Act. Medicare gave the

concept a new impetus.

Three closely related proposals were made in the 9 1 st Congress and are

likely to be introduced again in the 92nd.

The National Health Insurance Act (H.R. 17806), sponsored by Rep.

Martha Griffiths, would extend and adapt the Social Security mechanism

to provide comprehensive medical care for the total population and com-

prehensive dental care for children under 16. Eye care and prescription

drugs would also be included.

To finance this program, employees would pay 1 percent of payroll and

employers 3 percent, with the federal government matching the employ-

ers' contribution from general revenues. There would be a minimum cost-

sharing (e.g. $2 per visit to the doctor after the first visit) by the patient.

A rough beginning cost is $40 billion per year.

The Health Security Program, a similarly comprehensive program, was

announced on July 7th by the Committee of 100, a private group formed

by Walter Reuther. Senator Edward M. Kennedy introduced it as S.4297,

the Health Security Act, and it has a bipartisan group of sponsors.

The program would be financed through a health security trust fund,

similar to the Social Security trust fund. The fund's income would come

from three sources—40 percent from general revenues, 35 percent from a

3.5 percent tax on employer's payrolls, and 25 percent from a 2.1 percent

tax on individual income up to $15,000 a year. In addition, the bill would

"allow" the employer to pay all or part of the employee's tax. On the basis

of data for fiscal year 1969, the program would have paid for $37 biUion

—or 70 percent—of the $53 billion in personal health expenditures. Its

sponsors have estimated that the cost of the program at present would be

$40 billion; others have placed its cost at about twice that amount.
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The National Health Insurance and Health Improvement Act (S. 371 1

)

is sponsored by Senator Jacob K. Javits. It would provide for a new trust

fund, in addition to the one providing benefits for the elderly under medi-

care. The total cost would be financed from payroll taxes reaching the rate

of 3.3 percent on a $15,000 earnings base by 1975. The estimated cost by

1975, excluding savings on medicare and medicaid, would be $22.7

billion.

This plan would be implemented in steps with the total population eligi-

ble for basic benefits now provided by medicare by 1973. The first step

would be the merger of Parts A and B of medicare and their extension to

include the disabled under the age of 65. After coverage became universal,

prescription drugs, dental care for children under 8, and diagnostic serv-

ices, including eye and ear examinations, would be added.

Catastrophic Health Insurance

The Senate Finance Committee approved an amendment to the Social

Security Bill, proposed by Chairman Russell B. Long, adding a Catas-

trophic Health Insurance Program. This would provide coverage against

the cost of catastrophic illness for about 95 percent of the population un-

der 65. The plan would pay 80 percent of covered medical costs after a

family had spent $2,000 a year, and about 80 percent of hospital costs

after an individual had been hospitalized for 60 days. The program would
cover the same services included in medicare and would be financed

through social security taxes. First-year costs are estimated at $2.3 billion.

Tax Credits

A number of proposals have been made to provide a tax credit as an

incentive for the purchase of private health insurance. This proposal is

most closely identified with the American Medical Association. The
A.M.A. proposal, originally ofl:ered in December, 1968, was modified in

1969. Testifying on medicare and medicaid before the Anderson Sub-

committee of the Senate Finance Committee in June of 1970, Dr. Gerald

D. Dorman, A.M.A. President, summarized the Medicredit program:

... To meet the problems of Medicaid, each low-income person

would receive a certificate for the purchase of a qualified and

comprehensive health insurance plan. The cost would be com-

pletely federally financed.

. . . For the middle and higher levels of income, tax credits would

be offered, on a sliding scale, favoring lower-income groups,

based on the tax liability of a family for the purchase of qualified

health benefits coverage.

A draft bill, the Health Insurance Act of 1970, is available but it has not
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been introduced. The American Medical Association has been coupling

its proposals for professional review with its financing proposals. Senator

Wallace Bennett has proposed a professional standards review amendment

to the Social Security Amendments of 1970.

An Incentive System

A self-regulating health industry would be designed to provide economic

and professional incentives toward maintaining health, rather than just

providing services for the ill. It depends on an element of competition and

a variety of approaches to the matter of financing.

Medicare and medicaid have disappointed almost everyone. The most

obvious problem, which was responsible for much of the attention focused

on these programs in the past year, is their skyrocketing costs and related

inflationary pressure on all health care services. The emphasis of medicare

and medicaid has been ahnost entirely on institutional care of the sick-

specifically hospitalization—rather than on preventive medicine and the

maintenance of health.

The proposals for compulsory national health insurance, although they

may recognize the importance of health maintenance, are otherwise exten-

sions of the basic approach of medicare and medicaid, which simply has

not worked. Government has not proved to be an effective purveyor of

services—particularly of such individualized services.

The present problems of health care, maintenance and delivery require

more than one approach. The development of alternative systems should

be encouraged and their results evaluated and publicized. In this connec-

tion, the federal and state governments do have roles to play. There are

some laws and practices—the prohibition of group practice, unwillingness

to license paramedical personnel, insurance programs that encourage hos-

pitalization are examples—that are barriers to the introduction of new or

improved health care and delivery systems. Government should encourage

the removal of those barriers.

Although government should avoid financing health services for the

general population, it should provide a substitute for medicaid to enable

the needy to obtain adequate health care directly from the funds they

receive in the form of federal and state income assistance. Procedures to

assure its use for medical purposes will be necessary.

In summary, national policy should give maximum encouragement to

the private health and insurance industries to develop incentive-oriented

methods of health maintenance, care and delivery designed to provide bet-

ter and more comprehensive health services and bring costs under control

without sacrificing quality.
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"V T A A /r action for a growing America
>

The National Association of Manufacturers

is a voluntary organization of industrial and

business firms, large and small, located in every

state, which vigorously support principles that

encourage individual freedom and which

through the Association develop and engage in

sound programs for the advancement of the eco-

nomic well-being and social progress of the

American people.

National Association of Manufacturers
277 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 826-2100
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Statement by Capt. Paul Metcalf, Chairman, Committee on Discrimina-

tion IN Pilot Employment, Air Line Pilots Association, International

The Air Line Pilots Association, International, appreciates this opportunity to

present its views on H.R. 1, amendments to the Social Security Act.

The Association, whose membership consists of ahout 40,000 airline crew mem-
bers, employed by more than 45 common carriers, has a unique interest in the

proposed amendments. Since almost all of the nation's airline pilots are repre-

sented, in collective bargaining and in safety matters, by the Association, we
ow^e a special obligation to our members and to this Committee to focus atten-

tion on a blatant inequity in the present law which this Confess now has an op-

portunity to alleviate.

The inequity to which I refer derives, in a large part, from an administrative

regulation which requires airline pilots to retire at Age 60 regardless of their

actual health, fitness, and qualifications. The current Social Security law how-

ever, aggravates the injustice of this regulation and the Association is gratified

that H.R. 1, as we will show% takes some modest but progressive steps towards

a partial remedy.
In December 1959, the Federal Aviation Administration promulgated a regula-

tion (Federal Aviation Regulation Setion 121.383(c) ) which prohibited any per-

son from serving as a pilot on an airplane engaged in certificated air transport

service once that person has reached his 60th birthday. Despite Association ob-

jection, the federal courts have, thus far, upheld the regulation as being within

the Administrator's discretion to promulgate.
The regulation has also survived in the face of Congressional enactment of P.L.

90-202, the "Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967". Although Congress

there asserted that the public policy of the United States was ".
. . to prohibit

arbitrary age discrimination in employment", subsequent administrative rulings

were issued characterizing the FAA Age 60 limitation as a bona fide occupational

qualification for airline pilots, and therefore not violative of the new statute.

As a result of FAR Section 121.383(c). about 1,000 airline pilots have been in-

voluntarily retired from airline service during the past 11 years. This year, and

in the years shortly to come, the number of airline pilots annually affected will

increase as the aviation industry comes of age. Association records show that 161

pilots will reach age 60 this year ; during 1973, 183 pilots ; during 1974, 254 ;
and,

bv 1980, 887. Apart from the ovenvhelming financial and psychological losses af-

flicting the pilot upon his 60th birthday, by virtue of FAR 121.383(c), there

are additional injuries caused by the terms of present Social Security law.

The airline pilot's social security benefits—like all workers'— are based upon

his average monthly earnings in covered work up to the year he reaches age 65,

becomes disabled or dies. In order to lessen the adverse impact on his average

earnings caused by periods of illness or unemployment, the law currently permits

up to 5 years in which earnings are lowest to be excluded from this computation.

This five-year dropout rule, however equitable for other workers, is wholly

nullified for the typical airline pilot because of FAR Section 121.383(c).

Airline pilots precluded from fiying at Age 60 are generally unable to transfer

to another new occupation. Their prior dedication to a rigorous profession will

often preclude them from establishing a new earnings potential in a different field

at this advanced stage of his life. Accordingly, most pilots will experience little or

no income between ages 60 and 65 and will be obliged to have these years ex-

pended as dropout years.

Since the current maximum wages credit for computing ibenefits is $9,000.00

per year, as compared to a maximum credit of $3,600.00 per year, or less, before

1954, pilots required to deduct current earnings years from their benefit computa-

tions, rather than earlier years, will experience significant reductions in their

benefits. The combination of present Social Security law and FAR Section 121.383

(c), therefore, works to create a special and unwarranted reduction in the size

of the retired pilot's benefit.

H.R. 1 offers two partial remedies for this inequity. First, the bill would pro-

vide each worker an additional dropout year for each 15 years of coverage. Since

most pilots enjoy long, continuous and stable careers, we believe this provision

will allow a significant number of involuntarily retired pilots to exclude two of

their low-earning years after age 60 from the benefit computation.

Second, the bill would change the way in which henefits are computed so that

men and women are treated alike. Currently, the period of years used for comput-
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ing a woman's average wage ends at age 62, while, for men, it ends at age 65. By
adopting an age 62 cut-off for men, the bill would not only cure a needless dis-
crimination but would also reduce the financial penalty imposed upon the male
victims of early mandatory retirement.

Accordingly, the Association fully endorses these specified aspects of H.R. 1.
In addition, we would urge the.se improvements: (1) the amendments should be
revised so that their impact is fully effective immediately, rather than, as is now
intended, spread out through a lengthy transition period and (2) the amendments
should be made applicable to those already on the retirement rolls.

Further, the Association recommends that this Committee exercise the present
opportunity to fully and directly re.solve the Social Security inequities created by
the juxtaposition of FAR Section 121.383(c). While the above-de.scribed amend-
ments which we endorse would largely alleviate the inequities, the most simple
and equitable solution, we submit, would be to allow additional droiM)Ut years
to airline pilots for every year after their 60th birthday.

Testimony by the Planetarium Neighborhood Council, Submitted by
John Kowal, President

As a preamble to its testimony on H.R. 1 the Planetarium Neighborhood Council
wants to most respectfully express its concern about the closed nature of Senate
Committee "Public Hearings." It seems that the committee chooses very carefully
the few individuals or organizations to be admitted to a hearing and even theii
the hearings are attended by only a few committee members at a time. Since we
were not among the chose few but feel we have a great deal of direct experience
to offer from a middle class point of view we submit the following testimony for
inclu.sion in the printed record of the hearings.
The Planetarium Neighborhood Council is an umbrella organization on the west-

side of New York City. The Council membership includes. P.T.A.'s, block associa-
tions, political clubs and religious institutions as well as a large number of busi-
nessmen, educators, professional people, housewives and students.
During the last decade the council has sponsored numerous demonstrations

directed toward improving the quality of life for the poor and middle classes.
When conditions improved for the poor in our community they consequently im-
proved for the middle and upper clas.ses. Our demonstrations, which dealt with
welfare recipients and working poor, have influenced both city-wide and national
thinking and planning. It is with the.se years of first-hand experience and thought
that we submit this testimony and urge you most strongly to defeat Title IV of
H.R. 1. We have taken this position for the following reasons

:

concerning money

A base of $2,400 for a family of four is totally inadequate for any family and
is most detrimental to our economy. No benefit should at any time be below the
Regional Lower Living Standard of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Even the
1970 Census data "Poverty Line" exceeds H.R. 1 .standards by more than $1,500.
When one writes and passes a reform bill one must improve the present situa-

tion and think beyond the moment.
The inadequate financial standard which now exists and which is proposed in

Title IV can only foster total breakdown in family life, health, education and
overall development of future generations. With the inadequate financial base of
$2,400 you will be guaranteeing a large future population who will be increasingly
dependent, and useless to .society, bearing the scars of an environment of con.'^tant

denial. This deteriorating process will uncontrolably increa.'^e the need for and
huge expense of health .services (physical and mental) protective services, and
a variety of complete custodial institutions. This creates a great economic burden
on a large portion of your constituencies, impairs the U.S. economy and develops
a larger and larger group of poor. What then hapi>ens to the "Great American
Dream," to the great American middle cla.ss?

Were the existing recipients and working poor to receive an adequate income
they would immediately and .steadily pour this money back into the economy and
produce a healthy future middle class with a lower tax burden to bear. An
adequate income subsidy can only be looked at as a direct spur to the economy.
Any realistic reform bill must include future changes commensurate with the

U.S. median family income level. H.R. 1 allows for no future increases.
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It must make provision for non-recurring needs which if met will enable a

family to move forward ; if not met, will create far more serious dependency and

expense.
No matter what the size of a family, its current needs must be met.

It is totally unrealistic to say "We will only feed a portion of your large

family." Will the remainder of the family go back into the womb?

CONCEKNING WORK AND WOEK INCENTIVE

It has been our constant experience that almost all people are influenced by

a work ethic which requires fulfillment through meaningful work. "Meaningful"

need not mean only industrial labor of professional jobs but can also be essential,

local community service jobs with upward mobility and realistic benefits. Given

the proper conditions such as health ability, job related training, good child care

and dependent people care, reasonable income and benefits and the availaUlity

of jobs people would work without being forced and coerced. None of these con-

ditions are adequately provided for under Title IV of H.R. 1 Given the above

conditions if a mother or care-taker relative of a child still felt it necessary to

remain at home it would be for good reason and one of her inalienable rights

to do so. A mother's prime responsiMlity must he to her children.

CONCEKNING WORK INCENTIVE

H.R. I's work incentive is punitive and unrealistic. The amount a worker may
keep is totally inadequate and a sham. Further, unless a worker is allowed to to-

tally disregard all reasonable work-related expenses, such as transportation and

taxes as well as full day-care expenses in calculating a family's income it will

often be to a family's advantage to have no one employed.

CONCERNING ELIGIBILITY

The bill as it now stands has several clauses of serious consequence to your

present constituency as well as future generations of Americans. There are in

the U.S. at the moment many unattached individuals, childless couples, and

families headed by full-time college students who are not fully self-supportfng

for various reasons. Rendering them ineligible for benefits under Title IV does

not make them nor their needs disappear. Neither will it enable them to become
self-supporting.

It can only seriously aggravate their problems and again increase the cost

of health care and custodial services, thus increasing the present and future

economic burden.
The section requiring a spouse to take on financial responsibility of a child

for which he is not legally responsible only furthers family separation, illegiti-

macy, fatherless household.s and all the ills involved in such relationships. Are
we trying to reduce the need for welfare in our country or are we only pretending

for political advantage. Let us not pass legislation guaranteeing further the en-

vironment which breeds instability, poverty, total dependency.

As the legislation now stands before you it totally disregards the fact that

although one was earning and barely existing on a very inadequate income

earlier in the year one might need assistance now. No matter what his past in-

come, one must consider an applicant's present need. If a person's income is large

enough to set savings aside he will do so for the most part. Very, very, few people

want to be on welfare.
Again, if a person arrives at a point where he requires public assistance,

possibly on a temporary basis, H.R. 1 requires that this person be stripped of his

minimal resources beyond any realistic point in order to be eligible. Does this

help a family to return to self-sufl5ciency?

A 30-day residency requirement is a political ploy unworthy of any welfare

reform bill. People do not come to the U.S. to go on welfare. Immigration laws

concern themselves that.

CONCERNING RIGHTS AND ADMINISTRATION

No one should be expected to work for less than federal standards. H.R. 1 does

not guarantee this.

Recipients must be guaranteed full due process fair hearings, accompaniment
at hearings by advocates of their choice, and, after request, speed of hearing
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date and decision (i.e. 15 days for each). Until proven guilty he must be treated
as innocent with no reduction or withholding of grants. H.R. 1 makes no such
provisions.
There must be definite provision guaranteeing that clients be notified of their

rights on a regular basis when there are changes in procedures.
The entire program should be administered federally thus eliminating state

inequities and resultant problems.
In order to prevent the confusion and expense inherent in multi-agency ad-

ministration responsibility should lie with HEW.
Therefore, because of the above expressed total inadequacy of Title IV of

H.R. 1 we again, most strongly, urge you to vote against it and consider the
Harris Bill in its stead. We would also suggest the inclusion of a strong service
section in the bill since people in serious need often require more than monies
to become self-suflBcient.

It is the Council's sincere feeling that legislators must go far beyond merely
representing their constituencies. They have far wider exposure to the nations
real problems and therefore must develop and enact legislation which will

further America, rather than a political career. They must take their national
exposure and knowledge back to their constituencies and help them to under-
stand issues on a broader level, rather than be swayed in a non-prudent direction
by local politics. A Senator has national as well as regional resiwnsibility.

Statement of the Coalition of Independent Health Professions on
Peer Review Systems

The Coalition of Independent Health Professions, composed of 11 health care
groups with a combined total membership of over 350,000 health practitioners,

is grateful for the opportunity to express its concern regarding the effects of
the amendments to the Social Security Act which deal with a professional
standards review system. Members of the Coalition of Independent Health Pro-
fessions who are endorsing this statement are :

American Association of Bioanalysts
American Association of Pastoral Counselors
American Occupational Therapy Association
American Optometric Association
American Physical Therapy Association
American Society of Medical Technologists
American Speech and Hearing Association
National Association of Social Workers
American Psychological Association

The Coalition commends the foresight of Senators Hansen and Bennett for

recognizing the need for a mechanism of self review as a means of improving the
quality of health care services under Title XVIII and Title XIX of the Social

Security Act. We are, however, most concerned about certain specifics in these
proposals.
While there are imperfections in the existing standards review system, we

feel that the only possible action was taken to review medical services under
the original Medicaid and Medicare programs. Congress adopted the best po.ssible

system of standards review without the valuable commodity of experience that
comes from years of program operation.
Now that Medicare and Medicaid have been operating long enough to permit

evaluation, it is apparent that some general improvements are in order as
they relate to the professional standards review sections.

The Coalition recognizes that a peer review system based on equitability,

proper composition, and the principles of fairness can perform invaluable
services both to the health professions and beneficiaries of the Medicaid and
Medicare programs. Program oi>eration and management costs can probably be

reduced while at the same time the system can be reinforced to perform more
effectively.

To those outside the health professions, the term "peer review" seems to

have lost its original meaning. When first proposed, the control mechanism
meant simply that the health professional would be subject to a review of

standards by his peers wlio.se training and expertise are equal to his own.
This, we believe, was the intent and purpose of Congress, the Executive Branch,

and the practitioners performing services under both health care programs.
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This key factor in effective control seems to have been overlooked, as the

proposals before you suggest a standards review program be administered not

by peers whose training and expertise are equal, but rather by a board of

individuals whose professional background and education may or may not be

similar to the practitioner subject to review. The Coalition questions how
effectively and equitably one professional of a specialized background and
education can evaluate the judgment and services of a practitioner engaged in

another equally specialized field when the only common denominator is essen-

tially the fact that both are providers of health care services.

The adoption of either bill, S. 1898 by Senator Hansen or Amendment No.

823 by Senator Bennett would authorize establishment of a board made up
primarily of doctors of medicine to review dentists, osteopathic physicians,

veterinarians, optometrists, and all other health professionals. This is not.

obviously, the best method of evaluation and review. It defies all logic and
rationale. A surgeon is no more qualified to evaluate the professional perform-

ance of a dentist than a dentist is capable of evaluating the work of a surgeon.

One does not have to look far to discover that there are well organized pro-

fessional standards review mechanisms readily available for true peer review,

within each of the health professions. Just as there presently are state medical

societies made up of M.D.s, there are similar groups capable of performing

review services for their respective health professions. Each organization is

willing to assume the responsibility for reviewing the services provided by its

own practitioners.

As a point of fact, many allied health professions have had favorable experi-

ence with such systems, dating back to the early 1960s when a peer review

system became necessary under the Kerr-Mills legislation, the forerunner of

todav's Title XIX.
The Coalition of Independent Health Professions believes that each profes-

sion it represents has the public interest foremost among its considerations.

Decades of success in developing and enforcing peer review systems attest to

the concern of our professions and expresses the fact that we desire to stand

accountable before the public.

Each national or State health society for each health care profession is earnest

in its desire to provide the best possible health care services for every patient

within the scope of its particular health discipline. Each society is sensitive to

the need for maintaining a high degree of ethical practice. Each society is cog-

nizant of the desire to provide the highest quality health care for the government's

and taxpayer's dollar.

Each of these organizations is willing to accept the formidable responsibility

for creating an awareness of the values and process of peer review among those

qualified in its discipline and for the constant surveillance of its membership's

delivery of health care.

True peer review, a process whereby each health care professional is evaluated

by members of his own discipline, has been shown to be an effective means of

providing effective health services to each and every beneficiary of Federally-

sponsored health care programs.
The Coalition of Independent Health Professions urges careful re-examination

of the proposed amendments before any decision is reached, to assure establish-

ment of the most equitable plan possible to achieve the goals this Committee
has so diligently sought.
We earnestly request that "peer review" be allowed to do that which it is

intended to do : provide a viable system of reviewing standards, performance and
utilization for the benefit of all whose health care is in any manner provided

under the Social Security Act.

Statement Sxibmitted in Behalf of the American Public Health
Association

The American Public Health Association has directly or indirectly dealt with
the problems of the poor, the sick, the disabled, and the aged during its first 100

years. We believe that an income that assures the basic level of health by facili-

tating an adequate standard of living and access to quality health care are both

basic human rights, and impact upon one another. Therefore, we support both

the right to health and the right to an adequate minimum income. "Furthermore,
a nation of wealth and responsibility must deplore the continuing incidence of

poverty within its borders."
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Provisions relating to old age, survivors, and disahility insurance

Although we believe that many of the provisions of this title are the improve-

ments regarding OASDI, it falls short of what is needed to maintain an adequate

standard of living and standard of health for our aged and disabled. The APHA
feels in the light of increases in consumer price index that the overall increase

of the benefits must be higher than the 5 per cent proposed to effectively raise

many of our aged citizens above the level of poverty. The average social security

benefit is about 1/2 of the Bureau of Labor Statistics budget for a retired couple.

The APHA advocates raising the level of benefits that correspond to need and
encourages a 20 per cent increase in the benefit levels effective July 1, 1972.

Social security is a bulwark in the protection that the government offers its

citizens against the adversities of age, poverty, sickness and disability.

It is a program that has quietly and efl^ciently done its job and has become
part of the warp and weft of the fabric of American life. Causes of ill health

like the causes of poverty are complex. There are no quick and easy solutions.

This bill proposes profound changes in the social security system. There is much
in this title that we approve of and a few things that are unfortunate. We ap-

prove of Section 102 and the provisions that tie future increases in benefits to

increases in the cost of living. This would assure that the aged and the disabled

would not become victims of the vicissitudes of economic change. We support

Section 104 the increase in social security benefits from 8214 per cent to 100 per

cent payable to widows and widowers. These beneficiaries are more likely to be

financially disadvantaged and require more health care. This proposal would

serve to alleviate poverty and would positively affect the health .status of these

beneficiaries as well. We'feel that Section 107 outlining the uniformity of method

of computing benefits for men and women is a sound and humane proposal and

should be enacted into the law. Fairness dictates that men and women should

have equal rights and privileges. Moreover, early retirees having often lost

their jobs and having diflSculty obtaining new jobs may be too ill to he fully

productive and yet not sick enough to obtain disability benefits. The uniform

computation point at age 62 will go far to alleviate the plight of those forced

to retire on low benefits. However, these benefits in order to help those who
are already caught in a financial STiueeze between lowered incomes and rising

health care and other expenditures must he enacted immediately. We urge that

the effective date of this section be January 1972.

Regarding Section 105. we should strive to make social security an adequate

source of income even when unsupplemented. For this reason, we advocate the

step-wise increa.se and the earnings base to cover all incomes eventually, and

recommend raising this earnings base to $20,000 by 1976. This would serve to

reduce the regressivity of the tax while increasing revenues. Barring this, we
would advocate the use of general revenues to finance a portion of social se-

curity. This is not new. General revenues are now used for Part B matching,

hospital insurance for the non-insured, etc., and wo^ld only serve as an exten-

sion to an already ongoing source of funds. We are strongly in favor of Section

111 liberalization of the retirement test. We question however, the equity of a

uniform retirement test. We question however, the equity of a uniform retire-

ment test for all levels of benefits in all areas of the country and of a monthly

exemption. (We feel that the replacement of the monthly retirement test with

a quarterly retirement test in principle would be more fair to beneficiaries.)

We support Section 122, which is reportedly to affect nearly 1,000.000 i>ersons.

which reduces the waiting period for benefits for disabled workers, disa])led

widows, and dependent widowers from 6 to 5 months. However, this is woefully

inadequate. Since these i>eople require income supplementations and medical

care now, we urge no waiting time be imposed.

TITLE II

Report of testimony for Senate Finance Committee

The American Public Health Association is particularly concerned with the

manner in which Health Care is financed and delivered in this country. With

this in mind, the Association has developed 9 points which it feels should be an

integral part of a National Program for Personal Health Services. These nine

points include

:

1. Universal coverage for all residents of the U.S.
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2. Comprehensive benefits including preventive, diagnostic, therapeutic, and

health maintenance services as well as rehabilitation services which are provided

through primary care teams of physicians, dentists, nurses, and allied health

workers.
3. Financing by a combination of federal social insurance and general tax

revenues that will insure health care as a social right and aid in achieving

reasonable equity in paying for this care.

4. A reform of the Health Care Delivery system in order to assure equal access

to good health, efficiency and effectiveness in the delivery of Health Care, and

the facilitation of interaction between the private sector, delivery functions,

and governmental financing functions.

5. The organization and administration involving federal. State, and local gov-

ernment with the assistance of regional organizations for planning and evaluation.

6. Public accountability that assures maximum responsiveness of the health

system to public needs, and that provides adequate data systems for monitoring

performance and comparative evaluation.

7. Economic leverage of governmental financing on the delivery system includ-

ing payment on a per capita basis, annual negotiated rates for institutional pro-

viders, and a choice of prepayment or fee-for-service payment for professional

providers ; and incentives for providers to adopt patterns of organization of pay-

ment aimed at achieving more effective beneficient services.

8. Revamped state program for licensure of health facilities and health per-

sonnel to insure that they need a minimum federal standard, encourage the evalu-

ation of standards to the highest possible level, provide for consumer participa-

tion, and provide for reciprocity of professional licensure of health workers

moving from one state to another.

9. Adequate manpower, service, and facility resources with massive federal sup-

port for reorientation and expansion of basic and continuing education programs

;

recruitment and support of students from segments of the ixipulation heretofore

excluded because of economic, race, and sex discrimination ; fostering the educa-

tion of more professional health personnel who are interested in providing pri-

mary, personal, family health care; and retraining present health workers and

developing new types of health workers on a career ladder. Also, federal support

for the reorganization of the Health Care Delivery system with emphasis on

primary care teams and the expanding of research in health services to discover

new and better ways of providing quality care more economically.

It is within this context that the American Public Health Association will

view any proposed health legislation.

Long before the adoption of Medicare and Medicaid, APHA supported enact-

ment of legislation that would finance Health Services for those portions of the

population that were unable to pay. We feel that Titles XVIII and XIX were

commendable steps toward helping the aged and medically indigent, yet, they did

not go far enough. Large segments of our population remain unable to cover

their medical expenses, many of our services remain fragmented and inaccessible,

and costs keei) rising to the point where more and more citizens, reaching into

the middle and upper income levels, will find themselves ruined by a single,

catastrophic medical bill.

The answers to these problems do not lie in simply amending various aspects

of Medicare and Medicaid. These Titles are still aimed at specific portions of

our citizenry, and are not even totally comprehensive to those who are fortunate

enough to be eligible. Deductibles, co-insurance, and co-payments required under

certain portions of both these bills are often, in themselves, out of tlie financial

reach of many of our aged or medically indigent. The fact that even though

services are paid for does not, in itself, guarantee that these services are always

accessible to the individual (particularly the infirm or disabled), nor does it

ensure that the quality of the service would be of high standard and that the

person will be treated with the dignity and concern he deserves.

Until a sy.stem of universal health insurance is adopted, coupled with a more
rational approach to delivering services that are responsive to the needs of the

consumer and are oriented to a controlling cost, we will not be able to solve the

problem. The American Public Health Association is not advocating an approach
that would be detrimental to the health professionals of this nation, nor is it

opting for complete governmental control of the system. Rather, we envision a

cooperative effort between consumers and providers, one in which care is made
available in all parts of the country, and which creates new types of careers
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in the health field that will facilitate the physician's task, and eliminate the fear

of the financial tragedy that can befall an indi\idual as a result of a single

medical crisis in his family.

We realize that these issues are already being discussed in this Committee
and in other Congressional committees as well, and. that, while decisions will be

made regarding these, it is still necessary to extend and amend existing legisla-

tion to more effectively care for the most needy segments of our iwpulation.

With this in mind, the following are offered as APHA's thoughts on the proposed
amendments to Medicare and Medicaid.

Section 201—^APHA strongly endorses the extension of Medicare coverage to

the disabled. The existence of a portion of our population that had neither the

resources, nor the ability to get these resources, in order to pay for health care

makes this an important addition to the Medicare legislation. We do hope, how-
ever, that implicit within this Section, is the possibility of paying for all medcal
services to the disabled and thereby eliminating the ne^d for the existing multple

funding sources (e.g. vocational rehabilitation, Medicaid, etc.).

Section 202—Although we recognize that there is a need to cover many people

who have reached retirement age and are not eligible for social security. APHA
cannot support the extending of Medicare benefits to these people at an approxi-

mate monthly rate of $31. Many of the people within this category, which includes

migrant workers and domestics, are those least able to pay any sort of premium
in order to receive their health care. The possibility of some private or public

agency paying for these individuals might eliminate this problem in some cases,

but would not be universally applicable. An important rationale for the passage

of Medicare legislation, in the first place, was to cover medical exx)enses for the

elderly who have little income and, in many cases, few assets. Although many of

the people who would become eligible under the provisions of Section 202 are

those who are self-employed and are not indigent, large proportion remains that

are the most disenfranchised and who were least able to provide for themselves

even during their productive years. To impose an annual premium rate of $363

or more on these people would make it impossible for them to share in these

benefits. As well, the coverage provided in this section is only for Part A or

hospital insurance, which would leave these people liable for all other medical

costs. Even if Part B is included, the added premium required for that would
make it even more diflBcult for these people to take part in the program.

Section 203.—APHA supports the tying of Part B premium increases to social

security cash benefit increases. We feel that the limited income of many Medi-

care beneficiaries makes payment of the Part B premium rate difficult. Moreover,

a constantly increasing cost of living in this nation, without some corresponding

increase in the income from social security cash benefits renders their situa-

tion even more trying. Therefore, we support the provisions of Section 203 as

providing a much more equitable alternative to the present method of setting

premium rates.

Section 204.—The present existence under Medicare of both a $50 deductible

plus a 20 percent co-insurance rate make it very difficult for many Medicare

beneficiaries to pay their share. Although an increase from $50 to $60 in the

deductible, will represent a savings to the government, this savings can not make
up for the hardships that the $10 increase might cause to many of our elderly

citizens.

Section 205.—As was stated above, the existence of a deductible, co-insurance,

and co-payment often represent an unnecessary burden to beneficiaries of Medi-

care. In Section 205, the added expense of a co-payment of $7.50 per day from the

31st to the 60th day of hospitalization increases that burden. Although the

number of lifetime reserve days has been increased frim 60 to 120. and that the

co-payment provision might serve as a cost savings device for the fund, we do

not feel that these two facts compensate for the added financial burden to the

individual who can least afford it.

Section 206.—Given the fact that many people who are eligible for Part B
under Medicare, due to inattention or inability to manage their affairs, fail to

enroll in timely fashion and lose several months or even years of necessary

medical insurance and coverage, we endorse the provision of this Section. We
do feel, however, that this still does not take away the major .stumbling block

in Part B, which is the required premium payment.
Section 207.—As indicated in our statement on personal health services. APHA

strongly supports the increased utilization of less costly out-of-institution health
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care. We concur with the provision within this Section for a 25 percent increase

in the federal Medicaid matching formula for amounts paid by states under
contract with health maintenance organization or other comprehensive health

care facilities. As well, we recognize the need for the discouragement of un-
necessary overutilizition of costly institutional care. The excessive number of

patient-days spent in hospitals, the unnecessary admissions to inpatient facil-

ities where care could have been administered on an outpatient basis, and rapidly

rising costs of hospital care are all indicative of problem® that exist within our
health care system. A one-third reduction in the federal Medicaid matching
share for excessive stays in the hospital, however, is not an effective solution.

Problems leading to overutilization and high costs are deeply embedded in our
system of third party reimbursement, in the insufficient emphasis on health

education to our citizenry, in the lack of effective home health programs and
availability of comprehensive primary care facilities. This one-third reduction,

in our opinion, would have little effect on these more global problems, and, most
probably, would ultimately penalize the acutely or chronically ill Medicaid re-

cipient. Reduction in federal funds would lead to cutbacks in state services

provided under Medicaid, higher eligibility requirements, or increased deductible,

co-insurance or co-payments by the recipient. This Section does point out major
defects in the delivery and financing of health services and, as well, the need
for a much more comprehensive attack on these problems.

Section 208.—The imposition of graduated enrollment fees on the medically
indigent, and the possibility of deductible and co-payment requirements for cer-

tain optional Medicaid services. These means of cutting costs, are totally un-

acceptable. This Section exemplifies the erroneous assumption that results

from our much vaunted health crisis. It places added burden on those who are
most vulnerable and least capable of paying for the services. It will discourage
many people from taking part in the Medicaid program, urge others who do take
part in the program not to make full use of it, and will prevent i>eople from
obtaining drugs, prosthetic devices, hearing aids, etc. that have been prescribed.

To penalize these people and make them responsible for resolving the ills of

the system is inexcu-sable and will prove, in the long run, inadvisable.

Section 221.—APHA approves of this Section which prohibits reimbursement
to providers under the Medicare and Medicaid Program for capital costs as-

sociated with expenditures of $100,000 or more that are specifically determined
to be inconsistent with state or local health facility plans. A major problem in

our health care system is the lack of any overall plan as to the distribution of

health facilities and the scope of services that they provide. This has led to

a great deal of duplication, an overabundance of services in some areas and a
dearth of these services in others, and much unnecessary expenditure. Since
the passage of the Comprehensive Health Planning Act (Public Law 89-749.

there has been a mechanism available both on the state and the areawide level

to alleviate this problem. The work done by these 314 A and B agencies, as well

as the Certification of Need programs existing in many states, should be ad-
hered to by the Federal Government in reimbursement under Medicare and
Medicaid. Also, the ability to prohibit reimbursement under these two Titles

of projects which are inconsi.stent with state or local plans gives these planning
agencies more leverage and helps them to fulfill their mandate.

Section 222.—The American Public Health Association shares the opinion with
many other groups that present methods of payment are inadequate, often costly,

and, thus, require revision. We, therefore, support provisions of this Section
that give the Secretary, directly or through contracts with public or private
agencies, the authorization to develop and carry out experiments and demonstra-
tion projects designed to determine the relevant advantages and disadvantages of
various alternative methods of making payments to hospitals, extended care
facilities and other provider services. We also hope that the findings of these
experiments and demonstrations will in the future, enable us to develop a more
rational approach to a universal health insurance system.

Section 224.—The problem of developing a viable method for determining
reasonable or prevailing charge levels under Medicare has existed since the
passage of the legislation. We endorse the concept advocated that would allow
reimbursement of only tho.se charges that fall within the 75th percentile and
major increases would be limited to increased costs of practice along with in-

creases in earning levels within an area. It has, however, been difficult in the
past to effectively determine a means of deciding on reasonable and prevailing
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charges. This provision will not effectively limit a continued increase in these
charges and, therefore, will have no major impact on controlling these costs. The
provision of Section 224 that recommends that the Health Insurance Benefits
Advisory Council conduct a study of methods of reimbursement for services under
Medicare is, we feel, a necessary addition to this Section. Studies of this kind,
combined with the experiments and demonstrations authorized under Section 221
of this title, might prove very beneficial in solving this very serious problem.

Section 225.—Although we recognize the cost saving benefit of a five percent
ceiling on reimbursements under Medicaid to nursing homes and intermediate
care facilities, we feel that this is too limiting in its purpose. The need for im-
provements in the facility, expansion of services, and the general costs of living

increases, might far exceed the five percent increase allowed under this pro-
vision. Tlie states that many of these facilities are in now, in terms of physical
condition, services provided and adequacy of manpower make it imperative that
we do not discourage them from making the necessary improvements. This does
not indicate that we are supporting unnecessary exi)enditures on the part of

these facilities but, that some provisions should be made to allow those nursing
homes and ICF's to improve themselves without the fear of not being able to

increase their charges for the coming year .

Section 226.—The provision to authorize Medicare to make a single combined
Part A and B payment, on a capitation basis, to a health maintenance organiza-
tion is, in our opinion, desirable. This would serve to provide an alternative, more
comprehensive means of care to many of our elderly citizens, as well as offering

them the opportunity to receive this care on a capitation basis. We do not agree,

however, with the provision that such payments may not exceed 95 percent of

present Part A and B per capita cost in a given geographic area. This is not
taking into account the possibility that a higher cost within an HMO could be
as a result of expanded services, start-up costs, or the provision of more com-
prehensive care. We feel that each situation should be judged on its merits with-

out the inclusion of this blanket requirement.
Section 227.—Given the problems that have occurred in the past in terms of

reimbursing salary positions on staff teaching hospitals, we endorse this pro-

vision of the bill that prohibits charging for their services imless the patient is

bona fide private. Since 1965 hospitals have charged all patients and collected

from a majority on a fee for service basis. This provision would inhibit the

possibility of repeated billings for the same procedure to the same patient and
represent a cost saving under Medicare.

Section 228.—We endorse this provision which authorizes the Secretary to

establish by diagnosis minimum periods during which the i>ost-hospital imtient

will be presumed to be eligible for henefits. We recognize that, in the past, retro-

active claim denials resulting from determination that skilled care was not

required, while often justified, have created substantial friction and ill will.

However, we hope that this provision will not discourage an early release of a

patient from an in-hospital setting where home health care is possible and prefer-

a'ble in terms of reducing the cost accrued in that inpatient setting. It is neces-

sary that standards be developed for length of treatment particularly for multiple

diagnoses.
Section 229.—Medicare and Medicaid have been widely critized for their high

costs. Although many of these critics have indicted providers in general, in

reality, it has been specific individuals or groups who, by taking advantage of the

system, have been responsible for much of this problem. The provision of Section

229 that gives the Secretary power to suspend or terminate Medicare payments
to a provider found to have abused the program is a desirahle solution to this

problem. Although we do not see this as a means of eliminating all abuse, this

provision will serve as an effective deterrent to those who might consider taking

advantage of the system. The provision that no further federal iTarticipation will

take place in Medicaid payments to people who have already abused this program
is also desirable.

Section 230.—APHA cannot support this Section which repeals the require-

ment that each state show that it is making efforts in the direction of broaden-

ing the scope of services in its Medicaid program, and is liberalizing eligibility

requirements for medical assistance, At a time when we talk about expanding

services to more segments of our population and of developing a more compre-

hensive approach to providing medical care, this Section ai)pears to be anti-

thetical to those purposes. Although it will take a significant financial burden
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away from the states, this does not make up for the decrease in services avail-

able' to the poor without proposing any viable alternative to them. Without the

presence of federal minimum standards that outline what is included in compre-

hensive coverage, and without some similar federal stipulations on minimum

levels of eligibility for Medicaid recipients, a situation ensues in which there

is a wide variation in quality and scope of services from state to state. This

provision illustrates, the need for a universal health insurance system that will

provide coverage for all segments of our population and standards to determine

what services will be provided.

Section 231.—As was stated before regarding Section 208 and 230, the reduc-

tion in care and services provided under the Medicaid program as stated in this

Section are undesirable. Although the six basic services will be maintained, the

option given to a state to modify scope, extent and expenditure for optional

services will decrease the effectiveness of the Medicaid program. If we are to

provide these medical ser\uces but do not pay for required drugs, eyeglasses and

other ancillary services, we will be destroying some of the good provided by this

program. For" example, a person who has received medical attention but is un-

able to purchase the drugs necessary to complete his care is not being optimally

served. We are not dealing with the segment of the population that has the funds

to provide for itself and in the interest of saving the states money, we might

destrov the effectiveness of the total program.
Section 232.—Variations from state to state in terms of hospital costs make it

advisable that the States are given the power to develop their own methods

of hospital reimbursement as provided under this Section of the Act. To facili-

tate this, it would also be desirable for the States to establish a commission or

task force to investigate means of controlling hospital costs under both Medi-

care and Medicaid.
Section 234.—The provision that institutional budget planning be required

under the Medicare program is desirable in terms of hospitals more realistically

planning their budgetary requirements and helping them to cut costs.

Section 237.—We agree with the provision in this Section requiring hospitals

to use the same utilization review committees that are now mandated under

Title XVIII. There has always been a lack of adequate and coordinated utiliza-

tion review in Medicaid and Maternal and Child Health programs, and, therefore,

the use of these already existing mechanisms required under Medicare would

help to rectify this problems.
Section 239.—We support the idea that the same state agency will certify

health facilities for participation in Medicare and Medicaid. The provision of

this Section wall help to eliminate duplication of efforts and provide a more uni-

form set of standards for health facilities that are certified for Medicare and

Medicaid. The requirements that federal participation in Medicaid payments be

contingent upon the State health agency establishing a plan for statewide review

of appropriateness and quality of services rendered will aid in ensuring better

quality of care within these facilities. We suggest, as well, that the 314 A and B
agencies have input into this process.

Section 240.—We support the flexibility suggested in this Section in terms of

giving the state permission to wave federal statewideness and comparability re-

quirements if a state contract with an organization which has agreed to provide

health services in excess of the state plan to eligible and desiring recipients. We
feel this gives the state more opportunity to test out different health services

delivery approaches, and provide more responsive care. It is important, how-

ever, to insure that this approach is not misused for political or economic rea-

sons outside of health considerations.

Section 241.—APHA is acutely aware of the present shortage of qualified man-
power in the health care field and the problems existing presently in terms of

certification and licensing of some new types of health personnel. We support this

Section that requires the Secretary to develop and apply appropriate means of

determining the proficiency of health personnel who are presently disqualified

or restricted under present regulations because of lack of formal training or

education requirements. We do not, however, view this provision as a panacea

and hope that steps are taken in the very near future to come up with some more
long range solutions to this problem.

Section 254.—We are in favor of including, under Medicaid, coverage for care

offered in Intermediate Care Facilities. The present high costs of hospital care

makes it desirable to more fully utilize these ICF's where a patient's needs can
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be taken care of in that setting. Covering this oare under Medicaid gives the

medically indigent patient the opportunity of taking advantage of this service,

and offers the possibility of cutting the costs of health services in general.

Section 256.—The inclusion of payment under Medicare of hospital admis-

sions for dental services extends the coverage provided under this Title and is,

therefore, desirable in terms of expanding the services covered. APHA supports

this Section.

Section 264.^—This provision which authorizes payment of Part B of Medicare

for corrective lenses furnished by optometrists is a desirable addition. The
previous need for a physician's request in order for lenses to be covered was
unfair to both the patient and the optometrist, in terms of the added expense

of requiring the individual to see an ophthalmologist, and in encouraging patients

to use an ophthalmologist in preference to an optometrist. We feel that this

provision eliminates that problem.
Section 26*7.—The waiver of the requirement of registered professional nurses

in skilled nursing homes in rural areas under Medicaid is an unacceptable pro-

vision. The lack of sufficient numbers of registered professional nurses in many
rural areas often precludes the possibility of treatment of individuals in these

nursing homes because of lack of coverage under Medicaid. The existence of

other people qualified to serve this population, although they do not have licenses,

and the pressing need for these services makes this a desirable .solution to

this problem. We want to add, however, that before this section is put into effect

that certain Standards (e.g. types of per.sonnel and services offered) should be

defined as to maintain at least the same quality care.

APHA report on professional standards revieiv organization.

(This Report Is Based on a Draft of the Council on Personal Health Services

Task Force on Peer Review)

In the mid 1960's, the federal government increased its role in the financing

of health care with the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid. Prior to this

time, the lack of organization in medical care precluded the development of

quality control mechanisms on any large scale. The need to develop information

about what federal dollars were buying necessitated the inclusion of utilization

review requirements. These were pioneering efforts in measuring and controlling

the appropriateness and quality of services. Recently, both Congress and the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare have expressed concern over the

adequacv of utilization review in Medicare and Medicaid. In 1070, the AMA. in

response" to administration interest in state review teams, proi>osed the estab-

lishment of Peer Review Organizations (PRO's) which would be formed by the

State Medical Societies to review health services under Title XVIII (part B.

Title XIX, and Title V of the Social Security Act) with respect to quality,

need and appropriateness of charges for covered services. Senator Bennett made

a proposed amendment 851 to H.R. 17550 in 1971 which went considerably beyond

the AMA proposal. Professional Standard Review Organization (PSRO) would

be set up bv local medical societies to review the professional activities of pro-

viders of health care to assure the medical necessity of these services, to pre-

certify elective admissions to health facilities or extended care facilities to

assure their medical necessity, to determine parameters for length of stay, and

to develop and review provider profiles. The PSRO would apply standards based

on norms of care in the area. There would be state and national Professional

Standards Review Councils. These monitoring bodies as well as the PSRO
would be entirely composed of physicians. The legislation would allow the

PSRO to make arrangements for but services performed by other professionals

are reviewed bv such professionals. APHA has long recognized the need for

regulation and accountability in public programs to assure quality and prudent

control of program costs and for this reason supix)rts the broad purposes of

this amendment. The APHA also supports the mechani.sms of external audit>«

to review and compliment internal audits in all medical settings.

However, the objective of Peer Review should be to assure the greatest efficacy

of the patient-provider encounter, and cautions need to be raised about the means

of meeting this objective.
.

1. While Peer Review normally embraces biomedical, technological concerns,

it barely touches on overall patterns of care, psychosocial aspects of quality,

outcome and structure. If the concept of "Peer" were broadened to encompass

a number of different types of professionals concerned with health care delivery,

72-573 O - 72 - pt.
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and the PSRO were also to include consumers of care, these organizations might

come to have great impact on the shape and quality of the health care system.

2. Peer Review is thwarted in its evaluation efforts by incomplete, incoherent

records, particularly in non-institutional settings.

3. The lack of availability of standards and the question of whether—even
if objectively delineated standards exist—these standards of care are minimum,
optimal, or simply community norms has to be considered.

4. While one may question the appropriateness of federal regulation of pro-

fessional activities, as a result of the increased role of the federal government

in financing health series a new consumer voice has emerged. This spokesman,

the government, is demanding public responsibility—not possible through a

totally provider dominated review mechanism.
5. There is concern regarding possible conflict of interest in having physicians

responsible for not only review of other physicians' services but acting as almost

sole arbiters of the entire medical care process. To an extent, particularly in a

small system, a physician's professional practice and reputation depends on re-

ferrals and goodwill from other physicians. These potential conflicts of interest,

we realize, are not unique to physicians but are inherent problems in any form

of Peer or professional Review.
6. Presently, utilization review committees function in fragmentary fashion.

They look at a patient usually when he is institutionalized and follow him

through only a single episode in his health care history. Furthermore, even

within these limitations, committees seldom work within the totality of patient

care. The proposed amendment, therefore, needs to be more broadly defined

in its mandate and more comprehensive in its applications than existing quality

control mechanisms.
7. There are few agencies with the proficiency to monitor the quality of health

care. To be effective some agency must assume community-wide responsibility

and would need the capabilities for making inter-institutional and inter-provider

comparisons as well in order to follow the patient as he moves from one health

care service to another.

8. Presently, under Medicare and Medicaid, there are few sanctions available

to regulatory bodies that provide incentives for providers to comply with utiliza-

tion review requirements of this act. This problem is stressed in Title II of

H.R. 1 as well as under the provisions of the Bennett amendment.
9. There is some question whether the state of the art is advanced enough

to carry out the amendment's proposed activities. Adequate, continuous in-

formation concerning the patient must be developed along with efficient means
of retrieving of this information. This involves not only the patient's medical

record—though those data are certainly of key importance—but cost and utiliza-

tion information as well. The development of these activities will require tech-

nological competence and the various supjwrtive hardware and software neces-

sary to develop the statistical information required, as well as to process

individual cases. This will require administrative and systems manpower dis-

tributed in areas of need.

10. There is a danger that the PSRO will become another layer of bureaucracy,

without relating to other agencies concerned with planning, research and develop-

ment, programming. Certainly Peer Review is not the only mechanism known
to regulate quality of health services. Linkages to agencies concerned with facili-

ties planning, manix>wer development and licensure and accreditation are

necessary.
11. We must be prepared for—indeed hope for—instances where Peer Review

will not reduce costs but will raise costs by correcting instances of under-utiliza-

tion of services. We expect that the proposed organized effort will not lessen

the need for Congress to continue to search for means of improved quality

control in health services.

12. Consumers must not only participate in the review of quality and appro-

priateness of health services but must be educated to understand the processes

and components of the system.
On the basis of these factors, the APHA makes the following recommendations

concerning this amendment

:

1. The PSRO designee should not be the local medical society but should

be an organization more representative of the disciplines and types of practice

represented in the community. The organization should include a) physicians

from academic as well as from private practice settings ; b ) other health pro-
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fessionals; c) allied health personnel; d) and consumers of health services.

These interests should also be represented at the state and national regulatory

advising groups.

2. The PSRO should be phased in through pilot projects prior to a larger

national commitment, in order to facilitate the gradual assumption of respon-

sibilities of the PSRO.
3. Sufficient authority should be given to DHEW to monitor PSRO operations

and to evaluate their effectiveness.

4. PSROs should be allowed to use existing utilization review mechanisms,

institutions and agencies to carry out part of their responsibilities under close

supervision. ^ , ^^^
5. Adequate funds should be made available for the support of PSROs : as well

as for evaluation of their effectiveness, for studying alternative strategies ; and

for the development of new systems.

6. The development of PSROs should be coordinated with the education and

retraining of manpower necessary for their operation and must work with area-

wide planning bodies in the development of community standards.

7. Legislation concerning PSROs must address itself to legal problems which

might arise in regard to "medical necessity" and provider responsibility.

Assistance for the aged, Uind, and disabled

(New Title XX of the Social Security Act)

We support this aspect of the bill which would create a new single national

program to provide assistance to the needy aged, blind, and disabled. Under

the new federal program, uniform eligibility requirements and uniform payment

benefits would replace the multiplicity of requirements and benefit payments

under the existing state-run programs. The American Public Health Association

supports the full federalization of the welfare system. Because Title III is a

step forward toward this goal as well as being meritorious in its own right leads

us to support this proposal. We believe that the Social Security Administration's

long experience in administration of payment programs would enable it to ad-

minister this program efficiently and humanely. However, two aspects of these

proposals cause us concern. The proposed minimums are considerably below

poverty levels and we urge immediate federal minimums at no lower than the

poverty levels. Therefore, there is no provision for adjusting minimums in ac-

cordance with price increases, and we urge the provision of automatic adjustment

for keeping the benefit level in accord with the cost of living. While we would

hope that total federalization of the welfare system would relieve states of

financial support of welfare programs, we realize that as an intermediate step

supplementary payments by the states would be required. Therefore, the APHA
urges that the states should be required to supplement the federal payment at

least to the current payment levels.

TITLE IV

Family assistance plan

Although many points of this Title are outside of the realm of APHA policy

and expertise, we wish to comment on several areas that directly affect the public

health.

1. The construction and support of child care facilities for working mothers

is supported by this Association. We are in favor of the potential gains that job

creation will have on environmental and personal health services. This is an

aspect of H.R. 1 that can have vast benefits if properly carried out in serving

society and promoting health.

2. We support the growth of new services as parts of the provisions of legis-

lation. New programs involving job counseling, family planning, vocational re-

habilitation, etc., will have impact on health in coming years.

However, there are aspects of these commendable ideas that vitiate the thrust

of this legislation

:

1. The level of benefits are grossly inadequate. The $2400 benefit level for a

family of four is far below the poverty level. One does not make people self-

sufficient and productive by keeping them below the level of poverty. This level of
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payment would ultimately be harmful to the health of the recipient. In 1970, the

Bureau of Labor Statistics lower estimate for food only for an urban family

of four was $1,905 and the lower budget of all income including taxes according

to the BLS was $6,960. Only five states now pay less than $2400 in AFDC and food

stamps. This legislation, if unsupplemented by states, would effectively reduce

benefits in 45 states. At the benefit level proposed, people will continue to be in-

adequately clothed, housed, and sheltered. The APHA recommends that the

minimum benefit levels be at least at the poverty level to assure adequate health

maintenance.
2. There are serious gaps in coverage of the poor. H.R. 1 fails to provide any

assistance to single persons and childless couples who would be deprived of

both adequate income and access to health care with no guarantee that these

needs will be met by the states. Moreover, this defeats the stated purpose of the

act to relieve states of their crushing financial burden. Gaps in coverage for non-

categorically linked persons are enexcusable in legislation that purports to re-

form the "welfare mess" and to promote maximum self suflSciency. We think

single persons and childless couples who are not aged, blind, or disabled ought

to be added by this committee as eligible under this bill.

3. The legislation allows the states to discriminate against the newly eligible

working poor. States can refuse Medicaid to the new eligible working poor who,

deprived of health care, will be in danger of becoming increasingly dependent

on society again. We recommend this committee correct these shortcomings.

Rights of public employees

With the enactment of H.R. 1 a number of state and county workers would
face unemployment. Many have held jobs as caseworkers and social workers
as well as in other administrative capacity. There is a possibility that some em-
ployess may be absorbed into other departments or programs, but those who are

not would eventually lose their job and accumulated benefits. We urge protection

for their rights as a public employee as provided in amendment 559 of H.R. 1 and
that fair and equitable arrangements be made in the transition from State to

Federal administration. And that in addition to monetary benefits paid these

workers that, training or training programs also be made available.

Areas of Title IV with special implications for the state of the health of the

community are Sections 2111, 2112, and 2114, which address themselves to the

operation of health manpower programs, employable mothers, child care, and
other supportive services. These are interrelated problems which affect the

physical and mental health levels of future years by altering the stock of

"human health capital." While the effects of these provisions on maternal and
child health are known, the influence of manpower programs on health needs

is seldom considered.
Recently, the Comprehensive Child Health Development Act was vetoed by

President Nixon. Professional concern with the health of mothers and children

requires APHA to ask this committee that this legislation establishing a compre-

hensive child development program for all families be added to this legislation.

We support the proposal that was approved by Health,. Education, and Welfare
Secretary Richardson last year and passed by the Senate guaranteeing compre-

hensive health care, setting strong federal standards and providing free services

for low income families and a fixed fee schedule for other families based on

ability to pay.
The American Public Health Association believes that the protection of the

environment and the delivery of health services cannot be easily separated

from the problems of poverty, assuring adequate levels of income, manpower
training, and job creation, and the care of children. We are grateful for the op-

portunity to comment on these areas as they affect our interests and mission

in public health.

Miscellaneous new social services provisions

(Amending Titles IV and XI of the Social Security Act)

The American Public Health Association has always advocated the extension

of availability of family planning services to all who want them. We welcome
the extension of family planning services to recipients. One has no right to

criticize out of wedlock births and large families receiving public assistance

as long as it withholds from those people the knowledge and the means of family
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planning. Another area of Title V that concerns the American Public Health
Association is the provision that would permit the Secretary of HEW to re-
move the state-wideness requirement. We feel that this would be a step backward
away from uniformity and equity, and may result in the reduction of services
to vulnerable populations within states.
The American Public Health Association has been an advocate of consumer

participation in health programs. We also believe this has to be extended to
other human services and we deplore the absence of a participatory role for
recipients in responding to the policies and regulations of the programs that di-
rectly affect their lives. Such areas as income, training, employment, child care
as well as medical and other health services require the input and understanding
of the recipients of these services. We recommend that the bill provided that all
advisory committees on state and federal level to evaluate effectiveness of pro-
grams and services offered under Title contain representatives of the recipient
population.

Statement by Richard F. Huegli, Executive Vice President, on Behalf of
THE United Community Seirvices of Metropolitan Detroit

As the citizens voluntary health and welfare planning agency for the Metro-
politan Detroit area, United Community Services over the years has been con-
cerned with the problems of poor people, many of whom have received "wel-
fare." It has a membership of 180 public and voluntary health, social service,
and recreational agencies which provide services to the poor, as well as to
the non-poor.
United Community Services has at times made intensive studies of the public

assistance programs in the Metropolitan area, proposing and supporting changes
which make these programs more effective in helping recipients and more eflB-

cient in their administration.
Since the President introduced his proposal for Welfare Reform in 1969,

United Community Services has examined this and other proposals carefully,
weighing their relative merits in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.

We feel compelled to convey our concerns about H.R. 1, in the interest of citi-

zens and welfare recipients in the Detroit area.

Attached to this statement is a chart which lists the policies adopted by the
United Community Services' Board of Directors regarding welfare reform. It

compares these positions with features of H.R. 1, and three other reform propo-
sals which are under consideration in the Senate.
H.R. 1, as passed by the House of Representatives, contains significant ele-

ments of welfare reform. Unfortunately, it also contains some elements which
would make welfare less helpful to poor i)eople and more costly and inefficient

in administration.
There are four primary ways in which welfare needs reform, as we see it

:

1.—THE federal government MUST ASSUME A STRONGER ROLE IN THE
administration and financing of welfare

The differences in welfare programs among the fifty states cannot be justified

in a space-age technological society such as the United States. The happen-
stance of place of birth or geography of residence within the United States often

determines whether or not a poor person is eligible for federal-state welfare,

and whether the poor family who is eligible receives $90 a month or $300 a

month. National eligibility requirements and a national income floor jor eligible

poor persons are a must in federal welfare reform.

H.R. 1 would establish uniform eligibility requirements nationwide, and a

national minimum benefit level of $2400 annually. It would result in federal

administration of the adult program (for the aged, blind and disabled), of the

federally financed portion of the programs for families (OFF and FAP). It

gives states an option of federal administration for state supplementary wel-

fare programs.
United Community Services supports these provisions.

H.R. 1 contains no provision for an increasing federal assumption of responsi-

bility in future years, for example in the national minimum benefit level, or in

establishment of eligibility requirements and benefit standards of state supple-

mentary programs. Commitments for a gradually increased federal role in ways
such as these merit consideration.
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2.—THE BENEFIT LEVEL SHOULD BE INCREASED TO THE MINIMUM NECESSARY FOB

HEALTH AND DECENCY

There are many sources of testimony as to the inadequacy of benefit payments
to welfare recipients across the country, including the recipients themselves,

welfare administrators, and home economists and dieticians. Welfare reform
must face this fact by planning to raise the benefit level so that recipients have a

chance to live in health and decency, with annual cost of living adjustments to

maintain this minimum level. Financial limitations at state and federal govern-

ment levels may make this goal unattainable today, but at least a commitment
to reach this goal is essential, along with an increasing federal part in its attain-

ment. Until the goal of adequate benefits is reached, state programs of supple-

mentary aid should be continued to prevent loss of benefits by many present

recipients.

H.R. 1 provides for an increase in benefits only in the few states where recipi-

ents now receive less than $2,400 a year for a family of four. It makes no attempt
to set benefits at a minimum level necessary for health and decency, and makes
no provision for cost of living related increases. H.R. 1 also would discourage

.states from making cost of living adjustments in state supplementary programs,
if the state opted for federal administration.
H.R. 1 needs to be changed so that there is assurance of reaching nationwide

minimum benefit levels which will provide for health and decency.

3.—THERE SHOLTLD BE ONE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR ALL PERSONS IN NEED

Different eligibility requirements and benefit payments for various categories
of people such as the aged, blind, disabled and children and their parents has
resulted in inequities, extra administrative costs, and ineligibilty for many
needy people such as single adults and childless couples who aren't disabled by
aged, blindness, etc.

H.R. 1 includes the "working poor," a unique feature of the President's welfare
reform proposal. This inclusion would remove the unfairness of the ineligibility

of some poor people due to their partial or low-pay employment. It combines the
adult categories into one for the aged, blind and disabled. H.R. 1 nevertheless falls
.short of genuine welfare reform because of its omission of non-disabled single
persons and childless couples, and its continuation of a separate category for
adults and another two for families. It, in fact, compounds the present problem
of too many separate programs by splitting the present AFDC program into two
new categories—OFF and FAP.

United Community Services urges that non-disabled single persons and adults
be added to Title IV of H.R. 1.

4.—THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE WELFARE PROGRAMS SHOULD BE SIMPLIFIED SO THAT
IT CAN BE MORE EFFICIENT AND MORE AVAILABLE AND ACCESSIBLE

The present structure in federal, state, and local government welfare adminis-
tration is cumbersome and creates unnecessary duplication of effort, variations
in programs not related to differences in needs of people, and complex and con-
fusing bureaucratic organizations. Detroit and Michigan have simplified the ad-
ministration of their welfare programs, with merger of local and state public
assistance agencies.
Under the label of welfare reform, H.R. 1 proposes a number of administrative

changes which are fertile ground for administrative chaos. These changes would
increase the cost of administration and make welfare less available to needy poor
people. Whatever the objectives behind these proposals, a more effective way of
achieving them should be found, while still helping people.

//./?. 1 proposes a dual administration by the Departments of Labor and
Health, Education and Welfare which seems unnecessary and umcicldy. Differ-
ent administrative procedures and practices in separate departments could
make them confu.sing and diflScult to follow. Tran.sfer of families from FAP
to OFF and vice versa would have to happen frequently, due to family members
reaching significant birthdays, the birth of new members, the illness or recovery
of other members, the departure or return of an employable family member.
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and so on. Events such as these would cause a family to become ineligible for
FAP or/and eligible for the other program, with termination of one grant and
application for the other. The result would be an increase in the administrative
work of terminating grants, of processing applications, and of re-determining
benefits—without any improvement in program. It would also increase the
possibility of gaps in services wherein needy families with children would not
be eligible for either program. H.R. 1 should be modified in this respect so that
the Department of Labor is responsible only for manpo^vcr programs, with HEW
retaining responsibility for administration of payments and other services.

The declaration or sitnplified application procedure saves administrative
expenses and expedites giving aid to needy families who usually icait to apply
for assistance until all other resources are exhausted. There is not suflBcient

evidence of fraud in welfare to justify a lengthy and costly application pro-
cedure with extensive verification of facts, which also is dehumanizing and
demoralizing for applicants. Any prohibition on the use of a simplified applica-
tion is completely unacceptable and its use should be required under H.R. 1.

The proposed requirement for mandatory closure of any case after tioo years
is similarly unwise from the point of both the administrative cost and the

effect on recipients. The coupling of this requirement with dual administration
by two federal agencies and possible state prohibition on the use of the declara-

tory application, would multiply administrative costs and obstacles to needy
people obtaining financial assistance which they deserve.

Mandatory acceptance of training and employment for mothers of preschool
and school-age children is another feature which seems unsound, and which may
not accomplish a desirable objective.

Employment is acceptable, appropriate, and constructive for most adults. The
goal should be a job available for everyone who can work, and training should

be available for everyone who can acquire more marketable job skills. This
would be whether a person is on welfare or not, is imemployed or not, or is

imderemployed or working in low-income employment. Our economy has yet to

provide these opportunities for training and employment for everyone.

Employment is not appropriate for all mothers, however, whether they are

on welfare or not. Some cannot do a good job of mothering in addition to a job

out of the home. This is especially true when the mother has the responsibilities

of both father and mother in the family. Forcing these mothers to work if they

aren't capable of it. or reducing the benefits to the family because they don't

accept work would be destructive, create resentment, and further increase the

paucity of their lives.

Experience has shown that many welfare mothers want to work, and will

accept training and employment when it helps the family. Work allowances and
incentives provide the encouragement these mothers need, without the poten-

tially destructive effect of forced work. Manpower and employent programs
need to also provide more opportunity for them to work. Such programs need

also to be geared toward jobs which are available now and new ones which will

be needed in the future.

In summary and in conclusion, I want to emphasize that United Community
Services supports welfare which is humane and which respects the dignity of

individual poor persons. In order to achieve this. United Community Services

endorses reform measures which :

1. provide for greater assumption by the Federal Government of respon-

sibility for welfare,

2. increase the benefit level to the minimum necessary for health and

decency,
3. move toward one program for all persons needing assistance, and
4. provide increased efficiency and effectiveness through simplified adminis-

tration and more humane procedures and requirements.

The Finance Committee and the Senate have an unusual opportunity to lead

the way in making "welfare reform" a genuine fact of life, by making sub-

stantial improvements in H.R. 1. ITnited Community Services looks for your

favorable action in making H.R. 1 an instrument of increased efl^ciency and
effectiveness in this great nation's concern for its unfortuate and disadvantaged

citizens.
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Testimony by Rosalie Riechman on Title IV of H.R. 1

The Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, founded in 191.') by
Jane Addams mth 150 branches across the United States and sections in 19 other
countries has since our founding been concerned with weltare. We believe that
peace and freedom are indivisible both inside our borders and outside, and that
there can be no peace where there is hunger and where children are improperly
cared for.

While H.R. I's moral sin lies in the fact that it's inequitable and repressive as
is explained below, we believe that its legislative sin lies in the fact that it's

counter-productive. It's based on the ill-formed premise that welfare recipients
are poor due to their own failures rather than society's. It is therefore punitive
in its approach and ignores for the most part the actual causes of poverty.

It's counter-productive because its grants are too small to live on while its work
incentives are self-defeating. It asks recipients to work for possibly as low as
% of minimum wage and then gain only the first $720 of their earnings plus % of
the remainder. It creates the double burden of making life unbearable under
welfare, but nearly impossible to get off it. This quagmire is intensified by other
destructive measures in the bill that interfere witl» basic rights of citizens such
as our right to raise our children as we see fit, and our right to an adequate
education.
We believe the following provisions in H.R. 1 are insulting to citizens and

at odds with the meaning of welfare :

1. $2400 a year for a family of four is far below the official U.S. poverty level

and less than y^ of the minimum level of adequacy set by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. No one needs to live on that amount in this country. Those who believe
it is possible for others might consider what percentage of their income $2400 is,

and what accommodations they would have to make to live on it. In addition,

there are no provisions for cost-of-living changes.
2. No standards for day care have been written into the bill and inadequate

funding will work toward producing only custodial care. The bill will provide
approximately $782 per year for a child in a day-care* center. Estimates for

providing developmental day care range from $1500 to $3000 a year i>er child.

Custodial day care coupled with forced work provisions if there is any child care
available would either force mothers to have the children improperly cared for

or to risk being removed from welfare for refusing to register for work or take

a job. If the latter happens, the children's benefits can be paid to someone outside

the home. In either situation, the mother is being forced to take less responsibility

for her child's well-being.

3. Provisions which force mothers with chldren above 3 years to work if only

the barest of day care facilities are available. There is no language as to the

suitability of the work such as distance to travel or possible dangers to her
health and safety. In Nevada, a woman could be forced to work as a prostitute.

A recipient may l>e forced to take a job at only % of mininumi wage. This would
force the recipient into an ill-paid position while making a potential welfare client

of the person who previously was paid minimum wage for that position.

4. Families headed by college or university .students are not eligible for benefits

thereby diminishing a recipient's opportunity for meaningful training.

5. Discriminatory provisions against mothers, large families, families with chil-

dren, single individuals and childless couples. The last 2 groups are ineligible

for benefits. Mothers of children above 3 are forced to register and accept a job

if it and day care (no matter how unsuitable either or both may be) are available.

Welfare families with children (
Vo of whom are black) would receive only half

as much as the aged, disabled and blind (4/5 of whom are white). Families of

more than 8 members receive the same grant ($3600) that a family of 8 receives.

6. Illegal one year residency requirements as a condition for eligibility may be

imposed by states that supplement.
7. There are no provisions to insure that advisory committees will include

recipients and recipient groups.
There are alternatives to H.R. 1 and the U.S. has the resources to provide these

alternatives. We believe the following to be necessary for real welfare reform :

1. A guaranteed annual income for all in need. For recipients to live in health

and dignity, grant levels should be at the minimum level of adequacy set by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics and be responsive to cost of living changes.

•Custodial.
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2. Income supplements for the working poor which provide real incentives for
work.

3. Adequate job opportunities and job training for specific jobs that pay no less

than minimum wage.
4. High quality, integrated day care that provides for parent participation and

would allow parents of young children to work if they wanted.
5. No forced work provisions for single parents who would prefer to care for

their children.

6. Full protection of constitutional rights of recipients.

We urge this Committee to approve a bill which meets the above criteria and
asserts this country's commitment to human needs.

Stateiment of the YWCA National Board, Submitteu) by Jean M. Whittet,
Director, Public Policy

Statement on H.R. 1, the Social Security Amendments of 1971, submitted to the

Committee on Finance, United States Senate, for inclusion in the record.

The National Board of the YWCA of the U.S.A. \\ashes to record its opposition

to Title IV of H.R. 1 and the Ribicoff Amendments #559.

Because of its fundamentally false premise that poor people must be surrounded
with a system of controls by which they can be coerced into honest work.
Because of its humiliating, demeaning and racist bias directed at women and

children, especially poor black women and those of other minorities.

Because it downgrades the important role and the hard work of being a mother,
especially when she is poor and carries the entire responsibility for the care and
nurture of children.
Because of the inadequate provisions for a custodial type of child care without

parental involvement, which would further segregate the children of the poor.

Because mothers would be required to accept whatever child care programs are
offered by the Department of Labor or be cut from welfare rolls.

Because Title IV proposes a level of income maintenance which would not

assure minimum standards of health and decency for the "working poor" and
90% of the current welfare population.
Because these and other provisions of the bill give no assurance that i)eople

will be any better off even ^^ith Amendments #559.
The National Board urges that in view of the critical fiscal crisis facing many

states, emergency temporary legislation be pas.sed to grant fiscal relief to those
states which will maintain their 1971 levels of welfare expenditure. We would
favor legislation such as that put forward by Senators Ribicoff and Nelson, and
Congressman Wilbur Mills.

In regard to Title I, the National Board strongly supports improved social

insurance benefits, and especially 100% for widows. We would urge the intro-

duction of Title I as a separate piece of legislation. We would urge that Congress
consider a new approach to Titles II, III, and IV.

Testimony of John Doyle Elliott, Secretary, Townsend Foundation

Summary.—Testimony, Feb. 18, 1972, of John Doyle Elliott. Sec. Townsend
Foundation, founded by the late Dr. Francis E. To^^^lsend, to U.S. Senate Com-
mittee on Finance.
We urge swift passage of HR 1 as emergency aid to multitudes of misfortuned

peop'e—with Social Security benefit-raises retroactive to Jan. 1—all limitations,

deductibles, premiiuns and co-insurances under Medicare A&B ended—attained
age the only requirement for complete Medicare benefits—a "presumed wage in

covered employment" for every i^erson. providing a minimum, primary benefit
suffieient to bar Welfare eligibility except in extreme cases. Have all the people
under one, complete, non-discriminating plan. This Lobby, 30 years ago, urged
the substantial benefits and advances in HR 1 as justly deserved, then. Now,
HR I's but a feeble turn towards what's right.

Since World War II, each Congress—now successive Sessions—have faced
Soc. Sec. amendments—two White House Conferences, House-passed HR 1 and
these hearings—'all not because alf's well with Soc. Sec, but, because very much
is very wrong.
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The special memo accompanying this testimony authentically shows the inferior,
money-income position of tlie elderly, their very license to live, has not improvetl,
from 1947 through 1970—despite all public and private, group and individual
works, programs and policies. The truth.
However, it's gratifying that in the last three years both House and White

House have reversed their formerly (>p[X)sed views and, virtually point by jKiint,

adopted this Lobby's 36-year-old criticisms of misnamed Welfare. The Senate's
Special Committee on Aging marks income-Jack "more than ever" the "n)a.ior
problem" of retired Americans, saying only a federal plan can meet it. Now, HR 1

sincerely "flatters by imitation", adopting, after years of rejection, specific Town-
send Plan features in both Social Security and Welfare reforms.
With my testimony I've filed HR 3296—the full, ui>to-date application of

Townsend Plan principles to the problems of social security and iw)verty. Only
this great, national i^ension for all alike can insure prosperous instead of im-
poverished retirement, abolish discrimination and the mismanagement and waste
of abundance.
As a living fact of life pervading our land, such real social security will take

no money out of our economy, or out of the overall lives of honest peor»le, or
any honest interest—but. its effects will prosper every community in the Nation
as nothing else can, solving problems which must be solved to achieve the faith,

harmony and unity necessary for the world-inspiring society we ought to be.

Our people and Country have lost mightily from this unremedied problem. No
other investment can so vastly benefit our people and profit our Country as its

remedy. The longer we lack it, the mightier become both the irrecoverable losses

which the problem inflicts and the need for the profit only its remendy can
provide.

All other achievements and glories must continue mocked by impoverished
retirement as life's flnal reward for most Americans, without one thing—a great,

national pension, prosperity-sharing retirement assured for ALL. My testimony
provides for prompt transition to the system we ought to have—defined in HR
3296.

I suggest that the sweeping changes and reforms in HR 1 bluntly raise this

question: "Who's been right and who wrong all these decades?" Revelation's

afoot. I believe it counsels a new, enlightened look at HR 3296, the up-to-date
Townsend Plan Bill.

If we'd had this prosperity-sharing retirement for the last 30 years, would we
be a better, stronger, or inferior society compared to what we now are? Can
we i)ossibly be what we ought to be—can be—unless we do what this Bill

proposes, defines and provides?
It's in the light of those questions my testimony is relevant, Mr. Chairman.

Statement

Mr. Chairman, I urge prompt passage of HR 1 as emergency relief to out-

rageously misfortuned multitudes, with benefit increases retroactive to .Tan. ].

As this testimony will reveal, none have more fault with HR 1 than I but, the

straits of people dependent on inadequate Soc. Security and misnamed Welfare,
augmented by delay of this bill, defy description. Its faults, as we variously see
them, ought not deny the people its good. Brutally senseless, I believe, is failure

to enact now what was of debatable adequacy thirty years ago

!

I hold HR 1 the most sweeping amendments yet to the Soc. Sec. Act. Each
Congress—lately successive Sessions—have not found progress towards a working
system but, the need for ever broader amendments. This is NOT becau.se all's

well with Soc. Sec. Ifs because very much is very u-rong. Census Bureau's Current
Population Reports. Series F-60, show the authentic, unanswerable facts

:

MEDIAN INCOMES
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In 24 years, the income of men over 65 increased 222%—but, their inferiority to

men 55 to 64 increased 232%. For women income increased 176%, their inferiority

2Jf6%. All public and private, group and individual works, policies and programs—

combined—completely failed to better the aged. In the perspective of the problem's

age and size, most of HR I's advances should have been enacted 30 years ago

—

when, in substance, originally proposed by this Lobby. Today, they are but feeble

turns towards what the aged ought to have.

Present Social Security is as inadequate and obsolete as Model-T Fords on

today's roads and turnpikes. HR I's an improvement only as was the Model-A

Ford in its turn. Americans, retired by age and various disabilities, ought to

have a competently up-to-date economic vehicle. This testimony presents the

structure of that ought-to-be financial vehicle of Social Security and Prosper-

ity Insurance, Mr. Chairman.
Only one thing can wipe out that excuseless income-inferiority of the aged

—

their lack of the very license to live. That is a great, national pension (now
about $350 a month), equally vested in every individual at age 60, assuring pros-

perity-sharing retirement, even for those caught with no other resource.

That figure ($350 a month) measures not the "cost" of a burden—but, the size

of the prosperity-flaw and crushing losses ivhich the problem of impoverished

retirement inflicts. It measures the profit only that problem's full solution, pros-

perity-sharing retirement, can ever provide. What ice can't afford is unjust

poverty and its human ruin—not the cure.

That great pension will be both anti-inflationary and anti-deflationary, amplify-

ing living and busines.s at up-to-date, average levels, by steering funds from both

inflationary and deflationary business processes and extremes

—

thereby weight-

ing the norm. How can anything better stabilize honest prosperity than that?

To the extent we lack prosperity-sharing retirement as life's final reward
for all Americans, our other achievements must continue mocked by futility

—

our
prosperity deformed and flawed, faith and harmony a shambles, inflation dis-

solving happiness, war to support employment and our Country's influence

weakened and fading.
With the Senate repeatedly passing $100-a-month minimum Social Security

benefits and the prolonged House Study and WHCoA requests, HR I's $74 mini-

mum {$2.43 a day) is a shocking jolt. And all the more jolt beside the "special"

$150 for those "covered" for 30 years and an early $150 minimum for adults
under Public Assistance.
When we must be away from home, it costs $2.50 a day to board our cat in

a cage. If he needs a pill, it's extra. H.R. 1 provides cat-and-dog pensions for
people! That it's better than we've had in most States, is all the more shame.
How can even twice the cost for a cat be remotely tolerable for human beings?

!

Since 1954, to move towards the plan ice ought to have, I've proposed a "pre-
sumed wage in covered employment" vested in every individual, providing a
minimum benefit barring eligibility for Public Assistance and Welfare—today,
about $200 a month—ALL our people under the SAME plan—virtually iciping out
Public Assistance and Welfare {but for rare cases) and most adult-dependent
Social Security benefits, as tcell.

Whatever a uniform, national plan provides, it will cost less (especially ad-
ministratively) than under degrading welfare. I admonish cost-fearers that noth-
ing's as costly, wasteful and cruel as destruction of people by social injustice

—

and nothing is as profitable as happiness and health successfully pursued.
We hold patently unjust requiring mothers with dependent children to go to

work
; unless they so elect. Only exceptionally gifted women can do a properly

good job of being mother and housewife and the breadwinner, too ! It makes
familyhood a myth.
Both House and White Hou.se have reversed their formerly opposed views,

virtually point by point adopting our 36-year-old criticisms of misnamed welfare
and wickedly inadequate social security. The President labeled it "blatantlv un-
fair" and "outrageous." The House has strongly voted to replace it by a uniform
Federal plan—condemning the very system THEY created and fostered all those
years against our coun.sel.

Respectfully. I believe I now ju.stly raise the question, "Who's been right—
and who wrong—throughout those three and a half decades?"

H.R. 1 proposes automatic Soc. Sec. benefit-raises yearly if the Consumer Price
Index rises 3%—only half the need. Advancing standards must also be matched,
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or the income of the aged will still lose ground. That benefits he "geared" to both
advancing standards and costs has always been a primary proposal by this
Lobby, from the start.

After 3% decades rejecting it and denying the people its now admitted justice,
House and White House now have reversed their stand and passed Y^. of it.

The change of view is commendable : but, H.R. Vs provision is feeble—the Con-
sumer Price Index but a partial, inadequate and by itself obsolete guideline.
Again^ validly, the question :

Who's been right—^who wrong—all these years?
Mr. Chairman, since 1956, I've specifically urged direct use of percapita

income, the average cost of human life, cradle to grave, reflecting all changes
meticulously in both living costs and standards, to update benefits—along with
the "presumed wage" to end discrimination and achieve transition to real social
security. Nothing so closely and simply reflects ALL changes as does percapita
income.
There are no good reasons

—

only bad ones—for this not being done. It's not a
"cost"

—

it's the most profitable economic and social investment possible.
There is the retirement test in H.R. 1, dropping the depressing $l-benefit-loss

for each $1 earned over the set limit. At last, after 15 years rejection! Fifteen
years ago, in H.R. 7086, 85th Congress, this Lobby proposed $75 a month earn-
ings (now $150, in H.R. 3296) without benefit-loss—then, a $1 loss for each full

$2 earned above that amount.
This new, at least fair provision of H.R. 1 will enable workers to ease into

retirement over long periods of time—ease in and out of work suitable to their
abilities and advantage. It will encourage the di.sabled in rehabilitation : and
help child-beneficiaries ease into employment (assuming its broadened applica-
tion ) . Help, not penalty.
However, the stingy benefits of H.R. 1 blunt the good effects of this fine thing,

because the smaller the benefits, the faster will earnings absorb them, leaving
poorer workers stripped of benefits and dependent on mean earnings.
Again the question—"Who's been right—who wrong?"
Therefore, we urge suspension of the retirement test until minimum benefits

at least bar eligibility for Welfare, then gradually applying it up to full force
when they equal the prevailing federal minimum wage, updated in .step with
percapita income. Then we'll be walking the road to justice and to the faith
and unity otherwise impossible

—

but necessary for the inspiring society we
ought, by every right, to be.

H.R. 1 unconsciously proposes to raise the contributions-base in step with the
average wage in "covered employment". The average "covered" wage better
reflects both costs and standards—but, to apply it to taxes but not to benefits
is defenseless. Can such discrimination conceivably pass House, Senate and
White House? Inconceivable

!

It's wicked discrimination to raise the contributions-base to obligate the public
purse to match retirement savings for the well-to-do, the fortunate, those best
able to finance themselves. Remember, we don't have the problem because of the
prospering and well-employed. We have it because of the misfortuned! H.R. 1 is

upside down—devilishly "regressive"—rich benefits for the succes.sful—mean
benefits for the poor.
How wrong can you get? How survive, deceptively compounding injustice

by evils falsely presented as remedies for grievous wrongs

—

like this provision
of H.R. 1?

All the criticisms so falsely lodged against prosperity-sharing retirement are
fully valid against this one ! To match richly retirement contributions of the
fortunate, the well-to-do and rich who have the least right to a penny ! How wrong
can you get?

This Lobby believes two systems classifying certain Americans as inherently
insured, others as indigent, are wrong. We must have one, prosperity-sharing
insurance plan for all alike, barring the need for Welfare and Public Assistance
(except in rare cases). Abolish discrimination the only way iK>ssible—by the
great pension for all.

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6
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H.R. 3296—the Pay-As-You-Go Social Security and Prosperity Insurance Act—
The Townsend Plan Bill—defines, provides and presents exactly that system. It

creates a prosperity-floor—m of a poverty-ceiling—below which we will not allow

retirement living because of money-income lack—^because of lack of the very

licpfisc to li'vc

Only this great pension could in the past, or can in the future fill the punishing

income-gap authentically documented at the outset of this testimony. Continuing

such unjust, defenseless human poverty foredooms the economic, social and

political progress this society ought to achieve, but isn't. There is no substitute

to wipe out this not less than $125 billion a year prosperity-loss. Only this great

pension.
Without prosperity-sharing retirement as the right of all under the same plan,

instead of paupered retirement for multitudes, the disintegrating injustices caus-

ing our Country's rending divisions will remain—mounting. It's the prime

requirement.
Oh—there's nothing wrong with other countries advancing—'but, there's very

much wrong with us slotving doxvn, losing our leading pace because of excuseless

injustice in our own house, mismanagement of abundance under the obsolete,

prejudice-ridden rules of scarcity—nowhere so emphatic as among our retired

elderly and disabled.

We completely disagree with HR I's increased Medicare limitations. It's past

time for complete Medicare. By the single requirement of attained age 60, it

should cover all because too many ruinously costly illnesses, in the face of fading

income, strike before age 65. All under the same plan.

Eliminate from Medicare A & B all limitatoins, deductibles, premiums and
co-insurances. Cover all prescribed medicines, extended care, eye, ear, nose, feet

—

everything prescribable for health treatment. No bills to patients. The aged sick

can't competently go to court about charges etc. ; the Government can—and it

can fairly set fair charges and see that they are paid and patients not plagued.

It can only be done under complete Medicare ; and it ought to be.

Medicare should cover the disabled and all other Soc. Sec. beneficiaries, because

they are under the same financial dependency as the elderly.

Formidable demand is rising for universal and complete health insurance,

cradle to grave. If the medical profession, the health and insurance industries and
science cannot do the job and universal health insurance comes—there can be

no better preparedness for it than complete Medicare in experienced operation.

Contrary to the prejudiced and obsolete thinking of many, the Government
won't do the work, but will vest in the people the insurance which alone can

finance the relevant professions, industry and science to do it. Only complete

Medicare can win us the priceless profit possible only if the financial problem's

fully solved.

Mr. Chairman, as a member of the Task Forces on Income of tiie White House
Conference on Aging—and the Maryland Conferences—I was exceedingly grati-

fied when, after extensive discussion, each and all of the Task Forces inde-

pendently reached the above conclusions and recommended accordingly on

Medicare.
Most equitably to finance the above defined, complete solution of the Soc. Sec.

and poverty problems. Sections 214 & 229 of the first section of HR 3296 present

the Gross Income (gross receipts) Tax. The gross receipts of all persons and
companies is the broadest possible tax-base, for the lowest possible tax-rate. It

will provide benefits for the poor more meaningful in reverse proportion to their

fortunes and contributions. To the fortunate and rich—who by definition and
fortune have secured freedom from the problems—the exact same benefits will

acrue ; but, they will be less meaningful as their fortunes and contributions are

the higher (ability to pay). Just what "progressive" solution requires.

To the general population it will insure an incomparably sure investment in

prosperity-sharing retirement, their contributions buying benefits "geared" to

Increase directly in step with advancing costs and standards. A better, or as

sure an investment will defy imagination.
The Gross Income Tax will automatically amplify revenue to match advancing

production, business-volume, costs, prices and standards—all—tremendously help-
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Ing to keep benefits up to date. Just how can you get any more equitable than
that?

Further, this tax will automatically rescue funds from both deflating and inflat-
ing business activities and pump them into prevailing, normal standards and levels
of business and living—reflating the deflated and deflating the inflated. How can
you get more stabilizing, equitable and prosperity-sharing than that?
HR 3296 provides automatic transition from our present, futile systems to

this great, national pension by starting with benefits sufficient to bar eligibility
for most Public Assistance and Welfare, increasing them every three months
until all eligibility for Welfare and benefits Soc. Sec. has been absorbed and
the great, prosperity-sharing, national pension is established as the inherent
right of every American.

Alternatively, if Congress advances the present system through the "presumed
wage" I've advocated, to establish minimum benefits at least precluding eligi-
bility for Public Assistance and Welfare—getting all our people under one,
non-descriminating plan—then advancing the benefit to the adequacy neces-
sary for the prosperity-sharing retirement envisioned in HR 3296—under that
approach, this GI Tax should be used instead of any further tax-rate hikes
and contributions-base increases under the present tax-system. They are both
already intolerably burdensome

—

regressive

!

Now. we've been told incessantly in recent years, in effect, that we do possess
the technological means for production to end poverty—'but. in the same breath,
we've been informed that we have no "financial mechanism" so to distribute our
produced abundance for such human well-being and freedom. That's not true.

This Gross Income Tax, used as herein prescribed, is exactly that "financial
mechanism." That last ditch, defenseless excuse is groundless. In point of fact,

it's been groundless since this Lobby first presented this tax so to be used, in
1937.

Conclusion.—With that "financial mechanism" in mind, I make this observa-
tion : If a contract is economically and otherwise valid between employers and
employes of particular industries—like auto, steel etc.—providing pro.sperity-
sharing retirement for those who've served 30 years in those jobs (proportionately
less for shorter termers)—then, there's nothing wrong and everything right
with a universal contract to do exactly the same thing for all the people, all the
time, equally, covering all industries, all business and all occupations perpetually.

Indeed, if a thing's wrong with such a universal contract, then it's at least
as wrong with any and all of these special contracts for si>ecial groups, in
special occupations, prosperously employed—namely, di.scrimination.
This "financial mechanism"—the git of HR 3296—does exactly that—covers

all business and industry, all occupations, all the people all the time providing
exactly those prosperity-sharing retirements, permanently. Fully solving the
problem.
The great, national pension—universal contract—will be a people-spending, not

a government-spending program not taking a nickel out of our economy, or out
of any honest lives, or interests. It will all be money right down in the communi-
ties, everywhere, prosperously functioning ; where, now, in tragic measure, it

isn't ! Where its lack, now. constitutes the costly, running problem.
There's no good reason for retirement-living being in any respect financially

inferior to that in any other period of life, at any time. Here's the plan, "con-
tract," and "financial mechanism," the ways and means for prospering it.

I respectfully suggest Mr. Chairman, this Lobby's right about this, too.

Every argument used to prevent prosperous retirement agreements, decent
pensions for the misfortuned and the people in general—falsely used—is com-
pletely valid against lavish pensions for the well-to-do and rich, in both public
and private life, from the top down. Their extravagant i>en.sions come, directly
and indirectly, from prices and/or taxes, Irom the public purse—for those for-

tune's supplied every means for financing their own retirement. Who doesn't
know endless examples of this shameless pension grabbing by the richly paid,

unanswerably undeserving? Shameless and wicked.
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We wish to submit it as our testimony before the Finance Committee in op-
position to further nationalization of health care. We regret that your busy
schedule makes it imix)ssible for you to hear this testimony in person.

Cordially,

Walter R. Buerger, M.D.,
Secretary-Treasurer.

The following is the text of the statement made before the "House Ways and
Means Committee" in Washington, D.C., November 11, 1971 by Rafael A. Solari,
M.D. (2166 Hayes Street, San Francisco, CA 94117). Dr. Solari is vice chairman
of the California chapter, Association of American Physicians and Surgeons.

I am Rafael A. Solari, a Board Certified specialist in Internal Medicine, in
practice in San Francisco with three other associates. I have practiced medicine
in San Francisco for 18 years. This year, I have the privilege of holding the of-
fice of Vice Chairman of the California Chapter of the Association of American
Physicians and Surgeons, a voluntary organization of practicing physicians in
California. I am pleased to have this opportunity to present the views of the
physicians of my organization as it relates to this committee's consideration of
national health programs.
The majority of those national health plans presently under consideration are

premised upon the assertion that "health care is a right". I would ask : "If
health care is a natural right some citizens are bom with, then who is bom
with the corresponding obligation to provide that service?"

This notion that every citizen of the United States has an undeniable right to

health care, I would contend, is fallacious.
All of us recognize that optimal medical care is what we would desire for all

citizens. We would also want top quality food and shelter for all.

However, when one speaks of rights, one must make a distinction between what
is desirable and what are "rights".

If one insists upon the fallacious premise that health care is a right, the con-
cept immediately produces two victims.
The first victim is the physician. A physician, like other citizens, performs his

services voluntarily and offers it as a salable commodity, or donates it. He does
not, however, perform as a servant, like the feudal serf of 700 years ago.
But unfortunately and most important of all, it is not only the physician who

will be affected by such a system, but there is a second victim. This will be the
taxpaying citizen, for in order that the "right" be fulfilled, or guaranteed, by
federal provision the citizen would be forced to surrender part of his earned
income for the benefit of others—or the benefit of himself, though he may prefer
to spend the money elsewhere..
Medical care is a product, produced by men, and not found in nature. It is not

a "right" and never has been historically. Medical care is no more a right than
food or shelter is a right, and certainly these two are more essential to life than
medical care.
Thus, I have tried to demonstrate that the contention that health care is a

"right" is a false premise.

ALLEGED "CRISIS" IN HEALTH CARE

We are told that there is a need for a national health program because of an
alleged "crisis" in health care. As a demonstrable fact this is just not so.

In the appendix of the material submitted I refer this committee to an article
written by Marvin H. Edwards, Editor of the magazine, ''Private Practice,'" which
has been widely circulated by the American Conservative Union. In this essay
there is ample proof for the following statements : One of the prime contentions
of this so-called "crisis" is the assertion that free enterprise medicine has failed
to deliver quality care. This is not true.

Life expectancy in the United States has increased and compares favorably
to other modern countries.

Decreasing infant mortality statistics compare favorably to that of other coun-
tries. This is amply demonstrated despite the widely proclaimed but falsely inter-
preted infant mortality statistics of the United Nations Demographic Yearbook
of 1968.
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Tuberculosis and poliomyelitis have been virtually eliminated. Duration of

hospital stays for similar illnesses are shorter in the United States than in coun-

tries with national health plans.

The rise in cost of medical care, though noticeable and painful to the pur-

chaser, has been a part of the general increase in all prices and wages due to

federal inflationary policies, and not to free enterprise medicine.

The most substantial escalation of health care cosi;s has not been in the charges

of physicians, but in the daily room charges of hospitals.

Most of this recent increase in hospital charges is directly attributable to the

dramatic hike in hospital wages during recent years. The net effect of increased

wages reflects itself dramatically on the hospital room charge when one considers

that wages account for about 70% of the hospital budget.

According to Senate testimony given in 1970 by the American Association of

Councils of Medical Staffs the stay in a private hospital averaged 8.11 days while

the stay in a Veterans Administration Hospital for a similar illness averaged

22 days.
Therefore, I have attempted to demonstrate that there u no "crisis", and if

there is a "crisis" it has been caused and aggravated by government itself.

THE "MEDI-CAL experience" IN CALIFORNIA

In California we have a pilot program called "Medi-Cal" which one cotild com-
pare to a future national health program. I thought it might be interesting to this

committee to relate some of the difficulties we Califomians have had this past

year and a half with this program.
Earl W. Brian, M.D., Director, Department of Health Care Services, announced

during the early months of 1970 several cut-backs in the Medi-Cal program which
were necessary to offset a projected $15-$20 million deficit. This deficit was
allegedly brought on because of an original unrealistic budget, and compounded
by short-sighted estimates of the increased case load. Later in December, 1970

even more stringent regulations were issued.

These included the following

:

(1) Prior authorization for non-emergency admisslions to hospitals.

(2)| Hospital stays were limited to eight days.

(3) Only two office visits were allowed per month.
(4) An emergency drug formularj' was adopted which markedly restricted

the physician's ability to order appropriate medication. A requirement was
set forth that all prescriptions must be prepared for a 30-day supply. Later
las many as 24 drugs used for common illnesses were restored, and the

fonnulary revised several times.

(5) Eye refractions were restricted.

(6) A 10% reduction in fees paid to providers, such as laboratory services,

nursing homes, and physacians.
As a result of these actions, the Sacramento Board of Supervisors and the Cali-

fornia Medical Association filed suit in Superior Court on January 13, 1971
against the Department of Health Care Services, its Director and the State to

force the State to rescind the cuts in Medi-Cal health services.

In the suit, the CMA alleged that the emergency regulations would cause
irreparable injury, including suffering, sickness, and the possibility of death
to some Medi-Cal patients.

Meanwhile, the Medi-Cal consultants who had to issue the authorizations were
swamped, resulting in confusion and delays in the provision of health care. CMA
claimed that prior authorization was taking 10 to 15 days, delaying needed health
care.

During the Superior Court trial ending March 15, 1971, witnesses said the
regulations impeded quality of medical care, were harmful to patients and
buried the physician beneath mounds of unnecessary paperwork. CMA's suit

charges the emergency restrictions were illegal and prevented the indigent from
receiving quality meMcal care, thus circumventing the program's original legisla-

tive intent.

The suit voas finally won by the CMA in June of 1971, and restoration was
effected on July 1, 1971.
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In the meantime, however, there had been much chaos from December 1970
to the following July, and during that 7 month inten-al there was dislocation of

patients from nursing homes, much paper work for physicians and hospitals and
poor care for patients.

New legislation was enac*ted in October which has yet to be tested.

Now why do I burden this committee with this detailed account of our diffi-

culties in California. I do so in the belief that it represents a miniature microcosm
of what would happen were a federal health plan enacted.
What better test-tube has been witnessed here in the United States than this

program in California?
How can ive project costs for a national program- when legislators can be so

wrong on a state level ?

When bankrupcy threatens, cut-backs, prior authorizations, limited hospital

stays, interference with the amount and nature of drugs prescribed and generally

poor medical care inevitably folloics.

This all on a state-wide level. Can you imagine what could happen in an
analogous situation on a national scale?

Let me now describe some of the changes in my daily practice of medicine
brought about by the enactment of ''Medicare". I shall respectfully allow you
to judge whether this has had a salutarj' effect on the practice of medidne.

Let me take you with me on one of my typical days. On my hospital rounds I

miss seeing my fellow physician on the wards or in the clinic caring for patients

because he is noic spending innu/merable hours closeted in utilization committees,

trying to decide which patient has over-utilized her stay in the hospital, which
diagnosis is justifiable, writing letters and trying to referee claims.

I see physicians icho were in active practice now doing administrative work
either in hospitals or with third i>arties. One boasted to me the other day : "I

never see patients any more : I sit at my desk and shuffle papers about." These
physicians have subtracted themselves from the active work force caring for

patients.

As I enter the nurses' station. I am greeted by the nurse, but not as to the

condition of my patient, but rather would I immediately sign the certification

form, fw Medicare xchich is due that day, or will I sign the diagnosis slip for

the same purpose without delay. Obviously priorities at nurses' stations have
changed.

This year I no longer see on rounds my five good physician friends who are
still vigorous in mind and body because they have retired rather than put wp
with the increased paperwork and frustration of practice.

On arriving at my office I find a number of letters written to me by insurance
carriers for Medicare many of them indicating retroactive denial of claims for

my patients. These necessitate a continuous, endless stream of correspondence.
Also, on my desk are a clutch of new forms all needing to be signed authorizing
admissions and procedures under Medicare.
My first patient, an elderly lady over 65. has arrived with her bags packed

demanding to be placed immediately in the hospital for what I would consider
a mild ailment easily treatable as an out-patient. Time is consumed in explain-

ing the difficulties of Medicare coverage.
My next visitor is the husband of a patient already hospitalised with Medi-

care benefits who asks that I not discharge the patient until three days hence
when he will have his regular day off.

And so the day goes until the evening, when my time at the Board of Di-

rectors' meeting of the Medical Society is not spent in a creative way either,

improving therai^eutics or improving methods of diagnosis. Eight to ten meet-
ing this year have been spent discussing the poss^ibility of transforming certain

groups, hospital staffs, and even the Medical Society into HMO's or Health
Maintenance Organizations, and thereby qualify for federal funds.

I have tried to give this committee some insight into the development or evo-
lution of a physician practice since the enactment of Medicare.
The question is often raised as to why those who represent organized medicine

seek, themselves, to implement certain national health programs. Speaking as
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one who is on the Delegation from San Francisco to our California Medical

Association and also a member of the Board of Directors of the San Francisco

Medical Society I see ynedicul spokesmen so fearful that an all-encompassing,

comprehensive national health plan ivill envelope them and their patients that

they are u-illing to accept or promote diluted versions of national health pro-

grams. In actuality, they do not actually favor the programs they espouse but

feel it is better to seek the lesser evil.

As to how the rank and file physician feels in this regard I would like to cite

a poll taken in San Francisco wherein physicians were asked their opinions re-

garding national health programs.
According to this recent poll taken in July of this year, a vast majority

(almost 2 to 1) are against a national health program, and feel that the Amer-

ican citizen icouJd NOT receive better quality health care under such a system.

Almost 3:1 of all those polled were for LESS government supervision than for

more.
Finally I would like to say a word about our youth. We are all concerned

with what our youth are trying to say to us. Michael J. Halberstam. a young
physician, in a recent article in the New England Journal of Medicine (284:21,

May 27. 1971) pointed out that increased bureaucracy and centralization, in-

crea.sed impersonal dehumanization is the ver>' thing that the young are pro-

testing. He indicates that youth has discovered the common illness of Western

man which is alienation, with the individual citizen having little power over his

own immediate surroundings.
As he so ably points out

—

Wc, in the USA in our present health care have this

great tradition of our concern over the individual patient as a person; and of

mutual trust ietween physician and patient. He asks if all this is to he substituted

for a computer, a faceless bureaucrat, an assembly-line type of medical cure with

no confidentiality?
What then is the alternative to all these national health plans?

It is the system of free enterprise medicine, which is so familiar to most of us

that we seldom stop to marvel at its classic simplicity. Yet, despite its simplicity,

it is a system—and a system which has worked to provide high quality health

care to the American people at a reasonable cost.

The heart of the system is individual responsibility and initiative of both the

patient and the physician. The backbone of the system is free-choice and fee-for-

service, and the freedom of the individual to choose, and this last is, after all, the

essence of man's spiritual nature. The system, based on value given for value

received between equal men giving mutual respect to each other, is ethical, fair,

and the product of long experience.

As Vice Chairman of the California Chapter of the Association of American
Physicians and Surgeons I wish to thank the Chairman and members of this

committee for the opportunity to present my views on behalf of our organization.

Editor's Note.—We are prohibited from duplicating or quoting the unrevised

stenographic minutes of the questions and answers that followed, but it is in-

teresting to note that Br. Solari had a good opportunity to explain to the com-

mittee that the poor have been and would be well taken care of without Medi-Cal

in accordance with our Judeo-Christian tradition in America ; that when govern-

ment steps in, charity tends to be pre-empted. He also had a chance to show how
competition in the free enterprise system prevents a doctor from charging all the

traffic would bear. If he tries to overcharge, he loses patients and referrals. Dr.

Solari also clarified the long recognized place peer review has had in medicine, in

the form of tissue committees, chart committees, medical society committees, etc.,

but not for control of fees which are better handled by the free market. He
cautioned against underrating the value judgments of the Congresstnen's con-

stituents in deciding whether a physician is giving proper care or whether they

should find a better doctor. Both the presentation and the questions and answers

must have been an exciting experience. The California Chapter of the Associa-

tion of American Physicians and Surgeons expresses its appreciation to Dr.

Rafael Solari for taking the time and effort to appear before the Ways and Means

Committee.
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The Case Against National Health Insurance

by Marvin Henry Edwards

The idea of national health insurance," according to Rep. Richard Fulton (D-Tenn.), "is an idea whose time has conne. The
question is no longer whether or not we need a national health insurance plan. The question is what plan?"

Since everyone who is saying much of anything seems agreed that some type of national health insurance should be

adopted, that does indeed appear to be the question. Unfortunately, from the perspective of this study, it shouldn't be. The
point which needs to be raised is not, "what plan?" but whether we should have any such plan at all.

There is an overwhelming body of evidence before us suggesting quite strongly that national health insurance, in any one of

several modulations, would be calamitous to our nation. If that evidence were fully brought before the American people, it is

extremely doubtful they would support such a departure. But so long as the fundamental issue is not even discussed, these

crucial data remain hidden from view. This paper is an attempt to make them available to the public.

What has brought national health insurance - that perenially resurrected Harold Stassen of political issues — to such

vigorous life in the '70s? A number of factors seem to be responsible.

The first is the political attitude of the day. Advocacy of national health insurance rests on the base of a claim that "all

Americans have a right to health care." The current campaign for national health insurance rides the same wave which has

brought forth such programs as Urban Renewal, the Food Stamp program, the War on Poverty, and proposals for a Family

Assistance Plan or guaranteed annual income. A politics of vicarious altruism has led, in its inexorable way, from a concept of

welfare to a concept of extra-constitutional "rights." Welfare recipients, social workers and politicians now proclaim that

every citizen has a "right" to be provided with food, with housing, with income, it is a natural corollary that he should insist,

also, upon the right to health care, financed by government.

The second major factor in the great comeback of national health insurance is the default of its traditional opponents.

Stung by the passage of Medicare and Medicaid, stunned by a massive propaganda campaign, large segments of the medical

profession have come to believe in Rep. Fulton's suggestion that some form of national health insurance is inevitable. The
prophecy may well be self-fulfilling: by accepting the theory that a government takeover is inevitable, and acting accordingly,

the profession may prove it to be so.

Ironically, the particular plan offered by Congressman Fulton was drafted, not by the traditionally liberal-leftist

spokesmen for organized labor (though they had a plan of their own), but by organized medicine itself. This represents an

obvious, and distressing, reversal. During the Kennedy administration, it was organized medicine which spearheaded the

opposition to, and prevented (temporarily) the passage of. Medicare - a limited program of national health insurance for the

aged. Now that type of opposition no longer exists.

As a caveat against any unintended implication that the nation's physicians have individually or collectively weighed the

current medical situation against the merits and demerits of national health insurance, and found such a program to be in

the best interests of their patients and/or themselves, it should be pointed out that there is some question as to whether or

not "organized" medicine ~ in this case the American Medical Association — speaks for the profession. In fact, there is

considerable reason to believe that it does not: as with most large organizations, the AMA is possessed of a large

professional bureaucracy, composed chiefly of physicians who have long since left the active practice of medicine, and it is

this staff which frequently provides the de facto leadership of such organizations, confronting elected leaders with

incomprehensible mountains of material to be consumed somehow and acted upon at each brief session of the Board of

Trustees or the House of Delegates.
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Many in the nnedical profession — and on the Republican side of the aisle in Congress — have abandoned the struggle. The
battle has become one for position only: "If we don't introduce a program, they will."

To a large extent, the apparent success to date of the campaign for national health insurance is simply a matter of the

predictable success of any campaign which does not encounter opposition. Plainly put, nobody much is fighting it.

Finally, the campaign is enjoymg some preliminary success because of a widespread public frustration. Government
economic policies have created an inflationary spiral which has the average American on a disheartening treadmill and focused

his attention on the highly visible increases in his cost of living. The cost of medical care has risen less in recent years than the

cost of such other daily expenses as housing, transportation, and meat on the table. Yet the advocates of government

medicine have utilized a highly successful media campaign to center public attention on medical cost increases.

It should be further emphasized that the surge of opinion in behalf of more governmental medicine has occurred only

among certain segments of the populace. Recent public (Gallup and Harris) and private surveys seem to indicate that most

Americans remain generally satisfied with the present free-market medical system. Indeed, the well-publicized cries for change

seem to be coming primarily from a few politicians, social reformers, and journalists.

But the drive, limited as it is, will have its effect. Though the news media may not now be accurately reporting current

public sentiment, they may well create the demand for change. They have certainly begun to sow the seeds of discontent.

National health insurance is not, as its advocates contend, inevitable. But, unless a concerted resistance is mounted, it is

imminent.

I. A Dubious Right

National health insurance is based on the philosophical concept that every citizen of the United States has an undeniable

right to health care.

Yet the right is deniable. Every citizen has a right to health, which is to say that he may not be intentionally or

accidentally deprived of his health by fault of another, and that if he is he may seek legal redress. To that extent, he has a

right to health as he has a right to life — a right enforced by the statutes of the land and by the moral laws of the community.

From this, however, the advocates of national health insurance would extract a further right; the right to health care. This

extension involves a concept not present in the right to health itself. Whereas the right to health requires only that second

parties refrain from injury, a right to health care would require active servitude on the part of some citizens at the demand of

others.

A physician, like other citizens, performs his service voluntarily and offers it as a salable commodity, or donates it. He does

not, however, perform as servant. The concept of a right to health care could lead to that conclusion. But, as it is not the

physician who will be most affected by the decreased quality of care and increased cost which invariably mark national health

insurance, neither is it only the physician who will be placed in a position of servitude.

One victim of the concept that each citizen has a right to health care will be the taxpayer, for the "right" will be fulfilled,

or guaranteed, by federal provision of the funds by which such care may be purchased.

Each of the plans introduced in the Congress will, in some form, take the financial resources of some for the benefit of

others. The systems vary, of course. The Kennedy plan, for example, is a compulsory program to be financed by payroll

withholding taxes and by general revenue funds (income taxes); the Nixon plan would be financed partly (Part A) by

compulsory expenditures by employers, and partly (Part B) from general revenue funds (income taxes): the AMA, or

Medicredit, plan, would be paid for by the portion a citizen contributes, through taxes, to the general revenue funds which

would be used to subsidize the health care expenses of part of the population. In each case, because it is the taxpaying citizen

who will be forced to surrender part of his earned income for the benefit of others — or for the tjenefit of himself, though he

may prefer to spend the money elsewhere — the right to health care is dependent upon a concurrent loss of rights.

Proposals for national health insurance are also based upon a belief that a government health program will increase the

quality of medical care available to the citizen, and reduce the costs of that care. Extensive experience in this country and

abroad indicates that the results will be exactly the opposite. Wherever the national health insurance approach has been

adopted, the effect has been deterioration of medical quality, shortage of facilities, and a constant upward pressure on costs.

(For experience of other nations in this respect, see Appendix B.)

Government-sponsored health care has been a staple demand of collectivists in America and elsewhere. On the European

continent, national health insurance came into effect in 1883 when a harried Bismark, hard-pressed by the growing power of

the German Socialists, tried to check the movement by adopting a number of the key Socialists programs as his own. By

191 1, Lloyd George had pushed a similar program through the British Parliament and the movement was beginning to pick up

steam in the United States. Agitation for government medicine has continued intermittently ever since.

From these observations, it is apparent that the health care "crisis" - officially so named by President Nixon - is not new

at all. Advocates of government health insurance programs have been complaining about medical "crises" — high costs,

inadequacy of care, unavailability of service, etc. — for many years, each time claiming a sudden deterioration which

necessitates emergency solutions. No matter what the costs of health care, they have been "too high"; no matter what the

medical progress, care has been "inadequate."

Essentially, the current attack has followed these lines: (1) There is a health crisis in the United States; (2) America ranks
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very high in infant mortality connparisons with other nations - evidence of a low general quality of medical care; (3) medical
bills are outrageously steep; (41 doctors are dishonest, as shown by extensive cheating on income tax returns; (5) there is a

critical doctor shortage; (6) there is no efficient "system" for delivery of health care in the United States. In the passages
which follow we shall examine each of these assertions in turn.

II. There Is No Crisis

As a matter of demonstrable fact, it simply is not true that there is a "crisis" in private medical care or that free enterprise
medicine has failed to deliver quality care. Look at the record.

In 1900, the life expectancy of the average American at birth was just over 49 years; today it is more than 70 years, with
half of the babies born this year likely to live to be at least 74 years old. In 1850, one fourth of the newborn died before the
age of five At the beginning of this century, one of every four babies died before the age of 25. By contrast, only one of
every four babies born today will die before the age of 62.

The annual infant mortality rate m 1900 was 124.5 per 1,000. Today the rate is less than 20 per 1,000. The same
improvement in health care is true at all ages: as an example, of every 1,000 persons who reached age 35 in 1900, nine would
fail to survive to age 36; today that figure is down to approximately two per 1,000.

Critics of the free enterprise system claim there is a wide disparity between the quality of medical care available to the
rich and the poor, the white and the black.

It is true that the mortality rates are higher and longevity figures lower for black Americans in most categories - a fact

largely attributable to nonmedical factors, such as diet, income, employment at hard labor, and lower-quality housing. Yet
the statistics reveal that even among black Americans there is, rather than a "crisis," significant progress in terms of

maintained health and sustained life.

For example:

In 1920, the average Negro male had a life expectancy at birth of 45.5 years, and the average Negro female had a life

expectancy at birth of 45.2 years. Today, the Negro male has a life expectancy of 61.1 years and the Negro female has a life

expectancy of 68.2 yea's.

In 1940 the infant death rate among Negroes was 73.8 per 1,000 live births; in 1967 the rate was 35.9 per 1,000 live births.

The maternal death rate for Negro women in 1940 was 773.5 per 100,000 live births: in 1967 the rate was 69.5 per 100,000
live births.

In addition, the "gap" between the life expectancies of the white and black populations has narrowed to less than seven
years (64.6 overall for Negroes, 71.3 overall for whites).

In these items, there is no more of a medical or health care "crisis" for blacks than for white Americans. (One can only
apologize for the brevity of such "proof" within the confines of such a study as this. The above examples are accurate
representations of a total longevity and mortality report in the 1971 Statistical Abstract of the U.S., published as "The
American Almanac," pp 53 and 54, tables 65 through 69.)

For a medical "crisis" to exist only for the black community would imply that there is a marked difference in the care
available to the white and black American - or, as it is stated by advocates of national health insurance, between the rich

and the poor. If that were the case, there would be substantial differences in life expectancy at all stages of life, particularly in

the later years, when health depends more and more upon medical care. The facts reveal just the opposite:

From age 40 on, the difference in life expectancy between white males and Negro males is very slight, at age 40, the
difference is 3.5 years; at age 55 it is 1.5 years; at age 60, there is a difference in continued life expectancy of .8 years; at age

65, of .3 years. In fact, from age 67 on, at the time when life expectancy is most dependent upon the quality of health care,

the Negro has a greater expectancy of continued life than does the white of the same age.

Tuberculosis and polio have been practically eradicated; the cancer survivorship rate shows some improvement (the uterine

cancer death rate, for example, has been cut in half since 1940); open heart surgery is commonplace and saves many lives

each year. Many can still remember the sight of children in braces from polio, signs tacked to front doors, warning of the case

of "whooping cough" inside; formaldehyde-soaked bedsheets isolating the suffering victims of scarlet fever. Those days are

gone forever.

There is yet another indicator of significance: one might expect that in a nation which is allegedly suffering a "crisis" in

health care, and in which medical care is said to be unavailable to large segments of the public, the population would be

stunted in growth and small in frame. Just the opposite is true in the United States. A 1971 report by the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare revealed that American children are taller and heavier, on the average, than the children of any
other population. According to the HEW study, American children have increased in height and weight for the last 90 years.

The average eight-year old American boy of today, the report said, is almost 4.5 inches taller and up to 19 pounds heavier

than the eight-year-old boy of 1880. And adults are correspondingly taller and heavier.

Nutrition, of course, is a major factor in the increased size of Americans, as it is in the increased longevity of life. Yet it

seems irrefutably clear that nutrition improvements or not, if Americans were receiving a low grade of medical care, the

health of Americans would be much lower; and conversely, if Americans are generally fit, as seems to be the case, that a good
part of that fitness is due to the health maintenance provided by American physicians and the medical system in this country.

The argument that American health care is inferior is frequently based on the claim that the infant mortality rate in the
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United States is higher than that in other nations. This argument employs figures taken from a report by the World Health

Organization, published in the United Nations Demographic Yearbook for 1968. Page 28 of that report clearly indicates the

reported figures are not comparable — for a number of very good reasons.

First, the standings compare nations with liberal abortion laws (in which poorly developed fetuses are prevented from

reaching term and being delivered) with other nations, including the U.S., in which such fetuses are delivered and recorded as

neo-natal deaths.

Second, each nation maintains its own requirements for recording a viable birth. Minimum required weights and survival

periods vary widely. In a nation which requires a longer period of sustained life, or a heavier weight, before a live birth is

recorded, the infant mortality rate will tend to look much better than if such nations followed U.S. standards.

In some nations, birth reports are not required until years after the event. Obviously if an infant dies before that time, the

death may never be reported. This is especially true in those nations which relegate the duty of reporting births and deaths to

the parents themselves, rather than to physicians. (Indeed, In many European nations, most births occur with the assistance

of a midwife, while almost all American births take place within a hospital.)

Clearly, the infant mortality indictment rests on a comparison of apples and oranges.
*

III. What Medicine Costs

Plainest of all the misrepresentations advanced by foes of private medicine Is the argument that something inherent in free

enterprise keeps driving medical costs continually higher. This rise in costs is directly traceable, not to free enterprise, but to

the interventions of government. The most obvious culprit is government-spawned Inflation.

In the period, 1956-1968, the average annual increase in physician fees was 3.7 percent; the average annual increase in

general wages was 4.2 percent. Physicians fall further behind each year. What's more, physicians' earnings account for less

than 15 percent of total health expenditures.

Department of Labor statistics released at the beginning of 1970 indicated that in the preceding two years the costs of all

medical care had increased 12.9 percent, less than such other Items as meats, poultry and fish (up 13.6 percent),

home ownership (up 18.2 percent), transportation (up 13 percent) and insurance (up 21.4 percent). The Increase In medical

costs was about the same as the increase in clothing, shoes and restaurant meals.

A report in Changing Times magazine for April, 1971, pointed out that the average commodity and service price Increase

between December, 1967, and December, 1970, was 17.2 percent, and that the average Increase for the past decade was 33.3

percent.

Although physicians' fees have risen, the survey revealed that the lO-year increase was approximately the same as or less

than the increase In such Items as lettuce, apples, cabbage and tomatoes; domestic help; paint; roof shingles; property

insurance; transit fares; auto insurance; movie admissions; college tuition; newspapers; haircuts; and women's shampoos. The

cost of a tonsillectomy has risen less than the cost of cheese, colas, men's suits and women's dresses.

In other words, the rise, though noticeable and painful to the purchaser, has been a part of the general increase In all prices

and wages due to federal inflationary policies, not the free enterprise medical system.

The most substantial escalation of health care costs has not been In the charges of physicians, but In the daily room charges

of hospitals. Most of this increase has not been due to the medical system, but to the political system and, in large part, to

government itself.

For example, hospitals are large-scale consumers of many goods ranging from bed linens to the beds themselves, and to

television sets, telephone equipment, food, serving trays, silverware and complicated medical equipment. As a result, inflation

— a direct outgrowth of government economic decisions - has had a significant effect on hospital charges.

As just one example, H.E. "Sandy" Hamilton, director of New Orleans' famed Ochsner Foundation Hospital, has pointed

out that It now costs approximately $500 to replace a hospital bed purchased 10 years ago for $150.

In addition, scientific progress has led to the development of sophisticated new equipment with life-sustaining or diagnostic

capabilities unavailable a short number of years ago. The modern hospital, if It Is to be adequately equipped to provide Its

patients with the greatest potential for recovery and early discharge, must purchase such equipment, and must, if It is to

remain In business, pass along the charge.

It has been contended that overall hospital charges would be reduced if the cost of using such expensive equipment were

directed only against the bill of the patient who uses the equipment. In the case of particularly expensive machinery, used for

only a small percentage of a hospital's patients, such a procedure would make the cost of use prohibitive, whereas a slight

apportionment of the cost among all patients, as part of the hospitals' total overhead, makes such equipment - and such

It Is interesting to note, if one does wish to compare apples and oranges, that the WHO report shows the United States with

the fourth best record among 11 major nations in preventing TB mortality, and the best record In preventing bronchitis

mortality. Is It safe to assume, therefore, that the United States has (a) the best health care in the world; (b) the fourth

best health care In the world, and (c) some of the worst health care in the world? If such comparisons are meaningful, all

three of the above statements are equally and simultaneously true.
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vital but costly facilities as the maternity ward and obstetrical and nursing services - feasible and available.'
Ironically, though it is organized labor which provides the most vocal criticism of hospital charges, much of the recent

increase is directly attributable to the dramatic hike in hospital wages during recent years.

At Pennsylvania Hospital in Philadelphia, for example, wages for service workers, such as maids and cooks, went up by 43
percent between 1969 and 1971. Salaries for x-ray technicians increased by 39 percent, as did the pay for licensed practical
nurses. Wages for registered nurses went up 25 percent; the pay rate for clerical help increased by 42 percent. The effect of
such increases on hospital room charges is obvious when one considers that wages account for about 70 percent of the
hospital's budget.

In addition, union-forced wage increases in the construction industry have sharply increased overhead costs for the many
hospitals which are engaged in expansion programs.

Most interesting of all, in view of the demand for government to "solve the problem" of medical costs, is the manner in

which existing Federal programs have sent such costs on an upward spiral. Experience proves a point apparent enough on
reflection - that "free" medicine supplied by government is the most expensive medicine of all.

Unlike the patient in a free enterprise system, who is required to pay only for his own needs, the patient treated under a
government health program must pay asa taxpayer a sum determined by (a) the total costs of the program and (b) his own
income. Therefore, in addition to his own medical expenses, he must also pay for (a) persons who require (or demand) more
medical attention than he does, and (b) persons who have smaller incomes and thus contribute less to the program.

Under the free enterprise system, excessive or frivolous demands for medical attention result only in increased medical
costs for the person who receives the care; under a national health insurance program, with all of the nation's taxpayers
footing the bill, all would suffer increased taxation. The taxpayer forced to pay more to support the program will in turn

conclude he should get all he can from it and will be tempted to increase his own demands for medical attention. This
increased utilization of services takes many forms: more frequent calls to a physician's office for trivial complaints: stocking
up on prescription items: increased purchase of such items as dental braces and eyeglasses.

Senate testimony in 1970 by the American Association of Councils of Medical Staffs revealed that the average stay in

private New Orleans hospitals, in which patients paid their own bills, either directly or through private insurance, ranged from
6.1 to 10.4 days, with an average of 8.11. By contrast, the length of stay in the U. S. Public Health Service Hospital was
nearly 18 days and the average stay in the Veterans Administration Hospital was 22 days. As a result, even though the per
diem charge in the government hospitals was lower, the total cost of treatment was considerably higher. The average stay in

the private hospital cost the patient $527; the average stay in the PHS hospital cost the government (taxpayers) $922, and the
average stay in the VA hospital cost $1,093.

The same tendency toward over-utilization has been occurring under Medicare. Robert J. Myers, chief actuary of the Social

Security Administration in the 1960's, has reported that disbursements for the hospital insurance portion of Medicare in

1966-69 ran 41.1 per cent above estimates — due to the increased costs "which, however, were consistent with the general

upward trend in prices" and due to "the higher utilization of services than had been assumed." Add to this the increased
overhead in hospitals and physicians' offices from the need to hire additional personnel to process the time-consuming
paperwork required by Medicare, plus the financial strain on other patients from such accumulated costs.

In 1969, the administrator of a large Texas hospital wrote to officials of the Social Security Administration that his

hospital was being forced to withdraw from the provision of services under the Medicare program, because the program was
threatening to ruin the hospital financially.

The problem arose over a Medicare policy of compensating participating hospitals only for actual care costs. The Texas
hospital, like others, charged on a basis of actual cost plus a pro rated share of the overhead for providing such essential

services as maternity and nursing facilities, costly equipment, etc. Because of the lower payment for Medicare patients, the

hospital was faced with the necessity of increasing the overhead cost borne by other, non-Medicare, patients. Located in the

Rio Grande Valley, with a large number of moderate-income patients, the hospital decided it could not increase the costs to

its other patients (and could not absorb the loss), so it simply pulled out of the program. Other hospitals have undoubtedly

elected to pass the buck, literally, in the form of higher day charges for non-Medicare patients (meaning, of course, for the

great majority of Americans).

Project the Medicare experience into a full-blown "national health insurance" program and the outlook is forbidding. A
massive superstructure of bureaucracy and governmental paperwork would be required to oversee the largest federal program

It has also been contended that the cost of such equipment would be reduced if hospitals avoided duplication by centering

such equipment in one central hospital for each area. This proposal has two fallacies: first, by limiting the number of such
units available, patients in need of the equipment's aid would likely find themselves placed on waiting lists to receive the

care. In the case of many such appliances, the wait might be at a very high cost to the patient in terms of life or health;

second, the suggestion flies in the face of the contention by NHI advocates that medical care is today too scattered, too

unavailable, too distant from the patient. The proposal of centralization - usually offered by the same critics - would
compound the problem of which they complain. A third proposed solution is simply that payment of such costs by
government would ease the financial burden on the patient. This argument overlooks the obvious fact that the patient is

also, usually, the taxpayer.
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in the nation's history — one that would cover more than half a million health care providers and more than 200 million

potential patients. Some idea of the immense cost of such a bureaucracy can be obtained by noting that the administrative

expenses for the hospital insurance portion of Medicare-a program which pays out "only" $4.8 billion a year-totaled nearly

$150 million in fiscal 1970.

The Social Security Administration has estimated that if reimbursements are made according to the standards followed in

the Medicare program - that is, paying physicians, dentists and other participating health care providers their reasonable costs

and charges - the program proposed by Senator Kennedy would cost approximately $77 billion a year, more than the entire

national defense budget. (Other programs would cost less, but would also be expensive. For example, it is estimated the

Nixon program would cost $12 billion.)

Professor Myers has calculated that the Kennedy program - the health care plan which has received the biggest buildup -

will have an income of approximately $57 billion a year. Leaving aside the consideration of the $20 billion annual deficit this

would produce, and how such deficits are made up, we can calculate what the $57 billion income to the government will

mean in terms of outgo from the taxpayer.

That amount represents an average payment of about $265 per year from each person in the United States (compared to

SI 72.36 private per capita spending for health care under the current system see below). It would represent $660 a year

from each worker, or taxpayer (compared to about $430 under the present system). If revenues are increased to meet the

estimated costs, the amounts would be about one-third higher, or about $900 per year from each worker/taxpayer, compared

to the current $430.

From considerations such as these, it is estimated the Kennedy plan would cost the average taxpayer up to 80 per cent

more each year to maintain his family's health, with proportionate increases down the line for each of the other programs.

(For details on costs and other features of these programs, see Appendix A.)

It is amazing to note, despite government pressures, that the average American still enjoys a bargain in health care.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average middle-income family of four in the United States now pays

approximately $543 a year for alt health care, including hospitalization, insurance premiums, doctor's visits, dental care, eye

care, eye glasses, prescription and over-the-counter drugs, etc. - only about seven percent of what the family spends each

year for goods and services.

The average family of four, however, includes two minor children, with relatively small health maintenance bills, and no

aged persons. A more accurate picture, therefore, is obtainable from the Social Security Bulletin for January 1971 (page 5)

which reported a per capita private expenditure of only $172.36 per year for health care services.

Critics of medical care costs frequently talk m terms of an increase in total health care expenditures-a figure which has

grown from $26.4 billion in 1960 to $67.5 billion in 1970. In fact, it was this increase which led President Nixon to proclaim

the existence of a "massive health crisis" in the United States.

Talk of a multibillion-dollar increase in total health expenditures is meaningless, however, in terms of whether or not the

individual American is able to meet the cost of staying well. In that regard, the vital figure is the low $172.36 per capita. It

should also be noted that there were 22 million more Americans in 1970 than in 1960. At a per capita expenditure of

$172.36 per year, the population increase alone accounts for nearly $7 billion of the additional expenditure-while inflation

and other government pressures, as observed, account for even more.

Finally, it should be recorded that while increased costs have raised out of pocket health expenses,' 83 percent of all

Americans are protected in varying degrees by private health insurance, which is usually adequate to meet a large part of most

health expenses. In addition, many Americans are insured for supplementary medical costs.

IV. Defending the Doctors

Claims that physicians are commonly dishonest are based on reports that an investigation by the Internal Revenue Service

found fraud in half the physician tax returns checked. According to Robert Myers, this is what actually happened:

The Social Security Administration compiled a list of medical services providers who had received $25,000 or more in

Medicare paymenU. The list totaled only 11,000, including doctors, dentists, clinics, and commercial suppliers of medical

equipment. Only 3.000 of the 11,000 returns required IRS auditing. Of these 3,000, only 1,500 showed as much as a $100

discrepancy, the basis for further investigation. Thus, "half" the returns (1,500 out of the 3,000 audited) were reported as

"fraudulent." The truth is: 1,500 of the returns checked contained either possible fraud or possible error - 1.500 out of the

325.000 physicians and untold number of dentists, clinics and medical appliance suppliers.

In fact, out of the 325.000 physicians in the United States, only five have been convicted of fraud in the five-year history

of Medicare, and only five more are under fraud indictment. Even if all five doctors currently under indictment are found

guilty, the number of dishonest physicians comes to one in 32,500. or one for every five-state area.

Critics of free enterprise medicine contended that the system permits the available supply of medical personnel to become

so poorly distributed that many areas are drastically short of practicing physicians.

It is true, of course, that there are areas which need more physicians - particularly in rural communities and the run-down

sections of large cities. But even in the most rural areas of the most predominantly rural states it would be most unusual to

find any area in which there was not a competent physician either within the county or, at worst, within an adjoining county.
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In the large cities, while physicians may not be willing to work in areas with high crime rates or street violence, or in
unattractive decaying slums, there are. in all such areas, some physicians - and even where there are only one or two doctors
to care for thousands of people, there are some of the world's greatest medical institutions nearby: Johns Hopkins in
Baltimore; Massachusetts General in Boston; New York Hospital in New York City, etc.

It is often maintained that many people who might use such facilities are unaware of them. If so, that is another problem
altogether. It may reflect on a public relations failing of organized medicine (if it is medicine's job to let people know its

presence), but government, too, would have to let people know of the existence of a government-financed facility.

Advocates of national health insurance frequently promote large, centralized group practices and mammoth comprehensive
care institutions - which, if anything, will compound the problem of physical distance between patient and physician.

Free men may be given tax incentives, or bonuses, or other "lures" into undesirable areas of practice. Government can do
no more than dangle such carrots, and hope the bait works, unless physicians are to be subject to compulsion. In this society,
one would hope it would not be necessary to argue against such a proposition.

At the present time there are just under 325,000 physicians in the United States-a ratio of approximately one physician to
every 630 citizens. Britain and France, on the other hand, have one physician for each 900 citizens. Both countries are
frequently cited as possessors of exemplary national health programs.

It has been established that the United States is approximately 50,000 doctors short of present requirements. This estimate
has been the basis for most of the contention that the United States is in the midst of a severe shortage.

It may be interesting to consider how the critics came to arrive at such a figure. Eli Ginzberg, in Men, Money & Medicine.
reports on a week long conference of medical educators at Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in 1966 which projected a serious
"doctor shortage." This Conference assumed a population growth of two percent per annum. In fact, in 1968, the Census
reported a population growth rate of only one percent. Using a rate of 1.2 percent per annum (apparently the rate at the time
of his report), Ginzberg concluded: "To postulate a 2 percent rate of increase means an error of more than 50 percent in the
demand predicated on this crucial error."

The Conference also based its estimates of a doctor shortage on (a) rising income ("more income, more demand for
medical care"); (b) the desirability of having doctors available to send overseas to help disadvantaged nations; and (c) the
desire to allow physic'ans to work shorter hours.

Ginzberg, a liberal who advocates government medicine, can only conclude with "skepticism, not about the desirability of

increasing the supply of physicians, but at defining the situation as crisis and calling for a forced increase of large magnitude."
It is, and will always be. desirable to have more qualified physicians; there is not. by any stretch of the imagination, a

doctor shortage of "crisis" proportions, nor even one which requires anything more than reasoned attempts to increase the
number of physicians (a) graduated and (b) put into practice.

Under President Nixon's health insurance plan, medical schools would receive a capitation grant based on the number of

physicians graduated each year. There is an inherent danger in such a proposal that the administration and faculty of such
schools - now increasingly dependent on federal research subsidy - will lower the standards for graduation and return

medicine to the days of the easy diploma. Indeed, one reason for the restricted number of physicians graduated each year is

the comparative stringency of graduation requirements which has replaced the diploma mills of past generations and thus

increased the caliber of physicians caring for the ill in this country.

As with the matter of costs, government itself has been a major inhibitor in the number of physicians "put into practice."

Many doctors have been drawn away from patient care by government inducements into research and administrative work.
For example, of the nearly 325,000 physicians in this country, less than 200,000 are engaged in office-based patient care.

There are now nearly 30,000 doctors working for the government; more than 6,000 of them - enough to serve the entire

state of Maryland (or any of 38 other states) - are not involved in patient care.

Clearly, there is good to be gained from an increase in the number of physicians treating patients. There is lof, however, a

doctor shortage which would justify the imposition of new federal regulations.

V. The Issue Is Freedom
It is a basic contention of the advocates of national health insurance that American medicine must be inadequate because

of Its obvious lack of centralized planning.

Most Americans now pay for a rather simple system of private medical care. They select a personal physician and pay him

whenever they use his services; if the doctor writes a prescription, the patient pays the pharmacist for the capsules or

mixtures he provides; if the patient is hospitalized, he pays for the treatment he receives and the days he spends in the

hospital. The bills are paid either by the patient or by a private third party, usually an insurance company.

It's a system so simple that critics derisively refer to it as a "non-system."

Under this system of private practice, the patient pays only for the care or service he receives. If he receives twenty

minutes of a physician's time, that is what he pays for, regardless of how much service the physician renders to the other

patients he sees that day. The customer at a drug store pays only for the number of pills he is given without concern for how
many pills the druggist's other customers are purchasing. The patient pays only for his own time in a hospital, plus his pro

rata share of the hospital's overhead; he does not pay for the time spent by other patients.

This system of private enterprise medicine is so familiar to most of us that we seldom stop to marvel at is classic simplicity.
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Yet, despite its simplicity, it is a system - and a system which has worked to provide high quality health care to the

American people at a reasonable cost. In its place, advocates of government medicine would erect a complex, highly

structured - and highly expensive - system of mass medical treatment.

It seems axiomatic, however, that highly structured systems are not essential to all forms of endeavor; in fact, it is readily

apparent that there are relationships which function more satisfactorily in a less rigid format. While supermarkets may bring

wider varities of food, at quantity prices, to more people, the supermarket concept may be totally unsuited for the provision

of services which require individual attention rather than rolling baskets and checkout lines.

Patients in European health systems often complain of mass, impersonal, assembly-line care, which is frequently cursory

and without the privileges of privacy to which Americans have been accustomed. Such complaints are inherent in the nature

of mass systems. Patients in large American prepayment groups often say they never know what doctor will see them, and

rarely see the same doctor twice.

In point of fact, structured systems may reduce the quality of medical care. Dr. Sidney Garfield, a founder of the Kaiser

Permanente prepayment group, in California, has recently admitted that the change from fee-for-service payment to fixed fee

prepayment had created such excessive demands for attention by patients with trivial complaints that the facility could not

adequately care for the patients who really needed attention. Add to this the fact that further intervention by government

will mean a loss of freedom for both physicians and patients.

First, the physician loses the freedom to enter into a private contractual agreement with his patient. That is, he loses the

right to sell his skills and services at a price agreeable to both provider and recipient.

Second, the physician loses the freedom to practice his profession to the "best" of his ability. Bureaucratic overseers

supervise and second-guess treatment and prescriptions. British doctors have been forced to repay the government, out of

their own pockets, for medicines which they prescribed for their patients, but which were (a) not adjudged by the overseeing

administrator to be the correct treatment dictated by the "the book" or (b) not covered under the provisions of government

"formularies." Such restrictions tend to limit physicians to "approved" treatments, though there is ample evidence to suggest

that decrees of bureaucratic bodies (e.g., the FDA) may not be consistent with the best possible medical care. The physician

also is forced to spend much of his time in filling out forms and government official reports. And when payment is based on

the number of patients "registered" on a physicians' roster, as is the case in Britain, the physician must, to make ends meet,

treat more patients than he has time to treat well.

Third, the physician loses the right to move about freely. When the British government instituted its National Health

Service, doctors were forbidden, under penalty of fine and imprisonment, to sell their practices. A decision to retire from

practice, to leave the country, or to move to another area meant severe economic loss.

Fourth, the physician loses the right to choose whether he shall work or not work. In Quebec, when doctors went on strike

to protest provisions of a provinical Medicare program, the Canadian government ordered the physicians to return to their

practices under threat of imprisonment and heavy fine, in effect making physicians servants of the state.

Fifth, the physician becomes the "servant" of his patient, forced to cater to the most trivial demands or be hauled before

boards of government overseers and subjected to punishment.

The result of these losses is greatly to reduce the physician's income, to reduce his freedom to move about and sell his

services as a free man, and remove the pleasure he derives from his work. But serious as these prospects are, they are not so

frightening as the dangers which government health programs contain for the patient.

First, of course, there are several obvious losses of freedom to the patient/taxpayers - loss of control over that portion of

his income which is confiscated as taxation to pay for national health programs; loss of the freedom to choose his own

physician (in both Sweden and England the private practice of medicine is almost non-existent); loss of privacy (both in

treatment and in confidentiality of medical records); loss of the freedom to purchase private health care insurance (the

private health insurance industry will be effectively destroyed by the Kennedy plan), and thus to choose whether to allocate

funds for possible health needs or to spend the money for other purposes.

There are, moreover, a number of not-so-obvious dangers. Professor Theodore Roszak, of the University of California,

recently wrote of the eventual implications of government control of a nation's health:

"The National Health Service would have to take greater responsibility for population planning — which would include

administration of a program of 'voluntary euthanasia' for the unproductive and incompetent elderly. The National Health

Service must have to enforce a program of compulsory contraception upon all adolescents, who would later in life have to

apply to the Service for permission to produce children. It would then be the job of the National Health Service to evaluate

the genetic qualities of prospective parents before granting clearance to beget."

Dr. Eliot Glanville Williams, speaking before a British television audience, stated that the problem (NHS) might reach the

point "that would warrant an effort being made to change the traditional attitudes towards the sanctity of life of the aged."

In June, 1968, the British Broadcasting Corporation aired a special documentary on euthanasia, described as representative of

the "forward thinking" among the nation's health experts as they plan the future of Britain's government health program.

In 1969, a Voluntary Euthanasia Bill was introduced in the House of Lords. The bill would permit the British government

to put an elderly patient to death if the patient consented. It is frightening to contemplate the elderly - often weak, in pain,

depressed, reminded of their uselessness and of the burden they impose on their relatives and the state - wearily nodding

approval of their own execution.
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Euthanasia is not, of course, a part of any of the bills which have been introduced in Annerica. But neither was it a part of

the NHS adopted by Britain in 1948. Now, however, that government has found that it cannot cope with the costs of

guaranteeing the health care of ail its citizens No new hospitals were built in Britain for many years: there are long waiting
lines for hospital admission, and government investigators have angrily condemned the sorry condition of medical facilities.

The British government must cut costs - it must cease to provide care for so many people. Its choices are simple: admit that

it is not the government's role to care for the health of the people, or keep them under national health insurance and find

some way to reduce the cost of caring for them. Great Britain has obviously been gravitating toward the latter position.

VI. An Alternative Plan

I am frequently asked by advocates of national health insurance to propose an alternative solution to the health care crisis.

The request is based upon a false premise. There is no health care "crisis." The American system of medicine has not yet

created the medical Utopia envisioned by the planners, but it is doing a very good job of providing a high level of medical care

to the American people at a reasonable cost.

However, there is another "crisis" - a crisis in terms of the arrival of a moment of decision for the American people.

The proper alternative is a private enterprise system of medicine. I propose this alternative for the following reasons:

1

.

Free enterprise is morally proper for a society of free men: statism is not.

2. The results of private enterprise are satisfactory to those who are served by the system: the results of government

medicine are not. In contrast to the Gallup and Harris surveys revealing a high degree of public satisfaction with the medical

care available in this country, a recent British survey revealed that seven of every 10 Britons are dissatisfied with that

country's health system. Discontent with the French medical system has reached such a peak that each week an hour-long

radio program is devoted to the airing of public complaints about the system.

3. Government has compiled a long record of failure in meeting the problems of farming, housing, postal delivery, welfare

- and medicine. In fact, intrusion of government into these sectors has created additional problems. On the other hand,

private enterprise has moved — and is moving — to create solutions to problems in the delivery of medical care: problems

which were not created by the private sector, but which it can solve if permitted to do so without federal interference.

Consider:

Private physicians have long advocated a reduction in the number of physicians employed in goverment work, in planning,

in administration, in teaching. (In recent years the increase in numbers of medical educators has been higher than the increase

in numbers of medical students.)

Private practitioners advocate a re-emphasis on education in the medical schools, many of which have, in effect, become

research centers, as administrators compete for federal grants. Such a re-emphasis on education will permit the release of vast

research facilities for teaching purposes, and enable schools to increase the size of enrollments.

Private physicians have worked to create new medical teaching programs — such as the one now being developed at Kent

State University - to place new emphasis on training students for patient care rather than for academic, research, or

government work. (A recent survey of three medical colleges in Boston, Massachusetts, revealed that none of the seniors

interviewed intended to enter patient-oriented practice.)

Private physicians have advocated a return to the use of practitioners as part time medical faculty, releasing large numbers

of full-time teachers for the care of patients.

Private physicians have worked to rearrange medical curriculums to shorten the education process. In these ways, private

practice will increase the number of physicians available to care for the public, without lessening the requirements for

graduation and thus endangering the quality of medical care.

Private physicians at Memorial Hospital in Long Beach, California, have created a special "day care unit" which permits

patients who need only short-term recuperative care, without expensive special equipment, to be hospitalized for a single day

at a cost of only $18.

Private physicians in Phoenix, Arizona, have invested $400,000 of private money into a Surgicenter, a short-stay surgical

center which provides both surgery and short-term recuperative hospitalization, at low cost.

Both of these solutions are typical of the way in which private medicine is moving to free acute care beds and lower

hospitalization charges.

Private physicians are making more extensive use of paramedical personnel - nurses and technologists - to perform testing

procedures and reduce the amount of time a physician must spend with a patient. This lowers the cost of the visit and enables

the physician to see more patients.

Free men in a free market can work wonders. The same private enterprise system which has produced high quality

medicine at reasonable cost is continually working to provide better care at lower costs. I therefore propose less, not more

government involvement.

Both systems of medicine - free and regimented - have been given a test in major nations. To abandon the efficiencies and

freedoms inherent in private medicine for the costly chaos of government medicine could hardly be called "progress."

I do not. therefore, propose any government program to solve the fictional health care "crisis." I propose instead that we

allow the free market to continue to provide - and continue to improve - the high quality of medical care available in this

country.

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 -- 43
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Appendix A: Proposals Before Congress

If national health insurance does come to the United States, it will probably come in the form of one of these plans (or

some revised version of them):

HEALTH SECURITY ACT (S. 3, H.R. 22) - The KennedyReuther bill. Introduced by Senator Edward M. Kennedy and

Representative Martha Griffiths. Drafted by the late Walter Reuther's Committee for National Health Insurance the program

would be compulsory for all Americans and would provide comprehensive health benefits, including unlimited coverage for

physician visits and care (including surgery) and for hospital care: hospital psychiatric care (with a 45-day limit); skilled

nursing home care (120day limit per spell of illness); up to 20 visits (per spell of illness) to a teefor service physician for

psychiatric care. The program would pay most of the cost, but not all, for eyeglasses, appliances (braces, artificial limbs, etc.),

laboratory services, podiatry, optometry, ambulance service, physiotherapy and home health services.

The bill would create a separate bureaucracy, consisting of a National Health Security Board, with regional and local

overseers.

Approximately 36 percent of the estimated income would come from payroll taxes, paid by employers on their total

payrolls, with no maximum taxable earnings base; 12 percent would come from direct individual payroll taxes; two percent

would come from taxes on the self-employed; 50 percent would come from general tax revenues. The employer payroll tax

would be at a rate of 3.5 percent, the self-employed tax at a rate of 2.5 percent, the individual tax at a rate of 1.0 percent on

income up to $15,000. Estimated total cost: $77 billion.

The remainder of the bills introduced so far are in some measure voluntary. They include:

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PARTNERSHIP, FAMILY HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN, and other proposals,

sponsored by the Nixon administration and outlined m a Presidential message to the Congress on February 18, 1971.

The first section of the program would create a "National Health Insurance Partnership" plan (NHIP) under which

employers would be required to provide comprehensive health insurance for their employees. Minimum benefits would

include hospital and physician care, full maternity care, well-baby care, laboratory services, and a minimum of $50,000 in

"catastrophic illness" coverage for physician fees and hospital charges. Employers would buy the insurance from private

companies and would be required to pay at least 65 percent of the cost for the first 30 months and 75 percent thereafter,

with the employee paying the remaining portion.

Employees may choose to enroll in a Health Maintenance Organization (prepaid group practice) rather than receive private

insurance coverage.

Employers would be compelled to offer the health insurance coverage but employee acceptance of the offer (including the

employee's commitment to pay the remaining 25-35 percent of the premium cost) would be voluntary.

The program would go into effect on July 1, 1973.

The second portion of the Nixon health program provides a Family Health Insurance Plan (FHIP), under which the

government would buy basic medical coverage for the medically indigent (income of $5,000 or less for a family of four).

Families with an income of $3,000 or less would receive all medical and health care free; families with income between

$3,000 and $5,000 would pay part of the costs through a graduated schedule of premiums, deductibles and coinsurance.

The plan would be completely administered and financed by the federal government. It would replace Title 19 of the

Social Security Act (Medicaid) which is administered by state governments and financed by the state and federal

governments.

Estimated cost is at $12.4 billion.

THE HEALTH CARE INSURANCE ASSISTANCE ACT - "Medicredit." (S. 987, H.R. 4960), introduced in the House by

Representatives Richard Fulton (D-Tenn.) and Joel Broyhill (R-Va.). It is patterned after a "Medicredit Tax Incentive Plan"

devised by the American Medical Association and has been endorsed by the AMA.

The program would be offered on a voluntary basis to all citizens under 65. Minimum benefits would include physician

sen/ices, and hospitalization up to 60 days subject to cost sharing (20 percent coinsurance on the first $500 of medical

expense and on the first $500 of emergency or out patient expense), and deductibles ($50 per hospital stay). Coinsurance and

deductibles would be waived for the poor. The program would also provide catastrophic illness coverage (major medical) after

a beneficiary had expended a certain amount above the basic coverage, based on taxable income (10 percent of the first

$4,000, 1 5 percent on the next $3,000, and 20 percent thereafter).

Under this bill, the federal government would pay 100 percent of the premium for low-income beneficiaries (an individual

and his dependents whose combined annual income would not give rise to any income tax liability). For others the

government would provide scaled participation ranging between 10% and 99%, in the payment of premiums for basic

coverage, and would pay in full the premium for catastrophic coverage. The extent of federal subsidization for each individual

would be based on that individual's income tax liability. Persons with higher incomes (thus higher tax liabilities) would

receive less federal money for health insurance purchases. (In other words, the person who contributes the least to the federal

government gets the most from it; the person who contributes the most gets the least.)

The AMA estimates total cost of the program at $12.1 billion in new money; HEW says it would cost $15 billion.

Several other bills have been introduced, any one of which may emerge as a compromise choice of the Congress, and Rep.

Wilbur Mills IS said to be considering a program of his own.
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Appendix B: The European Experience

Governmeit health programs throughout Europe are plagued by severe overcrowding, inadequate and often antiquated

facilities, dangerously outmoded equipment, drastic shortages of personnel, lack of essential services, impersonal attention,

lack of privacy, and long waiting lines for admission to government hospitals National health systems have caused a

disastrous upheaval in the medical care received by hundreds of millions of Europeans:

- The Philadelphia Inquirer, in a 1970 study of European medicine, concluded that American doctors are much more

active in preventive medicine; that the average length of confinement to American hospitals is many days shorter than in

Sweden, Germany, or England (all of which have national health programs), and that American doctors, on the average, spend

more time with each patient than do their European counterparts.

- A recent British government report on mental health hospitals in that country revealed that 40 percent are more than

100 years old, and most of the remainder are more than 80 years old.

- Hospitals in England and other nations with national health programs are overcrowded to an extent unknown in the

United States. When former Social Services Minister Richard Grossman visited Central Mental Hospital in Warwickshire, he

inspected wards so full that patients had to climb over each other's beds. His report stated simply: "This hospital is

overcrowded to a hopeless extent — but it's no worse than many other hospitals I've been to."

While touring a hospital near Birmingham, Mr. Grossman came to a ward crammed with 72 beds, twice the number it was

built to accommodate. Beds in the ward were so close that their sides touched. Patients got into and out of their beds either

by climbing over the foot of the bed or over patients in adjoining beds. None of the patients had space for a wardrobe or

footlocker. Night clothes were kept on the floor, stuffed under the beds. The 72 patients shared eight wash basins and three

old, chipped toilets.

- Between 1948, the year the British National Health Service was inaugurated, and 1962, there were no new hospitals built

in England. Only three were built between 1962 and 1970 (in a nation of 55 million people).

- A fire which killed 24 patients at Sheldon Hospital in Shrewsbury was blamed on unsafe facilities, but the Regional

Hospital Board, dependent on government allocations, reported that it lacked the necessary funds to make improvements

which would remove the danger.

- A committee of distinguished British physicians and surgeons recently issued an urgent plea that something be done

about the conditions of the country's inadequate emergency services. Only 30 percent of Britain's hospitals have adequate

emergency facilities, the committee reported.

- The overcrowding has serious effects on the patients in hospitals, but its effect is most deeply felt by the patients who

can't get in at all. Government figures in August, 1966, revealed that more than 100,000 elderly and chronically sick Britons

were on waiting lists for hospital beds. In addition, there were 76,000 women waiting to get into hospitals tor gynaecological

treatment: BO.CXX) children waiting to have their tonsils removed. 30,000 patients awaiting opthalmic surgery; 22,000

awaiting plastic surgery. By the end of 1968, there were more than half a million British patients awaiting admission to

hospitals, 71 percent of them in need of surgery

- Dr. Edward McNeil, a New York surgeon who came to this country from England, reported that at the time he left

Britian the waiting time for children to have their tonsils removed was 10 years.

- Harold Gurden, a Member of Parliament from Birmingham, has called for a public investigation into waiting lists for

children to have ear operations. Gurden said 50 Birmingham children a year are going permanently deaf because they are

unable to receive hospital treatment in time.

- When 66-vear-old William Osbourne, of Surrey, was injured in an auto accident, he made his way on foot to a nearby

hospital, only to t>e turned away. The casualty department was not equipped to give any care - not even bandaging -

outside its posted hours (9 to 5 on weekdays; 9 to noon on Saturdays).

- There are long waiting lists to get into Swedish hospitals, too. It is estimated that more than 4,000 persons are waiting to

get into hospitals in Stockholm alone, nearly half of them for surgery. Waiting periods for minor operations sometimes run as

long as six months.
- Touring Kansas physicians found hospitals in Leningrad to be "unbelievably barren. . .

.Laboratories were skimpily

equipped and would compare with one of our laboratories about 30 to 40 years ago." During their tour, the Americans saw

Soviet physicians giving a patient blood transfusions through an old, worn piece of rubber tubing - a dangerous practice

which has been obsolete in the United States for 30 years.

- Overutilization causes patients in Germany to stay in the hospital an average of approximately 24 days - three to four

•times as long as the average stay in the United States. "According to our social insurance statistics," Dr. Klaus Rentzsch

writes, "tonsillitis caused the average patient to be laid up for 21 days in 1927 - and in 1967. In those 40 years therapy

developed from aspirin to sulfonamides to penicillin and the other antibiotics. Every medical progress shortened the process

of tonsillitis. But not one day was cut off the time the average patient was out of work."

- In Britain, taxpayers now must pay for free wigs, for women who are going thin on top, and even for sex-change

operations In one London hospital alone, seven men have recently undergone operations to be changed into women at the

taxpayer's expense. Each operation requires the services of a consultant psychiatrist, consultant endocrinologist, two

surgeons, and a professor of obstetrics.

- Treatment is also hampered considerably by the severe doctor shortage which plagues countries operating under

national health programs. During the 1930's, an average of 27 doctors a year left Britain to practice in Australia In the last

10 years the rate has been about 225 a year In 1960, 162 British doctors began practice in the U.S. - more than in the entire

decade of the 1930s When Dr. McNeil recently checked a list of medical school classmates he found that more than half had

either left England or quit the practice of medicine.

- Professor John Jewkes, a member of a royal commission on health care, recently reported: "The average American now

has more medical services than the average Briton, and the gap between the two has been widening since the inception of the

National Health Service."
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American Association of Bioanalysts,
St. Louis, Mo., February 17, 1972.

Hon. Russell Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Netc Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : I am Chairman of the Committee on Governmental and
E*rofessional Relations of the American Association of Bioanalyets, which is af-
filiated with the American Institute of Biological Sciences and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, and I am pleased to have the oppor-
tunity to file the following comments on HR-1, the Social Security Amendments
of 1971. These comments represent the views of the following organizations

:

The American Association of Bioanalysts.
The Arizona Medical Laboratory Association.
The California As-sociation of Bioanalysts.
The Connecticut Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The Florida Associaition of Medical Laboratories.
The Illinois Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The Maryland Association of Bioanalysts.
rrhe Massachusetts Asisociation of Clinical Laboratories.
The Michigan Association of Bioanalysts.
The New Jersey Society of Bioanalysts.
The New York State Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The New York State Chapter, American Association of Bioanalysts.
The Ohio Association of Bioanalysts.
The Oklahoma Association of Bioanalysts.
The Oregon Association of Independent Laboratories.
The Pennsylvania Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The Rhode Island Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The membership of the American Association of Bioanalysts is composed of

individuals who have devoted their talents to the direction and application of
the life sciences to clinical laboratory analyses, those who teach such curricula,
and those who hold similar commissions in the armed services or governmental
laboratories.

In passing, we may note our formal presentations on independent laboratory
matters in 1965 and 1967 before the Senate Committee on Finance.

1. PRESENT status OF HEALTH CARE

A review of many bills for national health insurance indicates that

:

(a) The provision and delivery of quality health services is of critical im-
portance, and of the highest national priority.

(6) Present programs do not provide for continuing, eflScient, comprehensive,
low cost health services to all citizens.

(c) There is not adequate emphasis on preventive medicine, the maintenance
of good health, rather than the more expensive alternative of treatment of illness.

id) The physician must retain the right to order tests he deems medically
necessary. He, and his patient, must have free choice of qualified, available lab-
oratory facilities.

(e) A way must be found to provide services outside the hospital, where medi-
cally indicated, as a less expensive alternative to in-hospital care. While the
delivery of high quality laboratory services is not the largest sector of health
care cost, it is, in our opinion, a significant part of the physicians' armamen-
tarium in diagnosing and treating his patient.

2. FEDERAL AND STATE LEGISLATION

As recently as 1965, there were relatively few states with laboratory licensing
laws. At present, approximately twenty-two states have some form of laboratory
legislation. A recent summary available from the Center for Disea.se Control in-
dicates that approximately one hundred bills have been introduced in the various
state legislatures, for the purpose of establishing quality standards in personnel,
facilities and laboratory performance. The Federal Government under the
Medicare Law and the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1967, has set very
high standards for clinical laboratory operations.
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Bioanalysts, in every state, have made significant contributions in raising the

quality of laboratory sen'ices to the citizens of the United States.

Recommendation.—That representatives of the independent laboratories (both

physicians and non-physicians) be invited, at the outset, and not after the fact,

to participate in the deliberations of Ad hoc and Advisory Committees which will

draw up the Rules and Regulations which carry out Congressional intent with
respect to health security. We welcome the opportunity to serve in this capacitj

with other professionals and with consumer and community representatives.

3. THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE INDEPENDENT LABORATORY

Independent laboratories are fully integrated into the health services system,

and provide services to physicians, hospitals, nursing homes, extended care

facilities. Veterans Administration facilities, Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans,

the Armed Forces, private insurance companies and innumerable health and wel-

fare agencies. All of these rely upon the testing and home visit services of

independent laboratories.

In many states, licensed, certified or approved laboratories are classified as

community health facilities, and are undertaking public health duties which
have previously burdened State health laboratory facilities. These involve broad

ecologic relationship of the human and his environment.
Recommendation.—There should be due consideration in any national health

security program for the expanded role of the community laboratory provider

of health services in full participation with the State public health laboratories.

With the state tax dollar already overburdened, it is logical to expect the inde-

pendent laboratory to provide new services.

Further, that Congress implement the earned right of the independent

laboratory to continue to provide reimbursable services under whatever new
system the Congress develops.

4. EQUALITY OF APPLIED STANDARDS

As of this moment, only independent laboratories are subject to the stringent

Federal Standard of Medicare and the Interstate laws in terms of personnel

qualifications, on-site inspections, compulsory proficiency testing and adequacy

of facilities.

The Health Insurance Benefits Council, in its first report to Congress, made
note of a "double standard" where hospital laboratories and doctors oflBce

laboratories are not under equal control.

We're pleased to report that HEW has developed Medicare hospital laboratory

standards which will appear in the Federal Register some time next year.

The doctor's office laboratory continues to operate under no constraint of

Federal or State control.

Recommendations.—That under any new system of health services, the same
standards apply to all who perform laboratory tests and who are reimbursed

for such services by any governmental or private health insurance program.

Consistent with the recommendation set forth on the previous item (#3), that the

Congress consider the following amendatory legislation :

Following the words, "No diagnostic tests performed in any laboratory," after

subparagraph (g) of Section 1861 (s), of Title XVIII, Public Law 89-97, page

37 strike out the following: "which is independent of a physician's office . .
."

5. A CLARIFICATION OF THE TERM "LABORATORY"

Since the development of the conditions for participation for independent lab-

oratories under Medicare, in 1965, the term independent laboratory has been

generally accepted to mean those laboratories not associated with hospitals or

doctors offices. In reviewing current legislation, we note use of the terms, "diag-

nostic laboratory" services, "pathology laboratory" services, and occasionally,

"laboratory" services. Bioanalysts may construe use of some of these designa-

tions as restrictive and discriminatory.
Reconvmondati/m.—In all legislative language, the term "laboratory services"

be routinely used, to cover all qualified facilities and personnel in the respective

laboratory disciplines.
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6. DECREASED COSTS OF INDEPENDENT LABORATORY SERVICES

Indei)endent laboratories do not receive or request public funds and grants
for equipment and facilities. They are taxpaying organizations and therefore
carry their fair share of the burden of government.
In spite of the economic and competitive disadvantages imposed upon a

majority of our members, as compared to the hospital laboratory facilities which
under Medicare could purchase expensive automated equipment and apportion
the cost of Medicare and other carriers, the independent laboratory was able
to lower prices in the marketplace.
Hospital laboratory fees on the other hand increased steadily with the reten-

tion of a captive (patient) market.
Many independent laboratorie.s have instituted advanced systems for cost

control, management, automated analysis and electronic data processing. Much
more data is available to the doctor today for the patients' test dollar, than was
available ten or even five years ago.

Recommendation.—Every effort should be exi)ended by Congress to insure fair
competition in the marketplace. The independent laboratory director is confident
of his ability to provide quality service at reasonable cost.

7. THE HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION

The Social Security Amendments of 1971, and the numerous House and Senate
bills on health security promote the development of Health Maintenance Orga-
nization (HMO) as a less expensive alternative to our present system.
We believe there is great potential in this approach. In developing the HMO

concept, attention should be directed to

:

(a) Providing comprehensive prevention of specific disea.se, the early detec-
tion of i)ersons at special health risk, the treatment of active disorders, the
maintenance of optimum status in long term conditions, and the rehabilitation
of the disabled.

(&) All of the above fully accessible to all, when and where they require
services.

(o) The benefit package should include out of hospital testing, multiphasic
screening procedures together with physician ordered laboratory studies.

id) Significant emphasis must be placed on out-patient care, in nursing homes,
rehabilitation centers and extended care facilities.

(c) The HMO must be publicly accountable and should have on its governing
boards consumer and community representatives.

(/) The HMO must be subject to on-going quality control at all levels

—

services, costs, management.
(g) The HMO must utilize the full range of manpower available in the

community.
Recommendation.—That Congress take note of the many presently existing

independent laboratory, facilities so that HMO's will not needlessly expend tax-
payers' funds in the planning and developing of new laboratory facilities where
qualified facilities already exist. Further, that the HMO decision-making bodies
include representatives of the independent laboratory.

8. CONTINUING EDUCATION ; TRAINING

The rapidly moving front of laboratory technology has doubled the number
of tests performed in the last five years. This number Avill probably double
again in less than five more years. New systems of analysis, new tests, com-
puterization of data, have created many new problems for all levels of laboratory
personnel.

It is essential that programs and grants in continuing education be developed
not only for those presently license<l in the fields, but also for those supportive
personnel whose number is legion, and without whom tie laboratory could not
operate.
There must be full exploration of state and/or Federal licensing, means for

vertical mobility of degreed and non-degreed personnel, and development of
equivalency examinations at all levels, to meet the demands of the next decade.
Recommendation.—That Congress insure the continuing participation of all
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interested group in the important deliberations whicli have already been in-

itiated in the above area—a participation which the Bioanalyst has earned

through his service in the laboratorj^ field.

9. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we wish to emphasize the American Association of Bioanalysts'

great concern over the delivery of health services to the .\jnerican public, and

we concur in the general concept of the HR-1 amendments. We do, however,

wish to emphasize again the need for consideration of an equitable, representa-

tive, and all-inclusive system which utilizes the talents of the many profes-

sionals now in the health professions.

We join with you, Senator Tx)ng, the Members of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, the Congress, and the Secretary of Health, Etlucation and Welfare, in

their efforts to provide a comprehensive, low cost, high quality system of health

care to all citizens of this great country. We join all members of the health

team in our deep concern for the health and safety of the public.

Very truly yours,
Bernard Diamond,

Chairman,
Government and Professional Relations Council.

National Association of Social Workers, Inc.,

Panhandle-South Plains, Tex., Chapter No. 748.

Amarillo, Tex., Felruary 17, 1972.

Tom Vail,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance,

New Senate Office Building, Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Vail: This correspondence is in regard to Bill HR-1 currently

being considered and discussed before the Senate Finance Committee.

The Texas Panhandle-South Plains Chapter No. 748. National Association of

Social Workers, recognizes the drastic and urgent need for welfare reform.

However, we believe that this Bill is inadequate as it now stands.

We have attached a Position Statement to this letter and we ask that it be

included in the official printed record of the hearings held by the Senate Finance

Committee.
Sincerely yours,

Frank B. Reyes, ACSW,
President.

Position Statement

The members of the Texas Panhandle-South Plains, Texas Chapter No. 748,

National Association of Social Workers, support the need for welfare reform.

This is an urgent and drastic need, however, we believe that serious considera-

tion and planning is needed prior to implementation of a new program.

We support the following

:

(1) The formation of a single program for persons based on need without

regard to other qualifications, such as age, ethnic group, marital status ... to

replace the existing categorical programs and be established as a Federal

program.
(2) An effective social service system be organized which will enable all

individuals to be assisted in becoming productive and self sufficient.

(3) While training and employment programs are expedient, it should be

realized that many individuals who receive welfare assistance are unable to work

due to health, age, or need to care for children.

(4) The working poor should not be excluded from the national welfare

program.
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(5) Adequate provisions should be made to allow for benefits to be increased
in proportion to the cost of living.

(6) An adequate health care program should be available regardless of the
ability to pay.

(7) The application, evaluation and determination of eligibility for the pro-
grams should be simple and expeditious with due respect to the dignity of the
individual.

(8) We urge that social workers be used in an advisory capacity in the admin-
istrative implementation of this program.
We request your earliest consideration regarding this urgent matter and are

hopeful that the legislation which you pass will provide the program and
services needed to assist persons to be as productive as possible.

Written Testimony Submitted fob the Moneoe County Coalition foe
Welfabe Justice by Robert A. Carlton, Chairman, H.R. 1 Task Force

CONTENTS
Title and Contents.
Coalition and Purpose.
Bibliography.
Summary of Testimony.
Testimony.
Attached documents

—

(a) Sample Daily Report Form, DSS—1306.

(b) Summary of "The New Welfare Work Legislation in New York State".
(c) Position Statement on H.R. 1, Monroe County Federation of Social

Workers.

member OEGANIZATIONS in the MONROE COUNTY COALITION FOR WELFARE JUSTICE

Action for a Better Community.
Baden-Ormond Welfare Rights.
Baden Street Settlement
Center for Community Issues Research.
Childrens' Convalescent Hospital.
Church Women United.
Coalition of Concerned Social Workers.
Community Organization-Family Services Staff of Montgomery Neighborhood

Center.
Family Service of Rochester.
Hillside Childrens' Center.
Hilton Welfare Rights.
Ibero-American Action League.
Jewish Family Service.

Lewis Street Center.
Mental Health Center, University of Rochester Medical Center.
Monroe County Bar Legal Assistance Corporation.
Monroe County Chapter, National Association of Social Workers.
Monroe County Federation of Social Workers.
Montgomery Neighborhood Center.
Office of Human Development, the Catholic Diocese.
Rochester Action for Welfare Rights.
Rochester Society of Friends.
Social Services Division, University of Rochester Medical Center.
Southeast Area Coalition.

Southeast Area Welfare Rights.
Young Womens' Christian Association.

Above listing as of February 16, 1972.
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WHAT IS THE MONROE COXXNTY (X>AUTION FOE WELFARE JUSTICE

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The Monroe County Coalition For Welfare Justice is a newly formed coalition

representing social, health, and mental health agencies, social work organiza-

tions, citizens' groups, and church-affiliated groups in the greater Rochester area.

They have organized to oppose repressive welfare legislation and rulings, and to

work for initiation of legislation at the federal, state, and local levels which will

provide equal and non-discriminatory treatment of impoverished families. Orga-

nizations are listed above.
Address : Monroe Coimty Coalition For Welfare Justice, c/o Family Service of

Rochester Advocacy Committee, 31 Gibbs Street, Rochester, N.Y. 14604.
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4 Summary Of "The New Welfare Work Legislation In New York State", A
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Area And The Center For Community Issues Research. Rochester, January,
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5. Position Statement On HR 1. Monroe County Federation of Social Workers.
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1969.

7. Myrdal, Gunnar, "The Challenge Of World Poverty." New York, Pantheon

Books, 1971.
SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

This testimony presents

:

(a) Basic position of the coalition on H.R. i.—The position of the Coalition in

opposition to HR 1 is presented in the form of four resolutions passed by Coalition

representatives, with brief inferences.

(b) Work reform and work relief.—An appraisal, based on research on both

programs in Monroe County (Rochester, N.Y.) done by two local community or-

ganizations. They found the programs in Monroe County to be unproductive of

jobs, expensive to operate, and assaultive upon clients' rights.

(c) Separation of services and eligibility.—An appraisal based on a study of

the experimental separation of services and eligibility in Monroe County. The

studv was done by a labor union at the Monroe County Department of Social

Services. Insofar as HR 1 would presence or extend separation nationally, the

findings of this study may contribute to the thinking of legislators in avoiding

structures which fail to serve clients or the public.

(d) A special note on research in poverty programs.—Based on the experience

of the staff of the Monroe County Department of Social Services with the method

of research carried out by the New York State Deimrtment of Social Services

during the exi>erimental separation of services and eligibility in Monroe County.

WRITTEN TESTIMONY ON H.R. 1 PRESENTED TO THE U.S. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

FOR THE MONROE COUNTY COALITION FOR WELFARE JUSTICE

Much of what we would like to say about HR 1, the Senate Finance Committee

has doubtless already heard. The intent of this paper is to present information

which may be new to the Finance Committee.
The Monroe County Coalition For Welfare Justice was formed in September,

1971. and now consists of 26 organizations in the greater Roche.ster area. The list

of member organizations and the purpose of the Coalition are to be found on

page two of this document
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BASIC POSITION OF THE COALITION ON H.R. 1

On December 16, 1971, the following four resolutions were i>ai9sed at a special

meeting of the Coalition to act on HR 1

:

1. Resolved, That the coalition oppose H.R. 1.—This resolution passed unani-

mously.
2. Resolved, That the coalition oppose the Ribicoff amendments because they

fall short of a good welfare bill and because they preserve the poor structure of

H.R. 1.—This resolution passed 27 to 5.

3. Resolved, That the following four principles guide the coalition in evalua-

tion of welfare legislation.—
(a) A guaranteed adequate income for all recipients of welfare plus a guar-

anteed adequate income for tlie working poor.

( 6 ) An end to oppressive work registration, with the substitute of progressive

work incentives including adequate day care.

(c) A workable administrative process which does not divide administration

between HEW and the Department of Labor.

(d) A guaranteed right to due process including the right to a fair hearing

with adequate representation and the right to appeal decisions in court, with no

penalties prior to fair hearing and appeal decisions. This passed unanimously.

4. Resolved, That this coalition send a telegram to President Nixon urging that

he veto the "surprise" work reform bill passed by Congress in December.—This

resolution i>assed unanimously. (As we all know, President Nixon did sign that

bill into law on December 28, 1971.

)

One remarkable paradox is seen by the Coalition in H.R. 1. In a bill purporting

to enact welfare reform, there is no consideration of what is an adequate income

and how this can be providetl to tho.'^e who are unemployable or who cannot find

work. Neither H.R. 1 nor the House Ways and Means Summary of H.R. 1 dis-

cusses the concept of adequate income.

WORK REFORM AND WORK RELIEF

The Talmadge Bill has already enacted work reform and work relief programs

at the national level. H.R. 1 would reinforce this act. However, New^ York State

legislation already initiated both programs in this state, beginning in July, 1971.

Two local groups, the League of Women Voters of The Rochester Metropolitan

Area, and a member organization of the Coalition, the Center for Community
Issues Research, conducted a study of both programs in Monroe Coimty. A sum-
mary of their research, reported January, 1972, is attached.

As you see, they found those programs to be relatively unproductive, expensive,

and indeed assaultive to clients' rights. Alternative recommendations made by

the Center for Community Issues Research, are to be found on the last page

of that research summary.
We also wish to point up a state-wide inquiry into the state work reform

and work relief programs conducted by a body of the State Legislature, the

Sub-committee of the New York State Temporary Commission To Revise the

Social Services Law. That inquiry, found in the section titled "The Work Referral

Program" of the Sub-committee's Report, attached, presents a concern about the

"human" elements of the program even though the Sub-committee favors continu-

ation of the programs. The flavor of their conclusions can be appreciated by
quoting two of their conclusions

:

1. Excludes from necessity to report and pick up checks at employment offices

those engaged in approved training programs . . . and those engaged in regular

full time employment.
2. Authorize local social service districts, in consultation with the employment

service offices serving their areas, to set criteria with respect to hardship result-

ing from the absence of transportation.
Such conclusions imply basic lacks in quality of social service and public service

in these state programs. This, to us, is the value of that inquiry and it deserves

attention, as the same sort of lacks could develop in such programs nationally.
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However, in work referral legislation, the first consideration should be the
prevention of a program such as the current New York State program which
fails to produce many jobs, fails to save money, and fails to humanize. We turn
to the research study, above, done in Monroe County and note the recommenda-
tion by the Center for Community Issues Research for the ultimate alternative
federal solution, a full employment act.

SES'ABATION OF SERVICES AND ELIGIBILITY

The 1967 Amendments to the Social Security Act require that in order for
states to claim partial reimbursement for services, they must clearly separate
and define such services by July, 1971^ It seems HR 1 would reinforce this de-

velopment by further defining and limiting reimbursible services and also by
further separating administration of public assistance from services ; states

would be strongly tempted to entrust administration of public assistance to the
federal government by being relieved of administrative expenses if they i>ermit

"federalizing" of their categorical assistance programs.
Thus in New York State, counties had to undergo separation by July. 1971.

In Monroe County, the separation was done experimentally and was done earlier
than in most of the state, in November. 1970.

The 280 member Monroe County Federation of Social Workers, a labor union
at the County Department of Social Services and a participating group in the
Coalition, studied the separation process locally through a survey of the staff and
through a two day institute with a Congressman, an HEW oflicial, and officials

of another county undergoing early separation. A general concern was felt as to

what was happening to clients and to staff because it seemed that in many ways
the new delivery system for services as well as for basic assistance was not work-
ing well. Admittedly Monroe County had been hit in 1970 with abnormally high
unemployment so that delivering as.sistance and services was all that more diffi-

cult. However, there .seemed to be many problems of administration, service, re-

lationship with the State, with the clients, and with other community agencies.

In the process of this study, the Federation developed a concern about what
would happen in the way of Separation under HR 1. Consequently, an ad hoc
committee of 17 .social workers and supervisors from many divisions of the

Department studied HR. 1. Their conclusions were ratified by the Federation in

August, 1971, and the resulting position statement on HR 1 is attached to this

document.
The basic position of the Federation on HR 1 seems quite consistent with the

resolutions made by the Coalition and reported on page 5 of this paper. How-
ever, the Federation developed its position on services further in some respects.

Notably, it calls for a welfare bill establishing day care programs to clearly

designate responsibility to supervise those day care programs. HR 1 does not do
this as it is now written. Also, notably, it calss for community review boards
with client imrticipation in appraising the local operation of programs under
HR 1. or under any welfare auspieces. HR 1 as written does not do this. It only

calls for state advisory committees and, perhaps, thoughtlessly fails to include

clients in the make-up of those committees. ( See House Ways And Means Sum-
mary, page 195.

)

A SPECIAL XOTE ON RESEARCH

HR 1 provides that continuing research be done by the federal government
while programs of HR 1 are being implemented. Yet. it says little about the

nature and kind of research to be done.
"While good research is valuable, we want to sound a strong note of caution

based on this County's experience with State-instituted research conducted after

separation of services and eligibility.

The New York State Department of Social Services requires that in the new
system of separated services, every service social worker, aide, teaching home-
maker, volunteer, or other helping person, every day, complete the Daily Report
Form, DSS-1306, on every task undertaken, whether it be a one minute phone
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call or a two hour interview. Three tasks fill one form the size of a sheet of typing
paper, so that normally a staff member would complete several sheets of tasks

each day.
A sample DSS-1306 is attached. There are other forms for summarizing the

data, but this is the basic form.
The State Department of Social Services never supplied instructions, defini-

tions of terms, or a statement of the scope or intent of this research. Requests
for these things by both the County administration and staff failed to elicit

them from the State.

The lack of definitions left staff to define for themselves such terms as "refer-

ral", "Counseling", "supportive casework", and "exploratory discussion". From
November, 1970, to June, 1971, staff was reporting this data without guideline

definitions and was indeed "comparing apples and oranges." Then staff developed
its own internal definitions. However, we have no idea how this form is being

treated in other counties where it is in use.

In the estimation of Federation representatives, staff members were aver-

aging three hours a week each in completing these forms. If so, a staff member
would be spending 150 hours or more than four work weeks a year completing

the forms. Perhaps, more than 200 staff members in this Department were
engaged in completing the forms, which a number of clerks checked them for

accuracy before they were mailed to Albany each week.
After more than a year, in December, 1971, the County administration

unilaterally suspended usage of the DSS 1306, stating among other things that

that Department had not received feedback from the State.

What is to be gleaned from this ?

1. Basic scientific principles were ignored. Definitions were lacking, instruc-

tions were lacking, and consequently, validity of the data must be non-existent.

Sampling techniques were not used, and consequently much unnecessary time,

effort, and cost must have gone into this research as it may still be in other

counties.
2. Commonly accepted principles of relationship between researchers, doers,

and subjects were ignored. Staff of the County Department of Social Services

was given no chance for input or communication with State researchers in this

experimental county either when the research began or as it went on. Conse-

quently, there were confusion, unanswered questions, anxiety, and a sense of

futility. Furthermore, clients were unaware of this research which may well be

used in deciding what kinds and amounts of services will be available to them
in the future.

The eminent economist, Gunnar Myrdal, has said, "as social scientists, we are

deceiving ourselves if we naively believe that we are not as human as the

people around us and that we do not tend to aim opportunistically for conclu-

sions that fit prejudices markedly similar to those of other people in our
society."—page 43, "Objectivity In Social Research".

In his later book, "The Challenge Of World Poverty", Chapter I, Myrdal
develops the point that research on poverty tends to go through three stages

:

(a) Superficial research based on a power situation in which "the poor"

have little power and "the rest of us" opportunistically have a need to deny
the breadth and depth of poverty in a society.

(b) Research slanted in the direction of diplomacy and over-optimism when
the "poor" gain some power—research slanted by "both sides". An example
would be research done after an underdeveloped nation gains independence and
seeks foreign aid from major powers.

(c) Possibly good research, based on openly expressed and acknowledged dif-

ferences of interest and perspective between "the poor" and "the rest of us"

but with mutual participation and a mutual need for facts with which to combat
poverty together.

We fear that the research experience in New York State, the fact that HR 1

does not seek to define or discuss what poverty is, and the exclusion of clients,

perhaps thoughtlessly, from taking part in advisory boards under HR 1, all

suggest that HR 1 would cause us to settle for the first and worst kind of

research—the most biased and repressed kind of research.
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Summary of "the New Welfare Work Legislation in New York State"

a report by the league of women voters of the rochester metropolitan arbia.

and the center for community issues research

The Work Reform Legislation of 1971 instituted two major changes in the ad-
ministration of welfare in New York State. One, referred to as the Work Reform
Law, requires all recipients designated as employable to reiwrt to the New York
State Employment Services every two weeks to pick up their welfare checks
and to report for employment interviews and job referrals. Failure to comply,
by refusing to register with the SES*. refusing to take job inter^-iews or to ac-

cept job offers, results in termination of the recipient's public assistance.

The other change, referred to as the Work Relief Program, and called the

Work Experience Program, in Monroe County, stipulates that employable Home
Relief recipients who are unable to find a job within thirty days will be assigned
to public service jobs to "work off" their checks. The Work Relief Porgram applies

only to recipients on Home Relief as current federal law prohibits the inclusion

of ADC and U-ADC recipients in such a program.
The data for the study was derived from a variety of sources. Extensive inter-

views with administrative personnel in both the Department of Social Services*

and the State Employment Service were held. An interview-survey of 212 welfare
recipients, designated as employable by the DSS and referred to the SES was
conducted. Also, surveys of recipients in the Work Relief Program and of recipir

ents-who-had-been-dropped from the welfare rolls for failure to comply with the

regulations, were carried out.

The major findings of the study are as follows

:

(1) The new work regulations governing employable welfare recipients in New
York State have not resulted in substantial numbers of recipients becoming self-

supporting nor has the program resulted in reduced welfare rolls. Of the 2023
employable recipients in the program during October, 10% were placed in some
kind of job or training but only 2.4% became self-supporting and able to leave

the welfare rolls.

Out of 212 recipients in our survey, 7% had found jobs with the help of the SES
while 6% had located jobs on their own. Less than half of these jobs were per-

manent, full time, or paying an adequate salary. A comiKxrison of the percent of

welfare cases closed in the first four months of the new program with a similar

period in 1970 shows that the new laws have not resultetl in a significant in-

crease in the number of recipients becoming self-supporting. During this four

month period in 1970, 33% of the cases closed monthly were for the reason of

having fomid employment while one year later only 22% had been closed for that

reason. In fact, in the first four months of the program, of the 1359 cases closed

for employment, the work reform program accounted for only 141.

(2) The program is costly to administer and has not saved the tax-payer
money. In October of 1971, the additional cost of administering the w(Jrk pro-

gram ($82,474) far outweighed the savings $44,690 realized from case closings.

(3) Even though the NYSES had seven employment oflSces in the Rochester
area, it opened another branch to deal exclusively with welfare clients. Not only
has this incurred extra administrative expense, but its location—six miles from
the DSS ofiice.s—requires welfare recipients in the program to make frequent
trips back and forth between the ofl5ces to maintain their eligibility. Failure to

keep scheduled appointments is often due to illness or transportation problems
but still results in termination of assistance.

(4) The vast majority (85%) of those employable recipients interviewed want-
ed to work. However, limited skills and unemployment records were severe handi-
caps. Those \\ith skills could often locate jobs them.selves, while SES had little

luck placing unskilled workers. The program makes no additional provisions for

job training and skilled eoun.seling, leading to full-time and permanent jobs. The
WIN program and government-sponsored training programs are oversubscribed.

(5) Recipients have no option to refuse unsuitable jobs except in the case
of disability. The ambiguous wording of the law and the local policy of referring

to Farm and Labor Ofiice of SES forces recipients to accept jobs below the mini-

mum wage of $1.85 per hour or face cut-off. Recipients are not informed of the
rules which might protect them from arbitrary or illegal decisions.

(6) No concerted effort by DSS or SES has been made to determine what hap-
pens to persons cut off welfare under this program. Preliminary findings of a
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survey done by the League and CCIR indicate that confusion about the program,

rather than an unwillingness to work, has been the main cause of non-compliance.

In addition, a majority of those dropped, whether for employment reasons or

because of failure to comply, re-apply for and receive assistance within a few

months. There is no question that the program is denying assistance to persons

in need who are unable to cope educationally, physically, or emotionally with

the complex, discouraging and expensive regulations.

(7) The Work Experience Program is providing governmental units with

labor to perform work at no cost. Were these jobs not filled by the welfare re-

cipients, some public agencies would be hard pressed to maintain the current

freeze on hiring. Recipients placed in these jobs are paid at an hourly rate of

$1.85, receive no formal training, and have no benefits, i.e. sick leave, vacation,

health insurance. While WEP employees are supposed to have priority in any

job opening in their line of work assignment, most WEP workers had little con-

fidence in the provision and some have witnessed jobs filled from the "out-

side."

(8) Although federal regulations stipulate that no ADC or U-ADC recipi-

ents are to be enrolled in the WEP program, a survey of participants in Monroe

County showed that between 15% and 20% of the enrollees in WEP were such

recipients. A meeting of the DSS, the Welfare Rights Organization, CCIR and

the LWV, however, resulted in the removal of all ADC and U-ADC recipients

from the program.
(9) The entire program harasses the welfare recipient. He is shifted from

the DSS office to the SES office and vice versa. No funds are provided recipients

to cover the transportation cost necessary to comply with the law. They are

often referred to jobs already filled or to temporary, underpaid, or part-time

positions by the Farm and Casual Labor Office. Day care, job training, career

counseling and other supportive services are lacking.

Notices of termination of grants are sent so routinely that in one month,

October, almost half of those who received notices were able to prove their co-

operation and remain on welfare. Others, not as able to "protect" themselves,

were cut-off although still in need.

(10) Recipients are not informed of their rights and protection under the law.

A pre-termination hearing procedure, guaranteed by the Supreme Court, has

not been properly instituted to protect recipients from arbitrary cut-off.

The analysis of the new welfare work legislation in New York State as imple-

mented in Monroe County raises serious questions about the law, its constitu-

tionaltty, its administration and its implication for welfare reform.

THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS ARE SUBMITTED BY THE CENTER FOR COMMUNITY
ISSUES RESEARCH, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

National

A. A full employment program should be enacted by Congress, providing real

jobs at or above the national minimum wage.
_ ,

B. Greater emphasis should be placed on supportive services in job training,

day care, and medical care.

State

A. The Welfare Work Form and Work Relief law^s should be repealed and

replaced by a voluntary program, proviidng skilled guidance and job referrals.

B. The following recommendations are made pending repeal of the laws

:

1. The work reform regulations of 1971 should be amended to exclude

:

(o) All ADC mothers.

( 6 ) Persons in full time Training programs.

( c) All persons who do not have access to public transportation.

2. The allowances of the recipients remaining in the program should be in-

creased to cover the monthly co.sts of transportation for check pick-up and job

referrals.
.

3. The law should be amended to state clearly that no recipient may have^ his

case terminated for refusing employment which pays less than the New York

State minimum wage of .$1.85 an hour.

C. The following administrative changes are recommended :

1. The DSS provide the services of at least one full-time social service worker

in the office of the SES to act as liaison and assist clients.
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2. All staflf Involved in the -work program at both SES and DSS receive special

training in

:

(a) Counseling clients in understanding the work reform program.

( & ) Determination of employability and non-compliance.

(c) Procedures of appeal, pre-termination hearings, and fair hearings.

3. The DSS prepares a pamphlet, for all recipients in the program, covering

their rights and protections under the Work Reform Laws. (The DSS has agreed

to hand out a brochure prepared by the Center for Community Issues Research,

pending completion of their own pamphlet. The CCIR brochure mil be available

soon upset request from CCIR, 580 Joseph Avenue, Rochester, New York.

)

4. The SES discontinue farm labor referrals pending investigation of the

minimum wage requirements and labor conditions.

5. For the WEP program :

(a) That WEP work with educational and training programs to create

job opportunities for recipients.

(6) That WEP officials monitor work assignments through site visits to

assure that recipients are learning marketable skills and are not performing
the work of regular employees.

ABBREVIATIONS

ADC or AFDC: Aid to families with Dependent Children. A 50% federally-

subsidized category for one-parent families with minor children living at home.
U-ADC : Unemployed parent in an ADC family. A federal category for two-

parent families in which the wage earner is unemployed or works less than 100
hours a month.

HR : Home Relief. A local category for unemployed and temporarily disabled

adults and their families. Costs of the program are shared equally by the state

and the county.
SES : State Employment Service.

WEP : Work Experience Program.
DSS : Department of Social Services.

WIN : Work Incentive.

Position Statement on H.R. 1 Now Pending in the U.S. Senate by the Monboe
County Federation of Social Workers, Rochester. N.Y.

The Monroe County Federation of Social Workers is opposed to H.R. 1, also

known as the Family Assistance Plan and the Welfare Reform Bill, in its current
form. The bill, written by the House Ways And Means Committee, passed the

House of Representatives on June 22, 1971. Presently the Senate Finance Com-
mittee is holding hearings on H.R. 1. That Committee may well amend the bill

before reporting it to the floor of the Senate.

We urge you to write to the Senate Finance Committee and to the Senators
from New York State to oppose this bill in its present form. Their names are
listed at the end of this document.
Our Federation proposes the following 24 amendments to H.R. 1. They are

organized so that the first 13 amendments deal with public assistance, the next
10 with services, and the last amendment with application of the bill to the U.S.

territories.

1. Provide an income to all recipients of public assistance which gives an ade-
quate standard of living. Such income would vary with the cost of living region-

ally and over the course of time.

We know that such income would be substantially higher than is now provided
in New York State or any state, or would be provided under H.R. 1 either as
now written or as it would be amended by the "Ribicoff" amendments. It would be
substantially higher than "the poverty line"—$3760 annually for a family of four.

We recognize that this proposal will be unpopular with the public. Nevertheless,
the welfare of those citizens who must be recipients requires this. Furthermore,
prolonged maintenance of persons at an inadequate level of income weakens
families, damages physical and mental health, causes social unrest, stimulates
vice, undermines programs of rehabilitation, and wastes the taxpayers' money.

2. Amend H.R. 1 so that it would be illegal for any State to reduce its present
level of payments after July 1, 1971, until such them as amendment No. 1, above,
is operative.

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 -- 44
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We know full well that states are suffering from a severe lack of funds. As a

consequence, New York and other states have and may again cut back levels

of payments in a time of rising costs of living. We believe that for the short-run

H.R. 1 should be amended to stop this process immediately. However, we recog-

nize the states' problems and we see the assumption of federal responsibility

implied in Amendment #1, above, as the equitable solution to this dilemma.

3. Provide assistance for childless couples and those who are single, categories

not now covered by H.R. 1.

These are the recipients now categorized as "Home Relief." Their nssistance

is now the total responsibility of the states and would remain so under H.R. 1.

We concur with this Ribicoff amendment which asks the federal government to

assume this function from the states.

4. Amend H.R. 1 to eliminate State residence laws.

State residence laws are an effort by representatives of the taxpayers to avoid

the cost of dependent families who move across state lines. This is understand-

able but it does not work. These laws are proving to be unconstitutional. More-

over, many times there are valid reasons for families moving or traveling. Again,

the equitable solution would be to adopte Amendment #1, above.

5. Amend H.R. 1 to eliminate the ceiling on assistance to families with more

than eight children.

G. Make those who have not applied for other benefits for which they may be

eligible, such as O.A.S.I. and U.I.B., eligible for help under H.R. 1 as long as they

agree to apply for the other benefits within one week at the time of application for

l)enefits under H.R. 1.

7. Provide the emergency assistance will not be limited to $100 but instead to

whatever amount is needed to maintain the housing and nutritional needs of a

family until their situation can be acted on.

8. Provide assistance (as now) on the basis of current need, with a simplified

declaration of need; not on the basis of past earnings or projected earnings as

H.R. 1 would provide.

H.R. 1, page 590, says that any person who, during the past nine months had

earned (not saved) an amount that, if earned regularly, would make him in-

eligible for benefits, may continue to be ineligible for up to nine more months

after earnings cease.

9. Expedite prompt revisions of receipients' budgets according to chnnges in

family circumstances rnt^bpi' *hfin to provide for massive review of mandatory

quarterly filings by recipients for the purpose of documenting their continuing

eligibility for benefits.

We believe the effect of H.R. I's present requirement of mandatory quarterly

filings by recipients would build a new federal l)ureaucracy. create unnecessary

administrative costs, and waste taxpayers' money. The more efficient and less

costly procedure would be selective validation and recertification.

10. Eliminate medicaid deductibles for recipients.

11. Provide an adequate appeal procedure to that now used in New York State,

except that appeal decisions should be rendered quickly, but notably giving

clients the right to appeal before they are removed from the roles or transferred

to other categories, and establishing qualifications for examiners.

12. Provide that own fathers of children shall be responsible for support of

their children in accordance with their ability to support.

13. Provide that step-fathers not be responsible for step-children.

We believe that on balance, relieving step-fathers of financial responsibility

for step-children will serve the interest both of recipient families and the general

public. This amendment would strengthen families by removing an obstacle to

remarriage. Moreover, we believe step-fathers generally will support as long as

they can.

14. Provide that existing income mnintenance personnel in the States be used

to staff Federal income maintenance (when this function is transferred to the

Federal Government) and that they not take a cut in salary, nor lose accrued

benefits nor the right to collective bargaining.

15. Provide that existing service personnel in the States be used to staff Fed-

eral service programs initiated by H.R. 1, and that they not take a cut in salary,

nor lose accrued benefits nor the right to collective bargaining.
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16. Require that existing services be at least maintained in kind, quality and

quantity, either at Federal or State and local levels, and that the Federal Gov-

ernment reimburse States 100% for services maintained by States.

17. Create or designate a coordinator with administrative responsibility over

all three arms of the Federal Government which must work closely together to

make the program work—Department of Labor, Department of Health, Educa-

tion and Wlfare, and Social Security Administration.

We realize that the writers of H.R. 1 are confident that they have provided

for the coordination of the various governmental divisions which must imple-

ment H.R. 1. Nevertheless we have profound concern that such a massive, national

program as H.R. 1 will fail through inefficiencies, overlapping ser^^ices, and gaps

in service. For example, we note that the Secretary of Labor, in Paragraph

2112, and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, in Paragraph 2133,

both will provide for furnishing of child care services to children of certain

classifications of clients. It would appear that each Department will have staff

and program for the same purpose. Furthermore, while the Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare is designated to set standards of child care with the con-

currence of the Secretary of Labor, we find no clear designation of who shall su-

pervise implementation of the standards of child care throughout the program.

18. Provide qualified information and referral staff at the local level, readily

available to applicants and clients, with ready access to case records at the local

level of the various Federal, State and local agencies which will implement H.R.

1, to guide clients to proper services and troubleshoot inter-agency problems in

rendering ser%'ice to individual clients.

19. Provide for local review boards, representative of the community, to over

see tlie eflllciency and equity of operation of the program at the local level. Review
boards shall include significant representation of clients.

Page 19.5 of the Ways and Means Committee's Summary of this bill says that

"local" committees would be established to evaluate effectiveness of "family

plans" and "At least one such committee would be established or designated in

each state. Representatives of labor, business, and the general imiblic would be

involved, as well as public officials who are not directly involved in administering

the family programs." Why are not the clients to be represented? Why might a

state have only one committee? We believe each community would require at

least one such committee.
20. Registration for jobs, job training, or vocational rehabilitation shall be

required of recipients selectively on the basis of careful study of their individual

.situations by staff.

21. Provide sufficient job training and actual job opportunities at the minimum
wage, in the public and private sectors together, for all those able to work.

This amendment concurs with amendments offered by Senator Ribicoff. We
also concur with his observation that the federal minimum wage of $1.60 an

hour needs to be raised. Doing productive and useful work at low wages per-

petuates poverty.
22. Provide greater work incentives by increasing the percentage of income

earned that can be retained.

We concur with this Ribicoff amendment.
23. Provide expanded and enriched day care programs for those mothers

entering the working force, with clear identification of reponsibility for super-

vision of programs according to clearly expressed standards of day care, provide

for selective referral of children for child care services, and provide review

boards for each day care program including significant representation by par-

ents of children being served.

24. Amend H.R. 1 so that it applies equally to the U.S. and its possessions.

Again we urge you to express your view on H.R. 1 to the Senate Finance

Committee and to the Senators from Xew York State. At this point the Finance

Committee is responsible to decide whether and how to amend H.R. 1 before

bringing it to the floor of the Senate. It is holding hearings on the bill. There are

16 Senators on the Finance Committee, any or all of whom would be good to write

to. Neither New York State Senator is on the Finance Committee, but w-e rec-

ommend that both of them be written to. The Senators from New York State are

James Buckley and Jacob Javits.
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Statement of the League of Women Voters of New Jersey

The Lea^e of Women Voters of New Jersey, in its quest for welfare reform,
urges that the Senate Finance Committee accept Amendment 559 and report
HR 1 thus amended to the Senate. We feel that the provisions of the Amendment
correct many deficiencies of HR 1.

New Jersey has a history of being conscientious in its attitude toward public
assistance. It was one of the very few states who not only set a standard of need
for welfare recipients, but met 100 per cent of that standard.

Recently, the welfare roles have swelled tremendously. In Essex County
alone the number of new ADC applications rose from 365 a month in 1960 to

700 a month in 1970, and the gross expenditure for ADC rose from $8 million in

1960 to $82 million in 1971. Seeking fiscal relief, New Jersey cut back on many
of its welfare allotments in July, 1971. Flat grants, reducing benefits for thou-
sands of welfare recipients, were put into effect The grant was so low in the
adult categories that after only two months it was raised by $20 a month for

single adults living alone. In addition, recognizing the hardships created, the

state granted transitional rent allowances to those clients whose rents exceeded
30 per cent of their allotment in gradually decreasing amounts each momth from
July, 1971 to May, 1972. The theory was that these families would find less ex-

pensive quarters. In Essex County alone 16,000 cases have been receiving transi-

tional payments and, in view of the acute housing shortage, cheaper quarters
simply are not available.

Furthermore, the ADC-U program in New Jersey was abolished and the new
Aid to Families of the Working Poor program was established in its stead.

Under the provisions of AFWP, an intact family receives two-thirds of the grant
of a family of the same size under ADC. In addition, the eligibility for the new
program is more restrictive and many families formerly on the ADC-U rolls are
showing up on the ADC rolls indicating the pos.sibility that families have sepa-
rated because of the incentive provided by the new legislation. The League of
Women Voters of New Jersey looks forward to federal legislation which gives
the same coverage to the working poor as it does to the ADC recipient.

With regard to the proposed federal legislation, the benefit level of HR 1,

$2,400/year for a family of four, is considerably lower than even the present
level of the flat grant in New Jersey, $3,888 for a family of four. This amount
is also higher than that of the Amendment 559, $3,000. But the Ribicoff Amend-
ment provides for increases to the poverty level (now about $4,000) and there-

after adjustments pegged to changes in the U.S. Consumer Price Index. We,
therefore, consider these stipulations of Amendment 559 as an advantage over
HR 1, but we realize that the cost of living in New Jersey is higher than that
in most states and that a regionalization of the benefit level would be more
advantageous to New Jersey and her recipients.

The fact that, in Amendment 559, states are required to maintain benefits

will protect New Jersey recipients against future cuts. The fact that in the
Amendment there will be a 30 per cent federal participation in the suppleaiiental

funds will benefit the state.

By extending benefits to individuals and childless couples, Amendment 559
would provide fiscal relief in New Jersey and a more uniform administration
of public assistance which would benefit staff and recipient alike. General Assist-

ance recipients in New Jersey are at present excluded from Medicaid, a benefit

of categorical assistance recipients.

We object to the mandatory work requirement of HR 1 and of Amendment 559
because of the very high unemployment rate in New Jersey. Experience with the
Emergency Employment Act has shown that it is diflicult to fill public .service job
.slots de.spite the fact that there have been a plethora of applicants. Because the
work requirement of Amendment 559 applies to mothers with children over six

rather than three as in HR 1, we favor the Amendment. Furthermore, Amend-
ment 559 excludes from availability for jobs those mothers whose presence in the
home is required "becau.se of the unavailability or remoteness of .suitable day
care services." Day care .services in New Jersey are at present sadly deficient.

We think it abhorrent for a mother to be required to place her children in day
care that is merely the custodial care provided in H.R 1. We approve of the set-

ting of standards for day care facilities as included in Amendment 559.
In conclusion, the League of Women Voters of New Jersey feels that Amend-

ment 559 more nearly .satisfies our goals of meeting the needs of the impoverished
and of preventing poverty. We, therefore, support its passage.
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Statement of the Leagxje of Women Voters of Illinois

The League of Womeu Voters of Illinois wishes to underscore the support of

the League of Women Voters of the United States for the principles in Amend-
ment 559 (Ribicoff) toH.R. 1.

Nearly 900,000 of our fellow citizens in Illinois are receiving public assistance.

Our state, like many others, has been torn by the need to provide properly for its

citizens in poverty and the need to balance the state budget.

We have seen our senior Senator work with other Senators and the administra-

tion to help provide emergency relief to hard-pressed states, which will mean
some 60 million extra federal dollars for Illinois.

We have seen our Governor two years ago institute a state income tax (which
the League strongly supported), the income from which has gone largely into

public aid and schools in Illinois.

We have seen our Department of Public Aid attempt to implement a program
of selective cutbacks which is now before the courts, rather than make an across-

the-board cut in grant levels to those on public aid.

We have seen our state legislature stymied and ineffective in dealing with the
problem of freeing up any state funds to transfer to the public assistance
program.

In other words, we live in a major industrial state which has grappled with
and—for the most part—dealt responsibly with the welfare problem. But all this

has not meant any improvement in the bleak existence of our nearly 900,000
citizens who live in poverty.
Xor do we feel that, in its present form. H.R. 1 will improve that bleak exist-

ence. Yes, it may provide some fiscal relief to the states, and we regard this as an
essential part of a welfare program. But only a part. We are also looking for
some fiscal relief for our citizens in need.

Because the system of granting assistance to our citizens has become so cumber-
some, expensive, complicated and widespread, it is no longer either a local or a
state problem. The problem is national, and we feel that Amendment 559 more
closely provides the kind of welfare program we would want for our citizens

as well as for our state and local governments.
These are some of our reasons :

Income floor: Though this starts at a low $3000 for a family of four, it would
rise by 1976 to the poverty level. Illinois benefits are currently comparatively
high (averaging $3200 for a family of four), but this would give some hope of
increase. H.R. 1 has no such built-in escalation.

Coverage: Amendment 559 would include individuals and childless couples as
well as families and the working poor. Recent close scrutiny of the general assist-

ance rolls indicated that approximately a third of the persons receiving general
assistance in the city of Chicago are single persons.

Public Service Jobs: More than a billion dollars is authorized for this. Illinois

is beginning now to provide public service jobs. While Illinois' unemployment
rate generally is about 6 i^er cent, we have pockets in the city of Chicago and
in rural downstate Illinois where the unemployment rate is more than 30 per
cent. Recent statistics have shown, too, that iinemployment has risen slightly in
Chicago while it has decreased slightly nationwide.
Mandatory state supplementation tcith federal participation: This would assure

as H.R. 1 would not, that our citizens in Illinois on public aid would not suffer a
reduction in benefits. We also support the provision that such mandatory supple-
mentation would increasingly be taken over by the federal government until 1977
when the program would be completely federalized.

Da-y care provisions: Twice as much money ($1.5 billion) is authorized for day
care in the Ribicoff amendment as in H.R. 1, and federal standards must be met.
The League in Illinois has recently completed a study of day care and, while we
support the provision of day care for all children whose parents wish to use it,

we recognize the priority need for low income families.
Determination of benefits: Major attention is given to the family's current need

in Amendment 559. As our Cook County Department of Public Aid points out, it is

unrealistic to base a family's current need on past income which it may no longer
be receiving. This would result in such a family receiving no assistance or having
to be placed on the general assistance rolls.

Residency requirement: None is permitted in Amendment 559. In Illinois we
were pleased to see our Governor this past fall veto the residency legislation
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passed by our state legislature. Such legislation is fighting at windmills, when
legislators should be dealing constructively with the problems at hand.

If, in Illinois where benefits are comparatively high and where state oflScials

and citizens have tried to deal meaningfully with the increasingly severe welfare
problem, we still see seven per cent of our fellow citizens who need income assist-
ance, it becomes obvious that the time has come—indeed is long since past—for
the federal government to act. Not to test, but to act. We urge the Congress to

deal responsibly not only with our state, but with our citizens in poverty.
We urge fiscal relief for those in desperate need.
Thank you for consideration of our statement.

Statement of the National League for Nursing, Council on Home Health
Agencies, and Community Health Services

The Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services of the

National League for Nursing is the national spokesman for approximately l,40fl

home health agencies and community health agencies. These agencies provide

health services to people outside of hospitals ; in other words, in patients' homes,
in schools, public health clinics, and other community settings.

excessive utilization

It is unfortunate that Medicare has perpetuated the problems created by

voluntary health insurance programs that traditionally have given the highest

priority to hospitalization as a covered service. This emphasis on hospitalization

has increased not only the utilization of hospitals but also their costs. Between
1940 and 1965 the number of general hospital admissions on a per capita basis

doubled. Over the past five years hospital costs have doubled. Under Medicare

the financial incentive is for hospitalization even though care in the home would

be more appropriate in the case of countless patients.

There are many elderly individuals with varying degrees of chronic illness,

who could be maintained at home if reimbursement for broad home health serv-

ices were provided. The denial of reimbursement for intermittent skilled nurs-

ing .services and other therapeutic .services to these individuals in their homes

under Medicare has, in many instances, forced them into a hosptial or extended

care facility at a much higher cost to the taxpayer. In the long run, it costs more

in both human misery and hard cold cash to institutionalize our senior citizens

than to provide an adequate program of home health services.

Senator Bennett on January 25, 1972, reported that a survey in New Mexico

showed that 35 percent of the Medicaid population in nursing homes were not in

need of institutional care. We have reason to believe these figures apply equally

to Medicare patients.
restrictive regulations

Furthermore, the limited benefits for home health services under Medicare

have been curtailed sharply in the recent past through increasingly restrictive

regulations of the Social Security Administration. Payment for needed services

in the home is denied, frequently on a retroactive basis. Thus, the total reim-

bursements for home health services under Medicare are estimated to decreaxe

from $79 million in 1969 to $50 million in 1971 while hospitalization reimburse-

ments will increase from $4 billion to $4.5 billion in 1971. See below

:

MEDICARE REIMBURSEMENTS FOR HOME HEALTH SERVICES AND INPATIENT HOSPITALIZATION, 1969-71

[In millions)

Home health i Hospitalization

Year: 578.8 $4,039.5
1969 - - ---

67 4 4,425.8
1970 - - - - - -

49" 5 4,538.5
19712 - -

1 Includes parts A and B ,.„.,,«,,
2 Estimated on the basis of data through Oct. 6, 1971.

Source: Social Security Bulletin, January 1972; vol. 35, No. 1. DHEW.
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Accordingly, the NLN Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health

Services recommends that H.R. 1 be amended to

—

Eliminate the three-day hospital stay requirement for home health bene-

fits under part A ; and
Authorize reimbursement for a comprehensive program of home health

services to meet the health needs of the elderly and decrease the utilization of

hospital inpatient care; and require providers of inpatient health services

to coordinate with community-based home health agencies to reduce un-

necessary hospitalization costs.

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT

In many respects, the administration of Medicare as it relates to home health

services is deficient. There has been little consistency in the regulations of Social

Security Administration and a wide variation in their interpretation by fiscal

intermediaries. Too frequently a home health visit that was reimbursable in the

past is no longer a covered service today. When payments are denied retroactively

the home health agency finds itself in financial difficulty. The development of reg-

ulations and their restrictive interpretations is based upon what has been de-

scribed as "the intent of Congress." We ask Congress to

—

Clearly state its intent for medicare to provide for the maintenance and
improvement of the health status of the elderly with coverage of the broad

program of home health services.

Home health services are a part of the programs of three major administrative

units of the Department of Health, PMucation, and Welfare. They are the Social

Security Administration, the Social and Rehabilitation Service and the Health

Services and Mental Health Administration. There is little coordination among
the three programs and no provision for obtaining consultation from non-Fed-

eral organizations and agencies in the field of home health services.

Accordingly, the NLN Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health

Services recommends that H.R. 1 be amended to

—

Provide for the establishment of a home health advisory committee of rep-

resentatives of home health agencies to assist the department of health, edu-

cation, and welfare in the administration and coordination of its home health

programs.
QUALITY OF CARE

To improve the quality of home health services, the National League for Nurs-

ing and the American Public Health Association sponsor a national program of

accreditation for community health services. The criteria are more comprehensive

than those required for certification in Sections 1861 (m) and (o) of P.L. 89-97.

Home health programs should be required to participate in utilization review

programs. Such participation is now required for ho.spitals and extended care

facilities. The utilization review process has a great potential for improving the

level of services and monitoring utilization.

An important aspect of any program with the objective of measuring the qual-

ity of health services is the active participation of those most experienced and
qualified in the provision of those health services. It is also important to involve

the public as consumers of health services in such programs.

Accordingly, the NLN Council of Home Health Agencies and Community
Health Services recommends that H.R. 1 be amended to

—

Identify NLN-ALPHA as the national accreditation body for home health

services with an agency's accreditation accepted in lieu of certification:

Extend the utilization review requirement to home health agencies par-

ticipating in medicare and medicaid : and
Modify amendment No. 823 relating to profes.sional standards review or-

ganizations to require that review activities in the case of home health serv-

ices be the re'«ponsibility of a multi-discioMnarv health team experienced in

the field of home health services with representation from the general public.

In conclusion, the Council urges that the scope of Medicare be expanded from

the narrow concept of the treatment of acute illness, primarily inpatient, to a

program desismed to promote and maintain health through the prevention of ill-

ness and the nmelioration of chronic conditions through a comprehensive program
of home health services. Such an expansion would provide better health care for

the elderly at a reduced cost.
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Statement of the Amebican Clinicai. Labokatobt Association, Submitted by
James L. Johnson, Pbesident

The American Clinical Laboratory Association seeks legislation that would
eliminate the duplicate Federal enforcement activities affecting clinical labora-
tories in interstate commerce, and would lead to the establishment of coordinated
and uniform laboratory standards both within and without the Federal govern-
ment.
A relatively simple technical amendment to the Social Security Act (which is

now being extensively amended by H.R. 1 in the Congress) could satisfy these
objectives. The costly and burdensome overlap of Federal governmental programs
results from the laboratory certification requirements imposed administratively
imder the Medicare program (Social Security Amendments of 1965, Public Law
89-97, 79 Stat. 286) on the one hand, and the laboratory licensure procedures
established pursuant to the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1967 (CLIA)
(Public Law 90-174, 81 Stat. 533) on the other. A brief amendment exempting
from Medicare requirements those laboratories already licensed under the CLIA
is all that is required. Such legislative action would have the effect of subjecting
clinical laboratories in interstate commerce to only one Federal government
authority, thereby saving tax dollars and providing relief for the affected labora-

tories, without sacrificing the protection presently afforded the public in any way.
Significantly, the Association believes that such an amendment would measurably
advance the cause of uniform standards.
By way of identification, the American Clinical Laboratory Association is an

organization established last year to offer a collective voice on behalf of an impor-
tant and growing segment of the laboratory industry not previously represented

—

the Federally-licensed interstate clinical laboratories. The underlying purpose of

the organization is to speak out at both Federal and state levels on legislative and
regulatory policies of significance to the clinical laboratory industry. Association

members are dedicated to the support of legislative and regulatory policies that

improve the quality of clinical laboratory testing and services, consistent with one
of its stated purposes, i.e., to "encourage the enactment of uniform clinical labora-

tory legislation and administrative regulations and policies for the protection of

the public."

Participation in the Federal Interstate program (administered since the enact-

ment of the CLIA by the Center for Disease Control, HEW) is a prerequisite to

ACLA membership. While the Association represents a relatively recent voice on

laboratory matters, its members have long been involved. Several members offered

testimony in support of what became the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act,

and many others have been active in working with various health personnel and
regulatory ofiicials within the Federal government and in various key states

around the country. Members include both some of the larger laboratories and
some of the smaller ones. All ACLA members participate in the Medicare, as well

as the Interstate, program.
The ACLA has general concern as to the adequacy of regulation in the entire

industry. It feels that present Federal rearulation has been sucecssful in im-

proving the quality of the limited group of clinical laboratories which are sub-

ject to Federal jurisdiction. However, the ACLA fears that the passage of the

CLIA, and the Federal enforcement policies developed pursuant both to it and

to the Medicare program, have not achieved the hoped-for Congressional ob-

jective of encouraging a nationwide regulatory environment necessary to assure

adequate laboratory services for the health care public throughout the United

States. Whatever the long term solution to ACLA's general concern may be.

however, its members are immediately concerned about the burdensome overlap

they feel from the duplicative Federal programs.

The overlap of the CLIA licensure and Medicare certifif'ation programs has

proven wasteful, costly and burdensome, whether viewed from the standpoint

of the affected laboratories, the governmental agencies involved or the piiblic

ACLA is not alone in this concern, as evidenced by the significant and relevant

findings of the extensive Auerbach Report, a comprehensive study entitled

"Clinical Laboratorv Evaluation Programs", dated July .'^1. 1970, and submitted

to the Communitv Health Service pursuant to contract with HEW. To date, the

Association and industry members have not succeeded in their efforts to persuade

HEW to accomplish administratively the results now sought bv legislation. It is

true, of course, that more coordination between the two HEW programs has

been accomplished in recent years. However, ACLA members and other labora-

tories in interstate commerce still are confronted with two separate enforcement
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authorities within HEW; laboratory standards and policies that differ in each
program ; duplication of inspection ; and a general overlapping of enforcement
policies. This continuing duplication of overall enforcement activity and policies

is unfortunate.
By way of background, this problem arose from the 1967 enactment of the

Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act on the heels of the establishment of re-

quirements for participation in the Medicare program, without due recognition
having been made for the need to coordinate the two Federal programs. In order
for a laboratory to "participate" in the Medicare program, and thereby become
entitled to reimbursement for laboratory services provided, a laboratory has to

be certified by those HEW officials with Medicare program responsibilities as in

compliance with the specific Medicare program requirements for coverage. The
Medicare program operates in a manner that usually contemplates agreements
between HEW and the states to utilize state services in determining whether
a laboratory meets the requirements of the Social Security Act, including the
standards promulgated by HEW. In all instances, the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare reimburses the states for their costs in making inspec-

tions and performing other related activities pursuant to these agreements.
Some 2,600 laboratories are certified as eligible under the Medicare program.
With the enactment of the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act in 1967, the

burdensome and costly duplication of activity arose. CLIA was intended to spawn
a program which would "serve as the Nation's Federal standard-setting author-
ity for independent laboratories" in the words of the House and Senate com-
mittees reporting out the bill. Yet, the Act provides for the separate inspection
and regulation by the Center for Disease Control, HEW, of those laboratories
that are engaged in interstate commerce and thereby subject to the Act, even
though most of the laboratories are already qualified as Medicare-approved.
This CLIA provision for separation inspection and regulation of laboratories

in interstate commerce, though otherwise qualified under Medicare, has resulted
in the duplication of policy standards, inspections and testing programs. Al-
though both Medicare and CLIA programs are conducted under the authority of
HEW, and although both have the same objective of assuring high quality
laboratory services, the two programs are quite different. The duplication has
impact on some 350 to 450 interstate laboratories, licen.sed by CDC and subject
to this overlapping attention.
As a result, ACLA members and certain other interstate program laboratories

(1) will be inspected perhaps several times a year under the Medicare program
by people representing the state agencies acting under delegation from the Bureau
of Health Insurance, Social Security Administration, and will also be inspected
during the same period by personnel from the Center for Disease Control; (2)
are subject to proficiency testing programs administered under the supervision
of CDC : and (3) are required to operate under regulations and policies that are
not uniform as between the two HEW programs and Federal government agen-
cies. Furthermore, Medicare policies are administered by the state authorities
discharging re.sponsibilities by delegation from the Social Security Administra-
tion. Administration of the same policies varies to such an extent in the different

states as to create an unreasonable burden on the interstate laboratory. Thus, the
approximately 350 to 450 licensed Interstate laboratories are subjected to burden-
.some and inconsistent duplication of Federal regulatory enforcement (as well as
to state regulation in states where their laboratories are located), while virtually
all other laboratories are subject to far less regulation, ranging from Medicare
program requirements and state requirements to no regulation at all. Indeed,
when a laboratory is not Medicare approved, or is Medicare exempt, or is located
in a state that has no meaningful regulatorj' poUcy, that laboratory may escape
all such regulation—a situation applicable to thousands of the nation's labora-
tories. Paradoxically then, the concentration of enforcement activity falls on the
very laboratories which may require the least .surveillance. Therefore, ACLA
believes that it is a matter of legislative inadvertence that the Clinical Labora-
tory Improvement Act did not exempt from Medicare qualification requirements
those laboratories meeting the exacting requirements of the Interstate program
administered by CDC.
The previously-referred to Auerbach Report commissioned by the Community

Health Service represents a recent and comprehensive evaluation of clinical lab-

oratory regulatory programs in the United States. The Report's significant con-

clusion that state and local regulatory programs are inadequate suggests the

need for a long-term solution. Its specific findings concerning the overlapping
Federal programs, however, go to the heart of this ACLA statement and support
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immediate action. The Report wisely credits the Federal government for what
improvement has occurred in clinical laboratory licensing. However, it also de-

tails the present duplication of enforcement programs under Medicare and the

CLIA, discusses the burdensome impact of the duplication, and notes generally

the lack of uniformity between the two programs. It concludes that overall im-
provement in regulatory activities throughout the United States might start with
the Federal government putting its own house in order.

The Auerbach Report goes on to recommend resolution of the question of over-

lap, better coordination of existing program activities, and determination of

uniform standards and policies. In particular, over 18 months ago, the Report
recommended that HEW take prompt action to formally coordinate activities of

the Medicare and Interstate clinical laboratory evaluation programs, including

coordination of inspections and testing, and harmonizing of the various standards

of the two programs. ACLA, on the other hand, believes that such suggestions do
not come to grips with the problem as well as its proposed amendment does. If

passed, it would undoubtedly create a climate that would require uniformity of

the two programs and policies.

The American Clinical Laboratory Association acknowledges that the Report's

recommendations are worthwhile. It submits, however, that its requested amend-
ment to H.R. 1 would cure the problem sooner and more efficiently. The very pas-

sage of the proposed amendment would create such a climate within HEW as to

assure the ultimate promulgation of uniform standards and policies within both

programs.
ACLA finally notes that the CLIA authorizes the Secretary to exempt a labora-

tory from the licensure provisions of the Act if it is accredited by a national ac-

creditation body that applies standards equal to or more stringent than the pro-

visions of CLIA and the rules and regulations thereunder. We note that there

are some 275 laboratories holding an unrevoked letter of exemption issued by the

Secretary under these provisions. ACLA believes that the technical amendment
should extend as well to these laboratories.

In view of the foregoing, it is recommended that action be taken to amend the

Social Security Act in order to eliminate the unnecessary and burdensome duplica-

tion hereinabove discussed. Specifically, H.R. 1 should add a new section to the

Social Security Act. [similar to Section 1865 of the Act (42 U.S.C. §1395 bb)]

which would read as follows :

"A laboratory shall be deemed to meet the requirements of numbered para-

graphs (10) and (11) of Section 1395 x(s) of this title (and should be considered

as an eligible supplier of services and eligible for payment), if such laboratory

is licensed pursuant to the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1967 (Public

Law 90-174, 81 Stat. 533) or is an accredited laboratory that holds an unrevoked

and unsuspended letter of exemption for that purpose issued by the Secretary

pursuant to said Act."

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Commerce,

Washington, B.C., February 23, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate. Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : The attached is a summary of recommendations which
the Seattle Urban League has made in regards to the Social Security Amend-
ments (H.R. 1) which the Finance Committee is currently considering. They
asked that I bring this material to the attention of yourself and the other

members of the Finance Committee.
Best personal regards.

Sincerely,
Warren G. Maqnuson.

Seattle Urban League, Seattle, Wash.—Problems in Titij:s I, II, and XX
OF H.R. 1 That Are Not Addressed by the Ribicoff Amendments

H.R. 1 is based on the premise that the poor are to blame for their poverty.

The essential character of the bill is to use minimum income payments with

detailed controls and conditions surrounding such payments as a means of con-

trolling behavior. The Ribicoff amendments do not alter this basic character.
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For this reason, time should be taken to develop an adequate income mainte-
nance system, based on need, without categorical distinctions, and designed to be
administered with dignity and simplicity.

If, however, one adopts the assumptions ithat H.R. 1 in some form vvdll pass,
the following are the features which need to be changed in order to make the
bill at all acceptable, recognizing that, even with amendments, the essential
character of the bill will remain unchanged in its retention of categories and
imposition of restraints based on perjorative attitudes.

TITLE I OLD AGE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE

1. We question, the wisdom of increasing the tax rate payable by both employer
and employees, to 5.4% in 1973-1974, 6.2% in 1975-1976, and 7.4% from 1977 on.

2. The bill rules out funding the benefits from general revenues. As the cost
of living increases, the taxable wage base will automatically increase. There
will be a point of no return where it is more advantageous for an individual to
invest towards his own retirement rather than participate in the Social Security
System. A tax revolt can be anticipated at that point.

3. The minimum benefits of $74 for a single person, and $111 for a couple are
too low. Benefits should at least match the poverty level.

4. The cost-of-living clause raises benefits fastest at the highest payment levels
instead of at the lower payment levels.

Strengthening this Title and reintroducing it separately would be a positive
step.

NEGATIVE FEATURES OF TITLE II (MEDICARE, MEDICAID) OF H.R. 1

Medicare

1. Uninsured under Medicare can enroll but must pay full cost of $31 per
month which will be prohibitive for many.

2. Medicare Part B deductible increased from $50 to $60.

3. Coinsurance of % of the inpatient hospital deductible imposed from 31st to

60th day. Previously started at 60th day.
4. Benefit period in respect to the deductible is not defined for Medicare as 1

year as is done for Medicaid.
5. No provision for adding drugs furnished out-of-hospital to the list of reim-

bursable services.

6. Hospital and extended care facilities can charge beneficiaries for costs of

services in excess of those necessary, "even when not requested by the patient".

7. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare will establish minimum
periods after hospitalization for which a patient would be presumed to need ex-

tended care or home health care. This would be limited in duration and would
not in many cases encompass the entire period the patient needed care, accord-

ing to the ''Report of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representa-

tives, 92nd Congress, 1st Session, 1971", p. 98.

8. Does not eliminate the different methods of financing Parts A and B of

Medicare as suggested in the Administration's Health Insurance Bill (S 1623).

9. Teaching physicians to be reimbursed on cost instead of fee for services

basis unless a bona fide private patient relationship had been established, etc.

May introduce a distinction between Medicare and other patients and encourage

a differentiation in care.

10. Limiting cost increases in skilled nursing homes and intermediate care

facilities to 105% of the cost in the preceding year may simply invite an auto-

matic 5% cost escalation.

11. The requirement that extended care facilities provide professional social

work services is eliminated.

12. Fair hearings are not allowed for claims under supplementary medical in-

surance for amounts under $100.

Medicaid

1. Decreases federal matching by Vs after 60 days in general and tuberculosis

hospitals; and in skilled nursing homes unless there is an effective utilization

review program. ^ , , -^ , ,

2 Decreases federal match by % after 90 days in a mental hospital and

eliminates federal match after a stay of an additional 275 days in a patient's life-

time, except for possibility of additional 30 days where it is shown the patient will

benefit therapeutically.
, ^ ^ 4. •

3 Requires medically inidgent to pay an enrollment premium related to mconie.

4. Permits, in addition, States to impose deductibles and co-payment on the
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medically indigent, not related to income. Secretary Richardson feels that "The
imposition on the medically needy of cost-sharing charges which are neither nomi-
nal nor income-related would work a severe hardship". (Hearings before the Com-
mittee on Finance, United States Senate, 92nd Congress, First Session on H.R. 1,

19il, p. 45)
5. Permits states to impose on cash assistance recipients nominal deductible

and cost-sharing charges for non-mandatory services such as drugs, anesthetics,
blood, dental care, eyeglasses.

6. Cash assistance recipient families with incomes above the Medicaid eligibility

level would have to incur medical expenses equal to the amount their income
exceeds the Medicaid standard before receiving any medical coverage, i.e., they
would have to spend their earnings over and above the $720 a year disregard for
medical care.

The report of the Committee on Ways and Means on H.R. 1 indicated that this
provision was expected to save $140 million in federal Medicaid funds in the
family category by eliminating the medical costs of cash assistance recipients who
earn above $720. p. 75.

7. States may reduce the Medicaid eligibility income ceiling, which would make
many people now eligible, ineligible.

8. States have the option of operating programs for the medically needy who
are not recipients of cash assistance, but are not required to. (Report of the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means, p. 75)

9. States are not required to make Medicaid available to persons newly eligible

under the income maintenance sections of H.R. 1.

10. The requirement that states have a comprehensive Medicaid program by
1977 is repealed.

11. States may eliminate or reduce the scope and extent of non-mandatory
services.

12. Statewideness or comparability of services not required.
13. Licensing requirements for nursing home administrators waived. Permits

administrators who have functioned in this capacity for three years prior to

establishment of State licensing standards to continue, without any reference to

competence.
14. The emphasis on delivery of services through Health Maintenance Orga-

nizations may result in poor service, particularly if under profit making auspices
as the bill allows, unless extensively monitored.

TITLE XX—ASSISTANCE FOR THE AGED, BLIND AND DISABLED

Many of the same restrictive, punitive provisions embodied in the Family
Assistance Title of H.R. 1 are present in Title XX.
The following are sections which need to be changed :

§20ii(a)(6) EUgiUlity and Amount of Benefits

1. The resource limitation of $15(X) is too low.
2. The amount of benefits are to low.
By 1975 the benefit level for a couple will be $2400 per year. The Bureau of

Labor Statistics low budget for retired couple in 1969 was $2902. The Consumer
Price Index has risen 11.1% since then.

3. Determination of eligibility for and amount of benefits is to be made quar-
terly. It seems unnecessary to substitute quarterly review for the current annual
review for this group.

4. The "Report of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representa-
tives, 92nd Congress, 1st Session, 1971" (hereinafter Committee Report), specifies
that an eligible individual and spouse will receive a couple's benefits instead of
each receiving individual benefits ($200 instead of $300 per month), even if they
live apart, (p. 150)

% 2011(d) Special Limits 07i Gross Income
The Secretary may decide when gross income will be considered large enough

to make a person ineligible, even though net income may be inadequate.

%2011{3) Limits on EUgiMlity
1. Inmates of public institutions ineligible.

2. Persons in public facilities which receive Title XIX medical payments may
only receive up to $25 per month. This would result in additional state costs for
institutional care.
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3. Persons who fail to apply within 30 days for any other benefits for which
they are eligible will be ineligible for benefits under this title. Any benefits al-
ready paid would be considered overpayments (Committee Report, p. loO)

4. Persons who are incapacitated due to alcohol or drug abuse will be ineligible
unless they are in an approved treatment facility and subject to monitoring.

5. Residence (S 2011(f))—No person is eligible while outside the United
States for any reason, and must be back in the United States for 30 consecutive
days before becoming eligible for benefits.

§ 2011 ig)

Lower benefits to be paid to residents of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and
Guam.

§ 2012 Meaning of Income
1. The blind and disabled are allowed to disregard a work incentive of $85 per

month plus Vi of the remainder, plus amounts needed for achieving self support,
while the aged are allowed only $60 per month plus % of the remainder.

2. The blind are allowed to disregard work expenses while the aged and dis-
abled are not.

3. The earnings of a non-eligible spouse are considered in determining benefits,
and treated as if earned by one person. Thus the income disregards are per
couple, not per individual, even if both are working. (Committee Report, p. 151)

Support and Maintenance in Kind {Committee Report, p. 150)

Persons residing in the household of an ineligible person would have their
benefits reduced by % even if the recipient pays room and board ; while an indi-
vidual livin gin a rooming or boarding house would have no reduction in his
benefits.

§ 2013 Resources

1. The Secretary may determine what is a reasonable value for a home and
household goods and personal effects. "These regulations . . . would not neces-
sarily be as liberal as those now in existence . .

." (Committee Report, p. 182)
2. The Secretary is to prescribe the time periods and manner in which property

must be disposed of in order not to be counted in determining eligibility for
benefits.

"Assets such as buildings or land not used as the individual's abode . . .

which are not readily convertible to cash must be disposed of within a time limit
prescribed by the Secretary . .

." (Committee Report, p. 154)
Benefits paid during the period allowed for disposal of the assets will be con-

sidered overpayments if they would not have been payable had the proceeds been
taken into account when the person started getting the benefits.

§ 2014 Definitions : Aged, Blind, and Disabled

1. The definition of disability is restrictive. A recipient must not only be "unable
to engage in any substantial gainful activity" but also be unable to : "consider-
ing his age, education, and work experience, engage in any other kind of substan-
tial gainful work which exists in the national economy, regardless of whether
such work exists in the immediate area in which he lives, or whether a specific
job vacancy exists for him, or whether he would be hired if he applied for
work. ..."

No funds are provided for finding jobs or for relocating persons to different
regions. Substantial gainful work is not defined.

2. EligiMe spouse—Spouse must be blind, disabled, or old aged to be eligible.

Eliminates "essential person". Would eliminate approximately 1,000 persons in

Washington State.

§ 2014 (/) Income and Resources of Individuals Other than Eligible Individuals
and Eligible Spouses

The income and resources of a non-eligible spouse or parent are considered
income to the recipient, whether or not available to him. Such income is subject
to the % grant reduction for room and board, as well as reducing the recipient's

grant by the amount of the non-eligible person's income.

§ 2015 Rehabilitation Services

1. Persons eligible because of blindness or disability must participate in voca-
tional rehabilitation services, unless they can establish good cause for refusal.

Services should be available but not mandatory.
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2. Good cause is not defined. The Secretary will prescribe criteria for deter-
mining when an individual is employable. (Committee Report, P. 337-338)

3. No incentive or expense allowance is provided for participation.
4. Blind and disabled persons will have their condition reviewed quarterly.

§ 2016 Optional State Supplementation

1. The states may but need not supplement federal benefits.

2. States may not increase benefit levels or liberalize eligibility requirements
above 1971 levels without losing the hold harmless protections.

3. States may impose residency requirements for supplementary benefits.

4. States not required to cover under Medicaid newly eligible persons.
5. Federal benefits would be reduced by the amount of state supplementation

unless here was an agreement between the Secretary and the State.

Part B—Procedural and General Provisions

§ 20Sl{a) Payment of Benefits

1. The Secretary determines how often benefits are to be paid.

2. There is no provision for emergency grants for non-recurring needs except
at time of initial application.

3. Payments may be paid to any interested third party vsdthout safeguard of

a hearing to determine incompetence or without provision for appointment of

a guardian or legal representative.

§ 2031 ( 6 ) Overpayments and Underpayments

1. Recovery of overpayments permitted.
"An individual would not be found to be without fault if an incorrect payment

which was made to him or on his behalf resulted from his statement which he
knew or should have known to be incorrect or from his failure to furnish infor-

mation which he knew or should have known to be material, or from his accept-

ance of a payment which he either knew or could have been expected to know
was incorrect." (Committee Report, p. 187)

2. Underpayments would not be paid to the estate of a deceased individual.

Overpayment could be recovered from the estate of a deceased individual.

(Committee Report, p. 155)

§ 2031 (c) Hearings and Review
1. Benefits may be terminated prior to a hearing.
2. Factual determinations by the Secretary are not subject to judicial review.

§ 2031 id) Hearing Examiner, Representation of Claimants

1. Hearing examiners need not meet the standards of the Administrative
Procedures Act.

2. The Secretary may regulate who may represent claimants. He may require

of such persons, other than attorneys, that "they shall show that they are of

good character, and in good repute, possessed of the necessary qualifications

to enable them to render . . . valuable service . . .

§ 2031 (3) Applications and Furnishing of Information

1. No simple declaration system.
2. Failure to or delay in submitting reports of change in circumstances will re-

sult in reduction of benefits by $25 for the first incident, $50 for the second, and
$100 for subsequent incidents, except for good cause.

Good cause is not defined.

§ 2031 if) Furnishing of Information by Other Agencies

Heads of any federal agency shall provide information. No guarantee of con-
fidentiality of records.

§ 2032 Fraud
Excessive penalty. Misdemeanor. $1,000 fine or a year in prison, or both,

§ 2033 Administration

While the Social Security Administration is to administer this program, there
are to be separate applications and reports, and separation benefit checks.

%522

Statewideness not required for services.
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Seattle Urban League—A Compabison of H.R. 1 and the Ribicoff Amendments

Summary

NEGATIVE FEATURES OF RIBICOFF AMENDMENTS

I. Explanation

Deals only with Title XXI of the act and does not address the problems in Titles
II (Medical) and Title XX (Old Aged, Blind and Disabled Program).

II. Work Registration Requirements

1. Retains u-nrk registration requirement as a condition of receipt of benefits
"Good cause" for refusal is determined by the Secretary and not defined.

2. Excludes mothers of children under six (6) from the work registration re-
quirements. We think all mothers or caretakers of school age children should
be exempted unless they volunteer.

3. Secretary of Labor retains discretion of determining whether "good cause"
exists for failure to participate in manpower services, training or employment.

III. Child Care

1. Retains provision that Secretary of Labor decide which cases and for how
long child care services shall be required.

2. Retains provision that child care services may be provided from any avail-
able sources including profit making day care centers.

3. Retains provision that parents may be required to pay for all or part of the
cost of child care services according to a schedule to be prescribed by the Sec-
retary, including those incapacitated mothers required to accept Vocational
rehabilitation services.

IV. Work Protections

1. Retains provision limiting federal match for public service employment to
three years; but does increase third year match from 50% to 75% or more, if
needed to prevent increasing unemployment.

V. Training Allowances

1. Retains provision excluding individuals participating in training to obtain
a college degree from incentive allowances, or individuals receiving wages under
a Department of Labor program, e.g. on-the-tjob training.

VI. Rehabilitation Services for Incapacitated

1. Retains provision that incapacitated persons accept vocational rehabilitation
services or lose their benefits, and requires quarterly review of incapacity.
The amendment is more punitive than H.R. 1 in that it states that individuals

who "are unable to accept or continue to participate in" rehabilitation services
shall lose their lienefits while H.R. 1 states that individuals who "refuse to

accept or continue to participate in" such services shall lose their benefits.

VII. Benefits

1. While benefits are raised by the Ribicoff Amendments to $3,000 a year
instead of $2,400 for a family of four, and the $3,600 ceiling on benefits for

families of eight (8) or more is eliminated, the payment level is far below the
goal of beginning at the poverty level and reaching the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics "low budget" standard by 1976.

The goal in the Ribicoff Amendments is to reach the poverty level by 1976.

2. Retains provision that the Secretary determines reasonable value of home
and household goods in determining resource exclusions ; that he decide the time
and manner in which property must be disposed of not to be counted in determin-

ing eligibility.

3. Retains clause excluding from benefits any family whose rate of payment
would be less than $10 a month ; affects 191,000 families under H.R. 1. Not sure

how many under Ribicoff payment levels.

4. Retains provision that benefits be paid on the basis of estimated income for

a quarter.
5. Retains provision that Secretary may prescribe when gross income is so

large as to make a family ineligible.

6. Makes individual ineligible if he fails to apply within 30 days for other

payments to which he is entitled. Under H.R. 1 whole family was eligible.
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VIII. Meaning of Family and Child

1 Retains provision that no one shall be eligible for benefits with respect to

any month during all of which he is outside the United States except for seek-

ing employment or engaging in employment.

IX. Optional State Supplementation {Sec. 2156)

Does not require state to supplement the working poor imtil 1973 (Sec, 2156,

507)

X. Supplementary Benefits

Requires that supplementary payments to individuals who refuse without

good cause to register for manpower services, training or employment, or for

vocational rehabilitation services, be reduced.

XI. Payment of Benefits

1. Retains provision that payments may be made to a third party where family

members are unable to manage funds or when a member refuses to accept services

or employment or to participate in training ; or is unable to accept rehabilitation

2. No provision for emergency grants for nonrecurring needs except at time of

initial application.

XII. Furnishing of Information by Other Agencies

1. Retains provision that head of any Federal agency shall provide such in-

formation as the Secretary needs for determining eligibility for or amount of

benefits, or verifying other information with respect thereto.

XIII. Applications and Furnishing of Information by Families

1. Retains provision that the Secretary prescribe requirements for filing appli-

cations, furnishing data, reporting changes, etc.

XIV. Penalties for Fraud

1. Retains misdemeanor and $1,000. fine or one year in prison, or both.

XV. Obligation of Deserting Parents

1. Retains requirements that amount due shall be collected from amounts due

or becoming due the deserting parent from the Federal Government at any time.

No statute of limitations and no provision for a hearing.

XVI. Penalty for Interstate Flight to Avoid Parental Responsibility

1. Retains misdemeanor, $1,000 fine or a year in prison, or both.

XVII. Reports of Improper Care of Custody of Children

1. Retains provision that Secretary advise appropriate agencies if he has reason

to believe a child is or has been subjected to neglect, abuse, exploitation, or other

improper care. Improper care is not defined.

XVIII. Advisory Committees

1. Still only to evaluate the effectiveness of manpower and training programs.

No committees are set up to evaluate the operation of the application and pay-

ment process or the delivery of services.

XIV. Hold Harmless (Sec. 503)

1. Does not apply to those who would have been ineligible for reasons other

than income in 1971; i.e. single persons who are not aged, disabled, blind or

childless couples.

XV. Services

1. Retains the provision that .services need not be provided statewide, and

provision that individual programs for family services are not required.

XXI. Enforcement of Support Orders—Public Assistance Amendments Effective

Immediately

1. Retains provision including enforcement of support against step-parent al-

though in the amendments to Title XXI, this is not required unless state law

makes the step-parent responsible.
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XXII.
Does not address question as to whether Indians must sell their reservation

lands in order to be eligible.

XXIII.

Retains provision under Payment of Benefits that the Secretary may establish

ranges of incomes within which a single amount of benefits under this title shall

apply. It is not clear what this implies.

H.R. 1—A Special Report by the Seattle Urban League, November 1971

Welfare reform is widely regarded as the number one domestic priority in

the nation today. The current welfare system is unsatisfactory both to the

recipients, who find it inadequate and demeaning, and to the general public

who regard the rising costs of ever increasing caseloads as excessive.

Since August 1969, six versions of Welfare Reform bills have been under
consideration by Congress. The Mills' Bill, H.R. 1, passed the House on June
22, 1971 and is currently before the Senate Finance Committee. No public hear-

ings have ever been held on the bill.

This latest version of Welfare Reform satisfies neither recipients nor business

groups. The National Welfare Rights Organization calls it "a giant step back-

ward." The United States Chamber of Commerce characterizes the bill as a

"revolutionary" bill that has "the potential to destroy our private economy."
The National Urban League recognizes the need for a basic income fioor for all

Americans as the only means to appropriately compensate for the economic
and social dislocations of an advanced .economy. The NUL has set forth a list

of requirements which it feels should be met by welfare reform legislation.

The following is a comparison between the NUL requirements and what is pro-

posed in H.R. 1.

National Urban League requirements are :

1. A new, unified and federally financed and administered program of

assistance.

H.R. 1—provides the possibility of dual administration with respect to serv-

ices, medical aid, special needs, and supplemental benefits.

2. Strong and clear legal requirements and guidelines to assure equitable and
eflScient administration, with a minimum of red tape. Use of simple aflSdavit to

establish eligibility for all in need with no means test or case-by-case investi-

gation.

H.R. 1 increases red tape.

No simple declaration process.
Every applicant must be interviewed in person and furnish birth certificates,

income records, etc.

100% check of key application items.
Complete verification of every element of eligibility of a sample.
Biennial reapplication required to be filed and processed as though it were

initial application.
Regular, periodic checks of information will be made against data files.

Field investigation prior to authorization of benefits if any question arises as
to accuracy of information.

3. Federal supplements must be made available to enable states to maintain cur-
rent benefits at least at present levels.

H.R. 1 does not require maintenance of current benefit levels.

It is estimated that without a state supplement, 90% of the recipients in 45
states would have their present benefits reduced.

In King County, Washington, a family of four which is receiving $3,240.00 a
year from Public Assistance would receive $2,400.00 a year.

4. Coverage for all people equally in need, regardless of residence, reason for
poverty, or current categorical distinctions.

H.R. 1 excludes—
All single persons and childless couples who are not Aged, Blind or Disabled.

The whole family if one member fails to apply for any other benefit for which
he is eligible.

"Essential" persons who are currently eligible.

Any person who refuses employment, training or Tehabilitation services.

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6
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Persons incapacitated by alcohol or drug abuses unless they are undergoing
treatment in an approved facility.

Families whose head is a college student even if working full time.

A child living with a "non-needy relative" (now eligible).

Pregnant women with no children other than the unborn child (currently
eligible for A.F.D.C).

Self employed whose gross income is determined to be too large.

Families with no current income who would now be eligible for A.F.D.C. but
who have earned too much in the three previous quarters. (Presumed to have
saved any earned income in excess of H.R. 1 payment levels, e.g., over $200 per
month for a family of four.)

Possibly those with no "fixed domicile," e.g., migrants.
Anyone who.se benefit would be less than $10.00 per month.
Anyone who remains outside the U.S. for 30 days except for employment or

military service.

H.R. 1 proposed
Benefit levels by category :

2 persons

:

Old aged, blind, and disabled $2,340
1974 2, 400

4 persons

:

Working poor

:

(Earned ceiling) 4,140
(Ceiling with supplement) 4,260

Family assistance 2, 400

H.R. 1 permits a residency requirement for state supplementation.
States may exclude from the supplement-

Families with unemployed Father.
The working poor.

The guarantee that states' expenditures will not exceed their 1971 costs does

not apply to supplementary payments to persons not required to be included

—

i.e., the families with unemployed fathers and working poor ; or to payments to

persons who would have been ineligible for reasons other than income in 1971.

Thus, state supplements to these groups would be at state expense and the

benefits would be deducted from the federal allowance.
5. Assistance grants at the official poverty level at the outset with provisions

for rapid and orderly steps to the lower level standard of living index as deter-

mined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

H.R. 1 grants levels and cost of living increases :

Family of 4

:

Urban—current $3, 800
Rural—Poverty index (OEO December 1970) 3, 200

Bureau of Labor statistics "low budget, Seattle-Everett, Wash.,
spring, 1970 7, 630

H.R. 1 benefit 2,400
Families of 8 or more: H.R. 1 sets ceiling of 3,600

6. We reject the concept of compulsory work requirements.

H.R. 1 : Every person determined to be available for employment must regis-

ter and accept available employment or lose their $800 annual benefit and have
family payments made to a third party.

7. Incentives should be provided to encourage those eligible for public assist-

ance to move into job training and full employment. Such incentives should

include the right to keep enough earned income to make working more attractive

than relying solely on public assistance.

H.R. 1 : The work incentive allows persons to keep $60 per month plus H,

of the remainder. Out of this must be paid all work related expenses and day

care costs. Currently the $30 per month plus Vs is in addition to child care and

work expenses.

8. Insure the payment of minimum or prevailing wages, whichever is higher.
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H.R. 1
:
Must accept work unless it pays less than 75% of minimum wage, i.e.,

$1.20/hr. or the prevailing wage, whichever is higher.
9. Suitable employment consistent with individual skills.
H.R. 1 : Suitability of job to individual skills not a ground for refusal to accept

employment.
10. Exemption from requirement to register for employment for mothers or

other persons responsible for the care of school-age children if they chose not to
work.

H.R. 1

:

Mothers with children over 5 years of age must register. In 1974, mothers with
children over 2 years old must register.

11. Provision of quality day care centers for those who do work.
H.R. 1

:

A ceiling of $2,000 for a family of four is allowed as exempt income for day
care. This does not cover the cost of day care for two children at the current
$5/day rate.

$700,000,000 appropriation sufficient only for custodial care.

Only 875,000 day care slots for estimated 2.6 million registrants.
No standards for day care stipulated in the bill.

No guarantee of day care before employment or choice of facility.

12. Provide critically needed public service jobs where there is a shortage of
private or other public sector jobs.

H.R. 1 provides for 200,000 public service jobs BUT these are intended to be
"transitional" and no Federal monies will be available for them after the 3rd
year.

13. Supportive services should be made available, but not compulsory.
H.R. 1 requires

:

Incapacitated individuals to accept rehabilitation services or lose their benefits.

The Department of Labor is to provide those supportive services "deemed
necessary" for persons registered for training and employment. However, there

is a closed end appropriation for all services except day care and family planning.

The state share of monies for services will be proportionate to the Federal
share in all states.

Calls for more services with possibility of less money to provide them.

14. Right of the recipient to a fair hearing, continuation of grant pending the

outcome of hearings.
H.R. 1 : Benefits may be terminated without prior hearing for failure to submit

quarterly reports.

15. Right to representation at hearings must be clearly spelled out.

H.R. 1 : The right to representation is restricted to attorneys or to persons "of

good character and in good repute."

16. Notification of benefits and qualifications for entitlement must be publicized

by federal administering agencies.

H.R. 1 : Public Information.—Not spelled out in the bill.

17. Such legislation must preserve all rights now held under current public

assistance laws.
H.R. 1—rights eliminated :

States may impose residence requirements for receipt of supplemental benefits.

Benefits may be terminated without prior hearings.

Determinations of fact by the Secretary on the basis of fair hearings not sub-

ject to judicial review.
Representation restricted.

Excessive penalty for failure to report.

18. Such legislation should include a realistic opportunity for participation by

recipients in infiuencing the administration and general nature of programs.

H.R. 1 eliminates recipient representation on local advisory committees. Com-

mittees will be set up to evaluate employment and training programs. They shall

be composed of "representatives of labor, business, the general public and units

of local government."
19. Protections must be written in to assure American Indians and migrants,

and citizens of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands full and equitable participa-

tion in all assisting programs.
TT TJ 1 .

Question arises whether Indians must sell their land and use up the resources

before being eligible.
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Because of the "fixed domicile" requirement there is some question whether
migrants will be eligible.

There is also a question whether the Bureau of Indian Affairs can supplement
another federal program to provide supplement for unemployed fathers as they
currently do in Alaska.

H.R. 1 sets grants in Puerto Rico, Guam and the Virgin Islands at a lower
level, based on the ratio of the per capita income in those areas to the per capita
income of the lowest of the 50 states. This could be only 3/5 of payment made in
mainland U.S.A.

Seattle Urban League—A Compaeison of H.R. 1 and the Ribicoff
Amendments

Summary

positive features of bibicoff amendments
/. Child Care

1. Adds protections relating to suitability or remoteness of child care services
as grounds for refusing work.

2. Requires transportation be included as part of child care services.

3. Makes Secretary of H.E.W. responsible for providing child care services

instead of Secretary of Department of Labor.
4. Eliminates provision that not more than $100 million be appropriated for

child care services.

5. Requires that day care standards be no less comprehensive than the Federal
Interagency day care requirements.

6. Increases sums for development of day care facilities from $50 million to

$100 million.

7. Provides that up to $25 million a year shall be used for training personnel
for employment in providing child care services.

//. Wage and Work Protection

1. Adds provision that work must suit individuals interests and proficiencies

and hold reasonable promise of making the person self-supporting.

2. Requires payment of at least the higher of the applicable Federal, State

or local wage rate or the prevailing wage, or the minimum wage.
3. Requires that work be covered by Workmen's Compensation and consider-

ations of health, prior training and experience, etc.

4. Changes priorities for work and training from mothers and pregnant women
under 19 to give priority to unemployed fathers or volunteer female heads of

family, etc.

5. Provides that no one be given an employability plan until the necessary serv-

ices and employment opportunities are available. Family assistance benefits will

be paid to individuals pending availability of necessary programs.

6. Redefines purposes of public service employment to provide employment
for eligible individuals, not just those otherwise unable to find work or to be

effectively placed in training.

7. Requires any employer receiving federal funds and all public service jobs

in the private sector to list job vacancies with the Department of Labor.

8. Redefines goals of public service employment to develop new careers.

9. Eliminates review every six months of each public service employee and

substitutes periodically.

10. Raises sum for manpower services, training and employment programs

other than public service employment, from $540 million to $1 billion.

11. Increase from $800 million to $1.2 billion amount for public service

employment.
12. Requires estimate of additional funds needed if 5% or more needy em-

ployable people have no reasonable job prospects.

13. Requires Secretary of Labor to consult regularly with representatives of

employers and recipients and specifies equal opportunity requirements.

14. Requires Secretary of Labor to ensure eligible Opportunities for Families

individuals priority in participating in other Federal programs designed to pro-

mote employability or employment opportunities.
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///. Benefits

Increases benefits but not sufficiently (See VII (1) under negatives).
1. Provides that no one shall receive less benefits than he did previously.

2. Provides for redefinition of poverty to take account of rises in cost of living

and to require a more adequate definition of poverty.
3. Allows $1500 in exempt resources the first year and $2000 beginning July 1,

1913. Too low.
4. Requires studies to establish variations in living costs and recommendations

for adjustments in light thereof. Such recommendations are to apply to any
programs aided under the Social Security Act providing payments to individuals
or for their medical care.

5. Eliminates taking into account income from preceding quarters in estimat-
ing benefits.

6. Provides that aid be furnished with reasonable promptness based on cur-

rent needs.
7. Eliminates requirements that families reapply biennially. Substitutes pro-

vision for study of a sample of families who have received benefits for 24 con-
secutive months.

8. Provides same benefits for Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands as for

the 50 states.

IV. Income
1. Increases from $1500 to $2000 the amount of the proceeds of any life in-

surance policy which is expended for illness or burial which can be disregarded.
2. Increases from % of net income to 40% of gross income the amount of earned

income which can be disregarded.
3. Adds "other educational expenses" to income which can be disregarded in the

way of grants etc. for educational purposes.
4. Changes from % to 40% the amount of child support or alimony which can

be disregarded.
5. Adds "the net amount of any income taxes paid in a month" to excluded

income.
6. Deletes provision limiting total income which may be disregarded to the

lesser of $2000 plus $200 for each additional member over 4, or $3000.

7. Raises from $1500 to $2000 the total face value of all life insurance policies

which may be excluded.

V. Meaning of Family and Child

1. Add proviso that definition of residence shall not be interpreted to exclude
migrant families or others of unfixed domicile.

2. Deletes proviso that a person who has been out of the U.S. for 30 consecu-

tive days must have been back for 30 consecutive days before he is eligible for

benefits.

3. Includes in definition of eligible family single persons and childless couples

who are not aged, blind, or disabled.

4. Deletes exclusion of families whose head of household is a college student.

VI. Income and Resources of Noncontributing Individual

1. Excludes stepparents' income unless applicable State law makes the step-

parent responsible for the support of the child.

VII. State Supplementation

1. Eliminates provision that states may establish a residence requirement.

VIII. Supplementary Benefits

1. Specifies that the supplement is to be excluded in determining the income of

the family and that it must be an amount that assures they receive no less in

benefits than they were receiving in .Tanuary 1971, including the bonus value of

food stamps. However, does not cover newly eligible.

2. Where the state makes its own supplementary payments it must agree not to

impose any liens against the property of any member of a family or his estate on

account of such payments, and that there will be no adjustment of or recovery of

such benefits.
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3. The Federal Government will pay 30% of the State's supplementary pay-
ments during the first year and by 1976 the payments will be 100% federally
funded.

IX. Payment of Benefits

1. Adds proviso that benefits be paid no less often than monthly.
2. Changes emergency provision for paying a cash advance of up to $100 to be

counted against benefits to a cash payment in an amount the Secretary finds

appropriate to protect the family's welfare. However, there is no provision for
emergency grants for non-recurring needs except at time of initial application.

X. Overpayments and Underpayments

1. Changes recovery of incorrect benefits from "shall be made" to "may be
made".

XI. Hearing and Review
1. Greatly strengthens protections for recipients with respect to fair hearings,

judicial procedures and appeal.

XII. Representation of Claimants

1. Eliminates waiver allowing hearing examiners not to meet the specific stand-

ards prescribed.

2. Provides for free choice of representation and eliminates restriction on who
may represent clients.

XIII. Applications and Furnishings of Information by Families

1. Eliminates requirements that recipients file quarterly reports.

2. Eliminates the $25, $50 and $100 penalties for failure to report.

XIV. Administration

Adds employee protection provisions.

XV. Advisory Committees

Recipients are included on the Advisory Committees to evaluate the effective-

ness of manpower and training programs.

XVI. Initial Appropriation for Child Care

Raised from $700 million to $1.5 billion.

XVII. Services to Needy Families ivith Children

Working poor not excluded in the definition.

XVIII. Appropriations for Services

1. Eliminates ceiling of $800 million for the first year and provides such suras

as may be necessary.
2. Eliminates allotment of money for services to states on basis of ratio of their

expenditures to the total federal share in all States with service deficit being
taken into account.

U.S. Senate,
Office of the Majority Leader,

Washington, B.C., January 11, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : Enclosed is a letter I have received from Theodore
Carkulis, Director of the Department of Public Welfare for the State of Montana.
Mr. Carkulis offers several constructive comments regarding welfare reform

legislation, and I thought perhaps the Committee would like to have the recom-
mendations of Montana's chief officer in the area of welfare.
With best personal wishes, I am,

Sincerely yours,
Mike Mansfield.
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State of Montana,
Depaetment of Public Welfare,

Helena, Mont., January 11, 1972.
Hon. Mike Mansfield,
Senate Majority Leader,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Mansfield : Now that the time for a decision on welfare reform
(H.R. 1) is drawing near, I feel 1 must bring to your attention the concern of a
number of state welfare administrators with respect to the administration of tlie

welfare system. We believe that whatever plan is finally adopted it should include
provision for optional administration by the states without penalty. An earlier

version of the bill included such a provision but penalized the states if they chose
to administer the program.

State administration is not necessarily inconsistent with the idea of a uniform
national program with full federal funding. I believe that the concept of full

federal funding may be maintained even though individual states would have a

voice in determining the level of assistance payments in the state. In my opinion,

state determination of the payment level, above a relatively low national minimum
floor, is desirable in any program which is based on need. It is also important that

the payment level in a state be established in relation to economic indicators so

that assistance payments would not be disruptive of other elements of a state's

economy.
Another important consideration is that the recipients in the national assist-

ance program will be required to receive services from a number of other agencies

which are essentially state agencies such as the Employment Service, Vocational

Rehabilitation, Child Care Services, Social Services, and Medical Assistance. If

the program is to succeed, close coordination of all of these programs will be

imperative, and it seems to me that a state agency would be best able to achieve

this coordination with other state agencies.

The claim has been made that states have failed in the administration of

public welfare programs, a condemnation that many of us do not accept. In fact,

in the last few months a number of states have taken significant steps toward

welfare reform in spite of federal restrictions. This is not to say all of the states

are necessarily working in the right direction but only to indicate that states

can take measures to solve their problems if they are permitted and if they are

provided the resources.

In view of the above arguments I would respectfully urge you to bring this

suggestion to the attention of Senator Long—who I believe is receptive to the

idea—for the consideration of his committee when they again consider this

bill.

And finally, as you are already aware. Congress has been discussing and de-

bating welfare reform for almost two and one-half years while the welfare burden

on states has been increasing. So the matter of immediate fiscal relief has be-

come extremely urgent. We know that proposals to meet this problem have been

made by the administration and others but we want to take this opportunity

to re-emphasize the urgency and to express Montana's concern.

With kindest personal regards, I am.
Sincerely yours,

Theodore Carkulis, Director,

Social and RehaMlitation Services.

National Grange,
Washington, D.C.

Re H.R. 1.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman. Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : This letter will bring up to date the views of The Na-
tional Grange regarding the subject legislation. In brief, we endorse the amend-
ments in Social Security laws and improvements in benefits under such laws
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which are contained in H.R. 1, but while we recognize the need for reformation
of our presently unsatisfactory welfare system and believe that some aspects of
H.R. 1 could well result in improvements in that system, we have serious reser-
vations about the present provisions of the bill relating to family assistance.
The National Grange represents 7000 local community Granges across the na-

tion, with a total membership of over 600,000. The Grange is more than a farm
organization. Our purpose is to serve the total interest of rural communities and
the nation.

Social Security legislation has dravm considerable attention at the Annual
Sessions of the National Grange throughout the last decade. Without any ques-
tion, the cost of Social Security falls most heavily on the self-employed. This
includes the total of our farm population. In the midst of a continuing cost-
price squeeze on farmers, we are naturally and rightfully concerned over the
amount they can earn while collecting Social Security payments.
At the Annual Session of the National Grange in 1965, the delegate body

adopted the following resolution :

"Resolved, that the Grange favor raising the numier of hours a farmer can
work before forfeiting Social Security in proportion to the 25% raise given other
occupations."
Of almost equal, if not greater, concern to the Grange, especially if we look at

the recurrence of this concept in our resolutions, has been the objection of the
Grange to the low amount people other than farmers are permitted to earn while
drawing Social Security benefits.

The following two resolutions were adopted at our 1967 Annual Session

:

"Resolved, that the National Grange go on record as being in favor of changing
the Social Security law, whereby the breaduHnner of the family could earn the
same amount while receiving Social Security benefits, as he or she and their
spouse could earn collectively at the present time and still qualify for Social
Security benefits."

"Resolved, that a change be made in the present law that would allow the
combined income of a married couple, over and above the Social Security, to

be $3,000 and same could be earned by either spouse or a combination of their

two incomes, thus retnoving the present discrimination against the one bread-
winner."

It seems logical and reasonable that in the present period of relatively high
employment, plus increased higher costs of living, that considerable flexibility

should be written into the law to permit elderly retired people to retain a com-
bination of Social Security benefits and earned income that would place them
a couple of steps above the poverty level.

Thus, the Committee will understand the Grange's concern with the low level

of Social Security which is available to many of our elderly citizens, and which
does put them in a rather precarious situation unless they have other income to

fall back on. "We would hope that you could see fit to consider the increase in

the allowable earnings of those who are limited to an unreasonably low earning

and total income level during their declining years. It would permit them to

live with increased decency and dignity

—

the real objectives of this legislation in

the first place.

The Grange has also expressed its concern over the amount of benfits paid
to a surviving widow. At the Annual Session in 1965 the delegate body adopted
the following resolution

:

"We recommend the widow's survival pay be increased to an amount equal
to the husband's primary insurance payment."
The other major concern of the Grange regarding Social Security legislation

pertains to the number of years over which a person's earnings are averaged
for the purpose of determining Social Security benefits.

At the 1969 Annual Session of the National Grange the delegate body adopted
the following policy position

:

"Resolved, that the National Grange urge Congress to . . . Change the period

by which benefits are computed to the three (3) highest years of earnings."
The number of years over which a person's earnings are averaged for the

purpose of determining Social Security benefit payments may be a crucial factor
in computing the amount of such benefits. Certainly in a great many cases it is

at least as important as the level of maximum benefits. Lowering the number
of years that must be used could well mean more than increasing the maximum
benefits by some publicized percentage such as 15 percent.
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A man born in 1929 or later must average 38 years of earnings on which

Social Security taxes were paid. A man retiring upon becoming 65 in 1970 would

have to use 14 years of such earnings. It may well be that they would have

to include years in which they had no "creditable" earnings, thus cutting down

the average yearly amount of such earnings. Much government employment at

all levels, and self employment in past years, would not count towards Social

Security benefits. Also, earnings creditable in any year are of course limited

viz $3600 for any vear 1951 through 1954, $4200 for 1955 through 1958, $4800

for 1959 through 1966, $6600 for 1966 and 1967, and $7800 for 1968 and later.

Other examples of necessary years of "creditable" earnings are shown by the

following table furnished by the Social Security Administration :

Number of years you must
count in figuring your aver-

age earnings

Men Women

Year In which you were born:

1896 or earlier

1897
1898
1899
1900 ---

1901- -

1902

1903 -.

1904

1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912....

1913
1917...

1921....

1925
1929 or later..

5
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"Resolved, That the National Grange recommend that employable welfare

recipients be required to work at gainful employment, when given an opportunity,

for at least a part of their income to be eligible for welfare payments, and that

welfare payments shall not be correspondingly reduced to the point where
it erases their incentive to work. We feel that this principle of reduced welfare

payments should be applied in such a manner that it will encourage welfare
recipients to seek gainful employment : and be it further

"Resolved, That every effort should be made to reduce Welfare costs through
skillful administration and staffing in the various Welfare Departments and
Social Services."

"WELFARE AND POVERTY PROGRAMS

"Whereas, many people now availing themselves of assistance through existing

State and Federal Welfare and Poverty programs are believed to be abusing
the privilege of programs which were set up for people who cannot care for them-
selves ; and
"Whereas, the abuse of present Welfare and Poverty programs is producing

generations of welfare dependents ; and
"Whereas, the function of Public Welfare is important both in terms of human

services and in terms of money, and should have influence and control from
local government ; and

"Whereas, while we do not oppose those who are in need of help from Welfare
or Poverty programs, we do oppose misuse of welfare funds ; and
"Whereas, Welfare recipients who are able-bodied and able to work should be

required to work for their aid : and
"Whereas, some local welfare agencies have been weakened over the years

by increasing centralization of authority at the State and Federal levels : There-
fore be it

"Resolved, That greater latitude be granted to the local authority, however
it may be designated, to provide the necessary care for illegitimate children and
the impoverished, and at the same time to regulate, in fairness to the taxpayer,
those who abuse the various welfare, ADC and poverty programs, and further
that local welfare authorities refuse welfare grants to recipients who are not
domiciled residents of the political subdivision granting the assistance.

"family INCOME

"Resolved, The National Grange is in support of changes to the social services
program that provide improved work incentives, provide a uniform national
scale of eligibility standards and benefits, provide for job training and child

care services and hold the promise for more effective program administration."
At the 105th Annual Session of the National Grange, held in Charleston, West

Virginia in November of 1971, the delegate body adopted resolutions which we
here reproduce in i)ertinent part

:

"social security TAXES FOR RETIRED WORKERS

"Whereas, retired workers up to age 72 are at present required to pay Social
Security taxes on their earned income ; and
"Whereas, due to inflation and rising living costs, many retired per.sons badly

need some employment income to supplement their social security payments, and
can ill afford any reduction in their earnings : Therefore be it

"Resolved, That the Grange favors legislation eliminating Social Security taxes
for those persons receiving direct Social Security benefits."

"Family Assistance

"We believe that the provisions of Title IV of H.R. 1 in the 92nd Congress

—

which would establish new programs for needy families with children, and which
has been passed by the House of Representatives and is now being considered
by the Senate Committee on Finance^—is a considerable improvement over H.R.
16311 in the 91st Congress which this delegate body opposed for reasons stated at
the 104th Annual Session, page 168 of the Journal of Proceedings. One of the
principal improvements in Title IV of H.R. 1 is its requirement that family mem-
bers found to be available for work would be required to register for manpower
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services, training and employment—and also to accept available employment

—

upon penalty of loss of benefits.

"Our study of H.R. 1 has not satisfied us that enough improvements have been
made in the proposed legislation to overcome the reservations which we have
had heretofore."

''Welfare Reform

"Whereas, public welfare is an increasing cost to taxpayers ; and
•'Whei-eas, there are those receiving welfare who are able-bodied ; and
''Whereas, we believe the dignity of the recipient is enhanced if he can feel

that he has worked to earn his payments, rather than to receive charity, even
though the work available may not be the kind preferred by the worker ; There-
fore be it

'Kcsolicd, That we urge revision of our welfare laws to accomplish this pur-
pose ; and be it further

••Resolved, That welfare agencies work with the vocational and rehabilitation
services and other similar organizations to help train welfare recipients in use-
ful work in order that they become self-supporting ; and be it further

Resolved, That employable welfare recipients be required to work at gainful
employment for at least a part of their income to be eligible for welfare pay-
ments, thereby reducing welfare payments in part, that the National Grange en-
courage action at both Federal and State levels to make it necessary that all able-

bodied men and women under the age of 65 (except those persons who are re-

quired for sufficient reason to stay at home) work for the welfare which they
receive or train for such work ; and be it further

Resolved, That the National Grange endorse any revision or additional regula-
tions that would cancel all or part of welfare benefits to able-bodied men and
women who refuse to accept available employment for which they are qualified

;

and be it further
Resolved, That students who drop out of school and apply for welfare be re-

quired to attend a vocational scliool."

W^e appreciate this opportunity to present the views of the National Grange on
these important matters to the committee.

Sincerely,
John W. Scott, Master.

Law Offices,

Surrey, Karasik, Morse & Seham,
New York, N.Y.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Senate Finance Committee, New Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Sirs : We are writing to you on behalf of the Allied Pilots Association,

the collective bargaining representative of the pilots in the employ of American
Airlines. We were disconcerted to discover that your Committee has voted to pro-

vide extra Social Security benefits—after they retire—to persons who stay on

their jobs past the age of 65.

As you may know, a regulation promulgated by the Federal Aviation Agency
in 1960 requires all commercial airline pilots to retire at age 60. Since the present

Social Security laws do not entitle a man to benefit until he reaches the "normal"

retirement age 65. the effect is to create a period of five fallow years in which

a pilot may not work at his profession or receive Social Security benefits. More-

over, the omission of the potentially productive years from age 60 to age 65

could adversely affect the calculation of benefits due forcibly retired pilots.

Since the bonus provision you approved is intended to benefits employees who
elect to continue to work after 65 it is only equitable that individuals who are

forced to retire early pursuant to Federal regulations should not be penalized.

Thus, the amendment to the Social Security laws adopted by you should be

extended to apply to any individual who, ])y force of Federal law or regulation,

is required to retire at an age earlier than that established by the Social Security

laws as the "normal retirement" age. Of course, this inequity could and should

be eliminated by simply amending the Law to provide that the normal retire-

ment age for such individuals shall be their Federally forced retirement age—
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in the case of pilots, age 60. We have urged this change upon Congress a
number of times in the past, and bills have been introduced to accomplish the

result. In light of the "bonus" amendment which you have adopted we think this

is a particularly appropriate time for you to act on this proposal.

We would appreciate it if this letter were made a part of the record of any
proceeding being held relating to the subject matter treated.

Very truly yours,
Martin C. Seham,

General Counsel,
Allied Pilots Association.

Christian Science Committee on Publication,
The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mass.,

Washington, D.C., February I4, 1912.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long : We are writing to offer some suggestions for improve-

ments in the welfare reform program on which your Committee has recently

been holding hearings. Specifically, we direct your attention to two matters in

the Family Assistance Plan.

a. child care corporation

A number of proposals have been offered as solutions to the problem of care

for the children of working mothers under the proposed welfare reform program.
Some of them provide for health examinations and immunizations. They also

provide for medical treatment in certain situations for children enrolled under
day care programs. There is no exemption from these health services for those

whose religious beliefs would prevent them from accepting medical services.

Unless one is added, many children, such as those from Christian Science homes,
will be prevented from enrolling.

Christian Scientists do not seek exemption from examination and immunization
without consideration for the health of others. If a public health problem, such

as an epidemic of communicable disease arose, we would yield to the public

need. However, it has been our experience in other programs that even in normal
times some local health administrators treat the language of Federal support

for a program as compulsory—whether it was intended to be or not. That is

why a clearly stated provision in the statute is necessary to protect the religious

rights of all the people.

Your Child Care Corporation Act, S. 2003, contains a splendid exemption which
covers this situation (Sec. 2004(d)(1)). This paragraph as it was worked out

with your staff during the 91st Congress is quite satisfactory. Unfortunately,

two pairs of unnecessary parentheses were added along the way. The exemption
would be much clearer without these additions. We hope your Committee will

remove them. Senator Ribicoff, in his Senate Amendment No. 318 to H.R. 1, has
accepted this language.

B. reporting of neglected children

H.R. 1, sec. 2177 (page 384 line 19 to page 385 line 6) provides for reporting by
Federal welfare workers of cases of child abuse or neglect which come to their

attention. This is an effort to end the tragedy of mistreatment of children by

their own parents. It reflects the trend in many State legislatures. We applaud
every effort to correct this terrible problem in American society. But the lan-

guage of this section might encourage welfare workers who do not understand
the long and broad acceptance of Christian Science as a healing method to report

Christian Science treatment of children as neglect because no medicine is used.

Most neglect reporting laws in the individual States have clarified this point

by specifically exempting instances of reliance on such religious beliefs from

the reporting requirement. Congress included a good provision of this kind in

its Child Abuse Reporting Law for the District of Columbia (Public Law 89-775,

sec. 6). A similar exemption was added to the definition of "neglected child" in
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the District of Columbia Court Reform and Criminal Procedures Act (Public

Law 91-358, sec. 1&-2301 ( 9 ) )

.

. , . .

We are asking that you add to section 2177 of H.R. 1 a new subsection (b)

similar to the two above mentioned Federal statutes as follows :

"Notwithstanding any other provision in this Act, no child who in good faith is

under treatment solely by spiritual means through prayer in accordance with the

tenets and practices of a recognized church or religious denomination by a duly

accredited practitioner thereof shall, for that reason alone, be considered to be

neglected within the purview of this section."

We hope that you will understand that we have no desire to weaken this legis-

lation in any way. We are not experts on the subject of welfare reform, but we

are concerned with the people's right to the free exercise of religion. If you have

any questions about these recommendations, please do not hesitate to call on us.

Cordially yours,
H. Dickinson Rathbun, Manager.

National Conference of Catholic Bishops,
Washington, D.C., Fehruary 9, 1972.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long: In behalf of the United States Catholic Conference I

write to advise vou of the position of the Roman Catholic Bishops of the United

States regarding the proposal of Senator. Claiborne Pell which would permit

clergymen to be covered under Social Security as an employee rather than as a

self-employed person as provided under existing law.

This matter was given careful consideration at the Bishops' Administrative

Board Meeting in mid-February, 1971. The proposal which would permit a priest

to choose an employer-employee relationship for Social Security purposes is in-

compatible with both the theological concept of the priesthood and long-estab-

lished tradition and practice in the Roman Catholic Church. Neither the bishop

nor a parish is the employer of a priest. Rather, a priest accepts an assignment

to pastoral duties from his bishop and the parish or some other unit of the

Church pays his sustenance. These relationships are essentially different from

those of a conventional employer-employee relationship. A bishop accepts deep

moral obligations for the welfare of priests which are wholly unlike those in-

cluded in an employer-employee relationship. In practice, a bishop does not relieve

a priest of his pastoral duties wuthout his acquiescence, another circumstance

wholly incompatible with the concept of employment.
For these and other reasons, the Bishops unanimously concluded that the

proposal clashes with the relationship of a priest to his bishop and in his pastoral

functions. Accordingly, they strongly oppose Senator Pell's amendment to the

Social Security bill now pending before the Finance Committee.

I kindly ask that our position be made a part of the Committee record.

With cordial good wishes, I remain
Sincerely yours,

The Most Reverend Joseph L. Bebnardin,
General Secretary.

Statement by Mrs. Sherman Ross, Chairman, Legislatr'e Program Committee,
American Association of University Women

The American Association of University Women appreciates this opportunity

to express our views on the H.R. 1 amendments to the Social Security Act dealing

with revision of public assistance programs and relating to OASDI programs.

We have been alarmed by the increased cost of welfare without, seemingly,

doing much to alleviate the persistent poverty of far too great a percentage of the

country's population.
We are of the opinion that a 5% increase in social security benefits is not ade-

quate in terms of present living costs and, in view of the low income level, of

those living on pensions that relate to a quite different dollar than that of 1972..

We urge that an escalator clause keyed to increases in the cost-of-living index

be a part of the bill passed by the Senate. Fluctuation in the value of the dollar

should be covered.
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We also support the proposed increase to 100% of the deceased spouse's bene-
fits at age 65 for widows.
We believe allowance should be made for inflation—or note taken of the dollar

increases in wages without an increases in purchase power—when new earn-
ing exemptions for OASDI beneficiaries are adopted. In other words the old

$1200 ceiling is probably now the equivalent of an $1800 to $2000 earning exemp-
tion. In view of today's inflated prices, we think it probable that the ceiling

should be higher than $2000.
While we are pleased that it is proposed to include the disabled under Medi-

care we are of the opinion that the two year waiting period for coverage is far
too long and we urge elimination or substantial reduction of this provision.

We believe prescription drugs should be made available and that medicare
premiums for those living at the substance level—on social security plus little

else—should be eliminated.
In supporting increases in benefits we recognize that an increase in the wage

base must be made and that eventually it may be necessary to supplement these
trust funds annually from the general revenues of the United States.
We are extremely anxious to see progress made in reform of our welfare as-

sistance programs. The present system has a tendency to contribute to fathers
leaving homes in order that mothers and children be cared for. It also discourages
rather than encourages individuals to risk leaving the welfare rolls. Therefore
we support a basic family income, work training and income supplements.
We do not support forcing mothers of small children into work training or

jobs unless adequate child care provisions are enacted. A report just released by
the Labor Department reveals that employment among tlie residents of poverty
neighborhoods increased in 1971 by 2.1% over 1970 from 7.6% to 9.7%, while
the overall unemployment figure increased by 1% or from 4.9% to

5.9%. The same report also states that the biggest increase by unemployment
was among adult women where the percentage increase has been from 5.7%
in 1970 to 8% in 1971. In the face of this data we believe that job training
unless it leads somewhere—unless jobs are made available through a federally
subsidized program—may result in the further deterioration of the spirit and the
morale of the poor.
We believe many of the poor and unemployed, or underemployed, would prefer

employment—even if their wages did not reach the poverty income level set for

a family of four—to any form of welfare, if some form of income supplement
were enacted.
On the other hand we are sware of the dangers of creating a class of low

wage workers subsidized by the taxpayer for the benefit of private employers.
We urge that restrictions against this danger be written into H.R. 1. We also

hope that the provisions of the bill which now seem punitive—or could be im-
plemented in a punitive way—be drafted in such a manner as to be somewhat
less humiliating or demeaning to those who have no alternative but to accept
public help.

Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc.,

Oakland, Calif., February H, 1972.
Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : This letter presents our views on portions of H.R. 1, the
Social Security Amendments of 1972.
Our comments on H.R. 1 are directed to the "Health Maintenance Organiza-

tion" (HMO) provisions of the bill, and to proposed amendments relating to

catastrophic insurance and professional standards revievA' (PSRO).
The Kaiser Foundation Medical Care Program provides most of the health

care services required by more than 2,350,000 members in the metropolitan areas
of California, Portland, Oregon, and Vancouver, Washington, Cleveland, Ohio,
Denver, Colorado and on the Islands of Oahu and Maui in Hawaii. Over 75,000
of our members are Medicare beneficiaries. As the largest group practice pre-

payment plan in the United States, our program represents a fundamentally
different health care system which organizes direct medical and hospital services

to meet the health care needs of a defined population comprised of its members.
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This organized system and the utilization and cost data derived from it constitute
a yardstick by which other health care delivery metliods can be measured. Con-
sumer acceptance of the program in the areas where it operates has been im-
pressive. Membership is limited largely by the ability to finance facilities and to

staff them with professional and management personnel.

HEALTH MAINTENANCE OKGANIZATION PROVISIONS

Your Committee recognized in 1967, in its report on H.R. 12080 (90th Con-
gress), that group practice prepayment plans might offer one alternative to the
growing problems of cost and lack of organization of health care services.

In 19 <0, in the Senate-approved version of H.R. 17550 (91st Congress), your
Committee approved provisions creating a new HMO reimbursement option.

H.R. 1 once again contains provisions for an HMO option under Medicare, as
well as provisions which would allow Medicaid payments to be made to HMO's.
We support the HMO provisions of H.R. 1, as they were approved by the Ways
and Means Committee and passed by the House of Representatives.
The major thrust of these new provisions represents in our view a constructive

effort to seek new alternatives in a search for solutions to the problems of cost,

quality, and accessibility of health care. The provisions are open-ended and this

is appropriate. They do not dictate any one form of organization. For many years,

we have said that the needs of the country can best be served by a pluralistic

system for providing health care—and we continue to believe this is so. These
provisions, now clearly endorsed by the administration, will, of course, offer

encouragement to group practice prepayment plans such as ours; but they also

offer the opportunity for the development of many new variants sharing only

the common features mandated by H.R. 1.

There remain in tlie House-passed version of H.R. 1 a few items which we feel

require some brief comment, without detracting at all from our support.

(i) Open Enrollment Periods (Section 1876(b)(7))

It is obviously desirable to require some form of open enrollment period, and
necessary to avoid manipulation of enrollment for adverse selection. However.
Section iS76(b) (7) of H.R. 1 (and the corresponding provision of H.R. 17550)
are written in such a way that they could be construed to require an HMO
to give absolute priority to Medicare beneficiaries over other members of the

community up to 50% of its enrollment (Section 1876(b) (5) ) within the limits

of its capacity. This would be undesirable. For the benefit of the elderly and the

entire community, a comprehensive health care organization should serve a genu-
ine cross-section of the population in its service area. If Section 1876(b) (7) is

interpreted to require enrollment of the elderly up to 50% of membership (no

matter what percentage of the community they constitute), the high rate of

utilization by the elderly would soon absorb an excessive proportion of the avail-

able capacity of the facilities and services of a community-based comprehensive
health care organization. Furthermore, an unbalanced medical practice is less

attractive to physicians.
We suggest that Section 1876(b) (7), page 442, line 1, should be amended to

read

:

"(7) Has an open enrollment i>eriod of at least every year under which, con-

sistent w'ith maintaining a membership that represents a cross-section of the

population in the area served by the HMO, it accepts eligible persons (defined

under subsection (d)) without underwriting restrictions in the order in which
they apply for enrollment to the limit of its capacity (unless to do so would result

in failure to meet the requirement of paragraph (5) )."

(2) Evaluation of Performance

A variety of types of health care organizations are likely to elect reimburse-

ment under the HMO option. For example, not only group practice prepayment
plans, but individual practice prepayment plans such as the Foundation for Medi-

cal Care of San Joaquin County, are likely participants, in addition to other new
forms of organization. We believe it would be highly valuable to mea.'^'ure the per-

formance of various categories or type.-; of health care organizations over the

course of a number of years operation under the HMO option. Evaluations should

also compare HMO's with other methods of providing health care.

We suggest that H.R. 1 be amended to add a new section, 1876 (k), at iwge
446, between lines 18 and 19, to read as follows

:
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"(k) The Secretary shall periodically evaluate the performance of health
maintenance organizations as compared to other sources of health care services

and shall separately evaluate group practice prepayment plans, individual prac-

tice prepayment plans and other distinct categories of health maintenance or-

ganizations. Each such category shall be defined by the Secretary in regulations."
In this connection, while we strongly believe comparative evaluation is essen-

tial, we suggest that it will be necessary to proceed with a measure of caution.
Because health care has been predominantly characterized by a distinct lack of

organization, the tools of comparative analysis are not fully developed. Thus, for

example, determinaitionis related to whether health services are received "appro-
priately" (Section 1876(b) (6) will be difficult to make. And, we know of no
standard under which "promptness" could be divorced from the overall concept
of "appropriateness" of medical care (Section 1876(b)(6)).

It is of paramount importance that the rate basis for reimbursement of health
maintenance organizations as provided in the House version of the bill be re-

tained. Conversion to a cost basis would make this legislation meaningless. The
House version avoids excessive retention by providing that any excess retention

must be repaid unless it is used on behalf of Medicare beneficiaries either to pro-

vide additional benefits or to reduce the rates they pay to the health maintenance
organization.

Consideration should be given to removing the limitation that health main-
tenance organizations can receive only 95% of the cost of covered services if such
services were furnished by other than health maintenance organizations. The
intent should be to compare various systems of delivering health care services

for the purpose of determining the approach that can provide the best package
of services for Medicare beneficiaries at the least cost. The answer to this quesr
tion will be prejudiced if health maintenance organizations are compelled to start

with a 5% competitive disadvantage.
Concluding our remarks with respect to the HMO provisions. Mr. Chairman,

we fully appreciate the caution expressed by this Committee when it reported
H.R. 17550 in 1970, that the interests of Medicare beneficiaries and the integrity

of the trust funds be well protected. We would point out that the broad authority
contained in Section 1876(i) to closely regulate the terms of and performance
under contracts with health maintenance organizations seems well designed to

achieve that objective. It is important that sufficient flexibility be left in the
law to allow room for the innovation which is vitally necessary to the improve-
ment of health care in this country. For the long run, that objective should
be given a very high priority.

CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS INSUEANCE

We understand that you plan to introduce your catastrophic illness insurance
proposal as an amendment to H.R. 1. We appreciate your interest in protecting
people against catastrophic health costs, but we have some concern with regard
to the details of this proposal.
We believe that enactment of catastrophic illness insurance without provision

for comprehensive basic coverage would bring additional inflationary pressures
on health care costs and would tend to divert health care resources from pri-

mary care and noninstitutional care toward increased emphasis on institutional
care and esoteric health services. We are also concerned about the impact of
this proposal on low income workers because its deductible and co-insurance
features would create signiflcant barriers to medical care for such persons and
would result in a subsidy to middle and upper income families which would be
paid by poor families.

Catastrophic illness insurance also raises special probelms for direct-service,
group practice prepayment plans such as the Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care
Program. The members of a comprehensive plan that emphasizes preventive and
outpatient services will receive less benefits from a mandatory, tax-supported
catastrophic insurance program because they will use less hospitalization. Fur>
thermore, a direct-service pain that provides comprehensive physicians' services
has difficulty in integrating its coverage with a dollar deductible (such as $2,000).
Such plans and their members would have to bear .substantial administrative
costs in order to price out physicians' services to determine whether or not mem-
bers had met the $2,000 deductible. Furthermore, itemizing fees would recast
such plans into the fee-for-service mold.
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These problems can be met in a manner which results in equitable treatment

for the meoiibers of such plans, encourages such plans and their providers to con-

tinue to implement cost savings characteristics, and produces substantial savings

in administrative costs, by authorizing per capita payments to such plans on be-

half of their members.
The following amendment which would authorize the Secretary to make per

capita payments to such organizations is submitted for your consideration

:

"Section 2004(a) (4). In rhe case of organizations which provide or arrange

comprehensive health care services for a defined population, the Secretary shall

authorize per capita payments to such organizations on behalf of eligible individ-

uals enrolled in such organizations. A combined per capita payment may be made
to such organizations for the services set forth in subsections 2004(a) (2) and

2004(a)(3), which are provided or arranged by such organizations. Sueh per

capita payments shall equal the average payments made on behalf of eligible

individuals residing in the general geographic area served by such an organization

and shall be based upon the undertaking by such organizations to provide or

arrange services to eligible individuals enrolled in such organizations and shall

not be based upon specific services rendered to each eligible individual."

PBOPESSIONAL STANDARDS REVIEW

We would like to comment briefly on the professional standards review provi-

sions that we understand Senator Bennett will offer as an amendment to H.R. 1.

We are pleased that this amendment has been modified to help assure more
equitable treatment for physicians who are not engaged in traditional fee-for-

service practice. However, we are still concerned that professional standards re-

view organizations may, for various reasons, not apply their standards in a

sound or objective manner to group practice prepayment plans.

Substantial co^ts resulting from duplication of functions could be avoided if

the Secretary were authorized to waive review and control activities required

under this amendment if he finds, on the basis of substantial evidence, that a

health maintenance organization is effectively performing such review and con-

trol activities.

We believe that Sec. 1170 of the proposed amendment is in conflict with the

health maintenance organization provisions of H.R. 1. Potentially this approach
could es^tablish professional standards review organizations as the sole insurers

of health care in the geographical areas they serve. We 'believe that diverse

approaches should be permitt^ and encouraged.
We would like to suggest one speciflc amendment to Sec. 1156(b) (1) which

would help to assure equitable treatment of organized health care systems :

" (1) the types and extent of the health care services which, taking into account
differing, but acceptable, modes of treatment and methods of organizing and de-

livering care, are considered within the range of appropriate treatment of such
illness or health condition, consistent with professiionally recognized and accepted
patterns of care ;"

We look forward to the results of your Committee's deliberations on H.R. 1.

Very truly yours,
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc.,

By Robert J. Erickson, Counsel.

The Physicians Forum, Inc..

New York, N.Y., February 15, 1972.

Senator Russell Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, U.S. Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long and Distinguished Members : The Physicians Forum, a

national organization representing practicing physicians concerned with chang-
ing the system of distribution of medical care in the United States, regrets that

it was not given the opportunity to present its views on HR-1 directly to your
Committee. In lieu of this we wish to have these views incorporated in the
record of the Committee's hearings.

We believe that any bill dealing with the health of the Nation mu.st recognize

the need for the federalization of welfare benefits, such benefits to provide

72-573 O - 72 - pt. 6 -- 46
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sufficient income for adequate food, clothing and shelter. The base of $2400 for

a family of four is far below the subsistence level.

We welcome the inclusion of the disabled in the Medicare program. However,

the inclusion and increase of coinsurance and deductible requirements in this

program is retrogressive and can only serve to limit the availability of medical

services to those who can least .afford to pay for them.

Likewise, permitting the States to reduce the scope of care by eliminating

outpatient drugs, eye glasses, etc., is indefensible in anything but monetary terms.

The need for long term care is not met by any of the bill's pro\'isions and can

only serve to worsen the predicament of the chronically ill.

Eliminating social services under medicare from extendetl care facilities is

cruel and indefensible. Patients in such facilities need all the supportive services

that can be provided in order to maintain them in a state of dignity. Anything

less is degrading. Similarly, to allow nursing homes to function without a single

registered nurse, even in rural areas, degenerates the term "nursing home".

What kind of a place is a nur.sing home without a nurse?

And finally we view with great concern the possibility that your Committee

is preparing to recommend catastrophic illness coverage as an addition to HR^l.

Such plans are designed to protect middle to upi^er income level groups but

deny protection to those who are ix>or.

We hope you will give serious heed to our objections to HR-1 as it currently

stands, .so that needed changes will be made that begin to provide adequate

medical care to the poor and near-poor of this Nation.

Sincerely,
Victor W. Sidel, M.D.,

Chairman.
Paul W. Spear, M.D.,

Former Chairman.

Statement of Gordon R. Meyerhoff, M.D., Long Island, N.Y.

A CAPSULE on peer REVIEW

The current basis of phy.sicians selling peer review to physicians is that if

we don't police ourselves government will police u.s. It is further pointed out

that we can do it benignly to each other as an educational procedure. The re-

view process thereby even improving our own ability to care for our patients.

In actual practice, all those already engaging in it acknowledge that it turns

into a punitive process for those who do not measure up. That it has to be such

is obvious if one approaches it with the view of a mature iierson.

For a mature person even enforced education is punitive. A mature person

is always and continuously .self-educating. It behooves society, for its overall,

long-term benefit, to structure itself on the basis of mature relationships be-

tween its members. This serves both as instruction for the young in the mature

ways and as soil in which maturity for its adults can thrive.

Much as good soil also allows for some weeds to grow, the freedom and lib-

erty required for maturity will allow at times a lack of supervision for the im-

mature and license for the delinquent and incompetent. Except for obvious gross

unethical and incompetent practices, it is one of the costs that society is gladly

willing to pay for the overwhelming hcneflt of an encouraging, free, maturity-

cultivating interrelationship among its members. The alternative is the demoral-

izing imposition of a police state.

Such an insuring of professional freedom is the counterpart of what we
sacredly guard in law as "innocent till proven guilty." There our structure of

"due process" is a much more freedom pre.ser^-ing mechanism than a criminal

catching device. There we have for centuries now recognized the far greater

value to ourselves to have our formal structure of society geared to preserving

freedom, which may at times have us suffering being exposed to criminals at

large, than to subject our.selves continually to the crushing structure of a regi-

mented, police state.

The current pinch of economics is tending to make us forget that we have

also evolved this wi.sdom, for centuries now, insuring for professional free-

dom. We mu.st always remind ourselves, and thereby exercise our own maturity,

that the few dollars that freedom costs has, for centuries now, provided the

best buy any of us has ever made.

I
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Pharmaceutical Manxjfactubebs Association,
Washington, D.C.

Hon. Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, U.S. Senate, Old Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Long ; The purpose of this letter is to outline the position of

the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association on certain proposals currently

penuing before the Senate Finance Committee.
These proposals include S. 936, 92nd Congress, a bill introduced by Senator

Joseph M. Montoya and other co-sponsors, and Amendment 824 to H. R. 1 intro-

duced by Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff. As we understand it, the testimony and
statements received by the Senate Finance Committee on these measures will be

considered when H. R. 1 is discussed in Executive Session.

These measures are similar in most respects. They would extend Medicare
benefit coverage to include out-of-hospital prescription drugs with a $1 co-payment
requirement on each prescription to be paid by the patient. Both measures
would establish a Federal Formulary Committee and both would authorize the

use of a restrictive Federal Formulary coupled with a pricing mechanism based

on maximum allowable costs for drugs listed by the Committee.
The Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association is a voluntary, nonprofit trade

association composed of some 115 companies engaged in the research, develop-

ment and production of prescription medicines. Our member firms account for ap-

proximately 95% of these products made and sold in the United States.

The innovative efforts of our members are primarily responsible for making
available the great number of new life-saving and life-sustaining medicines that

have proven valuable to medicine during the past 30 years.

These companies have research laboratories, manufacturing plants and other

facilities in nearly all of the 50 states and employ more than 130.000 workers, in-

cluding a high percentage of scientists and researchers. They have an annual
payroll of more than $1 billion and pay taxes of approximately $700 million an-

nually to Federal, State and local governments.
Our member companies vary greatly in size. Many have annual sales of less

than $200,000, while others have sales of $200 million or more. Approximately
one-half of the PMA member companies would qualify as "small business" as

that term is defined by the Small Business Administration.

Our Association appeared before the Senate Finance Committee in 1967 and
1970 to testify on proposals similar to the subject bills. In light of our two prior

appearances, we felt it apropriate to submit our views by letter to you as Chair-

man, with copies to all Committee members. Our position today is essentially the

same as spelled out in our earlier testimony, however, we believe the arguments

we presented then, in support of our position, have even greater validity today.

Before restating our views on the pending legislation, we would like to outline

our position on the philosophy which attends the use of the Social Security system

to provide out-of-hospital drug benefits to Medicare beneficiaries. The phar-

maceutical manufacturing industry does not oppose using the insj:rumentalities

of the Federal Government or the Social Security system to make health care

more broadly available. What we have always maintained is that whatever drug

or other health benefits Congress decides are necessary for the well being of

our aged population, should not bring in its wake, lesser quality or utility than

are available to other segments of our population.

scope of the problem and possible alternatives

Recently published data reflects that the approach offered in the Montoya and
Ribicoff proposals is not the most practical, economical or efficient method of

helping the elderly meet necessary expenditures for prescription drugs. In our

opinion, the approach in these proposals exceeds the requirements of the aged for

assistance.

It is clear that the elderly, as a group, require a significantly larger number of

prescription medications than any other age group. In 1971. preliminary Social

Security Administration figures indicate that the aging spent $52.49 per capita

on outpatient prescription drugs—nearly four times the rate for the under-65

group.
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Nevertheless, it is also apparent that the great majority of the aging can manage
the cost of their medications, because they are fortunate enough not to incur the
major prescription expenses that are such a burden to a few.
The pharmaceutical industry" believes that the rational, effective and administra-

tively sound way to meet the prescription needs of the elderly is to construct a
program that is keyed to the medical considerations involved. Doing that, in

our judgment requires that the prescription drug system become an integral part
of the medical benefits program, together with its deductible features.
That would mean adding the prescription benefit program to the overall

scheme, in a manner that makes clear the contextual relationship that in fact
exists between medical and pharmaceutical services in every well-established
major medical plan now offered in the private sector. In short, any new Medicare
prescription drug coverage benefit should be part of the overall program in a fully

integrated sense.

We know that every experienced nation has found it wise to require all but
the medically indigent to pay something toward the cost of their prescription

drugs, and we believe that a flat payment shoud be employed in any American
plan. As for record-keeping, we would observe that the Medicare Part B system,
now in its seventh year of full operation, has worked reasonably well ; we can
see no reason why the addition of pharmaceutical benefits, handled by the
nation's 55,000 pharmacies would not also work well, with suflBcient lead time.

An additional approach to minimizing costs is that of utilization review com-
bined with better sources of information for prescribers on comparative drug
costs. In that way cost, as well as quality, may enter into the physician's choice
of medication. Some modest utilization review mechanism would seem desirable

to apply constraints to over-use, since there might be a tendency to increase usage
because a partial reimbursement plan had become available.

THE LIMITATION OF A NATIONAL FOBMXJLABY

Proponents of a national formulary have placed great reliance on its alleged
ability to solve problems associated with the reimbursement of prescribed drugs,
rational drug use and governmental economies in drug programs. What they
overlook is the fact that the operation of a hospital formulary is very unlike
any proposed national out-patient formulary. They fail to recognize that hospital
pharmacy stocks are selected by a committee of physicians and pharmacists
who practice in that hospital ; and that the hospital formulary committee, of its

own personal knowledge, is aware of the preferences of the hospital physicians
and of the quality differences among the so-called chemical equivalents. The
committee also knows what products are available, the reliability of their sources
and what products are stocked in the hospital pharmacy.
Importantly the hospital formulary reflects the opinions and desires of the

prescribing doctors themselves. It considers price, but it does not do so at the
expense of quality. A final major distinction is the fact that under a hosipital

formulary, physicians are free to veto the purchase of drugs manufactured by
firms of uncertain or unknown reputation and they may, whenever their judg-
ment dictates, prescribe non-formulary products.
By comparison, the proposed nationil formulary would give the individual

doctor no effective voice in the decision to exclude certain medications. Similarly
it would not give him the opportuntiy to prescribe non-formulary drugs without
imposing an economic penalty on the patient whom the program is supposed to

help. In brief it restricts prescribing to medicines listed by the formulary
committee and perpetuates the myth that the lower priced product is equivalent
in quali'^y and activity to all others on the market. Such a practice, clearly would
tend to lower standards, penalizing innovation, and rewarding the less conscien-
tious producers.

Recent critical review of governmental use of out-of-hospital formularies in-

dicates that they have been tried and found wanting in a number of states. They
are simply no*^ producing the results that their supporters thought they would.
Newly issued HEW medicaid guidelines for state administrators of Title XIX
programs now cautior against the use of highly restrictive formularies.

Studies comparing the results of state drug welfare programs utilizing restrict-

ing formularies, open formularies, and no formularies suggest that the most
successful and econv^mical programs are those without restrictive formularies.
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They also show that the ratio of administrative costs to total medical care cost

under Medicaid is significantly lower for the nonrestrictive states.

A similar conclusion emerges from a study of foreign programs. Italy, one of

the member nations of the Common Market, has the most rigid system of price

control for the reimbursement of drugs under social security programs. None-

theless, it also has the highest drug prices. On the other hand, Germany, a Com-
mon Market country without control on manufacturers' prices, but with an effec-

tive system of utilization review, has the lowest prices.

PRICE CONTEOLS A DETRIMENT TO COMPETITION

The Montoya and RibicofE proposals would establish a method of reimburse-

ment for dispensing pharmacists based on a "maximum allowable cost" for each

drug listed in the formulary. This cost would be the "acquisition cost" deter-

mined by the Committee plus a reasonable dispensing fee, or the actual, usual or

customary charge at which the dispenser sells the product. The formulary com-

mittee, it should be noted, would also list the maximum allowable cost for given

strengths, quantities and dosage forms at which the listed drugs are generally

available for sale to dispensing pharmacists.

As a consequence of this sweeping grant of economic power to a small group of

appointed "authorities." a price control system would be established over the

entire drug industry—manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers. Each would be

faced with fixed price ceilings and a system that would inhibit prompt and flexible

price adjustments to meet changing material, supply, labor or other costs.

But even apart from the manner in which this drastic price control system

would be imposed on the products of this industry, the Montoya and Ribicoff pro-

posals would require the pharmaceutical industry to accept administrative de-

cisions—without any workable right to administrative review or hearings. It

would be bad enough if these were temporary controls, but the proposals in ques-

tion call for a permanent system of price fixing. We believe such action is without

precedent in this country. "Whatever price controls have been established have

been in wartime or extreme national circumstances. But even then they were only

for temporary periods.

MEDICAL PRACTICE LIMITED BY THE FORMULARY

To continue to provide a high level of medical care, the physician must have the

necessary freedom of choice in making those judgments which his training and

experience tell him are best for his patient. This includes drug selection.

We support the proposition that physicians should seriously consider price in

selecting products as well as any other medically indicated procedure, device,

service or treatment. But physicians must remain free to make that decision

without substantial Government interference. If the spectrum of drugs avail-

able to physicians can be arbitrarily limited by a federal committee, then every

medical procedure, device, service or treatment is subject to the same limitations.

It is basically self-defeating to restrict the physician's choice of drugs. When
price considerations are applied vigorously, many first and second choice drugs

are not available for patient treatment, and medical care is prolonged unneces-

sary because of the use of less preferred and less effective drugs.

THE FALLACY OF THE SO-CALLED GENERIC EQUIVALENCE ASSUMPTION

The center piece of the Montoya-Ribicoff proposals is an assumption—and it

i.s no more than an assumption—that drugs with the same generic name, which
meet USP and NT standards, are chemically and therapeutically equivalent.

There is no support in science for this belief, nor have we found responsible au-

thority in Government or industry making such claims.

Studies by recognized experts have established that chemical equivalency does

not equate with therapeutic equivalency. They also show, in nearly all the prod-

ucts examined to date, that variations in formulations produce important dif-

ferences in biological activity. The FDA, the Academy of Pharmauceutical
Sciences of the American Pharmaceutical Association, the pharmaceutical indus-

try, the National Academy of Sciences and many independent investigators have
validated differences in drug products of the same generic name made by differ-

ent manufacturers.
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No one today, no not even the FDA, can hold out any assurance of the equiva-

lence of the same-named generic products. Nor does it appear that anyone will

be able to do so in the foreseeable future.

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

Unquestionably, the Federal Government has a legitimate interest in holding

down health care costs for Medicare, or any other federally financed program.

No one would deny that responsibility. However, as we have attempted to develop

in this letter, whatever economies can be effected should not be achieved at the

expense of the aged by skimping on the quality of their health care services. This

is not only false economy, but bad health care as well.

We believe that there are suitable alternatives to S. 936, and Amendment 824

;

ways by which federally assisted programs can be structured to reduce costs

without reducing the quality of health care. Both of these proposals, since they

adopt the same approach, inevitably involve high administrative costs because

so many claims would be involved. Even with a nationwide network of electronic

computer equipment, there would be tremendous administrative problems in

dealing with the large number of individual bills and the more than 55,000

pharmacies.
Recalling the dispute that occurred in the 91st Congress over the actual ad-

ministrative costs of the National Formulary and other attendant features, it

would seem clear that additional information is still badly needed. We do not

believe that existing data has sufficiently identified administrative costs, includ-

ing those related to the policing of restrictions requiring physicians and phar-

macists to suppress their professional judgments and select products solely on

the basis of cost.

In conclusion, therefore, the PMA opposes S. 936 and Amendment 824 because :

They would reduce the quality of medical care for Medicare beneficiaries

;

They would interfere with the physicians' right to choose what in their

judgment are the best medications for their patients
;

There are suitable alternatives which are more practical, economical and
efficient

;

The heartstone of these proposals, the assumption of generic equivalence,

cannot be scientifically supported now or in the foreseeable future; and
lastly

There is no sound data base establishing the administrative and other

costs of the proposed program.
It would lie appreciated if you would include this letter in the record of the

hearings on H.R. 1.

Sincerely yours,
C. Joseph Stetleb.

Statement of Keith Knudson, President, International Society of Clinical
Laboratory Technologists

My name is Keith Knudson, RMT, Supervisor of Clinical Laboratories,

Hiawatha Community Hospital, Hiawatha, Kansas. I am President of the In-

ternational Society of Clinical Laboratory Technologists, a professional Society

of some 3500 Medical Laboratory personnel staffing Clinical Laboratories
throughout the United States. Our members work in Government Laboratories,

Private Hospitals, and Independent Laboratories. As Medical Laboratory Tech-
nologists and Technicians, our membership has a great interest in upgrading
the services provided by Clinical Laboratories throughout the United States,

and we are particularly concerned with any legislation which will affect the

operation of such Laboratories.
With the enactment of Medicare legislation in 1966, the Federal Government

has become involved in prescribing regulations for the qualifications of Labora-
tory personnel as well as the Laboratories. The Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Act regulating Laboratories in Interstate Commerce enacted in 1968, also projects

the Federal Government into the I^aboratory field. After Medicare was passed
in 1966, our Society felt that there were many inequities in the original regula-

tions. Unfortunately there were no available statistics, and experience on which
to assess these inequities. There now has been adequate opportunity to gain
much needed experience in determining what the short-comings of the existing
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regulations have been, and we now have the opportunity of implementing the

Medicare program with revised regulations that wiil be of benefit to the general

^'^Probably more important than the inequities in the regulations has been the

record of inequitable representation and repeated instances of prejudicial con-

duct which can be documented. It is to this matter that we wish to address our-

selves. Section 1123. (a) HR 1, is of special concern in view of the expenen^

and history of the past six years—we refer to -Program for Determining Qualifi-

cations for Certain Health Care Personnel". Line 17 through 21 of the bill states

"The Secretary, in carrying out his functions relating to the qualifications for

health care personnel under title XVIII, shall develop (in consultation with

appropriate professional health organizations and State health and licensure

agencies) . . .

."
...

We will cite just two recent incidents which point out our concern over this

language. Our Society is a member of the Intersociety Committee for Health

Laboratory Services which is composed of organizations which represent all

groups involved in the Clinical Laboratory Service. Our Society is also a mem-

ber of the Association of Schools of the Allied Health Professions. We refer to

these memberships because we wish to emphasize that our organization is known

to all of the professional organizations and government agencies in the labora-

tory field. „^

.

,

In June of 1971, the Secretary of HEW submitted a report on "Licensure and

Related Health Personnel Credentialling" as required under Section 799A, Pub-

lic Law 91-519. The report was prepared by the Secretary's Licensure Report

Task Force, Mr. Ronald J. Wylie, Chairman. Our Society was not accorded an

opportunity to be present at a meeting called by Mr. Wylie to hear discussions

on this matter. As a result, we could not provide input. Therefore, in our opinion,

the report is not based upon complete information reflecting all view^s.

Once again in September of 1971, a conference on credentialling was con-

ducted by the Association of Schools of Allied Health Professions under a United

States Government grant. Once again our Society along with such other groups

as the Clinical Chemists, the Microbiologists, and the Bioanalysts, were not given

an opportunity to ijarticipate. It is, therefore, with a real sense of deep concern

that we must"iK>int out the inherent dangers in the language "in consultation

with appropriate health organizations and State Health and Licensure Agen-

cies." Who is to select the "appropriate health organizations?"

Since the inception of our Society in 1962, we have been a leading proponent

for career mobility and proficiency examinations. We believe we were the first

Professional Society in the field to advocate levels of laboratory personnel such

as Technologists, Technicians, Directors, etc. We have continually championed
the proposals that comi>etency of performance should be the essential criteria for

Medical Laboratory personnel rather than self serving private organizational

certification. This policy has been met with determined objections of organized

medicine, specifically the American Society o f Clinical Pathologists, and the

American Medical Association. Although it is gratifying to note that many of the

policies which our Society initially proposed as long as 8 to 10 years ago, are now-

being adopted by many in the field, we still feel there is a very grave danger that

the same obstruetioni.st groups which have created sky-rocketing costs are being

placed in positions of authority. They are instrumental in making recommenda-
tions for implementation of laboratory services under governmental programs,

and are predominant on all advisory boards.
It is, therefore, with a deep sense of urgency that we ask the Congress of the

United States to enact amendments to the Social Security Act which insure

that there will be a system of review based on equitability, justice, and impar-

tiality. We are aware that a peer review system is being suggested by other orga-

nizations, and we heartily endorse such a concept.

Rest assured the primary concern of our Society is to be of greatest service

to the Government, to the field of medicine, to the patient public, to the Labora-

tory Community, as well as to our members. We believe the record of the past

six years will attest to the fact that continuing the policy of having Physician

and Hospital dominated Advisory Boards and Commissions will not only perpetu-

ate the inequities that now exist, but will insure the continuation of high cost

health care, and that not every American will have the benefit of adequate
health services.
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Testimony of Joan Foley, Representing the Committee on Income
Maintenance

I am Joan Foley. I speak here today for the Committee on Income Mainte-
nance. We are a Committee of American citizens from all walks of life who
are interested in the welfare of the American people as a whole and especially

in the present system of welfare which was created over 30 years ago as a tempo-
rary measure and has not proven successful.

Our Committee has been functioning for the last four years, has held three
conferences, and has been instrumental in having numerous bills introduced
in the House by Congressman William Fitts Ryan and Congressman Leonard
Farbstein, to wit : H.R. 13625, H.R. 586, H.R. 1634, H.R. 14773, and H.R. 4801.

The provisions which we feel must be included in a meaningful income mainte-
nance bill have been sent to all members of the House, the Senate, and to the
Governors of every state and have received very favorable reactions from all.

Based on the favorable support we have received, not only from our legislators

but also from the public as a whole, our Committee has adopted the following

resolutions.
resolution

We believe that the time has come for this nation to end poverty, and realizing

that the present, inhumane welfare system has been a tragic failure for millions

of families, our Committee has resolved :

1. Congress should enact during the present term a meaningful income mainte-
nance law.

2. Such a law should include the following provisions

:

(a) Maintenance payments of at least $4,000 a year for a family of four,

payment of $2,500 for single persons as well as families, including senior

citizens.

( b ) Members of a family of an individual should be able to earn up to

$8,000 a year on a sliding scale and not forfeit maintenance payments.
(c) Job requirement provisions should not be used to interfere with the

bargaining efforts of a labor organization nor should they undercut the pre-

vailing wage structure in a particular type of employment, nor should they

undercut minimum wage standards.
(d) Under no circumstances should a mother be required to be separated

from her young children or face the prospect of losing maintenance pay-

ments.
(e) Income maintenance legislation should be linked to a good job-train-

ing program and to a massive program to provide day care centers.

(/) In the event that a person cannot secure employment in the private

sector of the economy, the federal government should be the "employer of

last resort".

No more important problem confronts Congress this year than the reform of

the destructive welfare system. The Committee on Income Maintenance urges

that income legislation be the first order of business before the current Congress.

Very truly yours,
Mrs. Bella Altshuler,

Chairman.
Mr. Fredeirick Norton,

Vice-Chairma/n.

The Council

res. no. 644, november 16, 1971

Resolution Calling Upon the Congress to Enact a Meaningful Income
Maintenance Program During the Current Term

By Mr. Weiss, Mrs. Greitzer and Messrs. Silverman, Thompson, Friedland,

Katzman, DiBlasi, Clingan, Sadowsky, Haber, Postel, Burden, Sharison and
Mrs. Ryan

—

Whereas, The present welfare system has failed in its original purpose of

attempting to maintain an adequate standard of living for the unemployed and
their families, and is utterly unable to provide a decent standard of living for

the poor and the chronically unemployed ; and
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Whereas, It is inhumane, frequently forcing the separation of families and

subjecting recipients to invasions of privacy and numerous other indignities;

and
Whereas, It does not address the problems of the underemployed, the working

poor and the near poor and fails to confront the overriding question of poverty

itself; and
Whereas, The continued existence of poverty in the United States is morally

repugnant, incompatible with democratic ideals and unnecessary given America's

great wealth and resources : Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Council of The City of New York calls upon the Congrese

of the United States to commit itself positively to ending poverty in the United

States by enacting a meaningful income maintenance program during the current

term ; and be it further
Resolved, That such a program shall include the following provisions:

1. An income floor of at least $4,000 per year for each family of four

;

2. Payment for single persons as well as families ;

3. Incentive pay on a sliding scale permitting a family of four to work without

losing benefits under this program, until the total family income reaches $8,000

per year

;

^ i,

4. Classification of all benefits under this program and the conformance, with

due process, of all administrative procedures relating to benefits ;

5. No job requirements should (a) interfere with the rights or bargaining po-

sition of any labor organization or (b) undercut any prevailing wage rate in the

particular industry or occupation ;

6. Any job requirement should guarantee each beneficiary any rights granted

to or held by any other worker in the particular industry or occupation, includ-

ing, but not limited to, social security, unemployment compensation, union rep-

resentation and collective bargaining, severance pay and seniority ;

7. No job requiremet should force the separation of a mother from her young

children by threatening her with the loss of maintenance payments ;
and be it

further
Resolved, That any income maintenance legislation be linked to

:

1. Adoption as public policy the theory of the Federal government as the

"employer of last resort," guaranteeing the right to a meaningful and productive

job to any individual willing and able to work who cannot secure such employ-

ment in the private sector

;

2. The provision of a massive and free program of vocational training and

day care centers for all those desiring these services ; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be transmitted immediately to the

President of the United States and the officers, floor leaders, appropriate com-

mittee chairmen and New York City members of each house of the Congress.

Referred to the Committee on Finance.

Kemper Insurance,
1511 K Street NW.,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senate Finance Committee Member : We do not believe S. 1376 is an

appropriate compromise between those interests which favor nationalization of

the health insurance industry in America and those who favor minimal change.

In our opinion S. 1376 has two defects in its present form. S. 1376 does not

allow for existing health flnancing systems. First, it finances catastrophic

health care for everyone, whether or not a i^erson can afford to purchase the

coverage in existing private markets. The situation with regard to catastrophic

health care is different from the situation which existed when Medicare was en-

acted. At that time, coverage for illness was difficult to obtain if one was el-

derly, whether a i«?rson could afford coverage or not. However, today, anyone

who can afford catastrophic health and accident coverage, can purchase it.

The second defect is that S. 1376 does not allow for existing casualty insur-

ance systems. A principle which has been central to America's economic life

ia that those who engage in an activity should shoulder the costs of that ac-

tivity—if they can afford to do so. S. 1376 would have the government and tax-

payers pay for all illnesses and injuries, regardless of source. Where guaranteed

medical benefits already exi.st for illne.sses and accidents arising from distinct

activities, those benefits should pay medical bills. Otherwise, the costs of these
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activities are obscured and the social and economic pressures for a safe work-

place and highway safety, for example, would quickly dissipate.

We hope that whatever legislation you support, you would seriously consider

these comments.
Cordially,

Steven H. Lesnik,
Washington Manager, Corporate Relations.

Comments by Kempes Insurance on S. 1376

—

Amendment to H.R. 1

1. Catastrophic Illness Insurance is the first step in total nationalization of

the health insurance field :

(a) It contains no controls to prevent reduction of hospitalization and medi-

cal care deductibles in ensuing years.

( & ) Will superimpose a government operated and financed mechanism on exist-

ing private programs.
(c) Government should provide insurance only (a) if no coverage is available

in private market or (b) to those people who either cannot afford private insur-

ance or do not have access to it.

2. Further fragmentation of health care delivery and financing systems:

(a) Will create duplicative and conflicting administrative systems between the

private insurance industry and Social Security System. For example, private

insurance would administer basic benefits system, Social Security would ad-

minister catastrophic system with a good possibility of the private carriers also

reimbursing the deductibles and co-insurance amounts. This would create a maze
of red tape for hospitals, doctors and administrators.

(&) Diverts attention from a national goal of a coordinated comprehensive

approach to ambulatory and preventive care through an integrated system of in-

tensive manpower development, community health planning with coordinated

private-government health care financing.

(c) Will remove economic restraints on excessive health care. This will com-

pound the problem of rising medical and hospitalization costs due to newly

created demands on specialized high cost services.

3. Confiicts with casualty insurance systems

:

(a) Role of insurers as providers of total trauma care management for auto-

mobile insurance and workmen's compensation system cease to exist to its present

extent.
(ft) WouM end a set of financing systems organized that allocate the costs of

injuries and illnesses arising from specialized activities to those activities

—

such as industrial accidents and illness through the workmen's compensation

system, and auto injuries through auto insurance.

(c) The American Mutual Insurance Alliance Automobile Guaranteed No-

Fault Protection Plan with $50,000 no-fault medical care coverage would pro-

vide adequate medical coverage for 99.9% of all injured in auto accidents. Also,

in nearly all states full medical benefits are provided by workmen's compensation.

Catastrophic Illness Amendment doesn't contemplate payment of these benefits.

national health insurance

I. Two basic issues :

A. Improving healthcare in America.
B. Financing healthcare

:

1. Government should provide financing only for the poor and medically

indigent. Others should pay their own way.
2. Private sector is the most efficient and economical vehicle for financing.

3. Providers of care should be encouraged to operate economically.

4. The financing of medical care for injuries arising out of special circum-

stances should be handled separately.

II. The importance of improving the organization and capacity of the health-

care delivery system before restructuring the financing mechanism :

A. Avoid added inflation.

B. Prevent further mal-distribution.

C. Avert disillusionment of public.

D. Forestall another Medicare fiasco.

III. The importance of phasing-in increased benefits

:

A. Facilitate effective management of the program.
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B. Minimize the potential of encountering the pitfalls of II A, B, C and D.

C. Make improvements available to the public as soon as feasible.

D. Effect a gradual increase in taxes and cost to employers.

IV. Why workmen's compensation and automobile insurance should be primary :

A. Medical costs of industrial injuries should be borne by the industrial com-
munity and not by the taxpayers.

B. Workmen's compensation is an efficient financing mechanism.
C. Almost all states have full medical coverage for employees injured on the

job.

D. The federal government is now studying workmen's compensation. We
should await findings and recommendations before integrating WC into a national

health insurance program.
E. Present approach maintains pressure and stimulates incentive for provid-

ing safe working conditions for employees and for safe driving by motorists.

F. Costs of automobile accident injuries should be borne by those who derive

the primary benefits of the travel which causes them.

G. It would be socially undesirable to "bury" the horrendous costs of automo-
bile accidents. These should be kept in the forefront.

H. If automobile and WD were made excess, states would lose substantial

income now received from premium taxes.

I. If automobile and WC were made excess, considerable new competition for

health insurance could be expected. This would throw the health insurance

market into a turmoil.

J. Keeping WC and automobile insurance separate reduces the cost of national

health insurance.
V. Weaknes.ses of catastrophic programs

:

A. Increase demands on delivery system without improving it.

B. Further fragmentation of the delivery system.

C. Likelihood that the benefits of the program and, therefore, the costs will

rapidly increase as has been the case with social security.

VI. Disadvantages of federal regulation :

A. Unnecessary replacement of state regulation which is established and work-

ing well.

B. If federal government regulates at all, it s"hould only be over that portion

utilizing public funds. Even there, state authorities should administer using

federal standards.

C. Unusually and unnecessarily expensive to duplicate state regulatory system.

D. Stifling effect of federal regulation on competition.

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
Washington, D.C.

Hon. Russell Long,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, New Senate Office Building, Washington,

D.C.

Dear Senator : I thought I ought to call to your attention the enclosed corre-

spondence which I received from Wade C. Johnson, Executive Director of the

Hospital Association of Rhode Island, in opposition to the proposed Bennett
amendment to H.R. 1.

I would appreciate it very much if you could make this letter a part of your
record on this bill and call it to the attention of the other Committee members.
With best wishes, I am,

Sincerely yours,
John O. Pastore, U.S. Senator.

Hospital Association of Rhode Island,
Providence, R.I.

Hon. John O. Pastore,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Pastore: Senator AVallace Bennett has proposed an amend-
ment to H.R. 1—Social Security Amendments for 1971. Senator Bennett's amend-
ment, as we understand it, would take the responsibility for health care quality
control and utilization review out of the hospital and its medical staff and place
it, improperly, with the county medical society. In November, 1970. we wrote to
you expressing our concerns with and opposition to Senator Bennett's amendment.
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It is our understanding that the Senate Finance Committee, which is presently

considering H.R. 1 (about which we wrote you in February), has tentatively

voted in favor of Senator Bennett's amendment. The final vote, within the Com-

mittee, on the entire piece of legislation is expected within the new few weelis.

We continue to be concerned about the Bennett amendment which would es-

tablish Professional Standards Review Organization (PSRO) outside of the

hospital to monitor the quality of care and utilization of resources within the

hospital.

Placing quality and utilization review in the hands of local medical societies

bypasses the medical staffs of hospitals. Local medical societies have no ex-

perience in the delivery of health care and only a team approach involving hos-

pital trustees, medical personnel, administrators and trustees can achieve the

desired results.

In this regard it is important to note that the hospital medical staff concept

of utilization review has as its objective optimal utilization, not overutilization

and not underutilization, of hospital facilities and resources.

Thus it cannot be separated from a complete medical audit of the care the pa-

tient receives, which is a medical staff function by peer review. It simultaneously

evaluates utilization of facilities and services and identifies problem areas re-

quiring planning for and services based on patient needs and use. From it evolves

our continuing education program for the medical staff', including the family

practitioner in the community, which has the goal of continually improving

patient care. Utilization review also acts as a management tool for evaluating

policy as it affects patient care.

In addition, the amendment raises serious questions with regard to the legal

responsibility which boards of trustees of hospitals have for patient care. Re-

moval of legal liability for actions taken by PSROs would simply mean the

PSRO's norms would likely become federal standards for malpractice. Such

standards or norms could become absolute rather than guides and, thus inhibit

innovation and change in patterns of patient care.

Even the courts have recognized that the governing authority of the individ-

ual institution has ultimate responsibility for patient care—responsibility which
cannot be delegated to any outside agent.

All hospitals in Rhode Island have established utilization review committees

to help assure that costly hospital beds are used only by those patients who
could not be treated adequately elsewhere. Utilization review enables a commit-

tee of physicians to examine the admission and length of stay of patients and
thereby oversees the utilization of hospital beds and services.

The voluntary, short-term general hospitals in Rhode Island participate in

PAS (Professional Activities Studies), a computerized system of summarizing
all medical records of utilization review and quality appraisal.

According to the latest statistics available, for the twelve-month period ending

June 30, 1971, Rhode Island's short-term general hospitals collectively had re-

duced the average length of hospitalization by one-tenth day, when compared
with the national average for hospitals of comparable size.

In a two one-half year period, from January 1, 1969, to June 30, 1971, hospitals

in the state had reduced the average length of stay by one-half day, proving that

the hospitals had taken enormous strides in improving their utilization through

internal attention to length of stay.

Various forms of utilization review in Rhode Island's hospitals are now
shortening hospital stays throughout the state and saving money for individual

patients and third-party payers. A net reduction of one-half day in overall hospi-

tal stays in the state has meant a potential savings of nearly $3 million to health

care purchasers.
A check by the Hospital Association with those hospitals in the state who have

exhibited the greatest reduction in length of say during the last two and one-

half years has shown that stepped-up and more extensive efforts have been taken

by utilization review committees in those hospitals.

It is our opinion that the fine work undertaken voluntarily by the hospitals in

Rhode Island regarding quality control and utilization review will be minimized

if PRSO's are mandated by law.
We urge that PSRO's be permitted as experiments in those locales where such

a system might prove effective. In this way the PSRO concept can be tested as to

its viability and effectiveness.
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As we indicated during our recent visit to Washington, it is the very strong
opinion of the Hospital Association of Rhode Island and its member hospitals
that passage of the Bennett amendment as it is presently written would be dele-
terious to the delivery of health care to all Rhode Islanders. We understand that
the Rhode Island Medical Society is also opposed to the Bennett amendment.

Sincerely,

Wade C. Johnson, Executive Director.

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Finance,

Washington, D.C.
Hon. Russell B. Long,
Senate Finance Committee
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senators I have received the enclosed letter from Mr. Wilbur J. Schmidt,
Secretary of the Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services, regarding
certain provisions of Section 507 of H.R. 1. I would be most appreciative if you
would arrange to have Mr. Schmidt's letter inserted in the official hearing record
of H.R. 1.

Thank you for your courtesy.
Sincerely yours,

Gaylobd Nelson, U.S. Senator.

State of Wisconsin,
Depaetmeosit of Health and Social Sebvices,

Madison, Wis.
Hon. Gaylobd A. Nelson,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Nelson : We have recently received a copy of the Proposed
Amendments to H.R. 1 in the Senate and wish to share with you our concerns and
recommendations on several areas covered by the amendments.
We have reviewed the sununary of Proposed Amendments to Section 507 of

H.R. 1 in the Senate and find it quite comprehensive. There are, however, several

areas that we think should be modified in order to make the transfer of county
and state employees to the federal system more equitable.

One area that concerns us is that separation of income maintenance and social

services has resulted in the arbitrary assignment of some income maintenance
staff to service functions. Some of the former income maintenance staff now in

the social service area prefer to return to income maintenance functions and will

do so when income maintenance positions become available. We recommend that

all public welfare staff, not just those performing the income maintenance func-

tion, be permitted to transfer to HEW with the special considerations provided in

the bill. Otherwise, some people with a strong income maintenance interest and
competence will be artificially excluded. Expanding the coverage to all public

welfare staff will not likely burden HEW, because many staff will prefer to re-

main in local or state service or to perform social service functions.

We are concerned, too, because the proposed amendments state that "... a

department or agency of the United States may appoint . .
." It would be far more

desirable to say "... a department or agency of the United States must offer and
appoint to perform its authorized functions under this act any individual . .

."

It appears in the proposed amendments that the federal government could choose

not to offer employment to some or all income maintenance staff. If that should

happen income maintenance employees would find themselves unemployed at the

expiration of the ninety day period. The federal government should be required

to offer positions to all income maintenance staff and appoint those who wish

to be employed by the new program.
Another area, credit for prior service, creates a special problem for state su-

pervised, county administered programs. The problem is ". . . credit shall be

given for service with the state or political subdivision of the state by which the

appointee was employed on the last day of his employment described in para-

graph (1)(B) prior to his appointment under paragraph (1). We believe that

employees should be given credit for their total uninterrupted service as it is
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not unusual for county and state employees to transfer from one county to an-

other or move from state to county and county to state employment. These em-
ployees are now covered under a common retirement system and all counties

are under the same merit rule. We believe, then, that it would be far more equit-

able to recognize their total uninterrupted service in a state's public welfare pro-

gram or even, ideally, within public welfare programs anywhere in the country.

The other provisions for the transfer of state and county employees appear

comprehensive and fair. If you can assist in bringing about the changes in the

areas we have specifically stated you will help to provide fair and equitable

treatment of Wisconsin residents currently employed by Wisconsin public wel-

fare agencies and also help insure the success of the federal income maintenance

system.
Sincerely,

Wilbur J. Schmidt, Secretary.

o
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